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EWORLD TODAY
A

SPECIALIZED

PROGRAM

FOR

A SELECTIVE MARKET...

. . . Presenting all the basic, up-to-date information needed in
the business of agriculture, to one of the greatest farm radio
audiences in the Midwest.
FARM WORLD TODAY, broadcast Monday through Saturday, 11:3011:55 A,M., is an example of W LS specialized programming for a large
and important selective market — those people, men and women, whose
basic economy
is dependent upon agriculture. Conducted bv Al Tiffany,
W I S Agricultural Specialist, FARM WORLD TODAY boasts one of
tin. greatest farm radio audiences in the Midwest. They listen for information essential to the business of agriculture . . .
.
•
•
•
•

New Crop Possibilities!
Forecast of important crop and livestock potentials!
labor sa\ing de\ ices — weather — markets!
Local, National and International news affecting agriculture!
Projects of leading agricultural organizations —
including farm women groups!

i, Market Specialist,
i FARM WORLD

TODAY

0HN

BLAIR

. . . all important to all members of Midwest farm families because of the
growing significance of possible war economy; heightened interest in
market reports; ever present concern over weather conditions, and the
need to keep abreast of the verj latest agricultural developments.
From your point of view, FARM WORLD TODAY offers tremendous
Commercial possibilities. Sold on an economical participation basis, this
program's inherent prestige yields quicker acceptance and firmer belief
IT each sales message — begetting instant buyer action.
Through vears of service to the vast agricultural industry, by such
programs as FARM WORLD TODAY, W IS has emerged as the undisputed agricultural leader in the Midwest — the result of planned programming and service by the largest informed agricultural staff in radio.
Your

Mian

man

lias complete details on W LS agricultural
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How important
is out-of-home
listening?

Original

Sponsors to
spend $600 M
on TV in 1952

Sponsors will spend over $600 million on web and spot TV in '52.
That's estimate made for SPONSOR by Bob McFadyen, NBC-TV sales planning & research manager.
In recent speech before American Marketing

SPONSOR research on radio listening in TV homes (see new department, page 60) points up importance of out-of-home audience today.
Data, gathered for SPONSOR by Advertest Research during first 2 weeks
December 1951, shows only 8.1% respondents did most of their AM listening out-of-home before buying TV set.
After TV, out-of-home rises
in relative importance with 18.3% listening most outside homes.
Advertest study, first of series commissioned by SPONSOR, was done in
New York metropolitan area among 749 respondents.
-SR-

Association, McFadyen also said total TV advertising in '51 was about
$450 million — 2% times '50 total.
P&G alone spent over $10 million.
-SRSilver Star blades
starts $600,000
news campaign

American Safety Razor Corp. , Brooklyn (via McCann-Erickson) is launching $600,000-plus early-morning news schedule over 70 radio AM stations in 56 markets for Silver Star blades.
Ad Manager Buddy Solomon
told SPONSOR campaign is result of successful
3-times-weekly news shows on Columbia Pacific

New Ziv show
boost to local
programing

DuMont

launches

merchandising
service

Ben Bodec,

testing of "Frank
Network.

Goss"

-SRVitality of local radio programing, which has been given boost recently by NBC launching of new co-op shows (Minute Man series), gets new
push this month with release of Frederic W. Ziv Company show — "I Was
a Communist for the FBI."
Show has $12,500 weekly production nut,
will bring Ziv invesement in new programing over past year to $2,548,000.
Transcription firms are only radio entities now making big outlays for new programing.
-SRUnlike AM webs, which waited long time before start of merchandising
services for sponsors, Du Mont is first TV web to initiate merchandising department. New 3-man unit is headed by Edward Kletter, 44, exV.P. United Cigar-Whelan Stores.
H? told SPONSOR: "Department will
stress food, drug advertisers' point-of-sales merchandising, using
cards, posters, promotional tie-ins."

New York

Ben Bodec joins SPONSOR

as executive editor

and Chicago

reporter

tradepaper

and editor

since

the early

'30' s and later advertising agency executive, became executive editor of
SPONSOR effective 7 January.
At J. Walter Thompson Bodec specialized in talent and program development and at Kenyon & Eckhardt he served as talent and
program buyer in addition to being a member of the radio/TV plans committee.
He was also vice president in charge of radio and television for General Artists Corp. In early 1931 Bodec joined VARIETY where he worked 14 years as
reporter, radio editor, and associate editor.

; York 22.
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Itl POICT TO SPONSORS
TV thaw to
mean trickle of
stations in action

Metal shortages
won't hit new
TV operators

Negro market's
scope revealed
in N. Y. study

"Front

Page

Detective" bags
3 sponsors

for I l Ian nary l!>>2

If FCC lifts TV station "freeze" early spring (as expected, don't
look for "any bad bottlenecks" in getting equipment.
That's view of
F. P. Barnes, General Electric 's TV equipment salesmanager.
He told
SPONSOR GE already had sold more than 10 transmitters to would-be TV
station operators who've put them in warehouses.
Because of flood of
station applicants, he predicts no more than "3 or 4" new stations
will be on air in '52.
Prediction

above

Net billings
down only 4.5%
in 1951

corroborated

-SRto SPONSOR

by spokesman

for National

-SRImportance of Negro market in New York emphasized in 6-month survey
conducted by WLIB, independent specializing in programing to Negro and
Jewish groups.
Key findings: (1) Income of average Negro family has
tripled since 1940; ( 2 ) 95.7% of all employable Negroes were working
as of August 1951; (3) more than 200,000 New York Negroes have new
homes; (4) Negro population in New York is 1,012,883, larger than
Cleveland, St. Louis, Boston — or equivalent of sixth U. S. city in
size; (5) Negro preference is almost exclusively for nationally advertised brand-name products.
Manager

Halsey

V. Barrett,

-SRConsolidated

TV Sales,

reports

5 sponsors

buying Jerry Fairbanks film, "Front Page Detective," for national spot
TV.
New users of 59 episode half-hour whodunit shows are: Wine Growers Guild of America (via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli) ; National Brewing
(Owen & Chappell)

Radio-only rep
starts business
with WDAF as
first client

was

Production Authority, Washington.
Official said "we'll be allocating
transmitter and tower material in new year — and metal shortages won't
be serious."
He expected "less than a handful" of new TV stations to
be on air, all of them using VHF rather than experimental UHF transmitters. (For full details on f reeze-lif ting outlook see page 32.)

; Blatz

Beer

(Kast or-Farrell'-Chesley

& Clifford).

-SRHenry I. Christal Company , which on 1 January began actively representing its first client, WDAF, Kansas City, is doing a turnabout by declining TV representation.
Will specialize in big-audience radio stations. WHAS, Louisville, joins Christal string 22 March; unnamed
other stations may team up earlier.
New York office is 300 Park Avenue; Chicago office is located at 333 N. Michigan Avenue.
-SRDespite gloom about network radio during 1951, P.I.B. figures for
first 11 months of year show only 4.5% decline in net billings from
same period previous year.
Total in 1951 was $160,100,000, only $7,600,000 below 1950's $167,700,000.
ABC was down $2,000,000 from
532,400,000; CBS was down $700,000 from $64,200,000; Mutual was up
SI, 400, 000 from $14,800,000; NBC was down $6,300,000 from $56,300,000.
-SR-

"Break the Bank"
to CBS in
time hassle

Problem

of clearing

TV web time

is. underlined

by Bristol-Myers-NBC-TV

hassle over "Break The Bank."
Because sponsor, which had been with
NBC 25 years, had shifted several radio shows to ABC, NBC sold "Break
The Bank" Wednesday night slot to other advertiser.
In huff, BristolMyers shifted Ed Wolf TV package to CBS-TV, beginning 13 January, Sunday, 9-30 to 10:00 p.m.
Radio "Break The Bank" is still on ABC.
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Why don't more advertiser* use farm radio?

MR. SPONSOR:
P. S.

Farm publications
get millions in consumer
advertising, yet rural radio
favorite medium of nation's farmers, is often ignored by general advertiser

II on- Hay ton used l\

to sell « eivie project

Ingenious air programing, high-caliber ad agency, and
helped Dayton sell its citizens on increased school tax

professional
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One,
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Stay Beer use* three air media
Griesedieck Western
Brewery, No. I I in national beer sales, turned
print to $500,000 spot radio and TV budget: sales are spurting

i

The one-shot: when and how to use it

36

on local sponsor s
in developing new big-time radio shows. Latest such is Frederic W. Ziv's "I Was A
Communist for the FBI" taped series at $12,500 a week. Discussing Ziv show costs are
(left) Matt Cvetic, real-life hero of FBI, and
(right) Ziv executive vice president John Sinn.
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"The agency
hnewy when

they picked

KWKH"
Says GRAY McCRAW
President, McCraw Distributing Co., Shreveport

IMPORTANT

LOUISIANA

FEED DISTRIBUTOR

McCraw Distributing Co. is one of the largest and
most successful farm-feed distributors in the LouisianaArkansas-Texas area.'' Their President is therefore in a
perfect position to appraise KWKH's impact in rural
areas. Here's what he recently wrote us:

jljL few months ago I was named distributor for
Nutrena Feeds in the Shreveport area, and I was
rather amazed to learn that the manufacturer, Cargill,
Inc., was using only one radio station, KWKH, to
cover this area. Now I know why. This station
reaches most of the farm families in my territory.
They are thoroughly familiar with the product and
with the radio program. Also, I have found this radio
advertising helps me a lot in lining up new dealers.
Those boys at the Bruce B. Brewer agency certainly
knew what they were doing when they picked
KWKH.

M

(Signed) Gray McCraw'

50,000 Watts

• CBS

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH

Texas
SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
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Company j
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ArkatlSaS
Henry Clay, General Manager
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Dynamic
Growth

Robert J. La

On bfoiritif/ off people's eyebrows
It i-. this column suggests, a fine thing for the industry, and art.
of television thai there is (starting this week i a series of programs

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Hinnje
Growth
in industry
over vIl!7
million in plant expansion alone
alreadj

announced for 19~>2:
with a

market index '!l ' i above the
^t.itc ■'-. and In' i above the nation's, average; per-famiry-effective-buying-income up 157%;
Growth in dwelling units up 92%
since L940.
Take

for 52 week-, in 1946. Television's need of a Workshop is greater
than was radio's, for TV tends, because of program costs, to practice
a deplorable sameness lor a medium so young.

In its time the Columbia Workshop was perhaps the most famous

Growth in population up 2.i7'<
since L940;

Growth in buying power

frankl) dedicated to "experiment." We refer to CBS' third incarnation of the Columbia Workshop which, as a radio series, ran from
the summer of 1936 through the spring of 1942: then was revived.

"prestige*1 series of all radio, excepting onl\ the far-more-costly
Toscanini concerts at NBC. Curiously enough the Workshop story
was never painted on anything like full canvas until 12 & 26 February 1951. when this publication featured a two-part histor\ . The
research for these articles proved formidable indeed since Workshop
myth kept getting in the wa\ of Workshop fact. Some weeks the
CBS publicity department had been the unstarred star, its effusions
flying well ahead of the actual studio performance. But no matter the
razzle dazzle, no matter the obscure boundary between Workshop
art and individual ego or the saga that was mostly ga-ga. The
WOrkshop was in 1936 and 1937 "Very definitely the bright young
radio man's kind of show. Network officials awakened to aspects of
their medium they had not suspected. Advertisers had their eyes
opened. English professors were suddenly qui vive to a new art.
Writers competed for the honor of selling the Workshop a script.'"

advantage t»f the sides

potential of this dynamic market— get on ff'JftO, the powerhouse station of Baton Rouge.

NBC's fVl 5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, la.

It is fair to emphasize the "publicity " side of the original Workshop. Way back in FDR's second administration CBS never had it
so nice, publicity-wise, thanks to the Workshop. There were wonderfully lucky breaks, including the unrestrained infatuation, just
then, of Time magazine with anything written for radio by Archibald
MacLeish. "For nearly a year and a half Irving Reis did pretty
much what he liked, subject only to budget. Perhaps nobod) in radio
history ever for so long a time, as human rapture is reckoned, enjoyed
carte blanche" in production as did the founding
father comparable
of the Workshop.

* * *

"In mans direct and indirect wa\s the Workshop stimulated advertisers, agencies, writers, directors, critics. It led a vitalizing
stream of new ideas, brains, blood, and personalities into the me-

£!
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medium
Plainly
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dium." It often "broke rigid limits needlessh imposed upon the
b\ narrow minds.
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should pra\ that hist
i Please turn to page

WREC
better performance

o

Hooper Ratings Average Higher
Than Any Other Memphis Station.
The quality of programming, the tonal
qualities, the first class professional atmosphere ofits presentations — all contribute their parts to the welcome
reception given to WREC as the first
station in its rich 76 county market —
one lific
of sales
theunits.
country's best and most pro-

Represented
Affiliated with CBS
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average nighttime rating
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already KNXT has climbed
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MSI. IkNM)
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i control of ki^i
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moved toMt

Wllso

a first-place tie!

Look

what's up in L.A.!

From fifth to first

in '51 ! It's the success story of the year in America's second
television market.
In the first Telepulse survey since KNXT moved to Mt. Wilson
(with 10 times more power), the new Channel 2 is tied for
first in average evening ratings throughout the week ! And in
average evening share-of-audience as well !
KNXT's viewing is way up, but KNXT's cost-per-thousand is
down . . . down 18.5% since the start of the past year!
And if KNXT is tied, it is not tied down. The new Channel 2 is
iust starting as CBS Television's key station on the Coast!
No wonder national spot advertisers have more than tripled
their investment on KNXT during 1951. KNXT is headand-shoulders highest as Los Angeles' best television buy.
If you want to move up in the world in 1952, there's no
limit to where you can go on . . .
KNXT

the new channel 2

Los Angeles ■ CBS Owned ■ Represented by
CBS Television Spot Sales

lent job in gathering the facts and presenting them in this piece. Also, the
number of inquiries and responses we
have had since this article appeared
makes us realize the important readership you have in the advertising field.

iiiliSOtl

TV FREEZE

MlLBURN McCARTY, Jk.. / .1' .
Leigh Foods, Inc.

Marcus Cohn and I read sponsor;
we enjo)
editorial
that you
al page

particular!) your enlightened
page. But this is our time
must have written the editoriafter consulting with a daydreaming optimist.
The editorial of December 31 contains the following statement :

"Don't he surprised to see television
stations on the air in such now nontelevision areas as Denver. Portland,
El Paso, Spokane and Des Moines 1>\

HOW
WILL
YOU
DO
IN '52?
You'll leave little to chance if
you include CKAC in your
plans for the new year. Look
at the facts: 6,000,000 letters received in 1951, almost
all containing proof of purchase- a potential coverage of
2 out of every 3 French
radio homes
in the entire

late summer."
I'll bet you a lifetime subscription or
a Cadillac convertible that there will
not be a second television station inlet's say Portland — in the summer of
1<J52 or 1953. In fact, it will be a real
feat to get a station on the air in Portland by 1()54.
I think the basic fallacy in your time
estimate is due to this: you ignore the
fact that in each of these markets there
will undoubtedly be more applicants
than available channels — thus necessitating ahearing.
The chronology of events. I think,
will be something like this:

Province of Quebec. There's
a bright forecast for your future when you use Canada's
greatest mail-puller1

I hereafter
Ins! of rxamincrs' Proposed Decisions
released
FCC Final
Decisions
an
announced

\pril. HI.").''
January, 1954

If I'm not approximately right in
regard to the chronology. I'll gladly
pay for the lifetime subscription to
SPONSOR — unless you prefer some other magazine.
Leonard H. Marks
Colin and Marks
CBS Outlet in Montreal

Washington,

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL

i J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co.— Toronto

I). ('..

MERCHANDISING

SAVVY

Ma\ 1 register mj compliments on
the article about network merchandising in the 17 December issue of sponsor? It is more than good reporting;
there is an editorial between every line
which to me demonstrates once again
how deeply and conscientiously you
strive to help sponsor and broadcaster
co-ordinate their efforts to their mutual advantage.
Merchandising by media is, of
course, a controversial subject. At one
extreme are those who virtually break
their necks helping their advertisers
sell products: at the other extreme are
those who won't lift a finger. And in
between are as many variations as
there are people. The trick is to find
out who does what.
I recall an effort you made along
that line last year ("Merchandising is
like fingerprints'* — sponsor 23 August
and 11 September 19501. I was gratified then that many of the stations employing our service were included in
your listing of "merchandisers" and I
am gratified now to announce that
they still believe in giving the sponsor
their full cooperation. We recentlv
polled them on iheir willingness to go
beyond dealer letters, lobby displav.
space advertising and personal checkdisplay.
up on dealers' counters and window
Here

are some

of the answers

we

have received to our questionnaire:
"We will try to locate wholesalers and/or distributors for products
advertising
on our
station."
The TeePee
Stations.
West Texas
"We will make personal calls on
retailers to urge them to push and/

AN ORANGE

BOUQUET

All of us here at Leigh Foods were
naturall) most interested in the cover
story you carried in your last issue on
I the Flamingo Swing-A-Waj
premium
offer.
Your editorial people did an excel-

or stork the advertised items."
WCMW, Canton, Ohio
"We will report to the advertiser
the results of such efforts."
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids. N. C.
"We will allocate up to 5%
i Please turn to page 83 I

of

SPONSOR

"58,508

votes!

Is everybody

in WAVE'S

voting

Disk Jockey

Contest?"

If you think there's any other important
advertising medium in Louisville,

pieces per week, plus 2,080 individual
telephone calls. Emcee Bob Kay

aside from WAVE, we won't say you're
wrong. But for the past ten

is swamped, and Oertel's '92 Beer is
selling like mad all over the WAVE area.
This in a market with six
other radio stations and two television
stations. Write us for

weeks, The Oertel Brewing Company's
late-evening Disk Jockey Show
(10:15 to 11:30 p.m.) has been pulling an
average of 3,771 individual mail

5000

WATTS

•

NBC

all the facts — or ask Free & Peters !

WAVE
•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
H JANUARY
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Happy Landing in Woodbury

Whe

L_J L
WFIL . . . FOR

MORE

Li

SALES

IN WOODBURY
There's sales significance in suburban,
residential Woodbury . . . peaceful
America's first successful
flight ended in Woodbury
on January 7, 1793, after
a 45-minute journey from
Philadelphia.

seat of Gloucester County. Significant is a "quality of market" index,
16 points above the national average
... a population of 10,000 in a town
that sells $14,542,000 worth of retail1
goods. And

don't forget any of

Gloucester County's 91,000 residents
— among them New Jersey's leading
truck farmers. Remember, in this area
three out of four families with radios
listen regularly to WFIL.

%^}^^

*fvj

BROADH URST

1.

Abbotts I

met— His
rypicalol
retail. He

.I % lister. „ rul.ltls

co WIIL

WILIIAM

T. MARKS,

- Folks

iti and

Auto

around

Serviceman

Woodbury

10 automotive
the town's
repair
1,000dealers.
a year He
withis the
shop

foreman

at

Ace

Motor

Sales.

RUTH

C. HOISTON,

Woodburv

housewives

House
pu

$4,083,000 worth of food every
the town s 37 grocery stores. He

nishings sales amount to 1700,00

bu Cover All of America's 3 rd Market

id.elpL.ia
WFIL . . . MORE
IN THE

14-COUNTY

SALES
MARKET

There are many towns like Woodbury in Philadelphia's 14-county Retail
Trading Area . . . where 4,400,000
people really listen to their radios.
And in every corner of America's
3rd Market, you consistently reach
two out of three radio homes with
WFIL — wonderful opportunity to
shape buying patterns that result in
more than $4 billion worth of retail
sales a year. There's a huge bonus
zone, too, when you schedule WFIL
. . . best buy in Philadelphia

VILLIAM C. WAKEMEN, Hardware
dealer— His Woodbury Paint & Hardvare Co. is one of Gloucester County's
■7 hardware and building supply stores.
jiTieir sales total $6,566,000 every year.

radio.

HOWARD C. CRUMLEY, Dry Cleaner—
In this town where 21 apparel stores do
nearly a million dollars worth of
business each year, his firm of Bain
and Adams maintains a steady volume.

Ifiotc yet a

S"*,
N
I
S
U
N
O
B
RIG
ON
WFBM-TV
. INDIANAPOLIS

Says T. L. TADE, Manager
GOODRICH TIRE AND RUBBER
COMPANY STORE
Vincennes, Indiana

'In Vincennes, we get liVFBM-TV best!"
• When we interviewed Mr. Tade and other leading television set retailers inVincennes, they estimated some 500 sets were already installed
in Vincennes and Knox County . . . and, without exception they said
"WFBM -TV is the station in this area!"
That's why WFBM-TV

is a big BONUS buy! On Indiana's famous

"first station" you're selling the heavily populated heart of the State,
with its 192,500 TV sets — and you also reach an additional well-monied
audience you can count in thousands. They are the folks in large towns,

WFBM

Radio Is First

in Listening, Too!
* First in the morning]

small communities and on the farms outside our 60-mile area who
regularly tune in the only station they can get — WFBM-TV!
Your clients distributing in Indiana will appreciate your telling
them this story!

•k First in the afternoon]
• and a Great Big First at Night]

♦Source:

BROADCASTING

-TELECASTING,

January

7, 1951

50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.
*• Hooper Rotings, February through April, 1951 .
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I. J\'cmj on Radio Networks
NO. OF STATIONS

i>Fcrry-Hanly

CBS

& Rubicam
leaves

ABC
ABC

ABC
ABC
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kellogg
Kraft

&

Co
Co

ABC

urnett
.rnett

Co
Foods

ter

Co

Lever

Brothers

Co

R.

Reynolds

Tobae

J.

F.ekhardt

n

Thompson
Esty

son-Koch
&

2. Renewed

Holden,

Car-

L88
2irt
21

Knows

Sunday
Sanka

News Special;
News Roundup;

Joe 52 Emerson's
wks

220

The

193

Hollywood

211

Tom
Corbett,
52 wks

1S6

Carl Smith;

Big

CBS
MBS

1<> t

Wild

MBS

531

Queen
wks

CBS

151

Big

NBC
MBS
ABC

1TO
527
245

Bill

Time;
8:30-9

pm;
Th

Spaee
M-F

Cadet;

a

Town;

W

14

only

pm;

pm ; 17 Jan

5:30-55

3 Jan;

W,

F

5:30-55

W,

F

11:30-45
2

Jan;

Sat 10-10:30
Sun
9:30-10
M-F
8:55-9

52 w
52 w

pm ; 2 1 I>.

Jan

M.

pm;

6 Jan;
28 Dec;

8-8:30

M.

8-8:30

Vaughan
Monroe;
John
J. Anthony;
John
Conte
Show;

Jar

3-3:15

T, Th

3:45-50

Day;

10
pm;
pm;

M-F

Star Playhouse;

Hickok;

for

pm;

pm;

52

wks

pm;

31

am;

52

0

1 Ja

Dee;
1

Jan;

wks

pm ; 5 Jan;
pm;
6 Jan;
am;
1 Jan;

52
52
52

wks
wks
wks

on Radio Networks

\\»

Mtl

(Its
CBS

MBS
: &
Gar
Can
Gar

n

&

Ruble
Bowl.

Produ.

PROGRAM,

222

The

212

Defense

MBS

Electric

M

8-8:30

Sun 5:55-6
F 9:55-10

Hvmn

Hand;

NO. OF STATIONS

r &
r &
r &

; Th

Father

Top

Frank
Dec;

Guy;

\\

Edwards
52 wks

time, start, duration

8:30-9

Attorney;

Th
and

pm;

8-8:30
the News;

122

Rei:fro
9:15

164

Arthur
Godfrey's
52 wks

456

Queen for a Day;
52 wks

M, W,

Allan

the

29

31

151

Rosemary;

M-F

Big
Ma

M-F
1-1:15
pm ; 31
M-F
1:15-30
pm;

wks
52

10-10:15

M

8:30-9

F 11:45-12

News;

(Its
(Its
(Its

11:45-12

52
Dec;

Gathering;

Talent Scouts;

and

31

M-F

Valley Sunday Morning
am;
6 Jan; 52 wks

Jackson

Dec;

pm;

M-F

noon:

31

Sun

Dec;

8:30-

pm : 7 Jan;

noon;

6-6:15

wks
pm ; 31

31

Dee;

pm ; 1

Jan;

52

wks

(Its

156
161

("1HS
Its
( Its

158

cits

159
152

Guiding
Brighter

NBC
( Its

r.(i(i
166
156

Gabby
Hayes Show;
Sun 6-6:30
pm;
6 Jan;
52 wks
Grand
Ole Opry ; Sat 9:30-10
pm ; 5 Jan;
52 wks
Pursuit;
T 9:30-10
pm;
1 Jan;
52 wks

NBC

33
96

Young

Dr.

Sunoco

Malone;

Light;
Day;

Three

Sammy Kaye's
pm;
6 Jan;

ABC

( Its

Sister;
Perkins;

178

Grand
Central
Every
Day;

102

The

Voice

of

M-F

Dec;
52
31
Dec;

1:30-45

M-F
1:45-2
M-F
2:45-3

pm;
pm;

Star Extra;

M-F

Sylvania
13 wks

Sunday

pm ; 31

Sun

Dec;

52 wks

31 Dec;
52 wks
31 Dec;
52 wks

6:4S-7

pm ; 14

Serenade;

Station;
Sat
11:25
Sat 1:25-30
pm;
29
Prophecy;

wks
52 wks

Jan;

Sun

52

5-5:30

pm;
It Happens
Dec;
52 wks

9:30-10

pm;

30

Dee;

VIM
I &

Fckhardt

Geo.

•
In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network and Spot) ;
Station Representation
Changes;
Advertising
Agency
Personnel
Changes

ue
W na nnis
B ett [41
nna (4)
De ber
He
(4|

Ralph Dc
E.
Scott
W.
Fine
Robt. B.

hr
(4)
(41
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3. New National Spot Radio Business
SPONSOR

Curtis
Griffin

Publishing
r.o
Manufacturing

PRODUCT
ii. o Oats
II.... 1 lotion
Boll
lav magazine
polish

Penick

S

Mv-T-Fim-

Best Foods
Corp

Inc

< fa ■• Tl.,i„ Sales
Ford

Ltd

AGENCY
Benton & Bowles
BBDO(N.Y.)INI.)

dessert-

STATIONS-MARKET
S veral mkts

CAMPAIGN, start, duration
Annc.nts;
17 Feb; 22 wks

t <> -I..N ill
N ill;

BBDO
IVY.)
Bermingham.
Castleman
A Pierce
(N.Y.)
BBDO
(N.Y.)

40

warm

Annemts;

7 Jan;

13

wks

Chain breaks;
16-2S Jan
Annemts;
28 Jan; seasonal

weather

mkts
mkts

Parti.:

mid-Jan;

1 :t v,k.

4. National Broadcast Sales Executives
FORMER

NAME

Fred

John Blair. Chi.,
Katz, N.Y., vp
Esquire, Coronet,

Brokaw

B. Hanna

acct

exec,

Chi.,

Jr

TRCB,

Jack Hetherlngton
Hub JackBon
Morris S. Kcllner
John B. Lanigan
Frank C. Oswald
Wendell Parmelee
A. A. Schechter
Howard J. Silbar
Paul Ticn.fr
Dean R. Upson
Robert W. Ward
Dirk Winters

WGY,

WGFM,

AFFILIATION

Same, sis sve mgr for radio, tv
Charles King Radio
Productions
Inc,
vp

newsstand

Schenectady,

N.Y..

board

Same"! Ts'o creative sis work assignment
Same, also dir radio, tv sis policy
United Television
Programs
Inc, Chi., adv

prom

Panl H. Raymer Co. Chi., head middle
west, west coast operations
ABC, N.Y., member
net tv sis staff
John Blair, Chi., acct exec
Katz, N.Y., asst sis mgr for tv
CBS-TV, N.Y.. eastern sis mgr spot sis
WWJ,
Detroit, pub affairs mgr
MBS, N.Y., vp in charge prog
WMCA,
N.Y., acting gen mgr
WHLI, WHLI-FM,
Hempstead, N.Y., stn

Ralph E. Dennis
Charles F. Dilcher
Scotl Donahue Jr
George
R. Dunham
Jr
Jam,. G. Eberle
William
H. Finrshribrr
M. M. Fleischl
Paul Godofsky
Kokcrt

NEW

AFFILIATION

Kata, N.Y., member
sis dept
Benton
& Bowles, N.Y., vp

Margaret Alrott
John B. lli-.Mll
Gale Block) Jr
George
Brett
Robert J.W. Brizzolara

Same,

N.Y.,

exec

dir

vp

Katz, N.Y.,
Same,
mgr member tv sis staff
Same, sis mgr (tv)
WCBS-TV,
N.Y., gen sis mgr
Same, radio sis mgr
Same, pres, gen mgr
Same, mgr broadcasting stns dept
Adam J. Young, St. L., office mgr
Same, also vp, dir
Same, sis mgr (radio)
ABC, N.Y., vp in charge tv
Edward
Lamp
Enterprises. Cleve., asst
Same, natl sales liaison
NBC-TV, N.Y.. gen exec
Same, also sis sve mgr
Same, Boston, office mgr
WAPI, WAFM,
Birm., radio operations
Same, d,ir prom, pub

sins

Gardner, St. L., timebuyer
Joseph Hershev
MeGillvra. Chi., mgr
Katz. N.Y., asst sis mgr for radio
Time, N.Y., consumer
adv specialist
WGAR,
Cleve., auditor
WWJ,
Detroit, sis mgr
Crowell-Collier
Publishing
Co, N.Y., vp
WOOD,
Grand Rapids, prom dir
Paul H. Ravmer Co. NY., eastern sis mgr
KTBS. Shrevrport. La., ron.nl mgr
WJJD, Chi., sis rep
WINS, N.Y., pub mgr

to

pres

mgr

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
NAME

£l

FORMER

Al

Fd Altshuler
Henry Dorff
Alfred Gussin
Ray Mce

Ka

Fit th Carpet
Ge neral Time

Co, N.Y.. adv mgr
Corp <W
lox .llv). La Salle.
III., asst adv mgr
rden Co, N.Y., natl adv mgr
ckwood & Co, Bklvn.. mgr, sis. adv. branded goods

Henry M. Srharhte
Edward II. Smythe
l(.

PRODUCT

Free

Hub Jackson
M. S. Kellner
Frank C. Oswald
A. A. Schechter
H. M. Schachte

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(5)

AFFILIATION

Same,
Gruen

natl marketing dir
Watch Co, N.Y., adv

Same,
Same,

adv dir
adv mgr

dir

Same, adv dir
General Foods Corp, N.Y. (Walter Baker chocolate
and cocoa div), sis, adv mgr, grocerv store prod

6. New Agency Appointments

( arpenter-Morton
Co, Everett, Maaa.
Deepwater Sea Foods Ine, Boothbay llarbo
Numbers after names
refer
to New
and
Renew
category

NEW

AFFILIATION

ye-Halbert
Distributors.
L. A., publicity
red J. Silbcrstcin-Bert Goldsmith. N.Y., acct

Methodist

Frott]
William

Crema
Horn

Jrttronairr

King
Lama
MaU
Mason

Moeller
North

Church,

Weal

Products
Inc,
& Co.
Dallas
Inc.

Midas

Flour

Linda

Food

Mar

Co,

St.

McKce-porl.

Mills,
Co.

Chi.

V

FreeAmerica
Method!d

Sea
Flour
Calif.

(.

Feast

Heating

Church

of

Not

ho
sal
systc

produc

Gravy
Qulk
Finance
firm
Mason's
root
Bottle
stopper
Vir

....... Crecnthal,
Phila.
M
N.Y.
M K e & Albright
C. Dowd, B
1! N
eily Associat s, Chi.
Roothha.
.1. r F. Bennett

..

Household,
in
Live
lobsters

Ccml-Curl

L.

MnpU.

Racine

Airroach.

Chi.

Pa.

Arlington.

Ftnai
Corp.
Shelby,
« Mason
Inc, Chi.

Nig

Lawn,

r. Ma.

(or servic

1. d
Di n
utt
H.
El wo.,1
,1.

\

Ir
.1. in
Cr

travel
M

Ja

on
or

n, St. L.
Workman,
D
W. Frvr. Pittsb.
enden A Ege
Chi.
>d J. Robins.. ,lias
r J. Klein. Charlotte
Chi.
1,.....
L. Chi.
A.
gsonJ. Rosenblo
& Tonne
Associates.
Icvcrlv
Hill.
Greenwich,
■ & Reckkam

Winnah..
KCBQandthenew
*>
champeen/

The New HOOPER

Champeen . . . /';/ America's fastest growing major market*

KCBQ is the most hstened-to station in San Diego
according to the latest Hooper Index
• San Diego —
America's 3.W market —
is America's first major
market it) population
growth.' The latest U.S.
Census proves that
San Diego has almost
loubled ».,. ,040

KCBQ up 14% in past year
Old Champ down 24% in past year
over the past three years -KCBQ up 51%
Old Champ down 34V2%

a//, Hate

WEMP
MILWAUKEE
ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS

MORNING

■other
A. L. Blinder

L

ut t6e Tfatcottf

N,GHT &»4.
ut t£e TlcUiottf

rciture

Co.,

President
Chicago

The depression year of 1932 was hardly considered a rosy time to
start a new business, But. Milwaukee-born Abe Blinder did just that
in Chicago — and to the satisfying tune of a million and a half dollars
in volume the first year.
Todifj . 20 years and three Chicago furniture stores later, plus one
in Milwaukee, sales volume is well over $4,000,000. Abe Blinder
unhesitatingly credits radio. "Radio built our business." lie >a\-.
"As trade flourished, we added newspaper and TV advertising. But
we still find it profitable to spend 60" of our current $350,000 appropriation on radio." I$2y2 to 3.000,000 on radio alone since the
first store was opened.)
However, it's not just a question of money spent. Forty-five-yearold Blinder has definite ideas on radio sell. He reminisces: "When
people responded to a radio advertisement in the "30's, it was a newexperience. They'd come into the stores to talk about the artists
and radio itself . . . but they were skeptical of air ad claims. Today,
radio is no novelty, so sincerity and style of copy are all-important.

SOURCE:
Hooper Radio
•d
Stations
Aug. Sept.

Index— Unaililiat
<<>■

WEMP-FM

MILWAUKEE

We play up the 'sell'; play down the 'personality'."'
Neither "sell" or sinceritv are a problem for Blinder. He combines
Loth with skill. His chief air outlets: Chicago's WBBM and WGN.
with programing as varied and in good taste as the furniture he sells.
Programs have run from an Irish balladeer (1933) and the first
man-on-the-street show with Pat Flannigan I 1934), to a variety show,
man-on-the-street stint currently on WGN. Also on the air, on
WBBM, are Theatre of Thrills, sports, news and music shows.
\ll this is directed at the family. "Women do the buying and men
pa\. so both have to be thoroughly sold," Blinder believes.
For this thorough selling, radio copy is limited to a maximum
of five separate furniture items with prices always mentioned. Newspapers ami TV complete the ad setting and help keep Nelson Brothers
"First in Furniture."
Still, Blinder won't settle hack into a comfortable Nelson Brothers
(r.)
easj (hair. Hobbies? None. For outside activities. Blinder mainlain- memberships in several Chicago and Milwaukee business bureaus and furniture associations.
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ALFREDO

ANTONINI

88*

KAY

ARMEN

99*

MINDY

CARSON

71*

TED

DALE

99*

SEE

OTHER

SIDE

...ROSEMARY

CLOONEY,

too

APS now proudly
announces the
newest shining star
in the greatest
array of talent
ever assembled in a
transcription library
Rosemary Clooney joins a great roster
of great artists available to APS library subscribers from coast to coast.
All of them were carefully chosen for
popularity, for genuine talent, for
guaranteed listener appeal.
Not the usual one-shot recording date
. . . not the routine disc or two . . .
but real continuity of performance
. . . a dependable steady supply of
fresh music . . . great depth of titles
. . . that's the APS talent policy.
The result is a sparkling library you
can program from ... a library no
other can effectively program against.

thv library that pay* tor itneW*

Assoeiated Program
151

Service

West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Why pay for music you
don't play? That's the
reason so many Broadcasters use APS brandnew specialized libraries .. . smaller units
taken from the famous
APS full library ... at
prices from $19.50 per
month (one year only).

* Number following artlstt' nam
reverse page indicate current
iclectlon by these artlttt In the APS library.

New developments on SPONSOR

stories

•• \li«r midnight"
13 February

Subject:

1950, p. 28

D.J.'s from coast to roast are pullin <r sales for advertisers in the
wee hours of the morning

Radio d.j.'s are as numerous as TV cowboys and, like the video
range riders, they're top hands at sales. One of the newest of the
night owl tune spinners perking up advertiser ears is KFWB's Larry
Finlev in Hollywood.

SPURRED
IS

?#rw

His midnight to 4:00 a.m. program, the Larry Finley Show, started
as a sustainer about three months ago. The locale: Kings Restaurant, the "Toots Shor of Los Angeles."
By now 11 sponsors have picked up the tab, including 330 Motors,
Rhodes Jewelers, Berman's House of Style, Sampson Electric Company, Biltwell Furniture Company, Roger Shoe Stores, TV Remote
Control, Virgil Appliance Company, and Kitch Queen Dish Washers.
Secret of this quick sponsorship lies in Finley 's commercial approach. All commercials are ad libbed, and he makes this statement:
"There is a money back guarantee to the listener on anything they
buy on the Larry Finley Show because of the arrangement I have
with my advertisers."
Typical pitch for 330 Motors permits listeners to select any car
they like; drive it for 48 hours without any obligation. At the end
of that time, if they don't want it, they can return it to 330 Motors
without any charge. This technique sold over 19 cars in four days.
Sales alone aren't the only indication of audience response after
midnight. Finley, in his first six weeks of airing, received 17,500
letters, some from as far east as Nashville, as far south as Mexico,
and as far north as Alaska. Phone calls now average 275 an evening.
And, the final clincher, Kings Restaurant says business is up 400%
since the inaugural program with the place filled to capacity by 2:00
a.m. On week-end nights, they open the banquet rooms to accommodate an extra 250 persons.

See:
Issue:

ILA
|W

Subject:

"How

to win with Juan"

4 June 1951, p. 25

With gamecock
action we are
winning sales battles
right in the heart of
the richer-than-ever^
Carolina Piedmont
(Spartanburg-Greenville) Area.
And, at the same time, we are
delivering the largest listening
audience on any station in
the area!* WSPA personalities
— Jane Dalton, Farmer Gray,
Cousin Bud, Ed McGrath,
Ace Rickenbacker — plus smart
programming and the greatest CBS
shows are responsible for that!
*BMB

Report No. 2.

Represented

By

John Blair & Co.
Harry E. Cummings
Southeastern Representativi

No. 1 CBS Station For
The Spartanburg-Greenville Market

3.500.000
Spanish-speaking
people
provide fertile sales field for wideawake advertisers

The West Coast Packing Corporation (Compagna tomato paste
and Far Famed tuna I and RCA Victor (records and TV sets) combined radio and TV sponsorships of the Rose Parade on New Year's
Day to double their impact on the Spanish-speaking audience.
Under a novel promotional agreement, KFVD, Los Angeles, for
RCA Victor, presented a Spanish parade commentary by Eddie Rodriguez. He, in turn, constantly reminded listeners to dial Channel
9 for the parade telecast. Then, on Channel 9, West Coast Packing
utilized visual commercials I KHJ-TV-Don Lee, Los Angeles) to
reach the more than 100,000 TV families of Mexican descent in the
Los Angeles area. On the radio side statistically, there's a potential
listening audience of 500,000 in seven southern California counties.

Roger A. Shaffer
Managing Director
Guy Vaughan, Jr.
Sales Manager

WSPA

While the RCA Victor- West Coast Packing approach is something
new in co-promotional efforts, they're hitting a market that's rich in
sales payoffs. Other advertisers attracted to this area include P.
Lorillard, Borden, Pet Sales, Carnation, Best Foods, Procter & Gamble, Pepsi-Cola and Quaker Oats. Their key finding: Spanish-speaking customers prefer to listen to advertising than to read it.
14 JANUARY
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5,000 WATTS
South Carolina's

950 KC

Oldest Station

SPARTANBURG,

S. C.

CUSTOM

TAILORED

TELEVISION

In television today, Spot Program advertising
can take your selection of material,
mark it to your measure, and shape it
to fit your sales areas.
Yes, Spot Programs, custom-fitted
to your needs, can suit you
to a TV... at "ready-to-wear" prices.
BUY TV BY SPOT and forget
any network-ordained "must" cities.
Pay only for the markets you want,
get the markets you want . . .

AT READY TO WEAR PRICES
. . . have the picture quality of your program
uniformly clear in all markets.
All this, at savings in time charges
which are enough to cover film prints,
their distribution and other costs.
Whether you're already enjoying television,
or are merely planning to try it for size
some day, it's worth examining these
basic advantages of Spot Program advertising.
And there are many more.
In fact, there's a man at the Katz office
, nearest to yours, who can quickly
and clearly show you how all the benefits
of Spot Program television
can be professionally fitted
to your needs.

NATIONAL
LOS

ANGELES

ADVERTISING
•

SAN

FRANCISCO

•

REPRESENTATIVES
ATLANTA

•

DALLAS

•

KANSAS

CITY

A Young Man of DISTINCTION. . .
in a MARKET OF DISTINCTION
The market is Minneapolis— St. Paul
where the PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF FLUID MILK IS THE
HIGHEST OF ANY MARKET IN
THE UNITED STATES!
WTCN is the station in the market
which for 10 years has carried 80%
of the joint advertising budget sub-

"They knew his bell.

\

scribed by the Milk Producers and the
Milk Dealers.
No spectacular
offers or
—
just
a solid program
of "gimmicks"
news and the
telling of the milk story by John Ford
—a WTCN Town Crier. The increased
rate of milk consumption, year by year,
has been steady — rather than spectacular. A desirable method, we submit!

and so the friendship of a voice with many people was formed"

1'own f\trier Nlv orthwest
of the

RADIO

ABC

MINNEAPOLIS — ST. PAUL
1280
.
TELEVISION
ABC

CBS

DUMONT

CHANNEL

4

SPONSOR

Why
don't
advertisers
use more farm radio?

Hebraska
Farmer

$60,000,000 is poured annually into farm spaee
by ad leaders, yet farm AM's often overlooked
through any typical copy
®Leaf
of the better-known farm publications, like Farm Journal,
Nebraska Farmer, Country Gentleman, Prairie Farmer, and Wallace's
Farmer. You'll find them well stocked
with advertising — and not just with
ads from firms who have farm machinery or feed for sale.
There are plenty of consumer advertisers using these publications, and using them on a fancy scale with special y-designed ads and copy slants for
farm readers.
Here are a few: General Motors

($10,000,000 spent in farm publica
tions last year) ; General Foods ($9,
000,000) ; Ford Motor Company ($5,
000,000); R. J. Reynolds ($4,500,
000); Lever Brothers ($3,000,000)
There's a long list that follows, including nearly all major advertisers with
the notable exception of Procter &
Gamble, as good-sized users of farm
publications.
Then, make your own check-up to
find how many of these advertisers go
after the same $17-billion farm market
with specially-tailored farm radio campaigns. SPONSOR did — and the result
was a shock.
Practically none of these major advertisers were using what could be
properly called a "farm radio campaign." Practically all of them used
broadcast advertising in a general way,
but when it came to a pinpoint approach to the rural customer, farm
publications got the nod.
When sponsor asked leading adver-

tisers, agencies, farm stations and station reps, as well as industry associations like Broadcast Advertising Bureau and the International Association
of Radio Farm Directors, to explain

Missouri
Ruralist

this seeming paradox, the answer usually went like this:
"Sure, most big advertisers are
aware that the farm market is a huge
consumer market, out of all proportion

-"GptJer's

to numbers. But there still isn't the
proper kind of information available,
the right kind of research, and enough
good result stories to wake them up to
the usefulness of farm radio."
Whose fault is it that more media
promotion
done
radio?of
The blameisn't
rests
on for
the farm
shoulders
the broadcasters. Yet there are hopeful signs. The BAB has plans in the
works to make special presentations
during 1952 covering the latest information on farm radio, but hasn't had a
chance to do much so far. A few big
stations with large rural listening — like
WLW, KVOO, WNAX, WLS, KWKH,
WSM, WWL, WFAA, WHO, WOW,
and others — have done a good job in
promoting themselves to primarilyfarm accounts, but have had only limited success in promoting to more
"general" air clients. There's still nothing in the field of farm radio that compares to the slick media promotions
done by the Agricultural Publishers
Association, and other industry groups
of farm publications.
The maior national advertiser, who
has decided that farm radio can do a
job for him. has to go through an enor-

CONSUMER ADVERTISERS USE
FARM PAPERS APLENTY
Feiv of these consumer products are sold specifically
to farmers via radio, yet all were sold via two issues
of typical farm
Conoco

papers*

Products

Cheerios
Dreft
Folger's Coffee
Standard
Oil products
Timken
Silent heaters
Sunkist Lemons
Robin Hood
Flour
Greyhound
Bus Lines
United Air Lines
Northwestern
Bell Tel.

i Motor
Weed

Oil

Tire Chains

Ben-Hur
Ball-Band
Mobiloil,

home
freezers
overshoes
Mobilube

Quaker
Banker's cereals
Life Insurance
1st Fed. Savings & Loan
Fleischmann's

Yeast

KVOOs Schneider (I.) is typical farm radio
director, helped prepare SPONSOR survey
which is covered
in article on these pages

mous amount of digging to get his
facts on farm radio. The size of this
job is enough to scare anyone away,
and usually does. Farm publications,
at that point, often win out by default.
Too often advertisers forget that
farmers love radio. And since TV (except in parts of New York State, New
Jersey, and Ohio) leaves the farm market practically untouched, radio is still
the greatest mass medium of farm audiences. It's not at all unusual for a
bi<i farm to have from eight to 12 radios, plus others in cars, trucks, tractors and barns. A recent series of public utility surveys, taken in farm areas,
showed that about nine out of 10

Farmers depend on their radios as
few other groups do. Being businessmen, they turn to their radios for
everything from the latest farm weather reports to agricultural or stock-raising advice. Farm families, listen avidly to all sorts of general programing.
Better-off than the average American,
they buy more radio-sold products per
capita than any other comparable segment of the U.S. (For typical farm
radio results stories, see the opposite
page.)
It's more-than-ever worthwhile to
reach the nation's farm audiences
through radio. Farm income is up
again, after a 1948-through-1950 slump
in which farm income fell off 27% due
to a round of warm winters, cold
springs, droughts and floods. As a

The last big survey made by Rural Research. Inc.. in 1950 showed that farm

market, the nation's farmers are today
a sizable slice of the population, and
have money to spend on everything
from farm tools to luxury items.
Some symptoms:
• After hitting 17.8 billion in net
realized farm income in 1947, the
curves on the Department of Agriculture graphs of 1949 plunged down to
a post-war low of 13.0 billions. In
1951, however, they snapped back early
in the year, went on to hit 16.9 billions.
1952 expectations, as sponsor went to
press, are even higher, and may hit
17.5 billions, according to Department
of Agriculture projections.
• Even with all this money to spend

radio saturation was 99.20' — about
y '( higher than the nation's average.
I pcoming surveys will probably shownear-saturation. Reasons for the farmir - hoi interest in radio follow.

on everything from labor-saving devices to luxuries, the farmer's standard of living still doesn't compare with
his more urban cousins. There's room
in virtually every farm home, accord-

farmers bought a radio set in 1951 —
and most of these were extra sets (portables, car radios, table models). Rural
electrification is still making rapid
strides, now serves 950 of farmers.

FARM
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USERS
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MOSTLY

FARM-PRODUCT

FIRMS

LIKE

NEW

IDEA

(LEFT);

BROCK

ing to the authoritative Farm Journal,
for more electrical appliances, furniture, clothing, insurance, hardware,
autos, radio sets, etc.
• Although there are fewer people,
when noses are counted, living on U.S.
farms today — about a million less than
at the same time last year — this is more
than offset by the step-up in income.
It's still a giant market. In April of
1952, there will be about 22,250,000
people living on some 6,000,000 farms
in this country, according to the Bureau of Census. Average farm income
will be $4,500 and up, with some mammoth farms going into the $500,000
bracket.
That's a quick picture of where the
nation's farm market stands today.
But, what about farm radio as a means
of reaching this audience?
To learn what sponsors themselves
thought about farm radio, SPONSOR
several months ago enlisted the help
of Sam B. Schneider, Farm Director of
Tulsa's 50 k.w. station KVOO, and recently elected president of the IARFD.
Schneider made a special survey
among

advertisers for SPONSOR. Results of questionnaires returned to
Schneider in his International Association of Radio Farm Directors survey
are here released exclusively for the
first time. The opinions expressed by
these advertisers show that old and new
advertisers give glowing accounts
about their use of farm radio. The
IARFD
and

survey also points up new opportunities and ideas for advertisers
broadcasters.

NOTE: It's pertinent to point out
that the IARFD-sponsor survey had to
CANDY

BROCK -

(RIGHT)

IS

THE

EXCEPTION

Eight farm radio success stories
confine itself to primarily-farm advertisers, since few "general" advertisers
are using farm radio. However, a little checking will show these latter ad\( srtisers that there are many outstanding entertainment shows, early-morning shows and folk-music shows available. Stations who air these shows in
farm areas will be only too glad to
point out results achieved in the past,
as well as opportunities for new farm
radio advertisers in the future.)
Here are highlights from the IARFDsponsor survey. They include replies from Chicago's Lehon Company
iMulehide Roofing), Limestone Products Corporation of America (Lime
Crest calcite products), Consumer's
Cooperative Association of Kansas
City. Hercules Powder Company (technical materials for formulators) , Petrolane Gas (liquid petroleum), Kerr
Hatcheries (baby chicks, etc.), d-Con
Company (rat killers), Consolidated
Products Company (pig and chick
emulsions, etc.) . Here's what these advertisers, who have been using farm
radio anywhere from one to 21 years,
had to say about this type of airselling:
Q. Did the advertisers find farm radio effective, and if so, what did they
like about it?

Water Systems

Farm Feeds

A. Y. McDonald Co., manufacturer
oj home water systems and plumbing
supplies, bought a five-minute show
daily at 5:40 a.m. for $10 per program. Show featured Chuck Worcester,
the stations Farm Service Director.
To prosperous Iowa farmers, Chuck
sold the merits of $1,500 water systems, landed 298 choice prospects in a
week's time. Cost to the advertiser:
about 20tf per prospect.

Canadian Mills is one of the sponsors
of a sell-out morning farm show.
Firm's ad agency recently reported
that "the mill's records show an increase ofapproximately 500,000 lbs.
of the radio- featured brands of feed
during the quarter." A reducing diet
giveaway pulled 2,500 requests with
just three mentions; inquiries came
from entire state, and from Texas and
Kansas.

Pgm: Farm

Pgm: Farm Reporter, WKY, Okla. City

News,

WMT, Cedar Rapids

Farm Equipment

Contract Farming

International Harvester distributor
in Woodland, Cal. is going into his
fifth successful year of sponsoring an
early-morning farm shoiv, selling wide
line of IH equipment, freezers. This
is the only air advertising done by the
dealer (Graco) . Client attributes 25%
of his gross sales to the farm show,
featuring station s farm director, Raymond Rodgers, thinks ruralites "respond to radio above the average."
Pgm: Valley Farmer, KFBK, Sacramento

Campbell Soup Co. has been a threeyear sponsor in a farm show aimed at
Pennsylvania and Jersey contract tomato and carrot growers. It's paid
off in public relations and in business,
since growers have increased their
acreage yields by 30% 05 a result
of sound advice of farm director
Amos Kirby given on the show. Between 68% and 74% of growers in
the area are regular listeners.
Pgm: Rural Digest, WCAU, Philadelphia

A. Reactions in this direction were
universally favorable among the respondents. They liked farm radio just
fine. Comments ranged from that of
Alvin Eicoff, ad manager of the d-Con
Company ("Radio has done a miraculous job for us. We are using every
major farm station we can get — all
very successfully") to the statement of
Frank Baker of Reincke, Meyer &
Finn, ad agency for Lehon Company
("Dealer reaction is very favorable.").
Others complimented farm radio on its
ability to supplement farm magazine
advertising, to do a good job in product introductions, but above all in getting results.

Petroleum Products

Home Equipment

Standard OiVs St. Joseph (Mo.) division has learned the value of sponsoring special one-time shots aimed at
farm audiences. Recently, they bought
the National Plowing Matches, arranged special remote pickups, and
drew a crowd of nearly 50,000 people.
Both public relations and sales returns
have since proved excellent. Client:
"One of the most successful events,
compared to money spent."
Pgm: Plowing Matches, KFEQ, St. Joe

Don

Atkins Co., manufacturer of

lightning rods, had lightning-like results from farm radio. Client used
$500 worth of minute announcements
over three-month period, got a return
of $20,000 in new business traceable
to one of radio's oldest farm shows
with intensely loyal audience. Product had been a slow mover when advertised in strictly farm publication
advertisements.
Pgm:

Farm

Hour,

KDKA,

Pittsburgh

Q. How did they split up their ad
budgets, and where did farm radio fit
in?
A. For the 75% of the panel who
let their hair down in this ticklish
poser, there was interesting and easilyrecognized trend. The longer the firm
had been using farm radio, the more
money was spent in it. This ranged
from small increases to large increases.
Examples: (1) Kansas City's Consumer Cooperative Association, which had

Animal Medicines

Rose Bushes

Dr. L. D. Legear Co. used to have
strictly-seasonal sales, was a confirmed
user of farm publications as primary
ad medium. In 1943, went into its
first radio campaign, has been on the
air regularly ever since. Now selling
the year-round, Legear Medicines are
air-sold for 32 weeks. Client recently
stated: "Your station has given us outstanding results. Client admits sales
jumps match radio coverage closely.
Pgm: Farm shows, etc.. KVOO,
Tulsa

Charlotte Nurseries bought participations in one
of the
South's Grady
bestknown farm
shows,
featuring
Cole, station farm editor. Early-a.m.
radio pulled 54,412 orders, priced
from $1 to $3.95 in 13 weeks. Averages 575 bushes per day. Same station does top selling job for firms
ranging from Ford Tractors and Chesterfield cigarettes to Hormel foods with
morning farm shows.
Pgm:

Grady

Cole,

WET,

Charlotte

SERVICE |
put 60' < of its budget in newspapers,
III',

in

radio

in

L948,

and

is

now

spending jusl the reverse of that 60-40
split on the air: (2) d-Con Company,
which used to put 20' , of its ad dollars into newspapers, 10'r in magazine-. 70$ in farm radio a few years
ago. Today. d-Con puts l.V, into
newspapers. S'i into magazines. <">' ,
into merchandising tied to radio, and
72' i into radio: (3) Limestone Product- Corporation, which used to put
''.".'. of its ad dollars into magazines,
1 ' i each in newspapers and magazines
in L949, has realigned that to a current
campaign of \' > in newspapers, 66%
in magazines, and 339? in farm radio.
Q. Can current farm radio be improved, and if so, how?
A. Respondents to the KV00-SP0Nsor study gave some pretty frank answers on this one. Yes, most of them
thought farm radio could stand some
improvement, sponsor herewith passes

ONE-SHOTS

on some of the more pertinent remarks
for the mutual benefit of farm radio
advertisers and broadcasters.
"Keep abreast with programing as
farmers modernize their thinking.
Need more music and news — and how
to farm better with new methods"
I from Consolidated Products, now using spot announcements on some 64
radio stations) .
"Put agricultural programs at preferable hours" (from Limestone Products, now using announcements on seven stations. NOTE: Limestone had
reference to changing living habits in
certain farm areas, due to increased
income. Actually, most stations do
keep a close check on farm listening
tastes.)
"Farm directors . . . should ad-lib
commercials, not read word-for-word
script" (from d-Con Company.).
NOTE: in sponsor's Farm Facts
Handbook this was covered thoroughly
in "The

faltering

farm

commercial."

More and more, stations are getting
hep to the value of "integrated" commercials byfarm directors, presented
in the farmer's language.
"We need more case histories. Puffery and flattering adjectives unnecessary in this connection. Facts are what
we want!" (from Reincke, Meyer &
Finn, ad agency for Lehon Company).
[When the preceding survey results
were in, SPONSOR decided that it had a
question of its own to ask KVOO's
Sam Schneider, who is representative
for many hard-working radio farm dition.]
rectors in all parts of the nation, and
now heads up their national organizaQ. Tell us, Sam Schneider, why do
you think these advertisers have turned
to farm-area radio campaigns in everincreasing amounts?
A. "Refore I answer that, you must
realize that several of these advertisers
are turning to the farmers as a consumer market, with radio to reach
them, for the first time.
"This has come about with the realization that the farmer is a great and
relatively untouched market for many
products. Not just because he has as
much money as some people picture,
but because farming is not a "one
gallus" operation any more, but a
mechanized operation.
"Today's farmer has to buy many
products of industry to operate his
farm. Yesterday, he could get by with
a pair of pliers, his baling wire, salt,
sugar, snuff and flour. Today, he is a
major market for all types of tractors,
trucks, implements, machinery, powerdriven farm appliances, and suchlike.
Also, at the same time, he is using
many
consumer products he never usedmore
to buy.
"I think, personally, that many of
these advertisers have turned to farm
service radio, because this new profession is emerging as a definite and dependable means of reaching this audience. The profession is notabl] comSPONSOR

ing of ajre, and is finding proof of its
ability to influence the purchase of
merchandise and services in farm
areas."
SPONSOR feels that the above survey
reports will be useful to both veteran
and newcomer advertisers in the prosperous farm market, as well as to
broadcasters. They should serve as a
guide in planning air campaigns during 1952.
For what these advertisers and agencymen told KVOO's Sam Schneider is
very typical of what is being said and
thought today regarding farm radio
by other leading admen.
At the recent (24-25 November) annual convention of the National Association of Radio Farm Directors in
Chicago, farm radio directors heard
almost the same thing in panel discussions where admen were the guests.
Arthur Meyerhoff, well-known Chicago agencyman, told the farm broadcasters how he thought farm radio
could be improved.
For one thing, he

felt that farm radio should steer away
from strictly "show business" programing. Saidsettle
the Chicago
adman: but
"I
would rather
for a smaller
more effective audience saleswise, combining informational talk with commercial talk rather than music with a
spoken commercial. Radio does its
best selling job when the farmer is
given information he can use. It isn't
easy to get the idea over to the farmer,
but it pays off when you do."
Speaking from experience, Meyerhoff, whose agency handles advertising
for such well-known clients as Illinois
Meat Company and William Wrigley,
Jr., had a warning for clients who are
often prone to expect overnight results
from farm radio. Said he: "The best
results for both the editorial matter in
an information show as well as the
commercial comes between six months
and a year after the message has been
introduced."
Later on. Marshall Smith, an executive of St.

Louis'

Gardner

agency.

which places farm radio shows and
schedules on some 500 stations for Ralston, aired some of his thoughts on
farm radio. Smith told the farm radiomen that more thought should be given
to new programing tastes of farm audiences. He added that one of the reasons more sponsors weren't using farm
radio was that too many station salesmen and reps didn't take the trouble
to learn a sponsor's farm problems,
and how they could be helped by the
use of radio. The St. Louis agencyman
also gave a tip on timebuying. According to Smith, he has found that TV has
made some dents in the city and nearcity audiences of some big regional stations, and that several of these stations
are aiming more and more shows at
the relatively TV-free farmers. Result:
more choice time slots are being
opened for farm programs on many
big radio outlets.
Add them up together — the national
outlook, the comments of Sam Schnei( Please turn to page 79)

227 stations with programing for farmers
Some

1,100 stations air farm

WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.
WIBA Madison
KGLO Mason City
WMT Cedar Rapids
KFRE Fresno
KEX Portland, Ore.
KIRX Kirksville, Mo.
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
KSJB Jamestown, N. D.
WIBW Topeka
WJAG Norfolk, Nebraska
WKBN
Youngstown
WGN Chicago
WRFD Worthington, 0.
WHO Des Moines
WSGN Birmingham
WKJG Ft. Wayne
KDTH Dubuque, la.
KOLN Lincoln, Nebraska
WLW Cincinnati
WTIC Hartford
KPOJ Portland, Ore.
WBAP Ft. Worth
WOI Ames, la.
WOR New York
WMBD Peoria

programs,

but these

127

WHO Des Moines
WRAK
Williamsport, Pa.
WGAN
Portland, Maine
KCMO Kansas City, Mo.
WPTF Raleigh
WFIL Philadelphia
KXYL Spokane
KGW Portland, Oregon
KSTP St. Paul
KCBG San Diego
KTRI Sioux City
WCAU
Philadelphia
KMMJ Grand Island. Neb.
KMA Shenandoah, la.
KHO Spokane
WLVA Lynchburg, Va.
KFAB Lincoln, Nebraska
KM OX St. Louis
WFBM
Indianapolis
KDKA Pittsburgh
WBZ, WBZ-TV Boston
WSM Nashville
WLS Chicago
■
KXEL Waterloo, la.
KHJ Los Angeles
WWJ Detroit

outlets

have

f

I directors

KJR Seattle
WIOU Kokomo
KSL Salt Lake City
KYAK Yakima

who

are

WEWO
WHAS

IARFD

r

Laurinburg, N. C.
Louisville

WSJS Winston-Salem
KOTV Tulsa
KOAC Corvallis, Ore.
WMOH
Hamilton, 0.
KWTO Springfield, Mo.
WDVA
Danville, Nebraska
Va.
KRVN Lincoln,
' K'rvlBC Kansas City, Mo.
WEKZ Monroe, Wise.
WTAD Quihcy, III.
KFBK Sacramento
KTFI Turin Falls, Idaho
KTRH Houston
WMRC Greenville, S. C.
WTTH Port Huron, Mich.
KM US Muskogee, Okla.
KEPO El Paso
WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
WOWO
Ft. Wayne
KERG
Eugene,
Ore.
WEEI Boston
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.
KARK Little Rock
WKOW
Madison
WBBM
Chicago
WHAM Rochester, N. Y.
WTAM Cleveland
WCCO Minneapolis
Indianapolis
WHFB Bent'n H'b'r, Mich. WIBC
WKZO
Kalamazoo
WPAG Ann Arbor
WSBT South Bend
KLZ Denver
KORG Cedar Rapids
KLRA Little Rock
WCON Atlanta
WSLS Roanoke
WFAA Dallas
WOAI San Antonio
WGR Buffalo
KFYO Lubbock, Texas

KOA Denver
WNJR Newark

specialty

of farm

«

KNBC

San Francisco

KFEO
WGTH
WWL
WIBX
WGAR
WSOO
WSBA
WHIO

St. Joseph, Mo.
Wilson, N. C.
New Orleans
Utica
Cleveland
Sioux Falls, S. D.
York, Pa.
Dayton

KFEL Denver
KTB3 Shreveport, La.
KOKX Keokuk, la.
WBPT Butler, Pa.
WHAI
Greenfield, Mass.
WBCM Bay City. Mich.
WFBY Syracuse
KFBI Wichita
WJR Detroit
WHA Madison
KNX Hollywood
KUOM Minneapolis
KCRA Sacramento
WMT Cedar Rapids
WHKC Columbus
WBNS Columbus

Television

WHIO-TV

^p%ft
I W

COWBOY,

puppets

KENNY

drew

kid

ROBERTS, CALLED

When civic-minded businessmen wish to promote a
worthy community campaign
— whether for a charitable cause,
building a new church, improving local roads or streamlining outmoded
schools — they often overlook the potent propaganda value of radio and
TV. <>r. if they do employ radio and
I \ . the sponsors often fail to exploit
the air medium to the best possible
advantage.
30

listene

ATTENTION

How Dayton used TV
to sell a civic project .

TO SCHOOL

PLIGHT AND

TV SHOW

Why do so many air community
campaigns fall flat on their face?
An advertising agency radio and TV
executive, experienced in such matters,
why: for sponsor these key reasons
listed
1. Feeling the campaign has such a
lofty moral purpose, the sponsors use
dry-as-dust programs utterly devoid of
entertainment value. Consequently, the
show, which must compete with other
programs, simply is not listened to.

THROUGH

PERSONAL

APPEARANCES

2. In an effort to skimp overly on
money, the sponsors fail to use the
services of an advertising agency. Consequently, the show is high in amateurish ineptitude, low in professional production values.
3. Though depending so much on
voluntary services (of writers, entertainers, station operators), the sponsors don't attempt to get the participants sufficiently enthusiastic about the
cause.
Therefore, the sponsors find
SPONSOR

School Luis promoted

campaign

Professional ad advice, entertaining TV puppets,
\ >1 documentaries put over school tax

temperaments exploding, co-operation
at an impasse, the commercial pitch
forced and insincere.
4. The sponsors short-sightedly fail
to follow through their radio and TV
plugs with store displays, merchandising cards, and promotional hoopla. As
a result, their air campaign loses considerable impact.
Then just exactly how should civicminded businessmen go about selling a
cause successfully? As a typical case
history, SPONSOR has selected the outstanding example of a community air
campaign staged in Dayton, Ohio.
Thanks largely to radio and TV, a
community group there was able to
convince Daytonians to vote in (two to
one) a $12,000,000 bond issue for a
school building program, and to authorize a5.4 mills tax levy to operate
the streamlined schools. This miracle
of persuasion was achieved in an offyear election and in the face of increased federal taxes.
The case history is especially noteworthy, because it reveals what a difference a professional touch can make.
In the Dayton radio and TV campaign,
the sponsors employed a top-notch advertising agency, professional talent,
and skilled ad agency promoters with
plenty of merchandising know-how.
This broadcast advertising success
story began about mid-year in 1951.
One day, Dayton's Board of Education
approached the influential Community
Relations Department of the National
Cash Register Company. Its problem:
the tremendous growth in the city's
school system.
It was pointed out that Dayton
schools were already pitifully overcrowded. During the next five years,
enrollment would jump another 15,000
pupils — practically a 40% increase.
Therefore, the minimum need called
for one new high school, three new elementary schools, and the addition of
182 new rooms to existing school
buildings.
According to the Board of Educa-

tion, only two things would solve the
dilemma. One was a $12,000,000
school bond issue (the cost requiring
an average tax levy of 1.3 mills for 25
years), which would require approval
by
or more
of citizens' The
votes other
cast
on 55%
the 6th
of November.
was a 5.4 mills tax levy for a period
of five years (replacing the 1.5 mill
levy expiring in 1951), which would
require approval by a majority of the
votes cast.
The difficulty was, though, that the
Board had to overcome a considerable
public apathy. People without children
were especially loath to sanction willingly aboost in their taxes. Other citizens were still old-fashioned enough to
feel, "The little red school house was
good enough for me; it should be good
enough for the kids today."
In fairly short order, a Call-to-Progress Committee was set up composed of
prominent, civic-minded Dayton leaders. General Chairman was S. C. Allyn, president of National Cash Register Company. Other members included such advertising-conscious businessmen as David L. Rike, president of
Dayton's Rike-Humber department
store; and K. C. Long, president of
Dayton Power and Light Company, to
mention only a few.
The Committee then turned over
planning and execution of the campaign to Hugo Wagenseil & Associates,
one of Dayton's top advertising agencies. Because of the number of agency
personnel involved and their time
costs, Wagenseil worked on a business,
rather than a philanthropic basis. Key
agency personnel who pitched into the
campaign were Lincoln Scheurle, director of Wagenseil's radio and TV
division; John Leonard, production
supervisor of radio and TV activities;
George Brenard, who helped produce
the radio announcements; and Margaret Leonard, a freelancer, who co-wrote
scripts with Scheurle.
The agency decided that (with little
(Please turn to page 67)

MERCHANDISING

air campaign was achie>

membership in "Kenny and Joe Clubs" in schools
(top); posters kids took home to parents (middle);
and display cards youngsters held up at traffic
crossings
near
over-crowded
schools
(bottom)

Why project succeeded
1. Professionalism: Advertisingconscious sponsors hired ad agency, Hugo
Wagenseil & Associates, professional talent
2.
shared

Co-operation: Sponsors engendered participants with enthusiasm for cause,
payment
with
the
broadcasters

3. Life approach: Sponsors drew
listeners by using entertaining shows, dramatized cause with documentary commercials
4.

Promotion: School teachers, merchants, newspapers, school kids were all
urged to help sell cause as personal crusade
5. Merchandising: TV personalities
made public appearances; car cards, posters, kid clubs, window displays were used.
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/ in Norfolk with bigeadying plans for postss fast as markets open

MJII^Jfc Television's lieu frontier is
H jK about to open. Within two
to HI weeks after you read
this, the FCC freeze will lijt and applicants will begin their trek toward
getting neii stations on the air. Like
the pioneers of old. many will drop out
along the wayside. In the process, delay uill pile on confusion, leaving advertisers agape at the post-freeze complexities.
This report is designed to provide
advertisers with some guideposts
tli rough the wild and woolly post-freeze

a report to advertisers
An evaluation of how fast stations can get on air,
state of preparedness in non-TV markets
country. It presents the best available
ansivers to 12 key questions which executives in advertising agencies and
sponsor firms around the nation are
asking todu\ .
Interest in lifting of the freeze is
jieak because so many vital decisions
hinge on what happens — how fast — in
the period immediately after. The media breakdown of ad budgets for hundreds of firms hang in the balance.
As one topnotch timebuyer at a major agency in New York told sponsor,
"Anyone
who thinks the freeze isn't

the hottest issue for advertisers right
nowImportance
is crazy." of freeze lifting for advertisers centers around two factors:
(1) the number of major markets
which are as yet uncovered by TV;
(2) the number of major markets
which are as yet inadequately covered
because they have only one TV station.
For a rundown on markets among
the top 100 ivhich have no TV, see the
table immediately below. You'll find
that there are 40 which have no TV,
ranging from

the 20th market, Port-

America's top 101 markets*: their TV set status as of 1 December 1951*
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Market
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit
Boston
San Francisc o-Oakland
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Washington, D. C.
Cleveland
Baltimore
Minn. -St. Pa ul, Minn.
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Kansas City Mo.-Kans.
Houston
Seattle
Portland,
Ore.
Providence
New Orleans
Atlanta
Dallas-Ft.
Worth
Louisville
Denver
Birmingham
Indianapolis
Worcester,
New
Haven- Waterbury
San Diego
Hartford-Ne w Britain
Youngstown
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Bridgeport
Columbus
San Antonic

Number of
TV sets
2,720,000
1,060,000
1,065,000
970,000
602,000
833,000
298,000
350,000
348,000
312,000
548,000
350,000
289,000
278,000
300,000
294,000
170,000
108,000
117,000
non-TV
180,000
72,600
148,000
145,000
118,000
non-TV
81,100
182,000
non-TV
212,000
110,000
non-TV
non-TV
187,000
non-TV
183,000
58,900

Rank
38
40
39
41
43
42
45
44
46
48
47
49
50
52
53
51
54
55
56
58
57
60
59
63
61
62
64
65
66
68
67
69
70
71
72

Number of
TV sets

Market
Miami
Rochester
Memphis
Dayton
Springfield, Mass.
Allentown
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Tampa-St.
Petersburg
Akron
Toledo
Wilkes
Barre
Fall-River-New
Bedford
Omaha
Fort Worth
Wheeling, W. Va.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Richmond, Va.
Knoxville
Phoenix
Oklahoma City
Nashville
Charleston
Jacksonville
San Jose, Cal.
Harrisburg
Johnstown
Grand Rapids
Utica-Rome, N. Y.
Canton,
Ohio
San Bernardino
Tacoma
Sacramento
Fresno
Salt Lake City
Flint

73
Rank

80,000
98,100
109,000
162,000

76
74
75
78
77

non-TV
non-TV
91,200

79

non-TV
non-TV
137,000

82
80

non-TV
non-TV
104,000
(See Dallas)

83
81
85
86
84

non-TV
153,000

88
87
90
93
91
89
92

98,800
non-TV
38,900
92,300
48,300
non-TV
46,000
non-TV
non-TV
127,000

96
94
95
98
97

80,000
60,000
non-TV

100
101
99
130
117

non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
64,600
non-TV
•N/((

Irlnision

Network

Data

Chart.

Number of
TV sets

Market
Wilmington
Reading
Scran ton

87,400
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
77,500
62,500
non-TV
123,000

Duluth, Minn.
Peoria
Tulsa
Huntington, W. Va.
Chattanooga
Lancaster
Davenport,
Moline,
III. Iowa-Rock
Trenton
Mobile
Des

Moines

Erie
Wichita
Spokane
South Bend
York,
Pa.
Stockton, Cal.
El Paso
Charlotte, N. C.
Beaumont-Port
Arthur
Little Rock
Greensboro
Brockton, Mass.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Shreveport
Lansing,
Mich.
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Kalamazoo
Ames,
Iowa
Bloomington, Ind.
Brownsville, Tex.

1

80,500
non-TV
sland- non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
57,000
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
non-TV
106,000
non-TV
non-TV
75,000
non-TV
47,200
non-TV
non-TV
70,000
12,100
63,000
71,000
18,000
10,200

Miotv they're stirring tip TV fever in mom-TV areas
land through Denver i20), Worcester
(29) to Fort Wayne (99) and Shreveport (100) . (The area still not covered
by TV represents about 40% of the
nation's population.)
To get perspective on how important
it is that the freeze be lifted in onestation markets consider these facts:
I 1 I There are 40 one-station markets
in all. I 2) Of these. 35 are among the
top 100 markets in retail sales, based
on J. Walter Thompson figures. (3)
Among the one-station markets of the
nation, two are in the top 10 in retail
sales [Pittsburgh and St. Louis) ; six
are in the second 10; three are in the
third 10; five are in the fourth 10 —
which should give you an idea of the
importance of the one-station markets.

Q. When
lift?

will the freeze actually

A. Even FCC's top brass don't know
for sure. They had hope to issue their
freeze-lifting edict by 1 February, but
it looks now as if it could take them
till the end of March to complete all
the paper work. A top FCC official explained: "If you had foot-high stacks
of documents half an inch thick piled
on your desk, which you were required
by law to read and understand, how
long would it take you to get finished?
You wouldn't be able to answer definitely and neither can I." He referred
to the "written testimony" submitted
by members of the industry covering

oOpenti
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the FCC's proposed system of station
allocations. The FCC's final freezelifting edict must answer each such
document.
sponsor's estimate of the most likely edict date is 15 March, but just
when it actually comes is academic because the announcement will merely
represent the beginning of a long process to follow before new stations can
get on the air.
Q. When
the air?

will new stations get on

A. Some optimists believe that there
is a chance for new stations opening
up in major markets like Denver, Portland, and Worcester during 1952.
They reason that the FCC itself is so
anxious to see progress made and TV
enthusiasm is so strong that the complex hurdles can be leaped in unbelievably short time. Precedents for their
reasoning are the many occasions on
which TV has confounded the prophets
14 JANUARY
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TV TOUR: Leading set firms take units round country to kindl
promotion at fair shown above was backed up by newspaper ad:
yourself on TV setup (2); included exhibits by many manufacture

vTV areas. DuMont
Philco
and RCA
(3)
spectators
with see-

Basis for future guesstimates: How
Atlanta

Buffalo

JAN. 1 1947
APRIL , 1947
|ULY 1 1947

no TV

no TV

no TV
no TV

OCT.

1

1947

JAN.

1

1948

Dayton
no TV

Louisville

fast TV grew from '47-'5l in 15 representative marhets*
New York

no TV

no TV

no TV

13,476
25,500

no TV

no TV
no TV

no TV

43,600

no TV

no TV

no TV

70,000
122.500

no TV
3.100

no TV

no TV
no TV

by growing faster than anyone could
have expected. But the very enthusiasm for television which has fostered
its growing in the past will probably
help slow down construction of new
stations this year. This enthusiasm,
most observers believe, will lead so
many to apply for licenses in each important market that the hearings over
who gets the stations will delay new
station construction.
FCC brass believe grants will go uncontested inonly a few markets. They
feel that every market which has a rich
profit potential will draw more applicants than there are channels, particularly now that almost 100r^ of the existing TV stations have gotten into the
black ahead of schedule.
The attitude of one key FCCer toward how many stations can get on the
air in 1952 was: "sponsor's guess is
as good as mine." sponsor's guess:
one dozen new stations oil by 1 Januarj L953, practically all of them in
-mall markets.

Q. What's the procedure after the
freeze edict is issued and before
new stations can start building?
A. The Brsl unofficial act after the
FCC issues ii- freeze edict will !><■ a
prayer that no interested partv objects
so violent!) thai ii decides (<> take the
matter to the courts. This could happen. Jusl as RCA foughl the FCC color decision through to the Supreme
34

noTV
no TV

215,000

no TV
no TV

535,000

6,100

685,000

8,100
10,600

800,000

20,600
30,100

1,015,000

35,000
52,400

1,410,000
1,670,000

1,225,000

1,000
600

no TV
no TV
no TV

283.000
410,000

Houston

no TV

168,800

3,000

Chicago

Pittsburgh
Omaha

1,900

no TV
noTV
6,000
12,400
19,600
24,400
35,300

4,100

no TV
10,300

35,000

32,000

49,500
77,800
115,000

64,000
91,000
121,000

141,000

145,000

185,000

212,000

239,000

2,050,000

55.800

86,700
93,300
104,000

2,300,000

72,800
79,900

310,000

118,000

2,720,000

88.000
104.000

320,000
350,000

250,000

Court, some organization which objected to the FCC's final decision on how
to allocate post-freeze channels could
for six months or more,
delay the entire procedure in the courts
DuMont, for example, believes that
the FCC-proposed allocations favor TV
domination by NBC and CBS and that
the FCC's coverage of the nation is
based on geography rather than population. Ifthe FCC's edict does not
modify the proposed allocations sufficiently to satisfy DuMont, the network's top men might well reason that
the delay and anguish of going to the
courts is their only alternative to living with allocations they don't like.
Unless there is a court case, the
freeze-lifting edict will be followed by
a probable 60-day period during which
applications for licenses may be submitted. There have been 473 applications to date and many more are expected to pile in right after the freezelifting edict. Applicants have been
holding off because they do not wish
to tip their hands to rivals, and because the FCC has indicated no priority will be given to those who submit
applications before the freeze lifting.
Some 447 of the 473 applications submitted thus far are for the 449 VHF
channels available under FCC's proposed allocations. Only 26 applications
are for UHF channels, but an increased
flow of UHF applications is expected.
Just how the FCC will take up the
applications is not certain. The Com-

31,700

8,100
10,000
15,500
25,500

22,000

73,300

2,435,000
2,550,000

13,200
6,500
19,700

3,100

no TV
no TV

282,000
297,000
317,000
348,000

no TV

2,000
3,000

38,500
52,000
125,000
163,000
195,000
337,000
11,500
16,500
24,800
33,000
40,700
45,200
53,000
60,000

no TV
2,500
3,500
6,500
8,500
13,000

455,000
545,000
670,000
830,000

17,000
27,700

3,500
4,200
4,600
8,000
14,300
23.300
29,300
37,400

43,100

47,200

915,000

59,300

940,000
995,000

82.200
92,900
108,000

73,100

1,060,000

54,400
58,600
72,600
63,500

munications Bar Association, made up
of lawyers who practice before the
FCC, has recommended UHF and VHF
applications be considered together in
cities which have both types of allocation. This would tend to speed the
process. Best-qualified applicants, presumably, would get the preferred VHF
licenses. Others would have to go upstairs to UHF.
If UHF and VHF applications are
considered separately, UHF licenses
will be more easily come by because
few will apply. But VHF applications
will tend to log-jam.
UHF could become more popular
rapidly once applicants realize that
taking UHF is their only alternative
because of the limited number of UHF
channels available. NBC recently urged
that the FCC raise the limit on the
number of stations a network or other
entity can own to seven from five —
with the additional stations to be
UHF. This move puts NBC squarely
behind UHF, should stimulate interest in it.
For those few markets where there
is no competition for channels, the first
construction permits will probably be
granted by mid-June, assuming that
the date of the freeze edict is 15 March.
C.P.'s for markets where hearings are
necessary may not be granted for
months thereafter. Estimates of the total number of c.p.'s possible during
1952 have ranged from 25 to 80.
(Please turn to page 79)
SPONSOR

W camera magic §
""
cost
cuts
You can make packages dance before
live TV camera with new devices

To create illi
floating inside rot
jperimpose
ship's interior.
If hi
shed out figure
ns, he'd get a ghost-like,
, costs would soar. But hi; lectronic device doi

Wpi%£
| V

Your bill is staggering when you
buy special-effects on film for

tricky commercials. But electronic engineers have learned to duplicate
movie "process shots" before live TV cam
eras with no extra cost. The pictures on
this page show you what one of the several
available special-effects units can do. Developed byGeorge Gould, director of ABCTV's Space Cadets, this device makes possible live superirnpositions with no wash

2

shape
Gould's "Gizmo," as he terms it, works by cutting
caught by his first camera.
This "hole" correspond;
space suit being picked up simultaneously by
er sees hole — shown in the
photograph <

r explanatory reasons

ing out of the image (see captions for ex
planation). It's used for Kellogg commer
cials as well as adventure scenes. Rol:
Drucker and David Fee, video engineers,
collaborated with Gould in development o:
the

cost-saving

process

described

here

3

The two pictures combine perfectly (above). Gould also uses his device for
commercials
showing boxes of Kellogg's cereal pour themselves; dancing corn-flake
climbing out of a box. Unlike other trick camera systems, Gould says his boxes; figures
does not confine movements of actors within limited area. It will be available for sponsors,
packagers

Under-sea
scene created
with fish tank:
One camera
focusses on tank, the other on
actors.
The
result:
inexpensive
TV illusion

Stag Beer soars with three

JVJjPVjfflj To celebrate its 100th year
llii"" in the beer business, the
Griesedieck Western Brewery Company, of Belleville and St. Louis, Mo.,
recently flew a monstrous blimp over
the Midwestern and Southern states.
Painted on the sides of the sausageshaped balloon were the stark black letters: "STAG BEER."
Night time, the folks below were
also able to witness one of the most
Bpectacular merchandising stunts ballyhooing a sponsor's air program. For
in uurf-'antuan neon-lit letters the blimp
also blazed the simple message: "STAG
NEWS."
This circus-like device- which included taping 85 radio interviews with
Captain Vera Smith, skipper of the
Stag blimp, and filming numerous TV
shots of ill-' flying weiner in action —
illustrates ho\* aggressively tlii^ regional brewer) sponsor has taken to
the air medium.
Despite its 100-yeai ancestry, il was
onl) a little over three years ago that
Griesedieck Western began taking to
air advertising in earnest. Before that,
it had restricted itself pretty well to
newspapers, point-of-sale merchandis36

ing, and billboards. Nowadays, trade
observers estimate it spends roughly
$500,000 a year on radio and TV.
The rest of its advertising appropriations devotes an estimated $400,000
for billboards, $200,000 for newspapers and merchandising.
SPONSOR estimates about $250,000
of its air budget goes for news and
wrestling shows, plus announcements,
on KSD-TV, St. Louis; wrestling programing on WMCT, Memphis; halfhour of Alan Funt's Candid Camera
on KOTV. Tulsa; announcements on
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.
Its radio appropriation, totalling
about $250,000, is spread out over 33
stations in nine states. Using one-minute announcements and station breaks
as frequently as five times a week, its
messages are heard over these radio
outlets, according to Rorabaugh Report on Spot Radio:
In Arkansas. KARK, KLRA, Little
Rock, KCLA, Pine Bluff; in Illinois,
WKRO, Cairo, WSOY, Decatur,
WMBD, Peoria, WTAD, Quincy,
WCVS, WTAX, Springfield; in Indiana, WGBF, Evansville, WBOW, Terre
Haute; in Iowa, KBUR, Burlington,

KCBC, KSO, Des Moines, KDTH, Dubuque.
In Kentucky, WHOP, Hopkinsville,
WPAD,Paducah; in Louisiana, KENT,
KTBS,Shreveport; in Missouri, KFVS,
Cape Girardeau, KFSB, Joplin, KCMO,
Kansas City, KIRK, Kirksville, KMOX.
St. Louis, KTTS, Springfield; in Oklahoma, WKY, Oklahoma City, KVOO,
Tulsa; in Tennessee, WROL, Knox
ville, WDIA, WREC, Memphis,
WKDA, WLAC, WSIX, Nashville.
There are three key reasons why the
brewery has expanded so daringly into
the air medium:
1. It pays off in sales. Company
surveys have proved that wherever
broadcast advertising was used consistently, sales of Stag Beer have definitely increased.
2. It's vital in punching home the
brand name, as Stag Beer has expanded its market distribution. Up until
four years ago, Stag's distribution was
Eairlj well confined to Missouri and
Illinois. Since then, it has extended its
market to 12 states, from Chicago to
the Gulf.
3. It's been virtually necessary, in
the face of keenly competitive beer adSPONSOR

air media
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Radio and television campaign linked to blimp
celebrated firm's 1 00 Hi anniversary.
Stag turned
from print to air only recently, got big sales boost

FIRM

TELEVISION

vertising. As sponsor pointed out in
its survey of 40 brewery sponsors

"Griesedieck Western Brewery is one
of the most alive and aggressive of the

("Beer on the air," 23 April, 1951)
brewers have increased their advertising per barrel from $1.07 in 1949 to
$1.09 in 1950. Thanks in part to its
radio and TV advertising, Stag has
sustained its role as No. 11 seller in
the national field; No. 1 seller of bottle and draught beer in the tough St.
Louis market (home of four major
brewers) ; and No. 1 bottled beer in
the States of Illinois and Missouri.

regional brewers. The way it's been
expanding south and west, I'd estimate it'll soon be distributing Stag

Stag's policy has been one of creeping expansion. And wherever its distribution has been heavy, its formula
has been to blanket the area with radio
messages. Largely, it has worked its
way west, south, and east from St.
Louis, keeping out of far eastern centers like New York and Pittsburgh. In
the last 18 months, it has entered Chicago for the first time. And to show
how keenly competitive the field is,
Chicago alone sells 70 to 90 beers.
Other figures in the trade would
question the modest use of the word
"creeping" in reference to Stag's
growth. John Flynn, business manager
of American
Brewer, told SPONSOR:
14 JANUARY

Beer in 30 states."
Certainly, Griesedieck Western's
sales potential is in a sound state. According to Modern Brewery Age, it
sold 1,442,000 barrels in 1950 (each
barrel containing 31 gallons of beer).
Trade observers estimate this amounts
to a yearly gross of about $40,000,000plus. True, this output is well behind
barrel sales of the Big Four Brewers —
Schlitz, 5,096,000 barrels; AnheuserBusch, 4,875,000; Ballantine, 4,374,000; and Pabst, 4,300,000. Still, it's
hot on the heels of the output of Griesedieck Western's closest competitors —
Blatz, in ninth place with 1,740,000
barrels, and Pfeiffer, a close tenth with
1,618,000.
Griesedieck Western's story dates
back to a century ago when a small
establishment called Western Brewery
set up shop in Belleville, 111. In 1912,
it was taken over by Henry Louis
Griesedieck, who'd brought over an
original brewing
formula
with him

from Germany in 1873. (Interestingly, St. Louis contains a number of
Griesediecks. all related to old Henry
Louis, all of whom operate competitive breweries. Edward J. Griesedieck,
for example, heads Griesedieck Bros.
Brewery, and Alvin Griesedieck presides over Falstaff Brewery. All members of the Griesedieck clan stoutly insist their breweries are not connected
in a corporate or financial way.)
Western Griesedieck Brewery prospered, though not spectacularly, and
managed to weather the gloomy Prohibition Era successfully. Then, in
1936, it began perfecting a brewery
process to develop a very dry pilsener
According
to record Griesedieck
type
beer.
Western was the first in the United
States to advertise a 'dry' beer. Therefore, Stag has often been called the
original dry beer.
Sales of Stag Beer really started going into high gear in 1943 (it was then
selling about 375,000 barrels a year
and was a poor fifth place in St.
Louis). One reason certainly for its
sudden spurt ahead was the dynamic,
< Please turn to page 74)
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How four
advertisers

one-shots

1.

«rfw and pubUcrda.

(:»">l>""">
tiOIU,
Motorola. on<\ oj the I I .set

MOTOROLA

only year-round
advertiser
greeting-card airmanufactur2 HALLMARK Thiser,big
in its field, added last-minute sales punch and gathered seasonal good-will by sponsoring an elaborate
Christmas Eve one-shot. The show, NBC-TV's hourlong
opera,cost
"Amahl
and theover
Night
Vistors,''Hallmark
got rave
notices,
Hallmark
$30,000.

industry's "Big Four." bought L951'a fanciest single
one-shot show. A radio-video airing of the 29 Dei rem her East-West Football Classic cost Motorola
1200,000 hut successfully (1) launched the 1952
line; (2) substituted for the annual sales convention: (3) /W// good public relations, i Story below)

DON'T MISS
THE ALL-STAR
SHRINE GAME

EASTvs
WEST
Saturday 430 pm
channel 5

station WOR

"regulars" on CBS.

:when and hov
Advertisers are spending as little as $4,000 and as
miu h as $200,000 for one shots in growing air trend

on TV and RADIO
WABD

backs its one-shots ivith AM-TV

!

jbm
A decade ago, the "one(QSSU shot" program was practically a novelty in broadcast advertising. Today, one-shots are a growing
trend. Once, the use of one-shot shows
was confined to a few big national advertisers like Elgin National Watch
Company and Gillette Safety Razor,
who made advertising careers out of
spending $100,000 or more for starstudded holiday-season shows, or
sports events. Currently, one-shots are
likely to be bankrolled by sponsors
whom few admen would ever imagine
connected with this type of airselling
and at costs as low as $4,000. (See
top of these pages for typical examples.)
One-shots

still

have.

frequent

cases, the old glamour touch. The radio-video coverage of the 29 December 1951 East- West Shrine Football
Classic for Motorola (to be described
later in this report) is a good example. This big sports event cost Motorola, for time, talent and promotion,
an eye-opening $200,000 — perhaps
more. However, even the glamour
shows are not all in this blue-chip
bracket any more.
Western Union, for instance, managed to sponsor a star-spangled Christmas-season one-shot at comparatively
low cost. To plug the idea of Western
Union 'telegrams as ideal Christmas
greetings, the big communications firm
sponsored a quarter-hour one-shot portion of NBC's The Big Show on 23 De-

To backstop its $200,000 "East-West" one-shot, Motorola used 124,000 mailing pieces, tune-in ads

shots need not cost a mint to

3, BANK OF AMERICA 1«^XS

iness on the West Coast, recently used the 'J hanksgiving holiday as a springboard into a regional
public relations one-shot. BOA sponsored the onetime "California
Around
for a This
half-hour
on Columbia
Pacific
tccb the
21 World"
November.
kind
of seizing on PR angles has helped build the firm.

o use them

WESTERN UNION ?[ovin& '!"" CWm85.0Be4.
be effective, WU bought a 15-minute 7:00 to 7:15

p.m. portion,
NBC's "The
Big Show"
on 2'A December. of
WU plugged
the idea
of telegrams
for
Xmas greetings. Cost: under $10,000. Results: a
noticeable upswing in Christmas telegrams at WU
offices. More seasonal sales punches are upcoming.

and prospects have overhauled their
thinking about year-'round or September-through-June airadvertising being
the only effective way to sell. If you
want to hand the major credit to someone, Iguess it would be to the Ford
Motor Company. You'll remember that
in the fall of 1949, when they couldn't
clear enough announcement time for a
spot campaign to launch their new
auto models, Ford bought a saturation

cember. Total cost: under $10,000. Result: a big business jump in Xmas
wires.
Aware of the general trend and
growing diversity of one-shot usage,
sponsor, in recent weeks, interviewed
several leading network and agency
executives, clients and station officials.
What, sponsor asked them, was behind
it all?
Typical of the answers received was
this comment, from the vice president
in charge of radio sales for one of the
two leading networks. He summed up
the situation this way for a sponsor
editor :
"There have always been big oneshot sponsored shows in broadcasting.
But, in the old days we didn't do much
to encourage them. Because, with the
exception of some 'extravaganza' holiday shows and top sports events
throughout the year, we weren't in a
position to accept the business.
"The headaches of clearing the time,
when virtually all of our radio time
was sold on the network, was enough
to make us freeze up at the mention
of 'one-shot.' With the competitive
media picture today, we've thrown
overboard this type of thinking.
"Not only are we glad to have oneshot business today in radio, and to
some extent in TV, we do everything
we can to encourage it. This is true
of all of the networks as well. Any of
the radio networks today will be glad
to sell you a one-time shot on any of
their sustaining shows on a tailor-made
network, and will do all they can to
help promote and merchandise it. In
fact, the networks are even custommaking vehicles that are ideally suited
for 'one-shotting.'
"At the same time, lots of our clients

campaign in network radio, using oneshots. I think 14 different programs in
13 weeks were used on one network
alone.
"Well, the results for Ford were so
good, according to J. Walter Thompson, that we woke up to find that a
new radio technique in one-shotting
was here. So did a lot of other clients
and the major networks. Since then,
there have been several successful imitations of the Ford formula for everyone from General Mills to the mail-order book outfits.
"The single one-shot effort is coming into its own, too, for a lot of advertisers who never used radio or TV
before, or who used it sparingly.
They're finding out that one-shots can
be designed for all kinds of holiday or
selling occasions. They've discovered
that networks are more than willing to

buy one big effort, or an occasional
promotion. A wide choice of all types
of shows are available. NBC has a
half-hour portion of The Big Show and
the Wednesday night Barry Craig whodunit series set aside for one-shotting;
CBS built its Red Skelton radio series
from the ground up, complete with a
new merchandising setup (see "The
network merchandising era is here" in
17 December 1951 sponsor) to make
it work. These are in addition to long
lists of sustaining shows. Mutual, although ithas not created special vehicles for one-shotting, contemplates doing so, has a long list of "product audience" sustainers suitable for one-time
use.
• Costs. There is a far wider range
of price tags on one-shots today than
there used to be, at the national, regional and local level. The big, fancy
one-shots still cost a lot. Reynolds
Metals' radio-video one-shot recently
with the NBC Symphony during the
Christmas-New Year season, an hourlong salute to Toscanini seen and heard
on full NBC, cost Reynolds nearly
•^O^OO plus the costs of promcting
and publicizing the "good will" effort.
The biggest of the Gillette sports ef(Please turn to page 70)

insure success with promotional backstopping. You can tell your sponsor
readers that one-shot shows are strictly here to stay."
The network official's thoughts on
one-shots, sponsor soon discovered,
were echoed, with variations, by nearly
every broadcaster involved with them.
Networks and stations are indeed glad
to accept them, provided the advertiser
doesn't conflict productwise with adjacent sponsored shows. Here are other symptoms of the growing one-shot
trend :
• Programs. As pointed out above,
all of the major radio networks have
the welcome mat out for advertisers
who want to buy as little as a one-time
use of a sustainer. (Some have even
drawn up a special rate card for onetime, bi-weekly, and once-a-month
sponsorships.) ABC has geared is various "Pyramid Plan" shows for the
pocketbooks of advertisers who want to

/Above all else, there
good reason for the
tually, one-shots tie neatly
sales and holidays, can sell

has to be a
one-shot. Acinto seasonal
or do PR job.

• J^ There
Shop carefully
a good
one-shot.
>•>■
is a wide for
choice
of such
programs today, nationally and locally, with
price tags to fit any advertiser's budget.
*^ To be a success, one-shot shows
*& should be planned far enough in
advance to enable the sponsor to do a
sizable consumer audience promotion job.
0 One-shots should be promoted with
jt equal vigor to a sponsor's sales
force and dealers to insure their backing.
One-shots can mesh with trade events.
J should
No one-shots,
even events.
holidayThey
shows,
be isolated
are
best when they're kickoff for major ad
campaign, and followed up with good ads.

Small-town pharmacy
builds big with radio
Among first prize winners in BAB success story
contest, it makes model use of co-op money

states,
rn his
ger
weste
efand
North
the Levin
®InHenr\
fective use of co-op radio advertising isa phenomenon of the drug
store trade. He is among the outstanding drug store advertisers nationally;
a success story about him won first
in the drug division of BAB's
prize
recent first annual Retail Advertising
Contest; and he won in 1951 the Oresing
ide adgon Adverti
vertising contest. Club's statew

A month doesn't go by when Levinger, operator of the Rexall Drug Store
in Baker City, Oregon (population:
9,425), fails to receive long-distance
phone calls, wires, and letters from en\ ious druggists. "How do you do it?"
is the key question.
Nor does a month pass without Milton L. Levy, ad manager, KBKR, Baker City, getting calls from curious station managers as far distant as Washington. Idaho, and Montana. They ask
him to explain the Levinger formula.
So many queries have flooded in
that KBKR has printed a special form
letter. It reads that by sending in $15
to cover the cost of assembling the information, the out-of-town drug retailers and stations will get a full report
from KBKR s advertising manager. So
eager have been the respondents, a
number have submitted their $15 by
return mail.
As an aid to local drug advertisers,
SPONSOR presents a comprehensive
survej of the Baker City broadcasting
success -t<>r\. based on a report submitted to BAB for its success story
competition. It's the story of how
Druggist Levinger, thanks larger) to
a consistent radio campaign initiated
four years ago, has:
I. Succeeded in selling more merchandise I over $300,000 worth I than

all other drug stores in Baker County
combined,
upned his gross business
4oo' ; .
2. Upped its prescription trade
more
than 100' '< (from a six-month
1951). of
total
3,930 in 1946 to 8,482 in
3. Increased its store traffic by as
many as 175 customers a week.
4. Enhanced the prestige of the
sponsor so much that he is regarded
regionally as a virtual oracle on matters medicinal.
5. Achieved all these benefits at a
remarkably low advertising cost (because the expense is shared by more
than 25 pharmaceutical manufacturers
and distributors who pay from $5 to
$200 a xear).
Levinger's co-op sponsorship story
is not unique. As pointed out in sponsor's roundup article ("Drug stores
on the air," 28 August, 1950) an increasing number of local pharmacies
have launched cooperative radio advertising deals with their drug manufacturers. What is unusual is the originality Levinger has exerted in developing his programing format.
As sponsor was told by Arthur
Gatto, eastern advertising manager for
the Rexall Drug Company : "I've heard
nothing but enthusiastic reports about
Henry Levinger's radio advertising
campaign. As you know, the Rexall
Drug Companv provides institutional
advertising for its franchised stores by
footing the bill for the radio Amos V
Andy half-hour
show on CBS. That's
handled
by BBDO.
"\l.ni\ of the stores sit back lethargically, feeling that this network show
is enough advertising for them. But
it takes an aggressive pharmacist like
Levinger to set up a co-op deal with
manufacturers on an independent
(Please turn to page 62)
SPONSOR

HOW BIG IS A PLANT'S
"NEIGHBORHOOD"?
Areas of influence often are larger than management

thinks. Com-

munity relations can be helped by the longer -reaching medium .. radio.
With every improvement in mass transportation, a
plant's "neighborhood" expands.
Employment
applicants come
from
farther and
farther away. The circle of local suppliers widens.
And these are only two examples.
Moreover, as the area of influence grows, the need
for good community
relations increases. For this
reason, more and more companies are turning to
radio to carrv their message. . both to neighbors near
the plant and to those who live beyond the reach
of other local media.

Wayne, and Portland, Oregon. . Westinghouse stations are taking a leading part in this growing
development. Thev are in their 32nd year of helping
industry make friends with its neighbors. . and they
offer their experience and facilities to company
management as well as to advertising agencies and
public relations counselors.

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

In six of the nation's leading industrial areas. .
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort
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• WBZA

• KYW

•

RADIO
KDKA

STATIONS

• WOWO

• KEX

Inc

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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WITH THIS SENSATIONAL
40,000,000

t

were jolted by this
sensational series in the
Saturday

Evening

Post!

. . .

Additional millions of

were awakened

by

it as a "Must See" movie! . . .

the history of radio has such
a thrilling document been
so brilliantly dramatized'
osed
fe

on

the

re\

experiences

MATT

CVETK

. . . For nine years he
posed as a Communist
for the F. B. /.

EACH
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Iriiiiirais...
Is it profitable for similar TV program types to
compete in opposite nettvorh time slots?
I Director
Alfred

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Gnssin

Audiences are far more selective now
than when television was a novelty.
Then, they gladly accepted anything
and, in many cases, tuned in one network and stayed with it until bedtime.
Our answer is an
unqualified and

large "No!" We
firmly believe
that, if drama is
slated on one or
two networks, a
client buying the
same time slot
should look for a
show that appeals
, Scott
to an entirely
different group of viewers. Thus you
give people a choice that suits their
individual taste — not just a choice of
one kind of show — or canasta!
When the same types of show are
the only available choice, many people
develop viewing habits that last until
the show displeases them a couple of
times. Then, they look up competing
listings or dial and, finding the same
type show on competing networks, decide to turn off the TV set for that
time period — or for the entire evening.
In selecting a time slot, we first plan
the ~})ow that, according to surveys,
appeals to the greatest number in the
class and income bracket to whom our
client's product must sell. Then, we
shop the networks for the besl available time, opposite shows of entirely
different caliber. If a variety show is
planned, we look for time opposite one
or two dramas. If a drama or mystery
is planned, Ave try to place it opposite
musicals or quiz shows. Thus, your
client i^ assured of ^«'ttin<r viewers who
do not care for the type of entertainment prevailing in competing time
slots.
44

But they've all become critics now.
Americans like to be in a position to
choose whatever they want — particularly when it costs them nothing. And,
if we, whose business is selling as well
as entertaining don't give the public
a choice they may, in time, choose
some other form of entertainment.
And,
try. that isn't sound business for clients, agencies or the television indusFrances Scott
Vice President
Gibraltar Advertising
New York
The

answer

Cussin

dicate either negative or positive answers, as the question is related to
Nielsen ratings and to sales and advertising results. However, it does seem
to me that pitting drama vs. drama or
variety vs. variety is not a healthy competitive formula in a medium where
the producer is constantly fighting for
material. If there are to be two good
dramas in one evening, these two dramas should not be in competition with
each other.
Fred Coe
Producer
NBCTV
New York
Profitable — for
whom?

The network, the advertiser, or the viewer? (Let's not
forget him.) If
the question is
confined to the
network, I would

to

such a question
should not be
slight. It is a
network programing problem
that will be rear1^^^^^
■ i^H

head
ugly more.
ing its and
more
The cramped

Mr. Coe

quarters of netw o r k grade-A
time will contribute to the growth of
this unfortunate condition and the material appetite of the medium itself will
also encourage its existence. It would
seem to me that an answer to such a
question as to its profitableness can be
best answered among three specialists.
(1) The >iatistirs and research departments; (2) the sales and advertising
specialists; (3) the program producers.
As a television producer, I have no
authorities before me which would in-

of Advertising

Firth Carpet Company
I New York

Mr.

Layton

vision's groping
say yes. In tele-

cessions were made days,
to attract
certainadvercontisers to the medium. But today, with
time availabilities at a premium, this
is, for all intents, non-existent. A network's source of revenue is time and
program sales. Specifically, since similar program types competing are sold
almost to the saturation point, it must
be concluded that it is profitable to
the network.
Where the advertiser is concerned,
I would say yes again, but to a lesser
degree. Advertising expenditures in
any medium must pay off in increased
sales and institutional gains. Since
most program types competing have
been commercial, practically from inSPONSOR

ception, the) must U> delivering the
expected return to the advertiser. However, ifthese same shows were not programed in opposite time periods and
their potency were not reduced by
each other's viewer acceptance, the potential of each program would be
greater. Thus, although similar program types are profitable to advertisers, their full value is not being
realized.
As for the viewer, I must say no.
His television profit is measured in
entertainment value. Similar program
types competing confine him to either
one show in its entirety, or to piecemeal views of all. If he remains with
one throughout, he feels he has missed
something by not seeing the others. If
he dial-switches, the benefits of relaxation and complete enjoyment are denied him. He may even become sufficiently annoyed to go to the movies.
Then — we would be right back where
we started.
Jerry Layton
President

"Well, that's the nineteenth y
signed
one ofDirector
these!" for
saysOklah
Clen ma Tire
Advertising
ear I've
&. Supply Company, to Gusta
borg. Assistant
General
Man
BrandKVOO, as he signed renewal
for two 15-minute daily newsca sts over

Jerry Layton Associates, Inc.
New York
This devious
many
question has so
interpretations
that, starting
from scratch, the
odds against an
intelligent and
constructive answer are six-twoMr. Oi
and-even. As a
matter of fact, as
your old friend and mine, Harrv the
Hipster, stated, "A fin will get you a
saw." However, if you are still reading
this — and brother, you're strictly on
your own — let's take a crack at figuring it out.

Nineteen years ago Mr. D. C. Sperry signed his first KVOO contract. At that time
the Oklahoma Tire and Supply Company, of which Mr. Sperry is Advertising
Director, operated but 12 stores in Oklahoma. Today, Otasco operates 201 modern stores in four states!
Radio advertising, according t i Mr. Sperry, has played a great part in this tremendous expansion and today on< third of Otasco's total advertising budget is appropriated for radio.
Since KVOO carried the first radio advertising ever placed by Oklahoma Tire
Supply Company, and has continued to carry a heavy schedule for 19 c
years, we take pardonable pride in our part in the amazing growth of this firm,
now moving into their new million dollar general office and warehouse in Tulsa.
We congratulate Mr. Maurice Sanditen, President, and all of his co-workers on
this fine new evidence of faith in our growing Southwest. Completely air conditioned, modern in every respect, the new Otasco office and warehouse is the largest
privately owned plant of its kind in the Southwest.
Clem

Sperry

says,

and

we quote,

"KVOO

has always been

our

greatest dollar

buy in radio!"
Nineteen years of renewals proves his point.
If it's continuous results you are
looking for, you can get it over KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station!

Assuming that "profitable" means
beneficial or useful to the television
viewing audience and not solely to the
network involved, the answer is "yes."
Not necessarily a thundering "yes"
preceeded by clarion trumpet calls and
drum rolls but, nevertheless, a nice,
round, fully-packed and somewhat
pear-shaped, three-letter "yes."
On the corner of the block in which
my cold water flat is located, there are
two drug stores. I can buy the same
brands of cigarettes, shaving cream,
tooth paste, and ulcer remedies in
(Please turn to page 75)
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National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

II ciineirciit

verj same daj on a Dumber of stations (four
in the New York City area).

ij)o O 0

The Night Before Christmas was not as
well done as The Night At The Inn, but both
left something to be desired, being slow
moving, unimaginatively scored, and rather
I
ly lighted. Furthermore, they were narrated in such a way that the attempt at lipsync usually missed by miles.

h„ BOB
Since there are no scores to pore
over, Monday morning quarterbacking
is even easier in television than in football. It's for this reason that I'd like
to preface the following opinion with
the fact that it's one which I arrived
at right after the Pitchman commercials first went into the Berle-Texaco
program.
other words,
I didn't
come
to the Inconclusion
that something
was amiss with these amusing middlebreaks three years later when I heard
that Sid Stone was leaving the show
and a commercial-alteration was in
progress.
But let me add, hastily, I was also
among the first to find real enjoyment
in watching this copy and that its
Runyonesque approach to selling
amused me far longer than it did most
of my friends. Furthermore, I still enjoy it. But as I said, from the first, I

I OKI >l \N
never felt that this commercial treatment, however well received and whatever publicity accrued to it, ever helped
or was the real answer to the selling
of gasoline or motor oil. I'm sure
there are many letters of testimony attesting to the contrary of this pointof-view, but I'd answer them with: I
don't believe letters-to-an-advertiser
ever give a true picture of mass-fact.
In fact, they're usually as misleading
a criterion as any you can select.
My reasons for not subscribing to
the so-called Pitchman's type of selling is simple indeed. Most of us (including myself) are fairly literal beings. We accept subtlety and innuendo
in its place. But when someone is trying to get us to part with money for a
product about which we know little
and must accept on faith (gasoline)
{Please turn to page 77)

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:

Benrus
Watch
Co.
J. D. Tarcher & Co.,

PROGRAM:

N. Y.
Announcement

Inc.,

Elegance is the name of an attractive
bracelet-wristwatch for which Paul Lukas
gives a Continental-type sales pitch. This
testimonial is well conceived but in my mind
a bit overstaged. The opening, Lukas inviting us into his dressing room, is phoney,
to say the least.
But the most inept part of the spot is the
copy Mr. Lukas is given to recite — being so
unconversational and so adjectival that even
as slick an actor as he, has trouble getting
the words out over his teeth, hence they
have absolutely no conviction or warmth.
Either the copy was written by someone who
has no ear for conversation or, what's more
likely,assistant
the heavy
handtheofaudio
an ad-manager's
third
caused
to read like
a two-color package insert.
Too bad — cause otherwise this is a good

symbolizing

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

Chase National Bank
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, Inc., N. Y.
20-second
announcement

Big Brother Chase and li'l ole

It always startles me to find a stonefronted institution utilizing the type of commercial which has proven itself able to get
people's attention and hold it. It gave me
the same feeling of happy incongruity I got
when I saw Woody Herman and The Herd
operate one evening out of Carnegie Hall.
The Chase Bank was always, in my mind,
one of those outfits whose only concession to
its customers' mores was organ music during
hanking hours and four-color brochures de91 ribing their Xmas Club. But I rode the
subway recently and saw a Chase car card
designed on the order of the Household
Finance loan-ads. That same night, the
Chase folks stared out at me on TV — with
a cleverly animated 20-second announcement
advi-ing use of a Chase savings account.
Coins mounted up for our animated moneysaver and formed an umbrella which sheltered him from the downpour that followed
(rainy day, get it?). \t the close there was
a very clever combination of large live hand
shaking the hand "f nur little animated man,

spot, well filmed and lighted — and furthermore, the product is darned attractive.

An amazingly clever announcement which
should do a lot to take the austerity out of
banking and put a feeling of service in its

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:
PROGRAM:

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.,
N. Y.
Christmas program, WNBT
(and other local stations)

Unfortunately, Kukla, Ollie, and their pals
have ruined the old-fashioned concept of
puppets for the TV-viewer. If puppets aren't
really animate, human in their expressiveness, and fluid in
just downright dull
to the space confines
tans must operate,

their movement, they're
these days. In contrast
in which the Kuklapolithe Beaton puppets in

the Telephone Company's Christmas program wandered all over yet were static and
lifeless.
Iliis film slmu was screened on the Sunday before Cliri-tma- ami since it was on
film permitted a number of broadcasts the

SPONSOR:

American

AGENCY:

N. W. graphAyer
Co.
Philadelphia

Telephone &

PROGRAM:

Spot announcement

&

Son,

Tele-

Inc.,

Prior to the Christmas season, the Parent Telephone Company aired an animated

[TV

spot, gently suggesting that folks do not call
long distance on Christmas day. To assure
completion of the call, they advised that either calls be made before or after.
Here was one of the best uses of animation it has been my experience to witness.
Rather than lecture or shout, a cute little
ditty achieved the desired result in good
taste and good humoredly. It's rather a
touchy subject to inform people that a utility's service will be strained on the very
day on which many would like to use it.
Hence, the light approach was decidedly
right.
Good animation, a good tune, clearly delivered— and bound to increase good will for
the Telephone Company at a time when the
opposite effect might well have taken place.

SPONSOR

T. I story board
A column

sponsored

by <

of the leading film producers

in television

SARRA

A series of human interest vignettes on the theme "Nice things happen
to people who use Ipana" has been produced by SARRA for Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield for its client, the Bristol-Myers Company. These
15-Second playlets will be used as commercials on Ipana's Break The
Bank show. They will also be used as part of a series of one-minute
spots on other Bristol-Myers TV programs.

The many personal services offered by the twenty-eight conveniently
located offices of the Chase National Bank are stressed in a series of five
live and three animated 20-Second spots, produced by SARRA for
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, Inc. The live spots feature name
announcers and average customers. The animated spots emphasise the
checking and compound interest thrift accounts.

The fabulous Hudson Hornet and its new lower-priced running mate,
the spectacular Hudson Wasp, are the subjects for 20-Second announcement spots created by SARRA for the Hudson Motor Car Company
through Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc. Spots have been
planned so that glamour shots of the cars will lead the consumer to the
show room.
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something of a shock, we suddenly realize that, despite all

we've had to say about the good men here at F&P — we've never paid
public tribute to the many young ladies in our employ, all of whom
help so much to make "F&P Radio Service".
You probably know one or two of them, yourself — at least the
sound of their efficient and helpful voices on the telephone, or their
cryptic initials at the bottom of their bosses' letters. But we hereby
acknowledge that without their quick hands and sharp brains, the
wheels of this pioneer organization would grind quickly to a stop.
Aside from the invaluable F&P Colonelettes in our Accounting Department and other "staff" positions, every F&P account man has the fulltime assistance of a capable "girl Friday", who knows the ins and outs
of his daily duties just about as well as he himself does.
Like our Colonels themselves, our Colonels' Ladies are in every case
selected, cream-of-the-crop people who are chosen for their special
qualifications, and who quickly learn to take as vital and informed an
interest in spot radio as do the account men with whom
The efforts of all these intelligent and capable women

they work.

are a substantial

part of the "pluses" which make Free & Peters Radio Service.

Pe

Station Representative
Pioneer Radio and Television
Since 1932
NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

wcsc
WDBJ
WIST
WIS
WGH
WPTF
WHO
WOC
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD

I

By Ewing Calloway, N. *i

Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN
Boise

HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

KSD
KFDM
KRIS

Beaumont

Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

AND

WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA
WEST
KDSH
KVOD
KGMB-KI KEX
KIRO

3 YEARS OLD
AND STILL
FIRST!
• • •

Central New York's First
television station enters
its fourth year of continuous service to the Syracuse
area with an impressive
list of FIRSTS.
•

WHEN
Pulse

ratings in all
surveys to date

OCTOBER

'50— FIRST

JANUARY '51— FIRST
MAY '51— FIRST
OCTOBER

*

*

'51— FIRST

*

MOST
people in Central
New York watch WHEN

It's quite a jump from "Hell's Kitchen" to Madison Avenue but
there's a fellow who'll be 50 years old next week who did the trick.
He's the ad man's Horatio Alger who went from office boy to president of Batten. Barton, Durstine & Osborn. That's the agency whose
billings will top $100 million this year and which handles such top
radio and TV spenders as American Tobacco Company, DeSotoPlymouth Dealers, Wildroot, U. S. Steel, B. F. Goodrich, and General Electric — to name just a random handful.
It takes 11 offices in as many cities and more than 1,500 employees
(including over 50 vice presidents) to service all the clients. But
Ben Duffy manages to keep his finger in practically every pie that's
baked in BBDO's idea ovens.
Coming up through the ranks, Ben spent a heavy proportion of

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND GET THE
FACTS ON CENTRAL NEW
YORK'S

BEST

TIME

BUYS.

FIKoT with television in
Central New York
rlKoT with afternoon TV
FIRST with
CBS

• ABC

morning TV
• DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
".1'imi.i.,
A
MEREDITH
STATION

his time in media. His book, "Profitable Advertising in Today's Media and Markets," will be found oh practically every ad manager's
and timebuyer's bookshelf.
As in every other agency, the high cost of TV is a lively conversational gambit at BBDO. On this problem Ben says, "Early TV advertisers followed the frequency patterns they had been using in
radio. That is, once a week for evening shows and daily for daytime.
"I believe that video's high cost factor may force many TV advertisers in the future to follow the pattern of other media like magazines. You'll find some TV programs every four weeks; some every
other week, and many will be able to continue weekly or even daily.
"I think many TV advertisers will eventually schedule appearances
to meet the available appropriations. Perhaps occasionally in seasons for some products. I am not thinking now of spots — I am thinking of so-called network, national coverage.
"The medium is too good and its impact too great for advertisers
who may not have a sufficient appropriation for weekly programs to
be denied its use."
No matter what solution he comes up with for his clients' media
problems, Ben will always be known among advertising men for his
timely and quick acquisition of the Lucky Strike account.
For a listing of Ben's business, fraternal, and social affiliations
you'll have to consult Who's Who; he's the friendly, witty, sociable
type of guy any club likes to have, and the knowledgeable, quickwitted enthusiast that business associations long for.
Despite this spate of business and social activity, Ben has managed
to become a competent trap-shooter and ardent, but middle-nineties,
golfer. His wife and two children supply the cozy home-like atmosphere (in Rye, N. Y.) craved by man in his off-duty hours.
* * *
SPONSOR

you'll see it first thing ,

Before you leave home in the morning . . . even
before you finish your second cup of coffee . . . you are going
to become an ear- and eye-witness to every major
world event— as it happened last night, as it happens now.
This is the NBC Television program called "Today. "This is the morning
briefing-session that will arm you with information to meet the
day— more fully than any citizen has ever been armed before.

but "today" is far more than this.

"today"

"today"

is head -in -the -clouds

is every known means of communication —

feet -on -bedrock

all used for the first time to feed the raw

programming . . .

news into NBC's "Studio of Tomorrow."

from the network where successful pioneering
is a habit ; and it's aimed straight at the

even television's new Walkie-talkie —

"today"

3 out of 4 families who tune at least once

is DAVE

every week to broadcasts of news and

completely on world events every

entertainment between 7 and 9 a.m.

twenty minutes as he pilots the fast-

Moreover, because "Today" listens as well

moving two-hour show.

GARROWAY,

up-dating you

as it looks, it will fit naturally into the
morning habit patterns of these families.

"today"
"today"

is the time for you to ask about the program's
cost-sharing format, which will permit

is news of Korea, as it comes off the tape ! . .

advertisers with modest budgets to

Wire photos of Paris style showings, as

participate in network tv for the first time.

they come off the wires . . . Churchill's voice
from London within a few hours of his

We've done an exciting movie about this

speech . . . Actual headlines of current

a showing for you ; but better hurry, the

newspapers from all over the nation.

show goes on the air January 14, 1952.

program, too. We'll be glad to arrange

NBC
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Ad-PR outSit services national accounts in own area
Many a competent advertising and
public relations firm outside of New
York has been stumped on a major
s SPONSOR
department featui
>adcast advertising
si
lents of the industry.
Contribute

problem. That is, how to achieve national recognition from big accounts
who spend thousands of dollars annually with well-known metropolitan

spsuled reports
ed from all segs are welcomed.

Film strip presentations help WTVJ huild local time sales
WTVJ, Miami (with 12 men on its
local sales staff i . derives 60% of its
business from local accounts. To assist their salesmen in further increasing local business, the station employs
a sales technique perfected by Free &
Peters, their national representative.
The borrowed technique, applied to
the local level, is a Telestrip film projector presentation along with a
canned sales pitch prepared by WTVJ's
sales promotion department (see 21
\la\ IT)1 sponsor "Now you can see
what you're buying""!. It enables local
sales prospects to see strips from several WTVJ shows at their convenience.
Here s how7 a recent sale
via Telestrip. Frank J. Holt
Dairies, a Miami concern,
WTVJ and evinced interest

was made
of Florida
contacted
in a TV

gram to a sales prospect at any time
of the day. Our future plans call for
greater use of this visual selling technique." -k* ~k

Suspense's 30 minutes equal
500 man hours of worh
Some advertisers, like nearly all radio listeners, concern themselves only
with the finished product — the smoothly-flowing, entertaining 15, 30 or 60minute show that comes out of the
speaker. But each program represents
a staggering total of man hours involved in the program's presentation.
Take Suspense, sponsored by Electric Auto-Lite Company, on CBS Monday nights as an example. One half
hour of the mystery totals 500 man
hours put in by approximately 50 people. Or, for every minute on the air,
more than 1,000 minutes are spent in
preparation.
The writers alone average at least
80 hours per show, with producerdirector Elliott Lewis spending an
average of 10 hours in script reading
and editing. Two sound men assigned
to the show spend a minimum of 20
hours in gathering and rehearsing
their effects.

Film strip sells Florida

Dairies'

Holt

show. Stuart Allen, a WTVJ account
executive, showed Holt film strips
from several WTVJ shows right at his
own desk. The result: Florida Dairies
dom has eight participations weekly
on the station.
\\ T\ J'a business and sales manager,
John S. Allen, comments: "We find
the Telestrip remarkablj effective in
interesting new prospects in local programing. Itprovides salesmen with a
tool bj which thej can get, and hold,
the attention of a client. It's also a
method by which we can bring a pro56

Representatives of Cecil & Presbrey
(Electric Auto-Lite's advertising agency) spend at least 20 hours a week
on the show — including the time of the
man who writes the commercials. An
estimated 17 hours are required for

Rothman & Gibbons of Pittsburgh
agencies.
think they've got a partial solution.
Over a year ago, they found that some
30 nationally known corporations
would soon be claiming Pittsburgh as
their home office; yet almost all of
them had commitments with New
York or Chicago agencies.
Rather than compete with the New
York or Chicago agencies, Rothman
'& Gibbons decided on compromise,
and the idea of selling the big agencies
on a time-cutting and cost-cutting deal.
They would act as western Pennsylvania representatives on several assignments bymaking good use of wellestablished press, radio and other promotional contacts.
It has worked out to the mutual
satisfaction of the larger agencies and
their clients. Currently, Rothman &
Gibbons are working in their area on
the Avco Corporation (Crosley division) $2,000,000 "American Way"
contest. In the same manner, the agency is»also working on a public relations
program for the DuPont organization
(anti-freeze division). And, during the
past year, similar services have been
performed for the George A. Hormel
Company, and for Lever Brothers
(Good Luck margarine).

* * *

Ralston builds feed sales
with WIOV farm show
The Ralston-Purina Company of St.
Louis, in cooperation with local dealers, have come up with a sales-winning

Electric Auto-Lite's advertising experts
to approve each script, supervise general policy and production matters.
CBS officials spend 10 hours lining up
guest stars; the legal department eight
hours to clear titles.
Orchestra time totals 160 man
hours, and the guest star plus some 12
supporting players spend 96 man
hour- rehearsing.
* * *

Radio-upped

feed

SPONSOR

program that is, in addition, a boon
to farmer-customers. The show, 1 O U
Farm Service, is aired from Monday
to Friday 12:30 to 12:45 p.m. on

THE NEEDLE!

WIOU, CBS in Kokomo, Ind. It's
farm service features (weather reports,
market data, agricultural and local

Vice Pres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

farm news) are handled by WIOU's
farm service director. Bob Nance.
It's sales-promoting, sponsor-pleasing feature is the setting aside of at
least one day a week for "special features."' This includes recorded interviews with satisfied feeders who are
following the Purina feeding program
on the farm. Air checks of these
broadcasts are sent the first of each
month to the Ralston-Purina Company
to assist them in further coordinating
sales efforts between dealer and company.
This is the report after the show's
first year on the air (October 1950 to
October 1951). The Kokomo district
representative for Purina reports that
total feed tonnage has increased an
over-all 279f, with other districts reporting similar increases.
The local Purina salesman chimes
in with the opinion that radio is the
most important reason for this tremendous one-year surge.
• * *
Briefly
When
MGM

. . .
advance ballyhoo for the

film, "Quo Vadis" hit Pittsburgh, the KQV sales department came

up with a "natural." The station "sold"
its call letters to a local movie house,
Loew's Penn, to exploit the movie.
Some 250 stations breaks themed.
"KQV Pittsburgh. We suggest you see
QV . . . Quo Vadis at the Loew's Penn."

Important Announcement!

Welcome

Effective February 1, two of the bestliked, most widely-used APS Specialized libraries will lie available in LATERAL as well as VERTICAL transcriptions. Thus, for the first time in our 16year history we depart from our traditional devotion to that superb vertical
transcription technique.
The libraries: 1) APS' sensational
COMMERCIAL library— all of Mitels
Transcribed Sales Meetings (12 so far
and one each month coming up) plus
179 commercial lead-ins covering many
lines of business. 2) APS' unique PRODUCTION library of dozens of themes,
moods, fanfares, bridges . . . production
music for local live shows, commercials,
TV background, etc.
Cost is the same either way:
$22.50 monthly for the Commercial Library, including all the
jingles and past sales meetings
and one new meeting each month
. . . $19.50 for the Production Library, complete with index cards
and catalog.
Reason? Dozens of requests from

Big excitement around here this week
was caused by a delicious little blonde
songstress who did her very first tranSCription date . . . under the APS banner, naturally. She's Rosemary Clooney,
and APS subscribers will be listening
to her first work on transcription when
they open our February release. Supported by Earl Sheldon and a large
orchestra, special arrangements, all under the direction of Andy Wiswell, this
set of selections simply defies description. It's radio recording at its best—
the kind of music you get only from
APS!

broadcasters who simply don't have vertical turntable assemblies — plus our
feeling that the superb APS quality
standards are less vital to successful
use of the material in these two libraries. The full APS library . . the
remaining APS specialized libraries . . .
will continue to be the sweetest sounding music on discs, using VERTICAL.
To the many who asked us to make
this change — here it is! Write, wire,
phone collect for fast service.
Did You Say Virgin?
Virgin vinylite is the glistening
cherry-red substance used to press those
crystal-clear APS transcriptions. Hold
one up to the light . . . admire its warm,
translucent appearance. You can see

A cocktail party helped celebrate the
opening of new offices for the Keystone Broadcasting Company
at 111
West Washington,
Chicago.
Among
{Please turn to page 77)
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it becausematter
it's free
from with
"filler"
.through
. . additional
mixed
the
original resin to make it stretch further. Virgin vinylite transcriptions are
better sounding . . . quieter . . . last
longer. They cost more, too. But APS
standards make us insist on this treatment of our music . . . and the six musical discs we send to our subscribers
each month are V.V.'s The music might
be called "virgin,7' too- — it's specially
arranged, never turned over to record
companies for later release . . . genuine
radio music, in other words.

Rosemary Clooney!

Rosemary Clooney is one of America's up-and-coming young vocalists.
Fresh, effervescent, still developing as
an artist and a showman, she fits perfectly into the APS talent pattern. She
got her start in radio at WLW. doing
"Moon River Show" with sister Betty
.vocalist
. . thence
Tony Pastor's
. . .toColumbia
Recordsband
whereas
she turned out "Com' On-A My House"
and earned a full page in Life Magazine . . . and a flock of top network radio and TV spots.
Like every other featured APS
artist, Rosemary's goal is at least
100 selections . . . enough to really build a program.
She was off
to a flying start at her first date
. . . left immediately afterwards
for Hollywood and three movies
for Paramount
APS
subscribers in '52.
will have
many
chances to program, sell and feature
their "exclusive" Clooney material in
months to come. Another APS star is
flying high!
Rosemary Clooney is an addition —
not a replacement — to the APS talent
roster. We now proudly point to the
greatest assemblage of talent ever collected by one libra»y and made available on a current, live basis to broadcasters.
Why not give your staff . . . and your
listeners . . . the best?
Audition Discs Available
Yes, we do have special audition
discs, and you can hear them before you
order your new APS library. There are
a number of them, so please specify before requesting. You can hear excerpts
from our specialized libraries ... or
you can hear samples from our full,
basic library.

POP-UP

CONTRACTORS

TOASTERS

SPONSOR: De I anes Jewelers

U.i NCV : Direct

CAPSUL] I \M. HISTORY: De Lanes wanted to acquaint listeners with a good value in electric pop-up
toasters. Two announcements in one day on the Cactus
Jack show acre deemed sufficient. It proved to he. The
two-announcement response accounted for 55 toaster sales
for a gross of uell over SI. 300. Cost per announcement:
SI 2.50. The Cactus Jack program is on the air daily from
9:30 to 10:00 a.m., 12:30 to 2:00 and 5:15 to 5:30 p.m.
Kl \. Oakland

PROGRAM:

Cactus Jack

SPONSOR: Engineering Associates

AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This Omaha firm specializes in small contracting jobs such as basement waterproofing, roofing. To further seasonal business, they
bought a schedule of three announcements weekly on
Polly The Shopper costing about $43.50 weekly. After
a few weeks, the contractors report business building up
rapidly, with the firm now booked months in advance.
can much
catch soup.they're considering a radio hiatus until they
So
KOIL, Omaha

Polly The Shopper

REFRIGERATORS

RADIO
RESULTS

SPONSOR: Independent Distributors, Inc. AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This organization employs
the Mary Allen program to further sales of high-priced
appliances. It uses a single participation on the Monday
to Friday, 10:30 to 11:00 a.m. show. A daily participation for seven months plugged Crosley Shelvadors. The
district manager reported sales in the area up from 14.2%
to 23.7%, with dealers enthusiastic over radio.
WKNK,

PROGRAM:

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mary Allen

FRUIT

RANK

SPONSOR: Sam's Fruit Wagon
AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Sam, in a participation, di-

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

rected his remarks to an area where he hadn't peddled
fruit and vegetables before. With a single announcement
he teas able to sell a icagonload of produce the very same
afternoon. Now people in this area are anxious to have
him set up a regular route. His radio message pointed
out that the fruit wagons goods came from the JJtica
Regional Market noted for their quality goods.
\\I!I\. I tica

newscast to get clients and locate missing depositors. The
method: a five-minute announcement offering $10 in cash
to the first person giving the correct address for a list of
missing depositors. The neivscast has uncovered a number of persons all happy to be reminded of their savings.
Also, considerable money has been invested at Thrift
Federal thanks to the early morning newscast. Cost:
about $27 per program.
KROW.

KITCHEN

ITEM

AGENCY: Wyckoff

m

This bank uses a 9:30 a.m.

PROGRAM:

Oakland

CLOTH

Newscast

SWATCHES

VGENCY: Buchanan-Thomas

SPONSOR: Hanson Mfg. Co.
AGENCY: Direct
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This clothing manufacturer

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Tidy House Products Company wanted to stimulate product sales and win new
friends for Ferfex items. To do so, they offered a spatula
in return, for 35# and a Ferfex box top. The selling vehicle: Edith Hansen's 10:00 a.m. homemaker program
villi participation between 21 September and 6 October.
The final tally: 3.312 requests to KMA for the premium
at a cost-per-order of only .238^.

had a large slock of surplus cloth swatches at $2.00 per
package. He purchased 12 participations on the afternoon Your Neighbor Lady show; sold out his entire
stock. The folloiving year, Hansen bought additional
woolen and rayon swatches; doubled his stock. Then, he
raised his price to $3 per package. Once again 12 participations, three weekly at $81, sold out hundreds of
dollars tvorth of goods.

KMA, Shenandoah, la.

WNAX, Yankton, S. D.

PROGRAM:

Edith Hansen

PROGRAM:

Your Neighbor Lady

Leading Independent
tX
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Radio Stations are Pushing
Sales Curves UP!
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If you have been hearing dire predictions about the fate of radio
in general, just cast an eye at the leading independent radio stations!
Competition has kept them toughened up, made them today's best
buy when you really want profitable results. You owe it to yourself
to get the facts. Just write to any AIMS member listed below.

^onKSON,

ioS
-ToIUdlts.
"
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San
Diego
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THESE
WCUE
WBMD
WBNY
WJMO
WVKO
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
WCCC
WXLW
WJXN
KLMS
WKYW

L

ARE

THE

—Akron, Ohio
— Baltimore, Maryland
—Buffalo, New York
— Cleveland, Ohio
— Columbus, Ohio
— Denver, Colorado
— Des Moines, Iowa
— Evansville, Indiana
—Hartford, Connecticut
— Indianapolis, Indiana
— Jackson, Mississippi
— Lincoln, Nebraska
Louisville, Kentucky

LEADING
WMIE
WMIU
WKDA
WBOK
WWSW
KXL
WXGI
KSTL
WMIN
KNAK
KITE
KSON
KYA

INDEPENDENT
-Miami, Florida
-Milwaukee, Wisconsin
-Nashville, Tennessee
-New Orleans, Louisiana
-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
-Portland, Oregon
-Richmond, Virginia
-St. Louis, Missouri
-Minneapolis-St. Paul
-Salt Lake City, Utah
- -San Antonio, Texas
-San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California

of Independent
They
are all members
of AIMS — Association
Stations — each the outstanding indept ndent station in a city.

RADIO

-Seattle, Washington
-Spokane, Washington
-Springfield, Massachusetts
-Stockton, California

WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB

-Syracuse, New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
-Worcester, Massachusetts
-Youngstown, Ohio

WBBW

Metropolit

Aim for BULL'S-EYE results. ..with the AIMS GROUP
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STATIONS:

KING
KREM
WACE
KSTN

O*i£*o,

\
I

Why WFBR is

BIG

in Baltimore

What's Mew in Research?
,,ii : mil

..,:';: i. r:::/.v:!

;;,;.',: ;: ii

fl/IS is a new sponsor feature designed to give you facts and figures you can
use to make decisions, to evaluate radio and TV problems. It will contain
original research commissioned by SPONSOR and performed by Advertest Research, New Brunstvick, N.J. [in alternate issues), plus capsuled reports on
newsworthy research studies. You'll find here also in handy form the current
Nielsen Top Ten figures for radio and TV.
Where* TV set owners listen to radio
(Research by Advertest)

a SPONSOR original

fyJBj300
CLUB 1300 is the big
participating program in
the Baltimore area! Biggest average ratings for
the full seventy-five
minutes, biggest mail pull,
biggest studio audiences,
biggest in every way.
CLUB 1300 success stories
are legion. Ticket requests
are fabulous. Audience
loyalty is tremendous! Get
aboard CLUB 1300 for
your share!

This is the first subject researched for SPONSOR
by Advertest. It ties in with the wealth of data
now accumulating on radio listening in TV homes (covered in the 31 December
1951 issue of sponsor), confirms and amplifies facts uncovered in the joint
NBC-CBS radio network study. For analysis see text below.
Key fact which emerges from the figures below left is that the pattern of radio
listening in a TV home differs markedly from what it was pre-TV. Where 8.1%
of the 749 respondents reported they listened most to radio away from home
before buying a TV set, 18.3% say
out-of-home accounted for most of
their listening after TV. Similarly,
WHERE
MOST
RADIO
LISTENING
IS NOW
BEING
DONE, AND
WHERE
IT WAS
DONE
there has been a change within the
BEFORE
THE
ENTRANCE
OF
TELEVISION
INTO
THE
HOME
home with listening moving out of the
(Base:
749 adult respondent,
in IV. Y.
living room and into the kitchen. The
Advertest data indicates that radio lisWhere
most
Where most radio
radio listening
tening is getting harder to measure
listening was done
before
TV
entered
than ever before. For none of the research services which depend on phone
calls, fixed meters, or personal interviews with one member of the family
alone can adequately survey listening
59.1%
done
in
a car or by one member of
39.9%
18.0%
BREAKDOWN
OF LISTENING
LOCATION
5.3%
22.2%
the family using a personal set awav
3.6%
14.4%
15.4%
Living Room
from the living room. A need for new
Kitchen
techniques of measurement would seem
to be called for.
Bedroom
Other Rooms
Others
(Away

3.9%

(at Home)*
from Home*'*

include*: sun porch, dining room,
ten;
"i„,ln,l.s:
uork,
railing,

2.9%

cellar,
school

Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

Note: The Advertest figures are percentage breakdown of where people
say they listen most. They are not, as
casual reading might indicate, a breakdown by time spent listening in different places.
town,
RADIO

LINGUAL
MM

82%
68%
74%
RADIO
PREFERENCES*
OF
1 IIW F.vi
SIWMSIISPEAKING
AUDIENCE
15
Middle
Class

Spanish
English
Both
the
Don't

Class

14
100%

100%
5

18

12

—

s ame

know

1

All
10
100%
1
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7
8
9
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NIELSEN
RATINGS
PROCRAMS
V.S.

area

TOP

incl uding

Evening
farm
and
urh
Week
November
18-24,

Program
Once-a-Week
Rating*
Lux
Theater
Jark
Kenny
Charlie
Amo.
'.,'MeCarlhy
Ami,
<
rey*« Seonta

10
small

1951

o.lt.to.ooo
6,701,000
.-.. !!!«». OOO
6.2 II. OOO

are Funny
HcGm

.VI96.000
1, 693. OOO

■».... Bel >mir l.if.
w alter \\ .... h.-li
Hub Hawk

1,609.000
1..1.-.H.OOO
1. 190,000
1,106,000

People
I Ibbet

Nielsen

Current Rating
homes
No. of
16.3
16.0
12.4
13.1
14.9
11.2
11.0
10.0
9.8
%of

Don't overlook EM.
You're working in the city. Turn on your radio.
your AM commercials. It's coming through, clear
that big transmitter nearby. Sounds fine, doesn't
But there are many places in the country where

Listen to one of
as a bell, from
it?
that commercial

of yours can't be heard at all — even though it's broadcast from
an AM station right in the neighborhood.
For in many places "radio climate" is such that the AM signal
is torn to pieces by static, garbled by interfering "crosstalk." The
folks you're trying to sell can't hear your message at all.
FM solves that problem for you in many areas. FM is clear as a
bell whatever the "radio climate." So in making your time schedules— Don't Overlook FM.

NOTE:
During its recent spot radio
campaign on Zenith Hearing Aids,
separately keyed spots were used on
FM and AM stations in many cities.
In a surprising number of cases,
returns from the FM stations greatly
outnumbered those from AM.
Here's real proof of the growing
importance of FM!

ZENITH

RADIO
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• Chicago 39. I

DRUC

STORE

{Continued from page 40)
basis. Then, by originating individualistic radio shows slanted for the community, these wide-awake pharmacists
really make the local trade sit up and
notice them. We need more alert
druggists like Levinger who know how
to hypo local sales."
What kind of programs does Levinger offer his audience?
Here they are
in a nutshell, with a more detailed
analysis to follow:
• A Visit At Rexall, a 15-minute

show aired each Wednesday over
KBKR from 11:00 to 11:15 a.m.
• The Rexall House Party, a 30-minute program aired each Tuesday and
Thursday over KBKR from 11:00 to
11:30 a.m.
•

Letters To Santa, a 30-minute program aired over KBKR every December, Mondays through Saturdays at
5:00 p.m.
• Special announcements, four to six
of them used daily, to promote celebrations like Mother's Day and Valentine Day, and special events, like Rexairs twice yearly One Cent Sales.

Levinger's entry into local radio advertising was not accidental. He employed considerable forethought. His
problem, first of all, was to make the
most direct appeal possible to the 20,000 persons in Baker County — especially to the housewife trade in Baker
City. Since he has no soda fountain
and offers no food service whatsoever,
he wanted to increase sales of prescriptions, patent medicines, and sundry merchandise only. In fact, his
goal was to sell more goods than all
eight of his competitors — four drug
stores in Baker City, and four others
near the city.
"During the last 20 years we tried

MififSSfelBH!

all types of advertising," says Levinger. "Radio is most effective."
He considered advertising in the
newspapers, but rejected the notion
for various reasons. The local daily
seemed to be losing circulation; the
local weekly spread too much of its
circulation outside of the state; and
both, in any case, split their readership witb the Portland Oregonian and
Journal.
He considered the possibility of advertising on a Portland radio station,
but discarded this idea because the reception in Baker City was not too
clear; and, in any case, they did not
present a particular local appeal other
than their established network programing.
KBKR, on the other hand, seemed to
be most ideal. BMB figures showed

KFAB's Farm Service Department is
nationally known tor its achievements.
Bill Macdonald, Farm Service Director,
has received numerous awards during
his quarter-century of farm broadcasting. This picture, taken during the recent 25th anniversary banquet for Bill
Macdonald, shows Nebraska's Governor Peterson presenting him with the
coveted "People's Award." Looking
on is Hugo Srb, clerk of Nebraska's
famed unicameral, who is presenting
a similar award from the people of
Dodge County. Nebraska. ... BIG
RESULTS can be YOUR ACHIEVEMENT when you use KFAB. Address:
Harry Burke, General
Manager;
or,
intact Fre
& Peter

ww^mffi®**

it had an 85% daytime listening audience in Baker County. The same BMB
survey revealed approximately 5,200
radio families in the county, 3,640 in
the city — and 92%
in to KBKR.

of them listened

Having made his decision, Levinger
made his air baptism over KBKR in
1946 with daily announcements. The
results were so satisfying, that he
branched out until he was sponsoring
his present program lineup. The format of each merits special attention
by other local druggists.
The weekly A Visit At Rexall show
has a highly informal composition, almost deceptively simple. It's designed
to hard-sell products, inform the public, and simultaneously make friends
for Levinger. Participants include
Henry Levinger himself, who is star
of the show; his assistant pharmacist,
Gene Bach; and an announcer from
KBKR. The show is a remote, picked
up at the store its<lf.
SPONSOR

will get
^tm

you
with West Virginia's
"personality

package

In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful,

sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality!
This means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!
CHARLESTON — 950 KC
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

the personality stations

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented
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nationally by WEED

& CO.

BECKLEY— 560KC
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate

It usuall] begins with the announcer's introduction: "We're back again
at the Rexall Drug Store in Baker.
\iul as -""M as I can get Henry Levinger out from behind the prescription

mat is so effective, there's never been
a program from the store yet that

counter, he'll tell you about the newest and latest in drugs and sundries."
For approximately 13 minutes then
(with occasional break-ins by the announcer) Levinger holds forth on the
latest medicines available in Baker,

"Henry provides information you
couldn't possibly get into a prepared
script," says KBKR's Levy. "It would
take weeks of work, and a full store
house of information about medicines
and drugs. His performance has made
him a real authority in this area. If

hasn't sold some of the products mentioned while Levinger was still on the
air.

what they're used for. and what they
will not do. In the couple of minutes
left. Bach discusses cameras. This for-

anything comes up — say the jitters following receipt of a Readers' Digest

article about a disease — you often
hear, 'Well, let's go down to the Rexall
Drug Store and see Henry. He knows
The Rexall House Party, originating
all about it.' "
from KBKR's studio, is a blend of
music and quiz-giveaway show. It's
been so popular because quiz contests
on a small radio station are something
of a rarity; moreover, listeners in a
rural area feel their chances of winning a prize from it are much greater
than the opportunities offered on a
web quiz.
Each program poses three questions.
One is directed to a person whose
name is picked by random from a
phone book. For others listeners are
asked to write in the answer. The first
correct answer bearing the most recent
postmark usually wins the prize. Or
sometimes, for variety, the correct entrant living the greatest distance from
Levinger's store is the prizewinner.
Occasionally, Levinger gives a prize
to every person writing in, whether
their answer is correct or not. He's
given away as many as 60 gifts on a
program. This beneficence on the part
of Levinger isn't as expensive as it
sounds. Many of the gifts have been
offered to him free by distributors,
anxious that samples of their product
be promoted. The contest gimmick has
been especially effective in building
traffic. It has sent as many as 120
people into the store a week; they seldom leave without making a purchase,
and usually become new customers.
The Letters To Santa show also has
a prize gimmick. Each child — or his
parent — must pick up their "Letter To
Santa" contest entry blank at Levinger's store. Prizes are then offered
for the best letter. Amusingly, Levin-

According to an independent survey made by students
at North Dakota Agricultural College, 17 out of 18
families within a 90-mile radius of Fargo prefer WDAY
to any other station. 3,969 farm families in the rich
Red River Valley were asked, "To what radio station
does your family listen most?" 78.6% said WDAY,
with the next station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead

Hoopers credit WDAY

ger was bombarded with over 600 letters in December of 1950. Since only
500 entry blanks had been printed, the
last 100 had to write in on blank

with much

paper. Indeed, the show was so popular, it had to be extended another 15
minutes each day during the final week

the same overwhelming popularity "in town". Despite
the fact that the other three major networks are represented with local studios, WDAY consistently gets a
3-to-l greater Share of Audience than all other FargoMoorhead stations combined!

of 1950's program contest.
This show, too, has brought a lot
of new customers into the store. Those
asking for an entry blank inevitably
make other purchases, and often become steady customers. Again, Lev-

WDAY is one of America's great radio buys, serving
one of America's great farm markets. Write direct or
ask Free 8C Peters for all the facts!

4r

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

inger uses distributors' samples for
some of the prizes. Other prizes are
toys that were slow movers the year
before, and would be marked down
SPONSOR

by

Two

books

SPONSOR
containing
hundreds
of actual
radio and TV
case
histories

TV RESULTS
1952 EDITION
Some 200 dated and tabulated TV successes
divided into basic industry categories.
Also, list of TV stations by markets and
sets.

Indexed for easy use.

press run: 12,000.

Initial

Space cost: $350

page (one-time rate). Frequency discounts apply. Closing date: early February.

RADIO RESULTS
1952 EDITION
About 200 factual and carefully reported
case histories divided into basic industry
categories.

Exactly what advertisers and

agencies need for buying use. Initial
print run: 12,000. Space cost: $350 page
(one-time rate I . Half pages also acceptable.
Closing date: early February.

What black-and-white media
have accomplished with their
fatuous iiRlue Book" is now
available to the air media via
RADIO RESULTS and TV
RESULTS.
Your message in
either (or both) guarantees
that the right people will be
reminded of you often.

SPONSOR
3

The USE magazine

•

of radio and TV advertising

to below cost if kept much longer anyway. Thus the prizes — though worth
a lot of dollars and cents — represent
very little out-of-pocket money to
Levinger.
Levinger's announcements are used
only to promote special events. Usually, not more than 50 announcements
are bought for any one promotion
•

I Sunbei

campaign. They're aired two days before the holiday or sale, and up to the
last day of the event. When conservation becomes necessary, they're
pulled off KBKR on days that the regular radio shows are aired.

sells 'em all!,-

Levinger has also exploited the aver-

From Tintair to Turkeys — "Pete
Smythe's General Store" sells 'em
all over Denver's Music-Personality station KTLN ... in the nation's
largest market without television!

2$

age person's love for prizes in his announcements. InMarch 1950, the store
was about to compound its 250,000th
prescription. To make the occasion
an event — and to increase prescription
trade — Levinger offered a $25 savings
bond and other prizes to the person
whose prescription bore the number
"250,000." The month of the contest
showed an increase of nearly 300 pre-

1000 WATTS

♦or availabilities wire, phone or write
Radio Representatives, Inc., New York,
Chicago/ Los Angeles, San Francisco or
John Buchanan, KTLN, Denver.

scriptions— or a 20rr boost. That is
to say, a month before the contest,
1,238 prescriptions were compounded:
during the contest month, 1,526 were
filled; and after the contest, 1,256.

only independent

DENVER'S

non-directional
station

Levinger thought the stunt so popular, he tried it again in January, 1951.
This time, there was an increase of 411

In Canada
more people listen

to

CFRB
Toronto
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

Covers ALL
off the Rich

Write, Wire, Phone
Ask Headley-Reed

regularly than to
any other station
^^he 1950 BBM figures show
1 CFRB's coverage as 619,050
daytime and 653,860 night time — more
than one-fifth of the homes in Canada,
concentrated in the market which accounts for 40% of Canada's retail sales.

CFRB
Representatives:
United
States: Adam
| Young,
Jr. Incorporattd
Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited

prescriptions — or nearly 35%.
Commercial copy for the Levinger
announcements, whether for prescriptions, vitamins, or orchids, is factual
and restrained in tone. Sometimes, the
commercials read like a newspaper ad
listing. This one is perhaps typical:
"It's the time of year when your
skin needs the most attention. The
Rexall Drug Store has a number of
special offers that mean big savings
for you. Colonial Dames Dry Skin
cleansing cream is being offered at
half price ... the $2 size for only $1.
Hines Tropical Spice Cologne has
been put on special at just 29 cents.
It formerly sold for $1. A dollar size
Breck shampoo and fifty-cent size of
hair dress has been reduced to only
$1 for both of the items . . ."
Levinger is obviously pleased with
his continuous air campaign. It would
be worth the price of admission if
only for the fact that it has gradually
upped prescription sales — usually the
hardest pharmacy department to promote, and the most lucrative source of
income. He now compounds more prescriptions than all the other eight drug
stores in Baker
County
combined.
SPONSOR

Moreover, while all nine drug stores
in the count} including his own gross
annualh a total of about 8000.000 on
retail drugs, his own stoic alone
grosses well over $300,000.
This is all the more noteworthy
when you consider thai more than 25
manufacturers ami distributors pa}
SO', 0f his air advertising (based on
.V, or 10', of the total drug purchases
he makes from them I . Some are ready
to jun •")()', of the advertising costs
on an\ amount he spends with them.
Naturally, these co-op contributors get
their return from the increased sales
of their products, and often from the
publicity of their products mentioned
on the air.

' i

DAYTON

•••

CAUSE

To a time buyer
with a client who wants lagniappe

{Continued from />age 30)
Now that the smoke of the holiday parties has cleared

more than seven weeks to work in) radio and TV would carry the brunt of
the campaign.
For radio. Dayton stations WING.
WHIO, and WONE were all used. Altogether, the stations carried three
broadcasts of a Man-on-the-Streel
show: three documentary-style shows;
one broadcast of a taped panel discussion; and about 225 announcements on
a gamut of shows ranging from music

away, giving place to the normal, everyday smoke of
battle, let's discuss a truth that is stronger than friction,
an eternal verity of the great Midwest, the pulling power
of WMT.
We're not blase, understand, but we just don't get
butterflies in the stomach anymore when we find more
evidence of WMT's selling oomph.
We expect it. For
example, whenever visiting firemen get the grand tour
through the station, we just point to Killian's Department
Store across the street and casually mention how they sold

and news, to sports, women's, and farm
programs. Half the announcements
were paid for by the Committee; half
were public service donated by the stations. All full programs were donated
by the stations.
For TV. the agency used the Kenny
Roberts and Joe the Puppet show, a
half-hour Saturday morning program,
that ran seven weeks from 22 September to 3 November. It was carried

2,200 pairs of socks with one commercial on their regular
9 a.m. news . . . and 600 men's belts with another single
shot.
Day in anil day out we hear tell about folks who buy
something or do something because WMT

suggested it.

We know WMT persuades~^W,000 of our Eastern Iowa
friends turned out for our annual Farm Field Day.
One of our prize stories of persuasion, though, is this: Man
named Joslyn runs a store in Manchester, 40 miles up the
road. He bought a covey of spots on WMT

simultaneously by WHIO-TV and
WLW-D. The Committee paid a reasonable rate for the TV show, including production, time, talent, and
other expenses. This was somewhat
lower than usual cost for a seven-week
-how. because there was no charge for
-tudio facilities and rehearsal time
I three hours each week).

to push a sale.

Couple days later he phoned. "Call off your announcers,
I'm cleaned out." quoth Mr. J. "What's more," he added
a bit wistfully, "we had burglars last night."
Now where else in the world can you get lagniappe like
that?

"All station personnel devoted full
energ) to our shows," says Lincoln
Scheurle. head of radio-TV at the
agency. "That's because they liked
working with the shows ... to sa\
nothing of being in sympathy with the
campaign's purpose."
The bulk of the radio programing
was devised by two agency men. John
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Leonard and George Brenard, who established themselves as "Call to Progress Report* rs." First, the} "<l set up
their recording equipment at a l>us\

fluous Wordage was eliminated, though,
so that the program would fit the time
limitations of Dayton's radio stations.
The finished radio shows were cither

-|n>i in downtown Dayton. Then they'd
draw attention of passers-b) with a big
stand-up sign; on it was emblazoned
their identity and the questions being
asked.

in the form of straight man-on-the-ti.it presentations, or of the documentar) type. To get an ultimate picture of school conditions, the "Reporters" made a point of interviewing
school teachers and principals. Some
of the taped interview quotes were so
dramatic, they were also used in short

During each session, they'd record
approximately
2.~> minutes
of interviews. These were
then edited
with
scrupulous care. >o that the context.

announcements.

whether "for"" or "against" the school
tax. remained
unchanged.
All super-

"The script approach, as you can
see." Scheurle told sponsor, "was one

of fad and straightforward truth ahoui
conditions in Dayton schools. Our saturation was heav) for five days preceding the registration deadline in September. Especially heavy saturation.
with 'get-out-the-vote' chainhreaks, was
achieved three days prior to. and including, voting da) ."
In creating the campaign's 10:30 to
11:00 a.m. TV puppet show. Scheurle
had several goals in mind. He wanted
a pure entertainment program slanted
for the kiddies. He felt that if the
show could arouse the enthusiasm of
the kiddies, it would thus reach their
parents, who would be persuaded to
vote for the school tax. To get the
widest possible audience of children,
he did not want to offer a message doctored up and sugar-coated as entertainment. Rather, he wanted complete adventures running about 12 minutes.
Then, the bond issue pitch would be
contained within the commercial portion of the program — exactly as if the
program was advertising a soap or a
toothpaste.
Finally, he wanted to develop original characters for the show, who would
then be identified in promotional campaigns with the Bond Issue appeal.
All these wishes were achieved. The
agency helped develop the unique puppet character. Joe: Muggsy, his dog:
Jezebel, a nasty old cat: and Puntah.
a kind of Americanized version of a
magical leprechaun.
Then, feeling that "Joe"' and his
puppet friends would be unknown to
the moppets until estahlished. the agency decided to get a "known" element.
This personality would draw immediate attention to the puppets, though not
overshadowing them.

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
This Rich, Crowing 15-COUNTY
WITH

MARKET

1950 Per Family Effective Buying Income of $2,948.0(1

*%# yau**Ki/-<SeHZ<*t<et '£<fcZi0*t
WINSTON-SALEM

Kenny Roberts, the "jumping cowboy," former WLW radio and TV personality, proved to be the man fitting
this hill. He had a wide popularity in
Dayton. And he was prepared to cooperate cheerfully in merchandising

the show and its message.
"Before the first show went on the
air," says Scheurle, "the seven scripts
and commercials were in outline form.
Next came a detailed synopsis "I suggestions for puppet "business,' with
free-lance artist Shirlej Kartell serving
as puppeteer. From this 'packed' synopsis, a complete script was written.
The entire program, including commercial, was completely formulated
each week.
"The puppeteers then rehearsed with
this script."
LeeforJason,
WHIO-TV
director, used it
checking
his camera
shots — to make sure the audience
would not miss any of the puppet action. Each week, the puppets had an
exciting adventure: exploring a cave
— visiting the wild west — fighting pirates on the high seas — getting lost in

plays, containing school bond issue material and promotion of the program.
3. Cards in city busses and trolleys
showed photos of Kenn) and Joe.
4. Both TV stations gave the show
58 promotion plugs.
5. Following the first week's show,
a card containing a picture of Kenny
and Joe — plus a comment on Dayton's
crowded schools — was passed out by
teachers to 30,000 school children.
Taken home, this message was read l>\
6. During the fourth show, the
parents.
"Kenny and Joe Club" was announced.

\ letter was lot warded to parents (via
the school children I explaining the
need for the bond issue and tax levy.
The letter didn't tell the parents how
to vote; or ask them to commit themselves in any way. But it did ask them
to sign the letter at the bottom, promising they'd go to the polls the 6th of
November.
\\ hen each child returned to class
with his parent's signature, he became
a member of the "Kenny and Joe
Club." Each youngster got an official
membership card, and a Kenny and
Joe Club button — both containing pic-

"The businessman who has a dollar to
spend in radio wants to get his dollar's
worth out of it, and he can by using
research and using it more intelligently.
I doulit that any medium has ever had
the cold spotlight of fact turned on it to
such a degree."
WILLIAM S. PALEY
Board Chairman, CBS

a haunted house — or having a circus.
The adventures were in two acts, each
act running six minutes, and completely divorced from the bond issue com-

THIS RICH MARKET

mercials."
Realizing the need to build an audience for the show almost immediately
(because it had but seven weeks to

No other signal covers the South Bend market
like WSBT. Radio sets in use are up to an all-

hammer home the message), the agency merchandised Kenny Roberts and
Joe the Puppet to the hilt. Here are
some of the promotional stunts it used:
1. Newspaper ads ran each Friday
and Saturday, calling attention to the

time high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
at 66.6 is way above the national average. And
here television is insignificant because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South

show. A weekly mention in "TV Highlights," near the TV station listings,
also helped direct attention to it.
2. Retail stores featured window dis-

Bend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
it up with WSBT radio.

WENE
BINGHAMTON,

NOW
CALL

RADIO

N.Y. MARKET

5000 '

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.
PAUL
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turea of the Bhow personalities. Club
membership, the agencj found, was
"practicallj !»>»>' i ."
7. During the program's final week.
Kenn) Roberts made personal appearances before more than two-thirds of
Dayton's public school kid-. He appeared in schools most in need of repair and expansion — and in schools
with strong PTA groups sure to get
out the vote.
8. The audience in the TV studio
was comprised of children from those
needy schools. In talking with them

on the program, Kenn] had the moppets talk about the poor facilities of
their

schools.

'). Finally, main radio announcement:-, featuring Kenn) and Joe. were
made. These plugged the TV show,
and urged kiddies to join the club.
Thanks to these ingenious devices,
the an community cause became a virtual crusade. "The end result was,"
says Scheurle happily, "that the school
bond and tax levj issues passed with

•••

a fine majority of almost two to one.'"

STAGING

A ONE-SHOT

(Continued from page 38)
forts, the latest Rose Bowl radio-video
coverage on NBC, cost the razor firm
$150,000 plus promotional costs. U. S.
Steel spent over $30,000 for a de luxe
25 December telecast of Christmas
Carol. Mutual Benefit Health and Accident Association sank nearh £20,000
in an MBS Christmas show, Mutual of
Omaha Calling, which tied up 22,000
mile- of long-distance wires so that
Korea servicemen could talk to their
families during the one-hour show.
However, at the other end of the scale,
you'll find firms like Book Associates,
a Huber Hoge agency mail order account, which spent as little as $4,000
for marginal quarter-hour one-shots on
CBS to promote piano-lesson books
during the pre-holiday season. Since
most networks have a widely-priced
list of shows to sell, a wide range of
times to put them in, and are willing
to bargain on the size of a network,
one-shot prices today are very flexible,
and can fit all types of budgets.
• Promotion. Even the best oneshot air effort will wither on the vine
w ithout proper promotion to gather an
audience and to build up the show to
dealers. All of the radio and TV networks are willing to give a sponsored
one-shot today an extra push with onthe-air„and audience promotion at no
extra cost. NBC and CBS have even
got major merchandising plans to

We serve 400,000 loyal listeners in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

backstop one-shots. A one-shot then
becomes the keystone of a big advertising effort, instead of just an isolated splurge. For the sponsor who wants
to go even further, networks will also
give advice, based on the increasing
knowledge of experience, in helping

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

clients plan and execute their own promotions for one-shots.
However, the fact that more and
more advertisers at all levels are looking with favor on one-shot shows is not
caused merely by the wide program
choice, attractive prices, and promotional backstopping offered. Clients
and their agencies, and broadcasters,

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

are constantly inventing new "reasonswhy" and objectives for one-shots.

Gary2 Indi
et s
Markana'
No.

The WHOLE
Radio
Chicago's
Monster

job in TV file

spot-making at TELEFILM Inc.
Producers since 1938.
HOLLYWOOD

(28) CALIFORNIA
SPONSOR

The standard motives, of course, are
still behind most examples ol one-shotting. SPONSOR found these three main
motivations behind the recent (and
even main of the classic) uses of the
one-time air:

The Network Popularity TelePulse will include ten markets as of
January, 1952. These
markets are:

1. One-shots can handle a big overnight advertising job. When a new
model series or a big campaign is being launched, for instance, the one-shot
show often serves as the ideal spearhead. Examples: When Nash-Kelvinator wanted to introduce its new auto
line in late 1948, the springboard into
the campaign was the all-night sponsorship of the presidential election returns on CBS radio, at a cost of over
$125,000.
More recently, when Holeproof Hosiery wanted to launch a new stocking
line, it sponsored the hour-long telecast
of the Miss U. S. TV finals on DuMont,
on 5 December. Cost: about $20,000.
The famous Ford round of one-shots is
being copied, as SPONSOR goes to press,
by the automaking firms of Buick and
Pontiac on CBS and ABC, to launch
their new models.

Atlanta
Baltimore
Chicago
Cincinnati

2. One-shots dovetail nicely with a

Cleveland

seasonal sales drive. Many a firm's advertising isgeared to big seasonal sales

Columbus

pushes. Often, half of
sales will be done in a
son. This has led firms
tional Watch, Hamilton
American, Hallmark

Detroit
New York

Typewriters, and others to use preChristmas one-shots for many years,
since the extra "push," often in the
$50-$100.000 class, of the one-shot is
justified in sales. However, many new
firms, like Cannon and Pepperell, are
getting into the one-shot act, tying the

Philadelphia
Washington
TheMultiMarketTelePulse will include 21
markets as of January.
For information . . .
ASK

THE PULSE

THE PULSE Incorporated
15 West 46th Street
New

York 36,

a firm's yearly
particular sealike Elgin NaWatch, ElginCards, Royal

N. Y.

promotions up with January "white
goods" sales. Department stores, fashion advertisers and others are finding
that the one-shot can move merchandise off store shelves with the right
"seasonal" push.
3. One-shots are an ideal prestigebuilder. For companies whose advertising is generally of the low-pressure,
public-relations variety, the one-shot
show tied in with a special event or
holiday is often ideal. Even companies
who do business in a high-competitive
consumer field find that the prestige is
worth the cost. A typical low-pressure
effort was the Christmas-day U. S.
Steel sponsorship of Christmas Carol
on NBC-TV with Sir Ralph Richardson, flown in from London for the occasion. "Big Steel" makes no Christ-
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IN ARKANSAS
THINGS ARE
LOOKING

UP!

Yes sir, things are really booming
in Arkansas. And when we say
"things", we mean, among others:

* Radio Families
* Station Audience Families
-k Family Buying Power

Radio Families UP!
CBS
1944

DAYTIME
1949 1 ^_0/
UP
BMB

248,840 343,340 j
<5# /O
NIGHTTIME
CBS
BMB
1944
1949 1 ftno
UP /
198,920

KIIU

3 19,090 J

DU /O

Families UP!
DAYTIME

BMB
BMB
1946
1949 1
166,100 189,530 J
NIGHTTIME
BMB
BMB
1946
1949 ]

4 MO/
"" UP
14 /O

127,670

150,550 J

10 /O

Power

UP!

Buying

1Q0/
UP

average for cities of the 100,000 class, by
Sales Management figures. The Little Rock
trading zone (224,000 families in 26 counties)buying
spent $522,255,000.00
out of an effective
incc ! of $642,504,000.00,
cording to the s
-illlfl -

Effective Jan. 15, 1952

\ Time Charges UP!
( KLRA
will increase its base hour
-ate by 15%. This increase is the
I first since
1945, and is a modest \

For the complete KLRA story,
k any 0. L. Taylor Company otfic

3M&
LITTLE
CBS

RADIO

ROCK
FOR

ARKANSAS

mas gift items, does practicall) no business with the genera] public. Yet, I .
S. Steel spent over $30,000 to garner
public good will, and feels it did a
good job. Philli|» Petroleum, on the
other hand, which gears most ol its

compliments w ithin the trade.
\\ ith these different motives — everything from hard-headed business reasons to a desire for good public relations— bringing advertisers to the airwaxes with one-shots, it was hard for

air advertising to direct "sell," also
found a holiday-season one-hot a good
buy. Phillips bought a half-hour radio
airing, on MBS. of the annual dinner
of the Chemical Engineering Society,
pureh as a public relations venture to
huild industry prestige. The show was
aired from the Waldorf on 2!'. November, has since brought Phillips main

iSPONSOR
mp.

to pick a "typical" one-shot
operation from the recent seasonal

However, one such effort stood out
from the rest. This was the simultaneous airing, on some 425 MBS outlets
and 43 DuMont TV stations, of the
famous
charity football classic, the
Ea>t-\\ est

game,

1>\

Motorola.

Inc.. on

/I free ride
to Canada
(AND A 2 BILLION DOUAR

MARKET

2') December. It was probabh the
most expensive one-shot — it cost upwards of $200,000 for everything— in
recent years, and was one of the most
interesting.
The Motorola sports event
to combine, in one big show,
three "basic" reasons for a
It was a special occasion,
East-West broadcast was the

managed
all of the
one-shot.
since the
climax of

a 810,000,000 ad campaign in 1951
and was the official launching of the
new 1952 Motorola line. The show
came along at a time when Motorola,
armed with a handsome new line attractive! v priced for the consumer, was
in the midst of its winter-spring season, biggest selling period for receiver
firms. Since the proceeds of the game,
and a good part of the cost of the TV
and radio rights, go to the Shrine Hospitals, itserved as an ideal public relations vehicle for Motorola.
This would have been an impressive
lineup of reasons for almost any advertiser. However, Motorola added a
new wrinkle to its one-shot operation.
Instead of holding the usual annual
sales convention for dealers and distributors, the big receiver firm decided
to make the one-shot show an actual
substitute for the annual get-together.
Motorola advertising director Ellis
Redden told SPONSOR:
"We saw in the East-West game a
chance to do something startling in
launching the new 1952 line to our
dealers. In addition, the game would

WGf\ covers the rich
industrial and farming areas of
Western New York — a gigantic
market in itself.
But WGR also gives advertisers abig plus in its coverage
of its across-thc-border neighbor— the two billion Toronto-

serve as a 'bridge' between our $2,000,000 radio-TV efforts with programs and spot schedules during 1951
and our planned radio-TV schedule in
1952. But, primarily, the East-West
classic served as an unusual and effective way to launch the new line with
a real bang to the public."
To make the one-shot effort, on
which so many things depended, a real
success, Motorola spared no expenses.
To promote
the show effectively to

Ontario marketing area where

WGB is the 3rd most-listenedto .station.

^jyoadcadt^tq Corpjorutwn
RAND
National

BUILDING,
Representatives:

1UFFALO

3,

N.

Y.

ree & Peters, Inc.
leo J ("Filz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") lounsberry

6233
Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood
155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago

SPONSOR

dealers and distributors, Motorola sent
out no less than 124.000 separate mailing pieces to them, and to their employees, industry leaders, and others.
Complete plans were worked out,
whereb) the commercials that officially launched the new line became the
highlights of a series of informal dealer cocktail |>arties all over the country,
so that these became "conventions in
miniature." complete with sales conferences. Needless to sa\. dealers and
their friends were quite impressed with
the whole one-shot operation, since it
was to be the first time that any of
them would see the new models, and
hear the new price line.
Promotion to the public, to insure a
big consumer audience, was equally
thorough. The two networks, MBS and
DuMont. gave the event plenty of onthe-air and audience promotion of all
kinds, as far back as the beginning of
December. Dealers were furnished
with facsimile tickets to mail to their
prospective customers, and complete
promotion kits to make each of the

the "open house" convention, combined with a broadcast, was a new
sales departure for that industry.
By the time the 29th of December
rolled around, everything was set. Special film commercials had been shot l>\
the ad agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, as
fast as the pilot TV models were available, in a record four weeks flat of
day-and-night work (normally, it
would take twice that much time).
\

huge audience was practicallj guaranteed by the combined weight of the
promotion put behind the event by Motorola and its distribution organization.
and In the two networks and the Shriners. A follow-up ad campaign, likely
to be as expensive as 1951's $10,000,000 effort, had been drawn up, to run
on the air, in newspapers, magazines,
outdoor advertising, trade press, farm
publications, Sunday supplements and

TRACTORS
. . . trade-mark

PROSPEROUS

of

KANSAS

the

MARKET

30.000 dealers' stores a promotional
showcase for the East-West game. Motorola ran schedules of tune-in ads the
day before, and the day of, the event
in all TV cities used, and promoted
widely in the radio-only areas (where
it split the costs of the radio pickup
with the Shrine East-West Football
Committee.)
A heavy publicity campaign was
done on the show, going back for nearly two months, by Motorola's publicity
firm. Roger Brown Associates, to give
it an even greater push to the public
and the trade. Every angle was worked.
The big interest in the classic as a top
sports event was played up to sports
editors. Human-interest stories surrounding the charity aspects (such as
giving away Motorola TV sets to the
Shrine hospitals I were planted. To the
trade press, both radio-TV and retailing, much was made over the fact that
RESULTS

PROVE

500,000
MEXICANS

IN CREATER

LOS ANGELES
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TO 6 HOURS
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SPANISH
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They
i index of progressive farming,
for low-cost,
volume
production
and high profits.

In Kansas, there are one and one-eighth tractors
for every farm . . . and they're increasing at the
rate of 1,200 a month.*
Here's a market index you can
hang your hat on! It shows buying ability, promises increased
production, greater buying power,
more leisure time, and still higher
living standards.
IMPORTANT!
These
modem

farm families are the same ones
that make up WIBWs large, loyal
audience. WIBW is the station
they listen to most.** WIBW is
the most powerful single medium
you can use to sell the Prosperous
Kansas Farmer.

1000 WATTS

other media, both nationallj and co-op.
It's too early, of course, to judge the
effectiveness of the $200,000 Motorola
one-shot effort. Hut. on the basis of
the earlj reactions (unanimously favorable) from dealers and distributors,
the East-Wesl game has certainl) gi\en Motorola a running head start into
its biggest 1952 selling season.
Having gotten the tremendous initial push of the big one-shot event,
Motorola does not intend to let up in
its advertising. This way, Motorola
feels it will reap the greatest benefit
from the expensive one-timer. Having
killed two birds with one stone, Motorola doesn't want to let them get away.
Even if Motorola doesn't use another extensive one-shot air effort until it's time to launch the 1953 line, it's
had an effect on the industry. Don't be
surprised if you see more combinations ofmodel-launching and sales conventions patterned on the Motorola effort
1952. coming up for other advertisers in
Yes, the use of one-shots is increasing. More and more advertisers are
becoming aware that the success secret
here is not a mystery. It's simply a
matter of having a good sales reason
and plenty of promotion on one end,
and a thorough follow-up on the other.

•••
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STAC BEER
{Continued from page 37)
advertising-conscious leadership of its
president, Edward D. Jones, son-inlaw of Henry Louis Griesedieck, and
a prominent broker in St. Louis.
"Around the brewery. Ed is known
as the 'outside
a friend sa\s
merchandising
torn, he spots

inspection department',"
of Jones. "If a piece of
or advertising poster is
it immediately. He likes

keeping
of everything."
Jones track
has surrounded
himself with
a brilliant executive staff that includes
Frank Griesedieck, advertising manager, assisted by Hans Saemann; Fred
Smith, sales manager, assisted by Bill
Smith.
Another reason for the brewery's advancement isthe shrewd guidance provided bj the Maxon Agenc\ (Detroit,
Chicago, New York), which took over
the account in 1941. Lou Maxon, in
the
and Detroit
strategy. office, controls planning

SPONSOR

In 1043 the agenc) recommended
and the client bought— a philosophy
of low-pressure advertising <m a continuing and long-haul basis. While the
objective was at uo time to make Stag
the leader in the St. Louis market, this
ultimately became the case.
The original plans called tor increasing sales by two and one-half times
what they were in 1943. This was to
be accomplished over a five-year period. The goal, though, was accomplished in two years — via the firm's
philosophy of low-pressure continuity
advertising. The results were so satisfactory, that the same program was
continued.
Stag's radio and TV commercials all
stress two points — Stag's "dry" quality, and the fact that it's "extra-brewed
to be sugar-free." This pitch is somewhat more subdued than Stag's copy
in days of yore. At one time, it used
the slogan "America's finest dry beer."
On still another occasion, it used the
TV theme. "Sugar may be good in
cereal, but > ou don't want sugar in
beer." The first theme was dropped
because it was somewhat ambiguous
(Stag is actually a relatively light dry
beer) ; the second because it implied
other brewers put sugar into their beer.
The new theme has worked better,
the indications are, because it's more
accurate and more understandable. Recently one of the company's sales managers stated in a letter: "Our sales figures have been phenomenal since the
start of this new ad campaign."
Both the radio and TV commercial
employ a recorded jingle that goes:
// you want
The finest beer
The driest beer,
The smoothest beer,
Altvays ask for Stag Beer!
It's brewed to be sugar-free.
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This is followed by the pitch: "Yes,
cost!) extra steps in brewing — developed by Stag years ago — make Slag
free of un fermented sugar. That's why
Stag Beer is always mellow and light
— just right! Try Stag!"
Stag's timebuying is usually handled
by the iVu ^ ork branch of Maxon.
At the beginning of Stag's venture into
radio, it used half-hour, locally-produced Stag Square Dance programs on
seven stations. This type of programing was dropped for three reasons: I 1 I
Production values of some of the shows
were spotty; (21 The square-dance
craze seemed to be subsiding; (3)
Since Stag's beer copy story is not inherently along one, it was felt it was
wiser to tell listeners that story more
often in announcements, rather than
concentrate on long program commermercials.
Then why does not this third reason
apply to Stag's television programing?
Because it uses TV in single-station
markets, where there s a lot of double
and triple spotting of commercials. Besides, its TV programs get very high
ratings. Stag News nabs a 22 rating
at 5:45 p.m., and its St. Louis wrestling shows have won ratings as high
as 55 or 60.
Stag Beer goes heavy on point-ofsale merchandising. It uses a lot of
fluorescent signs, advertising cards on
the back of bars, and it has employed
signs ballyhooing its wrestling shows.
In the new year, it will use commercials
asking listeners, "How many stars in a
Stag Beer label?" Those who send in
postcards with the right answers, will
receive a chart of famous wrestling
holds, illustrated with 33 photographs
prepared by Vern Gagne.
Undoubtedly, though, Stag's most
arresting promotion was its recent flying blimp, which landed in many Mid-

western fairs. While blimps may be
passe to blase New Yorkers, they apparent!) are a sensation in rural areas.
Many network shows were taped from
the blimp, including one over the Missouri Farmers Association network of
some 20 stations. The blimp was heralded in each town with station breaks,
news releases were furnished to the
press, window displays built for merchants, signs pasted on trucks, announcements made at Chambers of
Commerce luncheons.
Indeed a Tulsa businessman remarked enviously: "You've gotten
more publicity on this blimp stunt than
the Community Chest or any other local event — except a murder that once
The air infuture
of Stag Beer is fairly
happened
Tulsa."
predictable. There is no doubt that it
will expand its radio and TV coverage,
in keeping with the expanding distribution of the beer itself. At its present rate of mushrooming growth,
chances are the day is not too far when
Griesedieck Western will start giving
the Big Four Brewers a run for their
money.
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ASKS

{Continued from page 45)
either store. Yet. both make a rather
tidy living. More to the point, the
people in my neighborhood have the
choice of shopping at either one.
Glance at yesterday's newspaper. (I
get it a day late because I made a deal
at a reduced price with my next door
neighbor.
I see whereTheatre
"South on
Pacific"
is
at the I Majestic
44th
Street and "The King And I" is playing in the self-same block. Having an
uncle who has a niece who knows a
guy who has a girl who used to work

TOP

at McBride's, I can assure you that
these two show- have something in
common. According to the federal tax
returns filed by the producer of each.
the) fall roughly into a classification
which i- frequentl) referred to as "a
Mexican
I have stand-off."
even witnessed the startling
specta< le of a picture called "Drop
Thai Gun" playing at Loew's El Hambra, while the RKO theatre. onl\ 50
feet lurching distance from there, was
Featuring "1 Got You Covered."
\ friend of mine — he's not really a
friend
of mine,
although
he has
von have
a email
budget
for TV,
can't afford mistakes in time selecHe patient.
Train your clients to
out their opportunities by laying
■ a TV budget to be used as. if. and
l, the right time
periods
become
SIDNEY MATTHEW WEISS
Exec. V. P.. Lenin. Williams &
Sartor. N. Y.

nothing hut nice things to sa\ about
you — told me that there are even adjoining Trans-Lux theatres playing the
same new steel. Mv friend will never
forget this because of a bitter personal
experience he had one da\ while at
the Bijou with a girl who shall be
nameless. When the newsreel pictures
of the Louis-Schmeling fight came on,
he bet her two dollars on Joe Louis.
This was the fight when Schmeling
won by a KO. The next night while at
the Empire Theatre with the same girl.
the same newsreel came up. Once
again he bet her two dollars on Louis.
\t the end of the newsreel he turned to
her with a pop-eyed look of astonishment and said, "Gripes. I didn't think
Maxie
do itif.again!"
To becould
serious,
after that old gag.
there is anyone left in the house but
my mother, programing comparable or
similar television program types in opposite time slots is not a waste. Rather
it is an abundance of riches from
which the public can choose. Just as
you select the drug store you want to
patronize, the picture and play \ou
want to see and the fight on which you
want to bet. so the television audience
should have the same privilege of selectiori. And. incidental), the guys in

K-NUZ
HOUSTON'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

our research department tell me there's
gh audience to
Harry Ommerle
Program

CBS-TV
New York

NICHOLAS

E. KEESELY

V. P. Chg. Radio & TV
Lennen
& Mitchell

LIKE MDST
"Newsworthy"
TV & RADID
EXECUTIVES
Mr. Keesely's
LATEST
BUSINESS
PORTRAIT
IS BY-

Director
Photographer to the Business Executive
565 Fifth Ave., New York 17— PL 31882
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ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 57)
those present (see picture) Julian
Craseicz, Grant Advertising; C. \\ .
Muench of C. W. Muench & Company;
Phil Tobias, Simmonds & Simmonds;
Lou Boyce, Fuller & Smith & Ross;
and Fred Norman, Grant Advertising.
ka\ Kennelly, Olian Advertising, was
also on hand to join in the ceremonies

■ office
i attend

Keysto

aided by a Keystone cop. Along with
the new offices, Keystone, which grew
from 105 stations in 1940 to 493 today, has a new slogan. The net calls
itself "'The Voice of Rural America."
A tasty promotion is the forerunner
of some fine radio listening.
A box of ginger bread cakes in the
shape of Mutual's Mister Plus and
\K,\["s Leo the Lion heralded the 31
December launching of star-studded
nighttime listening on MBS from 7:30
to 10:00 p.m., Mondays through Saturday. Among the Hollywood array
of talent are Bette Davis and George
Brent teamed in a new series I Mondays. 8:00 p.m. I : Errol Flynn in The
Adventures of Casanova (Thursdays.
8:00 to 8:30 p.m. I ; and Ann Sothern,
Mickey Rooney in their Maisie and
Andy Hardy roles plus MGM Theatre
of the Air with names
like Marsha
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Hunt, Ava Gardner, Miriam Hopkins.
Ja\ Josh n. and Pegg) Ann Garner.
Wallace A. Ross' TV Directory for
November 1951 ( Ross Reports on Television Programming) provides those
interested in the medium with a wealth
of information. Among the listings are
Networks — TV personnel, studios, theatres; Ad Agencies — TV clients, programs, personnel; Station Reps — their
stations and TV managers; Network
Shows on the Air — alphabetically; Researchers— production services plus an
index to past Ross Reports features,
among other listings. The price for
subscribers, $5; $7.50 for non-subscribers.
Phil Hoffman, KFCA-TV, Hollywood, manager, and Amos Baron,
KECA manager, have completed a seven-year deal effective 28 January for
the services of Al Jarvis, well-known
Southern California radio and TV personality. The agreement reached with
Jarvis' manager and a representative
of the Nat Goldstone talent agency involves 25 hours a week of radio and
TV broadcasting. Jarvis will make
daily broadcasts on both KECA and
KECA-TV.
* * *

TV COMMERCIALS
(Continued from page 48)
for use in another highly valued product on which we lavish more money
than on our homes or children (our
car), I'd say, "Who wants whimsey?
Give it to me straight!"
Woven into the amusement of the
Pitchman routines was all the hardselling copy any gasoline or oil ever

had. Hut surrounded as it was by fun
and non-reality, I don't think the
points registered. But if any were remembered, I'll go farther and say I
don't think they were believed. Furthermore, itmay seem stuffy to take
the very academic point-of-view that
the concept of a pitchman, always one
step ahead of the cops, does not build
solid confidence in the product said
grifter is trying to sell.
And that, Mr. Anthony, is precisely
how I feel. I don't mind fun and color
"The industry has worked out the
NARTB
I don't
think anvtelevision
eode in eode.
itself But
answers
the
prohlem. Self-discipline in eaeh of the
networks, in the stations, and in the individuals — entertainers, writers, and
production staffs — is a requisite to
meeting the prohlem of bringing into
the American home only shows which
are in good taste."
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL
President, /VBC
used as an attraction-getter and attention-holder. Yet somewhere in the
story, there should be a change-of-pace
so that the sales ideas will pop out and
can be presented in the proper light.
same token animated
I don't subscribe
to By
thethehumorously
copy of
recent date used by Shell in which
this product's "activation" was depicted by the gas pump practically
tearing itself from the hands of the
attendant and taking off. I laughed
like all get-out and continued to buy
Calso.
So I'm sorry to see Sid Stone depart
the Texaco show, and I'm eager to see
by whom and how he is replaced. At
the same time I'm all agog, wondering
whether the new pitch is going to be
the straight fast ball this time or another screwball. * * *

Proof of performance

MEN, MONEY

"Thanks, KTBS, for a

It is unlikely, bowever, that CBS can
count on the wonderful "publicity
breaks'" of 1936 and 1937. Gone forever is the impressionable circle of
earlj eager radio critics. Likewise

splendid selling job!"
OVERAGE

*a

UDIENCE
KTBS

eAulib!

advertiser writes:
"Thanks, KTBS, for a splendid
selling job. Your station sold
at a cost-per-hundred orders
that rated 4th among
120
stations

used

& MOTIVES

{Continued front page 6)

in the

U.

have the imposing "artistic manner"
that rested so splendidl) on >oung Irving Reis's shoulders. There may or
may not be a TV Norman Corwin just

S."

(copy of full letter furnished on request)

KTBS

Time magazine's pristine enthusiasm
For broadcast "experiment" bas faded
away. Il is impossible toda\ to imagine hard-boiled Time writing, as in
1937, "in the hands of a master, a $10
receiving set can heroine a living theatre, its loudspeaker a national proscenium." Owen Davis. Jr.. of this latter-day TV WOrkshop nia\ or ma\ not

710
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around the
William
N. present
Robson Workshop'once flauntedcorner.
tails.
top hat and opera cloak on a Columbia
Workshop honoring the British radio
director Val Gielgud. That sort of
thing might not go today.
The 1946 radio revival of the W ark-
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over 100 years old, WHBF-TV is
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shop ( under the producership of Robert J. Landry I ran into the latter-day
skepticism of the postwar period. (And
a system of publicity priorities which
the network rigidly followed in 1946,
ignored in 1936.) After one 1946
broadcast which seemed quite definitely "artistic" and "experimental" the
comment of a CBS high official was
this: "Perhaps you were smart, not to
try to blow

off their eyebrows."

Young Mr. Da\is mav run into that.
Blowing off people's eyebrows gets progressively tougher in terms of entertainment. Moreover in radio, which
didn't have the factor of vision to worry about, it was appreciably easier to
present boxing kangaroos. African
tom-tom beaters direct from deepest
Harlem, a horde of Ghengis Khan
horsemen sweeping in from Asia, and
52nd Street bv night.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Davis will
keep a diary and leave better records
than did the early masters of the original Workshop.

* * *
Meantime. \ou know one interested
fan of the new TV

Workshop,

don't
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iction,

FARM

RADIO

(Continued from page 29)
der's survey, the comments at tin- KID
convention — and the result points in
one major direction. Farm radio, for
'52. isto going
be farm
a powerful,
wa\
reach tothe
dweller.effective
\- Farm Journal pointed out not
long ago, the nation's farmers earn
ahout 15'r of the nation's income.
Yet, the) spend — since their living
costs are less — so much that they consume ahout 25' ! of the nation's consumer goods and services.
\u\ advertiser — whether " farm
product" or "'consumer" — who spends
a large or small budget in farm publication- i-overlooking a real huv if
be passes up farm radio, the facts indicate. The farm radio result stories
< ontained in this sponsor report (see
page 27 ) are primarily the experiences
of advertisers who were selling farm
products. But they illustrate a point.
The farm audience is reachable by
radio. Once reached, the farmer buys.
And. the buying is often out of proportion to the numerical size of the
audience reached.
It boils down to this. There's a
largely-untapped market via the farm
listener for consumer products of all
tvpes. The methods of reaching this
audience — with service or entertainment shows — offer a wide choice of
availabilities, often at attractive prices.
Since networks cannot, by their nationwide nature, do a thorough job of
servicing the local farmer, farm radio
is basically spot radio. This explains,
in part, the lack of industrywide promotion that farm radio has suffered.
But the advertiser who finds spot radio a useful tool will also find that the
farm radio segment can he equally, if
not more, important.
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\\ itli the rising standard of li\ing
on U.S. farms, the electrification of
kitchens, and the increase in the
amount of leisure time the farmer has
on his hands, opportunities in faun radio are getting bigger.
I ntil the various projected farm radio studies are completed
I such
as
those upcoming at BAB), the nation's
advertiser will have to do some of his
own digging to learn the value of lann
radio. However, these researches, and
the use of farm radio, max well he a
rewarding experience.

• * *

TV FREEZE
(Continued from page 34)
Q. What are some of the difficulties standing in the way of stations
trying to get on the air rapidly?
A. Aside from the normal length)
hearings necessary when several applicants compete for a single channel
availability, the FCC has a manpower
shortage which mav act as a bottleneck. Ithas asked for 8600,000 in additional funds in the next budget to
provide for more personnel to process
applications. The way the wind is
blowing in the capital, however, few
civilian agencies will get more funds.
Top government executives ma\ well
reason that the FCC needs no more
personnel because if it were to process
applications too fast there wouldn't be
enough material anyway for construction of many stations all at once.
In addition, you have to bear in
mind that getting any type of modern
broadcast operation on the air is no
roll-off-a-log proposition. It takes coordination with state and national authorities running from the count) zoning bureau to the Civil Aeronautics
Authoritv.

And that's not to mention

line
ml

needed o
hiring

for constr
test
executives and t
dent

Q. How will the pinch on equipment and materials affect station
construction?
A. If some procedural magic brought
a Hood of construction permits earl)
in 1952, there would not he enough
transmitters or tower steel available for
all. But the best guess of both FCC
and National Production Authority executives isthat availability of material
and the grant of permits will keep pace.
Where stations are starting to build
from scratch (without existing radio
tower, say to use for the new TV transmitter Imaterials allocation ma\ make
construction slow. S\s!em is to allocate materials b) quarters (25 tons of
steel every three months I. which means
work cannot be completed until enough
time has passed to accumulate all of
the needed materials. This adds another reason why few stations will get
on the air in 1952. One paradox is
that the I'HF channels, which will
probably be assigned first, will have
greatest difficult) getting on the air
during 1952. There will be few of the
only recently developed LHF transmitters produced until the middle of
1953.
Q. Have some shrewd station operators prepared themselves in advance for the freeze end by warehousing transmitters, other equipment?
A. Yes. Wild rumors have it that
there are as many as 50 transmitters
stacked away by applicants. But it is
probable that fewer than two dozen
actually have transmitters in their possession. Manx more, however,
own

equipment, ranging from cameras to
micro-wave relaj units. Of those applicants who have transmitters, few if
any are as well set up as Arthur
Church's KMBC; his TV station is virtuallj read)
ment's notice.to go on the air at a mo-

WATCH
OUR
SPACE

for
THE

PIONEER

It ma\ be that some of the fust new
stations telecasting in 1952 will he
those which already have major portions of their equipment. But the fact
that a station is equipped won't get it
on the air if the FCC is still weighing
its application in competition with half
a dozen others. Only a combination
of other favorable factors will make
the fact that a station has equipment
pay off this year.
In addition to preparing equipment.
station operators have been buying
land for antenna sites, building new
studios for TV, and orienting themselves on TV bv visiting TV markets.

5,000 Watts

I L. Herschel Graves, Gen'l Mgr.
FLORIDA GROUP
Columbia
Broadcasting

Q. What's the outlook for easing
of clearance in the present onestation markets?
A. Logically, the 40 one-station markets, especially the major ones, will
have high priority in unfreezing channels. But progress will be slow. Precisely because the one-station markets
already have sets and an established
audience, they will probably attract
more applicants proportionately than
present non-TV markets where operators will have to wait longer for sets
and profits to build up. The bigger the
one-station market, the more applicants
it's likely to attract and hence the longer the delay before channels can be
assigned.
Here are some figures which help
indicate the outlook for one-station
markets
["op markets
15 one-sta-b\
lion
sales rank*
Pittsburgh (8)
St. Louis (9)
Buffalo

callocated
mini.* * channels
bv ICC
\H!
I H!
Total

Applicants
thus lar

ilh

You'll note that in seven of the lo
markets above there are more applicants now than there are channels. This

Full Time
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is bul the beginning. B) the time
spring lias come, there nun be twice as
main applicants in some of these market- and it's a sure bet all will go into

bearings.

All of these important market-, excepl
\ew Haven, have one educationallyreserved channel. Lapsing of the reservation would come as manna to advertisers seeking to clear these markets.

In Kansas City, where KMBC has a
-tat ion read) to go. there are five applieants for three allocated channels,
four of them radio stations. It is possible, of course, that the final FCC allocations nun add channels to some of
these eities. easing the problem. But
from everything sponsor could gather,
the final allocation plan will not be altered sufficiently to change the pattern.

probably come on at approximately the
prevailing rate in that market, depending upon their network affiliation. Stations which earn major programing of
NBC or CBS should be able to build

Q. Is there a chance that educators will lose their reservations by
default and help ease the shortage
of channels?

audience quickly and that's all that
counts in establishing a rate. Stations
which come in as independents, however, will have to charge less, as in the
case of WOR-TV and WPIX in New
York City.

A. Not immediately. The FCC will
probably set no time limit on application for channels by educational interests. Local uplift groups can hide their
time before picking up channels while
commercial interests sweat for stations.
Continuance of Frieda Hennock on the
Commission, now that her judgeship
has been refused, means educators retain a powerful watchdog for their interests. Achange in the administration
in 1952, however, would probably
bring Democrat Hemlock's resignation.
This might lead to a change in FCC
attitude toward educational channels
and setting of a deadline on reservations. Since only a handful of educational institutions have found sufficient
funds to make application thus far. it
can be assumed that this might cancel
out reservations in many areas and
provide commercial channels.
The importance of educational channels in the entire picture can be judged
by glancing again at the one-station
market figures which appear above.
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Q. How high will rates be for new
stations?
A. New stations in old TV areas will

In new TV areas, stations will probably set up rate cards resembling those
current in various TV markets during
1947. Stations will set an arbitrary
rate having no justification in terms
of sets in the market but which advertisers willrate
buy will
for beits increased
"impact" asvalue.
This low
sets
come into the market. Complaints
about rate hikes current in recent years
will probably continue to be heard,
with advertisers wondering why, if it
is agreed that the first rates of a newstation are based on miniscule circulation, rates should jump as soon as
there are sets. Telecasters, on the other
hand, will be explaining the tremendous costs involved in launching a TV
station, making high revenue essential.
Q. How quickly will sets flow into
frhe new TV markets?
A. For a look at how fast the set figures grew in TV markets from 1947
to the present, see the table on page 34.

It indicates a -low initial growth which
picks up speed gradually after 1017.
Growth will probably be much faster
from the beginning in the second round
of TV's expansion.
A survey by Scott Radio Laboratories in non-TV markets recently
-bowed that about 2', of respondents
already own TV sets, even though all
were 100 miles or more away from the
nearest TV station. Of the remainder,
59' ! said they planned to buy a set
when broadcasting began in their
areas. Another 329? are still undecided: 7' < won't bin. they said.
Of those who intend to bin. onethird said they will get a TV set as
soon as broadcasting begins. Some
11' r more will buy within three to six
months and 26$ said only that they
would
"later."
The buy"
figures
are based on 143 responses to a questionnaire mailed to
families at random in Denver. Tucson,
Fort Wayne, Tampa, and Portland,
Ore. This represents about a 20' < return on 750 questionnaires sent out.
It is by no means an exact index to
how fast sets will grow in these areas
since people have a notable lack of
ability to predict their own future activity via questionnaires. But it does
add statistical evidence to what everyone knows — that there's hunger for TV
everywhere. More than 87 rv of the
families responding had seen TV and
most were favorably impressed.
Q. Will there be enough sets to
go around during 1952?
A. Yes. Average industry estimate is
that 4,000.000 TV sets will be produced despite material shortages. This
should be enough to cover those few
new areas where TV can be expected
to arrive.
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A. \ SPONSOR survev of leading manufacturers indicated the following:
generally, most big TV manufacturers
have eyed the non-TV areas happily as
a vast new market, and have already
started the internal process of briefing
dealers in non-TV sections on how to
sell and service. However, few are doing much more than that, feeling that
the lifting of the FCC ban will in am
event give them at least six months

stations are already indoctrinating businessmen about the virtues of TV ad-

Radio station KLZ, Denver, one ol

SpunpttUe

Kepresenfecj

A. Activities divide on two levels: business and consumer. Applicants for

the city's eight TV applicant-, recent!)
launched a series of "KLZ Television

KBRS

Ok»uU$ee

Q. What are set manufacturers
doing to build buying interest in
TV in non-TV areas?

vertising and consumers about the virtues of TV entertainment. Here are but
a few examples.

fvitfi»Ok\

KHBO

Q. What's being done to stimulate
interest in television in the non-TV
markets?

SPOT THESE,
TOO!
Buy in a Package
. One Order — One
lilling.

E. PEARSON

CO.

Preparation Clinics" for business and
agenc) men. The clinics were instituted under the guidance of Hugh Terrv . KLZ vice president and general
manager, and Clayton Brace, the station's television research director, who
has been working fulltime on TV during the past year.
First speaker in November was
Ceorge L. Moskovics, manager TV dedevelopment. KNXT, Hollywood; he
was followed in December by Edward
Codel, director of television. The Katz
Vgency, New York: featured speakers
in Januai) will be executives of the
Alexander Film Companj . Over 300
Denverites turn out for the clinics,

to do promotional build-ups. Here's
some
of the : outstanding activitv that
is underway
RCA — Largest set manufacturer and
licenser in the business, RCA has not
overlooked any promotional opportunities in launching a new TV area in
the past, is not likely to pass up any
good bets in the future. RCA has already told distributors and potential
TV station operators that it is ready
to stage, on short notice, fancv I \
demonstrations. These involve as much
as $50,000 worth of closed-circuit
equipment, skilled personnel, and RCA
promotional backing. RCA's radio and

hungr) for knowledge about how to
use the new medium.
Another Denver station which has
pioneered in making the mountain cit\
probably the hottest TV town outside
the TV areas is Gene OTallon's KFEL.
also an applicant. The station tapped
the transcontinental TV hookup to
bring Denver its first large-scale telecasts during the last World Series. As
many as 100.000 Denverites say the
Series on 80 TV sets set up yh and
round the Brown Palace and Cosmopolitan hotels. The game was also carried on the screen of one of Denver's
movie theatres.
KFEL brought enthusiasm for TV
to a high pitch in Denver and garnered enough press clippings to fill a
12-page folder. O'Fallon was praised
In columnists for his aggressive action
in getting Denver the Series.
In the Spokane area. Ed Craney.
owner of the XL stations, has been developing interest in television among
businessmen by conducting dosed-circuil showings of typical TV film commercials and programs. Speakers at
radio executives clubs and Rotary
luncheons in this and other areas have
added to the educational work now in
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space advertising have already begun
the job of selling RCA sets in non-TV
ana-, will increase rapidly along with
other media when the Freeze is off.
DuMont Since 1950, DuMont has
had a traveling mobile studio to give
closed-circuit demonstrations of DuMont sets in non-video areas of the
Southand Southwest. Last year, this
firm started sending out travelling
troupes to play state fairs, exhibits,
etc., with the shows being scanned on
big-screen DuMont sets. Since DuMont
is not a radio or appliance name, dealers have been invited and feted, to help
build a DuMont sales web when the
great day comes. Radio station men
are invited, with an eye to selling them
DuMont transmitters eventually.
Motorola — One of the industry's
"Big Four." Motorola is also one of
the most aggressive in promoting in
non-TV areas. Advertising Director
Ellis Redden told sponsor: "Motorola
is now advertising heavily in both national and rural publications, and when
non-TV areas get video, we will be
ready. Our 1952 TV line was recently
plugged on MBS with a one-shot. Some
Motorola dealers and distributors are
using local newspaper ads in non-TV
areas."
Emerson — All Emerson distributors
in major non-TV areas have samples
of Emerson TV sets to show to dealers.
Some selling is even being done to the
non-TV public in anticipation of video's coming. Meanwhile, Emerson, like
most big manufacturers, is using national magazines to pave the way.
Others — Firms like Zenith, Westinghouse, Crosley, Philco, Admiral, and
General Electric usually allocate part

Only One Station
gives you the

of their national advertising, in magazines and radio, for TV selling. All
have briefed their non-TV-area dealers
in big sales meetings, are ready to
start major campaigns on short notice.

iMiG-HOWH

510 MADISON
{Continued from page 10)
what the advertiser pays for time to

CLOTHING}

merchandising his product."
WORZ, Orlando, Florida
"We will guarantee a minimum of
40 personal retailer calls per week
on any non-cancellable 13 week order grossing $50 per week or betWAVZ,

New Haven, Conn.

This response is really no surprise
lo us; we have been associated for
over five
ter."years with the kind
casters that believe in "going
mile" with their customers.
ference between our stations

of broadan extra
The difand their

competitors is their WILL TO WORK
— their acceptance of the principle that
it is good business to make sure the
advertising messages broadcast from
their transmitters produce results for
the firms that are paying the freight.

LANG WORTH

It is high time all broadcasters recognized the need to pay attention to
results in terms of product sales. Their
procrastination certainly is not due to
any lack of alerting on your part.

P■I"'"MflflJM

You've been telling them for years.
Bob Keller, President
Robert S. Keller, Inc.
Radio Sales Promotion

KCMO reaches 9.5% more radio
homes than any other Kansas
City station.* That's a big bonus. It means you get the best

ss ss-

coverage of the e-x-p-a-n-di-n-g Mid -America Market at
one low cost, using one station
and one rate card. Call or wire
KCMO collect for full details.

Z

The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD year after
year to reach the vast

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York

*A fact, proved by the continuing
Conlon "Study of Listening Habits" in Mid-America.

in Mid-America

KCMO
50,000
5 o
o
25 E. 31st
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4 Reasons Why
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I. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
'. Potential buying power
Send for a copy of
WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY GREENFIELD

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Farm

radio and

the sponsor

There are said to he about 1.100 radio stations in the I .S. which regularK broadcast programs designed for
fanners. About one-third of these
maintain farm departments headed in
each case bj a farm director.
The remarkable impact that farm
programs and faun directors make on
their audiences must he seen to be appreciated. ^ et onl) a relatively small
percentage of national advertisers are
really aware of the advertising opportunities that await them via farm radio.
For this oversight, radio has only itself to blame. In contrast to national,
regional, and statewide farm papers
like the Prairie Farmer, rami Journal.
\ebraska Farmer, Wallace's Farmer
which have promoted and sold their

space professionally, the farm radio
sales and promotion effort has been
sparse and spotty.
How sparse was revealed in a comparison of farm paper and farm radio
national advertising schedules undertaken recently bj SPONSOR (see page
2"> i . The farm papers carried scores
of big campaigns by consumer and
farm equipment advertisers beamed
point-blank at farm markets; although
stations like WDAY, \\\\\ \. Will.
WLS,
WHO. WLW,
KRNT,
WW I..
WOW and W (X'.O receive main a
schedule because of their huge rural
follow ings we could find few examples
of consumer campaigns specificallj designed for the farm purchaser.
This situation may be remedied to
some extent during 1952. for the International Association of Radio Farm
Directors heads its list of current objectives with the following: to give
consumer as well as farm industry advertisers an understanding of the unusual values of farm radio. Sam
Schneider, KVOO, Tulsa farm director and newly elected president of the
IARFD, is convinced that such an understanding islong overdue. He hopes
to stimulate the BAB and station reps
into concerted action on behalf of advertising campaigns pinpointed at the
farm audience.
Probably the best way for an advertiser or agency to check the efficacy of
farm market advertising, before starting his campaign, is to look in on some

farm-type stations and talk to a few
farm directors.
You'll quickly note, via letters that
daily flood such stations, that a deep
sense of loyalty and appreciation permeates the rural listener. You'll deled a warm kinship with the listener's
favorite station and its personalities.
You'll hear the weather reports, numerous market reports (livestock markets, vegetable markets, butter and egg
markets, grain markets, etc.), news reports that guides the farmer in his
daily work. Watch the farm director
at his daily chores and you'll discover
he's the farmer's instructor, consultant
I without pay), information clearing
house, and friend. He's more than
welcome at dinner wherever he chooses
to stop. Since the farm radio is generally glued to one spot on the dial
personal appearances of a farm station's talent are greeted with great
enthusiasm and genuine affection.
It has often been said that radio is
the farmer's best friend. Farm radio
may yet be many an unindoctrinated
advertiser's best friend, too. A coffee,
shoe, or automobile advertiser who
finds merit in farm papers has every
reason to become as specialized in his
approach to radio. Either service programs or entertainment programs, as
well as participations and other announcement types, are available on
hundreds of stations programing to
the fHrm. SPONSOR will gladly provide
additional information on farm results
and farm stations to interested readers.

Applause
When the freeze ends
Agencies and advertisers aren't waiting for the freeze to end before planning theii oexl television moves. They
are carefully charting the non-TV markets, one-station markets, multiple station markets in relation to their late'52 and '53 operations.
Almost before we had our feet wet
on the article that appears in this issue (When the Freeze Lifts: a report
la sponsors, see pane 32) we received
a call from J. Walter Thompson. They
had caught wind of our project and
wanted to know whether proofs would
he available prior to publication date.
Said an alert J. Walter Thompson
timebuyer: "If you don't think there's
breathless
interest
in this subject
84

among big advertisers you're wrong
While most observers doubt many
as hell." will be on the air in 1952,
stations
progress may defy the pessimists. A
handful of confident applicants have
already bought and warehoused their
transmitter and studio equipment:
man) more have bought land for TV
transmitter sites and planned studio
facilities to accommodate the video
stations. In the face of this optimism
there are big question marks — notably
the availability of transmitting towers
in \ iew of steel priorities; the role of
I HI-TV and its effect on the existing
15,000,000 or more TV receivers.
From the advertiser's standpoint, the
big facts to remember are these: | I |

the FCC willing, there will be a "gold
rush" during late '52 to get stations
on the air, (2) the first stations to be
granted and go on the air probably
will be in such TV-less areas as Denver, Portland, Des Moines, Spokane,
El Paso, Shreveport, and will give TV
more of a truly national character, (3)
TV set manufacturers and hopeful applicants are building a pent-up demand
for TV sets that should result in converting present non-TV markets into
sponsorable TV markets earlier than
might be otherwise expected.
Many advertisers (some prompted
by their advertising agencies) are alert
to this impending revolution in TV
and preparing to turn it to their advantage.
SPONSOR

More national advertisers put thii
cash register to work in 1951 thai

any year since the
station opened
Let it ring foi

you in '52
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STONEWALL

JACKSON:

strategist

As long as Stonewall Jackson is remembered stories will
be told of his amazing exploits. For example, how
he outfoxed and defeated 50,000 troops with
one-third that number in the Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia; how he saved Richmond from capture; how
he made a bonfire of General Pope's two mile
supply train that was seen all the way to Washington.
Stonewall Jackson, Virginian and strategist, would
have enjoyed the opportunity of capturing whole
populations of Virginia in another way.
Havens & Martin Stations, First Stations of Virginia,
command a hold on viewers and listeners of the Dominion
Shenandoah

WMBG

Valley

State that is readily capturable by you, Mr. National
Advertiser. John Blair & Company will tell you how.

WTVR

WCOD

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

TV

Spot radio
booms during
January

Spot

radio

billings

jumped

during

January

with

some

reps

reporting

to-

tals for first month '52 might go higher than for 3 preceding months
in '51.
Heavy seasonal spending by automotives was one factor.
Among
other factors, some reps believe, may be gradual shift of money from
TV.
One of big spot campaigns underway is American Safety Razor
Corp.'s 75-market buy of early-morning news and participations for its
Silver Star blades (see cover picture).
Razor firm may also buy 12
Red Skelton programs from CBS.
-SR-

Auto campaigns
equal previous
year's

intensity

NBC completes
hiring of 12
merchandising

men

Commercial

more

important than
rating: Starch

Announcement campaigns for automotives broke this month with intensity
equalling past 2 or 5 years.
Probably heaviest of all, Ford campaign
has frequency as high as 6 announcements daily (via J. Walter Thompson) ; is scheduled to break 28 January, 4 days before unveiling of new
models.
Rush of automotives business, including Buick, Pontiac, Mercury, Oldsmobile, Dodge, and Cadillac, brought reports from some reps
that SRO sign was up for nighttime announcements during January.
-SRSooner

than

expected,

NBC has

complsted

hiring

of 12 field

men

for

its

new merchandising department.
Net's $500,000 merchandising plan centers around field men who will act as regional coordinators and sparkplugs of efforts at stations; they will go into action by 15 February.
-SReffectiveness of TV commercials is usually more important than
ratings in producing sales, recent study by Daniel Starch indicates. To show role of commercial, Starch cites results from 2 net
programs with similar ratings.
One is producing 41 new people who
would buy product out of every 1,000 viewers; other produces only 19
out of 1,000.
Commercials are directly responsible, analysis showed.
Starch conducts studies of commercials for 35 major clients, has found
that those which sell best stick to basic sales principles.
Selling
program

-SRSpot radio
success led

First

sponsor to use NBC-TV's early-morning "Today," Kiplinger Washington Agency, had first big air success on spot radio.
Having found
early morning on radio paid off in pulling requests for sample

Kiplinger to

that

try "Today"

copies of Kiplinger magazine,
was logical next step.
Tofal

"Changing Times," firm thought "Today"
response to one 60-second announcement

on "Today" show was 16,000-plus five days later (see story page 28).
In one week on WOR, New York, last August, Kiplinger got 16,972 returns, at 7c each.
TV cost per inquiry, estimated by SPONSOR for
first week on "Today," is 7c as well.
Thus single radio station is on
par with 30-station TV net extending to 27 states.
Kiplinger agency
is Albert Frank - Guenther Law.
("Today" mail pull hit 20,000-plus
after 7 days. )
More city-wide
radio efforts

-SRYou can expect more city-wide efforts like recently announced plan of
Cleveland AM stations to cooperate in research study of all media in
their city.
Cooperative spirit is on rise within radio ranks, following example of radio promotion campaigns in Detroit, Tulsa, Rochester
(see page

37).'

BAB

"Radio

United"

plan

due soon,

will

add

impetus.

REPORT

TO SPONSORS

Listener sends
Cedric Adams
$10,000 to invest

for 28 January

1952

WCCO's Cedric Adams recently got ons of most dramatic responses to air
advertising on record when S. Dakota executive sent him $10,000 check
to invest in Twin City Federal Savings and Loan Association, 3-time
weekly Adams news sponsor.
Minneapolis-St. Paul bank is long-time air
user, spending $100,000 annually on radio.
It reports over half people opening new accounts state Cedric Adams brought them in.
In 1950,
deposits increased $10 million or 14%; up 16 million or 20% in 1951.
-SR-

SPONSOR

finds

packagers build
most TV shows

Belief
this

widespread in industry that nets now build majority of TV programs is due to be shattered following SPONSOR study reported on in
issue (page 30).
Actually, independent packagers are still ahead

in number

of programs

created,

with

55% of total

to networks'

25.3%.

-SRBakers drop
magazines to
go into net AM

Money

which

went

into plush

four-color

magazine

ads for baking

indus-

try last year has been switched to network radio for '52.
The Bakers
of America Program (industry's promotion arm) will spend $500,000 for
"Hollywood Star Playhouse" on 183 NBC radio stations starting 24 February (5:00 to 5:30 p.m. Sunday).
John F. Hunt, Foote, Cone & Belding
v.p. and Arthur, Schultz account executive, said choice was made because radio, despite TV, still is growing in every section of U.S.
Walter H. Hopkins, director of Bakers of America Program, said radio
presented tremendous opportunity for local tie-ins by bakers.
Oneshots on radio last year helped develop interest of bakers in air.

Court can't act
soon enough to
bar '52 NCAA
TV curtailment

-SRSlowness of courts in settling issues like Justice Dept. case against
National Football League assures that NCAA will go through with its
recently announced plan to curtail college football telecasts again in
1952.
NFL case may take 2 years for settlement.
Meanwhile, NCAA can
limit sports telecasts as it pleases.
NCAA bases determination to
continue limit on sportscasts on (1) fear that attendance is hurt by
TV; and (2) on desire to spread TV money among many schools instead of
having 2 or 3 leaders cop all as would be case if TV were uncontrolled
(with same top teams carried every week).
NFL, meanwhile, has voted
to continue its AM-TV restrictions this year, despite Justice Dept.
suit.
-SR-

Storecast billings
up; cost-per-M
below $1.00

Storecast Corporation reports 1951 billings up 15% over 1950.
Currently plugging 250 food, grocery, and drug products, clients include
General Foods, Swift, Beechnut, Armour, Schaefer beer.
Richard Malkin, firm's v.p. in charge of programs and promotion, told SPONSOR
cost-per-1,000 for Storecast advertisers in all markets runs below
$1.00, based on store
listeners at home .

audience

for firm's

FM shows

and not

counting

-SRTV Digest issues
Factbook No. 14

"Television Digest" has just published its "TV Factbook No. 14," compilation including digests of rate cards ; personnel and facilities
for all TV stations ; tabulation of 479 applications for new TV

data

stations now pending before FCC (29 of them UHF) ; TV-radio production
figures, sets-in-use estimates plus market data on TV areas; full text
of Code of Television Practices ; lists of television program sources.
(Please

turn

to page

57)
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COVER: American Safety Razor's $600,000
"Early Bird" campaign for Silver Star blades
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There's no ill-wind in Texas
Cotton John also has a passel of
surveys which prove he and KGNC
have a loyal following of farmers and
ranchers. Because he was born and
raised on a Texas farm and knows

Like Amarillo,
it's big
and healthy

about 80% of the farmers in the Panhandle by name, he is personally
familiar with their problems. His
early morning and early afternoon
farm, weather, and market broadcasts
provide information for farmers and
ranchers throughout Amarillo's trading area. The programs typify the
way KGNC serves its wealthy agricultural and industrial market. As the
head of Amarillo's Atlas Welding &

You may have heard about a Panhandle wind-gauge — a concrete block
at the end of a ten-foot chain anchored
I to the top of a ten-foot iron pole. If
the chain and block are blown parallel
) the ground, it's too windy to work.
There isn't much need for paintremovers hereabouts, either. Folks
just put the woodwork outdoors,
fasten it down, and let the wind blow
the paint off.
Citizens of Amarillo, in common

Metal Works puts it, "We know what
wonderful service you are giving us,
as people from as far as 300 miles
away are stopping to tell us they have
heard Cotton John. And they usually
buyThesomething."
market is well worth the attention of an advertiser interested in
business, well covered day and night
by KGNC's 10,000 watts of power.
For further information, please check
with our national reps.

with most other Texans, have a fondness for tall tales. Actually, the biggest wind on our records was a 75mile-an-hour gale. Cotton John,

Amarillo

KGNC's farm editor, says it disrobed
a young lady crossing Polk Street at
Sixth (our Broadway and 42nd). She
was spared embarrassment, though,
because the same wind blew sand in

28 JANUARY
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men's eyes, opened a store door, and
sailed her right up to the dry-goods
department, where it wrapped her in

710

a piece of calico. Cotton John's got a
piece of sand to prove it.

Represented
Nationally
by the O. L. Taylor Company

NBC AFFILIATE
KC

•

10,000

Watts

'—

Your Lowest

^

cost-per-1,000
• ••in the

$3-BILLION
OAKLANDSAN FRANCISCO
BAY MARKET!
ney to success in the
San Francisco Bay Area
lies in COVERAGE of the

R
O

huge PLUS market comprising $1,600,000,000
annual retail sales in
Oakland and the East
Bay!

li ecords prove that dayin day-out, KROW provides the lowest Costper-Thousand listeners
of ANY station in this
(•PULSE: Sept. Oct. 1951)
market!*

Uver 145 local, regional and national advertisers regularly use KROW
to reach Oakland's
1,144,000 market... and
San Francisco's 1,096,000 market!

I«,i§«j

nl iititt

Robert J. Landry

Warm the samovar, and we'll all have tea
In this presidential
ica openly locked in
cialist Republics, all
sudden attack at any
amazing land of ours

year of 1952. with the United States of Amersurvival struggle with the Union of Soviet Sothe way from Korea to Berlin, and liable to
point and at any time, it is still the law of this
that the American Communist Part is entitled

to "equal opportunity" of access to the air. Needless to say,
a pretty fix. Not that broadcasters or advertisers are go:ng to
too much. First off, the Commies are broke, or near broke.
are barely able to keep their favorite reading matter, the

here's
worry
They
Daily

Worker afloat. (It's down to 13,000 daily, 40,000 Sunday.) The
Party is not likely to file many applications for either radio or TV
time, probably will put up no candidates of own, nor have a convenient Henry Wallace to cluster round. Still the irony of Communist Party equality remains, and the law of the land can be invoked
at campaign time.

* * *

Just what the networks, or local stations will do, or should do, if
confronted by Commie bids for time, especially if the Commies come
mysteriously supplied with a mitt-full of cash, is a problem that will
no doubt be getting attention quite soon.

* * *

The doctrine of all-political-parties-are-equal-in-right-of-access-tothe-air was promulgated in 1936 at which time the Hearst, and some
other, radio stations were knuckle-rapped by the FCC for at first refusing to sell time to Bolsheviki. In 1940, Communists were fairly
common as paid political speakers, their "line" at that moment being
indistinguishable from the native America Firsters. Then, in 1944,
we were Allies against the Hun. and ideological differences were held
in abeyance. Come 1948 and the era of brotherly good feeling was
definitely over and the present all-out animosity was shaping up.
Today, it's mighty trying for millions of Americans to cherish abstract ideals of free speech in the face of a consuming irritation. Of
such is the frame of reality in the upcoming campaign of 1952.

^m
^M
W

^m
^B
W

It is now 20 years since the Federal Administration became a

statements true? It's all
stater
down in black and white
downth
the asking!
for

possession of the Democratic Party. Most of the "theory" which
now governs free speech on the air was formulated during Democratic tenure, but largely in agreement with the G.O.P. On the
whole, both parties have been satisfied. A kind of rough justice has

KROW
Radio

* * *

Why not make us
show you the facts and
figures that prove these

Center

Bldg.

19th & Broadway
• Oakland, Calif.
Serving the Entire Oakland-San Francisco Bay Area

generally prevailed. True, minority parties, "the kind that get their
returns by mail" (to quote Socialist Norman Thomas), have never
had funds adequate for anything more than "token" airings. But
they probably had more broadcast time than their total vote ever
justified, by statistical apportionment. The Socialists, in politics,
got a better break on the air than, say, the Unitarians in religion.
{Please turn to page 68)
SPONSOR

BULLETIN TO ADVERTISERS
WDAF,

pioneer radio station of The Kansas City Star Company,
is proud to present to national spot advertisers
and advertising agencies the

HENRY I. CHRISTAL COMPANY
as its exclusive representative in national spot radio advertising.
"Hank" Christal is a pioneer in his own right and needs
no introduction to the advertising fraternity.
WDAF

salutes Mr. Christal and his associates,

and welcomes this fine representation,
knowing it will reflect to the benefit
of station, advertiser and agency.

Ucei

300 Pari JU,

of
of the

K^krislal

%«, tyJ, City

KANSAS
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5000 WATTS— FULL TIME— 610 KILOCYCLES— BASIC N.B.C.
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FARM

talis an
CORRECTION,

PLEASE

In the 19 November New & Renew
section under National Broadcast Sales
I v utives, my new affiliation was listed as WOKE, Oak Ridge, Tenn. This
was a ts pographical error. While a
stockholder in WOKE, I now live in
Washington
and represent the Gates
Radio Company in that city. My address: Warner Building, 13th and E
Streets, N. W., Washington 4, D. C.
O. J. McReynolds
Gates Radio Co.
Washington, D. C.

<h^f
TV

Contest
Pays Off with
54,621
Entries from
81 Towns and Cities in
Four Midwestern States!

"Guess the scores of ten college
football games each week for ten
weeks. Win two all-expense-paid
trips to the Sugar Bowl game and
one of three extra prizes each
That's the 10:15-10:30 Tuesday
week!"
night contest on KMTV that drew
54,621 entries from 81 towns and
cities in just ten weeks. The show
was produced by Video Enterprises
Omaha.

HERE'S WHAT SPONSORS SAID:
contest far exceeded our
highest expectati jns". . . FRED BEKINS—
STORACE
CO., OMAHA.

JIM

CROVE— CROVE

SPONSOR

Mv opinion of sponsor, which has
always been high, has ascended by
leaps and bounds in the last few
months. In addition to the fact that

papers I know which is showing real
editorial backbone.
I was interested in reading on page
2 of the 17 December 1951 issue of
the "Ernest Dichter Studv on Relationship Between TV and Movies." We
would greatly appreciate receiving two
copies
able. of this study if they are availAlbert A. Shea
Communications Research
Toronto, Canada
THOSE

TELEVISION
Omaha

.

i/now

CENTER

More?

us c°n' "./MTV's nags.
.L.. contest
3"u
Know fcWJ»B'
toI, about
113,000
Vh,
con-st
-VrVUule.
300(
KWTV*
LearnV^nt
the 1*tacts^
Jhan.l
^
Jets
,kCVnat
1 "«.aboutM„,f
M°'c,'hoaunrl
Valley
l V
TVa,WeC < ciA
nat'l 'cPr

MAY

KMTV

or Y

BROADCASTING

CIGARETTE

CLAIMS

I most certainly enjoyed reading the

2, Nebraska

cigarette claims story in sponsor's 17
December issue, page 71. I appreciate
your reference to my talk before the
advertising "roup.
Incidentally, this case study technique you arc using is extremely serviceable in getting at the roots of the
problem. I congratulate you on it.
Ralph W. Hardy
Dir. of Govt. Relations
NARTB, Washington, /). C.
RADIO BASICS IN DEMAND
Would it be possible to obtain 300

CO.

program has a waiting list of advertisers. The renewal rate of accounts
on Town and Country is testimonial to
the effectiveness of this KXOK feature.
I don't know how we were overlooked in an article on farm broadcasting, but I feel that no news feature on
the subject can be complete without
reference to KXOK and Charley
Stookey.
C. L. (Chet) Thomas
General Manager

the magazine is extremely well produced, what really gives me a thrill is
the fact that it is one of the few trade

0 CO.,

Kimv

HAS BACKBONE

RADIO

I have read with great interest in
the 14 January issue of SPONSOR the
article "Why don't advertisers use
more farm radio?" In this article you
cover the activities of many stations
but the absence of KXOK is most noticeable. Our Town and Country program, 5:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m., Monday
through Saturday, features the famous
Charley Stookey. I feel I can say with
little fear of contradiction that Charley
Stookey is an important part of the
everyday life of farmers throughout
the great area we serve. It is a matter
of record that the Town and Country

more copies of your reprint "Radio
Basics?"
Many thanks.
Julius Glass, Prom. Mgr.
WGAR, Cleveland, Ohio

KXOK,

PERIPATETIC

St. Louis, Mo.

AD MAN

I've just seen the 31 December issue
of sponsor, which included a "Mr.
Sponsor" article about our client, Mr.
Henry E. Picard. of the San Francisco
Brewing Corporation. Would it be possible for you to send us reprints of this
article, with sponsor legend on the
bottom, for distribution to our distributors? Ifso, I would appreciate your
advising us of the cost for 1,000, 2,000,
3,000 and 5,000 reprints.
Incidentally, you asked in a recent
letter whether I was the same Resor
formerly with McCann-Erickson in
New York. I am— left there in 1950
and headed West.
James C. Resor
Oakland, California
Emil Reinhardt, Advertising
•
This Liter la reprinted so that
Mendi i.. New 'Wk ..ill k..,»« »l„r,

Ilm'a manv
I..'- I.....1..I.

PUBLIC UTILITIES ON THE AIR
In furtherance of "Public utilities on
the air" (sponsor 19 November and 3
December 1951) we think you will find
the following twist of interest.
KNUJ recently sold a 52-week sponsorship of the turn
new toZivpage
"Bright
{Please
81) Star"
SPONSOR

Daytime audience 14.5% bigger
Evening audience 18*5% bigger
...and current network rates are
LOWER

than they were in 1949!

•P Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average
audience, Monday thru Friday, January thru
September 1949 vs. January thru Sept. 1951

DON LEE GIVES COMPLETE,
CONSISTENT LOCAL COVERAGE OF THE
PACIFIC COAST AT LOWEST COST
PER SALES IMPRESSION OF ANY
OTHER SALES MEDIA
A big statement... true, and it takes a big network to accomplish it.Don Lee (and only Don Lee) has 45 stations in
45 important Pacific Coast markets. Don Lee consistently sells
your customers from their own local network station in their
own local market. You can buy Don Lee according to your
distribution pattern. There's no waste. That's real flexibility
and real value and only Don Lee can offer it.
Don Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional
business than any other network. The advertisers who know
the Pacific Coast best also know the best Pacific Coast advertising buy -DON LEE.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
The Nation s Greatest

1313 North Vine Street

Regional Network

Hollywood 28, California

IVett? developments

Subject:

on SPONSOR

stories

"Does controversy make sales?"
31 December 1951, p. 34
Local and regional advertisers find
they can build sales with controversystirring commentators

Martin Agronsky, Drew Pearson, Elmer Davis, other top-flight
nous men number among their listenership stout defenders and
equally antagonistic people. But, as to how effectively they sell for
their hundreds of sponsors, there's no disagreement.
MBS figures on co-op shows as of 31 December as an indication
show local and regional sponsorship up 37% in volume with 1,345
program sales by affiliates. This, in comparison with 987 for 1950.
Included in the 1,345 sales are five MGM shows (Crime Does Not
Pay; The Hardy Family; The Story of Dr. Kildare; The Gracie
Fields Show; MGM Theatre of the Air).
Leaders in the nets co-op retinue are Fulton Lewis, Jr., on an alltime peak of 379 stations; Cedric Foster on 197 stations; Robert
Hurleigh on 112; Cecil Brown, 97.
"After

See:
Issue:

advert

Subject:

TV station applicants are ready to go
as soon as the freeze lifts

14 Ja,

1952, p. 32

The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation (WTIC, Hartford) hasn't received a license to construct or operate a TV station.
In fact, they're only one of several applicants for such facilities. But,
when the freeze lifts, they'll be ready.
A shipment of TV equipment — cameras, monitors, lighting equipment, and amplifiers — is in Hartford. Paul W. Morency, WTIC vice
president-general manager, explains Travelers' foresight: "The equipment is to be used for training of personnel so that when TV finally
comes to Hartford experienced people will be ready to handle it."
Morency added that receipt of equipment doesn't mean TV has
moved appreciably nearer Hartford. "A local station," opines Morency, "still appears to be from 18 months to two years away. But it
might be possible for WTIC to be on the air within six to eight
months of receipt of permission to 'go ahead' from the FCC."
See:

"Point-of-sale

Issue:

23 April 1951, p. 25

Subject:

Retail store follow-through
advertising into sales

1952

METROPOLITAN
POPULATION
230,400
RETAIL

SALES

$174,670,000

□33

WKRG
POPULATION
PRIMARY
COVERAGE

is the pay-off"

1,326,550

converts

Thirty-one Lucky supermarket stores in San Francisco's Bay area
are hitting hard with a point-of-sale push via Musicast (through
KDFC-FM, Sausalito), a service similar to Storecasting used by
Eastern supermarkets.
KDFC-FM completed installation in the Lucky stores, and some
265,000 customers weekly hear a continuous music program interspersed with 30-second announcements every 10 minutes.
A DuPont Company survey on supermarket shopping habits reveals proof of in-store announcement effectiveness. Their reports
show: (1) 38.2% of the total number of market sales were strictly
impulse purchases. (2) Even where the customer had entered a store
to purchase a category of product — canned soup, for example — the
brand actually purchased was determined in 66$ of the sales by
impulse.
28 JANUARY

MOBILE

I«MM

MOBILE, ALABAMA

SELL THE HEART OF MAR!
OVER WFBR

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

What belter keynote to a radio station's successful selling operation
than smart local programming? This — plus unusually aggressive audience promotion and dealer merchandising — goes far to explain the
results advertisers chalk, up over WFBR. Maryland's pioneer station
and foremost award winner for showmanship, WFBR can point to an
amazingly loyal roster of listeners in the nation's twelfth market— and
beyond into a trading area that accounts for 85' c of the State's retail sales.
Shows like "Club 1300" (sole vehicle for many a happy advertiser) . . .
"Morning in Maryland", top morning program in the Baltimore area . . .
"Every Woman's Hour", the #1 woman's program . . . "Nelson Baker
Show", "The Happy Hour", "Melody Ballroom", "Shoppin' Fun" . . .
are only a few of the highly listenable, strongly station-merchandised
programs that are daily winging sales upward for sponsors.
John Blair & Company, for ten years exclusive representatives of WFBR,

RALPH PHILLIPS and BILL LE FE|

has seen what this kind of local action, backed by ABC affiliation and

mix chatter and popular mii-ic for a live*

important coverage on 5000 watts, 1300 kilocycles, can do for the
advertiser who wants to get down to business . . . reasonably, and fast!
Call your John Blair man today!

JOHN BLAIR &.COMPI

ROBERTS.

MASLIN, JR.

Secretary and Advertising-Promoti
Director of WFBR.

„

specializes in radio
resentation exclusr
Since we are entirel
moved from any othe
eration or function
are able to give the
tions we represent
full time and our fu
forts ... as specialis'
selling via spot ra i

AND THE JOHN BLAIR WAY
OST SALES-MINDED RADIO STATION

no
WHEREVER

YOU GO

'HERE'S RAD

JO

Urn,..,,,,. 1mm- ina.Ie
"CLUB 1300", a li\ .- au.licri.-.- variet\ program featuring 22 entertainers, is the hinged show and I lie.
biggest draw in town. A single announcement that tickets were available brought 121,01)0 re,p.e>ts.

DON
HAM I LTON
and
HELEN BROOKS,
m, In. t
■T.\erv Woman's Hour",
timore's number one
lan's program. This parating show has been on
air thirteen years, is a

JOHN
BLAIR -—- ■ -

REPRESENTING

Y
COMPANRADIO
t LEADING

STATIONS

PHIL

an. 1 JIM

CRIST'S

"Mot

We took the guesswork out of WJMO's sales effectiveness! We
compared the results of WJMO produced customers with those
produced by Cleveland's three daily newspapers.
Lost iii the maze of research mumbo-jumbo with
which radio has been burdened during the past
few years, we reverted to the old-fashioned idea
that a client is mainly interested in how many
sales his advertising creates per dollar spent.
Therefore,

we

went

to

the

advertiser's

place

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR WJMO
OUTPRODUCED ALL THREE
CLEVELAND DAILY
NEWSPAPERS COMBINED!

of

business (automobile agency) and interviewed
every customer who entered his establishment for
two weeks. No share of audience, no comparative
ratings, no colored marbles, no 'if come' phrases
and no ressarch double talk. We just counted
the customers and . . .

WANT MORE DETAILS?
Call ADAM J. YOUNG Jr., Inc.

OR

WJMO
CLEVELAND,
OHIO

SMI

New and renew
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New on Television Networks
NO. OF NET STATIONS
icn.i Tobacco
1-Mycr-

BBDO

Co

Co

tc-Palmolive-Pcet
al Foods

Co

ABC-TV

DohertyShc.if.cldClifford

Corp

Young

&

Brothers

Co

N. W.

Aver

Brothers

Co

Ruthrauff

Inc
Masland

&

Leo Burnett
Anderson
&

s-Corning

Fiberglas

hold

Chemicals

ly.Yan

2.

Sons

Camp

Inc

CBS-TV
ABC-TV

Ryan

CBS-TV

Cairns

ABC-TV
ABC-TV

& Ross

CBS-TV

McManus,
John &
Adams
Calkins & Holden, Car.
lock. McClinton &

ABC-TV

Fuller

Inc

&

A

Smith

time, start, duratior
9:30-10

pm

Break
wks the Bank: Sun 9:30-IO pm
The Big Payoff: M. W. F, 3-3 ! 30
32 wks
BertwksParks Show: W. I 3:3(1-1 pm

NBC-TV

Rubicam

PROGRAM,

Metwks the Champ i Th

CBS-TV

&

Frances Langford-Uon
Ameche Sh<
12-12:13 pm; 3 Feb; 52 wks
Arthur Godfrey Morning Show. M. Th
am; 7 Jan- 52 wks
Super Circus; Sun 3:30-6 pm : 3
Tales
alt F 9:30-10
24 of
wks Tomorrow;
Garry Moore Show; T 1:15-2
pm
. Town
M cling;

10:15-30

CBS-TV

Renewed on Television Networks
NO. OF NET STATIONS

Ted Bate
J. Waltei
Henri, E
McDor

Reynolds

Metals

R. J. Reynolds

42

Super

NBC-TV
NBC-TV
ABC-TV
NBC-TV

48
48
47

Howdy Doody;
Ford Festival;
Super Circus;

CBS-TV

36
29

Garry

NBC-TV

45

Meet the Press; Sun

Tobac

Circus;

Hawkins

alt Sun

Falls;
Moore

5-5:30

pm ; 1

T 5:45-6 pm; 1 Jan
Th 9:30-10 pm; 3 J
alt Sun 5-5:30 pm;
M, W,
Show;

F 5-5:15

Th

2:15-30

pm
pn

1-4:30 pn. ; 6 J

Kate Smith Evening
Jan; 13 wks
Camel News Caravan;

NBC-TV
NBC-TV

Co

;, start, duration

ABC-TV

Hour;

W

M-F

7:45-8

8-8
p

39

3.

Station Representation Changes
AFFILIATION
Indepen
CBS

KANA. Anac
KGVO. Miss,
KJBS. San F

Indepen
Indepen
Indepen

WCOS,
WDAF,
WEAN,
WHAS,
WNAC,
TONS,

Colum
Kansa
Pro
Loui-iillc, K«
Boston
Hartford, Cor

4.

New and Renewed Spot Television

NEW

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
nly)
; & Per
leed Co, NY.
irter. Boston (New
leed Co, N.Y.

England

tal Co, N.Y. (eff 22 Mar)
atives, N.Y.
atives, N.Y.

NET OR STATION
WCBS-TV,
Colgate-Palm
Colgate-Palm .live-Peet
CoUate-Palm

Co

.an & Mar
She, nan & Mar
i. an & Mar

N.Y.

i break;

3 Jan;

52 v

WAFM-TV,
Birm.
WBTV,
Charlotte
WCBS-TV.
N.Y.
WCAU-TV, Phila.

•
In next issue: New and Renewed on Networks, New National Spot Radio Business, National
Broadcast Sales Executive Changes, Sponsor Personnel Changes,
New Agency Appointments

C. Du Bois
C. R. Giegerich
Marvin L. Grant
J. Allan Hovey
Weston
Hill

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

I\ew and renew 28 January 1952

4.

\ew and Renewed Spot Television (continued)
SPONSOR

A.

S.

Lever

AGENCY

Harrison

Co

Brothers

Co

Minute

Maid

National

Corp

Biscuit

IVnick
IVnick

&
&

Ford
Ford

NET OR STATION

Calkins
&
Holdcn,
Carlock.
McClinto
& Smith
MrCann-Erickson
SSCB
Ted
Bates

WNBW,

WNBT,
Wash.
WCAU-TV,
Phila.
WNBQ,
Chi.
WCBS-TV,
N.Y.
WCBS-TV,
N.Y.
KMtll.
Ilhw.1.

McCann-Eriekson
McCann-Erirk-on
Benton
&
Bowles
BBDO
BBDO

Co
Ltd
Ltd

PROGRAM,

Wash.

WRCB.

Schen.

WBZ-TV,
WCBS-TV,
WCBS-TV,

Charles
Brunellc
Bermingham.
Castle
man
& Pierce

Boston
N.Y.
N.Y.

time, start, duration

l-uin

partic;

14

Jan;

20-sec

stn

1-min
20-sec
10-scc
20-sec
20-sec

anncmt;
15 Jan;
42 wks
(n)
anncmt;
13 Jan;
13 wks
<n)
ident;
14 Jan;
52 wks (r)
sin break;
17 Jan;
50 wks
(n)
stn break;
14 Jan;
13 wks
(n)

1-min
1-min
1-min

partic;
partic;
partic;

break;

3

16
Jan;

vks
13

(n)
wks

(n)

15 Jan;
13 wks
(n)
11 Feb;
13 wks
(n)
7 Jan;
26 wks
(n)

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
FORMER
Dary

W.

Bach

Hoag

&

Provandie,

Laura D. Baker
Donald K. Beyei
William J. Breer,
Gladys Church
Roland II. Cram
Clark W. Davis

Kenyon

L.

Boston,

mmeber

Grant

Sam Halper
Weston Hill
J. Allan Hovey
Carlton A. Johanson
Ben S. Laitin
John F. W. McClure

Olian.

James
O'Neal
T. Sloane Palmer
Lawrence W. Radice
Lawrence D. Reedy
Meno Schoenbach

Roy, Chi., tv dir

&

St.

1...

aect

Kudncr, N.Y., member
copy s
Same, also vp
Westheimer
& Block, St. L., 1

1 &

Co,

D'Arcy,

St. L.,

Abbott

Kimball

S. F., vp
N.Y.,

exec

Comstock & Co, Buffalo, media, research dir
Colman, Prentis & Varley, N.Y., pres
Abbott Kimball Co, N.Y., exec asst to pres
I S. Dept. of Agriculture,
Dallas, southwestern information chief
WATV,
Newark, aect exec
Robert Smith, L.A., owner
J. D. Tarcher, N.Y., aect exec
Anderson
& Cairns, N.Y., aect superv
I .,!,,,

Bernard Jay Shaw
Mel Smith
Leonard Tarcher

AFFILIATION

copy

Eckhardt,
N.Y., dir media
research, statistical analysis
Warwick
& Lcglcr, L. A., vp
Cunningham
& Walsh, N.Y., aect exec
Olian, St. L., vp
Mann-Ellis, N.Y., radio-tv dir
Cramer-Tobias-Meyer,
N.Y., merchandise
dir
Biow, N.Y., copy dir
Buckley, Phila., copy chief
Rhecm Mfg Co, N.Y., ndv, pub rel mgr
J. D. Tarcher, IN.Y., aect exec
Lever Brothers Co (Pepsodent
div), N.Y.,

Don Gibbs
Carl R. GlegerlcJj
J. Walter Goldstein
Marvin

NEW

AFFILIATION

staff
Lewis Edwin Ryan, Wash., media specialist
Comstock
& Co, Buffalo, space, timebuyer
McCann-Eriekson,
N.Y., sve group head
Abbott Kimball, N.Y., aect exec
McCann-Eriekson, Chi., sve group head
Sherwin Robert Rodgers, Chi., aect exec
Cornelius Du Bois & Co, N.Y., sr partner

Same, administ rative
Herbert Rogers Co, t
Zlowe

Co,

N.Y.

aect

i-i...

G. Lester Williams
James E. Wilson
L. Barton Wilson

6.

Jr

rel dir
McCann-Eriekson,
Cine,
mgr
U. S. Army, Colonel, also lecturer
Edward W. Robotham,
Hartford, «

i'cleh.

I%ew Stations on Air
OPENING

Bernard J. Shaw
Leonard Tarcher
Thomas R. Vohs
G. L Williams
James E.Wilson

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Hartford,

DATE

MANAGEMENT

l%ew Network Affiliations
FORMER
KMIII. Marshall, Minn.
hs|i\. Vberdeen, 9. I).
V. AUG. Greenwood, Miss.

AFFILIATION

NEW

AFFILIATION

WHO ACCLAIMED NATION'S BEST
RADIO NEWS OPERATION IN 1951!
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO
NEWS DIRECTORS MAKE AWARD AT
ANNUAL CONVENTION IN CHICAGO
Shelley and Veteran Staff Praised

i ■ do not cleai this tvp< of
information until too late for a 7:30 a.m.
— or even an 8:45 a.m. newscast.
Telephone checks also minimize the possibility of loss of news when events t.ikr
place in remote areas, distant from a
news service reporter.
STAFF

WORKS

TWO

SHIFTS

II.: WHO
News
Bureau
maintains a
morning and a night shift. There is a certain amount of specialization within each
shift in that one man may be assigned
Washington and foreign news, another
Iowa
news,
and
a third
miscellaneous
er< si stories. \\ I
assignment, the reporter stays on it for an
indefinite period, building up a background for that specific job, and becoming
a specialized reporter on that shift. I ai h
newsbe copy
especially for
who will
i
th,
$100,000

ANNUAL

tng i
BUDGET

To operate its award-winning News
Bureau and to provide Iowa-Plus listeners with unexcelled news coverage,
WHO spends more than $100,000 annually. This figure is believed to
the highest figures in the Nation.

Des Moines, Iowa (Nov. 18)— This
city's famous 50,000-watt Station WHO,
has been awarded one of the broadcasting
industry's most coveted prizes — the 1951
Distinguished Achievement Award for
Radio News, sponsored by the National
Association of Radio News Directors.
The presentation was made on November
17 at the NARND's Annual Convention
in Chicago.
In making the award, Baskett Mosse,
chairman of the judges' committee, said
". - .we are happv to announce tonight that
radio station WHO, Des Moines, Iowa,
was selected as the outstanding radio news
operation in the United States for 1951.
. . . The committee felt that special
recognition should be given to News Director Jack Shelley and his very fine and
veteran news staff".
BEST EQUIPMENT.
VETERAN
STAFF, BIG BUDGET
The WHO
News Bureau has an impressive physical plant: seven leased-wire
machines; a portable battery-operated
tape recorder; a telephone recorder; three
short-wave monitors for state and city
police and fire department broadcasts;
a number of subscription services; and
a library which includes several specialized news encyclopedia.
The seven leased-wire machines include
two Associated Press, two United Press
and three International News Service
machines. This is by far the greatest number of leased-wire machines servicing any
radio station in this section of the country, and exceeds the leased-wire service
available to many of the country's leading
daily newspapers.
Only two of the seven
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machines are "radio" wires — the other
five bring in detailed stories known as
press" wire service. Press wire service
gives lengthy accounts and the three
news services bring in three different
versions of the big stories around the
world. This necessitates constant boiling
down, rewriting and sifting of details,
playing up news of local interest — all
tailored to fit a split-second time period.
NINE VETERAN
REPORTERS
EDIT AND
BROADCAST
NEWS
The WHO News Bureau is headed by
veteran Jack Shelley, and includes eight
other full-time men and a secretary. Eight
of the men are college-trained reporters,
rewriters and broadcasters, all of whom
are heard on the air. The ninth man is
a specialist in political reporting. The
ten people on the staff represent a total
of
Five
of 85
the years'
News experience
Bureau staffwith
haveWHO.
been with
WHO ten or more years.
In addition to the regular full-time staff,
the WHO News Bureau maintains a staff
of 75 correspondents — or part-time reporters— throughout Iowa and in Southern Minnesota and Northern Missouri,
heavy WHO listening areas.
TELEPHONE
USED EXTENSIVELY
The WHO News Bureau uses the local
and long-distance telephone extensively
to supplement and verify the regular news
services' coverage. Staff members check
directly with peace officers and hospitals
each morning to get accident reports .\n<.\
accident victims' conditions which may
have changed since the late night news
|
the leased-

PUBLIC SERVICE
EXTRAS
In addition to its regular news services, the WHO News Bureau provides
its listeners with a variety ol publicservice extras. These include free announcements regarding public and privatemeetings during periods of extreme
weather conditions, up-to-the-minute
reports on road and weather conditions
and emergency calls on newscasts to
locate families or members oi families
who arc traveling or are visiting away
from home, etc. The News Bureau has
also developed a system whereby a copy
of each newscast mentioning an Iowa
serviceman is sent to the next of kin.
This service has required the cooperation
of local postmasters in many cases because of the lack of a street address or
the name of the next of kin. Management
at WHO
considers the public service
aspect
. . . the
"little things"
that WHO
doesmany
for extra
its listening
public
... to be the difference between a routine
news operation and one that is contributing to the welfare of the community. This
— then — is the difference between a good
news operation and the "Best Radio News
Operation in the United States".
BETTER NEWS — BETTER AUDIENCES
The leadership of WHO's News Service is only one of many reasons why
WHO
is Ioifa's greatest
value. The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey, accepted by leading advertisers
and agencies as a completely authoritative analysis of listening habits in this
state, shows that WHO
is by far the
"most-listened-to" station in Iowa, \\ rite
for your copy, or ask Free & Peters.

+ WHO
DES

for Iowa

Plus! +

MOINES
....
50,000 WATTS
Col. B. |. Palmer. President
P. A. Loyet, Resident
Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

17

A lesson in economics

with Jimmy

'
*
*
In

Anybody here afraid of size?

Like the 36,000 extra customers
You get more, dollar for dollar invested, than
from any other medium —

The results? That means people.
We got millions of 'em.
For 50,000,000 viewers NBC alone offers

(in just one market— New York) for each brand
advertised on the average TV program . . .

the biggest stars . . . programs . . .
network — the biggest opportunity for the
biggest sales results.

Not if you're thinking of profits . . .

for television — now — is the most profitable
advertising medium ever evolved.

Like the 15.6 extra customers per month for each
TV dollar invested in the average program
(And it's 19.5 for high-budgeted shows
like Jimmy's.)

fti&gm^&f^im^^iite .

Like what really counts in successful
advertising: results.

These facts are based on the remarkable study,
"Television Today." If you haven't seen the

-a^

booklet about Television's impact on people and
products, or if yours is worn out with use,
write or call NBC-TV Sales — where you can
also learn about NBC availabilities for selling.

NBC

Want to get into the act? There are still
opportunities for selling on NBC by big
advertisers — and by small advertisers who think
and plan big, too.

The network wher

'aW*

This "Kitty"
Makes Her
Sponsors Prr-r!

William B, Cumpbell

V. LaCa
From 8:30 to 8:55 A. M., Monday
through Friday, Kitty's variety show is
the favorite of thousands of female
cars in the BIG KVLC listening area.
There are interviews with visiting dignitaries, from Ambassadors
to movie
of
the
woman's world, local, regional and
national! And, if it's national "Something-or-other" Week, they hear about
•it from Kitty V. LaCall. All of these
ingredients are carefully mixed with
igenerous portions of music that women
Kitty is now available to provide the
Prr-rr-fect atmosphere for your common ials on a participating basis.
Phone,

write or wire CLENN

ROBERT-

SON. Manager, KVLC, for details and
availabilities ...
or contact RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES,
INC.

If Elsie, the fabulous Borden cow, knew that Bill Campbell checked
on 75,000 to 80,000 commercials yearly she'd probably, in amazement, stop chewing her cud. For it's just this staggering total in
141 radio and 39 TV markets that helps sell Borden products and
keeps Elsie and her bovine friends working.
Commercial o.k. is but the beginning. Proper program selection
follows and it's a complex problem. But Campbell, a merchandising
alumnus of Young & Rubicam, attacks it with zeal. Working closely
with Henry Schachte, director of advertising, he follows a day-to-day
operation. ofCampbell's
approach inis all
themarkets.
constant evaluation and reevaluation
Borden broadcasts
The 33-year-old North Carolina native throws some light on the
procedure. "There are over 250 local budgets each supplemented by
'all-Borden' money taken from all of our divisions. The purpose
of the 'all-Borden' budget, established in 1944, is to promote our
name institutionally and, additionally, to push specific products when
the need arises in any market. What we continually seek are established personality programs, local favorites or highly-rated shows.
For his program prospecting, Campbell has a 1952 budget of
$750,000 for radio; $1,250,000 for TV. It's his task to see that the
cream of the shows are skimmed in Borden's distribution areas running along the Atlantic seaboard and Gulf Coast, in Texas, the Midwest, and parts of the West Coast. Assisting in this widespread coverage are three agencies, Young & Rubicam, Griffith-McCarthy, Inc.,
Tampa, and Tracy-Locke Company, Dallas.
Programing types, as varied as Borden products, currently include
d.j. shows, transcribed music shows of the "name" variety, women's
commentaries, news shows, and announcements.
Campbell relaxes from his myriad problems by escaping to the
amateur theatre. Not as a spectator but right up there "trodding
the boards." It wasn't unusual for home town friends in Wilmington
to see him in major roles with the Thalian Association (an amateur
acting group) several years ago. Now talented Bill Campbell acts in
comedies like "Personal Appearance" for the Amateur Comedy Club,
a 68-year-old theatre group in New York.
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Detroit Women Love "Ladies Day
and SALES Prove it/
\

\

\

i
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WJBK-TV, Detroit's best television buy, has scored
again. Their brilliant show, "Ladies Day", is capturing the hearts oi women in the nation's fourth
market. The ladies go for this mid-afternoon TV participation program, and more than that, they go for
"Ladies Day" advertised products. Response and sales
are terrific! Just look at these results:

Detroit's leading department store
received more than 1000 phone
orders from only two hair curler
commercials — sold $2,400 of 2 5c
cards of curlers in one week. After
just
weeks
on a"Ladies'
with two
three
spots
week, Day,"
every

30-piece sets of stainless steel cutlery, retailing for $6.95 apiece,
sold 4 1 sets from the first commercial, 54 from the second. Results were so tremendous the first
week that the store ran out of
stock. We had to stop the
mercials until their supply
be replenished. Net result:
spot-a-week
contract for a

Six spot announcements for a rug
cleaner resulted in reorders by
every department and chain store
in Detroit which stocked the product. The Sponsor contracted for
a full vear.

Detroit branch of the country's two
biggest "five-and-ten"
stores
reordered from three to five
times.

comcould
threeyear.

Results like these can be yours, if you take advantage of the alert
programming and steady progressive leadership that has made WJBKTV tops in audience-response and sales results in the wealthy Detroit
market. WJBK-TV consistently leads in giving the audience the finest
in entertainment and the advertiser the best television buy in town.
Check your local KATZ man for all information. You'll find that
WJBK-TV really delivers the goods — your goods.

WJBK =ff DETROIT
The Station with a Million Friends
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

Represented
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Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS

S TA TION

IS

A

MEMB

'290 Sponsored AP Newscasts per Week"
John T. Carey, Sales Manager, WIND, Chicago, Illinois
Says Sales Manager Carey: "I believe
that WIND carries more sponsored newscasts daily than any other station in the
country. We carry 42 newscasts every day
but Monday. On Monday we carry 38, for
a total of 290 per week. Our main news
sponsor is the Chicago Daily News with 164
newscasts weekly. We find The Associated
Press to be an excellent service and we
invariably secure renewals from news

Associated Press .
ly on the job with
constant• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers .. . more than 100,000
daily. and women contributing
men

sponsors. As a matter of fact, there's a
ig list to purchase our 5-minute AP newscasts."

Whether it's Chicago or San
Antonio, Associated Press news
DELIVERS— delivers RESULTS for
station and sponsor! Prompt, unbiased news coverage pyramids
volume audiences — eager audiences tuned to the news and to

110% Increase in Sales for Sponsor"
Bob A. Roth, St., Commercial Manager, K0N0, San Antonio, Texas
Reports Commercial Manager Roth of
KONO: "KONO continually shows extremely
high Hooper Ratings against 4 networks
and 3 other stations. This speaks for the
quality of AP news service, supplemented
by our own local coverage. AP meets
our every need for national and regional
coverage."
Sponsor results? Says George W. Delavan, Jr., General Manager of Home Appliance Distributors, Inc., biggest KONO AP
sponsor: "AP news on KONO has produced results from the first day
ommercials hit the air— increased our distribution, built consumer
tance and confidence in our product. In one year's time our sales
e increased 110%!"

THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

the sponsor's message.
For complete information on
how Associated Press news can
provide payoff RESULTS for YOU,
contact your AP Field Representative ... or write . . .

THERE'S

NOTHING

BETTER

THAN...

FIRST MM!
HOOPER

RADIO

AUDIENCE

Omaha,
KOWH

MORNING
8 A.M. - 12 Noon
Mon. - Friday

25.6

38.3

32.5

AFTERNOON
12 Noon - 6 P.M.
Mon. - Friday

SATURDAY
8 A.M. - 6 P.M

TOTAL*

Mon. - Saturday

Sta. "A"

14.6

INDEX,

Sta. "B"

29.9

Sta. "C"

Sta. "D"

12.3

9.3

15.9

4.1
8.8

2.2

14.3
8.4

» Every rated hoi

lown above given equal v: eight

£

Largest total audience of any Omaha station,
8 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday through Saturday!

9

Largest share-of -audience, in any individual
time period, of any independent station in all

•Based on the latest available
Hooper share of audience for
unaffiliated stations including
the Omaha and Council Bluffs
market (Mar.-Apr., 1951 I. 12
noon through 6 P.M.

Represented

By

OMAHA
'rfmvU&u' Tfdut ^Catened-"?* 7

1.6

2.2

17.6

24.8

Sta. "E"

6.9

10.1

12.4

33.7

1951

16.6

21.8

36.3

NOVEMBER,

Nebr.— Council Bluffs, Iowa

*****
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Great buyers have qualities ranging from guts to eliarm
to market-by-market knowledge, reps told SPONSOR

species inhabiting
theing
®0f adveall
rtis
agencies, the
timebuyer is most like a man
ng
a dozen games of chess simulplayi
taneously. He must play minute fact
against fact, parlaying ratings against
audience appeal against distribution
against — most of all — sixth sense. Yet
he must be a hail-fellow-well-met for
all the harrowing concentration that
goes into his job.
If you're a client, you probably
know few timebuyers well though their
work behind closed radio department
doors has paid off for you time and
time again. This is your chance to
meet some timebuyers — the best in the
business, in fact. For, in this survey,
SPONSOR asked the men who deal most
with timebuyers and know them best,
the national representatives, to describe the buyers whose competence
they admired most. Here in this series of vignettes supplied by reps is a

m lik KOUKtaiK

n-mcii

Station Z means it wktn tkiysay
"■nurchaiuiisinj"

itfS?

composite description of all that goes
into buying the most difficult to use yet
often most rewarding of all media,
spot radio and TV.
No names are named here, because
this is not a puff for anyone. Instead,
buyers are described by what they do
and by what makes them outstanding.

A gal with guts — and sawg
"She's
worked
the guts
her own

as loyal as anyone who ever
for an agency, but she's had
to buck the tide of thinking in
shop. The coat of arms at her

agency timebuying department has always been a slide rule crossed by a
Hooper pocketpiece. She has put a
dent in the coat of arms and urged a
more balanced approach. Now, when
good buys come up which don't meet
the arbitrary rating standard, she
fights for them. She knows that a raw
rating must only be used to make a

decision in combination with other
factors.
This girl has savvy as well. She
knows all media — not just radio and
TV. When it comes to selling an idea
to agency higher-ups, she can talk their
language. She knows the strengths and
weaknesses of magazines and newspapers so she can give a fully rounded
explanation of why a radio schedule
is best to do the job. Too often timebuyers will talk apologetically about
radio because they are so close to it.
Her knowledge gives her the confidence to fight for what she knows is
right. But don't get me wrong. She
isn't full of brass, just a gal with guts
— and savvy."

To hint, reps recommended
their competition
"The best timebuyer I have ever dealt
with followed this procedure:
1.

Found

out the advertiser's

dis-

tribution in each market to determine
whether coverage was or was nol nee( ssary.
2. Found out the problems and
plans of the advertiser in each market.
He then:
1. Told the representatives what
was to be accomplished and the plans
the agency had outlined to accomplish
the advertiser's ends in each market.
2. Ulowed each representative to
see what his competition was submitting with right of rebuttal.
This accomplished:
1. An interest on the part of the
representative in doing the best job
for the advertiser since they had been
taken behind the scenes and knew the
thinking of the advertiser and agency.
2. Bj getting the representative to
sit behind the desk with the advertiser
and be allowed to see competitive offerings, this timebuyer achieved an interesting and honest appraisal from
the reps of their own and competitors'
offerings to the point of such detachment that representatives would often
recommend the competition.
3. A happy representative for in
most cases he knew, if he lost the business, why he lost it.
4. A fine job of buying for the ad-

Kf

X 1

vertiser— he represented.
This fellow did not long remain a
timebuyer. He is now high up in one
of the largest agencies."

IIc» doesn't play it safe

"He conscientiously tries to weigh all
factors in a given market before coming to a decision instead of playing it
safe and picking out what be thinks
will be easiest to sell to someone in a
higher echelon. For instance, instead
of confining his queries to what the
ratings were in a town months before,
he tries to find out what's been happening more recently in a programing
way. It's possible that the community
has in recent months been nurturing
another Arthur Godfrey and the client
would fare better by latching on to the
personality than by moving in with a
year-old rating."

He isn't afraid to train his
assistants
"He has the patience of Job and is
fair to everyone who comes to sell him.
He has no prejudices and will listen to
everyone's story. He came up the hard
way and is willing to let those under
him advance because he isn't afraid of
his job. Consequently his assistants
are well trained and invaluable assets

"my ideal timebuyer"

to him. He can delegate many decisions to them and keep himself free
for more complex problems.
When one of his assistants makes a
move which a rep feels can be questioned, he's willing to be told. We have
a crackerjack independent station in
the South which was on the list of a
certain client last year but was dropped
for '52. Within minutes after we pointed out that this was probably an oversight, the station was back on.
You're grateful to buyers like this
one and when you can do them a favor,
naturally
That"?
factor
to you're
bear in eager
mind to.
always
— thea
equity of goodwill the outstanding
buyer builds up. It pays off not only
in radio but in TV for this particular
buyer when he tries to clear difficult
stations.
He's friendly but doesn't buy on the
basis of friendship alone. Nor does he
bu\ by ratings alone when there are
factors like results to pitch at him."

ilfitirf like a filing cabinet
"He is completely informed on shows
at stations everywhere. He can touch
a button in his mind and come up with
the piece of information he needs to
make an evaluation. He seems to have

WW lllf \ I "Poorcst timebuyer 1 ever met"

*He knows stations and markets intimately.

CaSe

a
L.

He uses research and ratings but isn't hypnotized by figures.

"He buys only what he can justify easily to the account executive. If it's a matter of choosing between a 4.5 and 4.6 rating, he'll take the slightly
higher one every time."

AI

The Scaredy Cat:

3

He buys without preconceived prejudices.

m
^m

He has a tremendous store of programing savvy and can pull useful facts out of his memory.

5,

He knows his own accounts thoroughly.

"Wild horses can't drag him from the stations he
used to buy ten years ago. He's so full of prejudices
he misses opportunity after opportunity to make

n

He trains good assistants to handle details.

good sales-producing buys at low cost."

■»
■■

He is courteous, friendly, and makes himself
available to reps.

O
**■

He is a good salesman who can put over his
ideas before top brass.

ft
**■

He has the imagination to spot an unusual bin
which can pay out.

case B: The o^-track.-

TheMeainnie:
"When
to see him and brings one of
CaSe a C:rep comes
his station managers along, this type is rude and unfriendly. One of them used to read his mail ivhen I
came in ivith an important manager."

1A
He, or she, doesn't exist except in composites
*•"' like this because no one buyer in a business as
fast-moving as radio and TV can stay tops in
all of these categories.
-IU- or ".he," a) eour.e.

CaSeputsD:the The
"He
reps Gun-jumper:
in a whirl supplying him with
availabilities before the appropriation
is actually
tacked down with the result that he's wasted lots of
effort
the ofreps."
•Question forasked
rep,

uho

told

al,„ul

their

favorite

buyart.

SPONSOR
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the essentials filed awaj
mentally
through constant study. Even the
most involved sets of figures don't
floor him because he has a fine technical knowledge.
What I appreciate most is that he
doesn't horse around with you. There's
no runaround. If he doesn't like an
availability he says so. Some others
string you along. His honesty earns
respect and cooperation from the reps.
That's essential to him, of course, in
doing a good buying job."

Good salesman himself
"It is disheartening to deal with a
timebuyer who cannot sell his own
ideas. My favorite timebuyer is one
you can trust to back up what he believes in and do it successfully. Once
a timebuyer has been sold an idea involving considerable expenditures, he
frequently must justify it to those
above him in the agency.
The weak sisters will quit at the
first sign of opposition. Those who
are inarticulate will find themselves

1 Buyer who is courteous, especially when rep brings in out-of-town station man

stand down by print-minded brass.
But the timebuyer who knows how to
sell within his own shop will get approval for his own decisions. This is
the kind of a man or woman you feel
it's worthwhile to single out for favors
in the way of choice availabilities."

it's
pleasure to do business
with a her
"There are several gals I'm thinking
of who fall into the same category.
They are all people I think of as old
friends rather than customers. It's
hard to explain but they just seem to
make doing business a pleasure because they have grace and warmth.
You can relax with them and talk freely which makes doing business faster.
Never underrate the power of personality— in women timebuyers or men.
The people you like gain immeasurably
in service from the rep and chances to
buy the best time.
Let me give you an instance of the
kind of thing that warms you up to a
timebuyer. When you have a station
manager in town and bring him
around with you to the agencies, the
friendly timebuyers give you a glowing reception. They make the station

Keen analyst who can quickly spot flaws in complex maze of research figures

man feel that he's important and you're
important. He goes back home more
impressed with having hobnobbed with
a top agency timebuyer than with the
I Please turn to page 79)

Timebuyer who is good salesman and can sell his own decisions to agency chiefs

Charles
Kasher
heads
Antell

£

The president
and advertising strategist of both Charles
Antell and \ational Health
Aids, Inc., Charles Kasher,
39, was a department store
demonstrator lor 20 \ ears.
successfully adapted the
technique to radio and TV .

$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Lewellen

Mell's $10,000,000 hair spiel
Comedy routine mixed with straight information on 900 AM and
45 TV stations has put new firm among top sellers

(above) lectures, kids about hair for full program, then sells hair tonic (exeerpt below)*

"When men start to lose their hair, they
always run down to the corner barber shop
and ask a bald-headed barber what they

longer. When he is through rubbing, he
combs it real nice. A little pompadiddle
down the middle makes it look like you got

should ilo about it. 'Sit doum in the chair,'
si7vs the barber, 'you've come to the right
place.' He goes 01 er to the shell, gets dou n
a couple bottles of perfumed alcohol. . . .
He sprinkles the perfumed alcohol on top

more this week. Then he says, 'Look, this
stuff doesn't work overnight.' He's right!
He says, 'You better come back next week
. . . get another shot.' ) ou do, and you get
your head scratched again. By this time

of the guy's head and then he rubs it in.
If you are a good customer, he rubs a little

you're starting to like it. It feels good.
So you make an appointment.
From that

28

day on, the rest of your life you're stuck.
Once a week you go to get your head
scratched. You wouldn't wake up if the
roof fell on you. I mean it. After all. if
alcohol could grow hair, most of the men
I know would choke to death before they
tot 1 There
to the are
barber
threeshop."
air salesmen who deliver spiels like the one above for Antell. Actual sales pitch comes at tail end. I
SPONSOR

In the past 12 inonths.
I "i li I radio and 45 TV
tions. a sponsor earned Charles
Rasher has barraged the nation
what appear to be the h toniest

over

size. The other commercial offers a

staU.
with
pro-

money-back guarantee when listeners
buy National Health Aids' Mineral and
Vitamin Complex in a $5 or $10 size.
The hair products are now sold over
the retail store counter; the complex
is a mail-order item.

grams
For you've
either aever
halfheard.
hour or 15 minUtes, ;i man not onl\ gabs steadily like What's been the sales response to
a carnival barker, but also gestures like these air shenanigans? Charles U.
a man possessed. He mugs with Char- Rasher, president of the two Baltimore
lie Chaplinesque pantomi
. He tosses
companies — Charles Antell, Inc., and
his hands about with the a bandon of a National Health Aids. Inc. — says exultantly: "You can call me one of the
happiest sponsors ever to use broadcast advertising. Ever since we ventured on the air a year and a half ago.
radio and TV have been our mainstay.
Sales results have been so remarkable,
in fact, that we plainly boast in print
on our Charles Antell packages, 'As
Heard on Radio — As Seen on TV.'
You can't be more grateful to a medium than that, can you?"
With regard to his unorthodox style
of programing, it turns out that Rasher
is crazy like a fox. "People mocked at
me when I began our Pete Smith-style
of shows that rib the public's hair and
eating habits." he says. "They also
sneered that the public would never
buy relatively costly drug store items
as a result of an air advertising pitch.
But I thought different. I personally
have been a department store sales
demonstrator for some 20 years. All

ence's eating and hair-preserving habits. He applauds his own witticisms
with titters of "Heh! Heh!"
Then, when all this buffoonery is
over, the clownish fellow has the nerve
to try to sell the air audience two expensive drug store products. One commercial offers a money-back guarantee
when listeners buy a combination of
Charles Antell Hair Shampoo and Formula No. 9 Hair Cream in a S2 or $3
28 JANUARY
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reputable trade magazine, Americans
last year spent about $80,000,000 for
hair shampoos, and about $20,000,000
for hair creams. Wildroot, Fitch, Drene,
and Shasta are among the leading
brands. But as a unique "one-two
treatment," combining shampoo and
hair cream, Antell ranks as a top seller
on its own. The trade guess is that the
hair treatment combination is now selling at the rate of close to $10,000,000
annually.
Because it's a mail-order item, it's
harder to determine the gross of the
National Health Aids' Complex. According toDrug Topics, Americans last

same wherever you go."
Rasher is rather reluctant to release
figures. He does admit, though, that

year spent over $203,000,000 for various vitamin concentrates. The trade
estimate is that National Health Aids
is now grossing from $4,000,000 to
$7,000,000 annually.
One thing that is verifiably certain is
that radio and TV have been chiefly
responsible for the flow of demands

he is now spending "at the rate of
over $2,000,000 a year on radio and
TV." In a single month currently, he
is advertising on over 400 radio stations and from 15 to 20 TV stations.
His saturation advertising is heaviest
in at least 15 major cities, where the
Charles Antell hair products are now

for Rasher's products. (It's only recently that he began spending, in addition, about 15% of his advertising
appropriation on newspapers. ) In a
survey made by SPONSOR on the retail
level, these answers were typical:
Albert Goodman, advertising man(Please turn to page 58)

we've done is bring store-demonstration technique to radio and TV. It's
worked, because customers are the

Don Quixiote windmill. He spins derisive wisecracks. He insults the audi-

sold over the counter. Rasher also candidl\ concedes that, thanks largely to
radio and TV, 7,500,000 repeat customers have ordered the Antell Formula 0 and Shampoo. The complex is
selling handsomely, he says, but customers can only order it by telephoning or writing care of the station on
which the item is advertised.
Though not revealing his annual
gross, Rasher claims each of his products is now No. 1 seller in its field, or
else mighty close to the top, depending on local distribution. While not
agreeing entirely with this, the trade
does concede his products are vital
comers. According to Drug Topics, the

7'/: million repeat customers demanded it!

NOW HERE IT IS

m\
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Packagers (not nHs)
lead in building
television shows
Webs bigger source of TV sponsored
programs than in radio four years ago—
but packagers have 55% of total
charts

JBip|l When network television
UttUUil took off on its skyrocket,
just four short years ago, many ad
agencymen predicted that TV would
prove the end of the road for the independent package producer. Networks
and agencies alone, these experts contended, had the kind of money necessary for the maintaining of big creative staffs — experts essential for building big time TV shows.
This gloomy forecast has most certainly gone wrong. Even with NBC and
CBS more determined than ever during the past year to capture control of
what they like to term the "editorial
content" of their operations, the packagers are still on top of the heap.
The packagers
are primarily
the

based

boys who come up with a good show
"gimmick," an exploitable literary
property, and, what is most important,
a comparatively low production budget.
In many ways, the package producers today are in an even stronger position than they were in radio — in the
days when radio hardly gave a thought
to TV competition.
A sponsor survey, on which this report is based, shows that out of the
162 sponsored network TV shows on
the air as this issue went to press, package producers are responsible for
building over half — 55^? • At radio's
peak, in January 1948, packagers could
only claim 41.6% of sponsored radio
web shows, according to a SPONSOR
survey. Networks, having built 25.39r
of today's sponsored TV shows, are up
considerably from their 1948 radio position of 16.3%, but are still trailing
the package producers.
Agencies, on the other hand, have
begun easing out quietly from the creative picture. Leaders in TV's earlydays, when they put together shows like
Texaco Star Theatre, Ford Theatre,
Kraft TV Theatre, and other highpriced vehicles, they now get credit
for building

onl)

11.19?

of today's

on special

SPONSOR

survey of

162

big TV shows, as compared with
30.5% in radio as of January 1948.
Client-created shows are slightly down,
and form a lower percentage of the
number of TV shows today (6.2%)
than they used to in radio. The reverse is true of shows created by affiliated network stations, and fed to the
TV web. (For full details, consult the
first pie-chart, top of this page.)
A glance at the latest production
budgets for the current 162 network
TV shows gives the primary reasons.
With clients' costs going through the
roof in TV, with agencies hard-put to
make a profit on the 15% commissions
collected on agency-built shows, the
tight production budgets of packagers
have a great appeal for both client and
agency.
The average production cost of a
network-built TV show is approximately $16,000 per week. For agencies, the
figure is nearly as high — over $13,000.
But for the package producer, the average budget among the 88 packagerweekly.
built network TV shows is only $9,500
Low cost hasn't meant low ratings,
or poor results, for packager-built
shows.
The 1-7 December Videodex
shows

Four typical TV packagers
(Top row) Carol Irwin (left), Goodson and Todman
(right), and Lou Cowan (bottom left); Wally Jordan
(bottom
right)
heads
William
Morris
packaging

rograms — source of creation, costs and comparisons
Number

and Percentage of Programs
By Creative Category

ly costs.

"'Top 20" ratings shows this clearly.
Two packager-built shows, P&G's Red
Skelton and Philip Morris' / Love Lucy
are in the top five. The packager's
share among the "Top 20" (there were
ties for 7th, 10th, and 17th place, giving 23 shows in all) compares favorably with the general breakdown of all
shows. Here are the "Top 20" figures :
10 shows (43.5%) for the packagers;
six shows (26.1%) that were networkbuilt; five shows (21.7%) for agencies; and two shows (8.7%) built
around client-created or client-owned
properties. Compare these with the
over-all figures: 55% for packagers,
25.39? Ior networks, 11.1% for agencies, 6.2% for client-created shows.
and 2.4% for station-created TV network shows.
Most of the gains by package producers and networks have been at the
expense of ad agencies and agencybuilt shows. You'd think that agencies
would be fighting to keep their foot
in the program-building door. Not so,
a sponsor checkup at nearly 20 large
New York ad agencies, all active in
TV, revealed.
An official of one of the country's
most outstanding
ad agencies,
who
28 JANUARY
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could not be quoted by name, put it
to a sponsor editor this way:
"From my own talks with agencyTV men, I would say, yes, there is indeed a trend away from agency 'packaging' of TV shows. Even in normal
agency operation, over half the agency's income goes out in salaries to people who create and supervise client advertising. Inthe field of TV advertising, so many more high-salaried people have to be employed by an agency
to handle an agency-built TV show that
the margin between agency TV income
and agency TV expenses gets to be
pretty tight. You can't always pass it
along to the client, either. Actually,
the more an advertising agency is in
the production of TV shows, the less it
can tell regarding an accurate profit
picture in its TV department."
Further light on agency problems in
this field was thrown by Rod Erickson,
top AM and TV contact executive of
Young & Rubicam. Erickson, a TV
veteran from the early days of the medium and one of TV's most knowledgeable agencymen, told SPONSOR: "At
Y&R, we have what is probably the
biggest radio-TV department of any
agency. There are over 160 people on

Compared

with SPONSOR

study, Jan. '48

the
payroll,
a fair income.
balance
between
radioandandthere's
TV billing
But, about 80% of the department's
personnel do most of their work handling TV. On some TV network shows,
even those bringing as much as $200,000 annually in commissions, it's often
tough for us to make a normal departmental profit, because so many people
are involved in working for these TV
shows. Package video shows are much
easier to control accurately when it
comes to cost, and the commission is
a simple 15%. However, we maintain
our full TV department staffs in case
it's necessary for Y&R to build a special video show for a client."
Erickson's comments are no isolated
brand of agency thinking. His views
on the easier-for-the-agency situation
of packager-produced TV shows were
echoed by officials of other Madison
and Fifth Avenue agency shops.
Said one: "We've actually lost money in producing TV shows for one of
our biggest clients, particularly where
the show was a small one. We have a
large TV department. We're going to
keep it that way. for prestige, and in
case we need the personnel for a client
who suddenlv wants to increase his TV

spending for some reason."
From an ollit ial of one of the lx-stknown agencies on Madison
Vvenue:
"Sure, our T\ billings are u|>. 1 >ut SO
are costs and agencj I \ overhead. I
can't give you the actual figures, of
< ourse, bul on a couple of our big I \
accounts we're resigned to 'breaking
even' ami making the general agencj
profil on the account in other departments.'
Frank Gilday, v. p. and Television
Director of Cecil & Presbrey, summed
up for sponsor the reasons why agencies are no longer eager to jump into
the business of building agenc\-created T\ shows. Said Gilday:

Stop The Music. Ted Collins and Kate
Smith are known to be tied closely with
their contracts to NBC-TV, which did
most of the developmental work in

again
to become
a "facility."
as networks
often merely
were for
years in
radio.

building Kate's two TV shows.
These contracts, of course, work al-

One way in which networks have
competed with package producers is to
absorb extra, unexpected costs in network-created shows.
\mong all networks, during any

so to the packager's advantage. They
assure the show of a good network

Another "hedge"' of the networks
against losing control of programbuilding is with contract arrangements
with independent producers. Here, the

they've created and CBS has helped
finance will stay put — on CBS. These

on their heads by ad agencies. \ou'd
think it would be clear sailing for the

include shows like Sylvania's Beat The
Clock, Sanka's It's News To Me, and

Client- built net n shows, jan. 1952
CLIENT
Show

NET

Arthur Murray

ABC-TV

Murray
Productions
business.

Betty
CroeUer
General Mills
Show
created around
client-owned
property
relations device for General
Mills.

to

as specific
ABC-TV
as public

Longines-Wiftnauer

CBS-TV

Low-cost news discussion series produced by client's own radioTV ad manager.
Strong sales angles.
Faith for Today
Voice of Prophecy
Commercial
religious program, a TV version of
built radio shows. Specific program angle.
Hour of Decision
Billy Graham
Commercial
religious
program,
built
by
Assn., modeled on prior radio shows.

Graham

Sony Time
Word of Life
Commercial religions program,
built by If ord
religious music performances.
Voice of Firestone
Simulcast
nilli radio show,
built slum ns 11 low-pressure
Your Hit Parade
Variety
Ceorge
Youth

Firestone
one of oldest on
I'M del ice.
American Tobacco

series modeled on earlier radio series
II ashington
Hill, owned
by client.
on the March

Commercial
and
modeled religious
un prior slum,
radio

Young

1
2

ABC-T\
earlier, clientABC-TV
Evangelist

20 Videodex
TEXACO

SHOWSTAR

RED

TALENT
I LOVE

5

COMEDY

6
7 (tie)

SHOW

YOU

(tie)

12
11
13

18

the

NBC-TV

19

ABC-TV
Church

SI

FRIENDS

YOUR

LIFE

16
17

V

LUCKY

GILLETTE

(tie)

20

Box
Score:

THEATRE
nil

(NBC)

Network
Network

(NBC)
(CBS)

Packager

ANDY

STRIK1

Network

(Guedel)

Packager (Wisbar)

THEATRE

S AMOS

ITR]

CAVALCADE

Packager
Packager (Gosden-Cor'll)
(Carol Irwin 1
Agency
(J. W. T.)
Packager
(Nej
e)

SPORTS Client

(Gillette)

MAIS kCAINSl CRIME
m .1 STAR revue

Packager
(Cooper)
Packager (Win. Morris)

1 it \ VIDEO theater
\ schlitz playhouse

Agency
Agency

\l.\\
BIC

People's

BET

FIRESIDE

KRAFT
TV
\ MAMA

14

iVBC-TV
air. Client

late

PLAYHOI

9
10

of

In

SHOWS

&

BUILT BY:

Packager (Desilu Prod.)
Network
(NBC)

Hot R
OF

December

Agency (Kudner)
Packager
(Skelton)
Network (CBS)

%

SCOUTS

( GODFREY

15

inspired

THEATRE

LUCY

( PHILCO

8

1-7

SKELTON

4

ABC-TV
Life around

Younq People's Church
built by
series.

TOP
RANK
3

act

Cavalcade of Sports
Gillette
NBC-TV
TV version oj radio s/iorts format long associated with Gillette,
who makes most of the rights deals.
Chronoseope

Until TV network time is no longer
a scarce item, networks have another
potent weapon to hang onto a large
share of the lucrative commercial program control. As the independent producers often view it. it's an exasperating type of competition to meet. Networks. b\ this process, frequently insist today that, if an advertiser wants
to buv a particularly-choice piece of
[Please turn to page 70)

network is acting like a Broadway "angel." The Goodson-Todman duo, for
example, have been aided financially
by CBS in building shows. But. these
two men have got firm contracts with
CBS insuring the fact that shows which

to the question 'Can an agencv profitably handle TV at 15%' is 'Yes. if
you're lucky'."
W ith this family blessing bestowed

Arthur Murray

"closed circuit"' or kinescoped TV audition costs anywhere from $10,000 to
$15,000 and up, regardless of the type
of show, and few packagers can afford
them.

for the
for
the network
difference.to be "out of pocket"

agency. It's obvious to me that television, by its very nature can never be
as profitable to an agency as radio.
Fix- most direct answer we can make

Show put together by Arthur
showcase for dance instruction

spot, plenty of high-priced promotion
and publicity, as well as the backing of
the network's sales force. Often, they
are the only way a small package producer with a good idea can get his
show auditioned or on the air. A

given week, it's not uncommon for at
least one out of five network-built package shows to go over their budget, and

"Everything in TV is complicated
from an agency standpoint and involves more man-hours of work. This
is dramatically so in comparison to
radio, even though TV revenue is often
greater than radio revenue for the

SHOW

Embassy's The Web. Lou Cowan has
similar contracts with ABC covering

packagers,
It isn't, because of the networks' reluctance to relinquish their beachhead
landing in the frequently-profitable
area of program building and selling.
T\ networks are determined never

MM

M.

TOWN

HOPALONC

CASSID1

roi R

PAR Mil

mi

(J. W. T.)
(Y&R)

-\\i>\\

( OFF)

III -pa< kagers;] 6-networks
43.S',
26.7',

igenci (R&R)
Package! i Boyd)
diem (Amer. Tob.)
^■agencies: 1
21.7%

2-clients
8.7%

1
S SUBURBAN

LISTENING

CAN

BE BUILT VIA

SHOWS

LIKE

KVOE'S

(SANTA

ANA)

"E-Z LIVING"

Can a suburban station
buck the big boys?
Figures show sponsors may bo overlook ing a »oo«l

SERIES,

TAPED

AT LOCAL

UTLITY

THE SUBURBAN OUTLET
B> aiming station-built shows
squarely at community tastes,
the nation's "suburban" air
outlets ar.- gathering a sizable
share of community listening
in the very shadow of many
big cities and big stations.
Below, SI'ONSOU jih,s a
facts and figures report on a
typical "suburban" radio station, KVOE (less than 40
miles
from
Los
Angeles).

supplemental spot buy in the suburban outlet

e
util lasl year, the averag
Spanish-speaking resident of
's
y
ornia
< itrus- wealth
Calif
Orange Count) boughl a package of
cigarettes with a routine that usuall)
went something like this :
®l

■"\\ hat'll it be?" a clerk would ask.
The well-paid, family-loving Juans
and Pedros ol Orange Count) would
smile a brillianl smile, and shrug with
Latin eloquence.
"Jus' some cigarillos.
was the usual reply.

pot

favor,"

National cigarette advertising, par28 JANUARY
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ticularl) radio and video shows coming into Orange County from nearby
Los Vngeles, less than 40 miles away,
hardly made a dent in the situation.
Cigarette brand choices for IV, to
2.")', of Orange County's population
(200,000) was mainly at the discretion of store clerk-.
For some time, the L. A. office of
Lennen & Mitchell, ad agenc) for Old
Cold, bad worried over this. There
wasn t much in the way of an extra
budge! to remed) the problem — in fact,
not much more than some $3,500 a
year was available.

Radio, for years one of the mainstays of an) national campaign foi
Old Gold, was finall) picked as the
medium
in which
this "extra"
would stretch
furthest
but whatbudget
kind
of radio? L&M timebuyers combed
through lists of Spanish -I an <; uaiie a\ a liabilities inL. A., and Orange I !ount) .
Finall) . the) found what the) wanted. It was a 6:00 to 7:00 a.m. program
called The Spanish Hour on KVOE.
Santa \na. in the heart of Orange
County. Because of the heav) competition from the L \. powei hou -■ s, like
i Please nun to page 02 i
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Spot radio success brings Kipling r
^■■ipni When morning network telVyMfiiUJ evision became a big-time
rcalilv on the 1 llli of January with the
debul of NBC's 125,000-weeklj participation show. Today, its first TV sponBor was — oddly enough — a highly-successfu] radio advertiser. The client:
Kiplinger Washington Agency. Inc.
Just to add to the contradiction.
many admen knew that Kiplinger. publishers of the famous newsletters and
more recently of the magazine Changing Times, had enjoyed only mild success with a 1951 campaign in TV.
What caused this about-face for Kiplinger?
How can Kiplinger's weekly fiveminute segment in network TV be reconciled ith
w the fact that last December
the publishing firm dropped TV entirely to go into spot radio exclusively?
The answers make interesting reading
for admen, and throw: a lot of light on
how broadcast advertising can be a
success for a publisher.
Not that Kiplinger is the first publisher to find a big circulation payoff
in air advertising. In the late 1920's
and early 1930's. Collier's was boosted
from an also-ran to one of the biggest
weeklies in the magazine field, through
sponsoring programs built around Col-

lier's editor John B. Kennedy. The
Curtis group, headed by the SatEvePost, has a successful case history of
radio, and recently TV, use. Others,
like the Christian Science Monitor, McGraw-Hill, Doubleday & Co. (books),
and Omnihook have found that every
thing from spot to network advertis'
ing has resulted in stepped-up sal
Still others, like True Detective, Reader's Digest, Street & Smith's The Shadow, have profited from air tie-ins, in
which the publication shared in program costs in return for heavy air
plugs.
In Kiplinger's case, however, part of
the reason for the entry into network
TV (as will be seen a little later in this
report) is in the basic nature of the
subscription-only publication, Changing Times. More of the reason can be
found in the fact that the TV formula,
which is costing Kiplinger $33,000 for
13 weeks, bears a remarkable resemblance to its successful spot radio formula. Lastly, spot radio carries on at
an estimated rate of $100,000 a year,
for two-to-six morning participations
on some 60 radio stations one week
each
(coinciding with issue
dates) month
.
Yardstick for the success of the Kip-

, in NBC-TV's "To-

linger TV plunge will not be newsstand
sales or ratings. The four-year-old
monthly is like no orthodox national
publication. Robert Day, radio-TV account executive at Albert Frank-Guenther Law, ad counsel for Kiplinger,
told sponsor: "We're not depending
primarily on any research survey to
check Today's audience. Since it's difficult for a non-subscriber to browse
through a typical copy of Changing
Times, we're offering viewers a sample
copy of the magazine — a formula we
worked out in radio. Therefore, our
success is being measured in terms of
mail pull, and how many inquiries
eventually turn into subscriptions."
By the time sponsor went to press,
Dave Garroway's folksy early-morning
selling on Today had pulled in over
16,000 inquiries in the first five days of
NBC-TV's dynamic new- video program
experiment. On the basis of previous
returns in spot radio, Kiplinger's ad
agency feels that a "substantial percentage" ofthese inquiries will actually result in subscriptions.
The basis of this success with returns is a simple one. First, Kiplinger
and its agency have discovered,
through trial and error processes, that
prospective magazine subscribers are

Times," Kiplinger magazine, at cost-per-inquiry of i
(I. to r.) Day, agency A/E, NBC's Schecter, Gar

id If

Magazine was first to buy NBC's "Today" after $100,000
spot radio campaign paid off; is retaining AM intact

a canny lot. They prefer to look over
a magazine before they buy a subscription— no matter how attractive the
subscription offer. Secondly, the new
TV show is thus a logical visual extension of the radio formula in which
Kiplinger first tried out its businessbuilding air innovations.
In fact, the entire radio-TV success
of Changing Times is one of innovation.
The Albert Frank-Guenther Law
agency's application of the "sampling"
technique to magazine selling is an innovation in itself. No premium offers
are used, in the sense that many big
soap, food and drug firms use premiums to force "sampling" to new customers. The delicate question of dealers' feelings is not involved, so it's a
straight free sample of Changing Times
that's offered to listeners, via spot radio, and viewers, via TV. Thousands
of inquiries have already been pulled,
in less than two months, through the
radio offers. One station alone — the
ad agency won't mention the call letters— drew 8,743 inquiries after just
three announcements.
What the radio payoff has been in
terms of inquiries-into-subscriptions is
a secret which both agency and client
have been keeping under heavy wraps.
It's common knowledge that the results, and the per-inquiry costs are very
good for Kiplinger.
Not a guess as to the actual figures,
but a good guide to remember is the
"rule of thumb" figures reported in the
June 1948 sponsor in an article entitled "Sampling comes second." At
that time, officials of Reuben H. Donnelley and the Duane Jones agency told
SPONSOR that as many as one-third of
the consumers air-sampled with a product will stay on as users of the product. Costs of sampling on the air run
all over the lot, but average-out in spot
radio at about 18^ per inquiry. It's
known that Kiplinger is doing better
than these long-time industry averages.
Kiplinger's agency actually had a
good target to shoot at, once the spot
radio campaign began to roll. The
"pilot" station
28 JANUARY
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radio formula, New York's WOR,
brought the cost-per-inquiry figure
down to seven cents during a weeklong test in late August of last year.
This was accomplished with three participations inWOR's morning The McCanns at Home Shoiv, which pulled in
4,800 returns.
Throughout the nation, once the fullscale spot radio campaign began to
roll, costs are known to have ranged
from a low of 5^-per-inquiry (a WOR
figure), to as much as 25^. Average
costs are estimated to be about 15^-perinquiry for Kiplinger, using spot radio.
It's interesting to note that the Kiplinger cost-per-inquiry on TV's Today, using a 30-station network covering 27
states, is also around 15^-per-inquiry.
This makes the early TV results at least
competitive with the radio average, although radio in some individual cases
has bettered the TV figure by a wide
margin.
Like any good product, part of the
success of Kiplinger's "sampling" approach on the air has been in the value
of the product to the consumer. And,
Changing Times has so far done well
in coming up with a distinct editorial
formula that is building readership and
subscriptions. It accepts no advertising; it is not sold on the stands; its
subscribers buy it for $6 a year
through the mails only; and, though
it has a wide female readership, its
editorial content has no obviously feminine slant.
The 48-page magazine boasts the slogan: "Straight talk to help you see
ahead to better work and living." Or,
as one executive puts it, "We aim for
a universal appeal." The articles are
about economic and social matters,
with such homey titles as, "Your community do right by the kids?", "People still do get gout," "How to influence your Congressman," "Get more
for your money," and "What's your
house worth?"
The publishers, Kiplinger Washington Agency, Inc., are, of course, noted
for their various successful business
newsletters. They started publishing
(Please turn to page 71)

Does radio research need
a "seal of approval"? .„.,...,*>..

Ad Research Foundation is gearing up to certify research accuracy

, MAKE

PROMOTION

PIECES

BASED

I "What, another finger in
the survey pie!"
This is a frequent reaction among
advertisers and agencies to research bymedia of all types — from magazines to
radio networks. Every advertiser wants
facts to base decisions on, but research
claims from media are often taken with
a grain of salt.
Radio, meanwhile, is entering into
an era of greater research activity as
the medium collectively (via BAB)
and individually (on station and network levels I seeks to sell itself harder
by conducting more surveys than ever
before. The recent NBC-CBS joint
-iijiU and the many recent local station surveys are representative of this
trend toward documentation of claims.
36

ON

ARF

STUDIES,

SET

EASIER

ACCEPTANCE

Uo advertisers accept the facts uncovered in radio's increasing flow of
qualitative research?
Interviews by SPONSOR researchers
with advertisers over the past few
months indicate that the answer is
"only partially." While advertising
men have welcomed radio's new wave
of surveys, the majority say they
would be more willing to use radio's
facts if there was some impartial research body to gather them.
Said W. B. Smith, director of advertising. Thomas J. Lipton. Inc.: "As to
special studies like those on out-ofhome listening, they are all very well,
but I'd prefer to see them done on a
periodic basis by some recognized research organization rather than done

BECAUSE

ACCURACY

IS

GUARANTEED

whenever a radio station or network
decides to for the purpose of proving
a(sponsor,
point favorable
to its selling
31 December
1951,pitch."
page
75.)
What's the answer to the problem?
Is there any recognized research organization which can do a job for radio— and which advertisers will accept
as impartial?
Though few in radio circles are
aware of it, there is. The Advertising
Research Foundation, created by the
ANA and AAAA in 1936, has been
doing this very job for printed media
over the past 15 years in cooperation
with various media associations. Now
it is gearing
with indi(Please itself
turn to
to work
page 77)
SPONSOR

"Wherever you go... there's radio!"
AM is putting all its sales ingenuity into

all-out effort to promote itself to public
Radio, the medium which
has dramatized hundreds of
products for sponsors over the past 20
\ears. is learning how to dramatize
itself. Out of radio's need to compete
actively with television for the attention of audiences has come a campaign which tells
radio's storymedium.
as the
basic national
entertainment
The campaigns slogan: "Wherever
you go . . . there's Radio!"
Those it's directed to: Listeners who
may need reminding about radio's ability to entertain them wherever they are
— in a canoe, a kitchen, an auto.
Beneficiaries of the campaign : Radio
advertisers — because hypoing listener
interest in radio can mean more audience for the sponsors' messages.
The "Wherever you go . . . there's
Radio!" theme wraps up within it radio's great strength in a simple, easyto-understand concept; the slogan symbolizes radio's accessibility, its mobility, its portability, the fact that it can
be carried with you and keep you com-

etroit: The pioneering United Detroit Radio C.
ays host to Rudy Vallee. Left to right: Pat Maclnnis
/JBK; Art Gloster, CKLW; Hal Neal, WXYZ; Ernie Holde(
/EXL; Wendall
Parmalee,
WWJ;
and guest Rudy Valle,

jlsa: Associated Tulsa Broadcasters held radio week 2-8
icember. L. to r.: W. G. Skelly, owner KVOO; Bill John>n; Dr. F. L. Whan; Bob Jones, KRMG; Wm. B. Way,
'OO; Dr. John E. Brown, new owner KOME; Jim Neal,
\KC; Dr. C. I. Pontius, U. of Tulsa prexy; Bud Blust,
LU; Lawson Taylor, KFMJ.
Featured was talk by Dr. Whan
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United Plan" for audience and sales
promotion in mid-February, a scheme
in which all BAB stations (about 960)
will be encouraged to participate.
• Cleveland stations have joined to
map out plans for bolstering radio in
that city (after consulting BAB).
• Individual stations and groups in
cities like Rochester, Washington, Hollywood, Milwaukee are coming up with
new slogans and ideas for the promotion of the medium. Significant is the
fact that they do not as a rule plug
themselves, but radio as a whole.
This growing "promote-radio" trend
is intended as the shot-in-the-arm
which radio now needs to intrigue a
public which has been bombarded with
glamour publicity about television. The
industry is selling radio to the public
not only by using the glamour approach, but also by pointing up the
important "service" role radio plays.
What started the current radio-promotion ball rolling was the United Detroit Radio Committee campaign. The
committee was formed by representa(Please turn to page 73)

pany
go. It'sin a conremindereverywhere
that radio you
is universal
trast to the more stationary and immobile TV, which makes it necessary for
audience to come to it.
The slogan originated with the million-dollar campaign launched last September by the United Detroit Radio
Committee to promote radio in that
city. It has since gained nationwide
recognition and use, especially aided
by a World Broadcasting System sales
promotion drive built around it. As a
result, radio stations all over the countrv have been banding together in their
own areas for the first time, cooperatively making an effort to stimulate and
promote the medium.
In addition to the "Wherever you
go . . ." scheme, new and bigger plans
to plug radio and its wonders are afoot
in the industry:
• The Broadcast Advertising Bureau
will release its comprehensive "Radio

When

you tune in

RADIO

you tune in... — '

*8S2i
Rochester:

Statio

H/VET

For sheet music on the song "Wherever you go there's radio"! turn page ► ► ►

This copy is intended for the use of PROFESSIONAL SINCERS ONLY,
and anyone
found selling it or exposing it for sale, is liable to fine or imprisonment or both, and
will be prosecuted, under the COPYRIGHT LAW. by the Copyright Owners.
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FROZEN
SPONSOR:

FOOD

U Constantin

CONTEST

Associates

AGENCY:

Direct

I IPS! II I ASE HISTORY:
These Buitoni sales representatives utilized two-minute live demonstrations on the
usages of their starch-reduced macaroni products. Among
them, frozen stuffed lasagne.
The Buitoni Tl tool: two
early-afternoon shows, five participations weekly. After
13 necks. Constantin Associates report sales figures way
up with sales of frozen lasagne noticeably increased.
Cost: under $200 weekly.
w rVJ, Miami

PROGRAM:

Alec Gibson Show:
Jackie's House

TV
results

SPONSOR:
CU'sri.K

Southern Appliances
CASK

1
1

SPONSOR:

Clyde

\\ BTV, Charlotte, N. C.

Boettinger 1
Summers

McLean.

PROGR

WOMEN'S
SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

WBTV's

ITEMS

Duncan Coffee Co.
CASE

\M: Weatherman

HISTORY:

AGENCY:
What's

Tracy-Locke

New, in addition to

building up coffee sales, wins viewer goodwill by showing

,

SOLVENT

R. M. Hollingshead Corp.

II1STOKA :

AGENCY:

Weatherman, and his sponsor devised a contest uith a
smoked turkey prize to stimulate viewer interest.
The
viewer coming closest at guessing the temperature at the
Charlotte airport on 6 December would win. The ion test
was mentioned three times on the Monday to Friday,
(>:K) to 6:45 p.m. program.
Cost: SI 12.50. In just three
days, 5.606 letter and card entries came in.

the latest products. Women's editor-m.c. Julie Benell demonstrates items, has gotten results like these with one-time
mentions: 1 1) Lounging pajamas from a local store were
demonstrated and 100 phone called orders resulted. (2)
Demonstration of women's perfume which only men could
buy ivas complete sell-out. Results for show's sponsor, a
coffee company, are considered excellent as well by client.
WFAA-TV.

CARBON

OFFER

Dallas

SODA

AGENCY:

CampbellMithun

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

What's New

BISCUITS
National Biscuit Co.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

A

AGENCY:

McCann-Erickson

Nabisco

announcement

CAPSULE CASK HISTORY:
Hollingshead wanted to give
away 1,000 cans of Whiz Motor Rhythm, a carbon solvent
added to gasoline. Purpose: to introduce the product to
motorists viewing their show, and build brand identification. On two successive Thursdays, single announcements

campaign for their new-type pack of Premium saltine
crackers pulled strong in Richmond among other markets. Scheduled were two night and one daytime announcements weekly for some $200. TV aim: to increase
consumer impact; aid trade merchandising.
After the

mentioned the Whiz giveaway in addition to the firm's
other automotive products.
With only these two brief
announcements. 4.150 requests came in. Program into
which these two announcements were inserted cost $900.

campaign ran for a brief period, IS'abisco's Richmond
manager reported scores of customer comments to grocers
on the TV pitch; sales up: and merchandising efforts
enhanced by TV.

WCAU-TV,

WTVR,

Philadelphia

PROGRAM:

Crusade in the Pacific

COSTUMES
SPONSOR:

Levj

POWER

Brothers, [nc

AGENC5

; Direci

1 APS1 IK CASE HlsTOin ■
Levy regularly runs a oneminute announcement following the Howdy Doody Show
to feature special sales or novelty items. On one $26.25
announcement Levy featured Clarabell costumes to capitalize on the Howdy Doody adjacency.
This one-timer
pulled in L80 costume sales at $2.29 per costume.
The
quick-sales total: $412.20. Levy Brothers report similar
successes with other one announcement efforts.
WSM-TV,

Naahvffle

Richmond

PROGRAM:

Announcement

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

DRILL KITS

Strauss Stores Corp.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
introduced a powei

Announcements

AGENCY

Strauss

: Product Services Inc.

Stores,

as

a test,

drill kit through a two-minute com-

mercial on its Saturday night wrestling show. Product's
retail price: $26.95. Response was immediate with 300
phone orders coming in: Strauss stores sales accounted
for another 1.000 kits. Sales gross for the 1,300 kits:
$35,035.

Cost for the two-minute commercial: $500.

\\ ABD, N. V

PROGRAM:

Wrestling from Chicago

^clJw'rt
jsunday afternoons at two, time on WDEL-TV
for the Wilmington, Delaware, Public School

half-hour show, "School Report." Under the
general supervision of John Hunt, Public Relations
Director of the Wilmington Schools, the program
content is kept pertinent and timely . . . aims
to interpret present-day schools to the community,
and to assist teachers to understand community
needs and reactions.
A recent "School Report" program in
the 1951-52 series, a parent-teacher problem
clinic, is pictured here. Parents dramatized some
of the questions being asked about modern
educational methods.
A panel composed of six
supervisors and teachers then explained and
discussed the questions posed.

"School Report" typifies the many public
service telecasts carried by WDEL-TV in its
continuing endeavor to serve its viewers and to
help make its coverage area a better place in
which to live.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,

DEL AWARE

Represented by

ROBERT
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Associates Chicago

San Francisco

• New York

. Los Angeles

ZIV's ELECTRIFYING NEW SHOW

THE INDUSTRY!..
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u amir am...
Couldn't tickets to radio and TV shows be sold to
benefit charities like Red Cross, March of Dimes?
I Advertising

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Mcsnik
The suggestion
that tickets for
television and radio performances
be turned over
for distribution
at a price by the
American Red
Cross or some
other worthy
charitv was no
doubt inspired by
most generous motives. However, such
a plan is not feasible for many reasons.
First of all, each network or radio
station assumes an obligation to its
sponsors to exercise its best judgment
in the distribution of tickets so that
the greatest benefit will accrue to the
sponsor of the program. This obligation to the sponsor is so well recognized that not infrequently the sponsor
himself assumes full responsibility for
the distribution of tickets, leaving only
a very small portion of such tickets
for distribution by the network or radio station.
Secondly, a uniform rate for tickets
does not reflect the value or demand
for tickets to the various shows. Some
lower rated shows might find themselves without audiences, while The
Big Show, The Texaco Star Theatre,
and Your Show of Shows would be
sellouts.
The purpose of having audience
shows is not to provide a Roman holida\ for the populace. The provision
of an audience is strictly business.
Many programs require the inspiration
44

derived from audience reaction. The
fact that there are audiences for some
programs enables the sponsor to use
the supply of tickets to cultivate good
will with his top customers, dealers,
distributors, employees and other business associates.
In the same manner the network or
radio station utilizes a portion of its
ticket supply to cultivate good will with
clients and business prospects, as well
as with affiliated stations, many of
whom are represented each week in the
audiences attending shows in Radio
City. The display of our product —
the shows themselves — is one of the
finest promotional activities in which
a network can engage. If successful the
public interest is well served because
the flow of programs is thus continued,
and everybody benefits.
There are many more effective ways
for radio and television stations and
networks to aid the Red Cross and other charities. Volumes of testimony
have been accumulated on that score.
The aid which radio and television has
given charity and governmental activities has been worth many millions of
dollars, according to the Advertising
Council. A shining example is the way
in which Milton Berle through his television marathon raised $1,127,211 for
the Damon Runyon cancer fund within a 24-hour period last June. It
would require the sale of 282,402 tickets at 250 apiece to reach the sum
raised, or approximately 1,000 Milton
Berle Tuesday night audiences. Or at
40 performances a year, in 25 years
charitv would realize as much from
ticket sales as Milton Berle was able
to raise in 24 hours.
Radio and television will continue to
do its part for worthy causes, but the
sale of tickets is not the way in which

Director

radio and television can render its
most effective aid.
Peter M. Tintle
Manager, Guest Relations
NBC
New

York

If it is within the
law, I see no reason why charitable organizations
should not handle the distribution of TV and
radio tickets, and
realize the monies therefrom.
have
always I
. Seydel

maintained, however, that studio audiences should be
encouraged to attend only those shows
in which an audience reaction is vital
to the entertainment value of the show.
There are many shows on the air today
sarily.
which use studio audiences unnecesAssuming, however, that there is to
be an audience for a show, every attempt should be made to wisely distribute tickets so that servicemen and
women get first choice. And, if monies are raised through ticket distribution, such monies should be distributed among the truly worthwhile charity
groups, thus generating good will while
assisting in a worthy cause.
This, of course, raises the problem
of which charities to include and which
groups to exclude. Some sort of responsible board would have to be set
up to thoroughly investigate the matter of disbursement of funds so that
the more needy causes receive proportionately greater amounts. Donating
such monies to charity, if legal, would
SPONSOR

the

ldusti

>ii. I do

MR. SPONSOR:

\ K roR Si \ i'i i

Radio-Tl
Director
inderson S, < nuns.
\ ew ) ork

I h e legitimate
theatre has always fell that the
> n 1 \ entertainment of value

Here's the Show7frat
Se//s tklacf/es/

both to the enertainers and to
heii audiences
was thai which

New Orleans' Favorite
Morning Show for Women

was paid for. It
seems eminently
I qui
thai some fee should be required foi
entertainment which competes with
other forms foi which admission is
charged.
If. therefore, some fee i> charged to
audiences at live radio and television
performances, it is equall) fair thai
this monej should go to the welfare
funds of those unions whose members
presenl the performances for the benefit of those performers and others in
time of need.
The Actors' Equit) Association endorses a i harge For admission to such
programs with the provision that this
mone) should he used for actors' welfare.
Loi is M. Simon
Executive SecretaryActors' Equity
New York

Club
n's SMITH
Wome^ JOYCE
m

Naturally, any
Step which would
benefit worthy
charities is desirable. A nominal
charge for radio
and T\ shows
should be acceptable t<> the studio audiem e in
return tm the entertainment the)
receive, especial]) if the) know thai
the monies raised would be going to
help charitable organization-.
One of the firsl considerations, however, is to determine the legalit) of
-'" li a charge. If it is legal, it is then
necessary to determine whal effeel the
■ barging ol even so nominal a rate as
Please turn to page 76 I
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Never underestimate the power of "Women's Club" to
influence the feminine audience. This mid-morning show
—presided over by Joyce Smith— features guest personalities, fashion and food hints, plus other items of interest
in the world of women.
for Spot Participation.

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN

BLAIR Man!

It's the "perfect combination"

the big boys as well as giving them cause to
stop, look, and listen to his commercials and
put some of the same punch into their own.

acency:
PROCRAM:

it's still close to the first of the year
and thus just about the right time for

over pictures and text-that-has-to-beread in a magazine?

my annual tee-off on research. By research, Irefer not to those deep (and
valid) excursions into which manufac-

you, but there's as much chance of being able to get factual justification for

turers delve to find new products, product improvements, and the secrets of
an unwilling Nature and for which they
maintain whole departments, buildings,
and microscopes and even white coats
I held in readiness when the ad manager wants to take pictures). I will
talk, of course, about the endeavor of
the same name but a far different method— advertising research.
Since I will restrict myself today to
the topic of radio, let me offer a plea

l*ve got theories on all these, mind

them. I'm afraid, as there is of seeing
a station rep eating lunch alone. So,
since most of us, as in Wonderland,
have to run like hell to stay in the
same place, I'll be doggoned if I'm
going to do that running with a lot of
pie charts and bar graphs strapped to
my back.
"Hooper, Nielsen
Though I tote 'em
Unless they climb

that "52 be the year when advertising
research finally makes real progress on

I never quote 'em."

the following subjects. (A) The relation of like and dislike to sales. (B)
How much, if any, relevance there is in

Commercial Reviews

memory (recall, if you will l and sellBig. (Cl Whether the repetitiveness of
a spot campaign well created and well
placed outweighs the impact-and-association of a good program costing
equal money. (D) Whether men would
rather hear a woman's voice and women, a man's as announcer. (E) How
much better, or worse, it is to integrate a commercial cleverly in a program in contrast to causing it to stick
out like a sore digit where it will surely be noticed. (F) How much more,
or less, effective a well-conceived musical commercial is than (1) straight
talk. (2) a disliked ditty, (3) a familiar or p.d. tune in contrast to a
catch) new one. (G) How much
sounder it is to be conversational in an
announcement, from both the writing
and delivery viewpoint, than it is to
shout — if at all. I H I How much radio
actually ~u If. i ~ in contrast with television l»\ absence of the visual? Or how
much more i in dollars, that is) the
warmth of the human voice is worth

The

Flying

Irishman

It took a non-scheduled air line to prove that
radio can deliver retail sales with the immediacy
and effectiveness of a daily newspaper. By using straight live announcements, the Flying
Irishman has probably made his plane facilities
and prices as well known in the areas in which
he broadcasts as any of the major air lines.
Minus frills and, believe it or not, all gimmicks, including music, these announcements
are as packed with sell and vital information
as a commuter's timetable. Yet despite this,
the copy is so lucidly conceived and delivered
that it's easy to follow. The opening part of
each announcement usually generalizes about
the facilities the Flying Irishman offers with
very little purple prose. The psychology of
being as dependable as a scheduled air line is
brought to the fore. This paragraph is then
followed usually by prices and destinations.
The copy I heard today ended with a most
effective plug directed specifically to servicemen.
I think that these announcements through
the years have been perfect examples of how
well straightforward copy can be done and what
a tremendous effect it can have. From my little
experience with air line advertising, I know that
our air-borne friend from Erin has caused a
certain amount of consternation in the ranks of

Assoc. — Balto.

Charles B. Kasher, recorded, talked longer
than the guy who preceded Abraham Lincoln
at Gettysburg and said a bit less. In a nonstop commercial that went over the 10-minute
mark, the subject of reducing was discussed via
a monologue from every angle — starting with
humor (?) and proceeding to the remedy for
obesity. Never since I strapped headphones
across my pate to tune in to my father's superheterodyne several decades back have I heard
a lengthier discourse.
Though I suppose only the last few minutes
were actually charged up to commercial time,
when Charlie got through, Rosalie Allen reprised the Fastabs plug for a minute's worth
more. This product is a little pill developed by
the Army that takes away the pangs of appetite.
In this case, having heard the announcement at
around 1 1 p.m., it took away my appetite for
consciousness, so I went to sleep.
One sure leads a sheltered life in a large
agency, sheltered by lawyers, doctors, and
hemmed in by stations which set time-limits on
the commercials they'll broadcast. Where've I
been? (For full-length article on Charles B.
Kasher's radio and TV operation, see page 28.)

Coca-Cola
D'Arcy Advertising
program:

Cavanaugh & Shaw — N.Y.C.
Live announcements

Television Adv.
Announcements

Co.

Mario Lanza Show — NBC

After watching two second-rate fighters swing
at each other through eight rounds, a fitting
climax to a dull evening of TV-ing, it was a
rare pleasure to be able to hear the picture-less
charm of the Coca-Cola radio show featuring
Mario Lanza.
In fact, it's often quite a relief not to have
to glue your eyes to that small glass-fronted
box, and when you get good music in return
for shutting the infernal machine off, you are
doubly rewarded. Which is why it's my bet
that pleasant music will always be a drawing
card on radio — long after TV has run radio
drama and radio comedy, as we know it, pretty
much

into the ground. Commercially, Coca-

Cola's approach is that of a leader who doesn't
deign to get into the ring with competitors.
No bounce, no energy story, no nothing up till
the middle break which was a tone-poem of no
more than 30 seconds plugging the drugstore
soda fountain as a good port these stormy days
plus a short plug for the Cokes on tap there.
The closing announcement couldn't have run
25 seconds and embarrassedly made the point
that Coca-Cola was everywhere.
For a package product of low cost and great
frequency (of purchase) , Coca-Cola sure goes
in the opposite direction of most advertisers.
Since no one comes near the product in sales
and few half hours on radio could be any
more enjoyable than the Lanza stanza (espesuch as I), I'd give
A cially
allfor TV-refugees
around.

'em
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( After 27 slap-happy Radio years. J

Most disc jockeys are morons.
The FCC isn't crazy! Amazingly enough, the Station
best serving Public Interest becomes No. 1.
Most large Advertising Agencies write very ?????
air copy. Ditto small Agencies.
Extra dry martinis taste extra good at 7:00 P.M.
even in Wisconsin.
Transcribed Syndicated Shows are mighty poor substitutes for creative live programming.
It takes a big experienced Staff to build and keep
a big day-and-night audience against today's competition.
The average Station Manager should never have left
his Blacksmith Shop!

(Smithy)

0&
Z^un^

5000

Wisconsin's most show -full station
*«*

Green
HAYDN

R. EVANS,

Represented
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Frank Goss News, Monday through
Friday, 5:45 to 5:55 p.m., for Silver
Star blades (Columbia Pacific net I .
First 13 weeks brought strong sales increases with three wholesalers report-

This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports c
broadcast advertising significance culled from all segments of the industry.
Contributions
are welcomed.

Audio-Video features low
eost. high fidelity serviee

institutionally on the local level. The
firm's goodwill offering: a six-hour
taped presentation this past Christmas
on WMBM, Miami.
The program, Christmas Card, began at 10:00 a.m., with the company
deleting commercials to the point of
casual mention of Ludman and its

cut

progra

Programs on tape or disks can cut
costs by two-thirds. This is an economic faci of life that has become
known to many dollar-conscious advertisers. (See "The tape recorder: it is
revolutionizing radio program," 8 October 1951 sponsor, p. 32.)
But. as important as cost, is the advertiser-agency insistence upon high
fidelity reproduction. Newest organization set up to meet their standards is
Audio-Video Recording Company. Inc..
N. Y.

products; there were also season's
greetings
given by
president,
Max
Hoffman.
TheLudman's
firm manufactures
aluminum awning type windows.
Then for the remainder of the six
hours listeners were treated to entertainment byBing Crosby, Lionel Barr\ more, Gregory Peck, Loretta Young,
Leopold Stokowski. celebrities from the
Metropolitan Opera.
To assure peak listenership, these
were the Ludman-WMBM pre-program
plans: (1) More than 300 programs
featuring plugs for Christmas Card
were mailed out to supplement 200 air
mentions three weeks prior to the
broadcast. (2) A newspaper ad in the
Christmas Eve edition of the local paper pictured the show's guest stars and
tied in season's greetings with an invitation to be a listener-guest at show.
lated is shown by the station's estimate
of over 500,000 listeners. And hundreds wrote or phoned in their appreciation of the program. Response to
the show was so satisfying it will be
sponsored by Ludman next Xmas.

casting Company.

Everything from baked beans to bus
transportation was advertised successfully on Southern California radio the
past year. To highlight these successes.
the top ones were described at a recent
Radio Night dinner of the Southern
California chapter of the AAAA.
\l the affair, the SCBA briefed this
account of products and stations:
1. American Safety Razor sponsors

Ludtnan Corp. tcins friends
with plug-free Xmas show
You needn't be U.S. Steel or Goodyear Tire & Rubber to air institutional
programing. Take the case of the Ludman Corporation of Opo Locka, Fla.. a
small manufacturer who lias succeeded
48

Los Angeles area in 1949-'50 to 73' i
in 1950-'51 by adding only participamentary.
tions on KFI's Burritt Wheeler Com3. Hoffman Candy Company purchased the Frank Bull disk jockey show
on KFWB, L. A., early in 1951 (Monday through Saturday, 7:00 to 7:15
p.m.). Candy brand emphasized: Cup
O'Gold bars. Within five months retail outlets increased 4.000; sales went
from 24,000 bars weekly to 288,000;
and the normal summer slump in candy was eliminated. Weekly campaign
cost: $264.
4. Kierulff & Company, with special
participations on a KLAC sports show
and a d.j. program, increased Motorola
TV set sales to the point where they
now rank first or second month after
month.
5. Santa Fe Continental Trailways
allotted 22.6% of its budget to KNX.
A ticket buyer survey showed radio responsible for 37.1 'f of Trailways business.
These radio-stimulated businesses
were backed by similar reports from
other Southern California advertisers
including General Mills (Sperry flour
div) ; Slavick Jewelry Company; Pioneer Savings & Loan Association; E. F.
Hutton & Company, a brokerage house.

That interest was definitely stimu-

Sample recording rates (from line,
air. or studio) are, for one copy: \ \hour or less. $9; V^-hour or less, $13;
%-hour or less. $18; one-hour, $22.50.
Audio-Video, at 730 Fifth Avenue.
\. Y.. is under the direction of Charles
E. Rynd. former ABC vice president,
and Percy L. Deutsch. founder and for
many years president of World Broad* • •*

jumps ofoven
17' ibaked
. 20' i .beans
and 40%.
2.ing B&M
climbed
from 56' < share of the market in the

ice cream makers realize
136,197 sales on Dixie offer

4.4 chapter dinner calls
attention to AW1 successes

The Dixie Cup Company of Easton,
Pa., picks up the entire $1,000 gross
time and talent costs for its Tuesday
SPONSOR

Advertisement

afternoon half-hour. Junior Hi-Jinx, on
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia (5:00 to 5:30
p.m.). Yet, at announcement time, it
shares the picture with 10 area ice
cream manufacturers. That is, manufacturers who use Dixie cups to package their wares. Dixie's reasoning for
giving away time is simple — upped ice
cream sales mean increased Dixie cup
usage.
Commercials show brand name cups,
with youngsters getting a demonstration on how to get and save Dixie cup
lids. Prime example of how beautifully this Dixie time "giveaway" works is
shown by a one-time offer recently
made. For nine Dixie cup lids, children could get a full-color eight by 10
photo of a movie star. The returns
numbered 15,133 and, for the 10 ice
cream manufacturers, it meant 136,197
ice cream sales. For Dixie it meant increased cup usage.
A vital cog in the sales picture is
Willie, a puppet character. Featured
in the live commercials he's the creation of Charles Vanda, vice president
in charge of TV for the WCAU sta-

Briefly . . .

THE NEEDLE!
Vice Pres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

MMMMMMMiMli

We'll see you at —
. . . Davenport, Iowa, on February
22nd, when we address the National Federation of Sales Executives at its annual conference for
that region. Here Sales Managers
in all fields gather to brush up on
the other fellow's sales techniques.
Our assignment: Make a 45-minute pitch for radio as you'd sell it
to the Sales Manager of a business. If anybody cares, we'll have
it taped and made available. Let
us know, please.

ary 19th at the Men's Brotherhood of
the Presbyterian Church. Assignment:
discuss radio for this lay audience . . .

To
year.all of you who said "thanks" so
enthusiastically, we say "you're welcome." Our favorite kind of business
good-will is the kind we get from a
service to the industry, and many of the
new APS stations of 1951 joined us just
because they wanted to expose themselves to our kind of promotional thinking. The calendar reflects our attitude
perfectly . . . think ahead, think about
that sales dollar, think about better programming and always think about the
broadcaster first!
In one way or another . . . with the
full APS basic or with one of those exciting small specialized libraries (now
both VERTICAL and LATERAL) . . .

its position in the community's
economic and social life; answer questions

we can serve 'most every one of you.
As the Gold Medal folks used to say

. . . Toronto, Ontario, on March 24-27,
during the CAB Convention. Our task
—to talk on "How To Sell Blue Sky"
at the Toronto Ad Club on the 25th.
. . . New Rochelle, New York, on Febru-

Robert Durham, general advertising
manager, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, was guest speaker at a recent spot radio clinic luncheon. Among
those present: Murray Grabhorn, man-

like, "Why all those commercials?" . . .
"Why not more high-toned programs?"
. . . "How long before TV snows radio
. . . Chicago, Illinois, March 30-April 2
under?"
for NARTB's Convention at the Conrad
Hilton. Big surprises there for APS
subscribers — and if you're not an APS
user, do nothing 'till you see us in Chicago!
APS Calendar

Rep,

ad

at spot

meet

aging director NARTSR; Fred Hague,
George P. Hollingbery Company; Russell Walker, John E. Pearson Company; Jerry C. Lyons, Weed & Company,
shown chatting with Durham who is
in the center of the group photo above.
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
project of the month for December was
the "Jaycee Christmas Shopping Tour
(Please turn to page 68)
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this way, we'll always have the
very latest info for users, since
most ordinary calendars are put
together during the preceding

As usual, biggest flood of fan mail in
response to our APS promotion is
blanketing our desks now in response to
the mailing of our 1952 Radio Station
Merchandising and Programming calendar. We tried to send one to every
station . . . but a flock of requests from
our subscribers for extras may reduce
total supplies. If you haven't received
yours . . . write today.
The 1952 Calendar is a fourpart job. We've sent JanuaryMarch data and April-June sheets
are in the works now. Working

so convincingly: "Eventually — why not
Lateral!

Lateral! Lateral!

Just in case you didn't know,
we're releasing two of our most
popular small libraries in LATERAL form from now on. They're
the COMMERCIAL (Mitch's sales
meetings plus retailer lead-ins) at
$22.50 monthly and the PRODUCTION MUSIC (All those
themes, moods, fanfares, etc.) at
$19.50. Now you can get a taste
of APS without even making an
equipment change.
Sick Puppies
Automobiles — new and used — and TV
sets are the season's "dogs" in the retail field. Despite curtailed production
and threat of even worse shortages to
come, buyers just aren't moving. That
makes dealers in these fields prime
prospects. The station salesman who can
come up with a solid idea in either category is shooting at a high prize. Why
not give it a big try?

1952
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WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...
IN

SYRACUSE
Emma

Bill Lewis
President, Kenyon & Eclchardt, Inc.

Although most people think of Bill Lewis as a "radio man," he
had a pretty solid copy background before he got his feet wet in a
kilocycle career. In fact, copy got him into advertising. Bill was

Jack Rubenstein, genial owner of the
Rochester Sample Shoe Store in Syracuse, says, "These youngsters aren't
the only friends I've made for my
business since I've been on WHEN
television. The volume in all departments— children's, men's and women's, has increased 28% a> a result
of my WHEN television advertising."
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TELEVISION

.SYRACUSE,
A MEREDITH TV STATION

heading for an engineer's degree until he became interest in advertising while typing a sales newsletter that his dad published.
After graduation from the University of Missouri, Bill did a stint
with J. Walter Thompson in New York, was a copy chief for several
agencies, and was free-lancing when a letter to Bill Paley won him
the job of commercial program director at CBS.
During the war, Bill coordinated all domestic radio activities in the
Washington Office of War Information. In this slot his name appeared
in so many trade magazine headlines that he was flooded with offers
when the word got out that he was coming back to New York.
Dwight Mills, then executive v.p. of Kenyon & Eckhardt, jumped
the pack with a personal trip to Washington and Bill was soon vice
president in charge of radio and member of the plans board of K & E.
He was elected president in September 1951 when Dwight Mills advanced to chairman of the executive committee.
Today, with such highly rated (but costly) shows as All Star
Revue (NBC), Toast of the Town (CBS) on TV and that multi-million dollar package of gossip named Walter Winchell on radio
(ABC) , Bill Lewis is fully alert to the swiftly rising cost spiral of TV.
"We've never separated the radio and TV departments at K & E
and we don't expect to. No matter what people say, TV is not a
national advertising medium and must be used as a team with radio
in order to adequately cover the distribution patterns of our clients.
"Take Lincoln-Mercury for example. When the new models come
out shortly, our dealers throughout the country are going to demand
a heavy spot radio campaign, not only in non-TV areas, but to supplement TV in the 63 markets which now have that medium.
"So far, TV has demonstrated greater impact than any other
medium. But TV will have to match radio's coverage, and at a cost
not too much higher than radio's. If it is too costly, advertisers may
be forced out, or at least have to reduce frequency to a semi-monthly,
monthly,
or seasonal
basis." moving into the $40-45 million class in
With Kenyon
& Eckhardt
billings, Bill Lewis hopes to be able to maintain or increase the rate
of growth. With his wife (whom he describes as the greatest thing
that ever happened to him) to inspire him, alert agency people expect Bill Lewis to guide K & E into the top bracket in short order.
SPONSOR

Cigarettes or catsup, the way to sell in inland California and*
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station
radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination
of local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations
and the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(BMB

State Area Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per
thousand listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

McClatchy

Broadcasting

Socr amento, California
Paul H. Raymer,
Affiliated
with In
nland
California's
THE
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KOH

KFBK
Sacra
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Reno

530 kc.

Bakersfield

BEE
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5.000 watts, day; 1,,000 wafts,
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630 kc.
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National
3

million

Stockton

KMJ
(ABC)

250 watts 1230 kc.

people

Fresno

(NBC)

5,000 watts 580 k

listen

to the

Beeline

every day

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE

What's New in Research?

of following

Sponsor

What type of commercial is remembered best, believed40%
most?
45% IN CANADA
75%
BEAUTY
PREPARATION
PROGRAM:
RADIO
COMEDY
OF
COMMERCIAL
REMEMBRANCE
SCORE
BELIEVABILITY
SCORE
47%
71%

PRODUCT:
TYPE

"Straight"

69%

"Semi-Integrated"
"Integrated"

□ Radio Basics
□

If hat Radio Should Know About
Selling Retailers

□

Why Sponsors Are Returning to
Radio

A straight commercial on radio may be better-remembered, but the claims on an
integrated or semi-integrated message stand a better chance of being believed,
according to chart above released here for the first time. The result of a
Schwerin Research Corporation study of a top comedy show sponsored by a
manufacturer of beauty preparations, this pattern, says Schwerin, is a valid
one. However, it is pointed out, there are instances where it will not work.

□ Hoiv to "Sell" a Candidate
□ Hoiv to Win With Juan (Spanish
language markets)
□ New
Era

Network
Here

Merchandising

□ How
Sponsors
Premiums

Profit

Top 15 net TV programs by alternative concepts of circulation, Oct. 7957

With

(l)

□ Hofstra Study #2

10)

CODFREY
& FRIENDS
RED SKELTON
PHILCO
PLAYHOUSE

□ How to Blend Film Commercial
Techniques

(II
4
15)
131
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THEATRE
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(SAT.)
TALENT
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YOU
BET
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Cost: 25c each; 15c in quantities
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KRAFT
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Wc each in quantities of 100 or
more.
Please check
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CBS

CBS

the TRIO offers advertisers at one low cost:
• concentrated coverage • merchandising assistance •
listener loyalty built by local programming • dealer loyalties
... IN THREE MAJOR MARKETS
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The story behind the first 8,000 pages
wwm minim ..i!iiiii.ii!'i

W E were showing the station manager from San Francisco around our
shop. After a while he said,
"You boys are muffing your opportunities."
"How's that?" we asked.
"I've aways liked SPONSOR,"

said the man from Frisco, "but you've

done a lousy job of keeping me posted on your progress. Why wasn't J
told before about your Readers' Service Department — or your emphasis
on home subscriptions — or your increase in personnel? Don't you think
Vm interested in your reprint service or your 1952 philosophy of putting
out a broadcast advertising trade paper? You fellows have gone a long
ways in five or six years.

Why don't you tell what's happening?"

Down to basics: Some 8,000 pages have been put to
bed by SPONSOR since November, 1946. In tune with

the press run to 10,000 in 1952. A library for subscribers isbeing installed on the 5th floor of our New

our pinpointed editorial objective, they've been beamed
virtually 100 ^v at sponsors, prospective sponsors, and
their advertising agencies. Advertising pages in 1951

York headquarters. % Readers' Service is now a fullfledged, full-time operation serving many of the biggest

averaged about 105 monthly, a 33 r'< increase over
1950. These were matched by a like number of editorial pages. Full-time personnel (excluding printing
personnel) jumped from 6 in 1946 lo 25 in 1952. Fulltime branch offices are maintained in Chicago and
Los Angeles. The New York office occupies two floors
(3rd and 5th) at 510 Madison plumb in the middle
of Manhattan's advertising industry. Paid circulation
(at the high rate of $8 for 26 issues yearly) represents
nearly 70' 1 of all copies printed; we plan to increase

agency and national advertiser firms every day.
Editorial concepts: The highly pictorial, easy-to-read,
facts-and-figures formula that SPONSOR unveiled in
1946 has made its imprint on most other advertising
trade papers. Today we are more pictorial than ever.
We adhere rigidly to a policy of writing every word
of editorial content for the benefit of radio and TV
buyers. We allow no puff-stuff, protect this policy by
staff-researching and staff-writing every article and department. Sponsor experience stories are basic, but

additionally a single issue will contain interpretive articles on programing, research, merchandising, costs,
current problems, buying tips — covering both radio
and TV. As many as 12 departments supplement the
seven or more interpretive articles highlighting each
issue.
What about merchandising: Editing a top-notch trade
paper is only 50% of the job. The other 50' < is inducing busy executives to read it. SPONSOR achieves
this by putting a heavy effort on mass and selective
merchandising. Merchandising cards highlighting each
issue, individual notices about articles, paid space in
newspapers and trade papers, reception room copies,
newsstand distribution are all part of our merchandising strategy. Home readership (which we consider far
weightier than office readership) is another goal.
Readers' Service, which in 1951 handled
inquiries than in 1950, is a vital element
dising; phone calls, letters, and wires
from advertising agencies and national

105 % more
in merchan(about 80 ft
advertisers I

press run may soon go up to 10,000 if subscriptions
($8 per year) keep mounting at the present rate. The
latest breakdown shows:
Sponsors and prospective sponsors
Account
executives, timebuyers,
radio
and TV directors, etc.
Radio and TV station executives ...
Miscellaneous

3316

39%

2634
1738
702

31
22
8

8390 100%

Paid-subscriber Analysis
Advertisers

Presidents
Vice presidents

9%
16

Advertising Agencies

Presidents

18%

Vice presidents and

__ 26
account menmedia,
radio
managers,
Ad and
TV managers
65
Timebuyers,
100%
Others
10
radio/TV men ... 42
100%

Others

14

are answered with dispatch by a Readers' Service specialist. Reprints, too, help merchandise the magazine
and build readership; reprint requests in 1951 were
240% ahead of 1950.
Circulation statistics : In keeping with SPONSOR'S editorial direction, most of its circulation goes to national advertisers, regional advertisers, and advertising agencies. Among agencies placing 90% of national
spot and network business (both radio and television)

Our
We're
a good
job, we think,
we
can pledge:
do better.
You doing
can look
to SPONSOR
for but
steady
improvement, for courageous trade paper journalism,

SPONSOR averages about 16 paid subscriptions —
every one to a broadcast-minded reader. Some agencies have 40 or more subscriptions. Our press run is
still under 8500, but in contrast with earlier days of

pledge our 100% loyalty to radio and TV — the most
productive advertising media the world has ever
known. Our keynote for 1952 (and the years to come)
is a better use service for broadcast advertisers and a

controlled circulation this is nearly 70% paid — and the

better advertising medium for broadcasters.

for ever-increasing service to advertisers and prospective advertisers, for progressive merchandising. We

SPONSOR
the | USE

| magazine

of radio and
television advertising

9k 7et*e *%aute. Indiana:

'We get nothing but If/FBM-TV"
Says GEORGE
WABASH

OLTEAN, Owner-Manager
APPLIANCE CO.

819 Wabash

Avenue

Terre Haute, Indiana

ON
tlflOHS IN SETS

4

UWFBM-TV, Indianapolis
is the only station we

^^^st

•

can get consistently"
Says MRS.

D. C. PELTON

♦

132 South 25th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana

jK

e who sell TV and those

installed, and thousands of others outside WFBM-TV's
60-mile radius are tuned to Indiana's First Station regularly. Televiewers in city homes and commercial establishments, and on the farms of this big area, are high-

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

TERRE HAUTE,
INDIANA

who watch TV say there's one station everybody watches
in their populous city, that station's a good bet for any
advertiser! In Terre Haute, and West Terre Haute (approximately 70,000 population), the TV station is
WFBM-TV— just as it is throughout all of Vigo County
and its neighboring counties in Indiana and Illinois — far
as they are from Indianapolis.
In Vigo County, Indiana, at least 2000 TV sets are

'
HV

income, product-buying prospects well worth cultivating
Set your sights on this big bonus market, where not onl
the 192,500* TV sets in Indianapolis and its 60-mil
area are tuned to this station, but also those of addi
tional thousands of buyers in a broad fringe area ar
set on Channel 6.
'Source: BROADCASTING-TELECASTING,

WFBM

January 21,

1952

Radio Is First in Listening, Too!

• First in the morning! • First in the afternoon!
• and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners at night than any other Indianapolis station.
« Hooper Rating-,, February through Apr, I, 1951.

'pOut in Indiana

(?£a*utel 6, r)*tdia*taficti4>
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENC

■Ah
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Lewyt to spend $100,000 on AM,
locally for its vacuum cleaners

TV

Lewyt Corp., manufacturers of Lewyt Vacuum cleaner,
will spend $100,000 on radio and TV in next 6
months,
high,

mainly placed locally through its 75 distributors in major buying areas.
Company is riding

with sales increase of 40% during 1951
pared with drop in rest of industry of 22%.

New reducing machine
may have TV plans
Relaxacizor,

com-

testing radio,

new

reducing

machine,

is testing

radio,

signed 15 January for 13 weeks on "Breakfast with
Dorothy and Dick," W0R, New York.
Agency, William
Warren, Jackson & Delaney, reports "fabulous" response already, hints at plans for TV in near future. Machine retails for $120.
Reducing chewing gum on air
in 5 cities, selling fast
Another

new product designed to pare milady's silhouette is trying air advertising.
Korex Reducing
Chewing Gum, sold by Afco Sales Corp. of Jersey
City, has been using transcribed announcements in 5
cities

(Savannah, Atlanta, Saginaw, Wheeling, Washington, D.C. since 10 December.
Selling by mail

order only, firm's sales have been doubling every
other week since start of campaign.
Korex 30-day
supply costs $2.98.

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Radio since 1937 pays off
for American School
American School is now spending $167,000 for radio,
including Gabriel Heatter over 300 Mutual stations
(since last October) and 15-minute musical programs
via spot radio.
School, said to be largest of correspondence institutions, first went on air in 1937,
has found it pays off ever since.

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally

Nu-Pax intensifying New York-area campaign,
may widen distribution to other markets soon
Nu-Pax, non-habit-forming sedative of Somnyl Pharmacal Corp., will have $150,000-200,000 radio-TV
budget in 1952, is intensifying New York-area campaign. Agency, Emil Mogul, reports plans in works
for widening distribution to other markets.
RadioTV sponsorship in New York is backed up by transportation and newspaper advertising based on endorsements by sponsored talent.
One of most interesting
buys of 11 shows Nu-Pax has in New York is WNBT
"Mary Kay's Nightcap."
This is 5-minute station
sign-off stanza which demonstrated such strong
mail-pull it earned sponsorship.
28 JANUARY
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include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates !

National Representatives
JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

HAIR REMEDY
{Continued from page 29 I
Bger, \\ halen's Drug Stores: "The demand for the Charles Antell hair products was one of the sales miracles of
1951. It was really amazing, the number of people who came into our stores
asking only for the shampoo and hair
cream. And in just about every case,
thev'd mention the pitch on radio and
Tobin Hechkoff, manager, toiletries
TV."
division, B. Altman's Department
Store: "Sales of the Antell products
have been extremely good — especially
before Christmas. We mentioned the
products in our newspaper ads, but the
radio and TV pitchmen seemed to be
highly effective. People would mention
the shows often when they made their

Sam* Ross, pharmacist. 20 Columbus
Wenue, Manhattan: "The requests for
the Antell products were especialh. terrific when they were still being sold 1>\
mail-order. Lots of people would ask
for the products after seeing the radio
and TV shows, but we sorrowfully had
to tell them we hadn't got distribution
yet. Distribution has improved now,
and the products are selling niceh . M\
opinion is that, if the advertiser keeps
plugging
away1 seller
on radio
it'll
be
the No.
by and
this TV,
coming
June. People buy more hair preparations in the summer."
Although Kasher uses razzle-dazzle
humor in his radio and TV copy, he is
far from being a razzle-dazzler personally. At 39, he is an urbane, gracious bachelor of considerable intellectual charm, who has an apartment in
Greenwich
Village, Manhattan,
and

dotes on classical music. He still looks
back fondly on his first job. at the age
of 18. when for $75 a week he demonstrated the virtues of egg shampoo
for the hair.
Yet despite his deceptively casual
manner, he is something of a dynamo.
He serves simultaneously as president
and advertising strategist of his two
companies, and account supervisor,
timebuyer, and copy writer of his advertising agency, Television Advertising Associates. Michael Davidson, for-

"Radio hasn't even reached its peak
in volume in listening or in income.
All it needs to do is develop faith on
the part of people who make their living in radio or who spend their money
in it."

purchases."

7 — h\
'AIN RANKS
FIRST IN

^NANNISALAND*
The large 41 county area
surrounding HANNIBAL,
MISSOURI, QUINCY,
ILLINOIS and KEOKUK,
IOWA.. that's Hannibaland.
The June, 1951 Conlan
Study of Listening Habits
proves that KHMO is
again the most listened
to station in the 41
county, tri-state market
urrounding Hannibal, Mo., Quincy, 111., and Keokuk, Iowa.
240,470 radio families live within this rich area and
they have money to buy your products. To sell them.
v the station they listen to most . . . buy KHMO.
Write, wire or phone KHMO

KHMO
5000 watts day

or Pearson today for proof.
Representative
John E. Pearson Company
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri

•

1000 watts at night

mer publicity director of Hirshon-Garfield, is ad manager for Antell.
However, Kasher stoutly insists Television Advertising Associates is not a
house agency. "It's just that it's a
small ad agency that grew up with us,"
he says. "It handles other clients beKasher's two companies have mushsides us."roomed up at a fantastic pace — they
are both 18 months old. Yet thev are
not fly-by-night outfits.
"J was selling various products up in
Canada," Kasher recalls, "when I got
a call from Baltimore from my two
dear friends, Jack and Leonard Rosen,
well-known businessmen. From our
talks, I decided to head up the development of the companies, and they
would provide financing. The formulas
for our products were devised by Dr.
Harry Levin, research chemist. And
the supply came from Ronald Research
Laboratories, in which we have a financial interest.
"We got the brand name 'Charles
Antell' by using my first name, and my
mothers maiden name," says Kasher
proudly. "And National Health Aids
seemed like a natural. The Antell products are now being sold over the counter in Philadelphia, New York, Detroit,
Washington. Chicago, Toledo, Grand
Rapids, Cleveland, and an increasing
number of smaller cities. By the end
of the year 1952, we expect complete
national distribution on a city-by-city
On the company executive level,
Kasher is aided by his vice presidents,

basis."

SPONSOR

. . . with heartiest thanks to
the local, regional and national
advertisers who have made
possible our 25th anniversary
celebration and who have made it
possible for us to furnish our
listeners with the finest radio
programming.
With 25 years of successful
service to advertisers and the
public, we are dedicating
ourselves to continued leadership
in San Antonio's radio market
for music and news programming.

KONO
5000 watts

860 kc

SAN
ANTONIO'S ORIGINAL
MUSIC and NEWS STATION
Fannin 5171

•

TWX-SA-49

SERVING SAN
ANTONIO,
THE NATION'S
25th
CITY,
WITH THE FINEST IN MUSIC AND NEWS FOR 25 YEARS.
Represented Nationally
FORJOE & COMPANY
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WAVE-TV
IN KENTUCKY

Jack and Leonard Rosen. And on the
ad agenc) level, he is aided by Melvin
Rubin, president of the agency, with
headquarters in Baltimore; Albert
Drolich, account executive; and Henry
Hoffman, who helps map out commercials.
Interestingly, Kasher not only wrote
his companies' first air commercial, but
he also delivered it. It happened in
the summer of 1950, when at a cost of
$275, he spoke for 281/-> minutes on
WMAR-TV. Baltimore. As a result,
he was bombarded with more than 300
orders.

ON

THE AIR!

'fat
'fat

IN LOCAL
LOCAL

ADVERTISING!

IN NATIONAL
IN
NATIOr

HOURS
IN HOURS

ON

ADVERTISING!

THE AIR!

"That only confirmed my hunch that
air advertising was for us," Kasher recalls. "Since then, we've found that
radio and TV are equally effective for
putting over our sales demonstrations.
The only difference is that in one you
emphasize visual demonstration, in the
other aural demonstration."
Kasher bitterly resents the criticism
that his 15-minute and 30-minute programs are nothing but one long commercial.
"Our shows do not overlap the commercial time allotted to us at all," he
says. "It's just that our air demonstrators kid around on related subjects.
When John Crosby once made the accusation we used just one long commercial, we were swamped with over
500 letters from listeners defending
our shows. They felt we were giving
them legitimate entertainment and in-

IN

COVERAGE!

WAVE -TV

of course has

excellent reception in metropolitan Louisville. So does
Station B. WAVE -TVs
PLUS is that in outlying
areas, 61.3% of all TV
homes "get" WAVE -TV
far more clearly than Station
B. Ask for the positive proof!

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Exclusive National Representatives

Kasher himself no longer gives an
formation."
air performance. He uses three bushyhaired salesmen — Richard Lewellen,
Dave Kline, and Sid Hassman — whom
he knew long before as expert store
demonstrators. Their programs bear
such punning titles as Hair-Raising
Tale, Pin-up Wife, and Stop, Look and
Glisten.
Kasher, however, still writes and supervises the shows. He strives for an
informal, kidding, ad lib flavor, as witness this typical introduction in a 15minute radio script:
"Ladies and gentlemen, I have what
is probably the oddest job in the world.
My job is to make people laugh, and
yet I'm not a comedian. A comedian
is a man who makes you laugh at him.
My job is to make you laugh at you.
"The reason my job is easy is that
ever) vcar we pet funnier and funnier.
Let me give you an idea what I mean.
When I was a young fellow, I was always told that the wise men said that
we should practice the golden rule —

Do unto others as you would have them
do unto you. Nowadays we don't have
many wise men — we sure have a lot of
wise guys — their golden rule is, 'Do
others before they do you' . . ."
After joking about the 500,000 bald
women and 10.000,000 bald men in
the nation, the demonstrator is apt to
try an experiment. He takes three
pieces of ordinary scratch paper and a
bowl of water. He places nothing on
the first sheet of paper; just dips it
into the water to show how sopping
wet it gets. On the second sheet, he
places mineral oil; when dipped, the
paper is stained and the water runs off.
On the third, he places lanolin of the
type contained in Antell's hair cream;
when dipped in water, the paper curls.
"You see the same thing happen to
the paper," says the demonstrator,
"that happens to the sheep on a damp
day, that happens to the girls when
they set their hair with lanolin and add
moisture the way I've shown you.
There is a natural curl that no amount
of pulling or tugging can take out,
ladies and gentlemen. . . ."
The pitch for National Health Aids
Complex stresses, half-jokingly, how
our over-civilized customs have robbed
us of the full vitamin and mineral content of our food. "We live on a diet of
food," harangues the demonstrator,
"that has been boiled, broiled, fried,
roasted, toasted, baked, burned,
steamed, stewed, mashed, smashed, incinerated, cremated, and embalmed. . . .
They take the vitamins and minerals
from your grain; they put it in feed
for your hogs and your cattle. And
that's why the pigs that your farmers
raise are healthy and win blue ribbons,
and the children that the farmers raise
wind up with rheumatism, high-blood
pressure, diabetes, one foot in the
grave, and the other on a banana peel."
Kasher's timebuying formula is fairly simple. "When we enter a market,"
he says, "we saturate it. Every station,
regardless of the power, is good for us.
In New
York, for example, WOR,

ADVERTISING
niNcm-th-. wants
ot advertising,

a woman
with
hefwi on 24 and

WOMM
a basic knowledge
35: collcqc qradu-

tion. media analysis, survey, etc.
To work with export manager In the formulation of
advertising
plans for forrlon countries
and follow
through In their execution.
Please, write fully giving age. experience,
salary
SPONSOR,

510

MADISON

AVE.,

N.

Y.

22

'n Shoulders -

33.7% Above Station B
673%

Above Station C

125.4% Above Station D
•Total rated time periods, thare of
Radio
Report,

Audience
October

Index.

Hooper

Radio

1951.

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented
EDWARD
A-l-52
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Nationally

by

PETRY and COMPANY

Audience

Index

WMGM, WOV, W.l/ all have done
good jobs for us. We pay regular
rates, and they like our business. Our
onlv problem has been distribution.
Before campaigning in a major city,
wo advise local retail outlets. But many
don't stock up enough, skeptical that
our radio and TV advertising won't
move all the goods that we say it will.
As a consequence, they get flooded
with orders, and haven't enough to fill
the demand. Happily, we're gradually
improving our distribution."
Kasher is a devout believer in merchandising. His display manager, Sylvan Abrams, distributes point-of-sale

SOUTHWEST

cards, streamers, window displays, and
post cards of the type sent out to customers by Carson Pirie Scott & Company, Chicago. The posters headline
the twin phrase: "A riot on RADIO!
Terrific on TV!"
All looks hunky-dory in Kasher's
broadcast advertising future. "As we
extend our market," he says, "we intend experimenting with other types of
programing, both on a local and national scale. Right now, I'm shopping
around for both a radio and TV network show. Believe me. I'm in business to stay."
Kasher
particularly

VIRGINIA'S IJtfMt&eA, RADIO

V***

will seek fresh

STATION

GY\S\

There's an extra puneh in your
advertising dollar on WDBJ! To
demonstrate, look at these Promotion figures for the Fall Campaign
(Oct. 14-Dee. 31):
Newspaper Ad Lineage
25,746
Newspaper Publicity Lineage 5,070
Announcements and Trailers 2,505
Downtown Display Windows

13

Plus '-Drug Briefs" and "Grocery Briefs"
monthly to the drug and grocery retailers, dealer cards, letters, and miscellaneous services on specific special occasions!
For further information
Write WDBJ

WDBJ

or Ask FREE & PETERS!

ROANOKE,

FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Reprt

V A

advertising to help exploit two newproducts that he may put on the market this year. One is a new hair shampoo, unlike the present Antell one,
which he predicts '"will carry the country by storm." The other, to be manufactured byNational Health Aids, is
a new type of weight-reducing patent
medicine.
Like Toni and Tintair, the Antell
hair preparations and the National
Health Aids Complex all seem to have
adopted a uniform sales success formula, which other retail drug advertisers
might well emulate. Briefly, it's this:
If you want to launch a new drug
store item, excite and inform the public with a saturation, razzle-dazzle radio and TV campaign, and follow
through with sledge-hammer merchandising and promotion. At the same
time, don't go overboard. Remember
what happened to Senator Dudley J.
Le Blanc's medicine show. Despite all
the whoop-de-doo, his Hadacol went
bankrupt.

SUBURBAN

* * *

STATION

[Continued from page 33)
KFI, KNX, KECA rates on the earlymorning show were at bargain prices.
A quarter-hour of the show could be
bought, each day, for as little as $12.
Old Gold bought, in January 1951.
The cigarette firm hasn't regretted
its purchase of the program segment
on the California "suburban" station, a1,000-watt MBS and Don Lee
affiliate. With modest understatement,
the agency now admits that the showhas since caused a "noticeable increase
in Old Gold sales," and recently renewed its 6:30 to 6:45 a.m. portion of
The Spanish Hour, for a solid 52
weeks. Inspired by this success, Old
Gold is inquiring into other Spanishlanguage shows in other markets.
True, the added sales created by Old
Gold's Spanish-language commercials
among the early-rising fruit workers
and cannery employees of Orange
County are never likely to boost "Old
Gold's national sales rank. But, the
kind of sales strides made by Old Gold
in the very shadow of the huge Los
Angeles air outlets can quick!) add up.
if carried through in other commttnities.
No isolated case, the kind of job
done by Santa Ana's community-serving KVOE is typical of what many of
these small stations, nestling close to
SPONSOR

says:
James E. Bennett
2909 Burnette Street, Vallejo, California

People . . . viewers . . . your potential customers . . . write interesting letters to KPIX; interesting
because so many of them reflect
the feeling of belonging which
they feel.
Mr. Bennett's is one of those many. "I feel," he writes further, "as
though I am a part of the wonderful KPIX organization that brought
the miracle of Television to the Bay Area."
And that's a pretty wonderful way to have your viewers feel, quite
apart from the fact that the extent of this feeling among thousands
of San Francisco Bay Area homes

represents a loyalty that has a

special sponsor-value.

^a
CBS

and

San

Francisco's

Pioneer

^elevUkm
CHANNEL

DUMONT

TELEVISION

Represented by
THE
KATZ
AGENCY
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Station

NETWORKS

Uxadio

dV

Qjitm

COPYWRITERPRODUCER
looking for

position with
progressive
agency
or client
SPECIALTIES
cigarettes
beer
hair tonic
proprietary drugs
gasoline
motor oil
many other
consumer
products
10 years in advertising agencies
Age 34 — Married, Two Children
Contact Potential —
Experience, good appearance,
mixes well,
speaks and
thinks on his feet
Good basic planning man
Resume for appointment
upon request

BOX 00
SPONSOR
510 Madison Ave., N. Y.

metropolitan centers, can do. The pattern isbeing repeated for judicious advertisers inareas like New York City,
Chicago, San Francisco, Houston, Seattle, St. Louis, and other key markets,

2G-time basis in Class "A" are $120
each, before discounts.
On KVOE, whose 1,000 watts

where the nearby "community" station
often stacks up well against the "big
city" outlets in local listening, at fractional cost.

(as of mid-1951), the rates are bargain-basement by comparison. An
hour in Class "A" time on KVOE costs
$60; chainbreaks are $3.25 each on a

Frequently, the addition of the outstanding "community" stations surrounding metropolitan centers in which
a network or national spot radio campaign isbeing conducted will cost only
an additional 3 to 10%.
Is it worth it?
Agencies and advertisers can judge
for themselves from a 1950 survey conducted in Old Gold's problem market.
Orange County, by a local Los Angeles ad agency. During the first week
in January, some 2.500 phone calls
were made to radio homes, both day

26-time basis in Class "A" time. In
other words, about 6.5% of what the
big stations charge.
This kind of competitive cost, plus

and night. Here's how Santa Ana's
KVOE, ace-in-the-hole for Old Gold,
showed up in over-all share of audience:

20% of the station's revenue, not all
community-type stations can match
that figure. In other fringe-area markets, there's plenty of room for other
national advertisers — if they'll take the

ORANGE
COUNTY
LISTENING,
Station :
KPI, L. A
KXX.
I.. A
KVOE, S:,nla Ana
KKCA.
[.. A
KIIJ. L, A
KJII'I , 1.. A

(CALIF.)
RADIO
JAN.
1950
Weekly-share of audience
7.2
5.6
4.2
2.8
2.8
1.9

reaches most of Orange County's 69,700 families and 67,541 car radios

the 4rr -plus share of listening that
KVOE can show in its own territory, is
what has led advertisers like Colgate,
Old Gold, Chrysler, Pontiac, Ford, Folger's Coffee, Bireley's, Murine, Hudson
autos and other national and big regional advertisers to use KVOE in recent months.
However,
even though
national advertisers
accountKVOE's
for about

KVOE had out-pulled all but two of
the big Los Angeles stations!
Of course, nobody — least of all station managers of the nation's "community" stations, and their station representatives— recommends use of fringearea stations as a substitute for buying
big powerhouses. Even though KVOE
gave the L. A. stations (see figures
above) a good run for their money, it
was still in only part of the big-station
coverage areas.
However, to ignore the community
station, for the sake of a few dollars
and some timebuyiwg effort, is to overlook a useful supplement to any big
spot radio campaign.

18 THOUSAND
TELEGRAM
REQUESTS

. . . tell their own
success stories
Bob Trebor's "BEST BY
REQUEST"
is the highest
rated
local afternoon
disc
jockey show. Listeners
have sent in 18 THOUSAND telegram requests in
2l/2 years.

Now, let's look at the dollars and
cents aspects of buying time on a station like KVOE.
First, let's check prices on the two
stations who top KVOE in its Orange
County bailiwick, KFI and KNX. On
50,000-watt KFI, basic NBC affiliate,
the Class "A" one-hour rate is $700.00.
KFI station breaks, on a 26-time basis
in Class "A" are $118.75 each, before
discounts. On CBS-owned, 50,000-watt
KNX, the Class "A" one-hour rate is
$650.00. Station breaks on KNX, on a

IN

ROCHESTER.

N

Represented
Nationally
by
THE
BOLLING
COMPANY

Y

OU MIGHT WALK A MILE
i 6/2 MINUTES' -

M

UT...
YOU NEED
THE FETZER STATIONS
TO PACE WESTERN MICHIGAN
Here are some of the reasons why WKZO-TV is
Western Michigan's greatest television value — why
WKZO-WJEF are Western Michigan's greatest
radio value:
WKZO-TV

is the official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids. It thoroughly covers a big Western Michigan and Northern Indiana 24-county area — which includes intensive primary service to Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids
and Battle Creek — with a net effective buying income of more than two billion dollars. Further, a
new Videodex Diary Study made by Jay and Graham Research Corporation, using the BMB technique, offers smashing proof that WKZO-TV delivers 54.7% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television homes than Station "B".r
* Michael Pecora, walked a

WJEF

WKZO-WJEF are acknowledged leaders in their
home cities of Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, as
well as in rural Western Michigan. BMB Report
No. 2 shows that WKZO-WJEF have increased their
unduplicated rural audiences tremendously over
1946 — up 52.9% at night, 46.7% in the daytime.
WKZO-WJEF give unduplicated day-and-night coverage of more than 60,000 families in the Grand
Rapids area alone! Best of all, WKZO-WJEF cost
about 20% less than the next-best two-station combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, yet deliver about 57% more listeners!
Write direct or ask your Avery-Knodel man for the
whole Fetzer story, today!

utes, 27-1/5 seconds in Hew York City on February 22, 1932.

WKZO-TV

N GRAND RAPIDSi 1&PA
WESTERN INDIANA
MICHIGAN
and inNORTHERN
and KENT COUNTY
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE OWNED

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

, ^4 and
,N KALAMAZOO
GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
AND OPERATED BY

BROADCASTING
INC., EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

trouble to investigate the opportunities.
KVOE's mixture of folksy, farm-area
programs and urban-type local shows
is \(T\ typical of the kind of programing served up daily by community stations. It is literall) the reason why
KV01 walked off with 60', of the
listening K.KI got. Here's what Dearie
S. Long, station manager <>l" KVOE.
told sponsor regarding the programbuilding methods of his station:

are giving 'our people' the entertainment they want, when they want it.

»*>I think television offers the perfect
example of an industry built on faith —
the faith of private capital in the American people."
JOSEPH II. McCONNELL
President, JSBC

"We produce all of our local shows
for the audience we serve. Little do we

It's programing they can't get on any
other radio station — because, what oth-

care how many 'outside' stations ma\
be tuned-in on the dial, so long as we

er station can afford to 'tailor-make"
shows for Orange County, California?"

for quick, easy reference
to your copies of

SPONSOR

*4.

get the durable new
Sponsor binder

costs

only

looks like a million .

A typical day on KVOE
like this.

shapes up

To open the station, there's the
Spanish Hour with Paul Barber
( known to his listeners as Senor Pablo), from 6:00 to 7:00 a.m., six days
a week. Then comes more wake-up music programing, and at 7:45 a.m. the
first of the four-a-day Orange Empire
Reporter. This is a KVOE news show
that serves up the latest local news,
citrus crop information, weather re(vital to crop),
Orange and
County's
000,000portscitrus
other $30.local
happenings.
Later in the morning, when KVOE
is serving both the rural audience and
the 45,000 people living in Santa Ana.
there are telephone-request record
shows, household hints on a program
called Dearie's Den, and two late-morning audience-participation shows, Ladies Day in Studio A and E-Z Living
(see picture on page 33).
The KVOE afternoon is filled, in addition to MBS and Don Lee network
service, with local record shows, salutes
to neighboring schools and colleges,
and reports on local sports. At other
times, like Saturday mornings, the local moppet set are enthralled with
Orange County School Kids Quiz and
Musical Playroom. Late at night, there
are 10:00 to 12:00 midnight disk
jockey shows, tailored to local tastes.
Throughout the year, if there's a big
local special event, or if there's important news to the community and the
county, KVOE is on hand to report it
in a hurry. It's listening that Orange
County listeners dont get from the big
L. A. stations.
As station manager Deane Long
summed it up for sponsor: "When
someone asks us 'what can you do to
command a listening audience, under

SPONSOR
510 Madison
New

□ $4 one binder

Aye

□ $7 two binders

York 22

Please send me Binder holding 13 issues and bill me later.
Same

Still, after checking several leading
station representatives who handle
suburban stations, SPONSOR feels that
swers."
there's much missionary work to be
done at the agency level for the community station. Despite the often-convincing answers of the Deane Longs of
broadcast advertising, the average

Firm
Address
City

the guns of all those big-city stations'
we've got dozens of convincing an-

Zone

State ....

sponsor
and agency
be troubled
to investigate
this kindcan't
of spot
radio.
If the Old Gold success on KVOE is
an example, the extra effort is often
worthwhile in terms of extra community sales.

* * *

SPONSOR

yj hat makes \)(/REC

lead the parade?

LISTENERS!
What makes the most listeners?
Program superiority . . .
plus operational perfection.

CONSEQUENTLY WREC'S
HOOPER RATINGS
AVERAGE HIGHER THAN
ANY OTHER
MEMPHIS STATION.
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ROUNDUP
i Con tinned from page 49)
for Orphans and Underprivileged Children."' It featured local disk jockeys
and TV personalities in hundreds of
cities teaming up with local Jaycee
chapters to raise funds. Among the
leaders was WABB, Mobile, which

Maxwell

House

originated the tour as a public-service
feature last year. This year, through
WABB's efforts and the Mobile Jaycees, the tour became nationwide. National publicity was climaxed by a
half-hour kick-off show on 8 December
starring Jimmy Durante. Bob Crosby,
Johnnj Desmond, and others.

Coffee

Joins The Swing To
WDIA in Memphis
weekly on Tan
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adelphia Inquirer columnist, Frank
Brookhouser airing Frankly Speaking
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
6:15 to 6:30 p.m. Co-sponsors: Tele
King Distributors, Inc., and Vic Hendler. Philadelphia Tele King retailer.

John M. (Jack) Snyder, managing
director of WFBG, NBC, in Altoona,
Pa., is a very happy man. The Diamond brothers, WFBG entertainers,
who are under the personal management of Snyder, recently won NBC's
Talent Search, Country Style. Program
sponsor: RCA Victor. The prize, a recording contract, goes to the Diamond
brothers, on WFBG some 15 years.

Represented

JOE

nationally

WOOTTON

& MOTIVES

{Continued from page 6)

Souther n Point in Atla nta
—that fam DUS ph

May.

ough

years) ; J. R. Furner, production manager (12 years) . Nelson has been with
the agency 31 years.

type, stars vocalists Gloria De Haven
and Eddie Fisher with Hugo Winterhalter's orchestra. This big-name show,
readied for advertisers on Thesaurussubscribed stations, is one of the costliest library features made, according
to RCA Recorded Program Services.

'51
G

WDIA

John E. Pearson Co..

Pre

>

Gillham Advertising Agency, Salt
Lake City, marked its 40th birthday
anniversary last month with an employes' dinner. Marion C. Nelson,
president, presented special recognitions to veteran employes including
Lon Richardson, senior vice president
(20 years) ; Dan H. Leahy, artist (20
years); Clair Lindgren, artist (13

A newspaper columnist is sponsored Newest offering in the Thesaurus liby a TV set manufacturer and dealer brary program series is Date in Hollyover WIP, Philadelphia. This combi
wood slated for late February release
nation of radio, TV and newspaper asto local station subscribers. The quarsociation started 16 January with Philter hour program, a musical-variety

i

RADIO
A UDIENCE
INDEX
HOOPER
y: Memphis. 1
Months Oct.-Nov.
Time
S ts WDIA
B
C
D
E
F

in markets under 250,000 population.
Hanna will also assist Davis in the
creative end of the firm.

by

Phil Hanna. singing star of CBS-TV
Bride and Groom, is also in the business end of the trade. The youthful TV
star recently joined Phil Davis Musical Enterprises, Inc., N. Y., as vice
resident and director of new business

Networks are infinitely wise today,
after these 20 years of piloting their
ships through the shoals of partisan
politics. So, too, with most of the older local station managements. (Newcomers among station licensees are
somewhat prone to repeat old mistakes
of bald censorship.) Advertisers have
also been smartened up through the
past two decades and right now we
find one of the insurance companies
insisting upon a disclaimer line in a
CBS newscast, explicitly stating that
CBS alone is responsible for the choice

H ouisewives

ciiase
Jkase

JVL

O21 one ot£reei£w, in

MINNEAPOLIS

- ST. PAUL!

ty&i, Spot 7etevi4io*t SdU (faxUf
'po* 'pcvitfoi 'pacta, rftA:

Free & Peters, inc.
Since 1932
Pioneer Station
Representatives

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO

DETROIT

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

* * *

4?

I of items, and tin- editorial emphasis.
Lateh. news that Westinghouse
would sponsor the full array of NBC
telecasts of the major 1952 party conventions, that Philco would do the
same on CBS-TV. that ABC-TV and
DuMont both were seeking similar
ileal- has stimulated some radio-TV
critics to adverse comment. The critical point is this: politics is. or ought

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

to be, "sheer public interest" and paid
for, as such, by the broadcasters. It
was ""unsuitable" that advertisers
should lift the tab, or that facilities
should be hawked at a profit. But the
industry does not take the accusation
of "abdication of responsibilits" too
seriously. It is just the latest articulation of the old. old. old argument that

Covers ALL
off the Rich
ntral

whatever was "sustaining" was somehow more admirable than whatever
was "commercial." Regardless of the
merits of this thesis, considered as a
debating side, it is simply not now.
nor for a long time past, the custom
of the country and there is singularly
little evidence that the public, or even
the more intellectual segment of the
public, gives a hoot whether political
pick-ups are sponsored or not.

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

* * *
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WHAT TO DO
in '52?
Use AM
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ignated TV program that's alreadx in
the spot. This, in turn, is either a network-built show or a packaged show
where the network has bought the resale or co-producing arrangement with
the original producer.
Some independent producers even
feel that, by January 1953, the two
higgest TV webs, NBC and CBS, will
have as much as three-quarters of their
nighttime schedules under their sales
thumb. These two TV webs are also
expected to control as much as ')()',
of their daytime schedules, particularly with big. multi-sponsor shows.
This situation would evaporate
quickly enough if: ( li network TV
time became more readily available.
I 2) advertisers could not afford to buy
the designated shows, were forced to
shop elsewhere for lower-cost vehicles.
(3) the supply of shows that the network could re-sell did not materialize
fast enough.
Still, no matter how many or
kind of shows are available to a
sor, there will always be times
video-minded clients will feel that

what
sponwhen
noth-

ing in sight fills the bill. Then, a client either goes into another medium,
or else hatches his own show. Usually,
these shows (see chart, page 32) are
designated around a specific sales idea,
or are a showcase for some sort of

presidency, long-memoried Democrats

client-owned "selling symbol" such as
Betty Crocker, or Elsie the Cow, or

documented that radio tycoons, whatever their personal preference, failed to

in non-TV markets

[Continued from page 32)
TV network time, he has to buy a des-

Historically it may be that there
were at least three instances of "collusion" between the broadcasting and
business communities on the one hand
and a given candidate on the other. In
1932 when Roosevelt first ran for the
still think that the "top brass" of the
networks of that day were pretty frankly pro-Hoover in their private and professional lives. Even so it was never

Radio

TV PACKAGERS

hedge their practices against a Democratic victory. While some Democrats
were in a vindictive spirit in early 1933
F.D.R. elected to forgive and forget.
The worst cases were in California
and New England, respectively. In
1935 highly dubious use was made of
radio (and all other media) in order
to exclude Upton Sinclair from the
California governorship. Later still
that improper Bostonian, John Shepard. Ill, attempted, with greater candor than sense, to pledge his radio stations to unapologetic pro-Republican
policies. He was slapped down, and
the resultant "Mayflower Decision"
was long political scripture, until recently modified. • • •

Chiquita Banana. Sometimes they're
built around a client-owned radio formula with the agency doing the labor.
Building a show this way is not a
cheap solution to programing worries,
and is often done because it is the only
way out. Often, too, the ratings of client-built shows are nothing to brag
about. Only two client-built TV shows
are in Videodex's 1-7 December "Top
20." They are the 13th place Gillette
Cavalcade of Sports and the 20th place
Lucky Strike Hit Parade.
Meanwhile, what of the independent
packager's future in TV?
To answer this question effectively.

HEADACHE? u»u
film spot problems to TELEFILM Inc.

SPONSOR talked to leading package producers, agencymen, 4-A officials, and
network executives. This was how the
consensus shaped up:
Packagers — Have regained the creative-building
edge now.flexible
and don't
intend to lose it.
More
than the
networks, they are a steady source of
useful, "commercial" programs based
on simple formulas, often at low cost.
Networks — Are further ahead in TV
now than they were in radio, and are
beginning to compete heavily with
package producers for everything from
ideas to sales rights. Restricted by
time availabilities, adjacencies, etc..
tbev still have the edge in producing
the TV extravaganzas, have more TV
program money to spend in developing new properties, talent, and big
shows.
Agencies — For the most part, agencies are reverting in TV to their old radio role of "supervisory control" of either network-built or packager-built
shows. Some of the big ad agencies
are maintaining large TV staffs primarily for prestige reasons, occasionally package a show only for a client
who wants a specific, unique type.
Clients and Stations — Client-built
shows are tending to follow the agency
pattern, generally. Station-built network shows from TV affiliates are falling in line with the policies of the
parent network, but are doing well.
With high costs forcing many shows
out of the big producing centers to
lower-cost production areas, such as
the recent Miss Susan Philadelphia
origination, stations may play a greater creative role.
* * *

KIPLINGER
(Continued from page 35)
Changing Times about four years ago,
but it was only 12 months ago that
circulation manager James P. Connell
called in the Albert Frank-Guenther
Law Agency to help boost readership.
In an experimental spirit, Account
Executive Bob Day initiated the magazine's air advertising with spot TV.
He bought TV participations in early
1951 on the Ted Steele Show over
WPIX, New York City, then began expanding into other TV markets. In
Chicago, it was participations on the
Bob and Kay Show over WENR-TV;
in Philadelphia, participations on the
Ernie Kovacs Show over WPTZ-TV;
and participations on WXYZ-TV, De28 JANUARY
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^SYMBOL

OF THE BEST IN BROADCASTING
IN NORTHWESTERN
PIONEER

tCPX)
\
ll^
^>>X

IN OHIO

OHIO
RADIO. . . I'm the sym-

bol
of WSPD
is first
OHIO'S
PIONEER
STATION.because
And, thisWSPD
powerful
station in Ohio has been the 1st Station in Northwestern Ohio for THIRTY ONE Consecutive
Years. Hooper, Neilsen, every rafing service
Proves WSPD is the top dialing habit of
300,000 radio families. When you BUY

PIONEER

RADIO in Northwestern Ohio BUY "SPEEDY",
WSPD, Ohio's Pioneer Voice of Radio for
31 years.
IN NORTHWESTERN
OHIO TV

WSPD-TV pioneered the television industry in
Northwestern
Ohio
and
our 85% share of
audience is significant of a job well done. We
have carried all networks and have programmed to suit the majority of over 1 50,000
TV sets in our area, insuring sponsors of Point
of Impact for every sales message. It's "Firstest
with The Mostest" in Northwestern
Ohio TV
with "SPEEDY", the TV PIONEER.

m

I'm on my way to round up more facts for
broadcasting buyers in Northwestern
Ohio. REMEMBER . . . when you see
"SPEEDY" it means SPEEDY
<Z4
-^■^mi^r^^~
■ bPttDY
it means bfttUY
s\^33^7rfESULTS
on RADIO
or TELEVISION
in
NORTHWESTERN OHIO
&
SOUTHERN
%-^J
*
NORTHWESTERN
OHIO
& SOUTHERN
MICHIGAN. CALL YOUR KATZ MAN or
TOLEDO
ask about
and SURE and
SALES.

WSPD

"SPEEDY"...

AM-TV
presented Nationally
by KATZ

Mr. Willis J. Alm'ekinder,
/'resident of First Federal of Rochester,
at his favorite task —

W^^Pf
i^SSm

mm

^

troit, KFI-TV, Los Angeles. One variation was the purchase of participations on the John Harvey radio disk
jockey show over KGO, San Francisco.
The experiment in air advertising
ran for six months, but, as Day admits
candidly, subscription results were
"only fair." So, in August, 1951, Kiplinger decided to try a different tack —
both in the commercials and in the
medium. They decided to advertise a
give-away offer of a sample copy to
each person who wrote in to the staentirely.
tion; and they decided to use radio
In Chicago, Kiplinger used the
Housewives' Protective League Paul
Gibson Shoiv over WBBM; another
HPL show on KNX, Los Angeles; the
Galen Drake HPL program on WCBS.
New York City; and the Alfred McCann husband-and-wife show on WOR,
New York City, among others.
"The results were so satisfactory,"

How First Federal of Rochester

recalls Day happily, "that we knew radio was for us. That December, we expanded into 60 radio stations, using
largely HPL and breakfast participation shows. We even tried news shows,

Quadrupled Assets

but that didn't work so well. Women,
by far, have been most ready to send

When First Federal of Rochester, N. Y., started local
sponsorship of the Fulton Lewis, Jr., program on radio
station WVET, assets were $11,500,000. Today, after
nine years of continuous sponsorship, assets are $46,000,000. Obviously this increase is not attributable to
the program alone. Good management, alert business

for sample copies of the magazine."
The agency's timebuying approach
has been what can be called "gradual
rotation." That is to say, Kiplinger
will buy participations two to six times
a week for a month or so of one program. Then, the agency will wait until they feel they have reached that audience and used up the potential. Then,
comes a shift to another station. This
rotating formula is similar to that used

practices, and many other factors enter into the picture. But, in the words of Mr. Willis J. Almekinder,
President of First Federal, "A great deal of the success
in reaching new savings customers is due to the fine
audience which Fulton Lewis, Jr., reaches.
"Numbering over 200,000 people in Rochester, it is
made up of thinking, hard working, conscientious citizens who are interested in America and who believe in
such fundamentals of good citizenship as thrift. In our
regular check of where our new business comes from,
Fulton Lewis, Jr., has consistently rated at the top.
Our sponsorship has generated a great deal of good
■will toward First Federal."
The Fulton Lewis program is a Mutual Co-op Program
available for sale to local advertisers in individual
cities at low, pro-rated talent cost. Among the 623
sponsors of the program
(on
^^^^^
370 Mutual stations), there
are 55 banks and savings
institutions. Since there are
more than 500 MBS stations,
there may be an opening in
your locality. For a proved
and tested means of reaching
new customers, check your
Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting
System, 1440 Broadway, New
York City 18 (or Tribune
Tower, Chicago 11. Illinois).

M

by many leading food and drug advertisers, who feel they periodically "use
up" audiences.
Day feels radio participation shows
have worked well for Kiplinger for two
reasons:
1. The very nature of the aural medium has stimulated listeners to use
their imaginations when the commercial describes highlights of Changing
Times articles.
2. M.C.'s presiding over morning
participation shows usually deliver
their commercials in a friendly and
relaxed manner.
It was this second reason which encouraged Kiplinger to try the Dave
Garroway show. "Besides being a big
name on an early morning show," says
Day, "Garroway had the informal, relaxed approach we felt was best for
SPONSOR

our needs. Cur commercials call for
him to pick up the magazine, and examine itbefore the camera, .1- though
he were a friendl) neighbor giving you
.i,K i< e. He tells the \ iewers, This is
a nice and interesting magazine . . .,'
and that's the neighborlj viewpoint we
want."
Kiplinger has been supporting its radio « iili large-scale newspaper advertising and a mad promotion < ampaign.
Today inquiries will be followed up
with similar direct-mail efforts.
Kiplinger will also keep an interested eye peeled on its fellow sponsor,
Kenwill Corporation, of Cleveland. On
the week of the L8th of Feb] uary, Kenwill (via W. Earl Bothwell Vgenc) I
will make it- debut on Today to advertise it- Magikoter Paintroller, a new
device for spreading paint on surfaces
with the use of a roller.
Pak

\. sponsor wenl to press, the Puredivision of Detroit's I x-l ell-( I

at 50,000 watts
gives advertisers the

GREATEST
COVERAGE

Corp. had al-o Mailed t'oi a \\cekl\ segment of Today, starting on the 28th
of January.

at the

Kiplinger's TV future depends on
the final results of the L3-week acid

LOWEST
RATE

test of Today's mail-pull. But, as Day
says firmly, "Regardless of the TV
show's outcome, you can quote Mr.
James Connell, circulation director of
Changing Times, and imself as being
sold on radio's impact as an advertising medium for building magazine circulation." ** *

...THERE'S RADIO

of any Major Station in the

I Continued from page 37 I

lives of the seven Detroit radio stations
\\ 11J. WW J,CKLW,WXYZ, WEXL,
WJBK and WKMH — which have
pooled ideas, effort and monej to make
the Motor City more radio-conscious.
Perhaps the first cooperative effort of
its kind, it represents an expenditure
of over 81.000.000 for radio time,
newspaper advertising, and cai cards.
Since the campaign has been extended
tn Man

h \'>~>2. even further funds have

been allocated. The Charles Stout

DETROIT
AREA
s powerful radio voice is hitting a 17,000,000 population area in
-nportant states and is open to advertisers at the lowest rate of
major station in this region. A tremendous buy for action and
s that is establishing new records daily.
Get the facts now.

agen< y of 1 Detroit is aiding in handling
the advertising.
Focal point of the Detroit campaign
i- the "Wherever you go . . . there's
Radio!'' slogan. This phrase (originated b) Committee-member Art Gloster of CKLWi runs repeated!) throughout all the promotion. It has been
used 21 times dailj b) each Detroit
station, aside from the \ersions of it
28 JANUARY
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Adam

50,000 WATTS

at 800 KC.

Guardian

Detroit, Mich.

Bldg.

•

J. Young, Jr., Inc.
^
National Rep.
MUTUAL

J. K. Campeau
President

Available for
Co-Sponsorship
1952 TELECASTS
BROADCASTS

AND

OF THE

WASHINGTON SENATORS'
BASEBALL
GAMES
Opportunity for National Advertiser seeking
impart in the great Washington Market - Washington, D. C.'s hottest audience-getter
may be shared with the Chr. Heurich Brewing Co., whose sensational gains with Old
Georgetown Beer in 1951 (when less than one-

Information will be gladly — and quickly —
supplied when

identity of prospective co-

sponsor is revealed as an acceptable firm with
non-competing product or service

third of the home games were televised) inspired this year's decision to telecast all home

For

cost

and

other

details.

games. Of the 77 home games, 71 will be teleeasl at the peak audience potential — nights,

Henry J. Kaufman & Associates

Saturday and Sunday afternoons, and holidays. Ail home and away panics (154) will
be broadcast. Co-sponsorship of both features

^ravertii in a
1419 H STREET,

N. W.

WASHINGTON

DISTRICT

7400

5, D. C.

is offered as a package.
SPONSOR

which the local personalities weave into their own shows. It appears in the
newspaper a. Is and car cards, along
with clever cartoons showing how radio gets around: in the barn while you
milk the cow : in a cabin in the woods
so you and the bear can both hear it;
on the kitchen sink to beguile the
plumber; even with you when you
float around on your magic carpet.
The slogan has even appeared on Detroit television screens.
"Wherever you go . . . there's Radio!" has been made into a song with
original lyrics by a WJR talent team,
"Pie Plant Pete" and "Bashful Joe."
Such a response has this catchy, folktype tune elicited that BMI has published sheet music on the song (see
page 38).
The heaviest portion of the Detroit
campaign is being carried by radio
itself. The radio copy voiced by Detroit announcers hammers home several significant points. Here are excerpts :
"Most Americans would find it hard
to Hie without a radio. Radio has become perhaps the most typical American habit. More of a habit than the
Sunday drive (we own more radios
than automobiles). More of a habit
than taking a bath (we own more radios than bathtubs).'''
"Your radio was silent for 10 seconds! Did you miss it? . . . that's proof
again that radio is a part in your
American way of life."
"Radio brings you the iveather. the
temperature, correct time . . . and
brings the world to your fingertips. It
can warn you of danger and help you
in time of need. It can alter its services within seconds . . . to meet a
changing condition.''
The "Wherever vou go . . . there's
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Radio!" phrase is not copyrighted, and
the Detroit Committee lias encouraged
other stations and broadcasting groups
to make full use of it, even offering a
kit of details and materials to those
interested. The Associated Tulsa
Broadcasters Association — consisting
of Tulsa stations KVOO, KRMG,
KOME. KAKC, KTOL. and KFMJ—
used the same theme in a recent mutual promotion effort to stimulate radio listening and timebuying. Stations
throughout the country have displayed
eager interest in and have made use
of the "Detroit Plan" in one form or
another.
Perhaps the biggest hypo to spreading the "Wherever you go . . ." idea
nationally was given by the World
Broadcasting System, which built an
entire sales promotion drive around it.
In September, this transcription firm
announced that it was launching "a
campaign designed to reawaken the nation to the wonders of radio." To help
radio stations tie in easily with the
drive, they obtained the cooperation of
16 top national radio personalities,
each of whom transcribed what they
call a "Sell Radio" announcement. Example: "Listen — this is Andre Baruch.
Wherever you go . . . there's Radio!"
Robert Q. Lewis. Lanny Ross, Bud
Collyer, James Melton, Ted Husing,
Bert Parks and Guy Lombardo were
among others cutting disks. Not only
the 850-odd World-affiliates but some
600 additional stations as well received
a disk containing these announcements
gratis from World. Enthusiasm on the
part of stations for this move is running high. A typical reaction comes
from Knoxville, where all the stations
— WROL. WNOX. WBIR, WKGN and
WIBK — have been participating in the
campaign.
WROL
as spokesman for

the group says: "The management of
these stations feels, as do so many others in the industry, that it's time radio
was used to 'sell' itself. Knoxville is
glad to join the industry in 'tooting its
Cleveland is likely to be the next city
in which
a major new radio-promotion
own
horn'."
plan will blossom. Representatives of
all eight Cleveland stations— WDOK,
WERE. WGAR, WHK, WJMO, WJW,
WSRS, WTAM— have established a
Cleveland Broadcasters Committee
which is currently laying down plans
to promote radio in that city. They
have conferred with the Broadcast Advertising Bureau in New York, which
proffered ideas and suggestions as part
of its new radio-promotion service.
Whatever plans are formulated in
Cleveland are likely to resemble the
comprehensive promotion plan which
the BAB itself is now completing. To
be released in about two weeks, this
"Radio United Plan" will embrace audience promotion and public service,
as well as promotion of sales. Radio
United will embody the best features
of all the group plans now active, according toJack Hardesty, BAB promotion director, and all the 960-odd BAB
stations will be invited to participate.
In Rochester, the Radio Broadcast
Management Council, representing stations WARC, WHAM, WHEC, WRNY
and WVET, is making a concerted
drive among timebuyers, emphasizing
results an advertising dollar can pull
on radio. It has adopted an emblem
which reads: "When You Tune in Radio, You Tune in Sales" and which appears on mailing pieces they are currently sending out. "When You Get
Her Ear. You Get on Her Shopping
List," says one of the Rochester slogans. During the month of January,

THE

Rochester circulars will go to more
than 1.500 timebuvers, locally and national.
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Mr. Tom Carson
Benton and Bowles
New Yorl; City
Dear Tommy:
Folks like you likes ter find places
whur folks is amakin
an aspendin
W /^ money. Well, be

f^Du

Ary<c^y
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sure
ter 'elude
tli hometown
uv
WCHS
in any
sech
list
yuh
makes.
Yessir,
Tommy, Charleston, West Virginj ny, is a reel brite
spot
fer
folks
with
sumpthin
ter sell.
Frinstance, th' sales
in
department
stores in Charleston is arunniii
durned
near 30
percent ahead uv
whur they wuz a
year ago!
Now
thet means
jest
one thin
fer a
like here
you —is
. feller
thet this
a good place ter

advertize!
An'
'member,
Tommy!
WCHS gives yuh more uv these
big spenders then all
Algyth' other four
Stations in town put tergether!
Yrs.

^GTS!?'

w c
Charlesro

H S
n, W.

Va.

Other

stations ha\e

expressed

the

"let's promote radio" fever differently.
WTOP, Washington, 1). C, introduced a new slogan. "On radio, and
onl) onweeks,
radio, it
can started
you hear.
. . ."
three
most
of For
its
promotion announcements with this
phrase, then mentioned the program
or service to be plugged. This "radio,
and only radio" idea is in line with
the growing awareness that radio has
something special to offer in the way
of service and entertainment. WTOP
devoted the equivalent of $1,000 worth
of air t'nie per week to the messages.
KLAC, Hollywood, devotes $1,500
monthly in radio time to a promotion
scheme angled to help local radio generally. It makes no direct pitch for
business, pointing to the fact that it
currently is sold out. The transcribed
announcements it runs have a helpful,
good-will-building
appeal.
WTMJ. Milwaukee, runs newspaper
ads beginning, "Radio is still as new
as each day . . .", which point up the
vitality of the medium.
The radio industry patently has taken to heart the old saying, "Who will
adhere to him who will not adhere to
himself?" Ad men themselves are
much impressed with the air of renewed excitement and confidence pervading the radio business. Radio has
passed through its period of uncertainties, readjustment and self-appraisal.
But now, aware that its force for serviceability and sellability is in no way
impaired, it has embarked on perhaps
its most exciting and imaginative job
of medium promotion.

MR. SPONSOR
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In Canada
more people listen 'to

CFRB
Toronto

regularly than to
any other station

ASKS

{Continued from page 45)
250 will have on the studio audience.
There are certain shows to which a
studio audience is necessary, and if an
admission charge will considerably lessen the number of people attending,
this could prove harmful to the production.
Lastly, there must be an adequate
control of any money thus collected to
insure that it will be distributed to
worthy organizations.
Guy Lombardo
Radio & TV star
New York

*T"he 1950 BBM figures show
1 CFRB's coverage as 619,050
daytime and 653,860 night time — more
than one-fifth of the homes in Canada,
concentrated in the market which accounts for 40% of Canada's retail sales.

CFRB

Representatives:
nited States: Adam
J Young,
Jr. Incorporated
Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited

SEAL

OF APPROVAL

[Continued from page 36)
vidual publishers or broadcasters, or
both.
ARF, as an impartial, non-profit research body, cannot actively solicit interest among stations and networks.
But it opened the door wider to radio
this December when its Board of Directors was revised to provide for
media representation, including radio
men. Already, CBS has subscribed
$2,000 to join the revamped ARF. It
is hoped that other networks and individual stations will subscribe to ARF
and become familiar enough with its
activities to want to have ARF undertake research projects for radio.
At present, however, the ARF is almost unknown to radio executives, a
SPONSOR survey indicates. This report, therefore, is designed to acquaint
both radio men and advertisers with
ARF and its potential for radio research.
Actually. ARF facilities have been
available to radio since its inception.
But it has never become very familiar
to broadcasting research men. Similarly, consumer magazines have never
actually had an ARF study done. But
it has had wide use among newspapers,
farm publications, business papers,
Canadian consumer magazines, transportation advertising, and executive
management publications.
The ARF was originally created by
the ANA and AAAA, each of which
contribute $7,500 annually to its operation. Under the old set-up, media
were not represented on the board but
participated in administering specific
media studies.
Under the recent re-
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organization, however, participation
has been opened to any medium, advertiser, or agenc) approved by the
ARF board, and media now has an acta r voice in the Foundation since six
media representatives are in the process of being elected to its tri-partite
board. Advertisers, agencies, and media are now equally represented by six
members each on the board.
Subscription rates range from $150
to $2,000 yearly, depending upon advertising income, billings, or advertising expenditure of the subscriber. The
ANA and AAAA remain in the ARF
as founder subscribers and will continue their $7,500 contributions. In
addition to the opportunity that subscribing gives them to aid in improvement of research standards, subscribers get other benefits. For example,
the ARF proposes to conduct confidential appraisals of media research
and issue reports to its members. Subscribers can use these reports to keep
tabs on the validity of media claims.
The Foundation services also include:
supplying advisory opinion preceding
media studies, a supervising and validating service, confidential appraisal
of media reports I available to ARF
subscribers only) and continuing readership studies.
H. M. Warren, then chairman, made
the Foundation's new interest in air
advertising apparent at the annual
ANA meeting last September when he
offered the services of the organization
in helping to solve the rating service
dilemma. But this gesture is of no
significance right now because it is
dubious whether radio interests would
come up with funds to finance the
lengthy investigation necessary. The
immediate work of the ARF would be

to supervise special research studies
commissioned by radio.
One key advantage of having ARF
supervise or "validate" research is that
this cuts down on the expense necessary to make sales. Time which a
salesman might have to waste proving
that his pitch is based on valid data is
saved because clients know ARF has
certified the facts. Chief disadvantage
from the point of view of any medium
is that all the facts uncovered in ARF
research must be revealed, even if they
are negative for the medium. Too, it's
more expensive to have ARF supervise
research because of the added manhours required for supervision.
Here's the way ARF might go about
making a study for a network, based
on the approach it's developed for
printed media. Suppose network A
wanted to discover to what extent sales
had actually been increased for clients as the result of sponsorship of 10
of its programs. This is the probable
procedure:
1. Network explains desired studv
to ARF's Board of Directors. Board
decides whether project is of broad
enough nature to fulfill the basic objectives of the ARF (always a criterion before it enters any study).
2. With the project accepted, the
board chairman appoints an administrative committee to manage it. Committees consist of advertiser, agency,
and media representatives. An ARF
staff member is assigned by the Foundation's managing director to act as
project manager in charge of administrative details.
3. ARF managing director and
technical director draft statement of
the study's objectives and submit it to

A value . .. PLUS
in "BRUSH

CREEK

with
FOLLIES"
HIRAM
HIGSBY
on

KMBC
KFRM
PLUS ONE-"Brush Creek Follies" is
in if; fourteenth successful season!
PLUS TWO— Playing again to a live
audience from the stage of the huge
new KMBC studio playhouse!
PLUS

THREE-A great new arrangement on commercials for advertisers!

PLUS FOUR-An outstanding new
promotion and merchandising plan!
PLUS A DOZEN-Write, wire or
phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest
Free and Peters colonel!

KMBC
KFRM
of Kansas

the administrative committee for approval. This step assures agreement on
the objectives of the research.
4. ARF managing director and
technical director submit rough specificalions of field work to private rescan h organizations which seem best
suited for the project.
5. On the basis of replies from pristudy.vate firms, one is chosen to make the
6. I he selected research organization generally makes actual field tests
of two or three research techniques
under ARF staff supervision. (This is
done when the study is of a new type
as would be true in this hypothetical
case.)
7. Administrative committee and
the ARF technical committee study results of tests and the technical committee chooses the survey method which
proves most accurate and practical in
determining relationship of listening
to sales.
8. Field work is conducted by the
research organization with on-the-spot
ARF supervision.
9. Results of field work, findings,
and tabulations are audited by the
ARF.

City

• 6th oldest CBS Affiliate •

what Mr. Blaugrund. dec
of southwestern furniture men and
head of this region's largest furniture
store, has to say about KROD. Our
station has been selling furniture,
appliances and housewares for this
outstanding store since the day
KROD went on the air. It can do
a good sales job for YOUR
or service, too.

product
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10. ARF writes and publishes report regardless
I
of who comes out on
top — and all smart media buyers know
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EDWARD
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that everybody can't be first) and
gives it ARF seal of approval.
Salesmen for network A may then
visit clients armed with promotional
material based on the ARF report.
Provided that the facts have added up
to a strong sales story, they can enter
client offices confident that selling will

SERVICE
Service is one
theme songs of
casters in AM,
are using all of

of the basi<
BMI. Broad
FM and T>
the BMI ;
ialeable
to programming . . . " '
and useful program continuities, research facilities, expert
guidance, in music library
operations, and all the other
essential elements of music in
broadcasting.

be easier because there's no question
of accuracy to explain away. Promotional material prepared as a result of
the study must have ARF approval
prior to distribution and the Foundation encourages the fullest use of its
findings.

Along with service to the
broadcaster, BMI makes available to its 2,881* licensees a
vast and varied repertoire
ranging from rhythm and
blues tunes to classics. BMI
is constantly gaining new outlets, building new sources .
music and constantly «

sponsor surveyed promotion men
from printed media which had used
ARF research, got comments like
these:
"ARF validated research gave me
an answer to advertiser cries of 'Oh,
God, another survey.' " Fred Lessner,
promotion and business manager,
Chemical Engineering.
"ARF supervised research is like
asking a publisher to hand the ARF a
scalpel, hop up on the operating table,
and tell them to start cutting. However, readership studies of our busi-

ing its activities.
The BMI broadcast licensee
can be depended upon to meet
every music requirement.

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580

FIFTH

AVE.,

NEW

YORK
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ness magazines ha\e all been favor-

know

able to the magazines." Bill Beard,
president of Vssociated Business Publications.

jusl want to sit in on the meetings."
A research executive of another network said (asking that his name be

"I believe in research and think it
is important to have an impartial
board to supervise findings. It elimi-

withheld): "I'm pessimistic. Agencies
and advertisers would have to agree
lot)', thai ARF conducted surveys
were the only valid ones. And not
enough is known about the ARF and

nates exaggerated claims." Herman
Sturm, advertising and business manager. Business Week.
In summary, most sales heads of
media contacted believed that it was
cheaper to pay more for an ARF-validated study than to pay the increased
cost of trying to sell a non-validated
survey. Onl\ complaint of some media
men concerns the emphasis given certain parts of the research in the ARF
reports.
Lowell McElrov. ANA vice president in charge of media and research,
added another point in favor of the
ARF approach: "To the extent that
advertising can be made more effective
and thus more economical, more of it
will be used in relation to other means
of selling. This means a larger total
advertising pool from which radio and
other media draw. The provision of
constructive and believable research
facts is one of the best ways in which
radio can contribute to increasing the
total advertising pool as well as its
share."
What do representatives of the networks think about ARF? Said Harper
Carraine. CBS Radio research director: "CBS became an ARF subscriber
because it does not want to sit back
and just criticize what others are doing
but hopes to take an active part in
making research as good as possible.
Opening ARF subscription to media
was a good idea, but it's too early to
tell what the results will be. Until we

more about

WW

activities, we

what the) are trying to do/' (His network was not now considering becoming a subscriber but might do so in the
future, he added. I
On the other hand, several agency
research directors contacted were enthusiastic including one who said:
"It's a really great idea, and I believe
that at least the radio and TV guys
who are trying to do an honest job will
In order to make radio and TV ingo for it."
terests go for ARF research, some
gradual method of getting their feet
wet is apparently called for. Participation of radio and TV networks and
stations as subscribers in ARF will
help acquaint them with its functions.
Then, ARF adherents hope, a pilot
study might be devised which would
seek facts on behalf of networks, agencies, and advertisers jointly. The door
is also open to non-subscribers to request specific studies to be undertaken
at their own expense. This could ease
broadcasters into awareness of exactly
how ARF operates.
Main danger that the new ARF interest in air advertising will come to
nothing lies in the fact that neither
the networks or ARF seem willing to
take positive steps to begin active discussions. Networks are apparently
waiting for ARF to come to them.
ARF, on the other hand, cannot make
a pitch like a commercial organization

In Boston

ANAHIST
through

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE
AND OSBORN, INC.
OWNED
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and seems to be waiting for the networks to step forward.
If broadcasters ever do entrust surveys to ARF, they'll probably marvel
along with current printed media users
at the accuracy of ARF methods. Oneprinted media man, Business Week's
Herman Sturm, told sponsor an anecdote which is a striking illustration.
For an ARF study of Business Week,
a Virginia reader was selected among
those to be interviewed. The reader
maintained, however, that he did not
have time to take part in the test. The
interviewer called Al Lehman, managing director of ARF; to report the
roadblock. Since the ARF never
changes its sample test group, Lehman
called the reader from New York and
convinced him of the importance of
the interview.
Of course, the fact that ARF insures
accuracy and believability of research
doesn't mean that sellers are reduced
to the role of order takers. There's
still plenty of showmanship and salesmanship that has to go into any pitch
based on ARF facts.

• • •

TIMEBUYERS
{Continued from page 27)
Copacabana chorus.
Some timebuyers. on the other hand,
make you feel small. I've had one who
sat and read his mail when I brought
in one of my key station managers.
I'd love to make that guy squirm and
some day I will. We don't want to eat
up time in a buyer's understandably
merry-go-roundish day, but we apprecia e a bit of old-fashioned hospitality and consideration."

Don't like him but he's tops
••I can live without seeing him for the
next hundred years, but he's good.
The man I refer to really can analyze

H
IANGWOUV

an) t \ [>«" of pitch. He'll listen to you
carefully and spot any flaw in your
reasoning. He's quick to lop off coverage jrou can't really justify. I don't
like him personally because he has the
temperament of a bulldog, but 1 have
to give him credit for keen judgement
which some other better-mannered men
lack.

SELL SOtf I

This is one of the few men in the
business who really understand the research facts they use. You find that a
lot of timebuyers are very hazy about
what ratings actually are and about
how to use BMB. Not this one. But
I wish he'd learn how to be more
human."

He makes his queries frank
"My favorite among timebuyers makes
his queries for availabilities specific
and frank. But some of them want
you to give them the maximum of information but then make everything
a mvstery to you. They dish out their
queries in dribs and drabs, most of it
vague, somewhat like an overcautious
poker-player who exposes only the
edges of the cards to himself. That
keeps you in the dark as to what the
account really wants and needs. But
the smart buyer gives it to you specifically and straight."

Her door is open
"She's busy but she never shuts the
door in your face. When you've got
something to say, you know you'll get
a hearing. Consequently, you do your

r«mm

best to conserve her time though I'll
admit sometimes a rep abuses his privileges with timebuyers and wastes their
time. But the particular girl I have in

£
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mind makes me feel it's only right that
I be considerate. Her open-door policy
plus her other traits like experience
and knowledge of markets and stations
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make her a good timebuyer."

He knows markets
"I'm thinking of a man in a Chicago
agency I used to call on who had a
phenomena] market^by-market understanding of the United States. He had
traveled extensively both before and
ill! 1 he became a timebuyer and he

go to him with a long pitch about how
the people in a certain farm area were
sure bets for shows at 6 a.m. or earlier.
He knew. He'd been there.
He had a wide acquaintance among
station managers and he knew just
what he could expect from them in the
way of merchandising or program promotion. Ican't help feeling that his
first-hand knowledge gave him a far
shrewder feel for buying than most
timebuyers get sitting in New York or
Chicago. He didn't buy by ratings.
Actually, I suspect he could guess what
the rating was pretty closely just by
his knowledge of programing preferences.
Some of your desk-bound buyers
might have looked at ratings and discarded a show with a 1.5, not realizing
that the program's main popularity
was out beyond the five-cent call line
in the country and actually had a big
and loyal audience which was not being measured.
The one thing travel had done for
this man was to prove to him that
America was a patchwork quilt of different ways of life, customs, conditions. He knew that it often makes
more sense to have your selling pitch

attention
New

York

advertising

agencies,

film

companies, networks.

►

Experienced

NOW AVAILABLE <4

TV-Radio-Film Producer
& Director.
Creative — Conscientious —
Excellent on detail.

FROM SCRIPTS TO SHOWS:
Seven years experience with
Local stat'ons, networks, ad agencies;
Trouble shoo1 in g, direction & production— from preliminary
planning
to
performance.
ALL
PHASES:
TV studio and agency production of
programs and commercials — live &
film. Camera.sound
work,effects.
staging, lighting,
Film serif)! in g & editing — 16 & 35 mm.
Direction, announcing, narration.

had a good basic educational background which helped him to understand economics. You didn't have to
SPONSOR

given by the local talent in their own
wav rather than on disks where the
voices have the wrong accent for that

He doesn't slap your wrist
"The timebuyer I'll go to bat for is
the one who has human understanding when something goes wrong. For
example, there was a snafu in our
shop recently when one of the other
salesmen and I sold the same availabilities on one station. Everything
was moving fast and a couple of days
went by before I told the buyer he
couldn't have the time he wanted. It
hurt the buyer because this was a special push in that market but he showed
real tolerance.
You expect a buyer to stand up for
his rights, but what puts that jaundiced daub in the rep's eye is the
Barrymoorish act of wrath and menace that an occasional timebuyer stages
under such circumstances — especially
if there's an account executive within
aural range. You get the impulse to
tell the timebuyer, T must be in the
wrong room; I see that I have mistaken the audition studio for the timebuying department'."

He used to be a salesman
"A guy I'll always appreciate is the
top man in a New York agency timebuxing department who used to be a
salesman himself. He appreciates your
problems and that actually works to
his advantage. One time his assistant
bought a heavy schedule on a certain
station for a saturation campaign. I
knew that station was a mistake for the
job that had to be done and that mine
was better. This wasn't just jealousy.
I had the facts. I called up this chief
timebuyer and told him I was going to
write him a letter about it and would
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call him the next day.
morning the complete
switched to my station.
ness and the client got

By 11 the next
schedule was
I got the busia better buy."

She knows her own aeeounts
"You'd be surprised at the number of
buyers who do their job without even
really understanding what the client's
needs or objectives are. It's not the
timebuyer's fault you can be sure but
it certainly hampers their work. But
some of them have a way of getting
the facts they need. I know one gal
who goes through a regular detective
act to find out what's in the mind of
the account executive. She'll call up a
girl copywriter she knows and find out
what was said in a copy meeting and
she'll scout around like that till she
has the picture."

She knows how to use data

"This girl has a sweet disposition but
a sharp eye for figures. She really
makes intelligent use of the data available to her. When she uses BMB she
knows that in some markets the figures
are hopelessly out of date because
there have been changes in power and
affiliation. In other markets she knows

510 MADISON
{Continued from page 8)
series to three rural co-operative power
associations in south-central Minnesota. The purpose behind this presentation is to offset the sly innuendoes
the commercial power companies have
been inserting in their copy implying
that they have a monopoly on management, ability, etc. (In this respect it is
interesting to note that the three associations co-sponsoring our series are
extremely healthy — so much so that
they're years ahead in the repayment
of their investment, etc.)
Our co-sponsors have instructed us
to direct their announcements to getting over the idea that they, the farmermembers of the rural power co-ops,
have been privileged to enjoy the many
hours of fine programs sent to them
via KNUJ by their city cousins. In
reciprocity they are presenting this fine
series.
Jack H. Duncan
General Manager,
KNUJ, New Vim, Minn.
SELLING

RETAILERS

it's still pretty good.
You can't come in to her with fiveyear-old surveys and get anywhere.
You can't throw her curves, either,
with research that's slanted to make
your station look good. You may walk
in the door loaded with a survey that
shows your station was out in front by
a mile during the week of July 20th.

I think that Joe Ward's article
"What radio should know about selling
retailers" in your 22 October issue is
one of the best and most useful articles
I have seen for radio management and
personnel in the 23 years that I have
been in the business.
I want enough copies to give to

'So what,' she'll say. 'That's the week
there was a terrific winning streak on
for the X ball team and your station
carries baseball and sports news pre-

every employee of our stations in Monroe and New Orleans. Please enter my
order for 50 reprints.
Paul H. Goldman, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
KNOE, Monroe, La.

dominately. Why didn't you make a
survey before the baseball season?'
She spots them every time."
* * *

b\ the Radio Broadcast Management
Council of Rochester, Y Y. Impressive brochures relating sponsor result
stories spearhead the effort.
What does this mean to advertisers?
The promotion by stations beamed at
listeners will result in more listening.
The promotion beamed at you should
result in better analysis b\ broadcasters of what they have to sell, and consequentl) better information on which
id base your broadcast buying.
Substitute for Red Channels

Radio sells radio
One. of the mysteries of life, so far
a> we arc concerned, was the puzzling
reluctance which broadcasters had for
promoting themselves via their own
medium.
Since everybody listens to radio, we
have argued for years that radio is in
an ideal position to further itself with
both listeners and advertisers 1>\ proper broadcasts.
There have been scattered efforts.
Some stations have tried advertising
columns of the air; others have described their behind-the-scenes picture:
others have used announcements. But
only of late has the "Use radio to promote radio'" concept reallj sunk in.
On page 37 of this issue some of the
campaigns that are taking hold are reported. Most prominent is the '"W herever you go . . . there's radio!" campaign which is being promoted via
song, announcements, window displays,
printed ads. and even airplane streamers in a host of cities. But no undertaking anywhere is more professional
or thorough!) merchandised than the
"When \ou tune in radio, you tune in
sales," campaign
currently underway

''How to keep reds off the air —
sanely'* was the title of sponsor's third
and concluding article of its widelyquoted Red Channels series (see 5 No\ ember, page 32). Several methods
that would give accused talent a democratic opportunity to tell their side of
the story, and be judged accordingly,
were proposed.
Now comes the Philip Loeb case.
Mr. Loeb has enough black marks on
his record I some of which Red Channels has recorded ) to have scared off
prospective sponsors for The Goldbergs
v hen he was a member of the cast.
Without Mr. Loeb it became quickly
salable. But Mr. Loeb maintains that
he can prove his innocence, and has
put his case before the TVA.
Thus far, the TVA has approached
this case in a dignified and sensible
manner. If the follow-through is
marked by judicial objectivity and
fact-finding a pattern may be established that will, at one stroke, make a
>\stem of accuser-judge-jury such as
Red Channels obsolete. We have repeatedly maintained that advertisers
and agencies will be happy when a
system is developed that gives talent a
fair and democratic break.
Philip Loci) ma\ be proven guilt) of
communistic
tendencies and acti\it\:

he may be proven innocent. Whichever
it is— we hope that TVA does it- work
well enough to serve as a standard.
The industry needs one.
Will Nielsen go Radox?
If we read rightly the settlement of
the suit that A. E. Sindlinger instituted
against Nielsen and Hooper 21 months
ago it appears that one of these days
Art Nielsen will scrap his ultra-expensive Vudimeter system in favor of the
economical, speedier Radox
formula.
In an out-of-court settlement in midJanuary Al Sindlinger received $75,003, of which A. C. Nielsen Co. paid
$75,000, V. C. Nielsen personally $1,
C. E. Hooper personally $1, and Henry
Bahmel (Nielsen's engineer!. SI.
Actually, the result was both a victory for Sindlinger and a compromise
with Nielsen. For the terms of the
agreement give both Nielsen and Sindlinger the right to operate via the Radox method of matching station signals and thereby determining tuningin ratings. Nielsen is now the new
owner of the signal-matching patent,
and Sindlinger becomes a licensee with
the right to secure sub-licensees.
Sindlinger points out that for two
\ears Nielsen is restrained from obtaining additional licensees except
where he owns 51 % or more of the
licensee. As Sindlinger sees it. his approach will be to sell the TV city group
while Nielsen specializes in selling the
agency and advertiser — both using the
Radox signal-matching system.
It ma) be that Nielsen will stay with
Audimeter, but we doubt it. The enormous cost and difficulty of maintaining
his small sample via this electronic device has been quite a cross to bear. In
our opinion. Nielsen will render a far
faster, better and expanded rating service with the Radox patent working over
telephone company lines.

Applause
The big experiment

and I'at Weaver has staked much of

With 16,000,000 T\ sets in use
(about 3 to I over the circulation of
even the top magazine medium, Life)
Pal Weaver, vice president in charge
of NBC Television, figures that he
stands a good chance of putting To-

his rapidly growing reputation as TV's
Number One broadcaster on its success. Its concept is big: its cast formidable. In the face of plenty of pessimistic beadshaking and brickbats b)
such columnists as John Crosby, Today is on its expensive way.

day over a- television's first earl}
morning advertising hit.
Today
is no small
undertaking,
C2

Our hope is that Weaver, who has
pulled off mam
a coup, will have an-

other. For if Today proves a satisfactory vehicle for advertisers the field
will lie wide open for the sort of program pioneering that both radio and
TV need. The dearth of broadcast advertising trail-blazing max. in the past,
have been due to lack of financial support to had up creativeness and courage. II -<>. Today's success will bring
forth the missing ingredient.
SPONSOR

YEAR

1900
In 1400, ,t sets
sign tacked

familiar sign jmone hundreds of others was this one pictured abosc. Yiy the metal

to the tree and the ad painted on a barn were a major part of America's advertising

effort in I 400. And in those sears it was successful

advertising — it reached people!

I rom this form ot advertising, main companies grew to be today's largest manufacturers.
Iwents fise years ago, radio had its beginning and soon had its place next to newspapers and magazines
Radio itsell built great companies and made them even greater because it gave the advertisers
a new

method of reaching more people more frequently and more efficiently.

loda\. television

has been added and with its added impetus of sight and motion, together with

the spoken word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising." The basis of
today's successful advertising is the more modern media . . . and television
of them all. Its full potency has not set been determined.

is the most

In Wl W I and we base found, however, that the combination of television and

modern

radio reaches

more people more often and more economically than any other combination of media. The technique i:
as new

and modern as television itself.
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WLS

TODAY

FOR

News — stepped up by two giant political conventions coming up,
by a lingering war situation — is more in demand than ever before!
And in the WLS-blanketed Chicago-Midwest, that demand
results in larger and larger WLS listening audiences— in two more
news broadcasts added to the already fast-selling WLS schedule.
Check today on availabilities adjacent to or within one or more of these

WLS newcasts. Some are sold but you'll find a profitable opening for
your product somewhere in these eight great sales opportunities:
Al Tiffany

NEWS

ON

WLS

AT
45 A.M. 11:30 A.M.
7:30 A.M. 12:30 P.M.
7:45 A.M. 6:00 P.M.

<

4 top men — Midwesttrained for Midwest
listeners
these

(and 9:45 P.M. en Saturdays)

newscasts

'OPfRCLEARATIOM
GROCER \%t
CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Da
890 KILOCYCLES.

SO, 000 WATTS.

ABC NETWORK - REPRESENTED BY

— deliver

eight
on

daily
WLS.

WHEEEW
JOHN BLAIR \>

& COMPANY

m

NBC-TV's "Today" had 6 sponsors at press-time with several others
close to signing. Among best prospects were makers of cereal, coffee,
cigarettes, clocks, frozen orange juice, and magazine publishers.

"Today" lands 6
sponsors;
more
in offing

Present 6 sponsors are: Kiplinger ("Changing Times" magazine); Excello
Corp. (milk containers) ; Kenwill Corp. (paint roller) ; Anahist ; Curtis
Publishing. First commercial
"Changing Times," drew 50,200

announcement on "Today," for Kiplinger' s
requests, by final tally.
-SR-

Cost-per-M

First week rating of "Today" was 5.3 (American Research Bureau).
That
represented 538,000 homes, 1,129,000 viewers.
Audience composition
was 20% men, 42% women, 38% children.
Cost-per-1,000 for 5-minute
segment is $1.79.
Arthur Godfrey, with simulcast of morning show now

for "Today"
is $1.79

carried 4 days on CBS-TV (10:15 to 10:30 a.m. EST), topped "Today" in
first week.
Godfrey's rating was 12.4 (ARB).
Sponsor is Lever Bros.
-SRGeorge Kern
named B & B
media director

Benton & Bowles chief timebuyer, George Kern, has been named to one of
3 newly created media director posts at agency.
He will work on all
media — not just AM and TV — for group of accounts.
Probably first
time major agency has elevated timebuyer to over-all media role, move
is step toward greater recognition of radio-TV-buyers.
Kern has been
with B & B since 1941, will work under over-all supervision of H. H.
Dobberteen, vice president in charge of media.

Sponsors may
back book on
farm radio

Leading manufacturer of farm machinery has expressed willingness to
put up $5,000 towards turning out book on how much farm radio can do
to sell goods.
Other manufacturers as well have expressed interest in
backing project, designed to aid all present and potential sponsors.

-SR-

-SRLeaders among department store air advertisers know how to use radio
effectively, knowhow shown by NRDGA radio contest winners proves (see

Dept. store
radio users
show knowhow

page 36).
Standout among them are Schuneman's, St. Paul; Milwaukee
Boston Store; Wyman's, South Bend, among others.
Wyman's has been on
WSBT, South Bend, since June 1947, with main objective to "sell specific merchandise," as well as promote store name.
-SR-

CBS-radio steps
up merchandising,
signs with A&P

«R, New

York

As predicted by SPONSOR (17 December, "The new network merchandising
era is here"), CBS has stepped up its merchandising activity, signed
recently with A&P for in-store promotion of CBS sponsors (details page
35).
Pilot operation for CBS merchandising is Red Skelton show, which
gives sponsor special merchandising services in order to make oneshots effective.
In addition to merchandising provided free by CBS,
one Red Skelton sponsor (Pepperell, 2 January) spent $60-70,000 for
tie-ins with radio (via Benton & Bowles).
CBS merchandising specialist, Ralph Neave, worked closely with agency.

22.
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New Ziv show
sells in 236
cities to date

Frederic W. Ziv's "I Was a Communist for the FBI" is scheduled to go
on air 30 March, had been sold in 236 cities at presstime.
Here's box
score on sales: 125 or 53% were direct to stations; 26 or 11% to
banks; 20 or 8.5% to industrial firms; 19 or 8% to bakeries; 12 or
5.1% to auto dealers and same number to appliance dealers; 22 or 9.3%
miscellaneous.
Ziv expects minimum of 400 cities sold by airtime.

Radio upped
in new Benrus
spot schedule

When new Benrus spot radio and TV schedule is complete, there'll be
greater emphasis on radio than last year, SPONSOR learned.
Over-all,
Benrus budget has hit all time high of $3,000,000, with 75-80% of consumer money going to air media.
Budget hike follows sales growth of
Benrus (from $16,000,000 net sales in 1950 to $20,000,000 in 1951) .
Survey by independent research firm disclosed percentage gain in unit
sales was higher for Benrus than any other watch firm.

-SR-

-SRAPS enters
TV film
distribution

Associated Program Service has entered TV film distribution with catalogue of over 500 educational motion pictures produced by Encyclopedia
Brittanica Films.
APS vice president and general manager, Maurice B.
Mitchell, reveals films will be revised for TV, packaged in related
series ; Mitch will push films intensively to advertisers and stations
throughout nation.
Encyclopedia Brittanica Films is probably best
known educational movie firm.

ABC plans more
aud. promotion
campaigns

ABC plans more saturation audience-promotion campaigns like one just
completed in 5 cities where it has 0 & 0 stations (New York, Chicago,
L.A. , San Francisco, Detroit).
Campaign, for 9 soap operas, lasted 3
weeks (starting 21 January), included ads in 6 newspapers and extensive announcement schedule.
Newspaper ads appeared away from radio

-SR-

pages, had editorial format with emotional-appeal heads.
Thinking behind approach was that soap opera listeners do not turn to radio page
to find out about time or station since they already have formed habits. So, to get new listeners, ads were placed on pages where women
are likely to turn.
-SRColumbia

Records

launches test
AM campaign

Columbia

Records

today

(11 February)

launched

test

radio

campaign,

using 5 markets, in connection with firm's latest promotional wrinkle
— "Your LP Record Preview."
Latter is LP platter containing excerpts
from new records of month.
Radio copy is built around fact that consumer cannot only hear this monthly digest in record stores but can
also borrow platter for home listening. Markets are Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Providence, Springfield, Mass., and Washington, D. C. Columbia
hopes to prove to dealers that radio is best means of putting across
preview idea.
-SR-

N.Y. AM

stations

stating radio's
case vigorously

Case

for

continued

strength

of radio

listening

has vigorous

exponents

in New York market, with WOR study of AM listening following close on
heels of WNEW listening vs. looking study (see P. S. , page 22).
WOR
reveals that average quarter-hour AM audience in New York is larger
today than 5 years ago and that 60% of TV set owners spend time listening to AM by day, over 50% listen at night.
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Get this. ..he wants a "reasonably
priced show

with real big-time

Hollywood production
What shall I say?

values."

Say yes. . .then call Consolidated
and ask them to airmail us a print
of "The

Best Things in Life/'

Right! "The Best Things in Life" does
have the distinction of being a realistically
priced telefilm series with major- studio
quality.
And why not! Scripts are by Bill Roberts
... a motion picture writer with two
Academy Award nominations to his credit.
Direction, casting and camera work are all
supervised by top Hollywood craftsmen.
Story fine? Emotional conflicts that sidetrack our pursuit of happiness. Adult
drama to keep your viewers - or customers
-at rapt attention from beginning to end.
"The Best Things in Life," a New World
Productions release, is available as a 15 or
30 minute show . . . with a complete story
in either case. An audition print and full
information may be had by calling

Consolidated

Television Sales

A division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc.

Sunset&VanNess,Hollywood28,H09-6369
25 Vanderbilt Ave. ,New York 17, MU 6-7543
612 Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, MI 2-5231
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Villi/ oldest net sponsor sticks to radio, music
Cities Service celebrates
25 years on air, has
that time, got highly successful music shows

spent
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Maintaining musical approach consistently, Cities Service will celebrate 25 continuous years on NBC on 18 February. Here
(I. to r.J bandmaster Paul Lavalle, M. H.
"Deac" Aylesworth (who landed Cities Service
&' NBC client while president of the network
and
is now announcer
the same firm's
air consultant),
and veteran
Ford Bond.
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"Outstanding
results with

KWKH"
>ays MASON

JACKSON, JR.

he Mason Jackson Company, Shreveport

MPORTANT

LOUISIANA

FOOD

BROKER

The Mason Jackson Company is one of the best-known
food brokerage houses in the Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas
area. It is a hard-hitting organization headed up by a
man who knows selling. This is what he recently wrote us:

in
V-'omplete coverage of a trading area brings outmding results. That has been our experience with
WKH's
mthwest
s food
;en well
oducts.

complete coverage of Northwest Louisiana,
Arkansas and East Texas, the Ark-La-Tex.
brokers, serving this vast area, we have
pleased with the results obtained for our
(Signed) Mason Jackson, Jr.

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

SHREVEPORT!

0,000 Watts

• CBS

The Branham Company
Representatives

Texas
|
LOUISIANA
Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

.fcl,llM|

ill lit s

Robert J. Landry

Storm clouds overhead

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge

will supplv data are being collated right now by a special 4A's committee under the chairmanship of Walter Craig of Benton & Bowles.

How far the agencies go, in
tions— and the instructions — of
that the agencies have already
and more TV advertisers come

Name your index — and Baton
Rouge stands out as a quality
market. Take retail sales — up
285 r'i in a decade. Take effective buying income: $5167 per
family and $1519 per capita,
each 15% above the U. S. average. Take bank deposits — up
370.5% in a decade. Take industrial expansion — $127 million will be spent in 1952 by

the end, will depend upon the reactheir clients. The point seems to be
sensed account uneasiness as more
to realize, in more and more detail,

precisely how video production diverges from the long-established
practices in the radio studios.

Agencies clearly don't want to be caught, in a somnambulant
posture, between the new fiscal \vays and auditing philosophy of the
networks on the one side and the question-asking trend of their
clients on the other side.
Disputes between networks and agencies as to TV studio charges
and extras are commonplace today. The significance of the Craig

just 12 of Baton Rouge's industrial firms. Take population —
up 257% in a decade.
With exclusive NBC

An advertisers' counter-offensive against present high studio costs
in big-town, big-time television production is clearly in the making.
Quietly but actively the issue is being primed for full-dress panel.
discussion at the spring convention of the American Association of
Advertising Agencies at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., April 3, 4,
5. Breakdowns and itemizations from as many fellow-agencies as

For another article on this subject please see page 32)

and local

programming, reaching the largest overall audience of any station in the market, WJBO effectively delivers one of the nation's fastest growing trading
areas. For sales activity of your
own, come South to WJBO.

Committee report now in preparation lies in the spotlight it will
throw, finally, upon the TV practice of adding "overhead" to practically every piece of gear used in a studio. The 4A's, or an influential
segment thereof, wants the matter thrashed out and resolved.

* * *

Naturally there are two sides. The nets have argued that they are
heavily in debt, that the whole burden of video development has been
borne by the broadcaster rather than the advertiser. Hence — runs the
network credo — TV has a cost-accountancy tailored to TV conditions. Radio is as radio does — and the comparison is not too meaningful.

* * *

AfnilATED WITH
FURTHER

GEORGE
6

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

Here's the sort of thing they quarrel about: Typically three cameras costing $250 an hour, whether for rehearsal or air, rate only
one boom. Yet almost any show requires a second boom, so as not
to constrict the movement of actors out of one camera range into
another. Why, ask the agency dissidents, should the client have to
(Please turn to page 66)
SPONSOR

THE
FIRST
NETWORK

NATIONAL
IN
LATIN

In March 1952 CMQ-TV will inaugurate its National Television Network,
which will cover 80% of the Cuban territory-a market of over FIVE MILLION
consumers Besides the Havana station,
now in actual operation, FOUR other
television stations will be in operation
in Matanzas, Santa Clara. Camagiiey and
Santiago de Cuba.

M.lrhnr

lin-

,; I.

LOCATION

In.-

AND

TELEVISION
AMERICA!

CMQ

Television now offers the advertiser, THROUGH ITS NATIONAL

NETWORK,

total and efficient coverage

of the Island of Cuba - THIRD NATION OF THE WORLD IN TRADE
WITH

THE

LATIN

AMERICA.

I '. 1.-..-I

'.,

l'I„;„.
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S. AND

),,,),-

(),,l.

CHANNEL

HAVANA

6

MATANZAS

9
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CLARA

5
6

CAMAGUEY
STGO. DE CUBA
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POWER
S000 watts
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5000
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„

500

„

5000

„

ba... le: f

ABOVE

SEA IEVU

.V.
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POWER

AUDIO
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„
385 feet
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„
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„
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HE OUTBUFFALOES

BUFFAL

The Range Rider, in fact, outscouts 'em allBuffalo Bill, Dan'l Boone, Kit Carson, any of the
other heroes of the early American frontier.
Fringed buckskin, moccasins and all, he's as ready
with his wits as with his six-guns and fists.
This six-foot>four-inch pioneer is just the man
to bring down your television cost-per-thousand
... to give you a top-dollar viewing audience
at a cost in nickels.
The Range Rider's first series of half-hour films
for TV has been sure-fire. (We'd be pleased
to show you the score to date in 21 of the
nation's major television markets.)
Now a total of 52 films is available to advertisers,
all of them made especially for television
by the same production unit responsible for
Gene Autry's topflight TV series.

If you act quickly, your competitors' chances
aren't worth a plugged nickel. First-run rights
are still available in many of your best television
markets. Just ask your CBS Television Film Sales
representative about The Range Rider today.

CBS TELEVISION

FILM SALES

ALSO AVAILABLE: The Gene Autry Show, Strange Adventure,
Cases of Eddie Drake, Holiday in Paris, Barber of Seville,
Betsy and the Magic Key, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Hollywood on the Line, and World's Immortal Operas.

i adisan

7000,000
lete lastyear!
*6,936,406 1o be exact^almost
all containing proof of purchase.
That's one letter every 4.6 seconds, day in day out, 7 days a
week, 52 weeks a year. A record?
Of course it is! And it's also an
indelible record of CKAC's faithful listenership. Our bulging
mailbags prove our point: CKAC
gets results — at lowest cost per
listener.

I

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

[CKAC
MONTREAL

™

730 on the dial • 10 kilowatts
Representatives:
Ml J. Young Jr. - New York. Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

QUO VADIS VIDEO?
With all the recent concentration on
where radio listeners are hiding these
days — kitchens, bedrooms, automobiles, etc. — there is a trend in television set location that might as well be
brought to light.
Television sets are being relocated
from sunrooms, dining rooms, playrooms, and believe-it-or-not, placed in
the bedroom. In fact, the bedroom
may suddenly contest the living room
because of its viewing comfort and
real relaxation possibilities.
This trek to the bedroom is especially visible in homes and apartments
with both an old 10- or 12-inch set
and a new large screen model.
Rather than accept the few dollars
that dealers are willing to give for the
trade-in, many owners prefer the multiple advantages of keeping the old set
and moving it to the bedroom.
What are some of the advantages of
such a set-up? First, the bedlam of
Howdy Doody can be isolated in one
part of the house; second, child vs.
adult program squabbles disappear

niques" (sponsor, 19 November,
1951). We thought the material was
well put together and very usable.
We would appreciate receiving anything further along this line. And also,
we would like our name entered on
sponsor's subscription list. We would
like our subscription to start as soon as
possible, and request that you bill us
at that time.
Helen Alexieve
Radio/TV Director
MacWilkins, Cole & Weber
Portland, Oregon

DOLCIN

PATENTS

The following will, undoubtedly, be
of interest to your readers:
"Validity of Dolcin patent acknowl"Rhodes
Pharmacal (Canada) Limedged by Rhodes."
ited, J.M. Inwood Limited and Fieldwell Products Limited acknowledge the
ing.
validity of the Dolcin patent and have
agreed to cease and desist from infring"In consideration of Dolcin Limited's agreeing to withdraw its infringement suits against Rhodes, Inwood and
Fieldwell, they will cease and desist
producing and selling Rhodes imitation
of the Dolcin formula by 31st DecemD. H. Love
Dolcin Limited
Toronto, Canada

rapidly; third, the amount of healthful rest the body can enjoy in bed takes
a big jump upward.
What effect this trend will have on
late hour commercial techniques or
programing would be hard to assay, if
in fact there should be any effects at
all. The average number of weekly
viewing hours very definitely jumps,
however. And program enjoyment is
decidedly enhanced. Ratings on whodun-its and psychological dramas
should jump also because people feel
safer in bed.
All in all, it's a real luxury and if I
know the luxury-loving American people and their TV dealers, bedroom
viewing is in for some important promotion once the word gets around.
Tom Wright
Dundes & Frank, Inc.
New York

FILM COMMERCIAL

TECHNIQUES

We were very favorably impressed
with the recent reprint which we received from your magazine entitled
"How to blend film commercial tech-

ber, 1951."

MISS THAT

SPONSOR!

Either someone's been stealing my
sponsor's, or our subscription has run
out. In any case, I miss it!
Please check your records. If our
subscription has expired, we want a
renewal quick!
Gene Key
Radio/TV Dir.
Ray Beall Advertising, Dallas
FARM

RADIO

We read with keen interest your article in SPONSOR, "Why don't advertisers use more farm radio?" We thought
it was a good picture.
Just as a little suggestion, not for
publicity on our part but for a more
thorough bird's-eye view, why not do
this: Contact the Farm Directors of
each one of these stations and get them
(Please turn to page 94)
SPONSOR

In any industry, the leader is always the target. That's true whether you're
making shoes, toys ... or turning out research reports. \
Pulse, Inc. is turning out research reports . . . the best in the industry.

the
silk hat

That's why more stations subscribe to Pulse . . . more agencies use Pulse.
. . . than the competitive reports turned out by any other rating service! '
Pulse's number one position means that it's the target for a lot of
"snowballs." But they're easy to melt. As a matter of fact, let's melt a
few of them now.

Snowball
FACT

"Chappell was nominated by Sydney Roslow" to serve
1 the
Special Test Survey Committee.
Excerpt of a letter from Ken Baker, civ
ited . . . both\
to Sydney Roslow: "I stepped to the ph
Larry Deckinger and Matt Chappell

Snowball
FACT

Chappell was

Snowball

jalified for the post .
al member of the
lireling for C. E. Hooper,
and c I
s of c

according to Pulse,
he was acceptable.

FACT

"Pulse," charges Chappell, "uses a quota-type
viewers select the homes they visit."
Pulse uses a probability sample
of scientific accuracy. Interviewers have no cr
of homes.

Snowball

, .....^n showed
"U. S. Hooperating (now defunct) and natio
close correlation in ratings of n
ork programs in 1949. Hooperat-

FACT

Nielsen national ratings and
Multi-market
ratings for
daytime: 82%;
March-April, 1951, showed a <
nighttime: 83%. If Pulse had been national, i ther than Multimarket, the correlation would have been eve
higher. (If you
would like more informatio
l the current picture— or the picture
i-ask Pulse
send it to you.)
three ye<

Snowball

"Accompanying

FACT

Snowball
FACT

:

the
gets

viewer," Mr. Breyer quotes A. C.
Nielsen, "is a re
tations recently tried it . . . and concluded:
A group of soutl
nore
accurate
than theyou
coincidental
method,
try it."
"This type of sun
If all surveys ar
ied out as efficiently as this, all of us can
utilize surveys a:
are intended . . . without reservation."
Test Survey Con
i approved and endorsed Chappell report
endorsed
. . . implied a reicm uu.
No member of Committee (except Chappell) approved
mbers resented use of thei
Chappell
report.
In
fact,
~"
in the ad.

Anybody who wants to know the facts about his show and the audience
that's hearing or watching it, can find out by contacting

PULSE
the number 1 choice
of research men who use radio
and television ratings.
PULSE • 15 West 46th Street; New

York, N. Y.
*Ask Pulse to send you its analysis of Chappell's report.
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The road to ATLANTIC

CITY. [

IS

a

through
LJ L

SthTitf: £•■ -m^ X .If;]

Direct Route to the Seashore
Take a shortcut to sales in the "Playground o
the World" through WFIL-adelphia. It's thfastest way to reach a city with 12 millioi
visitors who

spend $121 million a year a

retail, including $38 million in hotels alone
Here, too, is a permanent radio-home popula
tion of 68,640. For your summer radio cam
paign, remember . . . hordes of shoppers wh
buy in Philadelphia live or relax in Atlanti
City and nearby resorts . . . and in this area c
than 5,000 v
When it's first on the dial ! Operating a
kilocycles. WFILs V00O watts provide cov
equal to twenty times the power .11 double
jn-.iu.il. ■■

wealth and free spending WFIL
(I

loo, 000 watts at 1 1 JO kiloiyck

tions 10 times more powerful.

outpulls st£

d All of America's 3rd Market

Aelvh. 1a
''//Aval
HAROLD E. BAGGS, Hotel Executive —
This WFIL fan is general manager of the
Traymore, one of Atlantic City's 341 hotels. It's but an overnight train ride (or less )
to the shore for 90,000,000 Americans.

t\l, (Si •»/!»;

MRS. F. BERGE, Specialty Shop BuyerShe buys cosmetics and hosiery for Hornberger's, one of the city's 235 apparel
stores which sell $15,678,000 worth of
goods a year. She's a regular WFIL listener.

. . .WFIL - Philadelphia's
14-County Salesman"
Atlantic City and the thriving seashore resorts
are just a few of the 147 rich urban zones in
the 14-county Philadelphia Retail Trading
Area best reached by WFIL. Your message
can be heard loud and clear by more than
4,400,000 people with buying power

of

S6,981, 101,000 in this vast market. Listening,
too, are millions more in the huge bonus area
beyond. Total coverage: a zone with more
than S9 billion in buying power. You're first
on the dial in America's Third Market when
you schedule WFIL.

ALBERT N. CRAMER, Building Contractor
—In a town with 23,000 guest rooms, repairs and new construction keep men like
Mr. Cramer busy all year. Like many
residents he listens regularly to WFIL.

S"5/
N
I
S
U
N
BIG BO

INDIANAPOLIS

WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

Says W. R. Taylor, Partner
STAUB & TAYLOR APPLIANCE

,*0*

COMPANY

'

K\&

107 North 7th Street, Marshall, Illinois

"MARSHALL, ILLINOIS is a ItVFBM-TV town!"
• It's 90 miles from Indianapolis to Marshall, Illinois — but the
Hoosier capital's first station— WFBM-TV— is the station in Marshall
just the same!
And Marshall's only one community outside the WFBM-TV 60mile area where enthusiastic televiewers depend on this great station.
In addition, thousands of farm families, like their town and city
cousins, tune in WFBM-TV

WFBM

Radio Is First

in Listening, Too!
* First in the morning]
•k First in the afternoon]

regularly!

It couldn't happen in a finer market! And it couldn't happen to
more deserving people than the advertisers on WFBM-TV! For the
cost of reaching the compact, money-loaded heart of the Hoosier
State they get a rich bonus in high-income families living 75, 100, and
even more miles away from WFBM-TV's transmitter. 1952 will be a
bigger, better, more sales producing year for your clients if they're
on WFBM-TV, too!

•k and a Great Big First at Night]
50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.
• Hooper

Ratings, Februory

through April, 1951

MJ-J.
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY
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AGENCY
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/. \<»ir on Radio Networks
AGENCY

NO. OF NET STATIONS

PROGRAM,

time, start, duratio,

; 16
Rublcam

CBS

,.„.• ,\ Beldlng
Philip
rime

Sank:.

Salul.-

J.,ii;

2 1

Willi

Win

Klliol:

Febj

Sal

14 wks

>»:2.-.-.i<> ,..,.:

21.

wk-

Mr. t I. ..... I. .... : Th 9-9:25 pm; 21 Jan; 52 wks
IM.il;,. M.,r,i- H;,vl,„„
., Ilr..a.lway; >.." 8:30-9 pm ;
13 Jan; <. I wks
\ Citizen \i.»- the News; M-F I n : 30-35 pm; 23 Jan;

CBS

Hoi
Ine

Godfrej : >l-l
.. k-

2. Renewed

on ttatlio Networhs
..II...-.- 1 erry-Hanlj

godyear Tir.- £ Rul.l

3.

NO. OF NET STATIONS PROGRAM, time, start, duratio
Bill Shad. 1 and the News;
CBS 188
52 wks
\l!< 285
The Great
si Storj l ver I.
CBS 157
tes; Sun
2:30
Sm„,.I,.„... rs;
Sun 10:30.
pm; « Jan:

.".2 wks

Veu« National Spot Ratlio Business
STATIONS-MARKET

For.l Dealers

CAMPAIGN,

\«U.-

: Feb;
K.iiv,,,,

start, duratio
1-2 wks

„v F. kl.ar.lt

4. National Broath'ast Sales Executives
FORMER
Oscar
Harg
lame
M.ll.
Brni
Robe

Alasood
.r.-t Ucott
T. Aubrey J
N. Babeork
Barnard
t L. Coe

J. Ro bert 1 ovlngtoi
1 h.,r

- II. (rulrlif,

fid

Robe t M. Dooley
i bar - N. Erani
v Faust
Tom S. Gallery

1 •■.I

Held Gill
|..i,„ C. Gilmore
1 F. ll.illi.lav
Ui.r a

A. Bum

•

—

Paul

II. Raymer

In next issue: New

Station

NEW

AFFILIATION

KLRA, Little Rock, prom mSr
Kaiz. N. V.. member -1- dept
KTTV. Hlywd., ncct exec
WGBS,
Miami, sis mgr
Southwest network, II Paso, sis mgr
Independent
management
consultant,
N.I
lefferson
Standard
Broadcasting
Co,
Charlotte (WBT.
WBTV).
prom mgr
Jefferson
Standard
Broadcasting
Co,
Charlotte,
vp (WBT,
WBTV)
VTOW-TV,
Omaha,
sen sis mgr
WIZE. Springfield. I)., stn mgr
CBS Radio,
N.Y., acct exec
DuMont,
N.Y., sports, news, special
events <lir
Stn rep vp
M(.M K.i.li.. Mlra.lions. NY. (in charge
western Pennsylvania si- »
/i>. N.Y., sis rep (Indiana)

Representation

Co,

N.V..

member

and Renewed
Changes;

-1-

Si • a"' sU' prora vp
S' • exec v* (—«•»«•

Blair-TV. N.Y., sis mgr
W ING, Dayton, st„ mgr
Same, eastern -Is mgr
Mil
N.Y., .lir 1- fo
Cill-Keefc .\ Perna, N/1
W Mill. Johnstown,
Pa.,
Same,
-Is mgr (India
ern dlv
Missouri)
Katz, N.Y., member
rad

on Television

Advertising

AFFILIATION

Same, local s|s mgr
Sam.-. -Is sve mgr for ri
KNXT,
Hlywd., sis mgr
Same, managing .lir
KROD,
El Paso, vp
DuMont,
N.Y., -t» rclati

Agency

(Network
Personnel

Numbers after names
refer
New and
Renew tocategory

and Spot);
Changes

Margaret Alcott
M. N. Babcock
J. R. Covington
Robert L. Coe
C. Crutchfield

(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)

/Veu? and renew II February 1952

4. National Broadcast Sales Executives (continued)
FORMER

AFFILIATION

NEW

KLRA,
Little Rork.
chandising
supen asst pron
lo„ard

M. Keefe

Same, prom mgr
Gill-Krefe A Perna. Chi., mgr midwest office.
Same, pen mgr
Same, pros (Roderick Broadcasting < or,,.)
G-L Enterprises. N.Y.. sis dir
Same, gen mgr

Member
stn rep org
WFAA,
Dallas. as-t mgr
KROD,
El Paso, mgr
BBDO, N.Y., transcription p od
KATY,
San LuU Obispo, C 1.. romml

f
)

WING, Dayton, prop dir
WSGN,Army
Birm.. member sis si
U.S.

WIZE. Springfield. O.. stn mgr
Same, sis mgr
ABC-TV, N.Y., exec asst to vp tv prog dept
Liberty Broadcasting System, N.Y., natl sis vp
Same, div sis mgr (Wisconsin, Minnesota)
Same, stn mgr. al.o responsible for all tv activi
Corp.)
Same, mgr gen sis
Same, board chairman
(Roderick Broadcasting

Weintraub, N.Y., supervisor »f radio
Ziv, N.Y., sis rep (Wisconsir
WFAA-TV.
Dallas, mgr esc
spl for reWSGN, Birm., member sis st
KROD,
F.I Paso, pres

DuMont.

Concord's

Inc. N.Y., adv di
board
NARTB, Wash., chairman of WBTV )
Jefferson Standard Broadca ting Co,
Charlotte, pros dir I \\ 111
WBTV)

arles

F. Whilesides

Jr

AFFILIATION

N.Y..

also

sis prom,

merchandising

con

George P. Hollingbery Co, N.Y., vp
Same, asst prog, pub rel vp

KTBS, Shreveport, 1
William G. Rambeati

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

son Radio
and Phonograph
Cor
:1 sis mgr (south, southwest)
Mfg
Corp
(American
Kitcher

lei K. Clarke

in-

Edw

in

Dorse)

Poster

RCA. Camden,
dir mobiliz
(RCA
Victor div)

lion

planning

dept

ng

(RCA

Victor

div)

vice)

a.

><>•(- Agency

Appointments
PRODUCT

SPONSOR

i.i -r. vs
sting
zen

General Blasting Corp. Chi
Giant Food Department St
John (>. Gilbert Chocolate Co, Jackson.
William Gretz Brewing Co
II & L Block Co, S.F.

Mich.

AGENCY

(orser

manufacturer

ket

chain

1

Schoenfeld.
Huber
& Green,
Lamb
& Keen,
Phila.

operations
od
chain
jrolat » randies
all
f.
tz be
d

Bernard B. Sehnltzer, S. F.
Paul-Tavlor-Phelan.
Toronto
dian
advertising
only)

products

Lamb

!T

Numbers after nan
refer
to New
a nd
Renew
category
Alex Keese
R. M. Dooley
C. N. Evans
R. W. Nimmons
E. S. Thomas

Pharmaral

Co.

wnat.
1 ,
>d..1
sp

Louis Milanl 1
- Ine,
Owl Drug Co, L.A.
Palmers

Ltd,

M.o.ilcx

1 ... Santa

Radiator
Standard

Voire

Montreal

Milling

1 tlei Knitting
\\ i,„. Growers

ne

home

ck

products

olaltj
ii

Monic
Co, Chi.

1 ... 1 ties
Guild, Led

hair

coloring
div

products

metiep
or.
>B
eh . beauty aids
amhea i master
ralves
ntea hair shampoo

repared
ii. .1

goods

Chi.

Cuy
C. Core,
Jackson,
Mich.
Scheideler,
Beck
& Werner,
N.Y.

am
pet

Lavenson,
Phila.
Scelig & Co, St. L..
C. Wendel
Muenrh,
Chi.

mixes
manufarliirer

&

Keen,

Tim N.Y.Morrow.

(Can

Phila.
Chi.

Hewitt.

Ogilvy.

Ben.....

Leonard
Milton

Shane.
Weinberg.

IV
L.A.

Erwin,
Rand,

Wasev
N.Y.

of

Canada.

Mayers
Co, L.A.
Holicri*. Clifford S
\nderson
& Cairns.

X

Math.

Monica

Shenfield,
N.Y.

n

Dancer, Fitzgerald 6, HcDongaJ, s.

.

Now! WBAL Offers a Mighty
Advertising-Merchandising Plan!

"Operation
Chain Action

ft

Otrike twice at your customer with WBAL'S
unique OPERATION CHAIN- ACTION— at
home with radio commercials, and at the point
or sale. Food advertisers guaranteed powerful
point or sale promotion in over 213 leading
chain rood stores coupled with the unequalled
power or radio advertising tor mass selling. Give
your product's advertising that needed, doubledbarrelled impact witn C HAJN - ACT I ON.
Complete details on request:.
50,000

WATTS

WBAL
NBC
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IN

MARYLAND

NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY&

BY

CO.

HOW

TO GET

£4

THERE. . .

*fullest uih

MUTUAL clients have a consistent record for getting there "fastest" — in a
sense never dreamed of by the late Nathan Bedford Forrest. And they consistently
get there with the "mostest"— in a way the old general would heartily approve.
First in homes per time-and-talent dollar among all kid-show sponsors in network radio is Derby Foods, Inc., with "Sky King" on 525 MBS stations for Peter
Pan peanut butter. (And Mutual presents the mostkid shows of any network.)
First in homes per dollar among all mystery sponsors in network radio is the
Williamson Candy Co., with "True Detective Mysteries" on 515 MBS stations
for Oh Henry bars. (And Mutual has the most mystery shows of any network.)
In fact, first- in -homes -per- dollar applies to the average of all once -a- week
programs on MBS compared with the average on each of the other networks.

w

the mosfest

WITH
MISTER
PLUS

Over-riding all these "fustest" facts— and helping to explain them— is a strategic
"mostest" which no other network has matched for the past 12 years:
The Mutual Broadcasting System provides a field force of 550 affiliated
stations in markets of all sizes throughout the 48 states . . . nearly double the
mxt network 's total ... and with a selective deployability in hookups that can
assure a matchless fit to your marketing' needs.
Wherever your battle-lines are mapped out in the sales-struggle for 1952,
MutuaTs General PLUS can get you there fustest with the mostest" for sure.

the MUTUAL
broadcasting system of
550 affiliated stations

WEMP
MILWAUKEE
ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS

MORNING
Emumiele Ronzoni. Jr.

L

NIGHT

—

j

i*t t6e Ttatioaf

Italian ""firsts" range from Columbus' discovery to Marconi's wireless but, strangely enough, don't include macaroni. That was introduced 1»\ the Chinese and later brought to Europe by the Germans.
Now macaroni is a fixture on New World menus. Helping to keep
it there is Ronzoni. one of the leading regional brands. I In macaroni merchandising, national brands are a rarity, i From a 210.000square foot factor) Ronzoni turns out 1.000.000 pounds of macaroni products weekly. Behind this production is Emanuele Ronzoni's
chief sales tactic: consistent, pin-pointed air advertising.
Brooklyn-born Emanuele Ronzoni I Genoese ancestry) reminisces:
'"My Dad. now 80, started the business in 1918. At that time we sold
to grocers in bulk. This continued until 1931. In that year two
important innovations took place. We inaugurated one-pound packaging; started a seven-day-a-week schedule on WOV. Our purpose:
to win over our customers, predominant!) the foreign language folk,
to the new package.
Effective':*
We've been in radio ever since."
Programing is as varied as Ronzoni's 55-product line, runs nowadays from classical music to transcribed gossip reports from Rome
(in Italian I. religious dramas, and radio announcements in some nine
Eastern cities. There are also children's and homemaker show: participations. Arecent addition is a TV situation comedy. The bud-

SOURCE: Hooper Radio Index— UnaHiliat
ed Stations Aug. Sept. 195 1. And in
Milwaukee
Index Sept. -Oct. 1951.

WEMPWEMP-FM
MILWAUKEE
24

HOURS

OF MUSIC, NEW

get, increased tenfold in the past seven years, is split up ">.V , for
TV, 359? radio, 10^5 for other media (through Emil Mogul). Estimated radio-TV expenditure several hundred thousand dollars yearly.
Commercially, Ronzoni stresses qualit) and taste goodness; comments that it takes three da\s from mixing to packaging to make a
single strand of spaghetti.
Radio and TV put over this sales message convincingly. Foi Ronzoni admits that even with machines going 24 hours daily, six
days a week it's impossible to keep up with customer demand. His
brother, \ngelo. is in charge of production.
Yet Ronzoni. devoted to his work, doesn't slacken his pace. In
L922, when he started to learn all phases of the business at the old
Ronzoni plant, he worked all hours. Now, 30 years later, he does the
same. com< - ie Saturdays, and tunes in all the firm - shows.
SPONSOR

# Serves a daily audience three times greater than that of any other station In
the Capital District of New York State. (Albany, Troy and Schenectady)
# Over 1/3 greater than the combined audience of the area's next ten toprated stations.
#

WGY

is the only NBC station in the area and the WGY

audience rating for

NBC programs is impressively larger than the national average.
# THE CAPITAL

OF THE 17TH STATE: Only WGY

in eastern New York and western New

WGY

covers all 54 counties

England — a substantial market

area including 22 cities where more people live than in 32 other states
and where more goods are purchased than in 34 other states.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

NBC

SPOT

SALES

50,000 Watts

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION • SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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Veir developments

Studies show not only cheerful figures on radio listening in a TV area,
but that radio's rost-per-thousand
continues much lower than TV's

ijcrw

I wo studies, released in January, throw new light on radio"- continuing vitalit) in the world's biggest T\ market. New York. One.
b) \\ \I-.W . New ^ ork. shows that radio listening in radio-TV homes
has increased substantially since 1948. the year of TV's first major
strides. The other by WOR, New York, stresses the considerably
lower rates at which radio can he bought in New York compared to
T\ . based on eost-per-thousand-homes delivered.

With gamecock
action we are
winning sales battles
rightricher-than-ever„g
in the heart c "
the
Carolina Piedmont
(Spartanburg-Greenville) Area.
And, at the same time, we are
delivering the largest listening
audience on any station in
the area.'* WSPA personalities
— Jane Dalton, Farmer Gray.
Cousin Bud, Ed McGrath.
Ace Rickenbacker — plus smart
programming and the greatest CBS
shows are responsible for that!
•BMB Report No. 2.

By

Stating (lath that "there is no such thing as a television home," —
bi cause a home with TV is a radio home to which a TV set has been
added and is therefore a radio-TV home — the WNEW report goes on
to prove that a TV set in the home does not remove that home from
the radio audience. On the contrary, homes with TV have — and use
— more than the average number of radio sets, says WNEW. One
reason for this is the growth of a "simultaneous audience" — individuals in the same home listening to radios at the same time that other
famib members are watching television. Another is that 64% of the
TV evening audience comes from people giving up diversions other
than radio listening.
Based on Pulse and Telepulse figures for the New York metropolitan area, the WNEW study points out radio listening in radio-TV
homes on weekday afternoons has increased 47% since 1948; on
weekday evenings, it has increased 28%. In the average weekly afternoon quarter-hour, they listen to the radio more than they view TV.
Though last year saw a 71 % increase in television ownership in
New York (60% of the radio homes now have TV), there was a 9%
decrease in TV set usage during the average evening quarter hour,
while use of radio sets increased 31 ' < .
The report stresses that length of TV set ownership is an extremely important factor as related to radio listening. A recent Pulse study

John Blair & Co.
Harry E. Cummings
Southeastern

Representative

No. 1 CBS Station For
The Spartanburg-Greenville Market

showed that "metropolitan New York families owning TV more than
two years did 50% more evening radio listening and 19% less televiewing than newer TV owners." However, the effect of this trend is
yet to be realized as some 60% of the TV owners have not had their
sets that long.
Claire Himmel. WNEW

Director

Guy Vaughan, Jr.
Sales Manager

WSPA
5,000 WATTS
South Carolina's

950

KC

Oldest Station

SPARTANBURG,

research director, and Kenneth Klein, sales

promotion director, who prepared the study, point out that "the
strong showing of radio in this report is based upon at-home listen-

Roger A. Shaffer
Managing

stories

"How is radio doing in TV homes?"
31 December 1951, p. 25

SPURRED

Represented

on .NPOVSOK

S. C.

ing only," does not take into account the big out-of-home audience
which adds an average of 17' f to radio listening in the area.
Backing up WNEW's facts, WOR's study ("Radio rates in New
York") states that between October 1950 and October 1951, there
was a 27% increase in radio listening among video families between
6:00 and 11:00 p.m.: also a 13% gain in listening among non-TV
families. It points out that despite a steady increase in the number
of TV families in the New York area, on a cost-per-thousand-homes
basis, radio rates in October 1951 were 45% lower than comparable
TV rates at night, and 68% lower than TV during the afternoon.
For instance, between 6:00 and 11:00 p.m., the quarter-hour costper-thousand-homes delivered was $3.43 on radio compared to $6.24
on T\ i lime charges only; based on Standard Rate & Data rates
and Pulse audience figures I. Between October 1950 and October
19.")]. radio has held its cost edge over TV despite increased TV saturation in New York. This can be attributed in part, says the report,
to the aforementioned gains in radio listening, as well as rate increases 1>\ si\ of the spven New York TV stations.
SPONSOR

How much closer
to 100% can you get?

ON

ONE STATION

PULSE has just completed its first audience measurement of
16 Western New York counties . . . Among 24 radio stations
reported,
(including six Rochester stations) here's what PULSE
found:
Out of 432 quarter-hours per week:

WHAM

is FIRST in 429

WHAM

is TIED for FIRST in 2

WHAM

is SECOND

in 1

Is this dominance? Yes, indeed! WHAM's power and prestige
permit you to buy one station in this rich area and get FIRST
preference with listeners 99.3% of the time!
Ask your HOLLINGBERY

50,000

WATTS
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CLEAR

CHANNEL

VHAM
GEORGE

P.

HOLLINGBERY

man for complete details

Thest^rHson
ROCHESTER

COMPANY,

NATIONAL

3,

N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVE23

*i¥enei
l\s an agency or advertising man, you prob-

comparisons, programming

ably think or national spot radio as a form of

merchandising opportunities.

advertising which permits you to pin-point
your radio efforts to put added pressure on
some

markets ... to ease up on others, as

circumstances demand.

techniques and

• A policy of nationwide travel . . . of F & P
Colonels spending hundreds of days "out in
the field" where spot radio becomes point-ofsale reality.

As station representatives we go along with

• A research program that's national in scope,

that basic definition. But here at Free & Peters

to help us keep abreast of all media, of advertis-

we add other ingredients, too:

ing trends, of significant new advertising developments inevery part of the country.

• A geographically national list of stations.
• An efficient national system of offices.

This policy of "thinking big and working big"
pays off for you, for the stations we represent

• A constant national exchange of informa-

and for us. here in this pioneer group of sta

tion, ideas and

case histories ... of market

tion representative

REE
Pioneer Radio
NEW

YORK

FT. WORTH

EAST,

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

KDKA
WFBL

F & P OFFICES

P.ETERS,
evision Station Representatives
since ic)^2

HICAGO

Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
Columbia, S. C.

WCSC
WIS
WDBJ
WIST

Norfolk-Newport News
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

WGH
WPTF

MIDWEST,

WHO

INC

woe
WDSM
WDAY
WOWO

Duluth-Superior
Fort Wayne
Kansas
City

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN

Louisville
Minneapolis-St.
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis

Paul

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

Antonio

MOUNTAIN

Boise
Denver

KFAB
WMBD
KSD
KFDM
KRIS

Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San

3LLYWOOD

SOUTHWEST

Des Moines
Fargo
Davenport

AND

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

WEST

WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA
KDSH
KVOD
KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

spin

Workers in the Carolinas' 2 billion dollar textile industry are
3,000,000
an important segment of WBT's listening audience ofradio
who have elevated Grady Cole to the rank of premier
personality of the Southeast. Grady's knowledge of the
Carolina buying public is unmatched— his sales knack cannot
be imitated. If you have anything— repeat anything— to sell
to the Carolinas, Grady is your man.

WBT

COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,

JEFFERSON

NORTH

STANDARD

CAROLINA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Represented Nationally fay CBS Radio Spot Sales

11

February

1952

§li|) Why oldest net sponsor
sticks to radio and music
After $18,000,000 and 25 years of air advertising, Cities
Serviee is still happy with original formula
It's taken Cities Service
18.000,000 radio dollars,
a lot of dogged confidence
and 1.300 network programs to reach
its latest, biggest milestone. But, on
18 February, the big oil firm will celebrate its 25th birthday on NBC's radio
air. And, its unbroken string of musical shows dating back to 1927 will have
proved a Cities Service radio theory:
Semi-classical air music shows never lose their basic appeal, and can
still do an outstanding job for air clients, both in selling and in building
companv prestige.
Cities Service has plenty of facts to
back up a statement like that.
The big petroleum firm can point
proudly to the fact that its latest music show, the bouncy, brassy Band of
America series, has played a major role
in boosting Cities Service's annual
gross into the $750,000,000 bracket,
and into the "Big 10" in the oil industry. It's done a real public relations job. just as previous Cities Service music shows did. And, it has become solidly established with the firm's
dealers and a growing public.
Things weren't always this rosy. Today, only a handful of the people who
will hear or see the hour-long anniversary broadcast next week from Carnegie Hall probably will be able to recall the time when the going looked
rough for Cities Service air efforts.
You can practically count them on
your fingers. Executives like Cities
Service president W. Alton ("Pete")
Jones, radio-TV consultant Merlin H.
md
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Ford

Bond

27

■

Three years alter radio campaign

started, sales dived; yet radio budget went up {see radio budget

200,000,000
100,000,000
1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

"Deac" Aylesworth. and ad manager
Tom De Bow would probably head the
list. Others who have been close to
Cities Service during its 25-year radio
progress — like announcer Ford Bond,
singers Jessica Dragonette and Lucille
Manners, conductors Edwin Franko
Goldman and Frank Black — can also
remember the not-so-good old days.
Indeed, there was a time when most
of them probably felt that Cities Service itself — much less its radio activities— would be lucky to survive.
That year was 1930. just three years
$1,000,000

1934 1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940 1941

after Cities Service had first spent
some $300,000 to bring American radio listeners the music of the Goldman
Band on 16 NBC stations. A big axe
hung
over its half-million dollar air
advertising.
The stock market had collapsed, and
had practically pulled the rug out from
under the big combination of power
companies, gas companies, transit companies, and petroleum firms which then
made up Cities Service.
From a booming $650,000,000 business in 1927, gross earnings had to-

1942 1943

1944 1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

bogganed down to a disheartening
$100,000,000 or so by 1930. The company's stock had also taken a nosedive from its dizzy 1929 peak of $68
a share, and was well on its way toward selling for as little as 75# a
share. Wall Street had just about given Cities Service, the brainchild of
financial wizard Henry L. Doherty. up
foMost in 1930.
The infant radio industry, groggy
with its own troubles, was also prepared to count Cities Service a lost client. The country was headed into an

X

RADIO BUDGET
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25'

Mi

era of depression, alphabet soup government agencies, crime waves, and
bread lines. Firms everywhere were
retrenching their radio spending.
It takes a special brand of confidence
to ride out a storm like that. Fortunately. Cities Service had it. notably in
"Pete"' Jones, then chairman of the
firm's executive committee. Deac Aylesworth, then NBC's president, had it.
too. both in Cities Service's ability to
elimb out of its dark hole and in radio's ability to help do the job.
Together, the two men, and executives of Lord & Thomas, teamed up.
Instead of cutting out the Concert series, it was expanded on the growing
NBC web. Jessica Dragonette. the petite lyric soprano, was hired as the
show's first soloist; Ford Bond was
hired as announcer. The total radio
ad budget was upped to something like
S570.000 for the year.
Cities Service never missed a program after that, and started on a cycle
of air budget growth and growing sales
which has never stopped I see chart,
page 28 1 . Cities Service will indeed
have something to celebrate next week.
Few radio clients can showT in their
case histories so few major unheavals.
such a scarcity of major ''overhaul"*
jobs in their programing approach.
Jessica Dragonette. for instance, stayed
with the show for seven years, while
budgets grew and sales climbed. Ford
Bond is still with the radio series. Coverage was steadilv expanded, as Cities
Service (prodded by the Holding Company Act of 1935) began to divest itself of its power properties and go into a petroleum business that today covers 32 states and foreign markets. Modernizations were made, such as trimming the Concert series to a half-hour
in 1940. a year that saw "Pete" Jones
reap the reward of his vision and confidence by becoming Cities Service's
top executive.
Other changes have been equallv
widely spaced. In 25 years with radio.
Cities Service has had only three ad
agencies: Lord & Thomas, from the
late 1920's (when Albert Lasker was
helping form the Cities Service air formula I to about 1943; Foote, Cone &
Belding (L&T's successor firm) from
1943 to 1947; and from 1947 to date.
Fllington & Co.
During the quarter-century, too, oth1927 First air show was Goldmar
classical Concert series with Jessi
anniversary. 1950 Currently it's t
in '49 and '50. 1952
At 25th ,
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er changes have been infrequent. In
1944, Cities Service felt that something
was needed to "freshen up" the series
of musical shows, and switched to a
string orchestra, guest stars, and the
title Highways in Melody. In mid1948 — with gross earnings booming
along at an annual clip of some $563,000.000— dealers were clamoring for
a show with more "sell." They got it,
when Cities Service reverted to its original program type and built the Band
of America. Time changes, a trial simulcast for 13 weeks in the fall of 1949,
and the entry of the firm into spot radio and TV about the same time brings
the case history up to date.
Like many another oil firm, Cities
Service has held on tight to what it
feels is the ideal radio formula. Just
as Texas Companv sells with a mixture
of high-priced comedy (Milton Berle's
Texaco Star Theatre ) and prestige music (the Metropolitan Opera) : Gulf Oil
sells with its Americana-tvpe We The
People: Esso Standard. Pure Oil, Sun
Oil. Richfield, Shell and Socony-Vacuum all keep sales rolling with spot
newscasts; Atlantic Refining, Standard
Oil of Indiana. Tide Water, and Humble sell petroleum products via spot
and regional sports shows — so Cities
Service feels that radio music shows
are right for them.
Cities Service regards radio's power with music so highly that advertising director Tom De Bow told sponsor last week: "A good musical series
is the one type of broadcast advertising
you can stay with successfully for 25
It's all too easy to say that the success of Cities Service's quarter-centurv
on the air lies — as it often does with
theyears."
major petroleum advertisers — in
the freedom of an institutional approach, minus the constant pressure of
having to produce sales.
Such is not the case. True, the musical shows sponsored by Cities Service often look like the "red carpet" approach of an advertiser who hasn't
much to sell the public except his good
name. But. viewed in closeup, the Cities Service air formula is something
entirely different.
It's hard-hitting, geared to produce
sales, and carries its own weight (of
over $1,000,000) in the estimated $3,(Please turn to page 72 I
1930 saw launching of semi-

PART TWO
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Reps I like and why
I 'iniebu > ors admire salesmen who always give them faet-paeked
presentations and don't waste time or use pressure

in
foot picone men
with sales
ture themabout
©Cartoons
the housewife's door. But a
radio rep salesman is like a man with
his foot in a revolving door. The pace
at which he must sell and service ac(ounls. always speedy, has become hyper-thyroid since television. Timebuyers the rep calls on are now twice a>
busy as ever because they must buy
both broadcast media.
More than in main other fields, the
rep salesman is important to the buyer
in radio and television. There's no
Sears. Roebuck catalogue from which
timebuyers can select choice availabilities. His only source of up-to-date
knowledge about the right buys for his
accounts is the rep salesman. The good
rep salesman is a tool of good timebuying — not just a glad-handing order
taker.
Sponsors, of course, rarely have
dealings with reps — though reps have
been known to take their case for a
schedule over the heads of the timebuyers and account men directly to the
client. But the reps are extremely important to sponsors and the buyers on
their accounts — helping to make or
break spot campaigns. This article is
designed to give you an insight into

salesmen da) in, day out. Interestingly, main of the timebuyers queried for
this article were the same people reps
cited as outstanding for last issue's article on outstanding buvers.
He never comes
"There's one
I deal with who
no availabilities
<all him up and

outstanding salesman
never says, 'No, I have
to fit your needs.' If I
ask for a specific type

of time which he doesn't have, he'll
always come in to see me with some-

J. He makes written presentations
which are neat and complete.

"B\ using that extra effort and imagination, this salesman does himself and
the hu\er good at the same time. He
makes more sales and we make better
buys which in turn lead to more sales
for the sponsor. I wish more salesmen
would realize that we're happy to be
sold something that makes sense for
us.

Their persistence does pay off."

cose A: The antique collector
"Ask him for a rating and he comes up

2. If he says it, it's true; there are no
curves in the data he throws at you.

with one two years old."
cast B: The chit chat

3. He knows how to use his personality but doesn't use pressure.
4. When pitching for one account, he
doesn't try to sneak in a punch for
another piece of business.

"He drops in on you to talk. He talks
about everything— except business. That
way, he thinks, he's making you a
friend. On a busy day, you hate his

5. He knows his stations and comes
equipped with full information : he
sell by enthusiasm alone.

7. He's intelligently persistent. If the
time
ask foralternative
isn't available,
he
makes you
u logical
proposal.

the rep's work and into spot radio and
TV's intricacies as well. It is part of a
series which began in the last issue of
sponsor with "Timebuyers I like and
why," and which will continue in future issues, taking up account executives, advertising managers, and other
key figures in radio-TV advertising.
The rep salesmen described below
are actual people whose names are
withheld because the objective of this
article is not to bestow accolades but
rather to set down some workaday
principles of performance. Sources of
these descriptions were timebuyers. the
men and women
who deal with rep

empty-handed

Then he pointed to the high rating of
this newscaster and the fact that he'd
been on the station since the Year One
— and we were sold.

guts. And he thinks he's a charmer."
case C: The */r boy
"If the show is low rated, he says there
is no rating. If Hooper makes the station look good one month, he'll pitch
that. Two months later he'll use ancose D:
The sour grape
other outfit."
"If you didn't buy his stations,

your

judgment is screwy.''

thing else to sell that makes sense. I
may turn him down frequently, but

If he says it. it's so
"I don't want to sound corny, but

sometimes we'll take that alternate buy
and be just as satisfied or more so.

it's the integrity of a salesman that

"For example, we recently were looking for one-minute announcement
strips between six and eight in the

makes him good as far as I'm concerned. Sometimes you don't have time
to go over the facts about a station
with a magnifying glass. If the salesman has slipped in a cumulative rating
instead of a single-show rating, you
may miss it. There are any number of
fast ones he can pull. But there are

morning. The salesman I'm thinking
of had none to sell us in a key market.
But he came up with a five-minute news
show three times a week. That gave us
four and a half minutes of commercial
time weekly, only half a minute less

some hard,
salesmen
They'll
sell
sure, you
but can
whentrust.
it comes
to

than

the fails they're straight.

we'd

get

with

five

one-minutes.

SPONSOR
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Unpopular rep salesmen use high-pressure tactics.

"'You get to recognize this pretty
quickly and. all things being equal,
those are the boys who get my business. The sharp-shooters sell time but
it takes them a lot longer to convince
me of anything once I catch on to
them. I'm happy to say- though, that
most of the salesmen who call on me
play it pretty square. And the squarer
they play, the more business they get."
He doesn't park in titty office
"The salesman I like is fast and concise. He comes often and leaves fast.
He's friendlv but is business-like.

I'm

so busy that I just can't spend time
talking about the weather even if I'd
like to. Some of these guys think a
salesman's job is to come around and
butter you up with scintillating converstation. That won't sell me."

Jbx\fr

his market information by ear but
comes equipped with ratings, depth of
coverage, etc. He has a keen understanding of the value of facts to the
buyer in making a decision which can

"The best salesman I know of as a
model for good time selling can be described this way:

be justified. He's a good researcher,
always digging for success stories or
other helpful facts.
"2. He has a pleasant personality
but lavs off the pressure and double
talk.

"1. He's thoroughly familiar with
his stations' schedules, programs, and
personalities, and he has a complete
picture of markets. He does not play

sion on a particular account, he doesn't
launch into a pitch about some other
{Please turn to page 92)

He's

Most appreciated are salesmen who waste r

\JwklbvJUUUi.

Timebuyers don't want double talk like that being dispensed by "operator" above

WM&

tops

all-around

Salesman

Mjftis

who's loaded with

"3. When he shows up for discus-

facts is always welcome,

timebuyers agree

Shown here are only a few of two dozen or more types of services, facilities which an advertiser
must use to produce a TV show. Above: Set assembly. Left: Prop (stuffed deer) procurement.
Lower left: Scenery
painting.
Sponsors
wonder
at high costs, variation
from
net to net

TV's crazy quilt:

hit Mil II S LUM» r^y-wi
spiralling network bills.

ira*i* Once mesmerized by TVs
It tjS glamor, sponsors today are
beginning to lose the starryeyed look they had when they first
embraced live television. They're now
casting sharp looks at costs. The costs,
in this instance, being those of facilities
and production services for network
shows.
Two factors arc puzzling and irritating advertisers when they receive their
bills from the ad agency. One is mounting costs; and the other is the host of
services they're paying for -including

1

Here are both sides of the sto>

studio rehearsals with cameras and audio; film facilities; extra cameras; extra booms; set designers; hairdressers;
prop buyers I see chart on page 33).
For the advertiser harking back to raening. simplified cost breakdown these
.dio's
scads of high-priced services are frightFor the agencies this has meant increasing pressure from clients for explanations. It's not uncommon for clients to refer to "runaway costs" and
to insist on knowing how long this situation will continue. Why can't it. the)
SPONSOR

a-k. be brought under control?
Probing for light on the situation.
SPONSOR sought the views of agency
executives, network brass, independent
producers, scenic designers, technicians, and advertisers themselves. Each
individual, regardless of his stand on
the issue, felt the cost structure could
stand lots of clarification.
The networks say that what has happened should be easil) understandable
to the client. Advertisers, just three or
four years ago. they explain, were hesitant to take a deep dip into the new
medium. So a major network come-on
was absorption of production costs by
the nets. This meant operating at a
huge programing loss for quite a
stretch. The accounting structure now,
say network executives, represents
"normal" conditions. They refute implications that the process of putting
program production on a pay-as-yougo basis includes an effort to recoup
losses.
Further, network executives attribute
the advertiser's cries about costs to his
lack of knowledge about show business.
Sponsors forget the visual aspects of
TV and ke?p in mind always the cost
of radio, they point out. Give an advertiser accustomed to a radio programing bill a tab for costumes, laborers, scenic designers, props and
equipment rentals, say the network
people, and you're bound to hear cries
of pain.
One thing is sure, no matter what
side you're on, the whole situation is
causing strained relations. Advertisers
protest increasingly that they're being
taken for a ride. The nets, in turn,
say they're still taking losses in certain
phases of production which they can
no longer offer free to the advertiser.
A change in policy, they admit, from
the early TV days but certainly one
that doesn't justify money-grabbing accusations.
Several network officials have commented on the cost-cutting aids their
organizations offer. Included are preprogram script examinations with the
nets suggesting scene parings and other money savers. Too, the nets offer
advertisers a firm production package
price. And. if desired, the services of
their own designers and prop shoppers.
An agency cost control supervisor in
the thick of the network-advertiser budget tussle speaks up for the nets. He
told sponsor that inflation is the main
reason for cost rises. In further defense ofthe network position he adds:
11 FEBRUARY
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Comparison of network production and facilities charges per hour
Services

CBS

Studio rehears,
with cameras
Studio rehears.
minus cameras
or audio
Studio rehears,
minus audio
Film
facilities
Extra

cameras

Extra booms
Rehearsal
hall
Use of studio
for recording
Set designer
Hairdressers
Prop buyer
Wardrobe
Costume finder
Make up

Tech.

director

DuMont

ABC
A

$400 (Class 1)

$325
$240 (Class 5)
$300 (Class 3)
$100

Not stipulated

$150
$50. $200 rotn.
with
$150 cameraman

$80
$35-40,
six-hr.
min.
$150 (excluding

$150-200 (excl.
cameraman)
$150

$25, $100 min.

$20, six-hr. min.

$10,

no

min.

$200
Prices on request
$100
$40, asst.)
five-hr min.
and
(with cameraman
$125
$20, five-hr. min.
Prices on request

$7.50
Prices on request
$10
$5.75
$30
$5, $20 min.

$5, $25 min.
$12
$4.75
$5
Not stipulated

$5, $20 min.

$6

Hairdressing
Special effects
technicians
Sound
effects

NBC
average)
$300
(Class

$5, $20 min.
$4
$5.25
$3
$12.50
$5
Not stipulated
$4

$5, $25 min.
Prices on request
$3

$5, $20 min.
Prices on request
$7

$12.50
$7.50, min.
charge
$45
$5

$4
$7.50; min.
charge
$45
$4
$3

Prices on request
At cost
$5, $20 min.
Prices on request
Prices on request
$10 per artist
$20 per artist

$4.75
$12.50

$15
$5

"Network costs are fair. The networks
are just missing up in one respect.
They're doing an unsatisfactory job in
proving that charges are legitimate."'
Meanwhile. Mr. Composite Advertiser looks at his champagne-priced advertising bill and screams. He's not
convinced it's just a matter of "proper
explanations." All he knows is that a
stagehand gets $2.89 an hour, the network jacks it up to $4.75, and the
agency adds its lS'/i . Cost to Mr. Composite Advertiser, $5.35. Multiply that
by six or 12 (stagehands) and one
facet of high TV production is made
clear. High labor costs include network technicians at $4.50 an hour with
the sponsor paying for eight hours although he may not need a technician
Are nets charging all the traffic

$7.50
$4

for that length of time. Costs for scenic
designers, at minimum hours, are up,
too, from $4.75 to $5.75 an hour.
"Other hidden costs are as staggering,"
reports
man.designer
"You* even
may
have
to an
hire agency
a network
though you don't use him. It's these
'extras' that pyramid costs."
But here's a rebuttal from another
agency's TV production department.
"We've tried it both ways and the networks were found to be 35% to 50%
cheaper on set designing and costumes
than outside facilities. The nets have
a large stockpile of sets and costumes
and that reduces costs."
Another agency man adds, "Order
anything from the net and it ends
(Please turn to page 84)
vill bear

\cticnrks mark up labor, props
35% to *Or; to cover overhead.
Minimum production needs listed in rate manuals are deceptive.

Networks' minimum hiring hours
for technicians are set without
regard to sponsors' actual n£eds.
Even minor changes necessitate
a time-wasting routine.
The networks must do a better
PR job to show prices are just.

for TV

production?

And networks retort

Advertisers-agencies complain

1.

3.
2.
4.

5.

Nets offer cost-saving devices and
often a firm production price.
Advertisers
months' rate
protection, get
amplesix service.
Employees are entitled to security of a 40-hour week.
Hiring
part-timers would be difficult;
Networks proride the advertiser
with custom-made jobs via asAny multi-show sponsor will tell
you it would be prohibitive to
do production outside.

WHAT ARE THE HOT ISSUES TH
Q

U.

Radio's count: 105,300,000 sets
Sets

Advertisers who had wondered whether radio set figures were slipping had their douhts thoroughly removed
1>\ a four-network joint survey, most sizable effort to
"count noses" in radio sets in many years. Total shown
In the studs, as of 1 January, was 105.300,000 radio sets
of all sorts in the U. S., up about 10' { from last year.
Although multiple-set buying, much of it in TV families, ison the increase, nearly a million sets out of the
1952 total were bought during 1951 by families who
hadn't owned a radio before.
Much food for advertiser thought, too, was provided by
the survey (joint effort of CBS, NBC, ABC, MBS) figures
on "secondary set" and "auto radio" figures. A whopping 57,500,000 radio sets are in this category. They
represent a huge, usually-uncounted radio audience. Neither TV nor printed media have anything like these millions to offer as a "bonus" audience. Here are the actual
survey figures, comparing 1952 with 1951:

©

NBC merchandising due 15 Feb.

S.

RADIO

in Homes

Sets
in
Institution!..
Dormitories
& Bar111 I

Total

Sets

"Sets
<ets. 'Included
in Other with
i'Va'i'es""!

SET

BREAKDOWN"

42.800,000

41,900,000

34,000,000
23.500.000

30.000.000
19,100,000

4.100,000
900,000

5,000,000*

105,300,000

96,000,000

i other places" in 1951

irriving at these figures, the joint network researcr
committee used the 1950 census figures of 95.6% of th«
U. S. homes having at least one radio set. Total numbei
of U. S. homes was Sales Managements 1952 figure o
some 44,737,900. In calculating the number of car radio;
— which now outnumber the total number of televisiot
sets in the country by some 30'c , by the way — severa
survey results were used, which averaged out to somi
64% of the 37,000.000 cars on American highways.
Biggest result of the survey: Both advertisers and net
works had much of their faith in radio's strength renewe<
by the survey, and by the noticeable increase in tota
number of radio sets.

been well received. Although women's magazines hav
long been in the business of merchandising the adverti^}

Having carved up the U. S. retail market into 12 major
areas, NBC field men this week have contacted the bulk

ing in their pages at the retail level, it's seldom a "guai
anteed" thing, often is hit-or-miss.

of NBC radio stations involved in the senior web's upcoming merchandising plans. Station executives will then
be contacting key wholesalers and retailers and the longawaited network merchandising bandwagon will be readyto roll by 15 February, it's hoped.
Not yet finalized at the network level are plans for the
exact program vehicles which will tie in with the locallevel support. NBC's program department, as sponsor
went to press, was knee-deep in projects for merchandiseable programs, however.
With at least one series, Market Basket, in the works to
tie in with food-store merchandising, others which can
tie in with, sa\. dr\ goods retailers and department store
chains, are planned.

An NBC merchandising executive told SPONSOR: "Thj
agencies I've contacted, and those who have contacted u:
are showing a great deal of interest in our merchandisint

NBC's idea of wrapping up several services (such as
radio programing, merchandising follow-up, and research i in one grand package through one source has

plans. One agencyman told me that 'this is the first tim
I've seen radio make an attempt to get both advertisin
and merchandising under the same roof.' We have somj
great hopes for this operation, and we're sure that it wi
attract
radio."'
Targetmany
datenew
for advertisers
the start ofto these
operations has beeji
set by NBC brass as 15 February. Then, Fred N. DodgJj
former Hearst merchandising expert, and his staff expe<
to go into high gear. Having tested the NBC-type meij
chandising in Cleveland and St. Louis, with great succes*
I increases in store sales of up to 100' < l, Dodge an
NBC will then be in the position of being able to prow
something they've touted to advertisers as "the most conl
plete merchandising facilities of am

medium."

J

EEK?

1. Four networks count radio's "noses"
2. Trend: broadcasters are boosting each other
3. NBC ready to roll with network merchandising
4. CBS-A&P tie up for "Super Sales Plan"

Q "Bury-The-Hatchet" radio attitude
No small reason why a growing number of leading advertisers have returned to using radio in their media lists
is the fact that more and more radio networks and stations have eased their sniping at each other's claims. Instead, there's a healthier amount of industry-type promotions and presentations (SPONSOR, 28 January) being
made these days. The four-network joint "census" of
radio sets is a good example. Others can be found in the
joint promotions of the Southern California Broadcaster's
Association, and in the broadcaster groups in Detroit,
Cleveland, Rochester and elsewhere.
This hasn't been an easy transition for broadcasters
to make, as sponsors seldom realize. In the competitive
field of air advertising, outlets have often spent much
of their time in knocking each other's sales stories. Usually, this has worked to the advantage of other media, particularlv newspapers and magazines.
Typical of this changing trend was the recent (27 January) talk by Dave Baylor, general manager of Cleve-

Q CBS launches merchandising plan
Following on the heels of NBC in planning network
merchandising tie-ins has been CBS, whose executives
recently cracked one of merchandising's toughest nuts:
\a1' -tores. Many a food manufacturer, who had found
that A&P's 4,200 chain stores were among the hardest
locations in which to plant display material, suddenly
woke up to the fact that network merchandisers meant
- not mere lip-service.
Labeled "Super Sales Plan," the CBS operation will
involve sale of its combination advertising-merchandising
service in participation segments (about $9,500 each) to
-i\ non-competing food advertisers. (Advertisers must
also be not too competitive with A&P's own house-branded
goods, quite an extensive line.)
Focus of the new plan is an in-the-works musical show,
featuring Earl Wrightson, to be aired on Friday nights.
This.*" a CBS merchandiser told sponsor, "will give advertisers a chance to reach the public with their sales
messages the day before the Saturday shopping peak."

land's WJMO, before a BMI Program Clinic at the Waldorf, in New York City. With fire in his eye, Baylor
told the station men assembled for his speech:
"We, in radio, throw our 'readership' figures around
like confetti on New Year's Eve. No matter what chain
of circumstances may develop in relations with an advertiser, we can always find a set of figures to prove anything we want to prove. But, when your salesman leaves
the client, the salesman from the station next door comes
in and shows him another, and entirely different, set of
figures which purport to prove just the opposite of your
story. The net result is that the client becomes so confused, he goes back to buying newspapers — because they
have a sales story, based on circulation (but not on readership I that he can understand.
"How long has it been since you have developed a new.
an entirely new advertiser at your station? I'll bet you
ten-to-one that 90'v of them came from other radio stations. You don't do yourself any good by knocking the
guy across the street. It only results in a decrease in
advertiser opinion of radio."

The CBS "Super Sales Plan" will work out like this.
For an advertiser's $9,500, he'll receive a minute-and-aquarter commercial in the Friday-night, hour-long show.
In addition, he'll be "billboarded" at the opening of the
show, for 30 seconds. In the 4,200 A&P stores, he'll be .
given special tie-in displays and merchandising, to follow
up the impact of his air selling. All sponsors will have to
receive the O.K.'s of both CBS and A&P, to avoid conflict with adjacent programs, other A&P promotions.
Having waited to see what direction NBC's merchandising plans would take before making its big move, CBS
is now very much in the act. Actually, as far as making
tie-ins with retail chains goes, CBS is a jump ahead of
NBC in landing A&P, nation's largest food outlet chain.
Many network executives are predicting a race now to
sign up other retailing giants in the food field, like
Safeway and Kroger.
Already, local stations are getting more active. In New
York, WJZ has worked a similar tie-in. starting 18 February, with the Grand Union stores, with ABC keeping a
fatherly eve on the outcome.

These department stores do
the top jobs on the air
Winners of NRDGA

contest reflect growing radio maturity

typical. The
re wasMinn.
pictu
, depart®The
big St.
Paul,
ment store known as Schuneman's was a success. But. as an advertiser. Schuneman's was no real exception to the still widely held philosophy
that "radio can't do a selling job for a
big department store." Result: unknown to the store, it was overlooking
an as yet untapped market available to
it only through radio. Newspapers, traditional ad medium for the SI 1.000.000,000 annual department store business, carried the advertising ball for
Schuneman's.
Then, into this largelv-statie picture,
about three vears ago, whizzed Willard
H. Campbell. Bill Campbell's quiet,
conservative appearance makes him
look totalb unlike the kind of adman
who can reel off radio ideas faster than
most retailers can sign newspaper insertion orders. A former Schuneman's
adman, he had gone on to become a

career executive of such radio-minded
department stores as Hartford's G. Fox
& Co., and Rochester's Sibley, Lindsay
& Curr. Now an authority on moving
merchandise off store shelves, and having patiently learned every good radio
trick in the book, he was back with
Schuneman's in a new role of General
Merchandise Manager.
The average adman might be content to settle down at that point into
an easy, placid role of home-town-boymakes-good. Bill Campbell is not an
average adman. While other Twin City
merchants raised their eyebrows, Bill
Campbell began to move as though jetpropelled.
First, he checked up on the fivecounty area primarily covered by the
bulk of Schuneman's newspaper advertising. He soon realized he was reaching only a fraction of the people he
wanted to see shopping at Schuneman's. Practically skipped over were

All Departments
Block & Kuhl (Quincy, III.)
This department store, located in a Midwestern town of
45,000, is the only outlet in a 19-store chain that uses

EIGHT
DEPT.
STORE
SUCCESS
STORIES

radio, airing a daily women's show, "Hospitality Time,"
on WT AD. Various store departments are consistently
featured. After a year of such plugging, appliances were

Cosmetics

the two dozen or so outlying rural
counties near the Twin Cities.
This was no small item. There, on
some 62,000 farms, the average income
was hitting a healthy $8,500 a year.
There, farmers were beginning to live
on a scale that was comparable, to say
the least, with city folk.
"Radio," said Bill Campbell, "is how
we're going to reach 'em — and bring
'em in!"
And, radio it was that did the trick.
In August of 1949. Schuneman's took
a major air plunge with a show called
Red Rooster Hour, airing it on WDGY
each day from 7:30 to 8:00 a.m.. and
for^an extra half-hour in the store on
Thursdays. This was soon backed up
with two other shows, the 30-minute
daily Bulletin Board on stations WSHB
and WMNE.
Red Rooster was, and still is, a folksy mixture of recorded music, news,
interviews
with
visiting
celebrities,

Bigelotv's

(Jamestown,

1\. Y.)

Keystone of a three-program WJTN lineup for Bigelow's
is a live, Saturday-morning breakfast show aimed at family listening. Featured products have regularly shown
sales increases. Sample: Last summer, the stone did $1,500
in one week on a new line of Powers cosmetics, introduced locally via the show. This was three to five times

up 146', in sales; coats, 38$ : dresses, 50f/( ; furs, ')'>' < :
blouses, 32%; lingerie, 50%.

that of comparable, non-radio stores.

Men's Wear
Killian"s (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)
A co-sponsored (with Shelly Oil) series of Iowa State
football games on KCRG was used last fall for a seasonal

Records
Boston Store (Milwaukee, Wise.)
This large retailer wanted a show to boost sales of phonograph records, radios and TV sets to teen-agers, surveyed

promotion plugging Killians men's clothing, hats, and
furnishings. U hile retail sales in the area generalh de-

local teen tastes, and built "High School Disk Jockey Review." Show, aired on WEMP, uses teen d.j. guests, has

creased some 1.5' < . Killian's reported radio-built increases
in October and \oi ember that averaged some 15.5',.
continuing well after the series.

voting run-off for prizes. Store has since enjoyed "largest
percentage of increase in sales of any record store, or
record department in the midwest.*'

mmm'i

"Red

Rooster flour" ties radio, point- of-saI<

■ who guides schune-

In-Store P-cmotlons of aN P.O.S. Displays

Bell, guesting is onWillard
show

types
shop|

boost

"Red

Rooster"
to
build
listening

weather forecasts, highwaj conditions
.md terse < ommercials for store items
that arc easil) promoted. It'- a neal
balancing of urban-appeal and ruralappeal programing.
What makes Red Roostei pull results
that department store admen can'l believe, even when the) see them, is a
disarmingly-simple secret: the promotional follow-up. So thorough is this
phase "i Schuneman's air advertising
that Red Rooster recentl) walked off
with the Grand Ward in the sixth annual NRDGA-BAB contest for department store usage of radio, and also
landed ., Special Ward for Outstanding Radio I Coordination \\ ith ( ,ther
Media. It's the third year in a row
that Schuneman's has been a prizewinner in this contest series, although
this is the store's first < rrand Ward.
| For other I'Xil winners, see list at the
end of tli i- article, i
It literall) takes a I k to describe

Shoe Repair

Brown

Thomson

commercials
with
that is displayed

(ie.ln a;r

Newspapers back

merchandise
on counters

cross-plugs
two
days

the methods In which Schuneman sets
the pace for the nation's department
stores in the proper integration of radio with other forms of advertising.
Bill Campbell and his staff, Perr) Dotson, sale- promotion manager, and
Jean Vict !aj . radio continuity editor,
use ever) good promotional device on
record, and have added some slick new
w i inkles of their own.
Here

ale

-nine

highlights

of

how

Schuneman's builds listening for its
-how. ami sales records at its cash registers:
In-store promotion Geared both to
-ales and audience-building, Schuneman'- promotions within the big department -tore itself are varied and effective. Window displays, elevator
cards, posters at ever) entrance and in
ever) main department constantl) call
attention to the show and its personalities. All merchandise featured on the
show

i- topped with a Red Rooster Ra-

(Hartford, Conn.)

Store's "Sir Ulo" shoe repait department cut out newspaper advertising, reduced carcards In half. Spot announcements, a newscast series, ami weathei slum on
11 1 111 uere suhst .> utetl . \ou. store reports "constantl1)
increasing number of neu customers" as a result o) radio
schedule; points proudly to customer traffic increases of
30' I . sales increases of 50' i over last year.

Xmas Trade
Sears (Miami. Florida)
When Sears discovered, two rears ago, that .some two
dozen Miami stores would have a Santa < laus promotion,
Sears felt it needed something "neu." came up with
"Roebuck the Talking Reindeer" on H I CG. Latest series:
pre-Christmas taped kiddie interviews with "Roebuck."
Result: Show series was smash hit, payoff was "in our
cash registers."

for
each

show
month

v

.jdio
and
with

show
talent,
"Red

with

constant

go
all-out
for
Rooster
Specials"

dio Idvertised capper, in fane) displays, foi three days aftei the mer- handise is air-sold; this follows up
the initial impact of the commercials,
acts as a reminder. Two days each
month are set aside for "Red Rooster
Days," when the whole store blossoms
out with
"Red Rooster Specials" and
extra
promotions.
Out-oj-store promotion Like the
promotions within the store, those outside hit hard at building sales and listening. Ever) Schuneman ad in metropolitan paper- and in weekl) count)
papers
carries
a '"cornernewspapei
ear" devoted
to
the -how
. Lull-page
adduring "Red Rooster l)a\s." with the
chanticleer in red. run in evening papers. Listener loyalt) is built with special "Red Rooster" mailing piece- -enl
to new charge-account customers.
guests, and visitors. Big 24-sheet posters at street intersection- boost the
I Please turn to page !!(> i

Bath Rugs
Philips (Omaha.
Vebr.)
Reaching holh city and rural customers with its 6:45
a.m. "Good Morning from Philips" shou since the spring
of 1945, Philips has used the KOIL series often to feature
"surprise specials." Typical result: Sale-priced chenille
hath rugs at $1.19 were plugged one morning. Store
opened at nine. By 10:30 a.m.. ovei LOO were sold.
Philips has been a radio use/ for 14 years.

Towels

Linn & Scruggs (Decatur, 111.)

Customers in a 28-count1) area ate leached sucicssjulh
through L&S's morning "Something to Talk Ibout" scries, on It DZ. Slum originates lire in i minus store departments. One plug for hud, toweling at 69tf '/ yard sold
out some seven holts, with 35 yards in each bolt; another
single plug sold ovei $600 worth of imported cashmere
ladies coals as a direct result.

Can $1,000,000 buy a big
VP%#
■ W

The most stinging attack
against television by newspaper interests to date came
on Tuesday. 22 January, when the
newspaper representative firm of Moloney. Regan & Schmitt ran an almostfull-page ad in the New York Times
asserting that "a million dollars these
days no longer buys a big TV cam-

paign."' However, stated the ad, a million dollars would buy what it called a
big newspaper campaign — 1,000-line
ads with a "net paid ABC circulation
of 20.000.000 families" every other
week for a year.
The attempt to disparage the new
medium came at a time when advertisers were likely to listen. The fact
that television costs have risen sharply
has been a topic of increasing discussion among advertisers and their agencies. This issue of sponsor, incidentally, carries an article on the discontent
of advertisers with the "crazy quilt"
of TV production facilities costs (fee
page 32). A much closer examination
of over-all television costs on the part
of the buyer may he in the making.
But before allowing themselves to be
stampeded
b) often-repeated
phrases

about mammoth

television costs, and

the competitive sniping of printed media, advertisers will want to take a
careful look at the comparative figures.
In this article, SPONSOR has gathered
facts and figures which indicate that
television can equal and far surpass the
claims for newspapers made by Moloney. Regan & Schmitt — on a dollarfor-dollar basis.
The Moloney, Regan & Schmitt ad
I reproduced on page at right) attacked
television from several directions at
once. Using an amusing cartoon, it
pointed out that viewers can only watch
one television program at a time while
newspaper readers "can look at all the
advertisements in the same issue." It
attempted to emphasize the high cost
of television by stating that advertisers
pay to secure the TV audience, while
newspapers themselves pay to secure
the newspaper audience. But the ad's
main premise was that a million dollars
can't buy a "big television campaign,"
though it can buy a "big newspaper
Many advertisers would argue that
campaign."
television's impact and the opportunity
it provides to demonstrate
products

Ad impressions comparison: newspaper vs. TV
Here are two Tl buys which top number of ad impressions yielded by million-dollar
newspaper campaign on opposite page. Tl campaign (/) costs same as newspaper:
Tl campaign (2) costs one-half.

A $1,000,000

newspaper

Space
Frequency
Net paid ABC

buy

1,000 lines
every other week

(ix.

20,000,000

families per insertion

Readers pei copy
Total readers of papers

Show
"The Web," CBS-TV
1
Time b Talent
$1,000,000
Homes reached
_ 3,120,000*
listeners per set
_
2.6
Viewers reached weekly .... 8,112,000
Total impressions in two weeks

16,224,000

2.5

30,000,000

Average Starch noting

ISoiv check these TV buys

22.5%

I iitnl impressions in two weeks

11,250,000

2

Show
Tigers,"
DTN
Time & "Firing
Talent
$500,000

Homes reached
2,233,000**
Listeners pe\ set
2.6
Viewers reached weekly .... 5,772,800
Total impressions in tivo weeks
11,545,600
Dec
-.1.

R.

H

Dee

outweighs mere cost and circulation
considerations. But without introducing any of TV's positive sales virtues,
let's consider the Moloney, Regan &
Schmitt assertions on a statistical basis
alone.
The ad describes a campaign which
delivers a net paid circulation of 20,000.000 families per insertion in 63
television cities (every other week).
This actually boils down to only 11,250.000 ad impressions — every other
week. This total is derived through
several calculations commonly used to
reduce raw circulation figures to the
common denominator of ad impressions. (Source: CBS-TV advertising
and sales promotion department.)
Here are the calculation steps:
1. You first multiply the 20,000,000
families figure by 2.5 readers per copy
(a generous estimate). This yields 50,1)00.000 people who look at the newspapers containing Moloney, Regan &
Schmitt's 1,000-line ads.
2. Next, you consider how many
readers actually see the ads. According to Starch, an average 1,000-line ad
is "noted"
by of
onlyreaders.
22.5' [ of
a paper's
total
number
This
means
that 1,000-line ads running in newspapers with a total readership of 50,000,000 people delivers only 11,250,000 advertising impressions. And that, resis.
member, ison an every-other-week baMany television programs, both evening and daytime, can easily top this
number of ad impressions for a million
dollars a year. Spot television campaigns, similarly, score an easy victory.
Consider these examples:
A million dollars will buy a quarterhour strip Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays on the CBS-TV Garry Moore
Show for an entire year. This will
j ield the advertiser 6,897,000 advertising impressions. The figure is derived
by multiplying the number of homes
reached on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays (according to American Research Bureau, December 1951) by the
averagedays.
number of viewers per set on
these
In two weeks' time, the Garry Moore
(Please turn to page 66)
SPONSOR

iimpaip?

NO: said newspaper
in anti-TV ad.

rep firm, Moloney, Regan & Sehinil I .

YES! say nets, station reps in rebuttal

ONSOR asked members of the
moon industry to comment on the
ertisement reproduced at right. Disam the industry's opinions, a reportcompile,! the point-by-point rebuttal
ich appears below. Consensus with77 circles was that, while TV's
tinting costs are a definite problem,
seh -based claims of printed media
st not be allowed to pass unchal-,,/. Many uere inclined to laugh
the Moloney, Regan & Schmitt astions as not being worthy of serious
>ate. Others felt that a rebuttal was
•il to prevent additional befuddlent of the already cloudy TV cost
ture. (For specific cases refuting
5 figures, see box on page at left. )

of
the
Actually,
month or more, viewers rotate
from show to show so that a
program's cumulative audience
y show as many as four out of five of
homes reached by it in a single month,
newspaper readers rotate? Or do ads
one paper per city alone miss many
ders completely?

O*
f\
^

Jpi
2J
^r

A million dollars still buys a
TV campaign big enough to
give sponsors more ad impressions than they could get with
; million dollar newspaper campaign debed in this ad. In terms of impresns-per-dollar alone, TV is ahead, withI mentioning considerations like its spell ability to show products in use and
ng personal salesmanship to bear. Arte starting at left contains cost and ciration breakdowns deflating ad claims.
£1

A

raw circulation figure like

3)
^/

20,000,000
families
is misleading. To get an idea of an
ad's actual readership, factors
luding number of noters per ad must
projected against
the raw circulation
tistics. This yields a greatly
reduced
mber of ad impressions (only 11,250,0 every other week in the case of the
"paign described here).
<£
d)
^/

There are 15,000,000 or more
TV sets in the U. S. as of the
date of publication of the Moloney, Regan & Schmitt ad. Inad of trying to prove its case with
variation" figure which fails to take
o account the low percentage of ad
mg, ad might have pointed to a gene TV weakness: tough market clear:e for network programs. But the readavailable answer to this problem is:
spot TV to clear difficult markets.

Challenging thoughts for 1952's Million-Dollar Advertisers!
\2J ^ million dollars these days no longer buys a big TV campaign
DUt ... a million dollars spent in Newspaper Advertising will buy a big
Newspaper campaign of 1,000-line advertisements every other week
for a full year in 79 Newspapers in the 63 TV cities
and will deliver a net paid ABC circulation of
/f) 20,000,000 families per insertion in contrast to approximately
14,500,000 TV sets in the entire U. S.
All advertising media are gnod...but the Newspaper is by far the best advertising medium

Moloney, Regan & Schmitt'

From "New York Times" 22 January 1952

Illll Clinics spark
local showmanship

Advertisers profit through

better station programs, development of loeal personalities, stepped-up
merchandising as result of idea-earavans in 35 states, Canada, P. R.

®,1

n or
in
Madiso
on out
anon office
sitting
won't find
Michigan Avenue, but some-

thing's happening to radio stations all
over the 1 .S. Far from cringing at the
lengthening shadow of television, stations are going through a programing
renaissance. They're sinking roots
deeper into their own communities by
programing to local taste — via news
shows which often beat local newspapers in speed and drama; via the development of more and more of local
personalities: via original programing
ideas with community slants. One of
shaping
forces
important
the most

this local showmanship renaissance is
Broadcast Music Inc. and its traveling
programing clinics.
The clinics are important to sponsors
as well as to stations. They're tangible
evidence that stations are doing something concrete to make their facilities
better carriers for spot announcements:
and to provide sponsors with a better
choice of local program buys. To give
advertisers a full understanding of why
this is so. sponsor has conducted an
extensive study of the clinics. On these
pages ( immediately below I , you'll find
a history of the clinics, together with
names
of speakers and other facts

The paragraphs that follow tell the story of how and
why the />'!// idea caravans I clinics) got started and of
who did the work.
The clinics have travelled a long way (over 37,000
miles) since energetic BMI president Carl Haverlin first
conceived the need for swapping program ideas two years
ago. They began modestly when station personnel were
invited to inspect a model
quarters in Manhattan, and.
structive talk on procedure.
mative that the\ branched

music library at BMI's headincidentally, to hear some inThe speeches proved so inforout into general programing

ers at Akron Clinic (seated, I. to r.) Lyle Lee, WLOK;
I Dolberg, Dir. Sta. Rel., BMI; Carl Haverlin, Pres., BMI; L A.
, WCOL; R. Ferguson, WTRF; G. Jackson, WMMN; (standing, I. to
. Carey, WRVA; D. Baylor, WJMO; R. J. Burton, v. p., BMI;
George,
WGAR;
H. McTigue,
WINN,
and
Lin Pattee,
BMI

about BMI's two-year-old idea caravans. In the paragraphs which follow
are descriptions of results from the
BMI clinics, gathered in a nationwide
survey by sponsor in conjunction with
BMI. In addition, talks given at various BMI clinics have been condensed
here to show you the kind of stimulation stations are receiving.
A sponsor-BMI questionnaire was
mailed to 300 stations which had sent
representatives to BMI clinics. Of
these, one-third replied, at least a 10%
higher response than is average for
such questionnaires. This indication
of high interest is confirmed by en-

ideas. of
Under
supervision
of N.
RoyY. Harlow,
v. p. in
charge
station
services, 17
C. clinicsBMI's
were staged.
Meanwhile, an increasing number of enthusiastic broadcasters had approached Haverlin. "Why don't you bring
these wonderful clinics out into the field?" they asked him.
"I will," said Haverlin, "as long as the stimulus comes
from broadcasters themselves. We want broadcasters to
feel the clinics are theirs — not BMI's. It must be a public
service enterprise guided by broadcasters."
Industry leaders were quick to give the clinics their
solid backing and blessing. At the last N VRTB Conven-

TEXAS ho,

J. Curtis, KFRO; Gt
. Haverlin; Kenyon Brcfl,
Cagle, KFJZ;
KWFT; H. Fellows, P es. NARTB;
(seatedR. Wentwo-th, BMI; (standing, I. to.)
B. Collier, LBS; Han , McTigue; J. Harris, KPRC; M. Campbell, WFA:
R. Herndon,
KTRH; F. Nahas, KXYZ;
G. Dolberg;
L. Patricelli, WC

thusiasm expressed by the respondents,
none of whom in the least doubted the
value of the clinics. Moreover, many
were able to report a decided pickup
in the morale and verve of the stations'
staffs and tangible improvements in the
advertising effectiveness of their stations— to the extent that sales were
made as a result of the clinics. Some
examples follow.
"Because of a BMI clinic," said Robert R. Tincher, general manager.
\\ \ \\. Yankton. S. D., "we made a
sale to a large national sponsor — by
developing for him a new merchandising technique."
"The BMI clinic was responsible for
our scheduling an hour and 10 minutes each morning of local news." reported James D. Russell, general manager. KVOR, Colorado Springs, Colo.
"All of it was sold before we scheduled it— and it's stayed sold continuously ."
"At the clinic, we got the idea for
8 night-time, half-hour show incorporating hit tunes of best-known Broadway musicals," said Hale Bondurant,
KFBI. Wichita, Kans. "It sold to a
local furniture store."
"As a result of the clinic tips on music-librarv programing." said Robert
J. Dean, KOTA-KOZY. Rapid City, S.

I)., "we sold Newkirk Radio Sales a
music-appreciation show, with the Columbia LP Masterworks as the base."
"The clinic taught us listeners want
more serious and semi-serious music,"
said William Holm, WLPO, La Salle,
111. "The programing experimentation
resulted in two new sales. And a prospective sponsor is expected to sign soon
for a serious music program."
"Discussions about news at the clinic resulted in our developing a new
newscast, different than any currently
being done in Portland. Because of the
exceptionally fine job this newscast is
doing, we were able to sell it to an important local retail sponsor." This
from Dick Brown, general manager,
KPOJ, Portland, Ore.
"The suggestion that the program
director accompany the sales manager
on a visit to a prospective sponsor was
one we have used with success on several occasions," said Reg Merridew,
program director, WGAR, Cleveland.
"In the most recent instance, the sponsor was a nationally known brewery
and the whole format for what turned
cut to be a highly successful local program was developed largely at that
Sales-producing ideas like the ones
meeting."
described above came out of clinic ses-

ticn, 29 state broadcasters" associations declared their support, and chose a steering committee (headed by Emmett
Brooks, WEBJ, Brewton, Ala.) to arrange for future clinics.
So the reports confirm. In 1951, more than 3,040 station executives attended 37 clinics, aided by the supervision of BMI's station relations director Glenn Dolberg. The traveling brain trusts dispensed their programing knowledge in 35 states, in Winnipeg. Canada, and Puerto Rico (see pictures of some of the sessions below).
Speakers at the one-day sessions covered a wide range of
subjects. Ted Cott, general manager, WNBC and WNBT,

NORTH
CAROLINA
Speakers and quests at Charlotte Clinic included
(seated, I. to r.) J. Frank Jarman, WDNC;
Harold Essex, WSJS; Robert
BMI; Earle J. Gluck, WSOC;
Ken Sparnon,
BMI; Chas. A.
Wa||.
Treas., BMI; (standing, I. to r.) Peter Forsch, Y&R, N.
Dave

Baylor, WJMO;

G.
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H. C.

Rice,

Nat'l

Pro'd.

Mgr.,

MBS

sions because they were loaded with
facts. Here, broken down by categories
and accompanied by the speaker's
name are condensed excerpts from
BMI clinic talks. In reading through
them you'll note ideas which are valuable for sponsors and agencies to bear
in mind for their own programing.
Perhaps the main moral coming out of
the advice given to broadcasters here
is this: local programing is getting
better, should provide better buys.
Program showmanship
Ted Colt, General Manager,
FM, /Veic York City:

W1SBC-TV-

1. Devise individualistic program
gimmicks to focus attention on your
station, to make it seem different from
ilt competitors.
For example:
(a) Since WNBC had been using
the same sign-on, sign-off announcements for 20 years, it was decided to
change them. Cott got Somerset
Maugham, Fannie Hurst. Norman Corwin, Louis Untermeyer, Arch Oboler
to write announcements most pleasing
to them; they gladly obliged.
(b) To get a new twist on a disk
jockey show, tape in introductions to
records from interesting people in your
community — mayor, congressman, gov(Please turn to page 77)

New York, gave anecdote-packed discourses on station
showmanship. Harold Safford, program manager, WLS,
Chicago, talked on "The Science of Building the Farm Audience." William Holm, general manager, WLPO, La
Salle, spoke about "Programing with a Limited Budget."
BMI's vice president, Robert J. Burton, frequently held
forth on "History and Application of Copyright Law."
Several ad agency executives also spoke at various BMI
clinics. A handful includes Audrey Williams, radio director, Fitzgerald Advertising Agency, New Orleans; Peter
Forsch, account executive, Young & Rubicam. * * *

TENNESSEE Nashville Clinic (seated, (I. to r.) D. G. Graham, WCBS;
T. Slater, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Helene Russell, WKDA; C. Haverlin; H. W.
Slavick, W. Mount, WMC; L Draughon, WSIX; (standing, I. to r.) J. McDonald, WSM; C. B. Seton, atty:; J. B. Sheftall, WJZM; M. Arnold, WIP;
C. Gullickson, WDOD; G. Dolberg; K. Sparnon; T. B. Baker, Jr., WKDA

the biggest stars on the biggest programs
in television . . .

the biggest audience on the biggest network .

ft*.' M •: : w> ■ i <M . - -*

For every advertising dollar invested today,
television delivers more people . . . customers .
sales than any other medium.

Results. Such

as, for our own

Show of Shows —

36.8 extra customers per month for each TV dollar.

And that is the measure of its success.
Specifically, among program viewers,
the average show raises sales by 37%.

And for ad'
NBC offers

vho plan big to sell big,

Fresh time periods are being opened by
NBC-TV, with low budget shows and high budget
shows, to place the selling force of television
within the reach of all advertisers.
Write or call NBC-TV Sales.

'iUP

The re.ull, figure, are from the remarkable study, 'Televisi,

NBC
**

the biggest opportunity for the biggest
sales results!

-i$ifi<t

The network wher

iriiiiirais...
Is there any tvai| that the NCAA van substantially
mod if y its poliey on TV and still serve the colleyes9
best interests?
Ed

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Altshuler

perimental program during the 1951
season. All possible types of TV game
situations were combined with a series
of regional blackouts. The NORC not

In 1051 the National Collegiate
Athletic Association conducted an
experimental television program,
the main purpose
of which was to
measure the imMr. Furey

pact of live telecasting on attendance at college

football games. This experimental program was set up primarily on the basis
of a statistical study made by the National Opinion Research Center under
the joint direction of the NCAA and
the four major networks. The NORC
report, which covered the 1948-49-50
football seasons, definitely indicated
that live telecasting affected attendance.
In organizing the experimental program, the TV Committee was faced by
the fact that a substantial number of
members favored a complete TV ban
and that a small but vocal minority
was strongly in favor of unrestricted
live telecasting. To complicate the situation even further, the TV industry
came out strongly against the experimental program and used all possible
means to keep it from being put in operation. The networks claimed that an
experimental plan was not possible
technically thai il wasn't feasible cornmen ially and raised serious questions
as I" il- legality.
In Bpite of these formidable obstacles, the TV Committee guided by the
NORC, conducted
an interesting ex44

only studied these game situations statistically but also set up a rather comprehensive series of opinion polls.
Their preliminary findings, which were
presented at the annual convention of
the NCAA at Cincinnati on January
10-12, 1952, showed some interesting
trends. The final report will not be
available until some time in March and
no factual material will be available
for publication until that time.
On the basis of the preliminary report the NCAA decided by a vote of
163 to 8 to set up a controlled program
of telecasting during the 1952 season.
The exact form of this program will be
determined by the new TV Committee
at an early date. In my opinion, the
NCAA

television policy will be a continuation of the efforts of this past
year and an attempt to find ways and
means whereby television and college
football can continue to live together
for their mutual benefit.
Ralph Furey
Co-chairman, NCAA TV Committee
New
for York
1951
The NCAA

has

taken a completely negative approach to the
matter of televising college football games. Their
principal fears
are that live television will damMr Harris 88e -atC me'Pts
of the big colleges and spell the end of football for
the minor colleges.

Altshuler

I National Marketing Director
Kaye-Halbert Distributors, Inc.
I Los Angeles

Of course, we heard the same arguments against radio broadcasting not
too many years ago. And yet few college athletic directors will argue the
fact that one of the principal reasons
for the tremendous increase in football
attendance has been the popularizing
of the sport via radio broadcasts.
While I concur that television presents some problems not inherent in
aural broadcasting alone, nonetheless
I am confident that television of live
football games will have the same longlimge benefits to college football in the
next decade that radio broadcasting
has brought to the sport in the past
20 years.
I do not believe that an artificially
contrived, highly restrictive system of
national control and blackouts will accomplish anything. Eventually the major colleges themselves will rebel
against such a system.
I would like to see the NCAA return
control to the individual colleges, to
be handled as they have always handled radio broadcasting. With a firm
belief in television's selling ability, I
would like the opportunity in Houston
of being given the job of helping to
get the crowd out into the stadium as
cur price for televising the game.
Let the business manager or the athletic director set what they consider
to be a fair attendance figure for a
given game. They would naturally take
into consideration the two teams' season records, the natural rivalry of the
contest, any outstanding players, and
other such factors which have more
hearing on attendance than whether
the game is to be televised.
Then the television station could use
its resources to promote that game and
push the ticket sales to the projected
figure. Once that goal was accomplished, the college could have nothing
SPONSOR

to fear from televising the game.
This. 1 believe, would he a positive
and workable
approach
at the local j
level, 1>\ the college and television station.
V- for the small colleges who might
k affected, they should do as the)
have already done in Texas; play their
games on Fridays and Saturday nights
where the) could not possibly be affected.
Jack Harris
General Manager
KPRC-TV
Houston
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Mr. Jo
main danger from
television is not so much its effect on
attendance, as the fact that it could
build up a monopoly for a few big football teams with enormous visibility and
rights income if the local schools are
denied permission to televise in their
own communities.
The NCAA television committee recognized this danger in their report to
the NCAA convention on 8 January,
which said, "The wider the spread of
television among the colleges, the less
its effect in the field of over-commercialization of athletics. It is only
through a controlled program involving many more teams that this greatest
threat to the integrity of the game can
be met."
Few colleges have a national following that can justify high network fees.
But most colleges do have large local
and regional interests, and can protect
those interests only if they are permitted to televise their own games at
the same time the big network game is
on the air. Attendance studies by Jerry Jordan in all sports show that the
local team needs this visibility in its
home community if it is to hold interest against the big fellows on the network. The 1951 NCAA plan permitted
only one game per city — most of them
network games. For 1952, if local colleges are given the right to televise in
(Please turn to page 83)
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HOOPER' 4* Am*

KVOO IS YOUR BEST
BUY IN OKLAHOMA'S
NO. 1 MARKET AREA
-November,

KVOO

8 to
12 am
28.8
12 to
6 p.m
43.8
6 to
10:30 p.m. ..41.3
6 to
8 a.m
43.2
12 to 6 p.m.. 24.4

1951

"B"

"C"

"D"

"E"

22.9

20.1

4.4

15.1
14.5

26.0

7.5

6.6

30.8

13.4

7.3

24.2

6.8

2.5

20.8

9.9

12.0

**
21.0

* Daytime only
•* S.gns on ot 7 a.m.

// your advertising dollar needs to
do its best possible job (and whose
advertising dollar doesn't?) You'll
measure it on a cost per listener
basis. When you do that you'll
choose KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station.

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Commercials only

established for Mott's Apple Juice on TV for
a number of years now.
So when Mott introduced cider, it utilized
the same tune and animation instead of starting all over. In other words, someone saidit's our tune, we've got lots of money invested
in it, so let's keep the ditty working for us.
Too many advertisers use a tune for a year

Foreman
by Bob

and then say, "We did that, what now?" If
the public became satiated ing.
every twelve months,
this might make a modicum of sense. Most

i.t seems odd lo me that there are
folks who still say television isn't educational. Take my case. Thanks to
TV, my eight-} ear-old daughter now
knows how to smuggle another man's
cattle across the horder, whereas my
ten-year-old daughter tells me she even
knows ways to alter the brands so she
can keep any cattle she steals right
here in the good old U.S.A.
As for my one-and-a-half-year-old
boy, television has definitely taught
him to tell time. When I turn the little knob to the left and the flickering
goes off. he knows the girls will start
to cry and stamp on the floor and that
means it's time for supper. And now.
with Garrowav on in the a.m., the same
goes for breakfast.
Of course, it's far easier for children
to learn things. They're so adaptable,
but teaching an old dog new tricks is
a lot harder. For example, my wife
has learned a lot of fine new things
from television. There's the night we
all sat down to what we thought was
going to be just an ordinary meal —
maybe some tasty pot roast or chops or
something like that — well, in trotted
the little woman with a Betty Furness
smile and a bowl of stuffed cucumbers.
"Heard about it on TV," she said
proudly. "There's cheddar cheese and
boiled walnuts and chopped raw beettops inside."
"Are you sure it's supposed to be
eaten?" asked the ten year old.
"I was watching a cooking show todav," said her mother ignoring the
child. "I wrote everything down that
the lady said except at the very end
when I got called to the phone. I think
the beet-tops are meant to be raw.'"
It would be very self-centered ol me
to imply that only the other members
( I my famil) have been getting educated by watching television. There
was a time, for instance, that I couldn't
tell an Indian Death-Grip from a HalfVlson. \lso. I'll confess, I used to
think the praying mantis was indigenous to the panhandle and Helen
Twelvetrees was a dancer. Now I'm
up on these tiling and can discuss
46

them as well as the next person (who
happens to be our neighbor and has
no set of his own).
In addition, I read the other day that
someone in a hospital performed an
operation on a TV network in color.
So I guess it's only a matter of time
before even the youngest member of
the family will be wielding a scalpel.
Television not educational? Who could
have said that!

changes are made, I'm afraid, to keep the agency busy. Here's a status quo that's a good obtrio
ject les
sponsor: \lillette
agency:
Moxon, Inc., Detroit
program: If ri Joy Night Fights
I hav e to hand it to Gillette. After several
seasons of those phoney live-action vignettes
which always ended up with some package-insert dialogue regarding the razor, blade, and
dispenser, they've developed one of the cleverest

Certain agency-characters I know
are always bending their creative efforts to prove the ineffectivensss of television. This is the same group that
makes statements (or shows charts)
about the fact that 50rr of the people
in New York City haven't got television sets (whereas a proponent of the
medium would have made the comment that 50 % of New Yorkers have
television sets).
To

this staunch but withering

group I'd like to present a tender parable explaining whv the horse is better
than the motorized carriage — how oats
cost less than gasoline, that the beast
is warm and faithful and likes children, and how it usually can find its
way home when the driver is loaded.
While we're on the subject of thosewho-knock-TV, a word about the reception the newspapers have given
Dave Garroway's early morning epic.
If I were in the newspaper game I'd
knock even harder. I'd be darned
scared. As I understand it, a lot of

approa
hes sales
to animation
I'vemade
seen. by animated
All the
points are
men or elves with lip sync — holding interest and
allowing phrases that on:e sounded so phoney
to come over fine. The razor and blades, though
drawn, are rendered as realistically as live-phorog-aphy. Thus the important part of the
video-message, being the product, not the people, gets the benefit of realism (avoiding the
big pitfall of animation, and the para which
realism
tended to weaken now com* into their
own).
The Gillette "Look Sharp" tune is as cute
and cat'hy as they come, though I think it
gives full evidence that rhymed lyrics don't pack
the impact or veracity of straight copy since I
recall what I know about the product, not from
the .rune, but the other copy. Still, in the
course of a lengthy boxing bout, a little whimsey
and change of pa*-e in commercial copy definitely is a help, so the tune becomes a plus.

sponsor: IWhite Owl Cigars
acency:
Young and Rubicam, New
procram: IAfter Wed. Night Fights

York

Mel Allen's handling of straight live cigar
copy in this stanza left nothing to be desired.
Mel's a guy who really looks like he knows a
good cigar, enjoys smoking one, and can give
sound advice about choosing a brand.

folks haven't time to read their morning papers these days.

Being a dyed-in-the-studio TV-man, I'd even
suspect Margaret Truman of using a visualizer

commercial

while singing the National Anthem, so I'll have
to admit Allen's del. very was as ad-lib sounding, as natural, and as colloquial as conversation, hence just as believable.
Mel also handled the placing of a cigar in

reviews

sponsor:
Mott's Cider
ACENCY:
Young and Rubicam
PROCRAM : !Announcement

the guest's face gracefully, the lighting up and
puffing realistically and the registration of satisfaction without the usually inane grin which
New

York

It always does my heart good to see an
advertiser with the persistence and advertisingsavvy as displayed by Mott's recent cider-chainbreak. Their clever piece of animation with the
lip-sync-ed apples and cute song has been well

TV

is so cluttered with these days — an achievement of no mean proportion.
In addition to convincing copy, well delivered, I might say that White Owl also has
the distinction of being the only cigar without
music or animation. This cheroot may have a
hole in its head (as the copy states), but its
advertising people decidedly do not.
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Radio Reports checks air
plugs advertisers might miss
Advertisers who want to be kept informed of mentions they or their products receive on the air (outside of
shows they sponsor) can do so via the
services of Radio Reports, a radio and

This SPONSOR
department feati
broadcast
advertising
significance culled fi
ments
of the industry.
Contributions
ar<

♦liiciiicdt; of lasting value promotes Borden show, product
When \ on can promote your show
and product simultaneously at pointof-sale — and do it. to boot, with a
leaflet people aren't likely to throw
away — \ ou've reallv got something.

&V
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' $

JM
Th- L.fl.t t.ll. rou
^
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ho. to d.t.c. count.*.* mon.y.
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has large coffee displays in an increasing number of retail food stores.
The booklet is a natural tie-in with
Treasury Men in Action, which dramatizes case histories of counterfeiting
and other crimes broken up by the "TMen." Basic facts about money and
ways that phony currency and coins
can be differentiated from the real
thing are set forth. It points out, for
instance, that in bogus bills, the sawtooth points around the rim of the colored seal are usually uneven, broken
off, whereas on the genuine article
these points will always be even and
sharp. The serial numbers on a counterfeit bill will be poorly printed, badly spaced, uneven, in contrast to the
firm, even, well-spaced numbers on a
good one. Coins which feel greasy, and
make a dull sound when dropped, are
likelv to be slugs.

g-term

plug for Border

The Borden Company has hit on
ju>t such a scheme to promote its Instant Coffee. In connection with its
NBC-TV anti-crime show, Treasury
Men in Action, it has issued a point-of-

-k -k -k

TV "clipping"' service. They can also
check on whether a spot commercial
scheduled for a given time on a given
station was actually aired.
The nationwide organization, 16
years old, now monitors over 16,000 radio and TV shows each month, most
of them in
unscripted
interview
or "talk"
shows,
nine major
metropolitan
areas. They cover not only product
mentions or brand names, but also
ideas, trends, or commentator reaction to specified subjects. Among subscribers to the service are B. Altman
& Co., American Dental Association,
N. W. Aver. Bethlehem Steel, Carl
Byoir, Chase National Bank, Consolidated Edison. Crowell-Collier.
Here's how Radio Reports monitors
shows: The unscripted programs are
recorded from the air on seven-inch
plastic Sound Scriber disks. Staff members listen to these and make written
synopses, which are then scanned for
anything of interest to any client; the
pertinent quote is copied out verbatim

\ <•«• map of nation's TV stations issued by Weed
Weed & Company has just issued a
map (below), 17" by 21", showing
the nation's TV stations. Also shown
are TV network connecting lines already in operation (solid lines), as

well as new connections to be set up in
1952 (broken lines). Map is available
free to people in the industry. Just
drop a line to Peter James, Weed &
Company, 350 Madison Ave., N.Y.C.

sale give-away booklet titled "Do you
know your money?" which tells graphically how to detect counterfeit currency It is available to customers in grocerj chains and independent stores
across the land. Since it is a thing of
permanent value, it is likely to serve
as a continuing promotion for both
the show and the coffee. So far, some
5,000,000 copies of this public service
pamphlet have been distributed to
stores, and an additional 1,500,000
have just been printed.
The leaflet is part of a merchandising plan Borden launched recently for
it- Instant Coffee. First a brochure
urni to store managers offering for display purposes a huge floor bin capable
of holding four cases of the coffee, plus
copies <>f the "Do you know your money?" booklet. Response from managers was good, and the company now
50
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then forwarded to the client. Shows
are listened to and recorded in New
York, Los Angeles, Cleveland, Chicago,
Detroit, San Francisco, Philadelphia,
Washington and Boston.
A special advertiser service is rendered bythe organization's Spot Monitoring Department. This department
has 150 spot monitors throughout the
countrv, at "listening posts" in 44
states, who. on assignment from advertisers, check to see if commercials
are aired as scheduled. * * *

WCAU veteran advertisers
renew; shotv faith in AM
Its alwavs good news for a station
when a client renews, hut on WCAl
recently, four of them did simultaneouslv. And these advertisers were
WCAU's

four

oldest.

The

combined

Aflrprtixement

HENEEDLE!

Associated
Program Service 151 Vice-Pres.
W. 46th, N.Gen'l
Y. 19Mgr.
SJOjJWjwjM!;,

Nothing succeeds like success —
Orders keep pouring in for our new
APS specialized libraries, so if you
haven'tcials,gotten
on the APS speread thistheveryfacts
carefully!
For the first time in transcription library history broadcasters
may lease only the library music
they need, use and want and pay
only for what they play. No long
term contracts — APS specialized
libraries are leased on a simple
one year minimum contract.
Want to make your salesmen more
productive? ! ? Then you want the APS
specialized COMMERCIAL LIBRARY.

Eden signs, Thornburgl-i, WCAU

p.es., looks

total of their continuous runs comes
to 86 years.
The breakdown : Household Finance
Corporation, 25 years; Horn & Hardart Baking Company, 24 )ears; American Stores (food chain I, 21 years;
Breyer Ice Cream Company, 16 years.
In renewing their contracts for 1952.
the advertisers expressed not only their
continuing confidence in WCAU — but
confidence in radio as a sales medium.
William H. Eden, American Stores'
vice president (see photo above), said,
"We have found our advertising in
\\ CAL to be a s effective now as it was
20 years ago; that's why we are extending our contract another year." * * *

Briefly . . .
Ruthrauff & Ryan celebrated its 40th
Anniversary in January with a banquet
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Oldtimers at the affair recalled that it was
at a party on Cape Cod that Frederick B. Ryan chanced to meet the late
Wilbur Ruthrauff in 1912. Real estate
(Please turn to page 81)
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You get Mitch's famous transcribed sales course series (12 released so far) — all of them, plus a
new 30 minute episode on a different phase of selling every month.
You also get a jingle library consisting of advertiser lead-ins for
more than thirty different types
of business, time and weather
jingles, dollar day spots, etc.
Price? Just $22.50 per month!
This library is now available on
either VERTICAL or LATERAL
transcriptions.
Want to dress up your local program ing— give it standout identification and importance?!?
Then you must get the APS
PRODUCTION MUSIC LIBRARY, (there is a radio and a
TV version of this unusual service). You get big, lavish general
and special purpose themes,
moods, bridges, stingers, fanfares,
etc. — over 300 selections in all —
all carefully coded and catalogued
for quick use when you want
them. Here's music you can't get
on phonograph records — music
you have to "dig for" in other full
libraries. Cost? Only $19.50 per
month. Take your choice: LATERAL or VERTICAL transcriptions.
*view programs
How about big sh<
— are they important to you?!? Are
you struggling to stretch the material
you now have in your present library
or have I ? i on a few scattered phonograph records?

The APS SHOW MEDLEY
LIBRARY is a must for you! 80
different shows get the incomparable APS full orchestra, complete
chorus and featured name vocalist
treatment in this unique library.
$22.50 per month delivers it to
your station.
How about radio music? If you're
tired of listening to juke box music,
we'll bet your listeners and your clients
would welcome a change too! The
cream of the APS Light and Popular
Concert section culled from the full
APS library forms the backbone of our
RADIO MUSIC LIBRARY.
We'll wrap yours up for $47.50
per month and send you a basic
service of more than 35y2 solid
hours of 100% radio music. Tag
on an extra $5.00 if you'd like to
get 2 double-faced discs of new
radio music to add to your basic
service each month.
Do you program only popular music?
You're missing a sure bet if you pass
up the APS POPULAR MUSIC LIBRARY.
More names — more selections,
(all specially instrumented and
arranged) than you'll find in most
other full libraries. Names like
Mindy Carson, Rosemary Clooney,
Vic Damone, Evelyn Knight, Guy
Mitchell,
Kay
Armen,
Ralph
Flanagan, Al Goodman, Martha
Wright, Phil Brito, Dick Jurgens,
Frankie Masters, Denny Vaughn
and many, many more.
729 basic selections in all comes to
you for $39.50 per month. You'll keep
this library "extra live" for another
$5.00 per month which delivers 2 additional double-faced discs of new music
of your choice every single month.
Is concert music your problem?!?
We've got an APS CONCERT LIBRARY for $32.50 per month. Are
novelties your forte?!? The APS
NOVELTY LIBRARY is yours for only
$19.50 per month.
Detailed breakdown- and auditions
are
the today!
asking. Don't
wait! yours
Get FREE
the full for
story
Specialized libraries are APS exclusives — they are not available from any
other source. Dozens of station- are
usirifr them.

you can't get a tai

A peculiar summer, last summer. Hard to
sec how anybod) gol a sun-tan. Judging l>\
statistics, most people spent the summer
indoors, looking at television, just as they'd

n television

spent tlio winter, and autumn, and spring.
We know yon can do almost anything, with
television, Init the fact is that nobod) ever
got a tan from a cathode tube.

But it's just as true that summer

sponsors

didn't get burned, either.
Most CBS Television advertisers who kept
their names and products selling all last
summer (and most of them did) found* that
...they were reaching big audiences — often
larger than their October-April average
. . . they reached those big audiences at a
low cost per thousand— frequently lower
than their October-April average.
•If you'd like a detailed analysis of the summer

televisic

advertising opportunity, ask CBS Television Sales for 0
recent publication 'It Takes Four Quarters To Make A Dolla

Summer's going to be hot again this year—
in (d>S Television.

\nd the people who are

going to stay coolest and most collected
—and collect most— are the advertisers who
see to it the) stay in that picture.

CBS TELEVISION

FRUIT

DOLL
SPONSOR:

Niresk Industries

AGENCY:

Robert Kahn

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Niresk cuivertisted its Baby
Blue Eyes doll through the purchase of four 15-minute
portions of an early morning program. Pete & Joe \\ akeUp Show.
The four shows brought 261 orders for the
$5.95 doll, a $1,552.95 total. Pleased with the result, Niresk renewed for 28 more 15-minute programs.
This
brought an additional 1,850 orders or an $11,007.50 gross

SPONSOR:

Howard

grossing $1,500.

WJR. Detn.it

WJTN,

Pete & Joe Wake-Up

Show

AGENCY:

Jamestown, N. Y.

HOME

PROGRAM:

Announcements

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR: Valentine Home Products

results
RADIO
oV_X

Direct

"Pick your own peaches." By late Saturday well over
600 cars were at his farm with others turned away when
the peaches were sold. Final sales figures, 1,500 bushels,

at a cost-per-order of SI. 34 — a bit less than 23' < of the
purchase price.
PROGRAM:

Green

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Green, a fruit grower, had
hundreds of peaches falling off his trees, making a fast
sale necessary. One Friday and two Saturday announcements for $19.80 told listeners about the over-ripe peaches
on sale at a dollar a bushel. The announcement theme:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Direct

Valentine tried both direct

mail and newspaper advertising, without success. Their
ad aim: to find women who would be willing to give
Plastic parties in their homes.
They turned to Platter
Party for recruiting housewives. The show, a Monday to
Friday feature from 1 :00 to 1 :05 p.m. The pitch : a small
gift to women who wrote "Why I would like to give a
flastic party."
Four weeks brought 206 party sites,
$2,800 in sales at a $120 cost.
WSYR,

EUROPEAN

BEER
SPONSOR:

Southside Liquor Store

AGENCY:

Fairbanks, Alaska

PROGRAM:

Announcements

HELP WANTED
SPONSOR: A. \Y. II.rk.-r Co.

PROGRAM:

Platter Party

TOURS

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Southside publicized a sale
on beer by running seven announcements in one day.
Cost: $63. Store reported that right after the first announcement sales picked up and within one hour 150
cases of beer were purchased.
A steady stream of customers continued for six hours, with ivould-be purchasers
lined up for 200 yards outside the store. First announcement sales gross was $540, ivith hundreds of dollars more
coming in during the day.
KFAR,

Syracuse, N. Y.

SPONSOR: Olson Travel
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Olson promotes its all-expense European tours on the
Norman Ro?s Hour. This show, featuring classical am
semi-classical recordings, also offers listeners informational booklets on various tours. First week's mail response
brought $84,700 worth of business or 242 times Olson's
$350 weekly expenditure. Olson still spends $350 weekly
and gets the same approximate rate of return.
\Y\I \(.>. Chicago

FARM
IGENCJ : Direcl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This manufacturer of machined metal parts desperately needed skilled employees
to complete government contracts. As an experiment, the
concern spent $504 over a three-week period on run-ofthe-schedule announcements. This, after printed media
jailed. At the end of three weeks, Hecker had 120 applicants. From these they selected the most suitable. Hecker
then renewed its radio announcements '/\ </ solution to its
personnel problem.
WIMO. Cleveland
PROGRAM:
Vnnoi

AGENCY: Kencliffe-Breslich
Every Saturday
morning

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

Norman

Ross Hour

MACHINERY

(.ran

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Graco, an International
Harvester distributor at Woodland. Cal., makes a $132.54
weekly air expenditure account for 25% of total sales.
His "secret" is consistent broadcasting. Graco's sole ra
dio venture is the Valley Farmer program, Monday
through Friday, 6:45 to 7:00 a.m. This is the tally aftei
four years of sponsorship. Annual sales attributed t<
radio: $500,000. Fifty-two week radio cost: $6,890.
KICK

Sacramento

PROGR \M: Valley Farmei

|

\

Drestigei
_L

What makes station prestige?

Good Programming
Adequate Power
Mechanical Perfection

WREC
HAS THEM

C

ALL

That's Why

WREC
i

IS

Memphis No. 1
Station

FIRST IN ■^^GEOF^0^
AFFILIATED
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REPRESENTED

BY THE

KATZ

AGENCY

INC.

55

PIED PIPER
OF

SYRACUSE

mmmmmmmmrjfwm
MMBMBBBm
There's a modern Pied
Piper charming youngsters
in Central New York every
afternoon on WHEN.
He's our Bob Ehle, whose
personal appearances invariably draw turn-away crowds.
You'll find Bob Ehle at
'THE
BUNKHOUSE"
every week-day afternoon at
5:00 P.M. on WHEN.

Everard W. Meade
*>«o/™ v.P., YoUng & rumc.*

Agency v.p.'s tend to freeze up when asked about billings, but
even Young & Rubicam's competitors admit that Y & R went over
the $30 million mark in radio and TV billings last year. Top radio/
TV executive at Y & R (as well as a member of the Executive Committee and Plans Board I is Everard W. Meade, a 42-year old University of Virginia grad who started as an office boy at Benton &
Bowles in 1933.
Later he worked on the Fred Aslaire Show, was an assistant on the
Jack Benny spot ("who wasn't?" he says), moved into command
the Burns and Allen opus, and handled Silver Theater.

of

"Ev" did his first hitch with Y & R from 1935-'38. After a stint
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, a hitch with the Navy, and almost a decade
as assistant to American Tobacco's G. W. Hill, he rejoined Y & R.
Even with such accounts as General Foods, Schlitz beer, Goodyear
rubber, and Cluett, Peabody (Arrow shirts), the high cost factor of
TV is becoming a problem. "We got a fine deal alternating our
client, Goodyear, with Philco on Television Playhouse. To my mind,
alternate-week programing has it all over participations. The TV
commercial has so much impact that we believe it lasts longer. When
you get into participations and your commercial has to compete with
the other products on the show as well as a hodge-podge of station
breaks, your message is apt to get lost.

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
ACENCY MAN
AND PUT
BOB EHLE'S "BUNK HOUSE"
TO WORK
FOR YOU!

shot and the show is building a nice rating. It's always a weakness
and a temptation not to be businessmen but to be showmen. That's
not a formula that keeps clients.

WHEN

"Another shift in point of view has been caused by TV. As you
pointed out in sponsor (28 January), agencies used to put together
about 30'; of their radio shows, independent packagers are now

TELEVISION

responsible for about 55'y of network TV presentations. W'lirre we
used to feel that practically any 'bright young man' could handle a
radio show, were leaning more and more on the 'professional' now."
When not tussling with these headaches, Ev makes his home with
his wife and daughter in the Gramercy Park Section of New York
City. \ summer vacation at Virginia Beach usually gives his family
a chance to get the sun, and Ev a welcome opportunity to dip his
fly-rod in nearby streams.

MRACVSEy
CBS

"The problem raised by TV is that of doping out a pattern that
the client can stick with, rather than plunging in merrily and having
to back out shamefacedly 13 or 26 weeks later when the budget is

• ABC

• DUMONT

A MEREDITH TV STATION

SPONSOR

In the chips —
WSM-TV increases
sales 30%
in one season

In less than six months, with only
one program a week on WSM-TV,
Lay's Potato Chips showed a 30%
sales increase in the Nashville area.
If your sales curve is a bit stubborn
about growing in the right
direction, maybe what you need is
some spade work WSM-TV style.
Irving Waugh or any Petry Man
will welcome a chance to show
you what a little intensive WSMTV cultivation has done not only
for Lay's but an impressive list of
local, regional and national
advertisers.
How

about reaching for your

phone now?

Nashville

WSM-TV
Channel
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What's New

in Research?

Do viewers like television programs?

Statistical
"Sleight of Hand"
When

Pulse

base number

reports its
of homes vis-

ited and interviewed for a
rating figure, you can be
sure it is so. No weighting
or doubling has occurred.
But when

a telephone coincidental system employs

duplex, beware.
This system asks each respondent what he listened
to 15 minutes

ago. Then

the base sample

for 15

minutes ago is doubled because it includes coincidental phone calls made 15
minutes

ago

Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the quality of television programs at the present lime.

a SPONSOR original

and

these

unaided telephone recalls.
But let's ask by what sratistical "sleight of hand" the
not at home coincidentals
give recall answers for the
previous 15 minutes.
Does this convert 1 phone

78.4%

I // dissatisfied)

Why are you dissatisfied?*

75.7%
24.3%

Totals

Note that only one out of

Male

everj four of those interviewed, in the study at
right, expressed dissatisfaction with what they saw
on TV; also that this ratio
held true regardless of sex.
The "reasons for dissatisfaction" were specified by
the 22.5% who were dissatisfied only, or 168 out of
the total 745 interviewed.
The dominant complaint,

Satisfied

77.5%

Dissatisfied

22.5%

21.6%

Adults

Female

Adults

7.7%
Reasons

ire dissatisfied)

q.

[Base:

88.ff#

i

.

More educational programs
Too
much
advertising
Treat public
Too many v

as

7. Prograi
8. More educatio

cited by 20.8^ of the "dissatisfied" respondents, was
that there is too much repe-

8.9%

.. 6.5%
5.4%
. 6.0%

needed...

children
:ulous; silly ...
I programs

4.8%
for children needed ....... 4.8%
5.4%

; programs
9. Too
manytoo children's
10.
Movies
old ..

tition, "too many" of certain types of programs.
Two of the program
types mentioned as being
overabundant were West-

20.8%
7.1%

atisfaction:

for

11. Too

many

mysteries

12. Too

many

movies..-

_
_

.

_

-

13. Programs bad influence on children....
14. Too many variety programs

_

4.8%
4.2%
4.2%
3.6%
3.0%
3.0%
13.1%

erns and mysteries. Bearing on this, an analysis just
made by the National Association of Educational

''This survey < was
Advertest

conducted exclusively for SPONSOR by
Interviews were made in the New York

Research,

metropolitan

area

in

January

1952.

Broadcasters of programing on New York's seven TV outlets during the week of 4-10 January 1952, revealed that crime (mystery) shows account for 14.6% of the total broadcast
time in the metropolitan area, while Westerns take up 8.3^ • In actual running
time, the crime shows consumed a total of 91 hours during the sample week, the
Westerns approximately 51 hours.
A fuller breakdown ( by Pulse I of the amount of air time actually devoted to
different TV program-types is seen below. It covers all New York TV programs, both network and local, for the week of 1-7 December 1951; also gives
ratings. I Program-types with less than 10 hours on the air in sample week
have been omitted.)

call into 2 as the telephone
coincidental
claims?

much

surveyor
type
ProgramFeature films

THE PULSE Incorporated
15 West 46th Street
New

York 36,

time

is devoted

to each

TV

i \,,r 3.5
fork City, I 1 tftcmnbet
rating

N. Y.

Westerns
Daytime

variety

Quiz. Audience
Homemaking
servi cc
Drama and Myster es
Film
shorts
Comedy-variety
Test Pattern and
Music or News

170
218

Q.

125
107
100
93

62

Total

type

Total no. of V* hrs.
on air during week

169
512
65
141
137

program

type?

tOSl, TelePuIt*)

Average

10. of i/4 hrs.
during week

4.3
4.5

Program- variety
Musical

zs
55

Forums,

39
38

125
3.6
3.0
5.6
1.4
.3
2.2

Comedy,

19.3

Religion

3.1

discussio

Education and Science

United

situation

Nations

30
50
30
28
27
56
27
14

37

6.8
2.9
7.4
10.4
1.6
1.8
4.3
4.6
16.8
9.7

3.1

SPONSOR

SELLOUT

FOR

A

BOWL

IN A CHINA

SHOP-

Patterson Plugs
Proven on WHIO-TV!
Virginia Patterson takes turns selling the products
of all participating sponsors during her hour- long,
5-mornings-a-week television show. Came a local
china shop's turn not long ago with a special onetime TV offer (a bowl). One good Patterson
commercial on the bowl sold 3000 — and got
orders for another 3000 that the shop couldn't
fill. A not-too-significant example — but it gives
you an idea of what happens when she turns her
talents to foods, appliances, clothing, cosmetics
and other products for other sponsors.
Virginia aims her show straight at the big
WHIO-TV housewife audience she's known for 2
years — entertains them with songs, piano music,
guest stars, product demonstrations, household
hints and public service features. Virginia does
the vocals, and she's got the background for it.
She studied music at the Cincinnati Conservatory
and voice at Chicago Musical College. She also
played in musical comedy, worked with traveling
stock companies, appeared in movies, sang as
guest soloist with orchestras, pioneered on TV in
1932 experiments and worked in early radio. Her
personality has her audience right where you
want them — in front of their sets at 10:30 a. m.
every day. Want to reach them with participating

Dayton's Mayor Louis
W. Lohrey guests
Virginia Pattei

Pulse for November shows 7
out of top 10 weekly shows
were aired via WHIO-TV

spots while they're sitting there in a buying mood?
George P. Hollingbery Company representatives
can fix it for you.

The story behind the first 8,000 pages
YV£ were showing the station manager from San Francisco around our
shop. After a while he said,
"You boys are muffing your opportunities."
"How's that?" we asked.
"I've always liked SPONSOR,"

said the man from

Frisco, "but you've

done a lousy job of keeping me posted on your progress. Why wasn't I
told before about your Readers' Service Department — or your emphasis
on home subscriptions — or your increase in personnel? Don't you think
Vm interested in your reprint service or your 1952 philosophy of putting
out a broadcast advertising trade paper?

You fellows have gone a long

ways in five or six years. Why don't you tell us guys ivliat's happening?"

Down to basics: Some 8,000 pages have been put to
bed by SPONSOR since November, 1946. In tune with
our pinpointed editorial objective, they've been beamed
virtually 100% at sponsors, prospective sponsors, and
their advertising agencies. Advertising pages in 1951
averaged about 105 monthly, a 339? increase over
1950. These were matched by a like number of editorial pages. Full-time personnel (excluding printing
personnel) jumped from 6 in 1946 to 25 in 1952. Fulltime branch offices are maintained in Chicago and
Los Angeles. The New York office occupies two floors
(3rd and 5th) at 510 Madison plumb in the middle
of Manhattan's advertising industry. Paid circulation
(at the high rate of $8 for 26 issues yearly) represents
nearly 70% of all copies printed; we plan to increase
the press run to 10,000 in 1952.

A library for sub-

scribers isbeing installed on the 5th floor of our New
York headquarters. Readers' Service is now a fullfledged, full-time operation serving many of the biggest
agency and national advertiser firms every day.
Editorial concepts: The highly pictorial, easy-to-read,
facts-and-figures formula that SPONSOR unveiled in
1946 has made its imprint on most other advertising
trade papers. Today we are more pictorial than ever.
We adhere rigidly to a policy of writing every word
of editorial content for the benefit of radio and TV
buyers. We allow no puff-stuff, protect this policy by
staff-researching and staff-writing every article and department. Sponsor experience stories are basic, but
additionally a single issue will contain interpretive articles on programing, research, merchandising, costs,

current problems, buying tips — covering both radio
and TV. As many as 12 departments supplement the

($8 per year) keep mounting at the present rate.
latest breakdown shows:

seven or more interpretive articles highlighting each
issue, plus two industry-famous columnists.
What about merchandising: Editing a top-notch trade
paper is only 50% of the job. The other 50% is inducing busy executives to read it. SPONSOR achieves
this by putting a heavy effort on mass and selective
merchandising. Merchandising cards highlighting each
issue, individual notices about articles, paid space in
newspapers and trade papers, reception room copies,
newsstand distribution are all part of our merchandising strategy. Home readership (which we consider far
weightier than office readership) is another goal.
Readers' Service, which in 1951 handled
inquiries than in 1950, is a vital element
dising; phone calls, letters, and wires
from advertising agencies and national

105% more
in merchan(about 80%
advertisers)

are answered with dispatch by a Readers' Service specialist. Reprints, too, help merchandise the magazine
and build readership; reprint requests in 1951 were
240% ahead of 1950.
Circulation statistics: In keeping with SPONSOR'S editorial direction, most of its circulation goes to national advertisers, regional advertisers, and advertising agencies. Among agencies placing 90% of national
spot and network business (both radio and television)
SPONSOR averages about 16 paid subscriptions —
every one to a broadcast-minded reader. Some agencies have 40 or more subscriptions. Our press run is
still under 8500, but in contrast with earlier days of
controlled circulation this is nearly 70% paid — and the
press run may soon go up to 10,000 if subscriptions

The

Circulation Breakdown by Readers
Sponsors and prospective sponsors
Account
executives, timebuyers,
radio
and TV directors, etc. _
Radio and TV station executives
Miscellaneous
-

3316

39%

2634
1738
702

31
22
8

Total

8390 100%
Paid-subscriber Analysis
Advertisers
Advertising Agencies

Presidents
9%
Presidents
18%
,r.
.i .
1A
Vice presidents and
Vice presidents
lo
r
account
men
26
Ad managers, radio
Timebuyers, media,
and TV managers 65
radio/TV men... 42

Others

10

Totals

100%

Others
....

14
......100%

Our pledge: We're doing a good job, we think, but we
can do better. You can look to SPONSOR for steady
improvement, for courageous trade paper journalism,
for ever-increasing service to advertisers and prospective advertisers, for progressive merchandising. We
pledge our 100% loyalty to radio and TV — the most
productive advertising media the world has ever
known. Our keynote for 1952 {and the years to come)
is a better use service for broadcast advertisers and a
better advertising medium for broadcasters.

SPONSOR
the

|USE | magazine

of radio and
television advertising

World-Famous Pee Wee King
Available on WAVE- In Person!
You know Pee Wee King and his Band
(featuring Redd Stewart) as one of
the top broadcasting and recording
organizations in America.
Pee Wee is author of several recent Hit
Parade tunes -is the biggest
audience-getter and sales-builder in the
Louisville area
is now sponsored
three hours a week on WAVE and half
an hour a week on WAVE-TV.
Maybe you saw him on Gulf Oil's big

5000 WATTS

TV show "We The People" on
January 4. If so, you know what an
amazing personality he is.
Well, Pee Wee and his Band are now
available for more live shows on
WAVE and WAVE-TV.
There's nothing
hotter in all America — no
market that better warrants his talents.
Ask Free & Peters for time
and talent costs. But better do it fast!

WAVE

NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

.v#'#-o#i #/ iitt if. vol. .7

indexIcfverl ising

JULY THROUGH
DECEMBER
1951

Commercials and Sales Aids

Agencies

How good i- >our account executive?
Why so many >pon-or- an' clumping agencies ...
Frank Delano. Foote, Clone & Belding. profile
r.li/abeth Black, Joseph Katz Co., profile
Lawrence, Valenstein, Grey Advertising profile.

13
27
8
22
5

Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

p. 36
p. 23
p. 60
p. 56
p. 54

Schwerin pre-tests radio/TV commercials
Fall 1951 trends in radio/TV commercials
Singing commercials have potent sales punch..
Petry device previews TV shows, pilches
Traii-film briefs admen on film commercials: 1

2
16
16
30
13

July
July
July
July
Aug.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

28
12
85
45
34

Timebuyers are agency's forgotten men
Jam.- Si. Cecil. Cecil & Presbrey, profile
\ da\ in the life of an account executive
Barry Ryan, Riithranff & Ryan, profile
Ray Vir Den, Lennen & Mitchell, profile
Milton Biow, Biow Company, profile

19
19
3
3
17
31

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

p. 34
p. 58
p. 27
p. 58
p. 54
p. 56

Forum: Do "best-liked" commercials sell best?. ...
Transfilm gives lowdown on film commercials: II
How to be a dud at writing radio commercials .
The jingle that built Carolina Rice
So you think you own your own jingle?
_
How to blend film-commercial techniques
Do viewers remember your TV commercial?
Station breaks pack punch in few seconds

13
10
8
22
5
19
3
3

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

48
39
38
10
35
40
32
40

16
16
30
8
19

July
July
July
Oct.
Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

34
37
16
56
24

Trends in contests and premium offers
How sponsors profit with premiums: I
Sponsors cash in on kid premiums: II
How to run a premium promotion: III
Flamingo premium offer reaps record returns

16
13
27
10
17

July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Dec.

p. 169
p. 32
p. 28
p. 34
p. 50

Beer sponsor profits from "Disk Jockey Contest"

31 Dec. p. 54

Automotive and Lubricants16
Xuto firms on the air, forecast
Shell Oil, Atlantic Refining air strategies
Conoco strikes oil with spot radio and TV .....
WMAY d.j. sells used cars via new approach
Brian Rootes, Rootes Motors, profile
WHIO-TX
swap shop triples tire recap business ...
Auto-Lite spends $1,500,000 on AM/TV mysteries
H. M. Warren, National
Carbon Co. (Prestone
anti-freeze), profile
Rayco (auto seat covers) profits by air errors
Forum:
How can new car dealers best use air?...
Goodyear Tire sponsors biblical drama on TV

July i
16 July i

Confections and Soft Drinks

13 Aug. ]
13 Aug. |
27 Aug.
27 Aug.
8 Oct.

p.
p.
p.

22
19
19
17

p.
p.
p.
p.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Coca-Cola, Canada Dry air strategies
Mars top user of air media among candy firms .
H. W. Guppy, Planters Nut & Choc. Co. profile ...
Cliquot Club sold by TV ventriloquist, dummy...
How kid TV show sold Coca-Cola

Contests and Offers

Broadcast Advertising Problems and
Developments
Radio stations assert strength of AM
"Radio weak in selling itself: Kobak .
Outlook for advertisers in network radio
Network radio circulation facts and figures
What does network radio cost?
Tred toward flexibility in net radio __
Spot radio: facts and figures
FM radio: fall 1951 outlook
Transit Radio: fall 1951 outlook
Storecasting yields satisfied sponsors
Regional networks prosper
Forum: How can radio better sell itself?
New broadcast codes and censorship
California broadcasters make radio sales pitch ...
New low cost of network radio
Stuart Chase's 1928 prophecy on radio
Broadcast sales group stresses flexibility
Why radio will thrive in a TV era
Why sponsors are returning to radio
Are networks encroaching on spot radio?
SCBA presents case for California radio
The truth about Red Channels: I
Tape recorder is revolutionizing AM programing
The truth about Red Channels: II
NBC's new radio plan
...
Today's AM-TV clinics do real job .
How to keep Reds off the air — sanely: III
How many NBC milestones can you remember? ....
Radio networks are being reborn
Let your salesmen in on your advertising
New network merchandising era
Do cigarette claims hurt all air advertising?

2 July
2 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
16 July
30 July
30 July
30 July
13 Aug.
10 Sept.
24 Sept.
24 Sept.
24 Sept.
8 Oct.
8 Oct.
22 Oct.
22 Oct.
22 Oct.
5 Nov.
19 Nov.
3 Dec.
17 Dec.
17 Dec.
17 Dec.

p. 17
p. 26
p. 44
p. 44
p. 50
p. 55
p. 65
p. 95
p. 96
p. 100
p. 105
p. 176
p. 187
p. 18
p. 21
p. 32
p. 20
p. 25
p. 27
p. 34

16
10
24
8
22
5
5
17

p. 187
p. 30
p. 36
p. 27
p. 30
p. 27
p. 32
p. 31

27
32
35
32
38
38
27
32
34

Clothes Corp., profile _

Forum:
radioCan
and men's
TV? apparel be sold effectively on
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16
16
30
13
27
8
5
19
3
17

July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

33
36
24
18
53
22
20
30
20
30

Farm Radio
Big response to WOW-promoted farm study tour
Oyster Shell uses spot radio to reach farmers
WGY celebrates 25 years of farm airers

2 July p. 43
3 Dec. p. 30
3 Dec. p. 52

Food and Beverages
Wine Co., profile

Ruppert, Pabst, Piel's lean on radio/TV
Mueller's, National Biscuit air strategies
Continental Quality Bakers find radio/TV works
Carnation, Borden put radio/TV to work
Nedicks revives sales with spot radio
Radio/TV help Ruppert from red ink to black ...
Kellogg Co. uses Canadian radio
Barbara Collycr, Welch Grape Juice Co., profile ...
Quaker Oats resumes AM schedule, continues TV
Carolina Rice builds radio campaign on jingle ....
K. J. Forbes, Bovril of America, profile
Flamingo offers premium, reaps record returns ...
H. E. Picard. San Francisco Brewing Corp., profile
Seabrook switches to own frozen food brand

2 July p. 16
16
16
16
16
27
27
27
10
24
22
17
17
31
31

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

35
35
36
37
26
32
63
20
30
40
20
50
12
30

2
16
16
27
27
27
27
27
27

July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

p. 17
p. 102
p. 104
p. 20
p. 38
p. 40
p. 48
p. 52
p. 56

Foreign Radio

Codes and Censorship
Government censorship possibility: NBC code ...
Be careful on the air; radio censorship: I
TV introduces new censorship anx
The truth about Red Channels: I
The truth about Red Channels: II .
New TV code proposed by NARTB
How to keep Reds off the air— sanely: III .
Do cigarette claims hurt all air advertising:

How drug firms are using the air
___
Tintair, Hazel Bishop rose with use of radio/TV
Chap Stick wins male trade via spot radio
J. Sanford Rose, Rhodes Pharmacal, profile
Vick Chemical uses Canadian radio
Elmer H. Bobst, Warner-Hudnut, profile
Frank Clancy, Miles California Co., profile
Rybutol zooms to No. 1 vitamin spot via air
Jack S. Hewitt, Anahist Co., profile
Serutan climbed to top with radio/TV

M. H. Robinson, Monarch
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Clothing

Samuel Sennet, Howard

Drugs and Cosmetics

July
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

U. S. advertisers hit pay dirt in Alaska
How to sell foreign language market
Radio advertising outside I. S.
Alert advertisers slant pitch to foreign groups
Canada: the market
Canada: radio facts and figures
Canada: tip- to radio advertisers
Canada: how successful air advertisers operate...
Forum: What Canada air offers U. S. sponsors...

63

16 July

insurance and Finance
Wellington Fund gets new
Banks can do better on radio/TV
Radio ups sales 10Ur; for insurant

Rasic research techniques
Radio re. T\ in Tulsa

ia radio
2Julj
p.
12
LOSept
p. 32
19 Nov. p. 51

flail Order and Per Inquiry
Mail order strong on \M. w
I'ri ii n 11 1 1 r > dial- being dis
Rayi i Nite Glasses win wil

16 July p. 184
16 July p. 184
8 Oct. p. 30

aged

Merchandising
Merchandising aid offered by nets, stations
Big-citv stations swing to merchandising
.
"Radio
Dollars" merchandising-premium plan .....
Rybutol
uses high-pressure
merchandising
Networks offer new merchandising benefits
Forum: If the radio networks go in for merchandising, what services would most benefit advertisers?

16
13
5
19
17

July
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

185
25
48
30
32

31 Dec. p. 52

Miscellaneous Products and Services
Harold L. Schafer, Gold Seal Co., profile
\\ li> -porting goods neglect the air
.Mausoleum sells crypts via radio
Ronson uses Canadian radio
Reynolds Metals makes friends on local level—.
G. N. Coughlan, G. N. Coughlan Co., profile
Hudson Pulp & Paper buys back into spot \\l
Radio turned tide for Rayex Nite Glasses
Longiiies-Wittnauer dignified programing sells
Whs Cannon Mills turned to radio and TV
Oyster Shell feed firm thrives on spot \M
Singer Sewing

Machines' happy radio/TV trial..

Programing, General

Morning men prove sponsor bonanza
Forum:
How will net radio programing change?
Programing trends in network radio
Spot radio programing trends
Network co-op programs pick up billings
More sponsors using transcribed syndicated shows
s offer low -cost programs
Aftei
( ana
• for
adio/TV
nmg?
1,1,,.

■ fie

typed effectively
pro<
Ice Follies uses radio one-shots
Ziv transcribed comedy series attracts sponsors ..
Forum: Will "live" radio decline to be replaced
by more transcribed shows?
Mysteries on \M and TV pay off for Auto-Lite..
How to remake an AM drama for T\
Political one-shot pays off for WIP sponsor .......
Dignified musical programing sells for Longines ...
Why
blame the program
director?
Do.s controversy spur sales?
Radio hypnosis proves sales-winning stunt on KYA

Programing, Television
Trends in spot TV programing
Network T\ co-op shows gain sponsors
Program trends in network TV
Micrnate week TV programing .
'I A film programing, trends, firms
\ iewer grifies are tip-off to better TV programs _
lii-i daytime TV soap opera put on film
i rockets to radio/TV popularity
T\ disk jockey packs potent sales punch
Davlime T\ program preferences
"Suspense" on T\ and AM nays off for Auto-Lite
How "Mr. District \ttorncy" was remade for TV
Foium:
Programing music effectively on TV

Public Utilities

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

2
2
16
16
16
16
16
30
27

July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Aug.

10
10
10
10

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

22
29
54
62
28
14
28
30
30
36
30
36

16
16
16
16
16

July
July
July
July
July

13
27
10
10

Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Sept

8 Oct.

Retail

How radio can sell retailers better: Joe Ward
Exciting radio pitches build supermarket traffic .
Forum:
apparel be sold effectively on
radioCanand men's
TV?

3 Dec.
17 Dec.
17
Dec.
31 Dec.
16
2:
8
22
19

July
\ug.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

3 Dec. p.

Air media get much of Rinso,
Lever Bros, uses Canadian rac
Procter & Gamble uses Canadian
Bab-0 bounces back with new air
Bristol-Myers remakes "Mr. D.A."

0 budgets
radio
approach
for TV ...

16
27
27
22
22

July
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.
Oct.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Sports

Network vs. spot T
TV Dictionary/Han "
ed show
TV Dictionary/Handbook, R-Z .
Forum:
How can low-budget advertiser use TV:
More rural families owli TV sets
What TV viewers gripe about
What TV has learned about economy.
Don't lose out on daytime TV
Do reviewers remember your TV commercial?
Forum: How soon will morning TV become im
portant to national and regional sponsors?.
TV commercials: F

16 July p. 149
16
16
16
16
16
30
30
30
13
13
24
8
3

Jul>
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

p. 140
152
p. 142
p. 159
p. 171
p. 30
p. 20
p. 36

Early morning hours good bet for sponsors
What does network radio cost?
Spot radio time rates __
Trends in spot linicbiiying
Tips on fall 1951 timcbuying
Network
radio become- g
I buy
After-midnight
radio: low-priced effective
What's your TV choice: net or spot? ..
T\ I
ie low budget advertiser
Don't lose out on daytime T\
"Flowchart" simplifies air buying
Timebuyers: underpaid, underplayed, overworked
Are vim overlooking
station breaks?
Weed cost breakdown eases spot T\ buying
Forum: How soon will morning TV become important to sponsors?

2
16
16
16
16
30
30
30
30
8
5
19
3
17

July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

p. 19
p. 50
p. 68
p. 82
p. 198
p. 22
p. 26
p. 30
p. 38
p. 34
p. 40
p. 34
p. 40
p. 38

17 Dec. p. 46

How cigarette firms use the air
Do cigarette claims hurt all air advertising?

2 July

Transcriptions
Transcribed programs, use of, costs, popularity —
What
library services offer
Ziv comedy series attracts many sponsors
Forum:
Will transcribed shows replace live? .....
Tape tecorder is revolutionizing
AM
programing

L6 luK

to keep your copies of SPONSOR
VOLUMES

158
181
182
185
190
30
34
38
20
30
32
34
32

Timcbuying

p. 34
p. 34
p. 54

L9Nov.
3 Dec.

Sehwcrin
pretests
programs
and commercials
New
A RIM findings on newspaper \-. radio
Radio Basics: a charted compendium
of statisti
cal information about radio, its audience, programs, costs, billings
Radio and T\ research trends, organizations

33
64
65
27
38

TV and sports: many hurdles to clear
Grocery chain courts men with sports show
Forum: Will promoters curtail sports sponsorship
because of TV's effect on the boxoffice?
Sports sponsorship developments in Fall, 1951

Tobaeeo

Researeh

BOUND

Market
i.sts help chart sales expectancy
Out-of-home
listening evidence grows
Forum: Should radio/TV ratings be expressed ir
number of homes reached?
Radio listening in Midwest: spring 1951
Hi — , i and better RMB-tvpe stud) on wa\
CBS NBC study measures individual listening.
How
B\B will serve sponsors in 1952
New B \B station Bales tool
How is radio doing in T\ homes?

10 Sept.
24 Sept.

Television

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

31 Dec.

charl

TV
Dictionary/Handbook,
D-L
Spot TV: rates, costs, availabilities, who uses
Network TV: circulation, costs, availabilities, program trends, leading clients, agencies
Kinescope recording trends
Theatre and subscriber TV, forcast
How to cut TV program, commercial costs.
TV union problems

24 Sept.
8
22
22
5
3
31

weakness,

Soaps, Cleansers, Toilet Goods
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

2 July

Bell Telephone's regional firms use spot \M/T\
How electric companies use air nationally: I
Electric, gas utilities like spot radio/TV: II

BINDERS

16
30
13
27
10
24
24
8
5
5
3
31

and

of

your

always handy, $4 each; two tor $7.
J95 7

issues

(2 volumes),

$72.50

16 July p.
16 July p.
10 Sept. p.
24 Sept. p.
8 Oct. p.

A

LA

CARTE

TELEVISION

Television, sponsors say, can be satisfying fare.

picture quality for your programs. And when you

And Spot Program television lets you choose any
item on the menu, cooks it to your taste and serves
it exactly where you want it. Yet it costs no more than

get the bill, you'll find the savings in station rates
are enough to pay for your film prints, their distribution and other costs, if any.

buy tv by spot and order only the markets you want.

To discover how nourishing Spot Program television
can be for your sales curve, just call the salesman
at the Katz office and see what he can prepare for

Forget "must" cities, "must" stations or minimum
network requirements. You'll get top service from
the stations you choose . . . uniform and pleasing

YOU

the regular "no substitutions permitted" dinner.

AT

THE
488

MADISON

TABLE

KATZ
AVENUE

11 FEBRUARY

NEW

YORK

22,

NEW

YORK

CAN

DO BETTER

D'HOTE

AGENCY,
.

you. If you're like an increasing number of national
advertisers, you'll go for it.
WITH

SPOT.

. . MUCH

BETTER.

PRICES

INC • national advertising representatives
.

CHICAGO

.

LOS

ANGELES

.

SAN

FRANCISCO

.

ATLANTA

1952

.

DALLAS

•

KANSAS

CITY

•

DETROIT

65

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

[Continued from page 6)
pa) for a second boom at the rate oi
$20 an hour, with a minimum <>f six
hours? \gain it is asked, when the
musical conductor is shut off because
of studio geograpln from a direct view
ol the program director and a third

Then there is the question of the
"overhead" surcharge
the advertiser on every
man. The complaint
union leadership will

passed along to
unionized crewis heard that
surely want to

cut in on the collectible "value" of
stagehands and grips, as this "the-traffic-will-bear-it" value is dramatized to

"monitor" (i.e another T\ receiving
set i is needed so the conductor can

them by network "overhead" charges.
That's a point the 4A"s committee expects to stress hard.

Follow the show and pick up his "cues"
\isuall\. wh) should this necessar) extra "monitor" be charged to the advertiser at SI 5 an hour?

\ particular gripe centers on scenery. Admittedly this is an expense created by the visuality of television. Ra-

dio always avoided that, and thereby
avoided doing business with the
IATSE. Acknowledging the natural
costliness of scenery, 4A opinion isn't
hostile to network's rapid "amortization" but does kick about a "maintenance" charge which goes on after the
scenery is paid in full and often
amounting (this maintenance) to 80%
of the previous weekly charge for
amortization.

* * *

In a number of instances commercially sponsored television programs in
New York have, this past season, elected to not patronize the networks in
commissioning the construction of
scenery. One show deals directly with
scenic studios, figures an actual saving of $20,000 minimum plus the further book asset of now owning outright
some $50,000 worth of scenery, stored

* * *

against future need.

Whole tricky, technical and tantalizing 4A's issue brings to mind the imaginative proposal, never given the attention itdeserved, of Frank Stanton,
president of CBS. He tried and failed
to get other telecasters to go along in
the creation of a "television
center" which he conjured
in Westchester County 45
train from Grand Central.

We

serve 400,000
ers in Negro,

have been built TV studios, warehouses, scenery lofts, prop depots, offices and every facility. On cartage
savings alone the proposal would have
been worthwhile.

loyal listen-

rural, industrial,

* * *

and four nationality groups.
Only the Gary
Indiana's second

production
as situated
minutes by
Here could

Plainly the spring convention of the
4A's will present a major challenge to
the statesmanship of the new industry.
Frankness on this complex issue is

Sales Plan sells
market.

Call us without obligation.

over-due.

* * *

TV ON A MILLION?

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

[Continued from page 39)
Show delivers twice 6,897,000 impressions or 13,794.000. This is 2,544,000
more impressions than the 1.000-line
newspaper ads deliver in two weeks.
Two other CBS-TV shows (both
half-hour) far exceed this lead over

ana's
Gary2 Indi
Market
No.

the newspapers. The Web (see
plete figure breakdown in box on
38) delivers close to 5.000.000
impressions than the newspapers

Chicago's

compage
more
at a

cost of approximate!) <>ne million dola year.homes
Big Town,
costs reaches
about
3.430,000
weekly,which
SPONSOR

Now; lJ+fiOOfiOO families can watch the show
In the short time television has been
on the road, it has come a long way.
Only six years ago. intercity broadcasting was in the experimental stages.
When the 1945 Army-Navy game was
rent to New York from Philadelphia
through 95 miles of coaxial cable, it
was the fir.-t time in history more than
event
one city could
iethod
at the same tii
of telecasting.

Today 94 television stations in 54
cities — representing more than half
the country's population — can present
the same show . . . and coast-to-coast
transmission is accomplished with
great success.
flmailrasting facilities, provided by
the Long Lines Department of the
\merican Telephone and Telegraph
Company, and the Bell Telephone
Companies, total 2-L(HI<> channel miles.

BELL
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION

CHANNELS

FOR THE

Planning and providing these facilities isa big job. It takes special equipment and personnel, made possible
only by large investments. The present
value of coaxial cable and 0ta€Uo
SRe/ai/ facilities used by the Bell
System for television is $85,000,000.
\ el the cost of the service is low.
The Telephone
Company's
network charges average
about total
10 cents
a mile for a half-hour program.

TELEI'HO.XE

RADIO AND TELEVISION

SYSTEM

f[ 4

INDUSTRIES TODAY AND TOMORROW

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE

one million dollars for time and talent,
averages 2.5 \ie\vers per set for a total
of 8,575,000 viewers each week I \RR
December 1951). This means that
ever} two weeks the show makes 17,150.000 advertising impressions or

of following

about 6,000,000 more advertising impressions than the same amount of
ing.
money invested in newspaper ad\ertis-

Sponsor
sun irs

□ Radio Basics
□

What Radio Should Know About
Selling Retailers

□

Why Sponsors Are Returning to
Radio

□ How to "Sell" a Candidate
□ How to Win With Juan {Spanish
language markets)
□ New
Era

Network
Here

Merchandising

□ How
Sponsors
Premiums

Profit

With

□ Hojstra Study #2

DuMonfs Flying Tigers ( half-hour I
bests the newspaper total by 295,600
impressions at half the cost (see box
page 38). All of the networks, in fact,
can furnish examples of programs running a million dollars or less which
deliver more ad impressions than a million dollars in newspapers.
A weakness of television which the
Moloney. Regan & Schmitt ad did not
cite, however, is that it is virtually impossible for any network TV show to
clear all the TV markets. It is possible, on the other hand, to buy newspapers in 63 TV cities without difficult) .
But on an impression-for-impression
basis TV leads. Moreover, the question of position in newspapers must be
considered. An every-two-week, 1,000line advertiser in a metropolitan paper
would be unable to guarantee himself
preferred positions without paying

box next to reprint titles. Fill in coupon and
mail complete announcement.
Do not clip coupon

heavy extra fees. Low-readership locations likelv to chop his noting average
would frequently be his lot.
Despite the impossibility of clearing
63 markets via network TV. advertisers can easily do so with spot campaigns. But would spot measure up
with newspapers on dollar-for-dollar
comparison? The answer is decidedly
yes. Five daytime announcements
could be had weekly for 52 weeks for
under $900,000 in 63 markets. Assuming that the average rating of these
announcements was 5, and that there

SPONSOR

were two viewers per set, these announcements intwo weeks' time would
make 15,000,000 ad impressions or 3,750,000 more than the 1,000-line news-

□ How to Blend Film Commercial
Techniques

Cost! 25° each; 15c in quantities
of twenty- five or more;
10c each
more.

in quantities

Please check

quantities of reprints desired in

510

Madison

Please send

Ave.,
me

New

York 22,

reprints checked

of 100

N.

or

Y.

above and

bill

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

For paper
a ads.fuller exposition of the spot
TV side of the story, sponsor asked
the managing director of the National
Association of Radio and Television
Station Representatives. Murray Grabhorn, to state his views in an open letter to Moloney, Regan & Schmitt.
Wrote Grabhorn:
Gentlemen:
"The editors of sponsor, a well
known national trade publication covering the radio and television fields,
• ailed nn attention to your striking

advertisement in the New York Times
on January 22nd.
"I had not seen it until they drew
it to my notice, because, although I
have a great admiration and respect
for the New York Times, I was tuned
to — pardon me — happened to read one
of the other four New York morning
newspapers,
written cop) . and therefore had no opportunity tobe exposed to your well
"However, I am certain it must have
been 'noted,' as Mr. Starch would say.
by a great many people who control
advertising budgets. Perhaps only
those who 'read most" of the ad (Starch
again I would be instantly conscious,
as was I, of the fact that the family
depicted in the cartoon certainly
seemed to be very enthusiastic tele\ ision \ iewers, or how else could you
explain their willingness to buy three
television sets, and their energy in
moving them around so all three of
their favorite programs could be
viewed at the same time. Surely this is
real enthusiasm as compared with an
apparent apathy toward newspaper
reading, for search though I might. I
saw no sign of a single newspaper in
the cartoon, not even a discarded one
on the floor.
"As you point out in the copy, a
million dollars will buy a whale of a
lot of newspaper linage over the course
%of a year. You were pretty specific as
to the size of the copy, the frequency
of insertion, the number of newspapers
and cities. You were a little less specific as to the comparison of just what
a million dollars would buy on television. If you are interested, I should
like to fill in this omission.
"In the first place, there are 64 television cities, not 63 as you state in
your copy. However this is incidental.
In those 64 cities, television will supply
a visual commercial with movement,
similar to your cartoon, and carry a
message at night in prime time of ex-

| 6233
Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood
155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago

SPONSOR

Today more than 8,000,000 people
attend each performance.
Ohow night at the Belasco — in days gone
by a treat for the favored few — is now a theatrical event that goes to hamlets and hearthsides
from coast to coast. Thus by radio, the spell of
the theatre is spread into homes remote from
the lights of Broadway.

of the great actors and actresses of our time . . .
in distinguished dramas of past and present.
Coming up this season are such outstanding
productions as Oliver Twist, The Sea Wolf, A

For seven years, United States Steel— through
its full-hour program, Theatre Guild on the Air

Square Peg, The Second Threshold, Dear Brutus
and The Bishop Misbehaves.
With such performances as these, the honored
stage of the Belasco has become the scene of

—has brought into America's homes the genius

radio's most honored show— the U. S. Steel Hour.

Theatre Guild on the Air
U. S. STEEL HOUR
SUNDAY EVENINGS on N.B.C 8:30 ?.««..,
11 FEBRUARY

1952

acth the cop) \ du have in your large
ad. and bring it to a television audience of L5,310,000 uint L4,500,000),
L39 times over each station during the
course of the year, instead of the 26
times you suggest they would be lim-

"It seem- to me this sounds like a

vertisements in the time it takes to
flick the pages.

pretty good advertising bu\ in comparison with the figures set forth in

''That's one secret of television's

ited to in your copy. That's roughly
three times a week, not once even other week; or they could reach the top
30 markets 204 times or more than five
times a week: or the top 20 markets
over 250 times, or roughly a daily cam-

theAnother
cop) oftelevision
your advertisement."
exponent who had
provocative comments on the Moloney.
Regan & Schmitt ad was Oliver E.
Treyz, ABC-TV director of research
and sales development. He told sponsor that the cartoon about three television sets in the home suggested a virtue, rather than a weakness of televi-

greater selling power. Today our research (Nielsen and ARB) reveals that
the average evening television program
reaches over 6,000,000 viewers per telecast and these 6,000,000 listen to and
watch virtually the entire program.
Three minutes of sight and sound selling time per half-hour program gives
the advertiser the concentrated atten-

paign for the full year. (And I'm figuring with rates for the most expensive
station in each market.)

sion. Said Treyz: "Sure you can watch
only one program at one time. And
you can scan scores of newspaper ad-

"Jfi''*"^

tion of the prospect, a double-barrelled
selling impact that one of a potpourri
of newspaper ads can never effect.
"While a home can watch onlv one
program at one time, it can and does
watch each of two competing programs

"National advertising is the extension,
the background, for the punchy local
advertising that clinches sales. It is the
teaser that creates the curiosity on which
you develop prospects."
JOHN K. HERBERT
V.P. Charge Radio Sales. NBC

over a period of time. For example,
Nielsen tells us that Toast of the Town
reaches three out of four television
homes in a month. The Colgate Comedy Hour, the competing program,
reaches four out of five homes in a
month. Obviously, each program is extremely successful, reaches a cumulative audience far in excess of that possible for a newspaper campaign and
does not exclude coverage from the
competing program.
"The sheer inability to watch more
than one TV program at a time is one
of the secret's of TVs superior power."
The facts and figures about television
cited here are but a sampling of those
available to counter claims of Moloney,
Regan & Schmitt. This, of course, does
not take away from the fact that television has a cost problem. But, as

"To what radio station does your family listen most?"
As part of an independent survey made by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College, this question was
asked of 3,969 farm families in 22 prosperous counties
within 90 miles of Fargo. 74.6% of the families named
WDAY; 4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station "C",
2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a 17-to-l choice over the next station ... a
iVi-to-1 favorite over all other stations combined!

Murray Grabhorn puts it: "While competition between media is a healthy
thing, the facts should be correctly
stated and not distorted by either party
in its attempt to get its share of the

In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the first choice of
87.2% of the families, as against 5.8% for Station "B".
Here WDAY was a 15-to-l choice over the next station
. . . a 6Y2-to-l favorite over all other stations combined!

advertiser's dollar."

BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order returns all tell
the same amazing story on WDAY and the rich Red
River Valley. Get all the facts. Write us direct, or ask
Free 8C Peters!

4-

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

PACKAGE
WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

-k -k -k

that tv

film spot at TELEFILM Inc. in

will get

you

with West Virginia's
"personality

package

In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful,
sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality!
This means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!
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CHARLESTON— 950 KC
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

the personality stations

Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented
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nationally by WEED

& CO.

BECKLEY — 560KC
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate

CITIES SERVICE
[Continued from page 29)
000,000 Cities Service 1952 ad budget.
Band of America is liked by the dealers, and is used by them and the company as the spearhead of a fortissimo
promotional drive.
There's a simple reason for tliis.
Cities Service admen have no big bud-

when you buy

K-NUZ...
you buy
plus-values!
• K-NUZ

places a regular advertising schedule in the Houston

Chronicle, Texas' largest daily.
Four ads weekly on radio page
plug individual K-NUZ shows,
personalities, and sponsors.
* Quarter-page ads monthly in
grocer's publication, the Checking Counter, plugging sponsors'
n
rti«

-food brokers thrc
greater
Houston

* Over 90,000 people each year
see KNUZ-advertised products
in a giant display at the Houston Home Show held in April.
Samples and promotional literature on your product can be
* Regular schedule of trade magazine ads, with -frequent listing
* Point-of-broadcast displays of
your products — in the showcases
and on the billboards at K-NUZ
Radio Ranch. Many hundreds
of visitors are received daily.

For

Information

Call

FORJOE
National Representative, or

DAVE

MORRIS

get to play with. They certainb don't
have the kind of free-wheeling appropriations that an oil firm, like Texas
Company, can afford to throw around.
Hesult: at the same time, Band of
America has had to be both selling
vehicle and prestige vehicle.
"I guess you could call Band of
America a 'semi-institutional' series,"
Tom De Bow told sponsor. "It's a
prestige music show that gets plenty
of bouquets from critics and educators,
and it's done us a world of good from
a public relations standpoint. But. a
vigorous show like Band of America
also gives us a chance to have a field
day in promotions to the public. Our
dealers are enthusiastic about the show
for this reason. And. we feel its selling ability is reflected directly in the
steady growth of company sales."
Maintaining the show's ability to sell
— that is, its ability to attract an audience to Ford Bond's hard-hitting Cities
Service commercials — is no easy trick.
It has to be done largely by a combination of "feel," ratings, and dealer reaction.
Cities Service keeps such a close
watch on its shows, that until recently
Ellington even had an expert on its
payroll whose job it was to sound out
dealer opinions (and gripes, if any I
regarding the firms advertising.
When a particular musical format
(such as the Concerts series, or Highways I seems to be getting stale, when
ratings and dealer reaction are not particularly favorable, the storm signals
are up.
Usually,
there'sfollows,
a majorto ordress
minor change
that soon
up the show and to give it new appeal.
Such a change isn't needed often, but
it can't just be an arbitrary decision.
How successful this approach can be
is evident in the A. C. Nielsen ratings,
during the period of the latest changeover, from Highways in Melody to
Band of America, in 1948. (Since the
immediately -before and the immediately-after ratings are not comparable,
due to a seasonal drop in ratings during that period, those taken in comparable months
make a better Yard-

stick for comparison purposes.)
During the week of 9 April, 1948,
the Nielsen rating for Highways was
5.1. During a comparable week (as regards over-all listening habits i. 12 November of that year, the Nielsen figure
for Band was a 6.8 — an increase of
ever
< . audience is believed to be
The20'extra
almost entirely due to the program
changeover — at the right psychological
moment — backed by a new round of
promotion on the part of the company
and its dealers.
How Cities Service merchandises
and promotes its musical series is an
object lesson in itself to any sponsor.
You could almost title it "How to turn
a prestige show into a show that sells."
It's also Cities Service's basic success
secret in straddling the fence of public
relations and sales promotion.
Basically, Cities Service looks upon
the show (as ad manager Tom De Bow
puts
it) sell
as one
"you Service
can sell."
And.
it Cities
does — early and often. In addition to the promotional efforts of the company and
the agency. Cities Service has retained
for the past six or seven years the publicity services of Coll & Freedman, two
steam-heated press agents. Everybody
pitches in with ideas. No good promotional angle is overlooked in promoting the brass band series.
. A few examples:
1. With something like 8,000,000
Americans (Deac Aylesworth's figure)
now involved in college, high school,
American Legion, organization and
other types of brass bands, the steady
demand for recordings of Band of
America recently grew to huge proportions. To Cities Service, it looked like
a promotional "natural." Accordingly,
Cities Service and RCA-Victor got together last summer, and waxed a retail album of band favorites. Credits
for Cities Service appeared on the label
of each recording, and on a lavish album cover. Said the oil firm in its

A small PRESENTATION
of BIO NEWS

in spot radio

The new GROUP

STATION

PLAN

of-

fers special discounts, ranging up to 20%,
to advertisers using a minimum

of 7 station

breaks a week, per station, on 3 or more
Westinghouse radio stations.
This plan may be your answer to the problem of increasing coverage without increasing costs. Details are outlined in this little
folder. If you haven't a copy, we'll be glad
to send you one. Or, better still, get a full
explanation in person from a sales representative ofany Westinghouse station, or
from Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

SERVING

WBZ

•

National

Representatives,
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WBZA

•

KYW
Free

&

•
Peters,

25

KDKA
except

STATIONS

Inc

MILLION

• WOWO
for WBZ-TV;

• KEX
for WBZ-TV,

• WBZ-TV
NBC

Spot

Sales

own dealer publication recently : "The
value of this in keeping the Cities Service name before the public, in calling
attention to the radio program and in
building good will for the company
all over the countrj can hardly he overestimated."
2. It's impractical to tour the full
land regularly, since too main of the
all-star band group have other New
^ ork hand jobs. But. Paul Lavalle, its
conductor, is regularl) on the road.
Lavalle is actually a kind of musical
emissary for Cities Service, conducting
student bands and state music festivals
in cities from Tampa. Florida to Ban-

gor, Maine. Net eilect of these visits,
where Lavalle gets royal receptions, is
afortremendous
public
relations
"plus"
Cities Service
among
thousands
of
tetn-age and college-age students.
"This age group." Cities Service officials admit knowingly, "contains the
family gasoline purchasers of tomor3. \\ here possible and practical, the
band does travel. It played a concert
before some 6.000 people (who sat
through
row." a drenching rain to hear it) at
the Chicago Fair in 1950, as part of
"Cities Service Day." Again, the band
and its Green and White Quartet (an-

other throwback to the earliest "test"
days of the firm's radio) have appeared twice at the annual Barnum
Festival in Bridgeport, Conn., and has
played concerts in New York's Metropolitan Opera House. "We'd like to
have the band on tour," admits Cities
Service's Tom De Bow, "but the problems would be so great and the invitations so many that it would take too
much time to work them out."
4. Cities Service has, however, made
a kind of "ticket agency" out of its
dealers. When a Cities Service station
operator is mapping out a route for a
regular customer that will take him
near New York, the serviceman suggests: "Say, how'd you and your family like to see our radio show when
you're in New York?" If the answer's
"yes," the request is processed through
New York headquarters right away.
The effect of this is to make both the
dealers and customers feel that the
show is something that is very much
a part of their lives.
5. No believer in the theory that
"radio is advertising, so why promote
it?", Cities Service periodically gives
its musical air series a solid promotional push to the public. One good
example: a handsome, color spread series in Quick magazine during the summer of 1950, when listening to radio
fell off. This was no series of product
ads with a mere tune-in line. The ads
revolved around a "Strike Up the
Band" theme, proudly hailed the brass
band as something which "reflects the
proud traditions, the courage, the very

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
This Rich, Crowing WITH
15-COUNTY

MARKET

1950 Farm Income of $98,695,000 *

spirit of our country." Regular printed
ads (magazines, farm publications,
newspapers) usually carry at least a
cross-plug to the radio show, often feature it strongly. Other regular Cities
Service promotions, such as seasonal
sports schedules, boost the show to the
public. In dealer promotions, distributor meetings, sales groups, and the
like. Cities Service constantly reminds
dealers that the Band of America is
constantly building new sales for them,
seldom refers to it as anything else
but6."your
show." stream of publicity is
A constant

*ZZefi7U4*uz/i£eH&t4/ £%&&**

sent out by Coll & Freedman. with the
Ellington agency throwing additional
weight on special occasions. Pictures
of "visiting firemen" (sometimes entire
school bands) are sent to hometown
papers, when the students make a special trip to New York to catch the
So often has Paul Lavalle been

show.

SPONSOR

PUT
ON

YOUR
TH

o

LINE
HOOK

A hook-shaped strip, 10 miles wide and 150 miles
long, bordering Puget Sound, is home for 86.9% of the
population of the entire 15-county Western Washington
market, although only 7% of its land area.
KJR's efficient 5,000 watts at 950 kilocycles covers
this tidewater market with no waste, and at low cost.
BMB proves KJR reaches all of Western Washington's 15 counties, and saturates the all-important "hook"
of Puget Sound.
Buy KJR for efficient, low-cost, no-waste circulation!
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quoted in print with a whole variety of
facts, opinions and thoughts concerning brass organizations, that he is now
i stablished as one of the foremost
bandmasters in the country .
I bese examples <>f slick promotion
will help explain how the national air
advertising of Cities Service manages
to look like a prestige effort but still
carries the ball in sales. It's also why
the firm's network radio occupies such
a starring role in the Cities Service ad
budget, accounting for nearly a third
of the estimated total.
At the local level, too. Cities Service

MEMPHIS
bows to

ATLANTA

RECENT
MILES

ADDITION
AND

ENABLES ATLANTA
MEMPHIS

OF

83

SQ.

100,000 PEOPLE
TO NOSE OUT

AS LARGEST

CITY IN

VITAL INSIDE U.S.A. REA.

We are sorry, Atlanta, that we reported Memphis as the largest city in the Vital
Inside U.S.A.-rea (shown below), in our ads last
month.
We were, then, you know! But since you moved
so fast and took all these neighboring folks into
your corporate city limits, we at Memphis are
happy to accord you the position due you.

Memphis is now
SECOND largest
city in this area
of over 31,000,000

i

people

Memphis, which has shown a population of 410,725
since the 1950 census, is now second to your 428,299.
We are giving you advance notice, however, Atlanta: By May 1, 1952, estimates for the metropolitan area of Memphis indicate a population of
500,000.

M E M P H

NBC — 5000
WATTS — 790

WMCF

26° Kw Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT

First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

Owned

and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

goes all-out in selling its products via
programs and announcement schedules
geared for results. The oil firm is now
engaged in radio spot activities in
"about 100 markets." and in about a
dozen markets with TV. Nearly all of
it is done on a "co-op" basis with dealers BAB
I
gives the split as "usually
50-50"), although a few market campaigns where Cities Service wants extra air promotion — like the televised
Hialeah races on Miami's WTVJ, twice
weekly — are supported directly by Cities Service.
There's no hard and fast rule laid
down by the firm for dealer purchases
of local radio and/or TV. "We urge
them to buy whatever looks best in the
local market." a Cities Service official
told sponsor. "In actual practice,
about six out of 10 dealers usually look
a-ound first for a well-rated local newscast or farm news show, with local
sports as a second choice. But, dealers
have found that shows ranging from
weather reports to a live hillbilly band
canCities
do the
job."sta\s in the local-level
Service
act by offering the dealers, through its
co-op organization, everything from
radio copy to TV film announcements.
Types of shows and time slots in the
100-or-so radio-TV markets run all
ever the lot. but Cities Service knits
them together with agency-written copy
or films so that they backstop regular
commercials on the network show. Unlike some national advertisers, Cities
Service i- perfectlj willing to sit down
with an air-minded dealer to discuss
ways and means of gelling him on the
air.
The big petroleum firm has had
good results with its national efforts,
and feels sure thai the formula is being
repeated at the local level.
With its sensitive listening posts constantly bringing in reports that dealers would like to have a network TV
SPONSOR

show as well, Cities Service has had
the idea under consideration for a long
time. \ trial simulcast was done of
lUind of Imerica from October 1949
to January 1950, but it prove expense and unwieldy. However, Cities
Service had it~ video appetite sharpened, has since put many of the TV
lessons to work in making spot TV
films.
Some da) soon Cities Service hopes
to find a good TV program formula.
Hut. it Service,
won't be whose
a "quickie"
Cities
stock decision.
is now
worth a 100 times what it was in the
I930's, likes to think that eventually
they'll be able to look back on 25 continuous years in TV.
* * *

BMI CLINICS
[Continued from page 41)
ernor. WNBC approached Leopold
Stokowski — not with the idea of being
a d.j.. which he would naturally rebuff
— but with the idea of promoting the
250th anniversary of his favorite composer, Bach. The unapproachable Stokowski fell in love with the idea. Similarly. Arthur Treacher was engaged as
d.j. for a series of Gilbert & Sullivan
shows ... at a low-cost bid.
(c) Though the webs spent thousands to hire Milton Berle to be funny,
WNEW did exactly the opposite. On
the idea that all comedians dream of
playing Hamlet, it organized show
Play It Straight, on which Berle performed without being paid.
(d) When singing commercials were
being severely criticized. WNEW tamed
them into plugs for the UN; also for
safety and fire prevention.
to devise
children's
programs
in 2.theTry near
future:
otherwise
the

In Boston
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youngsters of todaj
ing only TV .

i ill glow up kn

Edward
J. Freeh,
Program
KFRE, Fresno. Calif.:

Director,

1. To create novel programs with
universal appeal, borrow from the national magazines. Esquire, Reader's
Digest, Redbook and others will let
you quote from their articles, anecdotes, for use on the air.
2. How an independent station
solved the problem of getting big-name
talent at a ver) economical cost:
"It took the government-released
public service programs, such as Guest
Star, Here's to Veterans, Stars on Parade, all of which carry top-name talent. Then, using the block-programing method, it put two or more of these
shows back to back: it promoted them
on the basis of: 'Tonight, hear Bob
Hope. Jack Benny, Dinah Shore,' or
whoever they happened to be."
Music library
Earle
Ferguson,
KOA, Denver:

Program

Director,

1. A radio station without a wellkept music library is in as bad a fix
as a beautiful home without a wellkept kitchen. Three "musts" when organizing your music library: (a) Adequate space, keeping future expansion
in mind; lb) A scientific system of
cataloguing; (c) A music librarian.
2. The numerical system of filing
seems to be most practical. Use fa)
a master card file, listing titles alphabetically, plus pertinent data about
title, file number, composer, publisher,
type of tune, licensing of performing
rights lb) and a second card file listing titles by artists.

Make

sure your music librarian

keeps tab on current trends and audience tastes. Turn over to your librarian fan mail on various music programs: give him the chance to control over-duplication of seasonally popular numbers, like ""White Christmas.""
"Easter Parade."

The broadcaster's worst mistake is
using his own taste as a criterion for
audience likes. In this connection,
WSMB uses an unorthodox jive program, whose popularity was increased
by programing similar types of music
before and after it; in other words,
the other shows complemented this jive
program.
To integrate your station music with
the community, conduct your own local Hit Parade. KPIX polls local record dealers, juke box operators to tabulate its "Lucky Ten of the Week."
For extra promotion it then posts the
ballad list in each of the stores.
Programing with a limited budget

1. If you have little funds for talent
fees, research your audience carefully,
and develop an inexpensive music program that appeals directly to special
tastes. For example. KCOL's survey
found some 90r t of its listeners had
strong Bohemian, German, and Russian-German taste preferences. Thus,
it initiated a 60-minute Polka Time
show popular enough "to steal the audience from competing stations with
bigger
2. Tobudgets."
compete against the networks'

high-price Jack Benin s and Lux Theatres, play up local-interest sports heavily. "We're the only station in this
Rock) Mountain area that follows the
college teams in football, basketball,
and baseball. We also follow as many
high schools around the area as we

free
WITH

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

TO

SPONSOR
HERBERT

TRUES

POPULAR

72-PAGE

TV-DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK
FOR SPONSORS
Defining more than 1,000 television terms and uses,
the $2 pocket-size dictionary is the only publication of
its kind. Including a sign-language for TV, valuable
data on camera and lens usage, TV union particulars,
and other pertinent TV information, the new dictionary
will be a prized possession you'll refer to again and
again. Be sure you get a copy by entering your subscription toSPONSOR without delay.
Yearly subscription rate is only $8 for the 26 bi-weekly
issues j the two-year rate of $12 is SPONSOR'S most
popular value.
Bulk TV Dictionary rates on request.

PLEASE USE THE FORM BELOW AND MAIL TODAY !

SPONSOR
510 Madison Avenue
New York 22
Please enter my subscription to SPONSOR
and send
me FREE the new 72-page TV Dictionary/Handbook.
Bill mc later.

1. To make the gathering of farm
news easier and less expensive, the
WLPO

farm director prepares a mimeographed questionnaire, which is sent
to 4-H groups.
2. Prompt and inexpensive coverage
of local sporting events is assured "by
a ruling of the Illinois Valley League
— by which the winning team must call
WLPO after a game, or else pay a fine.
Thus, the station is able to broadcast
results of the game on its first sports
program the following morning."
Program management, personnel

1. The program manager must keep
up with his reading of the trade press,
pay the strictest attention to competitive programs. "This scouting for general trends may give advance tip-off
to tomorrow's programs."
2. To be sure of having open channels to fresh talent, maintain a progressive audition policy — auditioning
new talent at frequent intervals.

1. '"The program department of any
radio station is a sales department. It
must do everything possible to resell
radio to advertisers."
2. "It is very important to hold combined meetings of both the Program
and Sales Department at least once a
week. This is to avoid antagonism:
to create better understanding of mu3. "It is much more valuable to
tual problems."
hold a program, than it is to get a new
one. On commercial programs, the proman should
in on hetheshould
showtwo orgramthree
times.sit Then
write a report on it. offering suggestions and changes he thinks necessary,
perhaps even suggesting a new type of
program. This is a public relations
gesture; it never fails to convince the
advertiser the station is giving him that
certain extra something."
i Cole
President. WMBD.

Pe

SPONSOR

1. Analyze each time segment, seven
days a week, to be sure your programs
are in the best sequence designed to
maintain greatest listenership. For example. \\MBD once organized its Saturday schedule to fit the advertiser's
M ishes. and not the listeners' wishes.
"Because it was improperly programed,
that day had a much lower rating than
the rest of the week."
2. The sales department should never sell program time without prior approval of the program director.
"Whenever we have deviated in the
past from this policy, it has resulted
in loss of audience and loss of advertisers. Remember, one bad apple spoils
the whole barrel. And so one badly
programed period can spoil an entire
segment
News

of your schedule."

George Allen, ftetcs
Salisbury, IS. C:

Director,

WSAT,

1. To make your audience news-conscious, promote your station news department through the day with announcements.
2. To put special emphasis on newsi asts, schedule them between two popular programs. This also serves to establish the personality of the newscaster, and it enables him to appear at a
less popular time.
3. To promote your station's news,
build up a personality who becomes
identified with the news.
Ralph Conner, ISeivs Editor, KVOR, Colorado Springs, Colo.:
1. An effective gimmick for tantalizing listeners: 'Tick out a few quotes
from the day's news. Isolate them completely. Don't identify who said them,
or under what circumstances. Just
read them off at the start of the newscast. Then as vou get into the news.

pick them up and put them back into
context. That not only teases the listener, but sustains his interest, as he

Disk jockey shows

listens to find out what happened."
2. To hypo local interest and local
slant in news, rewrite press service

1. A disk jockey can increase listenership byintroducing a service department on his show. Illustration: "For
a long time I was besieged with calls
from people who had lost and found
dogs and cats. So I set up a department known as the Doggone It Department. And it has created a lot of good-

news copy. Remember, "their editing
is done by someone in New York, Chicago, or Denver, who doesn't have the
viewpoint of your community in
3. You can train everybody on the
station
mind." staff to be a newsman for you
— to think in terms of: "Is this a good
4. You can get along with a constory?" tinuity writer or announcer to write
the news. But a full-time news staff is
better in the long run.
5. Give your station newsman sufficient free time to cover beats regularly— the police station, fire department,
town council. "It's a good idea to be
able to shoot the breeze with the police
chief, your mayor, and some others, a
couple of times a week. It may, on the
surface, seem like a waste of time. But
when the big story does break, when
you need the facts and need them in a
hurry, that acquaintanceship is going
your station news
to 6.
pay Strengthen
off."
with use of a tape recorder or beeper
system. "You can use a recorder to
bring national subjects closer to home.
Take it out on the street; find out what
people think of the 18-year-old draft,
crime investigations, other current national subjects."
7. Don't be afraid to let your news
department use the telephone heavily.
Once,
phoned
Westernof Union's
Office KVOR
to contact
survivors
a train
wreck. "Thus, we got a scoop on the
other station, which sent a plane to
the scene

of the accident."

will for my station."
2. Have your disk jockey maintain
close contact with the sponsor. "Not
only on calls made with the salesman;
but by dropping in alone for a friendh
chat by himself. Many an otherwise
lukewarm client has renewed at expiration time because of such goodwill work by the d.j."
3. "The average disk jockey talks
too much. I have arrived at this conclusion after spinning records on and
off almost 21 years. The average listener tends to listen to shows that give
him a lot of music, a minimum of conversation. try
I
to maintain about a
three-to-one percentage of music over
4. Besides reading announcements
and spinning wax, encourage your platter-spin er toboost worthy philanthropies. It will enhance the community
public
service
reputation of your statalk."
tion. "I have sent a blue baby to
Johns Hopkins Hospital for a heart
condition; helped raise over $30,000
for a war veteran who lost part of all
limbs; built a $6,000 home for a family burned out; raised an annual fund
of over $2,500 for the kids' Christmas
at Hope Haven Hospital for Infantile
Paralysis; furnished over 300 radio
sets for Korean war vets at a Naval
The following broadcasters associaHospital."

In Boston
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ON NETWORK

RADIO!

Silver Anniversary Program
At Carnegie Hall
Monday, Feb. 18th
9:30 to 10:30 P. M., NBC
Next week, Cities Service celebrates its Silver Anniversary on
radio . . . 1927 to 1952 — 25 years of the finest in musical
entertainment on Radio NBC.
At this time, Cities Service would like to salute . . . and thank
... all the people who have made this 25th Anniversary a happy
reality. Messrs. Goldman, Bourdon, Black, Lavalle,
MacNamee, Bond, Dumont, Haupt, Misses Dragonette
and Manners, et al . . . from conductor, director, announcer

CITIES SERVICE GREEN
AND WHITE QUARTET..
the four great voices, under the
direction of Ken Christie, teamed
with the Cities Service Band of
America.

to page boy . . . our thanks.

A952

PAUL LAVALLE...
"Mr. Music— conducting
for Cities Service for the
past eight years.

CITIES

SERVICE

BAND

OF

AMERICA

. ..

with a following that's legion... long renowned
as THE Band of America. . .the finest hand
group ever assembled on one stand.

CITIES ©SERVICE
SPONSOR

Mtt

liana have conducted BMI Program
Clinics. Also listed are the presidents
of each and the stations with which
they are associated:
Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Emmett Brooks. WEBJ, Brew ton; Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Fred Stevenson, KGRH, Fayetteville; Arizona
Broadcasters Assn., Albert Johnson,
KOY, Phoenix; California State Broadcasters Assn., William Smullin, KIEM,
Eureka; Colorado Broadcasters Assn..
Rex Howell, Jr., KGLN, Glenwood
Springs: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, S. 0. Ward, WLAK, Lakeland;
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, Ben
Williams. WTOC, Savannah; Idaho
Broadcasters Assn., Earl Glade, Jr.
KDSH, Boise; Illinois Broadcasters
Assn., J. Ray Livesay, WLBH, Mattoon; Indiana Broadcasters Assn., Daniel C. Park, WIRE, Indianapolis; Iowa
Broadcasters Assn., William Quarton,
WMT, Cedar Rapids; Kansas Assn. Oj
Broadcasters, Ben Ludy, WIBW, Tope
ka; Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., J. W.
Betts, WFTM, Maysville; Louisiana
Assn. of Broadcasters, Tom Gibbens,
WAFB, Baton Rouge; Maine Broadcasters Assn., Faust Couture, WCOU.
Lewiston; Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters and Telecasters Assn., John E. Surrick, WFBR, Baltimore; Michigan
Assn. of Broadcasters, Dan Jayne,
WELL, Battle Creek; Minnesota Broadcasters Assn., Dave Gentling, KROC.
Rochester; Mississippi Broadcasters
Assn., P. B. Hinman, WROX, Clarksdale; Missouri Broadcasters Assn.
Glenn Griswold, KFEQ, St. Joseph
Montana Broadcasters Asst., Ed Cooney, KOPR, Butte; Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., William Martin, KMMJ
Grand Island; Nevada Stale Broadcasters Assn., H. G. Wells, KOLO,
Reno; Neiv Jersey Broadcasters Assn.
Paul Alger, WSNJ, Bridgeton; North
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Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, T.
H. Palterson, WRRF, Washington,
N. C; Ohio Broadcasters Assn., L.
A. Pixley, WCOL, Columbus; Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., L. F. Eellat
ti, KSPI, Stillwater; Oregon State
Broadcasters Assn., Ted W. Cooke,
KOIN, Portland; Pennsylvania Assn.
of Broadcasters, J. S. Booth, WCHA
Chambersburg; South Carolina Broadcasters Assn., John Rivers, WCSC,
Charleston; South Dakota Broadcasters Assn., Byron McElligott, KSDN
Aberdeen; Southern California Broadcasters Assn., A. E. Joscelyn, CBS, Hollywood; Mgr. Dir., Robert J. McAn
drew, 6253 Hollywood Blvd., H'wyd.
Texas Broadcasters Assn., J. M. McDonald, KCRS, Midland; Tennessee
Assn. of Broadcasters, J. P. Sheftall,
WJZM, Clarksville; Utah Broadcasters
Assn., John Schile, KUTA, Salt Lake
City; Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters,
Chas. Blackley, WTON, Staunton;
Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters, Fred F. Chitty, KVAN, Vancouver; West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Joe L. Smith, Jr., WJLS, Beckley; Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., Ben Laird,
WDUZ, Green Bay.

ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 51)
man

Ryan became so interested in

Ruthrauff's mail order advertising business he soon joined him. From this
grew R&R which today has more than
700 employees in 13 nationwide offices,
and over 120 accounts.
The March of Dimes is $3,200 richer due to the efforts of "Mr. Sunshine"
I Carl Swanson), hillbilly d.j. on
WRUN, Utica-Rome, N. Y. Very early
one Saturday morning in January, he

started on an 18% hour fund-raising
marathon, requesting listeners to phone
in pledges to WRLN. Response was
immediate and the phones jangled busily from 6:00 a.m. Saturday to 1:00
a.m. Sunday. Besides calling in pledges,
listeners offered to donate the proceeds
from auctioning puppies, jewelry, coal,
auto jobs, reupholstering jobs, rabbits,
etc., ond
by annual
air. marathon
This was for
Swanson's
secthe March
of Dimes.
To introduce the TV detective series,
Boston Blackie to Columbus, WBNSTV sent out a sandwich-boarded man

kie" WBNS-TV

debut

who distributed black masks on the
streets. On back of the masks was
printed information about the program, including its air-time and its
sponsor, the George Wiedemann Brewing Company.
Those interested in selling to the Negro market in Philadelphia will find
valuable facts in a booklet prepared by
WDAS titled, "Here's the Key to the
Rich Philadelphia Negro Market."
Among other facts and figures, it reveals that the Negro market potential
in the Philadelphia Metropolitan area

y

GOSH

. . . !

is 450,000 customers, or 12.3% of the
entire population. The booklet can be
obtained by writing WDAS, 223 Arch
Street, Philadelphia.
Mounting TV cameras on mobile
Hyster truck lifts (see photo) enabled

K WHAT
LOOPEN
ED 'S
HAP
IN
MOBILE!

SFW,
Shocking,
Yes — when
the local
leads three network
stations in
teners! Shocking — but TRUE.
But here are the figures —
HOOPER
6:00 AM
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00

independent
morning
lis-

SHARE OF AUDIENCE: MOBILE, ALA. (Oct.-No^
WKAB
Station A
Station C
Station B
36.1
39.8
13.9
8.3
13.0
29.7
13.7
42.7
20.4
14.8
23.1
41.7
16.3
43.9
19.4
20.4
16.2
24.3
19.4
33.8
19.4
24.3
34.3
26.9
28.8
16.4
23.3
30.1
16.2
25.0
30.9
22.1
29.6
22.2
22.2
24.1

WFIL-TV

to cover Philadelphia's an-

nual \cw Year's Day Mummer's Parade more thoroughly and easily. These
wheeled devices permitted much greater maneuverability for the cameras, allowing them to range over an extremely broad area. The telecast lasted nine
hours, was sponsored by C. Schmidt &
Sons. Philadelphia brewers.
To recruit employees
Lockland engine plant
General Electric recently
roundup
and interview

for its huge
in Cincinnati.
chose a sports
program
on

2 Reasons WKAB Can Get Results for YOU
in the new $400,000,000 Key Market of the
South:
1. ACTIVATED PAYROLLS, created by
substantial permanent new industry.
2. ACTIVATED SPENDING because
WKAB programs to the masses with the
fat weekly pay envelopes.
WKAB programs to the masses of working
people all day long — with hillbillies and
hymns all morning, Liberty sports events in
the afternoon and race music in the late
afternoon.

If the MASSES
are your customers,
If the MOBILE AREA is in your market,
Hurry, while we still have Heavy-Hooper
availabilities!

WSAI, Sports Time. Aired at 6:15
p.m. Monday through Saturday, the
program is a natural for drawing
sports-conscious males. GE explains
over the air that it maintains afterhour employee sports activities — including a top-notch basketball team —
in order to attract male job applicants.

Highly handy
"Station
worksheets,
without
chargeAvailability"
or obligation, are available from The Pulse, 15
Los

Angeles,

San

Fra

West 46th Street, N. Y. 36, N. Y. * * *
SPONSOR

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

{Continued from page

15)

their home areas— in addition to network the entire structure of college
athletics \\ i11 be strengthened, because
real strength comes Erom visibilit) for
main schools- not from a favored lew.
The \er\ laet thai the NCAA's own research showed L951 attendance better
in relation to 1950 in TV areas than in
non-TV areas, indicates that the danger
to gate receipts is far over-rated. The
important thing to do now is to permit
the local college to televise in its own
home community if it wants to, in order to hold the interest and support of
its own alumni, friends and neighbors.
C. L. Jordan
Vice President
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.
Philadelphia

The policy of the
Radio -Television
Manufacturers Association
has been to encourage the televising of all
sports, including
college and professional football
games, because
we believe the
advantages of televising these events
and games outweigh the disadvantages.
Accordingly, we recommended last fall
an extensive program of cooperation
by our members with college and professional football interests.
Mr.

Elliott

The major role in which television
can aid the colleges is in the field of
public relations. Colleges are soliciting more than $3,000,000,000 today to

In Boston
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meet their endow men; objectives. Television on the widest possible base can
be used to acquaint millions of new
friends, as well as alumni, with college
progress and plans. While the restriction of games will retard this fundraising activity, the exclusion of all
games, we believe, would have been a
major mistake by the colleges.
Also, from a public relations angle,
television can build many thousands
of new fans Avho, seeing the game first
on television, will then want to see the
contest in the flesh. Therefore, even a
minimum of games can help stimulate
interest in college football.
Television has repeatedly proven its
effectiveness in the field of education,
and has demonstrated its capacity to
create new interests among viewers.
The medium has built an increasing
number of sports fans — fans who will
ultimately contribute to a healthier box
office — and, if allowed to function freely, will continue to do so.
Because the details of NCAA television for 1952 will be determined by a
new NCAA television committee, to be
appointed soon, and because these details will be influenced substantially bypresent members of the NCAA television committee, it is highly important
that every television station, in cooperation with a Television Distributors
Sports Committee in each market, contact each local college and coordinate
their interests with those of each institution in regard to television for 1952.
This is vitally important because the
plan to be developed by the 1952
NCAA television committee will thereafter be submitted by mail to each
NCAA member college for approval.
Two-thirds of the colleges which reply
must approve the plan before it can
become a reality. Some colleges are

opposed to television; a small minority
favor it. Most colleges look to their
Conference for leadership. Main small
colleges object to the showing of major games on television in competition
with their own games. Some of these
small schools have played their games
on Friday nights or Sunday afternoons to avoid competition with the
larger schools.
Every college, large or small, will
have a vote on the NCAA Football
Plan for 1952. Broadcaster-Distributor
Television Sports Committees should
be organized on a local level to:
(a) sell the colleges and their conferences on the value of TV,
(b) cooperate with local colleges and
the NCAA program,
(c) help the colleges to benefit from
the public relations value of television,
(d) help promote attendance at college football games and avoid all negative advertising such as "see the game
free on the 50-yard line on TV."
For this reason, the Radio Television
Manufacturers Association has recommended the organization of Television
Sports Committees in every television
area. By helping the colleges with their
problems, we can help ourselves.
The current football situation is a
big challenge to our industry. What
the industry does about it now and in
the next few months may help improve
the NCAA plan and extend the use of
television, and at the same time advance the interests of the colleges.
By helping the colleges, the radio industry can help itself.
Joseph B. Elliott
V.P. Consumer Products
RCA Victor Div., RCA
Camden, N. J.

TV CRAZY

QUILT

Bill Valle, production director of TV
at Benton & Bowles, doesn't go along
with this viewpoint. Bill's slant: "The
networks have no competition and their

{Continued from page 33)
there. I verything is set up and it's all
read] for us. An advertiser with one
show might, hy some astute shopping
around, get some things cheaper. But
a sponsor with a couple of shows would
have to expand his organization tremendousl) if he wanted to do everything independently of the nets. With
sponsorship of several shows, the big
advertiser is better off letting the net

prices are high to begin with. In addition they steadily jump prices much
more than the industry as a whole.
\\ ith independent purchases you can
at least get competitive bids from two
or three shops. There's also the responsibility angle. If independent outfits
don't deliver the goods in good shape
they'll repair the damage at their own
expense. With the networks you have

handle his production problems."

to Another
fight fivemajor
dozen agency
accountants."
beef involves
penalties. That is cost hikes for clients who
make weeks
their set
requirementsdon't
known two
before
air
time. The penalty: a 25 % hike in production cost the second week before air
time; a 50% hike the last week.
From a network spokesman comes
an explanation for penalties. "We
must follow a logical sequence of production. Show A on Monday, Show B
on Tuesday; Show C on Wednesday.
We must operate on an assembly-line
basis and if one advertiser holds us
up he is, in fact, holding up the rest
"A good advertising writer is a person
who can make HOWARD
up his wife's
W. mind."
NEWTON
V.P.. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

of the shows as far as scene design, costumes, set construction and high-priced
labor is concerned. We must penalize
the advertiser who doesn't give us show
specifications within what we consider
a reasonable length of time."
Clarence
G. Alexander,
DuMont's
director of network
operations,
protests

THIS RICH MARKET

against the "We don't know what we're
paying for" clique. There's no excuse
for any agency or client not to get cost
estimates minutely broken down. At
DuMont

we give them detailed esti-

Radio sets in use are up to an all-

mates before they go on the air. I'd
say the main factors in cost-raising are
the 'overnight geniuses' or temperamental stars who pout and become
prima donnas and delay productions

time high of 32.8! WSBT's share of audience
at 66.6 is way above the national average. And

Leve, free lance scenic designer
andSamrehearsals."
for the Fred Waring Show, is another

here television is insignificant because no con-

critic of the nets. "The networks' job
is to sell time but suddenly they're all
theatre experts. From my experience
I've found that, although studios outside pay higher wage scales, costs are
lower than the nets. The answer is

No other signal covers the South Bend market
like WSBT.

sistentlv satisfactory TV signal reaches South
Bend. Don't sell this rich market short. Wrap
it up

with

30

WSBT

Years

radio.

on

the Air

waste
in masterials,
"When
I was withtimeoneandof men."
the nets
we submitted 15 blueprints for everyone up and down the line (15 different
departments). Now, on the Fred Waring Show, I make just four blueprints
and scene or set changes are made
quickly and easily. There's no 'going
through channels' routine. As an indein direct
contact
with the pendent
mandesigner
whoI'mdoes
the building.
Mistakes — and costs — are minimized.
We start work on the Waring show on
Sunday night.

Settings are 'finalized'
SPONSOR

in my mind by Monday. Tuesday we
start drawings. We shop for props on
Thursday afternoon and all scenery is
finished by Friday night." (The Fred
Waring organization handles its own
scenic design and have their own scenery constructing studio.)
But even the Fred Waring organization with its own designer and set construction facilities has been hit by inflation— perhaps the real bugaboo behind the TV production misunderstanding. The Waring organization
runs a kinescope each week for cast
members so the people can see any
errors they make. A one-hour kinescope used to cost $80; it's now $144.
The Waring executives have found
it's cheaper to buy props and furniture
in some instances than it is to rent
them. Some dealers are in the habit
of jacking up prices as soon as they
know the item is to be used on TV.
Most of the cost complaints seem to
come from sponsors who've been in
video since its early days. Comments
like "charge what the traffic will bear,"
"'we can get it cheaper from outside
sources," "the less you buy from the
nets the better off you are." come from
many of these.
Part of the solution is offered by
network and agency personnel who
agree that these skyrocketing costs
"'may strangle all of us." The nets, they
say, are doing everything feasible to
lower costs. Pre-airtime conferences
eliminate scenes requiring expensive
settings or costumes. Rear-screen projection, other camera magic borrowed
from the movies reduce costs. Closer

you can "see" the
difference on WBNS-TV
There's no question about the quality of telecasts on Channel 10. Better technical facilities make for better programs
and commercials. WBNS-TV is one of the most modern television centers in the country, providing advertisers with complete facilities, equipment, and technical skills for highest
quality production.
Compare facilities and you'll see why Central Ohio viewers prefer WBNS-TV* and why it offers more sales impact
for your money.

supervision of costs is another approach.
Network officials are attempting to
work more closely with agency personnel in an effort to halt runaway costs.
Agencies can help, it's pointed out, by
maintaining a close supervision of all
production. One agency, with an expensive half-hour show, now throttles
unnecessary TV costs with a detailed
production order. It must be signed
and countersigned, before work can go
forward. The savings in money have
become quickly apparent.
One advertising executive says hard,
stringent economy measures are the solution. Hard-headed business men on
the network, agency, and advertiser
side of the fence must work in closer
cooperation. The "fast buck" accusations must be forgotten because the
nets have "as much to lose as the advertiser." •• •
11 FEBRUARY
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Ed. Sullivan introduces McGregor sports wear
Utilizing the excellent production facilities the F. & R. Lazarus Company
have developed a unique hut highly
successful merchandise show.

, 1951, WBNS-TV carries 8
a week shows, 6 out of 10
hows,
three of which
are

COLUMBUS,

uibns-tv

CHANNEL

OHIO
10

KLX
LEADS ALL
OAKLANDSAN FRANCISCO
INDEPENDENT

Radio
Stations

9 OUHF

12

Hooper
Periods/

DEPARTMENT

STORES

[Continued from page 37)
show to <it\ dwellers, and In motorists.
Thousands of direct-mail pieces to outof-town Schuneman customers carry
big plugs for the show, and its time
and station.
Extra promotions — Nothing is oxerlooked that will help to boost the show.
\\ hen a "Red Rooster Booster Club"
was formed I spontaneously, no less),
Schuneman's had membership badges
made, and started a regular club. Anniversaries, local celebrations, civic activities, Minnesota state fairs (when
the show travels to the fair to originate
"remote"), tie-ins with seasonal sales
— all are part and parcel of the continuing store promotion behind the
show.
The pay-off comes in a form that
any department store executive can recognize and appreciate: sales.
These "Red Rooster" results are
• Metal
wastebaskets were moving
typical
:
slowly. They were plugged, bargainpriced at $1.19, on Red Rooster. Only
one short commercial was used. Minutes later, customers headed for the
store's fourth-floor Needle Art Department, and bought 50 of them.
• A special sale on Noritake Dinnerware was going on in the store. Four
commercials, on four consecutive days
plugged the sale. Result: some 85 sets
were sold, for a total store intake of
$4,632.50.
• Schuneman's stocked a new flower holder, called a Floralier. The introduction was made on Red Rooster,
with the item priced at $1.00. Within
an hour and a half after the first commercial, 26 of them had been sold by
Schuneman's
to people who had heard
the
show.
Results like these could go on for

Hooper
May

Share
through
1951,

of

Audience,
September,

Oakland

KLX
Tribune Tower • Oakland, Calif.
Represented

Nationally

BURN-SMITH, INC.

by

FOR HIRE
the man referred
to in the editorial below
"If you're investing a substantial sum
in air advertising, we can suggest
nothing better than adding a radio and
TV specialist to your staff
ordinate with the agency
stations of the nation on
There has been a marked

who can coand tour the
your behalf.
though quiet

trend in this direction in the past few
years —

and the reports indicate that

station managers, and commercial managers (being human) display a normal
response to the personal touch of your
own

representative."
—excerpt

from

31

December
SPONSOR

This calls for aptitudes, training
and experience that fits me to a
"T." Included are a dozen years
of building contacts with stations
at the management level, of working with agencies and advertisers.
May I tell you how I might best
serve you in reaching an economical solution to today's time-clearing problems?

several pages. It's no surprise when
Rill Campbell says emphatically that
"Red Rooster SELLS for Schuneman's
in Saint Paul!"
Nor is Schuneman's alone in getting
this kind of direct-action results from
the use of radio, although its use of the
air is certainly outstanding. Officials
of the National Retail Dry Goods Association, when queried by SPONSOR,
said that today there is a "gradual increase" in the amount and variety of
radio time used by department stores
to build more sales. Nowadays, stores
from Milwaukee's Boston Store to outside-the-country retailers like Nathan's
SPONSOR

in Kingston, Jamaica I B. W. I.), are
finding that radio brings in the customers— and the customers buy.
Still, despite the growing frequency
of success, air usage by department
stores remains largely an unexplored
wilderness, even though several big
non-radio department stores have latelv gone into TV with often-startling results. When it comes to advertising.
department stores, as a class, are still
DOt conditioned to doing it through a
microphone.

To a radio advertiser
who never hears "Dateline Marengo"

As recently as 1943. radio's share of
department store ad budgets reported
to the NRDGA was so small it was
lumped under "Miscellaneous" when
the totals were made. As recently as
1950, the "average"' department store
(out of a list of 190 of all sizes and
locations) reported its ad spending to
the NRDGA in a breakdown that
looked like this:
In WMTland all the news that's fit to air includes a
minimum of bistro battles, a maximum of alfalfa

DEPT.
STORE
PUBLICITY
DOLLAR
DISTRIBUTION
IN 1950
Item
Share
Newspaper space
56c
Display work
13c
Sales Promotion
Payroll
9c
Supplies, other expenses
7c
Other ad media
7c
Direct mail
5c
Radio and TV
3c
TOTAL

intelligence.

SI. 00

where about half the retail and wholesale business takes
place in towns under 10,000.
WMT's special correspondents inMarengo and 37 other Eastern Iowa towns

Schuneman's, and those in sponsor's
"Capsule Case Histories" (see page
— ). with this kind of spending.
NRDGA executives, like Howard P.

provide local news on a 24-hour basis.
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with

which is edited down to 12,000 words by daily newscasts.

WMT

advertisers find news programs powerful sales

makers.
Killian's Department Store has sponsored
the 9 a.m. edition since 1935.
Other long-run news
sponsors:

Iowa Electric, since 1942; Oelwein Chemical,

since 1943; Western Grocer, since 1944.

Outstanding news coverage is just part of the WMT
story.

Add farm service, sports, entertainment, and

exclusive CBS programming, and you get the kind of
audience interest which maintains WMT's position as the
highest Hooperated CBS station in the nation.

for department stores, how it can actually sell merchandise, and how it can
establish good (and profitable) customer relations, SPONSOR has selected
several outstanding examples of department store radio advertisers from
among the many entries in the recent
NRDGA-BAB contest. These stores
were not unusual, either in type, location or size. Some stores were in the
were
$15,year,
They

Combined

AP, UP, and INS they help supply the news fodder

Abrahams, manager of NRDGA's Sales
Promotion Division, admit that the 30out-of-each-ad-dollar is still largely the
rule of the industry.
The sixth and latest NRDGA contest

"small town" category. Others
retailing giants, doing well over
000,000 worth of business each
often in the $40,000,000 class.

Take

Marengo, pop. 2,000.
It's the county seat of blacksoiled Iowa County, a community typical of our market,

It's hard for any radio-minded executive to equate results like those of

in conjunction with the Broadcast Advertising Bureau I it was formerly done
with NAB), underlined the fact that
stores which have pioneered in radio
are thoroughly sold on it— but are still
only a small segment of the huge U. S.
retail picture.
To show how flexible radio can be

What we lack in V-neck verbiage is offset

by thorough coverage of the Eastern Iowa scene.

CEDAR

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

NETWORK

• 5,000 WATTS

BY THE KATZ

• 600 KC

AGENCY
87

Nothing Can Take The Place of
A Quarter of A Century of

PRESTIGE
Earned By
TOP-NOTCH
PERFORMANCE
Today, our"fan mail" is the heaviest
in our history., .dollars for our
Christmas Fund for the needy just
came rolling in to make it the biggest
yet... and, any local advertiser using
WIOD (and there's plenty of 'em)
will tell you that the job we're doing
for them today is the best ever!
If you want to know the kind of a
job we can do for you, too.. .just ask
our Rep — The Boiling Company.

were from rural areas, industrial areas,
and vacation areas. However, all were
using radio. All, in their own way,
were successful:
1. Burdine's, Miami. Program:
Sunday Symphony, noon to 2:00 p.m.
on WVCG, Coral Gables. Audience:
General family.
This large, well-known store in one
of the nation's premier playgrounds
wanted a show that would (a) boost
the interest in "good" music and (b)
hoost the sales of the store's record
departments in Burdine stores in Miami, Miami Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
and West Palm Beach.
Airing two hours of classical and
semi-classical music each weekend
proved a good answer. Low-pressure
commercials and an oft-repeated
"You'll enjoy shopping for records at
Burdine's" began to sell records soon
after the show went on the air early
"off" season.
last summer, during the traditional
Said Robert Rothrum, advertising
director: "Within 30 days ... the sales
trend in our record department was decidedly up. Within 90 days, we were
able to trace directly more than 25%
of our total sales of long-playing records, classical and semi-classical, to

James M. LeGate, General Managi

5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC

ask

Join Blur & Co.
about the

IIiVE\s & Martin
STATIONS
IX
RICHMOND

similar show, Matinee MasterthisA program."
pieces, aired by has
radiobrought
pioneera Joske's.
in San Antonio,
similar
Success. There, Joske's found that a
recorded-music show "boosted record
sales $4,000 over the period of September-October-November, 1951 compared
to the same period in 1950 — and this
was virtually the only promotion done
by Burdine's,
this department."
it's interesting to note,
won a first prize among large stores
in the NRDGA contest for programs
beamed to a general family audience.
Joske's, with a somewhat-the-same
show, took second place.
2. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, Rochester, N. Y. Program : Tower Clock Time,
9:45 to 10:00 a.m., Monday through
Friday, on WHAM. Audience: Women.
This store, and its famous Tower
Clock Time series, probably the oldest
retail program in the U. S. (it has been
on since 1932), recently celebrated its
5,000th broadcast in the series. Like

WCV0IDt--™™
yy T

First Stations in Virginia

Schuneman's, Sibley's uses its show to
go after a large rural audience, which
it says is the "dominant listening
group." Through the show, store specials, fashions, consultation services,
charge accounts, mail-order items are
SPONSOR

promoted heavily. In turn, the show is
itself promoted heavilj within the
-tor.-, and outside in a long lisl of promotional media.
Vimed .it women, the program serves
ip gossip) news, interviews, Fashion
dints, and dramatic skit- designed to
push various types ol store items
housewares, clothing) in a semi-humorous wa) .
Reported I ouise W ilson, the big
store's radio-TV director: "On the
>road< asl ol Novembei 1 3th in which
.i dramatic -kit featuring a verj accomplished impersonator, who acted
'lie roles of several moA ie stars to promote Gloria Swanson's fashion premiere locally — o\.m 500 dresses at
-17.""> were sold on the <la\ of the
program, at a cost to sell of less than
I \4 a dress!"
I his is t\ pica! of man) such results

•

COMPARE

... the Coverage with

the Cost and You'll discover
Why this Greater "Dollar Distance"
Buy is Ringing More Cash
Registers than ever
for Advertisers!

for Sibley's with Towei Clock Time.
.\ inner of an NRDGA firsl prize among
large-store shows beamed at a daytime
radio woman's audience.
Akin to this show, in main ways, is
the h inner of the firsl prize Eoi smallstore women's shows, a show called
The Time, the Place, the Tune sponsored b)Wyman's in South Bend. Ind.
\in\l dail) for the past five years over
\-i;i. from 10:30-10:45 a.m. daily,
does practicallv the same thing for Wynan's, in a scaled-down wa) .
Said Wyman's Merchandise Manager. Charles .1. Mansford: "This program has proved, year after year, a
primar) selling medium at a cost consistentl) lower than other media. Due
to its flexibility, we are able to test new
terns nol bought in quantity and late
arrivals of wanted merchandise. The
fact that it is possil.de for us to change
iiir commercials at almost an hour's
notice enables us to meet competition.
This advantage is not to be underestimated, because it results in our main-

Covers a tremendous
Population Area
in 5 States at the

■ lining h ith the bu) ing public a reputation of 'if it's good. Wyman's has
t\" Wolf & Dessiuter. I mi 11 mm.
?.

Lowest rate of any
Major Station in
this Region!

Ind. Program: Spot saturation campaign on stations W LNE, \\ GL,
J7KJG, WOWO.
Perfed proof thai radio's extraheav) punch delivered through a spol
announcement saturation campaign can
mgment year-'round selling, pu-h ~peial sales, can be found in the recent
ampaign of this large Midwestern
store.
I i ".n 2~ October through 3 Novem•r last year, Wolf & Dessauer practi11 FEBRUARY
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"It's

The DETROIT
Guardian Bldg.

Adam

Area's Greater Buy!"
•

I. Young, Jr., [nc, Natl Rep.

Detroit 26
•

J. E. Campeau, President

call) bought out local radio announcement availabilities to publicize the
store's fur storage and special November Purchase and Anniversary sales.
Announcements were aired as early as
7:15 a.m.. as late as 11:00 p.m., on the
four stations, amounting to a total of
about 165 in a week. Results: excellent.

UNGVWRVtt

Chester M.
Leopold,
Sales
Promotion
Director,
told W&D's
the NRDGA:
"All these campaigns have heen most
successful. Both the November Purchase Sale and Anniversary Sale set alltime selling records, and the fur-storage campaign produced more business
than we have had in years. We are
convinced that the tremendous impact

* OIU

GAS

of spot saturation campaigns makes radio an important medium for Wolf &
GEORGE

F. FOLEY

Foley & Gorden,

Inc.

LIKE MOST
"Newsworthy"
TV & RADID
EXECUTIVES
Mr. Foley's
LATEST
BUSINESS
PORTRAIT
IS BY-

Other spot announcement campaigns
Dessauer."
entered
in the recent NRDGA contest,
such as those of Brown Thomson, Inc.,
in Hartford, and Ivy's in Greenville.
S. C, showed that small stores, like the
large ones, could use the saturation
technique effectively and well, to promote special sales and special departments. Still other prizewinners, like
Sears in Miami with its Roebuck, the
Talking Reindeer series on WVCG, and

FEATURE

PROGRAMS,

fence neatly between short-term and
long-term selling, with the use of special seasonal air shows.
If the winners of the 1951 NRDGABAB contest can be viewed as a representative sample of department stores
using radio, selling on the air can be
one of the strongest advertisii
ons a store can have.
; weapFor a department store, radio can
reach family audiences, female or male
audiences, teen-age and child audiences, and the important rural and
farm audiences. The proof is there, in
the above examples, and in sponsor's
"Capsule Case Histories."
Non-radio-users among the nation's
department stores would do well to
listen to such comments as those of
Sam Greenberg. one of the top executives of Philips Department Store,
Omaha. Said Greenberg, whose store
sponsors one of the NRDGA prizewin- ,
ners, Good Morning From Philips:
"In the 11 \cars we have used ra- i
dio, our yearly store volume has in- )
creased from $300,000 to $2,500,000. |

Photographer to the Business Executive
565 Fifth Ave., New York 17— PL 31882

LANG-WORTH

Cedar Rapids' Killian Company with a
co-sponsored (with Skellv Oil) series
of Iowa State Football Broadcasts
showed that radio could straddle the

Radio has been the big factor."
Today, the department store retailer |

Inr.

SSP'H*

S

4 Reasons

Mj
~*

The foremost national and local advertisers
use WEVD
year
after

^E

Why

year to reach the vast

^* of Metropolitan
New York
j^g
Jewish
Market
Top
adult
progra
2.

Strong rent
audie
listener loyalty
t.

Potential

buying mpact
power

Send for a copy of

HENRY GREENFIELD
WHO'S WHO ON WEVD''
M...

! llir.,-1

SPONSOR

who aays with stillish pride "Oh, we
never use radio" ma\ find that it's
merel) tagged him as being out-ofdate.
• • •
J 95 7 NRDGA

proof of performance

Contest Winners

"KTBS
—at
can

Here are the first-place and special
award winners in the 1951 NRDGABAB contest for outstanding use of
radio by department stores. Contest is
the sixth in an annual series, fudging
was done in categories listed, in some
cases splitting the categories according
to store size and volume.
GRAND

proved that radio

least KTBS radiosell within a 150

mile radius of the Shreveport market in a big way.
In '51, we led Packard's
Dallas zone, topping Dal-

AWARD

65%

las, San Antonio, Houston, and Fort Worth.
of our ad budget

Schuneman's.
Inc.. St. Paul, Minn.
Program: Red Rooster Hour, WDGY
SPECIAL
AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING
RADIO COORDINATION WITH OTHER MEDIA

goes to KTBS because
we're selling Packards

Schuneman's.
Inc.. St. Paul. Minn.
Program: Red Rooster Hour. WDGY
SPECIAL
AWARD
FOR COMPREHENSIVE
USE OF RADIO

from this advertising."
TOM McCLELLAN, Pres.
Packard-Shreveport Co., Inc.

Bigelow's. Jamestown. N. Y.
Programs: Breakfast nith Bigeloi. S. WJTN; Morning Extra, WJTN;
Ted M alone, WJTN
PROGRAMS BEAMED AT GENERAL FAMILY
AUDIENCE
(LARGE STORES)
1st prize:
WVCG Burdine's, Miami, Sunday Symphony,
2nd: Joske's of Texas, San Antonio, Matinee Master pieces, KTSA
PROGRAMS BEAMED AT GENERAL FAMILY
AUDIENCE
(SMALL
STORES)
1st prize: Bigelow's, Jamestown, N. Y., Breakfast
with Bigelow's, WJTN
2nd: Philips, Omaha, Neb., Good Morning from
Philips. KOIL
3rd: Hour,
Pomeroy's.
Family
WPAMPottsville, Pa., Pomeroy

10,000 watts — day
5, OCX)

walls —

nig hi

J 10 kilocycles

KTBS
SH REVEPORT

National Representative: Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

PROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO WOMEN
(LARGE STORES)
1st prize: Sibley, Lindsay 8C Curr, Rochester, N.
Y., Tower Clock Time, WHAM
2nd: Burdine's, Miami, Fashions in Music, WVCG
PROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO WOMEN
(SMALL STORES)
1st: Place,
Wyman'sthe South
Bend, Ind., The Time, the
Tune, WSBT
2nd: Linn & Scruggs. Decatur, III.. Something
c Abo , WDZ
PROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO TEENAGE
AUDIENCE
(LARGE
STORES)
1st: Milwaukee
Boston Store, Milwaukee,
High
School Disk Jockey Review, WEMP
2nd: Burdine's.
sic, WVCG Miami. Teen-age Fashions in MuPROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO TEEN-AGE
AUDIENCE
(SMALL STORES)
1st: Teen
Condon'sTime, Dept.
WCSCStores, Charleston, S.

•

Sayite *

sells 'em all!

C,

PROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO CHILDREN'S
AUDIENCE
(LARGE
STORES)
Grand award: Sage-Allen, Hartford, Conn., Kiddie
Comer, WCCC
PROGRAMS
BEAMED
TO A FARM
AUDIENCE
(LARGE
STORES)
Grand cV award:
Antonio, Texas, Farm
Ranch Joske's.
Journal, SanKTSA
SPOT SATURATION CAMPAIGNS
(LARGE STORES)
1st: Wolf a: Dessauer, Fort Wayne, Ind., Stations
WANE,
WGL,
WKJG.
WOWO
SPOT SATURATION CAMPAIGNS
(SMALL STORES)
1st: WMRC
Ivy's. Greenville,

S. C,

Stations

WFBC

and

SPECIAL AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING USE
OF THE SATURATION
COVERAGE
TECHNIQUE
Brown WTHT
Thomson,
Inc., Hartford, Conn., Station
EFFECTIVE SEASONAL
PROMOTIONS
Honorable mentions: Killian Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, Iowa Football. KCRG;
Sears-Roebuck
8C
Co.,
Miami.
Roebuck
Talking Reindeer,
WVCG
11 FEBRUARY
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From

Tintair to Turkeys — "Pete

Smythe's General Store" sells 'em
all over Denver's Music-Personality station KTLN ... in the nation's
largest market without television!
for availabilities wire, phone or
Radio Representatives, Inc., New
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francis
John Buchanan, KTLN, Denver.

1000 WATTS

REPS I LIKE
{Continued from \rnge 3D

J piece
"4. ofHebusiness.
tries to do his best in fol| lowing through on promotion and merI chandising by his stations when it's
been promised.
"5. He tips off the buyer on new
I availabilities for an account which is
already on the station so that the ac' count can improve its spot. Instead of
concentrating too much on getting newaccounts in the agency, he gives continuing thought to campaigns already
on and tries to hue to the line that a
satisfied customer is better than 10
"6. He recognizes that the buyer
prospects.
likes to see station sales managers for
that intimate touch but that he should
use discretion in time and place.
"In contrast to the model salesman,
the man I don't like is the one who
makes a pest of himself by hounding
you to
out insists
why heondidn't
make fora
sale
andfindthen
reasons
the choice. Some sour-grapes salesmen will berate you for your judgment
instead of being a good loser."

Knotcs my clients

4?
Pitting a Medium
to a Market

Miss Annette Kennelly
Olian Advertising Agency
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Annette:
Here air a few facts ter show yuh
uhiit a (lurried good market Charleston, West Virginnyis. Y'fcnow,
th' hometown uv
Annette, thet's
good ole WCHS.
Well, fer one
thin,' th' postal
rereets doubled
from 1940 ter
1950. Buildin
win three
permits
las' times
year
whut they wuz

WSYR*-1

Iff il I IV AFFILIATE

Covers ALL
off the Rich
Central NX Marki

•
Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

most important
ten year ago. An'
uv all fer a gal
like you, retail
sales here is also
300 per cent uv
whut they wuz
aforebor Pearl
! All Harthis
means
thet
Charleston is a
mighty good
Algy
place fer ter adcite. WCHS gives yuh
more
vertize. An" memin these big earners and big spenders
fer lisseners
th' other four
simians
in townthenjmtalltergether!
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,
W.

Va.

"I appreciate the buyer who understands the requirements of my clients.
Some of them have no idea of what
it's all about. One man who calls on
me makes a practice of learning all he
can about each client — distribution, the
people he's trying to sell, his problems.
Because this salesman is interested, I
try to help him learn. Then when he
looks through his list of availabilities
he's more likely to spot things which
are just right for us.
"One of my accounts, for example.
is trying to introduce a revolutionary
new product for women in several markets. The original plan was to do it
with station breaks on a saturation basis. But this salesman studied the
problem and pointed out that we might
do better if we bought participations
as well in some of the long-established
disk jockey and homemaker programs.
He came up with the facts indicating
how loyal the audiences were for some
of these shows and made out a good
case for the theory that a new product
needs to tie in with the endorsement
it can get from local personalities. As
a result, we're trying it his way. Other
salesmen who didn't bother looking into the client's problem and objective
SPONSOR

-

would just submit availabilities
quested.
"Some salesmen make fools of
selves when they come in to
something at you which makes no

as re-

NORTH

thempitch
sense

CAROLINA

IS THE SOUTH'S
No. 1 STATE

at all for your client. They 'I bring you
a show that has a terrific rating — all
bobby soxers — to sell some product for
adults over 35!"

North

Sales

NORTH

"When I ask for facts, I want them
neatly and clearly written down. I dislike the man who sends over a marked
up station program schedule or wants
to dictate his information to my secretary over the phone. My favorite sales-

to WPTF

SALESMAN
Hoi J)
■
50,000

NRfi WPTF 50»£

ll

UU

thusiasm and after they've left you
realize they haven't given you enough
facts to justify the buy they've been
crowin gabout. You can't take the
salesman's adjectives up to the account
executive and sell him. You need real
ammunition. My favorites among the
old hands understand what you're up
again and work with you. If the client
feels he needs a complete statistical
breakdown on each station and market,
it's prepared for you.
11 FEBRUARY
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If it's success

• ALSO WPTF-FM •

AFFILIATE for RALEIGH, DURHAM
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

680

I

and Eastern North Car

FREE

& PETERS,

Inc.

In Canada
more people listen *to

CFRB
Toronto

because that's what spot is often for
— flexible selling when you've got an
urgent sales problem."
Understands the agencies
"A lot of your younger rep salesmen don't even know how an agency
works. They have no idea that you have
to sell the account executive and the
client on your decisions. They come in
here and whoop it up with that en-

Than to Any

Other Station

you need. That's just a waste of time
for everybody."

don't think so. Most of it is the way
the salesman applies himself in order
to handle all requests systematically.
The man I respect is no dawdler. You
have to get fast service in this business

Survey

Other Southern State.

More North Carolinians Listen

don't care about that as long as it's
clear. On the other hand, some go too
far with presentations and load you
down with more charts and lists than

"I like the rep salesman who gives
you the information you want fast.
Some men come right back at you consistently. Others invariably take time.
It could be argued that their speed depends upon the company they work for
and the stations they represent. But I

Management

Than Any

CAROLINA'S

man assembles what he's got to say so
that it's easy to understand. Sometimes
his presentation isn't even typewritten
but is pencilled out to save time. I

He's no dawdler

Carolina

Rates More Firsts In

He puts the facts on paper

82nd

IN

POPULATION

regularly than to
any other station

F your radio campaign includes
the first 100 markets according to
Population — then over 234,000
Quad-Citians are among your targets.

*^The 1950 BBM figures show
1 CFRB's coverage as 619,050
daytime and 653,860 night time — more
than one-fifth of the homes in Canada,
concentrated in the market which accounts for 40% of Canada's retail sales.

CFRB
Representatives:
United

States:

Canada:

Adam

All-Canada

J.

Young,

Radio

Jr.

Facilities

Incorporated
Limited

WHBF enjoys the respect and good
will of the Quad-City area — a progressive community which it has
supported
and served for over 25

stories about his type of product he
wants, the salesman tries to get them."
Adapts to your needs
"I'm a mail-order buyer and our approach isquite different from ordinary
timebuying. We're after time with a
past history of successful use in producing sales by mail. The more good
time we get, the more we buy. The
opportunities are unlimited once a
product gets rolling because the more
time we buy, the more sales we can
make. But many salesmen call on us

510 MADISON
[Continued from ]>age 10)
to give you a picture, personally, of
how they serve, have built and intend
to meet their own local problems to
give better service to the farmers and
listeners.

they don't want to learn. They keep
walking in here, but rarely have anything to sell. But there are several outstanding rep salesmen who call on us.
They keep searching their availabilities

Suppose you know that KWTO was
one of the National Farm Safet) winners this year and was cited especially
for outstanding and exceptionally
"fruitful" farm safety program. Along
with this same thought, our Farm
Safety Director has just won second
place this week for the best job being
done for a cooperative.
It is surprising the calls that Farm
Service Directors are getting for public speaking engagements. Our own
Farm Service Director, Loyd Evans, is

for time we can use. They've helped
lots of stations to blossom out with
billings they would never have had
otherwise.

unable to fill all the requests he receives.
Leslie L. Kennon
.455/. Mgr., KWTO

with a step-child attitude. They don't
know anything about mail order and

"Of course, the reason for the reluctance of many salesmen to work
with us is that mail-order is harder to
handle. If we contract for four weeks
of time and the item flops after one
week, we must rush in and substitute
another product. That means last-minute hassles over new copy or disks.
Too, many mail order items are shoddy
(though our agency and many others
won't handle 'shlack' deals). That can
give stations a black eye with listeners.
But the intelligent salesman calling on
mail order agencies realize that all mail
order isn't bad. He can make plenty of
billings for his stations if he adopts
a prejudice-free attitude.
He doesn't get the blues
"I'm thinking of a young salesman
who isn't easily discouraged the way
some of the beginners are. Our agency
doesn't have much spot billing at present and the salesmen who come in here
are often disappointed. But every once
in a while we place a big schedule, and
there are good prospects on the horizon. The youngster I admire doesn't
adapt a mournful attitude and keeps
plugging here. Every once in a while
we give him a good order after weeks
when nothing's been doing. The trouble with most of the other beginners
they send to us is that they soon lose
ith. An experienced salesman has
perspective and knows his persistence
will pay off. He has an interest in his
work so that he remains cheerful even
when the cash register doesn't jingle
frequently."
• * •

Springfield, Mo.
I read with great interest your article on the use and non-use of farm radio by our big advertisers. There is
certainly a great fund of advertising
money which is not now being properly divided among the media.
Here at WTIC we have promoted our
morning farm programs with some success and we think that it will continue
to
of be
the one
day.of our most lucrative periods
One of our promotions was the establishment of a $25,000
revolving
fund for the purchase of purebred cattle for our young 4-H Clubbers. We
feel that this has been one of the most
successful projects we have ever done.
Paul Morency
Vice President
WTIC, Hartford, Conn.

We read your article "Why don't adRESULTS

PROVE

500,000

MEXICANS

IN CREATER

LOS ANGELES
LISTEN

TO 6 HOURS

OF

SPANISH
PROCRAMMINC
KWKW

DAILY

ON

KWKW-FM
ASK AND
FOR JOE

SPONSOR

vertisers use more farm radio?" in the
1 1 January issue with a great deal of
interest.
\\ e are quite proud of our serviee to
the farm ana of Butler County and the
excellent job of radio service to that
area performed by our Farm Director,
John Turrel. We were also proud to
be listed with the 127 stations with
programing for farmers. However, we
aic also proud of our call letters,
\\ Bl T. and a little chagrined to find
you listing us as \\ BIT. We can only
hope that any national or regional advertiser seeking the ear of the rural
communit} or farming community of
Butler County addresses inquiries to
WBUT.
Congratulations on a very fine and
time!) article.
Philip B. Hirsch
Manager, WBUT, Butler, Pa.

Undoubtedly you realize that not
only the article but the extra manner
in which it was presented gives our association the greatest kick-off we might
have in our project for the next year.
Words won't express my thinking of
the manner in which it launches the attack. Iam calling it to the attention of
everyone possible.
Incidentally, what happened to the
reprint idea? It may be too late now
but you were going to indicate what
reprints would cost in case I could afford to buy a few for our campaign.
In case the print idea is out, how
about seeing if circulation can spare
me 25 or 30 copies with, of course, the
necessary bill attached.
Again thanks for getting us off to
such a fine start for selling the National Association of Radio Farm Directors.
Sam B. Schneider
President, NARFD
KVOO, Tulsa, Okla.

Congratulations on your fine article
on farm radio in your recent issue of
SPONSOR.
The farm radio story should do
much to awaken both broadcasters and
advertisers as to the advantages of using farm radio.
Please send us 50 reprints as soon as
the) are available. Please inform us
what charge there will be on this.
Ken Quaife
Prom. Mgr.
WOW,
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Omaha

ONE SHOT STORY OK
Just read the "one shot" article in
the 14 January issue and wish to say
"thank you"' for the fine job you did
on our client, Motorola.
Bernard Zwirn
Director of Publicity
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

SUGGESTION

BOX

I have a "beef." Nothing serious —
but to me anyway it would help a lot
if all your pages were numbered. I
have noticed that the pages towards
the back of the book are numbered, but
those at the front, particularly where
the main articles start, are quite often
When

referring articles to the attention of others it is a great convenience to be able to use the correct page
number without checking back to find

PLUS
ABC

Kens

KHB6

BEST
Washington's

it. sponsor is well read in this office
and many articles are clipped for later
attention. Having each page numbered
makes it that much easier for all concerned.
C. C. J. Follett
Assoc, of Canadian Advertisers
Toronto, Canada
Thanks

for

the

suggestion.

TV DICTIONARY

ABC-MBS Twin Falls, Idaho

MORNING

• Reprints of SPONSOR'S I I January article
"Why don"! advertisers use more farm radio?"
are available in single copies or quantity.
Kates

•

in the
FIRST FARM MARKET
in the Intermountain West

IN THESE MARKETS
its A.M.

Reader

Follett.

USEFUL

Enclosed is our check for $8.00 to
cover the purchase of four (4) additional TV Dictionary/Handbooks for
use by our agency executives.
Mabel A. Delp
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Inc.
Detroit
• SPONSOR'S TV Dictionary/Handbook for
sponsors, containing over 1,000 terms and useful Addenda information, is available free on
request by subscrihers.
Extra copies, $2.00.

Ask your John Blair man for 95
the whole WWDC story

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

value of these short shorts. And late
in December Westinghouse Radio Stations unveiled a plan which permits an
advertiser to earn a 20% discount by
buying schedules of breaks on its stations in Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Portland.
There is little doubt in our mind
that the station break will come back.
It will come back as radio comes back
— and radio is showing increased vitality every day. It is up to radio to price
its nighttime breaks realistically. There
are many examples of price-heavy 20second announcements that must be

Should

station

breaks

go begging?

Hardest hit of all radio buys with the
1951 avalanche emergence of TV was
the nighttime station break. Stations
in both TV and non-TV areas complained (and still do ) that the betweenprogram availabilities that used to have
advertisers standing in line weren't
getting even a nibble.
sponsor took note of this situation
in its 3 December 1951 issue. Schwerin
studies were cited revealing that the
impact of the 10 and 20 second station
break, when properly done, compares
favorably with many a one-minute announcement.
Since then we have noted a marked
pickup in station-break interest. Some
of the big advertising agencies, for example, are working hard to convince
clients that station breaks are a top
buy. Several station representatives,
notably CBS Radio Sales and Free &
Peters, have gone all out to show the

rate adjusted before advertisers become inerested again.
We doubt that the SRO sign will be
put up for the station break in 1952.
But it's apparent that the bottom of
the break depression has been reached.
Not long ago a station manager in a
non-TV area said that his nighttime
breaks, previously sold out, were available 100%. We'll be surprised, with
the big push on by agencies, reps, and
stations, if that's true at the end of '52.
And many an advertiser should profit
thereby.
Fee TV
With the push that is being put behind research and development of subscription TV many thoughtful advertisers and broadcasters are keenly interested in learning how it will affect commercial TV.
Subscription TV (a term that some
proponents of Fee TV dislike) includes
a variety of systems now in the experimental stage permitting viewers to receive specified programs on payment

of a fee. Three formulas now being
readied for FCC approval are Phonevision, a telephone-linked technicpue
tested in Chicago during 1951 and vigorously pushed by its originator, Commander E. F. MacDonald of Zenith;
Telemeter, a coin-box technique owned
50% by Paramount Pictures and being
improved by top-notch electronic scientists; Skiatron. currently tested over
WOR-TV.
Paramount Pictures is willing to invest heavily in Telemeter which, it
probably feels, may some day gross
better box offices than all movie theaters combined. But Paramount sees its
fee TV as far more than pictures only.
It envisions sports events, political
events, musical concerts, training
courses, operas — virtually anything for
which a suitable box-office can be anticipated.
Aside from the TV facilities that
must be made available for such nonsponsored televising, fee TV may build
up as a strong competitive force to
sponsored-TV for rights to important
events. Theatre TV has already proved
how serious this factor may become
with its purchase of rights to big boxing cards.
Proponents of fee TV point out,
however, that such competition is
healthy and in the American tradition.
Whether the competition becomes too
^strong to be healthy remains to be seen.
Fee TV will not be a reality until
many more TV stations are on the air.
But as it looks from here we will see
such systems in operation, possibly in
1953, and broadcasters and sponsor
will do well to adjust themselves to a
new competitive force.

Applause
Radio trims its sails
Advertisers found a refreshing note
in the speeches of Harry Bannister, of
WWJ, Detroit, and Dave Baylor, of
WJMO, Cleveland, before two trade
audiences in New York a few weeks
ago. What (lid the impressing was not
so much the soul searching on the part
of the two broadcasters as their forthright, dynamic approach to solving
some of radio's problems. Both
couched their stuff in -alls. realists
96

terms, blueprinted ways for radio to
get back on the offensive track and
strongly preached the idea of stations
in each community cooperating on listener and sales promotion.
Bannister, who talked before the Radio Executives Club, mentioned a lot
of concepts he applied to WWJ on the
"comeback trail," but the nostrum that
especially caught the fancy of advertisers and agencies was the one that
had to do with programing. WWJ
went back to old fundamentals,
and

again started developing local personalities and to block-book them. In other words, rebuilding the station's personality with the town's own personal-

ities.

The point of Baylor's talk before the
BMI Clinic that particularly made hard
sense for the sponsors was that the stastop trying
cut oneconcentrate
another's
throatstionslocally
and toinstead
on replenishing their sales ammunition
and attracting new accounts. Baylor
was harsh on stations — and with reason.
SPONSOR

'IN THE HEART

OF AMERICA
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Team and /£'s

COMPLETE

. . . EFFECTIVE

The KMBC-KFRM Team is still
making broadcast history in the
Heart of America. According to
the 1951 survey of 2,672 interviews with rural and urban
listeners from 141 counties in
the area served by The Team,
made at the State Fairs in
Missouri and Kansas, and the
American Royal in Kansas City,
KMBC-KFRM personalities and
farm program services remain at
the top— and by a wide margin.

categories. The best in radio
programming combined with the
finest of facilities, has built for
The Team a more-than-average
share of the radio audience in
the Heart of America. It is this
loyal audience that insures Team
advertisers day in, day out, complete, effective and consistent
coverage of the great Kansas
City primary trade area. Now,
With KFRM An Affiliate of the
CBS Radio Network, Audiences Will Be Greater Than
Ever Before -As Will Sales of
Team Advertisers' Products!

Year after year, survey after survey turns up the same story—
KMBC-KFRM superiority in all

TO SELL THE WHOLE

HEART

KMBCTHE

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

. . . CONSISTENT!

MIDLAND

OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

IT'S
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a greater audience than all other
Worcester stations combined . . .

WTAG

HOOPER— November

and WTAG-FM

WORCESTER,

1951

MASSACHUSETTS

See l^tufnt&i fr>% *Detatl4,
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of 1952 Olympic
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Woodrow

Wilson served mankind
Thomas Woodrow Wilson, distinguished Virginian and 28th
president of the United States, was a practical idealist.
After leading the nation through the grueling years of
World War 1 he fought tooth and nail to build the League
of Nations as a worldwide Gibraltar of democracy.
His age predated commercial broadcasting by a few
scant years. But we suspect that had radio and television been
available he would have used them to the full. The
persuasiveness of voice broadcasting, the remarkable
ability of radio and TV to be of service, would have meant a
great deal to Woodrow Wilson.
Havens & Martin Stations broadcast in the Wilson
tradition — they broadcast to serve.

WMBG

WCOD

WTVRt

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Philip Morris
to buy second
net AM show

Philip Morris will soon add another half-hour network radio show to
its present "Philip Morris Playhouse" (CBS).
Interest in expanding
its nighttime network radio programing grows out of P.M.'s recent reexamination of its entire broadcast coverage structure.
Firm discovered that, in terms of homes, total audience reached by its 2 TV shows
("I Love Lucy" and "Racket Squad") was way out of balance with total
audience available in both TV and non-TV areas.
Present indications
are that second radio show will also be spotted on CBS.
-SR-

Bab-0 launches
spot campaign
in 8 cities

Bab-0

last

week

launched

spot radio

campaign

in 8 markets

to supple-

ment present coverage including 5-minute MBS news, "Kate Smith Evening Hour" (half hour every other week, NBC-TV).
Campaign will spread
to other cities, has estimated $200,000 appropriation.
Present cities
are Cincinnati, Des Moines, Kansas City, Shreveport,
ta, Raleigh, Charlotte.
Minimum is 15 announcements

Nashville,
per city.

Atlan-

-SRRobert
Hall ups
spot budget 15%,
reaffirms faith
in radio

Robert Hall adds 50 stations to 150-station spot radio schedule, starting 1 March, to coincide with opening of 18 new stores in 9 markets.
Budget
retail

goes up 15% from $1, 000, 000-plus.
Largest air advertiser among
stores, Robert Hall uses saturation approach in Class B time,

mainly radio.
"The new buy reaffirms our continuing faith in radio,"
Jerry Bess, Robert Hall v. p. in charge of radio and TV, told SPONSOR.
"I have traveled the country to markets considered saturated with TV
and found that radio is still potent on a cost and mass-sales basis."
Spring expansion will put firm in 4 new markets — Detroit, McKeesport, Pa., Youngstown, Joliet, 111.
AM coverage
holding up,
study to show

FCC to favor
non-broadcaster
TV applicants

When
next

-SRresults of new BMB-type coverage study now underway are released
November, radio coverage will not be down as far as many in in-

dustry fear. That's indication based on preliminary checkups in 23
widely scattered areas.
New coverage measurement is called Standard
Report, may be last national study for 5 years.
Directing Standard
Report is Ken Baker, former NARTB research director and president of
now defunct BMB (see article page 27).
-SRReports from top network echelons indicate they are coming
sion FCC is bent on dispensing TV allocations to those not
business of broadcasting.
As garnered by nets from recent
philosophy of FCC is that it would be to best interests of
to expand competition in broadcasting as whole.

to conclualready in
hearings,
new medium

-SRLocal bakers
told not to
buy time next
to industry show

Unique

among

institutional

air

efforts

is Bakers

of America

sponsor-

ship of "Hollywood Star Playhouse" (NBC-Radio).
Organization is so
anxious to keep campaign on industry basis it has asked local bakers
to refrain from buying announcements next to show and has requested
stations not to sell them.
Usual pattern when trade organization buys
national program is local effort to capitalize simultaneously via announcements in station break time or other close adjacencies.

: Baltimore.

Mel

REPORT
Which

TO SPONSORS
accounts

are long-range
naturals for AM?

for 25 February

1952

CBS-Radio has embarked on long range study to determine which accounts
have natural affinity for radio and will be firm supporters of medium
over many years.
Network, obviously, is prepared to take any business
that comes along, but it wants to determine which products will find
it preferable to pass up premium expenditures demanded by TV and concentrate on radio where cost per-1,000 is much cheaper:
Case in point
would be aspirin brand which is much less concerned with demonstrating
action than with constant brand-name reminder.
-SR-

Fetzer heads

TV Code
enforcement

When

Television Review Board administering NARTB TV Code goes into action 1 March it will be headed by John Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo, who
directed office of Radio Censorship during World War II.
Completing
committee are J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox Stations; Mrs. Dorothy Bullitt,
KING-TV, Seattle; Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; E. K. Jett, WMARTV, Baltimore.
Consensus is that there's lots of backbone in this
quintet, that all will insist on proper fulfillment of TV Code by member stations. Financed with $40,000 for first year, Code will operate
at start from NARTB headquarters in Washington.
-SR-

My-T-Fine, Cen.
Foods buying
participations

Two longtime radio sponsors are busy buying women's participation
shows.
My-T-Fine is readying 13-week schedule of radio and TV participations in 40 markets.
Birdseye Division of General Foods is seeking
participations

After-midnight
operation
growing AM trend

in women's

shows,

radio-only,

in 50 markets.

-SRAcross U. S. AM stations are increasingly interested in all-night operation. At recent management meeting in Washington, round-the-clock
operation was decided on for most Westinghouse stations.
Already,
KDKA has launched all-night service; WBZ, KYW, W0W0, KEX are all expected to follow suit.
WNBC, New York, meanwhile has launched midnight to 6:00 a.m. symphonic music broadcast, by presstime had 4, 122
letters of thanks from listeners.
-SR-

NBC

Spot Sales

steps up AM-TV
separation

Recent expansion of NBC's spot sales department reflects determination
to further separation of radio and TV operations.
Move creates separate sales manager posts for national sale of radio and TV.
Also
planned are separate radio and TV sales heads in NBC's Hollywood and
San Francisco spot sales offices where one man now handles both jobs.
-SR-

Agencies clear
TV time by
going on road

Agencies

experienced

in clearing

time

for network

TV shows

advise

"pressure will get you nowhere," suggest salesmanlike approach (see
article page 30).
Many agencies are sending "traveling salesmen" on
road to visit stations, show them advantages of shifting schedule to
make room for their clients' shows.
From inception of program, some
station lineups have been increased by from 9 to as many as 55 added
stations.
Few sharpshooters, desperate to clear time, have gone to
extreme lengths, including one who offered station manager Cadillac
for opening up slot, but most have played it straight.
(Please

turn

to page

62)
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WHEC

carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime shows!
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WHEC

carries SIX of the "top ten" evening shows
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MEN, MONEY
& MOT.VES
510 MADISON
NEW AND RENEW
MR. SPONSOR: H. H. REICHHOLD
P. S.

The I?J52 mill: Facts and figures
New BMB-type study, due next fall, will supply advertisers,
stations with up-to-date coverage figures

agencies,

and

TV RESULTS
MR. SPONSOR
ROUNDUP

The agency traveling salesman clears TV time
By sending out personal reps, ad agencies have not only improved
lineups for clients, but have strengthened
agency-station
relations

station

30

ASKS

WHAT'S NEW IN RESEARCH?
AGENCY PROFILE: JACK PURVES
RADIO COMMERCIALS ONLY
SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Highballing with radio
Railroads on the air have been a relative rarity, but the N. Y. Central finds
early-morning
spot radio a real revenue
builder

What every young timebuyer shotild know

Sponsors urge: Stop tagging transcribed shows
Is the

FCC's law about "labelling" transcriptions and film programs
chaic? Many of the leading admen SPONSOR interviewed thinV so

38

ar-

WDEL-TV, Wilmington, being "sold" by Les
Blumenthal. asst. bus. mgr. and dir. of station relations, William H. Weintraub Co. (For
article on TV station clearance, see page 30.)

U. S. Tobacco glamorizes the dealer
When

Hon

Editor

an advertiser has a TV program which acts as a full length comm

cial an-<

is still a hit with the

audience,

he's

lucky— like

U.

Farm

Radio

Promotion

& President:

Noi

an R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer:
Elaine Couper
Executive Editor: Ben Bodec

S. Tobac

Glenn

Managing
Editor: Miles David
Senior Editor: Charles Sinclair

Purina profited by farm station contest

Nearly 60 stations participated in Ralston's "Purina
Contest"; good will, sales zoomed to new high

COVER: To clear TV slots for network clients,
agencies send executives a-calling. They show
kinescope of program to station managers,
sell him on its strong points. Shown here (at
right) during pitch is Clair McCollough, wellknown head of WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa., and

42
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Anyone for football...?
ryone is for football. That's why football is definitely for anyone
1 anything to sell . . . and this is definitely the time to do some-

contests for 1952 . . . every play covered by four cameras to catch all

g about it. "& So get set now to make your play for faster sales,
;er audiences with All American Game of the Week . . .

& Here is the package

usive films of 1952 games between standout teams like these:

eleven top football games plus the Season's Highlights in Review,
and a Rose Bowl Preview. 13 solid weeks to sell solidly for you

of the color, all of the rock-and-sock action with close-up intensity.

iy, Michigan, Notre Dame, Navy, Ohio State, Illinois, California,
C, Washington, Alabama, Tulane, Kentucky, Texas, S.M.U.,

All American

Game

of the Week

will deliver to you with hot-off-the-gridiron speed . . . next season's

lor, Indiana, Michigan State, Northwestern, Oklahoma,

■fr For full information on All American Game of the Week,
including a print of a typical All American film by Sportsvision,

>raska, Stanford, U.C.L.A., Columbia, Yale, and others,

write, wire or call our nearest sales office: Sunset at Van Ness,

lusive ? Absolutely. Only Sportsvision can film these games for
30-minute wrap-ups of the greatest inter-collegiate football

Hollywood 28, HO 9-6369. 25 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17,
MU

6-7543. 612 Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, MI 2-5231.

Consolidated

Television Sales

a division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc.

Robert .1. Landry

ill litiw
Baby talk in politics
'I ho enthusiastic \ oung persons- and not so young — some of them
admen, some of them actors, many of them clearly amateurs — who
organized, conducted and dominated the recent midnight rally for
Eisenhower in Madison Square Garden obviously thought they were
making history. They were; but not in the way they fancied. Instead they were providing a basic lesson, and a basic inventory, of
what a political rally, with TV tied in, ought not to do and ought
not to be.
That it was a dull television show has been vividK attested b) Jack
Gould of The New York Times. You could tell that it would be dull
from the Garden itself where the confusion could be viewed in broad
perspective. Also in the Garden, if one sat outside the kleig lights
and wasn't blinded by them and partisan zest, one could see some
thousands of empty seats top side which mocked the frequent boasts

Don't buy
half a market!
1 ,096,635 San Franciscans spent
about $1 V2 Billion last year. BUT
remember, 1,444,132 OaklandEast Bay residents spent even
more!
SO, when you think of San Francisco, don't forget the tremendous Oakland-East Bay Market.
* KROW blankets Oakland and
the East Bay at LOWER cost-per1000 than ANY other station . . .
AND it covers San Francisco, too!
CPULSE, Sept. -Oct., 1951 )
TAKE YOUR TIP from the more
than 145 local, regional, and national advertisers who regularly
use KROW as RADIO'S BEST BUY
for the San Francisco AND Oakland-East Bay Area.
Write or phone Alan Torbef or Jock
Grant for facts and figures today. . .

of young persons shouting into the mikes: "They said we couldn't fill
the Garden at this hour!"

* * *

But a moderate percentage of empty seats at midnight is a mere
detail. Admittedly there was a real organizational job done in drawing 15,000, more or less not mattering. The truly serious emptiness
was in the program. For 90 minutes nothing much happened and
nothing, almost literally, was said. To quote Gould, "How the
supporters felt was shown clearly on the screen: why they felt as they
did. which was what really counted, was not shown."
Here the lesson begins. A TV spectacle needs a script. Mere
spectacularity won't suffice. Plainly there had been forethought
about "visual" angles — per the cowboys from Texas, the Mummers
from Philadelphia. But a rally in praise of a man must give reasons,
provoke thought, sell the man. The Bandwagon didn't sell Ike, it
sold a song about Ike. It was one long song plug, and hawkers went
up and down the aisles selling sheet music.

Worst aspect of all, to this observer, was the constant reiteration of
the juvenile catchphrase "Who Want Ike?" Catchphrases helped
put over Jack Pearl, Ben Bernie. Joe Penner. Amos 'n' Andy and the
advertising hand, a heav\ one this time, seemed evident in the "Who
Want Ike" parrotting. That youngsters in the Garden rose to the !
bait is conceded; but when will they be voting? Meanwhile this
column dares rebuke the low estimate of the American constituency
implied by this catchphrase-inongei ing. We come out four-square
and ringingh against an\ and all baby talk in politics. "Who Want
Ike?"
Listening over in Paris. Eisenhower must have had the colic
I Please turn to page 68)

There is
no such thing
as a
television
home
Proof? It's all in a startling new WNEW

report,

along with evidence of just how big New York radio is —
of how fabulously big WNEW

is today —

offer four years of television.

Copies are available to advertisers and agencies upon request.
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It pays to buy the giant economy six

WBBM haj
than the ne^l
station

* Projections based on 1951 averages, Pulse of Chicago.

aore audience

I Chicago
i . combined!
W BBM

Chicago's Showmanship Station

Phone WHitehall 4-6000, Chicago-or any
CBS Radio Spot Sales office— for availabilities.

Talk About Results

tali sou

KMA
Shows Cost Per Order
of On I if 1/2 «*«»n<
on SOFSKIN
CREME

HI
m just one announcement recent>n one of Bernice Currier's 9 a.m.
programs came a flood of 2679
cards and letters in reply to a Sofskin Creme sample offer! Broken
down cost-wise, KMA produced results for this sponsor at the amazingly low cost-per-order of V2 cent!
It is just one more testimonial to
the way KMA consistently outranks
other stations in producing fast action. KMA listeners are a special
nid-western breed of dyed-in-thevool radio fans who have grown up
rith their radio dials turned to 960.
But (we unmodestly admit) these rets aren't new to us. The terrific
way our thousands of loyal listeners
espond to KMA-advertised prodjcts used to shock us — but now it's
ust a day's work to us. It can be
ill in a day's work for you, too!

KMA
SHENANDOAH,
Avery-Knodcl,

IOWA
Inc.

SUPER COOPERATION
On December 3rd the Town Crier, a
local newscast sponsored by the Atlantic Refining Companj on \\ BBQ, Augusta, reported the apprehension of a
one-armed man wanted for passing bad
bills in several cities ranging all the
wa\ from Detroit to Augusta.
\ follow up of the stor\ 1>\ the Town
Crier disclosed that Charley Pond, one
of the principal Atlantic Refining Company dealers in Augusta, and a cosponsor of the program, was the man
who had caught the counterfeiter.
How close can sponsor-station relations get?
John W. Watkins, Manager
WBBQ. Augusta, Georgia
ATLANTIC

A VETERAN

sponsor for 3 December carried an
item as follows: "Atlantic Refining
, Company (via N. W. Ayer) is experimenting, to tune of an estimated $100.000, with 5-minute newscasts over 30
stations
Virginia,
As we inboth
know, North
rumorsCarolina."
in radio
and television move with jet speed but
must be classed as unguided missiles,
and often contain errors of fact. In
this case Atlantic was not experimenting, because the company has sponsored newscasts for a number of years
in several southern states. And the
stations involved in Virginia and
North Carolina will amount to about
a dozen when final arrangements are
completed, rather than 30.
These are not important errors but
the) have caused some embarrassment
to us. I mention them to vou not as
a formal complaint, but because it
gives us a chance to offer to check for
you an) future items concerning our
clients, and to give you a quick and
accurate report.
Richard I'. Powell, V.P.
X. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.

THOSE

TV RESULTS

We find that ue often use your published success stories on television, especiall) in your hand) form that you
put out incorporating a lot of TV reMilt stories in one magazine.

1 here is one addition which we feel
would be quite helpful and that is, in
addition to having a published date on
the issue. you indicate the span of
months covered b\ all the results published in the book.
We will appreciate anything you can
do in adding this information to your
next report, which we understand is
due to come out \er\ shortl) .
\\\i Wright
7. Waller Thompson Co.
Sew York
•

TV

WHY

RESULTS.

NOT

I<>.>2

FARM

F.liiion.

will

ha>.- ih.

i~-

RADIO?

The article on radio farm broadcasting in your 14 January issue is
really a honey. It should help RFDs
a great deal, and 1 know we all appreciate it.
I hope that before long we will have
another success story from the standpoint of farm television. On 11 February, four of five 15-minute television programs will be sponsored. W e
are running the show at 12:30 to 12:45
noon Monday thru Frida\. Mlis-Chalmers is picking up the Monda) .
Wednesday. Friday shows. The mere
fact that we are getting the farm machinery people to do the job on a local
station is something, because as you
know, farm machinery boys have not
gone along with RFDs to the extent
that they have given business to farm
magazines and papers.
Mal Hansen
Farm Service Director. WOW
Omaha, Neb.
As a radio farm director, may I sa)
thanks to you for the very generous
space and the fine position you saw fit
to give farm radio in your 14 Januar)
issue.
Hkrb Plambkck
WHO, Des Moines. loua
READERS' SERVICE
Thank \nu \er\ much for the teal
sheets of watch company stories you
sent recently. They have proved \er\
helpful and it was most kind of you to
go to all that trouble for us.
K \ 1 iiKRiNE Dodge
Asst. Librarian
McCann-Erickson, Inc.. \ . ) .
•
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THEY'RE TOPS in
promoting the farm radio

>S£ B

advertiser's products to
America's most
important consumer . • •
THE FARMER.
Merchandising the farm radio
advertiser's product to rural consumers
requires special "KNOW HOW."
These winning stations in Ralston

Farm editor Bob Nance, center, interviewing Purina
feeding advisor Johnny De Busk, left, and Purina store
manager Walter Korba in ftussiaville, Indiana. Station
manager John Jeffrey shown in inset.

WIOU, Kokomo, Indiana
FIRST PRIZE WINNER...

Purina's Farm Radio Promotion Contest
have this know-how. They give the
farm advertiser skillful promotion on
and off the air . . . the kind that builds
sales . . . and makes the cash register ring
. . . for the advertiser . . . and the station!
THE

PURINA

FARM

PROMOTION

RADIO
CONTEST

was open to all stations broadcasting a
Purina Chows program. Prizes are
awarded to stations that did the
most consistent, effective and original
promotion on Purina radio programs
between October 1 and
December 15, 1951.
RALSTON

PURINA

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

2, MO.

Farm Editor Harry Martin
WFBM, Indianapolis, Indiana
TIED

FOR

SECOND

PRIZE...

Manager Howard Stanly
WEAM, Arlington, Virgi
TIED FOR

SECOND

PRtfi

est Farm Radio Merchandisers

mi — Vineland, New Jersey
Fred Wood, General Manager

WDZ — Decatur, Illinois
Frank Schroeder, General Manager

KDET — Center, Texas
Tom E. Foster, Manager

HONORABLE
KOLT .
WIBW.
KFAB .
WJAG
WRAG
WJAY.
KSFA .

MENTIONS:

Scottsbluff, Nebraska
. . Topeka, Kansas
. Omaha, Nebraska
. Norfolk, Nebraska
Carrollton, Alabama
. Mullins, Alabama
Nacogdoches, Texas

Because of the exceptional quality of all
entries, the judges' decision was not easy.
The judges ask that we congratulate the
many other stations entered in the contest.

KTUC — Tucson, Arizona
Lee Little, Manager

PING RURAL

AMERICA

WAVU — Albertville, Alabama
Jesse Culp, Farm Agent

PRODUCE

0 LIVE BETTER . . . SINCE 1894

MORE .

7*t c>v€Ut4vtuertMost people tune in WFBM-TV!'
Says P. H. CASTRUP, Radio and TV Sales
1014 East Franklin Street, Evansville, Indiana

IN SETS ON WFBM-l
IN DIANA

WlOMS

POl

'WFBM-TV gets a major
share of Evansville's
audience"

Says AL BOSLER, in charge of
Radio-TV Service for the
Inset shows the fine antenr
installation of the Bob Schai
Company.

BOB SCHAAD CO.
3229 W. Franklin Street
Evansville, Indiana

• Way down in Evansville, Indiana — 164 miles from
Indianapolis — many viewers claim WFBM-TV

as their

favorite station, not only because the programs are good
but also because /'/ comes in best!
All of which points up the big BONUS

you get when

you buy this great Hoosier station. In addition to the
212,350 TV sets installed within its 60-mile radius,
your programs on WFBM-TV get a "free ride" over
the air waves to additional thousands of televiewers far
and beyond the station's 60-mile area.

WFBM-TV,

on channel 6, is doing a wonderful

job for scores of profit-minded advertisers. You'll •
to be in on this truly big deal for a big 1952!
*Source: BROADCASTING

WFBM

-TELECASTING,

February

18,

1952

Radio Is First in Listening, Too!

• First in the morning! • Fikst in the afternoon!
• and a Great Big First at Night! 50% more listeners at night than any other Indianapolis station.
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Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
FORMER

AFFILIATION

Adolph L. Block, Portland, acct e
William II. Weintraub, N.Y.. acct
Foo'.e, Cone & lidding. N.Y., vp
Dan II Miner Co, LA., acct ex.
.rey, N.Y., tv prod super*
ithal Co, N.Y., copy chief
Whit.- Rock C. ., N.Y., adv mgr
■, Wash.,
acct exec
CBS-TV,
N.Y.. dir
Frank C. Nahser, Chi.,
McCann-Erickson, N.Y.,
Block Drug Co, Jersey C
Atherlon & Currier, Tor

McCann-Erickson Ltd, Londoi
super* European operations
William H. Weintraub, N.Y., mi
Roberts & Reimers, N.Y., gen i
R. T. O'Connell, N.Y., vp
Benton & Bowles, N.Y., researcl
Ruthr.iun* & Ryan, N.Y., sr cop
Strauchen &
Ruth. ,.,IT &
Wrightman.
NCAA, N.Y.,

McKint, Cincinnat
Ryan, L.A., vp
IM.il... partner
tv prog dir 19S1

NEW

AFFILIATION

Bird Advertising,
Same,
vp

Portland,

Biow,
S.„,c,

chief

N.Y.,
vp
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copv

D. Richards.

N.Y.,
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WCLC,

Flint.
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Same & Smith, Portland,
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Simoi Detroit,
*i in charge
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M.
C.
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E.

...... I. .,.,.!;- ing dir

McCar vp
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McCann-Erickson.
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exec
prod, dir
research dir
operations
merchandising
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>tt Kimball, N.Y., vp
Allen, Portland, acct exec
raulT & Ryan, L.A., vp (Pacil
an, Prentis & Varley, N.Y.,

l

Cecil & Presbrey, N.Y., asso
ai*.
St. Georges & Keycs, Balto., acct
Warwick & Legler, N.Y., radio-tv
Paul J. Steffen, Chi., ropy chief,
Same, head all field merchandising
Scheldeler, Keek & Werner, N.Y.,
Same, also radio, tv copy dir
Emil Mogul. N.Y., merrhandising,

ii

i category
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KBKW.
KWSII.
WDSC,
WLOH,
w >l \\.
■ M(.U.

Aberdeen, W
Moldcnvillc-S.
Dillon, S. C.
Princeton. W.
Springfield, I
Meadville,
P

WATTAGE

FREQUENCY
1470 kc

1,000

|
MANAGEMENT
Adela de ... Cairell. managing dir

1 '

Affiliations
FORMER

OPENING DATE
Mid-Feb.

AFFILIATION

NEW

AFFILIATION

ABC
(eff I Mar)
ABC
\lt( (eff I Mar)

The

terested in radio in general, and the Iowa market
in particular. Incidentally, the 1951 Survey again
reveals that WHO with its Clear Channel and

1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* discloses that radio-set ownership in Iowa is at a
startling all-time high. Multiple-set homes are
now in the majority in Iowa, whereas in 1940
less than one home in five had two or more sets !

50,000-watt voice is by all odds Iowa's most
listened-to station. Write for your free copy today!

The following chart graphically illustrates why

**according to the 1949 Surrey

it is no longer valid to assume a single, "family
radio" within the house — a premise on which
much radio audience research has heretofore
been based.
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF USABLE SETS
PER IOWA HOME
(Top figures based on all homes interviewed;
other figures based on radio homes only.)

1940 1945 1951
SURVEY SURVEY SURVEY
PERCENTAGE

+/©r Iowa PLUS +
ines

. . . 50,000 Watts

OF HOMES OWNING:

1 or more radios
2 or more radios
3 or more radios

91.4% 97.9%
18.2% 38.5%
4.4% 9.1%

98.9%
50.3%
15.0%

In addition, the 1951 Survey shows that 88.2%
of all Iowa families own automobiles, of which
62.7% have radios. Iowans also own thousands
of other "non-home sets" — in barns (14.6% of
Iowa barn owners have barn radios) and in
trucks (9.7% of all Iowa's family-owned trucks
have radios**).
Radio-set ownership is only one of many important topics covered by the 1951 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey. Its 78 pages of reliable, helpful
information make it "required reading" for every
advertising, sales or marketing man who is in25 FEBRUARY
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FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

what n

bil:

Any system of interconnected lines,
spread out in the right places,
can serve as a net. The bigger it is,
and the stronger its mesh,
the better a net works.
Of all the nets serving U.S.
advertisers, the biggest and strongest
is the radio one called Mutual.
Here are 550 connection-points
in 48 states (nearly double
any other net's) and at each
of these points are local-level
experts unmatched in ability at
catching and holding listeners.
Measured by listeners, the Mutual
net is catching a steadily larger
share of radio audience than
a year ago — day and night, all
week long. (N.R.I., Jan. -Nov. ,'50 vs.
Jan. -Nov. ,'51 — latest available.)
Measured by advertisers, the Mutual net
is the only one to win a gain in
radio billings — up 12%, '51 over '50.
Measured by competitors, the Mutual
pattern is now inspiring imitative
efforts by all other radio nets.
Measured any way you please, the
Mutual net is ready to help you haul in
new profits for '52. Come aboard with
Mister PLUS . . . and learn how
this net can work for you.

the MUTUAL net
of 550 affiliates

since

1919

CFCF
has been
making

friends
in Montreal.
• • • •

your

friends

when you
choose . . .

Canada's
first
station

Reichhold Chemicals, the world's largest producer of synthetic
resins, now maintains 27 plants throughout the world (nine of them
in the U. S.) and sales outlets in nearly every country on the globe.
But in 1925, as Beck, Koller & Company, it started on a shoestring.
Owner of the shoestring was German-born Henry H. Reichhold,
then 24, who built it into a chemical empire which he alone controls
as sole owner-stockholder. Yet he's virtually unknown to people outside the chemical industry or Detroit, his first plant site.
Appreciative Detroiters remember him as the principal supporter
for six years of the city's symphony orchestra. Reichhold's love of
good music and a desire to share it with others led him into his first
broadcast sponsorship in 1944. It was then he took over the Sunday
Symphony Hour on ABC formerly sponsored by Ford, and he continued this sponsorship until 1948. His modest identification: This
program is brought to you by Henry H. Reichhold of Reichhold
Chemicals, Incorporated.
All told, Reichhold contributed over $2,000,000 for the orchestra's
support plus four to five hours of work daily overseeing its management. This during the years of RCI's greatest expansion — in 1942
sales were $10,000,000; in 1951, $100,000,000; $150,000,000 is a
1952 estimate.
Now in his first TV venture, Town Meeting of the Air (8 ABCTV stations, coast to coast), Reichhold furthers his idea of "corporation philanthropy." He defines it as "the duty of corporations to support the arts in an era when individual philanthropy, because of high
taxes, no longer can do so."
Reichhold continues: "Our TV venture is strictly institutional. We
have no consumer products, our main customers being the automotive, plywood, paper, laundry, and textile industries. We chose
Town Meeting because its viewers are the ones the company wants to
reach to create goodwill — the more discriminating TV audience which

In the U. S— Weed & Co.
in Canada — All-Canada

includes the top level executives our firm services."
Service is the key to Reichhold's success, with Reichhold himself
exemplifying the "personal approach" executive.
Recently, he went twice across the continent, visited nine plants in
less than two weeks. Upon returning he remarked that he had "a
swell rest on this trip."
SPONSOR

's wm

WJBK IS SO POPULAR
WmVDETROITERS..?
FOLKS

HEREABOUT

and WJBK,

LOVE

NIGHT AND DAY, WJBK is first
in news, music and sports . . . the
favorite station of entertainmentlovers all over Detroit.

THE
SHOW
Third
is a
with

TIGERS . . .

for 3 straight years, has

been the key station for the Tiger
baseball network . . . the largest ever

sponsors alike. His
tremendous following is a tribute to
his jazz and popular
platter savvy ... to
his free and easy
manner of delivering
commercials that
pack
a wallop.

built for baseball broadcasts. The enthusiasm of the Detroit fan club— some
2V2 million strong— and the whopping
Hoopers, prove the overwhelming popularity of WJBK . . . and the Tigers.

THE
AND

GENTILE
BINGE

LARRY
GENTILE'S
HOUSEPARTY
... The
V ^Bb^

Z O M SHOW
morning
r|y
--Eafestivi^//<>;^}

DON McLEOD TIME . . . Music,
news and chatter with an appeal to the housewife — that's
"Don McLeod Time." Considered
one of Detroit's top commercial
men, Don McLeod is a natural
at blending announcements into
the general patter . . . for surefire sales results.

<yj/ ties of music and
fun as only Joe and Ralph can
dish it up. For years the chief
attraction for listeners to the
"G and B Show" has been their
unconventional — and highly
successful — rendition of commercials. "Zaniest twosome in
radio", says Liberty magazine.

WJBK

HEADS

HOCKEY

and play-off games for the champion
Red Wings. Al Nagler, play-by-play Red Wing announcer since
1935, is thrilling WJBK hockey fans for the 3rd consecutive year.
WJBK

is considered

Detroit's

greatest

popular forradio
perU
sonality
1 9 years,
'\\ , doing
a fabulou
J$\^>
selling
job for <
reat variety of products. Th<

t

y "Houseparty", from 10 P.M. to
1 A. M., is an all-request music
program irresistible
conducted style.
in Larry's
formal,

The "Ralph Binge Show" and
"Ken Cline Show" are other top
WJBK programs which spell the
answer to your selling problems
in this 5-billion dollar Detroit
market. A check with your KATZ
man will show you that the way
smart advertisers spell success in

games, and key station for the nation's
largest hockey network, WJBK broadcasts all home and important away

wonder

pioneer
disc jockey
in
Detroit,
Lar
Gentile has been a

NET! Exclusive

Detroit outlet for the Red Wing hockey

No

BOB MURPHY
. . . "Tall Boy,
Row" Murphy
real favorite
listeners and

sports

Detroit is W-J-B-K.

medium.

DETROIT
The Station with a Million Friends
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

MADISON

AVENUE,

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ
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"Baseball 1951: on the air, big in
time allotment, advertising and rhu9 April 1951, p. 46
Hundreds of advertisers find baseball
broadcasts the ideal vehicle for boosting product sales
This summer more than 1,000 radio stations will carry play-byplay broadcasts of major league games. Traditionally, these baseball
airings are sponsored by beer, gas-oil, and cigarette advertisers
spending millions of dollars to reach a listenership supposed to be
dominant!) male
But a special survey conducted by the Pulse Inc. of WMCA's New
York Giants broadcasts brings new data to light on audience composition, shows that advertisers
be missing out if they don't
Giant broadcasts from May
market for food, fashion and

looking for a woman's audience may
try baseball. Pulse figures, based on
to September, show a high potential
staple advertisers. Specifically, Pulse

finds that men comprise only 50% of baseball's broadcast listenership. The "'forgotten 50%" are women, teenagers, and children10%
—
50%
33%
part of an audience guaranteeing consistent listenership for 24 weeks.
Pulse's at home audience composition shows this breakdown:
(Listeners per 100 Homes)
May

withCBHIB
• Metropolitan
230,400
• Retail

Population

Sales

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

% of

Av,

Total

See:

"Lydia Pinkham's radio recipe"

Issue:

27 March 1950, p. 30

Subject:

75-year-old
medicineuse offirmthe ain
shrewder-than-ever

$174,670,000

andECEH
• Population
age

Primary

Cover-

1,326,550
• Retail

Sales

$578,089,000

on your schedule

E33
Adam

Young,

National
F.

E.

Jr.

Representative

Busby,

General Managei

lON THE DIAL 710

MOBILE,

ALABAMA

The last quarter of 1951, says Charles Pinkham, company spokesman, was one of the best in recent history of the Lydia Pinkham
Medicine Company. This despite the fact that the fall 1951 budget
was somewhat lower than that of the same period the previous year.
Agency president Harry B. Cohen points out that more careful use
of advertising dollars — based on special analysis of each local market
and more efficient media buys therein — produced more sales for less
money. A new copy approach, stressing scientific evidence of the
medicine's effectiveness, is also given credit.
In the light of the gratifying sales picture, the company has increased its ad budget for the first six months of 1952, still dividing
it about equally between newspaper and radio. Air campaign consists of one-minute announcements and participations on stations in
carefully selected markets around the country.
The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Company has been using radio
since 1938, was spending some $500,000 annually in spot AM in
1950. Approximately the same amount went to newspaper advertising. Since the venerable firm employs no salesmen, responsibility
for sales rests entirely on their radio and newspaper advertising.
Lasl August 1951, the firm, through the Harry B. Cohen Advertising Company, New York (which took over the account last summer) began using a new advertising strategy. In essence, this was to
apportion the a<l budget in each local market on the basis of actual
sales history of the area, rather than relating it to population figures.
Then, in accordance with the agency's "budgel control" policy, the
ratio of sales to expenditures in each market was checked at regular
ninnthh intervals.
SPONSOR

CUSTOM-BUILT

TELEVISION

Television, A.D. 1952, has been engineered into a
fabulously efficient advertising vehicle.

enough to cover film prints, their distribution and
other costs, if any.

And Spot Program television uses all the standard
parts which make TV effective. ..and adds a custombuilt, one-of-a-kind, special body.

These are only a few of the basic advantages of
Spot Program television. If you are planning any
sort of road test of this great vehicle, it will pay
you to examine all the advantages of special-body
TV, designed to your needs.

buy TV by spot and your station-list is shaped to
your own marketing specifications. No unwanted
"must" cities nor "must"
carpet in the cities you
assure audience-holding
markets. Plus. . . savings

AT

THE
488

MADISON

stations to pay for; a red
do want. Film programs
picture clarity in all your
in station rates which are

There are experienced TV salesmen in the Katz
office nearest you, who can demonstrate in detail
why more and more advertisers are saying:
YOU

CAN

DO

BETTER

WITH

ASSEMBLY-LINE

KATZ
AVENUE

25 FEBRUARY
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PRICES

INC • national advertising representatives
.

CHICAGO

.

LOS

ANGELES

.

SAN

FRANCISCO

.

ATLANTA
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unquestioned leadership...
phenomenal following...

with AP NEWS

LSI

"Our top prestige builder."
Harben Daniel
President and General Manage
WSAV, Savannah, Georgia

"52.7% of listening audience

i

Howard Dahl
President and General Manage
WKBH, La Crosse. Wisconsin

/a
Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

THIS

STATION

IS

A

wff

■B8

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
. a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers .. . more than 100,000
daily.
men and women contributing

PRODUCTIVITY talks— PRODUCTIVITY isthe test— PRODUCTIVITY
in leadership and peak audience
listenership! Complete, comprehensive AP news coverage produces results in SALES ... for
the station and for the sponsor.
For information on how you can
gain extra prestige and sales with
AP news, contact your Associated
Press Field Representative, or . . .
WRITE

RADIO

V I S I 0

THE ASSOCIATED

THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

PRESS

In the eyes of Arle Haeberle
*J
About Arle Haeberle

of WTCN

Products are like children:
Special Development Is Often Needed
To Bring Them Out!
In the Minneapolis-St. Paul Market the ability of
Arle Haeberle to "mother"»new products, to work
with Agency and the Advertiser's sales force is
unique in Radio Selling.

Personally tries everything she
sells . . . more than foods, she covers
all fields of women's interests . . .
sells civic projects to housewives
. . . from symphony ... to Legion
Auxiliary ... to dolls for poor kids
... to Red Cross ... to Hospital
Benefits ... to flower clubs ... to
all church groups ... to community
theatres ... to lunch clubs.
Over 50 groups ask her help and
get it. Their memberships get their
news from Arle. They try to make
her president of everything.

\

approach

"They knew his Ml,

to advertising

r

problems!

Her morning show . . . Around the Town ... on
WTCN Radio has built a list of 7000 housewives
who help Arle by trying products and "telling Arle
about them"!
More than a box-top miner . . . her interest extends beyond good delivery of a commercial. For
the advertiser who wants to pre-test a market,
Arle Haeberle delivers a whopping big bargain.
If this kind of plus sounds like what the doctor
ordered for your problem product . . . ask our man
in your reception room to come in !

his voice: and so the friendship of a voice with many

and

Town

people was formed"

TCN -Radio
WTCN-TV

MINNEAPOLIS-

ST.

PAUL

Crier of the Northwest
SPONSOR

BAKER

STANDS

AMID

BOXES

HOLDING

1,500,000 BALLOTS

HE MUST

USE TO GET 670,000 REPLIES.

NOTE

SURVEY

BASICS ON

MAP

THE 1952 Kill!: facts and figures
Data identical to BMB

will go into now Standard

The
Broadci
Me;
ment Bureau died quietl)
last summer

1'Ut a new en\era-e

report

\ irtually identical with BMB will be
published next fall. \ private organization— free of mam of the political
probli ms which besel the industi j -] mi
BMB
has picked up the ball.
The new firm's nun-: Standard Audit and Measurement Services, Inc.
Name of it- new service: Standard
Report.
; the new In m's chief executive: afamiliar one in broadcasting in25 FEBRUARY

1952

Report, duo out November

dustr) circles Kenneth H. Baker.
former N \RTB researeh director and
president of the defunct BMB.
Ballots fur the Standard

Beport go

into the mail 1 March and the report
itsel f comes out next November. \lreadj . enough stations < 375 I ha> e sub- ribed so that Standard is insured of
at least breaking even. No financial
i rises like those whieh dogged the path
n| BMB No. 2 a.v on the horizon.
BMB No. 1 and 2 aroused the wrath
dl

-talion-

all

over

the

I . V

Main

felt their coverage figures were being

misused In agencies who were hypnotized In figures and failed to appreciimportant
sales ate
results
andfactors
extra like
sales station's
impact.
Paradoxically, some big stations felt
small stations gained most from the
studies while small stations saw it the
other wa) round.
Baker faced the same opposition
from man) station- in establishing his
L952 Standard Beport. But, as one advertiser pointed out to sponsor, since
Bakei is 'join- ahead with his stud)
i "\ ei agi data w ill be made a\ ailable
27

WHMA
WAUD

KHUB
Colorado
KRDO
KVOD
KLVC
KLMO
KCSJ

WAPI
WOOF
WMFT
WCOV
WJJJ
WLAY
WJHO
WTBF

Standard
Report's
375
subscribers
to date

List complete as of 19 Feb.
Several call letters omitted
;it subscribers' request

Arizona
KOOL
KTAR

KGHF
KVRH
Connecticut
WTIC
WLIZ

KCNA
KOPO
KTUC
KVOA

Delaware
WJWL

KYUM

Florida
WPIN
WVCG

Arkansas

WNDB
WJAX
WMBR

KFPW
KNEA
KLRA
KUOA
KWAK

WEAT
WNER
WGBS
WDBO
WLOF

California
KAFY
KIEM
KGER
KNX
KCRA
KSBW
KCBS
KSJO
KVOE

WORZ
WFOY
WSIR
WS°B
Georgia
WGPC
WRFC
WAGA

KIST
KSCO
KCOK
KVVC
KFRE

WATL
WERD
WBBQ
w:b

WRDW
WGRA
WDAK

WIOU
WFBM
WJVA

WBU
WGBA
WRBL

WKBV
WBOW

Main
WLBZ
WCSI
WGA

Iowa

WDWD
WFPM
WBML
WMAZ
WTOC

Marylal

WOI
WMT

WJEJ

woe

WHO
KRNT
KSWI

WSAV
WSFT
WLET
WAYX

KDTH
KFJB
KGLO
KWPC

Idaho
KDSH
KGEM

WGU!
WEEI
Massachil
WSA
WEIK
WOC
WTA

KCOM
KAYL
KXEL

Illinois
WBYS
WROY
WDWS
WBBM

Michi:
WFD

Kansas
WTA
WJEI
WOC
WGF

KGGF
KGNO
KVGB

WMI

KOAM
Kentucky
KFBI
WKIC
WLAP

WSOY
WLDS
WNMP
WGGH
WMOK

wsc
WKZ
WDK
WPB
Minnc
KDA

WKYB

WIRL
WOUA
WTAD
WMBD
WNBF

wee

Louisiana
WIBR
WJBO
WLCS

KYSS
KNU

KLFY
KVOL
KLOU
KNOE
WDSU
WWL

wc/

KRO

WCVS
WTAX
Indiana
WTTS
WGBF

Mississ

WG\

on each station whether it subscribes
or not.
Ken Baker's success in organizing a
service which most observers last
spring had relegated to limbo status is
big news for advertisers and agencies.
They have been eagerly awaiting new
BMB-types figures because those from
1949 are now considered obsolescent
— though agencies are still using them.
sponsor surveyed agencies extensively, found a unanimity of longing
for new coverage figures. But, warned
one chief timebuyer, "don't let people
get the impression that BMB-type figures are the end-all of timebuying.
They're just the circulation factor."
Agency timebuyers and account executives said that BMB-type data were
important for three basic reasons:
1. They make buying spot radio
more efficient, allow matching of coverage to product distribution.
2. BMB-type figures show how
man} unduplicated families a network
delivers in each area. This information becomes increasingly important as
advertisers turn to split networks, in
keeping with more flexible network
policy on choice of stations.
3. Fair apportioning of a co-op
campaign's costs among distributors
and dealers is made possible with
BMB-type data, is virtually impossible
28

without it.
The questions and answers which
follow will cover uses of the BMB-type
data as well as other essential facts and
figures for advertisers and agencies.
Q. Why was it necessary for a private organization to replace BMB?
A. Despite the fact BMB No. 2 (vintage 1949) was rapidly becoming obsolescent, NARTB last spring pigeonholed proposals for a new measurement. Too many stations opposed a
new one, its board members felt —
especially because it was feared television had cut coverage of many stations. Since nothing could be done
within the industry, Ken Baker decided
to resign from NARTB and operate a
coverage measurement privately.
Q. How is Baker's new organization
financed and operated?
A. Backer of Standard Audit and
Measurement Service, Inc., is Michael
R. Notaro, owner of Statistical Tabulating Company, probably the largest
firm of its kind in the world. He has
the major financial stake in the firm,
though giving Baker a free hand in its
operation.
The office staff consists of only three
people, Baker and two assistants who
are also BMB alumni, Margaret Brown
and Frederica Clough. All are housed

in one room in the New York office of
Statistical Tabulating Company at 89
Broad Street. When additional personnel are needed, they can be drawn
from Statistical's personnel pool, working for the duration of need only.
Thus operating expenses can be held
to a minimum. In contrast, the old
BMB operated out of an expensive
Park Avenue office, at one time had
two $25,000-a-year executives and a
staff of five in the $5,000 to $10,000
bracket plus their assistants and secretaries. Baker estimates his overhead
is less than 20% of the old BMB.
Q. HowReport
muchcostwill
Ken Baker's
Standard
agencies?
A. One set of Standard Report data
on subscribing stations will be furnished to agencies without cost. Additional sets of data on subscribing stations will be available at a nominal
fee, probably $85. Information on
non-subscribing stations will be available as well, but agencies will have to
pay for it. It would cost an agency
$50 for data on a station with a 10,000
or less weekly audience. Data on a
station with 3,000,000 or more listeners weekly would cost $425. High price
of the non-subscriber data results from
the fact that the information is avail( Please turn to page 93)
SPONSOR
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Agency

representative
i guest stars;

personal

The agency traveling salesman:
he clears fi time

Scramble for program periods in tigl
markets demands personal visits

Mfcftijk Station relations, once the
|T Tw exclusive province of the
*
networks, has now become a
major concern of advertising agencies
as well. Prompted h\ network television's greatest bugaboo — the limited
number of station availabilities, particularlv acute in the 41 one-station
markets traveling representatives have
become a necessarj adjunct to main
of the leading ad agencies.
Because a national advertiser's $15,30

000 or $20,000 program is wasteful
advertising without a national station
lineup, agency representatives are visiting stations in markets where the network has been unable to secure satisfactory time clearance. They are
building their clients' own lineups.
Kudner Agency built networks of
62 stations for Martin Kane, and Texaco Star Theatre — (the latter in the
days before Berle became "Mr. Television"). Benton & Bowles' Red Skel-

ton show is seen in 58 markets; First
100 Years is carried by 59 stations.
The list goes on and on . . . agencies
which have sent personal reps to visit
stations have been able to improve
considerably on network line-ups.
But in addition to their specific
function of station clearance, these
good-will ambassadors have been
strengthening over-all agency-station
relations. Station managers are finall\ coming to believe that the big-town
SPONSOR

BffiS

Ifou- network lineups grew when aaeney used personal contact
PROGRAM

CLIENT

& AGENCY

NETWORK

NO. OF
-i itions m

CI RRENT
NO. OF

i\< i i"iin\

25

STATIONS*

Beat the Clock

Sylvania
Presbrey Cecil &

Big Story

Amer. Cig.—SSCB

CBS-TV

NBC-TV

Crime Photographer

Carter Prod.—SSCB

CBS-TV

First TOO Years

Procter
B&B

CBS-TV

Kraft Theatre

Kraft— J WT

Martin Kane

I). S. Tobacco— Kudner

& Gamble —

34
76

44

78

42

38
7

NBC-TV
79
NBC-TV
25

Racket Squad

Philip Morris — Biow

CBS-TV

Texaco Star Theatre

Texaco — Kudner

NBC-TV

59
44
48
62

7
62

table does not attempt to indicate
•The figures represent only total number of network stations; the
every stat,on where personal contact
the ex en of improvement in kinescope time-effected at almost
have been significant.
Conversely, in some instances factors other than agency effort may
was made

RESULTS

Alert agenc

able to add e
■najor factor i

agency consists of more than 14 vice
presidents and 44 file cabinets.
The people doing this station relations job are for the most part, not
members of a new department, but
rather timebuyers, account executives,
radio and TV vice presidents.
Though the personal representative
is concerned primarily with that nebulous matter, good will, his greatest

determin

i to 55 stations to progra
number of stations it can

agency service. It is a technique- to
aid the nets in a cooperative venture.''
Here is the general feeling around
the agencies with regard to clearance:
Personal representatives can accomplish a good deal by sitting down with

. But agei , figure

a station manager and talking over his
individual problem. But managers do
not want to be told how to run their
stations. They resent pressure and
any high-handedness. If an agency
(Please turn to page 64)

headache is clearance. Here's why:
1. The station is being offered more
programs than it has time available
for, especially in markets of less than
four stations.
2. Local programs jingle the cash
register louder than net programs, because the station keeps most of the billing instead of receiving only the onethird share for carrying a net show.
Lntil years after the freeze is lifted
and many more stations are on the air
— enough for all the networks — there
can be no complete solution. The William H. Weintraub attitude toward
this approach is that agency station
relations men are "not the single answer to clearance, but rather one more
25 FEBRUARY
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R & R's Tom

Slater prepares for trip.

Kinescope is important means of selling show to statio

To avoid TV's impact,

NYC

uses daytime spot shows like WNBC's

Highballing .
with radio „_l
early-a.m. in 1950; now it's standard
/rf7rTvv Hard-pressed by rising expenses and governmentCTy n
^JI^F

fixed revenues, the nation's railroads today have
a Iife-or-death selling job on their hands, yet sel-

dom enlist broadcasting's aid in doing it.
This has happened because railroads generally don't knowhow to go about advertising themselves on the air. Nationally, the Railroad Hour I NBC-radio) of the Association of
American Railroads does a good public relations job for
railroads. Its mission, however, is more to create good will
than to sell tickets for specific trains.
A few railroads do have air campaigns which help to
boost their passenger
traffic, long the 30%
difference
SPONSOR

between "breaking even" on Ereighl
traffic and "getting ahead" For mosl
tines. Bui it takes .1 good advertising
memorj to recall that the Milwaukee
Road, the New Haven I foi its "Show
rrains"), the Chicago and North
Western, Boston & Maine, Lackawanna,
Rock Island, Frisco Lines and Great
Northern to name most of the more

results in actual

ticket sales.

I In-c are the stations and "morning
men"
thai New
York
Central
uses.
\l>ont hall ol the shows are on a Monday-Wednesday-Frida) basis, the rest
are on a five-times-weekl) basis. I ime
segments range from five minutes up to
L5 mmutc-. Imt all are aired between
the hour- oi 7:00 a.m. and 8:15 a.m.

air-minded are selling their travel fa1 Hides in radio and tele> ision.
However, one railroad, the busy,
bustling New York Central, is causing
a good deal of interested comment
these days in railroading circles. For
New

Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Clovola.ul
a

1 ork Central is doing toda\ what

few railroad admen think can he done:
a real selling job w ith radio.

Si.rm-ti, 1,1

In nearly a dozen of the nation's
largest cities, the public's fondness for
tumbling out of bed in the morning
and snapping on its favorite radio

Here's
ed and
directoi
SPONSOR
lime spol

"wake-up" show lias proved a real
passenger revenue-builder. This has
been true for over a year for New York
Central, an S807.000,000-annual business in 1951.
NYC's formula is virtualrj unique
in railroad air advertising. Vhout 1-',
of L952's Sl,300,000 appropriation— in
addition to NYC's -hare of Railroad
Hour'.-, costs goes to sponsor program
segments ol 11 of spot radio's toprated "morning men"' in as main cities.
The campaign is unique both in its
formula for giving local-level airselling
,i reall)

THREE

"'local" approach, and

AIR-SOLD
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New

in its

York

WBZ-A
Car] De Suz<
WtiU
.lolin I.as.vU-s
W I'.l'.M
Jim Conway
\\ok\
UTAM
Jaj Miltner
ckl.w
Tobj David
WISH
Bill Faulkner
KSD
WMAs

Bob

Paul

S

R

Monson

what Jim Webster, red-head\oungish-looking advertising
ol New York Central told
concerning his use of dayradio:

"Our six years in radio have taughl
us that morning radio programing is
our best buy, from the standpoint of
cost and results. After a trial run in
Cleveland in 1946, we started using
spot radio widely in 1947. We used
what a great many other advertisers
used — announcement-. However, the)
were service announcements. That is.
we linked our selling messages with
the "service" of brief weather reports,
both to give public information and to
make our point that the Central offers
top passenger service in all kinds of

Central

weather conditions."
-Oner this began to -how results,"
continued Webster, a 20-yeai veteran
of man) phases "I railroading, "we began to bran< h into programing as a
logical extension of our announcement
campaigns, and into .1 ti ial run for a
year in I \ . We have found that we
gel bettei results b) ha\ ing a well-liked
1 adio pei sonalit) do oui selling foi us,
than b) telling the public directly, fn
other word-, the identification of New
York Central with daytime radio personalities along our lines — like Bob
and l!a\ in New 1 oik. I ob) l»a\ id in
Detroit. Ja\ Miltnei in » ileveland and
Jim Conwa) in Chicago, to name just
a few of them, has 'personalized' our
entire approach. Radio, for New York
Central, lias become a definite part of
our passenger | notion."
Since a sponsor's air efforts are usuallv only as good as his agency, much
credit for New York Central's success
goes to its ad counsel, Foote, Cone &
Belding. Here, the two executives
most concerned with NYC's spol program operations are Harry Frier, the
soft-spoken

NYC

account

executive,

and Lillian
FCB's well-liked, wellknow
n chiel Selb,
timebuyer.
To Harry Frier's way of thinking,
the spot program campaigns of New
York Central are a "sort of multiple
Arthur Godfrey, brought down to a
strictly local level." He had this to
say to sponsor:
(Please turn to page 72 1
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What every young Iimeliui it should knon
I .i mica Nelson, year after retirement, gives pointed adviee in an exclusive to SPONSOR

CE

characteristic of retire■nt is the ability to appraise with unalloyed objectivity and
candor the field, the work, and the peo~
pie to ninth you have been attached
for the major pari of your life. About
a ye.ai li<^ gone by since Linnea VeZson, dean among tirnebuyers, closed
out 24 years of service with J. Walter
Thompson.
That year has had its full
34

measure oj activity what with a husd out
i Mrs.
in William
Babylon,II. /,.
/., she's .
I.noun banas
Kleinhans)
home, and civic affairs. It has also
allotted for the mellowing of thoughts
and opinions that come with looking
backward. Among the honors accorded Miss Nelson when she retired ivas
a scroll from the Advertising Club of
Washington
which made special note

of the fact that the starting point of
her rise "in the highly competitive advertising industry" ivas as a temporary
typist. In the light of this biographical
fact and with the belief that Miss Nelson's experience must contain much
that can be helpful to others, SPONSOR
as led Miss Nelson for what would be
her advice to the younger set in, and
those, aspiring to be promoted to, the
SPONSOR

onlj
temporarily.
goodfolks
for
the business
and theThat's
soonernotthese
are moved out of timebuying, the better it is for themselves, other timebuyers, and for the agencj and its clients.
I r\ to think in terms of being the
besl possible timebuyer, heading up
I he best possible timebuying department. As the business grows so grows
the timebuyer.
Timebuying is a business of ideas,
people and detail — everlasting detail — and you learn to like the last because
of your love for the first two! But as
your job grows, and, assuming you
grow with it, you will have more people working with you on whom you
mav unload much of the detail. Always remember that hanging on to too
much detail, if you have the opportunity to transfer it, hampers your own
progress. This lack of ability to transfer some of the load is what automatically prevents many from progressing.
In many businesses the pioneers had
the toughest job, but not so in broadcasting. With the growth of the business, complexities have arisen that
were not even dreamed of in the early
days — legal, business competition, research, ethics — scores of problems that
make the newcomer wonder how long
it will be before he or she dares to accept the responsibility of signing that
sheet called the contract. All this
means
apply
faster
more

KATZ; TED

FISHER,

PEDLAR

& RYAN

business of timebuying. Overcoming
an initial hesitance to do it because of
what she termed her "ex status," Miss
Xelson prepared the following comments exclusively for sponsor:
With the growth of the broadcasting industry an almost endless supply
of timebuyers will be necessary. Of
course, not everyone wants to be a
timebuyer, and not everyone who
thinks he or she wants to be has the
ability. Too many who work toward
timebuying positions do so merely in
the hope that it will be a fast stepping
stone toward something else and therefore behave as though they are with it
25 FEBRUARY
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that today these people must
themselves diligently and learn
in order to keep up with the
seasoned buyers who are fre-

for the
schedules quently
that "shopping"
the former
wantsame
for
their clients.
In timebuying it is very important
to make people like you. Believe it or
not, you don't have to like everyone
you work with or do business with —
but, if you try, you will find something, even if some small thing, in
every person with whom you come in
contact that you can admire and respect. And that is the thought you
want to bear in mind when doing business with that person — to a point
where he or she is respecting your attitude, ability and intelligence. You
are in a competitive business, and you
want Joe Doakes, who may not be the
best and most lovable salesman in the
world, to give you a crack at some
availabilities or information before he
goes across the street to another buyer.
Give the salesmen an opportunity to
tell their stories, but don't devote the
entire day to this, to the exclusion of

LINNEA

ON

HER WAY

TO WORK

IN

1932, YEAR

other work on your accounts. It will
help if you advise the salesman how
much time you have, and keep within
that time.
Be a good listener and don't be
afraid to ask questions. But listen
first, for the answers may develop during the presentation, so that you don't
have to ask questions too soon and indicate too much lack of knowledge on

oLinnea

A

TIMEBUYER.

SHE STARTED

f/euon j tips to timebuyers

UUI
4

SHE BECAME

\ our part. It always pays to do a lot
of listening. Be cautious about belittling the presentation in the presence
of the presentation giver, and certainly not to the point where he will be inclined the next time to give his presentation directly to the client, without
consulting you. (Remember, the medium is paying the customary 15%
agency commission ! )

Give the salesman a chance to

1

tell his story, and don't belittle
his presentation
because
the
next time he might make it to the
client direct.
f%
/

Develop the knack for transferring detail when the opportunity
presents itself, because the lack
of this ability can act as a roulblock to personal and office progress.
*%
\

Do all you can to sidestep buying a "skimpy" campaign, espedally when you know the proposed ludget will not do a job for
the product.
M
IX

Maintain at all times good faith
in your dealings with stations
and networks; if you let yourself be pressured into doing something not above par or "tough" it
can hurt your organization the next
time around.
I"
j

lie a complete self-starter, becoming as conversant as possible with all facets of your job
and get to know as much as possible
about the agency's accounts and all
of their background.

nnNTi1!
UUN
4
To women timebuyers — Don't be
1
a '"female," and don't whine and
be habitually coy, or expect speci'l considerations because of your
sex. Aim to be taken as an equal.
A
J

Keep from shopping for availaLilities until you've got the aprroprialion.
It not only causes
unwarranted wear and tear on reps,
but prevents them from making an
immediate s:de.
*\
\
**

Don't
be careless about
your
statements
or
comments — remember
when
anything comes

fromto beyou
as a buyer, it's supposed
official.
M
IL

Don't get the impression you're
loved only for yourself; you're
also loved for your signature on

the contract. Also don't tell all, but
rather develop
an air of knowhote
whi\ h will help to build your stature.
P
j

On the social level, don't get /he
impression partment
th'it
entireevery
demust beyourinvited
1'lace you go and that each one must
l.veji secret ivhere he or she's been.

AS HOWARD

MEIGHAN'S

SECRETARY

Learn to know your account executives so well that you can anticipate
their questions, and bear these questions in mind whenever you listen to
a sales story.
Remember, that very often the salesman is so enthusiastic about what he
is selling that he's concerned solely
with making a sale rather than a sale
to the right client. It is your business
to think of the sales presentations in
relation to your clients' needs.
Don't always wait for the account
executive to come to you with a request, but learn what you can about
the accounts and pass bits of information along to your department head
or account executive, or both. Although you are a bu\er to those outside your organization, you are both
a salesman and an educator within.
Don't sell broadcasting short. You
run into situations where you'll be
told how many announcements to buy
and on what stations and how much
money. But do everything possible to
avoid buying a "skimpy" campaign
that you know very well will not do a
selling job for the product.
So often these requests by both clients and account executives are made
in theoften
formthan
of "trying
a test,"of and
more
not the results
an
inadequate schedule are too poor to
warrant either an expansion or a continuation of a campaign. It takes a
bit of nerve to sit in on a plans meeting and say, "I'm sorry, but that's not
enough money to do a job in radio or
television, and perhaps you'd better
just add it to your newspaper campaign." Theturn
firstto reaction
(Please
page 70) of the
SPONSOR
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Sponsors urge:

Stop tagging shows
as "transcribed"

"The following program is transcribed" regarded*
archaic, costly hindrance by TV and radio admen

One of the FCC's oldest
regulations makes about as
much sense today as hanging a "Don't
^Iwot Buffaloes From The Windows"
?ign in the club car of the Super Chief.
That's the opinion of a growing number of agencies, advertisers, and broadcasters, SPONSOR discovered recently.
This reaction, from the radio-TV director of one of New York's biggest
advertising agencies, is typical. Hopping mad. he told a sponsor editor:
"That FCC ruling about 'labeling'
transcription and film programs as
such on the air is just plain archaic.
Its based on the out-of-date assumption that 'live' programing is some
kind of 'butter' and anything else some

kind of 'margarine' or substitute. It
takes no notice of the improvements in
transcribing, such as the tape recorder.
It ignores the great strides made in the
production of TV programs on film.
With more and more national advertisers using 'recorded' entertainment
on networks and at the local level, this
law is nothing more than a drag on the
efficiency
the medium."
The ad of
manager
of a firm whose radio show, formerly live, is now aired
weekly from tape recordings, approaches the problem from a slightly
different tack.
He stated:
"Who is the Federal Communications Commission protecting with its
transcription law? The networks and

Illicit radio and TV audience thinks of e.t. and film shows
Public preferences: transcribed vs. live radio* 6.9%
"More enjoyable"

48.0%

"Equally enjoyable
"Less

45.1%

Public preferences:

live vs.
6.3%

"More enjoyable'

45.5%

live TV*
"Equally
enjoyable"

48.2%

"Less enjoyable"

enjoyable"

Recognition of whether radio
shoivs are live or e.t* 60%
Correctly identified
Incorrectly called

2

34%
Live

Incorrectly called Tran-

Recognition of whether TV
film show is film or live*
Alan Young Ed Wynn
Recognize
42.2%
27.1%
as film
Did not rec-

scription 6%
NOTE:

ognize 57.8% 72.9%

Both programs tired

in N.Y.-N.J.

area

Fairfax M. Con*'

that any program being broadcast from
mechanical reproduction consists of

President, Foote,
Cone
& Belding

liveTo talent."
many an advertiser, the controversy that has simmered around this
ruling may seem to be without meaning, and rather like a discussion of
some of the nation's more humorous
"forgotten" laws. However, SPONSOR
learned that the FCC regulation, far

right and justified.
Some others, on the
other hand, are archaic and should be
erased from the books or amended. The 'by
transcription' requirement is one of those
that seems to belong in the latter category.
"It is hard to see how public interest is
served by this requirement in radio. I am
also concerned because television has fallen
heir to the same sort of thing, so far as TV
films are concerned.

from being an obscure "blue law," is
an active topic in more and more advertising discussions.
Objections by admen to the FCC's
rule split, more or less, into two main
categories :

"The implication that the shoiving of a film
on TV is somehow less desirable than live
broadcast, seems to me absurd. Many of the

1. Complaints based on the historical development of the law, with many

finest things on TV can't be done live. They
have to be film. As TV broadens its field,
this will probably be even more true.

admen saying that the law is "un
istic" in the light of performance quality of transcriptions, tape recordings,
and films today.

"Under the circumstances, I hope the rule
will soon be rescinded that makes it mandatory to 'tag' every 'mechanically reproduced' air show."

advertisers? Not today, with something like one-third of radio's commercial network shows being aired in
part or entirely from transcriptions,
and with several top-rated TV shows
from films. Radio and TV stations?
Hardly, since they've borne the brunt
of that ruling for years, and would
like very much to get rid of it. The
public? Perhaps, but I doubt it.
Transcription and film quality is so
good that the public can't tell 'recorded" from 'live' programs today in most
cases. Continuing the law in its present form means that the public's enjoyment of many a good show is
dampened, and nothing is gained."
Hot words? Maybe. But sponsor
researchers heard similar complaints.
over and over again, while interviewing leading admen for this report.
The focus of the controversy is familiar to everyone in the business of
broadcast advertising. It's the Federal Communications Commission rul-

2. Objections based on the publics
known attitudes toward entertainment
which is pointedly identified to them as
"canned" (see charts, opposite page I
and the corroding effect of public "negatives" on the advertising and rating
efficiency of programing.
Oddly enough, the recent griping has
had but little effect on the Federal Communications Commission itself, casehardened by years of frontal attacks
on its law by various industry segments. A discussion of the subject by
sponsor with George Gillingham, a
public information official of FCC, produced the following statement:
"Yes, the FCC is aware that the
quality of radio transcriptions, tape
recordings and TV film programs has
improved greatly in recent years. But,
we have no present plans to review the
matter. For one thing, we're too busy
these days with television matters such
as the lifting of the 'freeze.' We sti
feel that the public ought to know
when it is listening to some form of
'recorded' entertainment."
In other words, the FCC today st;

ing, drafted in 1932 by the FCC's
predecessor agency, which causes all
transcribed and tape-recorded programs in radio, all film or partly-film
programs in TV, to be identified clearly on the air. This tag is given, with
no monkey business allowed by FCC.
usually at the beginning and end of

makes a distinction between "mechani-

each show that's not completely "live."
Here's how the FCC summarizes its
rule in its published regulations:

There's no attempt by the FCC to
separate $30,000 non-repeating taperecorded Crosby shows where the use
of tape is merely a facility from a 75^
(Please turn to page 82)

"A licensee shall not attempt affirmatively to create the impression

cal reproduction" and "live" shows.
On the recorded or "second best" side
is everything from the disk jockey with
his rack of popular records, to si
blue-chip network "taped" shows as
Bob Hope, Duffy's Tavern, Richard
Diamond, and Bing Crosby.

high-fidelity, as in CBS
tape
recording
shown
here,
ven watered-down 1932 law outdated now in radio-TV eyes

U.S. Tobacco glamorizes the dealer
Tobacco shop is focal point in Martin Kane AM and TV
dramas.

Shows arc major factor in sales increase of $4,000,000 for 1951

^■HPl The I nited States Tobacco
^MIAmI Company has come the
closest oi all national air advertisers to
achieving the ideal in advertising efficiency— namely a program which is
virtually all commercial and still a
pronounced click with an audience.
For U.S.T.'s Martin Kane detective
dramas on both radio and TV are actually built around a commercial — a
tobacco store setting.
This smartly-contrived shop (see picture) has I 1 1 created for TV advertisers in general an imaginative example
of how to integrate point-of-sale with
the program, (2) lent dignity and personal'tv to the products' purveyors,
and (3) provided a showcase for the
sponsor's broadly diverse line of tobacco products and brands, resulting in a
steady upsurge in sales.
The central figure in the commercials isa retired police captain, who is
the proprietor of the shop. This same
"dealer" participates as well in Martin
Kane's adventures — a transition that is
as acceptable as it is smoothly performed.
Until recently, virtually all of the
customers portrayed on the programs'
tobacco shop were men except for spe-

cial promotions like Father's Day and
Christines. But this fall, U.S.T. added
two new products, Sano and Encore
cigarettes and added to the effectiveness of the commercials by having
women shown buying the products in
the tobacco shop. Sano, a denicotinized cigarelte, is the first of its type to
be pushed nationally.
As for effectiveness, U.S.T. products
sold so well last year that the firm is

ettes; sales show a marked increase
over the industry averages, compiled
by the U. S. Government from the sale
of excise stamps. Government comparisons of 1951 sales over 1950 yield an
industry average of plus 5.41% for
cigarettes; plus 3.55% for cigars; and
a drop of — 3.46% for smoking and
chewing tobaccos.
The U.S.T. increase in sales has led

well ahead of the industry's average increase in sales, largely as a result of
the Martin Kane shows. Although Encore and Sano have onlv been on the
air since July, sales of both cigarettes
as well show the successful impact of
the radio-TV tobacco shop format.
Though the company is hesitant about

get, with the '51 budget set at approximately $2,250,000, about 12V2% greater than that of 1950. Of this budget,

releasing figures, it's known that
they're having difficulty in meeting cigarette demand.
The over-all rise in net sales of
U.S.T. for 1951 over 1950 is 18.5%
for the first nine months of '51, and at
the rate the company has been proceeding, final figures for the past vear
will put the annual sales to*al at about
$27,500,000, sponsor estimates. This
includes the sale of smoking and chewing tobaccos, snuff, cigars, and cigar-

to an increase in the advertising bud-

85% of the money is ear-marked for
radio and TV, with the company using
network radio and TV, AM spot programs in special markets, and a twomonth spot TV announcement campaign last summer (on the same 62 stashow). tions which carry the Martin Kane
The greater part of the budget goes
for the Martin Kane shows, with the
1951 AM time total set at $511,730,
and a production cost of approximately $182,000, for a 52-week broadcast
schedule each Sunday over NBC (4:30
p.m. E.S.T.). The estimated costs for
the TV time and talent are $797,385
for time and $540,000 for production.
1946
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LATEST PRODUCT

BEING

PUSHED

Since the TV program took a sevenweek hiatus last summer, these costs
are for 45 weeks. (There was no radio
hiatus.) Weekly, the AM production
nut is $3,500 and TV is $13,500.
The radio costs in 1951 were about
$132,000 less than in 1950 due to the
lowering of net rates, but this saving
was offset by a jump of $403,000 in
TV costs. During the past two years,
U.S.T. has not advertised in magazines, and the newspaper space has
been negligible, amounting to only an
estimated $54,000 annually. Farm
newspaper advertising for Model was
$90,000 during the past year.

IS SANO,

DENICOTINIZED

CIGARETTE

These figures do not include outdoor
advertising, which the company participates in for its number one snuff
product, Copenhagen, nor do they include the 20 across-the-board 15-minute broadcasts for snuff products in
Southern markets, or the two-month
TV announcement campaign last summer. The remainder of the budget goes
for point-of-sale merchandising, direct
mail, posters, and displays.
The radio and TV expenditure accounts most heavily for the financial
success of U.S.T. since the firm has
been on the air since 1933 with the ex(Please turn to page 88)
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How Purina profited
bj farm station contest
Over 50 entries from outlets carrying
Ralston-Purina programs provide sponsor with
merchandising ideas, good will

CONTEST

(SEE BOX

RIGHT)

JJJB^. Farm radio, to most of the
| air advertisers who use it, is
W simply a useful and resultbringing advertising medium — period.
All too seldom do farm air sponsors
ask themselves questions like these:
"Am I helping to develop new farm
radio
"Howtechniques?"
can I bring my dealers and
farm
stations
together?"
"What
am closer
I doing
to build more
farm
radiowere
listening?"
If you
to put questions of this
sort to the average farm radio user,
chances are you'd get a blank look, and
a response that might be: "Why should
we concern ourselves? After all, that's
a station
Nol so problem."
in the opinion of Gordon M.
Philpott, the tall Canadian-born advertising director of one of farm radio's
pioneers, Ralston Purina
Company.
SPONSOR

The "let-George-do-it"" attitude also
doesn't sit well with admen like Jack
Leach, executive of the Gardner agency. Ralston's ad counsel, or with Maur\
Malin. Chow advertising manager.
Bv concerning itself intensively with
what might seem purely a station problem. Ralston Purina has found that
there's a real pay-off in sales, promotion ideas, and station good will. Clear
proof of this is to be found in the results of Ralston's "Purina Farm Radio
Promotion Contest.'' which wound up
recently in a blaze of che-kerboarded
glory.
The contest offered a handsome prize
list to stations doing outstanding promotion jobs for Purina between 1 October and 15 December of last year.
Nearly 50 stations of all sizes vied for
prizes ranging from a snappy Plymouth station wagon to portable tape
recorders. Judging wasn't easy, either,
since there were at least 15 finalists.
In many ways, the contest was Ralston's way of saying "thank you" to
farm radio. There's good reason for
gratitude on Ralston's part. For nearly 30 years, radio has sold countless
red-and-white sacks of the farm feeds
known to Ralston customers as
"chows." Today, Ralston is itself
thoroughly sold on farm radio.
The giant feed -and -cereal firm
spends about 50% of a $1,500,000
Purina ad budget in a long and varied
list of farm programs on nearly 500
radio stations. Results from these
shows can be summarized bv the fact
that Ralston Purina is far and away
SECOND

PRIZE

TJE:

WEAM

SPECIALIZED

the biggest thing in the U. S. farm feed
industry. Ralston actually has long
played the interesting role of a sponsor
who is one of radio's biggest boosters.
For instance, two season* ago in a
speech before a group of farm radio
directors in Chicago, Gordon Philpott
stated :
"I believe radio executives are just
starting to wake up to their most important asset, their most potent hedge
against
television
the farm
audience."
Ralston
does a —great
deal on
its own
to "wake up" radiomen to the potentialities offarm radio, and the "Purina
Farm Radio Promotion Contest" is
just the latest example.
Take the matter of "station relations." Ralston, not content to be in
contact with its long list of farm stations purely by the normal agency

TflUU
Winil

teas varl-Savvte€l
1si PrSzt* campaign

All IflOi

promotion for Purina was

built aroiui/l " !///,<■ <V Ike" jiiii-jeeding contest . The buildup
included:

1 Banquet for Purina dealers
2 Dealer meeting broadcasts
3 Outdoor signs
4 Mailing to dealers
5 Personal calls on dealers
G Pigs loured in district
7 On-the-air announcements
H Newspaper advertising
9 Tapes of pig contests
I© Pet contest for kids

timebuying channels, has a new technique. On the Ralston agency's payroll as a specialist in farm radio is
easy-going Marshall Smith, formerly
assistant farm director of Tulsa's
KVOO. Smith is constantly on the go,
swapping stories with farmers, Purina
dealers, and farm broadcasters.
Said the farm director of a big Midwestern station to sponsor: "I don't
feel that I'm talking to a big agencyman when I talk to Marshall Smith.

tions. The theory behind this — and it
sesms to work — is that farm radio clients and broadcasters should meet as
often as possible to discuss problems.
Through such efforts, Ralston has
achieved a sort of folksy, friendly revertising. lationship that's rare in broadcast ad-

He's the kind of guy who talks my lan-

The warm feeling that most farm
broadcasters have for Ralston Purina

guage, andalso
knows
my closely
problems."
Ralston
works
with the
International Association of Radio
Farm Directors, often has one or more
of its executives or agencymen sittingin at IARFD
meetings and convenIN

POSTERS,

STUNTS;

WFBM

RAN

A

PIG

is, in large part, the reason for the
general excellence of the entries subcontest. mitted in the firm's radio promotion
[Please turn to page 91 )
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the TV program that is changing the habits of the naticit
20/000

mail

requests
from an advertiser's announcement at 8:20 AM
in the morning . . . and among these requests to Dave Garroway for a

free issue of Kiplinger's "Changing Times," thousands of statements that
people are actually changing their living habits to watch "Today."

>Mk

im >*-*

"Yon ccrtaitilji started the day in tins household with a smile . . ."
CHESTER,

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

1

today

/ r1,,r to the TV . . . to dress, of all

"Enjoying firsthand news neglecting
the wash! It's worth it! . . ."

ts. in the dining room! . . ."
BROOKLYN,

H pleasantest and most interesting
k*r-upper' I've ever seen . . ."
EASTON

WALLASTON,

N. Y.

MASS.

"glued to my TV set-as I have coffe<
on the floor . . ."

PENNSYLVANIA

NEW

"TODAY"

IS NETWORK

YORK,

TELEVISION

N. Y.

FOR A SONG

MARKETS are reached on a national scale, ivith JO
stations already taking the show live.
RESULTS start the day your first commercial hits
the air and is seen by the entire family,
before the shopping day begins.
PRICES start as loir as $2,200 for time and talent.

television
■•/'/ folks, 7 ', yt ins . . . just eoners on a farm . . . we'll be there each A.M."
SOUTH

LINCOLN,

MASS.

CHINCHILLA
SPONSOR:

K. .1. Donovan

1 \PM 1 1 CASE HISTORY :

FARM

STORM

tGENCi

: Man Lam

Donovan, a chinchilla breed-

SPONSOR:

WINDOWS

Sell Ur-Sell

VGNECi

CAPS! II. CASE HISTORY :

: Direct

The product, comparatively

er. sponsors Fur Fun, a IS-minute once weekly program.
His aim: to increase sales of chinchillas for breeding purposes. 1hen his program started i $ 122.50 a show I Donotan had tWO retail outlets.
After nine shows Donovan
opened seven ueii stores to take care of increased business; sold 72 pairs of chinchillas at an average price of
$1,000 a pair: had more than 1.000 sales leads.

high priced, is storm windows (average sale $250 I . Constantly seeking new customers, Sell-Ur-Self runs one-tothree-minute live product and installation demonstrations,
In four months on TV , $900 tveekly, sponsor increased
sales 600' | over and above his pre-WATV mark. Further,
this \utley, N. J., firm, because of continued sales increases, has quadrupled its original sales staff.

KNXT,

\\ \T\. Newark

Hollywood

PROGRAM:

Fui

Fun

CHILDREN'S

TV
results

SPONSOR:
CAPSULE

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
The local Dishmaster dealer
wanted to spur sales by means of home demonstrations.
To achieve this, an announcement on Cactus Pete, a children's show, mentioned a free gift for the kids. The stipulation: mothers permit a home demonstration of the appliance. The first two announcements,
$67.50 each,
brought 204 requests for the gift. For Dishmaster salesmen it meant 204 leads, potential sales.
PROGRAM:

Cactus Pete

REVERAGES
SPONSOR:

Beverages By Hammer

VGENCY:

Ted Bernstein

L951 sales are up 1.")',' over L950 and individual distributors report marled increases after TV mentions.
York

New Orleans

SPONSOR:

Bowman

PROGRAM:

Biscuit Co.

Holmes

: Din, i

promotes

a

Kiernan's Kaleidoscope |,

PROGRAM:

AGENCY:

Ball & Davidson!

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Bowman utilized a series of\
live two minute participations to sell its May fair cookies*
in the Ft. Worth-Dallas area. Cost: $50 per participation.
In a few months, more cookies have been sold than ever
before in a comparable period. J. J. Sanders, Bowman
vice president, adds: "Television s impact can be measured bythe many grocers who have commented that customers say 7 saw it on television and it looked so good.' I
WBAP-TV,

Ft. Worth

RECIPE

• M'-l II 1 W
HISTORY:
Hammers once-weekly participation on the Ted Steele Show combines a live pitch by
Steele with a 30-second film showing its bottling of beverages. Sales stimulant at the close of commercials is the
mention of a different Hammer distributor each time. As
a result of Hammer s $150 expenditure, the agency says

WI'IX. New

H.

COOKIES

Dishmastei Dealer

Dayton

\(,K\0
D.

variety of "specials" and sales items through TV. During a recent Sunday
night sponsorship
of Kiernan's
Kaleidoscope, Holmes mentioned children's cotton pajamas at $1.29 a pair. The next day Holmes sold out its ,
original stock of 50 dozen and had to turn customers away
until they could reorder.
This meant a minimum sales \
gross of $774 for one of many items sold on the $160 •
weekly show.

TREE OFFER

\\! WD.

HISTORY:

Feature Films

PAJAMAS

D. H. Holmes Ltd.
CASE

WDSU-TV,

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM,

J
i
j

SPONSOR:

PROGRAMS:

What'sPlaytime
Cooking Al
and

BOOKLET

Borden Co.

1 VPS1 I 1 1 VSE HISTORY:

VGENCi

: Young & Rubied

Borden's Eagle Brand con\ \

densed milk recently spotted a 35-second commercial on'Treasury Men in Action, the weekly Borden's Instant Com
fee show on NBC-TV.
Eagle's aim : to feature a Border
developed recipe, magic chocolate truffles; offer a cop\
of Eagle Brand Magic Recipes. Thus it hoped to stimulati
condensed milk usage. As a result of the recipe boot

1
1
I
1
1

mention.
</u\
's mail.Borden's pulled over <S,000 requests in the first 1

Ted Steele Show
NBC-TV,

N.u

York

PROGRAM:

Treasur)

Men in

\ctio

MAY

WE

QUOTE

This is the question which three members
of the Delaware Press ask prominent
Delawareans when they appear before
WDEL-TV's cameras, Thursdays at
10:30 P.M. This program — interesting,
stimulating, provocative — is Delaware's
own press conference now in its second
year. Recent guests, some of whom are

YOU?

Delaware P. T. /

pictured, include Delaware's Senators
and Congressman, City and State
Officials, community leaders. "May We
Quote You?" is one of many programs
presented by WDEL-TV as a service
to its viewers.

WDEL-TV
Wilmington, Delaware
Represented by

ROBERT
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New

York

•

Los Angeles

I magic names
Female Vocalist

1

bme Dance Band
■I
gram of popular music staged in
Club Rendezvous.
This 15-minute,

5-time-a-week

show, complete with voice tracks by
Patti and Ray, is smashing
records — IT'S MAGIC!

all

.

He amir sub...
11 hat has radio done to Improve its programing
structure and thinking to meet eompetition?
ing,

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Yoell

sonality, isan extra that an advertiser
would ordinarily pay many, many dollars to capture.

"Extra!

Extra!

Extra!." is the
familiar chant of
the newsbo) who
has a hot edition
on his hands, and
Iis believe
the key"extra"
to the
thinking in
day's radio
ket. Extra merchandising vali
are asked for by clients and ad agencies in a bid to tie the entertainment
program to the market shelf.
An example of this is the ABC
Sammy Kaye Sunday Serenade program which has been on a weekly remote origination tour, making appearances in Sylvania dealer cities. The
extras to the sponsor in this case accrue to him in the form of better dealer home office relations, local dealer
prestige, etc.
Extra program value is necessary to
stay competitive today. The growth
Mr. Reeg

of TV in the country's major markets
has forced a sharing of the broadcasting ear and eye. The present jittery
state of world affairs has fed startling
headlines into newspapers, kept readership high, and attracted new advertising dollars. To meet this situation we
have programed the extra of name
value. Case in point tin new Marlene
Dietrich show, Cafe Istanbul. The publicity campaign that is building, after
being on the air onlj -i\ wick-, based
on the glamour of this amazing per50

The third extra I'd like to mention
is in the program idea department.
ABC has been represented by such programing as The Greatest Story Ever
Told and Stop The Music. We are trying to inject the kind of impact represented bythese programs into our current thinking in the field of news and
special events and in fashioning properties geared to seasonal and short
term, special interest advertisers.
Father Day's panacea for all of his
problems, "give them more of the
same," cannot apply any more to radio
thinking. We've got to have the answer when, after listening carefully to
a program pitch, the client says,
"That's fine, but what else can you do
for me?" ABC's answer is "Extra!
Extra! Extra!" Leonard Reeg
Vice President in charge
of Radio Programs
ABC
New York
What a question!
Who says radio
is in a position
where it has to
improve to meet
competition?
I wouldn't attempt to speak
for all radio, but
here at WNEW
we feel we're
following pretty
much the
long time
sion— and
acceptance,
now. four

same pattern established a
before there was any televiwe have been winning wider
year after year!
Righl
years after television imad-

Marketing

ed New York, we have a larger listening public than ever before!
Would it not be more appropriate
ynd fruitful to ask the TV boys what
they can do to improve their product,
to meet the competition of radio? After all, radio is solidly established in
95.6% of the American homes. Television thus far has offered little more
than a visual version of a good portion
of the staples of network-type radio.
Once the novelty of having a new TV
set has worn off, people would just as
soon go back to radio for those staples, and be left free to do all the
things they were able to do while listening to their radio.
Basically, television has offered
nothing so far to compete with radio
as a prime medium of information and
easy-listening entertainment. In this
day and age where time for most of us
is at a premium, people turn more and
more to radio, the medium which does
not compel them to focus attention in
order to get the news, or to be entertained while they go about their daily
tasks — whether those are performed in
the home, at office or factory, or even
while they are driving. By programing with an acute awareness of, and
interest in, this type of audience,
WNEW has increased its following.
Something else that radio has been
doing in recent years that is frequently
overlooked, is its honest effort to knock
down the artificial standards whereby
we were always supposed to plaj down
to the audience. I don't think the
"competition" has gone along with
newei trend of esteem for the audience. Much of the competition's programing would seem to indicate that
the) have even knocked a couple of
years off the imaginary "13-year-oM
average radio listener" that we used
SPONSOR

to hoar so much about. Radio, on the
other hand, has constantly initiated
adult programing ideas with successful results.
One of the most significant signpost- that the shoe should be on the
other foot, is the steady march recently
of sponsors, out of television, and back
to radio!
Bill Kaland
Program Director
WNEW
New York

The question reminds me of that
old bromide,
"Have you stopped heating your
wife?" You start
from the premise
that radio prog r a m i n g and
thinking has been
Mr. Wailes
either inferior or
erroneous. I do
not agree with that opinion.
Radio programs, as with everything
else, can be judged only by viewing
them in the light of their contemporary
times. Does a beard improve the appearance ofa male? Only during those
times when beards are being worn. Are
the poodle and horse-tail hair-styles improvements? They are in the minds of
those wearing them. So with radio.
Radio, being the most flexible of all
advertising media, is always in tune
with the times. This may sound like
a bold statement. It is intended to be.
Broadcasts featuring John McCormick and Lucrezia Borgia were fine programs in 1926 — a time when many of
today's self-appointed critics were too
small to reach the earphones. Ezio
Pinza and Lily Pons thrill today's audiences, often with the identical songs
sung earlier. The Rose Bowl broadcast in 1927 was no less exciting because it occurred a quarter of a century ago.
Radio is. and has been from the very
beginning, the medium of the people.
Unhampered by "tradition," and unfettered bya vision to formulate opinion, radio, through its programs, educates, informs and entertains. When
the public indicated a program preference, schedules were changed to conform to the listeners' wishes.
Today many think of radio in terms
of news and music. But the first com(Please turn to page 95)
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^Here's another sales-scoring "plus" for WDSU
sponsors. The latest PULSE and HOOPER both show
"Top Twenty At 1280" the most-listened-to late afternoon radio show in the New Orleans area. Put
your sales message on WDSU— and you'll reach
the vast "Billion Dollar New Orleans Market"!

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN
BLAIR Man!

Pocket

J\}\ you ask of the cash that you carry is to carry you through the day . . .
I hit on CBS

Radio, the pocket money of the average businessman ($30.15*) can do

much more. It delivers advertising to 27,400 actual listeners— 8,400 more than
on any other net /cork. (Based on average CBS Radio program, NRI, Nov. 4-10, 1951.)
Among costs of doing business today, the low cost of radio is in a column by itself . . .
and among networks, so is the low cost of CBS Radio.
The cost-per-thousand listeners on CBS Radio — $1.10 — is :>0r/f less than on
any other network. And whether you compare it with Medium

"B"

(a certain daily)

or Medium "C" (a certain weekly) or with any other through Medium "Z" —
CBS Radio delivers more circulation for the money and more advertising attention.
Let your advertising talk where your customers listen most— on

The CBS Radio Network

This SPONSOR
department features capsu
brort-..
' ijvertiiing
significance culled
from
merits
of the industry.
Contributions
t

Free service offers bizarre personalities for rtidio and TV
If \iiu need an Arabian sheik in full
costume, a lad) magician, or an atomic
physicist for a radio or TV show, giveawaj prizes for a quiz program, or an
aiti-i to design T\ sets, you might tr\
II. Roffman.

who appeared on Public Prosecutor.
DuMont; Rose Mackenberg, a "ghost
detective" who dehunks phony spiritualists, who appeared on Mike and
Buff, CBS-TV; a deep-sea diver for
Happy Felton's Talk Back, ABC-radio.
Main purpose of the free service,
says Roffman. is to build good will for
his organization. Offices of Richard
H. Roffman Associates are at the Hotel Sulgrave, 67th Street and Park Ave.,
N. Y. C.
* * *

WTMJ-TV

Roffman's

file

includes

Zulu

artist's

model

Roffman is the sultan of his own
public relations and publicity outfit in
New York. For the past seven years,
he has been offering a free service to
radio and TV and film producers from
coast to coast, filling requests and providing information. He maintains:
1. A file of 1,500 interesting and
unusual people in the arts, sciences,
professions, business, public affairs;
performing theatrical talents, practitioners of varied hobbies and crafts,
members of ethnic groups. They are
available to appear in shows, take part
in forums, cooperate in tieups, testimonials, endorsements.
2. A file of product-, services, resort and restaurant offerings available
for giveaway prizes.
3. A file of 1,500 free-lance artists,
photographers, graphic arts specialists,
industrial designers, decorators, architects, m.c.'s, others.
4. A general where-to-find service.
Among
personalities Hoffman
has
obtained have been Burton
Turkus,
former
prosecutor
of Murder,
Inc.,
54
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the program must be closer) watched in
order to catch the various stream-lining
maneuvers, and the audience must be
therefore extremely wide-awake.
Figure Fun features Ginka Vogel, a
professional dancer who for a year
previous to this show, did weekly dance
acts on a WTMJ-TV variety show.
The reducing techniques and dance
routines she demonstrates take on extra sparkle from ideas and imagination
she puts into conducting routines. Plentiful viewer mail has been demonstrating that the program is well received.
The Figure Fun idea first appealed
to the Stone O'Halloran, Inc. agency
of Milwaukee, which straightway came
up with sponsors across the board.
Adelman Laundry, Krambo Food
Stores, and Schwaben Hof Restaurant
are single-day sponsors, and a mens
clothing store — Friedman Stores for
Men — picks up the tab twice a week.
A men's store which sponsors a program aimed chiefly at women is an
oddity, but Friedman Stores turns the
whole situation to its own advantage

shoiv pulls viewers, sponsors

with the slogan, "The Store for Men

Early-morning exercise shows on
the radio started practically with the
advent of the medium. The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company was sponsoring such a program on WEAF.
New York, and two other eastern stations way back in 1925. Today — and
proving quite a natural for the visual
medium — similar programs are beginning to turn up on TV.
One of the pioneers of a video bendand-stretch is the daily Figure Fun

Most Women

program on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee.
This quarter-hour show, aired at 9:15
a.m. and aimed at the women, started
in the fall of 1951, already boasts four
local sponsors I three single-day, one
twice-a-week) which means that it's
booked solid. Its sponsor-appeal, says
the station, comes from the fact that

Prefer.''

• • *

Advance promotion paves
"suniiij" path for Tartan

Tex and Jinx spearhead Tartan

1952 campaign

Though icy winds are still sweeping
across most of the country, Tartan
Suntan Lotion, which last year spent
about 50% of its $600,000 ad budget
in spot radio and TV, is currently announcing its summer selling season to
the entire drug trade, wholesale and
retail.
From sunny Bermuda, 70,000 post
cards with a full-color photo of "Tex
and Jinx" and sons on one side (see
photo) are going out to all prospec
live Tartan-stockers. On the card,
the NRC-TV family announces its overall role in Tartan 1952 advertising.
The) will be featured in Tartan magazine ads for June and July, in subway
SPONSOR

>

posters, point-of-sale displays in over
10,000 drug store window-.
It is only in the summer that McKesson & Robbins actively advertises
its suntan soother to consumers. I see

|

THE NEEDLE!

"Tartan's summer strate»\ : beaut] and
radio," sponsor 9 April 1951). Strategv last vear was to display bathing
beauties on TV and in full-color magazine ads (which took the other half of

Vice Pres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

the 1951 ad appropriation) as well as '
radio announcements over some 100
stations.
Renewing Contracts
This year Tartan will have a record
We got a lot of response to an item
ad budget, announces agency J. D.
in the January issue of our subscriber
Tarcher & Co. The 1952 summer satnewsletter ("The Needle") on contract
renewals with local advertisers. Some
uration job in spot radio using short,
stations say we have given them an imfast copy correlated with weather reportant change in their local time conports, will be launched in all major
tracts; others say we're 'way off. The
problem was this: how to avoid losing
cities in the country. In New York
those
52-week
contract advertisers who,
alone, more than 2000 announcements
when asked to sign a renewal, drop out
are scheduled. Also planned are parinstead. It's a common problem and an
ticipations in programs of top radio
irritating one. Our solution is too long
personalities, as well as TV spots in
for this short column; if you're interested write for a free copy of "The
selected key areas.
* * *
Needle" . . . while they last. Then tell
us what you think!
Surprise!
We think our upcoming announcement will be the biggest and most exciting in radio library history. Watch
for it— and do nothing 'till you see us
at the NARTB convention!
New

Landsberg

tells execs

secret

of

KTLA

s

Klaus Landsberg, general manager
of TV station KTLA, Hollywood, told
125 ad executives and timebuyers gathered at New York's Metropolitan Club
on 1 February how his station garners
high ratings, builds local interest. The
key, he said, is all-out local promotion,
following lead set by aggressive theatre
managers who make their theatres a
center of community interest. Also
present were I in photo, back 1. to r. I
Fred C. Brokaw. exec, v.p., Paul H.
Raymer Co., I KTLA rep): Paul Raibourn, president Paramount TV Productions: Paul H. Raymer; Landsberg; Ralph E. McKinnie, TV sales
manager of Raymer.
To acquaint New York radio editors
with Beaver Brand frozen clam chowder's new participation schedule on
Carlton Fredericks' Living Should Be
I Please turn to page 80 I
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Calendar Pages

Second-quarter sheets for the APS
Merchandising-Programming Calendar
(April-May-June) will be released
shortly to all APS subscribers and
others who requested them. If you're a
non-subscriber, haven't written already,
and are using the first-quarter pages,
drop
us a line
and we'll
send you
next batch.
Printed
in quarters
thistheis
probably most current calendar available.
Apologies to Sponsor
. . . for lifting an item right out of
its own pages for this column. Bob
Foreman wrote this in a review of the
Mario Lanza — Coca-Cola Show in Sponsor for January 28:
"After watching two second-rate
fighters swing at each other
through eight rounds, a fitting climax to a dull evening of TV-ing,
it was a rare pleasure to he able
to hear the pictureless charm of
the Coca-Cola show featuring
Mario Lanza.
"In fact, it's often quite a relief
not to have to glue your eyes to
that small glass-fronted box, and
when you get good music in return for shutting the infernal machine off, you are doubly rewarded. Which is why it's my bet that

pleasant music will always be a
drawing card on radio — long after
TV has run radio drama, and radio comedy, as we know it, pretty
much into the ground. Commercially, Coca-Cola's approach is
that of a leader who doesn't deign
to get into the ring with competitors. No bounce, no energy story,
no nothing up till the middle
break which was a tone-poem of
no more than 30-seconds plugging
the drugstore soda fountain as a
good port these stormy days plus
a short plug for the Cokes on tap
there. The closing announcement
couldn't have run 25 seconds and
embarrassedly made the point
that Coca-Cola was everywhere.
"For a package product of low
cost and great frequency (of purchase), Coca-Cola sure goes in the
opposite direction of most advertisers. Since no one comes near
the product in sales and few half
hours on radio could be any more
enjoyable than the Lanza stanza
(especially for TV-refugees such
as I), I'd give 'em A all around."
More and more folks in the industry
—and in the audience — are reflecting
this attitude. Music alone seems to have
the ability to override even the fascination of the picture. From good music
comes sheer enjoyment that needs no
complement . . . and it's a wise program
manager who keeps his schedule filled
with the purest sounds of all — this very
music. You can't find it all in that pile
of free phonograph records, either!
Speaking of Phonograph Records
. . . did you know that broadcasters
in foreign lands pay a royalty for every
phonograph record they play? It averages about 25c per play . . . which is
why APS is such a well-liked feature
at stations in South Africa, Hong Kong
and other spots around the globe.
Suppose you had to pony up 25c for
every phonograph record you played
. . . every single time you played it?
How many of the discs you spun today
would you have paid for at that rate?
Considering that no such problem confronts alibrary user . . . and remembering that the average AI\S subscriber
has unlimited use of our 16-inch transcriptions for less than 17c per month.
what would you do?
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Take

a Thrilling New
Adventure

What's New in Research?

in Smooth

"SALE-ING"

Which is better at presenting a characters "inner
thoughts-9 — radio or TV?

in Arkansas Aboard

How to let the audience in on a character's '"inner thoughts7' (the modern
version of Shakespearean "asides") is
frequently an important problem in
dramatic programs on both AM and
TV. But, as a recent Schwerin Research Corporation study (reported exclusively here) points up, over-use of
any one method of revealing thoughts
may well lead to its eventual unpopularity in either medium.
In testing the effectiveness of radio

mike. A minute-by-minute graph profile of the radio audience's reaction
showed, as the outstanding characteristic, that whenever a filter mike was
used to indicate the heroine's thoughts,
the audience's liking for what they
were hearing dropped far down. In
the TV version, the filter mike was replaced byan offstage voice, which gave
the character's thoughts as she, lips not
moving, went about her stage business.

negative reaction to the use of a filter

vs. TV in presenting "inner thoughts,"
Schwerin compared audience reactions
to both radio and video versions of
the same dramatic play. TV presentation of the opus got a higher liking
score than the radio version (although
the AM play was also well liked),

Audience reaction to TV "think" sequences showed no loss of audience
approval.
According to Horace Schwerin, president of the Schwerin Corporation,
"unrestricted use of the filter mike
technique is most probably the cause

largely because of the radio audience's

of its lack of popularity."

Q-

The BILL CREWS
SHOW
Here's a different D J who
keeps sales spinning for sponsors in this lucrative Young
America market.

TOP 10 NIELSEN-RATINCS, TV

KVLC's

New
After-School
Air Waves
Cruise
That Has Captured the
TEEN-ACE, Young Adult
Market!

(National ratings; two weeks ending 12 January 1952)
Number
Rank

From soft drinks to candy
bars, gadgets to cosmetics,
the BILL CREWS Show, tells
'em, sells 'em and keeps 'em
listening to KVLC. Perhaps
you'd like to join the CREWS
... 3 to 4 p.m. Mondays thru
Saturdays.
Phone,

write
or
SON, Manager,

of TV Homes

Program

Homes

2

Texaco

4

Colpalc Comely

Hour

7
8

Show
Show

of -,„,„.
of Shows

II a.nel-)
(Panic.)

Rose

Howl

10

*The
provides
actually
telecast.

Reached*

Star Tli.al.-r

Football

\
(000)

Per Cent of TV Homes
FUnk

Reached**

P opram

Homes

%

7.362
6,999
«.,<>! 7
6,588

6
7
8
9

Colgat,- 1 ....,.<!> Il..ur
Show of Shows
(Panic.)..
Yon Bel Your Life
Show of Shows
(Camels)..

iH.7>
47.9
47.4
46.4

6,076

Xielsen
"X umber of homes reached"
a reliuhl.
■ w.» ni,
,,f the audience
delirerrd by each
program's
average
It is based
on nit electronic
measurement of the performance
of a virtually

**The Xielsen ''percent of homes reached"
gives a relati e measurement of the audience
obtained
by each program
in the particular
station
areas
where
it was
telecast — all TV
homes
in tha.se station areas able to view the
telecast being taken as 100%.

wire
GLENN
ROBERTKVLC,
for details
and
RADIO

MM. TeleQue merge TV ratings reports on West Coast
As of 1 February,
American
Research Bureau of Washington, D. C.
and TeleQue service of Los Angeles
and San Francisco combined forces to
issue joint monthly TV rating and audience analysis reports for the two
California cities. Field work and tabulation of the ARB-TeleQue
reports
for Los Angeles and San Francisco is
being handled by ARB. Coffin, Cooper
& Clay, originators of TeleQue, will
take care of distribution and servicing
of the new reports on the West Coast.
The merger was almost a natural

since both organizations offered nearly
identical service for L.A. and San
Francisco, and both used the same
methods of data-gathering — personal
viewer-diaries.
Reports feature program
ratings, audience
composition,
and viewers-per-set for all stations in
both cities. An added feature of the
combined -.service will be cumulative
rating figures on daytime programs.
Both organizations will continue their
activities in market research on a separate basis.
Merger pertains only to
the regular monthly rating service.
SPONSOR

COMMUNITY
THE

RELATIONS:

DISTAFF

SIDE

Industry must make friends within the family circle. Radio helps!

When a company makes friends of employees,
suppliers, union leaders, and local government
officials, it makes an effective start at good community relations.
But only a start!
It's vital to make friends with families. Wives,
especiallv. Mothers. Fathers. Sisters. Brothers
Children.

90 percent of homes radio-equipped, in almost
any given community.
In the Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Portland (Ore.) areas,
Westinghouse stations offer 32 years' experience
in helping industry make friends with its neighbors. Their skill and facilities are at the call of
industrial management, advertising agencies and
public relations counselors.

It's vital, for example, that the families of
a company's employees understand its aims,
policies, problems.
.And the way to reach the most families at the
lowest cost., in community relations as in sales
relations., is via radio. Radio is the longestreaching of local media. The most flexible. And
it has the largest audience — with more than
25 FEBRUARY
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WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • KYW . KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV;

for WBZ-TV,

NBC

Spot Sales

WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...
IN

SYRACUSE
Jack Purves
buyer,

N. W. Ayer & Son

Any sports writer, or sports fan for that matter, knows that the
travelling secretary of a major league baseball club has a job
fraught with king-size headaches. Keeping track of a ball club and
its accoutrements can easily lead to an ulcer, but the fact remains
that he only has one team to worry about.

Meet Dorothy Kelley Carr, newest WHEN personality. Mrs.
Carr, long active in Syracuse
civic and social affairs, is seen on
"YOUR TOWN," daily at 10:45
A.M. Her ready access to unlimited sources of valuable program material has made "YOUR
TOWN" a viewing must for
Central New Yorkers.

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND MAKE
"YOUR TOWN"
YOUR
CHOICE IN SYRACUSE.

If you want a real attack of migraine, try to imagine Jack Purves'
job, buying time for the Atlantic Refining Company's schedule.
Atlantic executives are convinced that men buy a major portion of
automotive petroleum products and their advertising budget reflects
this thinking.
Working with an assortment of co-sponsors, Atlantic's schedule of
radio advertising includes: Coverage of the Boston Red Sox, Philadelphia Athletics and Phillies, Pittsburgh Pirates, and New York
Yankees I outside New York City) during the baseball season; Saturday afternoon broadcasting of top-notch college football games
(about 100 stations) ; Sunday afternoon coverage of the Cleveland Browns, Philadelphia Eagles, and Pittsburgh Steelers in the pro
loop; and a heavy news schedule in the South on a year-'round basis.
Television viewers are not overlooked. Atlantic catches the Sunday
stay-at-homes with telecasts of the Cleveland Browns, Pittsburgh
Steelers, and Philadelphia Eagles.
Jack was born in Philadelphia in 1913, attended Upper Derby
High School, and went to work in the Ayer file room in 1930. Except for a 30-month grand tour of Europe (dressed in a popular
shade of khaki I Jack has been with the same agency, moving
through the space buyer ranks, and thence to New York when the
radio department was moved there in 1940.
He has been handling the timebuying activities of Atlantic's constantly expanding advertising budget for the past five years. The

WHEN
I TELEVISION

ymem,

CBS

• ABC

• DUMONT

A MEREDITH TV STATION

sponsor's entrance into TV did not represent too great a financial
strain. In the markets where Atlantic has co-sponsors on their sports
radio coverage they picked up an additional sponsor, thereby cutting
the frequency of their advertising without affecting the coverage.
Between the problems of minor league protection in baseball, the
NCAA fracas in college football, and the Federal lawsuit against the
pro football clubs, Jack has his hands full getting the coverage he
wants for the sponsor.
Jack and his wife live in Bronxville, N. Y.. most of the year and
have a summer place at South Hole. L. I. As to his skill with driver
and niblick, Jack says, "Let's not saj anything."

* • *
SPONSOR

AGAIN...
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Early in October 1951, Hotpoint, Inc., its Chicago distributor and one
of its leading Chicago dealers began sponsorship of JIM HURLBUT,
REPORTER-AT-LARGE, broadcast Mondays through Fridays at
11:00 p.m. over Station WMAQ.

In fact, Ken Brody, Chicago district manager of Hotpoint, Inc., says:
"/ am very glad to report that since its inception as a Hotpoint-sponsored program, the Jim Hurlbut show has 'paid off.'
"Other dealers in the Chicago area thought so highly of the program that they,
too, requested permission to join the program as co-sponsors. The alert, up-tothe-minute reporting of Jim Hurlbut has evidently made this program part
of Chicago.
"BASED ENTIRELY ON RESULTS, (WE) HAVE BEEN FORCED TO RENEW OUR SPONSORSHIP OF THIS PROGRAM FOR AN EXTENDED
PERIOD/'
Station WMAQ, the master sales medium of the Middle West market, is ready to give
you the same kind of sales assistance. Your WMAQ or NBC Spot salesman has the
complete story.

NBC RADIO IN CHICAGO
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Radio Commercials

AnLnyone

only

h} Bob
Foremen

who has ever been involved inthe writing of radio copy
for a period of longer than three
weeks is sure to have been asked,

make light of the product and create a feeling that the advertiser
himself is not serious about what
he makes? Misplaced whimsey is

"Aren't there too many singing
commercials?" Since this question
usually follows your presentation
of a singing commercial — one into
which you have poured your soul
lyrically, musically, and financially, it is, at the very least, embarrassing. So with trembling hand
you lift the tonearm from the recording, scratch the last three cuts

a bad way to sell. But — if your

beyond repair, and say: "Err — !"
Actually, I think there is a very
good answer to this question. It's
a simple — "NO!" There will
never be too many singing commercials. There may be too many
bad ones. There may be too many
done for products and on subjects
where singing is more of a detriment than a help.
But where music is used correctly— that is to make an idea
listenable and memorable — a good
jingle is bound to get results. Ask
your client — "There aren't too
many pop tunes today, are there?"
It's true that many of them are
not very listenable or very memorable, but there's
another group on
Now, a jingle
bases is bound to

always room for
the Hit Parade.
that covers all
be an important

answer is, "Music is in the mood,"
let's go on from there.
Should we use a tune in public
domain, or should we create our
own? The advantage of using a

which sound ridiculous when made
lyrical are wedged into iambic,
thus giving the impression of a Gilber and Sullivan satire.
If your message requires some
real hard straight sell, which music cannot accommodate, music
may still be used. It may become
the lead-in to your copy — or the
tag that you leave the audience
with. Sandwiched in between is
your straight explanatory copy, replete with punch lines, reason why.
So the answer is NO! There are
not too many jingles in radio — nor
will there ever be. There is always
room for another if it's done well.

reviews
p. d. tune is that, musically, it's commercial
already established. You needn't
bridge that large chasm of bring- SPONSOR: I Pa I motive Crush less Shave
Cream; After Shave Lotion
ing your tune into familiarity,
Ted Bates, New York City
making it recognizable, and thus agency:
program : | Recorded announcements
sticking to people.
Within 59 seconds we get a perfect exTherefore, when you use a p. d.
ample of the use of jingle-plus-hard-copy.
tune for your jingle, the mind of
For its brushless shave cream, Palmolive
a listener accepts the music at once opens with a nicely arranged ditty that
and begins to assimilate the words
does musical justice to the product's basic
immediately. Since the words are^ theme line: "You get smoother, more comyour sales-message, you've accomplished your mission.
On the other hand, there is this
disadvantage to a p. d. tune. It is
not yours. Anyone else can use it.
Perhaps it's only because I'm
ornery, but I prefer a specially
created tune for a commercial jingle. It must be simple enough so
that it rings fairly familiar at first
hearing. Certainly, it should be
the kind of tune that a listener with
two tin ears and rusted vocal
chords (such as myself) can reproduce easily, quickly.
As for the lyric which teams up

fortable shaves with Palmolive Brushless

Shave Cream." From this short jingle we
go into straight copy that reiterates the
theme line — then we repeat the jingle
again. Sound hard-selling straight copy is
framed by well-done music. As such, the I
music furthers the copy-story rather than [
fights it.
And here's a topper! There is a hitchhike on this minute announcement, giving
quick mention of the wisdom of using
Palmolive After Shave Lotion. Since it
follows Palmolive Shave Cream, it is a
good piece of related sell — at no extra cost.
SPONSOR:
agency:

Dean Ross Piano Course
Leonard Green & Assoc, N.Y.C.

PROGRAM:

Stardust Time, WAAT,
Recorded announcements

adjunct to selling, and here's what
I mean by covering all bases. First
— subject: will singing create a
lack of confidence in the product?
Would a serious treatment of the

with it— well, it's far too often
that this part of the jingle receives
the dirty end of the stick. A lot
of meaningless words go into it.

Being as unmusical as King Tut, I've
always had a deep-rooted desire to sit
down one day at the piano and miracu-

product be better?

Or what's just as bad, theme lines

feet as well.

60

Will singing

lously rip through Rachmaninoff's Unfinished Eighth, using both hands and my
So far the gift hasn't smitSPONSOR

J

ten me, but a fellow by the name of Dean
Ross offered to make this possible for me
the other night over WAAT in Newark.
The Dean (or is it a first name) men-

'*£<

tioned that for #1.98 he'd guarantee that
I would be playing with both hands the
same day the secret-method arrived. No
mention was made of my learning when
to push those pedals with my feet — but
shucks, you can't have everything. Yet
Dean Ross's Course did almost promise
the world since another horizon he pointed
to was that I'd be playing all 50 of the
songs he'd send with the course in no
time at all.
Now I've been pouring a king's ransom
into piano lessons for my two girls for
years now, and they still have trouble getting through the Happy Farmer, I think
I'd better switch teachers.
The Dean's story was very convincingly
composed and delivered, and I dare say a
lot of people join up. The only reason

How that seedling grew!

I'm not is that I was born a non-pianoplaying skeptic.

From 7,000 watts to 50,000!

sponsor:
agency:
PROGRAM :

Lava Soap
The Biow Company,
N.Y.C.
Participations,
Welcome
Traveler, NBC

Perfect examples of the premise I just
expounded are the Lava Soap commercials.
There is never anything reluctant about
the Biow approach to copy.
Two announcers tell the Lava story in a
virile, convincing manner. The first an-

JU rom the world's first battery less radio station
to the first most powerful independent station in
the British Corirmon wealth! From a handful of
listeners in 1927 to Canada's No. 1 Station in
Canada's No. 1 market . . . with the only CBS
affiliation in that market!
We are proud of this record. We are
grateful to all our friends
who have helped us make it!
Advertisers and public
alike! And on this our twentyfifth anniversary, we pledge

nouncer handles the "tough" copy on how
the product gets the deep-down dirt out.
He's the one who makes the most out of
the fine phrase, "hand-brush action."
The second announcer has a more mel-

to keep CFRB "Canada's
No. 1 Station" . . . first for
service, information and
entertainment!

lifluous voice and so he tops the first announcer each time with the fact that Lava
is also a gentle soap. His voice, too, shows
excellent casting, for the words and ideas
that he has been chosen to handle are presented with a gentler delivery.
Following this copy is the familiar
L-A-V-A chanted jingle — used here as a
tag as I mentioned before. There are no
lyrics on "hand-brush action" nor any trochaic warbling about getting out ground-in
dirt. The preceding words take care of
this as only prose can — then at the close
of the commercial, Lava hits you right between the eyes with its well-established and
catchy identification. This is hard selling
copy that resorts to music only as a payoff; smart use of both techniques!
25 FEBRUARY
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QUARTER

CELEBRATING A
CENTURY
OF BROADCASTING

CFRB
TORONTO

Representatives:
United States:
Canada:

Adam J. Young Jr., Incorporated
All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited

Why WFBR is

BIG

'/
in Baltimore

KEPOIIT

TO SPONSORS

(Continued

from

for 25 February

page

1952
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On air 30 years, WOR finds
food firms bought most time
Picture page 38 this issue shows operations at WOR,
New York, as they were 30 years ago when station
first went on air.
Station celebrated 30th anniversary 22 February, pored over records and found
food industry had been leading user of station in 3
decades.
R. C. Maddux, v. p. charges of sales, told
SPONSOR next 4 major purchasers of WOR time have
been pharmaceuticals , toilet goods, confections,
beverages.
Oldest WOR sponsor is Dugan Brothers
bakery, on consistently for over 26 years.
(Picture
referred to above runs with article on law that
shows must be labeled as transcribed. )
BAB gunning for more business
from mail order houses

This is the top morning
show in the Baltimore
area. It got that way by
offering what listeners
want . . . warmth and a
friendly spirit in the
morning, plus music, news,
weather .and birthdays
judiciously
throughout.

sprinkled

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm the cockles of a
sponsor's heart.
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

BAB leadership hopes Sears, Roebuck sponsorship
2 new Liberty Broadcasting System programs will

of
be

just first step in cracking country's major mailorder houses. Sears and Montgomery Ward are major
targets of AM promotion forces, anxious to crack
traditional resistance to radio.
Sears had not used
radio nationally for 15 years prior to LBS purchase,
though some local stores had tried air with notable
success in terms of sales.

Merchandising tie-ins between stations,
food chains growing with WFIL Ltest
Trend

toward

tie-ins

between

radio

stations

and food

stores to give sponsors extra push at point-of-sale
continues, with latest to sign WFIL, Philadelphia,
and Food Fair Stores.
Food chain has agreed to provide weekly shelf extender displays in all 35 Food
Fair

markets in WFIL primary coverage area for products of WFIL advertisers.
Sponsors must buy 3 par-

for minimum

ticipations weekly in station's "Mary
of 13 weeks to qualify.

Boxing gets highest average
in TV, TelePulse finds

Jones"

program

ratings

Highest-rated programing category in TV is boxing,
according to Multi-Market TelePulse study of 2-8
January.
Next highest is comedy-variety, followed
closely by Westerns and situation comedy.
Average
rating of boxing was 22.5, with 8 quarter hours on
air; comedy-variety had 21.3, with 63 quarter hours;
Westerns 18.5 with 10 quarters hours; situation comedy 17.1 with 24 quarter hours.
Lowest-rated programing categories were religion (2.9) ; homemakingservice (3.2); educational (3.9); United Nations
(4.4) ; sports news (4.4).
SPONSOR

VIVEIWEPWOEIRN'TS
KPIX, for its overpowering

effort to please!7
. writes Mrs. Donald D. Poff,
425 Franklin Street
San Francisco, California

The "effort to please" has been characteristic
of KPIX, San Francisco's pioneer television
station, from its very first day.
It's a successful effort, too! Speaking for
thousands and thousands of viewers, Mrs. Poff
writes, "in staying close to Channel 5, I see
great humor, great drama, great stars, great
shows. As a housewife, I particularly enjoy the
variety of your daytime programs. In the evening, the rest of my family joins me on Channel
5. KPIX is tops!"
Such viewer-loyalty offers a special sponsorvalue worth looking into with your Katz man.

CHANNEL
FRANCISCO
and
DUMONT
Represented
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Katz

Agency

Networks
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AGENCY SALESMAN

arc am Dumber of arguments you can
present, but what the right ones are,

[Continued from page 31)
representative can logically point up
advantages of one program over another, or one time slot over another,
he'll have an interested and cooperative listener.
As a traveling timehuyer for one of
the top 10 agencies told SPONSOR:
"When you discuss time clearance
with a station manager, you're on a
topic of importance just as great to
him as it is to you. He wants to clear
as much time as possible, too. There

you won't know until you hear him
out — in his own office or across his
dinner
The table."
following examples illustrating
specifically the success of the "personal touch" were culled from the experiences of several agency represen-

tatives:

1. An objection to crime programs
in general, though not especially this
one, was keeping a client's show out
of a valuable one-station market. Con-

If you have a use for

vincing testimony from law enforcement authorities was presented showing the indispensable community service inherent in this crime program.
2. One Midwestern station manager was shown that it would be better
programing to clear desired time for a
certain mystery program by moving a
variety show then in that spot to another night. In its new position the
large and established audience of the
variety show could better benefit the
preceding local program.
3. Satisfactory kinescope time could
be had for a program at one station
only if a symphony program was
moved from the time slot. A discussion of the relative merits of symphony
as compared to drama in this particular community — 'each has its own
place and time' — brought the necessary change of schedule.
4. A comparison between the
agency's program and a competitive
one did the trick. With ratings of the
first month's telecasts to prove an audience had been established and a
prospectus of future programs showing guest stars, the clearance was
clinched.

you can SAVE up to 50'
of your present duplication costs
... and be SURE of
HIGHEST QUALITY REPRODUCTION!
For \/ RADIO
PROGRAMS
V SALES
TRAINING

duplication ever offered in the industry. Dual or single track duplication
— at any speed you specify. Prompt,
complete distribution service.

\/ SERVICE
TRAINING
■MAIL

THIS

To: MAGNETIC
□ Send

COUPON-.
SOUND,

Address
City and State

INC., Dept. B —

full information

□ Contact us
Nai

Our new Multi-Recorder equipment
enables us to produce as many as
120 half-hour programs per hour on
magnetic sound tape. Thus we can
quote you the lowest prices for sound

on your tape
at once;

JEWETT

■ DES MOINES, IOWA

BLDG.

duplication

servio

soon;

_.

The man or woman who is going to
accomplish results like these for the
agency must have all the qualifications
of a good will ambassador, combined
with a solid background in radio and/
or TV at the local level.
When Tom Slater, Ruthrauff & Ryan
vice president and associate director
of radio and TV, was ready for a vacation last summer, he and his family
toured the Southland, stopping for
business along the way. R&R had
been concerned about the number of
live stations in the ABC-TV line-up for
the Dodge-sponsored Showtime, U.S.A.
Slater would see if he could acquire
additional live outlets or at least improve
time. Here's how he describeskine
his trip:
"I planned our route so we could
pass through Norfolk, Greensboro,
Charlotte, right on down the line of
TV markets and back through the inland states. I visited perhaps 25 or
30 station managers and talked to
them about all sorts of problems . . .
as an R&R v. p., as a guy who has had
many similar problems through the
years, and in some cases as 'old mike
buddies' from way back.
"They knew Dodge was on the air
with Showtime, and in most cases,
they had already been offered the proSPONSOR

Somewhere

West of Iusi ace Tilley

or JYf€> i to ti 4'iiiiff 4>l

Geography is one of the many things
we have a lot of around Amarillo.
About 25 years ago a fellow could
stand at the Santa Fe station, squint
his eyes, and see right into the next
week. Lately, though, all the irrigation-fostered trees, the oil wells, and
grain elevators would get in his way.
If he was looking for business, he
wouldn't want to look much further
than our trading area anyhow.
Amarillo is a long way from everywhere, up on the high plains which
climb to the Rockies. Five other
state capitals are about as near as
Austin, the Texas capital. Eightythree counties in Texas, 3 in Colorado, 16 in Oklahoma, 16 in New
Mexico, and 12 in Kansas are served
by Amarillo's network of highways
and railroads — 1.853,000 people in
an area of 166,875 square miles.
This is why Amarillo, the 158th market in the U. S. in population, is
11th in retail sales per capita.
Amarillo is so far north of South
Texas (770 miles from Brownsville)
that we're sometimes called Yankees.
But it's close to the stuff an advertiser looks for when he wants business. The Panhandle, with the
world's largest wheat field, grows
85% of Texas' 35-million-bushel an-

•

10,000 watts
Represented
nationally

Inturillo

nual wheat crop. It contains the
biggest natural gas field in the world,
the second biggest cattle ranch, and
more than 4,000 oil wells. ("Cattle
can't drink that stuff," said an outraged rancher when oil was found
on his land.)
KGNC's 10,000 watts cover our
vast trading area effectively. Last
year the Texas State Soil Conservation Board wanted to determine the
most effective means of getting
weather information to an area up to
80 miles from Amarillo. They found
out with their own survey. Radio got
96% of the vote — and 88% of the
96% said KGNC. When asked,
"What's your favorite farm program?" 67% named KGNC programs; all other stations combined
got only 33%.
There's a story about a fellow from
Washington, D. C. who was riding
across a flat stretch of wind-blown
road with a Texas rancher. A colorful bird fluttered into, and out of,
sight. The Easterner asked what it
was. "Bird of paradise," his host
told him. There was a long pause,
then
from
It
And

the visitor said, "Pretty far
home, wasn't he?"
isn't as far as it used to be.
the gap is closing.

Aniarillo

by the
L. Taylor Co.

NBC AFFILIATE
25 FEBRUARY
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-ram before. Managers have said to
me, 'Come on in, and \ou show me
where I can put your show and 1*11
cam it.' At one station 1 recall, live
time simpl) could not be cleared be< au-e of another commercial program
in the desired slot. There's no argument there. But the station schedule
-how cd a football game to be televised for the next couple of months.
It was a good guess that the holdover
audience from the foothall game would
be Large enough to warrant taking the
following half hour for a kinescope.
M\ examining station program logs
with station and commercial managers, in almost every desired market I
was able to work out satisfactory clearFor several
ance."

months.

Lou Wechsler,

now with ABC-TV, visited station
managers as agency representative for
^ oung & Ruhicam. He was primarily
concerned with working out participation announcements in local TV shows
and a merchandising tie-in plan.
Others in Frank Coulter's radio \ TV
timebuying department are now traveling around the nation to help with
network clearance difficulties.
Last June. Blatz Brewing and the
Weintraub agency made a 17-daj sales
tour of 15 cities by air to launch the
Amos & Andy show on CBS-TV. Discussions followed between stations
which would he offered the new Blatz
vehicle and agency executives Harry
Trenner, vice president of radio & TV.
Carlos Franco, general manager of radio & TV, Les Blumenthal, assistant to

Carlos Franco, in charge of station
relations. Blumenthal told SPONSOR
line-up:
how
the agency added to the network
"Working along with the net, each
of the 50 stations was personally contacted. We treated each station much
the same as a salesman treats a tough
customer — with repeated visits, phone
calls, and regular reminders."
Many of the 50 stations which subsequently cleared time for Amos &
Andy did so as a direct result of this
consistent sales effort, savs Blumenthal.
To delve deeper into station clearance as a problem in itself, apart from
the overall station relations job, look
at the procedure followed when a potential sponsor wants a network proThe television networks start the
line-up ball rolling themselves. But
gram.
unlike the radio nets, they do not "order" stations to carry programs; they
"offer" them under terms of "agreements" and hope for a high number
of availabilities. With four networks
competing against each other for time
in the 64 TV markets, and only 108
U. S. stations to go around, the network can do little more than tally the
availability response. Affiliation is a
hollow term.

Ca*u <fOi*. 04UU4. *>n*cA ca a cow?
IT'S OBVIOUS, ISN'T IT?
IT'S JUST

AS OBVIOUS

most listened to station in Hannibaland*

that KHMO

is again the

This is proved

by the June, 1951 Conlan Study of Listening Habits.
240,470 radio families live within the rich Hannibaland*
area. The majority of these families are rural . . . these are
the people who have most of the money and who buy the
most . . . these are the people who listen most to KHMO.
For proof that KHMO is your best buy in Hannibaland*
write, wire or phone KHMO or Pearson today.
* HANNIBALAND

... the rich 41 county area surrounding

Hannibal, Mo., Quincy, 111., and Keokuk, Iowa.

KHMO

Representative
John E. Pearson Company

•

Mutual

Network

Hannibal, Missouri
5000

watts day

1000

watts at night

Either a station operator chooses to
carry a program as offered, will take
it kinescoped, or will not take it at all.
As one operator said: "I don't care
what network it is, if a program is
In some
instances,
a network will
good,
I'll carry
it."
use its good offices to convince a station manager of the desirability of a
certain show, but usually the network
can't go out of its way to favor a particular client.
At one network the suggestion was
made that "agencies are in a better I
position to discuss clearance because
they're able to make special arrangements and all kinds of deals." Though |
that attitude is not typical of network I
reaction to agency efforts, the remark
is not wholly unjustified.
There have been isolated instances
of sharp-shooter negotiations but they
are only a minute segment of the over- '
all picture.
One flagrant example is that of a
large-city station operator who was ,
offered — and refused — a gift of a new I
Cadillac if he would clear otherwise
unavailable time.
SPONSOR

LOOK AT OUR SPOT
PICTURE!
AO NEW TOP MGM

MOVIE

STAR

SHOWS PLUS DON LEE'S LONG
ESTABLISHED FAVORITES GIVE
DON LEE THE BEST CONTINUOUS
EVENING

LINE-UP IN THE WEST

We have available the Pacific Coast's Hottest Spots ^^
Check your Blair Man or your Don Lee Representative

KHJiKFRCIKGB
LOS ANGELES
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A

SAN FRANCISCO K

SAN DIEGO

" In one two-station market an arrangement was worked out between
the two owners to swap half-hours.
An organization once offered to
clear time for a net program if spot
sales were used in other markets.

SEVEN

TIPS

on how to clear stations
Jj

Amid pressure tactics — more
can
lie ticromplishrd
with a sincere,

that device.
perhaps lnr, of the agencies used
this

q

lj the program
is already established, have a complete rating his-

The majority of agency representatives are using more ethical and far
more successful means. The comment

^

programs

Some stations have been offered local card rates to clear time for net
shows. One agency TV v.p. guessed

Be prepared to discuss competitive
and

know

their

iveak-

of Ruth Jones, Benton & Bowles, assistant media director for Procter &
Gamble, is more representative of the
industry approach: "I have always
been very careful in my dealings with
station people never to exert any sort
of pressure. There are enough ways
to work out clearance without wield-

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

For the most part it is obvious why
ing an axe."
national advertisers are anxious to get
complete market coverage. Jean Carroll, timebuyer at Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, points out that Spei-

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

del, for example (What's My Name,
CBS-TV), must be represented in certain markets, because the company
uses no other advertising medium
there. If, after Speidel distributors put
their product on local shelves, a station decides for any reason to drop

Be prepared to study program logs
with an eye to creating availabilities by suggesting lineup changes.
The agency representative should
* be a man or woman who has a
wide background in radio and/or
TV at local level.

ing San Francisco, Seattle, and Albuquerque, three times a day to improve
kinescope time. One of the shows
for which Gruber has traveled is Block
Drug's Danger, carried by 26 CBSTV stations, 21 of them live. Why so
limited a network?
Gruber explains:
"Block is another sponsor who refuses to take any more kine time. The
company
"A"
time unlessisit turning
is live. down
I expectclass
to make
another station tour shortly to add

more live stations to our net." * * *
the program, those prior jobbers' orders and sales are as good as negated. '
Not all the agencies feel the urgency
of the clearance problem. Charles M.
MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
Wilds, chief timebuyer for N. W. Ayer,
I Continued from page 6)
told sponsor: "When we feel the situation demands it, we'll send our timeStudents of TV-in-politics will cerbuyers out regularly to clear TV statainly take note of the basic blunder of
the Bandwagon's stage management.
On tionthe
time."other hand, The Biow ComBy accepting the Garden immediately
pany's vice president in charge of following a prize fight, and with that
radio & TV, Terence C. Clyne, has just
arrangement of seats, the auspices fareturned from a station tour. He
tally hampered their performance. The
told sponsor: "Any agency which is not
ring faces four ways. Half the audience is always looking at backs. Then
sending men out is behind the pack."
In those instances where agency repthere is the awkwardness of entering
resentatives have not been able to seand leaving the ring by a single ramp
cure clearances, sincere efforts at unso that congestion and bottleneck were
derstanding a mutual problem have
constant. There being no wings in
resulted at least in better station relawhich to wait, the various stagemanations. Then, too, more than one station has been secured months after the
gers and rotating m.c.'s were always
in view, adding to the milling mob that
glutted aisles and ring and destroyed
agency man had returned to his ofli< r. Inii kept interest alive by phone.
showmanship. The three orchestras
could not always make out the wig-wag
Cecil & Presbrey's chief radio & TV
signals in such a throng. Hence many
timebuyer,
Herb
he'd
never want to
comeGruber,
face towails
face with
missed cues. Speeches were drowned
out b\ music and then when music was
the phone bill the month he was callSPONSOR

67%

of the great

MICHIGAN
SEVEN BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
is fll/lrf covered by
combining
The DETROIT coverage of

WKMH

TTS
000 WANIGHTS)
...5
(1000 WATTS

and ...Southern Michigan's

WKHM
JACKSON

TTS
...1000(FULL WA
TIME)
970

ON

THE

DIAL

See the latest PULSE!
CALL
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MAN
69

\ collection of big stars including

.In.-, aa when Ethel Merman
-in-, it was two minutes Late.

The Mummers

Humphrey Bogart. Lauren Bacall,
llcnix Fonda, came to the ring. They

street orchestra from

Philadelphia waited interminably. FinalK it serpentined through the mob.
an exquisite fire hazard, as it seemed
to us. with si\-foot plumage strapped
to their waists. The cowboj orchestra
chose this time to blare forth, submerging the Mummers Music. Later when
a college boy started to orate he was
smothered by the bugle.

were promptly obscured from view.
pushed around and lost in a parade of
youthful precinct captains dumping
dollar lulls in a tub. Clark Gable, who
displayed imposing mike presence,
seemed about to say something concerning Eisenhower, at that point a
crying need of the rally. Instead he
merely introduced Irving Berlin who
sang in his deplorable voice his campaign song, vou

guessed

it, "I Like

Ike." Berlin's boff line is "Even Harry
Truman likes Ike!"
Is that a reason?

* * *

None of these critical comments on
the showmanship of television political rallies is intended to disparage the
g
I general.
The questions here
raised concern ways and means — are
matters of faith or doubt in catchphrases,
numbers, chants, visuality and
wax s.
star dust on a platform facing four

* * *

In the end there was no escaping the
necessity of stating why Eisenhower
should be president. Good advertising
demanded no less than that. But the
rally
why. closed at one a.m. with a few
rambling remarks by Senator Lodge.
He, too, forgot to include the reason-

* * *

In short, the rally was a beautiful
advertising layout — with the sell
omitted.

YOUNG

-k -k !r>
-k

TIMEBUYERS

(Continued from page 36)

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oet.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT

radio.

30

Years

on

the Air

group will be that you're not attempting to build up your broadcast advertising billing, but, in most instances,
where the budget is large enough to
spread among several media, you will
find yourself with the required amount
of money for a real broadcasting camOn the other hand — don't recommt
mend so heavy a starting schedule that
the advertiser would not have enough
paign.
money to stretch it across the country
on a similar basis. (Oh, the nightum! ) mares in reaching that happy mediNot enough people in the over-;
advertising business have some broat
casting background, and as a ] an

::.

you are so often asked to do the impossible. You must, therefore, be ti
less — and smiling — in your educational efforts. The unknowing will phone
you or clash madly in and say "Let Inme
have a plan within an hour for a cammpaign on the 20 best radio stations di-in
the U.S." Yes, it happens regularly.
An over-all tentative plan can be ;
mipulled together in a hurry, but it will
I
not list the specific radio stations. '
(You must explain about availabilities and adjacencies and competition.)
It will not list the price per spot. (You
must explain how the costs vary with '
SPONSOR

Kadio...
IN THE LAND
OFm
MILK

and ^ONEY

SMART IDEA
NO. 1

fMij iJwJL..
It's easy. At 8:15 each morning Rog Miller and Ed Jason (backed by
three Phone Operators) say —
"Good morning ladies, your Party Line
is open for the next 30 minutes. Phone us the News — your Club Meetings, Church and School Affairs, Bake and Rummage Sales, Lost & Found
items. Need a baby sitter? Handy-man? Any household problem need
solving? One of our gals will jot down your message — pass it over the
table to us and we'll immediately toss it on the air. So send us those phone
calls, or cards and letters. Glad to be of service!"
And what a beautiful Service PARTY

LINE has become the past three

years. We carry six participating announcements daily which the boys "kick
around". Maybe next year there'll be an opening!

Wisconsin's most show -full station
Green
HAYDN

R. EVANS,

Bay
Gen.

Represented By WEED
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Mgr.

& COMPANY

5000

WATTS

%*3-»r T

WAVE-TV
* in KENTUCKY

the hours of the day and the length of
the schedule and the stations used.) It
will not contain a promise of being
able to get positions immediately next
to the 25 top-rated shows. I Perhaps
that's not the audience you really want
for the product anyway.) Nor will
it show the cost-per-thousand listeners. (Incidentally, this is the biggest
headache demand in the business — because it is so easy to get for printed
media and that is the only way the account man feels confident in himself
in selling the idea to the client. "Oh
yes, Buyer," the account man may say,
"while I'm in the meeting with the
client will you please send in a report
on what his competition is doing in
broadcasting so that I can convince
him it's the thing to do. . . . No, we
won't need you at the meeting.")
This account man soon learns that

touts

(According to scientific survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper,
Head of the Psychological Services
Center. University of Louisville.
in WAVE-TV
area. June. 1951 )

•"•JET***
VE
y,A

WAVE-TV
CHANNft 5

NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOWSVILll, KENTUCKY

Mtk^y

FREE & PETERS, Inc.

Exclusive National Representative*

knowledge of the markets and station
operations. Be sure your desk is so
well covered while you are away that
none of the clients will miss out on
anything. And always be where you
can be reached for a quick return or
jump to another town on short notice.
A buyer must be a complete selfstarter. You must know more about
your job and its requirements than
anyone else. It is doubtful if your
company will tell you that you should
go out and visit stations, or that you
should attend certain meetings, or
hand you the history of an account on
a silver platter. It is your business to
do these things on your own. However, you don't sit back in December
and figure out some reason for taking
a trip to Florida in February or
March! It would be nice, but things

just don't work that way.
Learn how often to accept luncheon
the buyer cannot deliver to him the
or other invitations, and pick up
material in the way he wants it. Howcheck occasionally yourself in order
ever, it's a long slow process, and perithat you will not be obligating your
odically he tries again. Fortunately,
company or your client in any way.
there are many more account men who
(Even a woman buyer can learn how
either know how to present broadcast
advertising, or let the official radio-TV
to handle this gracefully.) Don't feel
that your entire department must be
department people do it for them.
invited every place you go or that each
And these are the ones whose billings
must keep secret where he or she has
speak success for their clients.
been. An exchange of information
You will sometimes be told you are
much too nice to the station and netsuiting from general conversations can
be helpful on all accounts.
work people, and you will sometimes
In your position as timebuyer you
be asked to do things you feel are «
somewhat on the unethical side. Howare performing an important function
— for an important organization — for
ever, this is not your company's usual
method of operation but regard it as a
important clients. And whether the
request imposed on you by someone
meetings are business or social, it is
within the organization or by the cliimportant that you reflect this without
ent. Once you have the reputation
being stodgy or superior.
And believe me — timebuying is exwith the stations for this, it is veryhard to live it down. Remember, you
asperating, exhilarating, exhausting —
as the buyer are the one who must live
and fun !
* * *
with the people in the industry, and
the company that employs you assumes

HIGHBALLING

that by your good judgment and tactful operations you can achieve the
most desirable results for the client.
(And so very often the person who

{Continued from page 33)

has insisted that you "get tough" is
pleading with you shortly thereafter to
request a favor from the station you
treated so badly.)
Learn when to travel to achieve the
best results, and when to sta\ at your
desk. Once you have established a
reputation for yourself, the long-distance telephone can work miracles.
But get around often enough, and to
enough places that are important to
vour client, so that \ou have first-hand

WITH

RADIO

"Let me give you a few examples (
bow this worked for us, why we feel s
enthusiastic about our radio salesmei
"Not long ago, there was a schedul
change on the Twentieth Century Lim
ited — one of the world's most famou:
trains — in Chicago. On short i
it was forced to leave about 15 minute
early. Well, we gave orders to New
York Central's Chicago air salesman,
Jim Conway, to plug the change in all
bis commercials. We backed this up
with last-minute newspaper ads. Jim
did such a good job that not a single '
SPONSOR

WBAL's Mighty Advertising -Merchandising Plan!
>Otrike twice at your customer with WBAL'S
unique OPERATION CHAIN-ACTION
-at
home with radio commercials, ana at the point
or sale. Food advertisers guaranteed powerful
point or sale promotion in over 213 leading
chain food stores coupled with the unequalled
power or radio advertising lor mass selling. Give

f

PRODUCT
YOUR

Ua

your product's advertising that needed, doubledbarrelled impact with C HA I N - ACT I O N .
Complete details on request.
50,000 WATTS

WBAL
NBC
25 FEBRUARY
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MARYLAND

NATIONALLY

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY

BY

& CO.

passenger missed the train, and there
wasn't a complaint. That's why all of
the local passenger agents along New
York Centra] keep in close contacl with
their local radio personality. If there's
any sudden emergencies — postponing
of trains, rescheduling and the like —
the) get in touch right away with the
radio outlet. This makes the railroad's
personnel, as well as the radio personalities, feel that they are indeed working in a common cause."
An example of how actual passenger
traffic was traced to the line's use of
local-level air personalities was cited

ilmsK to sponsor bj agencyman Frier:
"" Uthough New York Central is not
widel)
as an
'excursion'
we
do known
run such
trains,
and weroute.
rel\
heavil) on radio to make them a success. \nd. radio has done a good joh
for us in this res] ect.
"Last October, New York Central
ran a special fall-season excursion
train from Chicago to Niagara Falls.
The main job of telling people about
it fell to our morning show on WI5BM.
plus some newspapers, posters, and
handbills in the Chicago area. Actually there was only room for two com-

menials of about one-minute's length
each on the air. But when the train
pulled out on October 19th, it was a
sell-out. There were some 700 people
on board.
"NYC interviewed passengers on the
train," Frier added, "and discovered
that nearly 70% of them had been
"sold' by hearing of the excursion on
radio. One party of 30 people had
heard of it in Milwaukee, which we
couldn't have reached any other way
except by radio, since no newspapers
were used in that city to plug the excursion. Most of the passengers were
probabl)
"new
Half
of
them were
30 business,'
years old ortoo.
younger.

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S Pia+te&l RADIO STATION

Now, we're planning similar air campaigns for future excursions, and are
sure
they'll
a comparable
Since
Newbe York
Central,success.'T
longest

Tk*>*

G\tSl

There's an extra puneh in your
advertising dollar on WDBJ! To
demonstrate, look at these Promotion figures for the Fall Campaign
(Oct. 14-Dee. 31):
Newspaper Ad Lineage
Newspaper Publicity Lineage
Announcements and Trailers
Downtown Display Windows

25,746
5,070
2,505
13

Plus "Drug Briefs" and "Grocery Briefs"
monthly to the drug and grocery retailers, dealer cards, letters, and miscellaneous services on specific special occasions!
For further information
Write WDBJ

or Ask FREE & PETERS!

(10,700 miles of road) Eastern railroad and second nationally in traffic
volume, uses a wide variety of other
ad media — ranging from magazines
and newspapers to outdoor posters and
carcards — radio results are often hard
to trace. One good measure of radio's
ability is the results achieved by New
York Central in pulling mail in competition with the other media.
Admanager Jim Webster described
for sponsor what happened when radio got into the act of offering free
travel literature, long a "standard" in
any
tricks. railroad's bag of promotional
"In 1951, radio was a big factor in
distributing New York Central's "Year'Round-Travel Guide," a folder that's
full of vacation suggestions and which
describes the line's passenger services.
Each of our morning radio shows gave
the folder about three or four mentions
over the period of a week. At the same
time, we ran couponed ads in travel
magazines like Holiday and the National Geographic, and in teacher's
publications.
"Radio had several disadvantages in
comparing results. For one thing, since i
all our local shows are aired during the
'breakfast hour' of about 7:00 a.m. to
8:15 a.m. in our radio markets, there s
no coupon that can be clipped at leisure. \ listener has to put down his ;
coffee cup, grab a pencil, and write
down the address right then and there. I
"However, out of a total of some I
30.000 requests for the travel guide,
radio was responsible for pulling in
about 5,500— or about 20r; . Radio's
cost-per-inquir) was quite comparable
SPONSOR
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KWK RINGS
THE CASH REGISTER

with the several media in which we

went much more heavily into spot ra-

made the offer, despite the handicaps."
In discussing the methods used by
New York Central in using radio along
its main line, which ties together the
two greatest cities in America and
which passes through several of the
biggest passenger markets, one fact
emerged clearly, sponsor received the
impression that the keystone of the
railroad's success with radio lies in the

dio. A campaign
of "service"
announcements, mentioned
earlier in this
report, was instigated in January 1947
in a half-dozen key markets, between
New York and Chicago.
What New York Central was shooting for was the 70% of its passenger
traffic which comes primarily from
NYC-served cities. (The remainder is

hag of tricks used to "personalize" the
local-level commercial approach. For
the henefit of other railroad admen,
and for skeptics who feel it can't be
done at all, here's how it works.
The primary secret is composed of
two factors:
1. Buying the right show. This involves a good knowledge of radio timebuying on the part of both agency and
client, and in New York Central's case,
the willingness of the railroad to learn
from results.
Regardless of the media,
advertising is bought
to move merchandise off
the retailer's shelves.
When

a local advertiser

buys advertising, he knows
immediately whether or
not his advertising is
moving that merchandise.
The over-whelming
advantage that KWK
enjoys in the local
advertising field certainly
indicates that KWK
advertising DOES
merchandise!

SELL

And, that's one reason so
many National Advertisers
use KWK year- after- year!

H*pA*4**ttativ

1U KATZ AGENCY

largely from "off-line" railroads, who
connect with NYC. This is why NYC
advertises nationally in travel and consumer publications.) These passengers divide about equally into three
brackets: casual or vacation travelers,
passengers who take a few trips each
year, and those who take anywhere
from 10 to 20 or more railroad jaunts
every year. NYC's announcements
were aired in all kinds of day-and-night
time slots, in a sort of shotgun ap-

2. Aiming the commercials at a
"local" market. Again, agency technique and client experience are teamed
for a long-haul operation that involves
considerable (but worthwhile) effort.
Picking the shows to do the job for
New York Central, something that calls
for a bigger-than-average decision by
both client and agency since NYC is

"Ratings show that the day is past when
programs of high purpose and of strong
idea content must automatically play
second fiddle to programs dedicated to
jokes and ballads."
JOHN COBURN TURNER
Assistant Director
Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop

stepped-up passenger traffic. This, in
turn, was going to come from steppedup advertising and merchandising.
This was to include radio, since the
Cleveland test had drawn a good local
response.
Accordingly, NYC upped its appropriations for other media into the million-dollars-annually
brackets,
and

In the meantime, the spot announcement campaign continued. NYC usually tried to get at least 15 announcements per week in what was growing
to be a list of some eight or 10 big
cities. Anywhere from one to three
stations per city were used in the process. These "service" announcements
were usually slotted next to news, and

proach. Results in 1947 were good,
no "in-and-out" advertiser, is the logiand
to keep up NYC's interest
in airenough
advertising.
cal development of everything the line
has done so far on the air in the past ,
Around the early part of 1948, the
business outlook for NYC improved
six years.
New York Central, the railroading
greatly. Operating revenues for 1947
had climbed back to some $703,000,giant that has grown from Commo000 from which NYC netted an indore Cornelius Vanderbilt's far-sighted
mergers in the 1860s, came to air
the-black $2,306,000. Then, a major
advertising 17 April 1946 with a local
change came quietly to the line's air
WHK, Cleveland show, Union Terminal Today. This was a time of great
As mentioned earlier, NYC, at the
approach.
stresses and strains for the NYC's railurging of its ad agency had taken a 26roading empire.
week trial run in 1946 with a local
In 1946 — first big postwar year of tape-recorded show, Union Terminal
railroading — because of falling reveToday on Cleveland's WHK. This connues, labor and expansion problems,
sisted of tape-recorded chats with pasand other headaches, NYC wound up
sengers debarking from NYC trains at
with a $10,000,000 deficit in its net in- the Cleveland terminal. Local results
come figures. In 1947, New York Cenwere so good, agency and client decidtral officials knew that its financial saled to look further during 1948 into the
vation had to come, in large part, from
matter of local programing.

SPONSOR

San Francisco has 3 TV stations. These
stations give primary coverage of the
San Francisco Bay Area and secondary coverage
throughout Northern and Central California.
The leading San Francisco TV station is
KRON-TV. This leadership is clear-ci
month after month because • •

With the market's highest TV
antenna, KRON-TV provides
coverage
unparalleled "Clear Sweep"
KRON-TV presents the largest
number of top-rated showsmore than the other two staQue)
tions combined (Pulse and TeleKRON-TV attracts the most
viewers in every audience segment—men, women, teenagers,
children
(Tele-Que — Pulse does
not
measure)
KRON-TV serves the largest
abaugh)
number of advertisers (RorKRON-TV offers the greatest
percentage of audience... both
day and night, and throughout
the week (Tele-Que)
k with FREE & PETERS

SAN

FRANCISCO
SELL

CHRONICLE
MORE

ON

• NBC

CHANNEL

AFFILIATE

4

Free & Peters, Inc. offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth.
Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle Bldg.,
5th and Mission Streets. San Francisco
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for availabilities!

Were ordinaril) of a minute in length.
The whole thin" accounted for between V, and 8% of the firm's advertising appropriation.
Uso, in 1950, a one-year TV test
campaign was made, using I \ film announcements inNew York City. \\ bile
it did its share, the campaign was a
headache in many ways for the railroad. Specially-shot films had to be
made for the single market to keep the

^

campaign consistent with the "localized approach." They were expensive
and lacked radio's flexibility. Last
year.
TV since.
was dropped, and hasn't been
resumed

Colgate Dental Cream
Tests — Renews
WDIA

in Memphis

Yes. after an Initial 13-week test. Colgate Denl
Cream has renewed WDIA lor 12 months . . . sho1
ing

further

Trade

Area

proof

of WDIA's

(439.266

complet.

Negroes

in

WDIA

jjoffiln
BMB

cou

Juct just as for Taystee Bread. Stag Beer. Ford,
er Aspirin. Tide. Nucoa. etc. Get the full story
WDIA
TODAY!
HOOPER

RADIO

AUDIENCE

INDEX

■in; Sets WDIA B C D E
:

Memphis.

Tenn.

MEMPHIS
John

Months:

WDIA
E

Pearson Co.,

SEPARATE

Nov.. Dee.

'51

TENN.
Representative

BUT EQUAL

WERD

Proves

A

Moot

Southern

Point in Atlanta

. . . ""Separate but equal". — that famous phrase
heard but seldom seen, came true, Hooper-wise
for WERD in May. 8:00 AM to 12 NoonMonday through Friday. WERD 23.2, Station A
23.2.

While all this was going on, Webster
and account executive Frier checked
over lists of shows with timebuver
Lillian Selb. When they had a chance,
Webster and Frier took to the road,
traveling the Central line and checking
first-hand on local radio programing
opportunities. Despite their lack of
great success with TV, both men realized TV was a competitor in practically all of their potential program markets with radio. Their best bet, both
men decided, was in daytime radio.
The first real test of this new approach came in 1950. In the middle
of that year, when WNBC started a new
morning series featuring Skitch Henderson, pianist-bandleader husband of
Faye Emerson. NYC bought a segment
of the show. It was a 7:45 to 8:00
a.m. portion, three days each weeK,
following WNBC's high-rated Charles
F. McCarthy news show. The blending of Skitch's friendly records-andchatter approach with a "personalized"
form of commercials aimed specifically in his style at New Yorkers was a
success from the start.
Things moved rapidly after that.
When Skitch switched to an evening
schedule, and Bob Elliott and Ray
Goulding moved into his place, NYC
stayed where they were. Then, in January of last year, when it came time
for the renewals of the spot announcement contracts, NYC felt that the time
had come for the big play.
Having long since picked its shows,
NYC quickly bought the portions it
wanted of virtually all of its present
list. \ few recent addition-, such as

JOE

WOOTTON

the Joint Lascelles Show on Buffalo's
\\<d! bring the list up to date. States
the railroad: "In each city, the Central went after the show and the station that could deliver the best and
biggest

audience for the money paid

out. could give the best value"
Once having bought into the programs it wanted, making them pay off
was up tn i In- commercials. Here's how
the technique is carried out backstage.
For the 1 1 markets. Foote, Cone &
Belding's Harry Frier actually has to
write 11 sets of commercials. One master set is done, to orient the general
themes (vacation travel, plugs for certain trains, institutional messages, com- |
fori of NYC trains). Then. Frier has
to knock out 11 variations on this
theme. Each set has to have certain |
over-all angles, such as local place and
train names, local NYC agents' names,
departure times. Each set, too, has to
be in the "style" of the particular radio personality — something Frier
achieves by remote control with the extensive use of "air-check" transcrip- :
tions of each individual show. Admits
Frier: the
"Iteffort.
isn't easy,
although
worth
Sometimes
I feel it's1
as I
though I'm writing copy for 11 different clients at once. However, it all
boils
to theCentral
same thing."
NewdownYork
itself states:
"Commercials for all the Central's radio programs are written to allow plenty of room for ad-libbing. The idea is
for the entertainer to make friends for
the railroad in his own way. The maim
emphasis in the program plugs is on|
passenger service, but subjects covered have ranged from foreign freight
handling to Christmas music in Grand
Central Terminal. Prepared scripts
are sometimes put aside in favor of letters from passengers praising NYC
The majority of the radio commercials are strictly "sell" copy. NYC does
some institutional air promotion for
service."
itself on its own shows, in addition to
that done by the AAR for all railroads
with Railroad Hour.
NYC is a very active member ofl
AAR, and does much to support thei
association's show, in which it shares
part of the costs through AAR dues.
There are handsome displays in NYC
terminals, notably Grand Central in
New York, to promote the show. Also,
considerable use is made of AAR promotional kits, ad mats in merchandising the show to the public and to employees. Even the public address sys- 1
tern of Grand Central, with which the {
late Harold Ross of the New 1 <"/.<-,
carried on a running feud when NYC
thought of making it "commercial^
airs plugs for Railroad Hour on da\«
SPONSOR

II MIGHT GET A 175-POUND
ILF*- lM&
IT...
YOU WON'T BAG MUCH
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
WITHOUT
THE FETZER STATIONS!
If you're gunning for bigger sales in Western
Michigan, use the double-barreled power of the
Fetzer stations — WKZO-TV in television, WKZOWJEF in radio.
TV— WkZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, and
also provides intensive primary service to Battle
Creek and dozens of other important cities and
towns in Western Michigan and Northern Indiana.
The WKZO-TV signal effectively reaches more sets
than are installed in metropolitan Kansas City,
Syracuse or Louisville! A recent 24-county Videotex Diary Study made by Jay & Graham Research

Corporation shows that WKZO-TV delivers 54.7%
more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana
homes than Station UB"!
AM" WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, are far and away the best radio buys in Western
Michigan. Bought in combination, they cost considerably less than the next-best two-station choice
in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, yet deliver about
57% more listeners! BMB figures prove great rural
circulation, too. WKZO-WJEF's unduplicated BMB
Audience is up 52.9% over 1946 at night — up
46.7% in the daytime!
Get the whole story — write us or ask Avery-Knodel.

* .-I wolf neighing just over 175 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.

WKZO-TV

WJEF
fffpA in GRAND RAPII
RAPIDS
and KENT COUNTY

$0* m WESTERN MICHIGAN
and NORTHERN INDIANA

(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

JApl
in KALAMAZOO
¥
and
GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

when the musicomedv series is aired
on NBC.

done a good job; especially when it
does this in a community where only

lint \<w York Central's radio pride
;.iid jo) is still its near-dozen morning
men, wln> sell \YC amidst their wellrated potpourri of music, news, records, chatter, and wake-up gags.
This is easy to understand. Recent-

three days previously a "Mother's
March" had resulted in $94,000 in collections. Credit goes to radio station
WAGE and TV station WHEN, Syracuse, N. Y., which jointly conducted a
two-hour show for the Dimes campaign
on 3 February just for good measure.

ly, one of the Central's air personalities
was winding up his show, and getting
set to go home for a late breakfast. A
phone call came in, from a listener who
thought the radio performer would be
interested in the effect he had in persuading people to travel on the NYC.

Brand Names Day— 1952
celebrated 16 April at the
Astoria, New York. John K.
NBC v.p. in charge of radio

will be
WaldorfHerbert,
network

"I just want you to know," said the
listener to the disk jockey, "that the
next time our organization holds its
annual convention in Chicago, we're
going
YorktheCentral.
I'm in
charge byof New
picking
transportation,
and I'm sold on the Central from what
you've
When told
the me."
story was relayed to New
York, nobody was more pleased than
raliroad adman Jim Webster. As he

In Canada
more people listen

to

CFRB
regularly than to
any other station

•fc^he 1950 BBM figures show
1 CFRB's coverage as 619,050
daytime and 653,860 night time — more
than one-fifth of the homes in Canada,
concentrated in the market which accounts for 40% of Canada's retail sales.

CFRB
States:

Canada:

Adam

All-Canada

J.

Young,

Radio

|r.

Facilities

years.

Mr. Herbert; George W. Fotis, Remington Rand; Edward A. Gumpert, National Biscuit Co.; Jack Glasser, Calvert Distillers Corp., Nathan Keats,

* * "*

ROUNDUP
^Continued from page 55)

KBON, Omaha, reports that it has
sold a minute of silence and that the
client is well satisfied with the many
favorable comments from listeners.
The Heafey and Heafey Mortuaries of
Omaha were the purchasers of the silent minute on the early morning Don
Perazzo d.j. show. At 6:44 a.m. the
KBON
Heafey,
needed
minute

Representatives:
United

eon in the Brand Name Foundation's
offices. Present were (photo, l.to r.)
Jacob A. Evans, NBC radio advertising manager; James M. Toney, public
relations director, RCA Victor; Harold A. Lebair, N. Y. Times; Charles A.
Rheinstrom, v.p., J. Walter Thompson;

Fun show — and to acquaint them with
the chowder as well— WMGM, New
York, sent a container of Beaver Brand
along with the press release. On the
market for three years, the chowder
has distribution in the big food chains
in metropolitan New York and is also
on sale in Boston and Springfield.

Toronto

Incorporated
Limited

sales, is chairman of the planning committee, which met recently at a lunch-

soon discovered from Passenger Traffic, this convention traffic on NYC
would amount to some 300 delegates.
And, before radio, the Central had
chased this kind of business — unsucces ful y— directly and indirectly for

announcer says: "Heafey and
your friends when friends are
most, invite you to join in one
of silent prayer for world

When a two-hour simulcast for the
March of Dimes yields $6,446 in
pledges l'\ viewers and listeners, it has
peace."

v.p., of the Foundation.
Guests at the Hotel Brunswick in
Lancaster, Pa., would find it difficult
to be oblivious to station WLAN in
that eit\. In a promotional tie-up between the hotel and the station, copies
of the station's daily "News Headlines" bulletin appear on the hotel's
luncheon tables, and the WLAN week
ly program log is placed in rooms, all
of which are radio-equipped.
The WTVJ, Miami, all-night "TeleJI
thon" held 19 and 20 January for the
United Cerebral Palsy Association rej
suited in a total collection of $58,81lJ
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of thej
Palsy Association and president of
United Paramount Theatres, in a tele<
gram to Col. Mitchell Wolfson, presij
dent of WTVJ, stated that the $58,81^
collected represented the highest ratic
of contributions both to population anc
TV sets in the Association's experience

••i

SPONSOF

In Los Angeles...

REACH
OF YOUR SPOTS
THATCgm®-'
Powerful KNBH

blankets the vast Southern

California market... puts your spots in
the finest TV company!
It's over 200 miles from Santa Barbara to San Diego. Here lives
America's second largest buying population. And here NBC station KNBH is doing one of the most terrific coverage jobs in the
short history of TV In the primary Los Angeles market alone there
are now more than 1,100,000 TV sets. Thousands more are in the
so-called "fringe area!' And with its array of top-talent transcontinental shows, KNBH is now reaching a huge percentage of this
audience. For choice spot time, contact KNBH,
your nearest NBC Spot Sales office today.

NBC HOLLYWOOD
TO SELL THE
IN AMERICA'S
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BUYING
2ND

MILLIONS
LARGEST

TV MARKET

-~

Hollywood, or

fi&QH&t &W#fec/...

TRANSCRIPTION

TAGS

i Continued from page 39 I
Crosb) record being twirled on a local
station.

MATINEE"

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 3:00 - 3:25 P.M.
"Rhymaline Matinee/' twin brother
of KMBC-KFRM's exciting "Rhymaline
Time," was inaugurated by popular
request!
Heart
a

of America

listeners begged

bright, live-talent program

for

in mid-

afternoon—" . . . like Rhymaline Time
. . " they said . . and their response
has been extremely gratifying. "Rhymaline Matinee" mail count has been increasing by leaps and bounds since it
on the air, and according to the

went

latest surveys it looks mighty fine ratingThere

are

a

limited number

of avail-

abilities on "Rhymaline Matinee" — so
write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, or your nearest Free & Peters
Colonel.

CBS FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA

Miss Betty Swords
Howard H. Monk & Associates
Rockjord, III.
Deat Betty;
Here air some pernts ter keep

in

mind th' next time yer lookin' fer a
place ter do someadvertizin' :
clearin's
is Bank
UP 25%
in
Charleston, West
Virginny over
las' year! Bank
debits is UP in
town
Postal n
WCHS's

22%'.
1951
una
I I'
darned
near .100
thousan' dollars
over 1<)50! Any
nay vuh wants
ter look at it.
Hetty,
this here
is
a mighty
fine
p Ia c e

ter sell
Pee
put

' n's they
an- aspendin'
totsa money,
an'
amakin'
^they're a buy in'
about!
r! WCHS gives you more
tlgy
•se big buyers fer lisseners then
\nh in bought
all tergether!
th' other
is
town put
) rs.

WCHS
Charleston, W.

jour

This sort of fatherly, we-knowwhat's-best-for-\ou attitude of the FCC
actual!) shapes thinking in radio-TV
advertiser circles. Because of the invidious comparison inherent in the law.
as written, sponsors too often feel todaj that an) sort of recording method
automatically is a "second best" to live
entertainment. Such an example was
discovered b) SPONSOR in an inten iew
with the research chief of one of New
York's biggest Radio City-area agencies.
Leaving out actual names for obvious reasons, the story goes like this:
One of the agency's big clients had
been the sponsor of a well-rated live
radio show for several years. However, the show's star had been offered
a good "running part" in a leading
TV show. To continue with the radio
show in its present form would have
been very difficult for the star. It
would have meant a complex and expensive rehearsal schedule for the radio show, which would have upgraded
its production budget.
The agency felt it had the perfect
solution: put the show on tape. With
the whole proposal mapped out, the
agency went to the client's board chairman. They made their pitch. But, the
words bounced off the brass hat like
ping-pong balls off an armored car.
"What!" roared the board chairman. "Put our show on a record! The
whole thing would be ruined — all the
appeal would be gone. The public
would never listen to it."
That was the end of the agency's
suggestion. Eventually, it was the end
of the show, too. In protecting (he
thought l the public against an "inferior" type of entertainment, the
agenc) client deprived them of it alto-

surface noise, an' frequently to no
avail. The same is true of TV film I
quality.
to whom
"film"
means oldSponsors
Hoot Gibson
Westerns
or
earl) kinescopes with a Jell-O-like reproduction quality are often firmly
convinced that anything but live TV
will be the death of the show.
These stand-pat radio and TV advertisers have one thing in common.
They're convinced that a good part of
the public wont enjo) a show that's
"recorded."
Actually, from all the evidence that
sponsor has turned up, they're partially right. At the same time, the\'re
partially wrong. The paradoxical situation becomes clearer with a brief
look at the historical
side of the FCC's
controversial
rule.
When the ruling first became law, as,
a result of the Federal Radio Commission (forerunner of FCC) urgings in1
1932. there seemed to be many goodj
reasons for it. For one thing, networks'
looked upon transcribed shows the way!
a woman wearing a dress from Hattie
Carnegie would look at a copy of the,
dress from Macy's basement. Tran-i
scriptions were banned from the networks. In fact, networks even kicked
up a royal rumpus if an advertiser
wanted to make off-the-air recordings
of his live network show. (George
Washington Hill broke through tha\
ruling in the late 1930's by calling up
RCA's David Sarnoff, and sa\ ing h<
was going to make off-the-air record;
ings of Hit Parade, or else he was tak
ing his business to CBS. The air-checl
recordings were hastily permitted.)
Another reason for the FCC's "laj
beling" rule came in the qualit\ o
transcriptions. In the earh I930's
transcriptions were pretty poor: tli
big shellac disks had scratch) surfaces
cheap talent, and were a real "back
woods" part of broadcasting. Som
irresponsible broadcasters in the carl

sponsor learned from other agencygether.
men that this case, although extreme,
is not unique. Even advertisers who
are airing taped programs on radio
networks I see "The tape recorder: it
is revolutionizing
sponsor.
8 Octoberradio
1951programing."
) are often
mildl) suspicious that tape recordings
,iic somehow a "second best." Agency

Va.

argjunwnts, to the effect that tape recordings will reproduce sounds of up
to 15,000 cycles Eaithfull) and without
SPONSO

Two mail order programs sell
$51,592 worth of cattle!
; unlikely mail order item thar

WSM

recently sold 232 of them, for a total of $51,592.00, and

wrote one more amazing chapter in the history of the Central South's
boss salesmaker.
The
Chick
chicks
WSM

cattle belonged to Mr. Otis Carter, 15 year sponsor of Carter's
Time. His knowledge of WSM's phenomenal ability to sell baby
prompted him to offer a herd of 232 feeder cattle to the
audience.

Just two programs did it— cleaned out the herd, hor
all! Some of the buyers came from 300 miles away, and Mr. Carter
could have sold twice the number he had on hand.
Was the sponsor surprised? Not at all. Says Mr. Carter "anyone
can sell a farmer anything he needs over WSM." WSM isn't soliciting mail order accounts. But a station that can move $51,592.00
worth of sirloin on the hoof with two mail order programs packs a
sales punch you can't afford to pass up.
Irving Waugh
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days deliberately tried to create the
impression, with retail-type recorded
entertainment, that name stars were

BMI

singing in their studios.
The >ears went by. Transcriptions,
in the hands of men like Fred Ziv,

TELEVISION
SKETCH BOOK

I Harry Goodman, C. P. MacGregor,
and others became a big business in
their own right. The quality improved.
Star values became comparative with
live shows — and so did program ratings. But. the law was not changed,
largely because of the constant pressure of networks to keep it there. In

An indispensable collection of
pre-tested musical sketches for
the producer, director and artist
B M I ' s new "Television
Sketch Book" contains hundreds of practical suggestions
snd ideas — mostly simple, some
elaborate — for the presentation of songs in dramatic,
comic and pictorial fashion.
Here are 44 standard songs
of every variety, from ballads
to waltzes, with accompany-

those days, the "e.t." was viewed by
networks as a threat to the whole system of networking shows, and was
classified as a kind of "disk jockey"
brand of showmanship.

ing scripts or sketches in complete form.
The sketches will give you a
series of complete musical
shows or can be used in the

4*They say there is too much research
in radio compared to ether media.
You can't have too many facts about
any medium providing ihe facts are
correct, reliable and properly used and

production of variety programs or for scene setting segThere are dozens of ways in
which you can adapt the
Sketch
Book to advantage.

interpreted."

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW

There's

YORK

19

More

SELL
on

UJRIU
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC
AFFILIATE

•

National
Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO., INC.

EDGAR KOBAK
Business Consultant

Then, in 1946, the great turning
point in the history of transcribed programs came about. Bing Crosby, tired
of the steady grind of turning out a
show every week, was the center of the
affair. Crosby refused to go back to
radio, unless he could transcribe his
show on the then-newfangled Ampex
tape recorder. At first, no network
would touch the business. ABC, then
only recently a separate entity from
former-parent NBC. was the one who
broke ranks. Everyone in the broadcast advertising business watched the
results carefully.
Among the innovations in the Crosby technique was a seemingly-small
one. That was the business of taking
the enforcement of the FCC's law from
the hands of the broadcaster (who had
formerly made the e.t. identifications)
and inserting it into the program format. In other words, burying it. This
complied with FCC rules, but in effect
violated the intent.
Instead of coming on the air with a
cold phrase, such as "The following
program is electrically transcribed,"
Crosby's writers tucked the word away
in the program's opening.
The result, once the ABC-Crosby experiment proved a success, was a growing flood of taped radio network shows,
as well as some ingenious manipulations of the word "transcribed."
This

has continued from 1947 to the present
date.
As a former editor of NBC's continuity acceptance department, now
working for a leading research organization, recalled for SPONSOR:
"Radio made an adjective out of
what had been a noun, and usually
made the word a kind of thin piece of
salami between two big pieces of rye
bread. The result was that you had to
be pretty sharp to catch the word at all.
The public would hear a big fanfare
opening, the sponsor's name, and then
something like "before we bring you
another transcribed-in-Hollvwood adventure in the life of Joe Zilch. . . ."
SeeHere
what are
I mean?"
a few other typical examples of how radio men ( and more recently, TV men) have skirted the letter
of the FCC law:
". . . every night at this time the
Longines Symphonette plays a transcribed concert of the World's Most
Honored Music, brought to you by. . ."
"... (Big Music Chord) The Bob
Hope Show! Brought to you tonight
direct from Camp So-and-So, Nebraska (Big Music Chord — Applause, Under:) Transcribed with Les Brown and
his orchestra . . . and here's the star of
our". show
. . .now
Bob we
Hope!"
. . And
bring you — specially filmed in Hollywood to keep you
on the edge of your chair — another
thrilling
in. at. .this
." point, to say
It mightepisode
be easy,
that the FCC law is virtually meaningless, since the identification of "mechanically reproduced" shows is so
skillfully tucked away. It's also easy
to say that such mild tactics are, after
all, cheating the public.
The admen's answer to this was
summed up for SPONSOR by Tom McDonnell, Radio-TV Production Director of Foote, Cone & Belding. Said McConnell:
"If vou want a moral parallel, just
look at Hollywood. Hollywood's feature film are hardly live entertainment,
yet there's no law which makes a
theater operator say so. The whole emphasis is carefully built around the
'immediacy' that people feel in a the-j

RIGHT the first time! TV
film spots by TELEFILM Inc.

SPONSOR

I
|
I

i
j
j

Shortest distance between buyer and seller
... an elevator that takes advertisers around
closed doors. Write Norm Knight at 510
Madison Ave., New York 22, for "The
Happy Medium," with suggestions for getting the most out of your radio-TV tradepaper ads.
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atre when they're watching a good
movie. For instance, every film has a
copyright date, which will show the
audience exactly when it was made.
Hut. is it clearly stated? It is not — in
fact, it's almost always put on in Rothatthat
the the
puhlic
catch manonnumerals
to theso fact
filmwon't
was
made one or two years ago. As to
tricking the public, what about special
miniature sets that look like real train
wrecks, singers who can't sing a note
and have 'dubbed' voices, or the wonderful work of the makeup men with
everything
from wigs
to 'falsies'?
do
you suppose
Hollywood
wouldWhat
say
if a law was passed that made them
label every 'mechanical' trick used in
Snorted McDonnell: "If Hollywood
can remove the 'canned' feeling of
movies by dating them with Roman numerals, maybe the FCC should allow
pictures?"
us to say 'The following program is
transcribed' — in Latin!"
Joshing aside, there's a strong note
of truth in McDonnell's words. Hollywood is well aware of the fact that they
are in the business of selling escapist
entertainment. Also, moviemen are
aware
theatergoer's
dreams that
woulda suffer
if he wascelluloid
aware
of the fact that he was watching something made with considerable mechanical labor several months before.
Just what effect the tagging of transcribed and film shows as such has on
the public's enjoyment of a program is
still a somewhat-vague item. However, there are some reliable guideposts
in the research that has been done on
the subject.
For instance, at the time when the
tape-recorded Crosby show was making headlines in the trade press, NBC
quietly conducted a series of tests in
Schwerin Research audience reaction
sessions. NBC discovered (at a time
when transcription quality was not as
good as it is today) that 55% of the
public had a favorable attitude toward
transcriptions — but 45% of them felt
they were "less enjoyable than live
However, in further tests, NBC and
Schwerin discovered an interesting
thing. Even those who disliked the
shows."
idea of listening to a transcribed shn
found it difficult to single out recordH
shows from live shows when th»\
weren't told which was which.
Reported the NBC research depart
ment later to network executives: "II
SPONSOF

.in individual remembers the transcription tag, he won't go wrong. But, il
he Fails t<> notice the annoum ement or
forgets it. he can't tell the difference."
I lu- was boi n oul in the findings I hi
entire sample I both pro and anti-transi ripl ion I onl) averaged 60' , correct
in identification onh slighth bettei
than mere guessing.
Isa l\ parallel, Vdvertesl Research
made .1 survej oi .1 i \ -owning panel
of 816 in New ^i ork-New fers -\ area
in the spring ol l'r>". \t that time,
the) discovered that among IA \ iewers, about six out of LO people did not
recognize the fact that (lit- tlan Young
Shou was "ii film. \bou\ seven out of
in didn't know that Ed U ynn was on
film. rhis is particularl) interesting
since both shows, as -ecu in New ^ ork
then, were on kinescope film hardl)
the equal in 1950 of studio-produced
films, like / Love Lucy and Groucho
Marx's ) ou Bet ) out Life.
(v)uite recently, in the final month of
1951. Vdvertest also checked up on
i\
movie
popularit)
in it- panel.
U)OUt

five

OUt

Of

ID

people

liked

T\

films equally, or more than, "live"
shows but !;',._" , liked them less than
live T\ programs. I his has a rathei
remarkable resemblance to the earlier
v> hwei in figures, whi< h suggests: I I I
fte ell,-, 1- of "tagging" l\ films as
Mieh is comparative with those of radio's transi riptions, and 1 2 I the situation hasn't changed much in public
attitude- in the past lew years.
'For fuller detail-, see SPONSOR
■ harts, page 18. 1
Most striking was a spe< ial study,
done for NBC, b) it- \\ ashington rapiooutlet, \\ RC, in 1947. \t that time,
■earl) seven oul of LO people answered
'He question "If you should learn that
• ■•in Favorite program was transcribed,
would it make am difference to you?"
1>> -a\ ini; "No."

Some

Id. 7' , ol the

-ample said "1 es."
Vmong the ""i es" respondents, the
- single reason given was "Isn't
spontaneous." Other-: "Prefer in PerI akes interest awaj ," "Qualit)
bad," "Deceptive," etc.
Summarized in advertising terms,
particularl) where it affects sponsored
'trail- nlied or "film" programs,
these research findings 1 an be interas applying to the FCC's regulation in the following wa) :
1- No other advertising oi entertainment medium i- forced In governni*'nt

'aw

to
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.1 constant

"Amazing, but true—
120,000 divided by one

distin-

is still 120,000"*
Says J. Walter
EMINENT

Microdope

LABORATORY

SCIENTIST

We need no scientist to tell us that the 120,000
television homes in the Memphis area represents
an undivided audience of television viewers and
listeners.
For WMCT is the
first and only station
in this great 2 billion
dollar market. When
120,000 homes look
and listen to television
in this area, you can
be sure they are looking and listening to
WMCT only.

this is the
homes
in
Mid-South

National Representatives

CHANNEL
AFFILIATED
Owmd

4

The

Branham

Company

• MEMPHIS
WITH

NBC

and operatad by

THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
Alt* affiliated with CBS, ABC and DUM0NT

nun
Mi mplm
t
1 i.l.
ih,
an

Mr. \\

W. M< Ulistkr,

President of San Ant

guishing identification between enterta'nment that is "live" and entertainment that is "mechanically repro2. Although a majority of people
bear no moral ill will against transcriptions and films per se, there's a
sizable
duced." segment of the audience which
does dislike them on principle. To
them, the reminder that a show is "recorded" detracts from the show's entertainment value.
3. The quality of broadcasting's
''mechanical reproduction," in the
form of tape recordings and films, is
now so far advanced that people have
increasingly greater difficulty in telling
them from "live" shows.
4. People knowing a show is "transcribed" (or "filmed") object mostly
on the basis that the show would lack
spontaneity. Yet, even these same people cannot, in most cases, sort out a
"spontaneous" transcribed show (such
as Bob Hope's taped appearances at
Army broadcast
camps) from
"spontaneous"
live
of thea same
show or
similar shows.
5. The forced mentioning of the
fact that a show if transcribed or
filmed has a known harmful effect on
the impact of a sponsor's program, in
that it subtracts part of some listeners'
(or viewers') enjoyment. In self-defense, radio-TV producers have man-

"...mentioned by new customers more
than any other advertising/7
That's what the Wyatt Agency of San Antonio, Texas, says
about the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program on KMAC, sponsored
by their client, the San Antonio Building & Loan Association.
Mr. W. W. McAllister, President, states that a well-coordinated advertising program has built the Association into one
of the first hundred of the nation's savings and loan institutions. Mr. McAllister earmarks a large portion of his ad
budget for sponsorship of the news analyses by Fulton Lewis.
Jr. because "of comments which are constantly received
commending this public service for San Antonio." Mr.
McAllister feels that the interest which the Fulton Lewis, Jr.

aged, these days., to bury the identification so that it's barely noticed. Conversely, many admen feel that these
two factors make the FCC regulation
completely out-of-date, and useless.
Whether the FCC will feel that, in
light of current facts, its rule is obsolete and unfair on one hand, and a continuing irritant to the industry on the
other is something that only time will
tell.

* * *

U. S. TOBACCO
{Continued from page 41)

program arouses has played a substantial part in making
1951 the greatest in the history of the Association.

ception of a three-year period from
1945-1948; during that hiatus the firm
was unable to find a good male interest show suitable for selling its four
famous brands of pipe tobacco: Old

For network prestige and a ready-made audience, investigate
the locally-sponsored Fulton Lewis, Jr. program. Though
currently presented on more than 370 Mutual stations by 572
advertisers, there may be an opening in your locality. Check

Briar, Model, Dill's Best, and Tweed.
When the television medium started
catching fit in 1949, the company
looked for a way to transfer its selling
success to TV. and at the same time ex-

your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, NYC
18 (or Tribune Tower. Chicago 11).

pressed adesire to maintain the effectiveness ofits radio advertising which
had been built up for such a long period of time.
SPONSOR

and its
tacordingly, the
agency, Kudner, went to work on the
problem; under the direction of \l\ron
Kirk, agency vice-president and radioTV director, Kudner treated the Martin Kane AM and TV shows, huilt
around the tobacco shop theme. The
tobacco shop was suggested by J. Whitney Peterson. U.S.T. president, and
was conceived to integrate the sales
messages of all four of the firm's pipe
tobaccos because there was not sufficient business volume on any of the
brands individually, to carry a network
program. The Kudner commercial
proved ideal, achieving dealer and consumer acceptance.
U.S.T. gets the maximum mentions
of its products throughout the Martin
Kane shows because of the nature of
the tobacco shop. This is a rarity in
itself since there are usually few opportunities for sponsor identifications
in dramas beyond the commercials.
The flexibility in the tobacco shop
format has been responsible for the rising demand for Sano and Encore cigarettes since U.S.T. purchased the Fleming-Hall Tobacco corporation last May.
This undertaking cost U.S.T $4,325,000. and brought U. S. Tobacco into
the field of cigarette manufacturing.
New machinery was shipped in to the
company's plant at Richmond, Va., and
U.S.T. had five new products: Sano,
Encore, Sheffield, Stratford, and Mapleton — all of which repeated the original
advertising problem, since none of
them could carry a show of any size
hy itself.
Encore and Sano. therefore, were
added to the shelves of the radio-TV
tobacco shop, and the four pipe tobaccos were put on a rotation basis I only
tw o a week I .
Knowing that women are more interested than men in health measures.
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U.S.T. impresses them with the denicotinized value of Sano. This same

told si'ONSOR that "Although a number
of women go for the health angle, Sano

approach has been used with personal appearance endorsements by
three baseball stars recentlv : Ralph
Branca. Sid Gordon, and Gene Woodling.

commercials don't unduly emphasize it.
They don't go overboard and take a
crack at the industry on the nicotine
angle. Furthermore, I believe that Sano
has had a great demand in stores, and
sales have increased since the radioTV advertising on the Martin Kane
tobacco shop. Retailers are very
pleased with the Sano growth since

During a program scene at the tobacco shop, the ball player comes into
the shop, buys a carton of Sano, as the
commercial is given in this manner:
HAP: Well, Gene Woodling! . . .
What are you doing in this neck of the
woods? Thought all you big leaguers
were in Florida by this time.
WOODLING: I'm leaving in a couple of weeks, Hap. I just dropped in
for a carton of Sano cigarettes.
HAP: Well. Gene ... I see you know
your brand all right. Sano cigarettes
. . . really great cigarettes . . . with less
than one percent nicotine.
LT. GRAY : As a point of curiosity,
Gene ... do you smoke Sano all the
time?
WOODLING: Sure do, Lieutenant.
Got to keep in training, you know.
HAP: There! . . . you see, Gray?
I told you more and more athletes were
smoking them . . . that less than one
percent nicotine content reallv makes
a difference, doesn't it?
WOODLING: It does, at that. But
I'd smoke Sano cigarettes any time. I
really like their taste.
The transaction of the sale is then
completed, and after Woodling exits.
Hap and Lt. Gray get back to the plot.
Of course, all during the commercial
on the TV show, listeners were viewing
all the other U.S.T. products stacked on
the shelves and counter of the shop.
A tribute to the Sano commercial
was voiced by Eric Calamia, managing
director of the Retail Tobacco Dealers
of America, and himself the owner of a
New York Citv retail s*ore. when he

U.S.T.
took over."
On occasion.
U.S.T. includes a brief
plug on both the radio and TV shows
for its leading snuff product, Copenhagen. The scene in the tobacco shop
shows a customer buying a tin of the
snuff, accompanied by this five-word
message from Hap: "Copenhagen, best
For its roster of remaining snuff
made, you know."
products, including several brands of
dry and moist snuff, U.S.T. sponsors
20 daily radio shows of 15-minute
length in various Southern
markets.
The sponsor and advertising agency
are happy with this plan of advertising, and especially with the sales of
U.S.T. products featured on the Martin Kane shows, says Dick Farricker,
Kudner executive on the account. He
is also happy that the TV program has
managed to hold its own ratingwise
despite the fact that another mysterydrama. Racket Squad (CBS), is now
on at the same time in almost all of the
live TV markets.
Consumers and trade people are also
pleased with the programs and the tobacco shop set up. The tobacco "dealer" on the program, Hap McMann, is
so strongly established in the audience
minds, that all across the country tobacco dealers report that customers are
now calling their clerks "Hap" or
"Happy."' The commercial has become an integral part of the story, and

KROD, El Paso
WINS TWO
1951 AWARDS
FOR
OUTSTANDING
SPONSOR
PROMOTION
AND
MKRCHANDISING.

there is little listener or viewer resentment toward it. most admen feel.
(rade reaction to the tobacco shop
is expressed in glowing terms In Stanlej Daly, editor of the Tobacco Jobber,
who calls the set-up, "The best dealer
relations commercial."
Dal\ adds that
"U.S.T., on the Martin Kane shows.
has made the independent retailer a
personality. It s an ingenuous commercial and an excellent example of double
purpose advertising. It boosts the
product on the consumer level, and
then boosts the retail outlet with the
consumer, creating a good feeling
among retailers in thousands of out-

The feeling is

MUTUAL

Members of the trade also list U.S.T.

Ttetia AWARD
KROD

won the first Nutrena Mail Pull

Contest in competition with top stations
everywhere.

as one of the top companies in point-ofsale promotion, having excellent relations with tobacco distributors and
dealers. Tobacco retailer Calamia sa\s,

Why not take advantage of this
beautiful situation? Let WVET
sell for you in Rochester.

"The majority of retail dealers feel
lets.*'
I hc\ receive
direct recognition when
the\ contact or do business with
The U.S.T. Company dates back to
2 December 1911, when it was incorU.S.T." porated in New York as the WeymanBruton Company. It was not until 14
March 1922 that it took its present
name. Prior to 1911. the company was

AWARD
KROD al:

first prize among the 50

itations carrying the "Red" Foley Show
for Jewel Shortening. The prize was
awarded for the best job of promotion.
These awards prove that KROD "gets
the job done." It can do it for YOU too.

KROD USES THESE
DEALER-AIDS
•
•

Billboards
Dealer letters

•
•
•
•
•

Courtesy announcements
Newspaper ads
Dealer calls
Posters
Car and bus cards

miiii.itick BROADCASTING Corp.
DORRANCK
D. RODERICK
Chairman of the Board
VAL LAWBENCE
President and Gen. Mgr.

«T3:^
IN

a part of the American Tobacco Company, and was set up as an independent organization in accordance with
a dissolution decree of the L. S. Circuit Court in Southern N. Y.

ROCHESTER,

The president of the companj is J.
Whitney Peterson, a U.S.T. veteran of
30 \ears. Advertising manager is
Vice President Lou Bantle. who works
verj closely with the Kudner Agency
on all advertising policy.
With the exception of the three-year
period from 1945-1948, the U.S.T.
Company has been on network radio
since 1933. Their initial show was
Half Hour For Men featuring Pick and
Pat, NBC. The program remained on
the air until 20 February. 1939, going
under four different titles: One Night
Stands, Model Minstrels, Pipe Smoking
Time, and Pick ami Pat. In June of
1935. the company switched the show
to CBS. The next program was Howard and SheltOn lasting almost two
years. In 1940. U.S.T. sponsored
Fields and Hall for 13 weeks, and then
took over the Gay Sineties Revue with
Beatrice Kay, Joe Howard, and Ray
Bloch'a orchestra. For three and onehalf years U.S.T. stayed with this show
on CBS, and sudden!) discovered dial

N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOtLING
COMPANY

5^ *
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4 Reasons Why

■•
m*

The foremost national and local advertisers
use WEVD
year
after

^1
^J
year toJewish
reach theMarket
vast
^*
of Metropolitan \cw York
|^^B
I.2. Top
programming
— ■
Strongadult audience
impact
***^f,
3. Inherent listener loyalty
"^^^
»»»»2
*^^
■^g
^^^^

4.

Potential buying power
Send for a e°py of

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY
M.n.gingGREENFIELD

^^^*
WEVD
£555

117-119
New YorkW«l 19 46lh St..

SPONSOR

' /"
PURINm

excellent,

RALSTON

isle audi-

[Continued In

Here briefly are the summarized
details of what the three prize-winning
stations did foi Ralston Purina:

13 1

th.

Vlarmed, the compan) dropped out
Dj radio For a little over three years,
except l'"i selective announcement campaigns in the South, until the righl
belling Formula was Found again. In
1948 U came. \nd I .S.T. bought a
Mu./ show, Take / \umber, on Mutual. It added another program, the
\l„n \ext Door, in March ol I'M".
Preparation was now underwaj to
develop an \\l- 1 \ ad plan, and the
Number show was dropped in Jul)
J949.
6 Vugust,
Martin I'll.Kane following
made it-week,
\M debut
over
Mutual, ami was Followed Foui weeks
titer u itli the I \ version ovei NBC.
\t this time I .S.T. switched the \M
bow
to NB( ! to make foj easiei 1 0■rdination of men handisin- ami pro.
notional aids, and replaced \\ ill iam
Eargan, who had played the leading
bales on both media, w ith Llo) d Nolan.
I h. 1 hanging of the net and replace111. ait b) Nolan on radio received little
Eoopla. Tin' I V show took a sevenpeek hiatus, returning the end ol Vu■tast to an extensive publicity campaign
under the direction of Kudner's John
\a1.0M,

.

Uthough I .S.T. has been a successful radio sponsor for mam years, the
initial response to their first T\ prokam has given the compan) assurance that the) arc on the righl track
in their first T\ venture. The basic
Wvertising polic) of commercial prodI I integration has cai ried over to a
high degn e ol success in both I \ and
radio. \\ ith an increase in sales for
195] running 13', ovei the cigarcigarette -tolutcco industr) average,
I S.T. know- it has found the right
approach to its selling. * * *

In Boston
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Judging was done b) a panel of wellknown Farm radio experts. This in, luded: Norman R. Glenn, editor and
publishei ol sponsor; Sol Faishoft
editor and publisher of Broadi asting;
Phil Vlampi. past-presidenl of I VRFD
(formerl) N VRFDl and [arm director
ol W.I/. New York; and Ralston's Gordon \l. Philpott.
rhese stations, in ordei of rank,

Located in the heart of a rich Hoo-'.-■ farm terr
y. \\ 101 cooked up
a "Mike and Ike" promotion i ampaign
in connection with Ralston's farm series. It was a campaign calculated to
impress ever) pig-raising farmer for
miles around.

Willi'

Koko.no

WFBM")

Indianapolis,

„,
XM
K n ,

Vrlinst.m.
Va.. t:,Uh,
l'm-son.
An/..
F.ddil

• '•

I. WIOU, Kokomo. I... I. Program: I.O.I . lam, Service. On the
air: Mondaj through Friday, 12:30
to 12:45 p.m., featuring \\ 101 farm
din-do, Bob Nance.

In, I
1
ArnnUI.

Chn-I.

Fa

\t 18 big feed stores in the district,
■Mike and Ike" a pair of matched
porkers were the central points of a
big "Pig Growing Fight To The Finish." Hue pig in the pair was fed

\\ I
Hoi

111., .YieA- Brans
Show
\,m
Honorable
m< ntions
were
11 • ir<l< (1
..„. KOI.T (Srottsblnff), KF.VH
(Omaliah \V,IA(i (Norfolk); Alabama stations
VVK.Ui
(Cariollton
ami
VV.IAV
(.Mullins);
ami
KSI'A
I Xa.nu-.lorh.v.
T,\
I

ordinar)
other and
"Mike"
was fed a corn.
mixture The
of Purina
grain,
with Bob Nance touring the neighbor-

To give lai in radio advertisers and
non-users, too prool thai farm stations can turn on just as big a sel oi
promotional guns as their eit\ cousins,
SPONSOR has selected highlights from
tlie award- u inning presentations of stations W 101 . WFBM, and \\K\M. The
first of these stations won the grand
award, a new station wagon. The other
two placed in a lie for second award,
both winning an \mpex tape recorder.

various "Mikes'" grow like balloons on
their Purina diets, while Bob Nance

Incidentall) . it's been estimated thai
Ralston spent I apart from airtimel
$10,000 for the contest. Some $2,500
was spent in promoting it to the trade,
and the resl went into prizes and other
items. \\ hat Ralston received in good
relations with its air outlets, in merchandising results and in valuable new
ideas which it can use for future promotion, isworth man) tim< s the 1 ost.

hood to act as official "weighmaster."
farmers b) the hundreds watched the

gave
latest
breathless
tones the
on his
farm■"scores"
service in
show.
The contest -within -a -contest lasted
from cai lv ( letoher almost up to the
middle ol November. Farmers came,
saw the eost-per-pound-gained figures.
shot
gazed up.
at the
well-rounded
and
listened
to their
radios."Mikes."
Feed sales
Meanwhile. \\ 101 went to work to
back up the promotion with a wide
variet) of devices. On-the-air announcements, souvenirs, dealer displays, envelope stulfers. tune-in newspaper ads. publicity stories- all helped
to build bijz listening for the Purinasponsoied show. \\ 101 made recorded interviews with farmers in feed
stores,

later

played

them

on

the air.

Bob Nance even took "Mike and Ike"
on the road, and truck-toured the entire district.

It's As Simple As This ....

AIM YOUR SELLING MESSAGE
AT LISTENERS WITH PROVED

Net result: A big boost in Purina
sales, and what the station terms "one
of the most powerful promotion jobs
WIOU had ever done."
2. WFBM, Indianapolis, Ind.
Program: Hoosier Farm Circle. On
the air: Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
12:30 to 12:45 p.m., featuring farm
director Harry Martin.
Like its neighbor. WIOU, the promotion gimmick used by WFBM was
also a contest-within-a-contest. From
local breeders John & Wray Fox,
WFBM secured a proud piece of por-

Buying Power!
WBNS

Radio has:

• An Audience

Which Spends 1 BILLION Annually

• All Twenty Top-Rated Programs
• Central Ohio's Only CBS Outlet
• Proved Pulling Power (4,663 replies to
just 3 one-minute local spots)

_

Local Personalities with Loyal Listeners

wm

ASK

MDIO

JOHN

BLAIR
POWER

phrase (in the usual 25 words) "Why
I would like to own Checkerboard

WBNS
—
5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000

Sue." It ran officially from 1 November through 30 November, with a 10-

^COLUMBUS. OHIO

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

Be my Valentine

on the station's TV farm news.
Purina dealers got into the act,

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

7<& /4nt TKwfa Station*
T

■ .»> <*•*!. t MISSOULA ANACN3*

MONTANA
THE

TREASVRE

STATE

OF

Covers ALL
of the Rich
Central N.Y. Market

BUTTE

WU||fllM^

THE

48

day buildup of promotional hoopla and
on-the-air teaser plugs in advance.
A grand total, incidentally, of 80
announcements were aired on WFBM.
aside from Farm Circle plugs. Although Purina is a participating advertiser on the show only three days a
week, the contest was plugged six days
a week. In addition, "Checkerboai
Sue" appeared before the video cai
eras of WFBM-TV each Friday durii
November, and the contest was plugj

My Heart's for you
in '52
I'll put your spots on
superfine

cine pulchritude: "Checkerboard Sue."
Sue was a pure-bred Poland China
Hog, a worthy prize for any farmer.
The contest was simple enough, revolving around the completion of the

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed

operating with the station in setting
special displays, and in mailing
promotion pieces. The station coi
tinued to ballyhoo the contest i
ads, and on the air. It reached a wi<
market; over 100 towns were heai
from during the contest, giving Purina
dealers a hand) future mailing list,
and
the station a check on listening
and viewing.
Winner: A shy little (age 10) 4-H
Club member named Mary Lee, of
Zionsville, Ind.
3. WEAM, Arlington, Va. Pro
gram: Eddy Arnold (e. t.). On the
air: Monday through Saturday, at
6:45 to 7:00 a.m.; Saturdays, 8:30 to
9:00 p.m.
Using a transcribed Ralston show !
that's aired in a lonj: list of farm markets, WEAM turned on the promotional pressure
last fall behind the Eddy
Arnold
airings.

SPONSOR

Some highlights:
Large, four-color posters for the
mtm -"mo 50 in all — were planted
throughout Alexandria and surrounding territories. Every Purina dealer
had displa\s from the start of the promotion. For six Saturdaj afternoons.
WE \M hired a cute local model,
dressed her in a cowgirl costume, and
had her parade the streets of nearby
towns with Edd)
\rnold-Purina sign.
When the Arlington County Hospital needed a §500,000 addition.
WEAM tied the show to a charity promotion, and In
gave
Eddy's
contributors.
a few
weeks.pictures
WEAlVTsto
Purina promotion had raised $137,000.
A gag stunt, involving a hen who
could lay a green-yolked egg if fed an
experimental Purina mix. drew hundreds to a local arena, raised even
more money for the charity.
Said WEAM: "Were Purina to try
and buy the publicity, promotion and
goodwill that WEAM earned for Purina through thoughtful planning, hard
work and ingenuity, the price of six
Cadillacs wouldn't be enough!" * * *

FACTS ON 1952 BMB
{Continued from page 28)
able on punched IBM cards only and
must be run off specially when requested. Charge is put at the cost of
tabulating only. It's expected that
enough of the key stations will subscribe so that agencies will have a
minimum of expense for tabulations.
Q. What are some of the most important uses for BMB-type data?
A. Most admen are familiar with
BMB's use in buying time for spot
radio.
It is the basic coverage tool
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directly
comparable
to printed
media's
ABC. Not
as well known
is the
fact
that BMB data have other vital uses.
BMB is valuable in apportioning
promotion efforts. There's a beer account, for example, which hu\s a New
York state baseball network. Coverage
figures tell the agency where posters
plugging the broadcasts should be
placed. Without good coverage figures embarrassing mistakes crop up.
and point-of-sale posters may be assigned to dealers whose territories are
not blanketed by the broadcasts.
The new Standard Report would be
invaluable now to timebuyers trying
to figure out how to buy radio networks to supplement their TV coverage. Networks which omit TV markets leave gaping holes in coverage because TV does not go as far out as AM
stations dropped in those markets.
With BMB data, buyers could select
radio stations around the TV markets
so as to plug the holes. "We're waiting eagerly for the new Standard Report for just that reason." said on?
buyer.
In small cities. BMB-type data is
particularly necessary because there
are no ratings to go by. Standard Report becomes the only uniform measurement available for choosing between stations and deciding whether
there is enough coverage in the area.
Any advertiser who has a dealer organization needs BMB-type data in order to assign co-op advertising costs
among dealers. Beverage companies,
for example, can split money for a spot
campaign among bottlers by showing
them how much circulation they are
getting in their areas. Timebuyers
feel that the existence of radio coverage data has helped them to sell more
clients on use of co-op radio.

Q. How much does it cost stations to
subscribe to Standard Report?
A. Price of subscription is 70' « of
what BMB No. 2 cost I for most stations). Where the total cost of BMB
No. 2 ran to $1,200,000, Standard Report will bring in its first measurement
at an estimated $750,000. Pricing
formula is based on the size of the
station's BMB total weekly audience.
A representative part of the rate card
reads as follows: 20,000 total weekl)
audience, $450; 50000, $858; 100,000, $1,534; 500,000, $4,206; 1,000,000, $6,634.
For their subscription, stations get
100 copies of data and maps of their
own coverage. In addition, they receive a report on the audience of competing stations in each of their own
counties. Competitive information is
furnished in a code to hamper bootlegging 1>\ non-subscribers. Baker, incidently. can act more aggressively to
hinder non-subscriber use of data than
was possible for the BMB.
Q. How many
subscribe to the
A. There were
ers at presstime

stations are likely to
Standard Report?
375 station subscrib(see complete list on

pages 28-9) and one network subscriber, CBS. The last BMB had 635 station subscribers and three networks;
Baker hopes to have at least 500 stations by the time the report is issued
next fall. Subscriptions have been
coming in regularly, despite the fact
that Baker has not been waging an
extensive promotion campaign. His
main device for encouraging subscription is a price penalty for late signing.
The tab goes up 20% beyond base rate
if stations wait till the report is ready
before subscribing.
Baker points out that the price to

stations of subscription could have
been cul to half the present level if he
had been able to count <>n 800 station
subscribers.

Collected bj means of ballots mailed to
a national sample. Total number of
ballots is 670,000, 25,000 more than in
BMB No. 2.

Sa\s Baker: "Standard Report
could reach a total of 800 subscribers,
and thus cover even station important
to national advertisers, if agencies and
advertisers urged stations t<> cooperate.he)
I
can do it h\ simpl) impressing upon stations the great importance
coverage data has in buying time. I
know some timebuyers tell station- not

In order to ju-l responses from 670,000 families. Baker sent ballots to
some of them as main as three limes.
In all. Standard Report will mail out
1,500,000 letters containing ballots
with the total postage bill coming to
$73,500. Into the first and third mailings of ballots as premiums go pockel
combs. Just this one item costs a total
of si 1,750
for 1,100,000 combs.

to come in without bringing a BMB.""
Q. Will the research technique use//
by Standard Report differ from BMB
Vo. 2?
A. No. Information will again be

Q. Why do many station executives
sec red when tltc word BMB is mentioned?
A. Major stations in some instances
feel that BMB figures represent an unnecessary expense since their coverage
story has already been told and sold
to agencies through the years by oilier
means. They resent publication of
findings for smaller outlets in their
vicinity which show that their umbrellas have been pierced.
Other stations are aggrieved at the
discovery that competitors have slightly higher coverage in some of their
key counties. These stations point to
the fact that BMB data are not precise and protest that they are being
penalized unjustly when timebuyers
decide arbitrarily between stations on
the basis of a few percentage points.
Another thorn for stations is the
practice current among timebuyers of

Blue Skies
. . . don't fool little Bismarck.
He knows it doesn't take long
for a few grey clouds to
change the picture. In your
case, KFYR can be the key to
rich new markets which help

counting only SO'4 or more counties
as primary coverage. Since the percentage error is five, a 45 county might
be just as good. And when the 45
counties lopped off by timebuyers are
heavily populated, the timebuyer's re-

sulting estimate of the station's coal
pel -1. 000 is bound to hurt the station.
But the major factor causing resis- |
tance
to subscription
in the 1952 kj
Standard
Report is the fear of what
television has done to radio station
coverage.
Stations are reluctant to
provide ammunition
for groups like • ^
the ANA which have been campaigning for rate cuts. So far only a few sta- !i
lions in TV markets have subscribed.
good does BMB-type data'i .
do Q.for What
stations?
A. Subscribers benefit, Baker says,
because they can use the figures about: '
their own and competitor coverage in|
their promotion. "In addition, and
probably more important, the facts:
about their coverage are readily avail-!
able to agencies in a form which they
will accept," Baker points out.
All radio stations gain from thej
study, timebuyers say. Reason: Cli-I
ents are more prone to buy spot schedules if they can be shown how muchi
circulation they are getting.
Said one of the most astute time-!
buyers in the business: "If only sta-j
tions understood how radio is sold to!
the client within an agency. We sell a|
lineup, not just a single station with
such-and-such coverage. The client
wants to compare total circulation of
radio lineup with ABC figures fo^
printed media. If radio can't come ujl
with uniform figures, that throws cokj
water on many a sale."
Q. Is it possible to predict ivhat ef
feet
TV will have on reports of statioi
coverage?
A. Within limits, yes. To safeguan
validity of the study, Ken Baker sert
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out test mailings to 23 widel) separated
areas. From results of these it would
[appear that inroads of television will
not hurt stations as badly as they fear.
Maker points out that mam timebuyers
have been pencilling estimates of coverage decline in their old BMB booklets. Some timebuyers arbitrarily

advantage <>l radio to keep supplying
the [acts rather than depending upon
exaggerated guesstimate- of coverage
decline in the post-freeze vears. * * *

count coverage as down 30' i or more.
Ihese off-the-cuff guesses, says Baker,
may he hurting the stations more than
would actual post-TV coverage figures.

{Continued from page •">! I
mercial radio station, KDKA, broadcast the news (Harding-Cox Presidential returns I on its first program in
1920. Then, like many other early stations, continued on the air with the
play ing of records. Thus programing
has completed the cycle.
The thinking has undergone changes,
perhaps not for improvement, but certainly to meet competition. Today
broadcasters are concerned with pointof-sale displays, product distribution,
and merchandising. And, because radio is endowed with the aggressive pioneering spirit, the entrance into these
fields will result in another spectacular
success for the medium.
Lee B. Wailes
Vice President in charge oj

Q. Can Tl stations subscribe to
Standard Report?
A. ^ es. I heir coverage will he measured along with that of every standard radio and FM outlet in the country. As yet no TV stations have sent
in subscriptions "over the transom"
and Baker has not made a pitch to
them. The 1952 Standard Report will
constitute the first coverage measurement in TV's history. Up to now TV
has had only engineering and mail
maps to indicate where viewing took
place. Baker says his test results reveal that surprising differences in coverage will show up for TV stations in
some markets. This is due to technical difficulties in reception among other
[actors.
Q. How often will Standard Reports
be issued?
A. That depends upon stations. If
they're willing to subscribe even two
lbs, Standard will conduct studies
that often. But Baker believes the 19S2
study may be the last for five vears.

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

Operations
The Fort Industry Co.
Birmingham. Michigan

KFWB, in a series of weekly
staff meetings,
has constantly
strived to im-

*He's concerned that in the post-TV
freeze era radio stations will be too

prove its programing. Atthese
meetings, the staff
members have

husy meeting TV competition as newstations get on the air to consider participating in surveys whose results
might he unpleasant. On the other
hand, he points out. it might be to the

analyzed radio
habits and conditions in the
Southern Californi a area and come to
the following cone lusions:

In Boston
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From the independent radio operation viewpoint, there should be more
and better co-ordinated newscasts with
greater emphasis on local events.
More local features are constantly
being aired over KFWB. One of these
features is the hourly weather forecasts, which let the listener know what
the weather is at the beach, the temperature of the water, how the conditions in the mountains are for skiing.
This year, 1952, is a big year for
politics and KFWB realizes this fact.
During the latter part of 1951. the station put which
on the features
program theLet's
Talk
Politics,
eminent
political editor of the Los Angeles
Daily News, Leslie Claypool. He pulls
no punches and gives both sides of
every issue in the political arena.
An important part of the local-events
scene is sports. In this connection,
KFW B has just signed an exclusive
radio contract to broadcast all the
Hollywood Stars baseball games.
A new type of disk jockey show has
recently started on KFWB. Its m.c. is
well-known Larry Finley. Not only
does Finley play good popular music,
but also devotes a considerable amount
of his air time to public service.
In Southern California there are actually more automobiles than homes.
We at KFWB are now planning to program for the automobile listener. In
the past disk jockeys have spoken directly to the housewife or to the listener at home, they now speak also to
the motorist. At the peak traffic hours,
morning and evening, KFWB informs
the car drivers of what routes to take
to avoid traffic jams.
Sydney Gaynor
Assistant Manager
KFWB
Hollywood

March of Dimes show on CBS several
weeks ago. The program included stars
appearing in Broadway shows at a time
parallel with the broadcast and the tapjob wasn't
completed
tiling
a half
hour actually
before the
start of unthe
broadcast. The high spot of the program came at the tail end when Helen
Hayes, the m.c, in a hookup between
New York and a Buffalo hospital, exchanged amenities about the program
with a young girl victim of polio. The
announcement a moment later that
"this program was transcribed" must
have had the effect of a big letdown.
In any event, nothing could have been
more out of place.
"This program is transcribed"
Bedevilled a? it is by the TV freeze,
I HF, color television, and other
weighty problems, the FCC could be
expected to regard the issue raised by
sponsor about the tagging of transcribed programs and TV film shows
(see article page 38 1 as but a random
zephyr. But to quite a number of sponsors and agencies the lifting or revision of what they consider an archaic
regulation has weighty relevance. Some
stronglv favor complete burial of what
they term a withered remnant of the
antediluvian age in electronics. They
retail it was only recently that Congress got around to repealing the law
which dealt with the maintenance of
the Presidential stables, a convenience
which fell into disuse with the early
part of the Wilson administration.
Cited as an example of how the transcription rule can take on the quintessence of absurdity is the treatment of a

Kidded

commercials cause ire

Here's a tip to stations who have
disk jockeys with a tendency to make
like Arthur Godfrey and kid commercials. There are a number of important advertisers and agencies that have
expressed a deep irritation over the
practice and talk about cracking down.
The
ad people
say mimics
they wouldn't
if these
ambitious
had themind
deft
touch of segueing from a wisecrack
to an ingratiating bit of straight selling, but what usually emerges from the
imitator is a combination of ill-placed
humor and belittlement of the product.
One agency executive tells of having
to impart a sharp rebuke in connection with a medicinal commercial bethe d.j.'s
flippancy
could
have
caused causesome
trouble
to the
account
from the Federal Trade Commission.
Irked sponsors have asked their agencies to remind these local personalities
that there are a lot of nuances to be

considered in connection with trade
laws and that, because of his innorisky. cence on such matters, the judgment of
the humor-driven d.j. can be quite
The TV Code
When the new TV Code becomes effective 1March, it will be fortified by
an operating fund of $40,000. This
sum, raised among the small group of
pioneer TV stations affiliated with the
NARTB, is earnest money. It bespeaks
serious intentions and en husiasm for
a good-sense, good-taste TV Code that
will satisfy the viewer and the advertiser.
What happens to the TV Code durings its early months will set the stamp
on its future. A good s'art will be a
blessing to an industry not noted for
adherence to sound program standards.
And a properly operating TV Code undoubtedly will have its effect on radio
program standards, too.
SPONSOR

wins

Polk award

SPONSOR is deeply gratified to be the
winner of a special George Polk Memorial Award. Long Island Unhersity'f
George Polk Memorial Awards Committee singles out distinguished achieve
ments by metropolitan newspaper mer
"in the spirit of George Polk." and the
university s announcement with regarc
to the sponsor award was that it was
"for a three-part series exploring th<
validity of Red Channels." Polk, wht
mysteriously disappeared while servinj
as a CBS correspondent in Greece, wai
believed among his fellow foreign cor
respondents to have been the victim o
Communist conspirators.

Applause
Katz focuses on spot film
A deep bow of appreciation is due
the Katz Agency from the TV film
making gentry for the skillfully and
incisively documented job it has done
with its presentation aimed to challenge network domination of television
programing. Katz gave the trade press
a look at the presentation before unveiling itbefore the 19 TV outlets it
represents at a special gathering a few
days ago in Chicago. The presentation
builds to a factually-telling climax as

one chart after another shows how national sponsors with tailored half-hour
dramas were able to get ample spotting
in the heavily-crowded one- and twostation markets. These charts will unquestionably produce much tilting of
the eyebrows when Katz gets around
to pitching the display to Madison and
Park avenue admen.
The presentation graphically ex
plains the thesis that the buyer of spot
film programs has advantages in I 1 I
that time and program costs thereby
are cheaper than network;
(2) that

since 41 of the 64 present TV market
are of one-station calibre the theor
of network exclusivity is but a myt
and that network clients must accej
a mixture of live and kine broadcasts
(3) that the matter of free market s<
lectivity can prevail as against the po
sibility of having to take station n<
desired in network buying: (4) th;
station is more prone to cooperate i
clearing time, publicize the show, an
merchandise the product, since it ne
more from the spot sale than it woul
from the network.
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1900
In 1900, a very familiar sign among hundreds of others was this one pictured above.
sign tacked to the tree and the ad painted on a barn were a major part of America's advertising
effort in 1900. And in those years it was successful advertising — it reached people!
From this form of advertising, many companies grew to be today's largest manufacturers.
Twenty-five years ago, radio had its beginning and soon had its place next to newspapers and magazines.
Radio itself built great companies and made them even greater because it gave the advertisers
a new method of reaching more people more frequently and more efficiently.
Today, television has been added and with its added impetus of sight and motion, together with
the spoken word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising." The basis of
today's successful advertising is the more modern media . . . and television is the most modern
of them all. Its full potency has not yet been determined.
In WLW-Land

we have found, however, that the combination of television and radio reaches

more people more often and more economically than any other combination of media. The technique is
as new and modern as television itself.
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* For more than 20 years,
Midwest farmers have followed
the leading markets over WLS
each noontime.
Entitled "Today's Farm Markets,
this fast, comprehensive 11:40-11 :55 a.m.
report provides the most complete and
up-to-the-minute information on the air . . .
or otherwise available . . . regarding the live stock,
the grain, poultry, butter and egg, fruit and vegetable
and other markets upon which Midwest farmers
depend for the ready sale of their products.
There is no more certain or
effective way to bring your products
and their advantages to the attention
of this vast listening audience . . .
-J^^T
*«MB».
F. C.

Bisson.

groin

at a time when they have things to sell and
money to spend.

expert,

.1

b'oodt'a's'ing11 mwtotT'ihi!
*^^^^^^^_
^^^^^B

Better write us today ...

or see your

John Blair man ... for possible availabilities
and other result-getting WLS programs.
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Tempest foreseen
if Coy goes before FCC for Luce

Washington
once again

political pot is expected by industry seers to overboil
should Henry Luce, now staffed with whilom FCC chairman,

Wayne

Coy, embark on his proposed plan to_ buy KOB and KOB-TV, Albuquerque. Coy's almost immediate return to bureaucratic scene as petitioner
for broadcast interests could, say these cognoscenti, touch off sort of
repercussions, mainly with political aforethought, associated with rerecent RFC and Revenue Department probes.
Main targets have been government officials who let little time pass before coming back to do
business at same old stand .
-SR-

Women change
routine to see
morning TV

In what
one

is likely first investigation of its kind, special survey conducted by Advertest Research exclusively for SPONSOR discloses that
out of every 4 housewives viewing TV in morning (before noon) have

changed their housework
research?, page 50.)

routine

to allow

for TV.

(See What's

new

in

-SRWCAR

calls it

"Merchandising,"
lines up 197 stores

Week

by week

more

stations

come

out with

food

store

merchandising

plans.

New one by WGAR, Cleveland, has clever name twist — "Merchandising. " Two majors are tied in, Kroger 's and A & P, with total of
197 cooperating stores in northern Ohio.
Advertisers must spend

$5,250

net

over

13-week

period

or $5,200

net

in 26 weeks

to qualify

for plan's benefits, including point-of purchase displays and in-store
appearances by WGAR personalities.
WGAR will call attention to product displays with 'round-the-clock air promotion and Merchaindising
publication called "The Dial" (circulation: 3,500).
-SR"This program
not transcribed"

FCC rule forcing
nets to divorce
AM-TV
anticipated

KMA study shows
big differences
between rural and
city listening

Transcribed
point
CBS).

drama

on radio

has become

so common,

one

show

now

makes

of announcing it is not transcribed ("Grand Central Station,"
One reason: Sponsor (Prom) wants high believability for interview-type commercials done live from Grand Central Station.
-SR-

CBS is reported resigned to eventual adoption by FCC of rule divorcing
operation of radio and television facilities.
In other words, networks with both would be asked to choose between radio and TV, a la
motion

picture companies who were required by government edict to divorce their theatre-operating interests from producing activities.
-SR-

Striking

difference

between

metropolitan

and rural

listening

pattern

was uncovered in Pulse radio audience survey of KMA's (Shenandoah, la.)
rural area comprising 23 Iowa, Nebraska, and Missouri counties.
Midwest rural sets-in-use level was found consistently 20 to 25% higher
than New York City figures till 10:15 p.m. when rural audience declined steeply. Average sets-in-use for KMA area was: 6 a.m. -12 noon,
30.7 ; 12 noon-6 p.m., 28.5 ; 6 p.m. -12 midnight, 29.0.
New York setsin-use for same periods were 25.5, 22.7, 22. 1 respectively. New York's
peak Monday-Friday audience was reached in morning, 10:00 to 11:00
a.m. , when sets-in-use was 29.5.
Top listening hour in KMA area was
7:00 to 8:00 p.m. when average sets-in-use was 44.6.
Survey date was
November and December 1951.

ICI'l'Olir
NBC-TV

TO

SPONSORS

charts
value of

year-'round
advertising

for

10

March

1952

Just announced NBC-TV Summer Study applies Hofstra research technique
to determining how much advertiser loses by taking TV hiatus.
Among
key findings: (1) Brands staying on TV for summer increase relative
competitive position from 20 to 57%; (2) Brands off TV lose relatively
by 10 to 14%; (3) Brands staying on for summer show 28% better sales
among viewers than non-viewers.
Study was conducted in New York, 15
August to 8 September 1951 among 3,000 heads of families.
Dr. Thomas
Coffin, who directed previous Hofstra studies, was in charge of projest.
Industryites regard it as one more indication that TV planners
are trying to ward off hiatus habit early in television history rather
than waiting till pattern is set.
-SR-

"Big Town" will
be syndicated via
UPT in April

Over-emphasis
on cost-per-1,000
concept?

Part of deal in Lever Bros, switch of "Big Town" to film over CBS and
6 non-connected stations involves added distribution of series first
run in 29 markets not used by Lever (through United Television Programs, Inc.). Local sponsors buying film in non-Lever markets can
play day-and-date with Lever showings, if they wish.
"Big Town" goes
film 3 April and episodes will be available second run in October.
Syndication of film shows on second run or simultaneously in markets
sponsor does not use will be tried by increasing number of advertisers
to amortize part of their program costs.
(See complete coverage of
syndication, other film topics in Film Section, page 77.)
-SRMany agency timebuyers are concerned currently over excess emphasis
being placed on cost-per-1,000 concept in radio and TV.
No one doubts
value of yardstick, but some see it as elevated to disproportionate
importance in buying decisions (see article page 30).
-SR-

CBS-TV

summer

cut from '51

CBS-TV has already submitted to advertisers and agencies its special
discount deal for those keeping programs on for summer instead of taking 8-week hiatus.
Under new plan, client gets extra 10% time discount after deducting station and annual discounts, plus 25% rebate on
talent and production facilities costs.
Last summer time discount was
same, but network absorbed 53 1/5% of program bills.

BAB throws light
on importance of
spot radio

Importance of spot radio as medium was dramatized in Broadcast Advertising Bureau study during January.
BAB found (1) Over 1,000 national
and regional accounts bought spot radio during January; (2) National

program

rebate

-SR-

Spot

is more important medium than Outdoor with estimated 1951 billings in spot at $155,000,000 compared to Outdoor' s national billings
of $101,000,000 ; (3) Leaders in use of spot radio are (not necessarily
in this order) Best Foods, Block Drugs, Borden Company, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, General Foods, Lever Bros., Procter & Gamble, Standard
Brands, Vick Chemical, Whitehall Pharmacal ; (4) Largest users of spot
by categories are foods, drugs and cosmetics, brewers, soaps.
-SR-

AP

planning
television
newsreel

Importance with which all elements of entertainment-information industry now regard future of TV film was indicated when Associated Press
joined ranks of those preparing for plunge.
AP has sample reel for
what

it told

SPONSOR

would

be "a different

type

of TV newsreel."

the rating services do agree

today
is solid TV value

diary

There is a large and responsive audience
waiting for your sales message at the
start of the shopping day on NBC Television's "TODAY." For instance, the
ARB national rating figures represent:
1#129#000 average daily viewers
18.0 weekly cumulative rating
$1.94 cost-per-M per commercial minute

markets are reached on a national scale,
with 30 stations in the eastern- midwest
areas already taking the show live.
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results start the day your first commercial hits the air and is seen by the entire
family, before the shopping day begins.
PRICES start as low as $2,200 for a participating sponsor; as little as $29,000 will
buy a network TV campaign for 13 weeks!
All this, and Garroway, too, on . . .

NBC TELEVISION

im.l.M

VOLUME

6
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"KWKH
for coffee

and lumber"
iys Q. T. HARDTNER,

JR.

sident, Ocean Coffee Co. and Hardtner Lumber Co.

PORTANT

LOUISIANA

MERCHANDISER

As the owner of both a highly successful coffee company and an equally successful lumber operation, Mr.
Q_. T. Hardtner, Jr. is doubly qualified to judge KWKH's
selling power in the important Louisiana-ArkansasTexas area. This is what he recently wrote us:

Obviously builders and housewives are vastly
3ved from each other in their buying habits;
ever, I have for the past four years used KWKHprograms to successfully promote both Ocean
ee and Hardtner' s Urania Lumber and have eni considerable sales success with both. I am
inced that KWKH is Ark-La-Tex's as well as
iveporr's favorite radio station. In addition to
regular KWKH programs, I have also used
KH's Louisiana Hayride on Saturday nights and
:dally recommend it to reach the big Ark-La*
market.
%
(Signed) Q. T. Hardtner, Jr.

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

,000 Watts

• CBS

Arkansas

The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

finjmj
ill Mm

Robert J. Landry

Where angels fear to tread

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge
87.3%, to be exact — according to the latest Census Bureau figures. The comparison is 1950 (43,115 households) over 1940 (23,016
households). With total
population up 257% in the
decade, Baton Rouge is
established as one of the
fastest growing markets in
the U. S.
With exclusive NBC and
local programming, WJBO
reaches the largest overall
audience of any station in
the area. Yet since 1941 our
rates are up only 16%%
in the face of this almosttripled audience potential.
It's a buy!
NBC's fil 5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, la

AFFILIATED WITH
FURTHER

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

Capitalism has been denned as the right to lose your shirt. It is
a privilege which has, through the years, been abundantly exercised
in radio by private entrepreneurs and only the other day was exemplified (typically American, this) by a labor union going to the
cleaner's for $1,500,000. To nobody's real surprise the last of the
three frequency modulation radio stations of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union expired from sheer fatigue of monthly
deficit. New York City's WFDR (named for you know who) like its
even shorter-lived station-mates of Chattanooga and Los Angeles
never had a chance. The whole undertaking had been rooted in
dreams rather than economics.

* * *

And yet the ILGWU was no more amateur in its own way than
many another licensee whose bones bleach upon the sands of vesteryear. If it analyzed economic risk over rosily and took FM hopes
for FM facts it could be recalled (to provide company for misery)
that there was once an over-night "network" headed by that most
improbable of corporation presidents, Ed Wynn. This long-sinceforgotten Ed Wynn "network" came in on a wing and two cylinders.
At the grand inaugural party frankfurters and sauerkraut were
dispensed to the guests from the advertising agencies. Almost before
the burps had subsided the network had, too.
Al Smith was a flop as a broadcast enterpriser. So was Elliott
Roosevelt. As recently as 1950 after much fanfare and phantasizing
the Progressive Network, so-called, came out from behind potted
palms at the Park Sheraton Hotel, arms raised and asking creditors
not to shoot.

* * *

All this has point. There are 592 applicants, at present count,
waiting hopefully for television facilities. Nothing is so certain as
a due proportion of these applicants being suffused in an incurable
amateurism.

* * *

Few promotional possibilities so fascinate persons with extra
money lying about as a broadcasting station — unless it's a new
magazine. And yet the economics of the day are absolutely merciless upon the amateur. The tip-off for the ILGWU had they but
known came at the very outset when it was proclaimed to a union
membership rally at Carnegie Hall (June 1949) that the ILGWU
would make available to its dues-payers good cheap FM receivers
at $20 each. Later the estimate was $35. Finally, the whole thing
was forgotten. The union knew all about the cloak and suit business; couldn't be razzle-dazzled there; but it swallowed the FM line
up to the last fraction of a decibel.
(Please turn to page 66)
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"THE SELLING STATION"
in

Indianapolis,

Indiana

WXLW
is pleased

to

announce

the

appointment

of the

JOHN E. PEARSON
NEW

YORK,

CHICAGO,

LOS

ANGELES,

as

its exclusive

COMPANY

DALLAS,
SAN

FRANCISCO

national

effective

MINNEAPOLIS,

representative

immediately

For the Indianapolis story and availabilities
on the Selling Station of Indianapolis, see your
PEARSON

MAN

WXLW
i59o kc

Robert
Ljeneral
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AFTER THE FREEZE
I understand that main new tele\ ision stations are now building . . .
and others are planning to start to
build.
Do \ou have a list showing which
new stations and which new cities are
being opened to television in the near
future?
Henry Dorff, Dir. of Adv.
Gruen Watch Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
• SPONSOR'S 14 January i-ur carried a factsand-fignrcs story on thp TV outlook for 1952
after the freeze lift-.. Several listings show which
new areas may pet TV first; how fast set rircula-

the moth as a terrific enemy of mankind. And while editing these scripts,
I noticed moths flying around in mv
office. I killed about six or eight of
them and then decided to look around
to see from whence they came.
I recalled that several months ago,
my wife had given me her mink coat
and silver fox scarf to take to a furrier, to be repaired. I hastih stuffed
them in a corrugated box and put the
package under a table in my office.
I went to the box — opened it and
about a thousand moths flew out.
I took the box on to the roof of our
building and emptied it out. There
wasn't enough left of that fur coat and
scarf to make a slipper! The moths
had done nothing short of murder to
the fur pieces.
I was madder than hell and returned
to my work with a vengeance. Now

TIMEBUYERS

"6,936,406 to

rf

be exact
almost all containing proof of purchase. That's one
letter every 4 6 seconds, day in day out
7 days a week, 52
weeks a year

A rec-

And
o ancouind
>1 *\ it's als
rseeliitbleis1 rec
^ ord? Of
PZr^
's fai
thful
ord of CKACOur
5> listenership.
bulging

ma 1 1bags
-VN-.

:

prove our

point:

CKAC gets results- at lowest cost per listener

SPONSOR'S January 28th article about
timebuvers is one of the best I've ever
seen and of vital importance to the
industry as a whole. About time these
over-burdened, seldom-recognized, but
most essential people get some kind of
a break.
It's been my pleasure to work with
a good many of the timebuyers in New
York and it"s a privilege to say that
I've never been treated fairer by any
one group of people.
Hope sponsor continues to top them
all with great firsts like this article.
Keep it up.
Ken Hildebrandt, Sales Mgr.
KYA, San Francisco

CITIES SERVICE
I enjoyed your article on Cities
Service in the February issue. I liked
the show when they had it on television, and would like to see it back
again on that medium.
G. L. Thomas. Jr.
Three Springs Fisheries

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
A

TRANS-QUIBEC

Lilypons. Md.

radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial •

DESERVE BREAK

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
am J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co.— Toronto

MOTHS

CIVE MOTIVE

Here a
help but
funn\ in
I have

an experience that I can't
pass on to you. It's really
a wa\
it actually happened.
just completed a new scries

nl I'm Storage Spots for radio broadcasting and was editing the scripts,
getting read) to do the recordings.
In this series of scripts we feature

we're going to push like hell to keep
the
moths from eating other people's
fur coats.
Harry S. Goodman, Pres.
Harry S. Goodman Productions
New York

PHOTOS

AVAILABLE

On page 40 of your January 14 issue, you ran a picture of pharmacist
Levinger and his store in connection
with the article "Small-town pharmacy
builds
withto radio."
We'd biglike
get a glossy print of
these photos to use in a local mailing
piece for a radio station to druggists
in this area. We'd like to make our
engravings of this from your photos
and will return them immediately
upon use.

Arnold Fochs
I.F.I. Advertising Agency

•

photographs are occasionally

Duluth, Minn.
SPONSOR

FARM

avail-

RADIO

The feature, "Why don't advertisers use more farm radio?" in the January 14th issue of sponsor was very
good. We would like to see more articles like this.
There was, however, quite a little
concern on our part relative to a couple (if items in the article —
On pagewith
25 large
it was rural
stated,listening.
"a few
big1. stations
like WLW,
KVOO,
WNAX,
WLS.
KWKH, WSM. WWL, WFAA. WHO
I Please turn to page 71 i
SPONSOR

This Is The Brent Gunts Show!

. human interest

WBAL-TV
NBC

In Mart/land

NATIONALLY
EDWARD
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REPRESENTED
PETRY

&

BY

COMPANY

It's all the same

to us

The seasons are all great in sunny
Southern California. During June, July id
and August, for example . . .

RETAIL SALES ARE HUGE. More than jj

of the year's retail business is done
during the three Summer months. Sumr;r
sales alone amount to almost 2 billion
dollars—more than the total annual ret;i
sales of Ft. Worth, Nashville, Provideno
Omaha, Tampa and Tacoma combined.
TOURIST TRADE IS TERRIFIC. Last yea]

more than 3 million free-spending outof-state tourists rolled into Southern
California. . . 39.2% of them in the Sumnr
RADIO'S TERRIFIC TOO! Winter and

Summer, radio attracts the same
big audience in Southern California.
(Sets-in-use show only a slight difference
—20.9 March-April, 20.8 July-August, 2
November-December.) And season
after season, it's KNX that attracts the
biggest audience, with a Summer
average share of audience of 21.1 in
Los Angeles— only 6/10 of one point belti
November and December.
You can sell as well in Southern Calif on a
during the Summer as you do any
other season of the year. Just use . . .

KNX
Los Angeles— "The All-Year Mar

■ CBS Owned • Represented by CBS Radio Spot Ses

Calif. State Board of Equalization
Sales Management Survey of Buying Power.
Los Angeles All Year Club, Pulse of Los Angeles.

ill, winter, spring

and

summer!

Ifiou yet a

TS
S
E
U
S
N
O
N
I
B
BIG
ON

WFBM-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

Says DON

MORRIS

APPLIANCE DEALER
434 East Wood Street
Paris, Illinois

'PARIS is a IrVFBM-TV town!"
# The people of Paris, Illinois, are no different than those of Paris, France, in
at least one respect . . . they like good entertainment, too! And they get it on
WFBM-TV!
So do their neighbors — not just in their own Edgar County, but in neighboring Illinois and Indiana counties, a long way beyond WFBM-TV's
radius. And that adds up to a big BONUS

60-mile

market tapped by every WFBM-TV

advertiser! Literally thousands of folks — on farms, in villages and cities — many
more than 60 miles from Indianapolis, tune in this First Station in Indiana
regularly!

WFBM

Radio Is First

And of course, WFBM-TV's

60-mile radius includes one of the country's

in Listening, Too!

richest market areas. Good jobs at high rates of pay mean there's money to

* FIRST in the morning]

spend . . . mean big money is spent ... in this heart of Hoosierland. WFBMTV moves merchandise in this market ... it will move yoursl

* First in the afternoon]
* and a Great Big First at Night]
50% more listeners at night than
any other Indianapolis station.

*?&i4t **t yadiotta,

•k Hooper Ratings, February through April. 1951
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I. New on Radio Networks
NO. OF NET STATIONS
193

CBS

World
News
Feb;
52

NBC

Hollywood
CBS

With
wks
Star

Robert

Trout;

Playhouse;

Sun

Sun

5:30-5.-;

5-5 :30

10

........... I Shoe

NBC
ABC
NBI

Co

183

i Wife;

1M-F

Doody;

Sat

I Mar;

5:4

am;

J 10
83

Howdy

NO. OF NET STATIONS
Walton

&

1

.-,2

PROGRAM,

52

52

Ryan

wks

wks

3 Mar;

52

wks

»-;

wl

tim

o pm; , duration
e, star ws the Ne
e Mon -5 pm
tor \i 17 Mar;
pm;
26 Feb;
24 Mar;
Jenny;
Ml
1 2:15-3 1 1 pn
en in My
Life
i 1:45
Ulen Show;
M
; 17 Mar
10:3(

T 9

;hristian Seien

llutterli. 1,1

Ruthrauff

24

Feb;

2. Renewed on Radio Networks
bag

pm

pm;

143

52
52

wks
»k~
wks

52

3. Veie National Spot Radio Rusiness
STATIONS-MARKET
Kenyon
&
(N.Y.)

CAMPAIGN,

Eckhardt

start, duratio
Apr;

13-26

prom

dept

wks

SSCB
Neff-Rogow

4. National Rroadcast Sales Executives
NAME
Michael
Harold

K.

Walter

Deutsch

C.

W.

N.Y.,

coordinator

Central Feature

prog

pa

News, N.Y., assoeia

Paul H. Raymer,
N.Y., asst to pres
Mutual
Don
Lee,
Hlywd.,
pub
re

Finlcy

James

NEW

AFFILIATION

Fletcher

Jr

Hall

Midnight
eastern
KENI,
WCCO,
WORZ,

Eugene D. Hill
John
C. Holahan
William
Kalan

Sun
Broadcasting
sis mgr
(KFAR,
Anchorage)
Mnpls.,
Orlando,

sis mgr
gen mgr

Foley and Gordon,
Schwerin
Research,

N.Y., gen conns el
N.Y.,
sis mgr

WNEW,
Crook,

N.Y.,
Dallas,

Howard

Klarman

WMCA,

N.Y.,

Patricia

Maclnnis

WJBK,
Detroit, member prog dept
Schwerin
Research,
N.Y., prod
dir

K.

Mineral

t

N.Y.,
Co, anks;
, reFairb

William J. Kaland
David Kittrell

Raymond

AFFILIATION

ckage
NBC-TV,

Duncan

Mark

Roy

FORMER

Dann

script-prod
dir media,
prom

dept
mg
research

dir

-

Same,

superv

WINS,

N.Y.,

special
sis

broadcasts

prom

mgr

MBS,
N.Y.,
acct exec
Raymer,
N.Y., head adv,
Same,

head

N.Y. sis

Same,

asst

Same,
Same,

also vp, member
also vp

Same,

vp-client

Same,
Katz

gen

office

research,
(60 Wes

t 46th

St)

mgr
board

dir

relations

prog
dir
Agency,
Dallas,

Same,
Same,

acct exec
prom, pub

Same,

prod

member

sis

staff

dir

vp

•
In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network and Spot);
Station Representation
Changes;
Advertising
Agency
Personnel
Changes

Number
efer
tocategory
New
and
Renew
,ft,r
Mark
Finley (4)
J. C. Fletcher
A. C. Schofield
Tony
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Mot

(4)
(4)
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4. national Broadcast Sales Executives (continued)
FORMER

AFFILIATION

NEW

Schwerin Research, N.Y.,
WMCA, N.Y., acct exec
KNXT, L.A., sis prom mgi
WNEW, N.Y., prog dir
N.Y.,
WREX,
Duluth, comml
.,,
Ray
John E.II. Pearson,
Chi., ac
rthur

C. -.

WNBT,

N.Y..

AFFILIATION

pro

Id
WCBS-WCBS-TV, N.Y., gen
O. L. Taylor Co, N.Y., prcs
O. L. Taylor Co, N.Y., vp
KTBS, Shreveport, La., loei
KTBS, Shreveport, La., men
Callaher Drug Co, Dayton,

. H.. I. ,i.l Swift

, IN. V., vp

w mow

in charge

.TV.

TV

!>:•>

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
FORMER
, Pcabo.Iy

National

&

Sugar

AFFILIATION
Co,

of

Pabst Brewing
RCA, Camden,
III...... i,„tr,
Young & Rubic

Co,

). , .

Co, Mnpls.,
asst to v
met
,\,s
am, N.Y.

NEW

Car
TV,

Refining

head

AFFILIATION

body & Co, N.Y., !

N.Y.,

adv

r

Minnpso
of

TV,

radio

>- Products Corp, N.Y.,

6. New Agency Appointments
Atlantic

Products

Corp.

Trenton

Frankenmuth
Brewing,
Golden Nuggctt Sweets
Goorh
William

Milling

& Elevator,

Grctz Brewing

Robert Acomb, Cincinnati
Ralph Sharp, Detroit
Conner, Jackson, Walker & McClure
S.F.
R. J. Potts-Calkins & Holden, Kansa
City, Mo.
Schcideler, Beck & Werner, N.Y.
Buckley, Phila.
W. Wallace Orr, Phila.
\ V.
Kenneth Rad<
Chi.
Wcightman, , Phila.

I r.,„k ........ il.. Mich
Ltd, S.F.
Salina,

Kan.

Feed,

flour

produc

Co, Phila.

I ,.,,, ,-l ..,:!,. ,

&

Tor

Ellis,
Rand,

Buffalo
N.Y.

Cetsehal & Richard, N.Y.
Weiss & Celler, N.Y.

Radio-televisiox

Sealrighl Co, 1
Shawmut Dair
( harlea «.. •-...

Ik, N.Y.
n, N.Y.
* Inc,

New

Freedor

Gerst, Sylvester & Walsh, Cleve.
Marfree, N.Y.
C. Wenkcl
Mucnch, Chi.
Robert Conahy & Associates, N.Y.
Farquhar & Co, Utica
Grrgory-Giczandanncr, Houston
Dorland, N.Y.
W. Earl Bothwell, N.Y.
Copley,
Boston& Merrick, Wash.
Kid, Ehrlirh
Wllklnson-Schiweta
& Tips, Houston
Hewitt,
OgUvy,
Benson
& Mather,
N.Y.
Dowd, Kc.lfi.ld & Johnstone, N.Y.

SPONSOR

WHEN HOUSTON
WANTS THE NEWS.

FIRST!

1952

PAT FLAHERTY,

"THE YEAR

1
BILL BOLTON

OF DECISION"

12 Noon, 6:15 P.M.

BRUCE LAYER,

Hard-hitting news coverage is more vital
this year than ever before. KPRC's nationally recognized news staff is TOPS

in the Southwest ... in num-

bers, in sponsored hours, in accurate on-the-spot coverage.
Each man
and

news

Flaherty,

HARRY AROUH,
Weather Chief,
5:30 P.M. Weathercast,
10:00 P.M. News

combines the duties of newscaster, news writer,
reporter,
the

Nowadays,

under

South's

NEWS

the

most

comes

able

respected

FIRST

. .

KPRC is FIRST with the NEWS!

direction

of

Pat

newscaster.
. and

On Military Leave,
Serving as Marine Corps
Correspondent in Korea

Houston's Only Complete
Radio News Staff
r

RAY MILLER,

On Military Leave,
On duty with the
Submarine Service

NBC

and TQN

on the Gulf Coast

Jack Harris, General

Manager

Nationally represented by
Edward
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Petry and

Co.

DON HEATH
7:15 A.M., 8:55 A.M.,

Capitalize in the World's Chemical Capit

LJ L
Du Pont's new $30,000,000 research
laboratories near Wilmington —
bright symbol of the city's future,
signpost on the new frontiers of

JOHNSON
— Reeves,

REEVES, Wholesale Grocer
Parvin

&

Co.

supplies

many of Wilmington's 617 groceries
whose annual sales are $39,000,000.

SAMUEL

JURIKSON,

Children's Wear

Dealer His shop, Alexander's, is
one o\ i"i stores «ith combined
apparel sales of $23,131,000 a year.

MRS. W. R. BOVARD

II, Housewife-

She presides over one oi Wilmington's 35,500 radio-equipped households, key points for sales impact.

HARVEY

H. POOLE, Applian

— Household

furnishings a

$16,321,000

a

stores like

Poole's

year

to
Elec

HARRY

C. KELLEY, Bra-

Employed by Spe.ikm.in <
of Wilmington's 15,800
workers.

He

regularly runes VlL

-oaft

,MINGTON-and All of America's 3rd Market

.delpL. 1a
lot Power Alone...
ilmington, crown jewel of "The Diamond State,"
counts for 86 per cent of Delaware's industrial prodts. More important ... it is the state's largest single
irket. The 110,000 inhabitants boast a per family
come of $7,199 — 59 per cent above the national
erage. Many are employed by the country's giant
rporations . . . duPont, Chrysler, General Motors,
illman . . . or by other of the area's 163 manufacturing
ints. An outstanding market in every way . . . wellvered by an outstanding station, WFIL, whose 5,000
itts outpull 50,000 watts in Wilmington.

.But Selling Power
ility to buy results in $189,000,000 of retail business in Wilmington
:h year. And wherewithal is translated into action throughout America's
II Market . . . provided you hit hard in Philadelphia and in 147 "home
rkets" outside city limits where more than half the area's shopping
es on. Dip into this brimming till. Exploit $6 billion in purchasing
Aer. Do it with WFIL, covering two out of three radio homes in the
County Retail Trading Area . . . stretching way beyond into a total
erage area with 6,800,000 people, $9 billion in purchasing power,
edule WFIL.

WEMP
MILWAUKEE
ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS

George

A.

Chairman of the board, an austere title, may conjure up to some
the image of a stern-faced man giving orders to scores of nameless
subordinates.
Jay Hormel may have the title but he's the antithesis
of the stereotype.
For Hormel likes people and, along with Hormel interests, employee welfare is one of his prime considerations. He believes that
employers must get over the idea that it's right to turn thousands of
people out of work because there's nothing for them on a given day.
It's not just talk. Hormel, with 8,000 employees, is the largest
firm in the country with a completely obligated annual wage. Other
Hormel "musts": a man must' be given a year's notice before being
fired; an incentive plan to perk up production and morale.
As the son of founder George A. Hormel, young Jay needn't have
worked hard to achieve a degree of success. But that's not the way
he operates. During school vacations, starting in 1914, he worked in
the Austin plant and interrupted his embryonic career to serve as an
infantry lieutenant in World War I. During this military service,
Hormel became interested in the problems of ex-servicemen, and
active in the American Legion. He maintained these interests on his
return to civilian life.
Hormel took over the presidency and pressures of business when
his father retired in 1927 (he became chairman of the board in 1946
when his father died). A "shirt sleeve executive" Hormel initiated
research and experimentation that led to canned ham. Later, in
1937, pork shoulder with ham added became Spam.
When World War II ended, Hormel wanted to do something for
the country's most neglected veterans — in his opinion, the female
ex-G.I. His scheme started as the first all woman post in Austin
(Spam Post 570), blossomed into an all girl drum and bugle corps.
Today, on 115 CBS stations they're known as the Hormel Girls
Caravan (Music With the Hormel Girls).
With his travelling air show Hormel achieves all his aims. When
the Li i rls are not putting on a show, they go calling on grocers in the
point-of-broadcast town to help boost the Hormel line. The Caravan
gives Hormel a network show with some of the advantages of a spot
radio effort. The $500,000 air expenditure (30% of the total ad
budgel I helps Hormel lead the industry in sales.
SPONSOR

smart
time buyers
1don't want
off "the hook"!
A hook-shaped strip, 10 miles wide and 150 miles
long, bordering Puget Sound, is home for 86.9% of the
population of the entire 15-county Western Washington
market, although only 7% of its land area.
KJR's efficient 5,000 watts at 950 kilocycles covers
this tidewater market with no waste, and at low cost.
BMB proves KJR reaches all of Western Washington's 15 counties, and saturates the all-important "hook"
of Puget Sound.
Buy KJR for efficient, low-cost, no-waste circulation!

A MARSHALL
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FIELD STATION - AN ABC AFFILIATE

kJr

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY AVERY-KNODEl,

INC.

iVeti? developments

on SPONSOR

stories

See:
ISSne:

"The lipstick that defied tradition"
12 March 1951, p. 30

Subject:

How Hazel Bishop Lipstick zoomed
from unknown to best seller in 10
months

Raymond Spector, who threw cosmetic tradition to the winds when
he used the airwaves to push Hazel Bishop No-Smear Lipstick to the
No. 1 spot in its field, is busily proving that the effort was no flash in

pi
ipON
ssKS
siAC
^Mnis^J

Announce*...
that you how get:

the pan. With "Complexion Glow," a new liquid-cream rouge, he
hopes to surpass the lipstick success. Ad budget for the two products: $4,000,000, 75% to radio and TV.
Experienced direct mail experts and researchers know that a P.S.
gets higher readership than the body of a letter. Spector is cashing
in on this finding by interlocking Hazel Bishop and the new product
in all advertising. He is eager to prove that you don't have to be
P & G to duplicate the technique of multiple-product selling.
The new "complexion miracle" was introduced on Stop the Music
(ABC-TV) to an audience already sold on the Hazel Bishop name via
the lipstick.
"Ratings and audience size are less important to us than the show's
ability to sell a particular type of product," says Spector. "The climate and mood established is vitally important to the sales potential

w Choice Availability

^TtfWegro Audience

mm

^/ Contacting:

uiuim
Rt?RtiENT€oey
80X76
VICKteuBC,

inoie
IMOtf

J ALE*

of Cameo
the product."
Theater (NBC-TV) has built the desired type of audience,
so Hazel Bishop Products are taking the show on alternate weeks with
Regent Cigarettes (every week in non-Regent markets). Outfit also
has first refusal rights on Milton Berle's time slot during the summer.
New products must pass four criteria at Hazel Bishop: (1) Must
have exciting advertising possibilities; (2) Must be demonstrable
and show immediate benefit to consumer; (3) Must lend itself to TV
and radio promotion; (4) Must be in field of color. SPONSOR tip:
watch for nail polish line and hair color rinses in near future.

"Why

radio will thrive in a TV

10 September

era"

1951, p. 25

Radio is continuing to hold its own,
c\en showing business gains, despite
increased TV penetration

Last fall, sponsor reported "a new confidence sweeping advertising
and broadcasting circles" as regards radio, a resurgence from the
nervous nail-biting earlier in the year. This month, a survey by the
BAB of radio station billings in markets with the greatest TV penetration helped back up this premise. It showed that 1951, for many
of these AM stations, was the best year in their history.
The BAB polled radio stations in the top six TV cities — Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, and Philadelphia. Some
559? °f the stations in these cities reported an increase in billings
for 1951 over 1950; 15% reported no appreciable change: 30% reported less business in 1951 than 1950. Gains in 1951 business over
1950 ranged as high as 45%, and virtually all the stations indicated
that the last quarter of 1951 substantially topped 195()"s final quarter.
These findings indicate that radio business has not been substantially affected in TV areas. BAB president William B. Ryan commented: "The results disclose that advertisers began to reinvest substantial y inradio about mid-summer. It appears that radio advertotals may that
reachAMan stations
all-time high
1952." will increase their
Mamtising believe
in TVin markets
total billings by as much as 13% in 1952, local billings by about 15%.
SPONSOR

CALIBRE
LOCAL
TALENT

CHIEF SAYS
Smart advertisers
agree; top local
talent moves the
merchandise!

SELLS!

fr STATION
BASIC ABC

CLEVELAND'S7
5 000 W.
WJW

BUILDING

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

CLEVELAND
BY

H-R

15, OHIO

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

-and 1952Cleveland's top personalities are heard on WJW!
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CAN

YOU

CLEAR

GOOD

MARKETS

CAN

YOU!

Look at the clearance N. W. Ayer obtained for

AND

®0#

Tlfl

9

BOSTON • PHILA • WILMINGTON

KALAMAZOO

"The Electric Theatre", a half-hour film
program

sponsored by the Electric Companies

Advertising Program ... on a Spot basis.

With Spot Program television, ECAP discovered,
you go into only the markets you want . . .
take your choice of stations in multiple-station
markets . . . clear good time even in the
hard-to-get one- or two-station markets . . .
give viewers uniform and pleasing
picture quality through film . . . get wholehearted
station cooperation . . . pay no cut-in charges.

If you're interested in getting more sales power
from your TV dollar, just call any
Katz representative for the full story on

YOU

Spot Program Television.

THE KATZ
488

CAN

CO

AGENC
MADISON

AVENUE

•

NEW

YO K 1

R

SPOT

ED

FOR

TV

"THE

PROGRAMS?

ELECTRIC

THEATRE"

9 9 9

ON

A

BINGHAMTON • DALLAS « SAN FRANCISCO

#9

ATLANTA

SPOT

BASIS

9 9

NEW HAVEN • ROCHESTER

LOUISVILLE • PHOENIX

« 41

9
CLEVELAND

TER

I Vrf«

• ERIE • GRAND

WITH

NATIONAL

3 • LOS ANGELES

SPOT...

ADVERTISING

. SAN FRANCISCO

9

DAYTON

RAPIDS

• ATLANTA

MUCH

ST. LOUIS

BETTER

REPRESENTATIVES
• DALLAS

. KANSAS

CITY • DETROIT

Webster
has
a
word
for
it

An unabridged dictionary of the glib ad lib, WBT's
Kurt Webster delivers a 46% Share of Audience on his
9 AM audience participation show, "What's Cookin'?"
. . . pulls 50%-plus at 11:30 AM for "Street Man" and
on his "Midnight Dancing Party." Kurt's audience-pulling
power is another reason why advertisers who want to
put in a good word for their products in the Carolinas
naturally turn to WBT and its local personalities.
COLOSSUS

OF THE

CAROLINAS

WBT

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

GRIlffl: 17-year spot wonder

With million-plus spot budget, Griffin leads in air use— and shoe polish sales
many a spot radio client
®For
a close-up view of the timebuying methods of the Griffin Manufacturing Company might
prove a revelation.
This scene, in the homey casualness
of Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce —
Griffin ad agency — is typical. We're at
the desk of Jim Walker, Griffin account executive. The phone rings. On
the other end is a station rep.
'Say. Jim," the rep says.
10 MARCH
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"Remem-

ber that morning participation show
we talked about last week . . . the one
up Walker
in Schenectady?"
reaches for a pad, pencil,
and a station list. "Sure, what about
"Well," the rep goes on, "there's an
across-the-board minute availability in
it. Here's the dope." There follows a
brisk discussion of ratings, prices, talent,
mail pull, other advertisers in the
it?"
show.

Meanwhile, Walker's doodling on
the pad takes form. Quickly measuring in his mind the available Griffin
spot radio budget for the area against
the results he's likely to get from the
show, he makes his decision.
"O.K. We'll buy it. Start us next
25
Monday with live copy we'll send the
station tonight, and we'll send transcriptions and further instructions
later. Contract? Let's see — make it
26 weeks, and if we go to a full 37

weeks I'll call you tomorrow. Matter
of fact, let's have lunch. Got some
other Griffin possibilities I want to
may sound unique to many adtalkThis
about."
men used to doing business at a more
deliberate
pace. atHut.theit"sBC&P
a sceneagency,
that's
often repeated
either at the desks of account man
Walker, timebuyer Ted Wallower, radio-TV director John McNeil, or even

The GREATER GRIFFIN
NETWORK... featuring
America's most advertised
shoe polishes!
Day after day . . . week after week . . . year after year
America's top flight radio salesmen sell for you locally on the
Greater Griffin network.
Neighborhood radio selling that covers the country . . . only
Griffin puts this tremendous selling power behind shoe polish
... to make Griffin the world's most advertised brand.
It's famous in the radio field . . . the most comprehensive
network of big time and community radio coverage ever put
behind shoe polish. It's been working for years with radio's
top selling talent ... in the best news, participations, special
programs. Day by day . . . morning, noon, night . . . year by
year . . . these top salesmen talk Griffin . . . sell Griffin . . .
send YOU Griffin customers. All you need is Griffin in stock
. . . Griffin on display and you cash in on the tremendous
selling power this Greater Griffin network creates in your
neighborhood.

GRIFFIN

-ATrade magazines:
radio campaigns
Griffin

calls

:alers. Notice
,

mprehensive

how
network

tore radio advertising for GRIFFIN
ITS "TIMt TO SHINE"

ON STATION WIOD

copy
of

in ad

stresses consistent,

big-time

radio

coverage

loi
e

behind

shoe

BC&P admen make Griffin's fast-moving purchases in spot radio seem a
cinch. But, behind the practiced ease
with which Griffin's agency operates
in radio is nearly two decades of experience in buying time for Griffin,
most widely-advertised shoe polish on
the air. Behind it, too, is Griffin's policy— not always customary among air
clients — of giving the ad agency virtual carte blanche in timebuying.
Today, this firm spends about twothirds of a million-dollar-plus budget
in spot radio. At its seasonal peak,
Griffin air commercials for shoe
polishes, liquid polishes, and Allwite
cleaner are heard on some 300 stations. All types of shows are used:
^norning-througb-nighttime participa-

the client calls it "Greater Griffin Net-

mpets news of its spot
air use taking in what
t

It's also a type of buying strategy that
pays off at the advertiser's box-office.
Just as a skilled acrobat's tricky
high-wire act looks easy, these four

tion shows, newscasts, women's shows,
disk jockeys, musical programs (live
and e.t.), sports and straight spot announcements. Although strictly spot,

7he Greatest tfame
m Shoe Polish

rifin is hyper-promotion conscious due to comperitii

to

"most

the agency's president, Arch Bermingham — they all buy time or programs.

polish"

It's truly an impressive list, both in
its size and its variety. As veteran adman Arch Bermingham explained it to
a sponsor editor:
""Dollar
for dollar, we get our greatwork."
est efficiency in Griffin advertising
from the use of spot radio in all its
forms. It's proved very effective in
getting the proper advertising repetition and product identification, especially when it's teamed with other
media to do a real selling job.
"In all the vears — and it's nearly 17
now — that we've been buying time for

GRIFFIN ABC

GRIFFIN LIQUID WAX

Making More Customers for GRIFFIN
IDA'S

FASTEST

SELLING

SHOE

POLISH

Griffin, we've never tried to limit ourselves to anv one type of spot radio.
We buy radio within our luidget for a
market, we buv quickly, and we hu\
on the basis of audience and proved
radio results."
SPONSOR

7

t buys with waste c

\\ hen agencyman Bermingham says
"proved radio results'' he means primarily a good selling record. The
BC&P agency carefully checks this
through station case history results,
mail pull, and suchlike. Once Griffin
moves into a radio slot, however, the
check-ups don't stop. In addition to
periodic reviews made at the agency
level regarding ratings and audience,
the Griffin sales force teams with the
agency in checking out in the field.
When a member of Griffin's large,
aggressive sales force drops in on retailers in making his rounds, the subject of radio usually comes up. Although Griffin doesn't use "keyed"
radio campaigns (premiums, mailpulls i. the firm has learned that smart
retailers have a good "feel" for what's
pulling in the Griffin business in a
market. Retailer reaction to Griffin
radio is promptly passed up the line
by the sales force. This data helps the
agency to make future decisions in a
market, and is invaluable when it
comes time to renew radio schedules.
This system has also helped Griffin
get around a perennial advertising
problem: the considerable and varying
lag between a customer buving a retail
can of shoe polish and bis jobber
and or wholesaler order at the Griffin factory. With the sales force shortcircuiting the delavs between consumer sales increases and Griffin business increases, the BC&P asrencv doesn't
have to rely alone on rad'o research to
evaluate the firm's air selling.
There are other such signposts, apart
from sales force reports and ratines,
to tell Griffin how well its radio has
established nroduct identification and
huvin". BC&P survevs in maior markets show that Griffin is "the first
shoe polish named by eight out of 10
people."
10 MARCH
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agency

tests

show

equally good results. When Griffin is
displayed equally in a store with other
polish products, Griffin outsells the
rest in a three-to-one ratio. These
extra check-ups lead Griffin to feel that
its radio is indeed a good investment.
It's the economics of the shoe polish
business which keeps the pressure on
behind the Griffin air advertising. It's
a business full of interesting paradoxes — and these usually guide the
advertising methods of all the leading
firms (less than a dozen) in the field.
For instance:
• According to research done by
the BC&P agency, it's estimated that
85% of the country's population
shines its shoes at home. Yet, the
whole retail value of the shoe polish
business in the U.S. is only a fiercelyfought-for $35,000,000 yearly. Reason: Shoe polish is a slow-consumption item, since a little goes a fairly
long way and the price is low.
• Shoe polish, as an industry, frequently has its sales running in reverse
to the country's "boom-and-bust"
cycle. Griffin's sales, were very
healthy all through the depression
years of the 1930's. Reason: As industry officials put it to sponsor:

s short-lived; it had too little

steady, but local tastes in footwear and
local variation in climate and shoe-use
guide a great deal in polish consumption.
• As a product class, shoe cleaners,
waxes, polishes, stains, dyes and suchlike are largely "impulse items."
Practically nobody makes a special
trip to a store to buy a can, bottle or
jar of shoe polish. Most of its purchase— about evenly balanced between
men and women — is in conjunction
with something else, as in a drug or
grocery store, or in a shoe repair shop.
At the same time, shoe polish tends
to be a "slow-mover" ©n store shelves
and counters.
These facts us-ually add up to just
one conclusion in the eyes of the shoe
polish industry: To keep a brand of
shoe polish or cleaner selling well to
the consumer you have to advertise
early and often. Then, to keep it an
active item with retailers, you have to
merchandise your advertising to get
the proper support.
These two things — advertising in
sizable volume, then a follow-up with
heavy merchandising of ad campaigns
to retailers — Griffin does, and does
thoroughly.
Aware that it has to work hard and

"When people have money, they often
let other people shine their shoes.
When money is scarce and jobs are
hard to get. out comes the brush and

fast to get good shelf-posit'ons and
store featuring. Griffin has gone all out

the polish, and they do it themselves."
• Although basic color preferences
in mascubne purchases of shoe polish
varv onlv slightly through the years,
and female preferences are relatively
stable despite erratic fashions, marketby-market consumption varies enormously. The Southern U. S., for instance, uses amounts of shoe polish
that would make Yankee cousins
blink. Reason: Color preferences like
black, brown, and white remain fairlv

sample of such "merchandising" within the trade, see pa.<re at left.)
Both the advertising done by Griffin and the follow-throueh have
brought tangible results. Griffin has a
commanding lead in the industry, and
accounts for almost half of the entire

in the 17 vears it's been a big radio
advertiser in telling the trade about
its air advertising efforts. (For

U. S. business done in shoe preparations. Griffin retailers are nrone to
(Please turn to page 52)
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LIKE

t suffers working on hi: account gains appreciation
plus better
managers who fight ag :inst shortsighted
budget
cuts suggested

job.
But the clients
by sales brass hats

111 managers I like best and why
DART THPFF
OF

A

SERIES

Account executives laud managers
to agency, show merchandising

who give clear instructions

grasp, and human

I No man had to fight hard' er for recognition in the
corporate structure than the advertising manager. His is actually the story

tance grow as they've sold the concept
of advertising to engineers turned company president and sales geniuses
graduated to chairman of the board.

of advertising's growth in importance
to American business. The founders of
businesses by and large came off the
production line or, later, out of sales-

He's seen good ones in action — advertising managers with keen planning
minds and an instinct for what sells.

man's ranks. The role of advertising
to these company founders seemed secondary, more an expedient gesture than
a necessary concomitant to the sale of
goods. But through their perseverance
in the face of grudging acceptance, advertising managers built gradually toward the rank and respect they now
hold in a major segment of national
advertiser firms.
The man who is the best witness to
this struggle is the agency account executive. WOrking along with advertising managers, he's seen
28

their impor-

He's lived with phonies as well. Accordingly, sponsor turned to account
men for descriptions of topnotch advertising managers and what makes them
This is the third in a series of artigood. cles on various figures in the broadcast advertising world. The first (28
January) described outstanding timebuyers; the second (11 February) put
reps in the spotlight. A fourth article will take up agency account executives— from the point of view of advertising managers.
Throughout
this series,
sponsor

relations k now -I

names no names. The objective of the
articles is not to praise individuals but
rather to lay down basic operating
principles for some of the key jobs in
advertising. Naturally, the emphasis in
this article is on advertising managers
whose firms use radio and TV heavily.

He orients agency properly
"The advertising manager I respect
knows how to give instructions to the
agency which are complete and clear.
Ideally, he conveys his marketing pattern and the objectives to be achieved
over the period of a proposed campaign in writing. He lets you know
specifically what he has in mind,
whether it's to (1) concentrate on distribution, (2) force sale of merchandise at the dealer level, or (3) gain acceptance for the product in new areas.
SPONSOR

mtmmt

NO LIKE

Some advertising managers want book-length explanations from agency for every charge, i s unfamiliar with reasons for
radio and TV costs. Perhaps most annoying is species who takas advantage of the account rr n to tell the story of his lifo

H*If the agency doesn't get the marketing plans in detail, it makes it humanly impossible to write copy efficiently or map out the proper radio
and television campaign. Yet some ad
managers let you work in a vacuum."
He knows his own business

I

"I enjoy working with the relatively
young advertising manager of a drug
company headquartering in mid-Manhattan. He knows his company's business better than I could hope to and
his feel for what happens across the
drug store counter is a constant guide
to the agency*.
drug salesman
time as he can
drug stores in

He considers himself a
and spends as much
getting around to see
various parts of the

country. At times he's kept us from
making errors in the way we've slanted
our copy. He helps us to keep in touch
with the consumer of his products."
He's a leader, not a puller
'*YThen you service an account,
you re the contact man for a whole
team of specialists — if your agency is
a big shop. Being human beings the
specialists who work under you react
to the attitude of the client. When the

to get work turned out at a consistently high level. Some ad managers, however, show fine leadership qualities in
their relations with the agency. They
understand the power of a word of
praise. They make the account team
work harder and better by passing on
their respect for good work. That's
what I call leading and not pulling."
He's realistic
"After an advertising manager has
submitted his outline for a campaign,
the agency estimates how much it will
cost to do the job.
It may turn out

best

"the ideal ad manager"

1. He instructs agency clearly in writing, gives all facts.
2. He knows how to merchandise his
company's product and can guide
the agency's hand.
3. He's a gracious leader who gets the
most out of the agency by greasing
the skids with praise when called for.
4. He leaves minutiae to clerks.
5. He fights for a proper ad budget
when sales or other brass suggest
shortsighted cuts.

client is super-critical, the agency people have that feeling of dread about
turning out a piece of work. It's harder to get fast action and you frequently
have to keep shifting people in order
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that the job can't be done with the
amount of money available. A good
advertising manager will revise his
original objectives to suit the expenditure. He won't do what some of these
ostrich types attempt — expect you to
accomplish six different things on a
budget sufficient for only three of
them. The ostrich sticks his head in a
desk drawer and passes the buck to
you on how it can be done. Maybe
some miracles are pulled off that way
but more often unrealistic stubbornness(Please
just wastesturn
dollars."
to page 60)

worst
case A:

nightmare to deal with"

The big heart

"He says 7 know this will take a few
days' when he hands you a job that will
take two weeks at the least and require
new local information from 40 cities."
case B:

The story teller

"He takes full advantage of a captive
audience to tell you the story of his life."
case C:

The Milquetoast

"He never fights back when sales brass
try to snare a chunk of the ad budget
for trade discounts."
case D: The Scrooge

7. He has a good knowledge of media,
not just surface shimmer.

"Wants a book-length explanation for
every charge and worries more about

Like confusing rating' services, cost-per- 1,000
must be used with care. Herein are some problems and pointers

^■■■■■■i A man is standing in the
«-ene:
tering*i8
mids
of glit^««
ranks of autos on a
IBtM!
used-car lot. He wants to buy a car.
Naturally, he wants a good one. The
salesman airily recounts the virtues of
the cars, pointing out new paint jobs.
heaters, seat covers.
Meanwhile the auto shopper is peering at the instrument panels of every
car. Finally, he straightens up, and
looks happily at the salesman.

way to buy a car. Not only does it
ignore the fact that mileage figures
can be "tampered" a bit, but such a
method completely ignores the type of
car, its history, its motor condition.
whether it suits the buyer's purposes.
\ it almost the same thing is happening these days in many ad agencies

'"I'll l>u\ this one."" he says. "The
speedometer's got the lowest mileage

and sponsor's offices.
Instead of autos, it's air advertising
that's being bought.
\n<l. instead of low mileage figures,
the answer to all questions is being
sought in a well-known advertising

Sill) ?
figure."
Of (nurse it's -ills, and certainly no

"Coa*-per-l,000."
phrase:
Listen to what one of the chief time-

30

buyers, who buys both network and
spot airtime and programs for the nation's biggest ad agency, told SPONSOR:
"I'm convinced that people in this
business, from salesmen to agency clients, are becoming 'cost-per-l,000-haa
py.' More and more, they're looking to
a cost-per-M figure as the great, simplified formula for both radio and TV.
Sure, it's better than making snap decisions on the basis of ratings alone.
But, it still doesn't answer all sorts of
questions, from 'What's the audience
composition?' to 'Does the show fit the
sponsor's over-all advertising pattern q
Cost-per-1,000 is probabl) the most
mis-used phrase in broadcasting."
SPONSOR

lunch tab!

In spot che ks oi othei advertising
ith

agencies and clienl offi< es in New ,i ork
Gty, headquarters foi the bulk oi ah
advertising plans, sponsor found thai

o\ .i emphasize the tei m.
The center ol the ruckus is a< tu ill)

this timehuyer's thoughts were echoed,
in general, al .ill ol them,
targets foi the complaints, however,

one ol advertising's truly
sticks, when used propel
really nothing mysterious
cally h... us-po< us ahoul

Several clients drew fire, Foi con
stantK demanding a streai

basi< yardly. I here oi intrinsithe tei m :

"cosl per-1,000."
In its simples! ad> ertising foi m, th(
phrase < oncei ns the amount ol money
an advertiser is spending to reach, foi
example, 1,000 homes oi people
through a particular ad medium.
\- .1 \ ardsti< k, il became popular in

per-M figures on everything from m-tirork programs to single station breaks,
ami then using them as the primar)
"quality" yardstick.
Network salesmen and station reps
.ik> were high on the targel list, w ith
Kme particularl) sharp remarks made

advertising circles aboul I'M 1. when
the Audit Bureau of Circulation came
into being and brought ordei to the
chaos "I circulation (mutes in printed
media |>re\ ailing till then.

ahmit their heavy use of "cost-per"
Egures in clinching sales arguments.
Igenc) account executives, who have
leen known to use a g
I cost-per-M

Since I'M I. uew-p.ii.ei~ and maga
zines ai med w uli the iron-clad guarantee ol \l'.< ■ irculation figures
have
been selling
1 pei L,0
n the basis
ol \IU .in ulation-related-to-spacecosts. More recentl) . studies proje ted
from circulation figures have tried to
prove iIm- . ..-! pei -1,000 readers "I
|.i mte.l ads. Il'- proved a hand) selling I. ...I I.. i printed media foi years,
ami i- likel) lo continue that way.
i NOTE: \- has been pointed oul in
SPONSOR and elsewhere, printed media
make practically no attempt t.. analyze
qualitative "readership" <>l ad-, the
u.i\ radio .mil T\ programs are analyzed. *
Broadcasting's
preoccupation with
"cost-per" figures is much more recent.
There was a short cycle of selling air
i Please turn to page ~2 i

TWO EXAMPLES OF COST-PER-1,000 PROPERLY USED
Example

1:
I

These figures show how much your dollar it-ill buy with high-rated programs
RADIOTOP

Average cost-per-1 ,000
homes reached

10

TV TOP 10

RADIOTOP

$8.26

Show with lowest
cost-per-1, 000

$2.20

Show with highest
cost-per-1, 000
impressions

$11.56

Show with lowest
cost-per-1, 000
impressions

$6 09

TV TOP 10

10

$4.98
Average cost-per-1 ,000
commercial impressions*

$1.96

$3.59

$2.76
Show with highest
cost-per-1, 000

$8.65

Source: A. C. Nielsen Co.; radio,
•: commercial multiplied

Exmm

' 2:

1-7 December
1951; TV
by number of homes.

1-14 December

and

1951.

These figures show how various ratlio program

SITUATION
COMEDY

cost-per-1, 000

Highest
cost-per-1, 000

GENERAL
DRAMA

MYSTERY
DRAMA

$6.28

$4.75

$5.43

$7.75

$8.52

' CONCERT
MUSIC

POPULAR
MUSIC

$7.47

$6.61

$6.18

$2.88

talent

$1.66

$1.08
estimates.

tgpes compare

VARIETY
MUSIC

VARIETY
COMEDY

in cost

,

OUIZ &
AUD. PARTIC.

$6.88

$8.76

$4.18

$10.99

$11.38

$4.96

$4.40

$6.08

$2.96

$8.30
$7.51

Lowest
cost-per-1, 000

$3.21

$4.53

$3.55

$5.85
$6.15

No. of shows
in each type

II

10

13

6

3

7

7

8.5

8.4

6.5

7.1

8.3

8.7

3
11.5

Average

rating

•'- C. Nielsen Co..

9.9

16-22

December

1951.

Only <

sek

evening programs 25 minutes

TUNE

IN!

GREEN BAY PACKERS
Football Broadcasts

NOTE HOW

MILLER HAS DEVELOPED

SLOGANS

BOOSTING

TEAMS

IT SPONSORS

AROUND

THE COU »

Miller backs the team
How High Life moved from 17 to 7 in five years with hel|
of unique sell-the-team philosophy
WEMP

anncr.

bricfod

by Ed

4MMPR1 When a company president
^■■■■■■1 lets sentiment guide his
merchandising philosophy, the outcome
is often red ink on the balance sheet
and a new executive in the driver's
seat. Not so with the Miller Brewing
Compan) of Milwaukee. For its president has cashed in handsomely from
his enthusiasm for sports — an enthusiasm which motivates his radio and TV
sports sponsorship — and which has led

the firm to develop a knack for promotional follow-through which ranks
among the best in brewery ranks.
Miller Brewing doesn't stop at sponsoring sportscasts and promoting them
routinely at point-of-sale in the manner
which has become classic among brewers. It actually gets behind each team
it sponsors, becoming its most rabid
fan and consistent booster. Result:
teams seek out Miller to sell the firm

Fred C. Miller,
a sporfs-miitcfecl president
Twice named All- American tackle at
Notre Dame, Fred Miller {shown
with tvife and eight children) made
his love for sports pay off commercially. In addition to active participation in a wide diversity of civic
projects, Miller is assistant coach of
Green Bay Packers, helps the Voire
Dame line coach, pilots his plane to
nor/,, weekends in Florida in winter.

their broadcast rights, and the sale of
Miller High Life beer continues to
zoom.
While production for the entire
brewing industry shows an increase of
only 5% for the 1946-'51 period, Miller High Life sales have rocketed
.'Ulr,. From 17th national ranking
in 1946 with a production of 635,000
barrels, Miller has expanded to 2,600,000 barrels and seventh place in
1951. And as far as High Life beer is
concerned, production capacity is
synonymous with sales because Miller
distributors can't get as much High
Life lately as they have on order. Distribution, which was limited to 28
states in 1946, now blankets the country, plus Hawaii and Alaska.
From an ad budget of $250,000 in
1941, expenditures have grown to over
$6,000,000 in 1951. Three-quarters of
this amount went for media, the remainder for direct point-of-sale promotion. The largest share of billings go
to radio and TV with an allocation of
$1,500,000 in 1951, the bulk of it for
This preoccupation with sports stems
sports.
from a successful wedding of the brewSPONSOR

J

,ES GREAT

VARIETY

OF TUNE-IN

PROMOTION,

erv president's personal inclinations
with a shrewd ad\ertising and merchandising philosophy.
Fred Miller, because of prep school
record, probahly could have won an
athletic scholarship to Notre Dame in
1925. had his parents not been wealthy
loot his bills. Under Knute
Rockne's
coaching,
as
I,ii bnerican
tackle he
in was
1926 selected
and 1928.
captaining his team in the latter year.
After working in various capacities in
his fathers wide business interests,
Miller replaced his mother as vice president and member of the board of directors in 1936. The brewery's official
interest in sports took an almost immediate upturn.
Fir.-t Miller High Life sponsored
broadcasts of the Milwaukee Brewers
baseball team (American Association)
in participation with other sponsors.
Then in 1942 it signed with WEMP.
Milwaukee, for co-sponsorship with a
local store of all Brewer games.
But it was not until 1949 that Fred
Miller launched his firm into what was
to prove its most effective liaison with
sports. The fortunes of a nearby pro
football team were at a low ebb. The
Green Bay Packers finished the 1949
season at the bottom of the heap and it
looked like the once powerful team
would lose their franchise. Enter Fred
Miller.
II)'- 14-year-old brewery president
started the ball rolling by purchasing
the maximum allowable block of stock
during the reorganization of the pro
ball club. Then he picked up radio
broadcast rights for 1950. A tour of
"Packerland" succeeded in selling
High Life distributors in Wisconsin,
Upper Michigan, and Eastern Minnesota on the program and co-sponsorship of the broadcasts.
10 MARCH
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RANGING

FROM

SCORECARDS

TO NAPKINS

The slogan Miller came up with, "Be
A Packer Backer," is characteristic of
the firm's sports approach. It has invented a slogan for teams it has sponsored, tieing in with fan loyalty, ever
since Miller first put the Packers on
the air.
Then the campaign moved into scoring position. A high-intensity program
designed to capture the enthusiasm of
dealers and potential fans was put into
operation on a grand scale.
Miller's national 24-sheet billboards,
which had a football theme, were revised throughout Packerland by the
addition of a panel carrying the "Be
A Packer Backer" slogan.
An intensive spot radio campaign
hypoed interest in the team. Listeners
were offered the official Packer Press
and Radio Guide at no cost; 11,000
of these guides were mailed with a personal letter to the retail beer outlets in
that territory. No point-of-sale piece
was complete without the slogan. Delivery trucks carried huge streamers in
the same theme. A coordinated advertising campaign urging support was
placed in local daily and weekly newsA 28-station network of radio stapapers.
tions was put together to carry playby-play descriptions of every game,
and the High Life distributor in each
area was credited with sponsoring the
broadcasts.
Results? Attendance at Packer home
games was up 40,000; the Packers won
three more games than the previous
year: listenership to the games was
upped. What's more, although sponsor advertising was kept to a minimum
in order to re-sell the team to the fans,
High Life sales in the area hit new
highs.
I Please turn to page 67)
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prologue to the future

The emblem at the left symbolizes a
quarter-century of service . . . public service .. . which has ever been the watchword of the fort industry company since
its founding in 1927.
Although fort industry has grown
in size and number of stations, the fundamental concept remains as purposeful today
as 25 years ago ... to serve the best interests
of the public. This has been accomplished
by plowing back nearly 75% of its earnings
to improve its radio stations and develop
television.
The response to and acceptance of
the fort industry stations proves the
soundness of this policy. "Broadcasting in
the public interest" will always be fort
industry's number one responsibility and
greatest asset.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
WSAI,
Cincinnati,
O.
WGBS,
Miami,
Fia.
•
WJBK,
Detroit,
Mich.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

WSPD, Toledo, O.

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455

230 N. Michigan Av< , Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

lEsMNradi...
Would an advertiser save money by putting his live
show on film?
I
Hannah

Clarke
I

The
picked panel
answers
Miss Clarke

Mr. Booraem

Not necessarily.
In fact, for programs like the
Colgate Comedy
Hour. Ken Murray, Toast of the
Town, the question answers itself— in the negative. But I assume Miss Clarke

has in mind programs more usually filmed such as
mvstcry programs, Westerns, and
straight drama. Even here there can
be no categorial answer. DuMont and
ABC have a couple of excellent dramatic shows for sale at prices so low
that it would take several years of
residual rights to reduce the over-all
cost of a film show to the figures
quoted by these networks.
However, the advantages of filming a
program are not confined to cost of the
program alone. If an advertiser can
get out on his film program cost at
about the same price or even a little
more than he might pay for a live
show, filming operations may very well
offer him great advantages — flexibility,
reduced station cost, better time periods, better stations, and the like. These
factors are variables, of course, having
a different weight of importance for
each advertiser, depending upon his
marketing problem, his abilit\ to clear
prime time on networks, his station requirements, and the kind of talent deal
he may be able to put together on a
36

particularly live program package.
The argument in favor of film production is well known, but perhaps it
would not be amiss to recite it briefly
here. The producer of a film show is
able to sell first run rights to an advertiser at cost or below in the expectation
that the producer will make his profit
on sale of subsequent runs to the same
or other advertisers. But this argument does not run true in every instance. Many film producers are not
sufficiently well-financed to be able to
sell their first run on a film property
without profit. Furthermore, well
financed or not, some film producers
are reluctant to tie up money on the
somewhat speculative expectation of
realizing a return from residuals.
Certain advertisers have moved in
the direction of financing their own
film production in whole or in part so
that they own or share in residuals.
These people have the prospect of earning back their program costs and perhaps even making a profit on them.
For advertisers dedicated to television
on a long term basis, this seems an intelligent approach to the film problem, but it is not the answer for advertisers who want to keep their commitments in television on a short term
basis.
In all likelihood, what I have said
here reflects some of the confusion extant in television programing at the
moment. I believe the situation will
shake out, however, particularly with
the opening of new stations by the
scores and hundreds, as seems probable within the next two or three years.
As that happens, the market for residual rights should become truly gigantic, making it a sound business risk
to sell first run rights in film properties at a figure substantially below the

Advertising Manager
Industrial Bank of Com
New York

cost of filming. Then there will be no
argument that, for certain categories of
programs, filming costs will be lower
than an equivalent live production.
Hendrik Booraem, Jr.
Vice President
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
New York
An

advertiser

cannot save monlive
show his
on
ey by putting
film. I make such
a flat statement
in the assumption that the
tended to mean
question
is in-a
Mr. Guedel
"single" advertiser; and I'm
assuming that the show would
only also
go
one time around.
Therefore, you can see there are a
lot of "ifs" concerning filming. To
save money on filming, it is necessary
to have re-issues. As in the case of
Fireside Theatre, the films go around a
second time with a different advertiser
and the
breakdown is sufficient to warrant filming.
In our own case with audience participation shows, we find that filming
is more expensive than live, but that
particular type of show (Groucho
Marx' You Bet Your Life, or an audience stunt show such as People Are
Funny) is a better all-around show
what with tight editing.
But, any way you look at it, filming
is more expensive than live.
John Guedel
Vice President
John Guedel Radio Productions
Hollywood
SPONSOR

That quesnon is
largely answered
In the type of
shoM the advertiser is sponsoring. \t the present time it is impossible tofilm a
dramatic show,
. Dubin

creasing costs from

such as my Pulitzer Prize I'lmhouse, without in50 to 80%.

Incidentally, and this may be tangenital to the problem, though motion pictures production in New York
is approximately 25' % less costly than
in Hollywood, it can be of equal technical excellence. But a TV producer
must choose his movie producing company with great care.
There are film producers here in
New York who will put a show on celluloid at no extra cost (over the cost
of a live show) to the advertiser, but
the quality achieved by these men is so
poor, as to render the finished product
worthless. "Cheap" film production is
actually the most expensive. Now,
however, if one is producing a lavish
review-type musical show, replete with
rich production numbers involving
large numbers of atmosphere players,
substantial savings can be effected bydoing such a show on film — and filming it in HollvAvood. There are several
reasons why this saving can be effected. First — and perhaps of least importance— is the fact that there is such an
abundance of variety talent, singers,
dancers, and show gals permanently
based in Hollywood. Because these
Hollywood people are reluctant for
several reasons to travel to New York,
most of the "name" people will work
for somewhat less out there than they
will if compelled to travel East. Then
too, it follows that travel costs are
eliminated.
More important than all the foregoing isthis fact. There is available in
Hollywood sound studios manned by
experienced technicians and — even
more to the point— managed by executives with the know-how to synthesis,
stage, and film elaborate production
numbers with absolute maximum efificiency. The results in dollar-saving can
be tremendously significant.
Charles S. Dubin
TV Director, ABC-TV
New York
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HARDWARE
SPONSOR:

STORE

Burchett & Haggard

AGENCY: Direct

( \psi II ( IS] HISTORY:
This merchandise, hardware,
and building materials dealer was at first reluctant to go
into radio. Finally, a %32-a-week expenditure teas agreed
upon — to he used for a daily one-minute anouncement.
five limes weekly. In one year on a $1,164 expenditure.
the results were quickly apparent. In 1950, a pre-radio
war. business volume teas only $67,000. In 1951, with
radio, volume doubled to better than $134,000.
KGA, Spokane

PROGRAM:

Announcements

FOODSTUFFS
SPONSOR: Webb's Bakery-Delicatessen AGENCY:

l>>.

CAPS! LE CASK HISTORY: Webb's purchased the Cnanion Bear, well-known KWG Christmas show as i
goodwill measure. But, soon after, it devoted the da,
commercial time to promoting the sale of holiday fr
cakes and food baskets. At the end of December, Webs
bakery did the largest volume of business in store histts
and delicatessen business was up 300% (several th ■

sand dollars). This, at a month's sponsorship cost f
about $250. Webb's now uses five programs weekly.
k.\V(;. Stockton
PROGRAM:
Cinnamon la

MAGAZINE
SPONSOR: Kiplinger

RADIO results

their publications. A $216 expenditure brought 2.!.:
requests from interested and potential subscribers, (it
to Kiplinger: about 1c per request.
PROGRAM: Musi
WJR, Det

•

WAR

MAP

Washington

Agency, Inc.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Fran Pettay's Music 111
program is aired from 7:15 to 8 a.m., Monday, Wedisday, and Friday. Kiplinger devoted three separate I
nouncements on the show to reaching businessmen ih
the offer of a sample copy of Changing Times, onoi

OFFER

SPONSOR: Bond Stores, Inc.

AGENCY: Neff-Rogow

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: The clothing chain's Syracuse store offered a free Korean war map to Bond News
listeners. Prime purposes: to stimulate program interest
and increase the store's floor traffic. On nine of their 10minute newscasts (11 to 11:10 p.m.) a 25-word announcement acquainted listeners with the map offer. Mail requests totalled 1,200 and over 2,000 listeners came to the
store to ask for the maps. Entire program cost $21.43.
PROGRAM: Bond News
WSYR, Syracuse

STEAKS
SPONSOR: Steaks Hotel Supply. Inc.

COAL
SPONSOR: Stickland Fuel Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

CAPSULE CASE HI STO R Y : This organization does just
what its name implies and sells meats to top restaurants,
hotels, is a test to stimulate business, Steaks Hotel Supl<l\ ran one announcement on Mark Evans Housewives'
Protective League slum {Saturday, 5:35 to 7:30 a.m.).
Immediate response brought 81,500 in sales. Air cost.
$28.35 for the single participation.
PKOCIUM:
Hou«
WTOP, Waahingto
Leagui

: I

meats, stressed the "economy" angle by telling listen*
they could stock up on coal at less than the reglar
price. After five announcements their entire supply
sold out. Final tally: 200 tons of coal at $15 person
{the coal usually sells for $18 to $20). Gross sjv.
$3,000 for a $75 expenditure. Stickland origin
planned on 10 announcements but sold out after five.
CKNW, New Westminster, B. C.

FARM
Millei and
VGENCJ : Cohen

AGENO

Stickland, through anno,,

PROGRAM:

Announce

MACHINERY

SPONSOR: Jones-Knopp Service
\GENCi :
CAPSULE CASK HISTORY:
Jones-Knopp speciali:
selling farm machinery.
In one instance, to lessen mk
lory, they wanted to sell used machinery.
The) de
to lest radio with a $30 investment
I three-minut
nouncement).
Purpose: to reach listeners who migi I
be contacted with other media. Within a short time p
the single announcement Jones-Knopp
$4,500 worth of used machinery.
ttlllW. Topeka

reported sa-

PROGRAM:

\ nn

NORTH CAROLINA IS THE SOUTH'S NUMBER ONE STATE

en

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB

NORTH CAROLINA'S

/Vumk er

50,000 watts

study, listen to WPTF

than

to any other station.

Salesman

.

680 KC.

CAROLINA
NBC AFFILIATE FOR RALEIGH-DURHAM & EASTERN NORTH CAR0
FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
R. H. MASON,
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Closed-circuit theatre TV
used to slum- dealers Fords
Use of TV for introduction and demonstration ofa new product to dealers
may be a trend to watch. Motorola
launched its 1952 line to both dealers
and the public in December with an
elaborate one-shot of the East-West

This SPONSOR department features capsuled reports of
broadcast advertising significance culled from all segments of the industry.
Contributions
are
welcomed.

II s^ If ballyhoos air anniversary of 13-year adirertiser
When an advertiser has been with a
station for L3 years. WSYR, Syracuse,
believes this fact deserves special recognition. Which is just what the) accorded the Esso Standard Oil Com|p;in\ recently on completion of 13
vears of sponsoring Your Esso Reporter on WSYR.
To celebrate the event, a triple-barrelled promotional campaign was
For a solid week, ads were

planned.

Sponsor gets lecording of anniversary progra

run in both of Syracuse's daily newspapers, a total of 2,075 lines calling
attention to the anniversary and the
more than 13.000 Esso newscasts.
More than 400 three-color posters were
distributed to Esso service stations in
the Central New York area. The station aired 20 promotional announcements in one week.
To top it all off, a special half-hour
news show — a roundup of the biggest
news events covered by the Esso newscasts over the past 13 years — was written, produced and taped by the WSYR
staff. Titled The Thirteen Years, it
included voices of Roosevelt, Mussolini, Hitler, others of history-making
importance, was aired 30 January.
In photo above, WSYR general manager, I.. R. Vadeboncoeur, presents a
recording of die anniversary program
to Esso district manager. V. S. Norton.
Floyd Ottoway, WSYB announcer, W.
\ . Rothrun, program director, observe.
It'a llii^ sort of thing that keeps a
client I and his agency, in this case,
40

Marschalk & Pratt) happy, says Caley

Football Classic, making it an "open
house" sales convention (SPONSOR, 14
January 1952). Latest development is
use of closed-circuit theatre TV at an
automobile dealers convention (Ford)

I.. Augustine, WSYR promotion manager, who, along with Bill Alford. Jr..
commercial manager, and E. R. Vadeboncoeur planned it all.

• • •

Artistic P&G display at
WOWO draws spectators
Add some extra creative thought and
artistic planning to your merchandising and chances are it will pay off.
That was experience of the WOWO
I Fort Wayne) Sales Service Department, when they recently set up a
unique window display for one of the
station's clients — Procter & Gamble.
The window advertised eight P&G
shows and 17 products in showmanlike fashion. Capturing the full flavor
of a circus, it featured a caravan of
miniature circus wagons — exact replicas of the real things — complete with
life-like animals, drivers, trainers. The
wagons were filled with P&G products
and backgrounded by a circus tent, on
which a "program" listed the air times
and names of the various P&G shows.
The wagons — and occupants — were
built by a local hobbyist, Frank Runser, who made them correct to the
minutest detail, even to highly intricate carvings and designs.
As a result

to show dealers the new 1952 cars.
The closed-circuit telecast took place
at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City,
was arranged by the Ford Motor Company, Chester, Pa., sales district. Purpose of the telecast: to solve the problem of showing the cars to 1,200 dealers in a room which could not accommodate the cars themselves. Produced
via the RCA theatre TV system, the
"show" consisted of over-all and closeup views of the new Fords and demonstration ofspecial features by salesmen and models — all flashed on a 15by-20 foot screen in the hotel ballroom.
The experiment proved more effective than the customary use of an onthe-scene automobile, according to C.
Gordon Johnston, Ford district sales
manager. Said Johnston: "With TV,,
we gave everybody a front-seat, close-

•••

Special report marks 10th
year of KVOO Farm Service

up view."
KVOO. Tulsa, regards its advertisers as people who serve agriculture
P&G

miniature

circus

makes

hit

with

public

of the display, Runser was besieged
with requests for interviews.
It was estimated that several thousand people stopped every day to see
the unusual setting. The considerable
amount of attention attracted was all
"plus" promotion for P&G.

* * *

— by providing the farmer with modern equipment which can save him
time and raise his income.
This attitude is a facet of
basic philosophy for the past
— service to agriculture. The
niversary ofthe KVOO Farm

KVOO's
10 years
10th anService

Department was recently commemorated by a special report reviewing the
-lal ion's service to farming.
SPONSOR

The purpose of the department, the
report points out, was to act as a liaison between "the College, the Advertiser, and the Farmer," on the premise
that the college has the technical and
■BBearch information the farmer needs,
the advertiser has the equipment, and
the farmer has the "business." Not
nnl\ did the department find out what
the farmer wanted to hear and when
was the best time to reach him; it also
discovered that radio was an excellent
tool for meeting farm emergencies.
By performing such services as telling
strawberry pickers and spinach cutters
where their help was most urgently
needed, it has saved many a crop, and
Hived farmers millions of dollars and
farm hours.
Aside from its every-day aid to the
farmer, the KVOO Farm Service Department has striven to contribute to
agricultural welfare in general. It has
taken an active part in an all-important movement to maintain the soil
with the Greener Pastures Contests. It
has conducted these since 1944 — to
teach the Southwestern farmers the importance ofcovering land with grass.
Copies of the KVOO Farm Service
Department 10th anniversary report
are available from Sam B. Schneider,
Farm Sen ice Director of KVOO. * * *

Briefly . . .
To give Americans a first-hand view
of achievements and trials of U. S.
armed forces in Korea, the Federation

THE NEEDLE!
VicePres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

An apology:
We aren't guilty ... we don't accept
the blame . . . but we feel that someone
should apologize to a lot of broadcasters
and we're doing it!

"Seems to us that the first thing
we hear from a transcription library salesman is a big blast at
APS. After the boys get through
hacking away at Associated, they
finally get down to business —
talking about their own library."
For all this silly nonsense ... for the
kind of destructive selling that besmirches awhole industry and leaves its
buyers disgusted and disillusioned — we
apologize in behalf of the miscreants.
No APS sales presentation is ever based
on another library — no mailing or personal conversation with any member of

profit thereby, but for those who don't,
we apologize.
To broadcasters who view this mess
with revulsion we say: Keep on sending
us reports of this practice whenever you
encounter it. Continue to mention
names, as you have in the past. Identify

1952

Aren't Buying!

That's the big retailing problem today. Men have their hands in their
pockets — and they're keeping them
there. Men's wear sales are way down,
and the trend gets worse all the time.
And sales in other lines where men play
a big part in buying decisions are sliding, too.
Here's another challenge to America's
Greatest Medium. We've long since
been champions in the field of programming to women ... to many specialized
groups. How about beaming to men?
What program ideas come to mind as
you face this problem? And how can
you coordinate them with retailer situations in your city? The answer to these
questions is worth money.

The Farm Audience
We talked about radio at a recent
meeting of the National Federation of
Sales Executives held in Davenport,
Iowa. Several hundred sales executives
of major companies were present. Here
are two of the question-period inquiries:

the culprits and they'll soon stop, motivated by the same fear of disclosure
and discovery that inhibits every gangster.

From a flour company: "Do you
really think radio can sell feed to

Many broadcasters have heard us talk
at meetings and sales clinics about the
"guttersnipe" salesman . . . the chiseler,
the liar. From experience, we have said,
we learned that these boys always lose
out in the end; honesty actually does
pay off in the long run. And our ex-

steel mill do on radio?"

Window displ.

10 MARCH

P.S. NONE ... but NONE ... of the
umors are true!

Men
What for? Well, it's this way. Recently, in conversation and correspondence with broadcasters across the nation we've heard this same thing over
and over again:

our organization will elicit a "knock"
at anybody else. We play it clean and

Bank and Trust Company of New
York is sponsoring a series of dramatic documentary films taken in the
front lines and other advanced positions inKorea by combat photograph(Please turn to page 70)

perience atAPS . . . with loads of new
friends every month . . . proves it!

farmers? How?"
From a steel mill: "What can a

The answers are easy. Less simple
is the weakness disclosed by the questions. Radio just hasn't done even the
most elementary of sales jobs in these
two cases. Why not?

Camera

Directions and Script Outline for Mr. Television

Move in for close-up: or one super example
in the automotive field . . .

Cut to close-up, Camera 2: And in today's
daytime TV, there's a great new opportunity
for advertisers who want those extra customers
— at a low, low budget.

Establish shot on Camera 1: Berle reiterating
fact that television is today the most profitable
medium for advertising ever evolved.

Hold on close-up: Texaco gained a 94%
customer increase with viewers of "that show"
it sponsors.

Zoom on Camera 1: It's "TODAY"
— the startling morning operation that's
revolutionizing television's daytime position.

Hold on close-up: That dollar for dollar
it delivers more audience . . . more customers

Dissolve to Camera

. . . and more results than any other means
of advertising.

TV-advertised packaged goods —

Move in on Camera

2: Another fact?

There are one-third more TV viewers reached
per dollar today than a year ago.

37%

3: Take the

sales increase among

Fade to Camera

viewers for all

3: Today, TV delivers

18.6 extra customers per dollar in the evening
— 18.7 in daytime.

The sales facts noted here are taken from "Television Today,"
the remarkable study which will influence your advertising
plans for years to come. Copies available from
NBC-TV Sales.
Poses by Mr. Television.
Photography by Philippe Halsman.
Sponsorship opportunities on "TODAY' and a
few more shows, program segments, and time periods
are now available. Contact NBC-TV Sales.

NBC
Cut to long shot: And of course, it's on
^BC - where advertisers get the biggest
itors on the biggest shows ... the biggest
audiences to the biggest network ... for the
'iggest results.

<j&0*

The network where success is a habit

On

5 of the most beneficial things
that could happen to television
commercials would be a complete
audio-failure throughout the medium. For a limited time only, of
course. By the total absence of
talk (and singing) it would then
be possible for advertisers and
agencies at one fell swoop to see
whose copy is taking full advantage of the medium. That means
who is getting the most out of the
video.
We all agree that it's a cliche
these days to state that the video
is what carries the medium, what
makes it different, and what overpowers its step-sister: the words.
Yet hour after hour of TV passes
by giving blatant testimony that
we are still relying too heavily on
the words to carry the ideas, to
move them ahead, and to leave
the>e ideas in the viewers' minds.
Three years ago I screened a
one-minute announcement for a
group of account men. In place of
its sound track, I played a recording while the film ran of a oneminute radio announcement on another product. This was done to
demonstrate — which it did dramatically— that when audio and
video are at odds not a word is
heard, so overpoweringly visualminded are we. The method in my
madness was to try to get account
men to resist their own temptations and fight those of their clients
to force more and more verbal
copy into a television commercial
without regard for the video.
It's easy to understand this desire because no commercial was
ever composed that was so allinclusive someone in either the
advertiser's office or in the agency
did not feel his pet phrase was
left out. Usually this compromise
is made: we won't touch the pic-

tures, we'll just slip the phrase in
here where it won't be noticed.
It certainly won't be noticed —
except as confusion, except as dissipation ofconcept.
Historically, too, it's easy to
understand our preoccupation with
the audio-side of television copy.
Most of us were weaned on radio.
Our first steps in television found
us fitting pictures to radio commercials. But those who were
graduated soon learned that you
start with the visual concept, often
laying it out on paper or in your
mind's eye (see how visual minded
we are!) without a word — until
the pictorial progression of action
is completed.
Then there's the difficulty of
preparing scripts or even story
boards which are simple to follow.
There's just no way around the
problem of hopping from video to
audio and difficulty
back again,
with the*
collateral
of trying
to
keep them in sync. Whomever you
present the copy to probably has
had years of experience following
radio copy. No wonder he skips
the video and skims down the
words alone. So if he sees something left out of the audio, likely
as not, he pencils it in without
even so much as a glance at the
visualization.
From the conclusions I have
drawn these past four years, I
would say this to a writer: do the
video first, fit your audio to it. To
account men: if you're presenting
a commercial go through the picture-progres ion first,then go back
again and this time do your best
to weave the words into it. To the
film boys: run it silently often and
see if you can't point-up the basic
message by smart editing.
I've seen some fine films without
a word in them.
For example,

there's the one-reeler done in Britain for Rollex timepieces that is
as impressive, and as memorable
a job as I've ever witnessed. Not
a syllable is spoken on it! Last
week I saw some 16 mm takes of
a simple, forceful idea. Though
in rough-cut form, the very lack of
words gave full play to the drama
of the idea itself. All its visual
simplicity and force were immediately apparent. So when this
film is finished up, with great auditory gaps on its sound track, the
visual will do most of the work —
as it should. So I think we ought
to use it more and use it more unclutteredly. Silence, in television,
often speaks with eloquence!

commercial
SPONSOR:

reviews

I Ana hist

AGENCY:

BBDO, New

procram:|

Today, NBC-TV

York

Dave Garroway's handling (live) of
the Anahist copy on his early-morning
stanza is a prime example of the quiet
conviction that a good salesman can inject
into copy; copy, incidentally, that wants
the warmth of a believable personality to
get the required viewer-reaction and
viewer-action. In fact, all medical copy
might well follow this approach and be
better off for it since most of such products have to be taken somewhat on faith
■— thus it is wise to build an approach that,
in turn, builds faith. How far superior it
is to be this direct and honest, this manto-man (or man-to-woman) than use a
lot of off-camera voices shrieking while all
sorts of film-techniques zoom packages at
you and set animated cold germs, working
with pickaxes, on art-work bronchial
tracts. Since a family doctor can't be
dispatched to the home of every Anahist
prospect, I daresay they've got the next
best solution to their problem.
Peter Pan Peanut Cutter
Ncedham, Lewis and Brorby,
Inc. — Chicago
PROGRAM:

Sky King Theater, NBC-TV

The Peter Pan Peanut Butter films on
Sky King Theater, a Western film epic,
are lengthy, annoying, and I dare say very
effective. For the first time in my life, I
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WATCH

SARRA

COMMERCIALS"

4W4-TNew York: 200 East 56 Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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heard my youngsters criticize something
on television. Usually they enjoy everything regardless of how badly it's done or
how thoroughly it's overdone. But these
peanut butter commercials contain a
rhythmic spoken chant about Peter Pan
Peanut Butter being only 60 seconds old,
hence the freshest ever sold, once done to
two kids clapping their hands, another
time offered to the swinging of a clock
pendulum

and

my

offspring

said:

"Stupid!"
Yet, the insistence of this rhymed
chant is sure to register the virtues of the
product and the character-announcer is
natural as well as colloquial. In addition,
the kids are well cast so all in all, I'll take
my life in my hands and disagree with my
kids. Here's a commercial approach that

you can see the
difference on WBNS-TV

won't win any plaques but will sell Peter
Pan Peanut Butter.
id Peabody
sponsor: I Cluett
agency:
Young
PROGRAM : I
id Rubicam
Herb Shriner, ABC, Thursday

A staff of 28 engineers are required to maintain and produce the top
It took me two sessions of this program

quality programs sent out over WBNS-TV.
The most modern control room equipment and facilities throughout, plus careful installation and maintenance, guarantee the clearest

to draw

picture and best quality on WBNS-TV.
The skillful operation of all equipment

copy in this show. Now I think they're
kidding; about the shirts, that is. The

has an important bearing

on the fine quality of pictures transmitted by WBNS-TV, where each
program is carefully monitored, and previewed before it goes on
the air.
Yes, you can SEE

the difference on WBNS-TV.

a conclusion about the Arrow

only "commercial"

of any consequence,

meaning length, in this opus is a sort of
Benchleyesque travelog done on film with
Shriner acting as narrator. By clipping
together bits of old and mostly irrelevant
film, a most
Herb

amusing

interlude results.

is very funny. But what good this

does the product escapes me
In fact, I wonder

completely.

if perhaps the humor

which slops over from the non-serious
clips to the serious ones and back again
(without so much

as a break in mood)

doesn't actually do harm to the product.
What these middle commercials appear

The excellent control and engineering
facilities of WBNS-TV permit the daily
Hob Nob show to make the most of
their large cast and varied sets, producing a high interest and high sales
vehicle.

WBNS-TV Control Room ... the nerve
center of operations and control point
through which all local programs are
originated and network programs monitored before going to the transmitter
for broadcast.

-III

to be are gentle satires of the "tripthrough-the-factory" type of copy. As
such they are definitely amusing and well
done, though a bit on the subtle side for
an audience that's just been enthralled by
Stop The Music. But, as I say, how sudden inserts of serious Arrow-copy, interspersed with the whimsey,
much

lit
HI J lid IV

COLUM BUS, OHIO
CHANNEL 10

'Repre

Affiliated wit
CBS TV
Dispatch and
NETWORK
•
k Columbu
WBNS AM • Cener ol Sales Of fit
e: 33 Nor h High Street
ented

by Blair

TV"

without so

as a verbal segue or change-of-pace

of any sort can sell shirts, I don't know.
On the other hand, there are a lot of
things I don't know. Maybe I'm all wet
though I'd bet my red-plaid Viyella job
which I wear to rehearsals to a dozen
severe
—
this Arrow
time, atbusiness
least. whites that I'm not

SPONSOR

50,000 watts of radiated power from
a 1,062- foot tower over channel 2

produced this
remarkable coverage
pattern for WSB-TV

Four programs produced 7,346 pieces of unsolicited
mail from the shaded counties in December.
This does not represent the total mail pull for that
month. These thousands came for Peachtree
Cowboys, Come Into the Kitchen, Santa Claus and
Strictly for the Girls, each a WSB

staff-produced

show. We do not know the actual "count" on the
entire WSB-TV audience. We do know that
it is BIG — and growing BIGGER

by the minute.

Today, WSB-TV offers you the biggest dollar's worth
in Southern television history.

wsb-fv

World's tallest TV tower
:~>0,000 watts, channel 2.
Represented by Petry

Atlanta, Glorcia
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WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...

FOOD
PRODUCTS
IN

SYRACUSE

Jim Ellis
ident, Kudner Agency,

P &,' C Food Markets Advertising Manager, Holland Gregg,
reports, "We have been so
delighted with the results of

Inc.

When Jim Ellis casually mentions that he has four grandchildren
you can't help looking through the Kudner Agency's list of accounts
for a vitamin manufacturer or youth elixir maker; it's that difficult
to believe Jim will hit the 60 mark next year.

our afternoon "V-I-D-E-O"
show that we wish to renew

Despite the youthful appearance of the agency's president, more
than a modicum of mature thinking lies in the handling of each of

for another twenty-six weeks.
From the very beginning the
audience reaction was unbelievable. There is no doubt in my
mind that WHEN
Television

the accounts under the Kudner banner. Buick's 17-year stand with
the agency has not only richly enhanced Kudner's annual billings,
but has given Buick a firm grasp on fourth place in automobile sales.

has a very important place in
our merchandising and we expect to continue it as long as
there is time available."

TO
AND

YOUR

NEAREST

CET

THE

FACTS

YORK'S

THE
IN

NEW

STUDIO

CBS

AND

•

ON

BEST

ONLY

CENTRAL

KATZ

ABC

ACENCY

MAN

CENTRAL

NEW

TIME

TV

BUYS.

STATION

YORK

WITH

COMPLETE

REMOTE

FACILITIES

•

DUMONT

WHEV
TELEVISION

.SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION

It was under Jim's eagle eye that the highly successful mating of
Texaco and Milton Berle was consummated. U. S. Tobacco and
Martin Kane met under the Kudner shingle and are well on their way
to living happily ever after. » These two shows, in addition to garnering excellent ratings, are seen in more markets than any other programs on television.
Jim Ellis is a veteran copy man and a great believer in the integrated commercial. "We like to cause the viewer a minimum of interruption in his enjoyment of the program. After all, part of the success of
radio and TV advertising lies in the fact that many listeners and
viewers are grateful for the entertainment supplied by the sponsor.
All other things being equal, there's a good chance
your product over your competitor's."
Another happy Kudner client is the Goodyear
whose Greatest Story Ever Told series on radio
awards. The recent addition of a TV counterpart
erate much good will and add substantially to tire

that he'll purchase
Rubber Company
has won countless
is expected to gensales.

The wide range of Kudner-account programs (biblical drama,
Metropolitan Opera, shoot 'em ups, and Uncle Milton) testify to Jim
Ellis' sales savvy and showmanship technique.
Jim started to be a lawyer, tried posting theatrical bills, managed a
theater, and wrote copy for a couple of ad agencies before he met
Art Kudner at the Erwin Wasey agency in Chicago in 1928. Art and
Jim came to New York, and in 1935 Arthur Kudner Inc. was organized with Jim as copy v. p. Upon Art Kudner's sudden death in 1944,
the agency was renamed and Jim became president.
Jim logs so much time in the Kudner plane that the thought of
commuting probably repels him; he makes his home in New York
City, less than a mile from his office. Two of his three sons are in
advertising, one of them with the Kudner Agency.
* * *
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"Have

you seen our ad in this issue?"

If he had told his story over WAVE,
her —

he would probably have gotten

and 999 other impressions, too — for only 37 H

People hear WAVE

radio in the kitchen, the bedroom, the automobile -

in many places you can't see either television or
newspapers. Want complete statistics?

WAVE

Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951. Copy on request.

5000 WATTS
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NBC

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

What's New in Research?
i SPONSOR original

Hon

much

in TV

homes? What changes in household schedules and habits have been

morning

televiewing is done

brought about by morning

TELEVIEWING

BEFORE

12 NOON

IN

N. Y. AREA

TV?*

TV

HOMES

(Questioning conducted with female adults)
Families with
Children
Base:

Families without
Children

Total

415

Hate tcatched TV in the morning,
before 12 noon
Have not watched TV in the morning, before 12 noon

342
21.6%
34.7%
65.3%

757
28.8%

78.4%

71.2%

The following information teas obtained only fro n those who have
watched morning TV

TWO
CBS

RADIO

TWO

is
3.5

3.4
3.7
Changes in schedule brought on by morning TV:
Base: Those who viewed
21.6%

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

Number of times per week TV
usually watched before 12 noon

TOP

Housework

MARKETS

rescheduled

27.1%
5.6%

74.3%

LOW

25.2%
5.1%
69.7%

67.3%

No change
Misc. changes**

COMBINATION

4.1%

RATE
*This survey was conducted exclusively for sponsor by Advertest Research.
views were made in the New York metropolitan area in February 1952.
** Miscellaneous changes include:
eat in front of set, iron in living room,
less time out of doors, etc.

A

picture

children,

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

of

c

13.1%

purposes of thL
over one-quarter

Interspend

,nt morning TV viewership and inf ience in a cross-section of New
Note that among
the families
homes is given in the chart abov
do families without youngsters
lore watch video before noon tha
. ~rsport, a child is defined as anyone 14 years old or less). Note also
dulinq chores to view TV in the
of total responden
sported resch

York
with
(for
that
a.m.

Schwerin describes the ideal audience participation contestant
Starting with the premise that a large part
of the success of an audience participation
-how depends on the contestants -circled, die
Schwerin Research Corp. reports that it has
charted the perfect contestant for a daytime
radio participation show.
Here are the main characteristics of the
Statistical!) ideal woman contestant:
1. Her home may he anywhere outside
New York Cirj and above the Dixon Line.
2. She musl be the type with which the
li.'i.i. Listener can easily identify herself.
(This i- the "empathy" factor which explain- wh) lie pei feci contestant is a housew ife, saj - Schwerin. I
.',. Ot the career type, the mosl liked are
retired nurses, teachers, andalK.
practical nurses,

CO.
types

lined
.ap oper.types that, according
Here are the women
to Schwerin"- findings, are not so well liked:
1. Those from the South. (New Yorkers
don't rale much higher.)
2. Actresses, fur buyers, news vendors.
3. Women in jobs "which could be conI'd.
sidered
as clerical
worker-, denial
a— hum-drum.'*
i-lants. such
and hank
employees.
As for male contestants, the composite
type would be a single young man with a
"serial drama*" career, or with qualities of
sons ahout to start out on their career: I
non-technical occupation and one who talks
al the slow rate of 176 words per minute.
Contrary to the wa\ il is with his sex counterpart, young men with show business

.■11 fav<

# Serves a daily audience three times greater than that of any other station in
the Capital District of New York State. (Albany, Troy and Schenectady)
0 Over 1/3 greater than the combined audience of the area's next ten toprated stations.
0

WGY

is the only NBC station in the area and the WGY

audience rating for

NBC programs is impressively larger than the national c
# THE CAPITAL

OF THE 17TH STATE: Only WGY

in eastern New York and western New

WGY

covers all 54 counties

England — a substantial market

area including 22 cities where more people live than in 32 other staves
and where more goods are purchased than in 34 other states.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

NBC

SPOT

SALES

50,000 Watts

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION • SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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GRIFFIN AND

SPOT

[Continued from page 27)
gi\c it the
promotional
up last \ear
$15,000,000

lu'-t shelf positions, and
backing. All this added
to an industry-estimated
in Griffin oel sales.

Shoe polishes on the air were practicall) non-existent when the firm's firsl
spot campaign- -a modest series of time
signals on New York's WJZ in July
1935 — began to roll. As Griffin spot
campaigns widened through the Atlantic Seaboard, and then started moving westward to the Rockies, a few

other, shoe polish firms woke up, got

moved over to CBS with its Time To

into radio. Griffin's head start, however, has been maintained.
The rest of the industry was always

Shine, added Hal Kemp's orchestra.
This lasted through 1939. Then, in

at least one jump behind Griffin, during the years of the late 1930's and
earl) I940's when Griffin was balancing both a spot radio and network
schedule.
At that time, a series of live musical
shows, Tic Toe Revue and later Time
To Shine, was aired on ISBC-Blue,
from May through November, 1937.
Early in 1938, still maintaining a
heavy
spot radio
schedule,
Griffin

earl) 1940 Griffin ran for about a
year and a half on MBS, with a weekly
show, Who Knows?, a show dealing
with psychic phenomena. Except for
a March-through-June run on ABCT\ with the Paul Whiteman TV Teen
Club in 1950, Griffin has since remained a spot advertiser.
It's not that network radio and network TV didn't produce any results
for Griffin. Actually, they did. Also,
they "freshened-up" the firm's ad approach, and gave the sales force something to boost to dealers. But, as the
agency's radio-TV director, John McNeil, recalled for SPONSOR.
"Network radio didn't afford us an
opportunity to balance per-market
radio budgets against individual market results. Also, it gave us some
waste circulation, since network radio
couldn't be matched precisely with
Griffin's distribution pattern. Network
TV, on the other hand, still isn't wide
enough — yet — in its circulation to do
the proper job for Griffin, and its costs
are high. We like both radio and TV
network advertising, but until their
circulation and our distribution and
sales are much more closely matched,
the bulk of Griffin air advertising will

Our rates are local and include
complete merchandising distribution and promotion assistance.

continue to be on a spot basis."
Today, Griffin does have competitors
oh the air. Largest and most aggressive of these is Knomark Manufacturing, which has a weekly segment
of the NBC-TV Kate Smith Show for
its Esquire Boot Polish. Esquire
recently became direct competition,
when Griffin started its own brand of

We serve 400,000 loyal listeners in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.
Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

higher-priced (about 25<* vs. the usual
100 or so) boot polish. Some seasonal
network radio plugging is done bySterling Drug's Energine Shoe White,
but it isn't very extensive. In national

Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

Night and Day . . .

WENE
Gary2 Ind
keta's
Marian
No.

IGHAMTON,
*^^~

Radio
Chicago's
Monster

&QW
CALL

RADIO

N.Y. MARK

WATTS

^

5000

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC.

SPONSOR

Don't overlook F.M.
You're working in the city. Turn on your radio. Listen to one of
your AM commercials. It's coming through, clear as a bell, from
that big transmitter nearby. Sounds fine, doesn't it?
But there are many places in the country where that commercial
of yours can't be heard at all — even though it's broadcast from
an AM station right in the neighborhood.
For in many places "radio climate" is such that the AM

signal

is torn to pieces by static, garbled by interfering "crosstalk." The
folks you're trying to sell can't hear your message at all.
FM solves that problem for you in many areas. FM is clear as a
bell whatever the "radio climate." So in making your time schedules— Don't Overlook FM.

NOTE: During its recent spot radio
campaign on Zenith Hearing Aids,
Zenith used separately keyed spots
on FM and AM stations in many cities.
In several cases, returns from FM
outnumbered those from AM.
In others, FM was — on the basis of
cost per inquiry — the best broadcast
buy. Here's real proof of the
growing importance of FM!

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

10 MARCH 1952

• Chicago 39, h

and regional spot radio and TV, there
are a few more competitors. These include: Carbona Shoe Whitener, Hollywood Shoe Polish. Kelly's Shoe Polish,
Kiwi Polish, Quintone Scuffy and
Baby White, Whittemore Brothers
Polish,
Wilbert's
Bub'* Shoe
Polish. and
These
firms "No
are competitive
with Griffin more in the aggregate than
as individuals. Griffin has the widest
line of shoe preparations in the industry while the others often specialize in
only one or two items.
Griffin's radio approach is much
more year-'round than most uninitiated
admen think. According to BC&P.
sales of shoe cleaners hold up well —
although a particular type may be
"If I have learned anything from forty
years in advertising, it is this: A medium is just as good, no better or worse,
as the advertiser's useFRANKLIN
of it."
BELL
Advertising Director
H. J. Heinz Co.
spurting ahead in individual markets

WRBL

delivers 18.7%

MORE

COVERAGE

than

— for about 10 months a year. There's
a slowdown during the ThanksgivingChristmas season; then, it picks up.
Even Griffin Allwite, biggest-selling

ALL OTHER media in Columbus' 26 county
trading area. This booming market with a
population of 600,161 spent $310,780,000
1950 . . .and Columbus

white cleaner, isn't purely seasonal.
Allwite air copy has a tendency to
move northward with the sun through

in

the "Greater Griffin Network," starting

shows sales increases

in January, but there's a steady demand for it all year. This demand
comes mostly from mothers with
kiddies who wear white shoes, and
from professional people like doctors
and nurses.
Griffin has matched timebuying

in every category for 1951. To get your share
of the business at the lowest cost per thousand,
there is only ONE
bus— WRBL,

BUY — the Champ

of Colum-

the station for audience, coverage

and merchandising support.
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methods with the 10-month cycle. For
most of the year, the Griffin station
list runs to some 300 and a wide
variety of spot radio. At the low point,
it drops back to about 24 key stations.
These are virtually all 50 k.w. stations covering a wide area.
"Although we don't go on a 52-week
basis on all our stations," account
executive Jim Walker told sponsor,
"we seldom have trouble getting the
slots we want. After all. Griffin has
been a steady radio user for years.
When we drop off a station for a
couple of months, the station know*
that it's virtually a 'sure thing' that
we'll be back. So, they sell the slot
for a couple of months to someone else
and then
we'return
right
back 58in1 again.
( Please
to page
SPONSOR

INDEPENDENT
WHAT

JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:

failed to p"*"*

RADIO GIVES
THE HOME
FOLKS LIKE

ta

tr»°V«'S
ep»s«e"
ToV*sd«
and

•■

!?.'""**""
*>*<• MO.
-to
St. Louis.Furniture
From
Compaq
Catson Furn

buyer

t argest rett» V"
area.
eSt.Lou.s

^th

ANOTHER REASON WHY
INDEPENDENT RADIO PAYS OEF FOR ADVERTISERS
In one city, folks prefer hill-billy ... in another, the choice is long-hair. Inde«oion W]MO.
and
Stat
vel
io.Oh
-OeTo
Kad

">
VlSe & MtBCleveland

THESE
WCUE
WBMD
WBNY
WJMO
WVKO
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
WCCC
WXLW
WJXN
KLMS

ARE

THE

-Akron, Ohio
-Baltimore, Maryland
-Buffalo, New York
-Cleveland, Ohio
-Columbus, Ohio
-Denver, Colorado
— Des Moines, Iowa
-Evansville, Indiana
-Hartford, Connecticut
-Indianapolis, Indiana
-Jackson, Mississippi
-Lincoln, Nebraska

pendent Radio programming caters to "home town" tastes . . . gives the folks
just what they like . . . not whatever the network happens to supply. Result:
Independent Radio builds listener loyalty . . . which, in turn, becomes product
loyalty for Independent advertisers. It will pay you to schedule the leading
Independent Radio Stations. Write to any AIMS station for all the facts.

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

-Louisville, Kentucky
-Miami, Florida
WKYWWMIE
- -Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WMIL
- -Nashville, Tennessee
-New Orleans, Louisiana
WBOK
WKDA
WWSW -Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KXL
-Portland, Oregon
WXGI
-Richmond, Virginia
-St. Louis, Missouri
KSTL
-Minneapolis-St. Paul
KNAK - -Salt Lake City, Utah
WMIN
-San Antonio, Texas
KITE

RADIO
KYA
KING
KREM
WACE
KSTN
WOLF
KFMJ
WNEB
WBBW

Aim for BULL'S-EYE results. ..with the AIMS GROUP
10 MARCH
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STATIONS:

KSON
—San Diego, California
-San Francisco, California
-Seattle, Washington
-Spokane, Washington
—Springfield, Massachusetts
-Stockton, California
-Syracuse, New York
-Tulsa, Oklahoma
-Worcester, Massachusetts
— Youngstown, Ohio

*li^L«.

' ■ BREAKING ALL
; RECORDS....
f MAKING RADIO
HISTORY
"I want to commend and congratulate

Ziv on this new show... the outstanding

production

HiffiD

mm

"We feel that this show is a must for our station... it is a great public

EACH HALF-HOUR

A COMPLETE

EPISODE

• TRANSCRIBED

of I

service ! I

FOR LOCAL AND*

DANA ANDREWS

s'~"u"u-°>°

^Zm

>ONSORSHIP • WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

We've always liatl very good station
relations with our outlets. Their confidence in us. and the good availabilities offered us, are based on our consistency of advertising."
Part of this "confidence" on the
stations' part, incidentally, is based on
Griffin's agency-client relationships.
\- a client, Griffin lias long since
learned to leave the detailed work of
timebuying largely in the agency's
hands and to steer clear, except for
policy decisions. This leaves BC&P
agencymen free to act quickly and
firmly, no small factor in Griffin's successful \ears on the air.
Having a varied list of shows, it's
hard for Griffin — if not impossible —
to work out any "standard"* method of
handling commercials. On large stations, where Griffin has a "personality"'
air salesmen I of the WLW Ruth Lyons
or WBT Grady Cole variety), commercials are generally done live or adlib from agency-written copy. On
smaller stations, as a rule, transcrip-

tions are used to get a consistency of
advertising approach. Throughout the
spot effort, a well-known jingle. Time
to Shine, is used as a recorded "signature" "i < ommertial "tag." This jingle,
by the way. dates back to the early
L930's, and was one of the first widelyused jingles on the air.
Here's how a typical Griffin spot
radio commercial sounds today :
ANNCR: "Friends . . . the Griffin
folks have put a whole shoe-shining
kit inside a bottle. It's called Griffin
Self-Polishing Liquid Wax. and it
actually shines itself without using
brushes or cloths.
"Everything is in the bottle. In a
matter of seconds, you spread Griffin
Self-Polishing Liquid Wax on your
shoes with the handy spreader. That's
all. No brushing. No rubbing. This
polish shines itself. And, best of all,
the scuff marks fade as the glossy shine
comes up.
"Yes, for easy, quick beautiful
shines without fuss or bother, you

So you
never knew
WASHINGTON
had hayseed?

can't beat clean, convenient Griffin
Self-Polishing Liquid Wax, so handy
to keep am where.
"Remember the name — Griffin SelfPolishing Liquid Wax — the shoe shine
kit in the bottle. Comes in all popular
colors. Ask for it at your nearest
( Other Griffin commercials — for AUwite and ABC polish — are equally
simple and direct, are often slanted to
women. They stand up as straight
store."
commercials, yet are not so tri< k\ that
they can't be the basis for some warm
ab-libbing by local air personalities.
Like Griffin's timebuying methods, the
commercials are the results for years
of careful agency experience.)
Griffin today is in somewhat the
famous position of Alexander The
Great, who found that there were no
more worlds to conquer. Operating at
model efficiency. Griffin's advertising
operations pull, as nearly as possible,
maximum sales from markets used.
Seldom has
there been a chance to
''invade"
a territory.
Such a chance, however, did come
to Griffin and Bermingham, Castleman
& Pierce back in 1948. Until that time.
Griffin's distribution included virtually all of the U. S.. except the West
Coast and the thinlv-populated areas
just East of the Rockies.
Early in 1948. the decision was
made to invade the California market.
First, distribution channels were filled.
Then, a heavy campaign — a 60-40
balance of spot radio and newspapers,

If you have never heard of Eddy Arnold,
Cactus Matt, Pete Cassell, Lily and Curley, Don
Owens, or Zeb Turner, you have been living
on Madison Avenue too long! These Westernhillbilly recording stars have made WEAM the
most

popular independent

station for miles

around the Nation's Capital. Thank you,
Purina, for proving our point with your

awork.
typical
"teaming"
— went wasto
In aGriffin
few weeks,
the product
selling well in California. Now, only
the Pacific Northwest is virginal territory for Griffin — and that will be
"invaded" as soon as supply permits.

of

Supplv controls another new Griffin development. After three years
laboratory
experimenting,
Griffin

RESULTS

award.*
Advertisers interested in hitching a profitable
ride on our haywagon, call Don Cooke or us.

WEAM

PROVE

500,000

MEXICANS

IN CREATER

LOS ANGELES
LISTEN

TO 6 HOURS

OF

SPANISH
THE WASHINGTON

AREA'S MOST

POWERFUL

INDEPENDENT

"We'll be glad to tell you what we did to win this Purine award."

PROGRAMMING

KWKW

DAILY

ON

ASK AND
FOR JOE
KWKW-FM
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sAN FRANCISCO!

Free & Peters, inc.
Pioneer Station
Representatives
Since 1932

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO

DETROIT

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

recently brought out the one item
needed to fill its line: the 25<* Griffin
Boot Polish. So far, the only advertising on this new item has been to the
trade. Consumer plugging will roll, according to the agency, when more steel
is available for cans. (Just when that

To an advertiser
interested in farm radio

will be is anybody's guess.) This new
product may cause some minor jug-

Chuck Worcester. W'MT's Farm Service Director, has a
genuine respect for the Iowa farmer.
He doesn't talk
down to him, doesn't affect the bogus folksiness that
passes for rustic charm everywhere except in the
country. His talent for low-pressure visiting, fortified
with first-hand knowledge of Iowa's complex agricultural
problems, has earned him the kind of loyal following
that means results for sponsors. For example:
• A daily quarter hour farm show for Myzon mineral
supplements resulted in a standing monthly order for $3,500
worth with eight Sears Farm Stores.
200 per prospect.
• Five minutes across the board at 5:40 a.m. for
A. Y. McDonald in one week developed 298 prospects for
a $1,500 water system. Cost: $10 a program or less than
The notion that farmers listen only in the early morning
and at noon is pure folklore.
Chuck's announcements
on Purina's A-time evening show brought 817 requests
for booklets — ample proof that farmers were wide
awake and listening.
We don't claim that these results are typical. We do
claim — and know — that on a day-to-day basis WMT
farm radio gets satisfying results, and occasionally
spectacular results.
Farm radio properly conceived, timed
and executed is a fertile source of advertising results.

CEDAR

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO

REPRESENTED

NETWORK

• 5,000 WATTS

NATIONALLY

• 600 KC

BY THE KATZ

AGENCY

gling in the firm's air approach, since
it is somewhat more in the "luxury"
class than regular Griffin ABC polish.
Isers will be sought, via radio, in a
more well-heeled economic class, and
among users of competitive products.
Making a beachhead landing in this
new market should not be too difficult
for Griffin, after 62 years of aggressive
selling. The big shoe polish firm sets
the pace for the whole industry in
promoting its products. Indeed, Griffin has come a long way since the days
when its still active founder, 85-yearold Anthony L. Aste, started the business with a $600 shoe-shine stand on
New York's lower East Side. The elder
Aste (his son, Robert, operates the
closely-held business nowdays) has
been described to sponsor as a lover
of good horses, a shrewd businessman,
and a romanticist. He picked the name
of Griffin out of a book, since that
mythological monster — part lion, part
eagle — was at the same time king of
beasts and king of birds.
When it comes to air advertising.
Griffin certainly lives up to Aste's
romantic firm name. Griffin is eagleeyed in picking a good radio buy, and
is prepared
it up with
lion's
share
of its toadback
budgets.
Eventhethough
the shoe polish industry is more competitive than it used to be, Griffin's still
in first place — and intends to stay
there.

ADVERTISING

* * *

MANAGER

(Continued from page 29)

His tvord is final
"I like the advertising manager
who's firm. Once you settle something
in his office between you he sticks to
his decisions to the top of his own organization and doesn't embarass you
with vacillating tactics. I can recall
several months back having an experience with just the opposite kind of a
Joe. This bird told me we had absolute authority to go ahead and buy
local programs for a spot campaign
provided they had a track record of
SPONSOR

COMMUNITY

RELATIONS

In a 'selling" job that's never finished,
radio proves an effective, low-cost tool

To progressive management, the importance of
community relations becomes constantly more
obvious. Even in a sellers' market, industry must
continue to "sell" itself to its neighbors, because a
good local reputation helps so much in so many
ways. Labor supply, for example. Relations with local
government. Co-operation with local suppliers.
On a nation-wide basis, network radio has long
proved its ability to foster good public relations.
Consider the continuing programs of Bell Telephone, DuPont, United States SteelAlso, as many more companies are discovering,
spot radio can achieve equally good results in spccine areas.
Spot radio is flexible, versatile, efficient. And
economical. Its consistent use. . with newscasts, lor
10 MARCH

example., assures multitudes of listeners at exception.ill\ low cost per-thousand.
In six of the nation's leading industrial areas..
Boston, Springfield. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort
Wayne, and Portland, Oregon. . Westinghouse stations are helping local industries gain and preserve
their neighbors' good will. The experience of these
stations in "community relations" programs is available to company management as well as to advertising agencies and public relations counsellors.

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

• WBZA

• KYW

RADIO

• KDKA

STATIONS

. WOWO

• KEX

Inc

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ
fV; Foi WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

1952
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Now/
More

success in selling women. I gave it to
the timebuying department that way
and a couple of weeks later he got cold
feet and wanted to approve all the
buys. We had virtually the entire
schedule lined up by then and it sure

Than

One Million
Radio Families*
in

made not
life difficult."
He'*
a clerk
"A good advertising manager
doesn't spend a lot of time poring over
the bills. He gives that job to an assistant and devotes his attention to the
larger problems. Certainly the man
should be cost conscious but not to a
fanatic degree. There are advertising
managers who go over their bills and
want a book-length explanation of
every item. Some of them have no understanding ofwhy things have a high

WMC'S
market

area

Today in the Memphis and Mid-South market area there
are one million radio families. This does not include
the tremendous bonus of automobile radios, all adding
up to make WMC and WMCF the greatest medium of
advertising ever made available to sell the Mid-South
market.

•

406,034 persons now live in urban Memphis

•

Memphis 2nd largest city in area of over 31
million people

•

Memphis

market a two billion dollar buying

potential

weren't quite right. 'That's not the way
it sounds when a man slams the door
Model-T.' But as to just how the
is paying off for the account tbe\
you in the dark. I wonder if they
time to focus on the big issues
with all the time they put into

He's willing to experiment
"The motto of an advertising manadetails."
ger Iconsider top-grade could be 'Let's
test it.' The advertising budget he administers has been growing steadily
along with the sales for his company
because he's found new ways to use
various media. His firm had never

Since 1923 Memphis7
leading radio station has been

WMC

been a very heavy air advertiser before
he became ad manager. But he sold
the owners on trying spot radio. It
took some of their minor brands and

790

5000 WATTS

MEMPHIS
WMCF

260

KW

Simultaneously

WMCT

First

TV

Station

Owned

analyzing what the whole campaign is
all about. They'll call you up to say
that the sound effects of the last show

of a
show
keep
have
what

LOOK AT THESE FACTS

CELEBRATING
ANNIVERSARY

price tag. You've virtually got to educate them on the radio business whenever they get a bill or a cost sheet.
"You would be surprised at how
some of the executives I've dealt with
tend to focus on a detail instead of

Company

AM

Schedule

Duplicating

in Memphis

THIS
YEAR
ITS
OF AFFILIATION

and Operated

Branham

and

the

25TH
WITH

by The Commercial

Mid-South

NBC
Appeal
SPONSOR

pushed them up encouragingly. Shortly after, they came up with a brandnew product. He suggested that spot
radio cam the brunt of launching it
and the product quickly supplanted
some longtime bestsellers.
"Now this man is trying a test of
Ughttime radio buys in TV markets.

WIND

He's got a feeling that there are certain
radio shows in even the most TV-saturated markets which hold on to just
the right audience for one of his prod-

BEST

■CtS. So he's testing it. He'll spend
onl\ a limited sum at first. But that's

CHICAGO

the wo) big campaigns are born."
He fcet'ps informed
"I'm appreciative of the ad manager
I have most to do with because he's in
touch with radio and television programs and developments. When he
talks about a show, he's heard it and
isn't talking off the elbow. There are
some men very intimately concerned
with decisions involving programing
who react like complete amateurs.
They have a fan approach to radio and
television, much as they try to sound
professional.
"incidentally, that is a point to bear
in mind when you evaluate an adver-

BUY
ENTIRE YEAR 1951
7 DAYS A WEEK- 6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT

$250

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

NET A

BASE "A" HR. RATE

27.6%
15.7%

NET B

$1100

13.0%

WIND
NET C

10.2%

NET D

9.5%

IND B
IND C

8.1%
5.9%

IND D

3.0%

$900

$900
$900
$338
$300
$240

SOURCES: PULSE OF CHICAGO, 1951; SRDS

•

"The Most Homes Per Dollar Station"
400 N. MICHIGAN

AVE., CHICAGO

11, ILLINOIS

AM RADIO SALES CO., REPRESENTATIVE
Robt.
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tising executive in a firm. Does he
substitute glib use of the phrases of the
trade for real insight <>n how to use
media?"
lit- tells it to I/inn- face
"I like to feel that we can sit down
and talk honestly. If it"s good, let him
say so. If it stinks. I'm a big boy now
and I won't break down if he Bays BO.
That's the way men I appreciate deal
with me. The ones I don't like are
nice to you across the desk but they're
demons when they get their secretaries
in front of them.
They dictate a

critique that makes you blink your
eyes and wonder if it's the same guy."
n <■ keeps i/ou in touch
'"Account executives appreciate advertising managers who keep them
posted on any change in plans within
tbe client firm. Sometimes an agency
will find that it has piled up a lot of
work and expense only to discover that
the account has gone cold on the idea
a week before. And it's not uncommon for an ad manager to advise the
agency of an adjustment in plans
weeks later."

Iff understands

research

"An account man has hard sledding
when he deals with an ad manager who
just doesn't understand research.
Thank goodness my chief account has
an ad manager who's ahead of me on
the subject. When it comes to program
ratings, he's sophisticated. He doesn't
order a firing squad when the show
drops one point on the new Nielsen.
He doesn't expect a low-budgeted program aimed at a small segment of
audience to turn up in the 'Top 10.'
When it comes to a matter of justifying a decision, he doesn't demand figures, any figures, to back up what can
only be decided on the basis of intuition— plus common sense. He can see
through claims of various media when
they put out stories about cost and coverage based on hoked up interpretation of data. I don't continually have
to run over with a rebuttal to save a
program on the air every time some
medium buys a full-page ad in the
He tights for his rights
"Nowadays, you still have a struggle within companies between the sales
Times."
and advertising divisions.
The sales

£***

90,000 TV SETS
IN

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS

RICH, CROWING

THE

QUAD-CITY

AREA

y area.
Quad-City
wholesalers
Actually,
the totalservof
les reached by WHBF-TV
is
p larger as our TV signals

MARKET

WITH

1951 BANK RESOURCES of $378,621,741.69
A

10-year

gain

of

141%
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WINSTON-SALEM
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department will come up with an idea
that the wa) (o meet stiffening sales resistance at the dealer level is to increase trade discounts. In other words,
bu] business at the dealer level. They'll
ask for more money for discounts to
come out of the ad budget. This runs
the ii-k of cutting consumer support
out from underneath the product. But
to a sales vice president who thinks
advertising is a lot of hogwash, anywa\ . that's not important.
"Advertising managers who are going places will stand up and fight for
that budget against the sales v. p.

agency A made a presentation for the
account, followed shortly by agency B.
It's an unfair way of keeping you on
your toes. A good ad manager makes
\<ui feel at ease and tries to build a
lasting relationship."
lie's f/at more than a title
"I appreciate
chance his
to work
a man
who has a earned
title with
and
makes it stick. When the president's
son gets the ad manager's job handed
to him on a platter you've got two
problems: he may not know his Nielsen rating from Christ Cella's ChickenCacciatore and he may not have au-

thority. Vfter \ou've spent extra time
explaining the facts of life to him, you
may have to start all over again with
the real boss."
lit* moves «iui« •/.•/»/
"I like the ad manager who gets
signed estimates or other necessary
papers back to you within a week.
\\ h\ is it that the man who sits on a
piece of paper for a long time always
wants the fastest follow-through from
the agency?"
He
takes bitter with the better
"A good advertising manager takes

Ike] won't be Casper Milquetoastish,
either, if the company brass decide to
cut back advertising because of higher
costs or some other demand on the company, like taxes. They'll do everything
in their power to point out that cutting
down on advertising is no solution to a
need for money and may be the one
thing that cuts off future income."
If«» makes the agency feel at ease
You can't do your best with a
sword hanging over your head. Some
ad managers are always willing to listen to other agencies. It's not pleasant
to keep hearing rumors
about how

be.R'W

If a Tony Wons were to ask
that question over a WGR
microphone today, he'd have an audience
far bigger than the "good old days."
One day recently, ONE offer of a sample jar
of skin cream brought 3,000 requests
flooding in from Buffalo, western New York
and Pennsylvania and from our Canadian
listeners across the river.
Yes, WGR

means
We Get Results!

CBS

Radio M^RBr^Bl

Network

|

Hj"^^^

^AjrwidcoAtlng CvrpxwcUwti
RAND

RAHALL
JOE
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STATIONS
RAHALL,
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President

BUILDING,

BUFFALO

3, N. Y.

National Representatives: Freed Peters
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") loomberry

the disappointment of not getting exactly what he wanted in stride and
does not make it a personal issue. He
trusts you and after satisfying himself

CKLUJ

that you've done your best, doesn't
stamp his foot like a spoiled play boy.
He treats you in general as if you were
part of his staff and not some bunch of
shrewd outsiders who have to be beaten
once a day like a bell or the wife in
the saving.*'

ALL OTHER
DETROIT
STATIONS
IN
••

MEN, MONEY,
{Continued

i Prool posi ti\ e of the powerful impact and
listening popularity of this 50,000 Watt station. This one month CKLW came near to
out pulling lour other stations combined with
this unique sales gimmic, identical on all stations, at a "lead" cost of approximately onethird the next ranking station. Contest is still
going strong. Proof again that in the Detroit
Area you can't miss when you schedule CKLW.
Plan your schedule now] Put this 50,000 watt
power to work for you at less cost . . . for
greater response!

LEADS

10,448

Station D
Station

E

EXPENDITURE

$4057.00
3800.00

Station B
Station C

page

61

Another fiasco in FM station operation by amateurs had occurred
earlier in 1949. A number of upstate
New York farmer organizations (Poultry Council, Vegetable Growers, Stockbreeders etc. I had set up six farmerowned, farmer-aimed radio stations,
then called the Rural Radio Network.
Over $500,000 was invested in the
finest General Electric equipment before the auspices discovered (1) that
not too many farmers had FM receivers and (2) that most of the available
cash had gone into plant, very little
remained
for operations.
Its subse-

ask

John Blair & Co.
about the

HERE ARE THE FACTS

CKLW

from

• • •

MOTIVES

3,943
2,609

992

3,863

COST
PER LEAD

38.8 cents
93.8 cents

Havens & Martin
STATIONS

3800.00
1300.00
3600.00

$1.46
93.2 cents
$1.31

IN
RICHMOND

In The Detroit Area Its

WOOD"""

First Stations in Virginia
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i STANDARD

quent history was very modest compared to original dreams of glory.

* * *

If all of the foregoing strikes any
reader as pulling down hard on the
chord of melancholy, our motive is
really noble. We're advocating foresight over hindsight. Right now a lot
of amateurs, or at least gentry in organizations remote from professional
broadcasting, are rooting-tooting to
get into the television act. Maybe

PROOF j
POSITIVE
that K-NUZ brings results

Loma Linda
Vitamins

they should. Maybe they shouldn't.
But at the very least they ought to
profit from the embarrassments of
Wynn, Smith, Roosevelt, Progressive,
Rural, ILGWU (and extend the list
as your memory goes back) .

speaks out
for K-NUZ
pull power...

In this wild-crazy dangerous-delightful business of broadcast advertising
the lessons of history have a way of
being overgrown with romantic new
foliage that makes everything look

Here is a letter K-NUZ received
from Bob Hahn, Allied Advertising Agency, Houston, on behalf of his client, Loma Linda
Sales.

mighty purdy. Beware poisoned water holes, pardner.
• • •

MILLER

HIGH LIFE

Just a few moments ago I finished
a report for our client. The Loma
Linda Sales Company. A part of this
report will probably interest you, and

{Continued from page 33)
When Miller took up sponsorship of
the Brewers in the following spring, it
used a "Back Your Brewers" slogan
for the WEMP broadcast.

than

Continued sponsorship of the Packers became a "must." What's more,
half the teams in the pro football

makes it —
the officers (especially the
Advertising Manager, the
Advertising Agency) —
where they advertise and
how much they spend —
you'll realize why the
STANDARD ADVERTISING REGISTER belongs on your desk.
Better get the facts. Just
drop us a line on your company letterhead and
we'll do the

THE AGENCY

LIST

gram, "Giant Quarterback Huddle"
every Wednesday night. Perian Conerly, wife of the star quarterback Bob
Conerly, did a woman's commentary
and discussed the life of a player's
wife. Films of the previous Sunday's
games were shown and strategy discussed by the experts. Point-of-sale
promotion followed the successful
Packer pattern.
Philadelphia
Eagles
pro
football
10 MARCH
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The client has asked that
his thanks for your excellent
tion, and his acknowledgm

league were knocking at Miller's door
asking for the "Packer treatment."
Miller picked up the rights in New
York, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles.
In the fall sports sponsorship was
expanded to the New York Giants pro
football games with the slogan "Go,
Giants Go." These games were carried over WMGM, New York, and a
29-station segment of the Yankee network throughout New England. Pushing the slogan even further was a
WOR-TV, New York, half-hour pro-

half that

—

\

utfoR**^"
l isleA-

*

s \-J

. .„te.

T\rAt
Call FORJOE.
National
Representative
Or
DAVE
MORRIS,
General
Manager
at KEystone— 2581

K-NUZ
HOUSTON'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

proof of performance
"In the Spring of '51, we
switched from KTBS to
another power station in
Shreveport for advertising our York air conditioning and refrigeration.
"Failing to get results
previously enjoyed, we
returned in July to KTBS.
Immediately, our sales
increased tremendously.
"We spend 60% of our
ad budget with KTBS
because we get results."

lis — da IJ
5,000

walls — night

kilocuch
kilocycles

KTBS
SHREVEPORT

National Representative: Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

games were carried on five Pennsylvania stations: WCAU, Philadelphia;
WILK, Wilkes-Barre; WLYC, Williamsport; WCMB, Lemoyne; and
WAEB. Allentown. The slogan was
"Fly High Eagles."
Film highlights of the Los Angeles
Rams pros were carried over KNXT,
Los Angeles on the Friday night succeeding each game.
The pro championship game between the L. A. Rams and the Cleveland Browns was carried over a special DuMont TV net (41 live, 7 film)
and more than 300 AM stations of the
Liberty network.
Back home in Milwaukee, WEMP
carried the games of the Milwaukee
Hawks pro basketball games. Major
league ice hockey exhibitions, featuring the Chicago Blackhawks, were
aired by WEMP's sports aces, Gillespie and Shanahan. Marquette Universitv basketball games were carried
over Milwaukee's WOKY.
Listenership was so high that WEMP
ranked first in the nation among independent stations in share-of-audience
on baseball broadcasts in 1951.
The amount of goodwill generated
by these sports broadcasts is deemed

NOVl/

\

©wiw
SPONSOR

immeasurable, but the sales figures for
High Life tell their own story. Although the brewing industry as a whole
registered an increase of a mere 1.1' . .
Miller High Life sales were up 24.1' in 1951.
And Miller has not ignored the family audience angle. For two years
(1949-'51) the company sponsored the
Miller High Life Revue over 193 ABC
stations. The show featured Lawrence
Welk and his ''champagne music," an
apt tie-in with a favorite High Life
slogan, "The Champagne of Bottled
Beer." Welk travelled all over the
country, doing an ingratiating job of
promotion and tying in with local distributors. Show folded only because
Welk got tired of travelling and received a good offer for a long-term
stay at a California ballroom. To date
Miller hasn't found a suitable replacement.
Beer consumption has undergone a
metamorphosis in the past decade.
Draught beer sales, which nearly
equalled packaged sales 11 years ago
1 25,049,151 barrels draught to 26,761,946 barrels packaged in 1940), now
account for only 26.3% of the nation's
annual beer consumption, even though
draught sales have varied little since
pre-war days.
These figures make evident the fastmoving trend away from the sale of
beer at the corner saloon and into the
neighborhood grocery store and super
market. What's more, a recent survey
for the American Can Company indicated that the ratio of male to female
beer consumers was only 62.2% to
37.8%.
Miller recently bought participations
in the WJZ-TV, New York, Kitchen
Kapers from 10:45 to 11:30 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Selec-

tion of this program is in line with
Miller's awareness of the housewife's
role as a beer buyer.
\\ (iinen make up a much larger portion of the sports audience than is commonly believed. A recent stud] 1>\
WMCA, New York, showed that women constitute 33% of the audience for
baseball broadcasts.
Miller has used spot announcements
in over 200 radio markets, and filmed
spots in 22 TV areas. Crusade in the
"The history of American industry has
shown that each new development such
as motion pictures, the phonograph, the
automobile, radio and now television
has not stopped the others' growth, but
generally has found a secure place itself
and has tended to stimulate the growth
of other developments."
ROBERT W. GALVIN
Excutive v.p., Motorola, Inc.
Pacific will be shown in 23 cities under Miller sponsorship.
According to Ed Ball, account executive for High Life at Mathisson &
Associates, Milwaukee, "We're very
much aware of the family and home
angles. The High Life Revue was
beamed at the family. Current sponsorship ofnewscaster Robert Hurleigh
on about 140 Mutual stations is
planned to catch the family at home.
In the selection of pro football games
we knew that they would be received
on Sunday afternoons — a good time to
catch the whole family together."
In addition to this broad radio and
TV coverage, Miller carries the "quality" message via a wide variety of
media. Outdoor advertising, much of
it tying in with radio and TV promotion, gets about $1,100,000. Display
materials account for another $830,000.
Newspapers and trade magazines draw

off onK minor dollar expenditures.
Handling of the national magazine
advertising schedule (nearly $800,000)
supplies an additional clue to the Miller merchandising philosophy. This
campaign follows a three-pronged approach. Aseries of color ads for general magazines {Collier's, etc.) stresses
tie-ins with appropriate foods. A prestige group of color bleed pages in publications such as Esquire, Holiday,
Time, pound home the "Traditionally
the Finest" angle. An all-male approach isused in sports and fraternal
magazines (Outdoor Life, Elks, etc.).
An experimental series may break this
summer in some high-fashion media;
the thinking here is that it is a
means of not only hitting the "class"
market, but many women of lower
financial and social strata read these
magazines in beauty shops or dentists'
offices and might buy High Life so
they can drink the same brew as Mrs.
Astorbilt. Vicarious living at a bargain price.
The "quality" angle is not a new
approach for Miller. The company was
founded by the current president's
grandfather in 1855. Starting with a
4.000-barrel capacity, the company
should hit the 3.000,000 mark before
the end of 1952. The major share of
this expansion was accomplished in
the last 5 years.
When Fred Miller took over as president in 1947 he could look back to the
previous year's production mark of
635.000 barrels. A "quality" policy
during the war when Miller kept its
product unthinned had won a host of
grateful servicemen I who got the bulk
of production) and thankful civilians
who remembered the potency (about
5% alcohol) and flavor of High Life;
other beer often tended to be "thin."

Extra Daily Summer Population 602,496!
Every summer day there are 602,000 or more extra
folks in our primary coverage area ... in addition to
our over 5 million! What a market! Who said summer
slump?

WHDH
Write
for copy
Area Survey"
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\ five-man team is responsible for
shaping the High Life tactics: Fredcrick ('.. Miller, president of Miller
Brewing Company since 1947; Norman
R. klug. v.p.; Paul Mueller, general
sales manager; Vernon S. Mullen. Jr..
advertising manager; ('. \. Mathisson,
president of Mathisson ^ Associates.
In recent years suppl\
has lagged
behind demand and distributors seldom get as much High Life as the)
want. This ma\ account for the \er\

its Kadic
v.p.

station WOR, New York, and
n charge of engineering, J. R.
Poppele celebrated 30th anniversaries
almost
ultaneously in February.
WOR ., ade its first broadcast on 22
Februar f 1922; Poppele started work

f*Vl

*

low turnover rate in High Life distributorships.roster
\
of distributors
shows a definite leaning toward sports
figures. John Abhatemarco. who
played football at Notre Dame with
Fred Miller, has the lush New York
City, Brooklyn, ami Westchester County areas. Tommy Henrich I ex-N. Y.
Yankee Start and George Sternweiss
(ex-Cleveland Indian pla\er) handle
New Jersey. Jim Crowley, another famous Notre Dame alumnus, pushes
High Life in upstate New York.
The '"thin spots" in national coverage are gradually being filled. The
bre\ver\ is working on a 24-hour-aday, seven-day-a-week basis. Despite
the temptation to brew the product
closer to the lucrative Eastern market.
"Brewed in Milwaukee" seems too good
a quality symbol to lose.
* * •

ROUNDUP

Poppele honored at WOR

by O'Neil. Streibert

ate programs for nationwide transmission, now has bigger, better and more
modern facilities to hypo West-to-East
program flow. The new KPIX-KSFO
three-storj "showplace" building, completed the first of this year, is equipped
to accommodate the most elaborate
presentations, from musical revues to
auto shows, gives advertisers the opportunity to present top-notch video
entertainment with top-notch talent to
virtually the whole nation.

\toncocktail
party at
Hotel launched
BillChicago's
Wiseman Sheraas the
new sales manager of WOW, Omaha,
and Fred Ebener as the new sales chief
for WOW-TV, following a split in the
operations of the two stations.
The

with the station on 16 February 1922.
I'oppele. who directs all engineering
projects for WOR, WOR-FM and
WOR-TV, was honored in special ceremonies 15 February at WOR offices at
which he received an inscribed silver
plate from the station, a gigantic cake
from Dugan Brothers, and a desk set
from sponsor. In the above photo are
(I. to r.) Poppele, Thomas F. O'Neil,
chairman of Mutual Broadcasting System; Theo. C. Streibert. pres. WOR.
KPIX, San Francisco, which is in
the unique position of being the only
West Coast local TV station to origin-

i Continued from page 41 1
ers. Compiled and edited by the I . S.
Army Signal Corps, the public service
series is titled The Big Picture (WCBSTV, N. Y., Sundays. 2:00 to 2:30
p.m. I. has met with enthusiasm from
triewers, according to bank president
Thomas J. Shanahan.
KPIX-KSFO edifice widens program possibi

WOW

party

above photo snapped at the party, unfortunately does not show the guests
of honor, but it does picture (1. to r.)
Frank Fogarty. general manager.
WOW; Jack Cherbo, timebuyer and
a.e., O'Neil, Larson & McMahon; Len
Matthews, chief timebuyer, Leo Burnett; Harry Smart. Blair-TV; E. L.
lishing.
Sullivan,
ad director, Meredith Pubarm Director Ed
WIBX,
Utica
nner of one of the
Slusarczyk is tin
five Distinguished Service Awards for
I ()51. presented by the N. Y. State

57.5% New Engenders Have
Auto Radios!
According to WHDH's survey! Want a copy . . . write
us or call your John Blair man about this HUGE Bonus
market . . . productive, too, ask your competitor!
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Junior Chamber of Commerce ija\Cees) to outstanding young men in
the state. His achievements: he is
Oneida County Civil Defense Director
and has devised a complete plan for
protection of the Rome-Utica area; he
conducts a two-hour daily Service to
tgricuUure program on WIBX, has
worked to promote hetter relations between urban and rural groups.
The Advertising Club of Baltimore
named Garry Moore iCBS-TV, daily
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. I the "outstanding
television personality of 1951," presented him with a gold plaque at the

WDXY, which now reach over 300,000
persons in seven counties. With the
power increase, WORD switched to a
new spot in the middle of the dial —
910 kilocycles — now broadcasts both
ABC and NBC net shows.

quested byeach listeners prepaid telegram which pledged $1.00 or more for
the Dimes campaign. About 1.000 telegrams were received amounting to
$l,500-plus in pledges.
WKNE (Keene, N. H.) listeners can
sell, buy or swap articles via the daily
Swappers Club show. Femcee Ruth
Redington came across this item the

The March of Dimes is $1,536.70
richer due to the efforts made on
WEMP's (Milwaukee I Ole Wight Owl
program, Joe Dorsey, d.j. Collection
gimmick on the 11:00 p.m. to 2:00
a.m. show: Dorsey played the tune re-

other day: "Wanted ... a dog house
large enough for one man to live in . . .
good condition and reasonable in
price."

* * •

club's annual banquet 23 February.
Previous winners have included Milton
Berle. Abe Burrows. Faye Emerson.
After 11 years and 3 months as a
250-watt operation. radio station
WORD. Spartanburg. 5. C. increased
its power to 1.000 watts recently, and
In so doing went from a local to a
regional station. To bring about the
expanded coverage, a new $100,000
transmitter was constructed to house
both WORD
and its FM
affiliate,

*
r
e
f
5
;^S

3.0leant
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

Students at North Dakota Agricultural College recently
conducted an independent survey among 3,969 farm
families in a 22-county area around Fargo. Each family
was asked, "To what radio station does your family
listen most?" 3,120 of the families named WDAY; only
174 named Station "B"! WDAY WAS A 17-TO-l
CHOICE OVER THE NEXT STATION— A 1V2TO-1 FAVORITE OVER ALL OTHER STATIONS
COMBINED!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers prove that WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share of the "in-town"
Audience than all other stations combined*!

Covers ALL
off the Rich

Write, Wire, Phone
Ask Headley-Reed
tor
10 MARCH
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BMB figures and mail-pull stories also prove that
WDAY "hogs the show", throughout the entire Red
River Valley! Write for all the facts today, including
availabilities.
^Despite the fact that the other three major networks
maintain local studios!

4p

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

COST-PER-THOUSAND

KFMB

[Continued from page 31)
advertising in much the same manner
as magazines and newspapers in the
1920's. Time costs were measured
against estimated "circulation" of radio sets, for a "cost-per" figure. But,
this soon gave way to various program
rating lists as more stations came on
and sets soared into the millions. Before World War II, it was common

CLOTHING;

practice to use Hooperatings in buying programs the way a confirmed
horseplayer uses the Racing Form.
After the war, TV began to knock
down nighttime network radio ratings
several notches, and the situation
changed. At the same time, ratings in
TV were so high that a whole new
frame of reference was needed. TV
costs were also out of line with radio.
The cost-per-l.OOO-viewers figure became popular in TV, suddenly, often
to justify high costs or to evaluate
them. In radio, belts were tightened,
and program budgets were slashed.
Salesmen went out selling on the basis

LANG-WORTH
FEAT IRE

PROGRAMS,

Inc.

of radio's still-excellent cost-per-1,000
instead of selling deflated ratings.
Today, TV and radio sell against
each other, and against printed media,
with "cost-per" figures. Frequently, the
air is as full of them as bricks during
a gashouse brawl. It's no wonder many
an air-minded sponsor is puzzled and
confused by the multiplicity of figures.
Aware of this growing mathematical
rhubarb, sponsor herewith presents an
analysis of basic facts every air advertiser should remember in evaluating
radio and TV "cost-per" figures. To
gather the data, SPONSOR interviewed
timebuyers. agencymen, research directors and research organizations.
Their comments and suggestions
form the basis for the following analysis of cost-per-1,000.
1. What it is: In its most common

g

4 Reasons

^
•

The foremost national and local advertisers
use WEVD
year
after

^^

^2

Why

year to reach the vast

Jewish Market
,;l Metropolitan >c« York

H^IB
— g
^^J

I. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4.

Potential

buying

power

"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
HENRY GREENFIELD

application in radio and TV, the term
"cost-per-1,000" is used in conjunction with "homes." The base for the
figure lies in projeclible program ratin--, converted into "homes-tuned-in,"
then measured against the program
time-and-talent costs.
In TV, more so than in radio, sometimes the term "cost-per-1.000 people"
is used. This is arrived at by the same
process as above, carried one step further. When the number of TV "homes"
tuned in is calculated, it's multiplied

SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4la«6ete, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET
124,500
Serving a BILLIONTV Sets*
DOLLAR
Market!

KFMB-TV,

AM

- CHANNELBuy
AM - 550
BuK.yC.
e - 8, ers
ITV Wis

KFMB

-5th and Ash, S-

"

Miss Margot Burvant
Stone-Stevens, Inc.
New Orleans, La.
Dear Margot:
YZ ;/,
Y'orta see th' peepul on th' streets
uv Charleston,

West got
Virginny,
moneywhut's
m
i thur
pockets!
Yessiree,
Margot,
th' hometown uv
WCHS
is shore
aboomin ! Why,

GtP"/it<
/fyp/F^^n
Mn

i they's way over
uv
these in folks
an'
ff hall-a-milyun
'em
th' —market area — have

UlsuM
'JL'tflHI'hTr'
\C"^m
11

tvoottvrll
fcZTUW) /

540 amilyun
dollars
So,
been
s year!
pen din'

ImoreH

effen hit's a good
market yer lookin fer (an who
ain't alookin' fer

Awill.W\ I

I

IthanH
UheIi
allI
\0Tvte«V)

(1
If
IIJ

§^§lLli

''yfBZ&z&l^
\yM®SSj?*N^

Algy
one?)
don't
for
git jest
Charleston,
West
Vir\.ber! WCHS gives

* ginny!
yuh more
An' lissen'memers here then eftions in bought
town putall th' other four stafen yuh
tergether!
Yrs.

™*%&'

w c

H S

Charleston,

W.

Va.

by the most accurate "viewers-per-set"
figure obtainable, according to proSPONSOR

grain type and hour. (The basis can
be various "viewers-per-set"' averages,
such as those of Pulse, ARB, Videodex.
In radio, although the number of
listeners per set tends to remain more
constant (around 1.5 usually), no ratin- sen ice makes an accurate measurement of the mobile audience, that is,
extra-set and out-of-home listening.
Therefore "cost-per" radio network figures— Nielsen is the usual rating base
at the national level — tend to stick prettv close to radio "homes" and avoid
"people."
Television, being more limited in its
circulation, gets more finite in its costper- 1.000-homes figures. No TV program is "national" in the sense that
network radio programs can be heard
all over the country. Therefore, TV's
feost-per-M figures are usually qualified
lor should be) with the number of
markets in which the TV show is aired,
and the number of sets in the markets.
Here's a simple example of how a
cost-per-l,000-homes figure could be
reached in TV.
Suppose "Program X" has a weekly
time-and-talent cost of $50,000. Then,
suppose its latest Nielsen rating was a
40.0 in 51 TV markets. That means
that 40r7 of the 13,400,000 or so TV
homes in 51 TV markets were tuned to
the show, or about 5,400,000 homes. A

stick, hallmark or what-have-you in
buying air advertising. Unless it is a
"specialized" cost-per-M (such as those
in terms of women vs. men, rural vs.
city, upper-income vs. lower-income
homes) it does not give a sponsor
much more than a rating-in-terms-ofhomes, or a rating-in-terms-of-people.
Radio and TV cost-per-M's are subject
to all the limitations and restrictions,
the faults and foibles of the rating services on which they're based.
"National Spot today is getting much
of its audience research at the national
level, while its prime necessity is for the
very hest type of research at the local
level and in specific market areas."
MURRAY GRABHORN
Managing Director, ISARTSR
B. Is NOT a true index of advertising efficiency, although it's better than
a rating. Cost-per-M-homes takes no
notice of a show's audience composition, what markets it reaches, whether
one show has better merchandising possibilities than another, or whether a
show is likely to dovetail nicely with
the rest of a client's advertising.
C. Is NOT in all cases a "true figure." For example, a slick sales staff

ratio of cost and "homes-reached"
gives a cost-per-l,000-homes of about
$9.25. (Somewhat the same process
would be carried out in calculating
cost-per-l,000-homes in radio.)
2. What it ISN'T: It's misunderstanding of what cost-per-1,000 can't
do that causes most of the abuses in

may prowl carefully through a show's
rating history, and pull out an atypical
rating on which to base the cost-per-M.
I This might have been the one night
in the year when they had a superduper guest start or a top script.) The
resultant cost-per-M is by no means an
"average"; rather, it's a flash-in-thepan figure. A wise sponsor will demand all the available information

using cost-per-1,000 figures in radio
and TV circles. For instance, cost-per1,000-homes:
A. Is NOT the master formula, yard-

about the pedigree of a cost-per-M, including the date of the base rating,
and the name of the rating service.
(This is particularly true in TV, where

as many as five different services —
from Nielsen to Videodex — may be
used to compute five different cost-perM's on a single show. And with a
broad variance of results.)
D. Is NOT applicable to all kinds
of radio and TV. Take the growing
trend of sponsors and agencies who
ask for cost-per-1,000 figures for station-break periods. As the research
chief of one ad agency told SPONSOR:
"This is a ridiculous measurement, and
gives no really accurate figure to work
with." Those who do attempt to figure
a cost-per-M (homes or people) where
station breaks are involved, do it something like this. The ratings of the two
programs on either side of the station
break are found, and the program costper-M's are found. These are added,
then divided by two. This "average"
is supposed to be the cost-per-M of the
station break.
The fallacy : listeners and viewers
(particularly viewers) are prone to
switch from one station to another,
during the break period. A certain
amount of the audience (more so in
radio than TV) does tend to carry
right through the break into the next
program on the same station. But
enough doesn't, generally, to throw the
cost-per-1,000 figure off.
Here's an example of how far off this
can go. For the week ending 6 October 1951, Nielsen showed that NBC-TV
had 21% of the TV audience tuned-in,
throughout a nine-city TV area, on
Monday, 8:00-8:30 p.m. At 8:30 p.m.,
this fell off drastically to about 9.5%.
At the same time, CBS had been riding
with 18.8% of the audience up to the
8:30 p.m. mark in the nine cities. Then,
after the station break, CBS boomed
up to 43.3% when Godfrey Talent
Scouts came on.

98.4 Minutes Daily to WHDH!
Yes, TV owners who listen out-of-home listen to
WHDH 98.4 minutes a day! Gee, you must write for
a copy of our survey ... or see your Blair man!

Write for copy
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This particular game of "musical
chairs" \\as largely played in the station break period, si nre sets-in-use figures remained about the same. Figuring a cost-per-M in the middle of this
dial-twisting would be as sensible as
anchoring a houseboat in the Niagara
rapids. Even though thousands of radio and TV fans tunc out earl) to catch
their favorite show on another station
or channel, and thus are exposed to
the station break, millions more wait
until the last possible moment, and virtually miss the break announcement.
3. How to USE cost-per-M effectively: Despite its faults, the cost-per-1,000
figures of radio and TV play an important part in broadcast research.
Here are four basic A-B-C-D values for
cost-per-M's, cited by veteran admen:
A. They give an advertiser a good
idea of how the money he's spending
for a particular t\pe of show compares
in simple efficiency with his business
competition's show, or with one of a
similar program type.
B. Cost-per-M figures are far better
than ue,ratings
in sizing
show's
valbut should
never up
be aused
in this
< onnection as anything more than a
strong recommendation. They should
be considered, research men warn, in
about an equal light with other factors
(audience, appeal, promotion values)
that go into making a wise radio-TV
purchase.
C. Cost-per-M figures are helpful
when an advertiser is shopping with
a fixed air budget. If he has a good
idea of what type of program and audience he wants, and whether it is to
be aired on radio or TV, day or night,
network or spot, a cost-per-M yardstick shortens the time in lining up
good prospective buys within a given
category radio or TV programing.

D. Viewed in an over-all sense, the
cost-per-M figures often throw some interesting light on how different categories of programs produce results for
their sponsors. For instance, Nielsen
breakdowns demonstrate that radio
daytime serials pulled only an average
rating of 5.9 during two recent weeks,
but showed up with the lowest ($1.86)
cost-per-l.OOO-homes-reached. To judge
radio serials by rating alone would be
an injustice. On a cost-per-M basis,
they are very efficient — as witness the
results obtained by Lever Brothers,
P&G, and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet. Also
in the over-all sense, cost-per-M figures
can give an index of the efficiency of
one network vs. another network, or a
station vs. a station. They are more in
the nature of signposts than a route
map. however.

* * *

510 MADISON
(Continued from page 8)
and WOW

and others, have done a

goodtle bit
job.
. . ." Not that
only we
are were
we a left
litembarrassed
out of this mention, but to make our
faces all the more red, three of the
above mentioned stations are close
competitors of KFAB. Whoever wrote
this article might be interested to
know and should have known that
KFAB is the number one farm station in this area.
2. On page 29, included in the
list of 127 stations with programing
for farmers, KFAB is listed strictly as
Lincoln, Nebraska. It should be Omaha, too.
3. It was by mere coincidence, of
course, that our two-color ad on KFAB
Farm Service as another blue ribbon
achievement, appeared on page 62 of

this same issue.
As stated at the opening of this letter, we thought the article in general
was terrific, but please give us our just
credit, will you.
Don V. Shoemaker
Sales Promotion Mgr.
KFAB, Omaha

No doubt the great majority of stations will consider your story on farm
radio of great benefit to the industry,
and therefore we are all for it; but
from the standpoint of WMT only, the
good done by that beautiful box carrying the A. Y. McDonald success story
is off-set by other factors.
This may sound strange to you, and
perhaps to many radio station operators, but for the past several years we
have been making every effort to keep
general advertisers from becoming interested in what is usually considered
strictly farm time, that is before 7:00
AM and certain parts of the noon hour.
We have more farm accounts than we
can possibly handle, and the trick is not
to attract more general accounts into
farm time, but to convince farm advertisers that after all farmers are just
people and really like the same types
of programs that are popular with their
cousins in the small towns and in the
Iowa cities.
Frankly, I don't see why major advertisers should use "what could be
properly called a farm radio campaign." Maybe in other parts of the
country the radio likes and dislikes of
the farmers are different from those of
city
people,Iowa
but asit far
certainly
isn't true
in eastern
as entertainment
is concerned.
Another thing, I think you make out

57.0% Listen to WHDH!
Away-from-home listeners in New England vote "yes"
for WHDH! 57.0% of 'em pick WHDH as their most
listened-to station! Better get your survey copy!
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In Canada

the larger farm stations as rather lightheaded to let the farm magazines take
so much of the farm advertising dollai
awaj from radio. Winn the better
faun stations wanl more farm advertisers, the) can get them b) simplj < ombining into regional groups to covei
the same tj pe of farmer. Maybe the
time w ill i ome soonei than h e anti< i-

more people listen

CFRB
Toronto

pate, but it isn't here yet. It makes little sense to foi m into fai m groups now
when an) of the good stations are so
bosj tliat the problem is not to find
more farm accounts, but to improve
the qualit) and to diversifj .
Wimi \m B. Qi \i;n>\
Genera/ Manager, It 1/7
1 want to take this opportunity to
thank you for the ni< r article in the 1 1
Januai \ issue of SPONSOR.
The article. "" \il\erti>er> neglect
farm radio," as well as the editorial
was a great boost to our organization.
1 feel that we in Farm Radio should
take our hats oil to people like \<>u.
Georgk Roksnkr
Chairman, Southwest Region
Radio Farm Directors
Houston. Texas

regularly than to
any other station
*T"he 1950 BBM figures show
1 CFRB's coverage as 619,050
daytime and 653,860 night time — more
than one-fifth of the homes in Canada,
concentrated in the market which ac-

OMAHA
* *J

counts for 40% of Canada's retail sales.

CFRB

HBC
590

Representatives:
nited

JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives

*
5ooo .**«n

States:

Canada:

Adam

).

All-Canada

Young,

Radio

Faci

4663 REPLIES to Just
3 One-Minute Spots !

Direct YOUR Sales Message
to a Responding Audience

• Same old story
• in Rochester . . .

: WHEC
I OUT

WBNS

WAY

• Consistent
audience
• leader since 1943.

OFFERS

An Audience

YOU:

Spending 1 BILLION Annually

All Twenty Top-Rated

AHEAD!
rating

Programs

Central Ohio's Only CBS Outlet
Proved Pulling Power
Local Personalities with Loyal Listeners
Valuable

Time

Locations

ftw/oASK

Currently

JOHN

Available

BLAIR
POWER

WNS*
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WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO

OUTLET

SCREEN

GEMS

inc.

HOLLYWOOD:

Producers - Distributors
of Motion Pictures for

1438 N. GOWER ST.
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. |
HUDSON

TELEVISION
FILMS IN PRODUCTION
*1.
*2,
*3.
*4,
*5.

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

STORY
STORY
STORY
STORY
STORY

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

2-31 1 1

FILMS COMPLETED FOR SPONSORSJ
• THE MAN WHO TOOK A CHANCE
and THE NEW SALEM STORY

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
THOMAS JEFFERSON
GEORGE WASHINGTON
JEFFERSON DAVIS
SAMUEL F. B. MORSE

Produced for du Pont's "Cavalcade of
America" series through BBD&.-0 agency.

• TELEVISION

Produced for du Pont's "Cavalcade erf
America" series through BBDkO agency.

IS WHAT

YOU MAKE

IT

Produced for the Christophers' "Careers
That Change Your World" series.

6. GOVERNMENT IS YOUR BUSINESS
7, CAREERS IN ATOMIC ENERGY

FILMS FOR SYNDICATION
AVAILABLE
STATIONS

Produced for the Christophers' "Careers
That Change Your World" series.

TO

— ADVERTISERS

— AGENCIES

• TV DISC JOCKEY TOONS
A complete library of films, made in
cooperation with major record companies, to accompany popular and
standard discs.

8. CROSSROADS U, S, A.
Produced for the American Petroleum
Institute through Film Counsellors, Inc.

• MUSIC

TO REMEMBER

World's finest music in 13 symphonic
films, featuring best known works of
the masters.

•9. THE STUDEBAKER STORY

• HOLLYWOOD

Produced for Hill 8c Knowlton as a
salute to the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Studebaker, through Film
Counsellors, Inc.

NEWSREEL

Behind the scenes in the film colony.
Nine 15-minute programs featuring top
screen personalities.

* Temporary Title

PRODUCERS

«

V/adroot, Blatx, ^^
\

others

•

6ats,

w,th

Lu<*y

the

_

camels.

^

index

1
35 pages

2

about films
lade especially
for TV

programing

3
4
5

Pi§nOV€imU
Fly-by-nighters have been replaced by cost-conscious experls. Film will really boom when TV station list grows

page 78
PvodllCtton
Speed ivith which film technicians have picked up advertising savvy perks up sponsor interest in film
Producers listed, page 82
Budget for half-hour show, page 86
Allied services, page 89
page 80

Syndication
Plenty of distributors offer wide variety of product.
Variety in pricing policy is even greater
Syndicators listed, page 94

P«0«

90

Film buying Agencies, sponsors are highly receptive to pitch by
film salesmen. Advantages of film have been recognized
Representative films list, page 98
Survey of station film needs ,page 102

P^gC

•#*»

CaSC histories
A start-to-finish production history of five films:
plus five capsule stories about film program sales results

page 105

1 panorama

Film emerging from fly-by-night en
HP he marriage of
movies has been
ready, these major
sure s\ nthesis of the

television and the
consummated. Aldevelopments entwo media:

1. Fly-by-nighters are vanishing
from production circles, leaving the
field to TV-experienced moviemakers.
2. Hollywood is learning to adjust
its once-grandiose thinking to advertiser needs as independents and major
studios hop on the TV program film
bandwagon.
3. Sale of program film has been
put on an organized basis via a steadily increasing number of syndication
firms — though no set price formula has
been developed.
4. Advertiser enthusiasm for film is
high — where program content makes
it logical to use.
These central conclusions emerge
from a several-months-long sponsor
study of film programing. The detailed
report on this broad survey appears
on succeeding pages under these headings: Production; Syndication;
Film

KEY TERMS:

buying; Case histories. Accompanying each of these topics are pertinent
charts, including a directory of producers; adirectory of syndicators; a
complete budget breakdown for a typical half-hour mystery film; a list of
representative film fare with prices;
and the results of a SPONSOR questionnaire to TV stations concerning their
TV film needs.
Just how fast the marriage of film
and TV will produce offspring whose
revenue rivals Hollywood's depends on
television's own growth. Billings going
to TV film will mount in tempo with
post-freeze TV expansion. For once
there are hundreds of TV stations,
each providing a box office for TV film,
it will be possible to price programs
low enough the first time around to encourage wholesale film use.
As it is now, first-run prices of TV
film are out of line with what they will
be when TV matures. Nowadays, it's
as if Hollywood were trying to turn
out product for rental to only 109

movie houses nationally.
By the time you read this issue of
SPONSOR, the FCC may have announced
the official end of the freeze. Wayne
Coy and others have said mid-March
was the latest target date for the big
thaw. But, remember, it will be a
thaw on paper only and station construction will move very slowly for several years, (sponsor's guess as of 14
January was 12 stations on by end of
'52 and events have brought no reason
for a more optimistic prediction.)
Meanwhile, advertisers in increasing
numbers are putting their network
shows on film. When new stations arrive, these sponsors will have top-flight
entertainment ready to air whether the
stations are on the cable or not. And
in the interim they are helping to lick
the clearance problem which one-,
two-, and three-station markets pose by
• This section does not embrace film
commercials or old Hollywood movies.
Future issues will cover these subjects.

here are trade definitions of words used most frequently in this section

Above-the-linc costs
The money allocated for producer-director (or solely director), cast, script, and associate producer
(if one is required) in the budgeted cost of a TV film production.
Bclow-rhe-line costs
The allocations for assistant director, unit manager., script
clerk, technicians, sets, props, camera work, sound, lighting,
film development and printing, wardrobe and makeup, cutling, titles, music, stock shots, special effects, location fees,
studio rentals, and taxes and insurance.
Buyer
Advertiser, ad agency, network or local station ivhich owns,
leases or rents a filmed program or program scries for purposes <>l televising.
Distributor
One engaged in shipping mid servicing of film; can be a
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syndicator, or an organization exclusively devoted to shipping, inspection, and storing of film.
In-the-can
The completed film production ready for televising.
Pilot reel
A sample production of a program series.
Producer
The top executive authority, or overseer, on a film production, whether he owns the show, is producing it on order
as an independent contractor, or acts in that capacity on
assignment from a network or syndicator.
Syndicator
Seller, and, in most cases, distributor, of a filmed program
series to a group of markets.
SPONSOR

spot booking their him shows. (Most
active advocate of him to solve the
clearance problem is the Katz Agency
whose recent presentation on the subjecl is summarized on page 97.)
Advantages of him to the advertiser
over the long haul go far beyond the
present convenience of being able to
clear added stations. More important
are film's: (1) High quality in attaining theatrical effect — indoors and out;
(2) Ease in handling for the advertiser
who is freed from fear of fluffs, shortage of live studios; (3) Low cost once
second and third runs have amortized
production expenditures which are
naturally higher than the cost of most
live skows.
Despite the strong points attributable to him, most advertisers and agency men who have studied the situation
warn that it would be a mistake to ever
let TV become virtually a robot medium, springing onto the air from a revolving reel of celluloid. They thump
their desks and remind you of the
American public's love for spontaneity
"Arthur Godfrey's asides about outhouses or Milton Berle's mugging for
the last ounce of laughter would make
no sense if canned," was a typical observation. Bigtime comedy, audience
participation, news, sports, and special events are assured of staying live.
Still, it should be pointed out, the
lange of program types put on him
and used successfully is wide. Techniques for rapid dissemination of upto-date newsreels have been developed;
there are Aimed panel shows, kid
shows, and musicals; there's variety on
film as well as short three-minute sequences which provide for the entrance
of d.j.'s into television.
Much experimenting went into development oftoday's film program patterns— by no means yet frozen, sponsor estimates that at least $1,000,001)
was poured out for pilot reels of him
series which never got on the air. In
the process, the surviving producers
have learned how TV filmmaking must
differ from Hollywood theatre him
technique. They can now do in hours
what took the big studios weeks.
Because of its existing supplv of
movie equipment, talent, and technicians Hollywood is thought by most to
have the edge over New York as the
(Please turn to page 111)
shows
Estimated $60,000,000 was spent
'" '51. When
freeze lifts, station ti
I'ke these at WNBT, New York, will grow
long

nx-u
tf

2 production

Hollywood learns the TV film craft
IWlhe production of film for television
* is bIowIj emerging from a gold
rush atmosphere and the people concerned with it are gradualK settling
down t" a practical apprai al of the
field.
It is safe to estimate that at least
$1,000,000 has gone over the dam in
quickie-produced pilot reels for film
series which will never see the light
of a TV screen.
Chronologically, 1949 and 1950 were
80

the years when thousands, seeing television as another El Dorado, poured
their savings and borrowed cash from
relatives and friends into a pilot reel.
Things were slack in Hollywood studios and the incentive to go television
was overwhelming among theatre film
writers, directors, and producers. Joining these ranks in huge numbers were
free-lance radio package producers
and hosts of others from all sorts of
other fields.

Anywhere from $5,000 to $20,000
went into the production of a pilot.
Each owner of a pilot reel hoped to
make a fast sale and his dream was
that once he got a contract he would
be in a position to borrow money to
produce the rest of the series. I ailun
to sell to a network client or work out
a syndicating deal could have resulted
from several factors: inept scripts,
miscasting, bad editing, ignorance of
the

medium

and

advertisers'

needs,

SPONSOR

V«»ic <<><»/i 3i i<f tics cut

costs of film maile especially
for television

To lick the high cost oj film making, producers of movies for television
have been developing special techniques. What takes Hollywood's theatrical movie producers weeks to do, TV filmers seek to accomplish in a day.
How they do it is illustrated in the picture at left which shoivs a Jerry Fairbanks, Inc. crew making a movie using the Fairbanks Multicam System.
This technique is credited by many as having been the first to streamline
production for TV. Note that three cameras are used at once. This
provides for same variety of angle shots used by live TV. While all
cameras are manned simultaneously, film rolls in only one at a time to
avoid waste. Shots are planned minutely in advance as in live TV. Light
globe on camera reminds performer which camera is in operation. Note
how camera is mounted on ivheels for easy maneuvering with bicycle handles. Key to cost cutting is fact that shooting is done in long takes, sometimes for entire length of show at once rather than in short sequences.

poor technical standards, or an offer to
sell a series at an unrealistic price
which per reel was considerably below
the cost of the pilot.
Casualties were also caused by bad
timing. Pilots that were of good qual-

150 producers with pilots who were
making the rounds of the business last
year, between 20 and 30 survive today.
While the business is still going
through its trial and error stage, patterns of how to meet the twin needs of

ity and right in price couldn't find the
buyer at the moment. And the producer of the pilot encountered a prejudice in the early days. Fuzzy, crackling old time movies and bad quality
kinescopes tended to create an attitude of hesitation toward film among
advertisers.
The fortunes of television film took
a sharp upward turn with 1951. The
success of Fireside Theatre and the advent of such series as Amos V Andy
and / Love Lucy proved definite and
encouraging signposts to the future of
this new branch of the movie business.

TV and advertising are becoming clearly discernible. Agencies have got in
the habit of singling out a producer
who has proved his know-how and
working exclusively with that one producer, on the theory that a continuing
close association is productive of maximum mutual confidence and best results. The questions and answers which
follow cover salient points in TV film

Ad agencies by the end of '51 were giving less and less attention to the toter9
of a lone pilot reel unless the producer
was either well established in radio or
Had a real property stake and reputation in Hollywood.
Of the roughly
10 MARCH

production.
Q. Who pioneered in video films?
A. With some exceptions, the successful video film producer of todaystems from an allied field in which he
had been pretty well established.
Jerry Fairbanks, recognized as a leading maker of movie short subjects, and
Frederic W. Ziv. a leading transcription producer-syndicator, are examples.

Fairbanks ranks probably as the
earliest pioneer in acceptable TV film
production. He turned out Public
Prosecutor and Jack and Jill for NBC
in 1948. While the former film didn't
go network, it was sold by NBC's film
syndication department to local stations, and eventually turned back to
Fairbanks. Fairbanks has just completed setting up his own sales force in
six cities under Ralph Cattell and announced a producing alliance in New
York with Robert Lawrence.
Fairbanks introduced in 1950 the
Multicam System of filming while
handling the Silver Theatre job in his
Hollywood studios. Through this system, the use of three cameras simultaneously, and the marker, which
quickly enables the cutter to bring
sight and sound into synchronization,
Fairbanks was able to cut production
costs by several thousands of dollars,
all of which may have had more to do
with winning sponsor acceptance for
TV film than any other single factor
{Please turn to page 107)
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PRODUCERS:

those known to act as their own sales agent are marked with*
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You ought

A

cases of eddie drake- thirteen halfhour mystery programs with Don Haggerty
("Command Decision," "Canadian Pacific")
as rough 'n' ready Eddie Drake and
Patricia Morison as his girl.

pictures...
strange ADVENTURE— fifty-two
fifteen-minute dramas adaptable
twenty-six half-hour programs. .
and suspense guaranteed to keep
on the edge of their seats.
HOLLYWOOD

different
also to
. mystery
viewers

You ought to pack your customers in. And
if you'll let us put you (and your sales
message) in one of the CBS Television Film
Sales pictures at the left, you will.

ON THE LINE— twenty-six

quarter-hour simulated telephone interviews
using the big box-office appeal of twentysix big Hollywood stars to attract audiences
for your sales messages.

Because all of these pictures— created

THE RANGE RIDER— fifty-two half-hour
films of the early American frontier starring
movie heroes Jack Mahoney and Dick
Jones . . . ready and waiting to shoot the
works for your product.

programming and production— assure you

VIENNA

PHILHARMONIC

especially for television with top-quality

of a huge audience ... at a cost even your
accountant will applaud.

ORCHESTRA—

thirteen concert programs of classical and

And if you are looking for the one picture

semi-classical music played by the worldrenowned Vienna Orchestra, filmed in Vienna
and Salzburg.

that will best reach your paying public,

THE GENE

AUTRY

CBS Television Film Sales offers you as wide

SHOW— fifty-t WO half-

hour action dramas starring the greatest
Western hero of them all., .cheered by

a variety as you will find anywhere.

critics as ' 'one of the hottest film packages
in TV" and "wonderful news for TV fans."
WORLD'S

IMMORTAL

But see for yourself. Just ask the CBS

OPERAS—

seven popular operas carefully edited for

Television Film Sales representative nearest

half-hour programming, with internationally
famous voices; many programs with
commentary by Olin Doivnes.

you for a private showing. Since each series

BARBER OF SEVILLE.- the full-length
opera with Metropolitan Opera stars
Ferruccio Tagliavini and Italo Tajo in the
leading roles, and commentary by the
noted Deems Taylor.
HOLIDAY IN PARIS- thirteen half-hour
musical variety programs produced in Paris
especially for television, with continental
and Broadway musical-comedy star Dolores
Gray as the leading lady.
Available soon: BETSY
FILES OF JEFFREY

AND

JONES

THE MAGIC

KEY.

is subject to prior sale in each market,
we suggest you ask soon.

CBS Television Film Sales
Offices in i\eiv York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Memphis, San Francisco

What it costs producer to make typical half -hour mystery film {based on aamd example)
, producer's

and

syndic

A bo ve-the-li ne costs
No. of Weeks

Cast

Weekly Salary

13
13

Script

$35,750

$2,750
750

Director

9,750
13,000

13

1,000
Total

$4,500

Total

$58,500

Below-the-line costs
Total
No. of Weeks

Production Staff
Ass't Director
Script Clerk
Prop Man
2nd Prop Man
Company Grip
2nd Company Grip
Electrician
Unit Manager

13
13
13
13
13

Cameraman

13
13

13
13
13

Ass't Cameraman
Camera Equipment Amortization

13

Sound-Mixer
Recorder
Boom Man
Sound Equipment Amortization

13
13
13

Wardrobe
Ladies, Labor, Material
Men's, Labor, Material
Makeup

13
13

Hairdressers
Makeup Man
Transportation
Cars
Station Wagons-Trucks

13
13

13
13

Weekly Salary or Cost

$200.00
90.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
250.00

1170.00
$2600.00
1950.00
1300.00
1950.00
1300.00
1950.00
3250.00

350.00
125.00
325.00

4550.00
1625.00
4225.00

150.00
114.50
114.50
275.00

1950.00
1488.50
1488.50
3575.00

50.00
50.00

650.00
650.00

188.00
50.00

2444.00
650.00

100.00
100.00

1300.00
1300.00

50.00

650.00

50.00

650.00

13

Location Fees
13

Special Effects

SPONSOR

Betow-the-Une costs

No. of Weeks

Cutting
Editor
2 Ass't Editors @ 150.00 ea.
Negative Cutter
Dissolves, Fades, Etc.
Sound Effects

13
13
13
13

13
13

Stock Shots — Process Backgrounds
Main Titles — End & Misc. Titles

Weekly Salary

Total

250.00
300.00
150.00
150.00
25.00

3250.00
3900.00
1950.00
1950.00
325.00

50.00

650.00

25.00

325.00

200.00
75.00

2600.00

13
Music (canned)
13

Rights, leasing
Sound Transfer from Tape to Film
Rerecording
Mixing — 4 hours @ $75 per hr.

300.00
13

850.00

Studio Rentals
13

Payroll Taxes, Insurance (7% of total payroll)

13

Royalties

13
13

Properties
Purchases
Rentals

2967.51

25.00

325.00

50.00

650.00

100.00
200.00

1300.00
2600.00

50.00

650.00

100.00
229.05
10.00
100.00
300.00

1300.00
2977.65
130.00
1300.00
3900.00

323.93
150.00
175.00
110.00
100.00
175.00
133.75
100.00

4211.09
1950.00
2275.00
1430.00
1300.00
2275.00
1738.75
1300.00

13

Inserts
Lighting
1 Best Boy
3 Electricians @ 76.35 per wk.
Equipment
Globes
Rentals
Film Develop & Print

13
13
13
13

Footage
7500
7500
5000
5000
5000
5000
2500
2500

Picture-Neg. Raw Stock
Picture-Neg. Developing
Picture-Printing
Sound Track-Pos. Raw Stock
Sound Track-Developing
Sound Track-Printing
Finegrain Printing
Answer Prints
Total

below-thc-linc

costs

Total above-the-line costs

Grand total
10 MARCH

3900.00
11,050.00

228.27

13

Miscellaneous — Unclassified

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

975.00

13

Jtj,rJJ|
.04319
.02
.035
.022
.02
.035
.0535
.036

8317.00
4500.00
$12,817.00

$108,121.00
58,500.00
$166,621.00

1952
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SM*OJVSOMt stirred the industry
(buyers and sellers alike)
zvith its first
SUMMER
SELLING Issue
That zvas 1949.

SPONSOR'S 4th Summer Selling Issue will appear
7 April.
Time will be bought as a result of its
reports, selling methods will improve, programs will
adjust. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Summer Selling Issues
have had that effect. The 4th will accelerate
the buying shift in the right direction.

l9lrVJ^H^9wIm

S

4th Summer Selling Issue

will sell time for you this spring and summer. You can't ask for
a better market place for your advertising message.

Advertising deadline 21 March.

This is a

regular issue and regular rates apply.

ALLIED

SERVICES:

Cross-seetion of firms aiding producers (Weil? York only)

CAMERAS

(accessories, sales, rentals, etc.)

Camera Equipment Co.. 1600 Broadway. JU 0-1420
Camera Mart, Inc., 70 W. L5tb St., MU 7-7490
J. A. Maurer, Inc., 37-01 31st St. (Long Island City), ST 4-4600
National Cine Equipment, Inc., 20 W. 22nd St., OR 5-0077
Rub\ Camera Exchange, Inc., 729 7th Ave., CI 5-5640
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. 002 W. 52nd St., PL 7-0440

FILM LABORATORIES
Consolidated Film Industries, Division of Republic Pictures Corp., 1740
Broadway, JU 0-1700
De Luxe Laboratories, Inc., 850 10th Ave., CI 7-3220
Du Art Film Labs, Inc., 245 W. 55th St., PL 7-4580
Filmlab, Inc., 120 W. 40 St., LU 2-2803
Guffanti Film Laboratories, Inc., 030 9th Ave., CO 5-5530
Mecca Film Laboratories, Inc., 030 9th Ave., CI 0-5289
Mercury Film Labs, Inc., 723 7th Ave., CI 5-4930
Movielab Film Labs, Inc., 019 W. 54th St., JU 0-0300
National Screen Service Corp., 1000 Broadway, CI 0-5700
Pathe Labs, Inc., 105 E. 100th St., TR 0-1120
Peerless Film Processing Corp., 105 W. 40th St., PL 7-3030
Precision Film Labs, 21 W. 40th St., JU 2-3970
Titra Film Labs, Inc., 1000 Broadway, JU 0-2788

FILM

SERVICING

(treatment,

shipping, storage, etc.)

Peerless Film Processing Corp., 105 W. 40th St., PL 7-3030
Comprehensive Service Corp., 245 W. 45th St., CO 5-0707
Bonded Film Storage Co., Inc., 030 9th Ave., JU 0-1030
Modern Talking Picture Service, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, JU 0-5530
Vacuumate Corp., 440 W. 43rd St., LO 4-1880
Video Expediting & Library Service, Inc., 141 E. 44th St., MU 7-0554

FILM EDITING
Albert N. Harburger, 030 9th Ave., JU 0-0982
International Movie Producers Service, 515 Madison Ave., EL 5-0020
L. F. Sherman, Jr., 030 9th Ave., LU 2-2988
Sound Masters, Inc., 105 W. 40th St., PL 7-0000
Special Purpose Films, Inc., 44 W. 50th St., JU 0-0020
Tele-Craft Film Editing Service, 729 7th Ave., CI 7-0000

To Assure

BIGGER
AUDIENCES
and

HAPPIER
SPONSORS
"Sign up" these 3 Star
Entertainers — now on 16mm
Sound Television Films

LUM 'N' ABNER
SCATTERGOOD
BAINES

POST
PICTURES
13 Feature
Family Package
This series is an assured audience and sales builder. Based on
17 years of proved sales success
in radio, with a pre-established,
responsive, family audience.
Package includes 6 happy, appealing LUM 'N ABNER features, 6 ever-popular SCATTERGOOD BAINES features
and the fast-moving mystery
SHADOWS
OF
THE
ORIENT.
For details, write for complete catalog
of POST
TV features.
Headquarters

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

Brooks Costume Co., 1150 0th Ave., VA 0-5000
Eaves Costume Co., 151 W. 40th St., PL 7-3730
Filmusic Co., 245 W. 55th St., JU 0-4155
Weather Fotocast Service, 17 Battery Place, WH 4-0486 and MU 9-4380
10 MARCH

1952

for the finest film
since 1938

POST PICTURES CORP.
115

W.

New York

45th

Street

19, N. Y.

3 syndication

The selling is furious but
pricing lacks system
■■I he selling of TV-tailored film, as
is true in any relatively new business, is in a state of rapid flux. No
small part of the business is conducted
on the basis of catch-as-catch-can.
Nothing so graphically illustrates the
groping nature of the TV Film sales
and distribution as the fact that no two
distributors have the same pricing
formula. If the same formula is used
by any two distributors, it has yet to
become apparent to major buyers of
films among sponsors, agencies, and
stations.
Nevertheless, the business of selling
TV films specially made for air entertainment has made tremendous strides
within the past year. The syndicator,
particularly, has become an increasingly vital source of television fare, and,
according to sponsors and agencies, his
role in commercial TV will become
even more important than in radio.
Information on the dollar turnover
of the TV program business is still

V\J\ QUn\A/Q
MU OnUffO

Typical
r!qht).

are Consolidated'*
"Cyclone
Malone"
Decision to film latter show grew out

\ery slim, and hardly sufficient for
estimation for what the field as a whole
did in 1951, or where the field is headed in terms of 1952 billings. About
the only blind that has been lifted to
date as regards TV program billings is
the disclosure recently by United Television Programs, Inc. that it did a
gross of $1,500,000 for 1951. UTP
estimates that on the basis of its sales
for January 1952 and the turnover
for the final quarter of 1951 it should
gross between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000 in 1952, and this solely from the
sale of video-tailored film.
Probably every producer and distributor would prefer to dispose of his
show to a single sponsor on a network
hookup, for obvious economic advantages. The percentage of opportunity
for network sale as against live programs is expanding slowly but definitely. However, it is the consensus of
agenc) opinion that the video film business for the two or three years, at least,

(left) and Paramount's
of local live success on

"Time
KTLA,

For Beany"
Los Angeles

will have to look to the syndicating
field for the great bulk of its revenue.
There is much crossing of lines in
the sales and distribution sector. The
same company may have some of its
product sold exclusively to a single network sponsor and yet be engaged in
an extensive syndication of its other
films. Most selling and distribution
organizations produce their own product. Some, like the Bing Crosby Enterprise, sell the first-run rights on its
own and assign the disposal of the reruns to an outside syndicator. (In
the case of BCE, incidentally, the subsequent runs are syndicated by UTP.)
Other sales organizations are content
to vary their operations with an occasional house production.
As the business of selling and distributing video films proceeds to carve
out for itself a potent and definite niche
in the new medium, certain kev points
are raised by sponsors. Following is a
resume of questions and their answers.

MUSICAL SHORT

Q. Who is buying video film?
A. The bulk of the sales is to national, regional and local advertisers,
with the remaining customers being
TV stations. Up to about the middle
of last year, the concentration locally
was on the stations, who, in turn,
pitched to local advertising prospects,
but the syndicators now are for the
most part contacting the local advertiser direct. As well demonstrated by
the presentation put together by The
Katz Agency (see charts page 97), one
of the prime advantages of the filmed
show is that it reduces in large measure the clearance problem. To the
local sponsor and station video films
offer network-calibre programing at
reasonable prices, and the fact that
such programs are delivering is attested to by the overwhelming percentage
of renewals.
Q. What types of programs are in
syndication ?
A. The half-hour dramatic show is
the type in greatest demand among advertisers, with mystery and detective
fare holding a big margin over straight
drama, adventures, and Westerns. The
kid strip show of 15-minute duration
is next most available, and in demand,
among advertisers. Among the other
types are, both half-hour and quarterhour, musical variety, classical music,
quiz, sports, special interest subjects
such as fashions, and documentaries,
like Crusade in the Pacific. The musical short, preferably three minutes,
finds much favor among stations.
Q. What are the basic requirements
for syndicated shows?
A. The broader the appeal base the
better, so that it can be sold to a
brewer in one community and a florist

is patterned

on

radio

show

for

in another. Obviously, the kid show
has a limited sales potential, while the
women specialty films and news reviews rate even less in potential. A
mark of smart video filming is something that makes it attractive for second and even third run. Trick endings and solved mystery cases are put
down in some quarters as tough for
re-run, but the sales records don't bear
out this observation. Films with good
characterizations and straight, conventional plotting seem to be in top favor
for re-running. Agencies report, incidentally, that on the local level the
spotting of Hollywood stars in dramas
doesn't cut as much a figure as Hollywood producers or the stars themselves
might think.
Q. What's the pricing formula for
syndicated films?
A. Presently, very few video films
get off the nut — the production cost —
on the first showing. A goodly number of the sales are geared at the 50%
mark, with the producers expecting to
get the balance of their investment,
plus a profit, from the re-runs. There
are a few companies that make it a
policy to recoup all on the first run.
The Crosby Enterprises, in particular,
tries to cover the out-of-pocket cost,
at least, on the initial network sale.
Here are some of the factors used
by the syndicators in setting up price
formulas:
1. Number
market.

of

2. Number
area.

of TV

.)
Bring out every salable asset
your program in all your
promotional material, pointing out
values to local and regional clients.
3.
Equip yourself
withthatan sells
aggressive sales force
with a factual approach
and is
imaginative.
4
Give your
salesmen
• possible sales tool:
stories, ratings.

every
success

^ • setup
Providepossible
the finest
servicing
*3
so that
films
get to stations on time.
6 • ent
Don'tafter
end acontact
with clisale. Keep
in
touch to see that he's happy with
results and servicing.

Q. What's the importance of re-runs
and how are they handled?
A. As in the theatre field, re-runs
can't help but have a solid place in
television. There have been many examples of films getting much higher,
in some instances even doubling, the

owners

in

in the

ratings of first showings. However, experience has shown the re-run should
be handled a little more delicately in
one-station markets. A few such sta-

3. The station's card rates.
4. Buying power of the market.
5. Potential set expansion
of the
market.

tions reject re-runs in toto, while others in the same category suggest an
interval of 52 weeks. Distributors ad-

"Old

American

the

IBe sure of the quality of your
• product.
To one
impress
better
off with
Classus Ayou're
film
than with a vault full of poor ones.

stations

■ UTP's

set

TIPS

SIX SALES
FROM ADVERTISERS
TO SYNDICATORS

Barn Dar

vise that it's preferable to sell a re-run

in

syndication

of

"Daily

TV

Newsreel

r ^i."

*Jk
r -<\W>

m:A9

In the other station in the same market
and riot to be too squeamish about having it spotted in Class "B" time, if it's
already played "A" time in the same
market, even if it means a reduction in
the price.
Q.

What does the syndicator offer?

A. As previously pointed out, some
s\ndicators confine themselves to the
selling and distributing of the product
of others, others sell only their own
films, while a third classification syndicates both its own productions and
the work of others. In return for the
exclusive selling rights to the distributor the producer obtains, at least in
the larger and better established organizations, the following services:
1. Advertising and selling of film.
2. A

promotional kit, which includes publicity releases, announcements, balops, mats, suggestions for
merchandising tie-ins. self-liquidating
premiums.
3. Physical handling of the film,
which includes shipping, inspection,

DAI
I CT I
DALLE

For "artv"
viewers,
In France"
film
series
offered
throughthere's
March "Ballet
of Time
organizatio

Am/CklTIIDC

->PY

AUVtNIUnC

|OVers in NBC's

chasing

formula

is

aimed

"Dangerous

at

adventun

Assignment"

film

billing and collecting. If the syndicator hasn't his own shipping and filminspection setup he makes an arrangement with an outside organization
which specializes in that service. Such
allied services include Peerless Film
Treatment, Modern Talking Picture
Service, Video Expediting & Library
Service, and Bonded Film Storage
Company.
Practically all syndicators maintain
offices in New York and Los Angeles
and the majority of them have
branches in such cities as Chicago,
Cincinnati, Detroit, and St. Louis. In
the case of Frederic W. Ziv Company,
a self-contained film division was installed alongside its transcription sales
and distribution operation.
The organizing and expanding of
syndication setups has speeded up
considerably only within the past few
months. Their syndicating interests
have become major divisions with CBS
and NBC. Just recently CBS shifted
Merle Jones, of its top executive echelon, from the Coast to New York to
take command of the syndicate division in addition to other important
roles.
Other major figures in the syndicating field are Consolidated Television
Sales, United Artists (which only distributes), Jerry Fairbanks, Inc., Peerless Television Productions (George
Shupert), Screen Gems, Snader Tele-

scriptions Sales, DuMont and United
World (Universal). Also in the field
are the news services, and even an ad
agency, J. Walter Thompson, which is
syndicating Foreign Intrigue (see Case
History, page 105) in those markets
where its client, Ballantine Ale, which
bought the American rights to the film
series, is absent.
Q. How do the producer and syndicator split the rentals?
A. There is no standard arrangement. Ifit's a straight split, the syndicator's share runs anywhere from 20%
to 35%. In some instances, there's a
sliding scale involving first, second
and subsequent runs.
Q. How does the syndicator determine his prices for the various runs?
A. No standard formula prevails.
The range for second runs is anywhere
from 50% to 75% of the original price
depending on the nature of the film
and the value of the market.

Q. What is the function of the "allied service" companies?
A. The laboratories, such as Pathe,
DeLuxe and Precision, develop and
process the negative and print the positive on 16 mm and 35 mm film.
Titling companies, such as Titra,
make optical effects from the original
negative, such as dissolves, fades,
wipes, stop motion, animation and title
cards.
Distribution and general handling
services, such as Peerless Film Treatment Corp., do everything from safeguarding release prints against damage and deterioration, film cleaning
and stretching shrunken negatives to
actual shipping of reels, cans and cases
to TV stations.
Sound recording companies, such as
mixing.
RCA and Reeves do the recording and
Lighting companies, such as Century
Lighting Company, rent the studio
lights.
Costume companies, like Eaves, furnish wardrobes.
Q. Is film making possible programs
parallel to radio's disk jockeys?
A. Two companies, Snader Productions and Screen Gems, are supplying
the medium with a musical shorties
library service, but there's quite a distinction between the content and inSPONSOR
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tent of each company's series. The
Snadei product runs three and a half
minutes and is a combination of pictured performer, or performers, and
soundtrack; each Screen Gems subject runs three minutes, is strictly pictorial and is custom-built for a particular phonograph record.
\~ indicated by the title of library.
"TV Disk Jockey Toons," Screen Gems
has devised the bridge for the d.j.'s
logical flowering in television. Through
an exclusive tie-in with the five major
record companies, Columbia, Victor,
Decca, Capitol, and Mercury, Screen
Gems is able to service the TV trade
with a constant flow of film subjects
integrated with the five labels' latest
releases. Because it is able to get platters before they even go to the radio
disk jockeys, Screen Gems has ample
time in which to produce a film — either live, animated cartoon or marionette— which is both synchronized and
in keeping with the lyric or rhythmic
idiom of the chosen record. The library already consists of 50 subjects
and in addition to this basic package
the subscriber receives 10 films, plus
a copy of the record involved, per
month.
FILM

SYNDICATORS

ARE

AWARE

OF

Q. Are stations licking the problem
of projecting TV films properly?
A. Lighting experts have come a
long way in adapting film for television, but there are still two big hurdles
for the best reception of a TV film —
the station's projection efficiency and
the home viewer's handling of the dials.
While tlic latter factor is beyond the
control of anybody associated with the
medium, there's much that can be done
at the station level.
Projection engineers queried bv
sponsor on this phase of the business
were inclined to the opinion, generally
speaking, that while stations are making every effort to get the maximum efficiency in broadcasting TV film, the
results are far from the ultimate. The
basic trouble, according to these engineers, isthat "most of the projectionists and TV engineers at the stations
are radio men or transmitter operators
with no professional film experience.
Many of
don't
possibilities them
for control
that realize
can be the
exercised
for good projection. Equipment, for
instance, is not being used to the limit
and in all its nuances."
Contrary to the impression of many
on the advertiser level, it's not the 16SPONSOR,

STATION

NEED

FOR

GOOD

mni projectors that present major problems so much as the people that use
them. Say the projection engineers:
"Lots of experience in the use of this
equipment will dissipate the complaints
among station technicians about the
limitations of lo-nun equipment."
The projection experts suggest that
if the producers and syndicators established a closer contact with station
technicians each would profit from an
understanding of the station projectionist's needs and problems and that
everyone would find the relationship
conducive to a better presentation of
the film.
Also recommended by the experts is
that station technicians concerned with
projection read up as much as possible
on the subject. The Society of Motion
Picture and TV Engineers have available a number of highly applicable
leaflets, some of them free and others
of nominal cost. Especially recommended are "TV Films," by C. L.
Townsend, and "TV Lighting," by
Richard S. O'Brien.
Another suggestion is that station
technicians attend periodic SMPTVE
seminars on projection.
MERCHANDISING

AND

PROMOTION

* * *
AIDS

SYNDICATORS:

sales agents for their own shows and /or for shows filmed by others*
Shows

available

and

Length, (in

minutes)

Shows

Syndicates

available

and

Length

(in

minutes)

Beacon Television Features
420 Boylston St.
Boston.
Mass.
Commonwealth 6-6881
B C. Kcane

h Cadabout

Caddis-

Chost Towns

Snader
CBS Television Film Sales
485
Madison
Ave.
New York 22. N. Y.
PLaia 5-2000
Fred Mahlstedt, Director

Hollywood on the Line — 15 m.
Range Rider— 30 m.
Strange Adventure — 15 or 30 rr
The Case of Eddie Drake— 30 n
The Files of Jeffrey Jones— 30

Sunset at Van
Ness
Hollywood 28. Calit.
Hollywood 9-6369
Peter M. Robeck, Natl Sis Mgr.

328 S.
Beverly

Telescription

Sales

Beverly Drive
Hills, Calif.

CR 5-1114
Reub Kaufman
N. Y. Office:
229 W. 42nd St.

Tracy— 30 rr
Washington Spotlight— 15 m.
This is the Story— 15 m. (2 weekly)

Longacre
New
York 4-3971
36, N.
E. Johnny Craff

Consolidated TV Sales

Y.

Specialty Television Films
The Best Things in Life— 15 or 30 m.
Jump Jump of Holiday House — 15-m. strip
The Adventures of Cyclone Malone— 15-m. strip
The All. American Football Came of the Week— 30 i

1501
New

Broadway
York 36, N.

Y.

LOngacre 4-5592
Jules B. Weill

Station Distributors, Inc.
40 E. 51st St.
York 22, N. Y.
i 9-4953

DuMont

Film Department

515 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Murray Hill 8-2600
Donald A. Stewart. Coordinator

DuMont

Teletranscription

i Same address and phone as above
Bob Woolt, Manager

Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood. Calif.

Scotland Yard— 30 m.
Streamlined Fairytales — 15 m.
Spotlight Fashions— 15 m.

235 E. 45th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
Murray
Hill 7-8800

Jay

Crusader Rabbit — 5-m. strip
Front Page Detective — 30 m.
Coing Places with
Uncle Ceorge — 15 m.
Hollywood Half Hour— 30 m.
Hollywood Theater — 30 m.
Jackson and Jill— 30 m.
Paradise Island— 15 m.
Public Prosecutor— 15 m.
Ringside with the Rasslers — 60 m.
Television Closeups — 5 m.

Football This Week— 15 m.
Tom Tyler— 30 m.
Roller Derby — 30 m.
Maggi McNeills— Whafs Playing— 15 m.
Enchanted Music — 30 m.
Cafe Continental— 15 m.
Armchair Adventure — 30 m.
Handy Andy— 15 m.
Vienna Choir Boys and the Salzburg Marioncttcs30 m.
Sports on Parade — 15 m.
What's the Record— 3'/2 m.
Junior Crossroads — 15 or 30 m.
The Feminine Touch — 15 m.

Whliams

'Shows available only t DuMont affiliates)
Famous Jury Trials — 30 m.
Rocky King. Detective— 30 m. dim. availability)
Hands of Destiny— 30 m.
Johns Hopkins Science Review — 30 m. (sustaining)
Pentagon-Washington — 30 m. (sustaining only)

INS-Telenews
Daily— 8 m.
INS-Telenews Weekly— 18 m.
This Week in Sports— 15 m.

INS — Telenews

King's Crossroads — 30 m.
Meet the Victim— 15 m.

Syndicated Television Prod.
1000 Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Maury

Cresham

TeeVee

Company

445 Park Ave.
New York 22,
PLaza 9-8000

N.

Y.

Foreign

Ballet in France — 15
Frank

Shea,

Sis.

Mgr.

Charles Michelson, Inc.
15 W. 47th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
PLaza 7-0695
Charles Michelson

Capsule Mysteries — 5 m.
Blackstone, the Magician — 15 m.
Highlights of Famous Diamonds-

Broadway

729 Seventh Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-6000
J. Mitchell

Newsreels— 12-15 m.

United Television Programs
444 Madison
3-4620 Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Aaron

Music Corp. of America

(5 days)

Hollywood Off-Beat— 30 m.
Fashion Previews— 15 m.
Royal Playhouse— 30 m.
Rebound— 30 m.
Old American Barn Dance— 30 m.

Beckwith

Sleepy Joe — 30 m.
Movie Quick Quiz — 15 m.
Double Play with Durocher & Day — 15 n
File Facts— 5 m.
Worlds of Adventure— 15 m.
Paradox — 5 m.
Big Town — 30 m.

9-8000

Sports Scholar— 15 n
Stranger than Fictioi
Headlines on Parade

Syndication Dept.
598 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Plaza 9-7500

Film Syndication Div.

30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N. Y.
Circle 7-8300
John
B. Cron

an Cluck
Time for Beany — 15-m. strip
Wrestling from Hollywood — 30 m. (
Hollywood Reel— 15 m.

Bryant 9-8700
John^ HoweN

Peerless
729

Unk & Andy— 15 m.
The Feminine Angle— 15 m.
Washington Close-up — 15 m.
Tele-Disc Jockey— 3 m.

All types of dramatic shows — 15 and 30 rr

Funny Bunnies — 5 or
Ship's Reporter— 15-i
Superman — 30 m.
The Clue— 15 m.
Wrestling Highlights-

NBC

Intrigue— 30 n

United Artists Television

William Morris Agency
1740

of the West— 15 n

s C. Sim

Television

Seventh

Prod.

Studios
Dr.

Fixum

Household

Hospital — 15 n

s Weiss & Co.

Ave.

RKO-Pathe,

Vogue-Wright

469 E. Ohio St.

Chicago, III.
MOhawk 4-5600
Lloyd C. Nelson
555 N. Fairfax Ave.
Los Angeles 36, Calif.
WEbster 5287

Inc.

Woodruff

625 Madison Ave.
New York 22. N. Y.
PLaza 9-3600

Craig Kennedy. CriminologistThe Thrill of Your Life— 30 n

Television Prod.

022 Forbes St.
■ittsburgh 19, Pa.
Court 1-3757
R. C. Woodruff

TV

Disc Jockey Toons — 3 1 4 m

Ziv Television
188 Madison Ave.
New York 22. N. Y.

1438 N. Cower
Hollywood. Cal.
|ulcs Brickcn

MurrayBlomberg
Hill 8-4700
Kurt

producer! list >

Boston Blackic— 30 m.
The Cisco Kid— 30 m.
Sports Album — 5 and 15 m.
Story Theater — 30 m.
Yesterday's Newsreel — 15 m.
The Unexpected— 30 m.
The Living Book— 30 m.
Walter Lantz Cartoons— 15 n

IN TV FILMS

SNADER

you get more for your money
with

featuring
RALPH
39 THRILLING

HALF-HOURS

NOW

INTRODUCING

BYRD

JOE DEVLIN
LYLE TALBOTT

AVAILABLE

'l^S#*

*W> MAGiC

n exciting world
of fantasy for
kids under 90!

39 QUARTER-HOURS

itxo9lC
.tor© MARQUIS CHILDS and a guest
featuring
panel of congressmen, senators and other important
Washington personalities.

ashington Spotlight
A NEW

QUARTER-HOUR

EPISODE

RELEASED

IPrHILL

At Last, a WESTERN

<Sr~*

EVERY WEEK!

DRAMA

that's really different!

Unusual adult stories with a psychological
twist . . . based on the characters buried in
the famous Boothill Cemetery in Phoenix,
Arizona.

WU-.-f^ggJ?*-,
.to THRILLING
~XS^^C~>'V
HALF HOURS READY THIS FA

78 QUARTER-HOURS

NOW

AVAILABLE!

is 36 The Story

ED PRENTISS, America's
greatest story teller . . .
offers true and unusual
tales, each with a surprisingly different ending!

INCLUDING

FEATURE

Fll

SEVEN DAYS TO NOON
THE WOODEN HORSE
BONNIE PRINCE CHARLIE
and many

others!

TELESCRIPTIONS
' PEGGY

A complete library of brand-new musical films featuring:
LEE * LANNY ROSS * KING COLE TRIO * GINNY SIMMS
* MEL TORME
* TON I ARDEN * and more than 100 other stars!

for full details contact

SNADER
MAIN

OFFICE:

NEW YORK
229 W. 42nd
10 MARCH
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TELESCRIPTIONS
328

SOUTH

BEVERLY

CHICAGO
59 E. Van Bure

DRIVE,

BEVERLY

SALES, INC.
HILLS,

CALIFORNIA

4 film buying

Film advantages intrigue sponsors
flompared to the transcription peopie in the early days of radio, the
seller of video film has a tremendous
factor in his favor when he steps into
an advertising agency today. He encounters akindly mood of receptivity
and acceptability. It may not be exactly for the particular film fare the seller is offering at the moment, but the
agency,
is strongly sold on
the idea he'll
of filmfind,
entertainment.
The source of this disposition is
several-fold: i ll film puts the agency

and the sponsor in an independent
position with regard to the choice of
broadcast outlet; (2) it relieves the
agency of the mad production merrygo-round associated with meeting dead-

sors and agencies, add up to two
things, namely, control and economy.
As one top agency puts it: "If it
weren't for film, we and our clients
would be at the mercy of network
ambition to control TV programing,

lines; (3) it allows the sponsor to "lead
from strength" for the initial few weeks
of a series, assuming that a goodly
number of his shows are in the can at

even though they haven't shown yet
they can do it. Filmed programs give
us a chance to do what is best for the

the start; and (4) the sponsor can repeat his best programs at selected intervals.

client's interests and assume our full
responsibility for the account. Disseminated control of programing is
better than concentrated control and

All these reasons, as cited by spon-

the agency still exercises supervision
through working with the film proThe process of buying filmed shows
has yet to be evolved into anything
approaching a fixed pattern.
ducer."
one
agency will buy from a
script and follow through
producer on every step of

Whereas
shooting
with the
the pilot

reel's production, there are 25 agencies
that have made it a firm policy not to
submit to their clients for consideration anything less than a pilot reel.
While one agency will, if the seller is
regarded as thoroughly reliable, recommend to a client that a contract be
signed on the basis of a pilot reel,
there are many more agencies that refuse to give serious thought to a show
unless there are 13 programs in the
can.

Many agei

Five
checkpoints
when
buying
film

1. Make sure of ownership of rights and that
producer indemnifies buyer against suits for
plagarism, etc.

The same flexibility in policy and
thinking applies to price formula. The
vast majority of agencies think that
the first run rights should be between
half and two-thirds the cost of the film,
and that the producer and syndicator
should be willing to realize the balance
plus the profits on a long range basis
of re-runs. Said one agency program

2. If the show is sold as first-run, get a guarantee ithas not played in the market before.
3. Check the financial reliability of producer,
unless deal is through an established firm or
there are 13 films in the can.
4. What are your re-run rights if there are
any Hollywood stars involved?

buyer: "It takes an agency a year of
shopping around for film before it
really knows how to buy film. The
complexity of the business is such that
extensive experience is the only way

5. Get guarantee, in case of spot, that film
will be delivered on time, in good shape; try
to get it backed up by indemnity clause.

l_

J

to make sure you're getting the right
(Please turn to page 110)
SPONSOR

Katz presentation is designed to spur interest in nsc» of TV film programs
One of the most active in seeking /" stimulate sponsor interest in 77 films is The Katz Agency, station rep firm whose
list of 19 77 outlets makes it the largest TV rep. New
Kat: presentation on why sponsors should use spot films in
preference to live network programs was recently unveiled.

Major point of Katz' pitch is that advertisers save money,
can take their choice of markets, get better program picture
quality than via liineoscopes, and still get good rating results by the use of TV films. Also pointed out by Katz:
stations give better merchandising to spot TV sponsors.

vs Q
Key

argument

of Katz

presentation

is based

markets are seldom "multi-station" markets
outlet markets)
and clearing network time

on tact that TV

(41 of 64 are single
is real TV problem

hollowing

up, Katz
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PROGRAMS:
Programs,

« cross-section of video films on the mr note or available for sale

_

by type

No. of

"in

How

episodes
the can"
Sales

Producer*

Children's Shows
THE

CYCLONE

DICK

TRACY

OF

HOLIDAY

RABBIT
FELIX

BETSY

AND

THE

MACIC

KEY

5 or
15 m

Crosby

Consolidated

TV

Sales

Net o

Consolidated

TV

Sales

Synd.
Net o

26 wks.
14 wks.
13

strip

Jerry Fairbanks,

Dynamic

Films

Dynamic

Films

m

Continuous

Station

m

26

Jack

15 m.

13

Motion
CBS
Prod.

Pictures for TV

TV

Film Sales

On

Paramount

KTLA

Kenaston

United

Prods.

Harry S. Coodman

On request
$25-400
$120-500 weekly

Productions

Artists Television

DuMont

Prods.

TV

Film

Synd.

Dept.

On request
$45-200

Synd.

Commentary — General
HOLLYWOOD

REEL

KIERANS

THIS

IS THE

KALEIDOSCOPE

STORY

TELEVISION

15 m.

Erskine Johnon and
Coy Watson

Paramount

15 m.

International Tele-film

United

Snader Telescriptions

m.

52
12

Morton

15 m.

13
52
26

DuMont

15

HY-LICHTS

request

Net o
Net o r Synd.

(N.Y.)

Synd.

JOHN

wk

On request
$48-290
On request

Synd.
Net o
Synd. r Synd.
Net or Synd.

(N.Y

r Synd.

15
15

FAIRYTALES

Inc.

Olio Video TV

BEANY

STREAMLINED

Synd.— $75-1050
Net— $1800 ea.

Snader Telescription Sales

Fletcher Smith Studios

15 m

Net— $200 ea.
$20-400

r Synd.

r Synd.

13

5 m.

UTP

Entcrp.

ANDY

FOR
AND

195
39

strip

SCIENCE

TIME

strip

5 m.
15 m

BUNNIES

JUNIOR

UNK

m
m

HOUSE
30 m

FUN

WITH

15
15

Range**

strip

strip

CRUSADER

FUNNY

m

65

MALONE

JUMP

Cost

65
13
15

CHIMPS

JUMP

available

Agent*

CLOSEUPS

TV

Prod.

TV

Productions

Artists

Television

Film Dept.

Synd.

$25-200

Synd.

On
request
$45-400
$24-300
On request

Synd.

Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.

•
.

5 m.
Synd.

Drama — Adventure
ARMCHAIR

ADVENTURE

BIC CAME
CLYDE

STRANCE
CHOST

S

30 m.

OF THE

WEST

I

Turcll

i

Sterling TV

Co.

Film Vision

Cvorp.

Commodore

Prod.

$40-125

Jules B. Weill
Walter White, Jr.

SHOW

ADVENTURE

TOWNS

26
104

30 m.

HUNT

BEATTY

30 m.
15 or 30 m.

13
26

Cordon

15 m.

52

Simmel-Meservey

Levoy

CBS

TV

(N.Y.)
(Hywd)

Film Sales

$100-750
On
request

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

$50-190

Synd.

Drama — Comedy
1 LOVE

LUCY

30 m.

AMOS

N' ANDY

BURNS

& ALLEN

30 m.

Desilu

Continuous

Amos

MY

POP

Net

Productions
V
(CBS

Ralph

26
In prod.

30 m.

NORTON

Continuous
5 m.

Levy

Revue

Not on sale
Not on sale

Andy Prods.
Package)
(CBS

Package)

Roland
Reed
Prod,
(made to order)

30 m.

THAT'S
CLIFF

Continuous

Continuous

30 m.

BEULAH

$25-400

Net

MCA

Productions

Benton & Bowles
(made to order)

Net

Not on sale

Net

Not on sale

Net

On request

Net o

Not on sale

Drama — General
THE

BEST

THINCS

HOLLYWOOD
STORY
THE

HALF

IN

LIFE

HOUR

THEATER

Synd.

15

or 30 m.

30 m.
30 m.

6 (more in prod.)

Emy

13

Jerry Fairbanks,

26

Crant-Realm

UNEXPECTED

Productions

TV

Sales

Net

o

Net

o
Synd.

Ziv TV

S80-1000

Synd.

30 m.
15 m

26
52
r and sales agent.
produce

98

(15 m.

Ziv Television
13

PLAYHOUSE

Net— $6000

Synd.—
$78-880
On
requet

Inc.

30 m.

REBOUND
INVITATION

Consolidated

Crosby
Rene

UTP

Enterprises
Williams

'Trices

Syndicated

listed "re only fn

higher /»'>■

depending

o»

Synd.
TV

Productions

a ru liable
- the market.*.
market

SI, air

Synd.
,„ll

1,1, r

$165-3000
$145-2440
» been

sold
at$115-158
a lower

Synd.

SPONSOR

or

«

No.
Programs,

Length

by type

"in
(TLE THEATRE
YAL
AN

26

15 m.

PLAYHOUSE
IN THE

30 m.

IRON

MASK

26

30 m.

MC S CROSSROADS

30 or 60 m.

>ULT DRAMA

15

SERIES

or 30

m.

of

52
104

-

Howov

Sole

episodes
the can"
TeeVee

ailoble

Producer*
Company

Crosby Enterprises

UTP

Revue

MCA

Productions

.A-.,.
Synd.
Synd.

Sterling

Television

William

Morris Agency

Cost
$50-575

Range**

$75-1500
On request

Synd.
$100-750
On request
Synd.
Synd.

rama — Mystery
ILLYWOOD
E CASE

OFFBEAT
OF

E FILES

EDDIE

OF

DRAKE

JEFFREY

JONES

30 m

13

30 m

26
13

30 m

Parsonnet
Imppro

$125-1500
On request

Synd.

On

request

Synd.

On

request

ONT

30 m

39

Jerry

Fairbanks,

Inc.

BLIC PROSECUTOR

15 m

26
13

Jerry

Fairbanks,

Inc.

:AIC

30 m

'REIGN

39

NBC

INTRICUE

30 m

39

Sheldon

VICTIM

15 m

13

S. J. Turell

30 m

78
13

Ziv Television

5 m.
15 m

13

Charles

SET THE
tSTON

ASSIGNMENT

BLACKIE

u*SULE

Adrian Weiss Prod.

30 m

kNCEROUS

MYSTERIES

LEMMA
•' HARDY,

ACE

CRIME

REPORTER

Louis Weiss f> Co.
Synd.

Film Syndication Dept.
J. Walter

Thompson

Sterling TV

Michelson,

Illustrate,

$111.15-$2193.75

Synd.

Reynolds

Synd.
Synd.

Co.

Synd.

Inc.

Harry S. Goodman
156

5 m.

$100-1250

Synd.
Synd.

DuMont

CRIMINOLOGIST

$75-1775
Synd.

Departmen

26

KENNEDY,

Film Sales

TV

Film

30 m

DETECTIVE

Film Sales

CBS

Parsons

OTLA JD YARD
PACE

UTP
CBS TV

Lindsley

Prod.

Synd.

(NY
(NY

Synd.
Synd.

Inc.

$65-2000
$115.83-429
$60-200
$110-2250
$20-89.75
On request
On

request

Synd.

rama — Western
NE AUTRY

30 m

NCE RIDER

30 m

52

30 m

26

T CARSON
)PALONG

CASSIDY

ISTER CRABBE
IE CISCO

60 m
30 m

SHOW

KID

Flying A Prod.

30 m

ILD BILL HICKOK

30 m

>NE RANGER

30 m

Revue

Prod.

26
78

CBS

TV

Film Sales

CBS

TV

Film Sales

Net & Synd.
$150-2000

Prod.

Synd.

MCA
NBC

52
49

Film Synd.

Film Vision Corp.

Jules B. Weill

26

Synd.

52
78

Synd.
Net
Synd.

Roy Rogers Productions
Wm.

Broidy

Apex

Films

$125-1500
On
request

Synd.
(NY)

Ziv Television

30 m

)Y ROGERS

Flying A

Prod.

$75-700
$100-750
$95-2095
Not on sale
Not on sale

Net

Not on sale

Synd.

fus/c
DLIDAY

IN

IRADISE
UE

PARIS

30 m

IENNA CHOIR BOYS
MARIONETTES
ENNA

USIC TO

IMMORTAL

LD AMER.

OPERAS

13
13

30 m

30 m

SYMPHONY

BARN

15 m

7
13

30 m

MUSIC

-L NATIONS

15 m

13
13

30 m

26

Fairbanks,

Sterling TV

TV

Film Sales
$85-1250
On request

Inc.

Co.

Synd.
Synd.

Eugen

Sharin

Eugen

Sharin

Sterling TV
CBS

TV
TV

Geo.

Richfield

CBS

Geo.

Richfield

Screen

Co.

Film Sales
Film Sales
Gems,

Sterling TV

S. J. Turell
All

15 m

DANCE

CBS

Nasht

Jerry

15 m

REMEMBER

■ICHANTED

John
26
13

& SALZBURC

PHILHARMONIC

ORLDS

13

15 m

ISLAND

CONTINENTAL

Nations Prod.

Corp.

INS-INP

Inc.
Co.

TV

Dept.

Synd.
Synd.
Synd.
Synd.

$75-675

Synd.

DESCRIPTIONS

3'/2 m.
TOONS

3Vz m.
3 m.

•:le-disc jockey

800

Snader Telescriptions Sales

100
170

Screen

3 m.

MOMENTS

Gems,

On

request

Synd.

On

request

Synd.

$20-50
On request

Inc.

Seaboard

Studios

Dynamic

Films

United Artists
Mot.

Pic.

for TV

24

10 MARCH

$70-600
On request
$50-500
On request

Synd.
Synd.

USICAL

$30-250

UTP

Kling-United

lusical Shorts

/ DISC JOCKEY

$45-150
On request

Synd.

1952

Synd.
Synd.

sell your
local
product on
a big-time
TV show!
Each program allows
time for:
• opening billboard
• opening commercial
• middle commercial
• closing commercial
• closing billboard

deep

i- ready to meet all competition — sell your
brand locally on a T\ -how of top network
quality — at a local-budget price! You get all
the merchandising advantages of a famous star
and famous program
next campaign!
The program

— tied right into your

— NBC's "Dangerous

Assign-

ment'" gets year-round top listener ratings on
radio. Now — a- a TV film show — "Dangerous
Assignment" will -ell and -ell and sell your
local product with all the impact of top teleStory

in

vision. Each program"- a new and complete
itself, each
-tar- Brian
Donlevy —

adventure and romance.

NBC
FILM

SYNDICATE

SALES

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y
Sold — in 32 markets
Already "Dangerous Assignment" is making
its mark with sponsors and audience- across
the nation. Detroit reports* a 23 rating . . .
Boston a 17 . . . San Francisco. 23. Don't you
wait another day. Contact your agency. TV
station — or NBC

Film Syndicate Sale- for de-

tail- and an audition showing of "Dangerous

Assignment."

No. of
Length

episodes
in the can"

IS-TELENEWS

DAILY

8 m.

IS-TELENEWS

WEEKLY

18 m.

ARCH

OF

TIME

through the Years

BC

DAILY

NEWS

REPORT

BC

NEWS

REVIEW

OF

Continuous

30 m.
8 m.

THE

WEEK

15 m.

INS-INP

Telenews

Prod.,

Inc.

Continuous

INS-INP

Telenews

Prod.,

Inc.

26

The March

Continuous

NBC

News & Special
Events Dept.

NBC

Film Synd.

Synd.

Continuous

NBC

News & Special
Events Dept.

NBC

Film

Synd.

On

request

On

request

On

request

Synd.

of Time

Synd.

$150-350

wkly

Wkly.
ASHINCTON

15 m.

CLOSE-UP
SPOTLIGHT

15 m.

PARADE

15 m.

NEWSREEL

15 m.

ASHINCTON
EADLINES

ON

ISTERDAY

S

P-MOVIETONE

United

Synd.

Snader Telescriptions Sales
United World

15 m.

NEWSREELS

Synd.

Artists Television

Wkly.

156

Ziv Television

52
5 da. weekly

United

Films

Synd.
Synd.

Press-Movietone

News

$33-275
S55-400
On request
$20-260
S40-500
On

request

Synd.
Synd.

pecial Interest Films
?USADE
HIS

IN

THE

LAND

3U COULD

OF OURS

15 m.

BE WRONC

0LLYWOOD
4CATION
DING

OURS

10 m.

OF

HIS WORLD

PLACES

THE
with

ON

26

Uncle

Ceorge

LINE

of Time

10 m.

Dudley Television Corp.

Synd.

26
13

Dudley Television Corp.
Gene

Lester

Productions

8

Cene

Lester

Productions

15 m.
STARS

THE

March

Dudley Television Corp.
In prod.

15 m.

CLOSEUPS
WITH

0LLYWOOD

Synd
30 m.

PACIFIC

26
13

|erry
CBS

30 m.

Fairbanks,

Synd.

Inc.

•RANCER

THAN

FICTION

OVIE

QUICK

QUIZ

ACCI
ANDY

McNELLIS— What's
ANDY

Playing

15 m.

Walter

B. Schwimmer

13

Station

Distributors

Prod.

request
request

On

request

'ORTSCHOLAR

ADISON

with Gadabout

SQUARE

Caddis

GARDEN

$15-175
$125-750

HE SPORTSMAN'S

'RESTLINC
INCSIDE

ORTS

FROM

WITH

30 m.

Continuous

United Artists

60 or 90 m.

52
Continuous

HOLLYWOOD
THE

RASSLERS

m.

60 m.

Paramount
Jerry

Prod.

Television

Fairbanks,

Pictures for TV

DERBY

30 m.

52

Station

Distributors

ON

15 m.
52
104

Marted

52
26

Ziv Television

HIS WEEK

15 m.

Continuous

INS-INP

TV

Dept.

15 m.

Continuous

INS-INP

TV

Dept.

SLENEWS

SPORTS

EXTRA

$125-900
On request
$25-440

Synd.

$70-250

Synd.

On request
$100-400
On

15 m.

IN SPORTS

Synd.
Synd.

Prod.
UTP

Synd.

ANCLE

HOUSEHOLD

HOSPITAL

15 m.

Continuous

15 m.

Continuous
13

Ilka Chase

15 m.

11

Vogue

13

Kling-United

LE FACTS
DUR
HE

BEAUTY

CLINIC

5 m.
15 m.

FEMININE

TOUCH

15 m.

Clayton

Dynamic
104

Cousens

On

request

Prod.

UTP
United Artists

Wright

$50-135

Studios

Films

Sterling Television Co., Inc.

Synd.
Synd.
UTP
Mot.

Pic.

for

TV

Synd.

$55-400
$50-400
On
request
$7.50-72.50

Synd.

On

Synd.

10 MARCH

On
request
$37.50-500

Synd.

PREVIEWS

FEMININE

». FIXUM

$50-400
On
request
$40-125

Synd.

/omen's Shows
HE

request

Synd.
Synd.

Synd.
Synd.

VSHION

$100-350

Synd.

Sterling Television Co., Inc.

5 or 15 m.

PLAY

Prod.

Inc.

Motion

PARADE

$65-510

Synd.

Synd.

■ORTS ALBUM

0UBLE

Synd.

26

HICHLICHTS

Synd.

Inc.

Television

RKO-Pathe

15

$25-400

MCA

Films,

15 m.

TIESTLINC
0LLER

DICEST

Dynamic

26

10 or

•ORTS REELS

Television Features

Woodruff

15 m.

CLUB

Beacon

$55-390
$40-125

Films

Leslie Winik
13

30 m.

•EED CLASSICS

ELESPORTS

52
26
13

15 m.
30 m.

(all film)
(script)

Synd.
Synd.

Inc.

Synd.
Synd.
United World

$44-440
$40-400

Synd.

UTP

52

DIN' PLACES

request

On
On

Synd.

Sterling Television Co.,

15 m.

On

Synd.

Synd.

Films

Continuous

15 m.

request

Synd.

Synd.
United World

15 m.

request
request

On

Television Film Sales

65
15 m.

On
On

1952

Synd.

request

101

(wk)

WHAT ARE THE TV FILM NEEDS AND PROBLEMS OF STATIONS?
I nformat ion gathered through SPO\SOR

questionnaires to cross-section of TV stations

UB

What types of Video Films does your station need most?

II"

Choice ISo. 1 — Drama; serious and comedy dramas, mystery and westerns about equal in demand.
ISo. 2 — Musical variety.
ISo. 3 — Children's shows, particularly strips.
ISo. 4 — Sports shows for men and special interest films for women.
ISo. 5 — "Barn dance" variety type.
ISo. 6 — Soap operas.
ISo. 7 — Quiz shorts and musical "briefies."
2%

\M\

Which

100%

do you prefer; half-hour or quarter-hour shows, or both?

Half-hour _

Both ...
No answer __

Quarter-hour

..... 70%
16%

100%
\lm

Are currently available Video Films priced right or too high?

Al

Priced right

Is improvement

2%

Too high .....

Are complete instructions given for use of film?

B.

Do films arrive without sufficient identification?

C. Is a sufficient number of prints provided?
48%
A.
12%
Always
12%
Sometimes .

Total
Some

Total

needed in the handling and servicing of Video Films?

A.

Seldom
ISo answer .

..... 98%

28f;

8%

60%

4%
32%

10%

B.

.!(,' ,

c.

100%

100%

100%,
complaints and suggestions on servicing:

"Get prints to station earlier so that adequate checking can be done and extra prints can be secured if original
arrival is not suitable."
"Prints often do not arrive on time."
"Prints should be sent in duplicate."
"There's a lack of promotional material on the older Video Films."
"There's much need for more thorough film inspection by the distributors."
SPONSOR

U .

Do you use 16 mm

or 35 mm

H.

16 mm

\Mm

'What is the general disposition among local and/or regional advertisers toward Video Films?

f\ m

Interest increasing

92r<

76%

projector?

35 nun

1%

Actually buying more

(Some stations gave two answers;

|IB

32%

Dissatisfaction

How

Yes

48%

2%

total could not be computed.)

52%

Are you airing Video Films on 2nd and 3rd runs?

AI

A:

hence a 100%

{also have 16 nun)

No

many film programs

actually tailored for TV are you airing each week, locally projected?
25%
(Note: An accurate compilation could not be made as most lists contained titles of kinescopes and network23%
originated programs.
However, by process of elimination, the following estimates were arrived at:)
22%
From 10 to 15 shows weekly _

20%

From 8 to 10 shows weekly ...
10%

From 6 to 8 shows weekly
From 1 to 6 shows weekly

100%

No answers
Total

What are your station sign-on and sign-off times?

7 a.m

Sign-on

....... 25%

9 to 10 a.m

25%

10 to 11 a.m

25%

Other times

25%
100%

Total

12 midnight
12:30 a.m

_

... 36%
36%

Sign-off
11 p.m. to midnight
Other times

.. 12%
100%
16%

Total .

103
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THAI FOR BEAHY

to

ISN'T IT Wg
TIME FOR BEAN V
IN YOlilf MARKET
**

TV's Top Puppet Adventure Serial **
12 minutes on film, 5 times weekly.

THE COST: Surprisingly low for an established
nationally-tested program, four years on the
air, viewed throughout the country from New
York to Los Angeles. Surprisingly low for the
winner of two "Emmy" awards for "Best
Children's TV Show" and highest Hooperated
multi-weekly TV show on the West Coast for
the past several years.
Sponsors of "Time for Beany" enjoy exceptional bonus benefits
from extensive program exploitation and more than 25 exciting
ready-to-use merchandising tie-ups — Beany Explorers Club
membership cards, whistles, rings, sundial watches, buttons, fan
photos, dolls, puppets,
tumblers, soap,
crayon

masks,

bubble

coloring books,

balloons, clocks, aquatic toys,

bath, hosiery, scarfs, handkerchiefs,
comic

books,

wallpaper,

cardboard

cut-outs, large display figures, lamps, etc.

TV

Stations:

"Time

for Beany"

is also available to

TV stations with privilege of resale to local advertisers.

Some

very good markets still open.
For prices and audition prints
—

write, wire, telephone . . .

Panamou*it leleuUitm P *oductio*U, 9*tc.
National Sales i
KTLA Studios
A

SERVICE

1501 Broadwa'
rathon St., Los

•
OF

THE

PARAMOUNT

i York 36
es 38

• BRyant 9-8700

• HOIIywood

TELEVISION

9-6363

NETWORK

10 examples of what's done with film
Sews-angie film programing
procram:

! Washington

TYPE:
SOLD BY:

j Current events panel
I Snader (syndicated)

Spotlight

Show is filmed every five days so
that issues of current interest can be
discussed. Marquis Childs. columnist,
is commentator of the series. He has
as guests Senators and Congressmen
with pro or con opinions on the subject at hand. Childs also poses the
"problem of the week" in extemporaneous interviews on the Capitol steps.
Topics are selected from current headlines. The show, quarter hour in
length, is running currently on about
25 stations. Cost ranges from $20 to
S260, depending on the market. Program is shipped within five days after
production.

"Re-runs" amortize costs
program:
Fireside
type:
Drama
sponsor:
i P & G

Theater

In 1949 Gordon Levoy produced 52
15-minute adventure dramas for P & G,
who scheduled pairs as a half-hour program, NBC-TV, following Texaco Star
Theatre. In mid-1950 Levoy sold distribution rights to CBS for four years
at a reported $225,000; will eventually participate 50-50. Series was retitled Strange Adventure and is now on
its second and third showings. CBS
has sold it in 43 markets on 47 stations.
In 1950-'51 Bing Crosby Enterprises
took over the production using the
same staff headed by Frank Wisbar.
They turned out 52 half-hour films at
an estimated 814,000 each; P & G paid
a reported $7,500 a piece for first-run
rights. (Production costs and the selling price were approximately the same
10 MARCH
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under the Levoy set-up.) This series
was retitled Royal Playhouse (present
title is Crown Theater) and re-run
rights are being told by United Television Programs. DuMont (for its television sets) sponsored the dramas under the Royal Playhouse title on 18
stations, and a diversified group of advertisers aired the series in other markets.

The 1951-'52 series of Fireside Theater is being produced by Frank Wisbar Productions for P & G who pays
full production costs, estimated at
about $15,000 each.

"Live TV" effects in film
program: I I Love Lucy
type:
Situation comedy
SPONSOR:

and after the warm-up Director Daniels calls "action" and filming begins.
Three cameras shoot at the same time
so that one scene is filmed from three

angles as it is played. Instead of a
series of short takes, / Love Lucy is
actually three or four long takes, just
like an uninterrupted scene in a play.
The final job is that of editing or
cutting. Sometimes there is a need
for re-takes or special close-ups which
are filmed after the audience leaves.
The actors feel that the audience is a
vital part of the show since it contributes a spontaneity that only a live audience can give to a fast-moving comedy
program. They usually keep eight to
10 scripts ahead of shooting schedule.

Drama filmed abroad

[ Philip Morris

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, stars of
the show, created their own production
firm, Desilu Productions, Inc. To
blend motion picture techniques with
those of live television, they rented an
old sound stage in Hollywood. Permanent sets with running water and growing plants were built. Sets include the
Ricardo apartment, Desi's night club,
the hallway leading to the apartment,
and the kitchen. As action shifts from
one scene to the next, an audience of
300, which is present during actual
filming, can follow the action easily.
Five days of rehearsals are held before filming the show on Friday evening. On the first day, the cast reads
their lines; on the second day, the actors go through without a script; on
the third day, they do their lines on
the actual sets as Director Marc Daniels makes markings for the cameras.
The "dry run" takes place on the
fourth day.
On Friday, the fifth day, the actors
rehearse "dry" with cameras all day.
At 7:00 p.m. the audience assembles

program: I Foreign Intrigue
type:
Mystery -adventure
sponsor:
I Ballantine Ale (11 mkts.)

Writer - producer - director Sheldon
Reynolds makes his headquarters in
Stockholm and uses different European capitals as natural locales for his
tales of international skullduggery.
Indoor sequences are shot in Stockholm's Euro pa Studios. Reynolds
works on a five-and-a-half-day shooting schedule. Just one camera is used
for exterior sequences, which may be
in Paris. Brussels, or Berlin.
Often while making rounds of European cities, Reynolds will shoot scenes
that appeal to him photographically
and will fit them into a script later.
Ballantine Ale, through J. Walter
Thompson, has an option on the program for three years, and sponsors it
in 11 markets. Syndication of the
show is handled in other markets by
JWT. Cost range per program: from
105
$115.83 to $815 in available markets.
{Please turn to page 1 1 1 I

PROGRAM:

Old American Barn Dance

TYPE: Barn dance variety — half hour

SPONSOR: Various
SYNDICATOR:

UTP

CAPS! I i: CASE HISTORY: American Snuff Co. bought
the show in seven markets for 13 weeks. After three weeks,
the company was so pleased it extended the contract to 26
weeks; after five shows, the contract was again extended,
this time to 52 weeks. An automobile dealer sponsors the
show in Rochester, A. Y. After the first show he sold
eight cars directly attributable to the program. Another
auto sponsor in the Midwest sold 30 cars as a direct result

PROGRAM:

Strange Adve tore
SPONSOR: Various
SYNDICATOR: CBS TV Film Sales

TYPE: Drama (re-run)

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Sponsored by Bargain City

Appliances on KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, last December the
series featured two announcements on consecutive Wednesdays (show is aired Wed., 10:30 to 10:45 p.m.); offered was a free automatic pop-up toaster (with the purchase ofa $39.50 Dormeyer mixer) to all customers who

of the shoiv. Program features top names in the barn-

repeated the words: "Gene sent me." Over $11,000 worth
of sales were made — 283 mixers were sold. And more
than a month later customers were still pouring into the

dance field. It's presently showing in 30 markets. (Show's
cost range: $75-8675.)

store saying "Gene sent me," despite the offer's expiration.
(Show's cost range: $50-$190.)

Five TV
film sales
results
PROGRAM:

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Company on a multi-station line-up and by a variety of
advertisers on a one-station basis. A special tie-in promotion was arranged with I. Magnin in San Francisco on 8
December 1951. Jack Mahoney made a personal appearance at the store. In the course of the day 12.000 children jammed the store, two elevators broke down, and
regular shoppers had to break through a line of youngsters which extended an entire city block. (Show's cost
range: $125-$1,500.)

SYNDICATOR: Ziv TV Film

I \I'H IE CASE HISTORY: Packers Super Markets
sponsor the show in Detroit on WXYZ-TV. The Cisco
Kid, played by Duncan Denaldo, made a personal appearance at Packers. Despite bad weather, 60,000 persons
came to meet him in person and to receive a free autographed picture. Customers could not get into the store
to do their shopping; consequently. Packers followed the
event with "extra special food bargains," and continued
to cash in on the promotion for several days. Beyond
such "stunt" promotions, the food chain reports consistent and noticeable increases in store traffic and purchasing,Show's
i
cost range: $95-12,095. )

Series stars Jack Mahoney

in 52 half-hour episodes. It is sponsored in 26 markets
by such advertisers as Langendorf Bakeries and Kellogg

SPONSOR: Variou

The Cisco Kid

TYPE: Western drama

PROGRAM: Range Rider
SPONSOR: Various
TYPE: Western adventure
SYNDICATOR: CBS TV Film Sales

PROGRAM:

Adventures of Cyclone Malone SPONSOR: Various

TYPE: Juvenile marioi
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Show

for many months on KNBH,

was presented live

Hollywood, and always

placed among the top three or four multi-weekly programs with ratings averaging 16 and reaching a high of
24.2. Curries Ice Cream and Candy Co. sponsored the
program in L. A. and sales trebled after four months of
sponsorship. Curries rang up more than 10,000 premiumbaited sales in a 24-hour period and later made 106,400
tie-in sales to youngsters clamoring for the Malone sheriff
badges. Program is now sold as a syndicated film series
and is reaching rating levels comparable to the Hollywood success. (Show's cost range: $75-$l,050.)

TV PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 81)
up to that time. Fairbanks today has
10 shows in syndication and, in addition, isengaged in filming the weekly
episodes for several series of outside
ownership.
Frank Wisbar, comparatively unknown as a movie producer, pioneered
with Fireside Theatre for Procter &
Gamble (see Case History section,
page 105).
Bing Crosby Enterprises got into the
field in 1950, and currently is producing its own dramatic half-hour, Rebound.

Announcing!

Within the last year or so more established Hollywood producers moved
into television. Prominent among
them has been Hal Roach, Jr.'s Showcase Productions, source of Racket
Squad (Philip Morris). William F.
Broidy is the producer of Wild Bill
Hickok (Kellogg), starring Guy Madison and Andy Devine, while Roy Rogers and Gene Autry are producing their
own half-hour Westerns for General
Foods and Wrigley. respectively. Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz (Desilu Productions) have done exceedingly well
by their initial dip into film packaging
with / Love Lucy.
Q. What are the main types of producers?
A. TV film producers fall into two
main categories. Most common are the
owners of their own productions (solely or together with financial backers).
Some of these do their own selling and
distributing, a la Fairbanks; others
turn over sales and distribution to a
syndicator.
Other types of producers are those
who work exclusively on order, such
as Jack Chertok who is filming Sky
King series, or Sidney S. Van Keuren,
who's doing the latest Amos 'n Andy
series on order from CBS, as part of
the network's capital gains deal with
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll.
There's still, of course, the producer
who on the strength of a pilot reel
snags a sponsor for 13 weeks and then
turns to outside sources for financing.
Occasionally the financing is provided
by the advertiser, which, in natural
sequence, puts the latter, as frequently
as not, in the film business.
An interesting example of sponsor
financial interest involves Sheldon
Reynold's Foreign Intrigue series. Ballantine
Ale
is peddling
the film,
10 MARCH
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Precision Now Offers
Unmatched Facilities For
16mm Processing!
Here at Precision, we are constantly revising our film processing
technique; utilizing new engineering principles and new machinery which enable us to offer 16mm producers the finest processing
service they will be able to find anywhere.
Here are some of the new types of equipment
that make Precision a leader among film processing laboratories:
and — the latest!
16mm DEVELOPING MA-

NEW
CHINES Automatically operated —
Maurer-designed to handle the
complete range of 16mm work —
negative or positive promptly and
efficiently.
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE AND
AIR CONTROL built to a Maurer
design. Rigidly maintain every
technical condition necessary to the
finest 16mm processing.
ELECTRONICALLY HEATED AND
CONTROLLED DRYING CABINETS
on each new developing machine
turn out high quality film, waxed
and ready for immediate
projec-

Precision Film Laboratories — a division
oi J. A. Maurer, Inc. with 14 years o)
specialization in the 16mm field, consistently meets the latest demands for
higher quality and speed.

NEW ELECTRONIC PRINTER: For
the reproduction of magnetic sound
to 16mm either independently or
in combination with picture prints.
NEW CONTROL
operate without
— produce fades
A & B rolls —
changes between

STRIP PRINTERS
notching original
and dissolves from
incorporate filter
scenes.

Pathe will onlj finance syndicated

through the J. Walter Thompson agency, in those markets where the brewer
doesn'l bave distribution i more details
in (last- Historj section, page 105).
Q. How are video films financed?
A. It is estimated that from $10,000.0011 to $15,000,000 has alread)
gone into TV film production. Risk
capital is obtainable from various
sources. Some Wall Street investment
firms have underwritten established

shows." The split in ownership is a
matter of bargaining, but the majority
of risk capitals demands a 50' i cut
Q. Are many Hie TV shows going
filmA.? A common prophecy in the ad
agency field the pa;t year has been
that sponsors of live dramatic shows
would find it more advantageous and
economical in the long run to convert
to film. Actuality seems to be on the
wa\ lo catching up with prophecy.
Within the month the following live

producers. Laboratories, such as Patlie. will finance what they consider is
a potentially
successful series.
But

rm* «•«%

Schlitz' Playhouse of Stars, Camel's
Man Against Crime and Lever Bros.'
Big Town, all CBS-TV (see further
comment on this development in the
Film Buying section, page 96).
Q. wardWhat's
TV film? Hollywood's attitude toA. Though a goodly section of Hollywood's producing uppercrust still
cither regards television as a devouring
monster or treats the medium with imperial scorn, the craftsmen in the
movie colony — writers, directors, technicians and actors — have been rapidly
warming to celluloid's newest source
of income. As far as the marquee
names are concerned, the trend, however, has been not so marked. Lots of
them are agreeable to appearing live,
but shy away from TV film treatment.
Video film producers believe that a
wholesale migration of names depends much on the fortunes of the theI atre box office the next year or two.
TV studios are finding it not so hard,

«*

v'ott

network shows have been announced as
scheduled for filming in Hollywood:

j providing there is ample work, to
maintain technical teams, a stratagem
I which has been found to be quite a

h-^i":; '^^ AN0 ***** p*°

money
saver in below-the-line costs
I and contributor to quality of production. To have the same crew working
together throughout a series is a dream
1 condition for producers.
Independent studios that once went
begging for tenants are now teeming
with stages,
TV production.
General
five
as a case in
point, Service's
are kept
I constantly occupied, with such producI lions as / Love Lucy, the Leo Durocher-Laraine Day Double Play series,
Sky King, The Clyde Beatty Show and
1 Dick Tracy. Hal Roach also leases his
1 studio to such outside productions as

TW

"" «"• for
^erc/,0

,0/

* d '" ">e
*a_ys

•

' """Pfct,
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r
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BROADCAST
NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO

MUSIC, INC.
•

HOLLYWOOD

Racket Squad, Amos 'n Andy, Mystery Theatre, Rocky Jones, Space Rang: er and the Abbott & Costello series.
', Others renting stages for TV films are
Eagle-Lion, RKO-Pathe, Motion Picture Center, California Studios, Goldwyn Studio, Sunset Studios. Republic
I Studios, and KTTV Studios.
Q. Are more Hollywood producers
planning to go into TV?
A. Some of Hollywood's top indeI pendent producers are preparing to get
! into "the swim" of TV film fare. Sol
Lesser has' combined with Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr., to film a series based
on Terry and the Pirates under the
Odyssey Productions shingle. William
Goetz, a production bead of Universal
SPONSOR

International, is stitin^ up a separate
company on the VI lot for video film
operations. UI is already syndicating
through its United World Films. Republic Picture's subsidiary, Hollywood
Television Service. Inc.. has scheduled
Commando Cody. Sky Marshal for production, while Monogram and Ed
Small have announced plans for entering the TV film producing mart.
Columbia Pictures is slipping a toe
into the TV door through a subsidiary.
Screen Gems, which is making up a
library of 100 TV Disc Jockey Toons.
The Columbia lot is serving as the site
for a filmed version of Cavalcade oj
imerica. Paramount Pictures, which
operates KTLA. Los Angeles, is also
in TV via Paramount Television Productions. PTP. which plans to go
into the production of tailor-made TV
film, is now servicing 22 stations with
kines of KTLA programs. The package includes complete promotional material and merchandising tie-ins.
Q. Does New York have a chance
to take over from Hollywood as chief
production center?
A. So far New York's attempt to cut
in on the TV film market appears little more than a brave gesture. New
lork for many years has been the big
center for industrial and educational
films, with competition coming from
Chicago and Detroit. Whatever feature-making has been drawn to New
York, the inducement has been principally authentic background.
A rundown of production activities
on the TV front doesn't produce any
evidence of New York offering a threat
to Hollywood.
While the following summary is not
intended as a complete listing, it is
representative of New York activity.
Marion Parsonnet is currently filming
Hollywood Offbeat, with Melvyn Douglas starred and releasing through United Television Productions. He's also
doing an American Wit and Humor
series for release through March of
Time syndicate.
FleU-her Smith Studios has 19 episodes of The Great Foodini and 13 of
Fun with Felix, both quarter-hour kid
shows, in the can and pilot reels on
The Great Merlini and King Aroo.
Sales and distribution of these films
are now being negotiated. International Tele-Film is producing John
Kierans Kaleidoscope and releasing
through United Artists.
Dynamic Films, Inc., has finished 26
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weeks of The Funny Bunnies. 13 reels
of Your Beauty Clinic and 24 threeminute Musical Moments, with Motion Pictures for TV as the syndicator.
Dynamic has also in the can 13 spools
each of Speed Classics, being sold by
DuMont, and Betsy and the Magic Key.
released through CBS Television Film
Sales. Archer Productions has in production a soap opera with a musical
theme, and a comedy based on the
King Features strip. Hubert.
Q. Are there other film production
centers?

A. There's some T\ film producing
in Chicago. Philadelphia, and Washington. Best known of the Philadelphia contribution is Telra Production's
Tele-sports Digest. Kling United, Inc..
in Chicago is responsible for The Old
American Barn Dance and Snader
Productions, located in the capital, is
the producer of Washington Spotlight.
Miami also is trying to get into the
TV field on a major scale. Fred F.
Frink, head of Ball TV Productions,
reports that he has brought in Wall
Street capital for the project and that

A^

The sponsor

wants

his message

perfectly projected. He wants no long
unsightly scratches, or long stretches
with the look of "rain" all over them.
He wants no smudges, smears or
"Screeches". The sponsor is right,
because these defects distract audience
attention and interest — they result
in irritation which is the opposite
of what

he's paying for.

He's entitled to ask for and get
maximum results. To have a happy
sponsor, to keep him happy — specify
Peerless-Treated film. Peerless-Treated
prints screen better and last longer.

EERLESS
ft
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
109

DUMONTTV

FILM SALES

51 5 Madison
New
York
22,

Ave.
N. Y.

LOW COST
Films for TV!
HIGH QUALITY
Films

opera, "Carrie Williams, Justice of the
Peace," starring Margaret Lindsay, and
produced by Addison Smith.
Areas out of the United States have
been productive of more gossip about
shows to come than actual delivery.
Foreign Intrigue is being produced in
Sweden and other Continental locations; Holiday in Paris is from the
French capital, and DuMont has on tap
a Scotland Yard series made on the

for TV!

LOW COST
Films for TV!
HIGH QUALITY
Films

for TV!

FREE!
Write for our special "SUMMER HIATUS
PROGRAM
PORTFOLIO".
You'll
find it
contains
a new
bonus
plan
for FREE
FILM SHOWS plus an exciting programming idea designed
to
KEEP
YOUR
PROFITS
HICH
THIS
SUMMER!
No
charge

for

the

portfolio

. . . it's yours

FREE!
; for DuMont's monthly newsletter,
"MORE BUSINESS". It's packed with
new
ideas,
merchandising
stunts
and

DUMONTTV
515
New

FILM SALES

Madison
York
22,

Film Syndications, Inc., which has set
up in partnership with David Christianson and Norman Bauch, specialists
in distrihution and merchandising, will
handle the selling of the Ball-financed
and produced films. Ball also reports
that the first of these series is a soap

Ave.
N. Y.

MALLARD TV

spot.
Q. What's the argument for Hollywood's continued importance as a TV
film center?
A. As demonstrated in the foregoing narrative, Hollywood has at the
moment almost a monopoly of TV film
production. Pro's and con's are advanced for both Hollywood and New
York on the producing front. Those
favoring Hollywood hold:
1. Hollywood has accumulated years
of production know-how, both creative
and technical. The town is crawling
with skilled help — writers, directors,
actors, technicians and whatnot.
2. Hollywood has ample studio
space and an accumulation of sets and
props that can't be found anywhere
else. With one or two exceptions,
New York's largest studio is only
equal
to Hollywood's
one.
Production
costs can besmallest
held down
when there's room to move around for

Inspects
prints, arranges
ping, follows through.
Checks
telecast

ship-

invoices
against
your
performance
report.

MALLARD SERVICE
IS AVAILABLE TO
ONLY ONE STATION
IN EACH MARKET

MALLARD
7 20 Wall Street
•
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4-3182

continuous shooting. Also there's a
wealth of storage space for sets, intact,
instead of having to tear them down
and rebuild them as is required under
tramped facilities.
3. More production economies are
available in Hollywood, because of
union regulations. For instance, New
York craft unions work an eight-hour
day and a five-day week, before overtime; in Hollywood it's a 10-hour day
and six-day week before overtime. Say
producers: those extra hours are very
valuable what with the tight budgets
which prevail in TV films.
4. Hollywood labs for the developing of negatives and prints are the
world's finest and give fast service.
New York's labs are overcrowded with
commercial announcement business.

Q. What's the argument for New
York?
A. The defenders of production on
the East Coast contend:
1. There's a wealth of excellent talent on Broadway and its proximity
makes a most valuable asset.
2. The leading ad agencies and a
big percentage of important sponsors
are in New York and by staying tohome expensive cross-country trips and
maintenance of branch office are eliminated.
3. New York producers are more
experienced at turning out economical
productions, thereby providing advertisers quality films on "tight" budgets.
4. Larger studio crews are required
on the West Coast.
5. Hollywood
so "luxury-minded"
when
it comes to isbudgets
and the pace
of turning out product that it can't
help but be handicapped in working
under the budgetary limitations of TV.

•••

FILM BUYING
{Continued from page 97)
deal
your client."
Theforbuyers
seem pretty well agreed
that the filmed program's major drawback at the present time is in the projection of the film. Some are not
happy with what comes out of the laboratory. On these two angles, the
buyer of several film shows within the
past year had this to say: "Even though
much progress has been made in the
past two years, the industry has not
achieved anywhere the ultimate in projection. Even lab processing is far
from a desirable standard. You send
a diamond to the lab and it comes out
paste jewelry.'' It may be mainly wishful thinking, influenced by the urge
for program control as against domination of production by the network, but

neivedt ienvice

STERLinG'S

seven out of every 10 agency programing executives believe that eventually
anywhere from as much as 70 r< of the
shows aired on stations collectively
throughout the country will be on film.
The only thing, they add, that can
thwart such a balance is the ganging
up of the unions on film producers.
The presentation of a film show to
the client for purchase is practically
the same as that of a live program.
Along with a screening of the show,
the sponsor is given a list of recommended markets, apprised of the cost
per market and furnished with an estimated rating via comparison to similar
shows and time slots.
What gives promise of making the
ad agency's task easier in acquiring
film fare or converting a live show to
celluloid is the spirit that pervades the
Hollywood producers who have entered
this field. Little is heard among agency
men of the fabled Hollywood colossal
ego. The ad men, to the contrary,
seem very much impressed with the allout cooperative spirit encountered on
the West Coast, as well as in New York.
The Coast producing gentry admit
that they're groping and appreciate
guidance from the advertising trade.
Madison Avenue veers to the opinion
that for some time to come it will be
necessary to delegate an agency representative to stick closely with every
step, including every studio shot, in
the making of an on-order film.
Advertisers feel that consciousness
of their problems in the producing
ranks will in due time be sharpened
by the entry of executives from the
advertising field. At least one of these

has already made his bow among
Hollywood producers. Jack Denove,
former assistant to the president of
BBDO, account executive on Lucky
Strike and vice president in charge of
the same agency's TV production, has
a unit set up at General Service

Studios.
PANORAMA

[Continued from page 79)
future capital of TV film production.
For advertisers, however, this poses a
difficulty since most are headquartered
in the East. Extra expense has already
begun to pile up for firms now filming
shows on the West Coast. All have
stationed their own men to work with
the producers
in Hollywood.
Speed with which Hollywood has already learned is considered remarkable
by ad men who have been on the
Coast. "But don't forget," said one,
"this learning process is mutual. Advertisers have had to get an education
about film, overcoming an initial prejudice which resulted from showing of
kinescopes and ancient feature film."
Perhaps the man who can do most
to further the education of both clients and film makers is the syndicator.
Making the rounds of agencies as he
does, the syndicator can act as the sensitive antennae of the film business, reporting back on the programing advertisers need and working to stabilize pricing.
* • •

I Continued from page 105)
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FOR YOU
SPONSOR

The Unexpected
Drama

Langendorf

Bakeries

Rybutol
Red Top Beer

American Vitamin
Buster Brown Shoe

Bartley Stores
National
Tea
International Shoe

Norge and Bardahl
Arden Dairy
Dean Milk Company

Crown Drug Company
Capital Paper

Helm's Bakeries
The Humko Company

ADRIAN

WEISS

PRODUCTIONS

CRAIG
KENNEDY

e

CRIMINOLOGIST
STARRING

DONALD
WOODS
Mystery!
Suspense!
Action!

13 HALF-HOUR
Immediate

Now

FILMS

Delivery

13 MORE CRAIC
In

KENNEDYS
including

Production

Sponsors get five product identificat
3 full length selling commercials at c
each story, guaranteeing that viewers
sponsor's message.
ANOTHER

13

NEW

ACTION

and

HALF-HOUR

PACKED

hear

SERIES

TV

FILMS

"THE THRILL
OF YOUR LIFE"
For Immediate Delivery
Real-life comedy and drama, as lived by real people.
A lion-tamer judo teacher, swordsman, ski-|umper,
parachute fire fighter, tillerman on a hook and
ladder, pistol marksman, horse trainer . . . available
now to sell any sponsor's products.
WHY
NOT
LET OUR
FILMS SELL FOR YOU TOO?
26 "Craig
Kennedy
Criminologist"
13 "The Thrill of Your Life"
52 Full Length Westerns

I Ziv TV (syndicated)

The show is filmed in Ziv's Hollywood studios, which are geared for
mass production. Flexible sets, revolving stages, its own lumber yard,
carpenter shop and sound stages are all
under one roof. Three trained work
crews are on hand to start remodelling
a set as soon as action on it has been
completed. In all their series of filmed
shows, Ziv works from nine months to
a year ahead of release for airing.
This 30-minute film series costs $23,500 each to produce. Price range is
S165 to $3,000.
* * *

TOO!

HISTORY

Virginia Dare Wine

CASE HISTORIES

program:
type:

TELEFILM Inc. Live & cartoon.

SELL

•**

I TV film studios move quickly

A COMPLETE TV film studio.
In Hollywood (28) since 1938...

OUR TV FILMS CAN

3 1 5- Episode

Serials

6 Wrestling
8 Western

Subjects
Featurettes

26 Travelogues
6 Nursery
Rhymes
26 Full Length
Features
100's

of

Silent

Slapstick

Comedies

and

Other

Subjects

LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax
Los Angeles 36, California
Telephone WE

PHONE,

WRITE

AVAILABLE
•

PRICES
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Don't

Delay,

8-5287

OR WIRE

OPEN
Contact

FOR

MARKETS-

AUDITION

FILMS
Us

Today!

that can't help but cause much deep

SPONSOR
SPEAKS_

introspection in radio's ranks. After
all. P iv (i is still the medium's largest
customer,
Still another

incident — General

Mills' bid t«> bu) spot> under rate card
during the warm months in Wheaties"
behalf puts the radio industr) on a
similar springboard of decision.
Radio basics

Tbe lack of radio statistics in one
reference book that any advertiser can
readil) understand has been apparent
to us for some time.

Danger sign
The pressure 1>\ Procter ^ Gamble
on CBS Radio to reduce its nighttime
rale- on the ii round that nighttime
ratings are about the same as daytime
ratings contain, the network seems
convinced, a large measure of obliqueThe argument on the theme of value
per dollar, or lowering share of the
over-all broadcast audience, screens a
pressing economic problem of no mean
proportions to this advertiser. It is
the necessity of finding the mone) to
pa) for the ever-mounting cost of tele\ision. The reallocation of advertising funds will affect, from indications.
P & G participation in the Sunday supplements inTV markets.
I' & G's present attempt to solve a
dilemma b) the process of "robbing
Peter to pa) Paul" poses a danger sign

So last summer, when we undertook
to turn out our 16-page compilation of
Radio Basics culled from a score or
more reliable sources, we thought that
we w< re rendering a useful service.
ord.But how useful is attested by the recAfter Radio Basics was published as
a If '-page section in our Fall Fact*
Issue we ordered 10.000 reprints
to handle the anticipated demand.
When these were exhausted we went
into a second printing of 10,000.
These,
gone
and we're now
well
intotoo.
our are
third
10.000.
Advertisers want to know that there
are 100.000,000 radio sets in the
United States. They want to know
who listens, how long they listen,
where they listen, why they listen.
They're hungry for radio data — and if
anyone says different we have hundreds of requests for Radio Basics to
prove different.

Talent war aftermath
The stagehands union (IATSFl apyears to have taken sharp cognizance
of the unceasing talent war between
NBC and CBS. A remark dropped last
week by an IATSF official would indicate the line of argument the networks will have to contend with when
next they meet across the bargaining
table with the union.
Said this official: "Every time we gel
into a discussion with the networks
the) scream about the skyrocketing of
production costs, but here are NBC
and CBS still raiding each other's talent and tossing around millions in talent salary guarantees. It's about time
we told them the\ "re pointing the accusing finger in the wrong direction.
Coy timing bad?
It would be very unfortunate if the
resignation of Wayne Coy, after a distinguished Government career, turned
out to be a case of bad timing. Some
of his best friends in the industry think
that, considering the brittle political atmosphere inWashington, something of
the kind could happen. Trade conversation (see Sponsor Reports) has it
that his new employer. Henry Luce,
has pronounced TV ambitions and this
obviously would take Coy back into the
FCC husting within a brief space of his
resignation. Many recall the sparks
that flew on the anti-Administration
front among Washington politicians at
the time that Charles Denny moved
from the same bureau chair into his
NBC berth.

Applause
"In the public interest . . ."

tions "are credited with 99', of the

Being a "dollars-and-cents" trade paper, SPONSOR has little opportunit\ to
call attention to the numerous example- of radio and television good works
in the public interest that come to its
attention.
Now. it would x em. the stream is

In Hamilton. Ontario radio station
success."
CHML obtained $52,000 for victims of
the Po River Flood in Italy. More than
7.000 Italian families in Canada and

becoming a flood — or can it be that the
publicity men are doing a better job.
\t an) rate, our recent mail carries
these typical examples of good deeds
without a penn) of profit:
Over $400,000 was collected in
Cleveland's "Mothers' March on Polio
Drive." Cleveland's radio and TV sta-

WTVJ-TV, Miami put on a "Celebrity Parade" and secured $58,811 for
United Cerebral Pals\ . And a month
earlier, in December, another Cerebral

112

the U. S. contributed in this demonstration of international brotherhood.

traffic fatalities from 19 in NovemberDecember 1950 to only nine in the
same period in 1951. The campaign
was valued at $150,000 in donated
time.
The 1951-52 Voice of Democracy
Contest, conducted annually by the
NAKTB among school children
throughout the U. S., drew more than
1,000,000 entries. Each was titled "I

Palsy "Telethon" over WJZ-TV resulted in donations of about $300,000.

Speak
Democracy."
Of allforadvertising
media, radio and
TV are foremost in advancing such
causes. And the word has spread that

In Philadelphia a "Silly Willie" traffi<- safety campaign conducted by
WFIL and WFIL-TY helped to reduce

excellent results can generally be expected— because the air media have the
power to move people to act.
SPONSOR

7%

MILLION

"HANDS

Measurement, in equestrian vernacular, is expressed in "hands." By these
standards the KMBC-KFRM Team is
well on its way to 1XA million "hands
high." Why 7M> million? Because
that is the number of hands on the
3? 1 million people living within the
half millivolt contour of The Team —
and those are the hands which daily
take the measure of The KMBCKFRM Team and which have applauded and lifted The Team to the
number one spot in the Heart of
America !
The tremendous lead of The Team is
now being increased by the affiliation
of KFRM with the CBS Radio Network. That means the addition of CBS

&

TO SELL THE WHOLE

HIGH"...

service to the outstanding local programming of KFRM by KMBC of
Kansas City that has made KFRM
the favorite of the people of Kansas.
It means a host of new listeners are
joining the thousands who daily ride
the wagon drawn by The KMBCKFRM Team. In this step, The
KMBC-KFRM Team becomes "CBS
for the Heart of America" and in doing so brings about a greater sales
potential for KMBC-KFRM advertisers, for those same measuring
"hands" also hold the purse strings
in the Heart of America! Write, wire
or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City,
Missouri, or your nearest Free &
Peters Colonel!

HEART

OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

ITS

KMBC-KFRM
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

National Representatives:

John Blair and Company

ii

magazine for

land TV advertisers1

24 March, 1952
50c per copy • $8 per year

TOP MANAGEMENT OF
U.S. DOUBLE CHECKS
AIR MEDIA THINKING

page 27

Part 1 : Where are radio
and TV taking us? ask
business planners
28

1 2: The facts of
radio's "renaissance"
are musts for topr execs
i 30

!■
How Wesson Oil promotes
sales via tie-ins
with "related" products

page 32

Tips on how to put
across a political
candidate via radio-TV
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e 36

Don't sneer at a TV
$250,000 budget, say
successful low-cost users
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JAMES

MADISON'S

"era of good feeling'

James Madison's second term as President of the United States
was marked by a tranquility and growth that
labeled it "the era of good feeling." But it was
not complacency or do-nothingness on the part of
this great Virginian that brought it about. To the
contrary, Madison's record (for example, his
stirring essays in the Federalist which spurred the
ratification of the Constitution and earned him the
title "Father of the Constitution") is one of
aggressiveness and selfless service.
Havens and Martin Stations, The First Stations

Signing of the Constitution

WMBG*"

of Virginia, believe that "good feeling" and service go
hand-in-hand. In and around Richmond they
demonstrate this daily to the advantage of numerous
blue-ribbon radio and TV advertisers.

WCOD

WTYRv

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Af-pOBt

^OSPOHSO^
Why

CBS

P & C
may drop

3 nighttime
radio shows

P & C research
shows no proof
of TV sales push

Procter & Gamble's contemplated cut of 3 early-evening programs on CBS
radio brings into sharp relief underlying differences between air advertising philosophies of P & G and General Foods.
Latter upped its
ad budget to cover TV as distinct entity and wants medium to pay for
itself in increased sales.
Taking opposite tack, P & G is taking
money from radio to pay for television efforts.
-SRAll P & G research so far has indicated level of sales stays same
where it has used both TV and radio.
In effect this means it has no
evidence for or against TV.
P & G, however, finds itself the captive
of its competition to whom it cannot concede superiority in TV franchises. Hence decision to lighten radio load by confining itself to
daytime AM and allocating savings to maintaining nighttime TV.
Incidental point: Red Skelton (NBC-TV) costs $8.15 per 1,000 homes yet
P & G admits it has no proof program by itself is selling Tide.
-SR-

NBC planning
traveling AM
shows for fall

Insight into thinking at NBC radio program department is provided by
fact that it is considering several shows whose format would keep them
consistently on the road.
Each would have local talent and personalit.ies participating.
Reasoning is that traveling show with local hook
offers not only stimulus to radio listening but form of live programing that TV cannot duplicate.
If finalized, shows go on air in fall.
-SR-

Republican
campaign train
to follow
coaxial cable

Extent to which TV is affecting plans of political candidates for fall
can be measured by Republican plans to have 1952 campaign train follow
coaxial cable across U.S.
With communications equipment installed,
candidate could kiss babies locally while at same time appearing on
screens across nation.
Already, air media have had important part in
campaign.
Taft supporters in New Hampshire gave large measure of
credit for Eisenhower victory to intensive use of radio.
(See fulllength article "How to sell a candidate: 1952," page 34).
-SR-

Luxury cigarette
trend sparked
by Parliament

P. Lorillard Company introduction of new filter-tip cigarette, Kent,
is at least partially inspired by success of Benson and Hedges with
Parliament. Air advertising, mainly TV, plus space lifted Parliament
from class to mass seller, despite higher cost. Other tobacco firms
are expected to jump on bandwagon with own filter-tip brands.
gain for Parliament is way ahead of industry average growth.
-SR-

NARTB may act
on shortchanging
of AM figures

Considerable

discussion

is anticipated

at NARTB

convention

Sales

in Chicago

on matter

of personal and out-of-home radio set listening.
"Shortchanging" of these factors continues to rankle broadcasters.
There is
possibility of action on country-wide basis coming out of Convention.

SPONSOR'S

cover

policy

The picture cover which has been part of SPONSOR'S format since the
inception of the publication ends with this issue. Advertising will
henceforth be carried on the cover.

It I l»OKT

TO SPONSORS

for 2 4 March

1952

How much to
merchandise is
NARTB
poser

Another problem expected to get spotlight at NARTB convention is product merchandising by both networks and local stations.
Factors to be
weighed are how and how much merchandising should be extended advertiser without creating new Frankenstein for industry, that of nets or
stations outbidding one another with free merchandising to get business. Station men posing this issue point out that advertisers, obviously, have stake in continued health of radio industry and would be
loath to see merchandising grow into undermining evil. (See page 104.)
-SR-

Dept. stores
see important
role for TV
in future

Despite negative tone of NRDGA report on use of TV by department
stores, those in industry who are now concerned by such criticisms of
medium as well as by recent sponsor defections were heartened by close
examination of NRDGA figures.
When asked opinion about importance of
TV as sales medium in future, over half of stores now using TV were
optimistic.
Here's breakdown: 8 said it would be important; 3 good;
2 excellent; 1 predicted it would be No. 2 medium; 4 said it had great
potentialities.
Of remaining stores, 2 said future role depends on
cost; 3 said TV would be must with color; rest did not comment.
-SR-

New entry coming
in $250
million
detergent race

Look for new entry in $250 million detergent sweepstakes during 1952.
Armour & Co. has been testing new synthetic called Suds in Amarillo
and Omaha.
Results, using radio-newspaper-sampling approach, were
promising.
Starting from ground up, Armour Suds went to second place
among detergents in Amarillo.
But second is long way from first in
industry clearly dominated by P & G's Tide.
When Armour starts stirring suds bucket in earnest, distribution will probably be sought in
hardest-water areas first where detergents sell best (see page 36).
-SR-

WCBS-TV says
public service,
ratings not
incompatible

Wails of educator-social-uplift
contribute to community welfare

set that commercial broadcasting can't
have been rebutted frequently by in-

dustryites who cite radio-TV public service' accomplishments.
Latest
testimony to broadcaster service role is provided by new WCBS-TV presentation showing that while station's Margaret Arlen
woman commentator in New York area her programs have
high percentage of public service guests and special
public service and ratings are not incompatible, say
-SR-

Nostalgia
AM

BAB's latest
promotion
weapon

Latest undertaking by NARTB to revitalize radio listening and at same
time underscore unforgettable part that medium has played in life of
America is program series titled "Radio on the Record."
It will be
15-minute transcribed show, steeped in nostalgia and bringing back to
air news commentators repeating memorable broadcasts as well as entertainers offering tunes and routines which introduced them to fame.
Programs will
ures on "what

Lifting of N. Y.
color margarine
ban to signal
ad surge

is highest-rated
also contained
features.
Shows
station execs.

Come

end with one-minute statements by nationally known figradio means to me."
So far 240 stations have subscribed.
-SR-

1 July there'll be steady drum fire of radio and TV announcements in New York State by margarines.
Lifting of ban on colored margarine, effective 1 July, provides rich opportunity for market expansion. Lifting of color ban in other states (8 since 1950) , has previously been signal for aggressive advertising-merchandising action.
(Please turn to page 64)
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MEN, MONEY & MOTIVES
510 MADESON
NEW AND RENEW
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air media

Impetuous plunges into TV are dwindling as caution and cool judgment
increasingly control decisions. Two-part article sums up management mood

Top management asks: where
radio and TV taking us?

MR. SPONSOR:
HARVEY
TV RESULTS
MR. SPONSOR ASKS
ROUNDUP

are

Reawakened to radio's virtues yet fearing not to be on the TV bandwagon, sponsors are contused as to how to chart their AM-TV course
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Top management needs these facts to
evaluate AM — the "new medium"
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Wesson cashes In on good compang
By tying in its advertising with that of
maker upped
both profits and broadcast

How

related products,
budget

this

edible-oil

32

to sell a candidate: 1952

Slick political tacticians must bring a thorough knowledge of air techniques
to $100,000,000 '52 race with air media getting 80% of campaign budgets

34

Irmotf r digs in the $250,000,000 detergent pot
Here's how Armour has begun attempt to launch its own detergent.
has spearheaded two resultful test campaigns for Armour Suds

Don't sneer at a $250,000 TV budget

Radio

30

COVER: With this issue, SPONSOR inaugurates a new cover policy, replacing its previous pictorial format with advertising. The
re-designed cover provides for indexing of
seven feature articles each issue and is intended as a handy reference, continuing the
previous "cover tabs" setup which has been
SPONSOR'S trademark since September, 1949.
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Television

Network

DON'T BUY
JUST HALFA-MARKET!

Robert J. Landry

■I

liits

Toll, Toll and Trouble

Consider These Facts —
Re the Oakland -East Bay
Half of a Big $3 Billion
San Francisco Area Market
AMERICA'S

SEVENTH

Population 1950
1,144,132
Increase

pete with "free"?
Eugene MacDonald's Phonevision in Chicago, Skiatron in New
York, Paramount's Telemeter on the west coast, and RCA's still-inthe-laboratory system cannot be dismissed simply on the grounds that
subscription programing never got anywhere either in amplitude or
frequency modulation radio.

Cens us
T096,635

* * *

Units 1950
$109,057,935

Industrial Expansion 1948/49/50
$162,191,370
$54,636,800
School

Enrollment

Retail Outlets
3,174

1951

1951
14,96

I

$1,600,000,000

REMEMBER, KROW Covers
the Oakland - East - Bay Market
Plus the San Francisco Market
at 'LOWEST COST-PER-1000!
(PULSE: Sept.-Oct., 1951)
For details, see
PAUL

H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

KROW
Radio

Center

On the other hand, many who best know existing legislation doubt
that the Communications Act of 1934 can be stretched to cover toll.
Our whole regulatory system until now has been premised on the
citizen in his domicile paying no fee, toll, tax, or subscription. Therefore it may require Congress writing a new communications law.
Can the toll tele tycoons move Congressional inertia? Phonevision
has petitioned the FCC for hearings. These cannot start before the
spring of 1953 and will probably be the most prolonged hearings in
all regulatory history.

* * *

Retail Sales 1951 (Est.)
$1,600,000,000

Advertising-sponsored TV is a visible value whose outlines of
development can be easily foreshadowed. Theatre TV is partly
known although many details as to hours of operation and types of
large-screen events remain moot. The big question is on toll TV.
Does it have a chance in the American home? Can "fee" ever com-

* * *

MARKET

Since 1940

New Dwelling
$115,657,692

Advertisers with a fondness for imaginative projection into the
future might well render themselves dizzy in the head by conjuring
a world to come in which rival bodies of showmanship fought each
other for public favor in terms of three different kinds of television,
namely f 1 ) the kind now known, sen iced by networks and financed
by advertisers, (2) theatre television based on a box office admission, and (3) toll television in the home.

INC.

Bldg.

rTiHml rial

Toll tele could be fed into homes by land lines, but at prohibitive
cost. So, too, with theatre tele. Hence both rivals to status quo
demand the right to use channels in the upstairs segment of the
spectrum. Theatre men stress they ask nothing that would deprive
the public stations of frequencies. But theatres and home-toll both
collide with the venerable dogma of American ether that no broadcast license shall be granted for limited audiences. Answer given
that argument is something like this: "Nuts! All air regulations are
man-made and can be man-modified. Why should wavelengths be
sacrosanct to advertisers and not to entertainment wholesalers?"

* * *

Advertisers can, of course, relax.
No matter
will be ample provision for them.
Only rub
theatres would gobble up the public events and
and toll tele might deduct some percentage of the
( Please turn to page 84)

what happens there
might be that the
sports spectaculars
home audience.
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we're making
Television History
on

WDTV

Pitts burghs pioneer station is now operating
24 hours a day on a regular weekly schedule
featuring

The Swing Shift Theatre"
1 a.m. to 7 a.m., Monday

through Friday

The more than 200,000 workers in the Tri-State District,
who finish work at midnight, wanted entertainment while they
relaxed after their labors. We're giving them
fine shows throughout the night — the FIRST
the-clock COMMERCIAL

regular round-

TV operation in the nation.

WDTV

For the Best Shows —

DUMONT

and —

CHANNEL

The Best Results

3

Harold C. Lund, General Manager
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
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LINNEA'S NOSTALGIA
I had a complete^ nostalgic feeling
when I went through the February
25th issue of SPONSOR . . . and it wasn't
mj storj that did it! Reading about
Ken Baker and the new BMB (which
we must now remember to call the
Standard Report ) caused me to remember how much of myself I had put into
that operation. I believed in it then,
and I believe in it now, and only hope
that it will become one of the accepted tools of the industry. If anyone can
do it, Ken Baker can. If only more
stations would sit back and analyze
themselves and their operations, they
would realize the need for this material in building an over-all sound
broadcast advertising future. (Care-

r Just Delivered
The New
Pulse Surveys.."

KM A, Shenandoah, Iowa and
KMTV,
Omaha,
are on top
again!

KMA

The Most Listened
to Station in Its
Vast Rural Midwest
Area

ful, Lin, or you'll find yourself on the
soap-box again! )
Linnea Nelson
(/. W. T., Retired)

Pulse figures released in January, 1952 for
2 3 rural Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri
counties show that KMA is the Most Listened to Station during 2 34 quarter-hour
periods throughout the week. This is more
than all ether radio stations heard in this
area combined. KMA delivers 117 additional BMB counties not included in the
Pulse.
(Total KMA area 140 BMB counNot only is KMA the Most Listened to
St.vion in the area, but KMA's rates are
LOWER than any of the top 5 stations in
the survey. KMA yf gives you more con"Vnodel

or

KMA

KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa

KMTV
Omaha's No. 1
TV Station
KMTV has done it again! Latest Pulse
figures show that KMTV leads in 66 out
of 100 Class A (6 to 11 P.M.) quarterhours — Monday thru Friday. For the entire week, KMTV leads in 88 out of 140
Class A quarter-hours or 62.8% of all
Class A quarter-hours.
KMTV has a bright picture on afternoon
ratings, too, with a 5 3 ' ', share of the weekday affrnoon audience and a 54 "r share
on Saturday. For the best in TV coverage
of the rich Omaha area, contact the Katz
Agency or KMTV
today.

KMTV
2615 Farnam
ABC

St.

Omaha 2, Nebraska
—
DUMONT
—

Representative — KATZ

CBS

Agency, Inc.

"LIGHTNING

THAT

TALKS"

I am trying to locate a print of the
BAB movie "Lightning That Sells," or
something like that.
We would like to beg, borrow, or
I steal a print of this picture to screen
I for possible sales meeting use.
You
may be interested to know that the occasion for this request is brought about
by the viewing of a very excellent picture made by the MAB.
It is a beautifully done job, and highly effective.
I Maybe our industry could do something equally as good.
J

Gene M. Lightfoot
Assoc. Dir. of Films, TV and Radio
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleve.

I •

The

'Lightning

That

Talks"

film is eurrently

TIP

How do you like this one I it actually happened) :
Radio instructor: What is your opinion of a studio audience? Does it help
or hinder the program?
Smart student: Well, it helps the
comedians because the studio audience
lets the home listener know when to
laugh!
Anita de Mars
Radio Instructor
Find, Jr. College, N. Y.

RADIO BASICS
Yesterday morning I picked up a reof your most
"Radioof Basics."
Of print
course,
us had seen the
material before, but to get it in a compact package (without tearing pages
from a magazine) was most desirable.
You fellows are doing your damnedest to give the broadcaster what he
wants and needs (and too many of us
don't even know what we need ! ) .
Please accept my sincere appreciation.
Lambert B. Beeuwkes,
Gen I Mgr., WHEE, Boston
WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR
SENDING ME COPY BROCHURE
ON RADIO BASICS.
F. C. McWlLLIAMS

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron

This is a belated acknowledgement
and thanks for the very prompt service rendered when we recently ordered
150Onecopies
of nicer
"Radiothings
Basics."
of the
about this
industry is the way people like you are
always ready to step in and help in
the clinches and do all you can to cooperate in every way.
William Holm, Gen. Mgr.
I aSalle County Broadcasting Corp.

ATTENTION:

AD WOMEN

MILLER HIGH LIFE
Thank
you for making
the Miller
story in sponsor
(10 March
1952 1
possible. We are most appreciative of
the size and quality of the audience
which it will reach in your publication.
Will you please arrange for us to be
supplied with 100 reprints of the article.
II. Kendig Eaton, Pub. Rel. Mr.
Mathisson & Assoc. Milwaukee

Women

doing creative work in advertising may compete for the 1952
Erma Proetz Award sponsored for the
eighth
\ear
by Louis.
the Women's Advertising Club
of St.
Three SI 00 cash prizes will be given
in recognition of the most outstanding
creative advertising work done by a
woman during the period from 1
March 1951 to 1 March 1952, in any
SPONSOR

NO

IFS... AND...

BUTS...

BILL GORDON SELLS
EVERYTHING

FROM

SOUP-TO-NUTS!
The Chas. A. Peterson Company
under the CAPCO

process nut-

label . . . and has retail outlets in

food and drug stores . .. CAPCO

bought spot

announcements on the Bill Gordon Show on WHK

...

to sell a special package and to increase
counter trade during their off-season.
ONE spot announcement brought a $1,200.00 order!
Mr. Chas. A. Peterson, president of the
Chas. A. Peterson Nut Company, reported
that the balance of the spot campaign
resulted in a 25% increase in counter trade and
an average of four to six telephone
orders per day. Naturally, Mr. Peterson thinks
that WHK's Bill Gordon is the NUTS!

When Bill Gordon entertains ..he ENTERTAINS!
When Bill Gordon talks
...he SELLS! Add that to
WHK's

listening audi-

ence . . . and you've
really got something!

CLEVELAND, OHIO

IN

NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

OF

RADIO

CONJUNCTION

AND

WITH

TELEVISION

BROADCASTERS
SPONSOR

phase of advertising, including art and
photography, copy, radio. TV, or research. Honorable mentions are also
awarded. Competition is open to any
advertising women in the U. S., Canada. Cuba, or Mexico, whether affiliated with an advertising club or not.
\\ ork submitted must be postmarked
not later than 10 April 1952, the
package to be not larger than 16x20
inches. Awards will be presented on
13 May in St. Louis. Brochures and
entry blanks may be obtained by writing me at The Women's Advertising
Club of St. Louis, 706 Chestnut Street.
Blossom Streeter
The Women s Adv. Club of St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo.

story devoted to farm broadcasting.
You also have a gimmick you were
employing some months back which
consisted of a map showing the location of the various advertising agencies
in downtown New York, for the use
of visiting firemen and station managers. Ifyou have a spare copy of that
around, and you could send one along
to us, it would be greatly appreciated.
Gordon F. Keeble, Manager
S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Radio & TV Adv.
Toronto
•

SPONSOR'S

recent

LANNY, GINGER

story

on

farm

advertising

OFFER FIXIT SHOP

Because of the time and supervision
VET MEDICINE

RESULTS

Recently I visited the headquarters
of the Stanback Company, Ltd., of
Salisbury, N. C, and, while waiting to
see my man, I picked up a copy of
sponsor in the reception room.
There was quite a story in that particular issue which, I believe, was the
December issue, regarding the successful use of radio by drug stores featuring veterinary supplies. I wonder if
you would be good enough to see to it
that I get a copy of that issue.
George Roesler
Com. Mgr., WLOS
Asheville, N. C.
•
Reader Roesler refers to Radio
appearing in our issues of 20 Nov.

FARM

Results pages
1950 and 14

RADIO

I'd like to comment on your recent
feature, pointing out what a good buy
"Farm Programs" are. sponsor is
doing a great job to bring this fact to
the attention of the radio industry.
Those of us in farm radio who benefit from your work appreciate it. One
of the most delightful gifts I received
this Christmas was a subscription to
sponsor.
Since I'm no longer dependent on our "Station copy," I practically memorize each issue. It's great ! !
Ed Slusarczyk
WIBX Farm Director
Utica, N. Y.

We are in the
cooperative farm
for this purpose,
three additional
24 MARCH

process of
broadcast
we would
copies of

1952

launching a
service and,
like to have
your recent

required by the recent growth and expansion of our Jingle Productions and
Silvaplate Corporation interests, we
believe it wise to relinquish management of the now nationally famous
Little Grey Fixit Shop, for which
we've used the slogan "We mend all
but broken hearts."
We are offering this really exciting,
dignified, and profitable business to
someone artistic and mechanically inclined, who would like to acquire and
run an established, dependable business having a national reputation and
a distinguished clientele. We might
also consider a manager-investor to run
it for us.
We reluctantly take this step as the
shop was great fun for us, but we now
find it physically impossible to adequately supervise all three enterprises
which have stepped into a comparatively "big business" class.
Anyone interested is cordially invited to write us at 1295 Madison
Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.
Lanny & Ginger Grey
AM-TV Productions, N. Y.
DEPARTMENT

STORES AND

TV

Applause for sponsor speaking to
NRDGA (17 December 1951) about a
traveling clinic to show department
stores how to use the air effectively.
For television at least, that would be

Assisted by the fat

• TONY
MATTOLA •
Musical Croup
NOW

AVAILABLE
Transcribed
Quarter Hours

For

local or regional
sponsorship

an ideal way to break down uncertainty and resistance to a medium that can
give a department store more solid benefits in one deal than any other form
of promotion.
At Rich's, Atlanta, I produced the
hour-a-day, year-long "Rich's in Your
(Please turn to page 103)

PRODUCTIONS
19 East 53rd Street. New York City i

M

M

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT'S firs! play-date was January 6, 1952.
Immediately, the rush was on!
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT was snapped up by top, TV-wise advertising agencies:
B.B.D. & ().. Leo Burnett, Campbell-Ewald, Campbell-Mithun,
Kenyon 6; Eckhardt, McCann-Erickson . . .
TV-experienced advertisers — national & local — lost no time getting in on
Dangerous Assignment — such sponsors as Chevrolet Dealers, Durkee Famous Foods,
Crosley Appliances, Master White Bread, Nashville Pure Milk Co., Pontiac Dealers,
Piel's Beer, Sinclair Oil.
From coast ( Boston, New York, Miami) to coast (Seattle, San Francisco)
and from the Great Lakes region (Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis) to the Gulf
(New Orleans, Houston) . . . Dangerous Assignment is selling products for its sponsors.
THE RESULT:

by February 28th Dangerous Assignment was sold in 37 out of 63

television markets. And the others are going — fast.

YOU MUST ACT FAST TO SECURE THE EXCLUSIVE IN YOUR
OF THE GREATEST

TV BUYS AVAILABLE

TODAY

MARKET

ON ONE

. . .

Adventure, mystery, action, chair-edge excitement— continuing the famous
NBC radio show that held 3.500,000 homes spellbound. And now holds its TV
audiences right through the story and your commercial.
Audiences: Here are sample ARB-TV ratings that tell the story of its pulling
power: Boston, 16.9 (Jan. 8); Detroit, 23.3 (Jan. 13); San Francisco, 23.8 (Jan. 12).
Planned for five (5) product identifications including three full-length commercials
for your product— to make sales for you.
Fast-moving, exciting complete story in each program. And 39 Assignments will be
produced during 1952. Brian Donlevy stars throughout.
Top Star of screen, stage and TV, Brian Donlevy is the two-fisted adventurer
"Steve Mitchell'"' —on Dangerous Assignment for his government.
Hollywood-produced— with top writing, direction, production and a fine
supporting cast.
Lure of the exotic, the sinister, the perilous. Cairo, Siam, Iron Curtain countries . . .
Lure of a big-name, big-time TV network caliber show, produced for TV by
TV people— for exclusive local showing at local cost.

PHONE,

WRITE

OR WIRE

RELEASE SCHEDULE

AND

NBC-TV

FOR COMPLETE
SPECIAL AUDITION

FILM

INFORMATION-PRICES,
FILM

SYNDICATE

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York

SALES
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JVew? on Television Networks
SPONSOR
& Black
Products
bia

Records

Young
Benton

& Brass

1. ........ Waist

Burnett
Bates

MrCann-Erlekson

Ine

I Foods Corp
r & Gamble Co
Copper
>i Co

NO. OF NET

AGENCY
Leo
Ted

Ine

Inc

Co

& Rubica
& BowU

PROGRAM,

time, start, duratio

NBC-TV
ABC -TV
CBS-TV

"

Edwards

&

The

CBS-TV
ISBC-TV

St. Georges & K
Franklin Brack

NBC-TV
DuMont

vine
Merrill and Jesse 1 ,

CBS-TV

Th

N«
: 30-45

7:30-45

pm; r; 2452 ! wks

1:30 pm;

6 Apr;

Renewed on Television Networks
AGENCY

SPONSOR
Amcr lean Chicle Co
Cute r Products

Dancer-Fitzgerald.
Sample
SSCB
BBDO

Inc

v'urli . Publishing Co
Cane al Foods Corp
& Brother Co Inc
Lna
Fran. is H. Leggett

& Co

P. Le rillard Co
Venn en Co

3.

NO. OF NET STATIONS
DuMont

24

CBS-TV
DuMont
CBS-TV
DuMont

52
13

Young & Rubicam
Warwick
&- Legler
Peck

DuMont

4

Lennen
Kenyon

DuMont
DuMont

9
19

& Mitchell
& Eckhardt

20
51

PROGRAM,

Station Representation Changes
NEW

AFFILIATION
KIM)
WAAF
WABI.
WEOK
WIBX.
WING.
WIRE.
W1ZE.
WLAW

4.

time, start, duration

Rocky King, Detective; Sun 9-9:30 pm ; 16
Mar; 52 wks
Crime Photographer; alt Th 10:30-11 pm ; IT
52 wks T 8:30-9 pm ; 8 Apr; 52 wks
KeepApr;Posted;
It's News to Me; F 9:30-10 pm; 4 Apr; 52 wks
The Plainclothes Man; Sun 9:30-10 pm; 23
Mar; 52 wks
Rumpus Room; M, W, F 1-1:30 pm; 31 Mar;
52 wks
Down You Go; F 9-9:30 pm; 21 Mar; 52 wks
Twenty Questions; F 8-8:30 pm; 4 Apr; 52 wks

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

Everett-McKinney,
N. Y.
Sv-illiam G. Rambeau, N. Y.
Burn-Smith Co, N. Y.
Everett-McKinney,
N. Y.
Everett-McKinney,
N. Y.
Seorge W. Clark, N. Y.
FIR Representatives, N. Y.
Free & Peters, N. Y.
H-R Representatives. N. Y.
J. L. Taylor Co, N. Y.

Corpus Chris
, Ft. Smith, A
Banner
Poughkeepsif
Utica
Dayton
Indianapolis
Springfield, 0
, Boston-Lawr

rp
New and
Renewed Spot Television
rp

NET OR STATION
Atlantis S ales C
Atlantis S ■lea C
B. C. Ren
(.
Benson & ad]
II... I*.Benson & Bedgc
Carr-Cons Udatcx
Co
Carr-Cons lidated

II. -.•mi
Biscuit

D. L. Clar k Co
R. B. Dav is Co
Budnut S
let < „

PROGRAM,

time, start, duratior

J. Walter Thompso n
J. Walter Thompso n
N. W. Ay
Benton & erBowles
Benton &
BBDO

WBZ-TV,
WBZ-TV,
WDTV,
WNBT,
WNBT,
WNBK,

Bos
Bos
Pittsb
N. Y.
N. Y.
Clevc.

BBDO

WNBQ,

Chi.

tn break;

BBDO
Samuel Ci oot
Dancer-Fi
zgerald-

WRGB,
WRGB,
WPTZ,

Schcn
Schen
Phila

artic; 1 Mar; 7 wks (n)
irtic; 12 Mar; 13 wks (r)
artic; 2 Mar; 16 wks (n)

:ak; 3 Mar; 52 wks (n)
>ak; 7 Mar; 52 wks (n)

3 Mar;

52 wks

3 Mar;

52 wks

(n)
(n)

mes

Numbers after n
refer
New
Renew tocategory
H. W. Bennett
A. E. Hanser
Sam J. Henry

•

In next issue: New and Renewed on Networks, New National Spot Radio Business, National

Broadcast Sales
24 MARCH

1952

Executive Changes, Sponsor

Personnel

Changes,

New

Agency Appointments

Edgar W. Clark
Harold
Fair

and

15)
(5)
51
(5)

(5)

New and renew 24 March

4.

Mew and Renewed

Lmria-Howe

Spot Television (continued)

AGENCY

SPONSOR
Co

Mystlk Adhesive Product*
Philip Morris & Co
Philadelphia & Reading

NET OR STATION

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
George H. Hartman
Iliow
McKee & Albright

Rival Packing Co
Rnahmore Paper Mills Inc
Rushmorc Paper Mills Inc
1 & M Srhaefer Brewing

Charles Silver
Paris & Peart
Paris & Peart
BBDO

Schneider

Quality

Baking

Co

Bakers

Standard Brands Inc
Triro Products Corp

Baldwin,

Wilson

Ewell

& Co

1952

Bowers

of
&

& Thurber

WPTZ,

Phila.

WDTV,
WNBQ,
W1VBW,

Pittsb.
Chi.
Wash.

WDTV,

Pittsb.

WNBQ.
WNBQ,
WNBT,

Chi.
Chi.
N. Y.

WNBW,

Wash.

WRGB,
WRGB,

Schcn.
Schcn.

WDTV,

Pittsb.

PROGRAM, time start, duration
ec stn break; 2 Ma 13; 13wks wks (n)(r)
in partic; 17 Mar;
.r; 52 wks („)
ec stn break; 24 M r; 52 wks (r)
wks (n)
>ec atn break; 6 Ma
ec ident; 8 Mar; 1!
r; 52 wks (r)
ec stn break; 2 Ma
ec stn break; 11 M ar; 26 wks (r)
20- ec sin break; 8 Ma ; 52 wks (n)
2026 wks (r)
10- in anncmt; 17 Mar;
10- sec stn break; 3 Mar ; 28 wks (r)
10- sec stn break; 8 Ma r; 52 wks (r)vp
13 wks (r)
sec anncmt; 16 Mar
1-n

vp

202020-

"T,-

I

5.

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
FORMER

Edgar

W. Clark

vp

NEW

AFFILIATION

... & Marquette, N. Y.,
ont & Hohman, Detroit,
n-Erickson, N. Y., vp
I Rubber Co, Dayton,

Kenya
publ
Same,

5ame,
U/.-ll
same,

: Herscy,

N.

n & E ckhardt,
dept)

N. 1 dept

•m

dir
depl

radio-TV ad radio
also
& Jach ead
IV
Willia bs, N. Y., h« a dept
m Greenfield, Phila., radio-TV
mbined med Phila., xec

Same,
Williac< m Greenfield,
r...- mgr
Ernes

t & McDonald, Chi., acct exec
Ralph IS.Biow,
Trans V
Badger,

AFFILIATION

lober
r, N. Y., vp
Wrsle t W. O
ates, N. Y., media dir

Y.,

•ember board
y Assoc
, vp

. Moehren
1. Murphy

dir

laid, Chi., med
Hlywd., mgr
McCann-Erick*
n-Erickson, N. Y., vp
W. Orr, N. Y., acct exec
ter Thompson, N. Y., acct
..IT & Ryan, N. Y., copywi
ont & Hohman, Chi., acct
.ckheim, N. Y., dir

Alfred J. Scalpoi
Peter Schaeffer
Max F. Schmitt

Lloyd
Nat C.
W. C.
Martin

G. Whitebro
Wlldman
Woody Jr
Zitz

6.

Station Power

t & McDonald,

nd
Numbers after
to N
Renew category
Joseph D. Knap (5)
Nat C. Wlldman (5)
Perry Schofield (5)
Thomas H. Lane (5)
L G.Whitebrook(5)

New

Joseph Katz, N. Y., vp-svc
Same, vp
Same,
sr vp-client relations
Same, vp

Chi.,

Increases
FORMER

, Clovis,

McCann-Erickson, N. Y., sr acct
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., i
Joseph vpKatz, N. Y., exec vp-creat
Same,

WATTAGE

NEW

WATTAGE

Mex

\ «"ir Network

Affiliations
FORMER

AFFILIATION

NEW

AFFILIATION

SPONSOR

L_ L_K_
1951

Iowa Radio Audience

Survey reveals important
fl
trends in PROGRAM
PREFERENCES!

day

The

In comparing Iowa's "best-liked" types of radio programs in 1951 with those of 1947, 1948, 1949 and
1950, the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* highlights
several important trends which might well influence your
radio plans.
Here, in capsule form, is the five-year comparison
16 program types:
1947
Survey

MEN
News broadcasts
Featured
comedians
Popular

music

Sports broadcasts
Audience participation
Market reports
O.diime
music
Complete drama
Variety programs
Religious music or
devotionals
Talks, comment
Band music (brass)
Talks on farming
Serial drama
Classical music
Homemaking

pro-

grams

1951
Survey

80.4%

87.1 %

71.5
39.9

62.0

1947

WOMEN

72.1 %

38.7

48.5
47.4

41.7

41.0

News broadcasts
66.3
Featured comedians
44.7
Popular music
Audience participation 47.4
43.1
Complete drama

25.2
23.2
32.7
29.5

30.6
29.7

Religious music
devotionals

28.2
20.6

Sports broadcasts
Serial
drama
Oldtime music

17.4
20.5
14.5
17.0
15.2
16.1
4.3

18.4

Variety programs

16.4
15.3
14.3
12.3

Homemaking

9.5
5.4

Talks

1951
79.9%

57.6
51.4
49.4
38.4

or

pro-

Market reports
grams
Talks, comment
Classical music

for

Band music (brass)
on farming

28.5
16.6
30.5
19.5
32.3
18.2
12.8
15.0
20.7
13.2

28.2

Chan
Publ c

Service

listened

to

attitude
by

that WHO

Iowa market.
to the
its top-grade
WHO

more

•

cc

With

rad
s tc

your Clear
best
its 50,000 ewatt,
i

programmin
is
Iowa's
greates

its
than

enlightened
0

lovvans
night

and

an

outlet —
any
other

>n in the State.

Willi®
+/©r Iowa PLUS +

27.4

18.8
16.1
15.0
14.6
8.3
13.4

8.8

You'll find the 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey one
of your most valuable reference books. It's packed with
authentic, up-to-date information. It is one of America's
most dependable radio studies. Write us for your copy,
today! — or ask Free & Peters!
1952

Survey proves again

approach
nel voice,

26.7
21.9
21.3

Note the growing popularity among both men and women
of news and sports broadcasts, popular music, market
reports and oldtime music. And notice the substantial
decline in popularity of featured comedians, complete and
serial drama shows, classical music and variety programs.
In almost every case the trend is consistent, year after year,
indicating a definite pattern rather than a temporary shift
in preference.

24 MARCH

951

rcjio

FREE & PETERS, INC.
I\aiion;i) Representatives

♦ The
idio

1951 Iowa

Radio Audience

Sur-

the
study of
■•-'—fourteenth
:ng habits annual
in Iowa.
It

list

was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of
Wichita University and his staff. It
based on personal interviews during
arch and April, 1951, with 9.180 Iowa
milies— all scientifically selected from
wa's
cities, towns,
villages
and
e of the radio
to present a '

n low

BJE3B

iVew developments

on SPONSOR

stories

MOBILE
1 Metropolitan
Population
230,400

To attract advertisers, radio can offer
them new ideas to help use AM r
profitably

WKRG
1 Population
Primary
Coverage
1,326,550

Adam
Young,
Jr.
National Rcpresentatrf
F.

E.

Busby,

General Manager

WNEW, New York, is among the radio operations demonstrating
that original and creative commercial ideas pay off — in sponsors.
Their staff-created "service commercials" are a case in point. Last
year, Canada Dry used WNEW's "Baseball Musical Scoreboard"
(ball scores, schedules introduced by singing jingles); Pepsi-Cola
and Norge their "Summer Services" (traffic reports, where-to-go-forentertainment tips). The latest, an original collection of singing
weather reports, have been snapped up by Taystee Bread. They made
their air debut over WNEW in January.
The musical weather jingles cover varying weather conditions, are
followed by live local weather forecasts and integrated with commercial announcements. Taystee, through Young & Rubicam, Chicago, has contracted for exclusive sponsorship of the singing reports,
is using them on a 52-week schedule of some 50 announcements a
week. Taystee has also bought a franchise on the jingles, whereby
they can use them on other stations as long as they are on WNEW.
Running 15 to 30 seconds in length, the jingles are set to pop
music forms including blues, calypso, boogie-woogie, ballad, march.
hillbilly. A sample jingle- forecast-commercial goes like this:
Announcer: {Live)
Your Taystee Bread singing weather man . . .
E.T. Jingle: ( Calypso tempo )
Got to talk about something that makes me feel sad;
Got to talk about the weather that's gonna be bad.
Bad weather is something that don't hit the spot
But we got to have weather — whether or not.
Announcer: {Live: ad libs suitable lead-in to live weather report;
gives report, then commercial:)
Grim weather news . . . but good news about toast.
Taystee Bread makes toast as you like it . . . (etc.)
Jingle lyrics were written by Bill Kaland, WNEW program director, music composed by Roy Ross, WNEW orchestra leader. All such

MOBILE,

ALABAMA

"special service" ideas are conceived and produced by the station's
program department.
SPONSOR

THE

J.flOlCt.l A M

H< II AM

only

THE
GEORGIA
TRIO
5000w

SAVANNAH

590kc

MACON

CBS

WMAZ
10,000w

CBS

WTOC
5000 w

1290kc

CBS

940kc

the TRIO offers advertisers at one low cost:
• concentrated coverage • merchandising assistance •
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This new Katz presentation, widely reported by the trade press, discusses network
Spot Program

television . . . explains when

and

and why one or the other is indicated.

It is a realistic, up-to-date description of an approach

to television that is

already producing results — for less TV dollars.

It tells a story that's important to every one concerned

with the use of television

to sell goods — advertising and sales directors as well as media, program,
account and plans board executives. The complete story can be told in less than
40 minutes. But the ideas in it will be talked about in your shop
long after the presentation is over.
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Harvey Bond is a native New Yorker making good in the big city.

1919...

Although he is only in his 30's, he directs Benrus' $3,000,000
advertising activity from his office at 200 Hudson Street, a watch

E
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L
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CANADA'S
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fob's length away from the Holland Tunnel.
How well Bond coordinates Benrus ad drives is seen by their
1951 sales gross of $20,000,000, up $4,000,000 from 1950 and second only to Bulova in sales volume. Bond quickly disclaims credit.
"Ever since Benrus started in radio over 20 years ago with a
WJZ time signal it has been a question of teamwork," he says. "Today we have an ad staff of 16 including our own research man."
Bond himself started learning the tricks early. Not long after
Benrus began its WJZ airing, which followed the Winchell show,
Bond was hard at work in Universal Camera's ad department. That
was in 1933. By 1938 he decided to use his knowledge of the camera
indus'ry editorially, became co-publisher of American Camera Trade.
World War II found Bond in a Signal Corps officer's uniform.
This led, toward the end of hostilities, to a top job with UNRRA as.
special assistant to the director general of supply, followed by a tenure (1946-50) as Helbros ad manager. This is the amalgam of experience Bond draws on at Benrus.
Benrus, competing with Bulova and Longines-Wittnauer, numbers
6,000 retail jewelers among its customers. While jockeying for sales
Bond must be alert to shifting customer tastes.
"Style is the keynote," comments Bond, "and now with TV we
can demonstrate the beauty and function of a watch."
A $2,000,000 slice for this purpose goes to NBC-TV's Your Shorn
of Shows (Saturday 9:30 to 10:00 p.m.). The rest of the budget
(agency is J. D. Tarcher) goes for spot TV in 65 markets, mostly
20-second announcements.

"More
Friends

than

a Million

in

Montreal"

[Availabilities from
U.S.— Weed & Co.
Can.— All-Canada

"You can't possibly demonstrate a watch in less time," says Bond.
"We also run radio announcements in 50 markets where TV doesn't
have at least 50' < penetration. And, we're very carefully re-evaluating radio for a bigger share of the budget."
Re-evaluation, hard driving competition mean a fast pace for
Bond and his staff. But he manages a hobby in limited leisure hours.
Kx-publisher-editor Bond collects limited editions. One favorite is a
four-volume work of 17th century poet Robert Herrick.
SPONSOR

MR. SPONSOR:

WJBK, the favorite station of Detroit radio
listeners, heads up the Tiger Baseball Network again for the 4th straight year! The
enthusiasm of the Detroit fan club, numbering over 2,500,000 — and the mammoth
Hoopers— proves that Detroiters love baseball ... and WJBK!

Tiger Baseball Network by the same sponsor ... 4 years in a row ... is the favorite
with advertisers who love results. And you
can reach more of the multi-billion dollar
Detroit market, more effectively, at less cost,
when WJBK delivers your sales message
with the punch that pays off! Call your
KATZ man TODAY.

WJBK, selected key station for the Detroit
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Top management probes air media
Here's how top men now sum up AM-TV dilemma; plus a
potpourri of latest radio facts that are helping set them straight
I Many a top management

executive today is

waking up from the "Let' s-get-into-televisionnow" party with a somewhat furry taste in his mouth and a
glazed look to his eyes. In the cold, clear light of dawn, and
in the light of newly-charted research dimensions of radio,
these executives are putting broadcast advertising campaigns under sharper scrutiny.
Disappearing fast is the management executive who burbles eagerly: "How soon can we get into TV?" In his place
is the executive who thinks in terms of his overall air advertising pattern before plunging into television.
As shown in Part I of this two-section report, sponsors
are now demanding real "reasons-why" before they invest
millions into campaigns that may throw off balance their

sales coverage requirements. They're examining anew their
responsibility to the public, in the form of programing.
They're looking twice at air costs, research, and results.
Much of this can be traced to: (1) TV's soaring costs,
circulation limits, as yet uncharted sales impact, and (2)
Radio's "renaissance" of re-pricing, and re-measuring itself. Executives today are blowing the "Time Out" whistle,
while they re-acquaint themselves with 1952-style radio research facts. The cause of this soul-searching, and a brief
"refresher course" in 1952's radio basics is discussed in
Part II of this SPONSOR study.
Here, for advertisers and their agencies, are the latest
data in this great trend to re-examine air media in 1952,
both from the standpoint of philosophy and of fact.

part

I The over-all look

part /
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Closeup on radio facts

III
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1. Top management asks;
advertising.
Ibroadcast
Behind scenes
in today's
quietly, unreported until now. there is
in progress the greatest soul-searching
by top corporation officialdom of all
time. These Lords of High Decision
wont allow themselves direct quotation but most of them analyze the prevailing situation in more or less identical terms. And management counsels echo them.
The cigarette and soap companies
are especially cautious right now. waiting to see what the competitors will
do. The food packers are in roughly
the same frame of mind. As one adman-savant describes current anxiet) :
"We've awakened to the fact that
we've trapped ourselves in our own
impetuous enthusiasm for television
without having a sufficiently detailed
picture of what TV implied in corporation investment and what this investment means, in turn, to our over-all
advertising and merchandising commitments. Itall spells an unsettled condition for all media for the next several months, with top management in
the interim endeavoring to reorient itTop management is re-discovering
the problem of radio and TV balance
precisely because TV is expensive and
variable
self." and because they see that, in
the final reckoning, the responsibility
i- top seem
management's,
nobodyelements
else's.
These
to be the salient
explaining the present soul-searching:
1. Top management fears the\ ve
gone further faster than they realized,
or meant to, and are being pushed to
go still further I in expense I . This
makes them uneasy.
2. \t the same time. the\ recognize
the advantages of TV. they fear not
being on the bandwagon.
But most of

all the\ dare not retreat from TV lor
fear of I a I their competitors and (b)
their dealers.
3. Officials have been jolted by a
second look at audience. As one vice
president put it
dressing the 37'
we're passing by
ican homes who

to sponsor: "In ad( of homes with TV
the 63' A of all Amerdon't have TV and

are not receiving our message."
4. Related to the above consideration, top management is also jolted by
seeming disparities. It costs about the
same amount in program investment
to get two points of popularity rating
in TV as will buy 10 points in radio.
5. Finally, administrators are glancing back to radio — at least in their
after-thought. They are wondering if
their flight from radio was not unduly precipitate. Only yesterday radio was "the greatest mass medium
ever perfected." Yet. the sponsoring
officials are confused as to how and
where to draw the line and chart their
course between new. dynamic and
glamorous TV and old. familiar and
dependable AM.
The dealers are key factors. In general, dealers seem delighted with TV.
They especially like to see themselves
impersonated by good-looking actors
and announcers. TV visualizes owners,
managers and clerks in retail establishments as smart, attractive, honest,
wrappingmodels
up big
purchases
for were
wellstacked
making
like they
housewives. Also TV scenery makes
the average drug store, or gas station,
place, trim, neat and chastely moderne.
It also pleases I he retailers when
customers thev don't know, or customers they do know, apply to them the
fictional name of some TV character.
It's gotten to the point that salesmen
come hack to the office and report

mu

product

that

doesn't

have

T\

Sales management cannot discount
plans."
that kind of dealer attitude. On the
other hand all is not universal joy.
Other dealers in non-TV areas scream
they are neglected, that the advertiser
is shooting the bankroll for a ride on
the bandwagon and this does the dealer outside TV areas no good. Again
the 63r< of the homes argument.
"Moe Schmo says he won't stock any
Other thoughts crowd in upon top
management. Right now they wonder
more than normal about their advertising agencies. It is being asked: how
main advertising agencies, since the
war, have recovered that expertness in
program showmanship many exhibited
in the competitive days before soft tax
dollars came rolling in? The latest
and the sharpest criticism of all — and
mark this twist well, it's hot off the
griddle — is that while agencies could
be excused a certain amount of fumbling in TV ( where everybody fumbles) itis hard to excuse current agency ignorance of radio. Says one bigspending official: "Nearly all the New
York bigtime agencies have practically
forgotten radio. Again and again I
discover they never listen. All have
flocked pell-mell to the new medium.
We are getting one-sided counsel." He
goes on to divide the blame. "I don't
think radio is doing a good job selling
radio except for Mutual which has no
television to dazzle it."
In this same connection, SPONSOR
itself has of late picked up more than
a few stories of lack-lustre and apologetic presentations of the radio sales
story made to managements by radio
representatives human enough to have
been infected by the TV bandwagon
psychology to an alarming degree.

But lets go back to cigarettes, soaps,
groceries as the big men put TV under the 1952 microscope of secondguessing. They are asking themselves,
and their agencies, and the trade press
lots of penetrating questions. Radio
was relatively simple. Television is infinitely complex. A Broadway actor,
quoted here over a year ago may have
put it better: "Radio was a soft touch;
TV is a tough racket."
Program and personality selection,
negotiation, studio production are sufficiently involved. Everything about
TV is tricky and unpredictable. Take
the matter of TV advertising copy. To
put this in perspective, another ad
manager's words are quoted:
"In the old days of newsprint, proofs
were laid in front of us. Did we like
serious or comic layout, photographs
or line drawings, lots of white space
or crowded text, facts or testimonials?
Decision was not too hard. Nor did
it scare us silly. Later when the magazines added color plates it was easv
enough to decide between black and
white and color. Looking back to radio the advertising message wasn't
usually vexatious. Say it once, say it
again, repeat for emphasis. But now
comes television and the sales message
is almost as complicated and proportionately as expensive as the entertainitself." top management cannot
In ment
short,
pass the buck on the TV advertising.
Not when the choice lies between live
and film, anima'ed graph and prettygirl, cut-out and montage. Not when
all sorts of unions that the average
sponsor never heard of loom as a big
X-factor.
Hence top management has itself a
l Please turn to page 76)

I Top management needs these
key facts to evaluate radio
JMBBfjl As an advertising medium
^"■"■■■" in 1952. radio — particularly network radio — can no longer be
judged in the light of the past. Like
the fading actress who makes an overnight comeback with a complete
switch in appeal, radio must be dealt

drastic changes of policy, pricing, and
packaging that radio is practically a
new advertising medium. Thus, the
corporation tycoon faces not one set
of unfamiliar media data, but two sets.
Broadcast advertising is noiv complicated beyond all previous compli-

with as a "fresh" personality. Admen
and agency executives agree toda\
that to treat radio in any other fashion
would be a colossal mistake.

this "complication"
is No
the small
matterpartof ofradio
research. The
cations."

hardly recognizes the old girl.
On the other hand, television research has become relatively simplified.

propeller pilot from World War II
finds himself bewildered by the new
instrument panel of a 1952 Sabre jet.
In the same way, advertisers are often

Due to the limitations of TV's circulation, its lack of "secondary" sets and

In the first part of this report, sponsor stated that:
"TV

Vo.

has

forced

upon

radio
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Its physical boundaries have been fairly well charted, and are widely known.
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Departn

"mobile" audience, evaluating TV research has been fairly easy for advertisers. Evaluating today's radio research, however, is no longer simple;
it's a real problem.
With agencies — who are usually a
jump ahead of clients in spotting media trends and evaluating media research— pitching radio, more and
more, instead of plugging for wholesale switches to TV, the problem is
becoming acute. Aware of recent
clashes between agencymen, who talk
radio in the "new" sense, and clients,
who argue back on the basis of "old"
information, SPONSOR herewith presents a "refresher course" of "new"
radio basics for advertisers.
This information is the result of a
series of interviews with the research
chiefs of the leading radio networks
and stations, and in talks with independent research firms like Nielsen,
Pulse, and American Research Bureau.
sponsor found that radio research is
far from static today. In fact, keeping
up with it on a "minimum" basis is

like trying to count the passengers on
the Twentieth Century Limited as it
highballs through a whistle stop.
For instance, here are some of the
newer trends in measuring radio:
EXTRA- SET LISTENING: As
shown in the charts on these pages,
and as will be discussed shortly in this
report, advertisers must today view
radio as a medium whose circulation
is ever-spreading. Recent studies made
for NBC and CBS jointly by ARB,
and a four-network "census" of U.S.
radio sets show that the multiple-set
home — especially in TV areas — is now
the standard item. Radio listening has
now become "diffused" all over a
typical radio or radio-TV home — in
kitchens, bedrooms, garages, basement
playrooms, and suchlike. With 25%
of U.S. homes owning three or more
radios (an ABC- ARB figure), you
can't go by "homes" any more; you
must consider "people." The evergrowingmust
number ofbe "people"
listen to radio
consideredwhowhen
talking about radio today, and in dis-

Auto sets have more than doubled since TV emergence

cussing TV's effects on it.
OUT- OF- HOME LISTENING.- The
number of portable radios sold last
year — over 1,000,000 — and the number of auto radios installed last year —
nearly 4,500,000 — are striking proof
of the size of the so-called "mobile"
audience. For example, there are more
auto radios (23,500,000 as of January 1952) than there are TV sets
(15,777,000) in the entire U.S. Until
recently, researchers had only foggy,
isolated notions as to the dimensions
and behavior of the "extra-set" "mobile" audience. Now, things are changing rapidly. Again, the joint fournetwork "census," and upcoming studies by Pulse (for BAB), ARB (for
ABC radio net) and A. C. Nielsen
(NBC, etc.) are throwing new light
on this
hugeadvertisers.
audience, often
"bonus"
for
radio
Untila recently,
even radio listening in homes was seriously underestimated.
DIMENSIONS OF RADIO; Goaded into much of its new research by
(Please turn to page 78)

8,691 AM commercials on 662 stations
428 TV commercials on 87 stations
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Wesson cashes in on good company
Combined advertising with related products like flour proves success
^■■■jRI Even when liquid shorten^■■■■■■i ing's used, it takes a thorough mixture of the flour and oil ingredients to make a mouth-watering
cake. Similarly, when you advertise a
liquid shortening, thorough integration of the sales approach with the
Function of the product is needed if
you want a seven-layer success.
This related Belling strategy has been
underlying all of the Wesson Oil and
Snowdrift Sales Company's recent air
advertising. Wesson has sought integration of Wesson Oil's baking function with its advertising in two ways:
First, by tying-in with other non32

Wesson cooking products in combined
campaigns and advertising; and second, by launching a sizable TV campaign of its own on women's cooking
and shopping programs.
Such close integration has had a real
pay-oft" in sales. Less than five years
ago, Wesson Oil, best known nationally
distributed consumer product of the
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales Company, was known first as a salad oil,
and secondly, as a frying oil. Though
the product is still sold predominant^
as a salad oil, and ranks first in this
category, it is now established as a
shortening as well.

It was the development of several
cake recipes by General Mills, calling
for liquid shortening, that made Wes
son see its sales horizons grow to embrace baking. Now, the company hi
before it a huge potential in house
wivesuidwho
have never baked with liqshortening.
Admen will recall that the first rec
ipe tie-up between Wesson and General
Mills was the famous "Betty Crocker
Chiffon Cake" made with Gold Medal
Flour in 1948. For this joint project,
both Wesson Oil and General Mills
bought heavy magazine, newspaper,
and air advertising. Several other WesSPONSOR

son-GM recipes wen- handled in the
same manner until the fall of 1950.
Then, the two companies merged man)
advertising promotions, and created
joint plans for marketing and advertising.
Following the highly successful
Chiffon Cake promotion in 1948, Wesson teamed with General Mills in similar joint promotional campaigns. These
Wesson-GM promotions included several on a regional basis for Snowdrift.
Wesson's all-vegetable solid shortening,
well-known in the Southern and Pacific
coast areas. There have also been two
heavy contests, one last year, and another just completed. Radio and T\
featured in both.
The 1951 contest starred the Betty
Crocker's Stir-N-Roll recipes, and offered prizes valued at $150,000.
But it takes a back seat to the justended "Million Dollar" contest, which
had Wesson Oil, General Mills, Crosley Appliances and Borden (Non-Such
Mince Meat) participating. These
firms combined magazine advertising
with a four-page full-color spread in
Life and single color pages in the leading women's publications.
This latest contest was whooped up
on the Betty Crocker Magazine of the
Air (ABC radio); The Erwins and
Star Matinee (ABC TV shows) ; spot
Tadio; and sectional radio including:
Cal Tinnefs On (LBS SW and SE),
Hymns of All Churches with Tinney
(LBS SW and SE), and Hymns of All
Churches (Keystone SW and SE) —
all of them sponsored by General Mills.
Since the contest wound up earlier
this month, sales results are not yet
available. The 1951 contest, which was
on a lesser scale, created from 25 to
50% more in sales in various areas.
This year's "Million Dollar" contest —
the first in the food field — should have
Wesson sales soaring, at only a nominal cost to Wesson.
On the heels of this joint promotion.
Wesson's recent successes with tie-in
adfertising and "related" selling has
caused the company to buy into still
another combined promotion. It's one
of the largest Lenten campaigns in ad
history. Participants in this latest team
are Wesson Oil, General Mills (Gold
Medal Flour), and Van Camp for
Chicken
of the Sea and White Star

brand tuna. The heavj national promotion will include no less than 8,691
radio commercials placed on 082 station-: 128 T\ commercials on 87
stations, plus magazines. Sunday supplements, newspapers and point-of-sale
displays.
\\ esson and General Mills, pioneers
in this phase of functional product tiein. have done such a complete job of
handling each campaign that even individual grocers are happy to cooperate. Products in the promotions are
stacked together, since both companies
believe that the related groups will sell
more of each product. Another method
here is to keep merchandise displays
before the customer for at least a twoweek period to create a solid consumer
impression. Tests have shown that the
second week's sales will equal or exceed the first.
In addition to the radio and TV
shots received by Wesson Oil for its
products by virtue of the joint advertising, the company has an impressive
radio background and does sponsor its
own regional radio programs. Wesson
went into spot TV last September and
has gradually been adding; the list is
now at 21 markets.
Wesson chooses regional radio to
promote its solid all-vegetable shortening, Snowdrift, distributed in only 27
states. Although regional, Snowdrift
is the oldest of all Wesson consumer
products, and celebrated its Golden
Anniversary last season. The current
radio vehicle for it is a daytime serial.
Dr. Paul, heard on the NBC Pacific
and NBC southern networks, totaling
61 stations. The program is also spotted in 22 other markets in the same reDr. Paul was picked by Wesson in
gions.
1949 and carried on a spot basis for
two years, because it wasn't possible to
line-up a good regional net hook-up
in a time suitable to Wesson Oil. However, last fall 60 stations were cleared
in the Southeast, Southwest, and Pacific
Coast areas, and the Dr. Paul stations
were increased to 60 NBC affiliates,
plus 24 individual spot markets, including two Hawaiian stations: KGU,
Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo.
Snowdrift also had the advantage of
tie-ins last year, going along with Gold
Medal Flour and Sperry Flour, Gen(Please turn to page 66)

33 stations in 21 markets, mainly woman's cooking shows, carry commercials in Wesson's new
TV campaign. Among shows are: Louise Morgan. WNAC-TV, Boston; Sally Smart, WOR-TV,
New York; Dione Lucas, WJZ-TV, New York. Wesson backs shows with merchandising to dealers
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Wesson likes eookiny shows on TV

How In sell a candidate: 1952

Artful use of visual aids in TV, good microphone technique in radio characterize
A political candidate is a
I product. And those postelection Cheshire grins will be worn
by the campaign managers who have
accepted this analogy — and conducted
their campaigns accordingly.
During the next eight months, the
political "brand loyalty" of the American constituency will be subjected to
the most aggressive merchandising
frontal attack in the history of U. S.
politicking.
111. r « - is every indication that more
lli. in $100,
,000 will pour out of
party coffers for electioneering. As
much as 70-80' '< will go to put the
merchandising might of radio and television behind local and national candidates. Air expenditures will be particularly hea\ \ because, for the first
time in history, a transcontinental TV
hookup is available.
34

today's candidates.

Parties,

Already, managers are confident of
the newer medium's ability to sway
voter opinion. But with TV costing

the two major parties are planning for
their national efforts on the air in
1952.

three times as much as radio, they're
more anxious than ever to get full value for their dollars in both media.
To get a clear picture of how best
to use the air for selling a candidate,
sponsor editors have queried a host
of authorities. Among them: Washington headquarters officials of the major
political parties; advertising agencies
which have handled campaigns; independent radio and TV consultants;
candidates who have made successful
use of the media. ( Boiled down at

Republicans have cast aside the
overconfidence that marked the disastrous 1948 campaign. Careful study
has been made of the successful effort

right are Do and Don't suggestions for
good political selling technique which
emerged
from experiences
cited to
SPONSOR.)
Before taking up techniques for selling a candidate, here in brief is what

by Senator Bobert Taft to retain his
seat in the 1950 campaign in Ohio.
In fact, all senatorial candidates that
year were surveyed on their use* of
radio and TV. Besult of this intense
study: the Republican National Committee will probably up radio-TV allocations by 100 rf over 1948, are encouraging local committees to do likewise.
This year the route of the Republican campaign train will probablj follow the coaxial cable across the country. With the aid of a communications
car, the Republican
candidate
will
SPONSOR

NA~

'ih 80% of <;i m pai gn money going to radio and television,
, oulcduc of air techniques is essential in $100,000,000 raee

DO
ISeek competent counsel. Planning a radio and television campaign
m is no job for amateurs. In addition to valuable tips on how to
"sell" a candidate, advertising agencies or other counsellors are worth
their weight in gold in the important element of timebuying.
2

Remember that radio and television are intimate media; that the
listeners are listening as individuals, alone, or with the family or

m

a few friends.
3

They cant be affected by "crowd" psychology.

See that all talks are specific, down to earth, applying each point
to the daily life and welfare of each individual, or small family

m

group, listening-in.

In other words, "reason why."

4

Be sincere, particularly in the use of television. The medium is
m candidly revealing, therefore it is necessary that all presentations
be made simply and believably. Phoniness stands out.

5

Bear doivn hard, and hammer over and over again, on the basic

■ campaign issues as they affect the candidate's district and voters.
The most important word to any listener is "you."
6

Dress and groom yourself meticulously when appearing on telem vision. You are a guest in the home of your audience. Conduct
yourself accordingly.

7

Step up the tempo of the campaign as Election Day nears. One of
m the biggest obstacles the candidate has to overcome is the voter's
inertia. Effective use of radio and TV can overcome this obstacle, make
the voter eager to put your team on top.

issued tips which are summarized

at right

make the traditional local speeches
while airing his sentiments to a much
wider TV audience. Viewers (and listeners) will keep up with the candidate as he kisses babies and attempts
to prove that he is all things to all men.
Strategists are working on ways and
means to project the enthusiasm and
crowd-contagion of the whistle-stop appearance and torch-light parade to the
at-home audience.
Local candidates will benefit from
top-level support via tape recorded
speeches by ranking political brass.
Time on more than 500 AM stations
will be bought to insure that these
messages seep through to the lowest
level of the grass roots.
For those candidates who will be
able to use the impact of TV, open-end
films of top Republicans in action will
(Please turn to page 94)
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DON'T

IGo
in for long-winded, highly generalized harangues. On radio and
m television the candidate is competing with entertaining features, so
he must interest the audience, make his points, and impress the audience
by doing it efficiently.
2

u

Overlook the use of visual aids on TV. The candidate who illustrates his points with film clips, photos, maps, and charts rvill hold

an audience over an orator who depends on "mugging."
3

Make speeches
addressed
to the candidate
's friends
listen
■ anyway.
Concentrate
on winning
new voters,
with —anthey'll
occasioned
deliberate effect calculated to hold old friends.

4

u

Attempt to read a script on TV. It's the surest way to bore an
audience. Know your material and get it across informally.

5

Hog the microphone or camera.
Variety, visual aids, and change
m of pace are necessary elements to successful programing of any
type. Selling a political candidate is no exception.

6
m

1952
7

Overlook the value of simple, clear, easily understood phrases.
Use of big words and involved sentences only confuse the prospective voter. He won't vote for something he doesn't understand.

Neglect current research facilities. Services are available to show
m radio and TV audience size and composition, point the way to
reaching the desired audience economically and efficiently.

lew .IrmoH
A success in radio test campaig*
Most people think of Chicago's Armour & Company in
the Carl Sandburg sense of
"hog butcher to the world." After all,
Armour is the second largest meat
packer in the world. But today for
every sales dollar it takes in from food
items, the huge (nearly $2 billion in
sales last year) firm takes in $10 from
the sale of non-food items, according
to its latest annual report.
Geared to a model efficiency, both
in its production and its radio-minded
advertising tactics, Armour literally
sells "everything but the squeal" of its
on-the-hoof raw materials. But few
non-food items are showing as much
Soap?
promise as its soap products.
Yes, indeed. Armour is one of the
country's leading soap manufacturers,
and getting bigger all the time. Dial
soap, a toilet item with a germicidal
deodorant quality, is solidly launched.
Backed by the daily Dial Dave Garroway series on NBC radio, and extensive campaigns in space and billboard
media, Dial case sales jumped 50%
last year. Armour's Chiffon Flakes and
Perk, as well as its laundry soaps, are
also well up on brand preference lists.
Until recently, however, Armour
worried over an obvious hole in its
lineup of soap products. This was the
category known as "heavy-duty detergents," as exemplified by P&G's fastselling Tide and Lever's Surf. Armour
had good
thing" wasreason
missing.to feel that "someDetergents, in the last few years,
have proved to be the hottest thing in
the soap field. Their sales as traced by
the authoritative trade publications
Food Topics and Drug Topics (see
chart, these pages) show that detergent sales have zoomed, while ordinary
soap powders, flakes, etc., have gone
into a general decline. From being
about 10% of the business (by poundume) in 1947, detergents went
to 2 ■■' ! last year, and are now estimated at nearly a third of the com-

SPONSOR

irget: $250 million detergent market
ion i- Suds is being groomed

for ultimate air plunge

bined production of soaps and synthetics.
One reason for this boom in determents lies in a simple household fact.
Every housewife can tell you that trying to wash clothes, dishes, floors in
an area where the water is "hard" (due
to minerals, salts and suchlike) is a
back-breaking task.
Detergents, actually a

synthetic

"soap," are soluble in hard water, work
fine. Result: delighted housewives, and
booming sales.
This national trend wasn't lost in
1949 and 1950 on Armour's executives,
like its sales-minded president, F. W.
Specht, canny v.p. John Schmidt, its
Soap Division manager, F. B. Patton,
and the division's air-minded admanager, Richard Whiting. The rise in
detergent sales also wasn't lost on executives of the Chicago office of Foote,

a town

campaign soon went into high gear.

whose water is so hard "it chips dishes
unless you put 'em in easy" — came an
Armour man named L. J. Okenfuss.
Under his arm was a briefcase filled
with samples of a new detergent:
Armour Suds.

Using a basic soap industry "gimmick"
— hitting hard with radio, following-up
with sampling and coupons, then more
radio — the Armour test began to pull
results, airing low-cost one-minute e.t.
announcements like this:

town of Amarillo, Texas —

The Armour man quickly went to
work, with a Division Manager named
Ralph Hickman, in setting up Amarillo as a "test city" for the new product.
Almost his first stop was the town's
four radio outlets— KGNC, KLYN,
KAMQ and KFDA. He lined up a saturation announcement campaign, then
with the aid of the stations, went to
work in lining-up local grocers and retail outlets.
Sample letter (from KFDA
John Ballard) to grocers:
Dear Grocer:
ARMOUR SUDS is here!

manager

MAN: Marie. Oh, Marie. Don't I
have any clean shirts?
WIFE: Don't get excited, dear. Of
course you have clean shirts ... I
just haven't had time to put them in
your drawer. Here they are.
MAN: Thanks. (Then) Say, what
happened! They look so much whiter
this week.
WIFE: So, even you notice the difference. It's that new Armour Suds
I've just started using. It's simply wonderful. All my new white things look
much cleaner.

Cone & Belding I Armour's agency).
Accordingly, Armour Soap's research chemists were put to work.
Come up with a new Armour deter-

This great suds assures soft-water
washing. It will work wonders for
ANY and ALL household washing

ANNCR: Yes, wonderful
mour Suds washes clothes
gets them cleaner than any
could before, and you can

new Arbrighter,
soap ever
prove it

gent, they were told, one that'll do anything that any other detergent can do
— and then some. Many a batch of
soapsuds was mixed before the answer
was found in 1950.
The first inkling the outside world

KFDA will soon be helping "tell and
jobs.
sell" thousands of your potential customers about ARMOUR SUDS.
Stock up now with the suds that
makes a "SOFTIE" out of HARD WATER.

had that Armour's sights were on the
detergent market came early in January of last vear. Into the Panhandle

Yours for greater sales,
John G. Ballard.
With all four stations pitching, the

yourself in black and white. Here's
how ... do your next wash with new
Armour Suds. Just before you empty
the wash water, take a good look.
Your clothes are whiter, your wash
water blacker, because all the dirt stays
in the water — out of your clothes.
That's your proof ... in black and
{Please turn to page 70)

Boom in detergents, decline in soaps is behind Armour launching of new "Suds"

SOURCE:

"Food
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Don't sneer at a $250,000 TV budget
OLD DUTCHIhc'e'"<>'»«f
♦»

Heroin are specific examples of what small-

appropriation

advertisers can accomplish in televisii

WP\B
Al)OUt tlu' 1,e?inning of 1951
H W
the mild word "spiral" was

tossed out the window in de-

fining television cost increases. "Skyrocket" seemed much more suitable as
nets and stations pointed to increased
set circulation to justify one boost
after another. Even the assurance land
nobody doubts him) by J. L. Van
Volkenberg, CBS-TV president, that
cost-per- 1,000 has decreased 20'r is
no consolation to the small advertiser
with his nose pressed enviously to the
window. He just doesn't have the cash
for a ride on the TV-go-round.
Or does he?
In an attempt to get the answer to
a question that is likely to prove crucial to the entire economy of the new
medium, sponsor set out to find out:
What is the place of the small advertiser in television? Admen, station
men. net representatives, packagers,
and film producers were interviewed
to find out if 1952, ushered in by a
new round of rate boosts, will provide
more or fewer opportunities for the
bankroll of $250,000 or less.
The answer seems to be that chances

Peck v.p. Alexander

boosts

these items via

low-<

for small advertisers are good — and
getting better. The reason is, paradoxically, the increasing cost of television.
In 1951 only 60 U.S. firms could
boast a total annual ad budget of
two million dollars or more. This

.4Ie.rander's TV philosophy:

year, estimates show the top bracket
to number about 85. But the industry

"If you're not blinded by the

can't exist on the largesse of this Golden 85 alone. Even the top 200 (many
of whom use AM only, or no broadcast media at all), will not support the
gigantic structure of television. It is
rhe bottom of the top 200, and those
below (the $250,000-or-Iess advertisers l which TV has to make room for
if it hopes to survive.
This survey will seek to show what
can be done in this price bracket, sug-

multi-million dollar psychology, you
u ill find that dollar for dollar the
smaller

advertiser

frequently

gets better value than the one who
makes the bigger splash and the
higher rating."

gest somebefore
"best buys."
Even
he looks

at

figures.

many a small advertiser will hesitate.
"Why should I get into a Cadillac meon a Chevrolet
budget?"
a littledium show
be snowed
under "Won't
by the
Berles, the Durantes, and Studio
Ones?" "Will my limited dollar swing
its "If
weight
TV?"blinded by the multiyou'rein not
million dollar psychology," answers
Sidney G. Alexander, Peck Advertising vice president, "you will find that
dollar for dollar the small advertiser
frequently gets better value than the
one who makes the biggest splash and
the highest rating." Alexander's claim
rests on the fact that "too often the
million-dollar adman loses sight of his
basic goal — sales — and forgets the cash
register in a scramble for ratings."
As proof of his faith in the power
of the small TV budget. Alexander can
point to a half-hour variety show,
sponsored five days a week since January 1950, which Peck handles for a
food sponsor on a five-station regional
network, (sponsor estimates the pershow cost as just under $2,000 for
time and talent.) "We haven't hit a
40 rating yet, or even a 10, but what
counts most is that we have increased
case volume on a new product over
700'/f in two years. We consider a
show successful when it jingles the
cash register, not the rating meter.
"We are not interested in 'star name'
impact as much as we are in 'merchandising impact.' We believe all selling
is local and we gear our merchandising and advertising to reach the
ultimate consumer, rather than sit
around a table at Toots Shor's and
compare the discrepancies of rating
Although no studies have been run
on
low-cost TV as such. Alexander's
services."
viewpoint gets statistical backing in
results of the 1951 NBC-Hofstra Study.
Invcstiea'ors found that while nighttime TV produces 18.6 "extra" customers per dollar spent, day-time dolSPONSOR

lars bring in an average 18.7 new
buyers. The figures seem to show that
on TV a dollar is a dollar, whether
ii"> spent in huge numbers for expensive nighttime packages or in smaller
numbers for lower-cost daytime buys.
For an advertiser, the question of
TV costs divides itself into two aspects, the program and the time. While
programing can be had for close to a
theoretical zero (you could train a
camera on the sponsor's dog), time
OOSts remain the hard limiting factor.
But even here, more and more channels are being opened to accommodate
the limited spender.
NBC. usually considered the prime
advocate of the super-duper in TV,
has pioneered one of the major attacks: expansion into new, non-premium parts of the broadcast day. Although local stations have consistently
had good-to-terrific results in the prenoon period, the highly touted Todaywas the first large-scale net venture in
that direction.
ABC. whose planning began after
Today was announced, has also
hopped on the morning bandwagon.
Compared to the audacious NBC
plunge. ABC's move is on the modest
side — a 30-minute "personality" package built around
Paul Dixon.'
TV-favorite.
scheduled
at 11:30WCPOa.m.
CBS has its foot well into the housewife's door. Leading off with a 15minute newscast at 10 a.m., they throw
in a quarter-hour of their star quarter-

1 Imagination:

She'

■ weight

of money

' problems of achieving , good visual "effec

back, Arthur Godfrey, follow up with
Bride and Groom 1 15 minutes ) . the
Al Pearce Show (45 minutes), and
Strike it Rich (30 minutes).

Three ways to get low-cost TV

The two-hour Today carries a 30station spread, drags along in its wake
a series of five-minute and half-hour
shows, mostly of the gab and music
type. Dixon's half hour will stand
alone on the net before noon, is exaffiliates. pected to be carried on 14 to 1<°>
Cost has been made low deliberately
to lure sponsors who fear "pioneering." A 10-minute slice of Today, once
a week for a full year can be had for
$225,000. The show will be served up
almost any way that might attract cash
business. Co-sponsorship of a 15-minute slice can be bought for $168,000
I full year, full 30 stations ) . The first
national sponsor lured to the show
got a five-minute billboard for a 13week, $33,000 total. (Kiplinger, for
Changing Times magazine — results
thus far excellent, including over 30,000 requests for samples pulled with
a single announcement. )
Five-minute segments on the ABC
Dixon show will go for $300, plus
time. And. depending on stations
cleared, a 13-week ride will run from
$23,000 to $30,000.
One optimistic partisan of morning
programing is John W. Brooke, Eastern TV sales head for Free & Peters,
station representatives. He predicts
( Please turn to page 84 1

(NBC)
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was

NARTB

President Fellcn

:ent talk, widely quoted and pra

What \ IIITII does for

ddress *

« th. Ad»erlii,nB Club

11 II I I I llijl I i) Defending air media from
attack, improving services, is part of task

W'th the National Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters meeting in annual convention in Chicago 31
March through 2 April SPONSOR is presenting a kaleidoscopic review of the association's functions in behalf of the

" Advertisers ami advertising benefit
from a strong national organization to
which they pay no dues. It is the National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, and in vigilantly
safeguarding the freedom of the broadcaster the NARTB automatically performs a similar service for advertising.
Broadcasting
and advertising are
40

American advertiser. The following resume was prepared
exclusively for SPONSOR. Immediately below is a keynote
statement by NARTB President Harold E. Fellows, summarizing the role of his organization in aiding advertisers.

closely parallel in this nation, the one
complementing the other. Through this
inter-relationship both have prospered.
The Association is constantly utilizing
its facilities to protect advertising from
governmental infringement, and to encourage its use as an effective means
of mass communication, information
and preference.

The NARTB

believes very strongly

in advertising as the keystone of America's economic development. Attempts
to discourage or discredit it threaten
the free dissemination of the broadcast
word. It is imperative that we resist
such efforts at all times."
Harold E. Fellows
President,

NARTB

(am bull ing nnf i-orf t*<*rf isim/ federal legislai ion
N ABIT. Is on the Brat line of defense
between advertising and the Congress
of the United States. There are a number of bills directlj concerned with advertising [lending em rentU before thibodj which, if passed, would adversely
affect it.
N ARTB's role on this front is twofold: first, to protect advertising from
am legislation which will restrict or
otherwise cripple it: and, secondly, to
vigorously promote am bills which
will benefit and expand it. The Association believes that it> concern regarding the freedom of advertising is serving in the best interests of the public.
In order to successfull) plaj this
dual role, the Association has on its
staff six registered lobbyists including
the Director of Government Relations
whose initial assignment is to keep
abreast of all types of legislation which
are fed into the hopper. In preparing

i,> oppose <t support legislation, the
work of these men i- supplemented b)
the counsel of others on the N ARTB
-i. ill : participation in this field i- the
responsibilit) of ever) department
l.eual.

I nuinrci in-.

liesearch,

Fm-

ployee-Employer Relations, Publi< Affairs— as its experience is needed.
During the past three months,
XARTB has waged all-out opposition
to two bills in particular, the Benton
Bills (S. L579 and SJ. Res. 76) and

the Johnson-Case Bill (S. 2444). The
first of these would create an Advisor)
Board for program re\ iew. I his would
lead, broadcasters believe, t" [imitation
in advertising freedom. The JohnsonCase Bill, although aimed directly at
the advertising of hard liquor by radio
and television, has as its ultimate goal
the elimination of all beer advertising.
This would den) the right of advertising products legall) produced and sold.

•1
f Promoting the l.S. free-enterprise system
The term "free enterprise"" is not merely an empty phrase to broadcasters.
[he) are called upon almost daily to
resist influences which would, through
good intentions but misguided zeal,
shackle and destro) the one great example of free broadcasting in the
world.
The American broadcaster believes
wholeheartedly in this ideal. And he is
doing something constructive to sell it
to the generations of the future. For
the past five years XARTB has been
selling the American system to the nation's youth through the Voice of Democracy Contest which it sponsors annually with RTMA and the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The contest is a broadcast script
writing and voicing competition open
to students of all the public, private,
and parochial high schools throughout
the nation and its territories. Students
are encouraged to consider seriously
our system of freedom through the
preparation of five-minute scripts on
the subject, "I Speak for Democracy."
The broadcasters transcribe the voices
24 MARCH
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of the youngsters giving their scripts
and judging is held to determine
school, community, state, and finall)
national winners.
Following the state judging, the
state and territorial winners are auditioned bya panel of outstanding Americans to select four co-equal national
winners. These four receive college
scholarships, are brought to Washington, D. C, and Colonial Williamsburg.
Va., where the) are given the opport unit % to make first-hand observations
of democracy at work.
Since the inception of the contest
more than three and one-half million
young people from all the 48 states and
territories have accepted this opportunity to speak for democracy. These
are the youngsters who will comprise
tomorrow's adult America and the nation's broadcasters are happy to have
a part in selling America to them.
Robert K. Richards, Director of
Public Affairs for NARTB, has served
as the chairman of the national Voice
of Democracy Committee since the contest was originated in 1947.

"VOD"

contest

is run

by

NARTB's

Richards

Subscribers to WKTB
KECA-TV
KEYL(TV)
KFMB-TV
KGO-TV
KING-TV
KLAC-TV
KNBH(TV)
KNXT(TV)
KPHO-TV
KPIX(TV)
KPRC-TV
KRLD-TV
KRON-TV
KSD-TV
K3L-TV
KTLA(TV)
WAAM(TV)
VMBD(TV)
WAFM-TV
WAGA-TV
WATV(TV)
WAVE-TV
WBAL-TV
WBAP-TV
WBNS-TV
WBRC-TV
WBTV(TV)
WCAU-TV
WCBS-TV
WCPO-TV
WDAF-TV
WDEL-TV
WDSU-TV
WDTV(TV)
WENR-TV
WEWS(TV)
WFAA-TV
WFBM-TV
WFIL-TV
WFMY-TV
WGAL-TV
WHAM-TV
WHAS-TV
All four TV

..Hollywood
San Antonio
...San Dieqo
ian Francisco
Seattle
Los Angeles
Hollywood
. Phoenix
Francisco
__ Houston

•

San Francisco
_
St. Louis
Salt Lab City
Los Angeles
Baltimore
New York
Birmingham
Atlanta

TV Code

WHBF-TV

Rock

WMBR-TV
WMCT(TV)

Jacksonville
Memphis

WNBF-TV
WNBK(TV)
WNBQ(TV)
WNBT(TV)
WNBW(TV)

Binghamton
Cleveland
Chicago
New
York
Wash., D. C.
New Haven

WNHC-TV
WOC-TV
Columbus
Birmingham
Charlotte
...Philadelphia
New York
Kansas City
Wilmington
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Clev

3-d

Dallas
Philadelphia

Island

WHIO-TV
Dayton
WJAC-TV
Johnstown
WJAR-TV
Providence
WJBK-TV
Detroit
WJIM-TV
Lansing
WJZ-TV
New York
WKRC-TV
Cincinnati
WKY-TV Oklahoma
City
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo
WLW-C(TV)
Columbus
WLW-D(TV)
Dayton
WLW-T(TV)
Cincinnati
Wash., D. C.
WMAL-TV
Baltimore
WMAR-TV

WOOD-TV
WOR-TV
WOW-TV
WPTZ(TV)

Grand
Rapids
. New York
Omaha
Philadelphia

WSAZ-TV
WSB-TV
WSM-TV
WSPD-TV
WSYR-TV
WTAR-TV
WTMJ-TV

Huntington
Atlanta
Nashville
Toledo
Syracuse
Norfolk
Milwaukee

WTTG(TV) Wash., D. C.
WTTV(TV) . ... . Bloomington
WTVJ(TV)
Miami
WTVN(TV)
Columbus
WTVR(TV) . Richmond
WWJ-TV
_
Detroit
WXEL(TV)
Cleveland
Detroit
WXYZ-TV
of 86 station
ibscribed. I.i-

Above is NARTB "Review Board" which administers self-imposed TV "good taste" rules. Members i
(I. to r.) NARTB's Fellows; Senator Johnson; Mrs. Scott Bullitt; WSB-TV's Reinsch; (top) NARTB's
WMAR-TV's Jett; WTMJ-TVs
Damm; NARTB's Arney . Board makes periodic code checkups on TV

I

Setting standards for TV programing

Television, the newest member of the
mass communications family, offers another creative field for the advertising
art. It also has brought into the media
family circle new problems concerning
advertising. Telecasters themselves
were the first to recognize this, and almost a year ago they set about to protect advertising's, as well as television's, good name through the establishment of a code of good program
practices.
This sincerity of purpose has been
acknowledged in the editorial pages of
the press and by business leaders.
Now in effect, the code has been
subscribed to by all four national networks and 86 of the 108 U.S. television
stations. A review board comprised of

4

telecasters has been set up to administer the code.
Advertisers and agencies alike will
benefit from the rules of conduct voluntarily assumed by the telecasters.
Mindful that television is a guest in the
home, safeguards have been adopted
which will head off criticisms of either
the quality or quantity of advertising
seen and heard. This self-regulation
will tend to increase the public's acceptance as well as its regard for the
validity of advertising.
NARTB has worked very closely
with the Association of National Advertisers and the American Association of Advertising Agencies in distributing copies of the television code to
thousands of advertisers and agencies.

Providing research, data on radio & TV

Research is a continuing project and
every industry sampling taken, every
stud) conducted, almost every letter
answered, exercises a direct and beneficial effect upon advertising. Most of
the inquiries processed by the NARTB
Research Department are concerned
with set distribution, audience habits
oi degrees of listenership in specific
markets during specific hours. Development of this information enables the
broadcaster to better know his market

and thus to more ably move the goods
or services of his advertisers.
The Association's library is the largest single repository of information
concerning the medium. NARTB's goal
is to retain this status through the continual acquisition of material. The
staff does not limit its service to the
broadcaster; many inquiries come
from advertisers and agencies who
have grown to rely upon the accuracy
and spread of these facilities.
SPONSOR

5.

Promoting

I'll radio to public* and admen

The recent cooperative campaign 1>\
NARTB and RTMA to promote FM
radio has been a valuable contribution
to advertising and advertisers. The
promotion of this superior reception
has multiplied the nation's radio service in two ways. First, it has enabled
the more powerful AM stations to
reach listeners in those areas where
the AM signal is normally subjected to
static and interference. Secondly, it
lui> .i.ated new. specialized markets
for advertising through special programing for specific audience tastes.
This expansion of service through Frequency Modulation has given the advertiser much greater flexibility and
selectivity in the buying of time.
FM has meant "Far More listening

pleasure" for the audience and "Fuller
Merchandising" for the advertiser.
Results in three separate test areas,
North Carolina. Wisconsin, and the
District of Columbia have been very
encouraging, and there is strong likelihood that the campaign will be extended into many other markets. Since
the test started in January, 1952, FM
has enjoyed a resurgence in the tested
areas and the campaign may be expanded.
During the month-long test in North
Carolina more than 5,000 new sets
were purchased by listeners above the
normal distribution that could be expected. People buy radios for only one
purpose, and more sets mean more listening by prospective customers of an
advertiser's wares.

i

Charting U.S. economic, business trends

In a serious effort to chart the future
course of the national economy,
NARTB several years ago formed the
Business Trends Committee. It functions closely w ith the Association's Employee-Employer Relations Department, and through its membership
broadcasters have had the benefit of
the experience and thinking of some of

America's top industrialists and economists.
The committee exchanges ideas and
experiences freely in an effort to determine, from the standpoint of economics, where we have been and where
we are going. The information and
conclusions derived from these meetings have been given to the public by
the broadcasters.

National Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters Business Trends Committee

Richard
MOORE,
Canada

Doherty is NARTB

expert

R. W., Sr., President
Dry Ginger Ale, Inc.

BOULWARE,
LEMUEL, Vice
General Electric Company

CHAPMAN, GILBERT W., President
Yale & Towne
Manufacturing
Company
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STEINKRAUS,
HERMAN
W.,
Bridgeport Brass Company
TAIT, ROBERT C, President
Stromberg-Carlson
Company

President

SWISS

!

WATCHES

SPONSOR: Larvd

REDUCING

Products

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR: Relaxacizor Co.

1 \i'M 11 « w HISTORY:
This Swiss watch distributor promoted a $7.99 watch on a five-minute Saturday
night program costing $100. The first show produced
221 orders for a SI. 705. 79 gross. After 10 consecutive
weeks, orders June been in excess of 200 ucchh
with a
high program pull in one instance of 241 orders. The dollar volume on this single program response was $1,925.59.
WDSU-TV, New

Orleans

PROGRAM:

MACHINE

Five-minute
demonstration

AGENCY: Christiansen

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Relaxacizor is a figure control machine selling for $139.50. For demonstration purposes Relaxacizor utilizes participations on the Del Courtney Show, reaches hundreds of prospective women customers. Christiansen reports participations on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday afternoons bring in an
average of $1,000 in sales per participation. Program
announcement cost: $75 daily, $100 on Sunday.
KPIX. San Francisco

PROGRAM:

Del Courtney Show

"'WiK

■

ROCKET

TV
results

MASK

SPONSOR: Clark Brothers Chewing
Gum Co.

AGENCY: McCannErickson

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Teaberry gum featured a
rocket mask offer on its daily Cactus Pete announcement.
To get the premium announced on the 6:00 to 6:30 p.m.
show, youngsters had to send in two outside wrappers
and 250. In nine weeks, requests averaged close to 200
weekly despite the 350 expenditure
involved for the\
youngsters.
Area dealers reported sizable increases in
Teaberry gum purchases attributable to the $67.50 plugs.

.

WLW-D, Dayton

PAJAMAS
SPONSOR:

>

•

W. A. Green

Dept Store

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR: Postal Insurance Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

PROGRAM:

brought in more than 400 listeners' names — people interested in what Postal had to offer. Immediately, the local
Postal Insurance office found its small staff was unable
to follow up on all the thousands of dollars of potential
business, stopped its TV announcements temporarily.
KPHO-TV, Phoenix

Wrestling Intermission
With Bob Stanford

PROGRAM:

CONVERTIBLE
AGENCY: Leo Burne

CAPSULE CASK HISTORY:
Spotty distribution-deale r
support were two reasons for buying announcements o

/

Junior Jamboree.
B&B's campaign:
16 one-minute ai
nouncements and a free "Miss Curity" color book wit
the purchase of B&B products. If they wished, childre
could colot boohs, send them in for prizes. After seve
announcements
on the daily afternoon
show,
B&
tallied 21.000 purchases (based on returned color books,
Cost per announcement • S 1 35.
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis

AGENCY: Direct
Postal, wishing to build up

its prospect list quickly, tried a participation on the 6:00
p.m. Chuckwagon show. This single $80 announcement

BANDAGES
SPONSOR: Bauer & Black

Cactus Pete

INSURANCE

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
This store bought one announcement ($80) to advertise B.V.D. pajamas.
Sales
spiel featured a 20-second B.V.D. film plus Bob Stanford
modeling a pa jama shirt. By 11:00 a.m. the next morning, Saturday, Green s was crowded with women; several
hundred dollars worth of pajama sales resulted. Commercial was briefly spotted between falls of wrestling
film which runs from 8:45 to 11:00 p.m.
W F \ \ TV, Dallas

PROGRAM:

PROGRAM:

i
n
3

Jimmy's Junic e
Jambore

T

SPONSOR: Castro Convertibles
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Chuckwagon

SOFA

AGENCY: Newton
Castro started with a one-

story showroom-factory for the manufacture of convertible sofas {sofa by day, bed by night). In July 1948 they,
began one-minute film announcements adroitly supplemented byother media. Sales that year ran about $400,000. Within three years, Castro grew to present Manhattan factory-warehouse-office, several showrooms. Current TV expenditure, $3,000 a week ($700 on WABD).
Sales now, several millions.
WABD, New York
PROGRAM: Announcement*

I

presents its problems frankly and intelligently before
the WDEL-TV cameras. This weekly half-hour
series, dedicated to teen-agers, is presented in cooperation with the Wilmington, Delaware Council of
Churches. The programs have no direct relation to
any one church, include members of all faiths. The
young people in a friendly and informal fashion
discuss any and all of their problems and evaluate
them against a background of spiritual values.
"Youth Speaks Up" is one of many public service
program series presented by WDEL-TV in an effort
to serve all the viewers in its wide coverage area, to
increase viewer interest and loyalty— important adjuncts to community tvelfare.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,

DELAWARE

In the photograph, the Rev.
Philip Dunning, Chairman of
Program for the Wilmington
Council of Churches, talks with
Leslie Werner, Jr., Patricia
Werner and Edward Ballbach.

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
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ASSOCIATES

. Chicago . San Franci

New York . Los Angeles

T

A ONE-MAN JOB? With Don Haggerty

YOU'LL BE FOLLOWED. You can S count

WHAT A PAYOFF! It's a crime, the money

(who stars as rough-and-ready Eddie ii

on a huge viewing audience keeping you

you'll make with "Files of Jeffrey Jones."

•'Cases of Eddie Drake") as Jeff Jones,
the cast includes such outstanding

in sight from first case to last. Because

You can still buy first-run rights in your

"Files of Jeffrey Jones" is action mystery.,

TV markets (subject of course to prior

Hollywood players as Gloria Henry as

with ex-MP Jeff as a sports-minded

sale). Your CBS Television Film Sales

girl reporter; Vince Barnett, Jeff's pal
Joe; and Tristram Coffin, Lt. Doyle.

private eye who never loses when the

representative will be pleased to give you

game is murder.

a private premiere showing.*

Cases of Eddi
The Gene Aut
rld's /mmorta

e IJra

The Kange Hie
, Paris (under Over
Strange Aa

■~

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
• York, Clncoyo, Lot Anyclvx, Memphis and San F re

It Spur am...
Isn't it in the best interests of name talent, popuItivity-tvise. not to get out of radio entirely iticistnuch as 63% of the nation's homes are still exclusively radio homes?
John F. Des Reis

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Des Reis

hearsal, which means the actress can
devote more time to other acting — or
even personal — interests. For another,
radio offers the actress a variety of

Although the new
and exciting medium of television
offers a tremendous challenge to
the actress who
has spent much
of her acting life
in radio, I still
find radio one of
Frost

the most rewarding media for
reaching huge groups of people. Not
only is television still relatively limited
in the sense that only 37% of the
country's homes are equipped with sets,
but even in homes where radio and
television are both available, radio still
maintains a steady, enthusiastic listenership.
This fact has been brought home to
me again through the letters we get
at the Mr. and Mrs. North program.
Not only do they come from areas
where, for geographic reasons, television is at present unobtainable, but
from sections where both can be had.
Much of the reason for this, of course,
is the fact that in many television areas,
only one channel is available, which
gives radio the chance to provide the
variety of listening the audience demands. Another factor, naturally, is
the fact that good radio shows will
continue to hold an audience as long
as they are available.
From the actress' viewpoint radio offers many advantages that television,
in its present stage, just can't present.
For one, less time is needed for re48

parts. Because she isn't typed or too
easily identified with a particular role
she can run the gamut from ingenue
to character to villainess which also
means the sponsor can make the most
of all his available talent.
For a third reason, radio is to the
actress' advantage, since it gives her
a wonderful training ground for any
other medium. No other entertainment form demands such concentration on the voice without allowing gestures or facing expressions to take the
place of a vocal shading or tone.

Re

» President in Charge of Sales
son Art Metal Works, Inc.
vark, N. J.

on the amount of motion pictures they
make for theatrical release and have
cut down on their public appearances
in night clubs and stage shows in motion picture houses because of the economics involved. This means that the
public sees them much less than ever
before. If name talent isn't kept before the public, it shortly becomes noname talent. Radio is still a strong
medium in terms of entertainment,
and no star can afford to stay out of it.
Adrian Samish
Vice President
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
New York

It is definitely in
the best interests
of name talent to

Finally, that's the all important element that is food and drink to the
actress, which she shares with the sponsor — reaching the greatest possible
audience with each performance.
Alice Frost
Radio-TV Actress
New York

ft
Mr. Jordan

Name talent
should not get
out of radio by
any means. If
name talent is to
stay name talent,
they have to constantly keep their
box-office values
up in terms of
public acceptance. Ifthey confine themselves to television, they will

Mr. Samish

oniss
homes. out on 63%

of the country's

With income taxes as high as they
are, most name talent have cut down

keep themselves
before their public. So it naturally follows that
tinue radio work,
they should
cong^fo a large per.
especially
since

centage of the
United States audience is in non-TV
areas.
But name stars are business men just
like the people who make soap and
bread and automobiles. And just like
the people who make soap and bread
and automobiles, they feel their "business" should be profitable.
Right now, many advertisers, intrigued by the new-found glamor of
TV, have "robbed Peter to pay Paul"
by cutting radio budgets to support
TV. And these same advertisers expect radio talent to willingly accept deductions to the point of absurdity!
SPONSOR

As a result, radio has become a
"poor business deal' for name talent
and in spite of their desire to work in
the medium, they are withdrawing be-

AND STILL
GOING
STRONG!

cause it's no longer worth the headaches and responsibilities.
Actually, the situation can be easily
resolved. Name stars want radio and
radio wants name stars! All that's
needed to give the 63% of the homes
in non-TV areas the kind of radio they
want, with name talent which has
proven ability to ring cash registers, is
a sensible basis of remuneration somewhere between the possibly high radio
budgets of a few years ago and the
bargain basement budgets now in
vogue.
Wallace S. Jordan

• Yes . . . for the past 88
consecutive

Director of Radio-TV
William Morris Agency, Inc.
New York

• Shell has just renewed its
contract for another 52
week schedule. We

performer whose
popularity has
been built up by
radio to decide

this sponsor... since WDSU
is the sole radio salesman
for Shell in the New Orleans market.

• This is but another example of WDSU's effectiveness in producing results

Naturally, the performers who have
steady television shows may have to
cut out radio simply because of time
and energy and health. But I seriously
doubt that they make any solemn vow
to themselves that they will never do
any more radio work for the rest of
their natural lives.
Speaking for myself I know I have
no intention of shutting that door. I
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are

proud of the confidence
placed in our station by

to get out of it
entirely. If 63%
of all American
homes are still
dr. Beal
exclusively radio
homes, the performer would be deliberately reducing his potential audience
to a considerable extent by completely
shutting the door on radio.

There's
the other.a case of one medium helping
John Beal
Actor
New York

has

sponsored "Shell News"
twice daily over WDSU.

It seems to me it
would be very
foolish for any

like radio. I've worked in it for many
years. In fact, I like all the different
media and see no reason why any one
has to be given up. I just finished a
movie — My Six Convicts — for Stanley
Kramer — and the radio and television
guest interview shots recently have
helped publicize the motion picture.

weeks, the

Shell Oil Company

for sponsors in the "Billion
Dollar New Orleans Market". We're doing it daily
for our present sponsors
. . . and we would like the
opportunity to show what
WDSU can do for you.

•

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

KFEQ experiment: partisan
annoniH'ers air basketball
Can two partisan announcers broadcasting the play-by-play of an athletic
i ontesl icach announcer reporting < >nl\

$ SPONSOR
department features capsuled reports „
>adcast advertising
significance culled from all seg L
f the industry.
Contributions
are welcomed.

>!»>. America

Contest offers sponsors summer

\ station promotion with which
sponsors can tie in -and cash in — this
spring and summer is that built around
the selection of local candidates for the
1T>2 Mr-. America Contest.
The contest is open to all married
women in the I nited States, offers
$10,000 ill prizes to the winner. It
will he held 7 September in \shnr\
Park. \. J.
Radio and T\ stations have been
invited to hid for the franchises to run
the contest and promotion in their respective -talc-. Acceptance is hased on

how ^ Ol

hypo

can become Mrs.

Here's how YOI

America!

can win $10,000 in

Result stories are plentiful. Typical
i- thai of Hood Chemical who sponsored a weekly contest series on WPTZT\ . Philadelphia, last year. The\ made
a mail-order offer of their product, a
foot powder, and within five weeks received 5,000 envelopes with money enclosures ordering the product.
Choice of Mrs. America will he
based half on homemaking skill, half
on beaut) : it is a "dignified" contest,
stresses the committee, and no Rikini
bathing suits are allowed. More important to sponsors, however, is that
the women who will be interested in
it compose the shopping core of the
nation.
• • •

Sponsor making racket,
WKYW "sells" the noise
What should a radio station do when
the building next door is being remodeled and the unavoidable racket
first refusal rights, and one. or at the
most two. such franchises are accepted
from each state. So far, some 20 stations have become franchise-holders,
with 20 more expected to come in by
May. I Information on available franchi-es can he ohtained from Mrs.
America, Inc., 152 W. 42nd St.. Y Y.
The local Mrs. America contests and
promotion (to select state winners I can
he conducted an\ way a station sees
fit. the contest committee told sponsor.
There is no limit as to the number of

competes with its programs? When
WKYW. Lexington, Ky.. found itself
in this position, it sold the noise.
The situation was exasperating. Airhammer, pneumatic stone-breaker. 20pound sledge sounds rent the studio
air all day. Listener phone calls hit a
new high. The program department
went quietly berserk. To complicate it
all. the noisy work was being done for
a prized sponsor.
Finally. H. Parker Smith. WKYW
commercial manager, found a graceful
way to explain the cacaphony to listeners and at the same time please the
sponsor. He wrote the following announcement: "Friends, we're sorry
about the noise that's competing with
I name of show I right now. It's coming from next door
where our u
I

-pon-ors who ma\ sign up with a station in connection with contest programs. Some stations have put on
weekly eliminations in a program serif-, other- have staged one or twoday affairs, concentrating their efforts.
\\ ICC. Bridgeport, ran a weekl) contest program for which they lined up
a goodly numbei of sponsors and also used announcements through the

neighbor. The Citi/en'- Fidelity Hank
& Trust Companv, i< remodeling. Citi/en"- Fidelity is building a biggei
hank to better scr\c you . . . SO we

da\

won't mind the noise."

which

plugged

the show: "Here's

his favorite team's play I more nearly
Catch the spirit of the game than one
impartial sportscaster?
This was the question KFEQ. St.
Joseph. Missouri, set out to answer in
an experimental broadcast of a baskethall game between William Jewell and
Missouri Yalle\ Colleges recently. Partisan announcer for Missouri Valle\

Reno

and

Russell

took

sides,

added

col,

was KFEQ sports director, Bob Russell, and for William Jewell, a student
of that college. Tom Reno. The two
sportscasters sat side by side, each with
his own microphone. Reno did the
sportscasting when the William Jewell
team had possession of the ball and
Russell when Missouri Valley did; each
called plays with "editorial" comment.
It was generally agreed by officials
of both colleges that the experiment
was a success. They felt that the game
broadcast took on new color and interest when presented in this manner
and gave radio fans a clearer, more
complete picture of the athletic contest
and its partisan enthusiasms — the raison d'etre, after all. of any game. Several observers predicted the technique
might become the most popular way to
broadcast athletic events.
The idea for the partisan broadcast
was suggested by Ted Malone, New
York radio personality

I ABC I. * * *

KTUL clothes sponsor cashes
in with "beamed technique"
Clarke's Cood Clothes in Tulsa uses
the "beamed technique" on radio with
gratifying success — so gratifying that
they were a BAB "radio gets results"
contest winner. They match programing to potential customer with the care
of a Pe:tu Brummel choosing the rijdit

* * *

■d Tomorrow'i
SPONSOR

:q
Clarke'

Ve« i Tonight on KIM. nighlh without a break I
vei 1 I years, renewed

THE NEEDLE!

recentlj for the L5th year. Clarke's
knows thai listenership on a 10:00 p.m.
news* asl is primarily men sei ious
minded business and professional men

Vice Pres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

who prefer news to entertainment before going to bed. Merchandise the
slore plugs is sele I id to appeal to this
.ni.liiii. e.

Viola Noble, ad director of Clarke's,
saj : "We don't need a Hooper to determine what this program does for us.
\\ <• test it ver) carefulh . Foi instance,
.i surprising number "I men take 18,
19, and 20 ii,-. k-size shirts ami have
a difficult time finding them. So when
Clarke'- i e< eived a shipment ol these
extra large sizes, we used the fact in a
commercial on oui 10:00 p.m. new-.
Response next da) was excellent."
Clarke's "beamed technique" also
includes: a schedule of daytime announc< mt nt> to move women's weai ables or boys1 and men's apparel large1\ bought bj women; announcements
before
an early-evening
show
for
\ounu-ters. pluiiuiiu mneltie- low-cost
enough for the kid- to buj from allowances; announcements around football
and baseball games to ••hawk"' men's
apparel; announcements
adjacent t<>
all-mu-i. -how? to push women - sales,
■ learan e items.
* * *
Uriel hi . . .
Thirtieth anniversaries of radio stations seem to be popping up all over
the place nowadays. Vmong those celebrating 3(>th birthdays have been

April-May-lune
\\ luii are the big promotion days , .
the spei ial selling events and unusui
prourain po-ihilitic- ..I thec nr\l tin,
months? What'- the expiration date i
a 13-week contra
other
The
useful sales- , ...
in the second-quarter \I'S calenda
now enroute to all our subscribers ai
man) other broadcasters who like ai
use it. If you're using the first quart
and haven't written to request the h;
ance, just drop us a card.
What

Have We

NARTB

Done?

Convention-time marks a

yearly
radio.
That's
when weanniversary
meet and in
greet
old friends
and new one-, and it'- doubl) pleasant
because it'- the anni\er-ar\ "I the -tarting-date oi so main ol our good subscribers. \- we get ready to pack up
our library and ship it to Chicago for
inspection by another crop of interested
broadcasters, we find ourselves jotting
down the things we've done since "Convention -'51." Mere are some:
— Made sales training history with
14 different monthly transcribed
sales meetings, now being listened
to by more than 1.000 active radio
people every single month.
— Tossed precedent out the window by making it possible for
broadcasters to use sections of
the jumbo APS library at rates
that start at $19.50 per month.
— Added such great stars as Rosemary Clooney, Guy Mitchell, Denny Vaughn and others, to what is
now the greatest roster of talent
in any one library.

\\ IP, Philadelphia; WOR, New York:
WLW. Cincinnati; WGY, Schenectady. In the nostalgic spirit of things,
W II' dug out of it- files a photo
f above i definitely reminiscent of the
Please nun to page 75 I
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— Traveled across thousands of
miles of the U. S. and Canada
visiting hundreds of operators
and working with many, many
more at state association meetings, sales clinics, ad clubs, etc.
— Stored up hundreds of experiences, anecdotes and on-the-spot
observations for release to broad-

casters in future issues of "The
Needle!"
meetings. and forthcoming sales
— Issued a sparkling pronunciation guide for announcers.
— Finished work on a special
catalog of production music that
will be a basic desk-tool in every
APS station.
— Stream-lined our own organization to make it possible for us to
hold the APS price line — for now
at least!
All these things
and many morecome from our L951 day I k. It's been
a good year, and we earnestly hope
you'll help us start an even bettei one
at NARTB
2. We'll
all
be there onin March
Room 31—
532AApril
at the
Conrad Hilton.
Who'// Be There?
ineetinj:
the
Nhil.il

—Andy

Wiswell, APS Vice President and Recording Director.
Certainly the top man in his field
in the transcription industry —
we think he's tops, period.

— John Andrus, Treasurer of our
parent company, Muzak Corporation. He's a pioneer in this field,
and his outlook on business in
general is better than a Washington Newsletter.
—Bill Houghton, APS Service
Manager, has dealt with just
about every station in the nation
— our prospects and our subscribers! Handsome bachelor, too!
—Ed Hochhauser, Jr., APS Sales
Chief. Like most salesmen, he
has more friends than customers,
but
thingshe'll
up. be trying to balance
— Mitch, who gets most of the
credit while everybody else does
all the work!

ZIV
WITH THIS SENSATIONA
40,000,000

W&L

were jolted by this
sensational series in the
Saturday

Evening

Post!

. . .

Additional millions of

were awakened

by

it as a "Must See" movie! . . .

the history of radio has such
a thrilling document been
so brilliantly dramatized! . . .
Based
life

on

the

re]

experiences

MATT

CVETH

. . . For nine years he
posed as a Communist
for the F. B. /.

EACH
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5 SPONSOR
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JUST STARRING!
ACTING! MORE THAN
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EPISODE!
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Food Plan which delivers all kinds of food
to vou plus a large food freezer in which
to keep them — (no money down!). As I
understand the plan, your larder is automatically replenished, so you need do no
shopping and everything you purchase is
sold at quantity prices so it's far lower
than usual. The pay-off to the copy is a
phone number and an address to write to

V^yontrary to most people's opinion. Iam convinced that the copy
requiring the most skill in the writing is that intended for radio. I
don't mean to say radio copy as it
i-* heard these days (or previously )is superior to that prepared for
any other medium including match
covers, or table tents. In fact, as
many of my print-writing colleagues are wont to maintain, it is
possible that radio copy may be
the worst copy written. This perhaps is caused by the composite
fact that the least-ad-experienced
people are often in the radio-copy
department.
Nevertheless, the nature of the
medium of radio makes writing
for it the toughest copy-job in
the agency, and, as they say in
the commercials, "friends, here's
Radio is a medium that's oncewhy."
over-and-done-with,
as far as the
prospect is concerned; that is, radio gives the listener a single crack
at the message, period, and there
is no chance to go back and reread.
No opportunity to clip it out. No
time to linger over a difficult
phrase, sentence, or idea.
Thus copy written for the ear
alone must be the most simply conceived. The ideas it presents must
be the most clearly expressed. The
transitions which link these ideas
must be as smooth as silk, yet minus even a rustle. The logic which
develops from this chain of ideas
musl be as irrefutable as mathematics and as persuasive as drama.
The conclusions which follow musl
be incontestable and obvious, believable and memorable.
But all this must be achieved
through the far slower of our two
main means of getting ideas — our
ears. For, as we all know, man ia visual-minded sapiens, trained to

think in pictures. Our ears can't
even hear half that goes on around
us. (Got one of those high-frequency dog whistles? )
So — to write for the ear — to
write for radio — calls for, as I
said, a mastery of the simple and
the simplicity of a master. Robert
Louis Stevenson once said that
good writing is knowing what to
leave out. Knowing what to leave
out in the way of stumbling adjectives— knowing how naked a verb
should be — these are what make
for good radio copy.
And finally, there's the vitally
important knowledge of the vagaries of cadence. Well written radio
copy, since it is to be spoken, has
to rumble and roll, to dip and to
rise with all the cadence a Walt
Whitman could command. When
it achieves all this plus being delivered bya fine announcer, in the
proper setting, nothing can sell better. Not even TV!
Unfortunately, I don't suppose
there's much of a future these days
for a coov man who just writes for
radio. Not with TV pushing radio
around so mercilessly. But a good
television writer will always be
called on to do radio copy too —
and often.

— leaving enough said and enough to the
imagination to get a raft of inquiries.
This type of commercial, usually heard
only on the indie stations, ought to be
must-listening for our current crop of radio copy writers. It may help to keep
them ever mindful of the value of straight
talk, written without artifice or innuendo
and even minus a jingle.
sponsor:

East River Sayings Bank

agency:

|Hudson Advertising Co.,
New York City

program:

Racbum

& Finch, WNF.W

It's hard to believe a bank would leave
Raeburn and Finch alone long enough
with their copy to deliver it in The R. & F.
style. But the East River Savings Bank
has done just that on their booklet offer
(appropriately titled "Treasure Chest").
Starting out with a timely lead-in about
income taxes and offering this give-away
as a help in the management of one's
money, these two put the story into their
own dialogue-style. Being dialogue, a long
commercial seemed shorter. Being conversation, the copy seemed to come to life
and became more believable.
How many banks have had the courage
or good sense to let such gents as these
handle their story, I don't know. But it
was wisdom to do this and for my money,
the bank's money is in good hands.

commercial

The New York Times
The Arnold Cohan Corp,
New York City

reviews

sponsor:
\u %< v.

The Food Plan
Maury Lee & Marshall,
New York City

PROGRAM:

Recordings,

WMGM

Written to garner inquiries, this recorded campaign is, I'll wager, doing everything intended of it. Bert Lee gives a
straight spiel, starting off with the surefire attention-getter, how you can stretch
the family-food budget.
He then proceeds to tell about The

procram:

Recorded Chainbreak

The first thing you hear in this capsuledrama espousing The New York Times
is an irate citizen saying, "I'll write my
Congressman." This 15-second announcement then utilizes a short straight windup be
in awhich
advice is given
to
well-informed
citizenthat
and it's
thesmart
way
to be just that is to read The New York
Times. The announcement is excellently
produced

because

the

opening

voice
SPONSOR
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is

1st place, 2nd place, 3rd place
IN DETROIT'S TREMENDOUS
OUT-OF-HOME
LISTENING
MARKET
FOR

80%

of the Vi hours
6:00 A.M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY

(Out-of-Home

THRU

FRIDAY

PULSE for January, 1952)

W KM H
5000
lOOO

WATTS
WATTS

DAYS
NIGHTS

Call your HEADLEY-REED
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Representative

MR. ADVERTISER:

You get more
for your dough
on radio

sufficiently irate and sufficiently believable
and the announcer (who sounds like Ford
Bond) delivers his short commentary well.
But I must take issue with the copy approach. From my experience the best way
to sell reading matter of the TiWj-type
is to feature self-help. The advantages of
being TrnieJMnformed are certainly more
personal and more rewarding than fighting with one's Congressman. In fact,
being a well-informed citizen is, unfortunately, well down the scale of appeals.
On the other hand, T/mey-readers may
get better jobs, faster promotions, and appear smarter to their friends. These appeals are, I'd say, far more basic, n'estce pas?

Harold Kaye Advertising Agen-

and Standard stations show you
how to do it with a service sponsortailored to your advertising needs.

cy, New York
City
Recorded music, WMCA

Just in case you get the idea that I continue to focus my attention on the subject
of reducing because I ought to be taking
off weight, you're absolutely right. The
straight announcements for Junex which
I felt impelled to listen to are quite similar to those I mentioned some time back
on Fastab.

Mr. Station Manager:

But this time I decided to call the number. The first time the line was busy.

Give your sponsors
the benefit of the

(Oth«r fat men were ahead of me.) Then

Sponsor-Tailored Service
(See us in Room 502 at the Convention)

a clear-voiced young damsel who couldn't
have weighed more than 85 or 90 pounds
dripping wet said, "Your name, please?"
before I could even say hello, honey. This
was followed by, "Your address?" At this
point I attempted to discuss the product
and its advantages with the lady, but she
immediately made it clear that the conversation was at an end by saying, "Thank
you very much. Your Junex will be in the

Standard

Radio

Transcription Services, Inc.

mail to you within a week or ten days."
The entire "dialogue" took no more than
35 seconds.
Between this writing and the time these
words appear, I will be faced with the

140 N. La Brea Avenue, Hollywood

• WEbsrer 8-9181

problem of finding the $2.98 for the postman. And just between you and me, I

360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • CEntral 6-0041

think it's smart she didn't encourage conversation because I was going to ask more

444 Madison

about the product and probably talk my-

Avenue, New

York City • PLaza 3-4620

self out of purchasing it. The next column you read, I hope, will be written by
a slimmer man.
SPONSOR

7-JV*
millions listen
millions buy!
Each radio home in WJR's coverage
area spends almost 1,000 dollars a year
on food 1
% ofTotal
National

Population
12,601,300
Radio Homes
3,784,170
Food Sales
$3,266,766,000

8.3
8.1
9.4

Get your share of the tremendous food
sales in the Michigan-Great Lakes area.
Pre-sell these radio families on your
products . . by using WJR, the station
with the greatest coverage in this area.
For specific success stories in this large
food market, write WJR or see your
Edward Petry representative today.

R r&
the GREAT

VOICE

of the GREAT
LAKES

The Goodwill Station

Remember . . . millions buy
WJR-advertised products!
Radio — America 's Greatest Advertising Medium
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uestion:
Why do you prefe
inward J. Hirshberg,
President
WEDO, McKeesport. Pa.

^\itsir<>r:

"Because AP news is the
most saleable item we have.
Sustaining newscasts on

"Because listeners
_
Jrm.nstver

^f^^^M
EL ^
:
^ W Jf ^k
^pV V*ESf4H
^
J """"

KRIS, Corpus Christi, Te>
whole-hearted respec
our AP newscasts. AP
°* our year
bestin revenue
ducers
and yes

\<jf

Sponsors
call it 'asse
'finest investment'."

WEDO are nonexistent."

Glenn S. Shaw,
Manager
KIX, Oakland, Cal.
"Because AP news is a
KLX
in making indetop factor
the
most listened-to

/M
JrM.i*SiVcr:

H
V
■

li. La verne Hamno,
Executive Vice-President
WQUA, Moline, III.

A
fl
f^

"Because AP new
are a sellout on thi
tion! They place us
and shoulders abov

^§

competition."

pendent inAmerica's No. 7
market."
B. J. McElligolt,
General Manager
KSDN, Aberdeen. S.

ilnviDcr:
biggest single money
KTRE has. The servici
than pays for itself."

Lewis L. Carter, J
Program Director
WHWB, Rutland, Vt
Because no other feature
We even get fan mail on it."

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

I

/ HIS

-

ES"

ims are top money-gel

this station."
Operation Manager
WIBR, Lebanon, Pa.

grams using AP news than
any other program type, in
eluding music. Our highest

S TA TION

IS

A

MEM

Associated Press . . . constant
ly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state -by -state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.

J. T. Snowden, Jr.,
General Manager
WCPS, Tarboro. N. C.

• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newsdaily. papers .. . more than 100,000
men and women contributing

"Because our success is
due largely to well-written,
well-prepared AP news copy.
AP is as valuable to us as

Success is measured in RESULTS
. . . RESULTS that evidence profit!

Jock Mackenzie,
General Manager

That's why Associated Press news
is a valued asset for so many

WMOU, Berlin, N.

u
est audience-pullers, as sales
of newscasts show! AP more

stations and sponsors. AP's fast,
adept, superlative news coverage
produces major audiences . . . avid
followers of the news . . . respon-

Orville F. Burda,
General Manager
KDIX, Dickinson, N. D.
"Because sponsors of AP
newscasts get the kind of
results that mean automatic
renewals year after year!
One sponsor says it's the
equivalent of ten salesmen

O

John M. Snyder,
Managing Director
WFBG, Altoona, Pa.

and easy sales.

It al

gives us top ratings."

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS."

sive to the sponsor's message.
For complete information on
how you can achieve results with
AP news . . . contact your AP Field
Representative ... or WRITE

TELLS
SYRACUSE

Dick Grossman, WHEN
News and Sportscaster, can
be counted on to be first with
the important Syracuse local
news.
Consistent news beats have
established WHEN
as the
aggressive and reliable news
station in Syracuse.
Complete facilities plus an
alert news - gathering staff
have made Dick Grossman's
daily 6:20 and 11:00 P. M.
news and sports programs a
Central New York viewing
habit.

TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ
AGENCY MAN AND PUT
WHEN

NEWS

PROGRAMS

CBS

•

AND

SPORTS

TO WORK
YOU!

ABC

•

FOR

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION

Hal James
Radio-TV Director, Ellington & Co.

A scant few of the host of actors who are storming casting offices
these days for a chance to showcase their talents on Celanese Theater
I ABC-TV) are aware that this critic-embraced, top-rated show might
not be on the air were it not for a three-year selling campaign by
an ex-actor named Hal James.
Hal's vari-colored background is constantly put to the test in his
capacity as v.p.-director of radio and TV at Ellington & Company.
Although born in St. Joseph, Missouri, Hal moved to Chicago at
the age of five. Even while plowing through his studies at the University of Chicago, Hal had his eye on broader horizons and spent
his summer vacations in such diverse activities as packing salmon
in Alaska, canning pears in California, canning pineapple in the
Hawaiian Islands, and working on research in J. Walter Thompson's
Chicago office.
After graduation, Hal did a short stint in the same town with
Needham, Louis and Brorby where he had a finger in the Fibber
McGee & Molly radio show. But he yearned for legit, so he packed
his other shirt and headed for Broadway's casting offices.
It was Charles Coburn, with whose Mohawk Drama Festival Hal
worked for two summers, who told him that his producing potentialities were greater than his acting ability. Shortly thereafter, Hal
joined Compton Advertising where he was soon up to his ears in the
complications of soap opera production for the P & G account. Flavor
was added to this assignment when he tackled P & G's programing in
the French, Italian, and Yiddish markets, and baseball broadcasts for
N. Y. Yankees, Giants, Brooklyn Dodger?. Washington Senators.
Starting in 1943, Hal swung over to H. W. Kastor & Sons for 18
months to direct radio activities including Abie's Irish Rose.
In 1944 he was "lend-leased" to Biow to do Milton Berle's Let
Yourself Go, and later that year went to Ellington & Company as
director of radio. Since then he has worked on such varied projects
as Dick Tracy, telecasts of the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball games,
A Date With Judy (McKesson & Robbins), Cities Service Band of
America, and Celanese Theater. Agency just snared Ellery Queen
via ABC-TV for Bayuk Phillies.
Outside the office, Hal has a personal stake in WVET, Rochester,
N. Y., does as much deep-sea fishing as he can at Boca Grande, Fla.,
and Montauk Point, L. I. Three children. Michael. Beau, and Melody, have brought added bliss to his marriage with Florence Sperl, a
former casting director at Compton.
SPONSOR

A¥^a

*m <<lf's Station WMAQ fhat

* U /^f5^ sells the Midwest Market

Vv hen Foley and Company decided to introduce their new cough-restraining product, FOLEY QUIT-ITS, in the Chicago and Midwest market, they
naturally turned to Station WMAQ, master sales medium of the Middle West.
A schedule of announcements was placed in the "Early Norman Ross" program, broadcast Mondays through Saturdays between 6:15 and 6:55 a.m.
/i«d <i$*U 707ft/4<Z puxtuccd <u expected?
Here is the report from Wendell Walker, account executive for Lauesen &
Salomon, Foley and Company advertising agency:
"We have been most gratified, during the introductory campaign for
FOLEY QUIT-ITS, at the number of druggists and consumers who
said they heard about them on the 'Early Norman Ross' show.
"No salesmen contacted druggists on behalf of FOLEY QUIT-ITS,
either before or during the campaign. But thanks to the consumer
demand created by radio advertising, the majority of the druggists
in the WMAQ

area found it highly advantageous to stock."

Again and again advertisers find proof in their sales records that WMAQ
is the sales medium which delivers the buying audience. Your WMAQ or
NBC Spot salesman will be glad to give you the complete story.

NBC RADIO
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IN CHICAGO

What's New in Research?
WSYR: radio listening only 30% off in TV homes
Telephone questionnaire conducted by
WSYR, Syracuse, during two different
months revealed that radio listening in
TJ homes averaged 3.07 hours per
day, while Tl viewing averaged 4.52
hours per day. In the non-TV homes
the average was
i.4 hours per day,
RESULTS:

Months TV
set owned

Aver,
radio

0—6
7—12

3.0

13—18

2.8
3.0
2.6

19—24
25 and up

station

with rates

geared to the Madison area, that continues to pull a
steady, day-afterday mail response
from 55 of the state's
71 counties! Strategically located at the
Wisconsin state capital, WKOW not only
reaches the "Moo-la"
market of this great
dairy country

1

RESULTS:
Aver,
radio

TV
4.6
4.3
4.6

2.9

No. 2

COMB.

hours

2.52

4.5

3.24

1 and 2

hours
TV
4.5
4.5

4.8
4.49
3.04
3.3
5.27
4.87

3.76
3.09

Surveys

Aver,
radio
2.8

TV

3.07
3.8

4.8

3.2
|

Survey

4.8
4.9

3.2
4.9

4.74
4.76

3.07
3.1

4.53

. . .

in the rich Wisconsin
market,

No.

hours

5.3

AVERAGE:

ONE

Survey

which shows the drop in radio listening among
TV homes amounted to
only M)' , .
The following table poses, according
to the survey, a comparison of radio
listening as against TV viewing in TV
homes, based on length of ownership.

but

Ohio State survey shows TV selling influence
A study of television's influence on
buying by Dr. Kenneth Dameron, of
Ohio State University, discloses that
447 of the families queried had purchased a new product or new brand
tvithin the month and that 87% of
these had seen the product advertised
on their screens. Of the 87% , 76.87c
stated that the TJ commercials had influenced their purchases, with maxi-

INCOME

LEVELS

High

SAW

mum influence prevailing
middle class.

value! 10,000 watts!

Upper Middle
Lower Middle
Low

upper

Survey also disclosed that 50' < of those
interviewed are in the habit of doing
theh household chores while listening
in the daytime. Chores include mending, ironing, and even letter-iiriting.
The relative effect of this influence on
income groups is shown in the following breakdown :

PRODUCT ADVERTISED ON TV

INFLUENCED

IN

PURCHASE
89.5% BY TV

parts of adjoining
states as well. PLUS
The most powerful
station in Wisconsin.

in

100.0
89.5
78.3

87.5
79.2
95';
85.2

10% listen after midnight in Metropolitan JV. 1 .
//) a February study of 1,000 homes in
the New York metropolitan area Adveriest Research found that on a weekday night one out of every 10 families
used a radio after midnight, with one
independent station (not named)
re-

sponsible for 51% of this listening.
The percentage of homes drops from
10.37 for 12 to 1:00 a.m. to 4.3 for
1:00 to 2:00 a.m. The 2:00 to 3:00
and 3:00 to 4:00 a.m. brackets showed
but 47

of homes

listening

in euch.
SPONSOR

More people

watch WPTZ
than any other
Philadelphia
TV station*
* Not our estimate but ARB figures
for the entire year of 1951

WPTZ
NBC

TV-AFFILIATE

Write 1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500 or NBC Spot Sales
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Today —

WGBS

delivers
more than

TWICE
AS
MANY
listeners
per dollar
than it did
Four years
ago!

from
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Sale of "I Was a Communist for FBI" hits
400 stations 3 weeks before airtime
By end of this week

(30 March)

when

Frederic

W.

Ziv's "I Was a Communist for the FBI" goes on air it
will have been sold in well over 400 cities.
Up to
presstime, largest sale was to Jacob Schmidt Brewing
Co. of St. Paul which bought transcribed open-end
series for 50 cities.
Brewers have been largest
individual category of buyers outside of stations.
Unique aspect of sales, executive v. p. John L. Sinn
pointed out, has been purchase of program by several
chambers of commerce and veterans groups as public
service.
U. S. radio-TV executives to speak at
Canadian broadcasters conference
Canadian

Association

of Broadcasters

28th Annual

Conference in Toronto (24-27 March) includes talks
by brace of American radio-TVites.
Among them:
Adam Young, Murray Grabhorn, Maurice Mitchell,
Horace Schwerin, Ernest de la Ossa, W. E. Wallbridge.
WSM-TV gets sewer pipe sponsor
for news program
Sewer pipe
Nashville,

and block will be sold on television in
starting 1 April.
Universal Concrete

Pipe Co. of Columbus, Ohio, will sponsor 15-minute
news program twice weekly at 10:00 p.m. over WSM-TV.
"We are convinced that television is an ideal medium
for building a consumer franchise," says Joseph M.
Millious, Universal advertising manager.
Viewers
will be offered sets of architectural plans for farm
construction to stimulate sales and test response
to program.
Dishwasher firm may launch
announcement campaign in fall

Ask your
Katz man
to prove it!

Announcement campaign for James dishwasher will
probably break this fall.
Machine sells for $229.95
and is designed for mass sales since it requires no
plumbing alterations to install.
Galen E. Broyles
agency

in Denver is making recommendations for national campaign, has already produced dramatized
radio announcements using English butler trademark
character named James.
Alexander Film Company,
Colorado Springs, is producing TV announcements.

After-midnight TV growing
in big cities
Look

MIAMI
64

FLORIDA

for more

TV stations

in big cities

going

on air

after-midnight.
WDTV, Pittsburgh, is now on 24-hour
schedule.
WCBS-TV has new presentation showing
importance of after-midnight audience.
SPONSOR

OU MIGHT CAST A TROUT FLY
A

83 FEET*-

IUT...

i
I
I

YOU NEED THE
FETZER STATIONS
TO LAND SALES
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
AM or TV, here's proof that the Fetzer stations are
Western Michigan's best advertising buys.
RADIO
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids,
deliver Western Michigan's largest audience, at
surprisingly low cost. Each is consistently the most
listened-to station in its home city, and BMB figures prove the same kind of audience in surrounding rural areas. WKZO-WJEF's unduplicated BMB
Audience is up 46.7% over 1946 in the daytime —
up 52.9% at night! Yet this strong CBS combination costs 20% less than the next-best two-station
choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids!

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS
Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids.
It also provides Battle Creek with intensive primary service — effectively reaches a total market
with a Net Effective Buying Income of more than
two billion dollars ! And here's the best part of the
story: A recent 24-county Videodex Diary Study
made by Jay & Graham Research Corporation,
using the BMB technique, shows that WKZO-TV
delivers 54.7% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana homes than Station "B"/
Write direct or ask your Avery-Knodel man for all
the facts.

*Dicfe Miller of Huntington Beach, California, holds this world's record.

WKZO-TV
M GRAND RAPIDS #/* ,N WESTERN MICHIGAN
and NORTHERN INDIANA
and KENT COUNTY

^

,N KALAMAZOO
and
GREATER
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)

(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

WESSON

CASHES

IN

[Continued from page 33)
eral Mills products, in several promotions. Although Snowdrift is the primary product on the Dr. Paul programs, each dail\ show carries a hitchhike Eoi Wesson Oil. to allow the firm
to apportion the costs in relation to
volume and .-ales. Time costs for Dr.
Paul on the 60 NBC stations for the
final four months of 1951 came to
8100,500. Production and talent costs
for the soap opera now run under
$2,000 weekly, it's estimated.
Magazine, farm and newspaper supplements used by Wesson last year included: separate campaigns for Snowdrift and Wesson: a combined cam-

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

CO.

Home Service, sponsors of cooking
schools in the East, South, and Midwest. These schools, staffed by home
economists of the Modern Home Service, and run in association with suburban newspapers, feature the products
of daily sponsors on their own package
TV programs — another natural tie-in
for Wesson. Last month Wesson expanded its commercial participation on
Sall\ Smart to five-a-week.
It's still too early to get the results
of the TV advertising, but from the
response to offers for recipe folders,
the viewers like what they see, and are
buying and using Wesson Oil. This
comes back to the related selling theme,
of showing the value of the products

paign for the two products: plus tie-ins
v\ith Gold Medal and Sperrv Flour
with Snowdrift. Wesson Oil and General Mills in regular combinations, and
the L951 contest. This represents a
22.8' ( increase over 1950 press advertising based on FIB estimates.
For the 1951-'52 season, the Wesson
advertising budget has been increased.
Radio expenditures have doubled.
There's also been a shift in other media to allow for the new TV budget.
Vi esson entered TV last September in
three markets: Boston. Minneapolis-St.
Paul, and Chicago. During the two
succeeding months, it expanded in several other markets, and is currently on
TV screens in 21 markets via 33 stations. With a few film exceptions such
a- the Eleventh Hour Theatre on
WNBT in New York City, all of the
remaining programs are specifically
women's shopping and cooking programs, because the company prefers
mainlv to reach women. Wesson also
likes these TV participation programs
because they further the advertising
philosophy
of Wesson
"related"Oil selling.
Most of the
commercials
an- delivered "live" by the personalities and shoppers on the program, with

Bon Voyage!
. . . little Bismarck doesn't realize that candy and flowers
often lead to engagements
and showers. It's a
of increased sales
new market when
a date with KFYR.
Blair man will tell

clear case
in a bright
you make
Any John
you why.

frequent showings of six spot films prepared by Ken yon & Eckhardt in collaboration with the Fitzgerald Agency.
New Orleans, on the uses of Wesson
Oil. Some of the personalities selling
Wesson: Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV,
Boston, on the Shopping-Vues, five
times weekly; Nancy Craig, women's
news, and Dione Lucas, a cooking
show, both on WJZ-TV, New York,
three times weekly; and Sally Smart,
WOR-TV, N. Y., five times weekly.
The Smart program is also a kitchen
show, and is produced by the Modem

BISMARCK,
5000

N. OAK.

/

WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

SPONSOR

This Is The Brent Glints Show!

. . . human interest

stars, gags . . .

WBAL-TV
NBC

In Maryland

NATIONALLY
REPRESENTED
BY
EDWARD
PETRY
& COMPANY
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a> cooking aids.
Much of what Wess <>u does todaj ia
an outgrowth of air lessons learned
over two decades. Wesson has heen a
consistent user of air advertising, starting hack in 1931 with the CBS network
program Snowdrift Southern Melodies
with \mlrc Kostelanetz. It was in this
same year that Wesson began the use
of regional programing, and concentrated almost entirely on Pacific net
shows
including
Man's Family.
Teammates,
and One
Hawthorne
House.
The
firm
stayed
with
Hawthorne

House, on NBC-Pacific night time radio for three years, and then entered
daytime radio with Crummii X- Sanderson, on dail) for six months until
the death of Frank Crummit. For three
years Irene Beasley sold Wesson Oil
across the hoard on CBS, starting in
1943. Wesson continued with audience
participation during the next years
with another across-the-board quiz.
Try'n Find Me with Bert Parks. Then
there was a change after the war, with
Wesson sponsoring Edwin C. Hill and
the Human Side of the News on ABC.

ANOTHER BLUE RIBBON
ACHIEVEMENT

For five years starting in 1944, Wesson also sponsored Noah Webster Says
on Monday night, also NBC-Pacific
net, dropping this show in 1949, to
enter daytime serials, with Dr. Paul
on spot radio.
Since, by the nature of its business,
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift must depend on the fluctuating raw material
market, the sales figures of the company are not consistent in gain, although there has been a consistent
profit in each year of the firm's history, except one. The 1951 sales figure topped 1950 by 25.9%, totaling
$183,432,667.00, which is the closest
the company has come in the past
three years to reaching its all-time
sales high of 1948 — the year of the
"Every radio and television salesman
should remember, even day, that this is
not a death-struggle between their two
media, but rather that the real prospects
for increased broadcast revenue lie
among the misguided, misled, uninformed, and overcharged users of other
media."

Betty Crocker Chiffon Cake— $223,048,533.
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Co., Inc.,
is actually a holding company which
directly or indirectly owns all capital
stock of seven subsidiaries. It handles
about 20% of the nation's cottonseed
oil and a sizable portion of the soybean oil production, having many regional consumer products, and several
by-products including cattle-feed and
bakers meal. Snowdrift and Wesson
Oil account for a little more than 20%

build another
bonus
for KFAB's
adverti
another
guarantee
that
the advertiser'
delivered
to KFAB
and effectiveness.
BIC ACHIEVEMENTS can

nfflggfrVfo*

be

yours

of the total sales, with Snowdrift coming in for about a third of that.
However, as Wesson rolls along on
its highly successful related selling
theme, it is more than likely that these
two products will bring in an even
greater chunk of the annual sales.
There's an unusual story behind the
operation of the Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Company, since there is no cottonseed exchange and no central market for the setting up of prices and
values. The cottonseed-oil business,
which Wesson concentrates on, is a
risky business, and gets along on a
minimum of coordinated information.
This means that the firm buys its raw
materials under one set of economic
conditions and then sells the finished
products

throughout

the

next

12
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We're happy about the stacks of mail we've been getting. Primarily, we're
interested in serving the southern and central parts of Indiana. That, we know
we're doing! As far as distance is concerned, we have heard from points
as far north as Garrett, Indiana, as well as from viewers in Kentucky, Ohio,
and Illinois.

STATION
Owned

WTTV

and operated

(channel 10) and WTTS (5000 watts)
by SARKES

TARZIAN

in Bloomington
You'll be downright amazed when you hear
the whole Bloomington story. It's fantastic!
Call Bob Lemon, Station WTTV
Bloomington, Indiana
Your nearest MEEKER
NEW
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months under conditions which may
change radically.
\\ esson has two agencies handling
consumer advertising on Snowdrift
and Wesson Oil: Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Inc., New York and the Fitzgerald
Advertising Vgency, New Orleans.
Both agencies usually work together
on major campaigns, and each claims
that it"s hard to say where the work of
one ends and the other hegins. K & E
does the major part of the national

fore,, don't be surprised to see Wesson
popping up in other campaigns of other "single" product advertisers.
With broadcasting aid. Wesson has
found that such advertising "marriages" pay off — in increased sales.

NEW

ARMOUR

TARGET

i Continued from page 37)

planning, while Fitzgerald, being closer to the sponsor and major markets.
supervises the merchandising.
Scheideler, Beck & Werner, Inc..

white. New Armour Suds washes
clothes brighter, cleaner, than any soap
ever could before. Remember the
name, Armour Suds. Try a package.

handles the advertising for Wesson's
institutional products, which are sold
in bulk to bakers, hospitals, hotels and
other quantity users. In addition, the
Fitzgerald agency places advertising

Buy one the next time you shop!"
The result of "couponing" every
home listed in the Amarillo City Directory, plus free boxes of Armour
Suds, plus the barrage of announcements laid down by the radio stations,

for Wesson's Blue Plate Foods, Inc.,
which produces a line of salad dressing, coffee, tea, peanut butter, macaroni and other foods for consumer use
in 12 Southern states; Southern Cotton Oil Co. (Scoco shortening); and
Southern Shell Fish Co.
Where does busy, bustling Wesson
stand today with regard to air advertising?
Inspired by the success of the teamwork-type of air selling done with General Mills et al., Wesson is now felt byall concerned to be looking, more and
more, to radio and TV. Already using
network radio and heavy spot at a rate
which makes them one of the prime
factors in Wesson ad budgets, Wesson
feels that the surface of "related" selling has only been scratched.
Wesson subscribes, by all evidence,
to the theory that in union there is
advertising strength, and that there are
more orders for "ham-and-eggs" than
for either one alone in the U.S. There-

product for us the way radio moved
Armour Suds. Frankly, I was particularly surprised at the way the suds kept
moving after the coupons were in. Radio has proved it can deliver in the
One Amarillo radioman, KGNC
manager Tom Kritser, was struck by
long pull."
the speed with which the new washing
product was moving off store shelves,
and did some snooping as to the extent.
This is what he found:
In January. 1951, the "rank" order
of the top six brands of boxed soap
preparations in Amarillo stores (in the
early days of the campaign) was estimated to be:
January Rank
1. Tide
2. Oxydol
3. Vel
4. Rinso
5. Duz

plus newspaper ads, showed quick returns.
From a standing start, January's total case volume (24-package) of Armour Suds in hard-water Amarillo
went quickly to the 1,500 mark (not including free samples). February 1951
sales topped January by 350 cases. In
March, the case rate was passing the
2,000 mark each month.
Then, in April (when coupons were
almost all in), there was an expected
slump. By last fall, however, it had
bounced back, with the advertising
still rolling along at an estimated 60%
for radio, 40'y for other items. Nearly 35 announcements per week were
(and most still are) in use.
Here's what a typical Amarillo retailer, Morris McCartt (owner-operator of McCartt Super Markets), had to
say of the radio-spearheaded introduction:
"No other medium has moved a new

6. Armour

Suds

Ten months of intensive air-selling
later, the picture had changed to:
September
Rank
1.
Tide
2. Armour Suds
3. Oxvdol
4. Vel
5. Rinso
6. Duz
Although the gap between Tide —
generally recognized by soap officials
as the nation's largest-selling detergent
— and Armour Suds was a fairly big
one, the 10-month climb from 6th to
2nd place is remarkable. And, as Jim
Berryman, manager of the local office
of Armour, told KGNC: "Radio did
Pleased as Punch with the results,
now running 10% ahead of expectations, Armour recently renewed its
Amarillo
radio
announcement
con-

Extra Daily Summer Population 602,496!
Every summer day there are 602,000 or more extra
folks in our primary coverage area ... in addition to
our over 5 million! What a market! Who said summer
slump?

it."
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the
cook
•

in

125,000
kitchens

Wheels whir in Carolina kitchens when WBTV's
Suzie Mclntyre "mans" the mixer. Professionals praise her
pies, amateurs write for her recipes, ailing executives,
viewing out of curiosity, call her about her cakes.*
Nine famous foods are now participating in Suzie' s
popularity and power. The tenth will close the door
on competition and open the door to new sales
in 35 Carolina counties.
♦Actual Incident.

SERVinTG IHE CAROLINE'
BIGGES
TELEVISION AUDIENCE
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS TelevisimiSMLSjik^^^^

of radio station.- Mike KOIL), newspapers, coupons, and sampling. The
success was not quite as striking, hut
very comparable. For one thing, Omaha doesn't have quite the extreme
"hard-hard-water" problem of Amarillo, and "old-fashioned" soap brands
— like Duz and Oxydol. according to

tracts, and ha- been using them to test
new copj ideas, sampling techniques,
display and tie-in methods. Current
Contracts are due to expire in April
1952.
\\ bile the Amarillo city test was
going on. Armour looked around for
a hard-water area in which to conduct
a "district" test. Several areas were
looked-at, then discarded. Finally, the
choice centered on Omaha, where Armour has both large offices and a large

newspaper brand preference studies —
are strongly entrenched with their
lower prices. For another, Omaha was
a widespiead district test, therefore results were not so easily tabulated.
However,
radio is credited
with

plant.
\ irtuallv the identical pattern was
used in Omaha, using a combination

jk

playing an "important part" in boost-

WHLI

is Tops
Latest Share of Audience

Morning

29.9

"A" Network, 50 kw

20.9

"B" Network, 50 kw

12.4

Entire Survey

Aften

25.9

27.5

22.3

21.8

22.0

18.1

12.9

14.2

"C" Network, 50 kw

16.2

"D" Network, 50 kw

10.0

7.1

8.3

10.6

9.8

10.1

All others
combined

ONE STATION, WHLI, DOMINATES
MAJOR

As in Amarillo, the Omaha air contracts were recently extended to run
through April of this year.
What happens alter April?
The answer to this is shrouded in
considerable cloak-and-dagger security, although some of the main facts
are clear.
When

contacted by SPONSOR, Armour's Chicago headquarters was fairly mum on the subject. But, one Armour executive did tell SPONSOR:
"We still don't consider Armour

Suds out of the 'test' stage yet. Before
there's a national introduction, we
want to work out some more spot radio and space advertising techniques.

WHH

WHLI

ing Armour Suds from scratch up to
a strong fourth land in many outlets,
third) place in the Omaha area in just
a few months.

LONG

THE

ISLAND MARKET

CONLAN
STUDIES
OF LISTENING
HABITS:

LI tkomof
AM HOC
FM 98.3

Daytime, February
1952, Hempstead,

HEMPSTEAD|
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Long Island, N.Y.

PAUL

GODOFSKY,

Pres.

REPRESENTED

BY RAMBEAU

"Wc must believe that every time we
sell or place or buy a spot announcement or a display advertisement, we are
selling two things: the product advertised and advertising itself. The better
we sell the latter, the more effectively
will we sell the former."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS
President, NARTB

"At the moment, any 'extra' ad dollars in the current budgets are going
to promote Dial soap, whose sales are
rising fast. We expect to work out
budgets to include more for Armour
Suds, but that probably won't happen
before the late fall of 1952.
"Radio? You bet we'll use radio on
Armour Suds. We'll probably use spot
radio primarily up to a certain level,
and then work out some kind of balance between spot radio and network
radio. We have no strong feelings,
one way or the other, and often use
both. However, since Armour Suds is
likely to do better in some markets —
hard-water markets — than in others,
building up to national air advertising
may be a process of building with spot
radio.
"Television doesn't play a major role
yet in Armour Suds plans, although
we're not disregarding it. For one
thing, most really hard-water areas are
not TV areas, and TV areas are more
likely to be the last, rather than first,
areas
we'll got
fill. a long way to go to
"We've
catch up with P&G's Tide. But when
the time comes — with radio's help —
we'll really try to give them a run for
the monev."
* * *
SPONSOR

TEXAS

BENT

an elevating dissertation.

£\rx
T? LYING across the unfenced sky, or looking from the windows of transcontinental
trains, you miss the up-and-downness of the
Panhandle's picturesque barrancas. Back in
the days when a mile still had meaning,
land-hungry settlers bought countless acres
cheap — and unseen. One such stopped in
the Land Office, so a story goes, to get directions to his newly-acquired property. He got
back a month later, was recognized by the
clerk, who asked if he had located his land
without too much trouble.

KGNC's 10,000 watts of power climb over,
under, around and through the tamed territory of Texas, New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Colorado which makes up our
market — 83 counties in all of oil-, gas-,
cotton-, wheat-, and cattle-rich country.
Amarillo is the wholesale and shopping
center for this enormous area. If you want
to "lean up against" about two million prosperous people via radio we'll be mighty
glad to help you.

"Yes," the settler said, "I found it, but I
couldn't get over it. All I could do was lean
up against it."

marillo

NBC AFFILIATE
710 KC
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We
rely on WFBM-TV
Says CHARLES C. ANDERSON
Nash Automobile Dealer
1201 Busseron Street

*

Vincennes, Indiana

\

litmus II sets ON

INDIANAPOLI:

"Vincennes is a
WFBM-TV town"

Says JACK ARTHUR
FIRESTONE STORE
229 Main Street
Vincennes, Indiana

• Historic Vincennes, Indiana, is a progressive,
modern community today — as avidly interested in
television as everybody else. And in Vincennes
and Vanderburg County, Indiana, WFBM-TV

of

Indianapolis — well over 100 miles away — is the
favorite station.
All of which is just another way of saying you get
a whale of a buy on WFBM-TV. It's a far better than
average buy just for the 216,000 TV sets installed

How about the advertisers you represent? Check
the money-loaded Hoosier market. Indiana ranks in

in its 60-mile radius . . . and when you add the Bonus

the first ten states, both agriculturally and industrially.

Thousands outside that radius, you'll agree it's one

That means high employment, AND

of the best "deals" in the country.

That's why WFBM-TV
♦Source:

BROADCASTING

high incomes.

advertisers sell and SELL!

-TELECASTING,

*?Owt jIh *)*tcUtuta

(?£cut*tel 6, r)iuU&*tafroU&

March

17,

1952.

ROUNDUP

needed to pry the driver loose. That
was at 3:45 a.m. At 4:00 a.m.. the

[Continued from page 50)

police department had detailed eight
scout cars to take care of more than

early days of broadcasting — showing
the original master control and transmitter room used b) WIT when it first
went on the air in 1922.

60 cars and 300 night-shirted spectators who rushed to the scene.
A new book of 35 announcements

WGY, Schenectady's 30th annixersarj was marked by a week-long
"Open House" celebration in February
which attracted over 20.000 residents
of the area. Special anniversary programs were presented; highlight of
these was a 40-minute documentary
covering main events in WGY's history, followed by a panel discussion on
the early days by eight men who have
been with the station since its incep-

concrete and steel building pictured
above, with modern spacious studios
and latest technical equipment is a far
cry from the frame grocery shop which
was KING-TV's first studio when the
station went on the air in November
1948.
More than 3,000 druggists in the
WLW
and WLW-T (Cincinnati)
broadcast area took part in the 1952
"WLW Advertised Brands Week," 717 March. The promotion plugged 42

tion. The panel included (photo, 1. to
r.) Kolin Hager, first announcer, former stations mgr. (only partly visible) ;A. 0. Coggeshall, former prog,
supvr., now music supvr.; Wm. Fay,
v.p. Stromberg Carlson, mgr. of
WHAM; C. H. Lang, General Electric
v.p.; Howard Tupper, moderator; Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, GE v.p.; W. J. Purcell, WGY mng. engr.; W. T. Meenam,
WGY newsroom supvr.; C. D. Wagoner, GE News Bureau (onlv partly visible).
Construction of a new Television
Center for KING-TV, Seattle began 1
March with operations estimated to
start in the early fall. The streamlined

top drug items, was backed by thousands of dollars worth of radio and
TV time.
At the conclusion
of the

prepared on behalf of all radio sponsors by Brand Names Foundation, Inc.,
was distributed this month to more
than 1,800 radio stations in the U.S.
and Canada. Designed to help radio
stations point up the responsibility and
good
of listeners
manufacturers'
brands values
and toback
remind
of the
"why" back of free radio and TV, the
announcements are all institutional in
nature, deal with no specific brands.
This is the second year the Foundation is offering this service; they issue
four such books a year.
The work, objectives and importance
of Radio Free Europe was described
by its director for the past year, C. D.
Jackson (publisher of Fortune), at a
joint meeting of the Radio Executives
Club of New England and the Boston
Advertising
Club late in February.

1951 "Brands Week" a 26.5% average increase of sales promoted products was noted in test stores.
The
1952 drive (results not available at
press time) was expected to do even
better.
Anyone inclined to be cynical about
radio listenership at 3:45 a.m. should
note this story. Wee-hour WWJ (Detroit) personality, "Laura" was having her usual beep-phone talk with a
sergeant at Detroit's police headquarters. The sergeant mentioned an accident which had just occurred in which
a drunk driver tangled with a street
car; he said a blow-torch operator was

Among those present were (photo, 1.
to r.) R. F. Bradford, former governor
of Massachusetts, and member of Radio Free Europe Finance Committee;
Edmund J. Shea, president of REC of
New England; C. D. Jackson; Rudolph
Bruce, secretary of REC; Andrew C.
Quale, president of Boston Ad Club;
W. C. Swartley, first v.p. of REC. * * *

57.5% New Engenders Have
Auto Radios!
That's 57.5% of all New England families — not just
auto owners! Brother — see your Blair man now about
this productive extra marketl
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Why WFBR is

BIG

in Baltimore

This is the top morning
show in the Baltimore
area. It got that way by
offering what listeners
want . . . warmth and a
friendly spirit in the
morning, plus music, news,
weather .and birthdays
judiciously
throughout.

sprinkled

The audience loyalty to
this show is something to
warm the cockles of a
sponsor's heart.
Ask your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

MANAGEMENTS

QUESTIONS

[Continued jrom page 29)
predicament with financial burden <>n
top of burden. The program by itself
is more expensive — sometimes five
times more — than in radio. The advertising message is also more expensive, and more complicated. How then,
goes the soul-searching, can management be confident about its TV strategy? The answer lies, presumably, in
program-and-copy research. That is
costly, slow, sheer hard work. It means
that in addition to spending large sums
of money to use the TV medium the
advertiser must spend separate add
tional funds to make sure he is using
the TV medium properly. I The agency
cannot and will not pay for this kind
of special research out of the 15%.)
Top management is more sophisti
cated today than was the case
quarter of a century ago. Out of thi
sophistication clients are this spring
challenging the networks on their costaccountancy system in TV studio operation (where every action, every

■KJW^g^*^^

'W

__^

T1

F BOB

m^m

- r TREBOR

piece of gear has a "surcharge" tacked
on) while at the same time management expresses growing skepticism of
agency program know-how. Even so,
top management is bothered and bewildered. Where lies wisdom, dependable recommendation, program choice,
in network television, or in network
radio, or between net TV and net AM?

IN

ROCHESTER,

"■•""

Willi

Remember, these presidents and executive vice presidents and treasurers
are not usually media men nor program showmen in background. Advertising decisions are only one part of
their burden of responsibility .
Note something more. TV is not the
only disturbing factor. TV has forced
upon radio such drastic changes of
policy, pricing and packaging that radio is practically a new advertising
medium, too. Thus the corporation tycoon faces not one set of unfamiliar
media data but two sets. Broadcast
advertising is now complicated beyond
all previous complication. In 1945-46
radio was a seller's market; today television is as 108 local TV stations, in
the majesty of their temporary monopoly, choose or reject, by their own
self-interest alone, this as against thai
sponsored program.
A latter-day worry to top management is the good opinion of minority
stockholders. Annual stockholder meetings are no longer tepid, managementdominated
rigamaroles.
Nowadays,

N. Y.

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING
COMPANY

S

4 Reasons Why
The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD
year after
year to reach

the vast

Jewish Market
of Metropolitan New York
I.

1
e
■
•

■*

0

Top

adult

programming

2. Strong
audience
impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying
power
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S

WHO

HENRY

ON WEVD"
GREENFIELD

WEVD 117-119 We.l 46lh St.,
Managing

Director

SPONSOR

Tooth paste or tires, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More audience than the eleven other
leading local stations needed to cover inland California and western
Nevada.

(BMB State Area Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per
thousand listeners
(BMB Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

McClatchy Broadcasting Company
Sacramento,
THE

California

Paul

H.

Raymer,

National

A million
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Reprejentative

Affiliated
with Inland
California's
3 Leading
Papers
SACRAMENTO BEE • THE MODESTO BEE • THE FRESNO

BEE

people

listen

to the

Beeline every day

minorit) stockholders are aggressive
and questioning. In several instances
a TV program fiasco has been used as
a club with which to beat in the brains
of high-salaried officials who have been
paying themselves, or uisli to. nice
juicy bonuses. Right here is a nightmare which one corporation spokesman has called He
"themeans
either/or
hazard"
in television.
bv this
that
corporation command is more than a
little terrified of the tendency of bigtime network TV shows to be either/or.
Either triumph or catastrophe, and
nothing in between: making sponsoring officials seem, in turn, either Barnums reincarnate, or fleeced sheep, and
nothing in between.
Howard Meighan of CBS-Radio provided an apt prophetic paragraph
when

he

wrote

recently : "A

calm.

long-range analysis indicates strong
hypotheses that might well end up as
accomplished [acts. It seems unlikely
that television will kill off radio, any
more than radio killed off newspapers,
magazines, movies, the legit stage or
phonograph records. Radio changed,
in some respects temporarily, all of
these forms of communication and entertainment. But each has a place of
its own basicalK unduplicated."
This is surely evident: big advertisers will always pay any price justified by program and personality impact
and sales results. The blue chip sponsors are never pikers. That's not their
complaint. Their complaint today,
caught between rising costs and cannibalistic taxation, is that they have
been paying for promised results and
too often not getting results.

In HANNIBALAND
THEY have mone^
to spend!
• HANNIBALAND-//&C

large 41 county

area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III., and Keokuk, Iowa.

The population of the rich Hannibaland area is mostly
rural. These are the folks who have the money to spend
to buy your products. To sell 'em use the station they
listen to most— KHMO.
KHMO reaches and sells the buying power of the
240,470 radio families who live in this large, 41 county
area.
Make your selling job easy in the middle-west in
Hannibaland — buy KHMO.
Write, wire or phone
KHMO or Pearson today for availabilities.

KHMO
5000 watts day

Representative
John E. Pearson Company
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri
•

1000 watts at night

Corporation thinking on broadcast
advertising, now plural, comes down
and comes hack to about where it was
in 1937 when broadcast advertising
was singular. It was in 1937 that the
late Henry Adams Bellows of General
Mills made a statement that sponsors
might well nail over the door of the
Board room. Said Bellows:
"General Mills is convinced, above
all. that the advertiser cannot dodge
his responsibility for the quality of the
program which he sponsors. He cannot leave the responsibility wholly in
the hands of anybody else, nor can he
assume that merely spending a lot
of moncv will necessarily produce
results."

MANAGEMENT

* * *

NEEDS FACTS

{Continued from page 31)
the impact of TV, radiomen have
stepped up the scope and accuracy of
radio's circulation measurements. The
BMB-type of measurement was dying
a quiet death in radio (then in a carefree "we're-sold-out" state) until TV
came along. Now, it's back, in the
from of Standard Audience Measurement, headed up by Dr. Ken Baker.
At the same time, A. C. Nielsen Company has moved into the act with its
new Nielsen Coverage Service. This
new Nielsen yardstick will not only
break audiences down by counties, but
wiR get into questions of multiple-set
listening and out-of-home listening in
radio — long absent from the Nielsen
Audimeter measuring. On this kind
of yardstick, too, comparisons will be
made with other broadcast media, and
also with other ad media. Agencymen
and clients will have to be familiar
with these research concepts, as these
services develop in the next few
months.
SALES

EFFECTIVENESS

OF RA-

DIO; This is a dramatic new "gimmick" in radio research. Nielsen has
measured the potential of a program
in selling a particular commodity.
Now. radio may soon be able to answer the classic $64 question asked by
clients: "Has radio actually sold my
Pioneer work in this field is being
done by American Research Bureau,
whose boss, ex-NBCman Jim Seiler,
told SPONSOR: "We're now starting to
measure how well a radio or TV show
can product?"'
actually sell a product or service.
This is being done through special
SPONSOR

Best
time buy
on the market

In 1926 — 26 years ago — Household Finance Corporation placed its first advertising with WCAU in
Philadelphia.

last 26 years has been a very important factor in

It's been placing it with WCAU every year since
— over a quarter-century of uninterrupted advertising. Aletter from Household Finance Corporation says:

concentrated spot campaign of more than 1000

"This radio expenditure with WCAU

during the

WCAJU
24 MARCH
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Household Finance Corporation's growth."
The new Household Finance contract calls for a
spot announcements. That's convincing evidence of
Household Finance Corporation's faith in WCAU.
Here again, then, is proof— proof that it's profitable to advertise on WCAU.

The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
CBS Affiliate • 50,000 watts
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

diarj panel breakdowns. We first find
out who has. and who has not, been
listening to a particular show. Then
we follow up with interviews and pantry-shelf inventories, relate them to
brand-preference reports. One early
checkup has shown that known listeners to a particular radio show have
over 50' f higher 'presence of produce"
than non-listeners."
I The above four points — extra sets,
out-of-home listening, new circulation
techniques, and tracing sales — are just
four of the major things advertisers
will have to start "brushing up" with
when thev consider radio in 1952. As
researcher Jim Seiler put it to SPONSOR: "Radio research is now so different from what it was five years ago
that it's in danger of being misunderstood by even veteran advertisers.")
Here, in brief outline, is what
research executives feel should be a
sponsor's kev points in thinking about
radio in 1952.
POINT ONE: Radio's huge size. No
sponsor should ever forget that radio
is practically as big as the United
States. According to the last census,
there are about 44,737,900 households
in America. Of these. 42,800,000 families are radio families — or about 95' \ .
TV hits only 37%.
The total number of radios in the
nation — including all types — was estimated in the recent four-network "census" as being 105,300,000. That's a
radio set for every person of voting
age in the U.S.
Sponsors, used to hearing research
chestnuts like "there are more radios
than bathtubs in the U.S." can now
paste in their hats some new "size"
concepts like these:
1. There are 59' i more radio homes
in the U.S. than there are homes who
regularly read magazines
(something

space • .-alesmen

would

prefer

to for-

2. There are 171% more radio
homes in the U.S. than there are TV
get).
sets (something that all-out TV boosters often forget).
3. There are 43% more radio homes
in the U.S. than telephone homes
(something that an agency, used to
thinking about radio in terms of telephone coincidental "ratings," should
never forget).
4. While the number of radio homes
has increased 14% since 1948 — from
37.6 to 42.8 million — the number of
radio homes with "secondary sets" has
increased about 40rv — from 24.4 to
34 million (something which a sponsor can't ignore despite the prevailing
management notion that radio is practically standing still).
POINT TWO: Radio is more "diffused." The sheer number of "secondary" and "out-of-home" sets is increasing— and the amount of listening done
to them, as shown in qualitative studies, is becoming diffused.
Radio listening — particularly in TV
homes — has spread all over the house.
For instance, the recent ARB nationwide study for the four radio webs
shows that radio-TV families spend
half of their listening hours in the
kitchen during a total day. They spend
about a quarter of their listening time
in the living room. In radio-only families, it's practically the reverse — but a
lot of sponsors measure both radioonly and radio-TV families in their
minds on the radio-only yardstick. So,
oddly enough, do some research men,
although this obsolescent thinking is
today undergoing some drastic
changes. Example: sponsors now demand such specifics as Nielsen ratings
in TV homes, non-TV homes, and nonTV areas.

Even in a highly-TV area, new studies show that in TV homes radio listening isholding up well, and is being
done more to "secondary" sets than
to living room models. A brand-new
Advertest study in the New York area
covering 1,036 families (98.0', with
radios; 68.2% with TV sets) shows,
for instance, that 40.1r< of the radioonly homes had radios in the kitchen.
In radio-TV homes, the figure jumped
to 63.2' (. Some 45.1% of radio-only
homes had radios in bedrooms. In
radio-TV homes, the figure rose to
61.2',.
Looked at from the appliance manufacturer's viewpoint, such as the
members who make up the Radio &
Television Manufacturer's Association,
radio's diffusion has meant new trends
in radio sets. A few years ago, the
"clock" radio (with a built-in alarm
clock) was just a "gimmick" novelty.
Today, with a smartly-designed line
of them from all major manufacturers,
they're selling at the rate of 20,000 a
week — or over 1,000,000 a year. Virtually all are used as "secondary" sets,
mostly in bedrooms. Kitchen radios
are being designed as such, to harmonize with other kitchen appliances, or
are even being built-in to new kitchen
ranges. Even a company like Admiral, who has been one of TV's biggest boosters, is now advertising a new
line of table-model TV sets with builtin" radios "at no extra cost."
POINT THREE; Radio reaches bigger audiences. For example, NBC Research recently calculated how certain
advertisers — like Gruen Watch, C. H.
Masland, Welch Grape Juice, BorgWarner, and others — can lose out on
millions in audience. "National advertisers who use a combination of full
network TV, plus Life, Look, the Sat-

98.4 Minutes Daily to WHDH!
Yes, TV
owners who
listen out-of-home
listen to
WHDH 98.4 minutes a day! Gee, you must write for
a copy of our survey .
r see your Blair man!

WHDH
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BOSTON
50,000
WATTS

NO TV STATION BEATS KNBH IN
BLANKETING SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA!

KNBH
REACHES

100%

OF THE 1,232,000 TV HOMES
IN THIS GREAT BOOMING MARKET!
Growing by leaps and bounds . . . fantastically
rich . . . and TV happy— that's the vast Los Angeles
market. It's America's third largest retail sales area!
And the powerful NBC television outlet— KNBH—
is seen and heard by EVERY TV HOME within
this 200-mile-wide market! For choice spot
time, contact KNBH, Hollywood, or your
nearest NBC Spot Sales office today.
NBC H01LYW00D
TO SELL THE BUYING
IN AMERICA'S
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TV MARKET
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Mr. Starch told us this:

urdmy Evening Post and Collier's" reported NBC, "get no coverage of 22,423.000
U.S.
homes."
Here's how
NBC described its process:
NBC knew this:
1.

Aggregate VBC circulation:
Life, Look, Post, and

2.

Collier's
Deduct 57' i duplication between

4. Deduct 29.69? owning TV sets
.
—1.967,000
Arithmetic:
5. Total unduplicated
magazine
tion to hecirculaadded
to TV
We knew this too:

15,707,000

6. TV homes, 1/1/52
More arithmetic:
7. Total unduplicated

magazines (CSM \. L949)
—9,063,000
3.

4,677,000
15,700,000

circulation: TV,

Unduplicated circu-

Life, Look, Post,
and Collier's _

lation 6,644.000

20,377,000

GO
HOG

WHOLE
IN THE KANSAS
MARKET

WIBW

with

The

Kansas

Market

is a Farm

responsive that it screams

Market

...

for sales action.

State Board of Agriculture reports a 1951

so rich, so
The

Kansas

farm income

of

$617,000,000 from crops afone . . . and that's just a
drop in the bucket. Still to be added are the staggering
totals

for

oil,

livestock,

poultry,

dairy

products

and

eggs.

WIBW goes "whole hog" in selling your product to
these anxious-to-buy farm families. You see, WIBW is the
farm station for Kansas . . . the station most listened to
by farmers.* That's what it takes to get RESULTS.
what WIBW offers YOU.

That's

Everybody knows this:
8. Total 'U. S. radio
homes, 1/1/52 _ 42,800,000
And here are the lost homes:
9. Radio
homes
not
reached by TV,
Life, Look, Post,
or Collier's ._

22,423.000

(Note: With reference to the Starch
figures mentioned above in No. 4,
Daniel Starch recently reported the following percentages of magazine readers owning TV: Life; 31.3' , : Look:
'.ill',: Satevepost: 28.2% Collier's:
27.3%. Weighted average is 29.6%.
These figures are for the year ending
with June 1951, would be higher if
updated. During the Starch survey,
national TV ownership averaged
22.5' ^ of all homes. As of this January, it reached around 35%.)
"It is automatically presumed by loo
many that advertising is a questionable
business practice in normal times; that
with the advent of an emergency, it
must be officially frowned upon snd
locked up in penalty straightjackets."
RALPH W. HARDY,
Govt. Relations Director, NARTB
POINT

FOUR:

Radio outdoes TV

as a low-cost, popular medium. Considering radio and TV as competitive
advertising media, sponsors should be
aware of the following facts, reported
b*y A. C. Nielsen:
Most advertisers are aware that the
hours of radio usage for all radio
homes, per home, per day have declined inNielsen studies. For example,
in 1949 TV (in all U.S. radio homes)
was tuned-to about 19 minutes per
home, per day. For radio, the figure
was four hours and 15 minutes. In
1951, these figures had changed, so that
the per home, per day figure for TV
was up to one hour and 43 minutes,
versus three hours and 26 minutes for
radio. However, with the number of
radio homes booming along, despite
TV growth, an interesting concept becomes evident.
Viewed in terms of the total number
of "home hours per day" spent with
radio vs. TV all over the U.S., radio
is still out front.

! Radio Audience,

1951

In 1949, advertisers
shooting for a total
"home hours per day"
for the U.S. In TV,

in radio were
potential radio
of 166,700,000
the figure was

12.600.000 "home hours per day" for
the U.S. In 1951, although TV's figSPONSOR

17 has now become 24
11

few months ago WSM

pointed with

pardonable pride to the seventeen network originations which came out of its
studios weekly.
The other day the man in charge of
studios, statistics and guitar strings came
up with the astonishing information that
seventeen had now become twenty-four.
In the rush of regular business, nobody
else had even noticed that the Central
South's star salesmaker was producing
seven more network shows!
This is added evidence that no other
single station in America can match
WSM's production know-how, nor offer
talent (more than 200 people) of network
quality in network quantity. And it explains, better than statistics and surveys
which confirm the fact, that you cannot
really sell the full potential of the
Central South without WSM.

WSM
CLEAR

CHANNEL

Nashville ,

- 50,000 WATTS

IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD
PETRY, National Representative

24 MARCH
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650

inc was up t<> ,2.100.001) a huge gain

MEN, MONEY,

—radio's was 1 13,900,000. in other
words, twke as mam "home hours per
day" are chalked up to radio throughout America as arc chalked up for
television.

[Continued from page <>'
Theatre men seem to be thinking in
terms of morning hours. TV specials
might lure attendance at a time when
theatres are either not open at all or
thinly populated. United Paramount
has had tentative large-screen experiments in cooperation with National
Civil Defense, the Girl Scouts, other
bodies.

Costs?

CBS Research reports that, hased
on November 1951 evening half-hour
program averages, the all-network radio ■ o-t-per-1.000 (peoplel was S2.77.
For TV, it was $5.77.
CONCLUSION: The sponsor who
has breezed through the above "refresher course, in par has little to
worry him. except to stay on top of
new research techniques and to keep
his radio figures up to date.
The executive whose head is swimming with a jumble of radio sets, dollar signs, and mind-twisting concepts
regarding radio is in some trouble.
He'd better sit down with his ad agency and learn about radio — all over
again.
Otherwise, he may find that trying
to use radio properly with old research as his guide may be as sensible
as fighting a modern war with a rousing cavalry charge.
* * *

MOTIVES

* * *

partment of Justice to "cajole" film
product for test runs. Lately advocates of home toll have shifted position and now talk away from movies
(which inflamed Hollywood against
them) and talk instead of toll providing stage plays, cultural events, offerings unlikely to find much chance in
mass media TV.

proof of performance
vertise our business

In 1951, we decided to
advertise over KTBS and
got for the first time
immediate and continued
results.
KTBS

brought us new customers not only locally,
but from 75 to 100 miles
away in East Texas and
Southwest Arkansas. I can
truthfully say that spot advertising on KTBS pays off
in dollars and cents.
ROGER

its — day
,5,000

walls —

nig hi

kilocycles

Farm

WILBANKS
Equipment

Co.

KTBS
SHREVEP0RT

National Representative: Edward Retry & Co., inc.

toll tele of the phrase "electronic distribution systems." Note the plural
"s." Toll advocates wish to condition
folk to the future existence of more
than one kind of television.

* * *

This

is for sure — the lawyers

going to do all right.

SMALL-BUDGET

Phonevisions weakness, in the opinion of some Washington observers, is
its unwillingness to provide entertainment service. Rather Phonevision's
purpose is to benefit by granting licenses, collecting royalties, selling scrambler-equipment. Toll system promoters can no longer rely upon the De-

Wilbanks

One final comment. It is interesting
to note the use by propagandists for

are

• • •

TV

[Continued from page 39)
that next year will see clamoring by
sponsors who missed the boat, just as
wails are now heard from those who
missed the best seats in the afternoon.
Alternate- week sponsorship is another low-cost opportunity. Originally,
sponsors bankrolled a show one week
with the alternate week occupied by
some other program. The current pattern is for two advertisers to combine
in sponsorship of a single show, each
taking a week. Continuity of sponsor
identification is aided by inserting a
one-minute announcement for sponsor
B on Sponsor A's week. Programing
and audience continuity as well is
maintained. Philco and Goodyear split
the top-rated Television Playhouse;
Carter and Toni share Casey, Crime
Photographer; Lucky Strike and Johnson's Wax share Robert Montgomery's
drama show.
Participating shows packaged by
the networks are often a good bet in
the under-$250,000 bracket if a show
is available that hits the proper audience. Good buys in this category are
the afternoon personality shows which
come up stronger rating-wise than
housewife programs or soap operas.
The Al Pearce Show, for example,
could be bought over CBS-TV's basic
21-station net (if available) for $183,000 for 26 weeks (for a 15-minute
slice weekly, time and talent.
If a pitch to housewives is the goal,
an economical job can be done by
NBC's Ruth Lyons. This show hits 4550 markets, carries a 26-week price tag
of $218,000 (15-minute slice weekly,
time and talent).
One-shots, too, fit the needs of some
low-budget advertisers. Last fall Red
Cross Shoes decided it would get more
mileage from one $100,000 extravaganza than by distributing the same
sum over the standard 13 to 39 weeks.
The Frank Sinatra show on CBS recently played host to a blouse manuSPONSOR

Radio Co -Sponsorship Open!

WASHINGTON
SENATORS

BALL GAMES
Half Schedule (77 Games) Available
Alternating with Popular Local Brewery

Only 26 Games

an

Tl . . •

— this means the 154 game schedule of all
home and away games on radio station WWDC
will enjoy the highest rating ever in the great
and fabulous Metropolitan Washington area
the only major league town South of Philadelphia
THE PRICE IS RIGHT - TIME IS SHORT - ACT AT ONCE
for all details — Wire or Phone:
HENRY

J. KAUFMAN

1419 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON
24 MARCH

& ASSOCIATES

5, D. C.

• Telephone DISTRICT
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7400
85

telex ision. Uthough considered a good
buj 'the top 20 TV markets can be
had for just over $2,000, one-minute
C time l. availabilities have to be

(acturer (Susquehanna Waist Compain i for a single 15-minute segment.
Strategy here is to use the focussing
power of ti'l»'\ ision, combined m illi well
integrated merchandising, to launch a
new line or start a season ol selling.
i See article called "One-shots: when
and how to use them," SPONSOR, 14
January . i
By buying spot programs a sponsor
with Northeastern distribution can put
a half-hour show in 10 markets, blanketing Ohio to Massachusetts for J7 000. \ Midwestern group of nine stations for $4,600 would («'\er Illinois.
Michigan, \\ isconsin, and Iowa. Even
a national nine-market spread can be
bought for sT.800. All these figures
are for 30 minutes A time: half the

shopped for carefully. Some of the
top budgets in the industry are committed to announcements and have
mam of the choice availabilities sewed
up. Careful shopping can still get results, however.
Buying programs on a spot basis
offers a sponsor the coverage he wants,
where and when he wants it, usually
at a lower cost than the same net coverage. By buying station by station,
the small-budget sponsor evades the
"basic network" pattern required by
all the webs except DuMont. (At CBS,
for example, the advertiser must buy
a "basic" group of 21 stations if they
can be cleared. The full 21 runs over
$14,000 for half-hour A time, $7,000
for C time.)

amounts will buj C time. For a 26week ride, the hypothetical Midwestern
advertiser would then buy weekly A
time at under $120,000: C at under
$60,000.
Probably the most likely direction
for spot program sponsorship to move
in the future is towards co-operative
buys b\ a distributor or manufacturer
who will split costs with local outlets
in markets that need bolstering. Several deals of this type are being ne-

It is obvious by now- that the apparently inflexible obstacle of TV time
costs begins to give way under probing. These low-budget possibilities are
only a few of many uncovered by
sponsor's survey. But this is the comparatively simple part of the picture.
Programing is the really tough nut to
crack. But in every bracket there are
low-budget packages available, both
live and on film.
The film picture is a particularly
happy one. There are packages in

gotiated now ; one will have a sponsor's
wares (hardware) pushed in 11 markets nationally at an estimated weekly
cost of $500 per market, $5,500 per
week, 39 weeks for total $145,000.
This illustrates the greatest advantage
of spot program buying; it gives this
manufacturer an added sales push
where he needs it, keeps his distributors content, gives him prestige in

everyder tocategory
from
fodkiddie fare,
and housewive's
including items
which seem off-beat for film, but have
been satisfactorily tailored for the medium. Even quizzes, news, and interviews can be bought in the can.
According to Burt Balaban, chief of

areas where it's lacking. All this can
be had without waste or overlapping
circulation.

programing and production for Paramount Television Productions, film is
the ideal solution to the problem of

Most ticklish category for small budgets is the announcement buy in spot

low cost,
quality
programing.
"Film
offers
material
equal
and superior
to
the highest budgeted network live
shows at equal or less cost," he told
sponsor. "The film show has been
carefully edited to build interest most
effectively and to eliminate fluffs, mistiming, and the thousand other plagues
of a live show which bring grief to a
sponsor." (See TV Section, SPONSOR
10 March 1952.)
Filmed shows can be spotted in the
various markets to do the job that the
sponsor needs done in that specific
city, Balaban pointed out. Perhaps
most important, the modest budgeter
can see what he's buying before he
puts up his cash.
Costs for film rentals run the gamut,
are usually pegged to time rates. A
new top-flight dramatic like Ziv's The
Unexpected is offered from $165 in
the smallest market to $3,000 in the
largest. Several series of three-minute
pop-tune films can be had for as little
as $8 apiece.
With an estimated 10 to 15 million
dollars already invested in films produced for TV, success stories are many
and spectacular. Esslinger Beer is now
sponsoring the third run in Philadelphia of Story Theater (re-titled TV
Thriller Theater) and racking up an
average 20.0 Pulse rating, a figure
higher than either of the first two
showings. They are accomplishing this
on an estimated time and production
budget of $1,800, for a total $47,000
on the 26-week basis.
Our hypothetical sponsor who has
bought 52 weeks of five-minute C time
on DuMont's nine largest markets can
fill his time for the entire year for as
little as $14,000. (Musical quizzes,
mysteries, etc. are available at an average of $30 per market.) His total cost

57.0% Listen to WHDH!
Away-from-home listeners in New England vote "yes"
for WHDH! 57.0% of 'em pick WHDH as their most
listened-to station! Better get your survey copy!

Write

for

"Largest

copy

of

Out-of-Home

Area Survey"

WHDH

BOSTON
50,000
WATTS

Every Customer has
dual personality!
If you don't believe it, just try checking how many
customers don't come back after you've "substituted" for a brand they came for!
For when a customer wants something— he wants it!

show that your customers favor manufacturers'
brands by eight to one !
So if you don't stock and feature them, you are
going to disappoint eight out of nine people who

They might smile and buy when you offer some-

come into your place of business. Do as the majority

thing "just as good." Often as not, however, they're
saying to themselves— "never again in this store!"

of America's most successful stores do — stock,
feature and promote branded merchandise — names

It's just simple arithmetic. Nation-wide surveys

in which you and your customers have confidence!

duwmd <jVaM£fr iJMUidafam'
A NON-PROFIT
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"know how" for top quality programming and diversified
advertising ideas that boom sales for you and your sponsors too. Don't dribble away dollars to a dozen suppliers!
Get everything you need from a single service — World!
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for a year's run on TV fset saturation
46.6! < I »s thus $83,000.
The Midwestern advertiser with nine
stations spot-C time for $2,300 per
week can gel I TP'a Old
Imerican
Bam Dance i film version of longtime
WLS-AM favorite) for an average
VI2"> per city. Thus, with time at $59,500 and film at about $35,100, he can
blanket four states with a half-hour
shou for 26 weeks at a total $94,900.
Best of all. he has a tested product with
proved area popularity. At A time,
his total would run to $130,000.
Barn Dance is currently being used

on this spot programing regional pattern l>\ five different sponsors. For
American Snuff Company (through
Simon and Gwinn) it is beamed in Atlanta. Birmingham, Charlotte, Greensboro. Jacksonville, Memphis, and
Nashville. West End Brewing covers
upstate New York on behalf of I tica
Club Beer I Harry B. Cohen agency),
in Binghamton, Schenectady, Syracuse, and Utica. In other areas, it goes
out for two pharmaceutical houses and
a brewery.
In an audacious move last year, Ballantine's
Beer,
through
J. Walter

Thompson, pointed a way to lower the
cost of Grade A film shows. Although
Ballantine's has only East Coast distribution, the firm bought national
rights to Sheldon Reynold's Foreign
Intrigue and set out to distribute the
film outside its own 11 markets. With
Intrigue sold and running on 20 additional stations, trade sources predict
Ballantine and JWT will recoup 65/?
of their outlay by summer and eventually show a profit on the deal which
will cover time and rental figures on
their own use of the films. On 23 January, the Europa pact was extended
from 26 releases to 39. With re-runs
of the first 13, this will make up a full
52-week package. Estimated production costs are $10-12,000 per film.
How about live programing? Although not as extensive as those on
film, opportunities exist in goodly numbers. A top echelon DuMont official
told SPONSOR "it is within the realm
of possibility that we can tailor a variety show for 11 markets covering
49% of receivers at a 13-week cost of
$130,000." DuMont, which stresses service to the low budget, offers other
types of programing at even lower
cost. Rocky King reaches 10 markets
at a total weekly tab of about $14,200.

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market sfwrt. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

30

Years

SB

on

the Air

The DuMont

formula for multi-spon-

sorship gives two clients a 15-minute
segment for $7,100 weekly; or $92,000
for 13 weeks.
That a top-quality live dramatic
show is possible on a limited budget
has been proved by NBC producer Albert McCleary. His Cameo Theater,
aired for Riggio Tobacco via Brooke,
Smith, French and Dorrance, goes on
the air at a production tab of under
$6,000 per show. Riggio, for Regent
cigarettes, throws the major part of
its ad budget into Cameo, running it
now on six stations but expecting to
buy more soon. The show hit a hefty
15 rating on its first show for Riggio,
was up to 17.5 by the third week.
Not designed for economy, the show
has won critical acclaim, and viewer
loyalty by eliminating high-cost sets,
concentration on props, closeups, and
taut direction for realism. "We haven't
had a single letter complaining about
the lack of sets," McCleary states.
Thus, for an estimated 13- week cost of
under $200,000, Riggio has a package
which outdoes in effectiveness many a
more lavish program.

PAIIl

90

H.

RAYMER

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

While other production economies
are possible, they are talked of more
SPONSOR

KID STUFF?

Howdy Doody does a man-size job of
selling to kids— and their parents . . . and right now
a Monday segment is open for sponsorship.
Here's why the program represents one of
the best buys on television . . .

© o

22.2 rating*-highest of all multi-weekly and
Saturday children's shows — at low (B) rates.
Largest children audience on TV— over hlA
million, plus over a million adults daily.
Howdy drew three million premium requests
to store counters in one year for one sponsor.
Sponsors of Howdy get 3 times as many
"extra customers" per dollar as the average
TV-advertised brand.**
Only $1.68 per thousand viewers — half the
average cost of half-hour evening programs.
If you want to sell bakery products, children's
clothing, books or toys, soup, dog food— or anything else children ask their parents to buy — we
suggest you contact NBC-TV Sales immediately.

*ARB Nationals, January '•
**NBC-"Television Today"
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WAVE-TV

than used by packagers. Rear-screen
projection, miniatures, and stylized
sets could save thousands per show,
but are not used to the full.
At ABC, major emphasis in economy

in KENTUCKY

ILLE'S
LOUISV
140,000
TV HOMES
SPEND 22H.ft%
MORE HOURS
VIEWING TV

(According to scientific survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper,
Head of the Psychological Services
Center, University of Louisville,
in WAVE-TV
area, June. 1951)

E-TV
AND WIAEVWED
IS V
N
MORE THA
'S
LOUISVILLE
ION!
| WD STAT

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Exclusive National Rcpresentatived

is on the "public service" discussion,
and/or educational package. Available '
are How Did They Get That Way? at
$3,800 gross, talent and production;
Horizons at $1,750; United or Not at
$1,300 and On Trial at $1,550. With
an average time expenditure of $7-9,000 for the 10 or 11 stations that this
type of show attracts, all but the first
would run a 26-week total of under
$250,000.
These shows are of a type which had
always been a mainstay of radio — the
pitch to a limited segment of the audience which can make up in loyalty
what it lacks in numbers. The upper
educational level which goes for
"think" type shows has the additional
advantage of buying power above the
national average.
Children's shows can build terrific
loyalty and sales at low cost. Production costs for ABC's long-time favorite
Chester the Pup, for example, are only
$1,235 for 15 minutes. Howdy Doody
himself is tagged at only $1,410 at
NBC. On film, Paramount's Time for
Beany is available from $130 to $500
weekly (five 15-minute films), depending on the size of the market.
Opportunities in general are many
for putting worthwhile shows on the
air at low cost. As SPONSOR surveys
the scene, however, one striking fact
emerges. Success stories are many on
the local level, but regionally and nationally low-budget advertisers are not
as prominent as they should be in television.

F. . H. (Tiny) ELPHICKE
NOW VICE-PRESIDENT OF
WESTERN
BROADCASTING COMPANY LIMITED

/mm
Frank
H. Elphicke
is theManager
new Vice-of
President
and General
Western Broadcasting Co., Ltd.,
according to an announcement by
A.
(Sparks)Mr.Holstead,
theone
firm'sof
president.
Elphicke,
Western Canada's best known broadcasting executives has been manager
of Radio Station CKWX in Vancouver
and a director of Western Broadcasting, the founding company of
CKWX, for several years. His active
participation in community affairs
gave him chairmanships in Vancouver's Community Chest Drive
and the Advertising & Sales Bureau
of the Vancouver Board of Trade,
his present directorship in the Pacific
National Exhibition, and a leading
part in scores of other services and
welfare organizations. Mr. Elphicke
will continue to manage CKWX in
addition to his new responsibilities.

Why isn't the small sponsor taking
the plunge? Here are some key reasons:
1. The theory of diversity. An abstract theory of many ad men holds
that a budget (any size) must be spread
over as many media as possible for
full effect. To refute this, one agency
head declares, "It's frequently advisable for the limited budget to stick to
one medium, concentrate his dollars to
get the impact and repetition that produces sales. Right now I'd say television is a natural for concentrated
impact, and we are actively involved
in swinging several of our accounts
2. Lack
of knowledge. Many a small
100%
to TV."
agency, handling small accounts, just

The WHOLE job in TV film
spot making at TELEFILM Inc.
Producers since 1938.
HOLLYWOOD

(28) CALIFORNIA
SPONSOR

Shortest distance between seller and buyer
... an oasis of radio-TV data. For complete
information, write Norm Knight at 510
Madison Ave., New York 22.
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isn't geared to TV. They are unaware
of opportunities that exist; are afraid
of losing accounts, they pooh-pooh anv
sponsor leanings to video.
3. Fear of the top bracketers. The
28-line advertiser in SatEvePost knows
his modest display will get results in
spite of double-truck ads in the same
book. The same lesson was learned
long ago in radio. But the sponsor
looking at television often thinks he
stands no chance bucking the big
show-s. Actually it's been proven again
and again that the modest spread can
get results.

• • •

SELLING A CANDIDATE

She's lovely!
She's engaged!
(looking and listening to
WMCT

from 7 am to midnight daily)
She's a member of one of the many families who
make up the 120,000* TV homes in the Memphis
market area.
She finds entertainment, information and education,
looking and listening to the pioneer TV station in
this two billion dollar market.
Did we say pioneer? We will go further — It's the
first! The one! The only TV station in the Memphis
area!

{Continued from page 35)
be supplied to local committees.
Democrats have no intention of being caught sleeping either. They will
probably set aside 80% of their budget for politicizing on the airwaves. So
emphatic is their belief in the effectiveness of radio and TV that a good deal
of thought is being devoted to the
problem of supplementing the amount
of money ($3,000,000) which the national committee may spend under the
provisions of the Hatch Act.
Labor and farm groups, as well as
"Independent Citizens Committees" are
getting a warm welcome from national
and state headquarters. Not only are
these groups solicited for their votepotential, but for their freedom to
spend funds without it being charged
to the national political groups. The
Republicans, too, gain radio and TV
support from groups whose expenditures are not counted as part of the
§3,000,000 limit.
Copies of the Democratic National
Committee's booklet, "How to use radio and television to reach all the people by eye and ear," have been snapped
up by groups throughout the country.
Democratic headquarters in Washington plans to supply cohorts with recorded and filmed interviews with top
name vote-getters on every topic from
the Brannan Plan to the North American Treaty Organization. These films,
tapes, and records will allow candidates to introduce the celebrity, integrate alocal angle, and hook into the

National Representatives

CHANNEL
AFFILIATED
Owned

4

The

Branham

Company

• MEMPHIS
WITH

and openlad

NBC
by

THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
Also affiliated with CBS, ABC and DUMONT

94

bigMajor
picture.
portion of radio expenditures
will go into spot and regional campaigns. The Democrats will rely on
TV to cover the population centers.
Simulcasts will be used onlv to cover
SPONSOR

raaioi events and, of course, kinescopes
will be made of the top telecasts to be
used in markets where simultaneous
time clearan< e is a problem.
I'h,- , xpei ience both parties gained
in previous campaigns is being brought
to bear in the 1952 fight. In particular, however, the Dewej and Taft victories in L950 pro^ ide case histories
worth an) candidate's stud) .
Dewey, New ><»/•/» I rider the auspices ol the N. i . State Republican
Committee, Publicit) Director Harve)
Calif assembled a case histor) ol I om
Dewey's successful race for the N. ^ .
governorship. Radio ami T\ were
used extensivel)
ami effectively.
Even before tlii- campaign opened,
the planners realized that any audience
soon gets bored with a speaker who
merel) leans on a lectern and makes
his pitch. Out the window went longwinded, highl) generalized harangues.
Besides being financial!) well-heeled,
the \ru York Republicans had another valuable advantage. Tom Dewey
had been Governor for eight \ears and
was widel) recognized as a crack administrator. His part) made ever) use
of hi- talents.
i An important behind-the-scenes factor in Dewey's success: veteran announcer and radio consultant Ford
Bond was his director of radio and
television, gave the campaign professional guidance in use of both media.)
One day, -i\ weeks before election.
Dewcv perched informally on the corner of a desk facing a TV camera in
the \V\BT studio. Two mobile units,
at Times Square and in Rockefeller
Plaza, focused their lights and cameras
on assembled crowds. Monitor TV
screens brought Dewey's picture to the
street audience as announcers invited
people to step up and ask the Governor
anv questions the\ might ha\e in mind.
TV audiences saw the questioners
and then the Governor replying. First
from Times Square, then from Rockefeller Plaza came the inquiries, followed byprompt and informal answers
in each instance.
(Pitfall to be avoided: candidate answering questions must not hesitate or
hem and haw. The audience expects
him to know his stuff and be able to
express it easilv without being a
stuffed shirt or doubletalk arti-t. I
Dewey used telecasts of rallies sparingly. His advisers told sponsor: "It's
too tough to work out a delivery that
appeal- to the hepped-up rail) audipn< >■■ and.
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time,

interc-t-

people at home who aren't inspired by
the crowd spirit."
Throughout the campaign. Republicans grabbed every opportunity to appear as guests on established programs.
The advantages of these appearances
are twofold: the candidate does not
have to pay for airtime; and he gets a
chance to appear on a program with a
pre-built audience, a good part of
which might not tune in a strictly political program.
An important innovation was used
the day before the election. Traditionallv. candidates had used this day
merely to wind up their campaigns by

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S

thanking the public, urging them to
perform their civic duty by voting,
and wishing I out loud, anyway) that
the "better" man win. The opposition
was too hot on Dewey's tail for his
managers to take any chances, so a
hard-driving finish was decided upon.
At 6 a.m. of the morning before
Flection Day WOR-TV went on the
air with Governor Dewey starting what
was to be an 18-hour marathon. "Telephone this studio and ask the Governor any question you wish to put to
him." was the broad invitation extended as the marathon opened.
Out of every hour for the next 18,

j^KUtee/l

RADIO

STATION

Dewey was on the air for 15 minutes.
Using visual aids, maps, charts, and
pictures reminiscent of a product announcer's props, he achieved a program variation that kept the audience
interested. The more technical questions were answered by department
heads and others especially qualified,
after an introduction by the Governor.
Throughout the day there were numerwide. ous simulcasts, several of them stateOnly in rare instances did a candidate exceed a 15-minute time limit.
Even in the 18-hour marathon, this
rule was followed. Reason: the use
of longer periods usually results in
boredom, loss of audience, and lingering bad impressions.
The Dewey campaign took in all 13
television stations in New York State.
Including network
broadcasting
and
"Radio now is entering a new era of
continuing growth and one in which we
will see program quality attain its highest level."
ROBERT W. CALVIN
Executive v. p., Motorola, Inc.
the repeated use of kinescopes, he

~
~
J
^—
-. Get
entire
story
from
14,272 the ^
lncHOOPER,
FREE & PETERS

UlliD

■ ■■i^. ■%

WUb.

bought 117 quarter-hour time segments. This schedule was supplemented during the 10 days prior to election by an intensive campaign of 20second announcements.
The result: a Republican victory by
over 800,000 votes in an election that
was expected to be very close.
Taft, Ohio Victory in another
tough campaign was attributed to the
power of radio and TV. Bob Taft
knew well in advance that he was fighting for his political life in the 1950
senatorial campaign in Ohio. Labor
leaders who still seek vengeance for the
Taft-Hartley Act were determined to
unseat him. They had a fat bankroll
and plenty of political savvy behind
them.
But Taft started slugging 18 months
in advance. Via 44 Ohio stations, he
made a weekly recorded pitch to his
constituency. Starting in June 1949,
these broadcasts were heard every
week right up to election time.
About a month before the big day,

■ Established 1924 i CBS Since 1929
1 AM • 5000 WATTS ■ 960 KC
1 FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC

P

ROANOKE,

VA.

Owned and Operated ^y the TIMES- WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS. INC.. National Representatives

he put Ohio's 12 TV stations to work
for him via a weekly Taft-sponsored
show. On Election Eve, he appeared

5r
^ %

briefly on 25 TV programs. It's not
surprising that a majority of the voters
could
see no the
othernext
nameday.but Taft's on
their ballots
SPONSOR

1^

These are only two examples of how
successful candidates utilized modern
media to merchandise that peculiar
product called a candidate. Effective
radio and TV advertising techniques

Mit. Haydem Hi DDLESTON, WROV,

and

Mi;. II MOLD Woods, Sr., President,
Woods Brothers Coffee Company,

did the trick of overcoming "buyer resistance."
From the lessons learned in these
two contests, as well as in scores of local political battles throughout the
country, it's possible to compile practical radio and television techniques for
selling political candidates to the public.
First of all, campaign managers
should proceed like advertising v.p.'s.
And the customary initial step in advertising procedure is product research. It's important that the candidate know the answers to questions like
these :
In what areas is he strongest? In
what areas must he concentrate his efforts? How does he stand with labor?
How about women voters? Can he secure the backing of the "old line" organizations? What obstacles does he
have to overcome in the voters' minds?
What is the opposition going to use as
strong points? The candidate must
find out if he is to win.
Then comes the problem of shaping
the campaign to fit the information derived from the candidate's research,
either informal reports from ward
workers or actual professional questionnairing. When the strategy has

Coffee Sales at All-Time \
For Fulton Lewis Sponsor

been determined, the big "selling" program can shift into high gear.
The situation differs from area to
area, but in most instances it is the

For the past twenty-five years at the Woods Brothers Coffee
Company, Roanoke, Va., they have been roasting, blending,
packing and selling coffee. And. since using radio for the last
two years, sales are at an all-time high.

mass of voters who "just don't know
which candidate they like best" shortly before election who will throw the
weight necessary to get the high count

"We have been well repaid in sponsoring Fulton Lewis, Jr. on
Station WROV," says Mr. Harold Woods, Sr., manager of the
firm. "We feel that it is one of the outstanding programs on

— the so-called "independent" voter.
The candidate must pull as many of
this category into line as possible while
hanging on to the "regulars."
As the campaign gathers momentum,
every avenue of publicity must be explored in order to make the public
"brand conscious." Not too much
money will be spent up to this point.
Then, about six to eight weeks before
Election Day, the big push commences.
Here's where having a knowledgeable advertising agency working on the
campaign pays off. For their timebuying services alone, a hep agency is indispensable when the candidate begins
to spend his funds.
\ -killed agency will make the type
and size of audience the candidate most I
24 MARCH
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the air."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, with a ready-made audience and
the prestige of the largest national network, is available for sale
to local advertisers in individual cities at low, pro-rated talent
cost. Currently sponsored on more than 370 stations by 623
advertisers
(including
16 food
companies),
Fulton
Lewis,
Jr.
offers a proved and tested means of
reaching customers and prospects.
Since there are more than 500
MBS
stations, there may
opening in your locality.

be an
Check

your local Mutual outlet — or the
Cooperative Program Department.
Mutual
Broadcasting
System,
1440 Broadway, New York City 18,
or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11.
97

desires to reach the determining factor
in deciding whether to buy prime evening time I Class A), morning or afternoon (Class B), or early morning and
late evening (Class C). The smart
agency or campaign manager goes
about choosing time with all the care
of a timebuyer for toothpaste or
canned soup.
In order to win the votes of women
listeners back in 1948, Democrats spotlid a I.Vminute radio show during the
afternoon soap-opera time block. Using jingles and songs parodying the
Republicans, this show was an example
of shrewd programing for a specific
audience.
Harold Stassen is making his bid
for the Republican nomination via a
series of 15-minute question-and-answer programs on Saturday night over
the DuMont TV network. By buying
the intermission period during the
wrestling show from Chicago (at about
11 p.m.), Stassen inherits a walloping
big audience of over 1,000,000 homes
at Class C rates.
Another use of late-evening programing was the much-discussed Eisenhower rally in Madison Square Garden in February. Starting at 11 p.m.,
and with only a modicum of advance
Mr. Joe Timlin
The Branham Company
Veto i orh City
Dear Joe:
WCHS is

a 'round th' clock
things has bin so
good in Charleston, West Virginny,
<l
t < i ,/ tth'
J boys
tei
stretch out
broadcast
dayth'!
Th' new shift in
I ter 5 A. M. is
filled edby Doug
th'
Nightowl, a felMa

\ ho re

is

a

scream.
again'
over He's
big.
Joe, and hit
opens up some
valuable new
time ter sell. Jest
'nolher 'zample
ole WCHS
n' right on th'
'bout
^ball! Tell
all hit!
yer
Th' Nightowl is
a good deal! Jest tho't I orta let yah
know. Vow, more'n ever, WCHS is
West I irginny's Greatest
Advertizin'
Algy
Medium! An who-o-o-o done hit:1 Th'
Nightowl!
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,
W.

Va.

publicity, the program reached an average of over 750,000 homes during
the two-hour period over a 13-station
network. The handling of the show by
Tex McCrary and a group of enthusiastic political neophytes was roundly
criticized by professional politicians,
but McCrary claims to have won the
major objective of convincing the General that he was getting "a clear call"
from a wide segment of the people.
Out in Pittsburgh, an enterprising
candidate for Mayor bought time over
KQV during a highly publicized boxing bout and delivered his pitch during
the one-minute rest periods betwe?n
rounds. Although this particular candidate didn't win the election, his stint
created so much comment that other
candidates besieged the station subsequently for time on any sporting events
from roller derbies to boat races. Once
again, a case of switching commercial
techniques to political campaigns. Thus
smart timebuying technique not only
delivers the best possible audience for
the candidate but permits him to
stretch his bankroll.
But there's no point in gathering a
large audience of prospects if the candidate is going to waste it. The candidate must learn the difference in ra-
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dio and television techniques in order
to get the maximum values out of each
medium.
The radio rules are simple. Candi- I
dates must remember that listeners are !
listening as individuals.
They can't |
depend upon claques to whip up enthusiasm among the home audience.
i
Even candidates who love nothing
better than the sound of their own
voice now realize that the arm-waving,
platitude-preaching oratory manner
will not hold a radio audience. The
speaker must say something, and it
must be said succinctly and in an interesting manner. He must make his
point clearly, briefly, logically, and
firmly . . . but in a friendlv vein.
He must make a strong bid for attention early in the speech, bear down
on the issues, apply each point to the
daily life and welfare of each individual or listening-group, and close with
a "sock."
Handling the television dragon is
again a matter of getting away from
oratory. The television audience isn't
a bunch of party regulars gathered at
an outing to eat clams, drink beer, and
cheer the guy who hands out the
Christmas turkey.
To conduct a vote-producing TV
campaign successfully, the candidate
must treat his audience as if he were
a guest invited into their homes. As
Senator William Benton (D., Conn.)
says, "A man can't develop one political speech, learn how to give it fanfare
and flourishes, and go from town to
town bowling over the crowds. Now
he has to look the public in the eye.
repeatedly ; speak up on the issues, and
let the surgical eye of the camera dissect him."
One way to avoid the speechifying
technique while getting points across
is with the question-and-answer system
(good in radio, as well, incidentally).
This technique gives the benefit of a
fresh framework.
When
questioners
step up to the camera, they give the
audience a change in picture and voice
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Central Ohio "Goes Steady
with WBNS

!

Here's a romance all Central
Ohio eavesdrops on regularly.
WBNS Radio has a steady date
every time listeners turn on their
radios.
Smart

sponsors

are cashing in

j

on WBNS' hold on listeners' affections. Alot of wooing went into the

J

winning and now it's paying off. . .
in the September-October Hooper,
WBNS led every other station in
every rated period with the twenty
ings
top listening stops: WBNS has a
'ealth of locally-loved
personalinense
follov,

!

(4663 responses to ju;
ute spots) . . . listeners stay tuned,
program after program; WBNS
reaches an audience that spends
over $1 Billion annually.

opposition "plant" and displays meanness or enmity, the audience senses it
and sympathy is built up for the candidate.
Integrating maps, charts, pictures,
and visual aids into the program is a

'

THAN FIRST!

(SAN

Total Co.ncidental Colls

pattern, and let the candidate take a '
breather or prepare visual material to
supplement the answers.
If the candidate knows his stuff, he
shouldn't attempt to evade "tough"
questions. For if the questioner is an
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ONLY
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How Many in

You can help maintain steel production .. . for military and civilian
needs ... by salvaging your iron

trimmings, borings, etc. — is not
enough for the enlarged furnace
capacity.

and steel scrap — now and regularly.
Steel mill productive capacity is
being constantly increased, and we
can meet military and civilian demands .. .
If we all pitch in and
turn in our iron and steel scrap
Scrap is the scarce commodity.
The amount of working scrap — the
wastes of metal-working, such as
NON-FERROUS
Thin advertisement

SCR AP

It will take the dormant scrap to
keep the furnaces running — old,
outmoded machinery, equipment
and parts that you've already
"junked" or can junk because you
have no further use for them.
We need extra millions of tons

SCRAPPY

SAYS :

of scrap this year and next year.
All of us can help by clearing out
our plants and yards — now.
IS NEEDED, TOO!

is a contribution,

.rem.,

in the national interest, by

^TOMORROW/
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his facts, un<

to time often keeps the viewer
switching

channels.
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sequences.
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up on one ol I lovi mo

urprises
like this
ience sti< k around

ake the

ipa
<d ..lli.'i -in pi i-ivote-seekei musl b<
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benefits and dangers "I l'\ s ability to
reveal a man's personality
full) .
Saj - Ford Bond, '"1 am fii mlj i onvinced thai the size of Dewey's victor)
i- attributable to his use of le\e\ ision.
Through T\ . people sav the true char,i. t -i ol the man. It is a particularly
good medium as he is at his absolute
best when

working dire tl\ with an au-

dience rather than at it."
The perception "I the T\ camera is
further defined in a booklet put oul
bj the \. "t . State Republican
mittee. Itsummed up the medium

Comthus:

'Television offers the political candidate an unusual opportunity to be
known as an individual human being
rather than as a distant, shielded, and
impersonal figure. The eyes of the television camera seem to search out the
underlying

character

of an individual

and lay bare for the viewer his qualities of sincerity, warmth, and humaneness. The effect is much the same as a
personal discussion in the living room
between the candidate and the tele\ iewer.
"\\ ith the advantages of television
there is also the liability facing a candidate who is not up to its searching
eye.

It is quick!)

perceived when

the

elf

■a.ful of the ml

as a candidate's T\ techbe he should nevei pla< e
the position ol an unwel-

, ome gu< -I w ho can't sa) "goodb) e.
Most authorities agree that the L5-minute segment foi eithei radio oj I \ is
best, partit ularl) in the eai l\ stages
ol the i ampaign. Events ol top importance that have interest-sustaining
values ma) be extended for longer pei iods "ii rare occasions. Bui the buildup to cresi endo pitch b) means of an
,e i eleration of five-, -11-. and 60-second
announcements toward the i lose ol the
eampaiL
n will be a hand) tool for all
candidate-.
When you bu) time, use it to sell
the strong points, and sell them hard.
If the candidate has a good slogan,
or, heller still, a trademark, he's missing out ifInhea doesn't
put it toslugfest
work for
himself.
recent election
in
New York City, Rudolph Halley
knocked ovei both the Democratic and
Republican vote-getting machines. A
political unknown, Halley cashed in on
his one claim to fame — his role of
counsel to the Senate Crime Investigating Committee.
Every piece of campaign material
used his "trademark": a picture of
Halley framed by a television screen.
\ewspaper advertisements on the day
of each broadcast or telecast always focused on the TV screen picture to supply potential voters with a "frame of
reference" to Halley as a crime-buster.
Every medium used the tie-in between
Halley?s crime-busting with the need
for a civic housecleaning.
Result: vot-
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Brighten Sales with
WDIA in Memphis
Yes, General Electric sells famous C.E. Lamps
to the great Negro segment of the Memphis
Trade Area with a consistent spot schedule on
WDIA . . . further proof of WDIA's complete
dominance in selling to the 439,266 Negroes in
WDIA BMB counties. Other WDIA success stories
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heard but seldom seen, came true, Hooper-wise
for WERD in May. 8:00 AM to 12 NoonMonday
through
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Wise Buyers Buy
TVKFMB-TV,
■ CHANNEL -8, AM - 550AMK. C.
KFMB ■ 5th and Ash, San Diega I, Calif
John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mar.

WOW-TV..
leads the way in

MIDWEST TELEVISION
WOW-TV senrea one of the
fastest growing TV markets
in the United States.
Every day an average of 125
families is added to the
WOW-TV audience.
Present

total

over

120.000

st. high rated
partieiI now avi ilable.

(

Wire or telephone your
nearest John
Blair-TV office
■ Fred Ebener, Sales Manager

WEbster

WOW-TV
A

MEREDITH

3400

STATION

OMAHA
FRANK

FOCARTY.

Ccncral

Manager

era bolted party lines in sufficient numbers to give him a good-sized majority.
The candidate and his managers
must learn to get the most value out of
their war fund dollars because the high
cost of TV makes station owners frugal
with free time. And the FCC ruling
that stations must offer equal time (not
onl\ in amount but in effectiveness of
period I prevents both AM and TV stations from offering free time only to
their favorite candidates.
When the national political committees agreed to permit the commercial
sponsorship (under reasonable restrictions) of the national convention activities, they opened the cash register
to a vast number of station owners.
With Westinghouse plunking down
over $3,000,000 for the convention, a
13-week get-out-the-vote campaign, and
election returns over CBS-Radio. CBSTV, and four DuMont TV outlets: with
Philco picking up a similar tab for a
like operation over NBC Radio and
TV; and with Admiral paying for
ABC-TV and radio and coverage of the
convention and election returns — is it
any wonder that local station operators
want to dig into this bonanza?

IMfvmx
.s
AN ENTHUSIASTIC
KROD

USER /

"THE RED BROWN

SHOW

ON EL PASO'S
CBS STATIONREALLY
SELLS NUTRENA FEEDS."

I hat's what E. C. Fuller, Director of
Advertising and Sales Promotion for
Nutrena Mills. Inc., has to say about
KROD, which has been airing this
show, with the southwest's leading humorist for Nutrena from 7:15 to 7:30
a.m., Monday, Wednesday
for 3\/2 years. KROD
product,

and tiidav

can sell YOUR

too.

RODERICK

BROADCASTING

Col

DORRANCE
D. RODERICK
Chairman ol (lie Board
VAL LAWRENCE
President and Gen. Mgr.

Even the more public-service minded
station operators plan to hold "free
time" to a minimum this year and sell
as many hours of airtime as their salesmen can produce contracts for. Most
stations demand payment 48 hours in
advance of airtime from political candidates, others extend a week's credit.
The year 1952 looms as the year in
which political TV will come of age.
and political radio will add a leaf or
two to its documentary pattern. Radio and TV expenses of candidates will
dwarf all other media expenditures.
This is the year of the "hard sell."
Though the advantages inherent in
radio and TV are vast, the pitfalls may
be equally great. It behooves the candidate to place his selling campaign
into technically competent, thoroughly
experienced hands that are able to
utilize the vote-getting media in the
most effective way possible.
The candidate must bear all these
things in mind when he makes his
pitch. What he must remember in selling himself to the public is thai although there is a definite demand for
a product (i.e.. the office to be filled I,
i' isn"t necessarily demand for his
brand. The campaign must be planned
to reach its climax at the point-of-sale
—the polls.
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MONDAY THRU FRIDAY • 3:00 - 3:25 P.M.
"Rhymaline Matinee," twin brother
of KMBC-KFRM's exciting "Rhymaline
Time," was inaugurated by popular

MATINEE"

requestl
Heart of America

listeners begged

for

a bright, live-talent program in midafternoon-" . . ■ like Rhymaline Time
. . " they said .

. and

their response

has been extremely gratifying. "Rhymaline Matinee" mail count has been inwent

on

creasing by leaps and bounds since it
the air, and according to the

latest surveys it looks mighty fine ratingwise, too.
There

are

a

limited number

of avail-

abilities on "Rhymaline Matinee" — so
write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, or your nearest Free & Peters
Colonel.

KMBC
KFRM

CBS FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
SPONSOR

510 MADISON
{Continued from page L3)

STATIONS
CBS

WRDIV
ABC

l» OU

4
NBC

l/VDAK
NBC

rVBML

AUGUSTA,

GA.

WIT. POP.
179,272
PIUS
H-BOMB PLANT A
CAMP GORDON
85,000

COLUMBIA,

MIT. POP.

S.C.

144,000

ftTjackson

GA.

MIT. POP.
169,921
PIUS
FT. BINNING
42,000

MACON,

Rich's, watched the telecast, fascinated: swamped us with questions; asked
for copies of my book manuscript just
then in first draft.
That show gave vivid immediate answers to their hesitation about TV. C.
I. Burtanger went home to Rike-Kumler and set up a show as nearly like
Rich's as possible. Ed Berman came
back to Abraham and Straus declaring.

60,000

COLUMBUS,

Home"* which was one of the seven locally-produced shows honored last Mav
by the NARTB.
Visiting VIP, at

GA.

BIBB CO. 136,300
PIUS
WARNER
ROBINS
27,000

"If we ever do TV again, it'll be done
Rich's way!" H. S. Mark of Simpson's. Toronto, has been in touch with
me ever since, planning for the day TV
hits Canada.
As you know, Rich's came at television backwards, from a Special
Events viewpoint instead of an advertising attack. The first aim was entertainment (to hold an audience happilv ) developed out of merchandise itself, plus community tie-ins. As a result, Rich's got better sales results than
many another show (five to one return
in the dead of July, 1950) — plus an
overwhelming assortment of other benefits. Stores pay money to achieve
such publicity, public relations, employee morale, and projection of a
store personality . . . but television a'
Rich's brought it all in one package,
at a profit.
(Miss) Juli Daves
New York, N. Y.

Write, Wire, Phone
Ask Headley-Reed
or

There's

SELL
on

TV DICTIONARY
Thank you for sending me the TV
Dictionary/Handbook. I asked for it
for our copy department, and they tell
me that they expect to find it very
useful.
I am indeed a subscriber, and never
fail to find something useful in each
issue of sponsor.
Lansing B. Lindquist
Radio & TV Director
KMG Advertising, Pittsburgh
Will you kindlv send me a copy of
the SPONSOR TV Dictionary/Handbook,
for which I am enclosing a check in
the amount of $2.00.
Henry Cox
Mgr. of Radio & TV Programing
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis

More

UJRIU
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC
\

AFFILIATE
National
Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.,

INC.
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vertisers can't overlook.
There has been much frustration in

Radio needs merchandising, but . . .
The National Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters have decided that they can do worse than make
merchandising the highlight of the Annual Convention to be held in Chicago
next week. The merchandising session,
to be held Tuesday afternoon, 1 April,
will draw a full house of station managers and commercial managers. In
addition, scores of agency timebuyers
and advertising managers who would
like to sit in may be excluded in order to encourage uninhibited airing of
the subject by station executives who
want to know where they're heading.
Had anyone predicted last year that
a merchandising meeting would capture the limelight at this NARTB meeting he would have been labeled ludicrous. This year he'd be labeled logical. Which gives a rough idea of the
transition that is taking place in broadcasters' thinking; the stark necessity
of finding some device that will convince advertisers of radio's tangibility.
Men like Richard Shafto, general
manager of WIS, Columbia, S. C, who
is heading the merchandising session,
believe that the gap between broadcasting an advertiser's message and bringing the advertiser face-to-face with the
results can best be linked by intelligent
merchandising.
Many broadcasters who until recently rarely gave merchandising more
than a passing thought are beginning
to look to it as the device that will
win over a reluctant advertiser to radio. They reason, and not unjustly,
that a solid merchandising program,
which sponsors can see and sell to
their field force, when linked to the
positive virtues of radio will constitute
an advertising weapon that national ad104

radio circles at advertisers' lack of appreciation ofradio's standout values.
How can an advertiser overlook a medium which is a living habit in 96%
of all homes, a medium listened to even
in a TV home several hours daily, a
medium of 100,000,000 working sets,
a medium that talks to people intimately and persuasively? Only reluctantly are broadcasters turning from
their frustrations to heal their concepts. And the hope that merchandi
ing will prove the ingredient that gives
a just-as-tangible-as-newspapers dimen
sion to radio is spurring them on.
To learn to what extent station man
agement is thinking of merchandising,
and

in what

terms,

sponsor's

editor

How much shall radio give?
In the months to cotne, radio will
be faced with a growing problem:
how much merchandising should an
advertiser get; how much can radio
afford to give?
The problem will be aired at the
NARTB Convention in Chicago 1
April. And on the wisdom of delegates attending the merchandising
session may depend the health of
the radio medium. For it is conceivable that merchandising competition among stations (alreadymushrooming from coast to coast)
may grow more out of hand than
ratings ever did.

visited radio stations in Virginia and
North Carolina during mid-March. The
trend was obvious. Everyone was
thinking more actively of merchandising. Some mentioned that they were
spurred on by the recent activity of the
radio networks, notably NBC. Several
who had been doing considerable merchandising for some time were consolidating their services for the first time
so that they could tell advertisers how
much they gave, how they gave it, what
it accomplished. Most were impressed
by the NARTB's decision to hold a
merchandising clinic and wanted to be
represented.
But nobody knew to what extent
merchandising should be given; under
what circumstances. Many station
men pointed out that merchandising
could easily become a competitive
boomerang that would have stations
giving out more in free services than

they received in order to outdo rival
outlets. When it was noted that advertisers, being human, would often take
all they could wheedle (frequently
twisting an arm to get more) there
was no suggested safeguard. (Even
advertisers have told SPONSOR they are
concerned about proper limitation of
merchandising by stations.)
There are pitfalls in widespread merchandising which can become even
more damaging to radio than inadequate and conflicting ratings. Yet there
are also definite values, including the
stamp of tangibility that it affixes to a
radio campaign. And, of course, the
obvious assist that it gives the air advertising inconverting selling impressions into sales.
The NARTB meeting on merchandising comes at the most opportune
time. If the intent is to thoroughly air
the subject, ferret out the important
problems and appoint committees to
investigate their solution much can be
accomplished. Rarely can a two or
three hour meeting, no matter how serious, solve as complex a problem as
exists here in a single sitting.
We fervently hope that the meeting
will be kept on a practical and basic
level. Our advice is: (1) grapple with
first things first, (2) perhaps standards or maximums of merchandising
cooperation should be established.
SPONSOR believes that advertisers would
welcome rules by the broadcasting industry with respect to merchandising
cooperation, (3) bring BAB in on the
problem; it fits into their orbit and
BAB should work hand-in-hand with
NARTB, (4) consult such stations as
WLW, WLAC, WGAR, WING, WWL
and others that have had long experience in merchandising, (5) appoint
committees to study individual problems in order to build patterns of conduct, (6) check newspapers and magazines to determine the extent of their
merchandising, (7) talk to the ANA
and AAAA. They may come up with
a few ideas.
The radio industry may be on the
threshold of making merchandising a
standard ingredient of the medium. At
the rate this trend is developing the
NARTB meeting may be the last
chance to take stock and agree on sane
safeguards. We urgently recommend
that station men attend this meeting
with an open mind and the understanding that a medium is being molded by
they say and do.

what

SPONSOR

There's been a change...

Since the turn of the century great changes have taken place in America —
changes in living — changes in advertising.
The metal sign in this once typical scene was then a major medium of advertising.
About this same time the purveyors of nostrums were being crowded from the pages of
newspapers and magazines by legitimate advertisers. Publications grew in stature as advertising media.
Then came radio. In this mass communication media advertisers found a new way to talk to more people
more often. Radio demonstrated that people sell better than paper.
Today, the impact of television — newest medium of all — has changed the living habits of millions
of people and the advertising technique of thousands of businesses.
In WLW-Land,

radio and television together form an unparalleled advertising combination.

To reach more people more often and more economically in WLW-Land — l/10th of America —

Ed

the change is to this new combination.

WLW

WLW
THE

TELEVISION

NATION'S

STATION

AND

ITS

SERVICE

NtW

SAN

YORK

FRANCISCO
HOLLYWOOD

A3STD COMEAN

-
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"Railroad Hour" sells
ideas 52 weeks
a year; a case history

page 30

Local stations lick
slump psychology via
promotions, hard selling

What's HOT
in Chicago?

page 32

The basic facts about
summer listening;
four pages of charts

WBBM,

Chicago's top-rated,

most-sponsored station, where
last year 88.3% of all local sponsors —
and 85.3% of gl[ sponsors,
local and national spot— stayed
on the job all summer long I
CBS Owned

. 50,000 watts WBBIVI
Chicago's Showmanship

Station

Represented fay CBS Radio Spot Sales

The basic facts about
summer television;
four pages of charts
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Freeze-lifting
due mid-April —
maybe

You may be reading FCC freeze-lifting edict within one week; 14 April
is latest target date for publication being quoted in Washington.
But
coolest heads among industry onlookers point out that excitement over
edict itself, whenever it comes, should not be allowed to obscure
these fundamentals: (1) Lifting of freeze this spring comes too late
to allow more than few lucky operators to get on air before end of
1952 ; (2) Easing of tight clearance situation in one and 2-station
markets won't come till late in 1953 and beyond.
(Reason: channels in
markets where TV is already established will be most hotly contested.)
-SR-

Separate coverage
studies by SAM,
Nielsen likely

No top-level talks about proposed merger between new Nielsen Coverage
Service and Standard Audience Measurement were held last week, with
owner of SAM, Michael R. Notaro, taking Florida vacation.
Meanwhile,
half dozen new stations have signed for SAM study since announcement
of rival Nielsen coverage service.
Among new signers are 5 West Coast
McClatchy stations (KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ, Fresno; KOH, Reno; KWG,
Stockton; KERN, Bakersf ield) . Total of subscribing stations now stands
at 387.
Probability is that SAM and Nielsen will go separate ways in
measuring station coverage, giving industry new yardstick headache .
-SR-

Meighan going to
manufacturing
side of CBS

New berth for Howard S. Meighan will be in manufacturing operations of
CBS.
Meighan, general CBS v. p., will take up duties in few weeks when

Trend growing to
put sponsor in
film syndication
business

Inf inite variety of financing arrangements now current in TV film field
was added to by recent G-L Enterprises announcement that it would make
up difference in cost between live and film shows to sponsors. Further
inducement to advertiser is fact that G-L promises to cut him in on
25% of profits from re-runs and syndications of his film shows — once
G-L has recouped its investment plus small profit. Over years to come,
many sponsors may find themselves thus partners in film syndication

he returns from Mexican vacation.
Adrian Murphy, who recently replaced Meighan as president of CBS-Radio, came from CBS labs presidency.
-SR-

business
Canada ASCAP
doubles rates
to stations

Canadian

stations will
ciation of Publishers,

like

G-L's
-SR-

or via direct

syndication.

pay Canadian version of ASCAP (Canadian AssoAuthors and Composers) approximately double

Lever Bros, agencies have been asked to submit all announcement buys
to home office for approval.
Availability recommended by agency must
be accompanied by: time, ratings for preceding and following programs,
average ratings for these programs, cost per announcement, cost-per1,000, plus reason for approving availability.
Form sheet has been
set up for reporting above information.

spot buys

York

arrangement

previous year's revenue during 1952.
CAPAC take, according to new
ruling, jumps from about $150,000 to $350,000 with 136 stations participating. Outlook is that station trend will be to cut down on
CAPAC music, emphasize BMI.
CAPAC cut is 1 3/4% of station gross.
-SR-

Lever must now
O.K. all

. New

through

22.

elsewhere.

Entered

I

REPORT

TO SPONSORS

Reps get close-up
of what it takes
to sell sponsors

for 7 April

1952

Honored guests at station
are key decision makers.

representative clinics in New York
Previously some speakers at weekly

eons, though illuminating, didn't wield buying authority.
Recently
president of big bottling company illustrated what it takes to sell
his firm and other bottlers.
Clinic's approach in bringing
abreast of advertiser problems, is example of radio's shift
selling +actics.
-SR-

Cigarette ad
budgets for fall
may hinge on
price increase

this year
lunch-

It's

believed cigarette advertising budgets
siderably influenced by outcome of petition

reps
to direct

for this fall will be conto OPA for price increase

of lg per pack.
Conditioning of public via industry's current air
campaign (which explains that much of cigarette price goes for taxes)
may pave way to favorable OPA decision.
-SR-

How important
is out-of-home
listening?

Out-of-home listening, never measured regularly
cial summer studies several years ago, is still

until Pulse began spemuch misunderstood.

Attitude of some is to dismiss it as vague "bonus" factor.
But figures in this issue (page 35, 36) show how large out-of-home can bulk.
In some cities, non-home listening makes up 25% of audience of major
programs.
That means thousands of ad impressions going uncredited to
radio.
-SR-

Spot slump
doesn't
in
summer

Difficulties of network radio in licking summer hiatus thinking aren't
shared to same degree by national spot salesmen.
Seasonal spot campaigns help to make up for vacationing clients, with result that spot
radio business is better in August than January (See Rorabaugh chart
page 40. ) Spot TV business has been showing generally steady rise in
last few years, with rate of increase continuing steady through summer months (chart page 56).
-SR-

Incentive plan
for salesmen ups
CHML
billings
CAB's Allard calls
for editorials

Since

summer

billings

were

habitually

down

at CHML,

Hamilton,

Ont.,

during June-July-August-September, owner Ken Sohle featured salesmen's
incentive plan last year.
Result : business reached record high.
-SRFeeling now current among many station
outlets should take vigorous editorial

operators in U. S. , that radio
stand in own communities, was

by stations

voiced in Canada at recent CAB meetings.
T. J. Allard, general manager of CAB, said "broadcasting will never acquire full maturity or
the stature which it should have until stations express own opinions. "
He called radio newest form of publication now engaged in same fight
as printed media for freedom from censorship and control.

Brokaw says key
to spot billings
is local shows

Radio stations with strong locally produced programs are destined to
garner big share of daytime national spot business, in opinion of Fred

-SR-

C. Brokaw, executive v. p. of Paul Raymer Co.
Brokaw memo to Raymerrepped stations points out that many outlets commonly rated third and
fourth in markets are now getting lot of business through their own
produced shows.
Brokaw urges that stations on Raymer list concentrate
on developing best daytime programs they know how.
Says Brokaw: "If
your local shows have strong ratings, you are in a good competitive
position,

regardless

of your

network

features."
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"KWKH

does a
good job
for us"

lys JOE T. MONSOUR
'resident, Monsco Supply Company

MPORTANT

LOUISIANA

DISTRIBUTOR

As the promotion-minded head of one of the most
successful plumbing-supply houses in the LouisianaArkansas-Texas area, Mr. Joe T. Monsour advertises extensively ovet KWKH. Here's what he recently wrote us:

We have found that KWKH goes 'All Out' to
rvice our account. Our advertising over this station
is produced outstanding results for the various
itionally-advertised products we distribute. It has
creased our sales volume because of the constant
minder to the public that we desire to serve our
istomers with the very best products in the field. In
her words, Radio Station KWKH is doing such a
>od job for us we see no reason for considering
her media.
Signed) Joe T. Monsour

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General "Manager

M,li)jr
III III is

Robert J. Landry

To guts, a toast
This will be a small sermon in praise of the too-lightly-dismissed
character-traits of patience, persistence and guts often displa\ed in
admirable combination by creative salesmen.

that's what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge

* *

doing as this writer stood by in a small distributor's shop in a provincial Mexican city that summer afternoon? He was down on his
stomach explaining to a Mexican businessman, who was down beside
him, the whyfors and modus operandi of a Servel kerosene-fueled
refrigerator. The conversation proceeded in fluent Spanish, half
technical, half vernacular.

The South, traditional land of
cotton, has become the dynamic

* *

land of new industry. Baton
Rouge typifies the South*s industrial — and agricultural —
growth. Use Baton Rouge as a

because heforwas,
naturally distributor.
creative salesman.
It wasn't
sufficient
himby toinstinct,
sell thea Mexican
He wanted
that

test market, or use it as part of

Mexican to be fully qualified to explain the machine to other Mexicans and furnish service. Otto projected salesmanship beyond the
immediate success to the broader goals of good will, satisfaction and
re-orders.

* *

NBC's J • 15,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

•E^jwt?y
FURTHER

AND

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

*

Did Otto have to get down on the floor that way and sweat? No.
He could have relied upon brochures and conversation. He did it

an integrated marketing plan —
but use it— for results!

STATE-TIMES

*

And what was this ex-opera baritone, this cultured cosmopolite,

largest overall audience of any
station in the market.

THE

*

First a word about Otto, to point up character-traits. He was
artistic to start with. Born in New Orleans of Swiss ancestry he

* *

the booming voice

of Baton Rouge, reaches the

AFFILIATED WITH

*

studied at the Met Opera's old voice school. For about 18 years he
sang leading baritone roles in European opera houses, under the
name of Otto Robinson. He was back in America, in his middle
forties, when the depression struck opera, and everything else.

. . . because your sales story
on WJBO.

* *

To personalize the discussion, we hold affectionate requiem for an
old friend of ours. Otto Freitag, a creative salesman if there ever was
one. We picture him as we saw him during August, 1940 at Puebla,
Mexico, doing a little creative down-to-cases summer selling.

CO.

*

Assuredly it helped Otto sell Servels in Latin America that he was
a great linguist, speaking some seven languages and as many dialects. He could penetrate Portuguese-speaking Brazil and Frenchspeaking Haiti. It helped, too, that his worldly experience in operates gave him a special charm of manner. His urbanity was especially valuable in Mexico. He knew how to pace his approach there.
Mexicans take a long time deciding whether you should meet the famil\. \nd if you don't meet the family, you don't get very far.

* *

*

In our view, however, what made Otto a creative salesman was not
lingo skill, or felicity of personality, but his own sheer intestinal
fortitude in reshaping his life, becoming a practical refrigerator
{Please turn to page 110 1
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. . . and how to reach all of it
at low cost on
• WRFD's primary signal area covers 74 of Ohio's
88 counties. Its secondary signal reaches all 88
counties plus parts of Michigan. Indiana. Kentucky.
West Virginia and Pennsylvania.
• WRFD's programming to the "town and country"
type of market attracts wide following — 57% of
farm families listen to WRFD.
• Latest Neilson reports show a total of 395,000
families listen to WRFD each week.
• In order to buy the same '"backbone" market coverage reached by WRFD, as many as 25 local stations would be necessary.
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W
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Count the house any way you like.
Television movies in New York —
big box-office for advertisers always arc better at getting an audience late
at night than any other time. And
wcBS-Tv's"La/e Show" is best of all.

than ever...
In a new study of TV feature film shows
in the New York metropolitan area
I we'd be pleased to show you a copy) ,

^

Advertest finds:
78% of New York viewers who
Ofth(
regularly
watch TV marie s. more than half
They
to icatcli ir<</.</<M * after 1 1 p.m.
prefei named WCBS-TV mo

'■-:.

other stations combined a

e often than all
s their first-choice

n for TV movies.
More than twice as many
viewers, une in
show,
WCBS-TV's "Late Show" a « any feature film
early or late, on an v other station.

Or take the word of advertisers who
have already been on "The Late Show". .
like the one who recently increased

W
I '
%r

his sales by 73 '7< in just two months.
And cost is running as low as 78 cents
per thousand vieivers.
You (and your product) can be
the idol of this big home audience.
At amazingly little cost. Ask WCBS-TV
or your CBS Television Spot Sales
representative about participations
on "The Late Show" today.

7:00 TO 11:00 PM (45.6%)

WCBS-TV::;:: ,.

*n
*

Madison
TV FILMS

1

Just a note of appreciation for your
TV film program issue of March 10.
Naturally, I was vitally interested
because we do a great deal of television in Pittsburgh via film. As a matter of Fact, if you are ever out this way,
I think you could find a very interesting story about this company. \\ e have
several "firsts" as far as agencies are
concerned, including our own studios,
several camera men. animated art de-

In the 3 summer months of
1951, CKAC's "Casino de la
chanson" pulled more mail response than in any other 3
month period during the entire year! Hiatus? We never
heard of it at CKAC!
1951

Letters

January
February

575,406
149,000

March

461 ,843

May
April

332,444
184,799
269,253

June
July

512,045

August

830,166

September

300,354

October

416,123

November

727,062

December
Total:

I

421 ,304
5,179,799

CBS Outlet In Montreal
Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

T CKAC

MONTREAL

"
Adam

730 on the dial • 10 kilowatt*
Representatives:
J. Young Jr.- New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto1

partment. G. S. Wasser
Wasser, Kay & Phillips, Inc.
Pittsburgh

I have just seen a copy of your 10
March issue of sponsor, and want to
offer m\ congratulations to everyone
concerned with its production.
To date, it is the most comprehensive analysis of television film programs published, and we plan to make
it required reading for all of our employees in DuMont's Film Program
Department.
Keep up the good work.
Donald A. Stewart
Coordinator, Film Dept.
DuMont TV Network, N. Y.

TRUE FACTS ABOUT

RRN

This is in reference to "Men, Money
and Motives" in your 10 March issue,
in which the Rural Radio Network is
mentioned. The following are the true
facts:
RRN is the world's largest if not the
only FM radio relay network operating
17 hours daily. It is comprised of 13
stations in New York State and Pennsylvania. Eight of these stations are
owned by newspapers with a total daily
circulation of some 225,000. All but
one of these newspaper stations also
operates an AM station affiliated with
a national network.
RRN carries over 60 hours per week
of programs and news originating with
WQXK and the New York Times. It is
the backbone of the New York State
Civil Defense Radio Network which,
"M last night's surprise alert exercise
fed the official program to all upstate
TV, AM and FM stations— some 80 in

number — entirely by radio relay from
the Civil Defense headquarters, without the use of a single wire line.
RRN provides the backbone feed for
the daily Empire School of the Air program in cooperation with state school
authorities, which provides an inschool listening program serving more
than 10.000 classrooms and 235,000
school children in New York State.
RRN provides specialized daily weather and road condition roundup services which received a College of the
City of New York citation for the "creation of an unusually effective institutional sponsored radio program."
is proud to have among commercial sponsors of its programs wellknown names such as Zenith Radio,
The Associated Railroad of New York
State, United Fruit Company, and the
General Electric Company.
RRN

D. K. de Neuf, General Mgr.
Rural Radio Network, Ithaca, N.Y.

TV DICTIONARY
Thank you very much for your letter in regard to the TV Dictionary/
Handbook. I received the two copies
of this publication this morning and
certainly appreciate having them.
I have not had time as yet to look
through them very thoroughly; however, from my hurried flipping through
they seem to be very comprehensive
and helpful.
Quite a change from the little brochure, "TV dictionary for sponsors"
which we got from you two years ago!
Jane A. Beaty
Radio & Television Dept.
Evans & Associates, Advertising
Fort Worth, Texas
•

TV

Dictionary/Handbook,

free to subscribers.

VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
I just noticed in your March 10 issue on page 112 under "Applause"
this paragraph:
"The 1951-52 Voice of Democracy
Contest conducted annually by the
NARTB among school children
throughout the II. S. drew more
than one million entries. Each was
titled
Democracy."
I am "I
sureSpeak
that for
if Bob
Richards sees
this he too will want you to know that
SPONSOR

Ivory Tower Confucius Say * * *
"Sales Go To Pot When Weather Get Hot"
Big Aggie Say • • •
"That Basic Plot is Tommyrot!"
Sales don't wilt under a summers

sun in BIG

AGGIE

LAND — the world's richest agricultural area with 267BMB-county markets in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska
and Iowa.
SUMMERS

ARE

HUMMERS

in Big Aggie Land because our folks stay home

produce 19% of the nation's total cash farm income
from meat animals.
SUMMERS

ARE

HUMMERS

. . . 31%

in Big Aggie Land because

of America's

thousands

and work to
farm income

of vacationers seek

out our lakes, hills and national shrines. These free-spending, pleasure-seeking tourists, plus
3.4-million
SUMMERS

homefolks
ARE

make

a bigger-than-ever audience for your WNAX

HUMMERS

in Big Aggie Land because

our tall corn and golden grain — our dairy and beef herds and
hogs mean bushels of ready cash.
Last year, retail sales in
Big Aggie

Land exceeded

$3.4 billion

. . . more

than

Los

Angeles, Detroit or St. Louis.

( Mjfi^^is-

Let your nearest Katz man show you why 94 of the nation's m^v*
biggest, shrewdest, non-network advertisers stay on WNAX^
all summer long. Spend your advertising dollars in Big Aggie
Land where summertime means WORKtime, PLAYtime and
BUYtime.
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^
j^_
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Independent
4 Appoints
Joseph H. McQillvra, Inc.

is Happy to Announce the Appointment of
JOSGph

ll6rSn6y

IVICulllVrS,

IIIC.

NEW

YORK

AS ITS REPRESENTATIVES IN THE NATIONAL

CHICACO

LOS ANCELES

FIELD OF COMMERCIAL

SAN

FRANCISCO

ENDEAVOR

KATL, HOUSTON'S OLDEST AND MOST POWERFUL INDEPENDENT REACHES
EVERY SEGMENT OF THIS COMPLEX MARKET

-|—*Kzrig H. Robinson}

VICE

PRESIDENT

SPONSOR

KIM \ i- a co-sponsor with \ VRTB
in this project, as also is the 1 .S. JCC.
Although all sponsors, along with
the I . S. Office of Education, work
hard on this job, the RTMA should be
mentioned because due to the fine spirit back of the Voice of Democracy, 21
KIM \ member-manufacturers donated
.~>2 prizes, consisting of television sets
both table model and console — and
radio phonograph combinations. This
meant that aside from the national winners, each State and Territorial winner
received a prize in the recently -concluded fifth annual contest.
W. B. McGill.
Westinghouse Radio Stations
Washington, D. C.

SPONSOR

HYPOS SALE

One of your issues contained an article about the excellent selling job
KBON, Omaha. Nebraska, did for a
super-market open all day Sundays. I
used this article in successfully selling
a local super-market, also open on Sundays, ahalf-hour Sunday program for
52 weeks.
I definitely give sponsor credit for
this sale.
John Livingston
W1RK, W. Palm Beach, Fla.

traverse the bus) road ahead. It is
this unique index system <>f yours that
-a\cs the daj and pa\s the dividends.
Ever) good article leaves in most
minds some appraisal of its worth. We
recall we read it in sponsor! Thus it
is that when some similar situation or
problem besets us we are able to turn
to our SPONSOR index, and through
this immediate reference file put our
finger on an authoritative and practical application of industry experience.
Believe me such a reference aid is of
unestimable value and I can't help but
feel that if some broadcast station executives would take but a few moments
to make greater application of its use
the entire industry would profit.
George L. Sutherland
Management Consultant
Pittsburgh, Pa.

TOP TALENT

AND

RADIO

^HgL.
jJP ^&\

In thai I cover
two
radiojobs,
and one
one in
in

*g*Fw

TV> l run up

w M Ji I iJd
against the quesm^^Mf whether
everyname
da) talof
^^■"■^^^^l*
Mr. Evans

ent

should
con-a
tinue to keep

finger in the radio pie along with TV
commitments.
INDEX INVALUABLE
Procrastination is the thief of time!
This I well realize when I recall the
many months that have passed during
which I have intended to write you a
word or two of praise and high compliment for the great contribution which
sponnsor makes to the broadcast industry. Irefer not at the moment to
each of your twenty-four helpful publications per year, but specifically to
SPONSOR'S twice yearly index release.
This is the piece de resistance of all
time.
I believe that all of us in the industry are very frequently encouraged and
inspired, and our knowledge and planning is greatly enhanced by the many
informative, instructive and helpful
features which appear regularly in
sponsor. To read them and to attempt
to store or hold in our mind the full
import of their content is a task quite
often beyond the concept of human
ability; and therefore, while the value
of any one article may be retained in
mind for a week, a day, or a month it
more often than not is lost to us as we
7 APRIL 1952

The name talent that I am dealing
with, and incidentally, the talent that
remains at the top, all seem to feel
that radio is more important and vital
to their careers. There are instances
of top talent dropping radio shows
thinking to devote their efforts to TV
— and then finding that their record
sales popularity have dropped.
There is no doubt that TV is a dynamic force and will continue to grow
in stature, especially with the imminent lifting of the freeze. In time, TV
will be as forceful a medium as radio;
but if and when this point is reached,
there will still be radio and it will always be a major medium for talent.
Franklin Evans, Western Sales Supvr.
United Tele. Progs., Hollywood

PULL AFTER MIDNIGHT
Some time ago you carried an extremely interesting feature on the value
and effectiveness of late evening time.
You listed sponsors, but naturally had
no results to quote, and I am wonder( Please turn to page 120)
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plenty

smart

listeners

braves

Oklahoma's Major Market.
Beat Tom-Tom
MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS
Gettum
in tepee . . .
Sellum

SUREI

FORJOE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

REX M. LESTER Jr.
VICE
PRESIDENT
GENERAL MGR.

KTOUI
800

OKLAHOMA

ITS THE
FREQUENCY
THAT COUNTS

CITY,

OKLAHOMA

is this the biggest advertising news of the year?

Selling with "Today":

Anahist
Doeskin
Florida Citrus Commission
Ki nwill Magikoter
Kipling er Washington Agency
Knox Gelatine Co., Inc.
Mastic Foam

Pure-Pah
Regent Cigarettes
Time Magazine

American Research Bureau, average y^-hour rating— 7 to 9 a. m., Mcuji
. . . latest Nielsen, Feb. 11-22, 10 sponsored segments-6.6

In two short months, "Today" has pushed its
rating from 5.3 to 7.6 — a new mark for early
morning television that many had thought
all hut impossible. The thirty-one-city
daily audience has burgeoned swiftly
to over 1,700,000 viewers — an increase of 53\ < .
Garroivay and his knowledgeable crew are
opening the eyes of advertisers, too. To quote
an example, Time Magazine bought this
show for one five-minute segment to make
one one-minute offer of a copy of Time's
Current Affairs Quiz. The results ivere so
gratifying that Time snapped up
a thirteen-iveek sponsorship.
\

It adds up to this — "Today" is
doing for early morning TV exactly
what "Your Shoiv of Shoivs" did
for Saturday night and "The Kate
Smith Shoiv" for daytime selling

(each the top shoiv in its class ever since
going on). And "Today" is doing this
spectamdar job at prices any ambitious
advertiser can afford . . .as low as $2,332
gross for time and talent.
Great day in the morning!

NBC

TELEVISION
America's No. 1 TV Network

WEMP
MILWAUKEE
ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS

Louis Fried

''National Shoes ring the bell. . . ."
This tuneful phrase tinkles pleasantly these days on radio stations
throughout the big shoe chain's New York-New England sales area.
Once a strictly -newspaper advertiser. National Shoe Stores now puts
80% of its ad budget ($500,000 including window displays) into
spot radio-TV. counts heavily on it to ring cash register bells as well.
National Shoes, with 58-year-old Lou Fried at the helm, has made
a good thing out of selling the family shoes on a low-cost, fast-turnoxer basis. The chain today includes 89 retail stores, and a milliondollar combination office and warehouse. Confidently, Lou Fried
has set a whopping $20,000,000 sales goal for 1952.
A veteran of 47 years in the shoe trade. Lou Fried is used to sticking his neck out. In the 1920's he teamed up with a friend named
Joseph Siegel. and launched himself in the retail shoe business.
By 1924, Fried and Siegel had 12 stores, and jobbed to others.
Fried recalls: "In 1931-'32-'33 other retailers were knocked out of
business or tired of it all. But, during those depression years, we
figured the time was ripe for our move. So, we began buying bankrupt stores. Our policy was to have a low-price line that would enable
us to attract the greatest number of customers."
In those dollar-scarce years, this was just what the public needed.
H\ 1935. National had 35 outlets and sales of $5,000,000. The business grew steadily, but by 1940 another drastic change took place.
: Hooper Radio Audio Indexes — I
d Radio Stations, Oct. — Nov. 19!
Milwaukee
Index Sept. —
Oct. 19!

WEMP-FM

MILWAUKEE

"We were growing slowly, but surely." says Fried, "by relying on
newspapers to tell our low price-high style story. But our agency
I Fmil Mogul I convinced us in 1940 we ought to go into radio."
\<>u. broadcasting is National's selling "secret." Fifty-two-week
announcements, singing commercials and WNBT's Time for Adventure hit hard with seasonal stylings, low price pitches, and holiday
motifs. Twelve \ears of air campaigning have helped increase the
number of stores 150' '< and has tripled sales volume (11 new stores
arc scheduled to open shortly).
Surprisingly, after nearly a half-century in the hectic, hell-bentfor-leather retail shoe battle. Fried is genial and composed. But
he's still got his eye on bigger things. He mentions casual!) that the
one-block-square warehouse-office has a "stock capacity" for 200
stoics, although National's actuallj got 89.
SPONSOR

Don Lee's
Radio audiences
are climbing
12-month average -1949 vs. 1951*
Daytime audience 8*9% higher
Evening audience 11.2% higher
...and network
LOWER

than

rates are currently

they were

in 19491

% Pacific Nielsen Ratings, Full network average
audience, Monday thru Friday.

DON LEE, THE BIGGEST NETWORK ON
THE PACIFIC COAST, GIVES THE
MOST COMPLETE, CONSISTENT LOCAL
COVERAGE AT THE LOWEST COST
PER SALES IMPRESSION OF ANY
OTHER SALES MEDIUM
Dcon Lee and only Don Lee can sell your customers locally
in 45 important Pacific Coast markets from their own local
network station in their own local market. You can buy Don
Lee according to your distribution pattern in 45 markets.
There's no waste. That's real flexibility and real value and it's
a Don Lee exclusive.
Don Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional
business (with more regionally sponsored shows consistently in
the top rated 10) than any other network. The advertisers who
know the Pacific Coast best also know the best Pacific Coast
sales medium -don lee.
Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
1313 North Vine Street

The Nation's Greatest
Regional Network

Hollywood 28, California

DON

LEE

/

" jjj innn
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I. IV etc on Radio Networks
AGENCY

NO

OF NET STATIONS

c-Palmolive-Pee

CBS

193

ABC

237

Meet

MBS

300

Game of the Day;
to end of season

M-Sun

CBS

74

Tarzan;

pm ; 22 Mar;

Larry

Lcseucr;

Drew

Pearson;

Louella

Sun

pm ; 23

Sun 6-6:15

Parson*;

Corliss

5:55-6

Archer;

Sun

Sat 8:30-9

Mar;

pm ; 2 Mar;

T 9:30-35;

1 Apr;

9:15-45

300

MBS

150

6 Ap
innings)
;; 852 IS

15 wks

Whealies Scoreboard; Sun (5-min
the Day);
16 Mar; 26 wks

MBS

wl

wks

pm;

(first W-.

»ks

52
57

52

following

Gam
Cam
Gillette Warm Up Time; M-Sun (5-min befor.
> pm
the Day) ; 8 Mar; to end of season
Private Files of Matthew Bell; Sun 4:30-4:5
Mar; 52 wks

on Radio Networks
NO. OF NET STATIONS

Bell Telephone
System
Fir, stone Tire & Rubbe r Co
(.en ral Foods Corp
Mil. s Laboratories
Inc
Mil. 8 Laboratories

Inc

Pro

Co

ter & Gamble

time, start, duratio.

193
172

MBS

2. Renewed

PROGRAM,

CBS
ABC

N. W. Ayer
Sween
Young ey & Jam am
& Ruble
Geoffr ey Wade
Geoffr
ey Wade
Bento l & Bowl es

PROGRAM,

NBC

183

Telephone

NBC
CBS

149
78

Voice

NBC

163

NBC

161

CBS

159

Second
News
One

Hour;

time, start, duratio

M 9-9:30

of Firestone;
Mrs. Burton;

M-F

of the World;
Man's

M-F

Family;

Perry Mason;

pm;

M 8:30-9

14 Mar;
pm;

2-2:15

7:45-8

M-F 2:15-30

52 wks

19 May;
pm;

7:30-45

52 wks

24 Mar;

pm ; 31

Mar;

Mar;

52

pm;

Mar;

52 wks

31

52 v,
52 V,

pm ; 31

wks

3. New National Spot Radio Rusiness
STATIONS-MARKET

CAMPAIGN,
r Apr;

start, duratio
1 wk

; mid-Apr;

13

w.

wks

4. National Rroadcast Sales Executives
FORMER
WWJ,

Harry
Bannister
John Boesel

WW

NEW

AFFILIATION

J-FM-TV,

Detroit, gen

mgr

AFFILIATION

Harry Bowley
Huly Bray
John
K. Churchill

Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Wash., acct exec
Benton
& Bowles,
N.Y.,
media
research

WGMS, Wash., sis dir
A. C. Nielsen Co, N.Y., vp

Ted

WNBC-AM-FM, WNBT,
FCC, Wash., chairman

N.Y., gen mgr

Same,

also vp

KOB,

KOB-TV,

Ralph Dawson
T. F. Flanagan

WJR,
Detroit,
Retired

sis staff

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, asst sis
NARTSR,
N.Y., managing
c

Roily Ford

CKNW,
Top

Cott

Wavne

Coy

Charles

D.

Murrav

Grabhorn

Fritz

Lloyd Griffin

member

New
Westminster,
Dog magazine

exec
Montreal,

NBC, N.Y., exec (eff 14 At
Same, asst to exec vp
CKNW,
New
Westminster.

A. C. Nielsen, N.Y., client sve
Walter
A. Dales
Radioseripts,

editor

stn's

Same,

dir natl

Albuquerqt

sis

Katz,
Detroit,
radio-tv acct exec
NARTSR,
N.Y., managing
dir

John Blair, Detroit, office I
Edward
Petry, N.Y., dir b«

Free &

Same,

Peters,

N.Y.,

partner-dir-vp

also

head

all TV

a<

•
In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network and Spot);
Station Representation
Changes; Advertising Agency
Personnel
Changes
7 APRIL 1952

Numbers after names
refer
New and
Renew to
category
Richard E. Jones (4)
Leo Howard (4)
F. J. Riordan (4)
Wayne
Coy
(4)
Edw.

C. Obrist

(4)
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I. National Broadcast Sales Executives (continued)
FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

ABC. S.F., »p

V. Grubb
ck Haves
toward
■ C. Jackson
rd E. Jones

WGHS,
Wash., sis dir
»mml
WKY-TV. Oklahoma City, r
WSPD, Toledo, prog dir
Fort Industry Co. Detroit, p
northern district
NBC-TV. N.Y.. mgr TV pro<
(US Radio, N.Y., pres

■ E. Kovarh
rd S. Mcighan
11 Murphy

mgr

rd C. Obrist
■ rd O'ConneU
Palmer

CBS Laboratories, N.Y., pre
Radio stn consultant. NY.
Everett-McKinncy.
N.Y., ace
EVER, Ubnqnerqne, n.er

is J. Riordan
in L. Rosene
am H. Youry

WGBS. Miami, member sis
KIOA, Des Moines, gen mgr ubtaff me,
Street & Smith, N.Y., asst s

AFFILIATION

V JltK-AM-I M-TV.
Same, management
KOTV. Tulsa, ,1s ,
WAGA, WAGA-TV,
DuMont, N.Y.. dir
WQXR.

VI..

mgr

CBS,
N.Y.. mcn.be
CBS Radio,
N.Y., p
WNHC-TV. New Hi
KCOR, San Anton!
Intermouiitain Net*
office (1735 Sto
Same, sis mgr
WLOL. Mnpls.. get
W MCA, N.Y., sis p

CMC

rr. head of new bra

5. Sponsor Personnel Changes
FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

Dr. A. Posner Shoe

DeWltt

Avco

C. Suplee

Mfg

Corp

(Crosley

6. New Agency Appointments
Edward Apffel Coffee Co, L.A.
Aveo Mf^ Corp (Crosley div). Cine.
Bcrghoff Brewing. Ft. Wayne
Blue Top Brewing. Kitchener, Ont.
I Labor
,ric- ic, Miami
II. Coiir-cy Creamery. Kansas City,
De Beriol Inc. Hlywd.
Dlone Associates Inc. Hollywood
Drag Distributors Inc. S.F.
Pels & Co. Phila.
Frozen Farm Products Inc. Altoon
C. II. P. Cigar. N.Y.
Golden Weal Potato Chip Co, L.A.
Mar.,..;,., Chemical, L.A.
Hoyt Brothers, Newark
James Products Co, Detroit
C. M Kimball Co, Boston
I ... .. Products Inc. Balto.
I. amour Hair Products Ine, Bronx

California Adv, Hlywd.
BBDO,
N.Y.
< ban
Hoffman & York. Milwau
Paul-Taylor-Phelan,
Toro
. Mian

AH
products
Roseport
frozen

Merrill Owens, Kansas City, Kan.
Yambert-Prochnow, Beverly Hills
Tilds & Cantz. Hollywood
Umland & Co, S.F.
McKee & Albright, Phila.
Riger & Shcehy. Binghamton
William II. Weintraub, N.Y.
California Adv. Hlywd.
Abbott Kimball, L.A.

p

El Product©
Potato
chips cigarFoot lotion
Cake and pie mix
Sure soap base, w
Red Cap refresher

Tracy, Kent & Co, N.Y.
Ruse & Urban, Detroit
Chambers
& Wiswell, Boston
VanSant. Dugdale & Co, Balto.
Kenneth Radar, N.Y.

,■ Sal.

, N.Y.

chlorophyll

stick

.he*

Wesley Associates, N.Y.
Brown Radio Productions.

Nashville

-t Goldsmith,

4.1

Numbers after names
refer to New and
Renew category
Harry Bowley (4)
Gayle V. Grubb (4)
T. F. Flanagan (4)
Harry Bannister (4)
Chas. D. Frrh
(4)

ltd! Foods Co, N.Y.

rrell,

Caryl Richards Inc. ItkK...
St. Mary's Packing Co, Sidney. O.
Schc.lcy International Corp. N.Y.

Cheslej
. & Collet,

MrCann-Erickso
Miraclc-Cro plant food
Shur-Galn dog food fort
Chlora stick deodorant

*

Clifford.
Dayton

It's not a big story, but a long one. It began in Dallas at
a little restaurant on Akard Street. The year was 1933.
A salesman for Radio Station WFAA who often had lunch
at the B & B Cafe was paying his check. From behind the
counter, Pappa Lucas, the owner, said, "Al, I want you to
be my agency ! In here too many fellas come to sell me advertising—I wanta be able to tell them 'See Al, he's my agency !'
If you do it for me, I buy some time on your radio station."
From that conversation evolved one one-minute radio spot
a week over WFAA-820. Every week since then, for 19 years,
Lucas' B & B Cafe has advertised over WFAA-820. Today
Pappa Lucas has three one-minute spots each week — and a
full house of customers 24 hours a day.

I Oil

_

Oe

• ••and
chapter
was

my

ageriCy,

y y

It's not a big story, but a long

one And there have been many

just like it written during the
thirty years WFAA-820 has been broadcasting ... all of
them ending on the same note of success.
The Radio Southwest story makes interesting reading, too.

the first

off a
success
written

a i

Al...

story

That's the name given WFAA-820's primary coverage area
— 116,000 square miles of Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas,
including the two big metropolitan centers of Dallas and
Fort Worth. With the power of 50,000 watts, WFAA-820
reaches out into 1,143,500 high-income radio homes, and
sells your product to Southwesterners with over $7 billion
to spend.
Begin your own success story today — over Radio Southwest
-WFAA-820, Dallas!

EDWARD

PETRY & CO.,
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NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

•

ALEX

KEESE,

Station

Manager

RADIO SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING

NEWS
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New developments on SPONSOR

DON'T

See:
Issue:
Subject:

stories

"Banks can do better on radio/TV"
10 September 1951, p. 32
Stilted shows, bad copy, are ruining
many a bank's air campaign

The mutual funds department of Kidder. Peabody & Company is
one of the newer financial-district entries into radio and TV. What
encourages KP&Co is the advertising success of the $172,000,000
Wellington (mutual) Fund on KYW and WCAU-TV, Philadelphia,
which more than offsets the less successful and stodgy, banker's-gray
approach of some financial firms.

ON

MOBILE
Met. Pop. 230,400
Ret. Sales
$174,670,000

Kidder, Peabody's effort, Your Money At Work, (WOR, Sunday
10:15 a.m. I. which started 30 March, is designed to stimulate customer leads. With moderator Milton Fox-Martin discussing investment fund procedures with leading financiers. Kidder, Peabody hopes
to educate the investing public.
In towns where the firm doesn't have offices, the transcribed show
will be made available to dealers or for educational purposes. Timeproduction cost for the quarter-hour is S400-500. Also under consideration this month (through Doremus & Company) are oneminute announcements on NBC- T\ 's Today.

lFA

See:
Issue:

"How

Subject:

Firm went from zero to 42,000,000
pounds in four years thanks largely
to spot radio

radio

helped

Seabrook

start

31 December 1951, p. 30

When a firm leaps from a 1948 sales volume of $3,000,000 to

AND

UIKRG
Pop.

Primary Coverage 1,326,550
Ret. Sales
$578,089,000

$12,000,000 in 1951 you'd expect them to stand pat with their AM
formula. But not Seabrook Farms. This former frozen foods supplier built its brand name on a solid spot radio foundation; now it
has switched to network programing.
The show, currently on MBS. is The Private Files of Matthew Bell,
starring Joseph Cotten, on 150 stations (Sunday 4:30 to 4:55 p.m.).
New England to Florida coverage and budget, $100,000, remain the
same as in past spot campaigns.
Strategy behind the switch is the greater merchandising possibilities inherent in the net show. Seabrook's agency, Hilton & Riggio,
believes it has a highly merchandisable thing in the prestige of a
Hollywood "name." The agency also has in motion intensive plans
for network and local station tie-ins with the Joseph Cotten starrer,
including point-of-sale material, dealer kits and posters.

CALL
Adam

Young,

"When the profits go v
19 June 1950

Jr.

Robert HalFs 81,500,000
leads clothing field

National Representative

F.

E.

Busby,

General Manager

MOBILE,

ALABAMA

Robert Hall, for 10 years a firm believer in hitting hard with radio
announcements, participations, and singing commercials, still bets on
AM even in a major TV market.
When the company opened seven new stores recently in the Detroit
area, it scheduled 300 announcements weekly for 52 weeks on five
stations (through Frank B. Sawdon). Jerry Bess, Sawdon vice president, calls it "the largest single spot campaign ever placed in the
Detroit market." He adds: "This placing of such a huge radio campaign in a major TV market amounts to a solid vote of confidence in
the broadcast medium."
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At

left, the

new

Tulsa Chamber of
Commerce Building,
erected at a cost of
$1,800,000.00.

a phrase long
famous in the Southwest and it is rich with meaning for there
really is such a thing! This spirit is just one of the many plus
factors which make Tulsa the heart of Oklahoma's No. 1
market. There's a difference — an important difference — in
markets, and pride is one of them. Tulsans are proud of their
city! They are willing to back up that pride with money!
Tulsa is a market where spendable income is great and the
folks spending that money are great too!
We of KVOO are mighty happy and proud to have had a part
in helping the Tulsa market develop and grow since 1925!
If you want to tell the fine people of this area about your
product, tell them best over the station most of them listen to
most of the time — KVOO, The Voice of Oklahoma for more
than a quarter of a century!
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Open Door Policy:
MutuaPs Mister plus is
more proficient than
ever before at the job
of opening doors ... to
U. S. homes where buying
decisions are made...
and to U. S. offices
where selling decisions
are made. He opens the
family door with better
shows on nearly twice
as many stations as any
other network -and wins
a larger audience-share
than ever (NRI, fullyear, '51 vs. '50). He
opens the office door
with new ways to use
the sellingest medium of
all -and wins the only
gain in client billings in
all network radio (PIB,
full-year, '51 vs. '50).
A tap on our door
can open doors-by-themillion for youl
The MUTUAL Network
of 550 Affiliates

cook
in
125,000
kitchens

Wheels whir in Carolina kitchens when WBTV's
Suzie Mclntyre "mans" the mixer. Professionals praise her
pies, amateurs write for her recipes, ailing executives,
viewing out of curiosity, call her about her cakes.*
Nine famous foods are now participating in Suzie's
popularity and power. The tenth will close the door
on competition and open the door to new sales
in 35 Carolina counties.
♦Actual Incident.

SERVING
BIGGEST THt CflROLMflS'
TELEVISION rudieuce
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

Summer

Selling Issue

INDEX:
Radio's low-cost value: only certainty among summer
1952 puzzlers Summary of summer radio facts page 28

"Railroad Hour'1'' : non-stop all summer
Hon- stations lick slump psychology

long

A case history page 30

Roundup of techniques

stations of every type use to prove summer's value page 32
What are the basic facts about summer

listening?

Four pages of data

Political battle bolsters radio's summer punch
Net radio audiences
uill be up this summer in response to keen interest in campaign
page 38
Spot radio has no summer

slump

An analysis of buying patterns

based on "Rorabaugh Reports" figures page 40
Radio Results

Summer success stories

Mr. Sponsor Asks
mmmer

merchandising

Question covers
page 60

TV Section starts page 43
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Radio's low-cost value: only certainty
among summer 1952 puzzlers |
Need to speed up sale of goods in many

lines points up radio's strengths

^■■■ffl A summer
of uncertainty
%AmBb*I faces national advertisers
this year.
Sales of consumer goods
have
been
sluggish
through
early
spring. Mobilization, anticipated as a
business stimulant, has fallen behind
schedule. Among the few constants ad-

works this year show determination to
sell summer hard.
No matter what use sponsors have
for radio 1 whether to hypo flagging
sales or to exert continuing pressure
on a steady market), industryites point
out that networks and stations have a

figures compiled l>\ SPONSOR in chart
below backing up this premise),
2. The availability of audiences,
since few people are away on vacation
during any given summer week,
3. The importance of out-of-home
audience in hypoing summer listener-

vertisers have to reckon with as the
summer of 1952 arrives is radio.
Its role as the only truly national,
low-cost medium has never been chal-

strong sales story to tell. Notable
among summer-selling efforts by networks this spring has been NBC's halfhour dramatized pitch in the form of

ship. Said one character in NBC's drama: "Mario Lanza in one week reached
an audience of 8,300,000 people of
which more than one million were out-

lenged.
With many
advertisers now
soberly
evaluating
their
previous
plunges into television, radio has a bet-

a radio program starring Fred Allen.
With Allen cast as NBC's vice president in charge of summer (see script

of-home listeners."
In addition, the presentation described various sales plans at NBC spe-

ter opportunity this year than last to
convince sponsors of the virtues of using the airways in the coming summer.

excerpts starting page 39), the NBC
presentation
stressed
these
major
points:

cifically, including the "Market Basket" setup to provide merchandising
aid for sponsors and Operation Tan-

That's the opinion of network sales exerutives who point out that the net-

1. That sales of many commodities
are higher in summer than winter (see

dem. Essentially, however, the presentation symbolizes the approach of CBS,

Economic box sc< >re shows why summer is hot selling season
|AN.
2,e

Personal
(billions)

£m

Farm

FEB.

Income

2,539

1,899

9
I

Jm

Retail Trade
(millions)

t\m

Food

MAR.

APR.

60.0

Income

Stores

13,593

13,321

2,866

2,736

MAY

JUNE

JULY

62.2
2,071

12,633

3,135

2,137

12,285

2,846

2,153

|

Qe

Gasoline
(millions)

Drug

Service

Stores

Stns.

664

352

609

344

677

380
" 195'

SOURCE: Dept

of Commerce "Su vey of Curr

678

2,169

2,652

12,411

12,240

12,058

3,058

3,156

3,020

714

2,992

12,429

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

65.8
3,395

4,355
3,584

3,097

12,551

12,492

12,318

3,141

3,152

12,258

3,160
3,211

3,461

713

720
734

349

SEPT.

63.2

718
J).

AUC.

699

737

727

375

365
369

361

359
367

495
361
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MBS. ABC and all radio in dealing
with summer. Its approach, hinging as
it does on sales opportunities, audience
opportunities, and out-of-home plus
factors, is the philosophy of the entire industry.
On the local scene, stations have
been busier than ever before preparing
presentations designed to point out opportunities for national and regional
advertisers. Special audience-promotion campaigns las shown in the
\\ I U tune-in ads at right) are being
readied. Persistency in fact gathering
to provide a basis for creative selling
has. at many stations, replaced the previous attitude of discouragement with
summer.
Many stations, writing in to sponsor, have expressed the opinion that
this publication's annual Summer Selling issues, starting in 1948. have pla\ ed
a large role in stimulating interest in
licking the habit of hiatus thinking
among both sponsors and industry executives. Wherever the credit lies, this
fourth Summer Selling issue reflects increasing consciousness of summertime
radio's value.
For the first time, the Summer Selling issue has been divided into radio
and television sections (TV section
starts on page 43). Interestingly, SPONSOR researchers found that the thinking
among television sales executives has
been strongly influenced by radio's
summer experiences. TV salesmen are
determined to push, from the first, for
year-'round spending by sponsors.
Perhaps the most important development to come out of radio's desire
to sell itself in the summer has been
the measurement of out-of-home audience. As shown on pages 35 and 36
of this issue, the true rating of a program can only be determined once outof-home listening is added to in-home
figures. In summertime, an average of
up to 7% of the total audience is made
up of out-of-home listeners. For major programs, this can represent sales
impressions by the tens of thousands.
To cite an example: in Los Angeles,
during July-August last summer,
13.5$ of the total audience of Grand
Central Station (CBS-Radio I listened
away from home, according to Pulse.
Agencies, increasingly, are considering
factors like this in their recommendations to clients about summer radio.
This summer, listeners will tune
their portable, auto, and home sets
with heightened interest because of the

i'm spending
my summer
with

WCAU

Ml

spending
my summer
with

t

WCAU.
listen to
"VACATION EXPRESS" 5:30 pm mon. thru [ri.

listen t«

"VACATION EXPRESS" 5:30 pi mi. tin fri.

Important in malting radio good summer va
by local stations. Among techniques used i
WCAU, Phildelphia), contests, stunts, overfrom booths at fairs, billboards, and many c

for advertisers are audience-building
efforts
summer-styled
tune-in ads (like these from
i-air promotion,
outdoor
programs
broadcast
3r novelties For details, see page 32

political campaigns. Among the 63%
of the U. S. homes which cannot receive TV, radio will be the prime
source of news about the campaigns.
Pre-emption of evening radio programs
will put political speeches and documentary-style stanzas on the air which
are sure to hit high ratings. Commercial sponsors who precede and follow

such high-interest shows will benefit.
This, plus the availability of facts
about summer, promises to stimulate
wider interest than in previous years
among sponsors, some of whom are
thought to be readying special lastminute campaigns from new appropriations designed to take advantage

WCAU'

of 1952 summer opportunities.

* * *

NBC
■s Bud Barry and Jack Herbert were cast with Fred Allen in presentatioi
of a radio play. Allen was dubbed vice president in charge of summer, gave listeners facts
on sales opportunities, out-of-home listenership sprinkled with wit. Slides accompanied the
presentation
which had a cast including top radio actors For
details,
see
page
39
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The "Railroad
Hour":
non-stop
all
summer
long

There's no off-season on selling ideas, reasons R.I.
group, which puts 50% of budget in radio

Even when \<>u re selling
ideas. \ ou can't afford to
let up when the weather
gets hot. It is this coldly-factual point
of view which keeps the Association of
American Railroads' Monday night
musicale on the air S2 weeks a year.
The Railroad Hour, an "idea-selling"'
vehicle if ever there was one, is regarded by the Association as so important in shaping public opinion that
a summer hiatus hasn't been seriously
considered in four years on the air.
There are more reasons underlying
this strategy than just the need to
maintain a stead) drum-fire of messages to the public. Basically the entire broadcast philosophy of the Association ishuilt on continuity. For instance, the program is now part of a
four-program block of musical prestige vehicles which have been maintained on NBC. back-to-back and year"round, for what constitutes a record
length of association.
Railroad Hour, [oui years old, leads
off a lineup which includes: The Voice
of Firestone 1 2 1 years <>M I ; The
Telephone Hour, i 12 years old); and
Band of tmerica (which recentl) celebrated its 25th air anniversary). The
three latter programs have been together for 12 years and the railroad
-how has been with the Lineup since
30

1949. Traditionally, this Monday night
block of NBC prestige musicales takes
no hiatus.
Back in the late '40's, when the Association started investigating the pos
sibilities of air advertising after a 12year stretch with printed media alone,
its executives were unaware of sidi
lights on radio like "to hiatus"' or "not

to-hiatus." They were merely concerned with the type of air vehicle that
could do a job for them during the
"regular"' season. Here's the way they
went about their choice of the 52week Railroad Hour in 1948.
A program, they reasoned, had to
make the public aware of these things:
1. Railroads are essential.

2. Railroads arc enterprising and
progressive.
3. Railroads air serving the public
well and at low cost.
4. Railroads can. and will, do a better job for the public if permitted a
fair chance to make adequate earnings.
The \. \.lt. reasoned thai a sua ess

1. The program should be able to
attract a large, steady audience.
2. It must be in character with the
nature of A.A.R. and the industry.
3. It must permit a deft introduction
of commercial messages.
4. It should have a public service
character or function.

in putting over the first three objectives would put across the fourth — that
of keeping the railroads financially
strong.
\- a matter of fact, it took the

These qualifications eliminated main
types of programing immediately. The
news commentator shows were out because of possible sponsor identification
with the commentators' views and
news interpretations. The comedyvariet) type, mystery-drama, quiz
show and contest type were discarded
because they were not suitable for
carrying the sort of messages in which
the railroads were interested.
Furthermore, related music shows
of the symphonic and concert type
were also eliminated because of the
limited audience attracted.

A.A.R. two years to decide on the radio program it wanted. The preliminary study was made in 1946. and was
shelved until the spring of 1948. At
this time, the Public Relations Committee of the A.A.R., which is made up
of PR experts from the top member
railroads, met with their Benton &
Bowles representatives.
After examining and discussing
more than 60 shows, program formats.
ideas and personalities. John L. Cobbs,
B & B account executive, and Walter
Craig, vice president and radio-TV director for the agency, played a new
musical audition record for the committee. The program, now Railroad
Hour with Gordon MacRae as singing host, was overwhelmingly approved
for one \ear. with a provision for a
second year if it proved successful.
It was not the easiest task to select
the format for the A.A.R. radio program. The yardstick of approval
called for many principles including
these :

UMMER

with

extensive

1

\

promo

f

AM-600
^^^j
F IvT- 1 0 ^^^^^1

t

WOR
D HOUR
DELIGHTFUL MUSIC

Although
Hour
made the
its Association's
debut on 4 Railroad
October
1948 over the ABC network, the program was switched the following season to the lead-off position in NBC's
Monday night of music.
Here was block programing at its
best. Coming on the heels of the
A.A.R. show were such well-established
public service music programs as The
Voice of Firestone, The Telephone
Hour, and Band of America. The Railroad Hour was expected to help build
the evening's music audience. But before long, the show's ratings out-distanced the established programs,
and

iHBP^ NBC

WE&&

AFFILIATES

Rest of year R.R.'s are equally promotion minded, seek statio

has been doing this rather consistently
up to the present time.
This also pointed out the mass-appeal and audience attraction of the
program. In polls taken by the A.A.R.
there are more signs of success, showing that messages are getting over. The
results of three annual surveys taken
by the Opinion Research Corporation
of Princeton, N. J. show this: In answer to the question "Have you ever
listened to the Railroad Hour?" 52%
of those
saidfigure
"yes" was
in 45
1951.
The
1950 queried
affirmative
% ,
while it was only 34 /£ in 1949.
During the same years, the A.A.R.
has made three offers on the air testing the pulling power of the program.
In 1949 eight announcements were
made offering a "Quiz" booklet on
Railroads. This resulted in 49,383 requests. The same offer was repeated
in 1950 with only four air mentions,
and there were 63,794 requests. However, last year, a "Souvenir Booklet"
of the program was offered with four
announcements, and the requests totaled 120,437 — more than the combined totals of the two previous years.
Despite the current role of the U.S.
Army in today's railroads, the main
A.A.R. problem is economic stability.
Railroads feel they must have the opportunity ofmaintaining themselves as
(Please turn to page 801
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Summer
special

slump in radio has been successfully overcome
promotion
tying in with transit strike.
More

by stations who
usual
WWDC

promote audience with attention getting stunts, follow up with f<i
effort to whip up enthusiasm
from sponsors
and
listeners ill

How stations lick slump psychology
$

More stations than ever before are compiling
facts sponsors need to evaluate summer air
Ever since SPONSOR published its first Summer Selling issue back in 1948, the
number of stations active in compiling

This year the response to a
questionnaire was far above
years, indicating that special
efforts are by now a normal

special presentations for summer advertisers has been on the increase. Stations have been growing ever more

sales activity at most promotion-minded stations.

conscious of the sponsor's desire to be
shown why summer is a good buy on
the air.

sponsor
previous
summer
part of

The 15 stations large and small selected for coverage in this roundup
use a variety of summer-selling means,
Some (as in the WWDC picture above)
SPONSOR

KMOX,

St. Louis

For the CBS outlet in St. Louis, the
summer slump is on the way out. Only
nine local and national KMOX advertisers took their usual summer hiatus
in 1951; each of these was replaced
by two new advertisers for a total of
18, or a score of two to one. Moreover in 1951, summer advertisers
bought 221 more quarter-hours than
were sold during the corresponding
period in 1950, an increase of 20.3' '<
in the number of sponsored summer
programs.
Here are the figures KMOX

has to

prove that
sponsors know what they're
doing
and why.
1. During the summer months of
June, July, and August, KMOX daytime audiences average a healthy 7.5
(Pulse) — on par with the average for
other months of the year.
2. In KMOX-land, more than $900,000,000 is spent during this threemonth period for food, drugs, automotive and agricultural products, summer
clothing, hardware, sporting goods,
other retail products.
3. Some 3,000,000 visitors spend
S200,000,000-plus in the scenic Ozark
Playgrounds area each summer, adding to the jackpot advertisers can hit
via summer programing.

WJR,

Detroit

Station salesmen in this area rub
their hands when summer rolls around.
Their pitch is bolstered by the fact that
mnd advertising.
mtest with spons
> tying-!,

n
++*«■•
Presentations.

Much credit for thus inspiring the
industry goes to WCCO, Minneapolis.
a< knowledged as pioneer in special
summer campaigning since its 1948
"Sell 'em while they're hot" promotion.
1952

live in the state year-'round.
More than 4,500.000 out-of-state vacationists spent an average of 12.3 days
in Michigan during the months of
June, July, August, and September last
year. These visitors rack up an average
per-party expenditure of over two hundred dollars.
In addition, 60% of Canada's great
tourist trade is concentrated in the
Province of Ontario, all of whose major cities and most of whose resort
spots are within WJR's primary coverage area. (Ontario estimates its vacationtime trade amounts to about $156,000,000.)
Bonus-wise, WJR offers facts and
figures on the often elusive subject of
out-of-home listening. A survey of
over 51,000 cars in the Greater Detroit area showed that 83 out of 100
cars in that area have car radios.
WJR's slogan: "Make this summer
the best summer your product ever had.
Advertise in the market that's twice
as good in the summer . . . The Great
Michigan Vacationland!"

KiTE, San Antonio
Down Texas way, the folks at KITE
say, "Maybe we're out of date, or
ahead of times, but summer in radio is
the time to which we look forward.
Selling is usually easier, and since we
concentrate on 52-week advertisers,
{Please turn to page 84)

Abov

stress audience promotion in their
pitches to advertisers, pointing out that
they are employing powerful campaigns to keep listenership high. Others have done thorough market research jobs (as in the KNX, WJR, and
KMOX presentations shown at right),
putting: together figures sponsors need
to properly evaluate factors such as
summer sales in the area, influx of
visitors, out-of-home listening.
Key conclusion from remarks of stations to sponsor is that special summer efforts are paying off. Many report billings way up in summer among
national and local accounts.
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during the summer months almost as
main people vacation in Michigan as

Vacationists
flocking
to California,
"Ozark
give
sa|es-conscious
local stations
powerfulMichigan,
ammunition
for Playgrounds"
summer campaign
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Hotv do sets-in-use e€*mpu rt*— winter vs. su miner?

Nielsen figures, which here cover the in-home radio audience, show that summertime sets-in-use are simply a scaled down version of winter listening from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00

p.m. There is a sharper drop from the winter levels during the evening hours. However, since nets, stations offer
big discounts, audience loss is balanced. Chart is for 1951.

What are the basic facts
about summer listening ?
Nielsen, Pulse and other data show how "out-of-home" listening plus
"in-home" adds up to strong summertime
^HJHITlin a countr) where there are more auto a.lio>
^■■■■■■ijian there are TV sets (summer estimate: 25
million vg L7.5 millions TV sets), and where one
out of five of the 42.8 million radio homes has a portable
radio, the 1952 radio summer will be bigger than ever.
Sponsors will do well to examine the charts on these
pages closely. The Nielsen figures (top, this page) show
how last year's summertime radio sets-in-use was usually
some 8095 ol winter daytime listening, only falling off at
night. And. though Nielsen wasn't then measuring out-ofhome. summer radio was a good buy in homes on the basis
of 52-week discounts, which often make 50# bin a dollar's
worth of hot-weather radio.
The facts on out-of-home listening, in a selected lisl ol
shows and markets, are revealed in the Pulse charl at
right, bosses in the in-home ratings arc often more than
34

radio

made up for by the summertime spurts in the out-of-home
listening — with nearly 75' , of it done in autos. or with
portables. Adding out-of-home to the in-home listening
gives true listening, and a true picture of the scope of
summertime radio. When measured against the dollar
savings (due to discounts offered for staying on \ear"round), summer radio is a real bargain.
As SPONSOR stated in its last issue (24 March) :
"TV has forced upon radio such drastic changes of policy, pricing and packaging that radio is practically a new
Admen are,
more and more, learning that this applies
advertising
medium."
particularly to summertime radio, since the sales of "outof -home"" sets (car radios, portables, small clock radios,
eac.) are higher than ever. Last year, 90% of radios major advertisers continued on radio all summer. • • *
SPONSOR

2-3

11-12 midnight

""True"

listening is sum

of "I n-hotiie" and

New York

Show

Inhome

Daytime

Arthur Godfrey

Outhome

TRUE

6.7 7.7

Out-

.6

6.2
5.6

.3

5.9

Our Gal Sunday

5.6

.2

5.8

Big Sister

5.4

Perkins

5.4

.8

.5

Aunt jenny

Ma

TRUE

home

6.4
6.3

.2

5.6 6.3

.2

5.6 6.6

4.7

.7

5.4 6.8

Grand Central Sta.

4.6

.3

4.9 6.8

6.8
7.0 4.5
6.6

.2

6.8

SOURCE:

2.

Pulse.

Inc.,

II <m

July-

—

951

4.5

6.6 4.4
4.6

7.5 4.7
7.5 4.8

.7

Inhome

Outhome

St. Louis
TRUE

home
Out

Out-

.4
.3

7.8
4.9
4.8
4.8

.4

5.0

11.2

1.2

9.2

.4

13.4
9.6

.6
9.5
honme 1.1

5.4
5.5

home

TRUE

70.6 3.6
70.7

9.5

honme

5.9

1.2

4.8

.5
.4

6.4
6.8

Out-

.5
.3

9.7
9.3

8.7

.3 10.4 9.4
9.0
.3
8.8

6.9
6.4

.4

7.3

8.5

.3

8.8 8.6

.5

9.7 7.4

.5

7.9

.3

7.8

6.2

.3

6.9

.3

6.5 7.5
7.2
7.7

10.1

.4
.7

Los Angeles

TRUE

.3
6.5
8.0 7.4

.7

7.2

1.0

8.4

.7

ratings

tnuch €laes out-of-homv

Only in the last couple of seasons are sponsors beginning
to be aware of just how big "out-of-home" listening has
grown. In the Pulse chart above, specific daytime examples are given. They are representative, rather than extraordinary, ofJuly- August daytime listening last year. (For
evening examples, see next page.)
This year, with auto radios being some 20' A more numerous than last, and with sales of portables booming, this
added "plus" should be even larger.
Figures in these Pulse charts show average July and
August Pulse ratings for weekday and Saturday programs.
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TRUE

1.0

8.5

.3
.3

.7

Chicago

home

Saturday

Armstrong Theatre

"Out-of-home"

Atlanta

Buffalc

listening udd?

both "In-home" and "Out-of-home.'' Together they add up
to the in)
"true"
rating (i.e., percentage of homes in the area
tuned
.
Its wise to note: Pulse estimates that from 05', to
To', of this summertime out-of-home listening is done to
car radios and portables. This is bached up by Aden lest' s
figure of 53% of the out-of-home listening being done to
car radios, even in winter.
A valuable "guesstimate" from Pulse: Except for certain
hours of the morning, summertime out-of-home listening 35
is
the reverse of N.R.I, in-home; it's especially large in evenings in hot weather.

Evening shows as well «rc boosted by out-of-home listening

BUFFALO

NEW YORK

PROGRAMS

Inhomc

Evening

Out-ofhome
TRUE

Inhomc

Talent Scouts

7.4

.5

7.9

8.5

Mr. D. A.

6.6

.3

6.9

11.4

Telephone Hour

5.9

.3

6.2

Big Story

5.8

.2

6.0

6.4
12.4

This Is Your FBI

5.6

.1

5.7

5.9

SOURCE:

Pulse.

Inc

.5

July-August 1951 ■

Percentage of "true"- homes

9.0

.6 72.0
.4

6.8

.4 72.8
.5

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

Out-ofhome
TRUE

6.4

(rating)

Inhome

Out-ofhome
TRUE

6.6

.8

7.4

12.0

.5

72.5

Inhome

ST, LOUIS

6.9
7.7
4.9

.4

7.3

.3

8.0

.4

5.3

10.0

.6 70.6

10.2

.6 70.8

.3

8.7

.9

.5

6.4

7.8
6.5

7.4

home

Out-ofhome
TRUE

5.9

home

7.8
5.7

5.8

9.5

.5

5.4

.1

9.4

.3

6.8

.3

6.0

.3

6.3

.4

8.2

.2

6.0

tli<* morning were a valuable segment of the "homes"
tuned to the show. In fact, they represented at least 25' <
of the "true" rating!
Although this is an extreme case, no sponsor should
forget out-of-home figures in evaluating the extra, oftenforgotten listening he receives in the summertime.

Shows
Arthur Godfrey
(daytime)

Big Sister
Telephone Hour

4.9%

5.3%

3.3%
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Big Story
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6.0
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3.5%
N.Y,

home
TRUE
Out-of-

4.9

.3

that out-of-home represents
7.5%

\\ hen the "out-of-home" Pulse rating is measured
against the total (or "true") rating, its significance is clear.
For all summertime shows, about (>'< to ~' < of the true
rating, on the average, is made up of out-of-home radio
listening. Sometimes, it's much higher.
Take the case of the Arthur Godfrey CBS radio show in
Los Angeles, shown in the chart at right. Last summer.
Godfrey was heard there between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 8:00 a.m. in the morning. In this valuable, auto-minded market, people driving to work or loafing outdoors in

home
In-
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fCey conclusion:
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respondents

Hun

their (into r

dios on a total of 687.5 hours daily tor average 1.52 hour
51.195 of the onto radios are turned on one hour i
less; 18.995 ore turned on more than one hour.

The 687.5 hours of daily auto radio listening out of a
total of 932 hours spent in their autos by 452 respondents indicates an auto radio tune-in of 73.77%.
SOURCE:

)une
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car
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study

by

WCAR,

Cleveland.
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Average month by month ratings by radio program types
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types fare— winter vs. summer?

In the above chart, based on Nielsen radio ratings, advertisers have an opportunity to study the relative rating
behavior of program types in summer and winter.
Also, when costs are taken into consideration, they give
advertisers an opportunity to evaluate basic radio program
types on the basis of cost-per- 1,000 homes. (For details,
see
"Is cost-per-1.000 being misused?", SPONSOR, 10 March,
1952.)
it's wise, as mentioned earlier in this section, to remember that these Nielsen rating figures do not reflect the
out-of-home audience in the summer-vs. -winter comparisons. Much of this is being corrected by the Nielsen Coverage Service's plans, but NCS was not in effect when

these ratings were made. However, these ratings are an
accurate general indication of how various show types fare.
They should be viewed in, the light of the actual number of
programs exiting the radio air in the summer among any
given type.
For instance, most of the daytime radio serials stay on,
and their ratings in the summer are about 70% of what
they are in the winter. On the other hand, few big-time
situation comedy shows (see chart above) stay on in the
summer. And the ratings for the type dwindle down to as
little as 40% of the winter level. This reflects the quality
of the shows which stay on as much as it does the tastes
of summertime audiences.
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radio's summer punch
Speeches, election news will keep

listeners glued to sets, raise rating expectancy

^■■PfTI
WbIAmI

W illi
rado
air (In'
due summertime
to resound with

the s] iceches. color, and music of America in a presidential election year, network radiomen now anticipate an unusualK -strong radio position in the
hot-weather days.
This added stimulus to listening.
since radio is still the "basic" air medium for politicking and political coverage, is going to be a kind of "free
bonus" to other sponsors in mid-1952.
The fact that three major bankrollers —
Westinghouse (see story, this issue),
Philco and Admiral — are spending an
estimated $2,750,000 in network radio
for convention and post-convention
coverage is obviously going to raise
the whole level of summertime listening. But, this merely adds to what is
already a growing trend to re-evaluate
summertime "hiatus" thinking.
There's more than political programing to make summer 1952 hot. Radio
is expending extra effort to maintain
audience and billings. New shows of
top quality are being planned by networks, while many top shows, formerly
on the 39-week ad bandwagon, are
close to joining the 52 club.

Summer slums: experiments, standard*
ABC "Newsstand Theatre" part of block programing tryoi
CBS Lever Bros, to stay on with regular show, "Big Town
MBS "Game of Day" is keystone of net's summer programin
NBC Among program experiments is revival of "First Nighter

38

Net programing chiefs know now —
from various studies and surveys on
summer listening — that a good show
will hold an audience. Accordingly,
NBC, for one, is planning to originate
two plush summer shows in addition
to quality replacements. One of them,
The Scarlet Pimpernel, represents one
of the few times in recent air history
that an attempt has been made to create a period program.
The second NBC experiment involves
the use of movement as a basis for a
radio program. Called The Chase,
this -liou will be built on the same

technique which characterizes the
Hitchcock motion pictures.
All the net are planning additional
news coverage and special events
broadcasting in the political areas.
What with two presidential conventions wide open, there will be increased
radio spending to reach all the voters.
National, plus state political news
will undoubtedly pre-empt a lot of network option time this summer in addition to the schedules planned by the
nets. Sponsored news programs and
newscasters will be a heavy and important source of billings this summer.
Although summer audience facts
have been made increasingly available,
network sales staffs still have an uphill
roa/1 to climb. Among the difficulties
they face are: the quarter-centun of
hiatus thinking on the part of many
admen; inadequate measurement of radio by rating services.
Nevertheless, the sales pitches are
meeting these obstacles.
One of the best and most potent selling jobs for radio is NBC's new summer presentation, "Summer Radio:
1952," starring Fred Allen. This pitch
is set up as a half-hour radio show, and
wraps the facts in easy-to-take humor.
Key facts being pitched by all the
nets are those which involve radio's
coverage, low cost, and strength. In
brief, the nets point out:
1. Radio is I0r{ bigger toda\ than
last year. There are 105,300.000 radio sets — one for every person of voting age.
2. Radio sets manufactured last yeai
outscored TV sets better than two to
one. Here are the production figures:
5,384,798 TV sets; 7,849,279 home sets
and portables; 4,449,867 car radios.
3. Out-of-home listening in the sumSPONSOR

inti helps make up for the in-home
drop in listening. An American Research Bureau studj last August shows
out-of-home listening is a vital factor in audience measurement. One example in the study: of 8.300,000 people listening to a Mario Lanza broadcast, more than 1,000,000 were out-ofhome listeners.
4. Radio is more flexible today.
Sponsors can now buy split networks,
reaching the areas where they have best
product distribution. Incentives for
summer buying are being offered, in
addition to the plump 52-week discount
allowed by all networks. There are
more saturation plans, and package
opportunities available this year at
lowered cost.
5. Radio coverage exceeds all its
competitors. Close to 29,000,000 homes
throughout the county are reached only
by radio, which is the only medium
with facilities to cover the entire countrv. Radio execs also point out that
53.295 of all TV sets are located in
just seven markets.
6. Radio is compatible with changing living habits. Wherever you go.
there's radio. It moves with you to
beaches, parks, and out on the road.
That's the approach of the entire industrv in pitching radio for summer.

NBC pitch casts Fred Allen as v.p. of summer
Fred Allen, in the role of NBC's v.p. of summer radio, delivers the sales pitch
in the net's presentation "Summertime 1952." Below are two of the film
slides ivhich accompany the pitch, plus excerpts from the recorded script
which will be played for sponsors and agency execs.

In the following columns you'll find
what the individual networks are planning in the way of programs, sales.
CBS

Columbia has pitched the

mammoth "Saturation Deal" at Wrigle\ "s again this year. Consisting of 36
weekly half-hour shows, the cost is estimated at $700,000. Wrigley admen
were mulling over the deal at press
time, and the outlook looked favorable
for CBS.
"Other summer plans for the network
include the program saturation scheme
of last season," says John Karol, sales
v. p. "Time rates remain the same. We
figure the price a sponsored show of
the same type would cost, deduct our
sustaining expense, and charge the difference. This gives the summer sponsor a break."
Karol expresses optimism about the
selling prospects in radio this summer.
"It's a particularly good summer because of the political fever," he told
SPONSOR, pointing to the Westinghouse
buys on CBS (separate story, page 46) .
On the creative side, program v.p.
Lester Gottlieb is auditioning and plan(Please turn to page 112)

Wherever

you

go

there's

radio.

Out-of-

Research

shows

Fred Allen sprinhles wit amUl summer
ALLEN:

Gentlemen, my

name

is

Fred Allen. I've been in radio a long
time. I was in radio before anyone
knew it was radio. In the beginning
radio was nothing but static. Then
Marconi took the static apart and
found that it was a jumble of words.
When he finallv arranged the words in
order, Marconi discovered that it was
a message from the sponsor. That was
the first commercial. Without the first
commercial there would have been no
radio. The one thing I learned, after
many years in radio, was that the spon-

that even

when

TV

is on,

listening faets

sors had more money than the actors.
I decided to give up acting and become
a sponsor. I invented a new product
called "Odor-Back." Housewives today are using so much Airwick you
can't tell the kitchen from any other
room in the house. Husbands get up
in the middle of the night hungry —
they find themselves in dark closets and
in bathrooms feeling around for the
icebox. They can't tell where the kitchen is. But with "Odor-Back" you can
be sure. "Odor-Back" puts the kitchen
(Please turn to page 118)
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Spot radio has no summer slump
Rorabaugh chart .shows national-regional pace is yoar-'round

150

100

Fradio i
L SPOT

J

fin

1"^^^
Jan. (100)

Feb. (101)

Mar. (102)

Apr. (102)

May (99)

June (98)

In the above chart, based on figures supplied by the N. C.
Rorabaugh Report on Spot Radio Advertising, the level of
activity in a cross-section group of spot radio advertisers
Despite the upswing, during 1951, of "money
shifting" from national-regional spot radio into
summertime network radio I because of the barl prices being offered by networks) spot radio in 1951
had a banner year.
Industry estimates place 1951 spot radio billings (at the
national-regional level) around $135,000,000 — up about
139? from 1950 and representing over a quarter of the
money spent by advertisers in radio. In fact, it was L3.5%
more in dollar volume than network radio.
Y C. "Duke" Rorabaugh, publisher of statistics on both
spot radio and spot TV. told sponsor:
"The traditional summertime slump in network revenue
was larger) missing from spot radio, above local levels, last
year, and it's likely to be the same this year. What fall-off
there is comes at the end of spring and in the earl) sun
nicr. as the "seasonal winter-spring ad\ rrti>er> start easin:
up. This includes such categories as autos, drug prepara
lion for the cough-and-cold season, and BUchlike.
"Then, iliis vacuum starts being filled quicklj l>\ '
mer' advertisers, like ice cream and soft drinks, who
40

July (100)

Aug. (104)

Sejo. (110)

Oct. (110)

Nov. (109)

Dec. ( 106)

during January 1951 has been taken as a "base" index of
100. It is directly comparable to the chart on page 56 covering spot television, since the TV base and process is the same.
tinue well into the early fall. At that point, the autos, drugs,
publications, gift items and others come back in again,
boosting the level to a fall peak."
In a checkup of leading ad agencies placing a large
amount of this stepped-up spot radio business, SPONSOR
learned that there were several factors behind the "steady"
curve of 52-week spot radio.
For one thing, many agencies who used to confine their
radio timebuying to spot purchases on "powerhouse" stations are beginning to change. As one timebuyer. who's
lined up an extensive summer campaign in such markets
for a leading cigarette account, told SPONSOR:
"The 50 k.w. stations just don't deliver full audience
coverage. To get full radio coverage these days, we have
to use the suburban stations and regional networks in addition to the 'basic' well-known radio outlets."
Added James Boerst, associate publisher with Rorabaugh: "The great stampede from spot radio, because of
TV, is just about over. Sponsors are now aware again,
thai spot radio is still one of the most flexible and worthwhile tools a national advertiser can use."
* * *
SPONSOR

FURNACE
SPONSOR:

INSTALLATIONS

Meyer Furnace Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

I \I'M 1 1. CASE HISTORY :
Meyer's specialty is furnace
installation and furnace equipment sales. To spur installation business the firm aired the Sammy Kaye Show during the summer months.
The program. Monday through
Friday. 6:30 to 6:45 p.m., brought in thousands of dollars
worth of installation business and potential equipment and
maintenance customers. Meyer's weekly expenditure: $320.
\\ MBD, Peoria
PROGRAM: Sammy Kaye Show

GAME

FARM

SPONSOR: Catskill Game Farm

AGENCY: Bert Carter

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
This hunter's paradise attracts interest and stimulates attendance during the summer months with announcements. Four 7:00 p.m. station
breaks and tivo anouncements weekly on Chantideer, an
early-morning show, upped attendance 250' V in 13 weeks.
For the farm it means additional revenue of thousands of
dollars on an approximately $330 weekly expenditure.
WGY, Schenectady

PROGRAM:

Chanticleer;
Station Breaks

FREE BOOKLET

R#0 results

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:

Continental Traihvays

AGENCY:

Lannan & Sanders

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Last Summer
Continental
thought a series of day and night station breaks would be
ideal for stimulating passenger traffic. For four weeks,
Trailways bought 21 announcements weekly. After that,
they switched to 21 announcements every other week (under 8400 a week). Sample effectiveness: a small branch
office 30 miles from L.A. reported a 700% increase in
bookings. Other offices also noticed hiked revenue.
K\\. Los Angeles

HOSPITAL

PROGRAM:

Station Breaks

INSURANCE

SPONSOR: Gold Leaf Insuranc

Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

1 kPSl LE CASE HISTORY:

F. J. Bacon, Jr., opened an
insurance office early in 1« )51. He ventured right into
radio to build a sales orgar ization; tell people a healthsurgical policy was availab le; obtain leads. Initial announcement on two early-mo rning musical shows drew six
leads. Following daily arm yuncements drew three to 18
leads — every day in the ye ar (cost was just over $100
weekly 1. After a year on the air. 17 salesmen are kept
ads.
busy selling, following up le
KDYL. Salt Lake City

PROGRAM:

Old Corral;
Hit Review

AGENCY:

Foote, Cone
& Belding

A free booklet offer, "An-

swers by the Canning Doctor," was Western's means of
stimulating beet sugar usage and acquainting housewives
with proper canning procedures.
Paul Gihson participations on his early morning and two afternoon programs,
in 14 weeks, brought 12,132 separate requests. The weekly average was 867. Western credits their $675 per week
expenditure with increasing summer sugar sales.
WBBM,

BUS TRANS PORTATION

Western Beet Sugar
Producers, Inc.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Chicago

PROGRAM,

Paul Gibson Show

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Dolan Oldsmobile Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY: Direct
For the fifth straight year

Dolan is signed for the one-minute announcement immediately preceding every Red Sox game, day or night. Cost
is about $6. W. R. Dolan cites these past accomplishments. "This single announcement keeps our salesmen up
to the limit in new car demonstrations for prospective
customers.
The minute an announcement goes on the air
would-be clients are phoning for demonstration rides."
WNEB, Worcester
PROGRAM: Announcements

SHOES
SPONSOR:

Walter Jamison

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY:

Jamisons

shoe store

Svolos

is a

small shop relatively unknown.
When they planned a sale
during the week of July fourth, they found that every
other store in town had similar ideas. Jamison's solution:
saturation announcements on July 4th and r>th with six
additional announcements on July 12th and 13/// winding
up the campaign I $9.75 per anouncement) . Jamison comments that well over 100 people mentioned airings; sales
were up hundreds of dollars.
KTRS. Shreveporl

PROGRAM:

Announcements

FOR

mm
SPOT
PROGRAMS
MAKE
TELEVISION
TICK
they started with a good program and a sound idea
THE PROGRAM: "The
series ... on film.

Gruen

Playhouse,"

a half-hour dramatic

THE IDEA: Develop broad coverage for the program . . . with
stations only in markets they need ... on a Spot basis.
On a Spot basis, Gruen cleared good time in 35 hand-picked markets, including 29 hard-to-get
one- and two-station markets.

In all markets, Gruen

got top picture quality . . . thanks to film.

And thanks to Spot Program television, Gruen saves enough on time costs to take care of extra
film prints, their handling, distribution.

What you can expect from Spot Program television is told in a new presentation, "A Better Approach
to TV Advertising." A call to your Katz representative will bring it to your office. It shows why Gruen
and other advertisers agree:

YOU

CAN

THE

DO

AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK

WITH

KATZ

NATIONAL
MADISON

BETTER

22

•

SPOT.

AGENCY,

ADVERTISING
CHICAGO

•

LOS

ANGELES

..MUCH

•

SAN

FRANCISCO

BETTER

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES
•

ATLANTA

•

DALLAS

•

KANSAS

CITY

.

DETROIT

Summer

Selling Issue
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says: ''''You can't afford to let up in July'',

are the basic facts about summer

Here's concrete evidence of summer viewing
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TV fights InJ 11
Already progress has been made in establish i;
half
the men
hattlehaveof found
sellingthata
Agency
campaign to a client is won
if the people in the agency are solidly
sold on the campaign themselves.
W

That's just what seems to he happening with television this year.
Advertising agencies along such
avenues as Madison, Park, and Michigan are pretty solidly sold on the value
of keeping their TV clients on the air
through July and August, and the
scoreboard with the networks and station reps alike emphatically shows it.
The increase in July-August billings,
according to an offhand estimate by
the networks, mav in that sector reach

Fact-packed presentations
by CBS, 1MBC help to convince
sponsors that audience is
there to he sold in summer

as high as 50r/c over last summer, and
the indications are that spot will fare
about as well.
Television seems determined to keep
itself from becoming enveloped in the
hiatus miasma. Unlike radio, TV is,
from the formative years, taking aggressive measures to establish the 52week philosophy among advertisers.
Television hasn't let any grass grow
under it on the summer research side.
It has maintained a persistent effort at
gathering figures on July-August viewing habits, rating factors, and cost-per1.000 developments.
With these factual tools to prop their
faith in year-round television, it is no
wonder that agency executives have
succeeded so well in steering their client- awaj from the customary idea of
taking a broadcast holiday. Agencies
themselves saw the advantage of holding light to station lineups and of being
in a position to pick up additional market requirements during July and Au-

gust; moreover, when you've got such
corking compendiums of factual knowledge as CBS' "Four Quarters Make a
Dollar" and NBC's "Summer Study of
Television Advertising" to cite from, it
makes for much smoother sailing with
the client.
Television has come up this year
with a high-powered story that can't
help but dissipate the old hot weather
bugaboo.
Ponder these facts:
1. During an average summer week
24
out
of
25
vacationing. families are at home — not
2. TV summer ratings hold up and
TV holds on to its audience better than
any other medium.
3. A large number of year-'round
advertised products hit their sales peak
during the summer months, and this is
in addition to seasonal products.
4. Spendable income in summer is
bigger than in winter or spring.
5. Retail sales in the summer quarter is only 8% less than it is in the
largest quarters (the fourth) of the
6. Set usage drops but 15.3', in
the summer, but there are new sets
coming into use all the time.
year.
7. The average set owner watches
television 2.21 hours a day, which is
practically as much time as he gives to
three other media combined.
8. Television this summer will have
two of the country's greatest indoor
shows, the Presidential political conventions.
9. Summer advertisers, according
to NBC, increased their sales by 28',
by staying on.
10. Sponsors who continued with
their network shows last summer attracted, on the average, nearly 00' , of
the regular seasonal audience the show
could expect.
With all this there's evidence that
brands staving on TV during the summer picked up 3.2 extra customers for
every 100 viewers as against matched
samples of non-viewers, with a relative customer difference of 23.5 in
SPONSOR

tiinking— early in il,s history
>-week sponsorship.

Fear of losing station lineups is big factor

TVs favor.
This according to NBC's
summer study. The advantages of
Staying on take on an even brighter hue
when it is realized that among all
brands that stayed on in TV last summer, the actual sales results were as
much as 28' < better among TV viewers.
Right there is the nub of TV's potent summer argument. The seller of
consumer goods just can't afford to
jeopardize his relative competitive position. NBC's summer Hofstra studyshows that brands which stay on TV
July and August increase the spread

field figured they had everything to

newcomers who were willing to find out

gain and installed the latest devised aircooling system. The result became theatre history. These showmen pros-

the possibilities of summer attendance,
operators like Balaban & Katz and the
Skouras Bros., fell heir to the theatre
field.

pered and operating a theatre 52-weeks
became the common thing. The showmen whose ideas about summer operation were as firmly set as porkchops in
a deep-freeze disappeared not long afterwards from the business and the

It's a paragraph from the story of
American enterprise and experiment
that might well apply directly to today's broadcast advertiser and summer television. * * *

I from 20rr to 37r< I between purchases byTV owners and non-owners,
which spelled out means that the stayonners bettered their relative competitive position. For the advertiser here's
the answer to his quandary, if any, reduced to dollars and cents.
Again the networks are meeting the
advertisers half way in making it attractive to keep their shows going
through July and August by granting
them hefty rebates on their production
costs and an extra 10% discount on
the time.
In spot, the advertiser can pick up
slots that will not only do yeoman duty
for him during the summer but look
mighty good to him in the fall when
available time gets very tight. He's
bound to come to the conclusion that
that summer ride was a very cheap investment.
The tendency on the part of the sponsor to shutter his personal playhouse
has a peculiar tinge of the throwback
to it. It's reminiscent of quite a number of theatre showmen years ago who
so got into the habit of closing down
for the summer that it took years before they accepted scientific advances
like air-cooling. People, argued these
showmen, just won't go to the theatre
in the summer time. They pooh-poohed
the assurances of the air-cooling manufacturers.
And, as often happens in an\ business, afewr newcomers to the theatre
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I bolster viewing. "Walkie
Lookie," still in developmental
n-the-spot reports For details, see page 52

U-stindxHisc

You can't afford to let up in July"

JramaSt°NpSiav$p-

That's the opinion of Westinghouse
after 1951 summer

■|||
| «■

There's a traditional summertime slump in the retaillevel sale of electrical appliances— as much as one-third off — but
broadcast-minded admen at the giant
Westinghouse Electric Corporation act
as though they'd never heard of it.
To Westinghouse. the nation- second
largest appliance firm (General Electric is largest I . the hot-weather season
is just the time to get in there and
fight. And this year, for the second
summer in a row, big-time network
TV will be Westinghouse's armored
spearhead.
By far the brightest jewel in Westinghouse's TV crown is its regular
Studio One series, now in its fourth
year on CBS-TV. Last year's summertime campaign by Westinghouse virtually centered on this well-rated, critically-acclaimed show. In man) ways.
the 1952 summer campaign will be a
"repeat" of this. But, in addition,
Westinghouse will have an extra sales
punch on the air because of the election year.
Westinghouse (See "How to sell a
candidate: 1952". sponsor, 24 March)

executive J. G. Baird

TV taught Westinghouse

value of 52-week "sell"

is also sponsoring this summer an extensive radio-TV coverage of the national conventions of the Republicans
and Democrats. Following this endof-June splurge, there'll be a 13-week
followup series to keep abreast of the
political news. This big lineup will be
aired on CBS's radio and TV webs, and
on four Du Mont outlets, with the
whole thing adding up to nearly $3,000,000 in costs to Westinghouse.
The convention and post-convention
coverage, however, is not typical, and
should be viewed more as a "special
event" than a regular item in broadcast advertising. It's Studio One, on
the other hand, that's actually the keystone of the present Westinghouse summer selling philosophy.
"We didn't wait for CBS-TV to come
to us with a renewal contract for Studio One that covered the 1952 summer
months,"
executive
SPONSOR.
network

J. G. Baird, sales promotion
of the appliance division told
"Last fall, we went to the
ourselves and signed up for

a solid 52 weeks. We're convinced
that we're right in staying on TV
through July and August."

"Sinriiiier Theatre" drew sizable audience at low cost
Viewed Studio One and Summer

■■■11.1%
mmmmmm
Viewed Summer

Viewed

Theatre

'Now^ it's July; we're going to let up.'
We have to keep up the pressure all
year 'round to move the kind of volume we need."
Moving
the $1,200,000,000 mountain of electrical goods — particularly
the appliances — that pour annually
from Westinghouse's 40 big U.S. plants
calls for plenty of slick advertising tactics. Fast-stepping Westinghouse hammers into both its admen and its sales
force a ringing slogan: "We don't
meet competition. We make it!" Howsuch peppy
slogans aren't
just a
matterever,of
Westinghouse
men sitting
around the front office in Pittsburgh
and selling appliances to each other.
In recent years, Westinghouse has
come up with many a progressive,
sales-building ad stunt. About three
summers ago, for instance, Westinghouse uncorked a joint promotion with
Lever Brothers that tied-in $2 merchandise certificates for Westinghouse
appliances with Lever soap wrappers.
This was Westinghouse's answer to
dealer pleas that "traffic appliances"
(irons, toasters etc. in the $11.95 to
$29.95 bracket) were moving slowly.
Backed by extensive summer air advertising campaigns, the promotion
went far toward moving goods quickly
off dealers' shelves, and in ringing up
a record sales year.

Theatre; not Studio One

2M%

Studio One but not replacement

Did not watch either TV show regularly

Some 33.1 % of the base panitinued to watch the replacement. In addi11.1%

Then, in a candid afterthought,
Baird added:
"We can't afford to say this year

of
hed thethe panel,
summe"new"TV Westinghouse
series.
This
drop of 12.2%
i
series. The cost n total panel audifor Wcstingmer-vs.-winter
is saving
about
30%.
Thi

This "keep - selling - in - the - summer"
philosophy also covers Westinghouse's
regular radio and TV efforts. Westinghouse, like many another advertiser, used to let its regular air advertising simmer on the back of the summer stove during the 1930's and early
1940's. This hasn't been true in remit \ears. Such programs as John
Charles Thomas (NBC radio, 1943'46) and Ted M alone (ABC radio,
1944-'50l have highballed right
through the hot weather season, doing
a good selling job and maintaining a
SPONSOR

high level of dealer enthusiasm.
Last season, the Westinghouse |>hilosoph) of making competition caught
up w ith T\ . It had come about 1>\ degrees. [Jack in \la\ of 1949, when
Westinghouse first began to pick up
the tab for the hour-long TV drama
series, Studio One (at a monthly total
then of some 145,000 for the time and
talent i. the big appliance firm exited
from CBS-TV's visual air for a full
eight summer weeks, hater, in the
summer of 1950 (when the price tag
mi Studio One had gone up to an estimated $80,000 a month due to higher
costs, more stations), Westinghouse
hibernated — but only for four weeks.
Early in 1951, the question was:
This time, shall we stay on for the
stretch ?
On the basis of the form chart, it
figured. Add to this the fact that 1951
was far from the easiest year in which
to sell appliances. Top it off with
Westinghouse dealers who were pushing for "something big on the air" to
help them sell such hot-weather specials
as electric fans, room air conditioners,
refrigerators, electric ranges (when a
"cool cooking" angle is used).
There was even another good reason
for Westinghouses staving on during
the summer of last year. Despite an
enviable "station relations" between
Westinghouse's radio-TV ad agencv.
McCann-Erickson, and the CBS-TV
outlets airing Studio One, Westinghouse was far from keen about giving
up its TV time. Even though it was
technically "recapturable," there was
still the chance that getting the same
TV clearances again after Labor Dav
would be a real roughhouse.
With these obvious reasons for staying on, plus the siren song of CBS-TV
— which was dangling a 10'< frequency discount for 52-week TV advertisers, another 10cc off the summer
weeks, and a one-third cut in production costs of the CBS-built Studio One
— who could refuse?
Westinghouse didn't. At least, not
exactly.
Even with all these come-ons, Westinghouse thought twice about going
into a summer of TV selling. There
was good reason to. By the spring of
1951. TV time and talent costs for the
show had <k\ rocketed from their original 1949 levels. The cost expectancy
for summer was something in the
neighborhood of $250,000 a month
I Please turn to page 94 I
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/. U© people tvutvh television in the summer*?

Indeed, yes. according to a new summer TV study made by
NBC Research, which shows TV viewing to be the most popular indoor media activity in the 67 TV areas among TV

families. Last summer, TV uas watched only some 20 minutes aday less than in January. The available audience is
huge, doesn't drop below 92'<

from June to September.

What are the basic facts
about summer television?
Latest research shows size of available summer
TV audience, and the ability of TV to produce real sales
B||. Watching TV, new research shows, is by far the
Ij Mtf favorite media activity in the 37% of U.S. homes
that are TV-equipped. In fact, it tops all other
media activity combined
(see chart at top of page).
According to the NBC "Summer Television" study, the
TV audience is affected only slightly by vacations. Among
TV families, reports this study, only about a third (30.7%)
of TV families took vacations I average length: about two
weeks) where all members of the family are off on vacation at the same time. Spread out over the whole group
of TV owners, this means that the average TV family (including the 56.193 who don't go anywhere) is unavailable for only 4.5 days during the entire summer. Someone is at home to watch TV in at least 92'/i of the families (average 94.8$ I all summer long during any week
from June to September.
\\ iih set totals expected to hit 17.4 million TV homes
in July of this year, as compared to last December's figure of 15.2 million, TV's summer strength is clear. See
Nielsen chart, above at right.) The summer drop in setsin-use in TV homes is likely to be virtually balanced by
the increase in actual homes, when measured against summer discounts in TV.
For instance, the peicentage of TV homes using TV
last July, between the hours of 8:00 and 9:00 p.m., was
48

only 56% of the comparative December 1951 figure. But,
when the estimated TV homes total for this July is measured against last December on the basis of last July's
sets-in-use, that's something else. Even at last year's July
level, you're likely to reach 65% of the TV homes you
reached in December, thanks to the set growth.
Other research, such as the Advertest studies of specific
TV programs on these pages, show that sponsors who replaced their winter-season TV shows last summer usually
lost more of their audience than if they had gone right
through the summer. Sometimes, as in the case of Straivhat Matinee replacing Kate Smith, the percentage loss in
audience can be as much as 75%, with the average for all
shows running around 42.5%.
Dramatic proof that summer TV can really sell goods
and services is found in the last series of charts on these
pages. Their source, the NBC "Summer Television" study,
is much more an industry basic job than a boost for that
network. They show that brands staying on TV during
the summer picked up 3.2 extra customers for every 100
viewers, as against matched samples of non-viewers. That's
a relative customer difference of 23.5%. Among all brands,
the stay-on variety and new summer business, on TV last
summer, the actual sales results in a similar comparison
is as much as 28% greater among TV viewers.

* * *
SPONSOR

"Hi" 195
2

\ii'!srn

sets-iit-use

T.me
8-9
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-1
1-2
2-3
3-4

for July
Dec. 1951

|ulv 1951
0.5
1.4
2.9

a.m.
noon
p.m.

Estimated

°XS1905°20

Dec.

13.0
14.9
18.1
17.4
18.2
18.4
20.0
20.8

5.7
8.8
12.8
16.8
15.5

December

aud

Estimated

lf>51 plus July

1951

4-5

1,973
244
87
505
992
1,531
2,227
2,923
2,697

Dec.

|uly17.2
1951
21.6
24.6

p.m.

5-6
7-8
6-7
9-10
8-9

2,261
2,747
2,641
2,762
2,792
3,035
3,157

10-11
11-12

How
1.

52-tceek

shows

compare

with

mid.

II.

Dec.

50.9
66.0
67.3

35.8

61.1
39.0

1951

2,993
3,758

4,173

4,280

5,919
6,662
10,016
7,725
10,214
9,273

4,541
6,473
8,126
8,509
6,229

5,919

vs. winter?

nu ber of TV homes expected to hit 17.4 million in July
tlu number of homes tuned to TV during almost any hour
of day nd night is sizable amount of December's level.

With

replaced

Summer continuation
vs. summer replacement
■- ioo% -

shows

Program continues during summer
Homes Viewing
—Change
6.2%
Winter
Summer
— 7.4%
20.3%
14.1%
— 4.9 %
79.6%
72.2%
72.3%
67.4%
AVERAGE
% LOSS IN AUDIENCE

Program
GARRY MOORE
TOAST OF THE TOWN
KRAFT THEATRE

Estimated

1951

27.6
39.0
43.9

26.1
37.2
46.7
48.9

2m Fiipti do seis-iMt-use fgt re— summer
Constantly climbing number of TV homes in the U.S. is
greatly adding to the value of 1952 summertime TV, according to July "52 estimates in Nielsen chart above.

\>2 estimates
Estimated

T.me

% Loss in
Audience
30.5%
9.3%
6.8%

.9.3% audience
'/"of
retoined

10.7%

575%

Program replaced during summer
Homes
Winter

Program
Winter
Summer
KATE SMITH— STRAWHAT MATINEE
STUDIO ONE — SUMMER
THEATRE
BERLE— MEET PRESS,
JUVENILE
JURY

Viewing
Summer

—

12.2%

21.6%

— 38.8%
43.7%
LOSS IN AUDIENCE

47.0%

56.4%

44.2%

%

.7. II ha t happens

when

Most summer TV replacements are lucky if they hold
enough audience to balance the reduced summer TV budgets. That's verdict of Advertest study of 1951

SUMMER

Loss in
Audience

17.2%

5.1%

82.5%
AVERAGE

%

Change
—

22.8%

replace-

vs WINTER

75.6%

.

Program
replaced
during summer

42.5%

you replace your show?
ments vs. shows that continued. Sponsors who continued
through summer last year attracted nearly 90%, on the
average, of regular-sized audience the show could expect.

TV SALES

RESULTS

all 52 Summer

brands studied

Sales Differences
Between

TV Owners

Percent buying in past month

and Non -Owners
NON-VIEWERS

1

Sb
PROGRAM

VIEWERS

H

LflrlT Jm

JAN.

(FB.)

(MAI.)

(AM.)

(MAY)

(JUNE)

(JUIY)

4m Does summer

AUG.

&J$wL

television move

In the sales charts above, prepared by NBC Research, it's
shown that brands which stay on TV for summer increase
the spread (from 20 to 37% ) between purchases by TV

Sales Difference 28%

yoods ?

owners and non-owners. Brands going off for summer narrow the spread (from 14 to 10% ) between purchases by
TV owners and non-owners— weakening their product rank.

Average month by month ratings by TV program excluding
types
Children's shows
1951 Nielsen rating

1 JAN
2
1 FEB

Weste rn

33.2
36.3
35.5

Others

4 17.6
4 17.8

2

33.3

1 MAR

34.4

4 20.4
4 17.3
4 17.2

36.3

4 16.1

32.7
30.8

4 15.7
4 15.5
4 11.1

2
1 APR
2

23.1
21.1
19.8

1 MAY
2
1 JUNE
2

19.6

1 JULY
2
1 AUG

17.9

2

19.8

1 SEP
2

18.8

19.9
19.3

4 11.1
4 11.5
4 10.6
4 10.2
3j 9.6
3 9.9
3 9.6
4 10.0

{R ttnj
General
Drama

14 26.6
15 28.6
14 28.7
16 28.2
16 27.2
IS 26.1
IS 26.6
18 28.4
18 24.8
16 23.9
15 24.0
15 22.7
14 21.6
12 21.2
13 20.9
14 20.7
17 21.9

Mystery
Drama

,

20 28.7
18 28.4
18 26.6
17 27.4
18 27.1
18 26.4
19 26.5
18 27.9
16 25.2
15 25.3
16 25.5
16 26.1
17 23.3
12 22.6

13 25.7

17 20.9

28.0

2

5 15.5
517.4

2

26.7

1? 25.6
13 27.0
26.1
14
13 24.4

17 21.4
17 22.1

1 DEC

26.1
26.5

19.2

for

17.1

97

18 21.5
20 22.1

21.1

22.4

20.8

19.7

'52

SOURCE:

A.

15 30.1
14 24.4
14 21.4
14 22.7
14 21.2
17 21.3
15 19.8

20 29.9
21 30.2
22 32.8

5 12.7

for '51
Estimated
Jul /-Aug.
Averaqe

15 27.4

17 22.1

26.6
14
14 25.1

9.8

14 29.7
13 28.3
14 29.3

16 24.4
16 24.8

5(10.1
5 12.6

July-Aug.

12 29.4

15 22.2
14 23.6

16.4
24.8

55|16.4
17.2

12 27.6
12 29.0

15 19.4

23.8

1 OCT

M figure ul !■!!: at
Situation
Variety
Variety ight isQuiz
nut
Conody
Comedy
Music
Aud.

13 21.1
12 22.5

2
1 NOV

1

15 21.9

8 27.6

19 20.0

8 29.3
8 29.8
8 27.9

19 19.9
18 20.1
19 20.3

:

16 22.5
16 23.1

24 21.7

16 20.9
16 23.6

25 21.8
24 19.7

16 21.9
17 19.7

19 20.0

8 27.5
7 30.6

19 18.5
18 18.9

23 20.3

17 19.4

22 20.7

17 21.7

7 25.1

17 15.1

23 17.3

17 21.8

7 24.5
7 22.8
7 23.4

19 14.2
18 15.2
15 14.6

23 16.5
23 17.5
21 17.5

1621.0
15 23.5

7 20.3

14 15.0

6 18.4

8 16.2

4 16.0

8 14.9

4 17.2
7 20.4

8 15.9
1115.5

8,24.8
9 27.0

20 30.7

9 31.2

13 16.4
14,17.2
15
15.8
16jl6.4
15,17.7
16 18.1
18.6
19

18.0

15.5

20.9

16.0

17 16.7
13 15.5
15 14.9
15 16.0
17 16.8
24! 18.3
2319.8
22 19.8
21 21.9
20,22.1
16
22.3
20(22.5

15.8
18.3

15 16.0
19 15.3
1813.3
19 13.6
19 15.1
18120.6
18 22.6
15 19.9
15 21.9
1421.1
14,22.1
25.4
14

S

<i oj the i

Sports

20 18.9

21 31.7
21 32.7

23.7

&

>ar

8 27.4

10|27.4
10129.2
10 27.5
10 27.3

20.6

22 21.1
24 21.9
23 20.9

iba o) shot

8 27.6

14.3

8
7
8
8
9

21.9
23.1
21.9
20.3
19.0

9 19.7
8 17.5
7 20.2
7 15.8
7 14.3
6 14.1
6 14.5
6 13.6
6 9.8
611.1
6

9.4

6 14.1
5 14.6
6 13.6

5 24.0 117 10.4
/)<-. i

5 24.4 118 11.7
12.0
5 24.1 117
5 24.1 120 11.2
9.4
5 23.4 122
5 22.7 124 10.5

19
20
20

5.8
6.7
6.8

24
25
25

24

5119.4
5 19.7
4 18.8
4 17.9

116
114
111
115

5.6

24

2 16.9
2 16.2

94
95

5.6

20

217.0

94

5.9
6.0

20
18

5.8
6.0
7.2

24
28
35

7.4

35

9.2
9.2

34
35

8.3
9.7

34
33

5 18.3 108

6 14.9
6 15.4
6
15.2

65 22.0 122
22.3 123
5
23.0 123

9.0

17
18

21
21

6 12.9
6 13.3

11.0

13

5 22.6 123 10.1
9.6
5 24.1 118
520.2 115 6.4

520.1
6 21.0
6 20.6
8 21.6

24.9

13.3

Day Progs,
(ex child.)

All Eve.
1 Programs

Mus;

116
121
124
126

17.0

5.8
17.2

5.5

C.

*T. Hanr do show

types fare— winter vs. summer*?

Like a "form chart," the above table, based on da'.a
from Nielsen TV ratings, gives advertisers a chance to
evaluate the summertime rating chances of specific TV program types on the basis of their year-' round performance.
They are also part of the process of calcula'.ing cost-per1.000 TV homes by program types, when an advertiser is
seeking further information relative to his cost outlook for
summer-vs.-winter Tl . I For further details, see "Is costper-1,000 being misused?", sponsor, 10 March, 1952.1
lis interesting to note that mystery dramas, as a type
and by number, were more numerous during the summer
of last year than they were in the previous winter and
spring. As man) us 17 were on the air during one point of
50

children

Evening programs—

the summer, compared to a winter level of 12. Ratings, too,
held up well, with the lowest by-type rating for mystery
shows being about 75$ of the winter {January) level.
On the other hand, variety-comedy shows slid down
from a total of 19 in January to a total of eight in July.
Ratings also fell, with the low-point being about 58$ "'
the January rating level for variety-comedy.
Of in'.erest, too, is the projected 1952 July-August averby programagainst
type, the
based
on lastnumber
year's of
performance,
when ages
measured
growing
TV homes.
'I hi', summer it's likely that a particular program type may
have a lower rating, but reach more homes because of the
considerable expansion in set sales.
SPONSOR

DANGER
1951

Homes

JAN
FEB

MAR

Nielsen
Rating

(000)1

1,519

22.1

1,501

22.1
19.6

1,561

Share

Homes

(000)|

«*£
36.6

50.1

3,283

42.4

42.5

57.0

3,321

42.9

3,756

38.3

50.6

3,198

39.4

58.9
55.2

3,332

41.0

57.2

3,435

40.3

56.4

3,991

47.1

3,789

45.1

59.9
50.8

23.4
19.0

36.6

3.282

31.7

44 2

1,858
JUNE

30.6

3,384

32.9

43.5

23.9

41.9

2,727

25.6

40.4

27.5

43.7
42.6

41.3

24.3

38.1

43.4
47.6

2,452

22.9

41.1

2250

21.1

35 8

52.6
45.5

2.5E8

24.0

43.7

2'*

22.6

47.3

27.1

50.1

2,853

25.2

67.0

26.2

52.2

2,870

28.6

76.5

2,139

28.4
26.5

2,131
2,027

AUG

28.4

27.7

2,018

JULY

2,952
2,597

2,248

OCT

Bros.

Westinghouse
Electric
Block

Autolite
Drug

Toni & Pillsbury
Liggett & Myers

67.7

2,587

28.3

2,468

2>.9

2,292

24.1

70.6

2,584

25.8

58.9

2,796

29.0

1,960

23.6

41.7

2,768

28.2

48.0

3,505

35.5

1,959

23.4
21.8

42.4

2874

29.2

45.7

4,6C8

46.3

39.7

3,002

29.9

46.6

5,195

50.8

23.5

39.5

2,539

25.6

36.7

4,852

47.3

23.4

38.8

3,080

28.9

43.5

35.2

2,760

26.3

38.3

5,158
5,308

*8.5
50.4

38.0

3.409

30.0

42.4

5.615

51.2

20.8
23.8

58.7
62.4
51.8
55.3

53.7
58.8
71.5
75.3
73.3
74.4
73.4
76.0

fare by months?

5 2-week sponsors retain or up station lineups

Cost per-M down tor 52-week sponsors

advertisers who increased their live-station
lineups by three or more stations:

LIVE
MARKETS
30 JUNE

Lever

38.5

26.8

SHOW

Electric

61.3

3,516

31.2

SAME

L'VE

B. F. Coodrich

58.1
57.0

37.4

2,592

(im Hotv do typical shows

Dlrs.

34.4

3,358

3,017

2,070
2.444

65.7

3,055

46.4

2,303

These are some

37.4

49.9

2,097

DEC

50.1

3,359

25.3

1,869
NOV

4,401

25.6

1,893
1,963

SEPT

61.4

3,962

1,909

23.3

Share

34.4

56.8

24.1

|

31.1

39.4

2,131
1,760

™j~

3,405

3,876

MAY

(000)|

33.7

31.3

1 876

Horn..

Share

19.4

APR

General

|

1,545

1,546

Lincoln-Mercury

TALENT SCOUTS

TOAST OF THE TOWN
1|

1951

25
MARKETS

Celebrity Time
Talent Scouts
Studio

One

Suspense
Danger
Codfrey &
Codfrey &

7m What

35
36

happens

Toast

6

Big

4

Man

6

24

3

22

3

20

4

of

the

SUMMER

SEASON

JUL-AUC
1951
Viewers
Cost-per-M

Town
2.98
$3.00

Town

$1.92
2.77

Against Crime
2.22

2.41

Studio
One
(Westinghouse Theater 1

4.47

2.32

This
Is Show
(Co Luckyl

2.24

REPLACEMENTS

DURINC

SUMMER

Business

191

3

Friends
Friends

SEASON

1950- A PR 1951

3
33

Waring

REGULAR
OCT

Cost -per-M

CAIN

30 SEPT. 1951

Toast of the Town
Fred

SHOWS
DURINC
SUMMER:

32
36

4

Ken
Murray
Theater)

(Summer

4.02
2.39

to station lineups* vost-per-M*?
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Ife summer ahead for TV networks
Research proof that audience is there will help keep billings high
Taking time out onl) to ponder, "Will Doodles Weaver
be back?" industry attention
is focused on what promises to be the
best commercial summer for TV yet.
Expectations for sales at all the networks are way ahead of last \ear, and
the keynote for '52 is definite!) prosperity.
There are many reasons for optimism on the part of top T\ execs, although it"s true that there are onl) a
handful of Bigned contracts to date.
More and more sponsors are indicating
their interest in TV and their desire I"

the summer, and these iop advertisers
want to get their share of it.
TV has research findings to hack up
the value of summer radio — research
facts that were never available in ra-

Many

major

programs

dio's infancy. Leaders in summer selling are CBS (with its presentation "It
Takes Four Quarters To Make A Dollar") and NBC ("Hotter Than JulySummer TV").
Ke\ Facts compiled 1>\ the nets in the
'52 presentations center on three
1. During an) overage summer
points:
week, 24 out of 25 families are at home
not vacationing.

"staj with it" during the hot months.
This isn't an altruistic gesture on the

2. TV summer ratings stand up —
TV holds onto its audience better than

partcash
of Bpenl
the monej
men. There's
of
on consumer
productslots
in

any other advertising medium.

52

3. In addition to the seasonal products, a substantial number of year'round advertised products hit their

SPONSOR

of

vi

sales peaks during the summer months.
Armed with this ammunition at the
outst t. I \ sales fnivi's have been working overtime to make sure that TV does
not go the wa) of radio. From vice
presidents down to promotion men,
video networks are fighting the hiatus
habit at the beginning of their history.
Of course their job is made somewhat easier by the physical factors involved in TV. The thinking of the
sponsors and admen follows a different course here. For in no other medium have sponsors been faced with
the market and clearance problems
characteristic of TV today.
You don't have to tell a sponsor toda\ how valuable his TV line-up is.
His ad manager and agency rep have

It figures, then, that a station line-up
represents money. Vnd the smart advertiser isnot one who lets inonex slip
through his fingers. If a sponsor takes
a "hiatus." even before he can start
to count his savings, he's got a problem. What stations will keep the time
open for him in the fall? Maybe Berle.
Godfrev. and Skelton will be welcomed
with open arms. But can \ou count
main more?
The difficult) magnifies as you get
to the single-station markets. Local
sponsorship is plentiful and leaves
more money in the station's cash box.
Markets with one or two TV outlets
have stations hitched up with more
than one network.
In addition to re-clearing programs

told him many times. They've also
had to tell why they couldn't do better
in lining up markets.

with affiliates during net time, there's
the old problem of shows slotted in
periods which are not part of network

For this reason it's deemed not only
unprofitable to undo the work of three
selling seasons just to save a little
dough for the summer. The answer to

option time. How're you gonna get
'em back to the fold after they've had
local TV? And once the fall comes
with its problems of competition, you
have to start building a show — which
should be established — all over again.
Is it worth it?

the question "How much money does a
hiatus save?" is often "very little."
With an average bigtime sponsor,
the pattern goes somewhat along these
lines: There's a barrelful of money
poured into his TV production each
week for about 39 weeks. Similarly,
the cost for time in each of his markets, both live and kine, is high.
The best way a sponsor has to amortize this money is to get a large station
line-up. This way more people see his
show and advertising messages, and
the cost-per- 1.000 decreases. Since the
talent and production costs are fixed,
the only way to start the cost-per-1,000
figure spiraling down, is to increase
the audience at reduced cost. More
markets is the answer here. Time costs
go up relatively, but cost-per-impression comes down appreciably.

Several timebuyers asked this question by SPONSOR gave an emphatic
"No!" They point out that audience
research on TV shows summer viewing
is hot. Rating histories indicate that
TV doesn't lose as much audience as
radio did over the years.
Hal Gruber, chief timebuyer at Cecil
& Presbrey, bases his client suggestions
for summer on this basis: "Because
more sets are being sold during the
summer months, the cost-per-1,000
doesn't drop much. What a program
may lose in regular viewers, it is likely to make up in new set owners." Gruber also added that C & P analyzed one
of the programs it had on TV last summer to see the effect of night baseball.

INCENTIVES
ABC

IJer summer

sponsors

It ///ess time not ready to
unnoiiih c any special summer incentive plans.
A 25% rebate on program
costs iii addition to the

CBS

regular
10% is additional
tunc
discount
the offer
made in (.lass A sponsors.
A contribution to program
costs will be made to new
sponsors coming
lor summer.

BTN
NBC

on just

No special incentive.
Only bargain plan is regular 10% over-all discount
for staying on 52 weeks.
Sponsors
carry
mer shows can
by this
plansumfor
42% of current rates.

They studied Cleveland, Boston, and
Philadelphia and found that the sport
did not cut the show's ratings.
Accordingly, Gruber and other timebuyers are recommending that clients
stay with TV for these reasons:
1. Retain stations for the fall. Sponsors are sure of continuing their heavy
fall advertising on a strong line-up if
they hold onto what they have.
2. Retain present spots. Keep your
show in its regular program notch and
stay with the viewing habits already
established with the audience.
3. Ratings will be stronger in the
fall. If you have unbroken viewing
continuity, your show is established
with a rating, and as viewing gets back
to fall heights, your rating climbs too.
The big news this summer is the
extra-viewing anticipated due to pontiff P/eose turn to page 102)

to stay on this year at all four nets

dio

version

in no-hiatus
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l\o mothballs for TV soap operas
Fact summertime

though the Madison
WEven
\venue sages continue to refer to it as something still
in "swaddling clothes," the television
soap opera is proving itself as stable
and reliable as its radio progenitor.
One vote of assurance in that direction is already in: all of the five daytime serials now sponsored on network
TV will stay put through the coming
summer. Ad agency specialists in the
suds opera hail the development as an
almost surefire sign that, just as happened in radio, sponsors of the serialpitch will look on the summer-mothballing routine as contrary to the dictates of good business.

For something that's still in swaddling clothes, the TV soaper can boast
of some grown-up attributes. The TV
suds serial, as attested to b\ Nielsen,
packs as powerful a "habit" punch as
its radio prototype. The Nielsen figures also disclose that, regardless of
the time of year, the average rating of
TV soapers runs higher than the average rating for all daytime programs.
Added to all this is the Nielsen finding
that during last summer the share of
On

share of audience hardly fluctuates inspires sponsor

audience for TV suds serials held up
strongly even though their ratings declined.
Said a Benton & Bowles executive:

expedient economically, right now the
soaper will prove, from a long range
point of view, a much better buy. The
soap opera in TV, say these agency

"Even without last summer's track performance, the soap opera's background
offers enough advantages in both ratings and sales to induce an advertiser
with an all-season seller to think in

men, can't help but make itself ultimately felt as a daytime power because
of its greater (1) emotional impact,
1 2) identification with the product,

terms of 52 weeks."
Despite the fact that the TV suds
drama is giving every indication of
paralleling the listener behaviorism of
the radio soaper, the drift toward that
form of daytime fare among sponsors
has been surprisingly slow. Pluggers
for the sudsers in ad agencies point out
that the thing that seems to be holding up the parade mainly is the price
edge the audience and other participation programs hold at the moment over
serial drama.
An advertiser can buy into a participation show for less money and get
as good a rating as he would with a
soap opera, which now averages $10,000 a week. But these pro-sudsers
aren't discouraged. They argue that
though the participation show may be

the set with Procter & Gamble's "The First Hundred Years,"
TV's
ach other
>aper.
Hei
eady to folio
t but l
lall portion of the productio

and

(3) loyalty-habit.
As one pioneer in TV soapers recalled, the big problems that the trade

has expected to encounter didn't turn
out anything as big when the agencies
got down to actual production. The
matter of memorizing has been satisfactorily worked out, and the scripting chore imposes paltry concern.
With the price and rating competition ithas had to face, the TV sudser
has more than held its own. The costper-1,000 viewers has steadily been reduced. The pioneer of the field, The
First Hundred Years (Procter & Gamble), has since its inception in December of 1952 fluctuated from a low of
$6.89 to a high of $16.49. The first
figure is the show's latest, while the
latter quotient accrues from last year's
September-October period, when weaof the staff required

l the

program

cost

brealtdow

set 1

W

set 2

tlur. thf televised World Series games,
and other seasonal factors sliced into
the program's normal expectancy.
In addition to the First Hunched
Years, which clears over 56 stations
five times weekly, the soap roster consists of Love of Life (American Home
Products), Search for Tomorrow (P
& GL The Egg and / (P & G) and
Hawkins Falls (Lever Bros.). All but
the last, incidentally, are carried over
CBS, Hawkins Falls going over NBC.
Obviously missing from this sponsor
alignment are such oldtime supporters
of radio daytime dramas as Colgate
and General Foods.
Colgate's nine-month flier with Miss
Susan (starring Susan Peters) folded
last December, despite its respectable
rating of 9.5. The William Esty agency, producer of the show, urged its continuance, but the client, according to
reports at the time, showed a sliderule
preference for the audience participation type of daytime entertainment.
A scanning of the soaper lineup for
the 11-22 February period discloses
the following ratings: Love of Life,
14.8: Search for Tomorrow, 12.9; and
Hawkins Falls, 14.7. The Egg and I
went commercial 26 February.
The complications of soap opera
production, it was freely predicted on
Madison Avenue only a year ago, were
bound to push this TV item into the
arms of the film. The expected romance doesn't seem to be making much
headway. The many headaches that
bedevilled the creators of the live suds
drama at the outset have been brought
pretty much under control. And the

Sample breahdoums

TV soap opera ratings r.v. all TV daytime shows
rage

soap

April,

1951

le. July, Aug.. 1951
Jov., Dec,

1951

7.0

730

6.1
9.1

1,254

problem of studio space in New York,
particularly, is nothing as formidable
as had been anticipated.
Compared to the early days of The
First Hundred Years, when "organized disorder was the rule," well-routined work schedules prevail. This better routining, plus the application of
more planning and imagination, is expected to keep production costs within
a favorable cost-per-1,000 bracket.
Whereas in radio an hour suffices
for an episodic rehearsal, the average
workday of a TV soap opera actor is
close to eight hours. The performer's
schedule includes dry rehearsals, makeup, camera and dress rehearsals, broadcast and, finally, a run-through of the
following day's script. Worry about
actors' forgetting lines has been dissipated bythe Tele Prompter, a mechanical device which follows the continuity
of the script.
The answer to the slow trend toward
the TV suds play becomes obvious
from the following arithmetic. A radio 15 minutes across-the-board can

5. Organist
6. Script
7. Sound
8. Taxes, insurance
9. Miscellaneous ....

Total

audience

sh

47.8
47.2
47.6

10.1

still be produced for as low as $2,500.
A similar type show in TV ranges from
$8,500 to $14,000, or say, an average
of $10,000. The recognized queen of
the radio soaps, The Romance of Helen
Trent, reaches in the course of a month
9,200,000 homes, through a weeklyrating of 6.4. Considering the number
of TV homes as compared to radio
homes, it will be many years before
TV soapers will approach that home
count, nor the radio serial's ability to
deliver at $1.87 per 1,000 homes.
Approximately 25 soapers are being
sponsored on network radio, as compared to the quintet on television. According to Nielsen, daytime TV hasn't
made any inroads on the ratings of the
AM suds dramas. Only top-rung advertisers can afford at the present the
"luxury" of an across-the-board daytime serial on TV, but a Biow authority feels that once the budget problem
is checked, TV soap operas will no
longer be classed as luxuries, and become even more potent salesmen than
they ever were in radio.

Television
15. Lighting

2. Director

4. Announcer

rating
operas

10.6

895

1. Cast

3. Director

Average

* * *

of production budgets for I i *•<»-< ini<» weekly soap operas

Radio
1. Cast (5) ....
2. Producer

rating

9.8

$775.00

400.00
300.00
152.50
177.50
380.00
65.00
100.00
50.00
$2,400.00

3. Production superv.
4. Production asst. _.

$2,850
500
300
125
750

16. Costumes
17. Costume
18. Makeup

maintenance, dresser ..... -

5. Scripts
6. Script editor
7. Script royalty

300
250

19. Dry rehearsal
20. Camera facilities _.

8. Sets (amortized)

500
250

21. Music (recorded) -

9. Set dressing

.

10. Special effects
11. Props

50
100

...

100
150

22. Graphic arts
( balops, etc. )

23. Film inserts

12. Setup and strike. .

300
75

24. Miscellaneous

13. Carting and storing
14. Sound

150

Total

135
90
150
75
2,400
25
50
150
175

25. Taxes, insurance

$10,000

Spot TV keeps going up... and up
Business level booms even in summer in Rorabaugh TV fintlings

■
150

inn

Ism

so
,.(100)

Feb. (108)

Mar.

(110)

Apr. (120)

May

(123)

June

(I 19)

July (I 17)

Aug. (134)

Sep. ( 140)

Oct. ( 146)

Nov.

(153)

Dec. (157)

The level of activity of all national-regional spot TV advertisers during 1951 is analyzed in the above chart, based on
figures supplied by the N. C. Rorabaugh Report on Televi-

sion Advertising. January activity has been taken as a
"base" index of 100, making it directly comparable to the
Rorabaugh spot radio chart to be found on page 40.

Mim
H eV

chance this summer are those whose products or services

Since 1948, spot TV has been on a steady upward
spiral which has hardly leveled off. even during
the hot weather months. For the most part, summertime spot TV at the national-regional level has seen

most of the regular winter-spring advertisers "sitting tight,"
and new ones coming in each fall.
That's the summation, by N. C. "Duke" Rorabaugh,
publisher of statistics on both spot radio and spot TV, of
the spot TV situation last summer. As Rorabaugh sees it,
the summer of 1952 is likely to bring even less in the way
of sponsors exiting the medium during July and August
for a "breather."
"Aside from the normal seasonal cut-backs in the spot
I \ advertising <>\ new cars, there are few changes in sight
for the summer of 1952," Rorabaugh told sponsor.
"Much of this, it's true," he added, "is caused by the
continuing scarcity of good spot TV time slots. Once a
TV advertiser gets his hands on a choice franchise, he's
naturally loathe to give it up, as his chance of getting it
back in the fall i- none too good.
"About the onl\ advertisers who arc likely lo take this
56

are definitely seasonal," Rorabaugh concluded.
From sponsor's own findings, the same conclusion can
be drawn. In a representative group of large spot TV advertisers about 96% indicated that they were going to continue, and in a few cases increase, their spot video spendings during the summer of 1952. The sponsors included
both "durable" (appliances, auto parts, jewelry, watches,
etc.) and "non-durable" (clothing, drugs, foods, cigarettes).
Also adding to the upward zoom in spot TV billings are
many advertisers who are using their custom-made film
programs, or who are buying TV film shows on a single or
multi-market basis. With station reps (such as the Katz
Agency) and leading TV stations making a "save money"
pitch these days to sponsors whose "live" network TV costs
may have increased 500% since the 1949 levels, there's
likely to be more of this film program activity when the
fall TV season starts. (For details, see Film Section, SPONSOR, 10 March 1952). Some of it is even likely to start
this summer, as sponsors snap up the more choice "vacated" slots of hibernating TV advertisers. * * •
SPONSOR

You get MORE for your money
when you buy the

Buy KSD
with the LARGEST

daytime

half -millivolt coverage area of
any radio station in ST. LOUIS...
5000 watts on 550 kc day and night!

• KSD
THE

ST.

LOUIS

National

POST

Advertising

NBC NETWORK

•

DISPATCH
Representative:

• AP NEWS

RADIO
FREE & PETERS,

• TELEVISION

STATION
Inc.

AFFILIATE: KSD-TV
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IrJiiiirasls...
Do advertisers get the maximum values out of
their summer air campaigns through merchandising tie-ins antl other promotional devices?
I Advertising,
Edwin E. Bobrow

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Bobrow
There are many
variables implicit
in the question,
including among
the most important, the type of
product, its normal seasonal pattern, and the type
of air campaign.
.. Morris
.. .
The difference beMr.
tween
an
air
campaign in the summer and one at
any other season of the year can be
greatly exaggerated. The available data
indicates that there is relatively little
difference between most summer radio
and TV programs and similar programs at any other time of the year,
in terms of getting an advertising message across to a certain number of
prospects. There are, of course, some
times of the clock which are more affected by summertime than others.
Summertime is particularly appropriate for the advertising of certain
types of products. Beer consumption,
for example, is at its peak, and merchandising tie-ins are thus particularly
effective.
When the Amos 'n Andy television
program was introduced in the late
spring and summer of 1951, the timing was considered particularly appropriate for Blatz beer.
Merchandising of the Amos V Andy
program at the retail level, particularly
through point of sale material, was of
prime importance in getting the program ofi to a good --tart, and tying up
60

its effects at the point of sale.
Merchandising and promotional tieins are often no more important for
summer air campaigns than for any
other. The maximum tie-in at the point
of sale through all types of merchandising and promotional activities is a
vital prerequisite to the development of
maximum sales results from most air
efforts.
John B. Morris
Vice President
William H. Weintraub & Co.
New York
It seems to me
that the fact this
question was
raised at all highlights a tendency
to overlook great
possibilities durthe so-called
off ingmonths
of
summer.
mer radio"Sumis a
Mr. Fair
misleading cliche,
and has resulted in an attitude of disinterest and at times downright carelessness in summer campaigns. Certainly, summer activities which take
listeners out of doors more frequently
and for longer periods of time do make
a dent in the audience.
But offsetting this condition is the
staggering fact that more than 20% of
the radio sets now in use (23,500,000)
are in automobiles; and these plus another 10-15,000,000 portables are making radio service available to just about
anybody who wants to hear it. Which
is by way of getting around to a second, and more important point.
I believe that the long established
practice of the "summer hiatus" with

Sal

Promotion

Manager

Dr. A. Posner SI
I New York

the resulting summer replacement
shows of low budget and lower quality has lost more audience than all the
golf games, fishing trips, vacations and
other summer activities combined.
Winter or summer, it takes a good
show to get an audience. But it has
become pretty easy to confuse summer
listening habits with careless programing. But, the summer hiatus practice
leaves the field open for a well planned
campaign. Better time slots are available; and, because of the character of
much summer programing, competition for audience is greatly reduced.
But in answer to the question asked,
I feel that most summer campaigns
miss the boat through failure to provide a good, solid show, and to follow
through with strong promotion and
merchandising. And I'm inclined to
think that most of this is the result
of just bad habit.

Harold Fair
Director of Radio-TV
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc.
New York

There's no reason at all why a
client shouldn't
get
the out
maximum
values
of his
summer

cam-

Our West
Coast paigns.
accounts
(White King

Mr. Temple

Soap Co.; Plantolate Co.;
ers Nut
& Folger
Choc-

Coffee Co.; Thoro Fed dog and cat
food I advertise all year 'round, day in
and day out. In California we go aftea
things 52 weeks a year.
Summertime
SPONSOR

is just another time for us. We do
reach an extra audience, vacationers,
and we make a lot of friends for our
products that way. We keep up our
merchandising and our thinking and
our clients' thinking is to sell like hell
all the time.
Robert C. Temple
Executive t ice President
Raymond R. Morgan Co.
Hollywood

YOU DON'T NEED
CLOWNS TO SELL

A CIRCUS!

Time and again
research has

• Step right this way ladies
and gentlemen . . . and
sponsors too! No longer
does it take clowns and

proved that seasonal fluctuations
in most businesses are not as

calliopes to sell a circus in
New Orleans. No . . .
we've found a quicker,
more effective way!

great as we originally were lead
to believe. One
result of these
Mr. Welch
findings has been
that many advertisers now have continuity of advertising throughout the year. Obviously,
this does not apply to sun-tan lotions,
skis, and certain product classifications
which can only be used, or worn, at
specific times of the year. On the other
hand, ice cream, ready-to-eat cereals,
beer, flour, house furnishings are sold
steadily during the whole year with
only minor seasonal peaks.
\\ h\ is it then that manufacturers
who have been convinced that continu-

• Recently— a small, well coordinated local dairy
bought two TV spots— totalling 80 seconds. Both
spots offered viewers a
miniature circus, in return
for sending in 3 milk bottle
caps— plus 50$.
"The Greatest Show On
Earth" proved to be just
that. The spot pulled an
amazing 535 orders. And
needless to say— the dairy

ity of advertising is important, don't
apply these same findings to continuity of promotion? Form fall
through spring, manufacturers will do
good jobs using top names such as
Godfrey, Skelton, or Charlie McCarthy
as spearheads of promotions. But, when
the program goes into summer replacements, they seem to forget that the
integration of merchandising with advertising has always produced the better sales result.
Certainly advertisers, who do have
real seasonal peaks like "sun protection" products and "picnic" products,
do make lavish use of display material, incentive programs, sales drives,
and all the paraphernalia of promotion to support their advertising in the
summer time.
On the other hand, some soap makers, appliance people, jewelry firms,
and many drug manufacturers continue
to plan their three or four promotions,
beginning in the fall and ending in the
spring season. We believe that meri Please turn to page 1201
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reported a healthy increase in milk sales!

Whatever your

product

may be-WDSU-TV can
produce effective sales for
you in "The Billion Dollar
New Orleans Market"!

• Write, Wire
or Phone
BLAIR-TV!

K0S0-TY
LEANS
HEV» OR

Everything's
humming
here!
Ami there's plenty in it for
you. Because the new
BEEHIVE
RADIO NETWORK
is husy providing advertisers
with exhaustive coverage of a
billion-dollar empire (annual
retail sales: $1,024,809,000)
honeycomhed with farms and
factories. The BEEHIVE — a
combination of 50,000-watt
KSL plus four other busy CBS
Radio affiliates in Utah and
Idaho — has a potential audience
of 45,740 more radio families
than any competing regional
network. Now, thanks to the
five stations of the new
BEEHIVE

RADIO

NETWORK,

you can get blanket coverage
of the entire Intermountain
America market plus intensive
local merchandising of your
product in key population
centers. To gather in the riches
that are waiting for you
throughout this 576,000
square-mile territory, just
buzz KSL or CBS Radio Spot
Sales and ask for complete
information about
. . .

THE BEEHIVE
RADIO NETWORK
Frank B. McLatchy, Manager
KSL, Salt Lake City
KSUB, Cedar City
KEEP, Twin Falls
KEYY, Pocatello
KID, Idaho Falls

males (highest bid was on an undertaker) Meet
;
the Maids, a round-table
on the consolations of spinsterhood by
local unmarried career women.
Every one of the special programs
was sponsored by local shops and department stores. The idea for the
whole stunt was conceived by KROS
general manager, Bernard M. Jacobsen.

. SPONSOR
department
fea
'cast advertising
significai
of the industry.
Contribul

WKHM

"Kids' Day- activates (isfeiiitig, Urates sponsors

New-born (four-month-old) WKHM,
Jackson, Michigan, has come up with
a precocious programing idea that has
upped both listening and business.
Knowing to what extent youngsters
control the radio in the home, WKHM
wanted to attract more kid listening to
the station. Their strongest draw for
the juveniles was the daily 5:00 to

ternoon newscast is done by two youthful reporters. Four children appear
each hour, first identify themselves and
their schools. Says WKHM managing
director Walter Patterson:
"If you can imagine the general listener reaction to an eight-year-old girl
discussing the merits of an electric re- '
frigerator for the Wilk's Appliance

Staff ladies did

kids' listening to make up for it.
They decided to take out the 5:00

Sponsors who want to keep alerted
to such national celebrations and
events, with which they can coordinate
their ad and promotion plans, will be
interested in a booklet just issued by
the U. S. Department of Commerce.
Titled "Special Days, Weeks and
Months at 1952," it's available for 15£

to 6:00 p.m. daily kids' block, let the
d.j. run through that time, and con-

from Supt. of Documents, Gov't Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. * * *

6:00 p.m. Mutual kids' block of programs. But all afternoon up till 5:00
p.m. WKHM carried a d.j. show, felt
that in the programing switch, they
were losing a good bit of the record
audience while not gaining enough

centrate the bulk of the youngsters' listening on one day of the week — Saturday. Now Saturday — from 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — is "Kids' Day" on

Company, you can appreciate why
present sponsors are as delighted about
what amounts to 'forced listening' as
they are."
* * *

Latlies take over KROS,
yive business big hypo

Jackson

high school,

college students

perform

WKHM. But the youngsters don't have
to miss the Mutual weekday programs
I including The Green Hornet, Bobby
Benson, Sgt. Preston of the Yukon)
because the station tapes them daily,
runs edited versions on Saturday along
with other shows; these include baseball, Boy Scout-Girl Scout broadcasts,
Mutual's Symphonies for Youth, local
school shows, a d.j. stanza, the news.
} outli as well as sponsor — interest
i- further heightened by having local
Irids i Ik.ih seven to 17) participate in
the actual broadcasting on Saturday —
even to giving commercials.
Local af64

Holidays and special occasions generally gave sponsors special opportunities to promote their wares. But when
a sponsor outlet itself actively observes
a given event, this can lend the occasion— and the sponsor's advertising
tie-in — extra impact.
KROS in Clinton, Iowa, for instance,
went all out to celebrate "Leap Year
Day," and had one of the biggest commercial days in its 10-year history.
Calling it Ladies Day, KROS let the
ladies literally take over the station on
that day — doing all the broadcasting as
well as the managing.
Special Leap Year Day programs included: Meet the Working Gals, a tape
of interviews from the main floor of a
local department store; Bachelor's Auction, in which telephoned bids were
brisk on some of Clinton's unclaimed

Religious group sells
faith via sportseast
Beer or razor blade sponsors ae "angels" for a sportseast are old stuff. But
ih Lexington, Ky., recently the tab for
a series of sports broadcasts was picked
up by a church group — to sell religious
faith just as other sports sponsors have
sold more tangible products.
WVLK, Lexington, station manager,
Donald J. Horton, in a spirit of imaginative enterprise, approached the Elkhorn Association of Kentucky Baptists
with the idea of sponsoring the State
High School Basketball Championship,
a four-day, 16-game series of broadcasts. It so happened that Dr. T. J.
Powers, moderator of the 28,000-Baptist group, is a great believer in the
power of radio — so he bought the idea.
Commercial theme of the sportscasts
was "It's the Church for You in '52."
Commented Dr. Powers: "If the biggest business leaders in the country use
sporting events to sell their product
over the radio, there is no reason why
we can't sell faith in God the same
way. I think we have reached a tremendous audience. * * *
SPONSOR

W'H'f.l siinppy news
operation sets record

THE NEEDLE!

Streamlined, hot - from - the - source
news programing characterizes 1,000watt WWCA, Gary, Ind.
Specifics of W W C V- news job were
described in a recent Associated Press

Vice-Pres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

Btorj : "Radio station WWCA., Gary,
contributed a record 217 news stories
to the Indiana and general news report during 1951. It never went below
10 a month, hit a peak of 33 in June."
To speed news coverage, they use
such mechanical aids as a short wave
unit with a 15-mile radius mounted in
I Station wagon, portable transmitters,
tape recorders, telephone recorders,
and the services of stringer correspondents. Ifa news source can be pinned
down to a phone in Los Angeles, for
instance, a WWCA newsman puts in
the call, gets the story in that person's
own words, plays back the tape immediately— on the air. This may make
for high telephone bills, but general
manager Dee 0. Coe feels it pays off
in heightened listener reaction and
happv news sponsors. Such sponsors
include: Robert Hall, Youngstown
Sheet and Tube, Sears Roebuck, Ray
Motors of Chicago.

Briefly

• • •

. . .

First TV station in the country to
offer advertisers a rate guarantee for
a period up to 52 weeks is KMTV,
Omaha. Announcement was made in
mid-March by Owen Saddler, KMTV
general manager. The guarantee goes
into effect with the start date of a

Reynolds (r) gave Saddler first protected order

schedule; if an advertiser's renewal
date occurs within the six-month period from any effective date of a rate
increase, he will be protected through
the unexpired portion of that six-month
period. The rate in effect after the sixmonth protected period becomes the
guaranteed rate for the balance of his
schedule up to 52 weeks from renewal
(Please turn to page 98)
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Unanimous!
"No transcription library can approach APS." That was the unanimous
verdict of broadcasters in the U.S. and
Canada at both NARTB and CAB Conventions inChicago and Toronto during
past weeks.
"It sounds better" was a frequent
comment. The cumulative impact of all
that fine talent ... all that speciallyarranged music . . . made a sound that
broadcasters liked. And sounds count
in radio!
"What a talent list!" Delighted programmers revelled in that APS talent
roster. Where many libraries have cut
corners, APS has built well— with basic
ingredient music. Yes— we saw the importance ofcommercial help as a part
of library service long ago — long before
the rest— but the big difference lies in
the fact that we didn't borrow from the
music (the heart of any library!) to
pay for the sales gimmicks.
"You must be after a rate increase,"
was an oft-heard comment. Broadcasters were realizing that APS' overwhelming superiority as a station tool made it
an outstanding value. Where good
names and "important" music have been
in "promotional" lion the downgrade
braries, they keep piling up at APS
stations. And a library is never any
better than its talent and its music, no
matter what else you use for trimming.
"The phone rings more often since
we started with APS" said many friends
in Toronto and Chicago. It's true there's
a startling difference in APS music—
because it's so different. It's a different
sound, and listeners call to ask "where
can I get that music?" Many APS stations proudly reply: "Sorry, you just
can't get it. That's music transcribed
especially for this station."
"We're always reading raves about
your talent" said a flock of wide-awake
broadcasters. We expect that. Where
else can you find winners like Rosemary

Clooney . . . Guy Mitchell . . . Vic Damone . . . Evelyn Knight . . . Kay
Armen ... Ted Dale . . . Glenn Osser
. . . Al Goodman ... a flock of others
. . . always in the headlines. Recently
we've seen "four star" ratings for personal appearances like the Clooney current night-spot tour . . . Guy Mitchell's
Toronto date . . . Evelyn Knight's superb singing at the swank Plaza in N.Y.
. . . Glenn Osser's incomparable conducting on TV . . . etc.
"How can you keep this up?" was a
frequent question. It's easy to answer.
We're the music specialists of the library business. Performers like us, do
their very best for us. We have the
know-how, and we spend our music dollars for performances that can be used,
not for musical "gimmicks" you can't
even seem to find once the library arrives. A library is like any other kind
of entertainment. It "plays" or it
doesn't. Our does.
"It's been ten years — and we use it
more than ever!" We heard that from
many old friends. They chuckle with us
at the "two-years-and-out" kind of library. There's only one "best performance," and once you have it, there's no
sensible reason for changing to second
best "just for a change." Stations never
junk top-audience shows "just for a
change" and our old friends have
learned that when you have a flock of
solid performances all in one library,
it gets better and better as time goes on
and new material keeps flowing in.
"How much?" We enjoy hearing that
question. It's a "closer" for us. That's
because there's an APS service for
every broadcaster. Our Specialized libraries lease at rates like these: $19.50,
$22.50, $32.50, $39.50, $47.50 per
month. The full basic APS library costs
less than any other full-sized library on
the market. A bargain? Nope! Just a
sensibly priced service for broadcasters,
produced by broadcasters who know
broadcasting problems. . We have nothing else to sell — this is a full-time busi65
ness for us!

Make sure you
cover it all!
Take a long, panoramic look at
the West Coast and you'll see at
once the Coast is big ... the
population scattered. It won't take
you long to see, too, that the only
way to cover this rich, sprawling
market of 14,675,000 people
at one time is to use radio!

I/ m
•
• ^ •
•
•
• * •
•
•
• »••••
•

Only radio can sell all of the Coast
at one time. Most of the Coast's
customers live in the broad coastal
and valley area. Outside the
big cities, many of them live long
distances from where they buy.
And there's no better way to tell
all of these customers about
your product ( and sell them)
than to reach them where they live
. . . where they listen.

•

•

•
+

•

•
•

•

#
#

•
•

•

•
■•

the Coast's biggest audience.
To cover the entire West Coast
market at one time, look first to . . .

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
8ources : SatM Management, May 1951;
BMB 19i9, CBS minimal estimate*, daytime;
Pacific NK1 total day Jan.-Dec. 1951

•

I

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

where 91.9% of the Coast's people
live . . . where 92.0% of the Coast's
retail sales are made. And
Columbia Pacific constantly delivers

tY CBS RADIO SPOT SUES

#
•

Only with high-powered stations
can an advertiser effectively
cover the Coast market. And
Columbia Pacific Network has the
combination of strategically located,
high-powered stations needed to
penetrate metropolitan and rural
areas both at the same time.
Columbia Pacific covers an area

REPRESENTED

m

•

•

,
•

addition, it's not inconceivable that
some network is now carrying a

Radio

£«.—«•••"•"•" ,Jga
by Bob Foreman
Inter-office memo

Deab II vrrv:
Jpor a gu) who i> so aggressive
with a fly-rod or a martini in your
hand, I was thoroughly disillusioned to read your proposed
memo to the client on why he
>huu Id stay out of television. I
realize that a TV program might
conceivably coincide with the trout
season, and it certainly would cut
into the cocktail hour in some manner, but the reasoning you advanced makes you seem like an
octogenarian. (This is like a brown
trout with whiskers.)
But, my friend, what's more disconcerting, you may be opening
the door to another agency manned
by vounger folks who think TV
won't just go away if we ignore it.
To refer back to your memo,
I'm not in a position to argue
whether magazines or television
should get the bulk of your client's advertising. We can't compete within the agency for a budget. But I do feel it necessary to
point out that some very hep advertisers consider TV as the backbone of their campaigns. One of
these, whose sales, by the way, are
now at an all-time high, has his
entire $300,000 budget in television, a decision arrived at only after exhaustive and well-controlled
media tests were made in three
different cities. Another has upwards of $10,000,000 in TV. And
still another has $50,000 out of his
total $75,000 appropriation being
squandered on the flicker-box.
"> our suggestion that we wait for
fall as a starting time if we are
"forced into the medium" also
leaves me a little uncomfortable.
Obviously, now is a good time to
get into television if the right show
68

and time-spot are put together. I'm
sending you the new NBC Summer
Study proving sales do increase for
advertisers who continue through
the summer. Summer, as you
probably know, shows little dropoff in viewing, and what does occur
is usually offset by new TV homes
coming into the market and by
sizable reductions in program
costs. So, since you haven't a seasonal product, let's not call it
quits and go swimming as soon as
the weather gets warm. I might
also add that two very good clients
of ours started shows last June,
both in time spots which they knew
they'd have to relinquish come
September. Both are still on TV,
having managed to latch on to other time-slots and are doing very
well in them right now.
As for your categorical statement— "One can't even think of
TV unless he has at least a million
dollars budgeted for it"; well, son,
that's like saying to catch fish, you
have to get your trout-flies from
Abercrombie's. Shucks, last year
a kid standing downstream from
me pulled out a 3V£ pound native
on the rattiest looking streamer fly
I ever saw. Later he told me it set
him back all of 20 cents at J. J.
Newberry's. Hmm!
So if the cash in the kitty is less
than a million, let's see what we
can come up with every other week
on Saturday mornings. Or perhaps by placing some syndicated
program on a spot basis in the top
eight markets, it would enable you
to cover a nice slice of your potential market and a big slice of
the TV-coverage across the country— both at a rather modest figure. Also we might consider Class
C minutes after eleven — or Station
Identifications in Class A time. In

sustainer they'd be willing to give
you for a limited term — if you'd
pay for the time. In other words,
let's talk about how we can do the
job instead of how we can't.
Meanwhile don't fall into the
stream or that martini glass since
they're both as cold this time of
year as the heart of a time-salestown. man representing a one-channel
Your pen pal,
Robert.

commercial

reviews

SPONSOR:
AGENCY:

Milan,
1890 French Dressing
Leonard Shane Agency, Los

program:

60 -second announcement

For a perfect example of almost complete irrelevant video, may I point out
the Milani 1890 French Dressing film.
It's true that there is some semblance of
relevance between French dressing and
Gallic chorines, but I would say not worthy
of pursuit. In addition, the cornball dance
and lyric treatment at the opening of this
announcement repeats the name three
times and I still didn't get what the product was until the middle of the spot when
I saw the bottle of dressing.
There was a rather interesting trick in
which the girls in their chorus girl outfits
go behind the bottle and come out dressed
as chefs. In addition, there is nothing really wrong about panning across the various
foods that the dressing can enhance and
having a different girl apply the product
with appropriate commentary; but it's the
music I find fault with. Hence the expensive parts of this announcement add up to
little impact and are of less sales value,
in my opinion. The tune itself, I might
add, is neither catchy nor lyrically clear.
sponsor:
acency:
PROGRAM:

I Schaefer Beer
I BBDO
Station
identifications

I'm always reluctant to mention a
BBDO-made announcement, but in this
case, I take no credit for what I deem to
be an excellent use of Station Identification time.
The tap spot is a simple, continuous
piece of action minus any opticals or any
SPONSOR

Even the most enthusiastic believer in television would hardly consider office supplies and equipment as easy items for it
to sell.
However, McQuiddy
of

Nashville,

after

Printing Company
watching

WSM-TV

Want to push your sales up 20 ?
pile up success stories in equally difficult
fields, decided to see what it could do
with office supplies. A short announcement schedule followed by a once weekly
half hour was started the first of January,
1952. As of February I, 1952, sales for
the office supply division were up approximately 20°/c over January of the
year before. And the WSM-TV

schedule

was the only advertising done by McQuiddy Printing Company!
Just one more bit of evidence that WSMTV can sell practically anything you put
in front of its cameras. If you'd like to
hear more about this or any one of the
many other WSM-TV

success stories, ask

Irving Waugh or any Petry man. They're
eye openers!

Nashville

Channel 4

WSM-TV

fyou yet a

S.
T
E
S
N
I
S
U
BIG BON
WFBM-TV

INDIANAPOLIS
WFBM-TV

: HAUTE,

INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA

Says HAROLD GRITTNER, of
JENSEN'S APPLIANCES
828 Wabash Avenue,
Terre Haute, Indiana

%

get lrVFBM-TV only, here"

• Estimating there are well over 2000 TV sets installed in Terre Haute
and Vigo County, Indiana, Harold Grittner of Terre Haute's big
Jensen's appliances is well worth hearing.
Multiply what he says by all the rest of the "extra" audience you
get when you use Indiana's First Station for your television messages.
You can count on reaching extra tens-of-thousands of potential customers, living far outside the station's 60-mile area, in addition to
those watching the 216,350 television sets installed within it.
of WFBM-TV at 1330
North Meridian Street in Indianapolis is a beautiful new building,
designed exclusively for radio
and television. Complete facilities
for both studio productions and
film presentations
are available.

I/filiated with:

WEOA,

Eransville,

Add this to the big-employment, big-income-per-family-story in
Indiana and you have the perfect combination for profitable advertising. Yes, if you're looking for more sales, WFBM-TV
'Source:

BROADCASTING-TELECASTING,

March

31,

is for you)

1952

Ind.

*?Oi4t t*t ^adicuta,

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGEN

change of field. For the first four seconds
all that is established is the Schaefer tap
with no background whatsoever to clutter
up the picture. During the next six sec- I
onds, a hand takes a glass of sparkling
Schaefer beer and places it directly in
front of the tap so that the name shows |
through the beer, making the point of j
clarity and lightness.
Being one continuous motion without a '
cut or a dissolve, the impact of the message is tremendous, easy to follow and to
understand, and the resulting product
identification is most forceful. The moral,
if any, in this is not to clutter up these
quickie announcements with involved backcrounds, a lot of people, and several opticals. If you catch this announcement, I
think you'll agree it does everything that
can be asked of 10 seconds worth of visual
advertising.
SPONSOR:
agency:
PROGRAM:

I Kelloag
! Kenyon and Eckhardt
"Space Cadet"

Being an earth-bound adult beset by
prejudice and hamstrung by realism, I
have requested no less an authority than
Patricia Foreman, age 10, to discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of the Kellogg
messages on Tom Corbett's strip.
I quote the young lady: "Well, I'll tell
you. They talk about different things
every day. F'r instance, one day Tom Corbett himself (he's handsome!) eats Kellogg's Pep. Then the other two cadets
will eat Kellogg's Corn Flakes. And then
sometimes Commander Arkwright eats

you can see the
difference on WBNS-TV
Central Ohio's only TV station with complete art facilities,
^ BNS-TV offers a commercial art department equipped to do
an inspired art joh from beginning to end.
Progressive and versatile in every respect, its functions include planning and developing commercial slides, creating
sets and TV effects, graphic art, brush work, silk screening,
paper maches, set construction and rendering . . thorough
development of an idea from its conception to its completion.
Yes, you can undoubtedly SEE the difference in art and
photography results on WBNS-TV.

Corn Flakes with Tom Corbett's little
brother. They also have these people singing, 'Who do you know who doesn't like
Kellogg's Corn Flakes?' while Tom is eating them.
"Tom Corbett doesn't look so good with
his mouth full, but the song is all right
especially the part — 'not a planetary soul'
because that's space talk. So is 'you're off
your orbit' but that's in the show.
"Right now they're having a contest.
The kids make up their own advertisements. Idid one, but didn't send it in.
We only have the little boxes of Kellogg's
Corn Flakes and you have to have the big
box and anyway, Mother buys Kellogg's
Rice Crispies mostly. If you win, you get
a #100 U. S. Savings Bond and the advertisement goes in a big magazine or on
the air. I told Mother to buy Kellogg's
like Tom Corbett says and she does."
7 APRIL
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Jean's Kitchen Fair . . . 10:41
an excellent program where full facilities of art and photography are used in
presenting effective commercial messages with slides, films, set arrangements, etc.

WBNS-TV's own photographic studio
and lahoratory guarantees uniform and
exacting conversion of various forms
of art work, layouts, typesetting, etc.,
into slides, Balops and Camera Cards;
producing the utmost in production

techniques.

mbns-tv
CBS-TV

NETWORK

COLUMBUS,
CHANNEL

• Affiliated with Columbus

WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

OHIO
10

Dispatch and
High Street

prologue to the future

The emblem at the left symbolizes a
quarter-century of service . . . public service .. . which has ever been the watchword of the fort industry company since
its founding in 1927.
Although fort industry has grown
in size and number of stations, the fundamental concept remains as purposeful today
as 25 years ago ... to serve the best interests
of the public. This has been accomplished
by plowing back nearly 75% of its earnings
to improve its radio stations and develop
television.
The response to and acceptance of
the fort industry stations proves the
soundness of this policy. "Broadcasting in
the public interest" will always be fort
industry's number one responsibility and
greatest asset.

THE

FORT

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
• WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
♦ WWMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
• WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS,
Miami,
Fla.
•
WJBK, .Detroit,
Mich.
•
WSAJ,
Cincinnati,
O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

WHEN
TELEVISION
SELLS...

SYRACUSE
. . . BECAUSE IN
SYRACUSE THEY
"WATCH

WHEN"

SYRACUSE
TELEPULSE
FEB . 1-7, 1952
MON
HOUR

-FRI. AVERAGE
WHEN

7:00
7:30
7:45

27.6
23.7
26.0

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

33.2
36.1
32.7
30.2
28.9
27.1
16.9

25.7
23.4
27.3

16.1
14.2
13.8

8.3

WHEN
FIRST

in every

15.8
STA. "B"

19.4
22.2

28.3
27.2
22.5
12.3

*

rates
time

period

from 7:00 P.M. to Midnight,
Monday through Friday average.
Here's proof that WHEN
is
Central
New
York's
most
looked-at television station.
CBS
• ABC
•
DUMONT
Represented nationally
By THE KATZ ACENCY

WHEN
{TELEVISION

^SYRACUSE,
^■p«pw»pfr!?r?-i-i'l----J-

A MEREDITH TV STATION

Ray
Morgan
d R. Morgan Company
Ask a top executive for his secret of success and, although he may
have married the boss' daughter, he's likely to cite "perseverence,"
"diligence," "stlck-to-it-ivness," or some equally stock virtue. But
ask
Angeles, San Francisco, and Paris; he'll tell
you Ray
that Morgan
his secretof isLoslagniappe.
That's a word the Louisiana Cajun merchants dreamed up to
cover the something extra they tossed into a customer's tote-sack to
induce him to return. Ray Morgan has updated the technique, used
radio and TV to reach a massive audience of modern sack-toters.
At the age of 16, he started a Ford car agency in Sonora, Cal.,
using a bank loan to supplement the $800 he had made in a Curtis
Publishing Company circulation contest. By giving customers a free
trip to San Francisco and a few driving lessons, Ray was soon selling
enough Fords to net himself §2.000 a month and going to college in
his spare time. He then opened a Packard agency but lost his shirt
when Packard switched to war production during World War I.
Ray started at Cahill Advertising Agency as an electro-wrapper
and was a vice president when he left seven years later. He made
and lost a fortune manufacturing radios, then went to work for the
Macmillan Petroleum Company.
In 1929 he got himself fired, went back to advertising. Then
lagniappe really cashed in for him. He used all the blue-and-white
gingham on the West Coast for detective's visor caps which he gave
away on radio's first five-a-week whodunit, Detectives Black and Blue,
for Folger's coffee.
He exhausted the nation's magic trick supply by offering a kit of
tricks for five Beech-Nut gum wrappers via Chandu the Magician.
Later, Morgan's lagniappe technique was part of the format of
Breakfast in Hollywood (earlier Breakfast at Sardi's), Queen for a
Day, and Heart's Desire, all revolving around a form of giveaway.
Current air packages include Rex Allen Show (CBS Midwest net)
for Phillips 66 gasoline, Lucky U Ranch for Planters Peanuts ( ABC
Western net I, Queen for a Day (full Mutual radio net plus TV)
for Old Cold and Kraft, and Frank Hemingway's newscasts over 90
Mutual stations for Folger's coffee and White King soap.
For a man who made his fortune giving things awa\. Raj is
might) frugal with words. Says
something is to give something.
power. Believe you gotta have
should boil down to arithmetic

he, "Believe the best way to get
Believe adjectives have lost their
a gimmick. Believe advertising
instead of entertainment. Believe

more work should go into commercials than hoofer routines."

* * *
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For drug products in Philadelphia,

For drug advertisers in America's
third market — this first [jerry name
means a FIRST in merchandising!

JfcKKY

is the
th

this first rjerry~name means a FIRST
in
counter position, and "Out-Front"
results!

first name

of JERRY

GORDON— Drug

Merchandise Manager of WPEN, Philadelphia9 s FIRST station
in drug product merchandising and sales results!

He

For 6 years — he was sales
promotion manager of the
largest drug chain in the
Philadelphia market! He
knows just about all the key

counter

window

dis-

est drug chains in the Philadelphia market! 150 stores
. . . 2 chains ... 40 owner

selling and merchandising! Adepartment
which moves 26 million dol-

I

in

market!

PHILADELPHIA'S
FIRST STATION
950

ON

YOUR

operated ... 6 independently owned . . . wholesalers . . . 249 executives!

FIRST IN
MERCHANDISING

DIAL

Represented Nationally by William G. Rambeau Co., Inc.
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and

plays! He works constantly
with the largest and small-

product

third

and

operation . . . inventory control . . . store bulletins . . .

posal a department with
150 collective years in drug

America's

internal

wholesale and point of sale

personnel in the entire drug
field . . . most by their first
names! He has at his dis-

lars in drug merchandise

knows

external promotion . . .
distribution . . . buying . . .

NEW

YORK • CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

REPRESENTING
LEADING
EAST,

RADIO

STATIONS:

SOUTHEAST

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL
Syracuse
WCSC
Charleston, S. C.
Charlotte
WIST
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
WDBJ
WGH
Norfolk-Newport News
WPTF
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines
Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo

Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN

AND

Fr EE

WDAY
WOWO
WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN

Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St.
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis

woe

WDSM

Paul

KFAB
WMBD
KSD

KFDM
KRIS
WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

WEST

Boise
KDSH
Denver
KVOD
Honolulu-Hilo KGMB-KHBC
Portland, Ore.
KEX
Seattle
KIRO

%

f\2

Pioneer Radio

DON'T

*Y CUSTOMERS

READ

'EM!"

If you're tired of seeing your distributors and dealers yawn when
you tell them about the "40,383,271 consumers who see
our product in every issue", remember this:
National SPOT RADIO can carry your local dealer's
name and address — can plug the merchandise he wants
plugged, and mention the exact local price —
can be so "tied in" that the dealer considers it his own,
his very own. . . .
With National SPOT

3ETERS,

you can use one radio station or one

thousand — selected from among all stations . . . and reach many
more customers, many more times, for fewer dollars.

vision Station Representatives
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

INC

What s New in Research?

onnnonn
iii
4k
a SPONSOR
original
if.

OF THE SELLING STATION

IN INDIANAPOLIS!

Is there
a favorite
housewives
for viewingweekday
lltnl{meamong
TV?

Oaytime viewing habits and preferences in
IV. Y.-area TV homes
(Respondents: 602 Female Adults in TV Homes)

For

the

Fourth

Consecutive
the

year

Brewers of C.V.

Champagne
—

Velvet

are

View Daytime Television

41.2%

Do I\ot View Daytime Television

58.8%

Beer

sponsoring

a complete season
of Major

League

Baseball

on the selling station

i who are listed above c

The following questions were asked only of those i

Days on on which viewing is done before

72 noon

Monday

57.3%

Thursday

59.3%

Tuesday

58.5%

Friday

60.5%

Wednesday

61.7%

Hone

37.5%

of Indianapolis

Proof Positive
that WXLW's

Sales Imoact

really does the job!
Let Sales

Contact Your Nearest
E. Pearson

72 noon and 5 p.m.

77.8%

Thursday

77.0%

Tuesday

74.6%

Friday

78.2%

Wednesday

79.0%

Hone

15.3%

Favorite viewing day

Impact

go to work for you
John

Days on which viewing is done between

Monday

Monday

4.0%

Thursday

1.2%

Tuesday

5.2%

Friday

3.6%

Wednesday

6.5%

/Vo Preference...

79.4%

Office
> weeks of

New

York,

Dallas,

Minneapolis

Los Angeles, San
THE ONLY

Chicago

Francisco

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

STATIOJHUMNDIANAPOUS

^A-^5S^rUMIO

-WD

Key conclusion emerging from daytime study
Unlike the pattern which prevailed
in night-time radio listening, and to
some extent daytime listening, a SPONSOR original reveals that there are no
markedly favorite weekdays in daytime TV viewing among a cross-sec-

tion of \en York metropolitan housewives. Note, however, that of the
small percentage of viewers thai had
favorite Hatching days the top favorite day was Wednesday and the least
favorite, Thursday, by a wide margin.
SPONSOR

and year after year, more
national ad ve rtisers /earn...

for Successful Summer Selling in Worcester
Use Independent WHEB!

You're in I
Good Company
on WHEB!
The 45 National accounts listed
used WNEB

during June, July

or August, 1951 ...
increase over 1950!

a 36%

Some of the above accounts have
been with WNEB
tive summers!

for 5 consecu-

Yes, there's a trend to WNEB
— for reasons why — for ratings
and rates — call in our representative today.

WORCESTER
MASSACHUSETTS

Represented by: THE BOLLING
7 APRIL
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COMPANY,

INC.

RAILROADS

DONT

STOP

the Railroad Hour. The listening audience of the A.A.R. program has the
problem of the railroad industry put

(Continued from page 31 I
"free-enterprise," hut Feel they're winning the hattle.
In tin- most recent study of people's
reactions, 117 ' « of those queried on
nationalization said they definitely oppost- it. And the remaining l.V, included the answers of "Don't know"
and "Only in time of national emergency" as well as the affirmative "yes."
This public awareness of the need
for railroads to be business-managed
is due in large part to the success of

before it. These problems don't concern the cash-box for passenger tickets
or freight traffic because that is left
up to the individual railroads. They
concern the work of the railroads as
a part of everyday living. They tell of
physical properties: improved plants
and facilities; rising costs and inadequate earnings; contributions to national production and defense efforts:
and
current problems confronting the
industry.

Even though this is done in a spirit
of public relations, there is nothing
starry-eyed about the A.A.R. messages
on the Railroad Hour. The A.A.R.
sells railroads — as a commercial organization would sell its product. Although the program is light, the thinking behind it is heavy.
That the program has a good audience despite TV shows up in increased
share-of-audience. The October-March
averages up to the present time show
this pattern of growth in Nielsen share
of audience figures:
1948-1949. 16.6; 1949-1950, 21.0
1950-51, 24.4; 1951-1952 (to Febru
ary 1 , 26.2.
Since the Railroad Hour is sponsored by railroads from coast to coast,
all of whom contribute to its cost, it
is important that the A.A.R. get results. In the public srevice vein, these
results are measured in goodwill and
completion of objectives. This is why
the A.A.R. engages in so much research.
In order that the railroads may know
what the public is thinking and saying
about the industry, the A.A.R. makes
frequent surveys to cover both air
and print media. They have discovered

G-L Enterprises Inc.

WILL PRODUCE YOUR TV SHOW

ask

ON FILM

Jonit Hunt & ft.

AT YOUR PRESENT LIVE COST!

about the

• We pay the difference between
live and film costs

Havei& Martin

• You share in profits!

STATIONS
IN
RICHMOND

Produced in

HOLLYWOOD - NEW YORK - ITALY
I>\

Marion

Cering,

formerly

with

Paramount

and

Columbia

Pictun

WC0D-v™
WTVR-t

First Stations in Virginia
SPONSOR

nt THE PEOPLE
OJJH ^

-L
CHOKE
r^HE

,rrcovER^f si-nisS^;

,09
WREC

rates per thousand listeners have declined

10.1% since

1946. You get more in every way from WREC.

WREC

WRCC
Hooper
Ratings
average
higher than on any other Memphis

MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED
AFFILIATED
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WITH

NO.

1 STATION

BY THE KATZ AGENCY
CBS,

600

KC,

5000

WATTS

that there i> a friendl) atmosphere created 1>\ the Railroad Hour on behalf
«»f railroads.

forces, Or a brief report on the activities of the railroads at crisis. During
a recenl broadcast \. \.l». President

rhej also know thai listeners ini lude an impressive total of influential
members of all communities. There arc

Faric) spoke on the striking railroad
union-.
Il i- tin- flexibility that make- the
program so suitable a vehicle for the
\. A.R. And it is the national scope of
radio that permits the association to
reach all the corners of the country.
\u average estimate based on Nielsen
and A.R.B. gives the Railroad Hour
approximately 8,000,000 listeners each
week. Taking the weekly cost, the commercials are reaching listeners at an
average cost of less than one-half cent

government officials, business ami professional men in higher income
groups -who are influential in moldin- the opinions of others.
To this cross-section the commercials on the Railroad Hour constantly
point
up when
these the
facts:
"'Since carried
World
War II.
railroads
more than 90' < of all military freight
and 97r< of all organized military travel, the) have spent more than six billion dollars to expand and improve
ever) part of their facilities and servi< e. Bui today, at a time when this expansion and improvement program assumes trul\ \ital importance to the
national defense, the railroads find
themselves seriously handicapped by

inadequate earnings."

This typical message, plus associated
factors, make up the main commercial.
But more often than not. the closing
commercial is tied up in a national defense public service function. It can
be a plug for nurses in the armed

perDuring
person. the summer the format of
the program changes slightly . as a
"Summer Show Train" is prepared.
These programs are devoted to a series
of original dramatic stories by the
writing team of Lawrence and Lee.
They are based on tales of literature
and folklore, with appropriate songs
and music of the periods. This same
writing team, with occasional scripts
from another top-notch writer, Jean
Holloway . also turns out the regular
winter series of opera and operetta
adaptations.

The commercial messages in the
summer are kept institutional, with
two exceptions. At the end of May,
and beginning of October the A.A.R.
allow- the commercials to slant at the
advantages of rail travel. I sing the
theme, "See America by Rail." these
are the only times in the year when
the Railroad Hour punches rail travel
across.
A typical summer commercial:
Marvin Miller (announcer) : No
matter what the weather is outside, it's
cool and comfortable inside your airconditioned train — with meals as you
like them and a chance to rest and
sleep — so that when the trip is over,
you arrive fresh and relaxed — ready to
have the time of your life in the exciting vacationland of your choice.
MacRae: Yes, vacation is a magic
word that brings pleasant anticipation.
So this summer, as you look forward
to that well-earned vacation ... remember that the best way to relax, see
new things . . . new parts of the country ... is to travel to your vacation
spot by train.
Apart from these seasonal pitches,
the "Summer Show Train" might well

tlQNVfe \ t*ie Northwest's outstanding women's radio program

A new service for Kay West Advertisers!
850 HOUSEWIVES responded to Kay West's appeal
for volunteers to promote, test, and sample the products advertised on her "At Home With Kay West"
program — broadcast Monday through Friday from 1 to 2 p.m.
Representing a large part of Oregon and Washington, these
women form an important cross section of the RICH northwest market. Kay West advertisers are invited to make use
of this panel for market surveys, studies of buying habits,
checking distribution and displays, or for gathering other vital
merchandising information. These services are available to
Kay West advertisers at no extra cost.

Oregon's OctCcf 50,000 Watt Station
ABC

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ • WBZA
Representatives,

. WOWO

IN

PORTLAND

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

• KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV

Free 8 Peters, except lor WBZ-TV; lor WBZ TV, NBC Spot Sales

SPONSOR

30 ccuuUet , . . one fan eveny yean o£ ladia fattony
Back on April 13, 1922, a few hundred persons in Chicago heard a new voice in their earphones. Itwas a new radio station, destined to become the leader in Midwest radio . . .
destined to pioneer in programming and sales techniques which have become standards of
the industry.
Those first few hundred persons in a single area of Chicago have grown to a family of
millions in five states — the hub of the thriving Middle West. These millions long ago
learned to rely on WMAQ for the newest and the best in home entertainment.
Advertisers, too, long ago learned that products and services find a host of willing buyers
when advertised by Station WMAQ and its crew of favorite personalities.
These 30 years of know-how and listener acceptance are ready to work for YOU and your
product or service. Ask your WMAQ or NBC Spot salesman for the complete story.

NBC RADIO
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IN CHICAGO

be called the strawhat circuit of radio.
For this series (when vacations and
other distractions will cut the audience
somen hat I a lower-priced star is contracted for the entire summer. This,
plus the profits of the 52-week network
discount, makes it especiall) attractive
for the A. A.M. to stay on the air year
"round from a cost standpoint.
The million and a quarter dollars
that the A. A.M. spends for the Railroad Hour each year represents close
to 50' i of the entire A.A.R. public relations budget. The remainder of this
budget is spent on such things as print-

ed natter and advertising in magazines
including the most popular national
family publications, plus educational,
trade, and farm magazines.
This year the railroads go into their

with the ICC indicate that railroads
are faced with the dilemma of constantly declining earnings while carrying
record traffic loads.

greatest year. Gross 1951 revenue exceeded SI 0 billion dollars for the first
time in railroad history and 1952 is
expected to surpass this. Yet in spite
of this whopping figure, net income
has decreased due to rising costs. The
railroads currently have a request

Citizens and their government, railroads feel, must be made more aware
of such problems, if the railroads are
to continue their vital work under private management. This is the story
which the Railroad Hour pushes across
each Monday night on radio — summer
and winter.
* * *

pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission to allow them to
increase freight rates. Statements filed

STATION

*

ROUNDUP

I Continued from page 33)
summer doesn't mean a lot to us, except as a daj timer, we have more avail-

•ors

able time to sell." summer months are
Percentage-wise,
as good or better than winter. This
has been influenced by the fact that
there has almost always been some sort
of local political campaign during the
summer
months, the station told SPONSOR.
"Hooper indicates that daytime listening in summer in San Antonio does
not decrease materially," the station
reports. This is in-home listening only,

The sponsor

wants

UIDUI-TV

his message

perfectly projected. He wants

no long

FASTEST

unsightly scratches, or long stretches

GROWING

TV MARKETS

with the look of "rain" all over them.
He wants no smudges, smears or

in the United States I

"Screeches". The sponsor is right,
because these defects distract audience
attention and interest — they result
in irritation which is the opposite
of what

PARTl<

»>AT,0

Ns^

he's paying for.

He's entitled to ask for and get
maximum results. To have a happy
sponsor, to keep him happy — specify
Peerless-Treated film. Peerless-Treated

^»

added
the
age is of
125 lo
fomilii
WOW-TVul0*<0ST
AUDIENCEL^

NOW

\

prints screen better and last longer.

&EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION

W©W-fY#
SPONSOR

"My family and I respect KPIX for its alertness in
recognizing the vast potential of television in education .• . and enjoy it for its splendid entertainment."
One

of the nation's most distinguished and younger

educators, Dr.

Clish has worked closely with San Francisco television in the development of educational programs

on the local level.

It is gratifying, therefore, to have Dr. Clish's friendly words for KPIX,

Nps%

San Francisco's pioneer TV outlet, not only for its interest in community welfare, but for its zeal in
developing

a

sound

program

structure for family appeal . . .
for all of the nearly 350,000
television homes in the Northern
California area.

Van Ness Avenue
SAN
CBS

and
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DUMONT

NETWORKS

at Greenwich
85

FRANCISCO

Represented

by

The

Katz

Agencv

and does not include unmeasured outof-horae listening.

In" 1947, local sales for the winter
months exceeded summer sales 1>\ 595 •
while national spot sales for winter

never leave the ana when the\ go on
vacation, all promotion material points
out, "At home or away, they never

KGNC,

exceeded summer sales !>\ 17'<.
In 1948, local summer sales were up

leave WCU SA."
Built around special summer programing. the campaign has already
been set with several of the vacation
spots. Each resort will be highlighted
during the summer on a special WCAU
dail) program. Vacation Express.
Shows consist of on-the-spot recordings, interviews, baby parades and special event coverage. In return for the

Xmarillo

!n the summer, says tin- station, the
makers of fruit jars, sun tan oil, white
shoe polish, ami other hot-weather
items replace the cough drop, nose
drop, and other cold-remcd\ business
of winter.
KGNC adds: "We think that good
programing i> the kej l<> every sales
problem, summer, winter and always.
^ mi can't sell what you don't have.
Radio is still the entertainment business. When you have good entertainment programs, you have listeners.
When you have listeners, selling them
is no problem.
IxllO. Spokane
In the Northwest. K.HQ has increased its summer business over winter revenue. KHQ compiled gross volume data for local and national spot
sales, year b\ year, from 1947 to 1951.
For summer months the) used June.
July, and August. For winter months.
the) used December. January, and
February. Here are the figures:

over winter b\ 3. 1' « . and national spot
summei
sales exceeded winter bv
2.2%.
In 1949. local summer sales exceeded winter b) 1.7' < and national spot
summer exceeded winter b) 1.2', .
In 1950. local summer sales exceeded winter b) 17.2', and national spot
summer exceeded winter b) 8.7%.
tents in hotels.
In 1951, local summer sales exceeded winter by 17.6',' but national spot
winter sales exceeded summer b\ 1', .
WCAJU,

Philadelphia

Following the successful pattern established last year, promotions will
tie-in with 13 of the largest resorts in
the station's 53-eounty, five-state coverage area. Included are the New
Jersey. Delaware, and Maryland
shores: Pocono mountains: Upper
Chesapeake Bay area, and the New
Jerse\ and Pennsylvania lake resorts.
Based on the fact that 90nc of the
3,500,000 residents in WCAU territory

YANKEES
(Mel Allen)

GIANTS
(Russ Hodges)

TRIPLETS
(Ed. Crawford)

publicity, resorts place ads with the
time and date of the show in local papers, billboards, posters and table
tents in hotels, and post pictures of
WCAU talent on boardwalks.
Last year, the summer promotion
campaign netted WCAU a total of 18,620 lines of free advertising in media
with a cumulative circulation of 447,000 readers, in addition to thousands
of summer audience impressions registered b) billboard tie-ins. Even
greater response is expected this year
due to the enthusiasm with which each
resort has accepted the campaign.
According to Pulse, summer ratings
averaged 4.1 as compared to an average of 4.5 for the rest of the year.

All the baseball
in Binghamton
is on

WKOP

THIS SUMMER, THE AUDIENCE
WILL
TUNED
IN THEBEBIG
TRI-CITY
AREA
TO ^QP

Mutual Network
1000 Watts on 1360
BURN-SMITH
National Rep.

ROBERT KELLER
Nat'l. Sales Promotion

SPONSOR

^/Hs /v&WUu ^244^A^

NOT

TOO

SMALI

NOT

BUT JUST
*JUST

RIGHT

TOO

BIG...

RIGHT

means no-waste, low-cost coverage of the

concentrated "hook" market of Western Washington, home
for 86.9% of the people, though only 7% of the land area.
Some stations are too small to do a "market" job.
Some stations are too big — go far beyond the market into

KJR's 5000 watts is all you need
lor the rich, concentrated Sound

non-productive areas — at high cost.

market. Our "hook"
means low-cost selling.

Buy KJR for just right, low-cost, no- waste circulation!
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coverage

Further research, to be incorporated
in this \ car's campaign, revealed that
in the eight-county, Greater Philadelphia area alone, consumer sales totaled
J986,644,000
in June. July, August
period
more than am other season.

K\X,

Los Angeles

With 27.1 ' f of the year's total retail
sales made in the summer time in
Southern California, and with radio
listening at almost exactl) the same
level in summer as the other seasons "I
the \ear. KNX

opens its summer cam-

paign with the slogan. "Sell the most

whece
sold."
The the
All most
Year is
Club
of Southern California, as enthusiastic a group of figure-producers as can he found anywhere, lias determined that 39.29? <>f
the 3,068,612 out-of-state tourists who
visited Southern California last year
came during the summer months. These
tourists spent over $470,000,000 during their visits.
One of the reasons radio listening in
Southern California differs so slightly
in summer from any other time of year
i- that <>(>'< of Southern
staj

at

home

during

Californians

their

vacations.

according to the All Year Cluh statistics. Pulse sets-in-use figures show
20.8 for July-August against a 21.7 for
November -December, a comparatively
negligible drop.
In addition to heavy on-the-air promotion to be heard on KNX, the summer campaign will get added force
from full page ads in the Hollywood
Stars Baseball program, program trailers in Pacific Drive- In theaters
throughout Southern California, mailing pieces, and trade paper ads.

CKX, Brandon, Manitoba
Last summer this alert station picked
up a nice chunk of business by being
alert to local conditions and interests.

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIANS

while Tuned to the Easy Listening Station

■A*1

tt«9

KFWB

In cooperation with Brandon Fruit Distributors. CK.X launched a "Fruit PreSale" campaign reminding housewives
that canning fruits would soon be arriving in the Central and Western Manitoba market. Campaign kicked off
10 days before the fruit was due.
The fruit companies wanted to follow up the free pre-sale campaign with
a paid spot campaign informing housewives when the apricots and various
other fruits would he arriving at grocMr. A. R. Brooks
Brooks Advertising Agency
Los Angeles, California
Dear Brooksie:
Folks back

ist is agittin might\
all night ter WCHS!
watts
on 5000
580
Yessir, th'
shore covers a
lot la terry lory !
Why,

arr

new

Nightowl program is apullin
letters from all
over,
1 do
mean an'
all over!
Y'know, Brooksie, WCHS has
'magine,
best buy an
yuh now
kin
alius been th'
hit's better'n
ever!
With 24
arrs uv operation
clock hit's shore
right 'round th'
Algy West Virnuff
ginny's
Greatest
Advertizin
So, efjen
llilUI

yuh has a
sage ter git over in arr part uv th'
country, keep WCHS in mind!
) uh'll be glad yuh did!
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston, W.

Va.

Merchandising Magic in Baltimore!

The show

that promotes

at point-of-sale!

BRENT

GUNTS

Baltimore's top M.C., o favorite with
the ladies who pay $1.00 to see him
or for the
which).

lunch

(we

don't

know

JOE CROGHAN
Announcer and right hanc
Brent Gunts,
s a quick
winning
touch

vials.

DON
WBAL's

JXitchen Karnival, WBAL's outstanding daily half.-hour
festival of fun, offers participating sponsors guaranteed, concentrated

REDDING
Sales

Service

late the terrific power

Manager,
and

effect of

"K. K." with the effort of the manufacturers' own local

broker

or

merchandising for their products in the Baltimore area food stores.
Your product is exposed to thousands of customers. For instance:
Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and at church
and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore; it is sampled by

BILL MASON

luncheon guests and audiences numbering over 500 each week; it is

Merchandising Manager, carefully
plans the campaign and promotions
for sponsors. He sets up luncheons,

given as prizes at every broadcast; it gets special point of sale display

shows and displays, and personally
visits dozens of chain and independent stores weekly.

JIM MARKIEWICZ
Another experienced grocery detail
man. Full-time on the street, achieving distribution, stimulating sales,
setting up displays, obtaining

bona-

fide orders for "K. K. ' products.
Weekly written reports to sponsors
on activities.
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and

active in-store promotion from full-time merchandising men.

WBAL
50,000 Watts
• NBC in Maryland
Nationally Represented by EDWARD
PETRY & Co.

er) stores. The) ran five and six announcements da\
a
(in ( KX. Letters
from grocers, housewives, and Eruil
distributors confirmed the success of
the campaign and assured repetition
in future years.

WIIIIC, Washington, it. C.
Sonic station promotion men have to
reach out into left field to tie in with
a picture of a hath irig beauty. Not >o
with WWDC; thej have a natural. The
annual "Miss Washington" beautytalent search is going into its loth year
and promises to he bigger, both commercial- and prestige-wise, than any
previous year. The contest lasts three
months (June through August) and
has everybod) in the sales, programing, and publicity departments in a
sweat before it comes to a close.
Local merchants who are already
sponsors on WWDC put up a jackpot
of prizes totalling at least $5,000.
Naturally, the) tie-in their radio copy
with the "Miss Washington" search.
Eliminations are held at four different theaters which permit a display of
the sponsors' products. The grand
finale is held in the Capitol Theater,
the largest in Washington, and never
fails to draw a full house. Again, the
sponsors get a "bonus" lobby display.
"Miss Washington." prior to leaving for the Miss America Pageant in
Atlantic City, becomes a walking delegate for WWDC and its sponsors. The
city, the press, and the people recognize the contest as a legitimate enterprise and give due credit to WWDC
for conducting this "public service."
Throughout the season, WWDC goes
all-out on baseball, airing the entire
schedule of the Washington Senators
major league ball games. The sponsor here is the Christian Heurich Brew-

ing'Conipam i Old Georgetown Beeri
and all Old Georgetown trucks have
WWDC ball ganic signs on them. \>
an affiliate of Mutual. WWDC airs the
World Series. For the Senators' games.
pre-game interview sports shows and
post-game roundups are sold. If there
is a double-header, WWDC sells an
intermission show accenting sports.
The results speak for themselves.
The station has never had a let-down
in business during the summer since
going on the air in 1941.

WJMO,

Cleveland

Here's another one of the man) daytime stations around the country that
reports its business coincides with the
sun's activities. W^hes the sun gets
hotter, so does business.
As in the case of many daytime stations, WJMO's billings are heavily local so that the tendency of many national advertisers to cut down in the
summertime does not affect the daytime operator too substantially.
As the day's length increases, so does
the list of clients snared by many independents. WJMO reports that their
pick-up starts in March and by 1 May
they have reached a fairly substantial
business level. From there on through
August business maintains at about the
same pace, and then after September
the fall-off begins.
The increase in operating time usually contributes to a slight increase in
listening audience. This, in turn, supplies an added argument to the salesmen's selling pitch.

WBBitf, Chicago
"Chicago's 5/ioainanship Station"
has overcome the summer slump and
their sales figures show how well this

can be done. WBBM has 88.3% of all
local sponsors and 85.3 9? of all sponsors (local and national spot I holding
onto their schedules this summer. In
making up for the small number who
are taking the hiatus, the sales staff has
picked up enough new sponsors coming
on this summer to equal 160$ of those
taking the hiatus. That adds up to
getting three new sponsors for every
two who are passing up the chance to
tell their story this summer.

WCCO,

Minneapolis

One of the forerunners in the field
of summer selling, WCCO is out to
make their fifth summer promotion
the most successful of all.
The vacation business is big business in WCCO territory. More than
2,000,000 Northwest vacationists add
more than $200,000,000 in "good time
money" to the regular spending of
year-'round residents.
More than 1.900.000 fishing licenses
were issued in Minnesota and Wisconsin last year and WCCO dangles some
highly attractive bait before its listeners. Special features emphasizing fishing and other summer sports activities
lure a host of listeners.
Extensive cooperative campaigns
with Minnesota and Wisconsin resort
operators, as well as with the Automobile Club of Minneapolis, have been
vastly successful in the past and will be
'further strengthened this year.
Local radio dealers participate in a
portable radio sale promotion, plugging the theme of "Take your W;CCO
favorites with you — take a portable
radio along this summer."
Finally, an extensive newspaper campaign is designed to accomplish two
purposes: win listeners to WCCO, and
sell these listeners to advertisers.

Extra Daily Summer Population 602,496!
Every summer day there are 602,000 or more extra
folks in our primary coverage area ... in addition to
our over 5 million! What a market! Who said summer
slump?

WHDH
Write

for copy

of

"Largest

BOSTON
50,000
WATTS

Out-of-Home

Area Survey"

SPONSOR

Coast

All up and down the Gulf
of Texas and Louisiana

millions (the '50 census says four
millions) of folks take to the outof-doors for their work or play.
On the highways
and byways
millions of cars and trucks travel
all hours of the day for business
or pleasure — big boats and little
boats ply the bays and the bayous
— parties gather on the beaches
and in the ranch cabins — AND
EVERYWHERE
YOU
GO
THERE'S RADIO.
Yes, the list'ning is easy
and they all have money
to
spend. Let KTRH Radio sell your
products or services in this big
market. Just call a John Blair
man unless you live in Houston,
in which case we'd be delighted
to visit with you in person.

mted Nationally by John I

KTRH
740 KC
the only
CBS
50,000 WATT RADIO STATION
in the South's largest city
HOUSTON,
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TEXAS

l\ >l \. Shenandoah,

I) .SB. Atlanta
\ year-'xound program to stimulate
interest in radio hits fever pitch just
in time for \\ SB to promote a sizzling
summer selling campaign. Convinced
"people like people," this station has
originated lb* new local shows in the
past two months.
Hat king up the development of local radio personalities and shows is a
selling campaign using the slogan "Radio's N«\er Out of Season."' The effort i~ paying <>IT with one of the heftiest list of clients in \\ SB's history.

iowa

This station has come up with a
novel hot-weather interest-stimulator.
For the past couple of years KMA has
sponsored tours to dream-come-truet\ pe \ acation lands such as Mexico and
Uaska. While the tour is in progress,
dozens of tape recordings are made by
the travellers and airmailed back to

mer ory
is byameans
poor commercial
month"'of theof a compilation
the

the station to be used on special pro-

commercial mail response. Last year's
mail count showed that July was actually the best month of the year, drawing more commercial mail than either
January or October — both considered
good winter selling months. As a matter of fact, the poorest month for the
commercial mail was not a summer
month at all. but April.

grams. In that way, all of KMA's listeners can get some of the excitement
or the tour at home over their radios.

WTV1X, Springfield, III.

This station also disproves the "sum-

Another example of a 250-watter that
is overcoming "slumpitus" is WTAX.
By arming their sales staff with listening statistics, retail sales figures for
the area, and powerful selling arguments, this station has gradually whittled down the effect of old-fashioned
thinking on the subject. Using April
and October as typifying spring and
fall business against July and August
for summer, the results of the summer
selling campaign have narrowed down
the difference in billings between the
summer months and the peak months
to $162.

* * *

You can't cover Indiana's #2
market from another state.
Our rates are local and include

We don't suffer
from sunstroke!

complete merchandising distribution and promotion assistance.
We serve 400,000 loyal listeners in Negro, rural, industrial,
and four nationality groups.

THERE'S NO
"TIME OUT"
FROM RADIO

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

among summer
sun-worshippers!

~C2u». G.^oe.
Gen. Mgr.-WWCA

WWCA

KFVD

Gary2 Indi
et s
No.
Markana'
Radio
Chicago's
Monster

Joseph Hershey McGillvra. In

SPONSOR

YOU CAN KNOW Sv&Uftfavty
ABOUT YOUR AUDIENCE IN IOWA!

Probably the first axiom in advertising is that to

The 1951 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is now

do an optimum job, you must know exactly to
whom you are talking, at what time, under what
circumstances.

available. It is the result of personal inter-

Many advertisers have told us that the only precise

farms to present a true picture of the radio

views with 9,180 families — all scientifically
selected from Iowa cities, towns, villages and

data they have on most newspapers and magazines

audience in Iowa. It is a must for anyone who

is "rates and circulation" — and that this doesn't
provide the information needed for smart selling.

wants

For fourteen years, the annual Iowa Radio Audience Survey has presented a complete, accurate
and detailed picture of the radio audience in Iowa.
Using these Surveys, you know

exactly who is

listening to the radio at any time of day or night —
men, women, children — urban, small town and
farm — their economic and educational status —
their preferences for various types of program materials— and dozens of other facts to help you plan
your strategy.

to get the ultimate value from

your copy, or ask Free & Peters.

WIKI©
+/©r Iowa PLUS +
s . . . 50,000

Watts

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives
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his

advertising dollars, in Iowa. Write direct for

WESTINCHOUSE
{Continued from page 17 I
I for nearl] (luce months i to covei
time an dtalent, before the discounts.
Even taking a big chunk off the top.
the cost to Westinghouse would still
be $500,000 or so lor the 12 weeks.
Despite today's astronomical TV budgets, even Westinghouse think? twice
before spending a half-million chunk
like that.
What was bothering Westinghouse
most was the poser: Would the $500.000 he tossed awa\ on a non-existenl
audience?
McCann-Erickson was detailed, earl\
in 1951, to figure out an answer. McI'.'s researchers prompt!) went to work.
with slide rules atid rating charts.
They looked over L950 summer TV
rating declines and audien:e projections (such as those reported-on in
SPONSOR'S last Summer Selling issue I .
1 hen. McCann-Erickson reported back
to Westinghouse: "'Sure, you'll lose
part of your audience. Ma\be as much
a- 20' , . P>ut enough will still he there
to make it quite worthwhile on the
basis of cost-per 1.000 TV homes."
That was all Westinghouse needed.

It wets al-o enough to justify, in the
eyes ol Westinghouse adxertising
brass, the above summertime TV costs.
Accordingly, Westinghouse went
shopping in the spring of 1951 for a
summertime T\ vehicle, deciding that
prestige-laden Studio One was a hit
too heavy for summertime viewing.
Choosing the righl -lion wasn't easy.
It had to he: 111 important enough to
follow Studio Our. i2i attractive to
T\ audiences in the summer, and (3)
easj on the budget.
TV-wise McCann-Erickson (whose
list of T\ clients i- one of the largest)
and CBS-TV soon hatched the idea
which ultimateh became known as
// estinghouse Summer Theatre. The
idea that Tom Losee. radio-TV account
man at McCann-Erickson, presented to
Westinghouse was disarmingly simple.
Basically,
it from
consisted
of One
"repeat"'
-hows, both
Studio
and
from other network hour-long shows
in CBS-TV and other networks.
The advantages of such an arrangement appealed to Westinghouse. For
one thing, costs could be cut in using
the same sets over again that were used
in the original TV presentations. For
another,

vehicles

with

a "proved

re-

sponsemum audiences.
could be selected for maxi"We felt that summer TV drama
should have a wider appeal than even
the winter-season telecasts of StudioOne," Losee told sponsor. "Therefore,
we concentrated on such sure-fire appeal- a- comedy, mystery, and the
lighter kind of love story. We tried to
steer
from and
'heavy'
dramaputanda
social awaj
documents
literally
straw hat on the camera."
With the target date set for
lTil. \\ es.inghouse lost no
letting its dealers in on the
T\ plans, which were to run
10 September.

18 June
time in
summer
through

A typical mailing piece to dealers
whooped joyfully:
"Make 'Opening Night' of the Westinghouse Summer Theatre an event in
vour neighborhood! Tell your friends
the Westinghouse showT is going on the
'summer circuit' Monday June 18!
First play is Screwball, story of a
garage mechanic who is baseball-mad.
A star pitcher for the home town 10
years ago. he keeps quitting his job to
try out for the Dodgers . . . until his
wife who loves him so much, dreams

AT KQV, it's a 24-hour-a-day job
aggressively promoting in the right
places

for its advertisers.

Carefully

planned promotion — newspaper, dealer contests and special theater tieins — is one reason why our rating and our local and national billing are
consistently high. Spot revenue-wise, KQV
stations of the nation.

KQV

is among the top five Mutual

Pittsburgh's Aggressive Radio Station
5000W-1410KC
Basic Mutual Network • Natl.Reps.,WEED&C0.
SPONSOR

Sure.., and look at the flimsy thing!

* Number of cards and
letter* received in
five days last year.

Here's the story...

hat day-hour-and-minute
ally open?" has been

Winner

SMART IDEA NO. 2

gets thousands

cards and

will our big

Fox

a delightful Game

of dollars in prizes. WBAY

or-

here for

gets thousands

of

letters.
emotion.

ice a hundrWKvards

Each March
above

main

we

place our WBAY

Raft out on the

bridge. In center of Raft is Flag Pole

(as per PictufyN^xactly high enough

to touch bridge structure.

The rest is eas^

acks . . . crunches

Ditto Raft. On
mikes.

is Official Time-keeper,

Sound

River be declared

of Skill around

of Flag Pole striking bridge

. . . cruises downstream,
Judges

is big moment.

And

and

we

WBAY

feel, big

Radio!
This

Wisconsin's most show -full station
Green
HAYDN

R

Represented
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Bay
EVANS,
By

Gen.

WEED

&

Mgr.
COMPANY

is the 2nd in

>/ our original

5000

Ideas.

Glad

to send you

others.

WATTS

W$W T

95

1 up the perfect solution. Whether you're
a baseball fan or not. you'll enjoy this
truly warm and human story. It gets
the Summer Theatre off to a wonder-

For -another, although Westinghouse
could tell by "feel" that the Summer
Theatre was moving Westinghouse appliances off store shelves, the results

ful start!"
jHst to make sure the dealers got
into the act, in this same promotional
mailing land in all the later ones)
Westinghouse spelled-out for dealers
the products i 17-inch TV set, refrigerator, 150-watt bulbs I that were to be
pushed by Betty Furness on the first

weren't quickly apparent. Here's why.
Most Westinghouse dealers also
stock a wide line of other appliances,
and last summer was a generally slow
season. When a store sold-out on a
\\ estinghouse appliance item, instead
of a fast re-order, the dealer often
pushed another brand to clear shelves.

"summer selling" night of Westinghouse TV.
Incidentally, Westinghouse has long
since learned the value of promoting
their ace TV saleswoman to dealers.
She's always referred-to chummily as
"Betty," and her commercials are
treated in dealer promotions — and
rightfully — as a star attraction of the
show. Result: dealers soon fall into
thinking of the comely Betty Furness
as a kind of extra salesman on their
staffs, do all they can to boost her.
Throughout the 12 weeks of Westinghouse's summer season, last year,
the same big push continued. Westinghouse featured appliance products
which dealers could promote with
summer store displays, then backed up
the TV campaign with extensive magazine, newspaper and dealer co-op campaigns including spot radio and TV.
"The dealers loved it." said Westinghouse appliance executive J. G.
Baird. "It snowed them that we had
a real 'strength of purpose' and were
anxious to help them sell."
By such indications, you'd think
that Westinghouse's summer sales were
sky-high. Oddly enough, this was far
from true most of the time. For one
thing, there's quite a lag always between dealer and distributor orders at
the factory and over-the-counter sales.

"The stimulus of television to radio is
one whereby competition has resulted
in a steady improvement in the calibre
of radio programing."
ROBERT W. GALVIN
Excutire P.p., Motorola. Inc.
"We wondered whether we were laying aTV egg," a Westinghouse official
recalled for sponsor. "But, after our
salesmen began to get calls from dealers to help them sell other brands, we
discovered the real truth. Our summer TV was selling all right, despite
slowness in dealer orders. We had to
become merchandising consultants in
moving our opposition's product before they'd re-order Westinghouse."
Still, as Westinghouse recently admitted, both the cost situation and the
sales results of their TV summer were
"beyond expectations." In addition,
Westinghouse now has the intangible
gain of a great deal of goodwill on the
part of the retailers who could feel the
direct
pull of Betty
Furness'
TV commercials.
These
dealerssummer
know
that Westinghouse backed them thoroughly last summer; it's likely to be
reflected this summer in the support
they give the 1952 Summer Theatre.
As for the audience — they were
there all right, as Westinghouse has
since learned to its satisfaction.

An Advertest study, for instance,
made in the New York-New Jerseyarea last August, showed how a metropolitan panel of summertime viewers
behaved toward the three-month summer replacement.
Of the base panel (767 homes) who
were quizzed in the report, it was
found that some 56.4% had been
watching Studio One fairly regularly
during the winter. Then. 33.1' , of the
base panel continued to watch Summer Theater. In addition, as expected
Summer Theatre drew many new viewers who hadn't seen the regular show,
amounting to 11.1% of the base panel.
As far as Westinghouse is concerned,
the audience drop-off was only some
12.2rf for the period, as compared to
the winter.
If regarded as roughly typical of
big-city viewing habits, and measured
against the nearly-30% less that Westinghouse was paying for the Summer
Theatre as opposed to its regular show,
Westinghouse made out just fine.
When it's actually reduced to a dollars-and-cents basis, just how well
Westinghouse did is quite clear. The
cost-per-M viewers for Studio One in
the winter was $4.47; for the summer
of 1951 it was down to $2.32 for Summer Theatre.
The big appliance firm now is looking forward to another summer selling TV season, in which it hopes to
do even better than last year. Sure,
the annual fall-off in all appliance sales
will probably show up in the Department of Commerce's appliance industry and retail sales graphs. But Westinghouse isconfident that its big-time
TV and its radio-TV political coverage
will — at least for Westinghouse — do a
lot to put a solid prop under them.

•••

57.5% New Engenders Have
Auto Radios!
That's 57.5% of all New England families — not just
auto owners! Brother — see your Blair man now about
this productive extra market!

Write

for copy

of

"Largest

Out-of-Home

WHDH
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50,000
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"Yes, and if that's a TV antenna,
you'll get a year in jail!*
Obviously neither television nor newspapers can deliver any
"impact" in the 213,316 privately owned
cars and trucks within 60 miles of Louisville.
But radio is at work regularly in 128,303 of them.
That's another reason why WAVE
radio can deliver 1000 impressions for you. for only 37 cf
Ask Free & Peters for all the facts!
Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (bead of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951.

5000

WATTS

NBC

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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ROUNDUP

with .a card saying: "I se this nickel to
select \our favorite juke box tunc: and.
to hear your favorite music all da\

i Continued from page 65 I
date. First advertiser to take advantage of the KMTV offer was the P. F.
Pedersen Baking Company, represented
bj Ulen & Reynolds, Omaha. Milt
Reynolds, agenc) partner, scheduled ~>2
weeks of CHS" Range Rider on KMTV.
He commented: "1( is a definite step
forward in TV buying because it enables agencies to make a more realistic

long, keep listening to WORC." Card
1- signed "Sincerely, Dick Smith!"
March was "I'M Month" in the capital. \ manufacturer-distributor-dealtion to encourage FM

\\ I \\\. Evanston; Hal Fellows, pres..
NARTB; Tom Criffin. gen'l ad mgr..
Washington Daily News, pres., Ad
Club: M. R. Rogers, genl mgr.,
WCMS: F. Dillard, owner, \\ \^llFM: \Y. 0. Hills, mng. dir., Electric
Institute of Washington: (front. 1. to
i.l Jack Mehr. radio/TV sales mgr..
Simon Distr. Corp.; Ben Strouse, v. p..
WWDC; Art Aikin, C. F. Supply Co.
Latin must realh be dead. When

farm program

WTTM. Trenton. N. J., ran a "Quo
Vadis" contest, in which listeners who
formed the most English words using
the letters in the film title could win

director, has been named "Outstanding
Radio Farm Director of 1951" by the
Ohio Farmers Home Administration

several prizes, one entry came in addressed to "The Cold Bodice Contest."

budgel approach."
Ro) Battles. WLW

Employees Association: he was honored at a luncheon in Columbus on 29
Manh.

Promotion staff of WORC. Worcester, is staging a campaign designed to
build listening to Dick Smith, station's
earl) morning personality. Nightly,
two WORC staffers are visiting Worcester restaurants, bars, and diners.
The station men pass out nickels to
occupants of booths and tables along

This fall will see the start of broadcast operations at two new television
centers in California. Currently under
construction, they will be the West
Coast TV centers of NBC and CBS.
set sales and listening was tested in
Washington, D. C, metropolitan area.
Industry leaders celebrated the occasion at the capital's Advertising Club.
In photo above (back, 1. to r.) James
Secrest, gen'l mgr., RTMA; John
Smith, NARTB;
Ed Wheeler,
pres.,

The first unit on NBC's 48-acre site in
Burbank will be ready by fall, consists
of two gigantic studios seating 500
people each, plus carpentry, wardrobe,
paint shops. Additional expansion is
planned at a later date. In Los Angeles, CBS is constructing a "Televi-

T£l€V/S/0#

IN SYRACUSE;!

.Does NOT Replace it as a Source
of Entertainment and Information
Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers,
radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. But two separate surveys
of television homes show that radio is alive and vigorously kicking.
(Details, including methods of sampling, free on request). Here
are the results:

,„.,

Date

No. 1

Oct. 51

No. 2
Dec. '51
Combined

m

Number

of

TV

Called

Number of
TV Homes

763

493

704
1467

Homes

Average
Radio

2.90

493

2'

61 radio. ~ ° ,

Only,

Hours

per Day

Television

4.50
4.76

3.24
986

3.07

4.52

ACI/SE
570 KC

NBC Affiliate. WSYR-AM-FM-TV. . .the Only Complete Broadcast

Another c-

radi°s Per Tt; l

TOMORROW'S

NEIGHBORS

Making friends with the coming generation is essential
to good community relations. Radio is an effective aid.

Take another look at the kids in the picture.
Today they're schoolchildren, but tomorrow
they'll be employees, customers, suppliers.,
neighbors that any company should cultivate.
What's the best way to make friends with them?
The most efficient and economical way is radio.
No other medium gets into so many homes, at
hours when children are accessible. No other
local medium reaches so much of the areas that

In six important industrial areas. . Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and
Portland, Oregon., you can get the benefit of
32 years' experience in helping industry make
friends with its neighbors. You can get this benefit from any one of the Westinghouse radio
stations. . whose skill and facilities are at the call
of company management, advertising agencies,
and public relations counselors.

companies want to influence.
Moreover, radio is superbly flexible. You can
tell your story in terms that appeal to the special
audience you seek., at any time from early
morning to late night!
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WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

• WBZA

•

KYW

•

RADIO
KDKA

STATIONS

• WOWO

•

KEX

Inc

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except
for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV,
NBC Spot Sales

Baltimore. Dealers contracted for

sion Cits'" w hi<h it describes as "an
entire community designed especially

every available announcement and program on WBAL the day before debuting the 1952 DeSoto Firedome 8 in
their salons. Success of the 1951 cam-

for TV.'' In addition to broadcast studios, it will have space and complete
facilities for writers, directors, producers, performers, as well as all production activities.

paign led to the repeat, with 65' < of
advertising entrusted to radio, the remainder to WBAL-TV.

To introduce the latest DeSoto model to the public, the Baltimore DeSoto
Dealers conducted a one-station saturation radio campaign for the second
consecutive vear. The station: WBAL,

When KMA homemaker-broadcaster
Bernice Currier celebrated her 25th
year on radio on 15 March, the eight
members of KMA's staff present at the

"
*
f
m
ggS

event had an accumulative 180 years
in the medium. At the anniversary affair at Mrs. Currier's home were (photo. 1. to r. ) Tony Koelker, ass't mgr.
1 16 years in radio) ; Edward May, son
of KMA's founder, who practically
used the KMA mike for a teething
ring; Gretta Bellamy (27 years) ; Mrs.
Currier; Frank Field (26 years) ;
Adella Shoemaker (nine years) ; Doris
Murphy (23 years) ; Mrs. Earl May,
widow of KMA's founder.
Solely for the purpose of recruiting
specialized labor and technicians to
work for the organization, the Sun
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company,
Chester, Pa., is sponsoring Sunday
Baseball Scores on WPTZ, Philadei-

KFMB
SAN
DIEGO'S
JfSI 'aad
aafy

An independent survey of radio listening habits in the
Red River Valley was recently made by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College. The Survey covered 3,969 farm families in 22 counties within about 90

TV

San

Worth

Truly, WDAY is a colossal radio buy in a stupendous
farm market. Write direct, or ask Free 8C Peters for
all the facts.

4-

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

MILLION
of TUNA!

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB-TV,

* Competition includes local studios of the other thrt
major networks.
•

Diego Yearly
Packs

60

It's the same story in town. Year after year, WDAY
makes a run-away of the Hooper race, consistently getting a 3-to-l greater Share of the Fargo-Moorhead
Audience than all other stations combined!

WDAY

STATION

tUuUUto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

miles of Fargo. In answer to the question, "To what
radio station does your family listen most?" 78.6% of
the families said WD AY, 4.4% Station "B", 2.3% Station "C", 2.1% Station "D", etc. WDAY was a 17-to1 choice over the next station . . . a 3x/z-to-l favorite
over all competition combined!*

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

AM

KFMB- 5th c nd Ash, San Dieg o 1, Calif.
John A. Ken
Mgr.
Board GeCr l.airman
Chernoff,
Howard L. nedy,

^mm

Move
more merchandisi
in

***

Northern Ohio...

H

Six sure-fire selling forces now
combine to move merchandise for
advertisers using the effective, new
WGAR MerCHAINdising Plan.
jK Powerful 5 0,000 -watt WGAR
*T tells and sells more than four
million listeners . . .
dW Two
■f

leading national grocery

chains swing into action . . .

^ Exclusive point-of-purchase dis*f plays go up for one full week
in 197 stores . . .
■k WGAR personalities appear at
*f sales meetings and store
promotions . . .
F^ Product stories, pictures and
*f news of sponsor activities are featured in WGAR's widely circulated
merchandising publication . . .
■^ WGAR promotes the plan con*f
and tinuously
newspaper through
publicity"on-the-air"

m A/wtfaeMc C?/uo.t

Ask

today for the WGAR

MerCHAINdising Plan booklet that tells the complete story
of six selling factors in one
sales-building program that
really moves merchandise!

ihe SPOT4or SPOT RADIO
RADIO

. . . AMERICA'S GREATEST
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
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Cleveland

• 50,000 WATTS
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WJ EASTERN OFFICE: 665 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

J

\ Represented Nationally by
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phia. through the 1952 season. This
marks the first time in that area that a
major industry has used a TV program
for this purpose. The firm has been
sponsoring shared station identifications on WPTZ. reported excellent re>ults. Baseball Scores represents a stepup in their help recruitment drive, was
placed through the Benjamin Kshleman
Company . Philadelphia.

of Godofsky from Charles G. Ritter
(left I. chairman of Hempstead Brotherhood Committee, at the annual
Brotherhood dinner recently.
During WFIL's I Philadelphia) 30th
anniversary celebration in mid-March,
three veteran staffers of that station

I k \C. Montreal, newscaster Albert
Duquesne recently announced his own
ear had been stolen via his dail\ program, 6:45 to 7:00 p.m. Within five
minutes after the announcement, a
phone call from a listener reported the
exact location of the abandoned automobile. Half an hour later. Duquesne
had repossessed his stolen auto.
A Brotherhood Award in recognition of community service to groups
and individuals of all faiths was presented posthumousl) to Elias I. Godofskv. president and general manager
of WHL1 and WHLI-FM, Hempstead.

am
a Japanese
and Ihaven't
dollars
or dime*.
would got
likeamto
make my contribution in yen. It
is only 200 \en but I do hope you
can use the money.
With best wishes.
J. I.K.
Now McGuire's problem is how to
exchange the 200 ven into U. S. money,
since Japanese currency has no exchange value on the U. S. market. P.S.
If exchangeable, it would be worth
about 56 cents.

* * *

BIG TV SUMMER
[Continued from page 53 I
visited Philadelphia's Franklin Institute for a nostalgic look-back at the
early days of radio. While leaning on
a snappy, streamlined new-model TV
set. Harold Simonds I photo, right),
local radio sales manager, tuned in an
early crystal set complete with earphones. Philadelphia's oldest radio
man in point of service. Simonds began his career 30 years back in crystal-set days. Max E. Solomon 1 1. 1.
WFIL-TV salesman has served the station 20 years: Jack Schantz Im.l.
WFIL engineering supervisor, 25 years.

L. I., from the stations' inception until his death 27 November 1950. Joseph A. Lenn, v.p. of WHLI (photo,
right I . received the award on behalf

Nakano-ku. Tokyo
Dear Mac:
I often hear you people say
''Join the March of Dimes." I
didn't know what was meant by
this, but now I know that it is to
help the unfortunate people. As I

The March of Dimes drive is really
spreading. Mac McGuire. WPI early
morning man who also beams a daily
musical show around the world through
the Armed Forces Radio Net, received
the following from a civilian listener
in Japan:

cal fever in the country. News coverage will be at its peak, and extended
TV coverage for the Presidential conventions have been planned. Sponsors
picking up the tabs for this radio-TV
political reporting include Westinghouse, with over a $3,000,000 budget
for the conventions plus a 13-week getout-the-vote campaign and election returns over CBS-TV, CBS-Radio and
four DuMont TV outlets; Philco, buying a similar operation on NBC-TV
and NBC-Radio: and Admiral, footing
the bills for ABC-TV and radio coverage of elections and returns.
"The coverage of the 1952 Presidential conventions will be available to a
TV audience of some 60 million persons. That's approximately 40% of
the total U. S. population," according to Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV Director of News and Public Affairs.

98.4 Minutes Daily to WHDH!
Yes, TV owners who listen out-of-home listen to
WHDH 98.4 minutes a day! Gee, you must write for
a copy of our survey ... or see your Blair man!

Write

for

copy

of

"Largest

Out-of-Home

WHDH

BOSTON
50,000
WATTS

Area Survey"
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WHAT'S INSIDE
A RADIORELAY STATION?

Sending television signals across the country is a complicated Job,
requiring 123 radio -relay si at ions between Boston and Los Angeles.
This view of a typical unattended station shows the arrangement
Of the apparatus which amplifies the signal and sends it on.

ON THE ROOF
are the lens antennas, each with its horn
tapering into a waveguide which
leads down to equipment in the building.

ON THE TOP FLOOR
the signal is amplified and sent back
to another antenna on the roof. Normally
unattended, the station is visited
periodically for maintenance.

1

g

ON THE THIRD FLOOR
are power supplies for several
score electron tubes.

!' 05' Tl
ON THE SECOND

FLOOR

are power supplies for additional
electron tubes. Storage batteries on both
floors will operate the station
in an emergency for several hours, but

ON THE GROUND

.

*^>

1^1

FLOOR

is an engine-driven generator which
starts automatically after anything more
than a brief power failure.
Anything that happens — even an opened
door— is reported to the nearest
attended station instantly by an automatic
alarm system.

Most of this equipment is complex, and expensive. The present value of the nationwide network, provided by the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies, is nearly $85,000,000.
Yet the charges for the use of this network are low— averaging about 10 cents a
mile for a half-hour program.

Providing transmission channels for the radio and television industries today and tomorrow

7 APRIL 1952
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This i> a -iron- contrast to the 1948
conventions, T\ *s first, which had a potential audience of about a million and
a quarter persons. Although Mickelson didn't predict the TV effect on the
voter's ballot, he did point out three
changes that TV lias forced upon the
customary convention pattern.
The primary concern in selecting the
site of the conventions this year centered on TV. Party leaders selected
Chicago's International Amphitheatre
instead of the Chicago Stadium because
the Amphitheatre included working
space for the TV crews. The second

change comes with the arrangement
committees, who arc trying to schedule
main of their major sessions at night
to reach the greatest possible audience.
Top network TV newscasters set for
summer sponsorship include DrewPearson at ABC-TV; Dou<: Edwards
at CBS-TV; John Cameron Swayze at
NBC-TV.
To keep the schedule "sponsored"
all around, there are several net incentive plans for this summer. Here's the
network round-up of selling plans and
programs:
CBS-TV

The summer pitch here

applies only to Class A sponsors and
only for eight consecutive weeks during Juh and August. Sponsors will get
a 2.V , rebate on net program costs in
addition to the regular 10' , additional
time discount. There are two provisions in this plan, however. Advertisers must stay on for a full 13-week
cycle before the summer and must
agree to remain on for 13 weeks after
the bargain period.
Sponsors at CBS-TV have till 1 May
approximately to ke?p their summer
plans under their hats. And from all
indications they're studying the rebate
plan and waiting for the last minute to
see if any new concessions are on the
way. The pitches have been made,
nevertheless, and based on last year's
performances
year's high
TV
summer
fever,andthethis
summer
program
calendar at CBS-TV will probably include these major shows: Break the
Bank I Bristol Myers) ; Celebrity Time
(B. F. Goodrich); Toast of the Town
(Lincoln-Mercury); Lux Video TheatreLever
I
Brothers) ; What's My Line
(Jules Montenier) ; Amos 'n Andy
(Blatz) ; Beat The Clock (Sylvania).
Since beer sales soar in the summer,
Pabst, sponsors of the Wednesday night
Blue Ribbon
Bouts, are expected to

SPONSOR

REPRINTS
AVAILABLE

FOLLOW

THE

LEAD

OF

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
MERCHANTS

of following

Sponsor

Who

stories

Get Results

SUMMER and WINTER

□ Radio Basics

WFMJ
OVER

□

What Radio Should Know About
Selling Retailers

□

Why Sponsors Are Returning to
Radio

□ How to "Sell" a Candidate

The NBC Station

□ How to Win With Juan (Spanish
language markets)
□ New
Era

Network
Here

Merchandising

□ How
Sponsors
Premiums

Profit

Serving America'sArea
J(jTH Population

With

CALL HEADLEY-REED

□ How to Blend Film Commercial
Techniques

Peabody Citation 1951

CO.

□ Hojstra Study #2

Originating Station

Johns Hopkins
Science Review
Cost!

of twenty- five or more;
10c each in quantities of 100 or
more.
Please check

quantities of reprints desired in

box next to reprint titles. Fill in coupon and
mail complete announcement. Do not clip coupon

Please send
me later.

around
Baltimore
they always

ln-.-i utiful S'Jiiii Chi-minm-Hiili

(or if— you
prefer,
17-jewel
itches)
one for
each of
those
•s romp closest to the actual

keep an

SPONSOR
510 Madison

How Many Square Miles
Will KBIG Cover?

25c each; 15c in quantities

Ave.,
me

h ew

eterinneil

repr nts checked

above

and

bill

all

WAAM

KBIC

FIRM

TELEVISION

6540 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif

CHANNEL
ADDRESS

13

ABC-Dumont Affiliate
Represented Nationally by
ZONE

STATE

Harrington, Righter & Parsons

MAIL ENTRY

NOW

My Estimate is
_ Sq. Mi.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
STATE
CITY
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million

come up with a summer fight series.
Mystery dramas are holding up well,
and these seven shows look set: Big
Town (Lever Brothers); Crime Photographer (Carter and Toni alternating) ; Crime Syndicated (Schick);
Danger (Block Drug); Racket Squad
lard).
(Philip Morris); The Web (P. LorilPioneers in TV soap operas, CBS
now has four on the air for 52 weeks.
These are Egg & I, Love of Life,
Search For Tomorrow, and First Hundred Years (TV's first soap opera).

is the number of radio families in the area now

These programs are following radio's
year-'round soap opera trend. (See
TV soap opera story page 54). Also,

covered by Radio Station WMC

in the daytime class. Colgate's Strike It
Rich
July. will most likelv be around next

throughout the

Memphis and the Mid-South area.*

Major sponsors with the bigtime
shows and name stars are protecting
their time franchises once again with
summer replacements. Two have been
named at press time: Westinghouse
Summer Theatre for Studio One and
Information Please, for Fred Waring

based on 1949 BMB Survey projected tl

(General Electric). Arthur Godfrey's
morning TV shows plus his nighttime
programs will be on the air with guest
m.c.'s when Godfrey vacations as in
the past, and most of his sponsors are

bilwlo
ion

Washington's

dollars represents the buying power of those
families covered by Radio Station WMC

in

the Memphis and Mid-South area.*
•SURVEY

and

OF BUYING

you

can

POWER,

1951-1952.

bet a

trillion
that your best radio
buy

in Memphis*

M E M P H
WMCF

260 Kw Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT

Owned

Firsf TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

•Source: WMCs
106

is

NBC — 5000
WATTS — 790

Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story

many satisfied advertisers
SPONSOR

expected to sta\ with the shows.
Replacements have not \tt been selected for This
Is Show
Business
i American Tobacco) : Burns and Allen (Carnation); Star Of The Family
(Ronsonl alternating shows; My
Friend Inna and Man Against Crime
(both R. J. Reynolds); Ken Murray
I Budweiser I ; Playhouse of Stars
(Schlitz). Anion" dail\ strip shows,
both Carry Moore and Perry Como w ill
have replacements.
The CBS rebate and discount plan
will effect almost all of the shows mentioned, and will no doubt be an important factor in keeping many of them on
the air. CBS-TV is making no moves,
however, to cut rates for new advertisers who want to come in for just the
summer months.
.YBC-TV The incentive plan for
summer TV here is the regular 10' {
over-all discount advertisers get for
sta\ ing on 52 weeks. This is over and
above the 39-week network discount,
and works out this way: when the 52week discount is applied to the eight
summer weeks. NBC-TV advertisers
can carry these weeks at only 42% of
current expenditures.
Twenty-three summer sponsors have

2£LK

& ummer

in

aine
1 1 laii

s uXadio loorius cJime!

is

People take vacations.

Radio goes along.

A million people come to Maine for vacations annually. Conservative Maine Publicity Bureau studies show they spend,
in round numbers, $150,000,000.
Thousands of these tourists each year inquire of official information bureaus what radio stations in Maine will supply
them with news, sports and their favorite network shows.
The MAINE
chance
on his
WLBZ
Maine

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

leaves little to

dialing. We early inform the vacation traveler that
dial . . . 970—1400—620 mean WCSH— WRDO—
. . . that our three MeBS stations, depending where in
our guest is traveling, are instantly available for

Maine's top radio news service, for sports summaries and for
his NBC network program preferences.
That way, too, our vacation visitor hears our clients' advertising, because the MeBS stations provide all-Maine service . . .
and at lower cost than any similar radio package you can buy
in the Pine Tree State.

91,563 TV SETS
;n the quad-city area

•
jived c ...
beyond the Quad-Citie!
Increased power has doubled WHBFTV radiated strength; the staff and
facilities have recently moved into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition of service
in radio broadcasting. WHBF-TV now
also serves Quad-Citians well — and
adu-rtisei> /""I'lably.
, joh

■ Mgr.

Weed b Company
Nationally
107
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590 vn your i/ia/\\bany, N.Y

Gloversville'
Pittsfield, Mass.

MORE
WROW

LOWER

AUDIENCE
beats Station X

(the only other Network
affiliate in Albany) by 640
families according to
BMB.
WROW

shows a BMB

of

10% or better in 14 counties ... 2 more than
Station X.

WROW

COST

has a lower cost

PROMOTION
WROW's

promotion story

per 1000 families than

could not possibly be told

bany.other station in Alany

in this small space!
For the complete story,

WROW

has lower rates

than any other Network
affiliate in the Capital
District.

FIRST on your dial with MUSIC, NEWS

contact:
The Boiling Company

and SPORTS

alread) announced their intentions to

Party, featuring a top dance band aiu>
personality host each week. Half-hour
costs are $11,670 net, and $3,890 net
for 10-minute participations. The
Summer All Star Revue will replace the
regular Revue and be programed along
similar lines, but with lower-priced
stars.
Net costs for the hour are set

Bhare NBC's "Hotter Than July" summer prosperity. They arc \jnerican
Tobacco, Benrus, Camel, Campbell
Soup, Chesebrough. Crosley, De Soto,
Firestone. Ford. General Foods, Gillette. Goodyear, Gulf. Kraft. LiggettMeyers, Old Gold, Fall Mall. P & G.
RCA, Revere Copper, S. C. Johnson,
Speidel. and U. S. Tobacco.
The only shows announced to date
for these sponsors are Voice of Firestone and Martin Kane. Voice of Firestone is a simulcast, keeping its radio
show on NBC also on the Monda\ night
music block.

"Each medium has its place in the
great essential task of cementing the
economy of America. But we cannot
accomplish t li i — m;i.j«pr a"i£iiment if we
are to expend our energies in alley
fights. There is a place where competion stops and cooperation begins."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS
President, NARTB

I .S.T.'s Martin Kane will be a new
face on the video screens this summer.
Handled by the Kudner Agency, Kane
has been on year-round radio since its
inception in 1949. Now, for the first
time it goes uninterrupted on TV.

at $25,000, and NBC hopes to induce
some of the current participating bankrollers to stay on.

U.S.T.'s v.p. and ad manager Lou Bantie reasons it briefly: "TV offers a substantial audience in the summer, and

DtlMont There are no special
summer buying incentives at DuMont.
But Ted Bergmann, director of sales,

timewise. you protect your spots."
NBC's single entry in TV soap operas, Hawkins Falls, is set for 52-week
sponsorship also. Summer replacements
are expected for: You Bet Your Life
(DeSoto-Ply mouth). Hit Parade (Lucky
Strike), Kate Smith afternoon show.
On the other hand. TV sales execs
anticipate that these shows will stay
firm on the program schedule: Kraft
Television Theatre, Meet The Press

states that have
the majority
the desire
net's
advertisers
indicated of
their
to stay with their shows all summer.
Many of these sponsors have already
signed contracts. Renewals including
summer have been set by: Larus &
Brother (Holiday Tobacco and cigarettes, and Edgeworth) for The Plainclothesman; the Mennen Company for
Twenty Questions; American Chicle
(Clorets) for Rocky King, Detective;

(Revere Copper), Philco TV Playhouse, Robert Montgomery Presents
i American Tobacco and Johnson Wax
alternating), Roy Rogers I General
Foods) Those Two, three times weekly
with a guest summer star, (P & G).
Two Saturday night replacements
have been announced by NBC-TV, but
as yet no sponsors have been signed.
For Show of Shows the summer program will be Saturday Night Dance

General Foods (Post's cereals) for
Captain Video; and Drug Stores TV
Products for Cavalcade of Stars.
Jim Caddigan, DuMont program
topper, has several new shows in the
planning stage for summer. Two shows
now scheduled for summer and currently on the air are Life Begins At
Eighty

(formerly

ABC-TV)

and

It's

A Business, musical comedy program.
These shows will be worked on for
fall sales. DuMont also points out that
with its new studios, it can now offer
some top live shows at reasonable
prices. Half-hour live mysteries are
being readied for sponsors at costs well
under $5,000.
One of the best examples of DuMont's summer successes was the Cavalcade OfStars, which went on the air
as a summer show 4 June 1949. It's
been there ever since. In addition to
holding its sponsor, the show has created three stars who have gone into the
top TV entertainment brackets: Jack
Carter, Jerry Lester, and Jackie Gleason. Gleason finishes up on 30 June,
moving to NBC, and will be replaced
with another comedian not yet selected.
ABC-TV

There are no announced

summer incentive plans for ABC-TV
and no pyramid plans either in the
video operation. As at other networks,
it's still too early for most ABC sponsors to announce their summer plans.
But this much seems certain: Celanese
Theatre will take a four-show hiatus
(eight weeks ) , while Super Circus
(Canada Dry Ginger Ale) and Pulitzer
Prize Playhouse (Frigidaire) will stay.
New program plans are not yet completed, although it's known that a show
is in the works for actor Thomas
Mitchell, recently signed to an exclusive ABC radio-TV pact.
Charles Underhill, ABC-TV's program head, anticipates many of the
sponsors staying on. But he also adds
that any good shows that are dropped
commercially will be kept on sustaining to build fall audiences and maintain stations. Underhill expresses the
underlying philosophy of a great many
in his profession when he says, "The
change of programing in summertime

57.0% Listen to WHDH!
Away-from-home listeners in New England vote "yes"
for WHDH! 57.0% of 'em pick WHDH as their most
listened-to station! Better get your survey copy!

Write

for

"Largest

1952

of

Our-of-Home

Area Survey"
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copy

WHDH

BOSTON
50,000
WATTS

has been dictated to save money. People's tastes in programing don't change
just because it's summer. Give them
a good show and you'll have an audi-

at 50,000

watts

gives advertisers

the

GREATEST
COVERAGE
at the

LOWEST
RATE

ence in July as well as Januai \ ."
That's the TV network picture today. Hopes are high for halting the
hiatus. Sponsors are becoming more
and more inclined to stay with the buying public all year round. And if the
current sales efforts are maintained,
gross billings and program ratings

•••

should hit an all-time high for '52.

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

(Continued from page 6)

engineer-salesman and hitting back
country that was back-breaking Some
of his sales were made on burro pack
trips over wilderness trails. He went by
dugout upstream into halfcharted rain
forests. It was a rugged existence far
removed from the conveniences of his
earlier life in European capitals
Otto was clearly one of the victims
of the brother-can-you-spare-a-dime
era. During early depression years he

of any Major Station in the

DETROIT
AREA
This powerful radio voice is hitting a 1*7,000,000 population area in
5 important states and is open to advertisers at the lowest rate of
any major station in this region. A tremendous buy for action and
sales that is establishing new records daily. Get the facts now.

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.

rating

WHEC
50,000 WATTS

at 800 KC.

Guardian

Detroit, Mich.

Bldg.

•

Adam National
J. Young,Rep.
Jr., Inc. ^
MUTUAL

ROCHESTER,
M.T.f
5,000 WATTS
\g-^

J. E. Campea
President
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-pent so much time sunning himself in
Central Park thai afterwards he had a
phobia against ever entering that pubBe preserve. Remember that tile admitted humiliations of apple-selling
and house-to-house canvassing on
straight commission had given "salesmanship"" ahad name. The notion
had taken root that if you were really
hard put for a huek then, in harsh destin\. you were "reduced" to selling.
The misery is not denied of those frantic fathers of starving broods who
turned to a way of livelihood for which
thev had neither the training nor — that
word again — the guts.
Even today certain American writers, expatriate and otherwise, scoff at
our "Coca-Cola civilization"" and call
America "an air-conditioned nightmare.

* *

*

We do not deny the realities, but
spotlight them. Salesmen often have a
tough row. Discipline is strict. Quotas are high. Margins of failure are
small. Slave-driving bosses glibly
mastermind from swivel chairs while
the guys on the sales firing line must
stand up against everything from lack
of advertising support to more brains
and better product with the opposition.

* *

*

For these, and other cogent reasons,
we toast the character-traits of patience, persistence and guts so handsomely exemplified by our well-remembered pal Otto Freitag and manifest in
many another creative salesman — be it
summer, fall, winter or spring.
Otto's kind of plugging is no where
more a necessity than in selling summer radio. To many a time salesman,
breaking sponsors of the hiatus habit
shapes up as a harder job than depriving Mexicans of their afternoon's
siesta.
• • •

Advertising is one of the few enterprises where the
boss can walk into your office, find you reading a
magazine, and not get apoplexy. But the working
day isn't long enough, so you go home with a bundle
under your arm and read magazines. Man (or lady),
we're for you. and we'll reward you with some intelligence about our favorite topic, Iowa:
1. Annual cash farm income. $2,125 billion
2. Total

industrial

income,

$3,737

3. Radio families listening to WMT
338,480

billion
every week,

4. Spot check: Last month 189 spot advertisers
used WMT;

138 of them are on a 52-week basis.

Wanna make it 190? Whisper Katz Agency into your
telephone

(or try our open transom).

OOF
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• 5,000 WATTS

BY THE KATZ

• 600 KC

AGENCY

POLITICS BUILDS AUDIENCE

today on an audition platter. So you
have to take the shows you have faith
in and try to build and establish them

{Continued from page 39)
ning several shows for the summer,
and keeping his to|) Bustainers on.
Gottlieb will keep these sustainers
on tlie air to build for sale in the fall:
F.B.I. In Peace And War, The Line-Up,
Meet Millie. Broadway Is My Beat, The
Big Time. Operation Underground, and
Musieland. U.S.A. In addition to these
shows, CBS is offering tapes of the 13
best People Are Funny programs of
the year on a reduced-cost basis.
His programing strategy for these
moves is this: "You seldom sell a show

with
an audience."
'"The
shows must get circulation,"
Gottlieb reasons. "Even at an investment, you can't be impulsive and lose
your nerve. There's no sense putting a
show on for two weeks and taking it off
just because it doesn't sell immediateThe new: shows being prepared and
auditioned at CBS include a series
called That Hammer Guy, based on the
Mickey Spillane pocket books; comedy series starring Frank Fontaine,

ly."

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE LOW
COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS

RICH, CROWING
WITH

include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove

MARKET

1951 BANK DEPOSITS of $343,753, 852.90
A

10-year gain of 134%

this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN
112

BLAIR

&

CO.

*Z?e ftm^tpa/SeHZ^te/ S^2wh^
WINSTON-SALEM

SPONSOR

ami four situation comedies:
Profes
sioncd Father, Autumn Bride. Cull Me
Coach, and That's My Boy I radio ve
sion of C\ Howard's motion picture).
The Doris Day Show, which recentlj
went on the air sustaining, is a good
example of Gottlieb's thinking. The
program, a showcase for prospective
sponsors, is being carried on a moderate budget, and is available for sale
on the same or an expanded budget.
As for regular sponsors, Lever
Brothers for Lux Radio Theatre is
ready for its traditional hiatus. This
program and sponsor is recognized by
"The most conscientious broadcaster
may from time to time be confronted
with real difficulties in determining
questions of taste. That is one of the
reasons why the FCC is expected to
exercise care in selecting qualified applicants for TV licenses."
WAYNE
COY
Ex-chairman,
FCC
man} admen as the hiatus originator
back about 1933. However, this year,
there is a slight program change
addition to the regular hiatus.
The Lux Radio Theatre will go off
the air the end of May instead of June.
The sponsor will drop about 50 stations from the network line-up. During June it will sponsor, back to back,
two CBS sustainers: Broadway Is My
Beat and Romance. In this way Lever
Brothers is keeping its time, exercising
an economy measure, and saving considerably on talent costs.
All of the daytime serials will be on
the air, plus the strips Grand Slai
I Continental Baking), Beulah (P & G)
and the Arthur Godfrey Show. As with
Godfrey's evening radio and TV programs, there will be a personality replacement as host on each program
while Godfrey vacations.
Summer replacements are expected
for these shows: Jack Benny (American Tobacco) and My Friend In
I Pearson Pharmacal). Drama-mysteries expected to be sponsored during
the summer include: Mr. and Mrs.
\<>rth I Colgate -Palmolive-Peet) , Dr.
Christian (Chesebrough) , Armstrong
Theatre of Today, Big Town (Lever
Bros.), Mr. Chameleon I General
Foods), Gangbusters (General Foods),
and the Philip Morris Playhouse.
ABC There are several sales plans
for participating sponsors, but Bud
Barry has also made provision for
sponsors who want complete identifica7 APRIL 1952

W5PP

AM-TV
Represented Nationally
by KATZ

tion with one program. The Pimpernel show, mentioned earlier, will be
transcribed in England and produced
by Dee Knglebach, producer of the
Big Show. Among summer packages will be the revival of the First

Summer

'Boom- State

Nighter, one of radio's oldest programs. First Nighter will be an inexpensive program, which it is hoped
will build audience quickly based on
its past popularity.
Another NBC series scheduled for
summer is Bob and Ray. This pair
got one of the best network send-offs
ever given to newcomers last summer.
Now the boys have a Saturday night
show, two quarter-hour TV slots, and a
strip.
morning strip on the network. Colgate
recently picked up the tab for the
Barry is working on other plans for
new NBC shows. "There's been a tendency to sluff-off summer programing

The tremendous

impact of Station WGY

on an en-

larged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers
use WGY

and other radio stations to

exclusively. Through spot announcements

in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer

resorts in the Adirondack,

Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages

carried by WGY

also reach the many

tourists and vacationers in Saratoga
George,

Lake Champlain

and

Springs, Lake

Cooperstown,

New

York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.
Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful
8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the

by reducing expenditures," he says.
"It takes money to make a good show,
and we're engaged in major spending
now to create top shows which will attract audience and sponsors."
Saleswise, the net is pointing out
that most nighttime advertisers can
stay on for the summer months at only
47% of what they are currently spending per week. In addition to this discount, NBC has three participationpackage
First isplans.
the Summer Tandem. Three
participating shows are available to
three non-competitive sponsors. The
cost is $13,500 per week including time
and talent for all three shows.
The shows are Sixty-Four Dollar
Question with Jack Paar; Mr. Keen,
Tracer of Lost Persons, and Screen Director's Playhouse. According to research estimates, each sponsor will
reach more than 13 million listeners
and deliver more than 40 million advertising impressions each week at a
cost of 32(* per thousand.
The net rea-

major traffic arteries leading into the "17th State."
You can realize outstanding results by doing
your summer

selling on Station WGY.

Doctors say: "Don't give
up the advertising business. Soothe your ulcer

The Capital of the
17th State

that of 32 states.
A

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

by making your spots at

Telepix!"
6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
1515 N. Western Ave., Hollywood
155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago

lj)IX
SPONSOR

-.in- out-of-home listeners add a considerable bonus for sponsors, but does
not include them in its figures.
The second package is the Market
Basket plan. This is directed at women, and is available to three non-competitive food sponsors. The NBC merchandising department lias already tied
in more than 1(). ()()() retail food outlets across the countrj for Market Basket cooperation. These stores are i:i\ en
one-minute cut-in announcements on a
rotation basis at the end of each program to mention that the Market Basket products are on special display.
The stores follow-through with merchandising displays.
The shows included in this group
are The Man Called X with Herbert
Marshall. Screen Director's Playhouse,
and My Secret Story. A weekly $15,200
covers all costs. NBC estimates each
advertiser will deliver over 41 million
advertising impressions each week at a
cost of 310 per thousand.
The third plan is new. It's called
"Tonnage Advertising." This is the
sponsorship of three or five 15-minute
program segments a week for either
eight or 13 weeks. It"s another form of
saturation broadcasting,
and Nielsen

estimates a weekly audience of 9,500,000 for the three-a-weeker and more
than 11,500,000 for the daily strip.
Many regular sponsors are expected
to stay on the NBC air this summer.

Cee and Moll) I Pet Milk), Great Gildersleeve (Kraft), and Theatre Guild
(U.S. Steel).

The four shows making up the "Monday Night of Music" block, Railroad
Hour, Voice of Firestone, Telephone

summer programing at Mutual is baseball. Its Game of the Day got a headstart with exhibition games beginning
8 March. Broadcasting a top major
league baseball game every day up to
the Series, the Game of the Day will be
a daily occurrence on better than 300
MBS affiliates, except those in the major league hometowns.
Since the first day of the series, the
Fallstaff Brewing Company has been
sponsoring the first half of each game.
Falstaff, which sponsored a similar series on Liberty last season, has signed
for almost six months of major league
baeball, including exhibition games.

"Television, though it ha> an unlimited
horizon in the field of programing, is
faeed with producing the hest in entertainment at a relatively low operating
cost so that the efficiency of the medium
mav constantly increase while costs
steadily decrease."
CHARLES
LUCKMAN
Pereira & Luckman, Architects
CBS Television City. H'vwd.
Hour, Band of America, are broadcast
on a 52-week basis.
Five mystery-dramas look set, including: Barrie Craig I Lewis-Howe
Co. I. Counterspy I Gulf). Dragnet
(Liggett & Meyers), Front Page Farrell (Whitehall Pharmacal) and Martin Kane (U. S. Tobacco) .
All of the daily serials will be on the
air as in past years, plus the strips
Strike It Rich and Welcome Travelers,
and Double or Nothing. Summer replacements are expected for Fibber Mc-

MRS

The most important factor in

Robert Schmid. Mutual's v.p. of advertising, public relations and promotion, isvery proud of this arrangement.
It represents added effort at Mutual for
this year the net had to sign each of
its 10 participating teams on an individual basis.
(Last year broadcasters signed with
the heads of the American and National Leagues to establish their sports

115
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this is VANCOUVER

schedules, hut at the end of the season
the clubs voted in a rule whereby each
was to <air\ on it- own negotiations.)
\Iutual"s successful negotiations succeeded in bringing these 10 clubs into
the fold, getting a ke) position in network sports. Covered in the American
league are: Cleveland Indians, Detroit
Tigers, St. Louis Browns. Washington
Senators, and Chicago White Sox; in
the National league: Brooklyn Dodgers. Boston Braves, Cincinnati Reds,
Philadelphia Phillies, and Chicago
Cubs.
A similar series last season was sponsored entirely by 3.200 local and regional sponsors on a co-op basis. This
\ ear 200 co-op sponsors have signed to
date for the second-half of the series,
and
the remaining availabilities are
dwindling.

in British Columbia

over half

the population live in the
Vancouver

each Game of the Day there's a fiveminute period called Warm Up Time.
This is sponsored seven times a week
by Gillette for its Gillette and Toni
products. Following the games. Mon

Market

. . . Vancouver

"This summer we expect to be in our
best position both in audience and billings," says Schmid. As proof of this,
he points to the sales record. Before

reflects in

bank clearings — payrolls
and purchases of every kind,
the tremendous impact of a
billion dollar production

day through Saturday, there's the
Camel Scoreboard. General Mills picks I
up the tab for the show on Sundays,
calling it the Wheaties Scoreboard.

from

Some of the reasons for Mutual's
great expectations this summer are
voiced by sales v. p. Adolph N. Hult.
""Mutual is powerful on the news front,
and this is a convention year. Secondly, we have the best network sports,
and Lastly, out-of-home listening is ex-

B.C.'s four basic industries and another billion

dollars NOW being spent in
industrial
development.
CKWX
Day

Coverage

and

in B.C.

Night exceeds

Station "B"

(5KW)

by

Station "C"

(5KW)

by 23.1 %xx

Station "D"

(1KW)

by 39.7%

6.7 %xx

Station "E"

(1KW)

by71.7%xx

xx

\ \ Combined day and night
coverage 6-7 days per
week. BBM Study No. 4.

MOST

PEOPLE

pected to hit a new peak."
Mutual's anticipated summer sponsors and shows include: Rod and Gun
I Pal Blade). The Shadow (Wildroot),
Queen for a Day I P. Lorrilard), Ladies
Fair ( Sterling Drug I , True Detective
Mysteries (Williamson Candy), Curt
Massey Time (Miles Labs), and the
S. C. Johnson Company with 25 min-

VE
POSITI
y'
F
OObrings results
PRK-NUZ
that
STALCO
STATE LUMBER
& SUPPLY
CO.

Speaks Out

for K-NUZ
Pulling Power
Here is a letter K-NUZ received
from L. H. Coleman, General
Manager of STALCO, Houston,
Distributors of T.V. Sets and
Sewing Machines.
<,>-,„ u
thought

_. -inon to ofknow
i. of the
results we have enjoyed through the
use of K-NUZ. STALCO (State
the is
comp
Lumber and Supply)
located on
Telephone Road, quit
little
y

has

one of the largest television and sewing machine businesses in Houston.
Thanks to K-NUZ we are able to
keep some twenty-three salesmen busy
following up leads from our programs
Besides the pulling power of
K-NUZ I would like to thank the
station for the excellent cooperation
it has given us in following through
with our advertising, and servicing us
each week.
Looking
forward

B^T'JSH
in BRITISH

COLUMBIA

in the
FIRST FARM MARKET
in the Intermountain West
ABC-MBS Twin Falls, Idah
• HOUSTON'S

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

SPONSOR

utes of news Monday through Friday .
and 20 minutes on Saturday.
ABC

Are you
reaching the,

moou

MARKET?

The sales philosophy at ABC

this year is "Sell summer radio the
same as winter radio — as a good buy."
That's ABC's radio v. p. Ernest (Lee)
Jahncke talking. He's optimistic about
summer sales, and expects most of the

Taking the hiatus problem by the
horns, Jahncke hits out at inadequate
ratings. "Ratings are the problems,
not sponsors. We don't have a worry
about getting more listeners — what we
need is to find a method for showing
how many more listeners we have than
summer surveys show. The seasonal

*WK0W not only
saturates the
"cream

counties"

of Wisconsin's rich
"Moola" market in
Central and Southern Wisconsin, but
covers

parts of

adjoining states
as well. 10,000
watts, it's the most
powerful radio
station in Wiscon-

with
Andpeople."
going along with this theory,
ABC program v. p. Leonard Reeg plans
to experiment with out-of-home programing. He is planning to broadcast
music during the late afternoon on
weekdays, especially slanted to out-ofhome audiences.

YOUR

STORY

BEST
IN

MONTREAL,

YOU'D

BETTER
BUY

CFCF
COVERING
IN

NEWS

MONTREAL,
SINCE

Reeg is also planning to continue
four sustaining shows, currently on the
air, during the summer. He wants to
set them up as mystery blocks and
shake them down for fall sales prospects. The shows are: The Big Hand,
Newsstand Theatre, Escape With Me,
and The Great Adventure.
The Pyramid Plan, with Stop the
Music, Defense Attorney (Mercedes
McCambridge), and Top Guy (Jack
Smart) will continue with General
Mills ( Kix) and American Chicle
(Clorets and Dentynel participating.

J 1919...

There's one availability left here for
sponsors. The morning ABC schedule
with variety programs and soap operas
is presently sold out, and expected to
continue during the summer.
Replacements are expected for Ozzie

FIRST

sin—and itis by all

RESULTS

odds, Wisconsin's
best radio advertising buy.

NEWS

TELLS

net's daytime shows and Pyramid operation to continue.

dip is greatly exaggerated," protests
Jahncke. "Radio is mobile. It goes

Here's HOW
with KOW

\

EXCLUSIVE
LOCAL
NEWS

RADIO
PRESS

CANADA'S
STATION

PROVE

500,000
MEXICANS

IN CREATER

LOS ANGELES
LISTEN

TO 6 HOURS

OF

SPANISH
PROGRAMMING
KWKW
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"More

ON

AND
KWKW-FM
ASK FOR JOE

Friends

than

a Million

in

Montreal"

U.S.— Weed & Co.
Can.— All-Canada
ities from

I Availabil
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1000 WATTS

& Harriet I H. J. Heinz), Richard Diamond (R. J. Reynolds), and Walter
II incheli I \\ arner-Hudnut), while This
Is Your F.H.I. (Equitable Life), and
Mr. District Attorney I Bristol Myers)
will continue straight into September.
The ABC sales staff is currently
pitching a saturation campaign to Blatz
Beer, similar to the one the firm bought
last year. This included four five-minute strips across the board for 13
weeks. At press time there was no news
on the progress of the negotiations.
LBS

Baseball, the bread and butter

factor which led to the growth of Liberty, may now lead to its downfall. The
net is currently pushing a suit filed
against 13 major league teams. The
only teams missing from the legal roster are the Cincinnati Reds, Brooklyn
Dodgers, and Chicago White Sox.
I Each of these teams, incidentally, have
signed with Mutual this year.)
The suit is for lost revenue suffered
by LBS when the major leagues
cracked down and decreed that Liberty could neither broadcast direct nor
recreate by telegraph any baseball
games in areas within 50 miles of minor league cities.
Nevertheless, when the program department in Dallas was questioned for
sponsor, the answer for summer pro-

SANDWICH
YOUR SPOTS!
CBS- WBNS
Tops On

Combination

graming was, "'The emphasis is on
sports. We shall continue to broadcase the Game of the Day both live and

Is

Listeners' Menu!

From sign-on to sign-off, WBNS whips
up a steady diet of good listening entertainment. By combining CBS programming and local personalities with
tremendous Ohio appeal, WBNS gives
Central-Ohio listeners the 20 top-rated
programs. Your spot announcements
sandwiched between these top-rated
shows are heard on WBNS because
your audience stays tuned program
after program.
ASK

fflW»
CENTRAL

OHIO'S ONLY

JOHN
WBNS

by telegraphic
recreation.
And Major
we'll
have
a two-hour
program,
League Scoreboard, on hand as a rain
check program when games are cancelled or not scheduled." * * *

ALLEN

SCRIPT

(Continued from page 39)
smells back into your kitchen.
You
can take the Iff out of Sniff — if you
use "Odor-Back" today.
I was trying to decide what sort of
a program to put with my commercials
when the telephone rang . . .
SOUND: PHONE RINGING
ALLEN: Hello/
BARRY: (Filter) Hello, Fred— how
are you?

BLAIR
—

5,000

WELOFM— 53.000
COLUMBUS.

OHIO

OUTLET

fE Write, Produce, Ship
TV film spots, complete.
TELEFILM,
HOLLYWOOD

Inc.

(28) CALIFORNIA

SPONSOR

ALLEN:

Hello,

is this

Portland?

B IRR1 : (Filter) This isn'l Portland— this is Bud Barry.
ALLEN: Oh, pardon mc. Sir — your
yoke sounded a little high. I tside) I
wonder whj all NBC executives talk
much higher in the morning. I guess
the) start the ila\ raising their voices
ami hope their salarj will get the idea.
BARRY: Never mind that. Allen.
Call up the unemplo\ merit insurance

roof of performance
"My

advertising

agency

represents Shreveport's
largest grocery chain.
"Advertising for this client
on KTBS

includes two half-

hour shows, six quarterhour programs and a heavy

office and tell them \ou won't be
around this week. I have a job for
you.
Come over immediately.

spot schedule weekly.
"Over 90%

ALLEN: A Job! Maybe they're
going to let me hold the pail on the

of this grocery

chain's advertising budget
is placed on KTBS . . . certainly proof that KTBS is

Milkman's Matinee. That's better than
being a sponsor. I thought, as I sped
across town via special transportation
provided for NBC stars. In less time
than it takes to spell Batten, Barton.
Durstine and Osborn backwards (and

doing a job for us."
CONNI SVOLOS, Manager
Svolos

Advertising
Shreveport

Service

if you've ever tried you know it comes
out Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell and
Bayles) I was in Mr. Barry's inner
sanctum.
BARRY: {Stern) Allen, in all the
years you've been on radio, you've always taken a summer vacation. It's
high time you learned that most people
work 50 weeks a year!
ALLEN: But Sir, I . . .
Barry: (Cuts Him) Therefore, we
have made you a vice president.
ALLEN : A vice president? First you
tell me people work 50 weeks a year —
then you give me a job with no work
at all.
BARRY : Allen, do you know what a
vice president is?
ALLEN : Yes, Sir. A vice president
is a man who can take three hours for
lunch without affecting production.
BARRY : Exactly. You are now Vice
President in charge of Summer. We
want you to bring the facts and the
value of summer radio to NBC advertisers and agencies. Just get the job

• '• *

done — and don't call me — I'll call you.

WENE
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REPRESENTATIVES,

THE

6I6PUSH

A few years ago, in the Sales
Management Retail Sales
Forecasts" of leading cities in
the Southeastern states...
Miami was lucky to rate Fifth.
But now... get this! During
January, February and March
of 1952, Miami ranked Third
each month... and in February,
was just edged out of
Second place!

James M.LeGate
General Manager
INC.

[j 1^7

710 kilocycles
'
SHREVEPORT
National Representative:
Edward
Petry & Co., Inc.

N.Y. MARKET

NOW 5000
RADIO

ivalls — night

No doubt about it! The fastest
growing market in the South
is — Miami, (Sunshine) Florida!
Get in . . . get yours . . . and get
it solid with WIOD - the
Miami station that's been
doing a bang-up selling job
for the last 26 years !

Night and Day . . .

' BINGHAMTON,

5,000

5,000 WATTS- 610 KC- NBC

IS ON!

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

{Continued from page 61)

RD'S
*WE

JOB MART

Rated High By Hooper
Rated High By Atlantans
Rated High By Time Buyers
When

Negro Atlantans
Want Jobs

chandising and promotion can be integrated with advertising to produce a
better sales result, regardless of the
time of the year. And that more advertisers should plan to use their summer radio and TV programs as the
basis for sales drives and retail activity— regardless of whether or not thev
are replacement shows.
Richard W. Welch
Director of Merchandising
McCann-Erickson
New York

the more popular segments of the day
and that a majority of the orders, in
almost every case, came from married
women, presumably housewives. We
were likewise amazed to find Sunday
produced 60 per cent of our orders
with only 36 per cent of our time
charge making the average cost per
order comparison, Saturday 67 cents;
Sunday 26 cents.
T. S. Marshall
President, WOLF
Civic Broadcasting Corp.
Syracuse, N. Y.
SUBURBAN

When White Atlantans
Want Domestic Help

WERD's superb public- service
program JOB MART brings all
Atlantans, black and white, to
their collective telephones.
JOB MART

who want to influence the purchasing agents in metropolitan
Atlanta.
WERD

IS

THE

AND

STATION
WRITE

ONLY

Proof

Represented

JOE

question "Can a suburban station
buck the big boys?" is definitely YES.
But there is only one way to do it and
that is as KVOE says . . . build your
programs with local people for local

The answer to the

with the mail-phone offer by Perfume
Sales Co., New York, that the 45 minutes used after midnight pulled 20 orders per quarter hour on Saturday
night as compared with an average of
33 for all classes of time throughout

We are in a better position than
KVOE
people. for we carry this local programing all the way through our schedule.
We have Hope College here with an enrollment ofover 800 students. The fac-

of

Performance.

Nationally by

WOOTTON

YORK,

N.

Looking for an outstanding

BROADCASTING SALES EXECUTIVE ?

RADIO
STATES.

INTERSTATE UNITED
NEWSPAPERS, INC.
NEW

story on KVOE.

NEGRO

OPERATED

IN THE UNITED
for

{Continued from page 13)
ing if the attached breakdown has
enough general interest to make anything out of?
Notable is the fact in connection

renders a service

unique in community broadcasting Builds a tailored bonus
audience
Provides efficient
test radio media for advertisers

OWNED

STRATEGY

We certainly enjoyed reading your

510 MADISON

Y.

One of broadcasting's most successful
sales builders — with ten years of hard
hitting competitive selling, promotion and
sales management experience in a top
ten market — plus a national station representative background — is interested in
a new and larger TV opportunity. His unequalled billing record clearly illustrates
his ability and success.
For

WERD

details

contact

SPOWStMR
BOX

AA

*Hooper Rated Program

SPONSOR

do and I keep busier now than I have
ever been in my 2')1 •_> years in radio.
Business is very good locally— 1951
was an increase of 35% over 1950.
We have over 90' , of the local merchants on the air.
1 know most of the time buyers are
extremely busy people but I am sure
they will find it to their advantage to
check some of the lucrative though
smaller markets which would give their
clients really complete coverage and
not add very much to the budget.
Thanks for what you are doing toward getting recognition for the smaller station.
Sandy Meek

ult\ at Hope lias several outstanding
music teachers. From there we broadcast Concert Orchestra programs. They
also have a fine women's chorus, and
a male chorus which makes ii[> a lew
more programs. The college is a member of the M.I. A. A. league in Michigan
and we broadcast all their football and
basketball games.
Then we have the two high schools
and from them ^ve get another schedule of football and basketball games.
In addition, they have the usual choruses which we broadcast plus other
school activities. From the 15 city and
rural schools we get our PTA programs and the good old spelling bees.
We broadcast all school, church and

Manager, WHTC
Holland, Mich.

other organizations' promotional material. This feature has been so successful that when we have a storm, schools
from a radius of 20 miles call and ask
us to broadcast the fact that the school
is closed.
With this type of programing no
timebuver should need a chart to tell
him that we TOP ANY NETWORK
programs coming into this area. And
we positively do. Even topping the
Great King Arthur 2 to 1. And not
many stations can make that statement
these days.
We have 50% or more of the people
listening in at any time day or night in
this area. We have these listeners be-

NEGRO

pages and cover, 8I/2 x 11" in size.
Any inquiries about the Scrapbook
can be addressed to me at the belowlisted organization, 229 East Sixth St.,
Cincinnati.

"An 'On the Spot'
Report of Pulse in

Action"?
Find out what happens during a Pulse
interview by reading this report.
And, you will agree
with the conclusion:
". . . that this

Thurston Moore, Editor
Artist Publications
Cincinnati

More rural and small-town homes
are tuned in to KCMO than to

The BIGGEST

type of survey
is more nearly
accurate than

any other station in the area — according to the newly-completed

rural and small town

in Mid-America

ALBUM

The book will be distributed through
radio on those programs of the d.j.s
we feature. Date for publication will
be around mid-April. The book will
contain pictures and biographies of
about 200 stars, will consist of 48

cause we deal with people — not figures. We make program surveys — not
incidental calls. We find out what our
listeners want and we give it to them.
Sure, it keeps us all busy — but when
you get the whole community behind
you — you enjoy the work. I certainly

AUPIENCE

TALENT

We are publishing the Rhythm and
Blues Scrapbook which will feature the
top Negro recording and radio stars
and all the Negro disk jockeys in the
country.

Have you written
for your copy of

Conlan "Study of Listening Habits"
in Mid -America. Your message on
KCMO reaches them through
programming planned to fit their
needs. It's a big, prosperous, loyal
audience — and you can reach it
best with KCMO.

CMO

the coincidental method."

THE PULSE Incorporated
15 West 46th Street
New

York 36, N. Y.

50,000
WATTS • 810
KC.
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.

or THE KATZ
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this, issue — and "hot" results therefrom.
Today's sponsors, confronted by a

fashion. This summer the effect of
people talking to people and people

growing
radio-TV "basi< data,complexity
can, bj all<>findications,
use
such a departmentalized documentation.
As one timebuyer of a major agency

looking at people will infuse the political arena. We remember that in the

expressed it to us last week: "The longer joure in the business, the more you
become convinced that radio fell heir
to a summer slump psychology mostly
because it did very little to dissipate it.
Anything in advertising can be licked
with the facts and as the facts of out-ofhome listening in the summer accumulate \ou're bound to see advertiser reluctance about the summertime dimin-

Summer time is spending time
As sponsor's editorial staff went
about the business of preparing the
present Summer Selling Issue two
things became strikingly evident: (1)
never before were networks and stations so keyed up in strategy and determination for knocking the summer
slump into a loop and ( 2 I the amount
of promotional and research material
on the subject of summer audiences
was certainly without precedent.
With these hard-hitting facts and
imaginative devices to cull from, sponsor's fourth annual issue on Summer
Selling couldn't help but have quite an
edge on its predecessors. For the first
time the issue is separated into radio
and TV sections, and the mass of ma
terial available did much to make thai
an easy departmentalized documentation. The job was a highly inspira
tional one and we hope that our con
tribution to chasing away the summer
blues will show itself in your dollarand-cents application of the material in

ish in proportion."
The
drive to prove selling goods is a
52-week job and that summertime
makes a great time to get your fall
sales campaign started is in high gear.
The prospects are that when sponsor
starts collecting data for the 1953 issue
of Summer Selling it will find that the
promotional job done by the industry
this season set a mighty precedent.
Person to person
Ruth West, copy supervisor at
Compton, told advertisers an important thing or two when she spoke before the ANA at Hot Springs, Va., last
month.
Miss West's theme was that many
national advertisers waste barrels of
money on messages that read like they
were intended for public meetings. Advertising, she says, should be a personto-person
to
thin air.proposition or you're talking
The most person-to-person media of
all are radio and television. Why? Because they're peopled by people — live
people who get ideas across in natural

pre-Roosevelt days radio wasn't considered any great shucks in electing
people to public office and keeping
them there. But the politicians learned
better. Today the candidates figure
that they rise or fall with their air
techniques and make no bones about it.
There's no reason why a brand needs
less personal treatment than a candidate. Whatever you're advertising, the
big idea is to get your point across and
make the sale. If advertisers fully realized how effective air advertising truly
is (we know it's still impossible to
measure effectiveness of individual media when multiple ones are used), radio and TV would get the national advertiser vote in a landslide.
Shiny pants are passe
Bob Landry's reminiscences about a
hard-plugging salesman friend of his
(page 6) bear a strong air of current
relevance. Though the economic climate today is tremendously different
from the one Landry's protagonist had
to work in, we're fullflush in an era
where tough competition again becomes the byword. Back in the saddle is the fellow with aggressive sales
ideas, promotion devices, and merchandising gimmicks; the fellow who can
take those shiny pants out of his office
seat and go across the street with a
campaign pretailored for a specific account. The manufacturer's, the distributor's, the retailer's and the consumer's buck is still there, but they're
not standing in line waiting just for
service. They each want to be sold.

Applause
Solid pitching by the networks

to bow out for July and August, all

NBC-Radio and CBS-TV have come
up v\itb distinguished examples of summer selling presentations. Each has a
different way of telling the story, but
each delivers an equally telling wallop
at the same bogeyman, the summer
slump.

under the clever title, "It Takes Four
Quarters To Make a Dollar." The parade of figures leaves no doubt that the
CBS sponsors who held on to their network spots last summer wound up with
a profitable operation.

CBS reels oil a Bprightl) documented
collection of charts, tabulations and
whatnol which prove thai there's no
logical basi> for a television advertiser
122

NBC's technique couldn't have been
any more palatable. The presentation
is a combination of recorded dialogue
and film slides (see page 39) with Fred
Allen as the chief protagonist of a narrative that ingratiatinjih blends humor

and fact. The thing sounds so entertaining as to raise the question as to
why it wouldn't be a good idea to give
the platter a one-time shot over, at
least, NBC's owned and operated stations. The networks buy space in New
York newspapers to sell radio. Patently, advertisers and their personnel are
listeners. Hence, why not use radio to
sell radio, especially when you've got
something that is as entertainingly different as this script, and with Fred Allen, in the bargain?
SPONSOR

IN THE HEART

OF AMERICA

It's The
k A

KFRM
neam and It's

V/z

MILLION

"HANDS

Measurement, in equestrian vernacular, is expressed in "hands." By these
standards the KMBC-KFRM Team is
well on its way to llA million "hands
high." Why llA million? Because
that is the number of hands on the
3?i million people living within the
half millivolt contour of The Team and those are the hands which daily
take the measure of The KMBCKFRM Team and which have applauded and lifted The Team to the
number one spot in the Heart of
America!
The tremendous lead of The Team is
now being increased by the affiliation
of KFRM with the CBS Radio Network. That means the addition of CBS

' :';' llttl

TO SELL THE WHOLE

HIGH"...

service to the outstanding local programming of KFRM by KMBC of
Kansas City that has made KFRM
the favorite of the people of Kansas.
It means a host of new listeners are
joining the thousands who daily ride
the wagon drawn by The KMBCKFRM Team. In this step, The
KMBC-KFRM Team becomes "CBS
for the Heart of America" and in doing so brings about a greater sales
potential for KMBC-KFRM advertisers, for those same measuring
"hands" also hold the purse strings
in the Heart of America! Write, wire
or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City,
Missouri, or your nearest Free &
Peters Colonel!

HEART

OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

KMBC-KFR
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

IT'S

Tear
COMPANY

WTAG
is
for

"Julie 'n' Johnny"
Drop in for Coffee

Talent

Shirley

Matson

"Open House"

{- 1
top-notch personalities
with the local touch —

Lyda Flanders
"Modern
Kitchen'

one of the reasons
for WTAG'S
consistent
number 1 rating
in the great
Central
New England
market

They add individuality
and neighborliness
to your
sales message

WTAG

News Editors
Chris Condon
Jim Little
Bill Porter

and WTAG

- FM WORCESTER,

MASSACHUSETTS

See ^acfmen, fan 'Detaitt

THERE'S

NOTHING

BETTER

THAN.

of the future

II How Camel uses air

HRST PLACC!

page 25

media to hold top spot
in cigarette field

38^3 o/o

page 28

OTHER
STATIONS
,0_

jii
NOV

HOOPER PROVES IT!
1 1 i"E"
The above charts show the Omaha, Council Bluffs Hooper Share-of-audience
for 8 A.M. -6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, from November 1951, through
February, 1952.

\ Largest total audience of any Omaha sta' tion, 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through
Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., Nov., Dec, '51;
Jan., Feb., '52)

Largest share of audience, both morning
and afternoon, of any independent station
in all America! (Hooper, Nov. -Dec,

'51

Todd Storz, General Manag,
Represented

Nationally By

16e 'SaUwa &>

F. of L merchandises
its viewpoint via radio

page 34

NARTSR presentation
is spot radio primer
for admen

^__
DOES

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

A

COMPLETE

STATIONS

JOB
WMBG
WCOD
WTVR

From oil well to refinery to gas station
to motorist, and all the numerous steps in
between-Esso

truly knows its business well.

Its skilled geologists probe beneath
the surface for oil; its skilled advertising
men use the air (WTVR and TV) with
standout effectiveness.
In the rich Virginia markets around Richmond,
Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations also do a
full and fruitful job. Pioneers in
TV, AM, and FM, these first stations of Virginia
comprised the first complete broadcasting
institution in the South. They know their business
well, as any Blair man can quickly prove.

WMBG
Havens*

am WCOD

Martin Inc. Stations are the only

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

m WTVR

tv

"Don
McNeil
Week" to cost
Swift record
$125,000

Swift

& Co. is spending

about

$125,000

for nationwide

promotion

of

"Don McNeil Week" to start 28 April (and covering 20,000 dealers). Included in outlay, which probably ranks as record by air advertiser for
such a brief period, is $20,650 in cash to be distributed among dealers and Swift salesmen for best retail ads and store displays. Another sponsor of "Breakfast Club," Philco, launches its own national tiein campaign one week later. It will use show's personalities to focus
attention on refrigerator sales drive.
-SR-

BAB may buy
Nielsen service
to get sales ammo

A. C. Nielsen has submitted package proposition to Broadcast Advertising Bureau covering complete research facilities.
Would include use
of data on size of radio audience and audience breakdowns by sections
of U. S. Fact that BAB is interested in buying such detailed research
data

is indicative of radio's determination to dish up facts for advertisers to keep present clients sold and bring in new ones.
Negotiations not expected to make real headway until Kevin Sweeftey, BAB
v.p. , returns to New York from coast at end of April.
-SR-

Nets wary of
'amateurs' who
order, then cancel
political shows

Network chiefs privately say they will keep fingers crossed in event
General Eisenhower becomes Republican Presidential choice.
They fear
many amateur groups will try to run his campaign, with some of them
ordering air facilities and then canceling them hurriedly when contrinets

bution money isn't forthcoming.
Payment on order
and stations deal with independent groups.

may become

rule

when

-SRRaymer spot AM
up 43% first
quarter of '52

Paul

H. Raymer

Co. shows

45% increase

in spot radio

business

for fir st

quarter of 1952.
That's indicative of way spot radio business has
been doing during first few months of 1952.
But despite steady growth
of spot radio as medium, many admen think instinctively of networks
when

radio is mentioned.
That's why rep association, NARTSR, has prepared presentation on spot radio basics, will soon show it to advertisers and agencies (see story and pictures page 38).
-SR-

Benny price
cut one-third
for next season

Fact that new Jack Benny contract calls for one third cut in show's
cost down to below $20,000 throws into sharp contrast radio spending
policy of Camel.
Unlike Lucky Strike and Chesterfield, R. J. Reynolds
has avoided high-priced star approach in radio.
It pays average of
$5-7,000 compared to $20,000-and-more tabs picked up by other cigarettes. But Camel over-all spending leads.
(For story on how Camel
air strategy keeps brand No. 1, see page 28. )
-SR-

How
radio

to win

enmity of
stations

Stations are up in arms about some sponsors who solicit merchandising
in connection with campaigns slated to continue for long periods, then
intentionally or otherwise drop out shortly after merchandising phase
is completed. Problem is perennial but is more serious now that radio
stations are gearing for increased merchandising cooperation.

REPORT

TO SPONSORS

Freeze lift
won'f speed up
cable extension

for 21

April

1952

AT&T told SPONSOR lifting of TV freeze will not expedite extension of
coaxial cable.
Planning in large degree depends on which stations get
operating approvals first plus such factors as terrains, distances.
-SR-

Nets don't expect
new affiliates
for 6 months

Here's post-freeze tip for advertisers.
Don't ask your agencies to
roll up their sleeves and start getting time clearances on newcomer
stations.
Nets have already advised eager agencymen to sit back and
relax.
Networks figure it will take at least 6 months before they obtain affiliation commitments from any appreciable number of licensees .
They're suggesting agencies
nail down any clearances.

wait

that

length

of time

before

trying

to

-SRThrower

rebuts

TV gloom
stories

BAB membership
jumps to 590
from 437

Downbeat

story

regarding

market

put under
microscope

Prof.

in Wall

Street

Jour-

Hal Evry

years is now $600,000. Meanwhile, AM stahas hit 1,000, highest total in 2 years.

of Woodbury

-SRCollege, Los Angeles,

dips

into lower

strata of moppet brigade (6 year olds) and finds: 67.5% ask their parents to buy products advertised on TV; 82% watch every day; 62% would
rather watch than play outside; 54% dream about things they see on TV;
59% report that TV programs frighten them; 60% hardly ever or never go
to the movies; 41% never read any books except school books.
Census
was

WSM
prolific
source of
net programing

cancellations

-SRBAB membership jumped from 457 to 590 between 24 March and 9 April.
More than 125 of new station memberships were secured during NARTB
Convention. Although BAB Board approved $468,000 budget on 24 March,
actual figure available for use by Bill Ryan, Kev Sweeney, and BAB
associates during fiscal
tion membership in NARTB

Moppet

TV network

nal brought quick rebuttal from CBS-TV's Fred M. Thrower, who stated
that network's billings for first two months of 1952 were 95.7% over
same 1951 period and that this did not include $5,000,000-worth of new
business.
Thrower added net was almost sold out at night.

conducted

among

2,000

moppets

in college's

home

county.

-SRWSM, Nashville, is now feeding programs to 5 networks (CBS, NBC, and
Mutual) plus tailor-made network of its own on behalf of Kellogg Co.
Station is one of most prolific net origination points outside of New
York, Chicago, and Hollywood.
-SR-

Merger likely
between N.Y.
REC and
A. Tele. Soc.

American Television Society is likely to merge with N. Y. Radio Executives Club. Ballots in referendum on proposed merger are now in
hands of members of both organizations.
Move would probably make REC
meetings more like work sessions than is present custom, since ATS
sessions have been characterized by shirt-sleeve, factual approach.
-SR-

Expanded ARF
to seek facts
about advertising
as science

Newly expanded Advertising Research Foundation, with Edgar Kobak now
at helm as president, will seek to widen knowledge about advertising
as a science.
Universities may be called in for aid in getting at
basic facts about how and why advertising sells.
For first time since
ARF was founded in 1956, it now includes representation from all
media, is in position to broaden its scope.
(Please turn to page 59)
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GUY HECKER
In Runs A Game

IN ROCHESTER

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,—

, iwker crossed the
T>
' l"1886* times for St.U>««re
u.
plateseventimes
5o i» §amCn amazing big

STATION

STATION

STATION

STATION

F

n
0

WHEC

carries ALL of the "top ten" daytime showsJ

WHEC

carries SIX of the "top ten" evening shows

PULSE REPORT— JANUARY-FEBRUARY,
LATEST

BEFORE

CLOSING

1952

TIME

WHEC
THEY'RE

STATION

Station o

ladienCC
1943 T/U
*£££*£*'
the decided
1««Snet^prefer^
-"'"tl^dersbipbas

WHERE

STATION

WHEC
B
D
E
c
FIRSTS . . .230. . .172. . . .16. . . .0. . . .0. .
TIES. . . . . 12. . . 9. . . . 7. . . .0. . . .0. .

rergue^e^d^bas,-'-

LISTENING:-

EVERETT- McKINNEY,
21 APRIL 1952

*

WHEC
-In Rochester

vi

BUY

A SERIES

Inc. New York, Chicago, LEE F. O'CONNELL

NEW

YORK

5,000 WATTS
CO., Los Angeles, San Fran

the [use] magazine for
Radio and TV advertisers

21 April 1952 • Volume 6 Number 8

DEPARTMENTS

The radio station of the future
Consensus of 16 industry seers is that stations will retain large audiences in 1962
by stressing local personalities, community service, tailored-to-taste programing

25

How Camel stays on top
By

allocating

strategy

biggest

of mass

slice

appeal

of

and

$16,000,000
frequency

ad

budget

of impact

to

has

air

media,

boosted

Camel

leadership

28

Does late-night TV pay off?
TV stations are expending hours of operation well past the "witching hour" as
sponsors cash in on growing audience of after- 1 I p.m. viewers

«»©

Can radio's whole audience he counted?
An

analysis

of the flaws

in today's

audience-counting

techniques,

with sugges-

The A I of L turns the tables
Union utilizes management's
favorite selling tool — radio — to
point of view, spending over $700,000 for MBS news

promote

labor's

\ow that the freeze has lifted
With the big thaw under way,
might be overlooked

SPONSOR

points

in the heat of the "gold

out

some

basic

facts

which

rush"

18 facts advertiser should know about spot radio
Slide presentation by NARTSR

offers key facts about spot radio in graphic form.

It's designed for admen who think only in network terms when speaking of radio

Account Executives i like best and why
Advertising
managers,
agency
"underlings"
think makes an ideal account man

get

a chance

to

5 May
t

If Off

^tail-order firms
The sales-via-catalog boys have ducked the air medium like the plague. Here's
an insight into their thinking, tips on how industry hopes to break their resistance

Subscription TV
Scotching
advertisers

rumors
and
daydreams,
SPONSOR
analyzes
of this controversial approach
to television

the

significance

to

KBIG

announces the appointment of

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES, Inc.
as exclusive national representatives
And what does that mean to you?

It means, if you're an adver-

tiser intent on selling Southern California, a new, easy, low-cost
way to get what you want:

BUY

KBIG,

Giant Economy Package of Southern California

Radio, directing 10,000 watts of sealed-beam power over the Great
Salt

Water

Route

THROUGH

to

cover

MEEKER,

Southern

California

like

the

sky

Always- Where-You-Need-Them-Most

Station Representatives, with offices in
NEW

YORK,
SAN

When

CHICAGO,

FRANCISCO,

PHILADELPHIA,

LOS

ANGELES.

You Think Southern California, Think BIG (5,000,000 people)
When

You Think BIG, Thank K-BIG (10,000 Watts— 740 kc.)

When you Think KBIG, Think MEEKER

(other end of your phone)

^e^ KBIG '"- MEEKER
a complete coverage combination for Southern California
21 APRIL

1952

t
«i

It's
simple:

YOU GET MORE
CUSTOMERS
PER DOLLAR

on KROW...
...in the $3 Billion
San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Area Market.

ill Mm

Robert J . Lanch]

I'nneh-cards and dog-tags
There is a great big mercantile establishment in a great big
American city. By any criterion at all. it is a stupendous organization. Regiments of sales-staff face armies of shoppers brought into
the store by 75 to 100 pieces of printed newspaper advertising, and
hundreds of broadcast spot announcements, every week. In a sheer
triumph of accountancy every counter, aisle, section, elevator, exit.
item, order-book and employe is numbered. The entire establishment
is outwardly a vast, scientific, semi-automatic, military-like system
of merchandising logistics.
Onl\ trouble with the triumph is this: despite huge sales volume,
the great big mercantile establishment is increasingly less profitproducing for its shareholders and less contentment-producing for
its top management echelon. A parade of sales wizards, management
counsels, display swami, copy geniuses have been hired and fired.

* * *

• Pulse of San Francisco (Jan.Feb., 1952) shows KROW giving more listeners per dollar
than any other station.

Certainly there is no simple one-two-three solution to the dilemma.
Nor is our purpose here to succumb to over-simplification. However
it may be that this particular emporium, like many another, may
have progressed dangerously far down the path of de-humanizing
its sales. It seems a striking enough fact to us that there is not one
single telephone on the ground floor, or on any floor, from which
an irate, confused or misinformed shopper may place a call to some-

• Pulse of Oakland (Jan.-Feb.,
1952) shows KROW leading in
62 out of 68 quarter hours from
7 a.m. to midnight!

body, anybody, connected with management. The sales "system"
has been so perfected that all inquiries and all complaints are shunted
to clerks. It is almost literally impossible in that store to deal with

• No wonder more than 150 local, regional and national advertisers use KROW as their
leading hay area medium!
• No wonder KROW has proved
in scores of actual comparative
sales tests that it gats more
sales results per dollar!

anybody but a clerk, each clerk knowing only what he's memorized
by rote and without incentive to go beyond that. Elaborate resistance
is put up to any request for the name of a store executive or department bu\er. It is as if they did not exist. Certainly the impression is
given thousands of times a year that the top management elite would
prefer an\ thing to direct contact with the buying public.

•

for details, call

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Inc.
National Representatives

KROW

There is a strange psychology at work today. It is as if some
sellers hoped to eventually have vending machines do all the work.
Hurray for self-service and push-buggies, for electric eyes and escalators. But in the end. for all of science and gadgetry and innovation, there is no eliminating the human contact between buyer and
seller.

Who can compute the leakage of good will, the evocation of downright consumer hostility, the curdling of any impulse to re-order
which results from the consumer's unhappy experiences in trying to
beat a statistical system and get to the right desk or counter or official, in seeking "satisfaction?"
{Please turn to pa^e 60)
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PARTICIPATIONS
HARD-HITTING
SHOWS

WILL TAKE YOUR

INTO EVERY TV HOME

ON THESE

KNBH

TV FOOD

SALES STORY

IN SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA!

Results prove that television is particularly effective
in selling food products.

This is especially true in Southern California — one of the
most heavily TV saturated areas in the nation.
With retail food sales in food stores alone estimated*
at $1,224,699,000 a year, Los Angeles and
Orange Counties deserve your close attention.

Jfl

Shown here are three of the top food participation TV shows
in this area... all on KNBH — the aggressive NBC outlet
in Los Angeles. Time is available on these shows for
YOUR product. For details on the proved results these
shows are delivering, consult KNBH, Hollywood, or
or your nearest NBC Spot Sales office today.
* Standard Rate & Data — Consumer Markets 1951-1952

NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL
THE BUYING
MILLIONS IN
AMERICA'S
2ND LARGEST
TV
MARKET

21 APRIL 1952

2,300 INDEPENDENT DRUGGISTS
PUSH WFIL-ADVERTISED PRODUCTS
An exclusive arrangerr
ith the Philadelphia Associaor
of Retail Druggists and its affiliates now makes WFIL I

voice of the independent druggist" in the heart of this cl
coverage area. Here's a tailor-made plan for you to cas ir
on full co-operation by 2,300 druggists who accountoi

75 percent of Philadelphia's retail drug volume. Hem i
plan which once again gives a head start in merchandi'Bf
to WFIL advertisers!

DISPLAYS!

DIRECT MAIL!

Each week a different product will be
featured on an eye-catching WFIL Spotlight Drug display set up in PARD
member stores. This tremendous pointof-sale
impactdays!
can be yours— exclusively
— for seven

The Spotlight Drug of the week is o
moted through PARD direct-mail pxi
uct notices to members in Philadelu.
and seven neighboring counties. Vl'Il
designates the product with PAD"
prior approval.

RADIO JACKPOT!

EFFECTIVE SPOTS!

A daily telephone jackpot quiz is featured on the PARD-sponsored Skip
Dawes disc jockey show. Cash awards
go to consumers who can answer a
question on the Spotlight Drug of the
week, and to the druggist who submitted the winner's entry blank. A surefire gimmick to pull customers to your
display.

Any WFIL-advertised drug profit
which uses the equivalent of six militi
spots a week for 1 3 weeks is eligiblro
the Spotlight Drug promotion. Vfei
you schedule WFIL you hit hard ijai
area with 6,800,000 people and rlin
than $9 billion in buying power.

FOR

FULL

DETAILS

COh

MERCHANDISING
idelphia
. America's Third Market

ftfad'

00,000 FOOD FAIR CUSTOMERS WEEKLY
TOPPED BY SPECIAL MERCHANDISING DISPLAYS
jod Fair, one of the nation's leading supermarket chains,
is made a special co-operative agreement with WFIL
nering its Philadelphia-area stores. Now WFIL can offer
Ivertisers valuable point-of-sale merchandising and a
rong tie-in with a successful women's show. You'll reach
1 estimated 500,000 shoppers at point-of-sale each week
nder this plan. Here's another example of how WFIL
ads Philadelphia radio stations in merchandising spon)rs' products.

ISPLAYS!

COVERAGE IN 35 SUPERMARKETS!

Jecial merchandise displays for qualiing WFIL advertisers will be erected
ich week in 3 5 busy Food Fair markets,
different advertiser will be featured
ery seven days on these attractively-jsigned displays. It's an ideal way to
Jt your product in position where it

Food Fair is one of the three leading
supermarket chains in Philadelphia.
You cover these markets by taking
part in WFIL's merchandising plan:
Philadelphia, Trenton, Chester, Wilmington, Atlantic City.Coatesville, Bryn
Mawr, Jenkintown, Norristown, Camden, Collingswood, Vineland.

in't be missed by a half-million shoppers!

OINT-OF-SALE
0-OPERATION!
'herever possible, Food Fair will use
aint-of-sale and other display material
■epared and furnished by the adverser. This is a worthwhile plus to the
asic merchandising plan — a plan
iat's
worth real money to every food
Ivertiser.

KATZ

AGENCY

OR

WFIL

PARTICIPATION!
WFIL's Spotlight Foods Service is available to advertisers who buy three or
more participations a week in the popular Mary Jones Show, for a minimum
of 13 weeks. This show has proven
pulling and selling power throughout
the 14-County Philadelphia Retail
Trading Area, where WFIL's voice
is strongest.

KI11TV

Madison
READERS

iin the Omaha Area
Pulse
Audience
1st
in
Survey
KMTY has done it asjain! Latest Pulse
figures (Feb. 1-7, 1952) show that KMTV
leads in 66 out of 100 Class A (6 to 11
P.M.) quarter-hours — Monday thru
Friday. For the entire week, KMTV
leads in 88 out of 140 Class A quarterhours. This equals 62.8% of all Class A
quarter-hours.
KMTV has a bright picture on afternoon ratings, too, with 53'^ share of the
weekday afternoon audience and a 54' <
share on Saturday.

i 1st in 52-Week
^J]j

Rate Protection
Plan

In March, Television Station KMTV
became what is believed to be the FIRST
TV station in the country to offer all
advertisers a rate guarantee for a period
up to 52 weeks.
This revolutionary new plan calls for
the guarantee of the rate in effect up to
52 consecutive weeks from starting date
of schedule. This means that advertisers
can now make a more realistic year-round
budget approach by including KMTV
on their TV schedule.

t&rk slB
£^^f>M

1st in
CivicShows
Service

KMTV takes to the "television pioneering path" again. On April 28
fully accredited college courses will b<
offered channel 3 viewers. This televisiorof
classroom offered by KMTV and th<
University of Omaha will reach thi
touched
field of adult
edi lal ! the

This

will be div
.Vlll

day thru Friday,
52 weeks.

.

ning,at Monun
least

KMTV is also the only TV station in
the country currently cooperating with a
Junior Chamber of Commerce group in
the weekly presentation of a panel-type
TV show. Called "What's Your Opinion?", the discussion centers around current civic problems.
It's always best to do business with the
leader. For leading TV coverage of the rich
Om'hi area contact the Katz Agency or
KMTV
today.

KIHTV
OMAHA

In nn opinion, the depth of editorial
concept and execution represented by
such pieces as "Management probes
air media." "How to sell a candidate.'"
your recent treatment of public utility
use of broadcast advertising — to say
nothing of the expose of Red Channels
— all represent a publishing level that
one is much more apt to expect from
such books as Fortune than from the
advertising trade press.
I'm not an expert, but as a reader I
really feel you're doing a great job.
A. H. Edelson, Client Serv. Dir.
Henry J- Kaufman & Assoc.
Washington, D. C.

I have a testimonial for your publication. After an unexplainable lapse in
seeing sponsor, I have again been seeing and reading each and every issue.
I am tremendously impressed with the
stature of the publication and the pertinence of your articles. Your recent
film issue was helpful to all of us in
this vastly potential phase of television.
Halsey V. Barrett
Eastern Sis. Mgr.
Consolidated TV Sales, N. Y.
READERS

PLAINT

In the two page advertisement in
sponsor which you have run several
times now, "The Story Behind the First
8.000 Pages," you have quoted a station manager from San Francisco as
saying, "Why wasn't I told before
about your Readers' Service DepartThe only other information about
the department appearing in this ad is
the sentence, "Readers' Service is now
a full-fledged, full-time operation servment'.''''
ing many of the biggest agency and
national advertising firms every day."
These references to Readers' Service
are excellent at arousing my curiosity.
The fact that I could find no explanation cither in the ad or in any of the

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3
ted by KATZ

PRAISE

1 am certainl) verj impressed by the
wa\ SPONSOB continues to grow, issue
after issue.

AGENCY

back issues to which I've subscribed, to
detail what the Readers' Service Department isor does or how it can help

me, all seems to me to be a substantiation of the statement of the station
manager from San Francisco that
" 'You've done a lousy job of keeping
Will you please tell me what your
Readers' Service Department is and
does
and how it can help me? Thank
me posted'."
Robert L. Pickering
Robert L. Pickering, Advertising
San Francisco, Calif.
• In a separate Utter to Reader Pickering we described what Reader.' Service does for subscribhe happy to fill in any others who are
puzzled. Basically. Readers' Service answers subscriber-' questions regarding subjects vilhin
SPONSOR'S orl.it. Most deal with locations of
material that appeared or may have appeared
in SPONSOR.

you. ers. We'll

POLITICS ON AIR
I think your story on political telecasting (24 March issue) is very good.
In fact, I find some useful information
in
it
—
information
I did not know before.
Kenneth D. Fry, Radio-TV Dir.
Democratic Natl Committee
Washington, D. C.

TRANSCRIBED "TAG"
Fairfax M. Cone's remarks on the
subject of transcription requirements
in your 25 February issue are to the
point, but I think I ought to bring you
up to date. You did some digging, but
not enough.
It happens that about six years ago,
several of us with Judge Miller met
with the Chairman of the FCC, Denny
by name, and discussed the subject of
changing the rule on transcriptions. To
our surprise, we found a cooperative
and broadminded attitude on the need
of some changes. We then put the matter up to the Board of the NAB at a
meeting at Estes Park. Believe it or
not, the Board voted down any change
on the transcription rule by about 19
to 7 or some such football score. I
was the network official favoring a
change.
Early in 1944, with the cooperation
of the Coca Cola Company, we transcribed the Morton Downey show, a
five-times-a-week program, and we carried iton the Blue Network for a number of weeks. Somewhere in the middle of the test, which had excellent results, my associates decided that this
was a mistake and asked me to advise
Coca Cola that we could not continue
the transcribed program. It would have
SPONSOR

AMARILLO

GAS

—a self -rising flower

TTEL1LM.

the colorless, odorless, tasteless,

The plant isn't in bloom, but Amarillo

-"■-* exceptionally light non-burning gas,
conies from the natural gas and oil fields
around Amarillo. Recovery methods were
developed here; the main helium field and

and the Panhandle are. There's dough-onthe-hoof and the glint of gold on the wheatlands. The oil wells are in flower, the Air
Force Base is bustling, the Atomic Energy

recover) plant are important points of interest. Once, when a slight touch of Panhandle weather turned the sky black and

Commission's Pantex is nearby. Right in
the middle of it all is KGNC, a mere bud
in 1922. a 10.000 watt nosegay in 1952.

slammed the temperature down thirty degrees, atranscontinental plane was grounded.

Come pluck the flars.

One of the impatient passengers, a highspirited fillv from the Coast, checked in at
a hotel and bent the clerk's ear. "What's
there to see in Amarillo?"
Civic-minded as all get-out. the hotel man
volunteered. "We

marillo

have the only helium

plant in the world."
The lad\ brightened. "Indeed?'' she said.
"Is it in bloom now?"

NBC AFFILIATE

Represented
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Nationally

by the O.

L Taylor

Company

y FOR STATION ACHIEVEMENT
IN SAN FRANCISCO

AWARD TO KRON-TV
By Academy

of Television Arts and Sciences,

San Francisco Chapter, for year 1951

Here is further proof that among the three San Francisco
TV stations, KRON-TV has established — and maintains
— clear-cut leadership. Evidence of this leadership grows
month after month because . . .
• With the market's highest TV antenna, KRON-TV
provides unparalleled "Clear Sweep" eoverage
• KRON-TV presents the largest number of toprated shows — more than the other two stations
combined (Pulse and Tele-Que)
• KRON-TV attracts the most viewers in every
audience segment — men, women, teenagers, children (Tele-Que — Pulse does not measure)
• KRON-TV serves the largest number of advertisers (Rorabaugh)
• KRON-TV offers the greatest percentage of
audience . . . both day and night, and throughout
the week (Tele-Que)
th FREE & PETERS

TV

for availabilities!

THE SAN FRANCISCO

on SPOTS

TV STATION
THAT PUTS MORE EYES

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE
SELL MORE

ON CHANNEL

4

Free & Peters, Inc. offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in The Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
SPONSOR

to be live. Later, I moved to another
network, and for a long period carried
the Morton Downey show on the entire network on a transcribed basis.
This was the beginning of transcribed
network programs. We knew we were
right and eventually have proven it.
But in those days several of the networks fought the idea and also any
move to take off the "tag" announcing
that this program is transcribed. My
recommendation then, and it still is,
was to the effect that we announce to
the listeners when a show is live.
Now, hold on to your hat. Last
month, the NARTB Board— Radio Division— in their meeting at Lost Valley
Ranch. Bandero, Texas, voted to take
steps to get the tag removed.
I thought I'd bring you up to date
and show that there are times when
the FCC has understanding and even
more progress than parts of the industrv.
Edgar Kobak
Business Consultant
•
Thanks to Edear Kobak for showing SPONSOR a larger portion of ihe transcription picture.
Apparently, the FCC itself was not aware that
■ he attitude of broadcasters in recent years had
been responsible for maintenance of the Iranseription-tagginc regulation. A top FCC. official,
queried bv SPONSOR, said the regulation remained
in effect
because
the FCC
itself deemed

NEW

RADIO AND TV RESULTS

In the past, my subscription to SPONSOR has included copies of TV Results
and Radio Results booklets, and I certainly hope the same is true this year.
Will I be receiving them?
Edmund J. Shea, Radio Dir.
James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston
I have just received our copy of the
1952 edition of TV Results. I would
very much like to receive as quickly as
possible two additional copies of this.
John L. Gwynn, Media Dir.
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago
Will you kindly send us an issue of
TV Results 1952 edition?
R. R. Rizer, Dir. Media & Res.
BBDO, Minneapolis
Would you please send us a copy of
your TV success stories at your earliest
convenience.

Bruce Bryant
Edward Petry ult& Co., Chicago

• The 92- >oge Radio
H. -.ill- book
scribers.
Ex
and at the f .How
in- .,
ra' copies'
35c each; 2 5 copies o
more copies. 75c each.
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z

and 60-page TV
all SPONSOR
sub.1,1 e at SI. 00 each
rates: 100 copies.
1> 50c each; 10 or

IMPS A PRODUCER

NOW. .. more than ever

In your issue pertaining to T\ films.
I discovered to my dismay that IMPS

• ••your best buy in
The Fabulous Southwest

(International Movie Producers' Service) was not listed among the producers for television, but was listed as an
"editing service."
You are a remarkable historian.
While IMPS started out as a service to
other producers, we stopped the service aspect of our business some four
years ago. Today, we are among the
leading producers for commercial spots
for television. We have just built our
own studios I Ben Gradus Studios
Ltd.) which promise to be second in
importance in the metropolitan area
I Fox Movietone is first).
In fact, if you want to mention IMPS
ever, this can be interpreted as one of
the important steps by east coast producers in the battle for filming television, as against Hollywood's facilities.
Ben Gradus, Pres.
Int'l Movie Prod. Service. V. Y.

£7
10.000
WATTS
EL PASO'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION

KEPO
EL PA SO

HE HAS AN AGENCY
On page 51 of your 1952 TV Results booklet, sponsor C. K. Pikiel is
mentioned in a Capsule Case History
as placing his spot announcements direct. This is incorrect. C. K. Pikiel is
our client and we hope you will mention this in a subsequent issue of
SPONSOR.

Herbert H. Davidson, A. E.
Cabbott & Coffman Adv.. Pittsburgh

TV SALESMAN'S DREAM
You hit the nail on the head with
your 10 March issue of sponsor.
It's j
the answer to a TV salesman's dream.
Please rush five copies.
Kieth Mathers, Ass't Prog. Mgr.
WKY-TV, Oklahoma

• You've got to be good
to make the grade in

EARLY A.M. JACKPOT

your

In a recent issue, I notice that your
editor has used one of the WJR success
stories. This is the one in which WJR
was successful in selling dolls, by mail
order, for $5.95. We appreciate your
printing this story and, for that reason,
I hesitate to mention that I believe the
most important point was omitted.
SPONSOR failed to print the time, which
was 5:45 to 6:00 a.m. — before breakfast!
Elmer 0. Wayne.
Sales Mgr.. WJR, Detroit

any of the top 86 local
advertisers in the El Paso,

hometown!

Just ask

Texas, market, and they'll
tell our story for us. KEPO
DELIVERS RESULTS!

REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

FOR

THE

BROADCASTER

STATION MANAGERS - PROGRAM

DIRECTORS

SALES MANAGERS - PRODUCTION MEN
For all who seek the answers
to Better Programming

IMII PROGRAM murs
APRIL

28

A concentrated cross-country schedule brings the BMI
Program Clinics to you in your own area. Thirty-eight
Clinics in 37 States under the auspices of your State
Broadcasters Associations. Five additional clinics in
Canada complete the Itinerary.

-MAY

12

Past BMI Program Clinics have been hailed as "the
most comprehensive job of spreading info about latest
programming techniques and ideas"— (Variety) and "BMI
Clinics spark local showmanship"— (Sponsor). This 1952
series will be bigger and better.
City

"S^irTSST^TioR
State
ALABAMA
ARIZONA^
ARKANSAS
CALIFORN
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
IOWA

NEARBY

Date
..May 12

(.

KANSAS
MAINE
tt%
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MARYLAND
b
MASSACHUSETl
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA

55K°SbOUNA
OKLAHOMA

OLINA
^UTHNCAR
DAKOTA
SOUTH
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON.^
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN

STATE AND

HAVE

YOUR KEY

Montgomery
Little Rock
Phoenix
San Francisco
Hollywood
ville
Athens
Chicago
Boise
Des
Moines
Denvi
Wichita

April 28

May 3
May 6
May 1
April
May 627
May 8
May
May 22
May 7
May 7
May 6
April
May 930
April
29
May 1
Mayl
May 6
May 5
April 29

Owensboro

Battle Creek
Minneapolis
Jackson
St. Louis
Missoula
Atlantic City
Omaha
Raleigh
Syracuse
Columbus
Oklahoma City
Portland
Columbia
Sioux Falls
Nashville
San
Salt Antonio
Lake City

Broadcast Music, Inc.

Richmond
Seattle
Charleston
Milwaukee

END
PERSONNEL ATT
Meeting Place
Davis Hotel
Jefferson
Marion Hotel
. Jokake Inn
KwoolRoosevelt
Cosmopolitan Hotel
Florida
University of
University of Georgia
Boise Hotel
Sheraton
Hotel
Hotel Sa very

Hotel

Broadview Hotel
Owensboro Hotel
Bentley Hotel
Augusta House
thfraton-Belvedere
Touraine
Hotel
Post Tavern
Radisson Hotel
Heidelberg Hotel
Hotel Jefferson
Florence Hotel
Paxton Hotel
Dennis Hotel
Hotel
Onondaga
Sir Walter Hotel Hotel
Deshler-Wallick
Skirvin Hotel
Benson
Columbia Hotel
Cataract Hotel
Hotel
Andrew Jackson
Plaza Hotel
Newhouse HotelHotel
John Marshal
Olvmpic Hotel
Daniel Boone
Plankinton Hotel

SPONSOR

SMIS1I
\ew> and renew
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New on Felerfoion networks
SPONSOR
American
Home
Products
(Boyle-Midway Inc div)

Earl Bothwell

Cannon

Mills Inc
Products Inc

Continental

Baking Co

Ex-Cello Corp

(Pure-

D.

Ivey

Gamble

PROGRAM,

14

ABC-TV

CBS-TV 18
CBS-TV 51
NBC -TV 45

Fred

NBC-TV

M.

Randall
& Walsh

Kate Smith Evening
16 Apr; 5 wks

start

duration

Sat

Hour;

alt

11:05-20
W

8:30-9

pm;
pm;

Adventures of Ellery Queen; W 9-9:30 pm; 16 Api
52 wks
Cive & Take; Th 3:30-4 pm; 20 Mar; 52 wks
City

31

NBC-TV 45

Hospital;

alt T 9-9:30

Howdy

Doody; W

Today;

M

pm;

25

5:45-6 pm; 11

S:20-25;

Cangbusters;

CBS-TV 36

Co

time,

Saturday
Night
Wrestling;
12 Apr; 26 wks

11

Young & Rubicam
SSCB
Ted Bates

Cunningham
Procter &

DuMont

NBC-TV 45
Neal

Carter

NET STATIONS

AGENCY
W.

alt Th

14

13

wks

9-9:30

pm;

20

The Egg & I; T Th 12-12:15

Mar; 26 wt

Jun; 13 wks

Apr;

Mar;

52

wl

pm; 26 Feb; 26 wl

Renewed on Television Networks
NET STATIONS

3.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co
B. F. Coodrich Co

Sweeney
BBDO

Tide Water

Lennen

Oil Co

NBC-TV

& James
&

58

DuMont

7

Mitchell

This Is Show Business, Sun 7:30-8 pm; 30 Mar;
52 wks
Voice of Firestone; M 8:30-9 pm; 19 May; 52 wks

45

CBS-TV

Celebrity Time; Sun 10-10:30 pm; 30 Mar; 52 wks
Broadway
to Hollywood; Th 8:30-9 pm; 17 Apr;

Station Representation Changes
NEW
KFWB, Los Angeles
KSAN, San Francisco
WJET,
WP|B.

Erie, Pa.
Providence

Co,

NATIONAL

Independent

Branham

Independent
Independent

Bob Atkinson, Hlywd.
(Southern
National Time Sales, N.Y.

REPRESENTATIVE

N.Y.
California

rep)

O. L. Taylor Co, N.Y.

New and Renewed Spot Television
AGENCY

SPONSOR
American

Bus Lines

Hanson

American Cigarette &
Cigar Co
American Maize-Products
American Maize-Products
American Maize-Products
Benson & Hedges

Co.
Co.
Co.

& Co Inc

Philip Morris & Co
Polaroid Corp
Procter & Camble Co
Procter & Camble
United
Airlines
Wilson & Co

Hanson

NET OR STATION
WDTV, Pittsb.
WBZ-TV, Boston;
WNBQ,

Eversharp Inc
Helbros Watch
Co
Lever Brothers Co
McCormick

&

SSC&B

Co

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Kenyon

& Eckhardt

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Benton & Bowles
Biow
Mort
Junger
|. Walter Thompson
Cecil & Presbrey
Biow
BBDO

Chi.

WPTZ,
Phila.
WNBK, Cleve.
WBZ-TV, Boston
WNBQ, Chi.
WNBT, N.Y.
WBZ-TV, Boston
WNBT,
WDTV,

N.Y.
Pittsb.

WDTV,

Pittsb.

Young & Rubicam

WRCB,
WNBK.

Schen.
Cleve.

Young & Rubicam
N. W. Ayer

WNBQ,
WNBQ,

Chi.
Chi.

Ewell & Thurber

WDTV,

Pittsb.

PROGRAM,

time, start, duration

10-se

c ident; 7 Apr; 7 wks (n)
1-min anncmt; 3 Apr; 13 wks
(r)
1-mir
1-mir partic; 1 Apr; 13 wks (r)
1-mir
partic; 2 Aor; 13 wks (r)
anncmt; 4 Apr; 13 wks
(r)
10-se
c stn break; 3 Apr; 13 wks (r)
20-se c stn break; 5 Apr; 52 wks (r)
20 -se
c stn break; 4 Apr; 13 wks (n)
1-mir
10-se c stn ident; 1 Apr; 13 wks (r)
20-se
20-se

partic; 15 Apr; 22 wks
c anncmt; 12 Apr; 5 wks

(n)
(n)

c stn break; 12 Apr; 52 wks (r)
20-se c stn break; 5, 7 Apr; 52 wks
(r)
20-se c stn break; 6, 7, 23 Apr; 52 wks (r)
1-mi c stn break; 2 Apr; 13 wks (r)
20-se
anncmt;

3 Apr;

13 wks

(n)

Numbers
lit next
National

issue: Were and
Broadcast
Sales
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Renewed
on Networks,
New
National
Executives,
Sponsor
Personnel.
Netv

Spot
Radio
Bu.
Agency
Appointments

after nam en

refer to New and
new rate goryJack W. Minor
E. S. Snyder
Maxwell Sapan
Gent- McM asters
H. M. Wilson

Re(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

1952

2 1

APRIL

JJh

Xdrertising
Agency Personnel Changes
NAME
FORMER

mgr
C

AFFILIATION

NEW

D. Alexander

Iowa

Public Service Co. Sioux City, resales

John C. Appleton
Robert
E. Bousquet

Crey.
Lever

NY., acct exec
Brothers
Co
(Lux

Mrs. Robert B. Carlson
Herbert W. Cohon
Hal Davis
Robert W.
Harry

A.

Eckhardt.

Albert

Frank-Cuenther
&

copy staff

NY.,

Ryan,

vp

West also
Same,
vp44th)
Same,
member

Law,

NY.,

rtuthrauff
& Ryan,
merchandising div

Hallack

NY.,

plans

Chi.,

head

William
Price.

H.

Weintraub,

Robinson

NY.,

of

Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Biow.
NY.,
vp

lames ). McCaffrey
Edward ). McCormack
Cene McMasters

Anderson & Cairns, NY., media dir
C. L. Miller Co. NY., copy dir

C.

Robert

D.

)r

Albert

Maxwell

Emil

Sapan

Leicester H. Sherrill
Edna S. Snyder
)ohn C. Standart |r

\VBBW,

formerly

Youngstown,

NY.,

N.Y.,

Lennen

&

Woods
Kenyon

Station Changes
El Paso,

Mogul,

BBDO,

Dowd,

Law,

N.Y.,

& Warwick,
& Eckhardt,

Redfield &

Johnstone,

NY., asst to exec vp

Same, also member board dir
Grant, Detroit, merchandising
Same, vp
Key, St. L.. copy chief
Lennen & Mitchell,
Same, gen mgr
Same, pres

board

copy chief

N.

board

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y., vp
Hewitt, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather,
NY,
media dir
Ted Bates, NY., member copy dept

Dowd,

vp

Mitchell,

management

acct exec

Y., copy superv

Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.. acct exec
Dundon Associates, N.Y., vp

|. Viscardi

|. R. Warwick
Howard
M. Wilson

KEPO,

Frank-Cuenther

Keller & Calvert, Detroit, pub rel dir

me-nber

Roy S. Dustine, N.Y., exec
Same, vp
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chi., acct exec

Young & Rubicam. NY., acct exec
John C. Dowd, Boston, exec vp

Parent

copy-plans staff

vp

Zimmer,
Same,

Transportation Adv, Detroit, vp-sls mgr
Famous-Barr Co. St. L.. member copy staff
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt,
NY.,
member
copy
dept

Frank J. Reynolds

Raymond

Same,

Denver Chemical Mfg Co, N.Y.. adv mgr
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Detroit, vp in charge

Miller

B. Owens

Edward

|ohn C. Dowd, Boston, member
Bozell
& Jacobs
Chi., vp
Same, vp

direct

acct exec.

Crayson Lathrop
Carrit A. Lydecker

lack W. Minor
lacquelyn
Mundy
Leslie Munro

N. Y., co-partner
N.Y., member
copy

Redfield &

N.

vp

Y.. vp

Johnstone.

NY

Tedstaff
Bates, N.Y., exec
Same, vp
Henry J. Kaufman, Wash.,

member

William Wilbur, N.Y., vp
Same, vp
Kenyon & Eckhardt,
NY.,

vp-gen

member

now

10,000 watts,

O., formerly independent,

ABC

Frequency.

690

exec

kc.

<eff 1 May)

\ umbers alter names
rein new
to category
Veil) and ReRobert W. Da)
II al Dans

(5)
(5)

J.J.McCaffre) (5)
Donald <:. Miller (5)

Grayson Lathrop (5)
(.. I). Alexander

(5)

V. .1. Reynolds
I.. II. Sherrill
R. R. Owens Jr

(5)
(5)
(5)

creativ

creative staff

(other than personnel)

5.000 watts,

agency:

board dir

man

& Frank, Chi., acct exec
N.Y.,

Elect

radio-

American
Legion
i Dept. of Michigan),
Detroit,
pub rel dir
Lewis Edwin
Ryan.
Wash.,
acct exe:

John F. Hardie
lack Kaduson
lohn C. Langan

Donald

Erwin, Wasey, L.A., member copy staff
Herbert
W.
Cohon
Co, N.Y.,
pres
'new

N.Y., vp

&

of

Ellington,
N.Y., acct exec
John C. Dowd, Boston, media, research dir

adv

Ralph H. (ones, NY., acct exec
Biow, NY., superv mechanical prod
Shore, LA., exec

E. Carabrant
Cardner

David

P. Schneider,

Kenyon

Ruthrauff

Flarsheim
Fremd

lames
Steve

NY,

Ruth.auff & Ry;n. Chi., member
Joseph

Day

Dodsworth

Henry
Ted

div),

AFFILIATION

Bozcll & |acobs,
N.Y., asst to coordinator
Companies pub information prog

R. .1. i iscardi (5)

SPONSOR

FALL,
WINTER,
SPRING,
* SUMMER

LISTENERS ,NOT «a*>ns.
MAKE
By
than

THE AUDIENCE!

now, almost everyone agrees that Summertime
radio provides as many (if not more) listeners
any other season.

This fact has been proven by many surveys and just
plain common sense. Less than 7 percent of the
nation's people are on vacation at any one time. And
when they go, today's vacationers take their radios
with them. Iowa Radio Audience Surveys show that
even during the past two years there has been a
tremendous increase in sets used during the summer.
Families owning portable sets has increased by 66,019
— families owning radio-equipped autos has increased
145.462 since 1948.
In Summer, radios flock to the beaches, mountains
and lakes; on family picnics; they take weekend trips
and week-night drives, they're practically "standard
equipment" in automobiles and summer cottages.
I The 1949 Iowa Radio Audience Survey found that
80.5% of the men and 63% of the women listened to
21 APRIL 1952

their auto radios when traveling more than 100 miles. )
Radios are as much

a part of the summertime

American scene as bathing suits, picnics and "twoweeks-with-pay". Actually, people are more dependent on radio when vacationing than ivhcn at home.
If you want further facts, ask us or Free & Peters!

WHO

*for Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National

Representatives

local sponsors report . . .
"Business doubled in
one year...
with AP news on
WRUF."Fred

M. Cone, Owner
Ideal Laundry,

From Mr. Cone: "AP news on WRUF contributed greatly to the increase in our business.
AP newscasts give the people what they desire
most — up-to-the-minute news. This certainly
pays off for us. All of us are sold on AP for

Gainesville, Fla.
results!"

"Listeners more
interested than ever

Says Mr. Brazeau, whose bank is the biggest
sponsor of news at WFHR: "Because news is the

in news."
Bernard C. Brazeau, Pres.,
First National Bank,

listener's greatest interest today, we use AP
news over WFHR consistently with maximum results. AP does a real job in promoting good will

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
and business for us!"

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride

THIS

STA TION

IS

A

Ml1

m

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.
• offices throughout the world.
• staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newspapers .. . more than 100,000
daily.
men and women contributing

PROFIT is the proof . . . PROFIT
from increased business ... for
sponsor and station! AP news produces consistent results ... and
top listenership. Keen, precise
news coverage compels the listener's attention . . . holds him
for sponsor's sales message. AP
news builds peak buying audiences!
For complete information on
how you can achieve results with
AP news . . . contact your AP Field
Representative ... or WRITE

RADIO

DIVISION

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS.''

NEWS
TELLS
YOUR
STORY

BEST

IN

MONTREAL

YOU'D

BETTER

CFCF
COVERING
NEWS
IN MONTREAL
SINCE

1 1919.
EXCLUSIVE
LOCAL
NEWS

RADIO
PRESS

CANADA'S
STATION
FIRST

Co., Amarillo,

Tex

Some 150 leading utility companies are spending $1,000,000 under
the cooperative banner of Electric Companies Advertising Program,
through Corliss Archer on ABC, to fight what they term "creeping
socialism." Down in the Texas Panhandle (where they boast about
doing things better) the Southwestern Public Service is doing similar crusading on its own with a modest radio budget of $50,000.
But this free enterprise story is just part of ad manager Weber's
strategy. With a limited budget at his command — in the Madison
Avenue sense — he intensifies dealer merchandising and increases
Southwestern's electric and gas service to over 100,000 customers.
For Weber, a native of Chicago, it's an exciting job. One he set his
sights for back in 1939 when, fresh out of Knox College, he prepared
to be a lawyer. "But," recalls Weber, "I found that I enjoyed writing more. So, I went to NBC ( KOA, Denver) as a page boy. By
early 1941 I became successively news editor and night manager."
His budding career was voluntarily interrupted by a Marine Corps
enlistment. Weber, quite reticent, shrugs off his four years, eight
months in service with: "I enlisted as a private in April 1941, and
was paid off as a captain in December 1945."
By early 1946 Weber was back in advertising. This time as an account executive for a Denver agency. Three years later, Southwestern beckoned.
The company, while small in comparison to Consolidated Edison
and Niagara Mohawk Power, for instance, is vital to the businesse3
and inhabitants of the Texas and Oklahoma Panhandles, New Mexico's Pecos Valley.

"More

-1

than a Million

Friends in Montreal"
\Availaliilities from
U.S.— Weed & Co.
Can.— All-Canada

"We find." says Weber, "that we're reaching our audiences most
effectively with our two transcribed shows (Ziv's Bright Star and
Wayne King ) . With them we get "name" talent and the opportunity
to build a 16-station program network. That is, network in the
sense that we sponsor the same show on individual stations, although
at different times. The stations include KGNC, Amarillo, KHUZ,
Borger, KXIT, Dalhart and KPAN, Hereford.
It's enough to keep a young man of 37 hopping. Still, Weber finds
time to free himself of Southwestern's multiple ad problems. When
he does vacation, the lure of Texas notwithstanding, he heads for
Rocky Mountain country; loves to fish at a Colorado ranch.
* * *
SPONSOR

what makes
a Great Buy?

T

v
% One of the country's top independent stationsRatings often exceed 2 Detroit network stations.
#

Basic CBS in Detroit.

% Tops in NEWS— Best news coverage in town— on
the hour, every hour ... 24 hours a day.

0 Consistently carries more top-rated weekly network
programs than the other Detroit TV stations
combined.

# Tops in SPORTS— Chosen Key Station for Tiger
Baseball Network— 4th straight year; Key Station
for the Red Wing Hockey Network— 2nd year in
a row.

0

0 Overwhelming listener-response makes success
stories come naturally.

0 Tremendous sales results— all the time— with letters
from happy sponsors in our files to prove it!

It is the high-caliber programming,
audience which make
sponsor who

WJBK

High TV ratings in all the major time segments.

fantastic ratings and loyalty of the vast Detroit

and WJBK-TV

the truly GREAT

advertising buys for the

wants to reach more of the wealthy Detroit market more effectively . . .

and at less cost! It's WJBK-AM

and -TV for Detroit's finest availabilities.

WJBK ffDETROIT
Tops in Music — News
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

MADISON

— Sports

AVENUE,

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ

AGENCY,

NEW

YORK

2 2,

ELDORADO

5-2455

INC.
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rm
MOBILE
• METROPOLITAN
POPULATION
230,400
• RETAIL
SALES
$174,670,000

"What gear do we shift to i
1 January

1951, p. 21

Price freeze and production cutback
make autolocationsmanufacturers'
budget ala problem

i

Promotionally and in advertising many car makers, regardless of
price range, like to show off their wares amidst luxurious surroundings. But not Lincoln-Mercury. For its 1952 line this Ford division
is tying in main floor-front window department store displays with
its CBS-TV Toast of the Town program, and m.c. Ed Sullivan.
Lincoln's tactic (through Kenyon & Eckhardt) is planned so that
thousands of department store customers who might never venture
into an auto showroom will see the new Lincolns.
With Lincoln in the venture are Associated Merchandising Corporation outlets, the Drexel Furniture Company, and top department

am
WKRG
• POPULATION
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
1,326,550
• RETAIL SALES
$578,089,000

stores throughout the county. 'Key salesman is Sullivan who has
made between-TV-show appearances in eight cities.
As a direct result of his personal appearance and the in-store demonstrations. Lincoln quickly sold three cars (about $12.0001: attracted thousands of viewers. Said one Philadelphia Lincoln-Mercury dealer: "The showing's public relations value is immense."
Next two cities scheduled on Sullivan's itinerary are Minneapolis
I Dayton Co. I on 5 and 6 May and Kansas City. Mo. (Robert Keith I
on 16 and 17 June. Attendance is stimulated by pre-visit announcements on Toast of the Town plus local Lincoln-Mercury and department store announcements and ads.
"TV's crazy quilt: facilities costs"
11 February 1952, p. 32
Subject:

F. E. BUSBY,
General Manager

Advertisers are becoming increasingly
unhappy over spiralling network bills

Plastic props look like a partial answer to the TV sponsors' cries
about increased costs. They're now in use in NBC's New York studios after six months of experimentation between the net and Studio
Alliance. Inc. Cost-reducing factors include the material's fire-proof,
-hatter -proof and warp-proof qualities. Typical saving: wood-plastic
replica of an Italian antique carved wooden picture frame costs about
$125: plastic replica, $60. Arthur Segal, Studio Alliance president,
adds, "Real economies will appear over a long period of time with the

MOBILE,

ALABAMA

elimination of rental fees, breakage, maintenance costs."
SPONSOR

the other guy's rating doesn't do you any good
When you're buying spots or programs in Los Angeles, San
Francisco or San Diego, be sure to check availabilities offered

Don Lee's lower station rates, you'll achieve a lower cost per
thousand families reached than you will with any other station

YOU! Compare specifics— not averages! Unless you can buy

or any other advertising medium! In any case, check what you

those high-rated programs or the spots preceding or following

can buy— not what the other guy has bought!

—and at reasonable cost— you're kidding yourself— expensively.
Generally speaking, the great variety of good programs on Don

or San Diego, be sure to check your Don Lee or Blair man for

Lee stations gives you a better choice of availabilities— and at

a\ .^labilities and costs on . . .

KHJ

KFRC

Before you set your schedule in Los Angeles. San Francisco

KGB
DON

LOS ANGELES
5000 W 930 kc

SAN
FRANCISCO
5000 W 610 kc

SAN
1000 W

LEE

DIEGO
1360kc
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IN YOUR TOWN YOU KNOW
WHERE TO BOY!
Minneapolis-St. Paul offers proof that the local
advertisers know their way around their own
yard. WTCN-TV is one of the ten top stations
in the country for number of local accounts.*
One reason is the standing it has in the community thru service to the community.

Space

alone

limits us to three instances:

Video School— directed by the Board of Education :
Now over two years old. During a wintertime
janitors' strike which closed the schools WTCNTV7, as Variety put it in their award, "brought
the little red school house to Television". This
was the way child education progressed!
School Patrol: Their mass induction into the local
School Patrol Service put the importance and
dignity of their job in the minds of 20,000 school
boys and girls over the state: A public service
feature originated by WTCN-TV.
Greetings: From 80,000 Twin City school children
tojapanese school age youngsters. AtChristmas
time these huge rolls of greetings were gathered
by WTCN-TV and flown to Tokyo where General Ridgway supervised their distribution thru
Japanese schools. For 80,000 boys and girls —
this world's longest greeting card was a never-tobe-forgotten lesson in International Amity.
This is part of the reason why the Town Crier of the Northwest has an uncommonly strong hold upon the folks who
live here and raise families: — Why WTCN-TV is a potent
friend to introduce your products to our fellow citizens!

Wl
RADIO

ABC-1280

of
the
orthwest
MINNEAPOLIS

— ST. PAUL

TELEVISION

ABC-C

BS-OUMONT-CH

ANNEL

Free and Peters, National Representatives
SPONSOR
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The radio station
of the future
Experts agree programing keyed to
community needs will spark radio in 1962

Jjn§BY]|
What will put
the this
radioquestion
station of
%■■■■■■ sponsor
to L962
some beoflike?
the
keener and more imaginative minds in the radio industry.
Their provocative answers invite dollar-and-cents thinking
by everyone who has a stake in radio — sponsors, agencies,
station reps, and station operators. The predictions offered
by these forecasters leave radio's pallbearers out in the
cold, give sound evidence that the aural medium's planners
have trimmed off the fat and are flexing their muscles.
In essence, the next decade's radio will shape up this
way. according to sponsor's panel of prophets:
1. Stations will become local newspapers of the air, up
to their transmitter towers in community problems and
activities.
2. They will be regarded as warm friends, always ready
to advise, assist, and make life enjoyable to the fullest.
3. Many will become highly specialized, sources of entertainment (comparable to today's art theaters), offering
only serious music, or foreign language programing, or
hill billy music, or hot jazz, or whatever their particular
specialties are.
4. Some stations now operating night and day will become strictly daytime affairs, catering exclusively to the
housewife and offering such fare as soap opera, household
hints. Kate Smith, and Mary Margaret McBride.
5. A few prophets felt stations would become mere
auxilaries of the American Automobile Association, dedicated to supplying relaxing music and traffic information
to millions of auto radio owners.
25
Of the many replies received to sponsor's questionaire,
only one station operator suggested that radio "take to the
hills.*' The great majority of replies indicated optimism,
with most operators foreseeing a bright financial picture
for radio — provided it continued to evolve service and

*

JU

a

Victor

C.

Diehm

Robert R. Tincher
General Manager
WNAX,
Yankton. SO.

"Radio in 1962 will have found it belt
to concentrate on the HOME MARK I

"In my opinion, radio very definitely has
a big place in the jut are. However, I believe that more emphasis will have to be
put on news coverage, special events, and
music. The radio station is going to have
to be aggressive in merchandising as ivell."

and on the immediate area surrounding
John Esau
. Ccm-il Manager
KTUL, Tulsa

ities developed by the station."

entertainment consonant with the needs
of its listeners.
Station operators looking to the future seem to be unanimous in their belief that radio cannot be all things to
all people. They agree that 1962's
radio station must concentrate on snaring a hefty segment of the local audience through local programing, stepped-up merchandising efforts, and a
greater degree of community service.
The development of "station character"'
and "station personality'* are regarded
as top priority objectives.
Radio has long demonstrated its
ability to deliver a man-sized audience
at a cost-per-1,000 well under that of
any other medium. Despite the competition of television, movies, phonograph records, and theater-in-theround, radio can continue to be a
profitable medium for all concerned so
long as it continues to hold its share
of the audience, say the prophets.
In preparing this article, SPONSOR
sent questionnaires to a group of radio
industry figures who have demonstrated their perspicacity in the past.
From the answers, it is obvious that
crystal-hall gazing and tea-leaf analysis
was held to a minimum. One respondent made sponsor promise not
to reprint his answer in 1962. He was
probably thinking of the main prophecies made in the past by industry bigwigs which have since come back to
haunt them.
The television seminar conducted by
the Radio Executives Club in 1944
offers a good example of what can happen to prognosticators.
At that meeting, ci^ht years ago.
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to be a REAL

part of the community

"Obviously, the high-priced 'live' packa
program, employing marquee names, u
become extinct. These programs, wheth

"I can foresee a major change in programing philosophy: there'll be wider blockprograming of disk jockey shows — in our
case, folk or Western music, and greater
dependence on various types of personal-

rather than 'scattering shots' too far ai
wide. It will have found it, sound .

dramatic or variety, if they use Hollywo
Willson M. Turtle
V P.. Radio-TV Director
Ruthrauff & Ryan

RKO executive Ralph B. Austrian told
broadcasters "not to knock themselves
out worrying about the commercial
future of television; that the motion
picture theater operator — the exhibitor
— would top anything they, the tele
people, tried to do." Edgar Kobak,
well-known industry consultant, then
executive v.p. of the Blue Network,
hazarded the opinion that department
stores were eagerly awaiting the opportunity ofdemonstrating their merchandise, including "all those pretty underthings," on television.
But television was pretty much of an
unknown quantity in 1944. Those industry spokesmen who were "daring"
enough to think in terms of a 20-inch
screen for home use seemed to be certain that such an objective could be
accomplished only via a projection.
Radio has had more than 30 years
of commercial practice, during which
time it has demonstrated its fast-stepping ability to keep up with the often
fickle tastes of its listeners and advertisers.
Successful operators and users of the
medium are, therefore, better equipped
to project their past successes into the
realm of the future. Here, in their own
words,
are their predictions of radio's
role in 1962.

D. L. Provost, v.p. and gen. mgr.,
WBAL,
Baltimore
"We have discarded the outmoded
method of selling availabilities by
ratings, and are selling time on the
basis of what the station stands for in
its community.

names at all, will be taped and sold op
end through syndication."

"To sell a station on this basis, however, means getting out into the community with your talent, your personalities and your executives, being
on the air first with local news, and
doing an honest public affairs job. Too
often radio took the attitude that public affairs was something it had to live
with. Actually, strong public affairs
programing gets a station talked about,
contributes definitely to putting it on
top in its community, thus contributing
to revenue indirectly, because clients
are finding out more and more that it

"IVe'll Still be luring Mrs. Housewife to
her radio dial instead oj her phone dial

Haydn

Evans

WBAY, Crccn Bay. Wis.

by striving to be more neighborly, gossipy
and helpful than her acquaintance across
town. In order to do this we concentrate

8
(-.—-,!
Carl
WCAR.

on live talent Idea Shows."

Manner
George

radios: \2) homes in which occupants

pays to do business with a station that
is talked about in the right places. A
radio station should have character just
as an individual should have character."
Philip Merryman, gen. mgr.,
WICC, Bridgeport
''The basic problem is still how to
compete. This leads you into the
problem of how to build circulation.
And that calls for an analytical examination of the services sound broadcasting can render. . .

Ralph
Weil
General N.Manager
WOV.

including advertising, will be lost."

cialists in various

fields

of

appeal."

"Make no mistake, radio will have as commanding a place in 1962 as it ever had
for those stations which say something of

are either (a) entertaining guests or (b)
WCPO, Cincinnati

ination ofpeople, and will also have to
relax the listener. Stations will be spe-

Cleveland

"The only possible audience radio can obtain in 1692 will come from: {!) car

involved in reading. . . .The spoken word,

"The successful radio station in 1962 will
be doing things no other medium can do
as well. It will have to appeal to the imag-

New York

"A radio station can't hope to carry
the volume of news a newspaper carries, but it can, by doing a good job
on news, local and timely, get people
in the habit of tuning in for an up-tothe-minute summary of both national
and local news. That's one way you
can make your station an indispensable,
integral part of the community life. . .
"Another way is to build forum programs. We don't stop with the forums
this or that civic organization promote.
We have our own. . . These forums
do a real public service and build

specific interest to specific audiences instead ofscattering their voices. Interestwhetting programing holds audiences."

large audiences. They are something
no other advertising medium can do. . .
A third way in which you can make
yourself an indispensable part of community life is to pay a lot of attention
to the children and 'teen agers. . .
"It opens up plenty of opportunities
to plug our station, and, of course, the
newspaper stories and pictures don't
There
hurt
us. .isn't
. ." any civic activity of any
consequence going on in Bridgeport
that some member of our staff isn't in.
(Please turn to page 72)
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Community service will be emph,
form of shows which throw light
to
problems,
help bind
iistem

statio

Music will be mainstay of programing for
many stations. With d.j.'s voice previously
taped, stations will operate with small crew
Local news coverage will be searching and
documentary in style. Helicopters may carry tape recorders to news, sports events

Camel holds top rank by winning brand-switchers
Camel

learned lesson

in

1932

when

matched by deep drop in sales.

eat in ad

budget

was

Since then constantly

upped expenditures has boosted Camel into top spot, kept
it there. Strategy calls for dominant radio-TV spending,
mass appeal | heavy on the male side), high frequency of
impact, hard-selling reason-why copy, year-round effort.
Specific appeals are spumed in favor of broad, general
advertising message hammered
to try Camels.

home often to induce smokers

\\ inning brand-switchers is key to success.

How Camel stays on top
Lion's share of 816 million advertising budget goes to air media
know*s that the
IEvery
te busines
is 99%
cigaretbod)
advertising. Obviously, some people
know it better than others. If sales figures mean anything at all. the men who
know tobacco best are the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and its advertising
lieutenant. William Esty Co., an indisputahh able practitioner in the art of
hard-sell.

Camel has been top dog among cigarettes since 1949, when it nosed out
Lucky Strike. The pair had been seesawing in and out of first place, as far
as paid domestic cigarette consumption goes, from about as far back as
the Versailles Treaty. As a slam-bang
advertising and merchandising battle,
it has few equals. The stakes are high
(one pack a day per U. S. household I
aad the set-rets of success are a\i<ll\
sought.
In the battle for brand dominance.
the biggest media weapons dollar-wise
are radio and TV. Latest figures on ad
spending in these media, culled from
agency men on various tobacco accounts and other authoritative tobacco
sources, -how that the top half dozen
cigarettes utilize ;m advertising to the
extent of 60 to ")()', of their total ad
budgets.
The spending of li<\ tiolds pardon28

larl\ has paid off. Down in WinstonSalem last year they turned out 102.5
billion Camels for the domestic mar-

American Tobacco's entry. The late
Ceorge Washington Hill's baby toboganned to 76 billion last year. Although

analysts. Its attitude is "why don't you
write about some other cigarette?")
However, comment from ad men and a
close analysis of the Reynolds-Esty approach byastute operators in competitive agencies shed a good deal of light
on the matter.
Here are some important factors:
1. Camel is the biggest ad spender
of litem all. as far as radio, TV, newspapers, and magazines are concerned.
Current estimates indicate that Reynolds is spending nearly $16,000,000

Luckies still placed second in the '51
cigarette sweepstakes, the decline is
doubh serious when you consider that
tobacco companies have been riding a
wave of increased cigarette consumption. Over-all sales have been running

a year for Camel in these media. Chesterfield (third in '51 sales with 64.1
billion) is second in spending with
about $15,000,000: Luckies is next
with about $14,000,000; Philip Morris (fourth in sales with 39.3 billion)

twice the 1935-'39 average and the
sales curve has had a northeast direction for a dozen years.
All of which leads up an obvious
turn in the road. What are the advertising factors which add up In sales
triumphs? It is cjuite apparent, for one
thing, that a lot of ver\ smart ad peo-

spends almost $12,000,000; Old Gold
l sixth in sales with 21 billion I budgets

ket lii]) 4.6' < from 1950) and Reynolds and Esty are happy to say that
every last one was sold.
That's breathing hot on the neck of
Lucky Strike's 103.5 billion in 1946,
which points up, incidentally, the almost unprecedented sales decline of

ple are from a hair's width
from the answer. (Worthy
ment at this point is the fact
takes extra precautions in

to a mile
of comthai Est]
guarding

the facts about Reynolds* business from
.ill i lasses "I information gatherers and

id AM

plugs

get

heavy

money

s;UH 10.000 tor advertising, and up-andcoiiiiiiii I'all Mall. \merican Tobacco's
kini:->i/e entry (fifth in sales with 31.1
billion), spends aboul $5,000,000.
Camel spending is notable for its
well-rounded proportions. Printed media gets a fair portion of the advertising dollar: 32%, including about $1,500,000 for the comics. But the lion's
share of the Camel budget goes for
radio and television.
Advertising history teems with cases
which prove the axiom that he who
easts his advertising dollar upon the
waters shall receive them back tenfold
in sales — or the reverse of that proposition.
Item : In 1932, during the nadir of
the depression, fear stalked the Reynolds offices and a $9,000,000 ad budget was pared to $5,000,000. Result:
Sales dropped to 22 billion cigarettes
from 32 billion the preceding year,
i Ironically, because of low labor and
raw material costs, Reynolds had one
of its best profit years in 1932.)
To sum it up. with a mass market
and constant brand switching going on,
the cigarette companies have to keep
punching with their advertising message. Mass-market manufacturers have
tremendous investments in plant and
equipment (Winston-Salem is filled to
bursting with Reynolds factories and

Q-J, Family
audience
is drawn
Bob Hawk
(top, left),
"Richard
Diamond"
right)
fldUIO.
pulls male
smokers,
and byVaughn
Monroe
(bottom)
attracts
younger (top,listeners

warehouses') and lowered sales not
only mean less direct dollar income but
indirect losses from idle machinery.
Brand switching, looked at through
a microscope, is a complex of psychological and social factors which research admen don't pretend to understand too clearly. For that matter, they
can't really care since it would be prohibitively expensive to whip up a number of campaigns aimed at the subtle
impulses which cause a person to try
another brand. Since the causes of
brand switching are so complex, probably many factors cancel each other
out so that the broad, general advertising message sprayed at the mass buyer
is as effective as anything else.
No one knows with any exactness
what the brand-switching figures are,
but they are assumed to be of overwhelming importance. So important,
in fact, that if cigarette advertising
may be said to have a prime purpose,
that purpose is to make Mr. and Mrs.
U. S. A. change from Brand A to
Brand B. And the campaign to do that
must never flag.
(Please turn to page 60)
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lale viewers,

"Camel

News"

offers frequency

at I

11:00 o'clock and

later:

Sponsors are buying

ate as 2:00 a.m.

Three

pictures above show how wide the range of sponsorship

Does late-night TV pay nil?

Evidence from stations all over U. S. proves sales-producing power of
post-1 1 p.m. periods. Sponsors run gamut from cigarettes to vitamins
Late-evening television on an
important scale was built on
a bosom and a wink. For it
was the Dagmar superstructure and the
Jerry Lester facial antics, combined into 1950's Broadway Open House, that
first focussed attention on the fact that
people were willing to stay up till midnight and beyond to watch their TV
screens. Since then, the rise of lateevening TV has been rapid, as many
sponsors have learned to their satisfaction and to their profit as well.

By now, at least 85% of the U. S.
television stations program up to midnight and beyond. Enough success
stories and research data have been
accumulated to indicate that on a dollar-for-dollar basis 11 p.m. and later is
a good buy for every kind of sponsor,
with the exception of those with products directed at children.
To nail down the facts for advertisers interested in exploring the lateevening picture, SPONSOR surveyed all
of the U. S. television stations. Here
are the key conclusions emerging from
the study. (They will be followed by
specific cases and research reports from
a 17-station cross-section of U. S. television. I

fill

other late-evening activity. An important part of this audience, though by
no means all of it, is made up of defense plant and other workers on night
shifts who get home shortly before
midnight.

3. Tight clearance in one and twostation markets has spurred the rise of
late-nighl audience in these areas; station managers have been slotting kinescopes of top-notch network shows in

the smoky city's sole TV source, inaugurated around-the-clock telecasting 17
March.
Said Harold C. Lund, general

2. Sets-in-use have been rising steadily. National Nielsen figure for 11 to
midnight in January 1952 was 14.3
compared with 10.5 the same month in
1951.

WCBS-TV

are now staying up later to watch the
movies and from viewers who have
diverted their attention from some

5. Cost-per-1,000 in the end-ofevening periods compares favorably
with the best portions of daytime TV.
6. Though men probably hold a
slight edge in number of viewers,
women watch in large enough numbers
to make sponsorship worthwhile for
mass-purchase grocery-drug items.
So important have the after-midnight
possibilities of television become that
one station surprised the industry recently by announcing it would commence operation from 12 to 7 a.m.
DuMont-owned WDTV in Pittsburgh,

1. The range of sponsors using lateevening TV is broad, encompassing
everything from cigarettes to mayonnaise to margarine, appliances, beer,
frozen orange juice, soups, hair preparations, and vitamins.

4idnig.hr

periods as late as midnight, 12:30, and
beyond. Adjacent local shows and
feature films which follow have gained
carry-over audience thereby.
4. In the multi-station markets as
well, large audiences have been built,
but mainly with feature film fare. The
audience is drawn from viewers who

SPONSOR

WTMJ-TV

POLL OF VIEWERS

DREW

1,000-NAME

manager: "More than 200,000 district
defense plant workers and others finish
work at midnight and many of these
have requested shows during the time
they relax after their labors. The idea
found immediate favor with sponsors,
too, so we're launching the first midnight-to-morning commercial schedule
in the country."
Monday through Friday, WDTV
shows movies supplied bv Motion Pictures for Television, including shorts
as well as features and starting after
the end of the regular programing at
1:00. The six sponsors on WDTV at
inception of programing include: Rand
Drug, Carling's Beer & Ale, Charles
Antell, a druggist, a motorist supply
firm, and a jeweler.
Hopes for good
21 APRIL
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PLANT

ALONE

ATTESTING

ratings are raised by the fact that
WDTV in the midnight to 1:00 a.m.
period has scored an approximate 40
rating throughout.
Probably the most complete research
study on late-evening TV was done in
the New York metropolitan area 15
months ago by Advertest Research oi
New Brunswick, N. J. Though out- ofdate as far as specific figures are
cerned, it is still valuable as a general
index of late-TV proportions. In December 1950, Advertest found that
75', of all TV families watched after
11:00 p.m. at least one night weekly;
on the average, almost one-half of all
TV sets were on any night between
11:00 p.m. and midnight; almost onequarter of all sets were on any night

TO POPULARITY

OF LATE MOVIES

between 11:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m.,
proving that audience interest exists.
Continued sponsorship of late-evening programs in the New York area
and later research bear out the Advertest figures of 15 months ago. It would
appear that the basic outlines of lateviewing had taken shape by then. If
so, sponsors can count on one key conclusion of the Advertest study as a
plus for late-night TV. Said Advertest:
"Neither economic group nor length
of ownership appears to be a noteworthy factor" in determining who
stays up late to watch. Apparently,
then, the late audience is mass and
general rather than narrowly segmented.
(Please turn to page 78)
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HOW "100 PER CENT MEASUREMENT" MIGHT BE ACHIEVED IN RADIO
Ititsiv research tool might i„. the meter form
ol measurement, which k'x,s the mosl accurate

METER

figures
which

in terms
of "population
sample,1' and
gives
a "circulation
figure"
for radio

programs
in socio-economic
give audience compositions,

term*.
It <iooMi"i
multiple set*, etc.

\
Supplt'Hit'tltilifl
! bLtr
H UNb
CDUnUC
TTI
COINCIDENTAL

INTERVIEW

incidental
surwys
Sral" "non,,,arit>

meter

yardsticks

and

pro-

special
ratings,"
would
have
to telephone
be made coto

*"'"
'"•'i,>
audience
breakdowns,
listening.
Also,
to give a picture
city
listening
conditions
at
the

multiple-set
of city-bylocal
level

lfori» data <>» non-phone homes, and out-ofhome radio listening would have to be gathered
with special
interviews
by trained
researchers.
The results of these interviews would be an addi-

utilize today's new electronic
calculating devices to do the
tedious, complicated "leg
work" involved. Such a calculator isseen at right, in the
New York office of IBM. A
100% measurement of radio
would then be a possibility.
In the eyes of many researchers, it is certainly
needed

tional portion of "basic" facts, and would help
to round out any holes in the other two methods

DIARY

COMPOSITE
The over-all "measurement!
of radio can be achieved by
a process of combining the
results of the four basic research techniques. The flow
of basic data would have to
be weighted properly, shortcomings and variations considered, and then resolved in
a series of complex equations.
Such mathematical concepts
are possible, provided you can

Cheaper to handle than meters, diaries could
be used as further supplement. By planting them
in city homes and rural homes, cross-checking
with other measurements can he done. Accurate
rural radio measurements could be achieved in
station

areas,

other

qualitative

factors

gathered

tan radio's full audience be counted:

(Q

•eptiveh simple-looking (hart at the top of this
page maps out something the radio industry and air advertisers have long
been hankering for — the ideal audience-measurement system.

And, it isn't something straight out
of Space Cadet. The components of this
"ideal" method, as outlined above, consist of nothing more than most of the
existing measuring techniques — combined. This combination, as will be
explained later in this report, takes advantage of the strong points of each
research service in such a way as to
balance out their inherent weaknesses.
Today's advanced IBM electronic calculators, acting as "maestro"' to these
different woodwinds, brasses and
Btrings ol the Blide-rule symphony.
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could then produce some sweet research music for advertisers.

True, sponsor's concept is Utopian,
rather than realistic. Under today's
conditions — with each research firm defending its own methods as being
"ideal" the way a tigress defends a
wounded cub — a kind of tough-minded
U.N. of radio research would have to
be set up. And. of course, somebody —
most likely to be sponsors and networks— would be nicked in the pocketbook to support it.
Nonetheless, it has value in suggesting the direction in which radio research must move if it is to improve
the service it now renders radio advertise is and if it is to make clear-cut
sense out of the present rating "muddle."' That's the opinion of network

and agency research executive contacted by SPONSOR, who agreed that with
no Utopia, there's no goal.
Before detailing how this Utopia can
be reached — and what's being done
thus far to move toward this ideal —
let's first consider what the "ideal"
measurement would comprise.
The four techniques combined in
sponsor's chart are all well known:
the electronic meter, the telephone coincidental interview, the personal interview and radio diaries. Let's take a
quick look at each, in order to see how
their various "good points" and "bad
points" can be adjusted to work to1. Meiers — The meter's main funcgether :
tion is to produce an accurate, in-home
of set tune-ins I not including all

Stud)

SPONSOR

It's not impossible, radio researchers feel, but it would
take costly blend of existing radio measurement firms and methods
multiple sets, definitely not out-ofhome sets) in a sample that is balanced
on a "socio-economic basis." The meter sample can be actually a miniature
of the U. S., as to age, sex, earning
power, car ownership, education. It
can give you ratings, and the number
of radio homes tuned in. It does not
give figures on audience composition,
accurate (in terms of a good-sized sample) ratings on a city-by-city basis,
and it doesn't measure at present multi
pie-set factors because of the expense.
2. Telephone coincidental — With the
phone survey, you broaden the meter's
lack of good local-level measurement,
and fill in many of its holes. The
Hooper-type phone samples at present
are seldom socio-economic (although
they could be, up to a point) and tend
21 APRIL 1952

to favor TV homes. That's because,
usually, if you can afford to have a TV
set, you can afford a telephone; it isn't
as true in radio. But, the telephone coincidental "ratings" (primarily made
in cities) would be related to the meter
The newly expanded Advertising Research
Foundation is probably the only body which
could help bring researchers and the radio
industry together to take steps toward bringing about more ideal audience measurement
such as described in this article. For SPONSOR story on ARF see 28 January issue, p. %.

"ratings," and much in-city data could
be gotten regarding multiple set listening, and audience composition. Fewer
and more thorough phone interviews
could be made, since the research burden would now be split up.

3. Personal interviews — There s
nothing more expensive than the coincidental personal interview, but a certain number of these can be made in
and out of cities to check the findings
of meters, and phones. Also, the "aided recall" methods (o la Pulse) and the
straight coincidental interviews can
produce the ratings, audience compositions and the like in non-phone homes,
and for out-of-home. Carried a step
further, interviews can periodically
supply extra data, such as "Number of
listeners who bought the product."
4. Radio Diaries — Diaries, after
years of experimentation with different
forms and techniques, are emerging
today as an important radio research
tool. In a sense, they combine the ac( Please turn to page 85)
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Spending 8700.00 I

te^i

The American Federation

^^^*
fromLabor
the book
of managetjgffljj
of
has taken
a leaf
ment in attempting to sell its viewpoint to the public at large and its
8;000,000 members in particular. The
union uses radio — basic sales tool of
industry — as its major public-relations
weapon, spending upwards of $700,000
for the 52-week Frank Edwards Neivs
on MBS.
The union's approach is worth examining from the viewpoint of (1)
students of the art of hard-sell and (2)
as an example of what exponents of
management's point of view are vying
against in their own efforts to "
municate" with labor union members.
The A. F. of L. is in its third year ol
sponsoring Frank Edwards, and regards the program as of sufficient

Edwards plays up friendship with common

man . . .

The American Federation of Labor is now carrying out its public
relations program on the basis of the same kind of thinking that
has brought success to big business firms. Spending over $700,000 on network radio to sponsor commentator Frank Edwards,
the A. F. of L. is placing belter than 75% of its entire public relations budget into air advertising. This step represents the first
time in the history of American labor that a union has sponsored
a network broadcast on a regular basis. Listener comment, lowcost-per-1 ,000. and interest of Government leaders like Sen. Herbert Lehman (below) place the A. F. of L. in the role of happy
sponsor. Program covers general news, and gives the union opportunity to present its views on current and controversial issues.

. . . Interviews elite, like Sen. Lehman, to nush causes

portance to allot it 7.V *' of the union
budget. The program has these ob(1) To do an over-all public relajectives:
tions job, building a favorable impression of the union in the minds of ordinary citizens and potential members;
(2) To rally AFL members to the
union's side when it takes a stand on
public issues;
(3) To present news which the union
maintains can't be found in daily papers or on other news shows.
In many respects, the union's approach is analagous to the U. S. Steel
with its Theatre Guild of the Air, or
the American Association of Railroads
with the Railroad Hour. Though U. S.
Steel and the railroads spend a lot
more money, they're attempting to accomplish the same kind of friend-making public-relations objective. Actually. U. S. Steel and the railroads are far
less hard-hitting than the union. They
attempt to accomplish their missions by
indirection more often than by direct
"hard-sell" on issues of the day which
characterize the Frank Edwards program. On the other hand, the Edwards
show as well frequently sells with nothing more powerful than a prose poem
SPONSOR

F. of L. turns the tables
Lews, union uses management

intended to plant the subconscious reaction that unions are a good thing.
The AFL is the first union to embark on a regular program of commercial radio sponsorship, and the apparent satisfaction of AFL officials with it
suggests the possibility that other
unions may buy their own national air
campaigns. Thus far, union air activity aside from the Edwards show has
been periodic rather than steady.
The AFL's radio strategists are Phil
Pearl, Director of Infonnation for the
union, and M. S. Novik, business radio
consultant. Pearl is a former head of
the INS Washington Bureau, and Novik had been director of WEVD and
WNYC, as well as a radio consultant.
Recognizing the fact that they could
not hope to buy or establish a national
newspaper on a daily basis, they decided that the only medium which
could do the job effectively was radio.
Since airing of news given from the
point of view of the unions was part
of the union's objective, a news-type
program was the obvious choice. The
Executive council of the AFL set up
the plans, selecting as their radio exponent Frank Edwards, an Indianapolis
newscaster who has since become
known as the "Voice of AFL." Edwards had a reputation as a liberal
commentator and was sponsored by a
bank in Indianapolis. His searing campaign against the Taft-Hartley bill had
endeared him to union members, and
he came to AFL highly recommended
by union officials and membership.
He went on the air on 2 January
1950 on a five-a-week basis in some
cities, and three-a-week in many others.
Having limited funds, the union
takes local conditions into account
when deciding on the frequency of the
show. The total of five-a-week stations
is 30.
On an additional 120 Mutual stations Frank Edwards is sponsored onlyMondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
with many of the stations carrying the
program sustaining on the remaining
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tactics to sell labor point of view

nights. There are better than 70 stations picking up individual newscasts
sustaining on various nights.
After deducting the 52-week MBS
discount, the time costs for Frank Edwards add up to approximately $675,000 a year — a hefty sum in any ad
budget. Programing costs run about
$800 weekly. When the series premiered, the union allotted $25,000 to
promote it with ads in the daily press.
Since that time, the promotion and
merchandising has come from stations
carrying the program and the labor
press, which backs it enthusiastically.
All of the individual AFL publications carry news of Frank Edwards, as
well as a weekly column on some of the
highpoints of his broadcasts.
Several AFL groups promote the
program with this direct mail slogan:
Frank Edwards of radio fame
Is on the air in Labor's name.
For the truth behind the news,
Dial Mutual and hear his views.
Edwards covers the news and presents the union's point of view on controversial issues. The issues very often
go beyond union topics.
Accordingly, the show is not used
primarily as a sounding board for
higher wages, or better working conditions.
Edwards is not censored by either
the network or his sponsors. He is
asked to give the news that members
cannot find in the daily press, say
union officials.
Like a business association, the AFL
has members in both political parties.
And so Edwards does not necessarily
follow a political party line. He promotes Congressmen according to their
voting records. Obviously, neither Edwards nor the AFL will endorse a man
without a favorable labor voting record.
Edwards has the support of many
Congressmen. His mail pull from listeners has convinced many of them of
the program's
(Please impact.
turn to page 84)

Merchandising

is extei

low that the freeze has lifted
Hero are the answers to basie post-freeze questions advertisers are asking
H&|
| VV

The era of the one-station market and circumscribed TV coverage is coining to an end for the

nation's advertisers. But. many are now asking.
how quickl) I an stations come on the air in the post-freeze
months? What are the procedural problems that lie ahead?
How will the cost of TV be affected?
The itemized report that follows provides some of the
answers. Summed up, it represents (1) a warning th<U
TV bottlenecks won't vanish overnight and (2) assurance
that once the temporal*)' problems of the next few years artlicked advertisers will have at their command a fully national sales weapon of unprecedented power.
1. Veil" stations — how soon? The FCC timetable provides that hearings on new stations can't start until 1 July.
After that, you can expect a trickle of c.p.'s for stations in
small markets where there is no competition for channels.
But, in markets large enough to be of any importance to
national advertisers, hearings over who gets the channels
will delay grant of c.p.'s for months and conceivably years.
An optimistic prediction is that there will be 12 to 20 new
stations on the air this year. Even in 1953 the pace will
remain slow, with perhaps half a hundred stations added.

Priority will be given to cities which have no television
now, and to one and two-station markets in order of population. Among the present non-TV markets. I HF-only
cities have been singled out for special priority to spur
interest in UHF.
Materials for station construction and new sets are not a
bottleneck as had been feared during past months. Officials
now feel there will be enough steel and electronic equipment for those stations granted c.p.'s during 1952. And
manufacture of sets is proceeding at a rate which will yield
four to five million sets produced during 1952.
2. Time costs. To reach the 37' t of U. S. homes in 63
markets which now have TV costs a sponsor $25,842.60 for
a Class "A" half-hour (NBC-TV network). Assuming that
the time charges will rise in relationship to the number
of homes reached, it will cost 834.922.50 to reach 50%
of U. S. homes; $69,845 to reach a theoretical 100' ;.
Rates of individual stations as they come on the air
will be proportionate to the number of sets in the area if it
is an old TV market. In new TV markets, the rate will be
set at an arbitrary minimum figure, then raised as sets
(Please turn to page 87)

"Hey, use a bigger hatchet, I want to get going this year."

"Don't wait supper, honey, I won't be home

for two months.'
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18 facts every advertiser should
know about spot radio
New NARTSR

slide presenta on

covers 1952 basics for admen unfamiliar with spot medium
spot radio has increased nearly eight©Although
fold since 1935, and now surpasses network radio
in sheer dollar volume of ad business, the facts
about this important medium are still lost on many admen.
That's the feeling of the National Association of Radio
and TV Station Representatives, trade group of the men
who have done much to simplify spot radio buying, and to
help it grow: station reps.
\ \l! TSR has no complaints against advertisers from
Ajax to Zerone, and their agencies, who use spot radio
widely and wisely. But, the trade group, which has just
put together a new spot radio presentation to be shown
to agencies and advertisers, does feci that there's still considerable missionary work t«> he done among several classi38

fications of agency executives because of spot radio data.
"Even in 1952, agency media men, plans board officials,
account executives and others often think primarily of network advertising when the word 'radio' is mentioned,"
Tom Flanagan, managing director of NARTSR, told sponsor. "That's why we've put together this presentation,
which combines the basic facts about spot radio with
much new information."
On the next three pages, sponsor summarizes the highlights of NARTSR's new pitch. While, in many ways, the
information is as basic as McGuffey's Eclectic Reader,
SPONSOR feels that close study of the charts and facts will
benefit both the veteran adman, and the adman to whom
spot radio is still-new, or as-yet-untried.

* * *
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complete program flexibility with national spot

National
Spot

the use of one or more

dverti

radio stations,

weather reports

time signals
drama

not

announcements
(necessarily) connected
>^s»

by cable, by a national

station breaks ^

advertiser.

participations
news
music

special
events
disk sports
jockeys

strips
farm shows

homemaker

JKl
Spot radio, as an ad medium, can

be as varied as radio itself.

Therefore

NARTSR's seemingly-broad definition (above) is actually a neat one. Spot
cd/i be (i series of simple announcements on one station. Or, it could
be a regional, custom-built

"network"

tor a special Jour-hour sports

O
™

even!

Some oj the better-known -forms" of spot radio are charted above.quizThey
can, \ ARTSR points out, be live or transcribed, run all the way from time
signals

to highly-rated local
tunity to pin-point

the

homemaking

audience

you're

shows.
trying

"Almost
to

reach,"

limitless
says

oppor-

NARTSR

Comparative

» only national medium with
ntinuous gains for 15 years .
Unlike other national ad media, spot radio has shown
net revenues

in

past

decade

and

a half,

growing

continuing gain

from

13.8

million

in
in

1935 to level today that's over 135 million a year.
With spot booming,
•<iv< \ tRTSR. networks are beginning to copy many of spot radio's ideas

j\
■

Network radio has grown too, but not as fast as the growth curves of spot
radio, this NARTSR chart shows. Also, actual dollar volume of billings in
spot radio has now passed that of network radio, l>\ some 18 million dollars
last year. Spot radio has grown almost four times as fast as network, since 1935

Seasons stretch alt over the map
lational
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rovid
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NewOrWans
Super- Pyro Anti -freeze
1 Griffin White Shoe Polish

... .'s no such thing as 'The U.S. Market'" says NARTSR. "What you
and your clients have to contend with are conditions in hundreds of local
markets which together make up the U.S. total." Flexibility in ad media
is the answer.
Spot radio has grown
because
of this adaptability

BOecl

^S^A.

,-,

An examination of recent schedules of leading spot radio advertisers like
it

Super-Pyro and Griffin show how widely starting date in an area of particu-

"

lar product's selling season can vary. Flexibility of spot radio enables
these and other advertisers to "start" and "stop" seasonally when they like

vanunoui
in Ht-dducn
Use and Ownership

national uepanmenT store oaies

brand

marker

percent wl

Modesto
Birmingham

Wash DC
Duluth

Columbus
Spokane
Sal! Lake Giy

BURNERS

Seattle
Columbus

\\ui

Seattle

The kind a) product use and ownership received by any type of p
in a market can also vary widely, due to local tastes and condition.

The Federal Reserve System's famous index of department store sales shows
how widely business ran fluctuate. In one part of the nation, sales may
be booming over last years. In another jtart. they may be sagging. Spot
radio can be adjusted
quickly
to bolster weak
markets
for advertisers

1951 examples in NARTSR presentation show how advertisers can't
ignore such local variations; must often plan on market-by-mam i

Station Talent vs. Network Tale

Listening tastes vary

in same program categories
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Listening to network shows, too, is often an uneven quantity, depending
on market in which the network program is being aired. Chart above
shows how listening, according to Hooper, varies widely from city to
city for a list of some of top network shows of leading air advertisers

(?sso)

Reporter'

15

12

fdward R Murro* (irtflMl
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What puts the dent in network program ratings in many markets, a
in these figures, is often a well-liked local program. Farmers, for <IbA

1°-7

turn to "Peoria Farm Journal" on WMBD for farm news rather thMM
more pretentious "National Farm & Home Hour" on NBC at the «mA

fiexibil
Complete Market and Station
L5
1MzticmalSa

National Spot:
marker

your
€sso

WFBM

24.1

i

1935

10

1951

49

stations

BORDEN CO.

II
!

number of stations

31MP

52

1

mar

?
A.B.C.

CBS.

MBS

NBC.

INO.

'M-I'jil'HiliiiWl'd

3-25 broadcasts per station per week
90S broadcasts per week

Esso ii a prune example of spot radio advertiser who has created formula
and tailored timebuying to fit specific marketing requirements. From a
simple beginning in L935 with 10 markets and 11 stations, Esso is now airing
its "Esso Reporter" newscasts on 52 stations in 49 markets, with top results

16

35
72

31

2^ CBS • 23ABC • I5NBC • I3IND. • H MB'
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Another spot radio advertiser who has adapted many of spot rod
techniques to its own necessities is Borden Company, once a major ft
client but now almost entirely user of local-level air approach '
shows how Borden's
current station list comprises stations of 61a i

The best station in the market

ariations in'1 brand popularity
'6

market

brand

rank

St. Raul

SNOW CROP

Duluth

market
Seattle
Modesto

*l
'5

Spokane
Milwaukee

SUNSHINE
CRACKERS

'1
brand
*8

"12
rank

"1

"7

Time Period
800 AM

Milwaukee

J

3

2

5

3

J

4

2

J

3

2

5

3
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2

J

6

3

5

6

3

J

3

2

5

2

4

J

3
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J

5

4

2

3
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6

5

2

4

J

Columbus
5:45
6-00 P.M.

Omaha
St. Paul

BAB-0

5

945
8 15

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

Indianapolis
Birmingham

Source I9S1 Cofooliaareo Consumer Am/ys/s

Specific brand preferences often vary widely, due to intensified local competition or socio-economic conditions. Blatz Beer, for instance may be
number one in Milwaukee, but ranks in 12th spot in Columbus, Ohio.
Spot radio

has

helped

many

advertisers

to

correct

weak

local

10

"You can see here," says NARTSR,

"that the best station in a market can

turn nut to be three or four stations." In the typical fire-station town shown
above, the four network affiliates and one independent station each held number one rating spot at different times of the day. during entire weekly period

standings

Complete Program Flexibility
to attract largest local audiences

ns'
therestaoftiothe
sha

I

advertiser's radio dollar .
4C Q^

!,n mornings and in afternoons, times when spot radio is doing one of its
[biggest jobs, it's not at all uncommon for a local "morning man" or a popular disk jockey to out-pull the well-known network shows of major adverisers. Careful selection can lead to a strong spot radio schedule of such shows

IADIO

14

DELIVERS

•re traffic

more pre-sold
customers

Since radio stations keep some 700 out of the sjiot advertising dollar, and
make less on a network deal, stations are therefore more likely to do a
stepped-up promotion and merchandising fob for a spot client. This, NARTSR
feels, is one of the prime reasons why sponsors should never overlook spot

Lasting Advertising Satisfaction

more sales

q}tfA /\/M&m$ Spot
some advertisers who have used same station for 10 or more years

■

Household Finance
B.C. Headache

Texas
Rap -in Company
-Wax

■ •.':;'■

r:; ■:;.',: -i

1223

1931
1932
1931

Remedy
1933
1933
1933

Stanback
J A.Folger
Carters Pills

1934

18
' radio sell? Indeed, yes, according to his NARTSR chart, based
;>n A RBI studies. Not a highlight, bat the result of 50 studies, chart shows
vpot radio delivers more traffic, more pre-sold ustomers, more actual sales
\han newspaper advertising. The margin for radio
king sales was 2-to-l

National spot radio has many blue-chip clients: a lew are shown above.
Says NARTSR: "No advertising medium could grow so rapidly and also
attract so many advertisers year after year, unless it packed a tremendous
and superior sales-influencing punch. Spot is a unique and distinct medium"

NEW

FURNITURE

HOMES

SPONSOR: Hillcresl Construction Co.

\U Nl i : Direcl

CAPSULE CAS1 HISTORY: This home building firm
bought one-minute participations on the afternoon Paul
Pierce program to push the sale of new homes. After
onl) three $100 announcements on the d.j. shoic. H Merest
realized $70,000 north of business and discontinued participations to catch up with orders. Nevertheless, several
weeks niter discontinuing. Hillcrest still averaged one to
two inquiries weekly because of the Paul Pierce airings.
KNBH, Hollywood

PROGRAM:

Paul Pierce

SPONSOR: Van Stiver Furniture
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
nighttime announcements to
ture and special sales pieces.

Co.
AGENCY:Direct
Van Sciver utilizes its $44
feature a variety of furniTivo recent announcements

pulled in this type of response. One man who'd never
been to Lancaster viewed a Van Sciver announcement,
drove to the store, and made $600 worth of purchases.
On another evening, Harrisburg viewers bought $1,800
worth of furniture- a $2,400 return for $88.
WGAL-TY, Lancaster

OFFER

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

Announcements

RY DAIRY

Hayes Dairy

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Hayes is a small local dairy
with modest distribution. As a special promotion, to
supplement institutional advertising, they offered a cardboard cut-out circus for three milk bottle caps and 50#.
Mentions were made on a Sunday afternoon one-minute
and 20-second announcement. Cost: under $90. In one
week, 1,602 bottle caps came in with 534 half-dollars.
PROGRAM:

\\ DSU-TY, New Orles

DOG

ATLAS

FOOD

SPONSOR: Doyle Packing Co.

AGENCY: John IL Rio

I U»S1 IE CASE HISTORY: Doyle hail no distribution
in the Tulsa area for its Strongheart dog food. Added
to that, there was consumer acceptance of eight other
established brands in the territory. To overcome this,
the Riordan Co. recommended three one-minute announcements weekly for two months ($300 a week). At
the end of this time, Doyle was second in brand remembrance, had major distribution in the area, and was winning consumer acceptance.
KOTY, Tulsa

PORTABLE

PROGRAM:

Announcements

BROILER

SPONSOR: Charcook

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR:

Announcements

GIVEAWAY

Lewis & Michael, Inc.

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This local agent for North
American Van Lines of Ft. Wayne builds up business
with two weekly announcements detailing their services.
Total cost: $70. Recently, they tested viewer response
with a U.S. Atlas giveaway. Within 10 minutes of the
offer, WLW-D received 75 phone calls; gave several hundred away afterward. Firm says announcements on
Coffee Club help beat competition by building name
remembrance.
WLW-D, Dayton

DINNER

PROGRAM:

Coffee Club

PLATE
AGENCY: Direct

MMiYsnH: Rol.erts Jewelry Stores
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Roberts advertised only on

I tPS\ I I I \-l HISTORY: Charcook is a small portable table broiler selling for $5.95. The product was
shown one-time through a Del Courtney Show participation. Within seven minutes of this demonstration, Charcook made 20 phone-in sales. Within the week, another
150 Char cooks were sold as a result of the single afternoon participation. The participation cost $75. Sales
gross for 170 Charcooks: $1,011.50.

the 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. Brent Gunts Show, a music-varietyhuman interest program. The item: a calendar dinner
plate selling for slightly under a dollar. All sales had to
be made "in-pcrson at the store." Within 48 hours of the
one-minute announcement Roberts sold 456 dinner plates.
Since Roberts stocked 1,000 plates they anticipated a sellout based on the two-day sales figures.

KPIX, San Franci-co

WBAL-TV, Baltin

PROGRAM:

Del Courtney Show

PROGRAM:

Brent Gunts SIhh

6~C^&&0

JbtiZwu Aj&&4iA4~ J&is
. . and the National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters lets
them be heard. Again this year . . . more than a million high school students throughout
the nation competed in the NARTB

Voice of Democracy fifth annual

contest. This important competitive event encourages young people to think about
the democratic form of government, and to express its philosophy
well in spoken words. The contest also furthers the use of radio and
television for such expression — freely and in the public interest.
Steinman Stations salute the Voice of Democracy Committee and its
able chairman, Robert K. Richards. They pledge the continued
availability of their broadcasting and television facilities to the
young men and women who "Speak for Democracy."

«^n
WDEL

fm

WKBO

Pennsylvania

WGAL

fm

WRAW

Lancaster,
Reading,
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
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OTHER GREAT ZIV SHOWS
THE CISCO KID • STORY THEATER
YESTERDAY'S NEWSREEL • EASY ACES
SPORTS ALBUM
• FEATURES
WESTERNS
• CARTOONS
All Ziv Shows are Produced Expressly for Television
Expert Ziv Technicians, Writers, Musicians, Directors, ol
Actors, Using the Finest and Latest Television Techniqi
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TVS GREAT SERIES WITH THE UNEXPECTED ENDINGS!

INCOMPARABLE

DRAMA!

ADVENTURE!
Top Hollywood

MYSTERY!

COMEDY!

INTRIGUE!

actors, outstanding music and brilliant

original scripts are combined in this intriguing, suspenseful series. Each half-hour program a complete, provocative episode . . . planned
commercials.
TELEVISION'S

MARKET-

for three 1 -minute selling

MINDED

DYNAMIC

DRAMATIC

SHOW!

'.OHIO
&CINNATI
OAD
29 MADISON^
AVENUE
MADISONYORK
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ton

lopir asks...
Is double spotting on radio reuUy harmful to the
advertisers involved or is the harm if does much
exaggerated?
Norman

Jay

Hazel
I New

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Jay

And if that were not enough, he

Back in college I
used to have an
instructor in radio who would

Mr. Cohan

try to impress us
with the difficulty of imprinting a commercial
message upon the
minds of the listeners.
He told
us to visualize

our audience as a mythical "Mrs. Bozo." ahousewife devoid of all her five
senses save an infinitesimal part of one
— the sense of hearing.
He would go to the blackboard and
draw "Mrs. Bozo." Then he would
chalk a large X over her mouth to indicate that "Mrs. Bozo's" sense of taste
was inoperative as a radio listener; he
would then X out her nose to demonstrate she had no sense of smell; then
her eyes for lack of sight, and her
hands for lack of feeling. The only one
of the five senses which remained was
the sense of hearing, but the instructor
would draw an X through one ear to
indicate "Mrs. Bozo" could not distinguish direction of voices as they came
through her radio speaker. This left
half the sense of hearing . . . but then
he would cross out half the remaining
ear to dramatize the fact that the
sounds "Mrs. Bozo" was hearing from
her radio were sounds which were not
true since microphones, other electronic devices and transmission were affecting the fidelity of the voices being
broadcast.
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would say, "Mrs. Bozo" is almost sure
to be doing something else while "listening" to the radio . . . engaged in
such distractions as washing the dishes,
reading a magazine, vacuuming the
carpets, playing bridge, dressing the
baby, etc., etc.
Then he would add that it is the job
of the radio copy writer to build a
message so strong that it is capable of
penetrating the mind of busy "Mrs.
Bozo" whose five senses have been reduced to one-fourth of one. Now add
to this herculean task the station-imposed policy of double spotting and my
answer to the question "Is double spotting on radio harmful to the advertiser" must be an emphatic yes!
Arnold Cohan
President
Arnold Cohan Corp.
New York
National advertisers themselves
answered this
question several
years ago. They

therefore believe double spotting does
them no harm.
I can't agree. It does hurt the individual advertiser. Station breaks on
radio and TV, and spots within shows
on independent stations, are often dog
fights between advertisers fighting for
attention, and in any dog fight somebody gets hurt. How much he gets
hurt, or whether the harm is exaggerated, is one of those questions like
"are taxes too high?" It involves much
opinionated exploring of the complex
question of how much the public can
stand.
The degree of harm, however, is of
no importance. Any harm caused by
double spotting cannot be exaggerated,
either by media or advertisers. On the
one side it means media is delivering
something less that it should; on the
other side it means advertisers are
paying for the privilege of scrapping
with each other for attention. The importance ofthese two conditions cannot be minimized.
Jack O'Mara
Research-Media
Director
John I. Edwards & Associates
Los Angeles

pressured
networks into some
devious thinking
that resulted in

A prime eration
considof the
commercial
broadcaster is to

everyone circumventing the netMr. O'Mai
works' just-announced ban on "hitch-hikes," which
are a form of double spotting. Five
seconds of studio audience applause
or theme music after the hitch-hike
presumably took the curse off — put the
announcement "within the body of the
show" — so that hitch-hikes went merrily on with the blessing — in fact, under
the dictum — of advertisers, who must

Bishoi
York

Mr. Godofsky

employ those
principles of good
programing
which will attract and hold an
audience while
at the same time

effective sales message. delivering
A message an
which
will sell merchandise or services we
SPONSOR

considei effective. Double spotting, as
a method of programing, may be employed without harm to the advertiser
and without affecting the audience's
reaction if the following points are
kept in mind. (1 ) The period used for
double spotting should be one of established peak audience. The sets-inuse should be at a maximum. (2) The
accounts considered for double spotting should not be similar: preferably,
those which are remotely or completely
disassociated with one another. (3)
The use of two different voices, a different voice for each commercial, is

-herREDEMPTION
Brot80%
IS REALLY SOMETHING
•

helpful in making each advertiser's
message stand out more effectively.
(4) Copy must be carefully selected.
It should not be lengthy, repetitious,
or monotonous. (5) The announcements should be scheduled between

A soft drink bottler* after
watching sales fall off, decided a"revival" was needed
immediately!

WDSU

entered the picture . . .

and offered a daily 5 minute

programs of great interest: thus, benefit is derived from the preceding as
well as the following programs.
The use of a musical commercial as
one of the announcements is deemed
advisable. Also, the use of information
between the spots, such as a weather
report, time signal, public service reminder, etc. is helpful.
Double spotting can be really helpful to the advertiser if the station has

musical quiz show. Listeners
who wrote in correct titles of
the tunes played, received
"prize" coupons good for
half a dozen bottles of the
beverage.

Was

the show a success?

With over 36,000 "winners"
after only 13 weeks ... it certainly must have been! Deallers all over New Orleans
were deluged with requests

an eye cocked toward good programing. It can be abused if it is done indiscriminately and the above enumerated principles disregarded. In short,
double spotting is not really harmful
to the advertiser.
Paul Godofsky

to redeem the "prizes". Redemption set a new high . . .
more than 80%. Sales jumped by leaps and bounds . .
and distribution showed a

President-General Manager
WHLl-WHLI-FM
Hempstead, New York

healthy increase.
Because nothing
can be all bad or
We don't preach miracles . . .
but we can produce results in
the "Billion Dollar New Or-

all good, the answer to this question will have to
be

"almost al-

leans Market"!

ways bad." Any
situation creating
an injustice or
violating a basic
_^ Mr. Hewitt ^^
principle of radio
advertising is
wrong from the outset.
There's no need to re-hash how or
why the double-spot situation occurs.
Nor is it necessary to explain that I'm
thinking only in terms of the simple,
back-to-back arrangement of commercials without an entertainment break.
{Please turn to page 68)
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'Nome and details on request.

Phone, Write
or Wire Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

WBSW 5

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays,
7:15 to 7:30 p.m.
To build for the show's premiere,
WHAM-TV program breaks announced
it for two days in advance. In all Star
Markets — there are 27 — colorful mammoth broadsides called attention to the
This SPONSOR
department
features capsuled reports
broadcast
advertising
significance culled from
ments
of the industry.
Contributions
are we

<

Banks cash in on ofi-be€tten-travk programing
\n increasing Dumber of hanks and
financial funis arc making successful
use of the air (see "Banks can do better on radio and TV, sponsor, 10 September 1951). At least two of these

Company, San Francisco — are sponsors of programs with a somewhat

of the program called "Citizen of the
Day."
Each day. an individual who

Commercials: chats with h.s. science students

7:00 to 7:30 pm.) produced by the
California Academy of Sciences. With
a sense of the dramatic, it enables viewers to explore Mars, to analyze blood,
to examine forest animals, photography, cosmic rays and the workings of
man's mind. Regularly appearing on
the show are world-famous scientists,
who give much added prestige to both
program and sponsor.
It's interesting to note that this program, produced by an old scientific institution, issecond only to Hopalong
Cassidy on Telepulse ratings (an independent Western college survey). It
has won every viewers' poll in the area
in the last two years.
* * *

Wide-ranged

told story of blood

has done an outstanding job for any
cultural, civic, service, or industrial organization ispicked out for spotlighting and commendation. Anyone in
Rochester or vicinity — who has done
good works — can be so recognized.
From comments received, the Rochester bank knows that listener interest
and approval of this feature runs high.
The bank has been sponsoring Journal of the Air continuously since 1946.
W MIC Mon. through Fri., 6:30 p.m.)
The San Francisco bank. American
Trust Company, has found that an educationa\l I program does the trick for
them. Science in Action is a live halfhour
program
(KGO-TV,
Tuesdays,
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inn- bags. All members of the stores'
sales force (some 1,000) wore "teaser" buttons imprinted with "MQQ."
People, of course, asked the inevitable
qusetion and the clerks gladly explained. Almost-page-size ads ran in
Rochester newspapers the day before
and on the day of the big debut, whetting appetites for the excitement and
the prizes.
The quiz offers big prizes. For each
correct answer to a phoned question
by the m.c, the viewer gets a $25 U.S.
Savings Bond. Wrong answers mean
that the bonds pyramid until someone

— the Rochester Savings Bank. Rochester, N. Y., and the American Trust

"different" twist that has paid off
handsomely in selling hank services
and huilding good will.
The Rochester Savings Bank lias
cashed in on a "human interest" feature incorporated into its daily WHEC
news show. Journal of the Air. The
attention-getting feature is a segment

event. Over a quarter of a million
printed slips were stuffed into shop-

hits the jackpot. They also mean consolation prizes of huge baskets of groceries. Interest is intensified with a
special "mystery" question each month.
This is not scheduled regularly, hut is
pitched at odd times so that it's necessary to keep consistently tuned to catch
it; prize is a Nash Convertible Sedan.
With the show on the air, promotion
still continues full force. The big display broadsides in the stores now carry the answers to each week's quiz,
provide an excellent traffic-building
gimmick. All 27 stores sport giant
window signs, proclaiming the quiz;
all Star trucks earn two-sided and rear
signs devoted to "MQQ"; the program
is mentioned each day in regular Star
newspaper ads.
Agency Hav Nash & Associates is
handling the show for Star.
* * *

Supermarket pulls all stops
to merchandise show
When Star Super Markets, Rochester, N. Y., decided to sponsor a TV
film series on local WHAM-TV, they
determined to go all out to merchandise the show. The job they did may
provide a few tips for other promotionminded sponsors.
Movie Quick Quiz, a 15-minute telephone show syndicated by United Television Programs, Inc., was the stanza
they chose. It involves minute-long
movies with hidden clues to the answers of questions a live m.c. asks listeners by phone. The series was
launched on WHAM-TV 4 March, runs

g

display

broads

in

stores

build

traffic
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Advertisement

The cows took a long time —
but they came home

THE NEEDLE!

Sometimes it takes a long time to
see the cumulative effects of advertising. So long thai an advertiser may
drop his efforts, thinking he bas failed.
Such \\a> the ease with a Los Angeles Dodge-Plymouth dealer who
bought a kids" (ages 0-12 1 boxing
show on KECA-TVin June 1950. Reports agency Walter McCreery. Inc.:
the kids were good, showed terrific
spirit, and did little damage with their
pjHow-like gloves. But tests failed to
show sufficient results and the show
was dropped after just four telecasts.
Nothing happened for almost two
years. Then, in April 1952, two buyers came in to the dealer on separate
occasions, and bought new cars. Each
independently volunteered that the
boxing telecasts had sold him on buying his next car from that dealer, Les
White. They were both kids' boxing
fans, thev said, and had thought the
shows were great.

Briefly

* * *

. . .

A notable job of selling the virtues
of radio generally — and KFWB in
particular — was done recently by

fffl

Radio is

<* 9 § I EVERYWHERE
sr. r.

"No transcription library can approach APS." That was the unanimous
verdict of broadcasters in the U.S. and
Canada at both NARTB and CAB Conventions inChicago and Toronto during
past weeks.
"It sounds better" was a frequent
comment. The cumulative impact of all
that fine talent ... all that speciallyarranged music . . . made a sound that
broadcasters liked. And sounds count
in radio!
"If hat a talent list!" Delighted programmers revelled in that APS talent
roster. Where many libraries have cut
corners, APS has built well — with basic
ingredient music. Yes — we saw the importance ofcommercial help as a part
of library service long ago — long before
the rest — but the big difference lies in
the fact that we didn't borrow from the
music (the heart of any library!) to
pay for the sales gimmicks.

ers were realizing that APS' overwhelming superiority as a station tool made it
an outstanding value. Where good

*fo

names and "important" music have been
on the downgrade in "promotional" libraries, they keep piling up at APS
stations. And a library is never any
better than its talent and its music, no
matter what else you use for trimming.

4, I KFWB „
detailed

Unanimous!

"You must be after a rate increase,"
was an oft-heard comment. Broadcast-

rout rounui an w

KFWB

VicePres. Gen'l Mgr.
Associated Program Service 151 W. 46th, N. Y. 19

AM's strengths

in lavish

ads

were headed "Radio is Everywhere";
"Radio is Life"; "Radio is Power."

"The phone rings more often since
we started with APS" said many friends
in Toronto and Chicago. It's true there's
a startling difference in APS music —
because it's so different. It's a different
sound, and listeners call to ask "where
can I get that music?" Many APS stations proudly reply: "Sorry, you just
can't get it. That's music transcribed

Radio
and
TV
research
people
should note this one. A good way to
get people to return questionnaires was
(Please turn to page 70)

especially for this station."
"We're always reading raves about
your talent" said a flock of wide-awake
broadcasters. We expect that. Where
else can you find winners like Rosemary

that 5,000-watt Los Angeles indie in a
series of three large-size newspaper ads.
Ads appeared in the L. A. News, L. A.
Examiner, L. A. Herald-Express and
32 other community newspapers (total
circulation, about 1,400,000). Ads
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Clooney . . . Guy Mitchell . . . Vic Damone . . . Evelyn Knight . . . Kay
Armen . . . Ted Dale . . . Glenn Osser
. . . Al Goodman ... a flock of others
. . . always in the headlines. Recently
we've seen "four star" ratings for personal appearances like the Clooney current night-spot tour . . . Guy Mitchell's
Toronto date . . . Evelyn Knight's superb singing at the swank Plaza in N.Y.
. . . Glenn Osser's incomparable conducting on TV . . . etc.
"How can you keep this up?" was a
frequent question. It's easy to answer.
We're the music specialists of the library business. Performers like us, do
their very best for us. We have the
know-how, and we spend our music dollars for performances that can be used,
not for musical "gimmicks" you can't
even seem to find once the library arrives. A library is like any other kind
of
entertainment.
doesn't.
Our does. It "plays" or it
"It's been ten years — and we use it
more than ever!" We heard that from
many ©Id friends. They chuckle with us
at the "two-years-and-out" kind of library. There's only one "best performance," and once you have it, there's no
sensible reason for changing to second
best "just for a change." Stations never
junk top-audience shows "just for a
change" and our old friends have
learned that when you have a flock of
solid performances all in one library,
it gets better and better as time goes on
and new material keeps flowing in.
"How much?" We enjoy hearing that
question. It's a "closer" for us. That's
because there's an APS service for
every broadcaster. Our Specialized libraries lease at rates like these: $19.50,
$22.50, $32.50, $39.50, $47.50 per
month. The full basic APS library costs
less than any other full-sized library on
the market. A bargain? Nope! Just a
sensibly priced service for broadcasters,
produced by broadcasters who know
broadcasting problems. We have nothing else to sell — this is a full-time business for us!
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I guess I'll have to go stumbling
along in the wilderness trying to

Radio
.and now a message liom oni sponso^
by Bob Foreman
ijne of the many traps our fearsome preoccupation with ratings
Leads as into is to make us oblivious of the other-than-commercial
values of both radio and television.
Ratings, as we all know — and immediately ignore— merely give us
a relative picture of the number
of people who see (or hear) us.
\\ lut these viewers do about what
the) hear or see and how they feel
about it is another question which
will be pursued by your rating service with even more questionable
methods at even greater cost if
you so desire.
Still, without questioning the accuracy of the quantitative "facts"
they present, I have long felt that
these analyses lead us too often to
wrong conclusions. When the
"high" or "low" rating is our only
criterion, and a program is canceled (as all of us have seen happen), we may very well be giving
up a tremendously valuable property.
It is completely possible that
this program was performing a
function on its audience that a far
higher rating show never could or
would
do. For
there's
little doubt
that example,
a radio or
TV
whodunit would reach more people weekly at lower cost than, let's
say, the Fred Waring show (TV
or radio). Yet for a company of
the stature of General Electric, I
feel certain a Waring vehicle is
far more suitable as a showcase
for the parent-company than, to
choose a program at random, Mr.
Chameleon might be.
Let me qualify this last remark
pronto by adding: I don't mean
that whodunits aren't fine vehicles
for the right products at the right
time nor do I consider a Waring
opus an "institutional" program
50

in the narrow sense which usually
means it is unable to "sell."
To the contrary, I think a Waring-like venture or a Studio One
or a Voice of Firestone is a salesprogram in the most down-to-earth
sense of the phrase. , Those who
like Waring are usually more intense in their appreciation of him
than the fans of any other type of
program. And this liking is usually expressed in loyalty to the
product of the sponsor.
Further, there's much more to
this emotional rapport between listener and program than a slavish
desire to purchase whatever the
commercials extol. There's an
aura of quality the program creates and with which it surrounds
the products advertised that is far
more valuable than 52 weeks of
commercials, each packed with
verbal expressions of "quality."
Waring fans are convinced that
whatever bears the G. E. monogram is a fine product; in fact, a
superior product. And if this isn't
hard-selling, I've never listened to
radio station WMGM at 1 :00 a.m.
Maybe the Berles and the Skeltons get the great mass-audience
and maybe youngsters fight to stav
up for them, but just how important are kids to the sale of gasoline or detergents? It may be that
the framework for the copy which
these two great comics build each
week is somewhat irrelevant. Personally, I'd rather have a segment
of the Kate Smith daytime strip to
sell my soap and I daresay the
Gillette fights to sell my gasoline.
Sure — I realize there are no
numbers, no charts, no graphs, to
prove whether I'm talking through
my fedora or not. At least, if
there are, I've never seen any I
could understand or believe in. So

make the point that it isn't just
people we're reaching for with our
programs, but people-we-can-makereact. And to do that we must create the right type of program.
How we know we've achieved this
without qualitative criteria, I don't
know. Someday I suppose we may
be able to measure such immeasu rabies as audience-loyalty and
emotional-identification as well as
believability. Until then, those
who feel as I do have got a real
tough
job to do in trying to sell
this concept.

commercial

reviews

sponsor: I Rem
AGENCY: Joseph Katz Company, N.Y.C.
program: | Announcements
There's no doubt that the very tricky,
well-produced Rem spots are making their
mark on people's minds. The horse hooves
and rhythmic chant of "Get Rem for a
cough," repeated as often as it is, assures
that the message won't be forgotten.
And the rhymed copy, borrowed from
Longfellow's "Paul Revere's Ride" puts
the sugar coating on the pill.
On the other hand, at the risk of having Gallup and Robinson disagree with
me (they maintain playback or recall is
the main battle in making copy sell), I'd
say this sure-to-be registered technique
doesn't do much to build a feeling that
Rem is a fine drug product sure to produce the desired effects. Nowhere is there
any straightforward, ethical approach to
symptom-relief which, I feel, could at
least be done in prose between the gimmick-opening and its reprise.
sponsor: I RCA Victor
acency: J. Walter Thompson, N.Y.C.
program: I Phil Harris, NBC
For some reason, the most attractive and
fascinating appliances of the past few
generations seem to utilize the most nondescript copy. The products I refer to are
radio and television sets — and I defy anyone to recall a single campaign for either
type of machine.
RCA Victor's copy on the above show
no exception — in fact, merely by

was
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Quality Programming for Listeners
Mechanical Perfection
Adequate

Power

A market of over $2,000,000,000.

10% less cost per thousand listeners than in 1946.

A Hooper averaging higher than any other Memphis
Station.
AFFILIATED

WREC

WITH

MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED
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CBS,

600

KC,

5000

WATTS

NO. 1 STATION
BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

changing the name of the radio set described (Livingston) and one other phrase
(Golden Throat) any manufacturer's
product would have fitted the verbal picture as well (or as poorly) .
I couldn't remember a single advantage
in the product two minutes after Phil and
Alice went off the air, which is somewhat
of a criterion, I think. Why this is true,
not only of RCA, but most radio and
TV-receiver copy, I can't say. Maybe
there aren't basic differences in the variously made radios, but, shucks, that's
what a good copywriter is for — to overcome a colorless product. That's where
the Tattle Tale Grays and the Do-AsYour-Dentist-Does approaches came from
— somebody's imagination. Not a laboratory. Anyone can write copy for a product
that has its competition licked from every

Since December 11, 1948, the growth I
and development of television receiv'ers in Memphis and the Mid-South has
- been truly amazing. Look at these figures.

' .7 ■ • ■
fetS
March 1, 1950 - 24,172 TV Sets

Dec. 1,1951-108,780 TV Sets

Feb. 1,1952 -118,000 TV Sets

TODAY

125,000 TV Sets
In the Memphis market area — and
this is an undivided audience, too!

angle. But it takes real know-how to
make the story register when you're just
another fellow on the dealer's shelves.
And how can even the most jaded of
us be blase about radio and TV receivers?
Some of us once had to write copy for
the glass insulators you see on telegraph
poles and somehow we managed to make
even these fairly interesting.
Cambridge
School
of Radio
and TV Broadcasting

Direct

Battle
WINSof the Baritones,

"Do you dream of being a radio announcer, newscaster, disk jockey? Well,
stop dreaming and start now." With this
sure-fire lead-in, the Cambridge School
pulls all the plugs out to get those of us
who find radio announcing the end of the
rainbow. Written with the appeal of a
direct-mail self-improvement course, the
announcement is convincing, believable,
and un-gimmicky, as it should be.

WMCT is the only television station these sets can tune
to. This means an undivided audience, means, too, a far
better buy for your TV dollar than you would get in
many multiple station markets.
'based on latest Memphis distribution figures

Channel

4 • Memphis

the big money ahead are all excellently
woven into the spiel as is the assurance
that this school is approved by New York
State, et al.

HEADACHE?^

Affiliated with NBC
Owned and operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL

The free booklet, "Success in the Air"
is given a good sound plug. The assurance that this school will put you on a big
New York station for your training and

Memphis ONLY
TV Station

film spot problems to TELEFILM Inc.

SPONSOR

"and that's the end of the world"
Morgan Beatty meant to say: "And
that's the News of the World," but
"old disaster man" Beatty was
nonplused by a news story. The story?
A baby born to a 79-year-old mother
and an 80-year-old father.
It isn't easy to confuse Morgan Beatty.
He the
earned
title "old disaster
man"
on
1927theMississippi
flood story
and has covered most of America's
violent upheavals since. As a
Washington analyst, Beatty had a
two-year beat on the 1937 Supreme
Court battle. He accurately forecast
the successful Russian resistance
in 1942.
Now America's leading interpretive
reporter, his NEWS OF THE
WORLD for Miles Laboratories is
the highest rated daily news show in
radio. In this vital election year,
Beatty's primary assignment, and
that of 100 other NBC men of news,
is to cover the primaries, the
conventions, the elections as they've
never been covered before.
Beatty, Swayze, Chaplin, Hicks —
big names in news — but only a part
of the thousand-man. news-gathering
force which makes the NBC News
Center supreme in broadcasting.
Nearly everyone in America learns the
news first from radio or television.
And the fact that NBC, day after
day, broadcasts the highest rated
news shows on radio and television
proves most people learn news first
from NBC. They learn more news, too,
because regularly, on radio and
television, NBC broadcasts more
hours of news than any other network.
In this, the most intense political
campaign year since 1932, all news
assumes larger significance and
quickening importance. As before,
most Americans will learn the news
first and learn more of it from NBC.

IN.BC radio and television
a service of
Kail in ( 'or 1 1. rat inn of America
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c- Oekher
N. Y.
H initn"McCann-Ericlcson,

Dir. of Media,

When Bill Dekker was promoted to his current job two months
ago, McCann-Erickson's president, Marion Harper, Jr., thought that
letters to the top men in the printed media field were necessary to
quell their fears that the radio boys were taking over the agency.
Had the space salesmen been aware of Bill's background, the letters would have been unnecessary. Although he has been a radio
and TV man at McCann-Erickson for the past 10 years, Bill Dekker
has a diversified media background.

TO YOUR

KATZ AGENCY
MAN
WHEN Television sells
... so get in on this rich
market by using Central
New York's pioneer station, that not only is
FIRST in length of service, but FIRST in results.

Bill's father was business manager of the Manchester, N. H. Union
Leader and, while at the University of N. H., Bill was a reporter for
the paper, became classified ad manager after graduation.
He went out to Cincinnati to be Procter & Gamble's media man
in 1934, was in the national advertising department of the New York
Herald Tribune from 1935-'41. bought time and space for Ted Bates
during 1941-'42 (Standard Brands, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, etc.),.
joined McCann-Erickson as chief time buyer in 1942.
During the past decade, Bill has been concerned with the business
rather than the creative side — problems in network relations, radioTV services, and other business dealings.
Bill's appointment to his new job is the direct outcome of McCannErickson's decision to unify all of their media operations in order
to obtain better coordinated planning with a more intimate knowledge of the total marketing and budgetary picture.
To head up such an operation it was necessary to find a man with
a really broad experience in all fields of media. Because of the
specialization that has always existed in agency media operations,
this is not an easy prescription to fill. McCann-Erickson was undoubtedly lucky to have just such a man in their own organization.
Among the major accounts that Bill works on are National Biscuit, Westinghouse, Pepsodent Division (Lever Brothers), Pacific
Coast Borax, Chesebrough, Lehn & Fink, American Safety Razor,
Chrysler, Esso, Cowles Magazine, Hood-Goodrich Footwear, Congoleum-Nairn, Junket Brands, and many others.
\wa\ From his Radio City office. Bill is quite the sailor, fisherman, and clam-digger. Proximih may account for his hobby selection. Bill, his wife, and three youngsters have a place in Darien

MEREDITH

jy STATION

that is right on Long Island Sound. Bill calls it "Bermuda in Connecticut," and thinks so highly of it that he usually spends his "catchas-catch-can"' vacations at home.
* * *
SPONSOR

Merchandising Magic in Baltimore!

DON

REDDING

WBAL's Sales Service Manager,
whose primary function is to correlate the terrific power and effect of
"K. K." with the effort of the manufacturers' own local broker or
representative.

BILL MASON
Merchandising

inager, carefully
ind promotions
for sponsors,
sponsors. He
tor
ne sets up luncheons,
shows and displays, and personally
visits dozens of chain and independent stores weekly.

JIM MARKIEWICZ
Another experienced grocery detail
man. Full-time on the street, achieving distribution, stimulating sales,
jetting up displays, obtaining bonafide orders for "K. K. ' products.
Weekly written reports to sponsors
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J^itchen Karnival, WBAL's outstanding daily half-hour
festival of fun, offers participating sponsors guaranteed, concentrated
merchandising for their products in the Baltimore area food stores.
Your product is exposed to thousands of customers. For instance;
Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and at church
and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore; it is sampled by
luncheon guests and audiences numbering over 500 each week; it is
given as prizes at every broadcast; it gets special point of sale display
and active in-store promotion from full-time merchandising men.

WBAL
50,000 Watts
• NBC in Maryland
Nationally Represented by EDWARD
PETRY & Co.

First or Second in

What's New in Research?
Comparison of program types shows comedy
! variety gains in 1952
(a™™.: »„»,»„,■>,,, ,,,,,,„,,,

*
Quarter Hours

MARCH

Between 6 a.m. and 7p.mi

Program
Boxing

WFBR "HOME-GROWN"
SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND
RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home- gro wns" — outstand ing participation shows! For
instance:

Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!

E—

M

1st in its time period!

■A'JIllUJ.lAMJlHBCTTIl
Top-rated
30 - minute
woman's show!

Top locally produced show
in its period!

TWEE

mm

',

1

8

Comedy VarietyWesterns

2

55

3

6

Drama &

4

92

Talent Competition

5

17
27

Comedy Situations

6

Basketball

7

Mysteries

73
8

8

Feature Films

109

Quiz
& Aud. Par tic.
Wrestling

11

Musical Variety

■iiiiviTiffliiisaa

MARCH

\ - •_• Ratlnr

1-7, 1951
Avg. Rating

N..

Kid Shows

Completely
outclasses
its
field — No . 1 show of its kind !

1-7, 1952
Rank

Type

12

103
184

j

Mr-.

27.8
23.6
20.0
16.9
16.4
16.4
13.0
10.3

9.5
8.2
7.6
8.0

61

No.

Bank

1/4 nr,.

9
108

32.3
15.9

3

12

4

68

19.2
17.6

2

12

19.3

22
8

15.2
11.5
11.6

1

5

7
10

j

9

103

18

12
17
91

5.8
9.2

45

15.5
8.2

12
11
6

• An insight into the shifts as to program popularity by types which has taken
I plate in the 20 markets covered by Telepulse within a year is given in the above
chart. (Note: In the 1-7 March, 19S2 column President Truman's speech rating
i>t 10.6, which made it tops for the week, was neither listed nor given ranking
j since this constituted but a one-time event.)
It will be noted that the only three program types that maintained the same
upper-rung positions in the comparative periods were Boxing (No. 1), Westerns
(No. 3), and Drama and Mysteries (No. 4). The type that took the biggest
jump was Comedy Variety (from fifth to second place) and the types which
slipped most were Talent Competition, going from No. 2 to No. 5 and Musical
Variety, which in the interval of a year went from sixth to 12th place.

Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!

Jordan report

Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .

Radio-Television Manufacturers Association chose the eve of the FCC's lifting
of the TV freeze to release the results of Jerry Jordan's three-year continuing
study on sports admissions. ( Jordan. N. W. Ayer staffite, is now an officer in
the army, and the final summary of his work was completed by the agency.)
The study discloses that major league baseball teams that televised the games
regularly in 1951 had a gain of 234,169 admissions as compared to 1950, while
the teams that curbed TV suffered a drop of 1,485,070 admissions. College

shows TV has not hurt sports attendance

football teams in TV areas, according to NCA's own research, fared better in
1951 when compared to 1950 than did colleges in non-TV areas. The Ayer
ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MO.

study further shows there was no falling off in recreation spending during '51
even though the number of TV sets increased from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000,
and that both newspapers and magazines had substantial jumps in circulation in
TV

markets

(newspapers 27' i : magazines 32' i I.
SPONSOR

Namesakes of a voice. . .

WWJY'LAURA"

And they're all real— the thoroughbred West
Highland White Terrier duly registered
with the American Kennel Club as "Lady
Laura"; the baby "Laura" who arrived a
few hours ahead of schedule while her
parents tuned in WWJ to while away
anxious moments futilely waiting for a cab
to take them to a hospital; the Flushing,
Michigan, farmer who listened nightly and
showed his appreciation by naming the
queen of his dairy herd

"Laura

LAURA HEIFER

Heifer".

Real, too, are the thousands of 2:05-6:00
A.M. listeners to "Lovingly Yours, Laura".
You can reach those thousands at surprisingly low cost.
Ask any Hollingbery man.

FIRST

IN

DETROIT

National Representative*

Owned

THE

and Operated

GEORGE

Auocrarf* Ultvhhn
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DETROIT

P. HOLLINGBERY
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ON

SPORTS

SERVICE

SERVICES

WFBM-TV
NEWS

• Hoosiers are always interested in what
other Hoosiers are doing.
Each week WFBM-TV

schedules 94

"live" local telecasts for the 221,000 sets in

The home of WFBM-TV at 1330
North Meridian Street in Indianapolis isa beautiful new building,
designed exclusively for radio
and television. Complete facilities
for both studio productions and
film presentations are available.

its primary coverage area. And Indiana's
first station adds to this weekly "live" local
menu with 71 "live" network shows.
The result — enthusiastic viewers . . .

Affiliated with: WEOA,
and WOOD-TV,

gvnnaaa

Evansville, Incl.

WFBM, Indianapolis, bid. -WFDF,
WOOD

active buyers!

Flint, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

A

G

E N
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TO SPONSORS
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(Continued from page
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AP enters TV newsreel field,
to stress rounded service
Associated

Press

has

Blankets
entered

television

newsreel

Wisconsin —

field on all-out basis, General Manager Frank J.
Starzel told SPONSOR, with operation under direction
of Oliver Gramling.
Said Gramling: "We propose to
deliver a rounded service, not .just a lot of footage. " To achieve objective of newsreel tailored
solely for TV and not by-product of other operations, AP arranged for formation of new organization, Spotnews Productions, Inc., to produce AP
service.
First station contracting for AP newsreel
was KSD-TV, St. Louis; other subscribers will include: WDAF-TV, Kansas City; WBAP-TV, Fort Worth;
WTAR-TV, Norfolk; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; WHAS-TV,
Louisville; WBNS-TV, Columbus.
Radio mystery shows most popular in
lower income and Southern homes
Mystery shows
income groups

on radio are more popular among lower
and among homes in Southern states

than are average evening program.
That's conclusion
based on Nielsen data.
But 5 years ago mysteries
had their greatest strength among metropolitan homes
in contrast to present strength in medium, small,
and rural areas.
Possible reason for shift in
taste: heavy mystery diet on TV.
"Range Rider" ups Boston baker's
sales 30% with $1.29 cost-per-M
Table Talk Pastry Co., Boston,
"Range Rider"
these results
( 1 ) 30% sales

recently

renewed

film show for 26 weeks after getting
during initial 26-week sponsorship:
jump for first 6 months with sales

curve continuing up; (2) in months of JanuaryFebruary this year, volume was up 60% over previous
year,

representing pie sales in millions; (3) program's cost-per-1,000 is $1.29 with most recent
rating 34.4, ARB.
CBS Television Film Sales is
syndicator

of "Range

Rider."

Under attack by C. E. Hooper during past year,
Pulse president Sidney Roslow has tended to ignore
barbs publicly, answer to own clients in private.
Recently, Pulse strategy shifted and organization
made public statements in rebuttal.
Current report
to subscribers, released to trade press, took offensive, saying: "... now that he (Hooper) has a big
coverage survey to do, he finds that the recall
interview system for audience measurement is satisfactory. Recall will be used in this new survey.
It is a compliment to Pulse that our competitors
it necessary
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447

Wisconsin cities and towns, in
addition to Madison
Here's the one station that really
blankets market
the rich
"Moo-la"
of
Wisconsin.

Day

after day mail response from all over
the state and adjoining states is
proof
WKOW
is yourthatbest
radio
buy in Wisconsin.

Pulse hits back publicly
at Hooper attacks

find

and here's proof I
Since January 1, 1952, mail and
actual orders have been received
from

to imitate

us. "

MOST
POWERFUL
WISCONSIN'S
RADIO STATION

•
•

10,000 WATTS
MONONA
BROADCASTING
Madison

COMPANY
Wisconsin

ON

YOURI
DIAL
I

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

i Continued from page 6 <
Human
beings, precisely
because
they are human, resent and resist
being treated as impersonal numbers.
Advertising recognizes this and strives
valiant!) to achieve "personal identification" values. Cop) is supposed to
move people emotionally, implant impulses to possession. But if the actual
processes of shopping chill the impulse,
what price advertising?

* * *

One of the cigarette-lighter companies spends s5. 001 1.000 a year on ad-

SOUTHWEST

vertising, ahoul 945,000 a year on its
repair department. You can literally
observe and count the queues of annoyed customers. Millions for sales,
pennies for sen i< .

* * *

One of the things Americans hated
about the Armed Services was the serial-numbering ofeverybody. Bring
the military mind and the statistical
mind together and you get punch-cards
and dog-tags. Right now. the Public
Health Service in Washington is ballyhooing a scheme to assign every newborn infant a serial number which
would go on the birth certificate. This

VIRGINIA'S fSlQHee&

RADIO

number would he repeated on anv and
all official documents through life —
school registration, marriage license,
draft card, divorce papers, bankruptcy
proceedings, passports, and finally
death certificate. The newsletter, Washington Banktrends, has put the matter
this way: "Shakespeare would now ask,
'What's in a number?' Tomorrow it
will be your parentage, sex, health,
property ownership, maybe hank accounts, earning capacity and maybe
even politics, if the statisticians so de-

* * *

But little Audrey laughed when she
heard about statistics because she knew
that human beings are here to stay.
You can sav "Hev, Mac." You can't
cide."
say "Hey. 44-033-52—666."
• • •

STATION

CAMEL

AIR APPROACH

[Continued from page 29)
2. Three half-hour evening radio
shows, beamed at various segments of
the family comprise the hard core, as
well as the bulk, of Camel radio offerings. The Camel show with the broadest family appeal of all is the Bob
Hawk Show (CBS, Monday, 10 to
10:30 p.m.), a quiz format running
since early in World War II. A more
masculine approach is offered in Richard Diamond, Private Detective (ABC,

a Of BROADCAST

Friday, 8 to 8:30 p.m.). with Dick
Powell's tough, wise-cracking dialogue,
while Vaughn Monroe (NBC, Saturday, 10 to 10:30 pm.), is aimed at the
younger set. (Bracketed with Monroe
in the previous 30 minutes is Grand
Ole Opry, that grand old timer, which
has been selling Prince Albert pipe tobacco for Reynolds since 1939. Reynolds apparently has a high regard for
Saturday night. In TV as well this
season it bought into a Saturday offering, the first half hour of Your Show

*V^^

VYDBJ

59.0
69.2
71.9

Get th64e.0enTtivre story from
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.

■

1IKUBJ

1 If nD
o«

11^1^

FREE

& PETERS

^m

7; A

111

Established 1924 . CBS Since 1929
AM . 3000 WATTS . 960 KC
1 FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC

1 ROANOKE.

VA.

ned and Operated b y the TIMES- WORLD CORPORATION
FREE & PETERS. 1NC, National Representatives

k
/I

ffk
A

of Rounding
Shows, i out the Reynolds radio
roster is a five-minute eye-opener in the
person of Ken Carson, who sings five
times a week on MBS at 8:55, and the
Camel Scoreboard, a five-minute, sixday baseball roundup on the same net.
Each of the latter two programs
could be said to fill in for the other,
ken Carson was dropped 4 April and
may he back in the fall. The Scoreboard was opened on 8 March and is a
repeat performance, Reynolds having
aired it from

\nril to September in '51
SPONSOR

How to get 6 spots
for the price of 1
Unique TV Announcement
Merchandising Impact

Plan Multiplies

Buy one spot on WPTZ's daily "Hollywood Playhouse" hour and
you get five additional visual and aural mentions within the
program.
This means, not just a single visit to the 100,000 of Philadelphia's
million TV homes that watch this show daily, but six times that.
What's more, this theatrical thorobred, now celebrating its 2nd
Anniversary, is one of America's highest rated, daily television shows.
And you dominate the whole hour at single participation cost.

A few "Spots" left for sale
Speak to any Philadelphia dealer about the unusual selling effectiveness ofthis exclusive WPTZ "6 for 1" feature. Then speak to us—
or NBC Spot Sales. Quickly though, because there are only a few left.

WPTZMore people watch WPTZ
1600
21 APRIL
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Architects

Building,

Philadelphia
than any other Philadelphia TV station

Philadelphia

3,

Pa.

LOcust

4-5500

...

or NBC

Spot

Sales

and Ma) to November in '50. It follow- the MBS baseball Game o\ the
l),n and was boughl b) Reynolds with
the expectation of corralling an already trussed-up sports audience.
3. Solid mass appeal rather than
flittering top-priced personalities mark
the Camel radio programs. On the
tainiK .shows, talent costs range from
|5,500 to $7,500 weekly, according to
estimates in the trade. Talent costs of

pare favorably with the median costper- 1,000 figure for all half-hour evening radio programs. The Camel figure is about $5.95 per 1.000 homes,
the median figure is $5.70. On the
whole Camel does better than its com»»Radio will serve the public in an even
greater capacity in the future than it
has in the past. It politely stepped aside
for a short period to give its younger
brother, TV, an opportiinit> to grow

some competitors' shows range from
$25,000 to $30,000 I Bob Hope, Bing
Crosby, Jack Benny I and it is no secret that their sponsors consider the
load too heav\ for radio. It is interesting to note that before the war Reynolds was spending $40,000 weekly (in
good, hard 1038 dollars I for Eddie
Cantor and Benny Goodman.

up."

While the Esty agency is not sliderule happy, cost-per- 1,000 figures of
their three half-hour Camel shows com-

radio. Camel sponsors the five-timesweekly Camel News Caravan on NBCTV from 7:45 to 8:00 p.m.
(Camel

petitors, the median figure for all cigarette half-hour evening shows being
$6.30 per 1,000 homes.
4. Reynolds and Esty like daily radio and TV offerings. In addition to
Camel Scoreboard and Ken Carson on

The shocking full-scale
»$*"
report
t
y* ,bl on black-listing in
radio, television, and the
entertainment industries!
It investigates thoroughly

RED CHANNELS
COUNTERATTACK
The JEAN MUIR
Case and others
"Defamation as
a commercial
enterprise''
THE

JUDGES
JUDGED

does not advertise on Sunday. ) Many
admen consider this frequency of impact one of the most important factors
in Camel's sales success. The News
Caravan is also considered an excellent buv, the figure being just about $4
per 1.000 TV sets.
5. No cigarette is betting more actual dollars on TV than Camel. About
50'; of its total (highly-secret) budget
will be plunked on TV — in terms of
dollars, somewhere between $8.5 million and $8.8 million, and there is talk
in the trade that it may be more. (The
Reynolds people are also using a heavy
TV budget to push their king-sized cigarette. Cavaliers.)
Currently, in addition to the News
Caravan, Reynolds is pushing Camels
on Man Against Crime (CBS, Thursday, 9 to 9:30 p.m.), which features
Ralph Bellamy, and NBC's Your Show
of Shows, where Reynolds bought the
first half hour. On a cost-per-1,000 basis. Reynolds is doing better than its
competitors, so far as half-hour evening shows are concerned, and is well
above the median figure for all halfhour programs. The respective costper-1,000 homes for Camel, its competitors, and all half-hour shows are
$7.40, $7.90. and $9.90.
6. A judicious selection of spot air
advertising is a basic part of the approach at the Esty agency. Despite the
trend away from spot among some of
the cigarette companies (especially in
TV). Reynolds is using this highly selective medium faithfully. During 1951.
some of the Big Six in cigarettes sliced
TV spot allocations sharply. Reason:
to throw more dollars into network TV
and to meet Reynolds' rapidly rising
TV expenditures. Camel held on to
most of their spot advertising. Esty.
which is among the Top Ten in agency
spot billings, also carries a weighty
spot schedule for Cavaliers.
N. C. Rorabaugh figures on the number of TV markets covered by the Big
Six
plus Reynolds'
Cavaliers by spot
announcements
follow:

including the I
by MERLE

—

MILLER

for the American Civil Liberties Union

Foreword by ROBERT

E. SHERWOOD

"A terrible exposure and indictment."— Virginia Kirkus

Lucky Strike
30
Pall Mall
in
Chesterfield 3
Philip Morris
36
Old Gold
8

33
in
2
33
3

Details of the spot radio picture are
shrouded in a mist of secrecy. Agency men always adopt the Does-MacyTell-Gimbel's attitude whenever the
subject comes up, and this is particularly true at Esty.
SPONSOR

CAN
ON

How

YOU

ANSWER

THESE QUESTIONS

TV ADVERTISING?

much

does it cost to send a half-hour program

the country (a) by cable and micro-wave

What

major advantages

stations were

do filmed programs

have over "live" shows?

How

many

cleared for "The Gruen

How

much lower are TV Spot rates than network

on the same

station?

For network

advertisers only: How

your line-up? How

many

would

many

across

relay? (b) "in the can," by mail?

Playhouse"

... on a Spot basis?

rates, for the same

network

"must"

you trade for markets

stations are there in

the network

Most of the answers

are spelled out in a new

"A Better Approach

to TV Advertising." You'll find that the

time . . •

can't clear?

Katz presentation,

facts it reports provide a solid foundation
for successful, long-term television planning. They make
that when

YOU

CAN

NATIONAL
488 MADISON

to coverage,

KATZ
ADVERTISING

it amply evident

costs and picture quality . . .

DO BETTER WITH

THE
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it comes

SPOT. . . MUCH

AGENCY,

BETTER

INC

REPRESENTATIVES

AVE., N. Y. 22 • NEW YORK . CHICAGO • DETROIT . LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

• ATLANTA • DA .LAS- KANSAS

CITY

Uthough ilic tobacco industry is ool
among the largest spenders in radio
Bpot, this form of advertising is generally rated in the trade as having both
high tactical and strategic importance.
Example: In 1947, Lucky Strike ran
a $1,000,000 spot campaign in 30 market areas. A check of jobbers showed
sales increases of 20'i over the previous year during the time of the announcements.
Radio spot is being hurt by the fabulous costs of TV. One tobacco agenc)
source said, "TV is so damn expensive,
it's playing havoc with cigarette advertising budgets. There's just a limit to
what can be spent." Another agency
with a cigarette account said that
there's a detectable trend toward spot
radio programs and away from announcements.
7. Camel sales are boosted by hammering hard-sell ropy at the consumer
and sticking consistently to a feuthemes. This formula is not exclusive
in cigarette advertising by am means,
but few agencies seem to have handled
it in recent years as expertly as Esty.
There are few fields where the advertising must be more brassy or rugged. Copy is aimed at brand-switchers
rather than non-smokers and. hence,
the advertising battle is fierce. The air
is rich with phrases like ". . . smoke
screen of cigarette claims swept away
. . ." and ". . . mildness tests have
smoked out the truth . . ." and ". . . no
jingles or double talk or wild claims
. . ." and ". . . I'm sure you've often
wished that instead of all the ballyhoo,
the sponsor would just give you the
facts. . . ."
Camel's prime pitch is the
mildness test," often expanded
thing like this: "No other
offers this conclusive proof of

"30-day
to somecigarette
mildness

pcpol based not <>n a sniff or a puff,
but on steady smoking." Also: "There
have been quick tests, trick tests, and
the most thorough test of all — the 30daySub-themes
Camel mildness
test." such
include

chest-

thumping as "More doctors smoke
Camels," or "More athletes . . ." or
"More people . . ." or "More movie
stars. . . ." This has been going strong
for years. The "Costlier tobacco" slogan goes way back to the '30s and is,
»»\\Y belong to something called 'broadcasting.' It's not a bad club to belong
to: the meals are good and fairly regular; the atmosphere is pleasant; there
is more than the ordinary opportunity
to serve great causes and do good deeds;
and, despite minor plaints that our
hands are in the counting house, we
know that our finger is on the pulse of
the world."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS
President, NARTB
in turn, a variation of one of the oldest and proudest boasts of the Reynolds people — that only the "best tobaccos" gointo a Camel cigarette. The
"T-zone" gimmick is another consistent
motif among Reynolds sales themes.
8. Camel's popularity among men is
believed to be a key factor in explaining its success. Selective market surveys have borne out whatever advertising men have always believed — that
Camel is a man's cigarette. As a matter of fact, in 1933 when Esty took
over the Reynolds account, there was
some fear that too many regarded it as
a truck driver's cigarette. Perhaps this
impression grew out of the fact that
Camel was popularly considered the
cigarette of the A.E.F. in World War I.
Whatever the reason, an effort was
made to soften this fear by pushing
the mildness theme, among others. Far

from playing down male appeal, however, Reynolds and Esty are pushing it
hard. Free shipments to the armed
forces have always bulked large in the
Camel promotional strategy. The
strong emphasis on crime, sports, and
news on radio and TV is further evidence.
There are solid advertising reasons
for going after the male and letting
the distaff chips fall where they may.
( Besides, Reynolds is pushing Cavaliers mainly for the female market.)
"To sum it up," a tobacco agency man
said, "more men smoke cigarettes and
men smoke more cigarettes." Proportion of cigarettes smoked by men:
75%. Men light up 24 times a day,
women 16.
It is also felt that rising sales of cartons in the supermarkets will be a
boon to the male-preference brand.
The reasoning behind this is that the
housewife will buy only one carton:
the brand her husband smokes.
In the field of merchandising Camel
has been especially aggressive with grocery chains. It has not only flooded
the chains with ultra-attractive merchandising kits but struck hard at planting this line of sales intelligence with
the chain operator: You can make
more money from cigarettes than from
any other drygoods item on your open
shelves.
The Reynolds'
grasp
on the out
men's
cigarette
market was
fashioned
of
a long, profitable history and experience in leadership. When the company
reached the top in cigarette sales in
1949, it sat down in the front seat with
the comfortable, assured air of a man
who had been there before. It had.
That assurance and leadership go
back to the 1890's. when the firm was
founded. In 1913. it brought out Cam-

In Boston
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Oil MIGHT GET A SIX-FOOT
IOUNTAIN LION -

UT...
YOU NEED THE
FETZER STATIONS
TO BAG
WESTERN MICHIGAN!
WKZO-WJEF in radio, WKZO-TV in television — that's
the record-breaking Fetzer line-up for Western Michigan advertising. Here's why:

WKZO-WJEF

RADIO

WKZO. Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, give
closest "home-town" coverage of urban and rural Western Michigan. Each is consistently the listenership
leader in its home city — and the 1949 BMB Report
credits WKZO-WJEF with a 46.7% increase over 1946
in their unduplicated davtime rural audience — a 52.9%
nighttime increase. Yet WKZO-WJEF cost 20% less
than the next-best two-station choice in Kalamazoo and
Grand Rapids!
* J. R. Patterson killed a 276-pound

mountain

WKZO-TV
WKZO-TV is the Official Basic CBS Television Outlet
for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its brilliant ChanneI-3
picture also provides intensive primary service to Battle
Creek and dozens of smaller towns
effectively serves a
24-county market with a Net Effective Buying Income of
more than 2 billion dollars. A January, 1952 Videodex
Diary Study by Jay & Graham Research Corporation
proves that WKZO-TV delivers 64.4% more television
homes than Western Michigan's other TV station!
What other facts would you like? Your Avery-Knodel
man has them.

lion at Hillside, Arizona, in March, 1917.

WKZO-TV
£*Ain GRAND RAPIDS
and KENT COUNTY

1oPA IN WESTERN MICHIGAN ^>A in KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
I" m
__
WESTERN
MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)

(CBS RADIO)

ALL THREE

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

els. Bj L916, the cigarette accounted
for 45' ! of its sales: in 1()1(). 70' ! : in
recent years, more than 90%. Management also prides itself on a bestselling chewing tobacco, Da\"s Work.
1 During the '30's, Reynolds sold more
than 100 brands of chewing tobacco,
but has since cut down to 13, including
such names as Apple Sun-Cured.
Brown's Mule.)
During the '20's, Camels was the nation's No. 1 smoke and consumers
walked many miles for a Camel. N.
W. Aver had handled the account with
well-mannered copy, stressing the fine

quality of tobacco in their product.
Toward the end of the decade,
George Washington Hill made a determined bid for Lucky Strike leadership
with what was for the time a thunderbolt: tough, positive, reason-why copy.
It paid off. While Lucky Strike
whooshed upwards. Camel tottered,
then sunk into a low sales trough. Even
Chesterfield passed by on the way up.
In 1930. Reynolds, hit hard, opened
a $300,000 kitty and headlined in the
press: "Turning the light of truth on
false and misleading statements in cigarette advertising."

Modern cigarette

advertising had been born. In the
same year, Reynolds shifted from N.
\\ . \\er to the younger firm of Erwin,
Wasey & Co. In 1931, Reynolds introduced the cellophane pack. But
nothing could buck the potion that Hill
brewed: "Smoke Luckies for Throat
Protection," also for keeping slender
and for avoiding "Sheep-dip Base," not
to mention the fact that "It's toasted."
During all this time, William Cole
Esty, Lux account executive at J. Walter Thompson, had been getting in
training, although he didn't know it,
for the future cigarette battles of the
'30's and '40's. In 1932, making $85,000 a year, he decided he could do
even better on his own.
He had his eye on Reynolds, among
others. To make a long story short,
he landed them. In 1933, Reynolds
equipped Esty with $10,000,000, conferred with him on a new approach
and told him to go ahead. Hard-hitting slogans followed one another in
fast succession: "It's fun to be fooled
. . . but it's more fun to know" (aimed
at Lucky Strike), "Get a lift," one of
the most successful Esty inventions,
"Camels never get on your nerves," etc.
By 1935, Camel was in first place
In pre-Esty days, Camel was repreagain. sented on radio by the Camel Pleasure

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

Hour (Reynolds made its debut on the
air 4 June, 1930). After that was
dropped following a year's run, it sponsored Camel Quarter Hour, a six-day
offering with Tony Wons and, later,

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently sat-

Morton Downey. There was a sixmonth hiatus for Camel broadcasting
when Reynolds pulled in its advertising horns in the latter half of 1932.
Esty started off with the Camel
avan, which ran for 10 years and
tured a succession of headliners,
as Glen Gray, Rupert Hughes,

isfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

Carfeasuch
Jack

Oakie, Benny Goodman, Eddie Cantor, Bob Crosby, and Lanny Ross. It
was Camel's only radio ambassador until 1939, when the comic strip "Blondie" was dramatized. Reynolds didn't
dorf.
break into daytime radio until the following year with Luncheon at the WalAbout this time, Reynolds and Esty
decided to spray their messages more

PAUL

H.

RAYMER

COMPANY

NATIONAL

RE

PRISE

N TATI

VI

widely and the multiple-program method came into use. They added a fiveminute, five-day news program, Al
Pearce, Uncle Ezra, and Xavier Cugat.
The approach was tentative and experimental.
SPONSOR

On Top with Old Smokey
Or- Sales by the Bucket on WHIO-TV
Smokey Ward's a fiddler man
— He's a hill-type billy —
And folks tune in from near and far.
You think this claim is silly?
Five Sunday morns, at 10 a.m. —
A time, they say, when viewers ain't —
Smokey's Gang got off one plug
About a local merchant's paint.
How many gallons would you say
A pitch like this would move?
Best you let us tell you first —
TEN THOUSAND we can prove!
Hillbillys, yet! On Sunday morn!
No other sales publicity!
And product sales like this racked up!
Not claims — real authenticity!
Come on along and make your sales
On WHIO-TV!

f?
When it comes to figures, sales figures
talk loudest. See National Representative
George P. Hollingbery tor full information.
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STANDARD

During the '40's, Camel identified
itself with U>bot1 & Costello, Jinum
Durante, Vaughn Monroe, Holt Hawk.
Paul Wliiteiiian. ami as the decade

MR. SPONSOR

ended, the multiple-program approach
had proved it> value and became a
fixed Feature with Reynolds as well as
the other tobacco firms.

grown to accept, and has developed a
sense for the commercial timing/entertainment ratio in broadcasting. They
understand that good programing is

Strangely, considering Camel's firstplace rating with men, Reynolds and

made possible bj advertising revenue
and expect a sales pitch.

Est) didn'l buj am radio sports time
until 1948, when the) sponsored the
Cotton Bowl football broadcast. In TV.
however, Camel first reconnoitered the
field in 1949 with Golden Glove boxinn presentations and Madison Square
Garden events. Obviously, sports programs were the simplest waj to get the
"feel" of a new medium like TV. Subsequent developments indicate it felt
In the \ears to come. TV and radio,
good.
as well as all other media, will get increasing attention from the cigarette
people as all signs point to stiffer competition than ever. The Big Three of
25 years ago are still the Big Three of
today, but they have a much smaller
proportion of the 400 billion cigarette
market.

^J^-~~^
When
and time
you counts
want
know the brand name ol
product — -what
Il.r V.company
,A.- ,i
3 Of
the officers (especially the
Advertising Manager, the
Advertising Agency) —
where they advertise and
how much they spend —
you'll realize why the
STANDARD ADVERTISING REGISTER belongs on your desk.
Better get the facts. Just
drop us a line on your company letterhead and
we'll do the rest.

THE AGENCY

LI

Standard
source
of Infer
about 3,000 U 5 and Canad

ov'e'r 3O.0O0' cMentsP"lVsued ' th°ree I
timet a year - the AGENCY UST ^
if part of STANDARD'S
compli

free %%Js em

The over-all rate of sales increases
has slowed since women began smoking. But the women have left their
mark on advertising and merchandising policy. The mildness appeal is
more important than ever. The kingsize smokes and filter tips (P. Lorillard's new entry: Kent I loom large in
the cigarette picture. King-size sales
jumped 26( i in 1951. compared with
3' I for all cigarettes.
Success with the king size was not
universal. While Pall Mall sales increased 36r/( last year. Reynolds' Cavalier about held its own. Paul M. Hahn,
the man who pushed Pall Mall from
eighth to fifth place in the cigarette
race in 10 years, has been heading up
American Tobacco Co. for two years,
trying to do the same job for Lucky
Strike. So far, he has been unable to
reverse Luckies' downward slide. The
trade is also watching Philip Morris,
which showed first signs of faltering
last year after its spectacular comeback
in 1948.
All of which clearly points the lesson that one's seat on the cigarette
throne i>- never secure. Reynolds is not
smug: its fistful of advertising dollars
proves this- It will fight to stay on

top.

* • •

ASKS

(Continued from page 47)
The

American

radio public has

On the advertiser's side there is the
understanding that listeners represent
the consumer potential and to become
"actual" the) must be impressed with
the product story.
Agencies realize that they are obligated to deliver the proper message, to
the proper audience, under proper conditions. The agenc) can control the
first two elements and to a degree the
third but "proper conditions" in spot
advertising is ultimately a station responsibility. Double spotting not only
constitutes an improper condition but
washes out the agency's efforts in preparing effective copy and placing these
ments.
product stories in "listened-to" segThe purchase of spot time is simply
the purchase of an audience. If this
listenership must be shared with another advertiser, both lose impact, attention, prestige and, regrettably, listener acceptance. One of the announcements is entitled to the time and the
second becomes an uninvited guest
who limits the welcome for both.
We feel that one of the un-bad instances in double spotting is found in
identification copy following a regular
commercial at the break position. Here
the aim is to "remind" rather than relate a product story. An ID or service message of the 5 to 10-second
variety minimizes detraction from the
principal commercial, but not so when
longer commercials of the same length
are scheduled back-to-back.
We have to consider listeners as
hosts — people who allow us to present
our client's story to them when they
choose to listen. We cannot do this
properly, and I'm convinced our stor\
will not be accepted, if we have to
share the stage with another advertiser
— regardless of audience proportions
at the time.
Anderson F. Hewitt
President
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, Inc.
New York

38 $TAT£$
Salesmaker to theJkntfat South
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ROUNDUP
{Continued from page 49)
hit upon recently by G. M. Bastard's
Market Research Department. They
pinned a crisp new dollar bill to questionnaires sent to 2<S2 production execs
in metalworking industries — to bin a
cigar for their cooperation. Bill Stokes,
market research director, and Dan
Charm, account manager, reasoned
that the dollar-bill idea would not only
get the questionnaire past the secre-

Statler. Detroit, on 6 April, saw Detroit Ma\or Albert E. Cobo present the
silver plaque to AWRT president.
Edythe Meserand, on behalf of Kellogg's

i see photo,

below

left I .

A new board of directors of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
for 1952 was elected at the March con-

design for home-living," the American
Women in Radio and Television at
their first annual convention were presented with a plaque by the Kellogg
Company of Battle Creek. Michigan.
Approximately 500 AWRT women.
gathered at the breakfast in the Hotel

which have been developed in Oklahoma over the past decade. But this is
the first time such a contest will be national in scope, states Saunders. It's
being planned so that as many as 500
to 800 can take part. Prizes totaling
$1050 will be awarded.

tary "sdesk, but would intrigue the customer into reading and returning it.
In less than two weeks, 214 returns,
better than 75%, were in — proving
they were right. P.S. 50 of them sent
back the dollar.
"For their contribution toward helping American women create a better

WKY, Oklahoma City, will sponsor
a National Land Judging Contest 1
and 2 May in that city. This event,
says WKY farm director Sandy Saunders, isa natural outgrowth of similar
contests and soils classification schools

ference in Toronto. Shown here, they
are I photo, 1. to r.) D. Malcolm Neill,
pres., CFNB, Fredericton. N. B., reelected chairman; Dr. Charles Houde.
CHNC, New Carlisle, Que.; H. Gordon
Love. CFCN, Calgary. Alta; William
Speers, CKRC. Winnipeg, Man.; E.
Finlay MacDonald, CJCH, Halifax, N.
S.; Ralph Snelgrove. CKBB, Barrie.
Out.: F. H. Elphicke, CKWX, Vancouver, re-elected vice-chairman; E. A.
Rawlinson, CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask. ;
Henri LePage, CHRC. Quebec City.
Sponsors using TV film commercials
may be interested in a device exhibited
by Telecolor Services at the NARTB
Convention, Chicago. It automatically
produces a constantly changing backdrop for commercials, specifies Telecolor, can eliminate the making of
hundreds of drawings. Telecolor is a
division of Musicolor, Inc., Chicago,
creators of mobile light abstractions
synchronized with music, speech or
sound.

Sponsors using TV disk jockeys
might check to see if the d.j.s have any
telegenic relatives who might help with
the commercials. ABC-TV d.j. Paul
Dixon, for instance, finds his threeand-a-half vear-old daughter. Pamela.

of great assistance in the NuMaid Margarine commercials on his local afternoon WCPO-TV show. Posing as Bonnie NuMaid (see photo), she appears
every Wednesday and Friday, does her
participating stint, and then goes home
to count her money.

* • *

SPONSOR

Five Years Ago-at 9:37 a. m. On April 16, 1947-

A telephone call to the KPRC newsroom brought the first
bulletin of the Texas City disaster - minutes before news was
flashed over press association wires.
From that moment

. . . and for the next 48 hours . . . KPRC newsmen,

under the on-the-spot direction of News Editor Pat Flaherty, broadcast to
the Houston area and to the entire nation via NBC accurate, up-to-theminute reports of one of America's major tragedies.
For this brilliant radio news coverage, KPRC was lauded by Texas
City officials, by NBC listeners throughout the country, by officials of
the National Broadcasting Company, and by the press through the annual
Headliners Awards.
It was No Accident that KPRC
for Its Coverage at Texas City.

HOUSTON
NBC and TQN On
The Gulf Coast

Won

Local and National Acclaim

Today, still under Pat Flaherty's direction, KPRC maintains an even
larger staff than five years ago . . . men whose full-time job is covering
and broadcasting the news for KPRC.
Complete, accurate, instantaneous news coverage is a KPRC tradition
that has helped to make us . . .

FIRST in the South's First Market!
JACK HARRIS, General Manage

WAVE-TV
KENTUCKY!
IN KEN

\
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"til it u
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'WITH LOCAL ADVERTISERS!
(22.5% morel)

cAfr ADVERTISERS!
ffi(13.0%
more!)

WITH NATIONAL

RADIO STATION OF FUTURE
i Continued from page -7 |
Hugh B. Terry, v. p. and gen. rngr.,
I\ ! / . Denver
"I look for the structure of radio
programing to undergo ureal changes,
\\ e can expect greater attention to
music — at least to date, not altogether
i sensation on TV, but highh satislat ton (in radio. Shorter, more fre-

"Michael Griffin, our News Editor
from Time Magazine, is booked solid
at Rotary, kiwanis and Lions Clubs.
Clair Stone, our Sports Director, is
the mainstay at regional Izaak Walton
League meetings and Conservation

quent newscasts will be a part of radio's
daily schedule, leaving for TV the
longer, more comprehensive and less
Frequent news presentations. There
will be greatly increased use of personalities, inblock programing of an hour
or more, and in a low-cost format.
Special events — with emphasis on remotes— will increase on radio where
costs of small crews for live pickups,
or tapes, will remain far below the TV
expense of similar coverages.

shindigs.
O'Halloran,
MC'd
the
NationalHalBarn
Dance forwho
so many

"Sports events
low-cost radio
though TV will
events. . .others,
tors, will remain

will be ideal for the
coverage, and even
present some sports
due to economic facexclusive? on radio.

"Newcomers in the talent world will
get a better break. . .because radio will
need new talent, just as it will demand
the exercise of imagination and ingenuity not recently observed. . . ."
Haydn Evans, gen. mgr.,
WBAY, Green Bay

in COVERAGE!
rnv
IN
WAVE-TV has perfect reception in the Metropolitan Area.
WAVE-TV's PLUS is that in
outlying "fringe" areas, 63.1% of
all TV homes "get" WAVE-TV
more dearly than Station "B"!

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILlt, KENTUCKY

4«^3»FKEE & PETERS', Inc.
Exclusive National Representative*
12

blers, likewise, entertain within our
zone almost nightly. Jerrj Sobiek and
lii~ Polka Band supplement their Sunday Noon Radio Hour with an average
of three or four dances weekly.

"Television isn't here, but we keep in
practice by programing against an even
more potent competitor. . .the family
"We doubt if another ten years plus
phone.
television will alter our thinking. We'll
still be luring Mrs. Housewife to her
radio dial instead of her phone dial
by striving to be more neighborly,
gossipy and helpful than her acquaintance across town.
"It's strictly creative, our type of
programing. Expensive, too. Stereotyped announcing is out. The friendly voices on our mikes are those of
well-known personalities — men and
women who play active roles in our
Communit) Life — and whose ad libI Ing on local and regional subjects,
commercial or otherwise, reflects that
personal background.
"Six nights weekly our Town Hall
Players, four musicians and five actors, stage a show and dance at some
point within our zone of influence.
Dick Hirons and his Wyoming Ram-

years, is always available for agricultural events, 4-H Club meetings, etc.
And, hold your hat, Yours Truly gives
downright scintillating talks on "Prospects for Television."
"Programs
of recorded music are
taboo between 6:00 a.m. and 11:00
p.m.. because, obviously, the many
smaller stations around us have access
to the very same recordings as we do.
Hence, we must concentrate on live
talent Idea shows."
Elliott M. Sanger, exec. v. p.,
WQXR, New York
"There is no reason to believe that in
1962 Beethoven. Mozart, Tchaikovsky
and the dozens of other great masters
will not be as popular as they are today. In fact, with the fast growing
interest in good music among the generation of young people which will be
maturing in the next ten years, the
classics will be more in demand.
"Because of the ever-increasing love
of good music. I think I am safe in
saying that this need will not be satisfied by television, except for the occasional televising of special musical
events. You do not need television to
enjoy fine music. We shall continue
our present policy, which has already
proved that television is no substitute
for good music."
George Abrams, ad. mgr.,
Block Drug Co., Jersey City
"It is my prediction that the more
farsighted radio stations will improve
and develop local news reporting to the
point where they serve the listener as
the most immediate, as well as the most
complete, medium for news reports.
"I further predict that the radio station of 1962 will have developed its
own striking personality — much more
so than is true today. I believe this
would mean the development of outstanding local personalities whose
warmth and sincerity would not only
SPONSOR

WBZ-TY program brings
25,000 viewers into
sponsor's salesrooms

Can we do for others what we
did For the Pontiac Dealers? Maybe
even more., because WBZ-TV's
influence keeps getting stronger
every day. For availabilities, check
with WBZ-TV

WBZ-TV
CHANNEL
BOSTON,
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attract listeners but would also sell
products. This would be a local Arthur
Godfre) on a much better basis than
exists today through the medium of the

To an advertiser

usual disk jockey. . . ."

interested in farm radio

John M. Outler, gen.

mgr.,

WSB, Atlanta
"I believe that the good radio station will be, contrary to some pessimists who are suffering from TVphobia, a streamlined operation of
strong financial structure, sound imaginative programing and wide listenership. Suffice it to say that a few
decades from now the poor radio station will be dusty and silent. . . .
"Scores of advertisers who are not
now using radio will join the ranks
of sponsors, attracted by radio's tenacity in holding loyal listeners and its
ability to sell successfully against competitive media through its inimitable
sincerity and use of image-provoking
Chuck Worcester. WMT's Farm Service Director, has a
genuine respect for the Iowa farmer.
He doesn't talk
down to him, doesn't affect the bogus folksiness that
passes for rustic charm everywhere except in the
country. His talent for low-pressure visiting, fortified
with first-hand knowledge of Iowa's complex agricultural
problems, has earned him the kind of loyal following
that means results for sponsors. For example:
• Five minutes across the board at 5:40 a.m. for
A. Y. McDonald in one week developed 298 prospects for
a $1,500 water system. Cost: $10 a program or less than
20£ per prospect.
• A daily quarter hour farm show for Myzon mineral
supplements resulted in a standing monthly order for $3,500
worth with eight Sears Farm Stores.
The notion that farmers listen only in the early morning
and at noon is pure folklore.
Chuck's announcements
on Purina's A-time evening show brought 817 requests
for booklets — ample proof that farmers were wide
awake and listening.
We don't claim that these results are typical. We do
claim — and know — that on a day-to-day basis WMT
farm radio gets satisfying results, and occasionally
spectacular results.
Farm radio properly conceived, timed
and executed is a fertile source of advertising results.

"Think of the powerful tool in the
hands of the broadcaster for building
a successful future. At his command
is an instrument for directing into the
home, undiluted in any way, the dynamic, emotion-packed element of sound
— the sound of the human voice, the
sound of music, the myriad sounds of
the entire world, the sounds of reality,
and, what is tremendously important,
the sounds of unreality, of the ethereal,
the sounds that an imaginative mind
can use to conjure countless, wonderful
impressions. In radio there are no
limits of sight because the mind is
capable of visualizing any scene thai
sound adequately portrays. Radio flatters the listener in a manner that competitive media cannot match.
"And this is worth remembering:
radio can do its experimentation with
limited personnel and at a fraction of
the cost involved in trying out new
ideas on a medium such as television.
Therefore, it behooves the far-sighted
broadcaster to promote some laboratory work. If done properly and consistently, today's pioneering will eventually create a faithful future audiHenry ence. . .B.." Clay, gen. mgr.,

CEDAR

KWKH,

RAPIDS

BASIC CBS RADIO

REPRESENTED

NETWORK

• 5,000 WATTS

NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ

Shreveport

". . . The radio operation in 1962
will be pretty much the same as it is

• 600 KC

AGENCY

today. The industry as a whole, however, will lose many of its present marginal operators. The marginal operaSPONSOR

tors will go out of business. Many of
those stations now making money will
become marginal operators and many
of the large stations will be satisfied
with less income. Radio is and always
will be the lowest cost medium. We
have made it that way and it can't be
changed. The primary effect of all this
will be healthy for radio as a whole
because I believe in the face of the TV
scare, operators of radio stations will
become more efficient producing better
programs at less cost."
John Esau, gen, mgr..
KTIL. Tulsa
"Radio in 1962 will have found it
better to concentrate on the home market and on the immediate area surrounding it. rather than to 'scatter
shots* too far and wide.
"It will have found that people at
home like it for its own personality —
and they don't care a hang what folks
a thousand miles away think about it.
"It will have found that it is a wonderful feeling — and sound economic
reasoning — to be a real part of its community.
''Above all. radio will have found
that it takes trials and tribulations to
separate the men from the boys. Radio
became an adult when the going got
tough. In 1962 it will be middle-aged
— and in the prime of life!"

"It will not have relinquished its
place in the field of showmanship to
television. Rather, it will have contrived a technique of competing successfully inthe production of a variety
of programs which, when heard, will
be, as palatable as TV shows will be
when they are seen. While news and
music will be, to an even greater ex**There is literally no more reason for
radio budgets to be cut in favor of television than for magazines or newspapers
to be cut in order to provide funds for
television."
JAMES D. SHOUSE
Chairman, Bd. of Dir.
Crosley Bdcstg. Corp.

tent, the backbone of most good stations, drama and varietv programs will
not be forsaken. . . .
"Vast improvements in mechanical
reproduction will make it possible for
stations to employ smaller, more efficient staffs, and it will not be unusual
to find stations operating for many
hours at a stretch I possibly days) out
of a control room manned by an engineer or two operating 1962 successors
to present tape machines.
"By 1962 today's frills and unnecessary gags and gimicks will be gone.
Costs of operation will be comparative-

Michael R. Hanna, gen. mgr.,
WHCU, Ithaca

ly lower, efficiency higher."
Carl George, gen. mgr.,
WGAR, Cleveland

"Ten years from now the radio station which w ill have survived the stress
of economic conditions, of competition
from other radio and television stations, will be a very highly mechanized
specialist. It will be much more alert
to its social and political citizenship
responsibilities to its area of influence. . . .

"The successful radio station, 10
years from now, will be doing things
no other medium can do as well. It
will have to appeal to the imagination
of people, and at times — in fact most
of the time — will have to relax the listener. My guess is that 1962 will find
some rather radical changes in the programing structures of many stations.
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They will become specialists in a particular field of appeal. One station will
specialize in serious music, another in
nationality programing, another in
news and special events, another in
jazz, and still another in drama or
sports. Each will try to serve that segment of the population interested in
its particular type of programing.
"There will still be stations offering
a variety of interesting things, but I
believe the public will be best served
when each station develops its own personality as a station, and seeks out
those listeners who like this personality
or character better than what the competition has to offer."
M. C. Walters, v. p. and gen. mgr..
WCPO, Cincinnati
"The problem of the radio station
of 1962 will be exactly the same as the
problem of the radio station of 1952,
which has the bad luck to be located
in an area of 80% penetration for better) of TV ownership. It must face
reality and recognize the only possible
audience it can obtain will come from:
ll) car radios; f2) homes in which
occupants are (a) either entertaining
guests or (b) involved in reading. In
car radios, the AM stations have an excellent opportunity of obtaining attention to its broadcasts, but unfortunately, this attention is not available in the
homes, under any circumstances. If
those in a home are in the mood for
entertainment, they will naturally use
television. If they are entertaining or
reading and have the radio on for
background music ... the spoken
word, which of course includes any advertising, will be virtually lost.
"Actually, I don't believe that all
AM licensee holders should 'run for
the hills,' but. believe me, I think they
should memorize the shortest route.

"In short, the fact that TV can do

WBNS Doesn't Fall

everything — just as quick and just as
slick and much more dramatically than
AM (even to the presentation of news
and musir I leaves little excuse for AM

Back on the "NET"

radios' continued existence except as
a secondary medium, primarily of in-

With the greatest of ease
. . . WBNS programming
swings back and forth
from top CBS shows to
locally-produced programs
built around beloved Ohio
personalities. Blessed with
a choice of all the best
CBS talent, WBNS knows

terest to automohile drivers — period!"
Robert R. Tincher, gen. mgr.,
WIS AX, Yankton, S. D.
"Radio 10 years hence will be just
as strong as it is today in those areas
not subject to major market influences.
I can foresee a vast change in programing philosophy:
there'lljockeys
be wider
programing
of disk
— inblockour
case, folk or western music, greater dependence on various types of personalities developed b\ the station, more personalized treatment of the news, extensive development of techniques in the
I use of tape recorders in covering spol
events and much broadening of the
scope of the documentary.
"Radio will dominate in areas of
community service where TV will be
at a disadvantage. A case in point is

sponsors can't miss when
local favorites add their
endorsement to selling
messages aimed at Central
Ohio.
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the coverage of the 'disaster,' and to
illustrate. I can't but recall our blizzard of 1950 when, through the use of
special lines and tapes, we were able
to keep the countryside apprised of the
whereabouts of various family members, guide rescue parties and equipment, deliver personal messages and
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Willson M. Tattle, v. p., dir. radiowhatnot."
TV, Ruthrauff & Ryan
"That there will be changes made in
over-all programing and time buying
philosophies is. of course, inevitable.
The following developments could conceivably take place:
1. Some decentralization on the part
of networks, as we know them now.
will occur, with greater emphasis on
the use of the local station. This would
imply that an advertiser would not be
confronted with today's 'must buy' list
of stations. Already a movement in
that direction is underway. In 1962,
it is highly possible that an advertiser
will be granted complete selectivity of
markets. In short, networks will be
fashioned to fit a client's product distribution pattern. Also in keeping with
this, we can expect further reductions
in time costs.

S

n, W.

Va.

2. Obviously,
high-priced
'live*
package
program, the
employing
marquee
names, will become extinct. These programs, whether dramatic
or variety,
SPONSOR

if they use Hollywood names at all,
will he taped and sold open end
through s\ ndication.
3. The 'live', network programing
fare will generall) consist of daytime
soapers and audience participation programs as we know them today. In the
evening, undoubtedly,
music
of all
types, as well as news analyses, will
supph the hulk of material.
4. The individual station will truly
come into its own with the spot purchase of qualit) taped programs,
flanked and supported h\ the generous
use of local personalities, who will slant
their editorial content to the given lo-

eality.

Ralph Y. Weil, gen. mgr.,
WOV, New York
"\Makc no mistake, radio will have
as commanding a place in 1962 as it
ever had for those stations which say
something of specific interest to specific audiences instead of scattering
their voices. In the New York area,
for example, over 2,000.000 people understand Italian, which well warrants
WOV's devoting IOV2 hours daily to
broadcasting in that language.
"Several years ago we commissioned
a statistical, cold-facts study for our
own guidance. The resulting projections show that even after a 30 year
period, there would still be an Italianlanguage community too sizeable to
ignore.
"Interestingly enough, the elapsed
several years have already proven the
estimate conservative indeed. The current Italian Language Pulse shows that
listenership today, instead of having
shown even a slight drop, has remained
at an all time high.
"We are sure that interesting-whetting programing will find this audience
just as attentive in 10 years."

IS YOUR

CHAIR

SO LET'S TALK
BUSINESS
SALES are important 1
"SPEEDY" the Pioneer hi
of 3,000,000

people. We
i up Ohio's THIRD MARKET-!
Harke

Victor D. Diehm, pres. and gen.
mgr., WAZL, Hazleton, Pa.
"To be sure, radio very definitely
has a big place in the future. However,
I believe that more emphasis will have
to be put on news coverage, special
events, and music. Also, the radio station is going to have to be more
aggressive in merchandising and promotion— regardless of whether the station is a large or small one.
"On our FM station, we have been
independently programing with music,
news, and sports."
* * •
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LATE-NIGHT

TV

{Continued from page 31)
Mr. Pail A. Heisig,
President,
Elite Laundry, Cleaners,
El Paso, Texas

Here, station-by-station, is a detailed picture of the way late-evening
country.
TV shapes up in markets across the
WCBS-TV,

New York The station

didn't know the strength of its own
after-midnight programing until it recently decided to cancel the Sunday
through Thursday movie feature called
The Late Late Show. Came the deluge.
Two days after the show was cut back
to Frida\ and Saturday only the station received more than 50 petitions,
each signed by from five to 300 viewers; in addition, there were over 1,000
letters from individuals asking for return of The Late Late Show to a sevena-week schedule.
The petitions and letters set the station to examining the audience potential of after-midnight TV. It found
that the hard-core of this audience was

Radio Program Brings Sponsor
"A Great Many New Customers"
That's what Mr. Paul A. Heisig. President of Elite
Laundry, Cleaners, says about sponsorship of the
Fulton Lewis. Jr. program on KSET. Elite, one of
the oldest and largest organizations of its type in the
Southwest, employs over 180 people and serves
35,000 families in El Paso's metropolitan area.
"When we first decided to try radio, we knew that
we wanted a prestige program with universal
appeal." states Mr. Heisig. "Our search was long
and thorough. But when Fulton Lewis, Jr. was

probably made up of late-shift workers. There are 99,000 second shift
workers in New York City, according
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics; in
neighboring New Jersey, there are an
additional 78,000, and in Connecticut
at least 9,000. This adds up to 186,000
second-shift factory workers alone
within range of the station. Ratings
by the American Research Bureau added further light. They showed an average quarter-hour rating for The Late
Late Show of 4.1 which translates to
236,570 viewers in all.
From the point of view of sales potential as well, the figures were heartening. Bureau of Labor statistics show
second-shift factory workers are paid

presented to us. we knew our search had ended."

LV,

That was three years ago. During the ensuing years

Show attracted high-salaried entertainers and other members of New York's
well-heeled night-life set. Among the
letters it received on cancellation of

Fulton Lewis. Jr. has been an
growth. As Mr. Heisig puts
casts, our primary advertising
a great many new customers

integral part of Elite's
it, "His nightly broadmedium, have brought
to this company that

we could attribute directly to him."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. commentary is a Mutual Co-op
Program available for sale to local advertisers in
individual cities at low, pro-rated talent cost. Among
the 623 sponsors of the program on 370 Mutual
stations, there are 17 laundries. Since there are
more than 500 MRS stations, there may be an opening in your locality. For a proved and tested means
of reaching customers, check your local Mutual
outlet — or the Cooperative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway,
New York City 18, or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11.

more than day workers. Moreover, the station found The Late Late

the Sunday to Thursday Late Late stanzas was one signed by the entire chorus
of the Broadway musical comedy, "Pal
Joey." And actress Barbara Bel Geddes wrote in unsolicited: "Cancellation
of The Late Late Show is driving me
Perhaps the most convincing letter
wasdrink."
from the manager of a group of
to
New York City movie houses, TransLux Theatres' Ed Rosenfeld, who told
WCBS-TV: ". . . it is a boon to sit
down, relax in my own living room
and not have the responsibility of lookSPONSOR

ing after patron- and help alike. The
trade feels the Bamc way. Please continue th< se showings."
The station found that its nighttime
audience extended to as far awa\ as
Philadelphia and Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
as indicated bj the letters it received.
It would stun that reception at night
is improved, though TV engineers
themselves don't know the reason.
The Late Late Show is an outgrowth
of a pre-inidnight \\ CBS-TN movie feature. The Late Show. On the air after
11:00 p.m.. this program pulls enough
audience to yield a cost-per-1.000 of
onl\ !'>2C with a eost-per-participation
of 1400 for each one-minute commercial. Its average quarter-hour rating
according to \KB. March 1952 was
9.4
Using 11 announcements on The
Late Show, the New York State Bureau
of Commerce got over 31.000 requests
for its ""\ acationlands" booklet. The
cost-per-inquir) was only 11.6<^. As
previously reported in SPONSOR, Leigh
Foods in a seven-week campaign pulled
more than 400.000 can tops mainly via
late-evening on WCBS-TV with an offer of a $4.98 wall-type can opener in
return for 250 and 30 Flamingo orange
juice can tops.
WCBS-TV is preaching the gospel
of late-evening time to sponsors now
in the hope of returning its Late Late
Show to the air seven nights a week.
It hopes to be successful in proving
that the Late Late stanza, priced naturally at a lower cost, can duplicate results from The Late Show, on a dollarfor-dollar basis. The station points out
that the audience of The Late Late
Show is one which is untapped; including late-shift workers who can't see TV
any other time during the day, as they
told WCBS-TV in their letters.
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WXEL, Cleveland The after- 11 :00
p.m. pattern at the station consists of
20 minutes of news and sports programing, followed bj a movie feature.
Nite Owl Theatre. This is part of a
growing trend on the part of stationall over the country to duplicate radio's 11 o'clock news pattern. At
WXEL, the 11 o'clock news is called
Sohio Reporter and runs for 10 min*'If we believe thai the future prosperity of all radio stations depends upon
the development of new radio business,
then the amount of time and effort used
to develop this business is worthwhile."
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.
Radio Representative, IS. V.

utes. It's followed by the five-minute
Today's Top Story, sponsored by the
National City Bank of Cleveland. This
is a news-analysis feature which is followed on the air by another five-minshow.Ale.
Sports Final, for Carling's
Beer uteand
From 11:20 through to conclusion,
WXEL carries movies under its Nite
Owl Theatre title. Movies usually ru'i
to 12:30 p.m. and apparently the viewers stay up to watch. February Pulse
ratings bv quarter hours were: 12.0.
9.5, 8.7, 7.8.
The Nite Owl Theatre is sold on a
participating basis and there are seldom more than a few availabilities.
Sponsors have included Dunhill cigarettes, Nescafe instant coffee. Shasta
shampoo, Mystik Tape. Knapp-Monarch appliances, and Hellman's mayonnaise.
The station estimates that on a costper-viewer basis participation in the
Nite Owl Theatre is equivalent to a
Class A minute announcement with a
19.3 rating.

In addition

to the one-

minute participation. >pon>ors get
identification at the opening and close
of the program a procedure which is
used by most stations when selling
films on a participation basis.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis For over
a year now this station has carried
Sound Stai^e Four in the 11:00 to
11:30 p.m. period. This is a participation program utilizing Snader Telescriptions and presented "a la Garroway." From 11:30 p.m. to sign-off the
station carries a nightly feature called
Night Owl Playhouse.
Sherman Headley, WTCN-TV's director of TV. reports late-evening sales
verj successful. Sponsors include Gross
Brothers, Kronick's Cleaners. Stark
Radio, food and candy store advertisers and a wide variety of retail announcements. He adds: "Our best success story is the continued use of these
time periods by a large number of adKDYL-TV, Salt Lake City Local
vertisers."
sponsors here have hesitated to ante
up for the close-to-midnight shows.
The station feels they have been over
looking opportunities to sell workers
in the mining and railroad industries
who are now working late shifts and
represent a sizable audience.
It took Charles Antell. the fabulous
hair conditioner of the airwaves, to
lead the way. He has had a half-hour
show going every Friday night starting at 11 p.m. for the past 60 weeks.
Even at a price of $2 or $3 per bottle,
his show drew 251 orders in a recent
week.
Needless
to say. he's given no
indication
of cancelling.
A recent fund drive for the Utah
Heart Association kept the station on
the air until 1 a.m. (an hour later
than usual), and the telephone switchboard was clogged constantly during

thai period with pledges ranging from
25 cents on up to $100.

wig Club i Horlacher Beer I , Charles
Antell s Home Theater. Roller Derby

Regular late [are of KOYL-TV is a
Elm feature railed Wight Owl Theatre,
l'ii t so far. do regular sponsor has been
signed.

i '/'/ Digest i. and Ford Film Playhouse
I Ford Dealers I .

WF1L-TV, Philadelphia Here's a
station that offers plent) of variety in
their late-hour programing. Feature
films, of course, suppl) a heavj percentage ofthe fare, but other programs
iii the post-11 p.m. time slots have included: Youth on the March I Young
People's Church of the Mr), Sun Ra;Tl taction I Sun Ray Drug Co.).
Wrestling from Chicago (Schmidt's
Beer), Sportsman's Hunting and Fish-

\ local package, Cavalcade of Girls
has been sponsored bj Gretz Beer for
some time. This show, on Thursday
from 11 :30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., has
drawn as main as 5.270 mail and telephone responses to a single program.
An independent survey counted 64.49?
tavern TV sets in use and tuned to the
show. The show gets WFIL-TV its best
day.
local live Pulse, regardless of time of
ARB figures on the film program.
Ford Film Playhouse, show it regularly attracts an audience of about 250,000 in the 11 p.m. to midnight period.
Station is on until at least 12:30
a.m. daily and local arid national sponsors have been quick to cash in. says
the station.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee Defense
workers in this area presented the station with a scroll to attest to their enjoyment of the Movies at Midnight
feature. More than 75,000 "secondshifters" find it impossible to catch the
earlier shows and form an enthusiastic

"^^

£

The Water's
Fine! (really)

audience for the post-midnight schedules.
A hefty audience, in addition to the
defense workers, is usually built up as
a result of WTMJ-TV's heavy after-11
kine programing including Treasury
Men in Action, The Web, Dragnet.
Cangbusters, Hit Parade, and Mr. District Attorney.
Tom Merceins Show, emceed by a
popular local disk jockey, uses Snader

Telescriptions of musical numbers combined with live chatter. This show has
attracted a host of national sponsors
including Sunkist (frozen orange
juice), Philip Morris (Dunhill cigarettes), Hudson Motor Car, Bardahl
Oil Co., Wink Soap, Cargill Inc. (grass
seed), Procter & Gamble (Shasta),
Carter Products, for Arrid, participate
with local sponsors on the Movies at
Midnight stanza two nights a week.
Local sponsors foot the bill for Movies
at Midnight the other two nights per
week.
WICU, Erie, Pa. This station programs delayed broadcasts of top-rated
network shows from 11:00 to midnight
throughout the week. Being a one-station market, these operators have had
no difficulty selling this time to network advertisers on a delayed basis.
Six nights a week, a feature film is
shown starting at midnight and local
sponsors have snapped at the opportunity of getting participation at low
cost.
After-midnight programing is comparatively new. but an attempt to discontinue the shows after the first two
weeks brought hundreds of letters and
phone calls from viewers. Local merchants have been quick to cash in on
these determined viewers.
WJZ-TV, New York Among those
winning consumer-acceptance and sales
during late evening on WJZ-TV are
Carling's Beer and Ale, Reid's Ice
*Cream, Cameo Curtains, and BristolMyers. The station is sold out 11:00
to 11:30 on two days, 11:00 to 11:15
on five days. Nightcap Theater, a new

A quick dip into the North
Dakota pool of buying power
will convince you that KFYR
in this agriculturally wealthy

GREENER

pays handsome dividends per advertising dollar.
Ask John Blair for KFYR facts

FIELDS

state

Wherever

Mister PLUS sows seeds

(Broadcasting them, of course)

and figures.

urn

His sponsors' crops are minus weeds;
"No-Waste" the rule in force.
"Ye shall sow on MBS
Just where ye want to reap!"
Flexibility? Heck, yes!
Time costs here? Dirt cheap!

BISMARCK,

N. OAK.
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partiopal
Frida) ; I
Thursday

\\ ,

Wednesda

rime mi these progi ams is noi mall)
available at Class C rates, and a new
\KI! stud) ol sets-in-use is expected to
haul in a hea\ 5 batch of sponsors.

Special Oj^i ta

BROADCASTERS

\n intere-tini: -i.leli-ht ..I tin- - 1 1 1 . 1\

is thai it showed that the 1 1 :00 to
12:00 midnight audience is remarkabl)
stable, 1 onsisting oi 16.8 ! men, 16.8' ,
women,5.5*/l teenagers, and 0.9^ children. The stud) also shows thai the
difference between summer and winter

with an eye on

TELEVISION

\ iewing in this time period is negligible.
W ./ tC-TV, Johnstown, Pa. Johnsstows is an in.lu~tii.il centei with
main thousands "I workers employed
b) the steel mills and coal mines. \\ ith
the shifts changing at 1 1 :00 p.m. or
thereabouts, the late evening -hows eni>>\ a strong audience.
Programing in the 1 1 :00 p.m. to
sign-off period i- varied. Wrestling inil at ll:iiii p.m. Wednesda) and
Qiursda) and various 61m and netdelayed
work shows are - arried 1
basis "tin r nights.
W itliin the last

three

Kitchens and within tour days were
able to 1 redit $2,900 worth of orders
to their l\ announcement. Expenditure l"i the Vmerican Kitchens announcement was $58.
WDSU-TV, \ew Orleans From
11:00 p.m. to midnight the station currentl) features network programs, either quizzes "i dramati presentations.
I he) submit these capsuled .1 1 ounls
ot lat. -evening successes.
\ manufacturer of small home ap- - 10] sored one-time-onl) the
Late Evening Movie from I I :30 p.m.
I" 1 :00 a.m. He offered four separate
it'iii- an infra-red broiler; a deep fat
fryer: a set of dishes and an electric
steam iron — varying in cosl froi 1
$24.95 to $49.95. While the program
was on the air. the sponsoi realize I
1952

And now that FCC

is opening the floodgates, preparing

Whatever

you might fit

you decide to do about TV, it goes without

saying that it should

be based

accurate information about
and associated fields.

on the latest and

what's happening

most

in the TV

For the last 7Yi years, nearly all top executives in the
broadcasting, telecasting and allied fields have been
reading Martin Codel's weekly TELEVISION DIGEST and
utilizing its various services. Perhaps it's time for you to
start doing
so, too.

nth-, the

station reports, late evening time h <done exceptionall) well. W.I VC-TV
iii.u ha- Feature him- sponsored b) a
jewelrj -tore, a furniture store, and an
automotive and appliance store. I his
i> a t\ pica! sue ess stor) .
For some time Penn Furniture Companj has been running a feature film
on Frida) nights at 11:15 p.m. Serial weeks ago, the) ran a one-minute
announcement on American Home
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The long TV "freeze" is over at last!
to expand TV, you can begin to see where
into the TV picture.

We
DIGEST

want

you

to test the usefulness of TELEVISION

without committing yourself to any long-term obli-

gation—hence this offer to send you our full TV Services
for the next 13 weeks for only $18. Regular rate is $100
per year— and our current semi-annual Factbook plus FCC's
Final Allocation Report, which you will get as part of this
trial offer,

would

cost $10 if purchased

separately.

Use the convenient order form below.
service the very day it reaches our office.

USE
Television

THIS

HANDY

ORDER

We'll

start

FORM

Digest

Wyart Building
Washington
5, D.

C.

Please send me the full TV Services* of TELEVISION DIGEST for
next 13 weeks at your Special Introductory Rate of $18 [Regular
rate: $100 per year].
Address the Reports to:
Name
Company
Address
City
□

$18 check enclosed

Zone
fj

State

bill company

□

bill me

* Includes Weekly Newsletter, plus TV Factbook No. 14 with Weekly Addenda to
dote, plus oil Supplements and Reports pertaining to TV (including 200-p. end-offreeze
TV Allocations
Report).

$1„435 in sales representing 11 onlci-.
A manufacturer of men's slacks used
a \liinda\ night feature film from
11:00 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. The corn-

a bird's-eye view

pan) advertised
one an pair
men's
-Ink[or $7.98 with
extra ofpair
for
one cent. The one show pulled in 310
orders for $2,470 worth of business.
•I think radio stations should double
>r triple their rates to make agency men
it up and take notice."
J. O. BUCK
Gen I Mgr.. CJOB. Winnipeg

of just a few . . .
of the qualifications available in this
TOP RADIO-TV
PUBLICITY-PROMOTION FEMME!
Good

Contacts

Station

& Net

Experience

Publicity, Promotion
Production, Programing

programs.
The first show produced 180 orders.
The majority of these orders were for
S3. 00 items — some were double orders.

Writing Background
Radio, Newspaper

"Idea"

Gal

During the firm's entire six-week campaign, every program produced in excess of 100 orders for the company.
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids The

with

"Follow-Through"

Responsible
Gets

—

along

Dependable

with

Bosses,

Brass,

Talent,

Staffs

People

Clients

Box 88

The Hartmann Company, distributors of a shampoo railed Lano-Curl.
sponsored a series of late-evening programs. Scheduled at 11:30 p.m. on
Fridav and 12 midnight on Saturday
these were 10-minute demonstration

-

Sponsor

word from this station is that they're
doing a lively business on network
shows from 11:00 p.m. to midnight,
and late evening is generally sold out.
A cross-section of sponsors include
Pfeiffer Brewing Company. Seiberling
Rubber Co.. Drewry's Ale. American
Tobacco Co., plus a broad distribution
of others in the participating periods.
Audience loyalty is strong, as shown
by WOOD-TV's early experience. Last
November, when Grandwood Broadcasting purchased the station, they attempted to pull the Saturday night
wrestling show, feeling that the viewers
might prefer a higher-toned program.
Howard Silber, sales service mana-

i"""iiiiffl

ger, tells what happened: "As soon as
the Saturday night wrestling was taken
off the schedule we were besieged 1>\ so

£

4 Reasons Why

1

The foremost

^
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vertisers
year

national

use

and

WEVD

to reach

local ad-

year

after
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if"
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I.

Top

2.

adult

Strong
3.
4.

Flex-Let Corp., and Dennison's Foods.
Whiz Motor Rhythm, after being on
the show eight weeks, made a telephone
check on sales; found that 80', of retail outlets carrying the product had a
definite sales increase.
KTTV, Los Angeles Jackson's
Theatre, Monday through Friday, from
11:20 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. is loaded with
sponsors and has a long waiting list.
Included among the national spon-

More

SELL
s
ere'on

UlRilL
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA
910kc-5kw
ABC

the vast

1
Jewish Market
• of metropolitan New York
p^y^

many letters, personal visits and telephone calls — from men and women
alike — that two weeks later. Saturday
night wrestling was put back on the

special rate bracket — Class E time —
which runs from 11:30 p.m. to sign-off.
Programing within this period includes scores and news from the sport
world. Horner's Scoreboard : films of
Minneapolis Lakers basketball games;
All-Star Wrestling; and Starlight Theatre. Horner's Scoreboard and AllStar Wrestling are completely sold out
with sucb advertising sponsorships as
a rust repellant company, a jewelry account, sewer cleaners, salad dressing
manufacturer, for the sport show; and
there s full sponsorship by a brewery
account on the wrestling show.
Starlight Theatre has participating
sponsors except for Saturday night
when Whiz Motor Rhythm sponsors it.
Participating advertisers include Procter & Gamble for Shasta shampoo,

programming
audience

Inherent

impact

listener loyalty

Potential
buying
Send for a copy of

power

"WHO'S
WHO GREENFIELD
ON WEVD"
HENRY
_• II, r.
b St..

Latest figures by Pulse of Grand
Rapids
show a tune-in of- not less than
schedule."'
2-V , of TV homes and a peak of 38' r .
KSTP-TV, Minneapolis This station's salesmen feel they're doing a
good job with late-evening television,
which is considered a highly sab

AFFILIATE

property. However, to make it evei
more attractive, the station opined |

& CO., INC.

•

National
Representatives
EDWARD
PETRY

SPONSOR

sors are National Premium beer. Parliament cigarettes, Lipton's tea. Rybutol. Vni.l. Nucoa. Local sponsors include Consolidated TV Service (three
years),
Wholesale
Plan.
Visualite Pal's
Venetian
blinds, Food
and many

others.

For one sponsor. \I\stik Tape, the
station receives about a hundred inquiries weekl) as to where the product ma) be purchased. Part of the success of Jackson's Theatre is attributed
to a 'no exaggeration, no false claims,
no questionable gimmicks" policy on
the part of the station.
\ station executive says: "These policies have benefitted all concerned. For
the past four months the program has
had a 5.7 Pulse average. Sponsors
have asked m.c. Jackson Wheeler to
act as their spokesman in this area.
The public goes out and buys the product Wheeler advertises and they write
him enthusiastic letters.'"
Here are some excerpts from letters
to Wheeler: Carl V. Schuchard. Benson >\ Hedges ad manager: '"We are
certain that the favorable comments
that vou have been making regarding

When "SMITTY" Listen
Plays
Southwesterners
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jrq
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RODERICK RROADCASTING Corp.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK
Chairman of the Board
VAL LAWRENCE
President and Gen. Mgr.
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Parliaments have been verj helpful toward making new smokers for the
Harold McAninch, National Premibrand."
um beer West Coast representative: "In
this area \ ou constitute our only representation .. . proof of your success
is to be found in the scores of new
markets added to our sales outlets, plus
numerous bars and liquor stores."
WTVJ, Miami Between 11:00 p.m.
and midnight this station carries network programing. Between midnight
and 2:00 a.m.. however, it runs a local
d.j. show called Clover Club Date.
This show is sold on a partiripation
basis. One of the present sponsors is
J. Baldi. a hair stylist. Baldi has three
models come in and talk to m.c. Art
Green. The women in the audience

^

, in E°b

Bob **K\lA.

give their comments on the hair st\les
with, of course, plugs for J. Baldi integrated into the dialogue. Another participant is McAllister Florists, whose
plug is integrated via Green's giving
corsages to women patrons in the
Clover Club lounge. Advertisers also
get the standard video plugs of superimposed or straight slide presentations
of name, address, and phone number.
One advantage in Miami for lateI night advertisers is the city's definite
late-night population, particularly during the tourist season.
WOW-TV, Omaha Carries feature
films of about an hour in length from
11 :00 p.m. to sign-off Monday through
Friday, and 11:45 p.m. to sign-off Sunday. This is offered for sale on a single
sponsorship or participation basis. The
station promotes the show in its 5:30
p.m. radio newscast with courtesy announcements throughout the day. Ads
in the newspapers call attention to
movie titles and stars. Recent sponsors included a shampoo, soap and ice
follies show.
KFMB-TV, San Diego Late-night
programing here is mostly a film or
kine show of network origin. The station programs up to midnight or
shortly after for sign-off with most
nights sold through 11:30 p.m. and in
most cases midnight. Pulse shows a
20.0 rating from 11 to 11:15 p.m. on
Monday nights. On that night the station runs Studio One from 10:30 to
1 1 :30 p.m. followed by a newsreel.
WAAM, Baltimore This outlet is
experimenting with late evening time
and, it reports that it might become active soon in this marginal time on
regular schedule. Tuesday, Wednesday

Represented Nationally by
THE BOILING
COMPANY

and. I'ridax arc the e\enin»s W'AAM
does program t<» or past midnight.
I uesdaj and Fridaj feature Movies
"HI \tidnight,
sold participating.
mercials are slide,
or film, not Comlive.
Wednesdays ABC's Wrestling From
Chicago is carried. Thorn McAn is the
alternate week sponsor with Jim Kilian
doing the introduction and commercials live from \\ A AM studios. * * *

A. F. of L. TURNS TABLES

ison done last year with three news
programs. The listeners per dollar for
Frank Edivards was 449; for News of
Tomorrow, 436, and Three Star Extra,
396.
Individual labor unions throughout
the country sponsor programs occasionally, with the United Auto Workers (Guy Nunn, commentator) ; the
Teamster's Union (Notre Dame football games) ; Machinists Union; and
International Ladies Garment Workers
in the forefront.

{Continued from page 35)

Commercial messages on Frank Edwards Show are held to a minimum.

Senator Guy M. Gillette I D., Iowa)
told Edwards recently, "I have listened
to your broadcasts with a great deal
of interest during the past two weeks
when you have been bringing the facts
to the people with reference to the SO'
called tidelands proposal. I have re
ceived a great deal of mail from con^
stituents in Iowa and other states urging support of the Hill amendment.
These letters and telegrams are entirely due to reaction
your broadcasts."
This
and attention from
Congressmen pleases the AFL; and his
own mail pull has been extremely high.
When the newsman asked listeners to

WOW-TV
leads the way in
Midwest Television
* WOW-TV serves one of the
fastest growing TV markets
in the United States.
* Every day an average of 125
families is added to the
WOW-TV audience.

answer the question "Should
vade the Chinese mainland"
after Gen. Douglas MacArthur's
97.000 post cards were sent in
teners.

we inshortly
ouster,
by lis-

A cost-per-1.000 calculation made
this year, comparing Fulton Lewis, Jr.
and Frank Edwards, had this result:
Lewis cost $3.75. while Edwards had
the lower cost of $2.06 per 1.000.
The economy and impact of the program was indicated in another compar-

The opening announcement of each
broadcast calls attention to the fact
that Edwards has 8,000,000 sponsorsall members of the American Federation of Labor. Edwards goes right into his newscast, and at the close, there
is a one-minute commercial.
This closing commercial, however,
might often be called a public-service
announcement. During the course of a
week it can cover good government,
get-out-the-vote, and other non-propaganda messages in addition to a definite union message.
Here is a typical AFL message:
"Who's going to win the 1952 elections? That's the $64 question which
only the American people can answer.
Public interest in the Presidential primaries is at a high pitch. That's fine,
because in a democracy politics is truly everybody's business. In the present world crisis, our Government needs
a clear-cut mandate from the people.
Such a mandate can come only with a
full vote. The American Federation of
Labor will do everything in its power
to get out a full vote this year. Opera-

The BIGGEST
rural and small town

Wire or telephone your nearest
John Blair-TV office or Fred
Ebener, Sales Manager.

WEbster

3400

WOW-TV
Channel Six

A

MEREDITH

STATION

OMAHA
FRANK

FOGARTY,

General

Manager

AUPIENCE
in

id Aimenca

More rural and small-town homes
are tuned in to KCMO than to
any other station in the area — according to the newly-completed
Conlan "Study of Listening Habits"
in Mid -America. Your message on
KCMO reaches them through
programming planned to fit their
needs. Its a big, prosperous, loyal
audience — and you can reach it
best with KCMO.

KCMO
^50,000 WATTS
• 810
KC.
125 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.

or THE

KATZ

AGENCY
SPONSOR

oi labor's campaign will be oi
1\ non-partisan
basis.
Lib<
ididates [01 Congress will be suported and reactionar) candidates oposed entirel) on their record and not
tecause ol their political party. Ii
nough citizens make it theii business
, registei and to vote, ^mei i< a will

AM'S WHOLE

AUDIENCE

{Continued horn p

curacj of meters with the wide samples ol telephone coincidental measurement. Uso, thej |to\ ide added data,
almost like an inten iew, with regard to
audience composition, multiple-set listening, out-of-home listening and the
like. However, the) aren't alwa) - accurate enough, and the dial j returns
aren't always proper!) balanced on a
so< io-ei onomic basis. I he diary . in
spsosor's "ideal" concept, would be
used within cit) areas (later to be
doublen hecked against the cit) phone
results I and outside < ities in rural
areas. I his would give 5 ou the classic
"A-is-to-B-as-C-is-to-X" equation to find
out the market-by-markel variables in
properh
adjusting the rural diaries

against in-cit) listening. Diaries could
even be planted in a special national
"population sample''' like that ol the
meters, to check and be double-checked
fo
ol this "ideal" service.
In theoretical operation, the"I"various
segments of this service would be operating simultaneously, something like a
group "I" detectives working on diffei ■
enl asp« ts of the same case. Certainly, results would var) from one service
to another. The) do i ighl now. largel)
the cause of the so-called "rating mudHowever, an) violent discrepancies
between the different results would no
longer be the trigger mechanism that
touches
dle." off explosions in ad agencies
and advertisers' offices. Rather, it
would be a signal to re-check the ac. urac) and method, the samples and
techniques being used to gain the overall objective.
Then, of course, would come the job
of fitting the pieces together properly.
It's an oft-quoted truism in research
that "apples" and ■"oranges"' can't be
added together. That's true enough
i! you're doing simple addition. But,
in the hands of advanced mathematicians who can plot out the proper weighted equations, and with a gadget like
the electronic "brain" of International
Business Machines to do the "leg work"
of In
calculation,
it's not
impossible.
fact, when
sponsor
discussed
the '"ideal" measurement method, a*
mapped above, IBM men agreed that
combining the various forms of research data could be done. Mso, the
big business-machine firm indicated
thai it would welcome such an indus
tr\ challenge.

Carnation Milk
Another Famous Name
with WDIA,

Memphis

Yes. famous Carnation I
week schedule ... is a
idvertiscrs
selling
the I
Memphis
further proof of WDIAs complete dominance in
selling the 439.266 Negroes in WDIA BMB counNet
ties. |oin the list of such advertisers
as Camels,
Maxwell House, Colgate, Tide and Stag Beer,
and join the swing to WDIA.
Cet the full facts

HOOPER

RADIO

AUOIENCE

INDEX

WDIA
Sales Managers

say:

HERD

Take ATLANTA'S
ALL BUSINESS

IS LOCAL

Inc., scheduled NUC0A for 39 wee
mans Super-Market in Atlanta, co-opcratec
buying one spot on a single day, to test listc
response.
Results: Sold 3000 pounds of NUCOA.
WFRD— Is good by all audience building stand
whether by HOOTER
or PULSE.

As Dick Puff, Research Director of
Mutual Broadcasting Sxstem — and one
of the men responsible for shaping
sponsor's I topian research concept,
"'If such a service as SPONSOR has
puts it :
hartcd could be brought about, the
radio industr) and its clients would no
longer be confused when it came to
radio measurement. B) combining,
rather than comparing, the results of
the different techniques, you'd be looking at results, rather than components
I topian?

Indeed it is.

Bui it isn'l a < oncepl thai involves
anything real!) new or untried, apart
21 APRIL
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J. B. BLAYTON,

JR.,

GEN.

MGR.

from the brain-twisting needed in the
planning stages to figure out formulas

In the heart of

whereby all the different research "apples"' and "oranges" can be related.
Of course, such a service would have
to be set up so that it avoids any possible government anti-trust action

the
Dude Ranch
Country

against a research "monopoly." Also,
there would then be a problem in keeping the whole system fresh, up-to-date
and avoiding the possibility of "going
stale" from lack of competition.
What do the radio research firms
themselves have to say?

between the
Parks
To reach

Tourists

and Dudes use

76e /int TKodn Station*

KGUO-Kflnfl

Not. perhaps, what you'd expect. In
fact, executives of the leading companies in the field, when contacted by
SPONSOR, often sounded off in terms
that were no compliment to an advertiser.
For instance, an executive of a leading research firm stated that he was
"pretty damn tired" of hearing about
a 100% measurement of radio.

MONTANA
THE

TREASURE

STATE

surface one. Sure, it's physically possible to do it. We know how it could be
done. But to double the accuracy of a

I

What has TV
Done to
RADIO
in Syracuse?
In spite of the fact that Syracuse
i- a two-TV-station city — even
though 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets — two
>eparate surveys* show that radio
i- very much alive and kicking.

3.07 Hours

a Day

i- the average daily radio-listening
time in TV homes in Syracuse.
These same homes watch TV an
average of 4.52 hours a day. NonTV homes listen to radio 4.4 hours
a day. TV has not replaced radio
in Syracuse — merely supplements
it as a source of entertainment and
information.
Il.;,,ll.;-H.;;i

for

m
NBC

AFFI

LI ATE

"I get this thing thrown in my face
periodically," he snapped, "and most
often by characters whose knowledge
of radio research problems is only a

your

FREE

sample, you've got to quadruple its size.
When we quote one of these starry-eyed
sponsors the costs of doing such a measurement, they run for cover!"
But the research firms are making
progress, albeit slowly, toward the
Utopian dream.
Just to review a few of them:
ITEM: The Nielsen Coverage Service, recently announced and currently
in operation, should go far toward filling out the gaps in Nielsen's methods.
This new service, a sort of combination of features of Standard Audience
Measurement (itself a healthy sign of
progress) and Nielsen Audimeter measurements, is primarily intended to
measure "comprehensive nationwide
weekly and monthly audience coverage
of radio and TV stations and networks" both in-home and out-of-home.
ITEM: Pulse's Dr. Sydney Roslow
has, in the last couple of years, considerably broadened his firm's services
to include periodic (usually, twice a
year) checkups on out-of-home listening. Being done on the same base, the
two can be combined for Pulse markets
thus covered, although the results are
not representative of the country as a
whole on a socio-economic basis. However, Pulse has already done some spe-

cial studies in large, 100-mile areas
around stations, has more on the way.
ITEM: For the past couple of years
also, Hooper has been checking — within the limitations of a coincidental measurement service — the factor of multiple-set radio homes. "Nowadays," said
a Hooper spokesman, "our interviewers
ask, when they hit a home that's watching TV, 'Is anyone else in some other
room listening to the radio?' " In addition, Hooper has been doing listening measurements among car-radio
users to get (1 ) the percentage of cars
with radios, (2) sets-in-use in autos,
(3) actual station ratings of these sets.
These figures cannot be added, per se,
to Hooperatings in markets, but they
do give a valuable index to certain
sponsors who want to know whether
their program is doing well in certain
areas with the motorist audience.
ITEM: ARB's Jim Seiler, who feels
that "radio is no longer content to sit
back and take ratings in phone cities
or meter measurements which don't
give audience compositions," has a few
new wrinkles. For one thing, Seiler
has done much to improve the technique of using radio diaries, such as

ffequesf fam/ecf...

^HY/W4LKft

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 3:00 - 3:25 P.M.
"Rhymaline Matinee," twin brother
of KMBC-KFRM's exciting "Rhymaline
Time," was inaugurated by popular

MATINEE"

request!
Heart of America

listeners begged

for

a bright, live-talent program in midafternoon—" ■ • like Rhymaline Time
. . " they said . . . and

their response

has been extremely gratifying. "Rhymaline Matinee" mail count has been increasing by leaps and bounds since it
on the air, and according to the

went

latest surveys it looks mighty fine rating-

There

a

limited
"Rhymaline

number

of

Matinee"

avail— so

or phone KMBC-KFRM, Kan■ your nearest Free & Peters

KMBC
KFRM
SPONSOR

giving out personal diaries to each
home member, rather than one for each
set. He has validated the use of diaries
to the point where they assume a rightful place in "fitting-in" with other radio research methods, and in finding a
place of their own. Also, Seiler has
started relating radio listening to actual
product sales, through follow-up "pantry shelf" inventories and brand preference studies.
But, even adding them all up together, these new and useful developments of radio research still fall short
of the Utopian ideal. This is to be expected. For, until the industry is ready
to demand and pay for such a service,
sponsors and agencies will have to live
with what they have.
The 100' "c measurement of radio is
not an impossibility, and can be done
largely within the framework of known
research techniques. What's needed
now is the right kind of prodding from
the rear to make the Utopia into something of a realitv.
* * *

FREEZE LIFTS
I Continued from
are sold.

page 6)

A key point for advertisers to bear
in mind is that the opening up of new
markets to TV will cut the cost-per1,000 of most network shows. For the
same talent and production nut, sponsors will get increased coverage with
only the additional time charges to
bear.
Many observers feel, in addition,
that lifting of the freeze will add to
factors which are now creating a slow-

down in raising of rates by stations.
3. The status of TV today. As the
freeze lifts, there are 40 markets among
the top 100 which have no TV. This
includes the 20th market. Portland,
Denver (26), Worcester (29), Tampa
(45), Sacramento (69), and Fort
Wayne (99).
There are also 40 markets with but
one station, including 35 among the
nation's top 100. Two of these one-station markets are in the top 10, six in
the second 10 — indicating the importance to advertisers of getting more
stations on the air rapidly in these
areas.
4. TV's growth potential. The new
FCC allocations provide for 2,053 stations in 1,291 communities. This is
sufficient to blanket most of the nation. Among these communities, 110
will have VHF channels only; 910 will
have UHF-only; 255 will be mixedOne question mark in the minds of
many in the industry is how well UHF
will do in cities which already have
VHF television. While UHF is equivalent to VHF technically in reception
and coverage provided, converters costing up to $100 are needed to receive
it on existing VHF sets. The pessimists
reason that another FM situation may
be created; set owners may fail to lay
out money for converters to get the
new channels when thev already have
TV sets.
Despite this real problem and the
procedural difficulties outlined above,
most industry veterans feel confident
that TV is now on the way to full national status within five years.
* * *

Originating Station

Johns Hopkins
Science Review

around
Baltimore
they always
keep an
eye on

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL

13

ABC-Dumont Affiliate
Represented Nationally by
Harrington, Righter & Parsons

KFMB
SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4t*H&et& CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

++ ++ +++++++++ +
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Peabody Citation 1951

HURDLE

A race occurs whenever

ads

Are set in type or spoken.
The winner (properly in plaids)
Sees low-cost records broken.

in 1951 spent
$64,000,000 in
SAN
DIECO!

If you would win this profit-race,
Watch Mister PLUS in action:
Per dollar spent, he's in first pJace
In audience reaction!
- the difference is MUTUAL!

1- FOR DETAILS
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Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV, AM

air -operate. The applicants who decide
on I'HF may turn out to be the real
wiseacres, since most set manufacturers expect to produce TV sets soon capable of receiving both UHF and VHF.
And technologically
little difference between the there's
two systems.
Today some 37' '< of all l. S. homes
have TV sets. A year from now it mav
be 509r , with most of the increase being normal increase in existing TV
markets and not because of new TV
markets. So the end of the freeze isn't
your signal for immediate full national
distribution of your product via TV.
It will take a long while — but the
smart advertiser can still take excelTV timetable for advertisers
The advertiser who expects the end
of the TV freeze to provide a fast
"open sesame'" to all markets of America via this highly-potent medium is in
for a rude awakening.
Grants for new TV stations, augmenting the present 108. will not come
eas) . The sadl) undermanned FCC
will not issue construction permits until after 1 Jul\. \nd how fast they can
process the paper work is an open
question. Then, too, there are the extended hearings that are necessary in
markets where multiple applicants vie
for the same channel: the court actions instituted by losing applicants:
the possibility of court action that
might still upset the whole freeze-lifting plan ot the Commission I see freeze
>lor\. page 36 I .
If more than 20 new stations are on
the air by year's end most authorities
will be surprised. It's likely that a majority of these newcomers will be UHF
I ultra high frequency I in contrast with
the VHF (very high frequency) band
on which the 108 stations now on the

lent advantage of the medium, step bystep, as it builds toward true national
status.
Don't kill incentive to merchandise
Advertisers will note a marked increase in the number of radio stations
lending merchandising cooperation.
The decision on the part of many station managers to add a merchandising
department is fostered by (1) a desire
to give advertisers a tangible plus, (2)
the success of strong merchandising
stations in selling time and keeping it
sold, (3) the example of CBS and
NBC. both of whom have set up merchandising departments recently.
The trend toward merchandising was
emphasized at the NARTB meeting in
Chicago. The Merchandising Clinic
conducted by Richard Shafto of WIS,
Columbia, S. C. drew an over-capacity
audience and was piped to a hastily
opened auxiliary room via public address system. During the meeting
speakers from such stations as WFDF.
Flint. Mich.: WLW. Cincinnati: and
WLAC. Nashville, told how they do

dising.
merchandising.
time didn't
permit
discussion
of theBut
dangers
of merchanTo both advertiser and station there
are such inherent values in merchandising that it would he tragic to injure it as a system. But unless the
sponsor, and the station, is realistic
merchandising may soon deteriorate to
a vicious system.
Most merchandising stations have
experienced advertisers who. after
signing for 20 weeks, requested and
received substantial merchandising cooperation, and then cancelled long before the contract expired. But with
more merchandising these examples
will multiply, as in the recent case of a
well-known food product that cancelled
its heavy spot schedule right across the
country soon after the necessary merchandising was completed.
Even more serious is the possibility
that with the trend toward merchandising advertisers will bargain with competing stations to the point where the
degree of merchandising offered is
greater than the schedule merits.
The advertiser who values radio as
an advertising medium will not ask for
excesses. The station operator who values sound business won't allow them.
With added experience, more stations
may turn to merchandising procedures
such as that recently devised by Station KGW. Portland. Ore. The KGW
system helps all KGW advertisers because itbuilds listenership in key areas
within the station's radius while pushing sponsored products.
Merchandising is wonderful. But
radio can only protect itself against
merchandising excesses by selling its
medium so well that advertisers will
think twice before killing the goose
that lays the golden eggs.

Applause
Practical prophets
A look-back over (he history of the
industr) will show that three things
that radio broad* asters have had plenty
• ■ t are competitive Bpirit, resourcefulness. aYld imit\ when it came to fighting a common cause. A fourth characteristic making itself more evident
than ever before is imagination. I'ositive proof of this will he found
in
experienced
advertisers
who,
after
88

SPONSOR'S

lead

article

in this

issue:

"The Radio station of the future."'
Advertisers who may have been wondering how radio broadcasters would
gird themselves against the progressive
inroads of television can get a pretty
good idea of what the approach will be
from a perusal of the answers to sponsor's questionnaire on the subject.
The thinking contained in these replies, advertisers will agree, is ground-

ed in shrewd, hardrock appraisal of a
revised role in the order of things.
What may look at the moment to be
a lot of crystal-gazing could turn out
to be, basically, the actual program
structure of the local station in tin
forecast year — 1962. As will be noted
from the quotations in the article,
sponsor's seers have stuck quite closely to basics and hence their chances of
hitting the target are good.
SPONSOR

FORERUNNER...
Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor
advertising industry was this scene. Early
in the century advertising posters of various
sizes were displayed on buildings, boards and fences—
wherever a suitable surface greeted the bill poster.
About the same time that billboards were becoming
idardized, other media— newspapers, magazines, car cardswere also burgeoning with advertising as manufacturers
tught more and better ways to reach the public.
Then came radio . . . and advertisers quickly took advantage of
<v medium that enabled ther

reach millions of people simultaneously

with sound selling.
Now television has added sight to sound . . . and again advertiser
e quick to

capitalize on the added impact this newest medium affords them.
In WLW-Land,

these two media-WLW

Radio and WLW-Television-used

in combination,

offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to
reach more people more often and more effectively.
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Bulova

DOES

A

COMPLETE

r
SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

1

JOB

ISSEi

ARS
RADIO?

WMBG
WCOO
WTVR

■ radio sho'

For more than 20 years, the Bulova Time Signal
(on radio and now TV too) has helped

obey these five rule:

regulate America's daily activity. Behind this
vital service is the genius of a man who
coupled American skill and technology to build,
in a handful of years, the world's foremost
watch firm. Bulova knows his business well.
Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations (serving the
rich Virginia markets centering around
Richmond) know broadcast advertising.

Instant coffee;
bouncing post-war baby
' ad agi

Together they comprise Richmond's one and only
complete broadcast institution. Advertisers
know the value of telling their story
via the First Stations of Virginia.

page J4
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WMBGHavens & Martin

WCOD

WTVR

film producer liaisi

Inc. Stations are the on//

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE CO
PEORIA ILL TWX PE 8519 CLG
MR GLENN SNYDER
VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER
RADIO STATION WLS
CHICAGO ILL
ON THIS ANNIVERSARY OCCASION WE SINCERELY EXTEND SPECIAL
CONGRATULATIONS TO YOUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION
WE'RE PROUD TO HAVE
BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH YOU FOR TWENTY OF YOUR TWENTY-EIGHT YEARS

• Proud of our association with you at Keystone . . . with
Murphy Products Company of Burlington, Wisconsin . . . with Warp Bros, and their
Flex-O-Glass . . . with Phillips 66, the gasoline and motor oil folks (over 60 years of sponsorship
just in those four WLS advertisers) . . .
We're proud of America's oldest continuous radio broadcast . . . the
National Barn Dance . . . and of the first farm service program, Dinner Bell time . . . and the
first Homemakers' hour, all started with WLS 28 years ago. All part of the
radio experience available to serve the people ... the nation . . . and our
good advertiser friends like you, Mr. Sommer,
throughout Midwest America.

CLEAR CHANNEL Home of the NATIONAL Barn Dance \
890 KILOCYCLES,

50,000

WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRESENTED

BY

Chicago ?

JOHN^ BLAIR & COMPANY

Call for TV shows

Heavy

brightens outlook
for networks

trend

agency inquiry among freelance producers for available TV packages indicates a sharp reversal, for the fall, of the cancellation
that has marked network commercial schedules this spring.
-SR-

$20,000,000
more spent by 1 3
top cosmetic firms

Thirteen of the 18 leading advertisers in the drug
try spent an aggregate of $20,000,000 more during
the previous year.
Heftiest increases were shown
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet , Gillette and American Home
-SR-

O'Cedar returning
in the fall

0' Cedar Mop's withdrawal from spot TV this
Plans to come back in the fall with larger

and cosmetic indus1951 than they had
by Procter & Gamble,
Products.

month is merely temporary.
appropriation than ever.

-SRLooz Ups ABC
schedule to
three weekly

Looz Products has expanded its schedule on ABC's Pacific and Mountain
radio networks to three times a week.
The extra item is a Sunday show
added to the current Monday and Saturday schedule.
All three use
health commentator Stewart Craig.

Half-hour film
shows in top
local demand

Film

-SR-

with

syndicators report advertisers now prefer half-hour shows decidedly over 15-minute stanzas.
Reason cited by regional and local sponsors is that it is very much easier to get choice slot on stations
a half-hour program.
-SR-

Nets ready top
femmes for
political
conventions

Growing awareness of women voters' influence has spurred networks to
line up leading femme personalities for Chicago convention coverage.
Already ticketed for the assignment are Mary Margaret McBride, Pauline
Fredericks (ABC); Helen Sioussat, Buff Cobb, Dorothy Doan (CBS),
tha Rountree, Ann Gillis (NBC); Hazel Markel, Helen Hall (MBS).
story pinpointing sales approach to women, see p. 39.)

Mar(For

-SRTV applicants
flocking to
networks for
propositions

Since the lifting of the TV freeze, station relations departments of
the networks have been a popular port of call for license applicants.
Some want to talk about an affiliation deal, while others bring up the
subject of possible net financing.
Applicants are being advised that
contracts cannot be discussed until construction permits have been
issued.
Also, nets are cautioning applicants to exercise utmost discretion in putting out financing feelers since this could redound to
their disfavor with the FCC.
-SR-

Halpern expects
TV screens in
all U.S. theatres

Prediction that large screen TV installations will be made eventually
in every motion picture theatre in the U.S. was highlight of talk by
Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television, Inc., before a convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers in Chicago.
Compared to one TV-equipped theatre three years
ago, there are now, said Halpern, 75 theatres in 57 cities with such
installations.

REPORT

TO SPONSORS

Stephano Bros,
joins parade
of filter-tips

AFA

schedules

big TV session

Trend

for 5 May
started

1952

by the success

of Benson

& Hedges

cigarettes is continuing.
On the heels of
Kent comes Stephano Bros, filter tip, Gem,
Philadelphia.
Stephano Bros, is expected
Parliament, a large user of TV and radio,
-SR-

Parliament

filter-tip

Lorillard's (Micronite)
which is now being tested in
to launch air campaign soon.
still leads this field.

Full-dress review of the TV ad picture will be major event during June
8-11 convention of Advertising Federation of America, Waldorf Astoria,
New York.
TV session will be on final day and agency-advertiser
speakers will include Henry Schachte, Borden Co. ; Walter Craig, Benton
& Bowles ; Charles E. Midgley, Jr. , Ted Bates agency.
-SR-

Sears, Ward
easing stand
toward radio
and TV

Foote bought
time at
grass roots

Rated with Montgomery Ward as the "toughest" account to sell on radioTV, Sears is showing signs of a softening attitude.
For one thing,
Sears is starting to get results from its two across-the-board show on
a 13-state Liberty Broadcasting hookup.
Both are direct sell shows
and push Sears' house-brand freezer, Coldspot.
Both giant firms, no
longer purely mail-order, are impressed by ARBI studies on how radio
worked for Sears retail stores.
(See story, page 28.)
-SRWhen Ralph Foote, advertising manager of Beech-Nut, retires on July 1
radio and TV station managers throughout the U. S. will miss his personal visits. For 20 years Foote has obtained best buys for his firm
by grass root approach to stations and markets.
He is succeeded by
Jack Ulrich, now
know-em" policy.

926 sponsors
on ABC co-ops

Conventions will
be available to
61 %

of people

Transfilm offers
mat service plan

at Beech-Nut,

who goes

along

with

Foote's

"get-to

-

-SR-

Sponsorship of ABC-radio's co-op programs is at a new
reports that 926 sponsors are at present linked with
show.
Five programs with most advertisers -across the
School Today, Paul Harvey, Martin Agronsky, Headline
Davis.

high.
Network
its 18 co-op
country are No
Edition and Elmer

-SRAssurance was given by Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC v. p., to the Senate
Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections that 61% of Americans will
able to view
000,000 home
First

the coverage of the political
TV receivers.
-SR-

major TV film commercial
bution headaches is Transfilm,

conventions,

through

be

18,-

producer to bid for ad agency's distriInc.
Firm is geared to handle complete

"idea-to-screen" servicing of TV commercials, guaranteeing their "mat
service" will meet distribution schedules in existing and projected
markets.
(Design for reducing friction between agencies and film
producers is discussed in story on page 36. )
Philadelphia
survey to show
how people
spend day

-SRA. L. Sindlinger has been commissioned by movie interest to do a comprehensive Philadelphia survey showing, by 30-minute, what individuals
do with their time.
Research will embrace combination of electronic
meter (Radox) and interview technique.
All media (air and black-andwhite) will come under microscope during June, July and August when
the study will be made at a $40,000 cost.

SPONSOR

IVSyRs loca/ Racf/o Sa/es

0P46t

■H fj-

nm/nm/

u Mat/wra/ Spot Advertisers
Central New York is a stable, diversified market — an
industrial center, agricultural center, distribution
center. It is a big-spending market, as is proved by
booming department store sales. To reach it, do what
the on-the-spot advertisers do — put your sales story
on WSYR.

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR-AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
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Write, Wire, Phone
Ask Headley-Reed
or

AFFILIATE
Broadcasting Institution in Central New

York

tlie [use] magazine for
Radio and TV advertisers

ume 6 Number 9

MEN,

How Kraft used the air: 1933-'52
e in stinting.
l of building

This top cheese-maker doesn't
radio and TV, Kraft sales shoi

MONEY

NEW

AND

MR.

Radio has muffed opportunity to sell value of air media to the big "mail order"
houses.
Recent tests should help overcome
resistance

SPONSOR

RADIO

IccounJ executives I like best and why

Does your ratllo proyram
Over a period
tion of five

of 17 years, Schwerin

basic

errors.

Here's

31

ability to coordinate
specialists,
mediacharacteristics
of account
executive

Research

how to avoid

Corp.

has found

constant repeti-

32

them

Instant coffee: bounciny post-war baby
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"Unfailing
success
with

KWKH"
ays JAMES E. CAWTHON
^sident, Shreveport Grain and Elevator Co.

iPORTANT

LOUISIANA

FEED MANUFACTURER

In addition to manufacturing and marketing their own
line of stock and poultry feeds, Shreveport Grain and
Elevator Co. also distributes PurAsnow Flour in the
big Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas area. Mr. James E. Cawthon recently wrote us as follows:

JLor several years we have used KWKH

with

"ailing success, for promoting our firm and the
ious lines of stock and poultry feeds which we
nufacture. The same good results have been proved for the nationally-advertised products we dis>ute. Our dealings with the station have been
asant as well as profitable, since the personnel has
;n most helpful. We know we can call on them
my time for fine cooperation.
(Signed) James E. Cawthon

0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas

|&

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA
The Branham Company
Arkansas
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

.fcljlij

nl Mm

O-P-P-O-Jt-T-L'-A'-f-T-Y

thaVs what
you like about
the South's

Baton Rouge
Industry-wise, Baton Rouge is

Time-buy in g-wise, WJBO's exclusive NBC and local programming affords advertisers the
largest overall audience of any
station in the market. Use Baton
Rouge as a test market, use it as
part of an integrated marketing
plan, but use it— via WJBO —
for results!

* * *

and grieved but couldn't get at this new gravy.

5,000 watt affiliate in Baton Rouge, La.

THE

STATETIMES

AND

GEORGE

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

Will local advertising agencies be up to the challenge of this big
chance? Do they possess the flair, the staff, the derring-do and the
necessary capital to move in?
The majority of local agencies have until now had no innings.
They have been onlookers, oft?n puzzled readers of trade journal
reports on activities in New York and Hollywood. Take the strange
circumstances of the 15 local agencies in Des Moines. Thev have
been obliged to sit out television in their zone. The only station was
40 miles away at Ames, WOI-TV, licensed to and operated by Iowa
State University. Precisely because WOI-TV was foresighted enough
to anticipate, and anxious to avoid, home-state pressures for time
clearance, a policy was adopted of not selling any time for local or
regional advertisers. WOI-TV filled its schedule with a very few
campus-originated education telecasts and preponderantly relied upon national network commercials. The Des Moines agencies growled

Sales-wise, the area's retail sales
are up 285 % in the last decade.

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

Certain it is that we shall see a mighty upsurge throughout television of fresh competition and fresh activity. Present economics
will be radically altered. Bottlenecks will be broken. Networks will
be notably equalized. Advantages long enjoyed by certain TV
ground-floorers will be levelled off. But more to the point of the

* * *

among the leaders in the South's
industrial revolution ( $127 million is being invested this year
by 12 firms in plant expansion
alone).

FURTHER

knochs

The local advertising agencies of America have a great O-P-P-O-RT-U-N-I-T-Y to expand their billings, upgrade their prestige, and go
places. This opportunity arises, of course, because of the television
license thaw which will dot the land in the next two-three-four years
with -cores, not to say hundreds, of brand-new local stations.

local advertising agency's opportunity, great quotas of local TV time
will open up for programing and sale at the home-town level.

Population-wise, progress is expressed as a percentage: up
257% in the last decade.

AFFIUATEO WITH

Robert J. Landi

CO.

Significantly, news seeps through more and more from the inland
cities. There are stories of partnerships formed or forming in New
Orleans, Miami, Houston, St. Louis. Denver, Minneapolis, Seattle,
San Francisco. Proprietors of small local agencies whose professional experience has been largely with the older advertising media,
plus some smattering of radio announcements, tend to be attracted
by, and attractive to, men with backgrounds in small-time theatricals,
newsreels, industrial movies, department store window display, and
so on. Such new television-aimed partnerships hint at the practical
approach. It is already recognized that local TV programing must
be local in flavor. Hence the emphasis, in the planning, upon hometown films of home-town activities.
(Please turn to / ? 78)
SPONSOR

will get

you

with West Virginia's
"personality

package

In West Virginia, one
order buys two powerful,
sales producing stations at a combination rate
that is about the same as you would pay for any
single comparable station in either locality
This means twice the impact in a lush industrial
market that spends $500,000,000
annually. Write for details
about WKNA-WJLS today!

i

CHARLESTON— 950 KC
5000 W DAY* 1000 W NIGHT
ABC Radio Network Affiliate

the personality stations

it
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented

5 MAY 1952

nationally by WEED

& CO.

BECKLEY — 560KC
1000 W DAY* 500 W NIGHT
CBS Radio Network Affiliate

mm «-

He can
make you
happy

Sam Levenson offers you the gift of laughter
. . . he's generous about spreading it around.
He's made so many people happy that half
of all the sets turned on at Levenson's time
are turned on to see Levenson, and that's
added up to a 22.5 Trendex rating.
Now he's moved to Tuesday at 8, when even
more people can be happy over his wholesome,
effortless humor and inspired story-telling.
One of those happy people could be a
sponsor who knows how family pleasure can
carry over into family buying.
That happy sponsor could be you.

CBS

TELEVISION

ARMOUR

Madison
TV SETS IN 37%

OF HOMES

In the >i\th paragraph of your article, "Now that the freeze is lifted."
(sponsor, 21 April L952) your wording, 1believe, is misleading.
You state., "to reach M' < of United
States homes in (>3 markets — ." I don't
think you mean a percentage of the
obvious United States homes in the ex-

craze/
about

Contests

sting <>3 television
markets.
you
mean ithat
TV homes
in 63 Don't
television
markets represent 37f/r of the total
number of United States homes?
Victor Seydel, Radio-TV Dir.
Anderson & Cairns, Inc., N. Y.
•

Thanks

(..r you.

eagle

LATIN AMERICAN

eye,

Reader

Seydel.

PROGRAMING

sponsor's list of stations which carrv Latin American programing did not
include KWBU. These 50,000 non-directional watts have been carrying

Bathing beauty
contests are not
the only ones that
catch a person's fancy.
For instance there's
CKAC's "Casino de
la Chanson."
Here's
I a fun-and-quiz show that
last

year

alone

pulled

6,000,000 entries — almost
all containing proof of purchase! Ask us how you,
too, can cash in on CKAC
— Canada's proven mailpuller!

I

CBS Outlet in Montreal

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial •

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
im J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

SPONSOR

SATURATED

Currently, we have at least two subscriptions ofsponsor coming to the
general office of Armour, and, I believe, still another delivered to the Armour Soap Works. In view of this ade-

probabl) the best Latin American programing in this area of the LTnited
States for many years.
The fact that one of our national advertisers called this to my attention
makes it all the more important that
you advise your readers that we are
very much in this business and are carrying alarge number of the top national and regional advertisers. In fact,
we have an excellent brochure on this
last virgin American market, which we
shall gladly send to those agencies or
individuals interested in this market.
By all means, please be sure to add
KWBU to your list of stations specializing in Latin American programing.
Also, I suggest that you delete from
your list the Corpus Christi station
which does not include Latin American programing at all.
Harry H. Hayes, Mgr.
KIVBU, Corpus Christi

quate coverage here, I think you'll
agree that the interesting information
sponsor has to offer gets prettv well
digested by the interested parties.
H. H. Leland, Dir. of Radio-TV Adv.
Armour and Co., Chicago

STUDENTS

WANT

SPONSOR

A year ago, I sent in subscriptions to
SPONSOR for a number of our graduate and undergraduate students, at
your special student rate of $4.00 per
year. Assuming that the student rate
is unchanged, I would like to enter
subscriptions for the coming year for
the 16 students listed on the attached.
I enclose my personal check for
$32.00— representing half of the total
cost. Remainder will come as a University check, since it is our custom
to pay half of the cost of the magazine
out of one of our fee accounts, and collect the other half from the student taking advantage of the subscription offer.
May I add a word of congratulations
on the excellent job you're doing with
the magazine. It's certainly in the "no
station or air advertiser should be without it" classification.
Harrison B. Summers
Ohio State V ., Columbus
•

The

RADIO

special

stndenl

r:it<-

for

SPONSOR

is

LUXEMBOURG

With reference to Radio Luxembourg, the position is now the best
since the war in Europe, with 42V2
hours per week being broadcast in
English for listeners in Britain and
well-supported by leading national advertisers. Radio Luxembourg now operates two transmitters, both with a
power of 150,000 watts:

IT'S ABOUT

TIME

Been reading this thing for two years
now.
Time I had my own subscription.
Enclosed is check for $8 — and please
send TV Dictionary.
Howard A. Plummer, Jr.
Radio-TV Dept.
McCann-Erick'on, Inc., N. Y .

Radio Luxembourg I: 1293 meters, 232
kes; 5:40 a.m.— 12 midnight
French programing
Radio Luxembourg II: 208 meters, 1442
kes; 6:00 p.m.— 12 midnight
English programing

You

will see from

the above

that

British listeners get a continuous service in English over 208 m. every night
in direct competition to BBC networks,
(Please turn to page 86)
SPONSOR

Best
time buy
on the market

Say "Children's Hour" and instantly people in and around Philadelphia think of a Sunday
morning program now in its 24th year on WCAU Radio, sponsored by the Horn &
Hardart Restaurants and Retail Shops. Say "Horn & Hardart Herald" and they think
of the long-established news show heard every morning over WCAU, inviting them to
"hear what happened

during the night."

This part played by WCAU
described in the Company's

in the Horn & Hardart
own

organization's advertising is best

words . . .

"We early recognized the economy of advertising by radio — and more particularly
over WCAU. Our 'Children's Hour' has not only done an outstanding sales job
but has become a most effective vehicle for promoting good community relations.
Furthermore, through our newscast, we have been able to tell our story to our
Philadelphia customers every weekday. The result has been 24 years of uninterrupted selling — over WCAU. Today we are finding WCAU just as productive a
sales medium

as it has been at any time in our long and profitable association."

Almost a quarter of a century of consecutive and exclusive advertising on WCAU
more

proof — proof that WCAU

is the best time buy on the market.

WCAXJ
The Philadelphia Bulletin Station
CBS affiliate • 50,000 watts
Represented
5 MAY
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by CBS Radio Spot Sales

adds

— *'A

^W^

US NETWORK

All prevailing trade winds point
straight to the Plus Netivork . . .
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in client billings. After
the only full-year gain in the
industry ('51 over '50), Mutual
Network time sales for the first
quarter of '52 are 11% ahead of '51.
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in share of audience.
Latest Nielsen data reveal the only
increased share in the industry:
Jan. '52 is 13% ahead of Jan. '51.
Mutual is the one radio network
with a plus in station facilities. Our
12-year pattern of "the most stations
in the most markets" now inspires
imitative efforts by all other networks.
All prevailing trade winds point
straight to the Plus Network . . .
where the most sales-productive
fields in all U.S. advertising
await your plowshare— and where
the lowest costs prevail, too.

the MUTUAL

network of

550 affiliated stations
east, west, noHh, south

BIG ONE GOT AWAY?

NO SIR! We got him last year and we'll get him
again next month . . . along with a thousand more
Bass, Walleyes, Northerns, Trout and Muskies!
Each year WBAY holds a deep-in-the-Northwoods
Fishing Party. With the help of Izaak Walton Leagues
and Conservation Clubs, we select the 100 men,
living within our Zone of Influence, who have contributed most to Good Sportsmanship and Wildlife
Service during the year.
These men

are our guests, all expenses paid for three

days, at fabulous Northern Holiday Lodge, 203 miles
northwest of here . . . where virgin timber grows
tall and clean midst a dozen

lazy lakes and sassy

streams, and — ah, you understand!
Anyway, we feel our Annual Fishing Party is beautiful Audience Promotion. BUSINESS WEEK Magazine
does too. As reported last July — "Fish, Gossip and
8 Build WBAY

* This is the 4th in series of our original ideas. Glad to send you others.

5000

Wisconsin's most show -full station
■p

Green
HAYDN

Bay

R. EVANS,

Represented

Gen.

By WEED

Mgr.

& COMPANY
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New and renew
\<»ir on

Co

AGENCY

|

of

Schwimmer

America

Zenith Radio Corp
hearing
aid div>

NET STATIONS

&

Scott

6BD0

(Zenith

CBS

186

ABC

250

PROGRAM,

time, start duration

Arthur Godfrey; M-F
Monday

I

Morning

Apr;

2.

MAY

Networks

Radio

SPONSOR
Puritan

5

52

10-10:15 am; 5 May; 17 wks

Headlines;

Sun

6:20-30

pm;

20

wks

Renewed on Radio Networks
SPONSOR
American

Pure

AGENCY

Tobacco

P. Lorillard
Mars Inc
Oil

NET STATIONS

BBDO

Co

Lennen

Co

Co

Ton, Co

&

Mitchell

Leo

Burnett

Leo

Burnett

NBC

188

ABC
CBS

210

NBC

Foote, Cone

CBS

& Belding

PROGRAM,

time, start duration

Your Hit Parade; Th 10-10:30 pm; 17 Apr; 52 wks
Stop the Music; Sun 8:45-9 pm; 18 May; 52 wks
People Are Funny T 8-8:30 pm; 30 Sep; 39 wks
Pure Oil News Time; M-F 7-7:15 pm; 28 Apr;
52 wks
This Is Nora Dr?ke; M, W, F 2:30-45 pm; 5 May;

34
176

52

wks

> cir National Spot Radio Business
SPONSOR
General

j

PRODUCT

Foods Corp

Thomas

)■ Lipton

Waffle

Corporation

I

,

Inc
o

Lipto

AGENCY
Benton
&
(N.Y.)

Sure-Jell
tea

Young

Froze i waffle mix

| Cer,°

j

Bowles

&

Rubicam

|. N.Y.)
M. Korn

(Phila.)

|

STATIONS-MARKET

1

Over 100 stns;

Partic;
CAMPAIGN,

start, duration

8-17 Maywks (staggered
arly

Natl
dates)
Anncmts

Southeast; Southwest;
Southcentral
areas
6 Eastern
mkts

2 |un; 13 wks
Chainbre

Iks;

29

Apr;

13

wks

\ational Broadcast Sales Executives
NAME
Joseph

Creamer

|. C. Dine
Powell
Ensign
William
Norman

H. Ensign
Flynn

F. Lethen

Jr

James V. McConnell
Thomas
B. McFadden
Frank

Nesbitt

Donald

A.

WOR-TV,

NBC,

N.Y.,

NEW

AFFILIATION
NY.,

adv,

prom

dir

Free

Norman

Charles |. Oppenheim
Harry
D. Peck
Bernard H. Pelzer Jr

Station
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issue:

Programs,

CBS Radio, N.Y.,
Same, sis mgr

acct

N.Y.,

WCAU,
Phila., asst dir radio
KXO, El Centro, asst mgr

CBS

Same,
dir sis extension
John Blair, N.Y., vp

Radio,

NBC,

N.Y.,

KNBH,

N. Y„ acct exec
dir

Hlywd.,

natl

spot

gen

mgr

CBS Radio, N.Y., member
staff
KNBH,
Hlywd., sis mgr
CBS

Radio,

N.Y.,

prog

sis
sis presentatio

prom

dir

NBC,

N.Y., dir

Same,

dir sis presentations

Same,

adm

WISN,

WDCY,
Mnpls.,
vp-gen
mgr
Katz, N Y., member tv sis staff

natl

Renewed

on Television

spot sis

mgr,

Milwaukee,

gen

mgr

Edward
Lamb
Enterprises
(new office at Barclay
KTHS, Little Rock, mgr

(Network

Representation Changes; Advertising Agency

ad-

prom

of New
Hotel)

York,

WTAM,
WTAM-FM,
WNBK,
Cleve., gen
Same, operations dir o&o stns
WBBM,
Chi., merchandising, sis sve mgr
Same,
dir press dept

New and

(office

pub rel dir

exec

WENE,
Binghamton,
member
sis staff
Zibman, Phila., copy chief
K B IS Bakersfield,
Cal., comml
mgr

Hamilton Shea
Carleton
D. Smith
Robert
N. Wold
Frank
Young

In next

AFFILIATION

lance adv, pub rel consultant,
N.Y.
dress to be announced
at later date)

Ziv Television

press dir

Everett-McKinney,
N.Y., sis mgr
ABC, N.Y., eastern sis mgr

George Goldman
Paul LaRiviere
Edward

FORMER
WOR,

and

Personnel

Spot);
Changes

N.Y.,

mgr

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and ReNorman Flynn
Henry G. Riegner
R. T. Bailey
Robert
Wold
Irani, )N.tiling

(4)
(5)
(5)
(4)
(4)

MAY

1952

Sponsor Personnel Changes
STATION
Raymond

C.

F.

W.

FORMER

T. Bailey

Mathew

Cook

Donald

M.

Leslie

E.

Kirk

AFFILIATION

General
Foods
Corp,
N.Y.,
prod
mgr
I Instant
Maxwell
House coffee)

Same, adv sis mgr

jr

Parkhurst

Zenith

(Starlac dept)

Radio Corp,

Dallas,

Quaker Oats Co, Chi., adv vp

Same,

member

Same,
Same,

natl sis mgr
sis mgr

Same,

adv,

Same,
Same,
Champ

adv dir
vpHats,
Phila.,

C.

Prosser

White

Milton

K.

Swinger

TWA,
N.Y.,
International

mgr prod adv
Latex
Corp,
N.Y.,

Wright

Kraft

Chi.,

Rock

Corp.

Foods.

N.Y.,

adv,

gen

sis dir
sis prom

regl sis

(Maxwell

John H. Dulany & Son, Fruitland, Md.,
adv, sis prom
mgr
Emerson
Drug
Co, Balto., mgr
middle

Thomas

Charles C.

NEW
Same, adv mgr

B. Douglas

Roger

AFFILIATION

borden
Co, N.Y., prod adv, sis prom
mgr
i special
products
div)
Zenith
Radio
Distributing
Corp,
Chi.,
district
mgr

Barnes

board

of

House

dir

(frozen

food div

sis vp
natl

sis prom

sis mgr

iVeu? Agency Appointments
PRODUCT

Ccmshaving
razor brush
and blade,
Hotel
John Jacob Astor Hotel, Astoria, Ore.
Bandini
Fertilizers Co, L. A.
Burgk & Nelson, S. F.
Coca-Cola
Bottling Co

of

Plant foods,
Clothiers
Coca-Cola

NY.

AGENCY

(or service)

Soft drink manufacturer
Ever-Ready

fertilizers
distributor

Moss,
Crey,

N.Y.
N.Y.

Blitz,

Portland

(eff

1

Jun)

Mayers,
Ad
Fried, L.A.
Oakland
Comstock,
Buffalo
markets)

(Western

N.Y.

Feeds
Dixie Mills Co,

East St.

Louis,

Dodson-Fisher Co, St. Paul
Emerson
Radio & Phonograph
L.

D.

Faas

Inc,

Southgate,

III.

Clovette shoes

Corp,

Radio-TV

NY.

Hamilton Manufacturing,
Kitchen Art Foods, Chi.
Lasko

Metal

Marnett

Products

Py-O-My
Inc,

West

Inc,

Balto.

Brewing

Co,

Trenton,

Nil-O-Nal

Co,

Silver Magic

Phila.

Chemicals

Metropolis

Chester,

Pa.

N.J.

Chi.

Northwestern
Furniture Co, L.A.
Edward OToole
Co, N.Y.
Pacific Plastic Products Co, S. F.
Riggio Tobacco Corp, N.Y.
Santa Monica New Car Dealers,
Scott Radio Laboratories, Chi.

Santa

Monica

Shawnee
Inn Inc, Shawnee-On-Delaware,
Sterling Tobacco Corp, N.Y.
Tele-King

Television

set

Corp,

manufacturer

King-O-Lawn
power edger
Floor
wax
Weatherproofing
clothing spray

Cal.

Freewax Corp, Tallahassee
Card Industries Inc, Chi.

N.Y.

Pa.

metal polish

mixes, other food products

B. G. Robertson

(4)

(4) i

Hamilton Shea
/■;. F. Lethen, Jr.

(4)
(4)

T.G. Prosser

(5)

'

&

Hlywd.
Battle,

Nil-O-Nal super lanolated hair cream
Retail
furniture

Larson &
Hlywd.

Religious
publications
Plastic household items

Herald,

N.Y.

Regent cigarettes
New car dealers
TV

receivers, retail outlets

Resort hotel
Fairfax cigarettes
TV
receivers
Men's clothing

Vital-Aid
liquid vitamin
compound
Wastemaster disposal units

TomMcFadden

Neal

Used

citrus
car

concentrates

dealers

Atlanta

Lohmeyer-Adelman,
Phila.
Aubrey,
Finlay,
Marley &

0 Neil,
Lionel,

Vital-Aid Corp of America, Paterson
West Coast Engineers Inc. LA.

„//,., and
, ,New
new category

Goodman,
N.Y.

Liller,

Ross Roy, Chi.

Joseph

Frozen

J. C. Dine
J. V. McConnell
(.. J. Oppenheim
Horn I)Xesbitt
-Peck
Frank

Kent
Crey,

L.
Miller, St. Paul

Electrical appliances
Bleachies for clothes
Champale

Todd's
Clothes
Inc, L.A.
Ventura Coastal Lemon Co, Ventura, Cal.
Vermont Blue Ribbon Dealers Assoc, L.A.

Nu

Olian,
St.
W. Oakes

Lohmeyer-Adelman,
Chi.
Katz,

Hodgson,

Phila.

Balto.

Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc, Hlywd.
(California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada,

Brisacher,
Hilton &
irwin.

McMahon,

Wheeler,
S.
Riggio, N.Y.

Chi.

F.

Beverly Hills

Ross
Roy, Chi.
Cunn-Mears,
N.Y.
Victor A. Bennett, N.Y.
Monroe
Creenthal,
N.Y.
Lionel,
Hlywd.
Erwin, Wasey & Co, L.A.
Yambert-Prochnow,
Beverly
Admiral,
N.Y.
Hutchinson-Hadlock

Co,

Hills

Hlywd.

NBCV

MEN

"It never occurred to me
that my neckties
might be a problem . . . "
Not only his neckties, but his shirts,
gestures and state of health are of
tremendous concern to John
Cameron Swayze's regular viewers.
Swayze, who started as a reporter
and newscaster in Kansas City,
must choose his accessories as
carefully as he edits his script.
Television's most decorated
newsman, Swayze has won more
awards for accuracy than a Swiss
watch . . . including the coveted
DuPont award. Formerly Director
of News for NBC's Western
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network, John Cameron Swayze's
phenomenal memory and brisk
showmanship first gained national
prominence with his TV coverage of
the 1948 presidential conventions.
Now with his daily Camel News
Caravan, television's highest rated
news show, Swayze is one of the
most-heard newsmen in the business.
As a keen interpretive reporter and
knowledgeable showman, Swayze
knows that 1952's big story is
politics, and his first assignment,
like that of 100 other NBC men
of news, is to cover the conventions
and the elections as they've never
been covered before.
Swayze, Pearson, Kaltenborn,
Mueller — these are a few of the
outstanding reporters who make
the NBC News Center pre-eminent

in broadcasting. News reaches most
Americans first through radio
and television, and ratings prove
that, day-to-day, more Americans
prefer NBC as their primary news
source on both radio and television.
The reason is simple. NBC's newsgathering facilities are larger and
more active, and NBC consistently
broadcasts more hours of news,
more special events than any other
radio or television network.
Politics makes more than strange
bedfellows. It makes exciting
news, and in this, the most intense
political campaign since 1932, more
Americans will hear the news first
and hear more of it from NBC.

N BC

radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America

SELLING THE ST. LOUIS MARKET
WHEN

YOU REMEMBER

IS EASY

THAT:

KMOX daytime
audiences are larger
than those of the
next two stations in
St. Louis combined.

KMOX delivers
those audiences

at

a lower cost-perthousand than any
other station • • • in
metropolitan
St. Louis alone!
Projected to 50-100%

daytime BMB

areas served

by these stations, the figures prove KMOX

delivers more

audience

than the next four St. Louis stations

combined

... at less than half the cost-per-thousand

of its nearest competitor!

Source.- Pulse of Si. Louis. Jon. -Feb. (952: daytime averages, Monday

through Friday,

<

'The Voice

principal daytime-rate lime periods.

of St. Louis"
50,000 WATTS
CBS OWNED
REPRESENTED. BY
CBS RADIO

SPOT

SALES

AUKEE

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
IN MARKETS

OVER 500,000

Riehurd 0. Hehman

L
Creative art and boxing are not leagues apart as they may seem.
Dick Hehman, for instance, spanned them both in less than two
years: artistically, as the Kroger Company's director of creative production from 1949 to late 1951; pugilistically, as Pabst advertising
manager helping to handle a radio-TV haymaker that promises to
exceed
1951's asfigure,
more
than goes
$2,180,000.'
This year,
last, the
money
toward Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
on 47 CBS-TV affiliates and 237 AM stations. Apparently the money
was well spent (through Warwick & Legler), for Pabst, in fourth
place nationally in 1950, is now third. Pabst has succeeded Ballantine in barrel sales and is only running behind Schlitz and AnheuserBusch. Statistically, this means a 1951 sales increase of 3,100,000
The sales graph is encouraging for Hehman and Nathan Perlstein,
gallons.

—

Jan., 1952.

and inmilwaukee...
For $100 per week or more, WEMP
delivers 2 times the audience of
network station No. 1 and 2V2
times the audience of network
station No. 2*.
: strip rating 8:(J

WEMP-FM

advertising vice president. "Much healthier than sales graphs looked
back in 1932," reminisces Hehman, "when I first got started.
"I was 19 then and I began as an apprentice in the Kroger Company's art department. It was in the lowest trough of the depression
and the job was only part-time. But by 1941 I had become art director of the company's advertising and display department."
Four more years with Kroger, then three with Campbell-Mithun as
an account executive and merchandising director, brought Hehman
to 1948 and a step that he calls "one of the most important moves
of "Imywent
life."back to Cincinnati as a sales representative for the Display
Corporation. That job not only gave me needed selling experience
but exposed me to the problems of a variety of industries with which
I wouldn't have come in contact otherwise."
But constant traveling became wearisome, and Dick completed the
cycle by returning to Kroger. Then Pabst and boxing came into his
life; now left jabs and lager form the theme of his working hours.
As for his leisure time activities, Hehman's hobbies are an outgrowth of his earlier interest in art — include interior decorating, remodeling and landscaping, all at his home. "I haven't lived in one
place long enough to complete my projects," says Hehman, "but at
least the hobbies have helped me sell my home whenever I wanted
to move."
* * *
SPONSOR

WHY

*o

in Northern California

or TV
reaches more people . . . more often . .

KNBC

than any other radio a station
This represents the coverage
pattern in Northern California of
KNBC's 50,000 watt non-directional
transmitter.

This represents the coverage pattern of the
other dominant 50,000 watt stations in
Northern California — both directional
transmitters.

This, for interesting comparison,
represents television coverage in
Northern California.

Put them all together — and you get
a complete picture of radio and TV
coverage in the great Northern
California market, like this: —

Television, covering a sixty mile radius with only
about one-third of the families in the narrow TV
circle owning sets.
Radio, dominated by three stations: — two with
50,000 watt directional coverage taking in a limited
elliptical area —
— and the other, KNBC, with 50,000 watts, nondirectional, giving a wide circle of coverage that includes

Wide circle coverage plus program

not only the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market, but all the thriving PLUS-Markets of Northern
California.

KNBC

Yes, in Northern California, more people are reached
by — and listen more often to — KNBC than any other
radio station. More people tune in to KNBC radio than
to any television station in the area.
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popularity make . . .

in San Francisco. Northern California's
No. 1 Advertising Medium . . .
50,000 watts. Non-Directional ...680 KC
Represented by NBC spot sales

New developments on SPONSOR

stories

"Clothing «.torcs on the air"
20 November 1950, p. 33

dfrlOOj

oj) oUie/i cWa
EVERYONE AGREES
WXLW is THE
selling

station

of Indianapolis
USING

ONLY

* Stuart
was

WXLW

Studebaker
host

15,000

to over
potential

The country's leading clothing chains are fighting tooth and nail
through radio and TV to get the customer's clothing dollar. Quality.
st\lc price, and brand remembrance are some of the selling points.
Bond Stores. Inc. (agency is Neff-Rogow), with branches from
coast to coast, is running wrestling and sports on TV in Dallas.
Houston. S. F. and L. A. plus news and musical clock shows from
New York to Oakland. Crawford Clothes (Al Paul Lefton ) is saturating its key New York market with some 100 announcements weekly on five stations supplemented by dramatic and boxing telecasts
on WOR-TV, WABD and WFIL.
A price roll-back campaign is the ad weapon of the 26-store Ripley
chain. They sponsor musical shows on WMCA and WNEW: anrioum -cmi'iits in Philadelphia and Hartford (Bobley Co. I . Howard
Clothes, with 26 stores from New York west to Minneapolis, is trying a new show on WNBT. They feature Bill Stern on a five-minute
stint. 11:10 to 11:15 p.m. The show debuted on 14 April after
Howard relinquished Jinnm
Powers mi WPIX I Peck Advertising).
"Fall Facts Issue: 1951"
16 July 1951, p. 100
Storecasting offers grocery and drug
firms a valuable merchandising coordinator

customers

at the

Storecasting is attracting an increasing number of swear-by-radio
advertisers who brought national and regional spot radio billings

unveiling

of the

to more than $135,000,000 last year, up 13' < over 1950. Storecasting's power, advertisers find, lies in its ability to hammer home
brand remembrance in more than 630 supermarkets while the cus-

latest

models.

Further Proof that
WXLW's

Sales

Impact

can sell for YOU

TOO!

tomer is making her purchases. It perfectly supplements radio's
knack of bringing the buyer into the store.
Among these advertisers are Blue Ribbon napkins, Good Luck
margarine, Holiday instant coffee, Swift's sausages, Westinghouse
bulbs, White Rock beverages, and Swanson frozen poultry. Helping
to convince them is Storecasting's past record of 25% to 150% boosts
in sales for some of its clients and a 75% rate of sponsor renewals.
Storecasting's billings last month: $100,000.

Contact Your Nearest
John

E. Pearson

New

York,

Dallas,
Los Angeles,

mpetitive

Chicago

Minneapolis
San

"Magazines on the air"
12 February 1951, p. 34

Office

Francisco

THE ONLY INDEPENDENT RADIO
STATIOJWJMNDIANAPOUS

Many book publishers and dealers
sales. In Los Angeles this theory
publishers and 20 members of the
Association who are campaigning on

blame TV for a decline in book
is given credence by 18 book
Southern California Booksellers
TV to stimulate book readership.

They've assumed sponsorship of a half hour show. The V ailely
Book Parade (Sundays 2:00 to 2:30 p.m.) for the express purpose
of telling non-bookish viewers what they're missing. The approach:
TV can't take the place of books for information and pleasure.
The show features a discussion of several books, with member
stores promoting the books talked about on the very next day. Participating publishers include Doubleday, Harpers. Random House,
McGraw-Hill, Simon & Schuster, and Viking.
SPONSOR
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power
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power
industry
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On January 22, 1952, WBT's Director of News and
Special Events — Jack Knell— celebrated his tenth year as
the radio voice of the Carolinas' mammoth

and ever-growing

Duke Power Company. Jack's 69°'o Share of Audience at
12:35 P. M. is closely rivaled by his 61% at 6 P. M.—
two significant examples of the power of WBT
personalities — and WBT

local

itself.

COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

WBT

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

5 May 1952
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Kraft was first regular
TV drama sponsor
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KRAFT

SHOW

STARTED

ON

THIS SET FIVE YEARS

AGO

WITH

A

POLICY
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How Kraft uses the air:1933-52
History in both radio and TV reflects tendency
to long runs, quality shows and consistent merchandising

#PJM|K "Once we get an idea we
^Miifciii stick with it."
Summed up in this statement is the
basic advertising and merchandising
philosophy of a big leader in the foods
processing and packaging field — the
Kraft Foods Co.
Kraft's record as a merchandiser is
synonymous with tops in the grocery
field. Kraft's alert and ingenious advertising has garnered it encomiums
from the advertising trade. Kraft's
reputation as a radio and television
5 MAY
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programing
pioneer places the company among the elite.
This is the story of a company which
is kingpin in the cheese products business. Flexibly organized, it exploits
quickly new vogues in product taste,
production and use, new sales and distribution methods, or new advertising
and promotion concepts. It is the
story of a company with a consistent
talent for eminently successful business
policies, but policies that are not so
sacrosanct or frozen that they can't be

abandoned or modified to meet shifthabits.ing retailing currents or consumer
In light of the company's basic
philosophy, "When we get an idea we
stick with it," the talk about flexibility
may sound like a paradox. In the case
of Kraft, it's anything but that. Faithfulness to an idea, in good advertising
practice, does not insulate that idea
from the application of slicker mechanics, brighter values, and general
streamlining.
In the Kraft lexicon,

"testing"* is something you do in the
laboratory or factory kitchen or in the
marketing of a new product. An idea
is something that has been thoroughly
probed, and put through the wringer
of collective minds until adjudged
ready for launching.
Kraft's background in radio and
television graphically attests to this
company connotation of an idea and
the
of "sticking
it." radio,
When
Kraftpolicy
decided
in 1933 towith
go into
it gave an extensive going-over to the
musical variety format submitted by
its agency, J. Walter Thompson. After
assenting to the format, Kraft chose
Paul Whiteman and Al Jolson from
the submitted list of stars. That was
the origin of the Kraft Music Hall, a
show which stayed on NBC for 16 consecutive )ears. and might still be there
if Bing Crosby, who joined the show
in 1936, hadn't left it in 1945.
The same process of sifting and decision accompanied Kraft's debut into
television. The Kraft Television Theatre
marks its fifth year on NBC this May.
The basic idea of the Kraft Music
Hall remained the same throughout its
entire run. John H. Piatt, Kraft's
veteran v.p. in charge of advertising
and public relations, demonstrated
from the very inception of this series
a sense of entertainment values, sensitivity to the family audience and
ability to make the commercial palatable. The good humor imparted to
the Kraft commercials by announcer
Ken Carpenter, abetted by the cast,
was quite a departure from the style
of commercial presentation prevailing
at the time. The Kraft commercial,
in time, took on a flavor that was almost as distinctive and ingratiating
as Crosby's general patter. Piatt appreciated the appeal of comedy but
also recognized a desire for music in

1949
SPONSOR

the audience.

A concert artist was a

"must" on ever) bill.
Leaving nostalgia for the time being
and returning to an appraisal of Kraft
Foods as a practitioner of advertising
and promotion, these are some of the
principles it operates on:
1. Kraft must first sell its products
to the consumer before it can sell to
the retailer. It must create demand
before it can move the products.
2. Kraft salesmen must be merchandisers rather than order takers.
They are taught how advertising can
be used as a practical tool in their
daily work.
3. Promotions are never hung on
just one medium, but are hung, as
Tad JefTrex . ad manager of the cheese
division puts it, "on the value of all
media to the retailer."
4. In special or seasonal promotion
campaigns, all media are coordinated.
For instance, point-of-sale material will
not illustrate anything connected with
the Kraft TV Theatre but rather seek
to capitalize on the recipes mentioned
on this show.
5. Recipes rank as the No. 1 device for merchandising dairy goods
and salad dressings. However, Kraft
uses its TV commercials to stimulate
viewers to write in for booklets containing recipes for televised dishes.
These booklets have developed into a
big business with Kraft, and the curiosity excited by TV demonstrations has
increased the demand manyfold.
6. Kraft advertising thinking is
basically in terms of cumulated messages. John B. McLaughlin, Kraft
manager of advertising and promotion,
-ays: "We are always looking for the
combination of advertising (media)
that will give us the widest circulation
of our sales messages at the lowest
cost-per-1.000 people, for only in this
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John II. Piatt, •
of advertising

and

Kraft

publ

KRAFT
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The first dairy coin pan

Foods

Co.

FIRSTS

i the I . S. to package cheese

si ire

The first advertiser in TV to introduce alternating weekly producers on a TV series, as happened with The Kraft Theatre.
The first advertiser to sponsor a two-hour program series on a
network — Kraft Music Hall, co-starring Al Jolson, Paul Whiteman.
The first advertiser in TV with a regular weekly hours drama.
The first advertiser whose TV program was carried from New
York to Chicago when the coaxial cable to that point was opened.
The first to nationally advertise brand identified packages of cheese.
The first sponsor to install a summer replacement when the star —
Al Jolson, in this instance, and the year was 1934 — insisted on a
hiatus. I Recognizing the basic error of this procedure Kraft
made sure that this couldnt happen with its TV operation by
adopting a dramatic format minus the star system.)

way can we afford to constantly tell
the buyers of this country the story of
Kraft products day after day, night
after night, week after week, month
after
month/'
Kraft
continues to be a major supporter of radio. Its budgetary policy
remains unchanged, and the share
going to radio today represents a normal ratio of the Kraft appropriation.
The money being spent for TV is new
advertising money and did not come
from radio. Patently, Kraft in this
respect rates as one of the great exceptions. Kraft's present disposition in
the matter of daytime broadcasting is

to confine itself to radio. As McLaughlin reveals above, his organization is very cost-per-1,000 conscious,
and the apparent assumption is that
the daytime
for would
TV isn't
down
to whereratio
Kraft
like asit. yet
Kraft plays its sales and advertising
fiscal card exceptionally close to the
vest. Data gathered from various
sources indicates that Kraft's over-all
ad expenditure for 1951 could have
been in the neighborhood of $8,500.000: about 50% for radio and TV,
around 35fv for magazines (a medium
on which it dotes because color and
I Please turn to page 60)

"VFC"
I LJ
tire C

this letter by <*.v«'«'iiII. Kellstadt seemed to

imply in lit 18
To I wit- Gordon, \\ NOE, New Ori t u*s:
"First, I «ant in Btresa that our firm «a- one of
the pioneer users of radio for sales promotion purposes. Since the inception of radio we have spent
millions of dollars on programs designed to stimulate sales through our mail order as well as our
retail divi-i. .n~.
Actually, hundreds of radio stations have at one
time or another carried Sears sponsored programs,
and these programs have run the gamut of everything from local spot announcements to a major
network show.
We have even sponsored a televi-

So much for our past experience. Even more important to your association is the fact that many
of our retail stores are today continuing to use
radio in one form or another. Last year, for example, our stores spent over three-quarters of a million dollars for local programs. This expenditure
is, we believe, ample evidence that our store managers still maintain full authority in determining
their choice of local advertising mediums.
It is certainly true, as you indicate in your letter,
that the major proportion of our retail advertising
expenditures is going to the daily newspapers. We
have never made any secret of this fact. Viewed
on a national basis our stores in 1947 spent approximately eighty cents out of each advertising dollar
for newspaper white space and slightly over four
cents out of each dollar for local radio programs.

Ire Sears and W

Past friction between big mail order firnis an
When Sears, Roebuck and Montgomery Ward began, in the raw/-1930's,
to break with their individual pattern of being primarily mail-order
firms, the radio industry eyed them eagerly. Both firms were expanding fast and furiously into the retail business, opening up a nation-wide
cfiain of stores. They looked like a ''natural" for radio, and later TV,
advertising on a wide scale.
But, the widespread use of broadcast advertising on a well-planned
basis has never come to pass for these two firms. Instead, much to the
amazement of many admen, their primary advertising medium lias been
newspapers, then other printed media.
In the 1930's and 1940's, some attempts by both firms to find a niche
in broadcast advertising were made. None was particularly successful.
These "false starts" are thought to be the underlying cause of such
seemingly anti-radio outbursts as the infamous Sears 'White Paper" on
radio, written in 1948, to James Gordon, WNOE, New Orleans.

In view of our past experience as well as continuing experience in radio, 1 think it is rather
apparent that this eighty-to-four ratio has not resulted from chance or prejudice. Actually, it represents a realistic evaluation of these two media in
terms of cost and results in relation to sales. I
know of no belter yardstick for measuring advertising of any kind.
Our practice of alloting the major proportion of
our retail advertising budget for newspaper white
space is certainly not unique. The practice is followed by mo-t department -tores. In the main,
however, our stores operate somewhat differently
from the typical department store in that they do
not maintain a large and, in many cases, a well
experienced
advertising staff.

Usually it is suggested that these stores concentrate on newspaper advertising not only because of
its proved effectiveness, but also because with the
aid of our periodic mat service, such stores can do
a more professional advertising job. The use of
radio — as well as miscellaneous types of media —
is discouraged in such cases because, as I have
indicated, the -tore -taffs ,|0 not have sufficient
professional skill to properly evaluate this media.
Now that merchandising concern- of all t\pes are
again becoming highly competitive, it is obvious
that a company such as ours is now going to have
to employ all of the promotional -kill- at it- command. In this connection, I assure you thai we can
ill afford to blithely ignore developments in the
radio and television field, for there is always the
pos-ihility that we may some day find it desirable
to employ this media to a greater degree than at
pre-, nt. Nonetheless, we are going to continue to
criticize severely those of our Btores who do not
properly evaluate this media in relation to our type
of business, and who attempt to use this media
when they la-k the necessan skill n r. , l experience
to use it intelligently and effectively."
C

If. Kl.l.l.slM,!

.

This summation of the-then Sears philosophy regarding radio was
written by Sears executive C. H. Kellstadt, in response to a letter from
the Louisiana Association of Broadcasters. Its contents (see left) were
certainly not favorable to radio. It has long represented a kind of radio
"dogma" at Sears; in fact, Kellstadt stated at the time tliat "it can be
referred to in the future, or if desired, can be quoted in full when an
occasion arises where an explanation of our radio policies is necessary."
Since 1948, there have been many encouraging signs indicating tliat
the "radio-can t-work-for-us" philosophy is changing at both Sears and
Ward. But many things (see column at right) still remain to be done.

\l\j •»»plus
ply hotter
Sears aud
objectives
use ofWard
air
media tit 1952

ili-raii?

The six suggestions to Scars and Ward below
were gleaned In SPONSOR as it canvassed the

i;i are duo to basic misconception*
Few indeed are the I . S.
firms, whose dollar volume
has boomed more handsomely, or more
progressively, than the combination
mail order and retail firms — Sears,
Roebuck and Montgomerj Ward. But.
when it comes to setting broadcast advertising budgets, that's something else
■gain, litre, the thinking of this billion-dollar pair has most often been
in terms of pennies.
For vears. this situation has been as
ingenious a paradox as something
dreamed up by Gilbert & Sullivan. Certainly, "advertising" is viewed as a
vital necessity by the Chicago headquarters of both firms. Sears will
spend about $35,000,000 for advertising this year (one of the nation's largest budgets, comparable to P&G, CocaCola, Chevrolet). Montgomery Ward,
smaller than Sears but still a huge business, will spend around $12,000,000
for all advertising.
The thinking switches abruptly from
being bullish to being bearish on the
subject of broadcast advertising. In
fact, many disgruntled radio and TV
salesmen, weary of much vain battering on the doors of Sears and Ward,
told SPONSOR that the two firms act
like bears with sore paws.
What has riled the pro-broadcasting
forces most, is the actual amount of
air spending by Sears and Ward.
During 1952, Sears will spend about
$1,000,000 to $1,500,000 on the air, in
regional and local campaigns. Strictly at the local level. Ward is expected
to spend around $100,000. Measured
against the over-all advertising budgets
of both firms, that comes to about 3r'<
for Sears: about lr{ for Ward. The
rest of the huge budgets aren't hard to
trace — about 80 r/t winds up in newspaper advertising: the rest for other,
mostly printed, media. Therefore, it's
all too easy for most admen to label

on both sides

Actually, this statement is onh partially right. In the eyes of the top advertising brass of both firms — men like
Sears' national advertising manager,
Marvin C. Lunde, and Ward's media
director, J. A. Martin — the spending
of some 30 for radio-TV to every 800
in newspapers is quite adequate.
In the past, the cold shoulder given
broadcasting executives and salesmen
by Lunde and Martin has seldom been
in the spirit of malice, no matter what
some salesmen may think. Sears and

that's still in the "trial" stage. To an
advertiser like Colgate or General
Mills, this is enough to generate a

At both
the could
nationaldo and
local level,
and
Ward
a much
betterSears
job
of orienting their own executive and managerial personnel on the wide uses of radio and TV. A constant complaint of
both firms is that "our managers don't
know how to us broadcasting advertising."
This is nothing of which to be proud.
Other Sears-Ward internal training programs are superior to radio training.

3

Sears, never
Ward hired
and radio
other and
firmsTVof specialists
this type
have
as adjuncts to advertising departments.
But, their know-how is well worth the
money, as has been demonstrated by similar "experts" in client offices of P&G,
General Mills, Esso, Robert Hall Clothes,
etc. Also, these specialists can perform
"missionary" functions in traveling to various store locations, arranging campaigns.

4

Storeusemanagers
themselves
complain
about
the
of broadcast
advertising,
citing
as
their reason: "Why should I spend money
to sponsor something which will also help
every other store of ours in the area at
no expense to them?" With headquarters
willing to guide these managers, setting
up "group" advertising plans embracing
several stores (like auto dealer groups)
would help, and could lick this problem.

5

Having
never or
achieved
a really
success in radio
TV, Sears
and sound
Ward con" tinue to look upon it as an "experimental" or "supplemental" medium. Tests,
such as the ARBI surveys (see next page)
have already proved that radio, when given the chance, can actually move merchandise off the shelves of Sears stores,
and do it in a way that is highly competitive to newspaper advertising. More of
these tests will aid the home
office.

6

Above all,
should
be developed atlong-range
both firms plans
for the
proper
in* tegration of radio and TV into all levels
of national and local advertising and promotion. This is a matter for executives
of Sears and Ward, and broadcast executives, to work out slowly and carefully.
The final results, in the eyes of air advertising veterans, will be worth the effort.

big combination mail-order-and-retail
firms have engaged in much more than
a long series of "foot-wettings." No
long-term plan has ever been worked
out at either firm to integrate radio
and TV into all the various local and
national levels of their advertising.
2. On the other hand, the broadcasting advertising industry should get a
good deal of the blame for the fact that
Sears and Ward spend the bulk of
their budgets in printed media. Too
often, the approach to these two firms
has been a direct, frontal attack, with
bad results. Like many a giant firm
(Standard Oil, Metropolitan Life Insurance, etc. I Sears and Ward have
become somewhat introverted. When
a sales pitch is being made to them in
which the seller obviously hasn't much
familiarity with the methods and problems of these two firms, it just con-

doesn't smell of printer's ink."

grasping this fact:

1952

2

horse laugh. However, it's perfectly
true — in the sense that neither of the

western station recently: "I'm sure
Sears and Ward have their minds
closed to any form of advertising that
5 MAY

IAtfindthemany
national
both specific
firms could
ways level,
to adapt
techniques of the medium to their need for
local-level punch to support both store
and catalogue operations. Example: spot
campaigns, possibly using custom-made
open-end radio or TV programs, a la
newspaper
"mats,"
may
be utilized.

Ward just simply aren't convinced,
after a great many years, that air selling can do them much good.
The trouble actually boils down to
this:
1. Sears and Ward both look upon
broadcast advertising as something

firms their philosophy of "we know
what's best for us."
Therefore, the key to understanding
the frequent growls from the two big
concerns, when the subject of radioTV advertising is brought up, lies in

the two concerns as being "anti-radio."
Said the manager of a leading Mid-

industry over a two-year period. It's hoped
they nil! I I ) promote heller understanding
between big mail order-retail firms and the
radio-TV industry, (2) Sears, Ward, Spiegel
and related firms like J. C. Penny will be encouraged to add to their over-all advertising
plans some or all of these practical tips.
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These ARBI tests prove radio's value to Sears, Roebuck

vertising

Who

How learned
of mdse.7

How much
did they buy?
purchased?

News

japer

a vertising

Radio ac
anncts.
No. of

Item

1.

sold,

city, adv.

budget

Skirts, Robes, and Formats,
11.22 to 7.99
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Beltingham,
II ash.
Newspaper:
Radio:

$40.00
$40.00

Source of
traffic & sales

Newspaper

2.

Newspaper:
Radio:

$37.20
$36.51

35.5

traffic
7r of
media
who bought

% vol.
of total
sales $ Col. in.

51.3

13.6
Both
Other

22.2

58.3

5.6

9.8

8.4

57.1
84.6

3.

Newspaper:
Radio:

$1,031.00
$1,034.13

4

Daily

64

Chronicle

36.2
10.2

57.4

Newspaper

4.9

Both

41.2

Other

KELA

4
45.2

68.6
16.5

90
90

36.8
39.6

Radio

4
8

83.3

Both

14.3
Refrigerator. Coldspot,
SI 58.88
Sears. Roe inn A X: (.o.
I.os Angeles. Calif.
Surveys in 3 stores

3

11.5
21.3

Other

Station
KVOS

6

60

68.2
73.3

10.9

Radio

Newspaper

Bellingham
Herald

26.6
45.6

40.0

Radio

Newspaper
Vightgoums & PJ.'s, Flanelette,
Women's
&
Men's.
Children's. $1.19 to $3.69
Sears. Roebuck & Co.
Chehalis,
Wash.

traffic
% of total

38.6

35.2
61.5

90

Express

Mirror
Daily News
(each ad part
of 160
column
inches)

36.5
8.4

26.6

Herald

KHJ

2
3
4
4
4
2
2

KHJ
KFI
KHJ
KFI
KFI
KHJ

70
29.8

4.

Refrigerator, Coldspot,
$179.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Washington, I). C.

Newspaper

Newspaper:
Radio:

Other

$270.00
$270.00

Radio

broadcast advertising effectively, despite the fact that they are ultra-progressive in practically every other
phase of their business operations.
Once having grasped this situation,
which came into focus when sponsor
interviewed executives of both firms,
as well as agencymen, radio-TV execu\>\r- and research experts, a great
main things about Sears and Ward
are easier to understand. It goes a long
\\a\ toward explaining to the trade
such paradoxes as Sears' famous
"'White Paper" (see page 28).
Here are some key facts about both
firms which provide background for
understanding of their present ad
strategy :
• Neither firm toda\ <\i-t- li\ merel\ printing up a hefty. 1.000-page catalogue and then distributing it to several million rural Americans. They
couldn'l even if tlic\ wanted to. Sears
30

45.0

7.0

75.0

13.4

45.7

30.8

35.5

Both

Sears, Roebuck and Montgomery
Ward have not been shown how to use

32.8
18.3

47.1

17.5

Evening

Star

12
6

WWDC

12

and \\ ard have been forced into aggressive retail salesmanship by the simple fact that no longer is the bulk — or
even the majority — of their business
done through mail-order channels. Today, Sears does about 70fr of its $3billion-annually sales through a huge.
international chain of some 690-odd
retail stores in the U. S., Hawaii, and
four foreign countries. Ward does a
little more than 50* , of its $I.5-billionannually business through several hundred Ward stoics.
i ) el. neither Sears nor Ward has
"national" plans for radio-TV this
year. Scars has two regional network
shows on Liberty Broadcasting System, to be discussed in this report.)
vhose
St. Lou s department store, ^
use of radio extends o
are
rer results of re cent
the isARBIp test
agog o
years.
conducted
by Sears in
St. Louis
area.
tted
"Post-Dispatch"
non75.
station KXOK.
See
against
page

14

• The classic catalogue order techniques of both firms have undergone
drastic revisions in the past decade.
Today, there are dozens of small "catalogue order offices" strung across the
country in small towns and centralized
rural points. Equipped with special
catalogues (full of swatches of materials, samples), they operate in a nearretail fashion, and compete in-city with
local merchants. Now. nearly twothirds of the catalogue orders come
from these urban "order offices.'" and
from catalogue users who live in urban areas.
i ) ei. neither Sears nor Wards has
any kind of intensified spot radio or
TV campaign designed for use in major farm markets or in small cities to
boost the use of these "order offices,"
and to sell, simultaneously, farmers
and city dwellers on "specials" in the
frequent supplementary catalogues.)
• On the surface, both Sears and
i I'lease turn to page 73 i
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Kid

Imimil executives I like best and why
PART FOUR
OF

A SERIES

Ad managers laud account men who are good
coordinators, compatible, make field-level contacts

About the most overdone
I caricature in the advertising business is that of the account executive. Occasionally you'll find a
"character" trying to live up to the
glamour boy portrait of the Frederic
Wakeman novel. However, eliminating a sparse percentage, the account
executive's workaday world presents
anything but a bed of roses. As the
feed-line and tentacle between his agency and the client, he bears as onerous
and jittery a load as anyone else in the
ad fraternity.
Living under almost constant pressure, he often has to exercise the patience and humility of a Job in dealing
with situations and personalities. As
an apologist for missed deadlines, slipups in office and freelance services, human errors and whatnot, he must have
the acumen of a statesman. No small
percentage of account men, it must be
observed, have served as company ad
managers during their careers. From
this experience there often stems a
rapport that not only cements the hold
of the agency on the account, but also
bolsters the prestige of the ad director
within the client organization.
This sympathy or understanding,
looms large in the relations between
5 MAY
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ad manager and account executive. Absence of it, on the part of an account
executive, has been the rock upon
which many an account has crashed.
In a business where ideas serve as the
main source of energy and growth,
this mental compatibility takes precedence over virtually everything else in
personal relationships.
Obviously, the man that lives closest

best

"ideal

account

executive"

1. His personality and general approach
to the task or problem are compatible with those of the ad manager.
2. He comes to a client meeting with a
thoroughly documented presentation.
3. He has a knack for coordinating the
work oj the specialists in his agencies and making it a happy, smooth
operation.
4. He likes to get out into the field and
get acquainted with people and
things on the distributor and retailing level.
5. He maintains a close touch with developments in various media and is
alert when it comes to a good radio
or TV buy for his client.
6. He is capable oj making a pitch effectively before a client group or to
persons in the field.

to the account executive during his
working hours, is the ad manager he
contacts. The role of the account man
extends far beyond channeling messages or ideas. He becomes thoroughly
conversant with the ad manager's own
organizational problems, the political
complications, and the shifting moods
toward advertising from upper eche(Please turn to page 83)

worst
case A:

"tough to deal with"

The hail fellow

"He considers the fob most of the time
as pretty much of a lark, is quick with
the flip answer, but withal your liking
for the guy, you must ask the agency to
take him away."
case B: The quick promisor
"He makes promises about deadlines
and other things he must certainly know
he cant keep and airily dismisses as a
slight slip any estimate miscalculation
regardless oj proportion."
case C:

The pompous

lecturer

"He takes practically any topic or discussion as a cue for pontificating to the
ad manager, or to a client group, citing,
with no little
'outstanding'
accounts
and self-approval,
campaigns with
which he
has been 'associated'."
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Veteran researcher Horace Schwerin herein reveals
quintet of hasic guides to radio show success

| Only a few years ago, radio
producers howled in outraged pride if a research man was invited to join other executives in a program conference. Today, with everything from TV to taxes forcing radio
advertisers into careful scrutiny of
their radio spending, the attitude towards program research has changed
drastically. The expert on qualitative
radio research is coming into his own.
Considered radio's own Military Intelligence agent, the qualitative radio
researcher is being consulted more and
more frequently when radio campaigns
are being mapped. Or, retrospectively, this program expert is the one
whom sponsors ask for advice when
they are faced with (1) shows that
■drag their feet in producing sales despite relatively high co9t-per-l,000 <>r
(2) commercials which don't sell as
well as those of the competition.
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It's still impossible to reduce the
intangible
of and
"good
showmanship"
to
a set of rules
charts.
On the other

qualitative
why."
Schwerin, research
a man will
withtell17 \ou
years
of
radio research experience and for the

hand, sponsors no longer have to "fly
by the seat of their pants." Bridging
the gap between an unsuccessful program and one which delivers maximum efficiency is qualitative radio program research.
Horace S. Schwerin. head of Schwerin Research Corporation and a leading '"analyzer" of programs in need
of face-lifting, said not long ago:
'"What was heretofore little more
than a luxury has become a necessity.
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Harry

last six years head of a firm specializing in diagnosing radio and TV program ailments, recently summarized
his long range conclusions about radio
ills. (See box for a description of
Schwerin's methods and techniques
in testing and evaluating air programs.
To many, this will be familiar.)
"We think we've tracked down the
'why's' and 'wherefores.' We've discovered them in great detail, in our

Wolfe, Clifford Parsells, Paul Lazarsfeld, Frank Stanton. Hcrta Herzog,
Hugh Beville, Oscar Katz and others,
qualitative research has found true
recognition. Why? Because the only
way you can get rid of waste is to
know why you have that waste, and

hundreds of case histories," said
Schwerin. "There are general principles to be distilled from my experience, and these are the principles we've
distilled from our many, many tests."
SPONSOR feels that this "distillation"
of Schwerin's experience is an important landmark in the analysis of radio
programing.
Indeed, many a sponsor
SPONSOR
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may find it to be the '■brandy1' needed
to revive a program, dizzy on its rat-

Experi

program
AND

and analysis can show a sponsor the correct "balNews series above shows how "time devoted to
successfully up to point of diminishing
returns

EDUCATION

AFFECT

PROGRAM

LIKING
EDUCATION

ing feet. These are Schwerin's key
points for spotting programing operational failures, both when the program
is on the air. or while it is still in the
laboratory stage.
"The major sources of error in the
presentation of radio programs,"
Schwerin restated recently, "can be divided into five categories. Thev are:
Familiarity, Approach, Mood, Emphasis, and Direction."
Here is a breakdown of common
radio programing errors according to
these different categories:
1. Familiarity: This, says Schwerin,
concerns "the degree to which your
audience is familiar with the elements
of your show — stars, story, music, or
whatever. Invariably, those familiar
with the program like it more than
those who aren't. The same principle
holds for. say. a given motion picture
star on a radio program. Those who
know how like him better than those
who never heard of him."

DIRECTION: Chart here illustrates how type of people who comprise show's
audience can be determined successfully. A sponsor can and should buy a
show which appeaU widely to the exact type of people who are his customers.

r

However, there's an obvious danger
in counting too much on the publics
"familiarity" with a show, or a star.
For one thing, misuse of familiarity
may generate an active dislike in the
listener towards a program. Antagonism also occurs when a star or a
character is presented in a way that
disturbs the "mental image" the audience had in advance of the program.
Schwerin cites an example of a proIP/ease turn to page 76)
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Here's how researcher Schwerin conducts

^^N

his amlience-program tests:

"Approximately three hundred pre-selected individuals come in to our own studio theater in New
York. During the past six years, more than 1,000 radio and TV programs have been tested, and we've
probed the reactions of more than 500,000 people. As a check on our pre-selection, they fill out detailed personal questionnaires, so that we can get a socio-economic cross section.
"Testing methods are simple. Each person indicates during a play-back of a program whether he
'likes,' 'dislikes' or is 'indifferent' to the portion he has just heard. These points occur about every
40 seconds.
"The reactions of our true cross section give us a spontaneous reaction profile of the program.
Their tabulated reactions give us a 'composite reaction.' Then, we supplement this with post-1 istaning
sessions in which we seek general comments.
These clues supplement the composite re#crron."

.-

■/**

Instant dim bouncing post-wi
Sales in 1951 reached $110,000,000; Borden official
predicts new industry will top country's tea business in '52
Besides bis i< mporary prefI erence for Mesdemoiselles
and Frauleln. GI Joe acquired another
new, and far more lasting, taste during
World War II: his liking of instant
coffee. Thanks to the uncounted millions of cans of Armed Forces C rations with their familiar little packages
of brown powder, the biggest U. S.
fighting force in history returned home
and demanded the new substitute for
regular coffee in thousands of neighborhood grocery stores.
The sudden, war-born demand was
a surprise to everyone. Before 1940,
there had been only two instant coffees, notably G. Washington and Nescafe, on the market. The presence of
instant coffee in Armed Forces field
rations during the war provided the
industry with a gigantic and gratuitous
"sampling" operation. By 1945, exGI's were telling wives and families all
about the speed and economy of the
"new" product.
Today, the instant coffee business is
no longer a drop in the percolator. By
current estimates, the trade in various
instant coffees is about $110,000,000
annually.
That the buying public has taken to
instant coffee is borne out by the six
companies now distributing the product on a national level. All say they
cannot meet the demand for instant
coffee today. Several of the companies,
previously engaged in the regular coffee business on a coast-to-coast basis,
have had to cut down on their instant
markets, and are operating more and
more on a regional basis to meet the
consumer demands.
The sales success of instant coffees
in the past two years has created a
problem for many of the independent
coffee roasters in the country.

Some want to get on the bandwagon, while others consider it a passing
fad. Yet the time has come when the
coffee people must face the issue. Expressing one type of reaction, a San
Francisco coffee man recently asked in
the Tea & Coffee Trade Journal, "Is
the coffee industry developing a modern, soluble Frankenstein?"
Apparently the idea that instant coffee may someday supplant regular coffee is not remote to some members of
the trade. But they feel that better
scientific methods will first have to
improve the instant coffee, restoring
the missing flavor and aroma.
One of the major fears, however, is
that non-coffee companies may enter
the instant field and usurp the market,
as in the case of the two top instant
coffees on the national horizon. The
products:

Nescafe,

Borden's

Instant:

the companies: The Nestle Company,
the Borden Company.
The remaining national instant
brands are Instant Chase & Sanborn,
Instant Maxwell House, Instant Sanka,
and G. Washington.
Each of the instant companies has
been active at various times in radio
and TV, and today TV is top dog in
several of the ad budgets. On a network scale. Instant Maxwell House
sponsors the Second Mrs. Burton on
CBS Radio, and 15-minutes of the
Claudia show on CBS-TV; Borden
sponsors Treasury Men in Action on
NBC-TV, while Sanka and Instant
Sanka join in sponsoring the CBS-TV
panel show. It's News to Me.
An important part is played by radio
and TV in the local advertising pictures. The reason for differences in local advertising is the fact that coffee

! SALES ALMOST TRIPLED IN FIVE YEARS
■

Here are the year-by-year retail sales of pure instant coffee

[

products in the United States (all companies)

i

19 4 7

i

19 4 8

i

19 4 9

5 6,448,000

:

19 5 0

77,8 6 8,000

:

19 5 1

110,000,000

!
■

$

■
'

40,000,000
5 0,400,000

Source: 1947-50 Food Topics, Inc.
1951 The Borden Company

\
i
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MAXWELL HOUSE
tastes varj regionally. Just about even
region in the country demands a different type eoffee. and so the local
and regional brands take the number
one sales spot in virtually every market. National coffees rate among the
best sellers in most markets, but it is
the exception when they're not outranked by the regional market.
Several independent coffee roasters
have gone into the concentrated coffee
business labeling their products for the
individual retailers. These retailers and
local distributors are strong supporters
of radio and T\ advertising, using
both spot and programs for selling.
Many of their coffee ads are slanted
toward women's and breakfast shows,
which carry such appropriate titles as
Second Cup of Coffee and Kaffee
Klatch.
Soluble coffee dates back to 1910.
when the G. Washington product of
American Home Foods was introduced.
Apparently the public was not vet
ready for the concentrated coffee, for
no industry boom followed.
fn July, 1939 Nestle's Nescafe
reached the market as the second concentrate. It. too. was a filled coffee.
Nescafe made strides, but when the
war came along, those firms dabbling
with instant coffee were pushed along
in research. Just about all of the soluble coffee of 100% strength available
was put in C rations. No 100' ^ instant coffee was sold to the public at
that time.
The boom came right after the war,
in late '45 and early '46. Four national instant coffee brands moved into the
market with full force: Chase & Sanborn, another filled coffee, and three
pure coffees: Sanka. Borden's and
Maxwell House.
Instant coffee has come a long way
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since then. Surveys in the New York
area now show that approximately
27' ( of the total coffee volume is in
soluble sales. The national average is
15%, while in Los Angeles a recent
report indicates that soluble sales are
up 33' r over last \ear and regular
sales are off about L0%.
Benjamin C. Potter, product manager for Borden's instant coffee, predicts that in 1952 instant coffee grocery sales will top those of tea. In
1951 instant coffee sales, at retail
prices, came to approximately $110,000.000. as stacked up against the tea
dollar volume of about $120,000,000.
(These figures do not include bulk
sales to institutions, restaurants, hotels, etc. I The sales results indicate
that instant coffee is far from being a
passing fad.
Ten independent coffee roasters, already familiar to radio and TV men
in their local markets, recently banded
together to finance an instant plant in
Linden, N. J. The project is being
called Tenco, Inc. The firms are sharing the research expenses equally, in
the hope of developing a process which
will make instant coffee indistinguishable from regularly brewed coffee.
Tenco will make ten different soluble
products, with each roaster supplying
his own coffee and standards. It is not
expected that any of the products will
be ready for the consumer market before the summer. However, all of the
ten products are expected to be pure
coffees, with no carbohydrates added.
The roasters sharing in the enterprise represent several regular coffee
names now using radio and TV in their
advertising campaigns. They include:
William S. Scull Co.. Camden, N. J.:
Donovan Coffee Co., Birmingham.
I Please turn to page 64 "I

lllueprint for agencyfilm maker teamwork
ATS committee worked 30 months to
standardize bid forms, agency-producer procedure
fHKift-* Even back in the salad da\s
J W
of television, circa 1950, the
vociferous wrangling between agencymen and film producers
was a frightful scene to behold.
Scores of agencymen, thoroughly
competent in their specific fields, found
themselves floundering around in a sea
of terms such as "stop-motion," "animation,"' "fluttering," etc. Their confusion was heightened by the general
lack of film know-how on the part of
many shoestring operators who had,
overnight, become film producers.
For want of mutual understanding,
negotiations which started on the
friendliest terms often ended up with
both parties becoming life-time enemies. An excessively costly film commercial, end product of these running
battles, was caused by the uncertainty
that came from a lack of understanding
of who was supposed to be responsible
for what.
All of the luncheon-table muttering
was brought to a head one night in
late 1950 when the American Television Society conducted a panel discussion of TV film production problems.
Participating agencymen and film producers were able to define their difficulties and get across to their opposite
numbers some of the technical problems which their relationship had
evoked.

This <

»ii»i«'«- did the trorfc

Gene
Reichert, Ch., G. M. Basford
G. D. Gudebrod,
N. W. Ayer
Leslie Roush, Leslie Roush Products
T. J. Dunford, Depicto Films
John Freese, Young
& Rubicam
C. E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper,
Inc.
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The internecine bickering which so
often negates the purposes of panel
discussions was eliminated by the skillful handling of the group by moderator Don McClure of McCann-Erickson.
The discussion brought out the three
principal bones of contention: cost,
time, and responsibility.
A six-man committee, representing
agencies, producers and research, was
appointed by the ATS directors. The
members of the committee (pictured at

left) surveyed the field and met frequenth to discuss their findings.
As a result of these studies and meetings adetailed questionnaire was prepared. This three-page form was sent
to the 237 agencies which have a TV
department or TV executive. To 160
film producers active in TV film commercial work went a slightly altered
questionnaire.
The enthusiasm with which the questionnaire was received is typified by
the comments of an agency executive
in Omaha : "Of all the many articles or
questionnaires that one receives in this
business," said Milt Stephan. Directoi
of Radio and Television, Allen & Reynolds, "I have to say that I'm extremely excited about this one. Never before have I received for my inspection
any group of questions that are so perfectly related as are yours to the problems dealt with every day. The entire
outcome of the work you are doing is
of the greatest interest to me, but moreover, the very nature of the questions
themselves, convince me that the American Television Society is an organization that is genuinely 'dedicated to the
advancement
of television'."
Returns were
received from more
than one-third of those queried. The
sample was deemed more than adequate by C. E. Hooper, whose organization tabulated the replies.
The recommendations of the committee, which follow, may well be the
cornerstone of an enlightened relationship between agencymen and film producers. A mutual understanding of
their individual problems should lead
to more efficient operation, lowered
costs, and a film commercial of superior effectiveness.
Here, then, are the findings and recom endations ofthe ATS committee:
(Please turn to page 80)
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FILM

PRODUCTION

(NAME

AND

SPECIFICATIONS

ADDRESS

client: fepSQcJttti

OF ISSUING

Plo-

FORM

COMPANY:

lever

CLIENT PRODUCT:

' ShZc/ou/

IDENTIFICATION

(titles or job nos.):

ADVERTISING

Uras.

&4\/C

AGENCY

agency

OR

authorized

DATE QUOTATION
DATE

FILM

FINISHED

PRODUCER)

representativI?^^^

WANTED:

tf/t/f/fl

% c/&</S

FILM REQUIRED:

t? Weeks -from sfirrt.cfzieFilm,

5

Stock

Live Photog.

AkW

16mm

x

Studio

Total No. Items
Enclosed

Wild Sound
Location

Stop Motion

Sound System to be Used

36>Q

35mm

16mm

360

Unim porta tvt
Scripts

Synopses

Storyboards

10

s

RESPONSIBILITY

FOjR REQUIREMENTS

A— To be provided

by Agency.

(Indicate by check marks

P— To be provided

A
1 . Script
£. Storyboarc
in
.3. Set Design
4. Props
5. Client Products
6. Preparation of No. 5 for Photog.
7. Location Search
8. Cast Selection

p OK

X
X X
X X
X
X
X

X X

9. Costumes

X
X
X

10. Photog. Studio Facilities
11. Photography Direction
12. Narration Record. Facilities
13. Narration

*
x

Direction

14. Narrator
15. Singers
16. Name Talent

X
X

Other

Notre

Sound Neg.

X

Outlines

35mm

35mm

Color

X

About izo-ft.

Hone

Sync. Sound
Location
Studio

B&W

/

16mm

Animation

Library Music

None

24041

/

X

Z

3

Prints

Neg.

20 Sec

60 Sec

by Producer.

DUE

and

add

due dates where

OK— To be approved

6

.

appropriate)

by Agency.

Due— Date

A

X,

OK

17. Library Music
18. Music Arrangement
19. Music Fees (Payment)
20. Talent (Payment)
21. Talent' Release
22. Technical Advisor
23. Stylist, Consultant
24. Art & Title Layout
25. Finished Arr

Due.

DUE

p

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

26. Stock Footage
27. Finished Animation
28. Editing & Lab.
29. Insurance, Production Neg.
30. Insurance, Other

X
X
X

31.
32.

This SPONSOR form based on data submitted by ATS

QUOTED

COST IS TO COVER

ALL ITEMS ABOVE

PLUS:

_35mm release print(s) on acetate stock, .
35mm composite fine(a).
_16mm
release prints of each subject, all with standard
grain and
academy leaders and subject identification thereon,
(b) Other requirements:

QUANTITY

PRINT ORDER

(if part of these specifications):

£
TERMS OF PAYMENT:

NET PRICE QUOTED:

17550.00
ESTIMATED

TIME FROM

FIRM ORDER

ESTIMATED

TIME FROM

APPROVAL

TO DELIVERY OF ANSWER

OF ANSWER

PRINT:

*.§,*$
S Meek*

TO DELIVERY OF RELEASE PRINT:

/ kJeek:

AGENCY
BY
SIG
Date .

V

This SPONSOR form is based on data submitted by ATS

How to make a woman say "yes"

She goes for the believable, practical, personal approach, say experts
I Perceptive sponsors and advertising agencies throughout the country are rapidly coming to
the conclusion that the main weakness
of the so-called "weaker sex" is women's disinclination to respond saleswise to certain types of radio and T\
advertising.
U. S. Department of Commerce statistics show the importance of bolster-

ernment bonds. They inherit 70% of
all estates and are beneficiaries of 80%
of all life insurance. They submit 42%
of all income tax returns and influence
an estimated 859? °f °" purchases of
consumer goods.

ing women's advertising response by
indicating the extent to which women
control the pursestrings of our modern
economy. Women own more than 50%
of all privately held corporate stock

With women's economic emancipation came a narrowing of sociological
differences between the sexes. Greater
educational opportunities for women
have afforded them a wider scope of
knowledge, which they now want to
put to use in family decisions. Realizing that women's influence extends particularly to brand selection of home

and 6()r'r of all privately owned Gov-

products, toilet goods, women's prod-
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ucts, foods and clothes, advertisers and
their strategists have pondered the
problem of slanting their advertising
campaigns to female audiences.
In wavering between the "flowerywords-and-baby-picture" approach and
the "one-of-the-boys" technique, many
advertising agency copy departments
have found that, despite the growing
similarity of interests of the two sexes,
basic differences in the sales approach
must be recognized.
An analysis of women's reactions to
advertising as compared with male response can use as its general guide Bj
(Please turn to page 68)
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a name to remember
500 years ago, Johannes Gutenberg invented the first
practical use of movable type and the mechanical art
of typecasting. It is to his credit and everlasting fame
that the Bible was his first printed work. Gutenberg
succeeded in producing this book by a process which
has stood the criticism — and won the admiration — of
later ages. Gutenberg's invention brought mass communication to the world through the printed word.
Few other men have made such a valuable contribution
to the progress of civilization. Gutenberg is, indeed,
a name to remember.
25 years ago, THE FORT INDUSTRY

COMPANY

was

founded on the principle of programming and broadcasting in the public interest. In the intervening quartercentury all the FORT

INDUSTRY

stations, wherever

they are located, have upheld this public trust. For this
reason, wide-awake sponsors remember the name FORT
INDUSTRY

when they want the greatest response and

the best sales results.

THE

FORT

WSPD,

Toledo, O.

WGBS,

Miami,

WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.

•

WWVA,
Fla.
•

INDUSTRY
Wheeling,
•

W. Vo.

WJBK,

.

WMMN,

Detroit,

COMPANY

Fairmont, W. Va.

Mich.

•

.

WSAI,

WAGA,

Atlanta, Ga.

Cincinnati,

O.

WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
. WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
• KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL
SALES HEADQUARTERS:
ew York 22. ELdorado 5-2455
•
230 N. Michigan / e., Chicago
1. FRanklin
2-6498

IripiirasB...
Do broadcast publicity techniques such as press
releases and on the air promotional announcements need revitalizing?
Thomas

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Hawkes

P. Hawkes

Certainly not. It goes in one ear and
right out the other.
But if the suggestion had been something like this: "Gildy hires the barber to help him clip costs, on NBC
Curiosity in a y
have killed the
cat, as the slory
goes, but it can
say
save radio's life.
Curiosity can
build, or perhaps
it would be better to

build, a terrific
audience for radio. It can put
new life in the old girl. It can bring
back most of her old swains for at
least part of the time. It can put
money in her purse and minks on her
shoulders.
. Hart

But let's get down to brass tacks.
What we're saying bluntly is that if
radio talks about herself she'll be talked
about. If she's properly publicized,
people will be curious about her and
want to peer more often into her past
and present. She isn't being publicized properly now! That's a pretty
broad statement, but it's a fact.
As radio-TV editor of the Detroit
News I'm astounded by the lack of
effort publicilywise. Too much promotion and publicity follows the pattern set out in the ancient days of the
first newspapers — "John Jones, Boots
and Shoes." The counterpart of the
Boots and Shoes ad today is: "Listen
to the Great Gildersleeve tonight, on
Does that pique your curiosity?
NBC."
Does that bright bit of advice make
you want to tune in on Gildersleeve?

tonight" it might create enough curiosity among some to increase the audience. However, our gripe isn't with
what NBC or CBS say on the air to

p;el Brother

No question
about
it, many
releases to radio
and TV editors
are dull and uninteresting. But
so are many radio and TV colConsider the

promote their shows.
for radio's sent
sake,out.
is with
theOur
lackgripe,
of information
We
don't mean that long stories are wanted. We want news of the people on
the shows. We want to know what is
happening now. Listeners are interested
in the illnesses, the successes, the marriages, the births, the parties, anything
that lets them on the inside.
We want the guest stars, the story
lines, anything that gives it a news
touch. When old stuff is hashed out
time after time, it's only tossed in the
wastebasket. When news we gladly
would have published arrived a week
late it, too, is discarded.
News about radio in the last year
has been pitifully scarce. There's been
a lot of hokum, but little real news —
few story lines and too many static
programs.
And that's another thing. When
radio gets into a static routine, with
show after show running the same day,
at the same hour, week after week, with
no promotion of the "teaser" type,
listeners drift away.
Radio has a real competitor in TV,
but it can hold its own in fine shape
if it will wake up and use the curiosity
technique.
Herschell Hart
Radio-TV Editor
The Detroit News
Detroit

lem. There
are
Mr. Dromey
PR man's
probal out 340 radio and TV editors listed
in The Working Press. You can extend
lliat number ad infinitum if you go
after saturation coverage. In effect,
ihe PR man is writing copy for hundreds of editors. The man who can
please that many every time should be
al least a publisher.
The most important
news release, of course,
contain news. That
"Be sure to listen to

function of a
is that it should
eliminates the
the sensational

Milton Boffo Show tonight" kind of
thing. But genuine news — the kick-off
of a new program, a big jump in
rating, announcements of guest stars,
newsworthy anecdotes about the talent
or the show, sometimes even the signing of a sponsor — is worth a release to
any editor.
A little imagination, a light touch,
too, can lend a lift to a release as well
as a column. Too frequently, both are
lacking on both sides of the desk in a
field which has more latitude for entertaining the reader than most newspaper departments.
But it's a fact that a straightforward
release, even if on the dull side, can
provide news material for a sprightly
paragraph or facts to help a critic write
a review.
It's up to the editor to do

42
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the rewriting that puts the story in his
own style.
For speed and economy to both the
publicity client and the newspaper, the
release method is still the best way to
get the news to radio and TV desks in
Detroit or Dallas or Duluth or Durham.
So pity the poor PR guy. Deadlines
are just as inexorable for a mimeograph as for a linotype machine.
John Drome?
Public Relations Director
Anderson & Cairns, Inc.
New York

As far as promotional announcements on TV are
concerned,
more a matterit's
of
better coordination than revitalization. There's
much more to
airing a TV program promotion
than meets the
eye. You don't just hand an announcer
a piece of copy and say "Read this."
Before you reach the "read this" point
about a dozen people, from clerks to
vice presidents, have cross-checked
schedules, looked for conflicting sponsorship lo avoid putting a Chesterfield
"promo" back to back with a Philip
Morris program, verified date and
time of broadcast, eliminated personalities who might have been cancelled
from the program at the last minute,
and on and on and on. Anything can
happen, and always does, to require a
change in the copy to be aired within
the next few minutes. That's when
you do the impossible and add a few
more lines and gray hairs to the operations supervisor on duty. A late change
sometimes requires contacting as many
as a half dozen people within a few
minutes.
But we've had a couple of years to
try different combinations and now
have emergency copy to take care of
last-minute changes or sudden top-level
requests for additional promotion.
We've built a file of standby copy for
every program for just such emergencies.
In 10 seconds you can't say very
much, but we try to say it differently
each time.
Our 20-second breaks are
(Please turn to page 72)
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Here is one of the
greatest "/?/w.s" factors ever
offered through advertising— the
tremendous factor of automobile radio.
In metropolitan Memphis alone, there are more
than 70,000 automobile radios. And, of course, this does
not include the many additional thousands owned and used
by families throughout the entire mid-south listening area.
You pay nothing additional for this "plus" audience. It's something to think about, isnt it?

MEMPHIS
NBC

5,000 WATTS — 790

K. C.

National representatives, The Branham Company
WMCF

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

WMCT

First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

Vdu'llchallcuf)
HIGHER
RATINGS
MORE
RENEWALS
EASIER
SALES

HIGHER

RATINGS

In BIG Towns
San Francisco .
16.0
Louisville . . 21.7
Minneapolis
. . 16.5

In SMALL Towns
Hattiesburg
. . 29.6
Zanesville . 26.0
Youngstown
. . 21.3

He'll chalk up high ratings for you, too!

MORE

RENEWALS!
.tently

outrating

important

tently delivering a large and

New ° le
"-^

5th YEAR
4th YEAR

loyal audi

stently
d Light Company.

selling

for

Carolina

Power

He'll chalk up more renewals for you, too!

EASIER SALES
imes

Coy — Rogers

&

Smith

Advertising

Agency

• "Boston Bfackie has the most loyal listening audience of any show we've
ever had on the air and is Lake Charles
most outstanding
mystery

\

James

H. Jesse, Pgm. Dir., Station KLOU,

Lake Charles, la.

• "Today marks the 91st broadcast of Boston Blackie for Falls City Beer —
Louisville. Our latest Hooper tops all network
and local competitive
Ray D. Williams — Prater Advertising
• "We

ore having

tremendous

success

with Boston

6/ackie.

Agency

Once

if was

necessary to reschedule ^Blackie' for play-by-play sport commitments.
It would be difficult for you to appreciate the deluge of calls we
received at the station."
John T. Rutledge, Ass't. Gen.

Mgr., Station WVJS,

Owensboro,

Ky.

He'll chalk up easier sales for you, too!

NotyoriW!
AM

Boston

Sponsored
NEW

YORK

DETROIT,

by

CITY,

= TOP

big-name

TOLEDO,

YOUR

RESULTS!

proving

advertisers

CHICAGO,

CINCINNATI,

LANCASTER,

HURRY

+TV

Blackie on TV is already

LOS

DAYTON,

COLUMBUS,

MINNEAPOLIS,

MARKET

the fastest seller ever.

on

top TV

ANGELES,

stations

WASHINGTON,

PITTSBURGH,

RICHMOND,

in:
D. C,

CLEVELAND,

NORFOLK,

ATLANTA

MAY STILL BE AVAILABLE!
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE.

&sm '""HUD

r^^^^Cl

TELEVISION

SETS

SPONSOR: Gould-Farmer Co.

FROZEN
AGENCY: Direct

DESSERT

SPONSOR: Kelley Ice Cream Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

AGENCY: Direct
Kelley introduced Chek, a

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
This G.E. distributor spends
about $90 weekly for its dealer, Electric Service Supply.
This covers three musical shows, Tuesdays and Fridays,
6:30 to 6:45 p.m.. and Wednesdays, 6:35 to 6:45 p.m.
Gould-Farmer reports that these shoivs sell at least 30
sets weekly at Electric Service for a $750 to $1,000 sales
gross.
As a direct result, Gould-Farmer has added two
more salesmen to the staff.

end of the first week's saturation campaign, 99.9' ', of
all Kelley dealers were handling the dessert. In addition,
50 new dealers called the firm to take on the new product. The two-week campaign cost $215.

WENE. Binghamton-Endicott

WHIM, Providence

PROGRAM: Ralph Flanagan;
Dick Jurgens; Guy Mitchell

new frozen dessert, to dealers three weeks before breaking
the radio campaign.
When the first announcement was
aired, 40% of all Kelley outlets handled Chek. Before the

PROGRAM:

Announcements

AIR CONDITIONERS

RABIO results

SPONSOR: Cahn Electric
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Cahn

AGENCY: Svolwl
Electric
runs
the

hour-long Honor Roll of Hits, a late-afternoon record :
show. The show called attention to price reductions on 1
Carrier air conditioning units; no mention of this "special" was made anywhere else. Nevertheless, Cahn reported 33 sales grossing $12,177 as well as many other
sales leads as a result of the spiel. Program cost: $70.
KTBS, Shreveport, La.

BANKING

SERVICES

SPONSOR: Commercial National Bank
of Santa Ana

AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY :
Commercial National added
radio to its 1951 advertising budget to promote banking
services and get new depositors.
Their announcement
frequency: five daily, six days a week, for 52 weeks. The
bank credits radio with this 1951 record: 1,086 new
accounts
(50%
over 1950); deposits up $2,000,000;
loans increased almost $1,000,000.
weekly expenditure: about $50.
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.

SANDWICH
SPONSOR: Crawford Co.

Bank's approximate

PROGRAM:

SPREAD
AGENCY: H. F. Stanfield

PROGRAM:

CHRISTMAS
SPONSOR: Office Supply Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

Honor Roll of HiH |

CANDIES
AGENCY: Direct
This local supply company

took inventory two days before Christmas and found a
stock of 2,000 forgotten wax Christmas candles.
The
need to sell the candles ivas urgent since they couldn't be
stored through summer heat.
A quick air campaign
seemed in order.
Office Supply planned 14 announcements through the day, every half-hour selling $4 candles
for $2. At the end of one day the firm had sold $4,000
worth of candles with 14 announcements costing $38.50.

Announcements

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
Crawford makes a caramel
spread.
To increase chain and small store distribution,
the company bought a 10-minute segment of Casino de la
Chanson, a French-language giveaway-record show (listeners sending in product box tops may answer quiz
questions by mail).
At the end of one month, Crawford
noted a 22% increase— a total of thousands of dollars
— in sales. Box lop returns for 26 weeks on the morning
show amounted to 150,000.
Program cost: $350 a week.
CKAC, Montreal

PROGRAM:

Casino de la Chanson

GARDEN

TRACTORS

SPONSOR: Garden Tiller Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

I
1
1
1

AGENCY: Direct
The Old Corral is a Mon-

day through Saturday morning show featuring records
and weather reports M.C.'d by Will Wright.
Through
participations on the program, Garden Tiller wanted to
sell garden tractors in the fall, although such machinery
is usually bought in the spring.
The firm look 36 announcements. The immediate return from this v21d e*
penditure was about $2,300 in sales and another potential
gross of $2,000.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
PROGRAM: The Old Corral

WHEN
lib

YOU
-.

GET RESULTS

IT SHOWS
THAT'S

AT HOME

WHY WREN GETS MORE LOCAL DOLLARS
THAN ANY STATION IN TOPEKA!

WREN'S
PLUS

GOT POWER

CONCENTRATED
METROPOLITAN
LISTENERSHIP
In Topeka, WREN
WREN offers BOTH

does the selling job. That's because
a powerful signal to the wealthy Eastern

Kansas farm folk, plus foremost listenership with Topeka's
metropolitan audience. Survey-wise and sales-wise, there's
plenty of proof that more people listen more hours to WREN
than any other station in Topeka.

*MORE LISTENERS FOR MORE HOURS
THAN ANY OTHER STATION IN TOPEKA
*Ask us for surveys of the past four years and see what we mean.

5000
WATTS

REPRESENTED

ABC

WREN
NATIONALLY

TOPEKA

BY

WEED

AND

CO.

'RE
NOWKINYOU
G WITH
COO

when you use the station
that sells the housewives
of Central New York through
John P. Cunningham

i n i- f ml'il

Executive vice president, Cunningham & Walsh

The "Welcome Back" signs you'll find in Jack Cunningham's office
were originally intended to greet him upon his return from White
Sulphur Springs a few weeks ago where he was elected Chairman of
the American Association of Advertising Agencies. The signs are
still pertinent hecause Jack just got back from a quick trip to Tokyo,
during the course of which he gathered first-hand data for a big
Thousands

of homemakers

are

benefiting by the knowledge
and experience of Kay Larson,
herself a housewife and
mother. She is hostess of this
popular participating kitchen
show, televised each weekday
morning from 10 to 10:15
right before Arthur Godfrey.
In her modern, fully equipped
electrical kitchen, she demonstrates the latest kitchen
gadgets,
prepares
recipes.

gives food hints,
and demonstrates

LET KAY'S KITCHEN
GO TO WORK FOR YOU
}n Central
ooked
at

New
York's
Most
Television
Station

Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

MRACVSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION

campaign announcing Northwest Airlines' use of Stratocruisers on
the Tokyo flights.
Jack somehow manages to get into the most exciting aspects of any
campaign his agency handles. In addition to working on such multimillion-dollar accounts as Texaco, Super Suds, Chesterfields, et al.,
some smaller clients bring in their share of stimulating problems.
Jack is right in the middle of a current spot radio circulationbuilding campaign for the N.Y. Daily News (TV as well will be
used soon). Working with a deadline staring down their throats,
a 15-man crew (rotating in shifts of five) writes copy in the News
city room. The trick is to analyze each edition as it goes to press,
pick the hottest story (trying to get an exclusive angle the other
papers have missed), write the copy and hotfoot it to the seven radio
stations that air about 125 announcements each week. Disk jockeys
and local personalities (late evening and early-morning) get the
commercials on the air by the time the newspaper hits the stands.
The first night they tried the trick there was only one incident to
lighten the strain. Jack and his crew personally delivered the copy
to the radio stations and an office boy at WJZ mistook Jack for an
over-zealous, middle-aged messenger!
In Jack's eyes, the current TV thaw is something of a mixed blessing. "The added coverage is certain to mean additional time charges,"
says lark, "and Lord knows there are fewr enough advertisers around
who can handle the elephantine cost of a TV show today. It will
probably end up with the networks assuming full responsibility for
the program structure (as a magazine handles its editorial content)
with the sponsor buying time on TV just as he buys space in printed
media todav. Agencies have enough headaches creating sales-producing cop\ without having to worry about the mechanics of producing a show and nursing the prima donnas."
Jack was born in L\nn. Mass., just before the turn of the Centun.
went through Harvard and the Navy, started in the art department
at Newell-Emmett. He became executive vice president when
Newell-Emmett became Cunningham & Walsh last year. * * *
SPONSOR
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I\ group
of broadcasts
attacking the Chicago
narcotics problem following
investigations by WMAQ newsman
Len O'Connor resulted in the latest in a
series of many national honors for Station
WMAQ and its quality news reporting.
Winning of the 1951 Sigma Delta Chi
Award for Public Service in Radio
Journalism again points up the recognized
position of Station WMAQ as THE news station
of Chicago.
Day after day, WMAQ newsmen— gathering,
analyzing and accurately reporting the news —
are constantly achieving good journalism and
good radio.

NBC RADIO
Represented
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IN CHICAGO
by NBC

Spot

Sales

Red Skelton portrays "The Astonished Advertiser"

And, like many otherwise astute advertisers,
perhaps he falls for the TV climatic fallacy its effectiveness bounded by fall, winter

This is an advertiser— contented, experienced,
secure in the knowledge . . .

The average TV family spends only 4'A summer days
communing with nature — on vacation, that is.

and spring? Well - - -

In the New York market alone the typical summer
advertiser obtained 47,000 extra customers through
his TV advertising. Amazing? Well - - -

Even more, NBC hasjts new summer discount planand an array of sizzling summer shows to go with it.

That television, today, is the most profitable
advertising medium ever evolved.

In the average summer week, 94.8 of the TV
families are available -and they watch almost
2 hours every day.

But, does he know that it stays profitable
all year long?

Brands which advertised on TV last summer averaged
28% higher sales among program viewers compared to
non -viewers— and does he know . . .

^m«^^m^mmss^
Now that Red Skelton (he with the 51.5 Nielsen Sunday
night rating) has been warmed

up on the subject of

Summer Television, perhaps you, too, would like to hear more.
The whole red-hot story is in NBC's new research
study, "Summer Television." It's yours for the
asking — as well as full details on programming
and rates . . .

NBC
All told, no smart advertiser can afford to avoid
the fantastic facts of NBC -TV's effectiveness,
measured by the only true thermometer: results.
No. I Medium

Uk^

for your Sales Success

This SPONSOR

department

features

capsuled

reports

over the five years, bears further witness to the ladies' startling consistency.
Jim Morgan, producer of the weekdas cinderella program (Mondav
through Friday, 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon,
EST i points out that four of the 1947
favorites watches, phonographs, vacation trips and diamond rings — failed
to make the charmed circle this year.
In their stead were requests for TV

of

broadcast advertising significance culled from all segments of the
industry.
Contributions
are
welcomed.

Video,

expanding,

seeks

new

With the freeze lifted and T\ growing fast, video will be even hungrier
than in the past for new talent, new
material, new programing ideas to lure
audience — and sponsors. Various efforts are being made around the countr\ to help feed the medium these banc vitamins. \t leasl three organizations—NBC-TV and CBS-TV on the
network level, and KPRC-TV, Houston,
locally — have come up with promising
projects along these lines.
Sponsors with a yen to bankroll, or
at least look over, some new comedyvariety shows, might keep a sharp eye
on NBC-TV this summer. That network recently launched a Comedy Development Plan I idea, courtesy of NBC

CBS-TV

adds

'Shos

;' to 200 weekly auditions

v.p. ''Pat" Weaver) by means of which
they hope to produce new laugh-making talent for TV.
Every other week, an off-the-air audition-revue ispresented to a studio
audience, including NBC executives,
I \ directors, and producers. The
young comics auditioned are not amateur-, hut established night-club, theatre, vaudeville or benefit-show entertainers. William Gargan, Jr., producer of these shows, estimates that by
mid-May. NBC will have picked out
some 40 promising TV comics from
this enterprise. Around these funnvmen (and women i the) expect to build
some new comedy-variety shows for
presentation on NBC-TV this summer.
To infuse its dramatic and musical
programs with fresh talent, CBS-TV is
also relying on a periodic multiple-au52

writing,

performing

blood

dition project. Their second hour-anda-half ''Showcase" was staged 24 April.
The Showcase consists of a potpourri
of scenes and bits from dramas and
musical comedies, including parts for
singers and dancers. Some 90 jobs resulted for auditionees on a previous
February Showcase, according to Robert Fryer, CBS-TV casting director,
who produces the shows.
KPRC-TV, Houston, is concentrating
on unearthing new writers. Concerned
about the dearth of dramatic material
available for live presentation on local
I \ -tations, the station is conducting
a TV script-writing contest among 26
major colleges around the country. The
purpose is threefold: (1) to uncover
a productive source that will provide
enough TV scenarios to make regularly
scheduled local dramatic shows possible; (2) to give talented young writers
a chance to break into TV; (3) to
provide a TV outlet, complete with
fresh, original scripts, for talented local dramatic groups. The competition
will vield 26 prize-winning scripts
(deadline 15 June 1952) to be produced on KPRC-TV by the aforementioned groups. The scripts mav later
be cleared for use by other TV stations, according to Bert Mitchell,
KRPC-TV program director, who
dreamed up the scheme. * * *

Ladies want two-thirds of
things desired fire gears ago
The gift most in demand by the
ladies on Mutual's Queen for a Day
program hasn't changed in five years.
In a tabulation of the dozen "most
wanted" items on the program in 1947
compared to the top dozen in 1952. it
was found that washing machines
headed the list in '47 — and still do today. Not only that, but the fact that
eight out of 12 — or two-thirds — of the
items on the list have remained the
same (though not in the same order)

s get heart's d

sets, false teeth, layettes and clothes
dryers — which ostensibly point to a
more domestic turn of mind on the
part of milady.
Here's the evidence:
1947
1952
1. Washing
Machines
2. Refrigerators
3. Bicycles
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Watches
Radios
Sewing
Machines
Clothing (Ensembles)
Freezers
Radio-phonographs

12.

Diamond

Rings

Washing

Machines

False Teeth
Layettes
Sewing
Machines
Stoves
Clothing

(Ensembles'

Refrigerators
— Freezers
Furniture
Radios,
Clothes
Bicycles

Hearing Aids
Dryers
* * *

Dolls outnumber gugs in
TV Western mail pull
Proof that a rootin'-tootin' TV Western can round up a good percentage of
lad) fans is offered by Petersen Bakerv, sponsor of The Range Rider on
WOW-TV, Omaha.
A one-time, one-minute offer of a
picture of the Range Rider swamped
the station with close to 2,000 requests.
Delighted with the unexpected response, the sponsors received another
great surprise when they saw the breakdown by sexes — 60 to 40 in favor of
the distaff side.
Since it's generally the girls who do
the family shopping for groceries, this
incident served to convince Petersen
Bakerv that their Western TV show is
an even more powerful sales medium
than thev had thought.
The Range Rider, a 52-week film series, is available to other stations and
sponsors from CBS Television Film
Sales.
• • •
SPONSOR

Poliee vailed to handle mob
at WJW-pluuaefl daitee
\ near-riot outside the Cleveland
\iciui was recentlj reported in the
Cleveland Press. Said the paper: "Police Captain William Zimmerman was
forced to call for 30 extra Bremen and
40 extra police . . ." to handle the overwhelming crouds that were anxious to
gel into a dance.
The dance was under the auspices of
radio station W.IW. Cleveland, had
been promoted exclusively on that station. But when a huge mob of some
25,000 showed up, it came as a complete^— though rather delightful — surprise to the station.
It started with a late-night show on
the station called The Moon-Dog
House, starring Alan Freed. This show
became so popular it inspired the forming of fan clubs. So that his fans could
meet each other, Freed held two
"Moon-Dog Balls" — one in Akron and
one in Canton, each of which attracted
over 4.000 fans. These successes decided him to hold such an affair in
Cleveland, too.
He spent two weeks promoting the
Cleveland event on his 11:15 p.m. to
1 :00 a.m. Monday-through-Saturday
program. No other promotion was
used, not even a poster card in a store
window. When the advance ticket sale
reached the 6.000 mark, he thought it
might be a very good evening. He

Top Hooper, top coverage, top merchandising
support means WRBL leads ALL media in delivering the booming Columbus market. In
1951 Columbus

didn't anticipate the staggering size of
the crowd which began to gather almost an hour before the dance.

INCREASE:
16.5%

Moon-Dog House was already sold
solid across-the-board to two sponsors.
But due to advertiser demand for commercial segments on the show, the station has extended the time of the program an hour, has also scheduled an
afternoon period from 5:00 to 6:00

showed a 10%

10.5%

RETAIL

INCREASE

WRBL

in Effective Buying Income.

delivers 18.7% MORE

all other media

POPULATION

SALES INCREASE;
COVERAGE

in the Columbus

than

26 county

trading area. For complete coverage at the
lowest cost per thousand
Hollingbery.

contact WRBL

or

Briefly . . .

m

In a new monthly advertiser service
Mademoiselle magazine will inaugurate
in August, advertisers will be offered
the opportunity to display their wares
in one-minute films for TV at, says
Mile., "a very low cost." The magazine
has made an arrangement with one of
the country's big TV spot film producers to make the film commercials. The
advertiser participating will merely
submit his merchandise and the selling
points he wants made to Mademoiselle
(deadline for August, 1 June). When
(Please turn to page 79)
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Oinee thi> publication was not
represented at the recent taffy pull
held by the American Association
of Advertising Agencies at \\ bite
Sulphur Springs, 1 will take some
of the burden of reporting about it
on myself which I'm sure the editors can only welcome due to the
tact that my room at the Greenbrier cost $50 a day and someone
else paid the tab.
I'd like to tell you a little bit
about a man and some more about
what he said. What he discussed
should give courage to the creative
people in the business of advertising, all media, and is bound to
arouse terror (as well as attempted
rebuttal) among the research artists, merchandising masters, and
number swamis who feed upon us.
The man's name is Roy Whittier, and he is a big wheel at
Young & Rubicam — in charge of
the agency's Plans Board. But actually he's more than that — he's
the kind of guy who, you realize
at once, is a leader and a fighter.
What's more he's candid — one of
the rarer virtues in our business.
The subject of the address he made
was "Are We Forgetting What
Business We're In?" and his answei was an emphatic yes. With
vigor substantiated by fact and
with candor bulwarked by eloquence. Roy Whittier took us to
task for allowing the supplemental^' services of advertising to obscure our function, to dilute our
strength, and to dissipate our importance.
He pleaded with us not to let
research do our thinking and not
to permit numerical criteria to replace our intuition. As for the way
Mr. Wbittier expressed his fears,
it was as gripping, convincing, and
thoroughly inspiring as any talk
54

commercial

reviews

Philip Morris
Cigarettes
The Biow Company, N.Y.C.
"I Love Lucy"

So many symbols of success — including
that of a top-rating — have come the way
of / Love Lucy that it's almost redundant
to add to them. But nowhere have I

['ve heard anywhere in 15 years.
I've never resorted to quotes in
this space because I've always felt
that was too easy a way to write
a column and a little unfair to my
audience (however small) and my
editors (however thrifty). Yet this
once I'm going to lift a line or two.
hoping that Mr. Whittier's remarks
are in the public domain for that's
where they certainly deserve to be.
Said he:
"Our foremost responsibility is
to provide an effective sales impact
against the consuming public. And
this sales impact is the impact of
ideas — ideas expressed in words
and pictures, animate and inanimate, read and listened to — ideas
that persuade consumers to want
and to buy advertised products.
"The evolvement of consumer
selling strategies and the translation of those strategies into effective advertisements is the only service we offer that can keep us in
the agency business.
"With this service alone, we
have a business. Without it, all of
the other services we offer do not
constitute a business. That's what
I mean by maintaining a sense of
balance about the multiple services
we offer. . . .
"Every time we sell our creative
effort short — and we don't have to
treat it disdainfully to sell it short;
we don't have to emulate the Account Executive who walked into a
client's office and said, 'Okay these
ads, will you, and then we can get
down to business'; we can sell our
creative effort short by default; we
can sell it short by not selling it
hard enough and often enough —
and every time we do sell it short,
we jeopardize our own position in
Amen. Mr. Whittier. and thanks!
business!"

heard any comment on the extremely
adroit way in which product and program
have been wed — too frequently a rarity in
these days of participating television programs and alternate-sponsorship.
From the first frame, it is made quite
clear that Philip Morris is footing the bill.
An animated opening shows stick-figures
caricaturing Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz
surrounding a Philip Morris pack and it's
these figures who roll the screen credits up
onto the pack, using a ciragette to do
same. Then there are the opticals which
take us from product to program — always
an extremely smooth iris out from the
pack itself into the program scene.
However, the commercials which utilize these transitions are self-contained sales
units, unhampered by whimsey or program-irrelevancies. A wise use of the time
allotted.
As for the show sign-off, we repeat our
iris, our animation, and close with a cute
commercial insert of our stars in a heart
doing the well known Philip Morris "call
for" theme — topped immediately by Johnny and straight sell.
Can't think of a TV show that's done
a better job of designing a commercial
format to fit the show — without changing
a word of its sales story.
sponsou : I Kellogg' s Sugar Corn Pops
AGENCY:
I Leo Burnett, Chicago
procram : | "Wild Bill Hickok"
Produced by Five Star Productions, Hollywood, here's a spot that is not only good
advertising per se but ideally suited to the
vehicle into which it's inserted. The kids
in their cowboy get-ups are cut and natural rather than saccharine and phony as
is so often the case. The stop-motion effect of the big Corn Pops package marching down the street is effective identification as well as an attention-getter and since
all stop motion is costly, it's wise to have
repeated this business three times within
the body of the announcement.
Another stop motion insert demonstrates
SPONSOR

This Is Hollywood Playhouse!
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A steady habit . . .

of steady buyers!

When

Hollywood Playhouse hits the screen

MON.

at 2 o'clock TV tune-ins rea//y jump. Here is a
show that literally captures audiences . . . it's
become an afternoon habit with thousands of TV
fans. We can give you one success story after
another of advertisers whose products are sold on

Nationally Represented
1952

by EDWARD

»

SAT.

3 P.M.

Television Baltimore

WBAL-TV

Hollywood Playhouse. Complete details on request.
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"grass roots" *Tde*K&to*t ?
# "Grass Roots" television is "live" local television that shows
The home of WFBM-TV

at 1330 North Meridian

Street in Indianapolis is a beautiful new building,
designed exclusively for radio and television.
Complete facilities for both studio production
and film presentation are available.

Affiliated with: WEOA, Evansville, bid.
WFBM,

Indianapolis, bid.- WFDF, Flint, Mich.

WOOD

and WOOD-TV,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

people what's going on in their own communities. It covers local
sports, fashions, local news, local muscial shows, gives the local kids
a chance to present their talents on TV, and even predicts the weather.
"Grass Roots" TV boosts viewer interest. That's why WFBM-TV
schedules 94 "live" local telecasts plus 71 "live" network shows each
week.
Result: The 221,000 TV families in the station's primary coverage
area are "sold" on the products they see advertised on WFBM-TV.

*?Oi4t in *)*tcUa*ta,

(fycuutd 6. *)*tcUcutafrotU
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCT

the foil liner of the package, thereby drawing attention to the consumer virtue of
protected freshness. But perhaps the most
effective feature of the spot is a very well
done rhythmic chant about Kellogg's Corn
Pops punctuated at the end of each line
by two pistol shots, a relevant effect which
adds both attention value as well as easy
recall to the announcement.
The lighting of the live-action sequences
is excellent and as I mentioned, so is the
casting, making this complete announcement copy well conceived and well done.
SPONSOR:
I Lincoln-Mercury
dealers
M.i NCY:
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., N.Y.
PROGRAM:

I "Toast of the Town"

If you go by some newspaper critics,
Ed Sullivan is strictly a no-talent lad— but
if you make an effort to analyze what Mr.
Sullivan does for his sponsor, you are
bound to look at the man differently.
His unprofessional mien and delivery,
his obvious honesty and lack of artifice
all help to put the viewer on his side,
and hence when Sullivan
you lotit'sarea
onlis the
swell car, or the used
safe, you believe! Which is all any advertiser can ask of its star.
I might add that the most touching moment on TV I've witnessed to date was
when Ed sometime back introduced the
Negro parents of a boy who had won the
Congressional Medal posthumously. The

you can see the
difference on WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV

Projection Room

. . . two complete film camera

chains with four 16mm film projectors and duplicate slide projectors. Pre-check visual and audio facilities and special audio
equalizers provide the best possible sound quality. Superior
equipment, carefully installed, rigidly maintained and efficiently
operated is but another reason why you can SEE the difference
on WBNS-TV.

simplicity of Sullivan's intro and his unaffected respect for the situation could not
but make viewers endeared to Sullivan.
But may I add one discordant note. On
a recent Sunday (13 April) the program
was burdened with two of the silliest commercials I've seen. The first had a lengthy
bit of inept choreography and a lyric you
couldn't understand — all of which were
supposed to give the audience some impression about a car but failed miserably
because
showing
danced)
Ditto

the video didn't get around to
what was being talked (and
about until over a minute elapsed.
for the second commercial which

was as phony as a 3rd Avenue cobbler's
bench mainly because some damsel mouthing impossible copy had to play "decorator" until she too (a full minute and a
half late) finally got over to the car.
Maybe Mr. Sullivan's big virtue ought
to be used more consistently; namely, the
fact that he can't dance or sing or make
like an interior decorator. When he talks
car, he sounds like a guy who's driven one.
5 MAY
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Armchair
Theatre — 1 1: 10 — Featuring
first run TV films on a top-rated program where commercial messages are
successfully carried through the use of

spons<

uibns-tv
CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated
WBNS- AM • General Sales (
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First or Second in

What's New in Research?
*\

Radio

a SPONSOR original

Quarter Hours

program

preferences

listening

in JV. ,Y. -area

habits
TV

and

homes*

Between 6 a.m. and 7p.m7
WFBR HOME-GROWN
SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND

RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstanding participation shows! For
instance:

0

What types of programs do you
like to listen to most on the
radio?

Music

55.8%

More and better music

News

22.8%

Good drama

■I'lllVlllMlliSSl

Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!

BE—

1st in its time period!
EVERY

WOMAN'S

HOUR

Top-rated
30 -minute
woman's show!

Top locally produced show
in its period!
MORNING

9.9%

8.6%

Mors

_

6.6%

Drama

7.5%

More educational type

6.0%

Comedy
Variety

__
_

__

4.4%

More variety shows

5.7%

_

3.8%

More and better mysteries

3.6%

3.6%

More

2.4%

All others

24.4%

Undecided

_____

Quiz
All others
Source:

Advertest

news

40.5%

Mystery

Soap Operas

Completely
outclasses
its
field— No. 1 show of its kind!

QWhat
typesto ofhave
programs
would
* you like
more of,
on
radio, at the present time?

Research

situation

comedies

1 .7 %
8.6%

or immaterial

tudy conducted during April,

30.9

%

1952.

►(Respondents: 755 Adults)

Ken

conclusions

contained

in listener

study

There's a curious similarity between the findings of the above special questionnaires and
observations made by radio industry seers in the sponsor article, The Radio Stations of the
Future (7 April 1951). The sponsor symposium disclosed that a goodly number of these
industrials were agreed that radio's future popularity would have to be geared to a decided
emphasis on music and news. It will be noted that the answers to the foregoing question on
present radio program listening tend to bear out this prediction. In fact, the liking expressed for these two classes of programing (music and news) adds up to 78.6%. The low
rating of drama, comedy, and variety in these TV homes reflects, obviously, the tough competition the radio sets are still getting from the television screen on such types of entertainment. The overwhelming call of 40.5% for "more and better music" jibes with the forecasts
of the article's industry experts.

IN MARYLAND

Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are — buy on . . .

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.

Winter

out-of-home

listening up
Homes with

Homes

"Out of

% Added by
"Out of

Using
Home" Listening
Home"
Radio*
Listening*
Philadelphia
18.3
3.3
18.0
New
York
21.3
3.5
16.4
Boston
21.5
3.3
15.4
Detroit
20.2
3.0
14.9
Washington
21.3
3.1
14.6
Atlanta
21.2
3.1
14.6
Cincinnati
19.6
2.6
13.3
Minn.-St. Paul ....
22.9
2.9
12.7
Chicago
20.7
2.6
12.5
Birmingham
24.4
3.0
12.3
St. Louis
20.3
2.4
11.8
Seattle
25.0
2.6
10.4
'Data covers 6 a.m. to 12 midnight, Sunday through Saturday.
Figures are expressed as per cent of all homes surveyed.

Pulse's continuing check
on out-of-home listening
in 12 markets shows that
during the past winter
radio had an out-of-home
plus of 15%. In February 1951, when Pulse
checked away from home
audiences in but seven
cities the plus figured
13.7%. A year later the
surveys in these same
markets put the out-ofhome plus at exactly
15.2%.
The data
for page
each
is
contained
on this
is

shown

on

the

left.

OKLAHOMA'S NO. 1 MARKET, WITH TREMENDOUS WATER, POWER,
MINERAL RESOURCES, CREATES A NEW INDUSTRIAL EMPIRE
Another run* Is being made in Oklahoma— the run of industry into the booming Tulsa Market Area in northeastern
Oklahoma. New industrial plants — making paper liners, glass
products, shipping containers, garments, and tires — have been
established recently in the rich concentrated Tulsa Market 30
county area. And more are on the way to take advantage
of the abundance of industrial water, fuel, power and natural
resources of the area. This area, comprising only about a
third of the state's land area, already has nearly half of the
manufacturing establishments of the state; over 50 percent of

ONLY

KVOO

COUNTIES
KVOO

BLANKETS

THIS RICH MARKET,

IN MISSOURI, ARKANSAS,

AND

KVOO

50 to

RADIO

100%

'The famous land run into Oklahoma was staged in 1889.

BMB

Tulsa
dayti

PETRY

AND

OKLAHOMA'S

CO..

Tulsa
Market
Area.
You'll be interested in
the department's 24page Tenth Anniversary free
Brochure.
Write
for your
copy.

in the 50 to 100% KVOO— BMB

INC. NATIONAL
CREATEST

NBC AFFILIATE
1952

the

50 to 100% nighttime BMB area
addition, there are plus bonus c . In
ties in Missouri, Arkansas and Ka
and in the other sections of Oklah oma

STATION
EDWARD

5 MAY

KVOO's Farm Department programs are a
"buy-word"
in the

area and 29 of the counties are ir

dominant position in every segment of the brc
throughout the area. Each of the 30 counties i
the

percent of the state's bank deposits and over 43 percent of
retail sales. Tulsa, the hub of this market area, is the Oil
Capital of the World, having more oil producing, refining
and marketing companies maintaining home offices there than
does any other city in the world. This insures a consistent
high level of income. Tulsa is the center of a rich agricultural
region of diversified interests.

KANSAS

has served this No. I Market in Oklah,

is within

the factory workers; and nearly 60 percent of the annual
wages paid to factory workers in Oklahoma. It also has 48

JUS
PLUS BONUS

years — longer than has any other radio station, a

Market Area

FUEL AND

KVOO
mwnn

REPRESENTATIVES
STATION

KRAFTS

USE OF AIR

[Continued from page 27)
recipes go well together), about 10%
for newspapers, and the remaining 3' ,
for outdoors and point-of-sale.
This is an estimated breakdown of
the
Kraft Company's 1951 radio and
l\ costs:
Program
'Kraft

TV

Tluatn"

Time and Talent

"Oreat Gildersleeve"
"Qneen for a Day"

s-J Inn nun

I

In the Kraft order of things the national hookup and the national magazine come first. Spot broadcasting,
like newspapers, are either to help
Engerpoint some special campaign or
to take care of a purely local marketing or product problem. Not that this
Midwest house which cheese built views
spot unkindly. Practically all its products have national distribution, and
hence it doesn't have to contend with
the regional complications of say, a
competitor like the Borden Company.

I Incidentally, trade talk is that while
Kraft is master of the roost in the
cheese and cheese product field, Borden is putting on some stiff competition with its cream cheese against
Kraft's Philadelphia brand.) In spot,
Kraft's placements are pretty much
confined to the Far West, and rarely
extend beyond a handful of markets.
Piatt, with Kraft over 30 years, spins
Kraft's basic concepts in its broadcast
advertising operations in this fashion:
1. The Kraft TV Theatre was
brought into existence because the
company recognized the necessity for
maintaining a night-time franchise in
the new medium.
2. In buying MBS' Queen for a Day
Kraft bought what it considered the
best daytime radio opportunity in
terms of circulation, plus, of course,
housewife appeal.
3. The continuance of The Great
Gildersleeve on NBC (this program
made its debut under the Kraft banner 31 August 1941) represents the
same principle in night-time radio.
In terms of years of service and age,
Jeffrey is one of the younger members
in the Kraft ad hierarchy. Two years
ago Kraft, like other well run organizations, became aware that the expansion
of its business called for a multiple
allocation of advertising authority. The

Only the Gary Sales Plan sells
Indiana's second market.
Call us without obligation.

company cut the department into three
divisions: Jeffrey — aggressive, quickthinking but withal a silk-like gracious
personality — became boss of cheese
and cheese products; Bill Hoerter took
charge of salad dressing and the other
products, and Tom Chantron, who has
quite a reputation in his field for perspective and imagination, became the
guiding genius of institutional advertising. All three, of course, function
under the sparklingly articulate McLaughlin, who reports directly to Piatt.
Kraft has adopted a set pattern in
allocating the cost of each program to
the products involved. With regard
to the TV Theatre specifically, the
major portion of the cost is split between a cheese and a salad dressing,
which, naturally, get the two full-dress
commercials. The balance is absorbed

Gary
No. 2 Indiana's
Market

by the confection division (malted milk
or caramel) in return for a 20-second
hitchhike.
The "when-we-get-an-idea-we-stickwith-it" philosophy is pointedly appropriate in an appraisal of the commercial section of the Kraft TV Theatre.
From the start the underlying motif
SPONSOR

NORTH CAROLINA IS THE SOUTH'S NUMBER ONE STATE

NORTH CAROLINA'S

tfumoer

Salesman is

WRJF
50,000 watts

■

680 kc.

NBC AFFILIATE FOR RALEIGH-DURHAM & EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
R. H. MASON,
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GENERAL

MANAGER

GUS

YOUNGSTEADT,

SALES

MANAGEF

here was simplicity. The insignia — a
toy figure on a to\ TV camera, set
against a large "K" remains just as
ii w;b originalb de\ ised. There's the
same revolving table, the same technique of demonstrating cheese and
salad dressing. Ed Herliln the original announcer — continues to stay out
of camera range. Kraft thinks that in
this combination it has one of the best
selling approaches in the medium, and
points to its high sponsor identification
quotient— consistent!) in the 90's — as
ample confirmation of this credo.
Kraft celebrates its fifth consecutive
year of sponsorship of the TV dramatic
series this week — a continuous run
that was broken on but two occasions
when Presidential candidates in the
1948 campaign preempted the time.
The policy of this one-hour show
continues to be independent of the
star system. First, the play is chosen,
and then the cast is selected. The
"family idea"' is underscored in the
closing credits when the announcer
notes that for certain members of the
cast it is a second, third, or so-on
visit to the program. This touch imitates the old legit stock pattern of
generating an air of familiarity between the program and the famil)
viewing audience.
Returning to Kraft's current network radio alliances, the Queen for a
Day package consists of quarter-hour
segments Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday on 536 Hutual stations. Queen
has been within Kraft's orbit since
2 January, 1951, without a lay-off. At
about the same time the dairy company assumed the bill for the Monday
afternoon version of the Bobby Benson
Show on the same station link; caramels and malted milk are the products pushed. On Queen the Kraft
Dinner package carries the commercial

load,

with

a

regular

hitchhike

advertising history, The Kraft Music
flail could remain its most brilliant
undertaking. It brought Kraft to the
forefront as a big-scale underwriter and
creator of quality entertainment and.
as previously noted, it established a
norm for embellishing the commercial
with an ingratiating atmosphere of
good fun and bright personality.
"When you develop a good program,
keepsuitthetheformula.
to
sponsor Don't
every change
time he 'round
wants
it. Stay with it and hold it to its place."
J. O. BLICK
Genl Wgr.. CJOB. Winnipeg

Kraft timed the HaWs debut in '33
with the introduction of its Miracle
Whip. The event was circused with
double-truck newspaper ads, all of
which was particularly in keeping with
the circumstance that the initial program was a two-hour affair. It was
the first and only two-hour associated
with network broadcasting. The time
segment on 3 August 1933 was split in
half. When Bing Crosby left at the
end of 1945. the Music Hall dropped
to a half hour.
Likely to go unchallenged is the
statement that the Kraft Music Hall
afforded more talent their first big
radio opportunity than any other
variety show in the medium's history.
This is not said without recognizing
the distinctive role played in that respect by the Rudy Vallee Program
(which, incidentally, came out of the
same agency. J. Walter Thompson). A
partial list of Hall alumni who got their
important radio start there follows:
Bob Burns. Don Ameche. Jerry Lester, Peggy Lee, King Cole Trio, Victor

In Boston

Borge, Connie Boswell (as a single),
Mary Martin. Bob Crosbv, Vivian
Delia Chiesa. Marilyn Maxwell, Jimmy
Dorsey, Carmen Cavallero, The Charioteers (with Bill) Williams I. Nadine
Nelson Eddy, Helen Jepson.

Connor.

In its 16-year run, the Hall played
the topmost Holbwood names of the
day and the cream from the concert
field. Among those who figured as
steady ment
tenants
retirefrom theafter
HallCrosby's
were Edward
Everett Horton. Eddie Duchin, and Al
Jolson. Others who did sustained stints
on the show were the Mills Bros., the
late Frank Morgan, Gertrude Lawrence, Edward Arnold, George Murphy, Roland Young, Jack Oakie, and
Lou Holtz.
The Hall also had its homespun
touch. Each Christmas and Easter it
included the Kraft Choral Society,
composed of Kraft employees and executives.
Kraft is girding itself for a big celebration in 1953. At that time it will
have been in radio for 20 unbroken
years. On 3 July it will be 50 years
since dynamic James L. Kraft started
in the cheese business. He started as
an itinerant horse-and-wagon peddlar,
buying the cheese in large wheels,
chunks and sausages in the open wholesale market and vending it from house
to house. James Kraft introduced the
idea of selling the product in packaged slices — one of the Kraft "firsts"
noted in the roll of compam innovations (see page 27 I.
It would be amiss to close the Kraft
story without passing out some juicy
credit to the J. Walter Thompson Co.
and Needham, Louis & Brorby, the
agencies that have abetted the advertising of the Kraft products and Parkay oleo accounts, respectively, for
many years.

* * *
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"Better turn off either the
sink or the TV, honey!"
TV is wonderful in its place, but that doesn't include 66.1% of the places
where Louisville families can and do listen to radio sets!
WAVE

radio is heard via thousands of extra sets in kitchens, bedrooms,

basements, dining rooms and automobiles —
hence can make 1000 impressions for you. for only 37cf
Check with Free & Peters!
Facts above are from scientipc. authoritatirt survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper {head of the
Psychological Services Center. University of Louisville)
in WAVE area. July. 1951.
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COFFEE

[Continued from page 35)
\ia.: Fleetwood Coffee, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; \lbert Ehlers, Inc., Brooklyn.
N. Y.j Arnold & Ahorn. Linden, N. J.;
William F. McLaughlin & Co., Chicago; John II. Wilkins Co., Inc., Washington, D. C; Cain's Coffee Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.: C. W. Antrim &
Sons, Richmond, Va.; and Joseph Martinson &Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
These firms are typical of those in
the coffee trade who see the potential
in instant coffee. If they come up with
brands that have the full flavor and
strength of regular coffee, they may
someday see themselves on top of the
instant market, rising to the heights
of the established national companies.
Until then, however, instant coffees are
trading on their convenience in preparation, while the old-fashioned regular coffee sells on its merits of qualitv,
flavor and aroma.
There follows an activity breakdown
on each of the six national instant coffee companies.
G. Washington. The oldest instant
coffee on the market, G. Washington
was made available to the consumer in
1910. For close to 30 years. G. Washington was alone in its field. This,
however, was long before the public
got to know and understand the convenience ofinstant coffee, and it didn't
jar the industry.
After all this time, it is interesting
to learn that G. Washington is still expanding. Intensified radio and TV
pressure during the past 18 months
has opened new sales areas. The company is now represented in 25 leading
radio markets, and nine TV markets.
Last season, G. Washington ventured into network advertising when
the company became one of the original sponsors of the Kate Smith TV
show. The firm stayed on TV until
the middle of 1951, spending about
$416,000 for time, with better than
55 Tf of the ad budget going to radio
and TV.
\escafe. The second national instant
coffee to hit the consumer market was
this product of the Neslle's Company.
Nescafe was made available in several
markets during July, 1939. and has
since climbed to such successful
heights that it is regarded by many as
the top instant coffee seller. The name
Nescafe in the trade has become synonymous with the name instant coffee.
The trademark Nescafe is to this prod-

uct what the name Kleenex is to the
cleansing tissue industry.
Currently. Nescafe is neither on radio nor on TV . Magazines and newspapers are getting the majority of the
ad budget for this soluble coffee. In
its history, however, the firm has had
two network radio shows, spot advertising, and a 13-week series on TV.
The TV debut came in 1950, with Don
Ameche on the Sunday night NBC
show, Take a Chance. This show cost
the company $64,155 for time.
Nescafe and Quaker Oats are now
tied-in on a deal whereby each package
of Mothers' Oats and Quaker Oats on
the grocers' shelves contains a certificate worth 15 cents toward the purchase price of Nescafe in the four or
12 ounce size.

"The American people have given TV
more than just their time and attention.
They have given it something like a
hope or even a plea that it live up to its
great potential, to its shining promise.
You cannot be a television broadcaster
and not feel this force that makes your
work come alive!"
WILLARD
E. WALBRIDGE
Mgr., WW J- TV, Detroit
Instant Maxwell House. The story
of General Foods' Instant Maxwell
House is a turbulent one. In the fall
of 1945 the company came out with a
filled coffee product, which was called
in about three months later. A pure
coffee product was then placed on the
market. When it failed to be a thumping success, a drastic change was made
about the middle of 1950. Instant Maxwell House was pulled out of the market everywhere but in the Northeast.
In that area, a completely changed instant product was introduced. From
ingredients to packaging, Instant Maxwell House was different. Only the
name remained the same.
As General Foods brought the new
Instant Maxwell House back into the
market, local radio and TV was used.
But since this sales campaign was like
introducing a new product, the distribution was staggered. Furthermore,
Instant Maxwell House couldn't meet
the overwhelming demand. Since reentering the Los Angeles market, the
revitalized product has climbed to more
than eight times its former sales level
according to trade surveys.
During the first part of this changeover. Instant Maxwell House shared advertising billings with regular Maxwell
House. During 1950, about $1,800,000
SPONSOR

WBZ-TY program brings
25,000 viewers into
sponsor's salesrooms
tJU, forffci Stynahjn fatty !

Can we do for others what we
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was -pent on network radio for the two
products, accounting for an estimated
75', of the advertising budget
The two products no longer share
advertising billings, however. Instant
Maxwell House now sponsors the Second Mrs. Burton, a daytime serial, on
CBS, and Claudia, a night-time halfhour on CBS-TV. Instant Maxwell
House sponsors 15 minutes of this program, sharing the program cost with
Swansdown Cake Flour. Claudia is

sponsor 5 minutes of news following
Mr. District Attorney and on Saturday night, following Gangbusters, on
CBS, the) sponsor a 5-minute newscast. Their only spot TV advertising
now is a midnight news program, sevYorken nights
City. a week, on WPIX in New

currently being seen live in 25 markets and on film in six. Claudia is a
new program, and it is expected that
the station line-up will soon be expanded.
Instant Maxwell House is relying on
local spot radio and TV in many markets, because the product has been out
of most of the Midwest areas for close

4*lt is to he deplored that Canada is one
of the few civilized countries in the
world which has no television whatsoever in operation at the present time.
Why no TV in Canada? Private radio
has heen willing and anxious to develop
TV in Canada for some time now at no
expense to the taxpayer, but a completely unrealistic and, I am afraid, not unselfish national policy has rendered it
impossible for individual private companies to obtain licenses."
D. MALCOLM NEILL

to two years. Except in selected testing areas. Instant Maxwell House is
not available yet in the Midwest.
Instant Sanka. This General Foods
instant coffee product got the same restyling as Instant Maxwell House, its
sister product. In mid-1950, Instant
Sanka was announced to be "new and
improved," but aside from this note on
the label, the coffee was fundamentally
the same.
In June. 1951. Instant Sanka, along
with Regular Sanka, picked up the
sponsorship of the CBS-TV panel show
It's News to Me. There was a recent
switch in the time of the program, and
although it is now seen live, in 26 cities, no kine markets have been set up
yet. The time costs for the six months
of 1951 totaled $535,065, with production costs running to about $9,500
weekly.
The two Sanka products also share
billings on network radio for two newscasts. On Friday night over ABC thev

In Boston

Borden's Instant. Borden's entered
the instant coffee market on a national
scale in 1946. It has waged one of the

Chairman.

Bd.

of Dir.

Canadian Assn. of Bdcstrs.

most aggressive advertising battles of
them all, making the company one of
the foremost contenders for consumer
dollars in the instant coffee field.
Gail Borden, founder of the company, had a patent on concentrated
coffee almost a century before the company began to produce it. This patent,
believed to be the oldest for soluble
coffee, was applied for in 1857. Borden's was not a coffee manufacturing
firm, however, and therefore went on
to other products, ignoring the instant
coffee. In 1941, Borden's started to
make soluble coffee for the Armed
Forces, and during the next two years
also did consumer testing. They came
on the market with Instant Borden's in
1943 with a limited supply.
It was not until after the war. however, that the company really started

to roll. Now it is rapidly approaching
the sales level of Nescafe, coming out
ahead of the Nestle's products in many
areas according to trade estimates.
For a while last year Borden's sponsored the Peter Lind Hayes program
Star of the Family, which was placed
under the direction of Kenyon & Eckhardt. Early in the year, when the account went to Doherty. Clifford and
Shenfield. the show was dropped.
In its place. Borden's sponsored
Treasury Men in Action over NBC-TV
Thursday nights. The weekly production costs for this show are about $15,000; the program is seen live in 16
cities, and on kine in 11 cities. "TMen" recently completed its first year
on the air, and will remain through the
summer. Borden's promotes this show
with a point-of-sale giveaway booklet
titled "Do You Know
which tells of the work
Department and calls
TV show.
In local markets

Your Money?"
of the Treasury
attention to the
throughout the

country, Borden's uses spot radio and
TV, but on a scattered schedule which
constantly varies.
Chase & Sanborn. Standard Brands
contender in the instant coffee field is
Instant Chase & Sanborn, which has
been on the market since 1946. Last
)ear the firm went into TV and carried
a 15-minute sponsorship participation
of the Garry Moore Show three days
a week. In accord with Standard
Brands policy, the spots were later given to another product as another product was rotated into its place.
The advertising of the regular and
instant Chase & Sanborn coffees is carried on separately, and Instant is now
using local radio and TV, carrying on
an extensive spot campaign in 70 cities.

#**!
Llt*tS

S
tfAYS CR©s

Right now, there are 23 markets with two or more television stations.
In each of these markets, the Spot Program advertiser can and does
cross network lines— to clear more stations ... to get a preferred
time period ... to make a hetter buy. For in television, just as in
radio, no one network has a monopoly on the best stations, in all
markets, at all times.
And when newly-authorized station construction takes place, the
prime beneficiary will be the Spot Program advertiser.
The thaw will create more multiple-station markets where the Spot
Program advertiser can pick the "best" station, regardless of network
status or affiliation.
And there will still be markets where 2, 3 or 4 networks share the
same station— where network advertisers will have many of the same
problems on time clearances and kinescope picture quality which
now exist.
Spot Program advertisers will still be free to select as many or as few
markets as they wish— unhampered
mum station requirements.

by any network-imposed mini-

Yes, any way you look at it, any time you look at it . . .
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Summer

{Continued from
39 I
WOMEN
SAY page
"YES"
Kidd's breakdown of basic psychological differences between men and wom-

'Boom-State

Women are intuitive
Men are intellectual
Women are identificationisls
tasyare realists
Men
Women are subjective
Men are objective
Women go by inner perception
Men go by rationalism
en:* are more indulgent in fanWomen
Men are more influenced by facts
The success of the soap opera (at
least in terms of ratings) is a testament
to women's ability to enjoy vicarious
living. The ease with which a woman
can identify herself with the characters

The tremendous

impact of Station WGY

on an en-

larged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers
use WGY

and other radio stations to

exclusively. Through spot announcements

in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer

resorts in the Adirondack,

Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages

carried by WGY

also reach the many

tourists and vacationers in Saratoga
George,

Lake Champlain

and

Springs, Lake

Cooperstown,

New

York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.

in a "drama of everyday life" has been
found by many advertisers to be the
key
to effective sales via radio and TV
advertising.
And so here are some observations
by experts on selling to women:
Take, for instance, one of the commercials prepared by Foote, Cone &
Belding for use on the Jinx Falkenberg
radio show at 8:45 a.m. (NBC) ; it illustrates the warm, friendly, "I'm your
alter ego" approach. Although the program gets considerable attention from
male listeners, the audience is predominantly female. The pitch for Rheingold Extra Dry Beer goes like this:
Jinx: "You probably don't need me
to tell you this — but the Snack Season
is here. That's the season when the
weather is nice and you just don't feel
like really organizing dinner. So, you
whip up a quick, delicious snack instead. The point is — nothing sparks a

Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful

snack like a glass of New York City's
favorite beer — Rheingold Extra Dry.

8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the

You see, Rheingold's distinctive Extra
Dryness, its clean, clear, real-beer flavor has the happy faculty of making
everything taste better. (Chuckle)

major traffic arteries leading into the WGY
You can
your summer

area.

realize outstanding results by doing
selling on Station WGY.

You know, I think I'm talking myself
out of cooking supper tonight. Well —
to get back to the Bubject — be sure that
you have plenty of Rheingold on hand.
\ml. next time you l>u\ Rheinsjold Extra Dry, why not do it by the case?
It's convenient and economical. And
vou're sure that all vour guests will
like it . . . after all. Rheingold is New
York City's largest-selling beer — here's

A GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

a tune to remind you." {Jingle)
This commercial contains a number
of lessons. (1) Jinx may have won
her fame as a beautiful model, but her
program has such a natural, domestic
style, that the hausfrau has no difficulty identifying with the speaker. (2)
The weather tie-in gives the commercial an air of immediacy. (3) By serving the "best seller" instead of some
beer of less general acceptance, a hostess is assured of the social approval
every woman wants from her guests.
(4) The sales message is not cluttered
by technical data — just girl-to-girl
chatter that the listener can relate to
her way of life, or to the way she would
like to live.
Since women usually listen to the
radio in the home, often while engaged
in house work, commercials must be
directed to the individual in order to
be effective. Master salesmen of the
airwaves such as Kate Smith, Mary
Margaret McBride, Kathi Norris, or
Martin Block take into account women's tendency to be subjective — they
know better than to make the sales
message sound like a speech to the studio audience. Martin Block melts sales
resistance with his warm, personalized
technique of saying, "Good morning to
you, and you, and especially you."
Joke, if you must, about "feminine
intuition," but note how quickly women can spot a phony. In a recent study
for the manufacturer of a beauty product, the Schwerin Research Corporation proved that believability of an advertisement isparamount. A testimonial commercial for TV was delivered
by four different people: a professional
ice skater (career girl), a magazine
beauty editor, a housewife, and a beauty expert employed by the manufacturer. A female audience tested for
reactions to the commercial gave the
following order of preference to the
deliveries :
TV viewer's remembrance of claims :
(1) Housewife, (2) Career girl, (3)
Beauty editor, (4) "House" expert.
TV viewer's belief of claims: (1)
Beauty editor, (2) Housewife, (3) Career girl, (4) "House" expert.
Here is what the test signified: in
remembering the claims, the viewer
was able to identify herself easily
enough with the housewife, and she
identified herself, a little hopefully,
with the career girl. However, these

To an advertiser who prefers
to captivate audiences
There are no captive radio audiences in Iowa. Every
set has a dial. The dials work, the radios work, and
any listener is free to free lance. Apart from the
totalitarian implications of the word (no self-respecting Iowan — that's the same as saying no Iowan
— would sit still for being a captive anything) we
figure an audience earned on program merit is more
healthy for bu:
Being on WMT, CBS outlet in Eastern Iowa, is like
occupying a choice location on Main Street. Twentythree of the top twenty-nine programs are on CBS.
There's great customer traffic — great opportunity to
reach more than 300,000 radio families in WMTland. They're captivated by programming — CBS
and local. For full details, trap a Katz Agency rep
(they capture easy).
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TV viewers didn't bother remembering
the statements of the beauty editor and
BASIC
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the paid expert. In terms of believability, this TV audience was willing to
respect the authority of a beauty editor, go along with the housewife, partially believe the career girl, but pretty
much discounted the claims of the
"house" expert who was suspected of
ha\ ing an ax to grind.

Tele-Scope
I{ Will UN'S EDICT: "Do you agree, or do you
ruling by Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn, that
I <■ banned from televising congressional hearings?"
put to our March T\ sample and the results show

disagree, with the
TV stations should
This question was
that:

This test proved that, if an advertiser wants to sell a product to a woman, he has facts.
to present her with facts —
believable

9.SrJ agree with the Rayburn decision to ban TV broadcasts.
83.07c disagree with the Rayburn decision to ban TV broadcasts.
7.27c Don't know, or were unwilling to express an opinion.

Two virtually identical commercials
were presented, one, by the male star
of one TV show, the other, by a woman introduced as a home economics
director, on another program. Comparison of the two presentations showed
that the pitch by the home economics
director had been more successful on
almost every count.
Another Schwerin test bears out
feminine preference of sensory impressions to abstract terms. The radio and
TV commercial of a large manufacturer of canned foods were submitted to

MAY WE SERVE YOU? Advertest Research is not exclusively a TV
RESEARCH organization. We have conducted, and are prepared to
condu t. all types of research projects. Here is just a brief summary of
some of the projects conducted during 1951:
RADIO RESEARCH: Projects have been conducted on a
local and regional level for many standard and foreign language stations. Studies have been made of listening habits,
>);n i.idii-. advertising remembrance, etc.
PRODI CT RESEARCH: One study of interest investigated
the effect of packaging on the sales of a specific product. Other
studies have been conducted on the acceptance of new prodlished proiluc;-. con-umers opinions of specific products, etc.
ADVERTISING RESEARCH: Studies have been prepared
which analyse advertising and determine remembrance of ads.
MARKET RESEARCH: Clients have called on us to examine
the ) nihilities of establishing new sales areas, of opening new
businesses, of introducing new products, etc.

a women's panel. It was found that appeals to the senses (smell, sight, taste,
touch) gained generally higher belief
than did "the-kind-grandma-used-tomake" sales approach.

OPINION RESEARCH: Many different opinion type studies
have been conducted for clients during the past year.
And remember, even though Advertest Research is located only in the
New York market we are well prepared to handle projects in all sections
of the country.
We'd appreciate the opportunity to serve you.
BY REQUEST:
In answer to a number of requests, we are publishing below a complete list of
studies covered to date through "The Television Audience of Today." All of these
studies are still available and may be obtained from the TV section of Advertest
Research.
"THE TELEVISION
. 1949

Daytime

AUDIENCE

OF TODAY"

Teli

, 1950
1950
1951
1951
1, 1951
, 1951
1951
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15
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1951
Study of Non-Owners
30 August,
1951 Summertime
31 Sept., 1951
TV
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Movies

Advertising Effectiveness
TVs Effect on Reading Habl
Television Variety Programs
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Daytime Television
TV Index of Product
Usage
Purchases of Durable Goods
Television Commercials
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Movies and
36 Feb.. 1952
37 March,
1952
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Television
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TV

Televiewing After II PM
Advertising
Effectiveness
Week-end TV Habits
TV Mystery Programs
TV W:st;rn Programs
Daytime Television
Weekly
vs. Alternate

STREET,

NEW

BRUNSWICK,

RESEARCH
N. J.
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7-1564

In preparing the commercials for
Philip Morris cigarettes on Against the
Storm (255 stations, ABC), Cecil &
Presbrey show an acute awareness of
the audience they expect to reach from
10:45 to 11:00 a.m., Monday through
Friday. Although coordinated with the
other Philip Morris ad agency as to the
basics (current theme, claims and slogan), the commercials on this program
are pitched directly at the housewives.
According to a Cecil & Presbrey executive, "We tell strictly a pleasure
story." The announcer assumes that
the woman is proceeding with her daily
chores, and the sales message is designed to be completely congruous.
The housewife is reminded that she can
pick up a carton of Philip Morris at
her supermarket when she goes shopping this weekend. She is reminded
that it is gracious to have some on
hand in case unexpected company
drops in. She gets the company's "less
irritating" pitch, but not in terms of
scientific discovery. Instead, she is
told that she can help her husband
get over that annoying cough by putting a pack of Philip Morris on the
breakfast table and persuading him to
try them.
As Joske's Department Store in San
SPONSOR

L

Antonio discovered, women are more
indulgenl in Fantasy. When one of the
store's commercials described a particular dress with considerable detail, the
store service department was swamped
with calls from women who were able
to \ isualize themselves in the dress, but
wanted to know the color accessories

•

Advertising

that Moves

More

Merchandise per Dollar
Invested is Bound to be
the One that Gives You

they should wear with it.

the Most Coverage for

Let a women hear an appetite-provoking recipe for pot roast on the radio, and in no time she will have a

the Least Money!

mental meal planned around it complete with hypothetical guest list.
Advertising, via any medium and to
any audience, is still the same problem
of communication — transmitting an
idea from one person to another byuse of understandable and appealing
words. But, despite the claim of some
advertising people that "Women go for
the same things as men, only more
so," there is a definite difference in effective appeals to the two sexes. Whereas a man is likely to be overwhelmed
by technical data, years of experience,
or a fine reputation, a woman's response is analogous to the joke that
ends, "I know, Max, but what have you
done for me lately?" Throwing a lot
of technical developments and statistical gobbledegook at a woman is tossing advertising appropriations down
the drain.
When Reynolds Metal Co. decided to
tell the story of modern aluminum to
an audience largely composed of women (via The Big Show and Kate Smith
Evening Hour, NBC radio and TV respectively), the agency, Buchanan &
Co., undertook to put the tale in understandable terms.
Commercials on the Reynolds' shows
are written with a family slant. They
stress that husband and wife both have
a vital stake in a nicer home; that
greater efficiency and improved operation of the family car, and simplification of kitchen chores are concerns of

•

Lowest rate of any

the whole family. Even technical aspects of aluminum production are put
across by slowly and carefully educating the listeners in familiar terms. The
word "extrusion" is explained on TV
via movies of the process with accompanying explanations. On radio, the
term is explained by comparing the
process with squeezing toothpaste out
of a tube. These explanations are used
to show that this process — extrusion —
will help improve the product; the
product, in turn, will contribute to-
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wards a more efficient and effective
household.
Whether consciously or not, even the
members of the "there ain't no difference" school find themselves writing
< o|>\ containing subtle differences in
appeal if a woman is the target. Their
client's -alt- figures would darn soon
show it if they didn't. The problem of
selling to a woman is then mainly a
two-fold one: understanding the audience, and then keying the sales message accordingly. In other words, if
\ou understand a woman, you can get
her to say "yes" more easily.

* * *

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

(Continued from page 43)
more flexible and that's where we've
made a lot of progress. At the present
time, we're running a series of cartoon
telops with not much more than a
question mark on the screen. Audio
teaser copy about a show that will
premiere shortly ties in with the telop
to build curiosity. We run special film
trailers to avoid using the same telop
too often and even then we change the
telops periodically. If the program
lends itself to such treatment, we for-

get our inhibitions and turn cute — but
not so cute that the message is buried.
Writing copy for the same program
month after month requires a fluid
imagination. Try this. Choose any
radio or TV program and write about
a dozen different pieces of copy to
promote it. Then compare the amount
of variety you created with the copy
on your local TV station. If nothing
else, you'll learn a lot about the proM. H. (Lee) LeBlang
Assistant Promotion Manager
gram.

WCBS-TV
New York

I am glad that
Mr. Hawkes has

liste"

asked this question. What the
critics say is
nothing new

to

me or to my colleagues at the
other networks.
They deserve a
pat
from onall the
of usback
for
not giving up the fight after so many

If a Tony Wons were to ask
that question over a WGR
microphone today, he'd have an audience
far bigger than the "good old days."
One day recently, ONE offer of a sample jar
of skin cream brought 3,000 requests
flooding in from Buffalo, western New York
and Pennsylvania and from our Canadian
listeners across the river.
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years of frustration.
It's elementary that the backbone of
any successful publicity effort is news.
Real live, honest-to-goodness news will
command attention — and newspaper
space. Public attention will build and
increase audiences.
Why, then, if it's all that simple,
can't we produce what's needed? Why,
after a quarter-century of broadcasting,
can't the writers and producers and
directors and the stars and the nearstars get together slightly in advance
of the last minute and lay out the programs and the story lines and set the
casts so we can give the radio editors
the news they need to keep their columns fresh, alive and interesting?
Frankly, I don't have the answer.
It's been proved beyond doubt that
consistent column mentions, best bet
listings, picture displays and human
interest and feature items on a continuing basis can raise the ratings of any
program. The space is there for the
taking. Many conscientious editors
(like Herschell Hart) want to feature
radio news and not let television hog
the attention all the time.
It's not so much that radio publicity
techniques need revitalizing as it is
that the creative and production peoSPONSOR

pie in radio need some revitalizing.
They must be educated to the needs of
the radio columnists. They must be
persuaded to pay some attention to the
publicity aspects of their shows.
If we all get together and do some
missionary work 1 think the situation
can be corrected. It will require the
very best cooperation of all the people
concerned. We work everlastingly at it
at NBC — to convince the creative people in radio that they must pay more
attention to the publicity potentials of
their programs.
Exploitation campaigns can be part

ivorking out some form of custommade transcribed open-end programs
for radio and TV, in the style of such
firms as Ziv, Harry Goodman, RCA
Recorded Services.

dio and his business falls off, he is
subject to censure from his superiors
for having exceeded the formula. It
behooves him to follow the book")
• Sears and Ward are very progressive in setting up various training
programs within their own organizations, and in establishing contact points
with the outside world. Most big employee promotions come from within,
and give both firms strong executive
and managerial teams grounded in the
fundamentals of the fast-growing busi-

But, both use "boiler plate" newspaper mats almost exclusively, with
comparable open-end features. "While
the store manager is not obliged to follow this formula," an adman thoroughly familiar with all phases of the SearsWard pattern told sponsor, "if he exceeds his 3% or V-f-2% amount on ra-

of the answer. At least they'll create
news of some kind, although still not
the basic news which radio editors
want. That will come only if we put
lethargy behind us and do some real
leg work to hammer out the real news
about every program for the press.
Sydney H. Eiges
Vice President in charge of
Press and Information
NBC
New York

SEARS AND WARD
(Continued from page 30)
Ward give their local store managers
a fairly free hand. In fact, General
Robert Elkington Wood, board chairman of Sears, was quoted recently in
Time as saying "One fellow or a small
group of fellows can't envision the
problems of the whole country, and
make all the decisions at top level."
Store managers are free to stock pretty
much what they want, since they supposedly know7 the tastes, buying power
of the locality in which they operate.
They are even free to set most of their
own prices, in order to fight hard
against local competition. Sears and
Ward have long since learned that
their spirited managerial thoroughbreds (result of intensive training and
careful selection I work best when handled with a loose rein.

"To what radio station does your family listen most?"
As part of an independent survey made by students at
North Dakota Agricultural College, this question was
asked of 3,969 farm families in 22 prosperous counties
within 90 miles of Fargo. 74.6% of the families named
WD AY; 4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station "C",
2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a 17-to-l choice over the next station . . . a
3Y2-to-l favorite over all other stations combined!
In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the first choice of
87.2% of the families, as against 5.8% for Station "B".
Here WDAY was a 15-to-l choice over the next station
. . . a 6l/2-to-l favorite over all other stations combined!

(This has fooled many a radio-TV
salesman. Both Sears and Ward are
often grimly adamant on the subject
of advertising, and adopt a "Father
knows best" attitude toward store managers, despite varying media conditions
throughout the nation. Not fully understanding broadcast advertising to
begin with, the headquarters of both
firms have long since settled on newspaper advertising as being the most
"foolproof" medium. Neither has tried
5 MAY
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aesses. Uso, thej are Eree with assistance, advice and financial help for
then suppliers. Star-, in fact, has a
large technical laboratory to help suppliers design or redesign products; often lends them everything from special
advisors to big chunks of monej to
start them rolling on a big order.
i Yet, neither firm has organized (i
large-scale internal program to train
their own employees, managers in the
uses, drawbacks, advantages and disadvantages ofair selling. Sears does
something of a job in educating its
store managers in the areas covered by
its two Liberty Broadcasting System
shows, but the effort is very rudimentary at this stage. The pioinote-executives-from-within theory, while fine in
many ways, has nevertheless had a tendency to "in-breed" even further the
advertising thinking, and to compound
any odd notions about broadcast advertis ng. I
• Neither Sears nor Ward is, however, a stranger to the air. Montgomery Ward, for example, was the sponsor of an early NBC network series,
including a Bible drama called Immortal Stories, in 1928-'29, 1931 -'32, and
again in 1935. Sears, which used to
own station WLS ("World's Largest
Store") in Chicago back in the 1920's,
aired a seasonal one-shot on CBS on
Christmas Day, 1935, and later ran a
13- week Then and Now series on CBS
in 1936. Locally, there have been a
long, long string of successful Sears
and Ward air operations. To name a
few: Sears' Six O'Clock News, on
WSAM. Saginaw: local announcement
campaigns by the local Ward store on
WORC, Worcester; the syndicated film
Big Town series, sponsored by Sears
on KPRC-TV, Houston; a TV test bv
Ward on WRGB. Schenectady, N. Y.,

in which equal results with newspapers
were achieved.
I ) et, the opportunity for both these
firms to pioneer in broadcasting was
largely thrown aitm at the national
level, because the initial sallies didn't
pay off, either through a bad choice of
programing or the wrong approach to
selling. At the same time, both Sears
and Ward maintain a mildly suspicious outlook at their headquarters towards reports of radio-TV successes
from local store managers.
When they
**The people who operate radio, who
own it, who use its airwaves are on trial.
So are the users of radio, the folks who
pay the hills. Radio has proven itself;
it has lost none of its ability to sell
Ideas or products."
EDGAR KOBAK
Consultant
do happen, they are vieived more as
being atypical than part of an advertising formula which the two firms are
overlooking.)
It's logical at this point to ask:
"Are the minds of Sears, Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward permanently
closed to a successful use of radio and
television advertising?"
SPONSOR did ask just such a question
to a wide variety of people, in and out
of Sears and Ward. The answers varied to some degree, but they did boil
down to one thing. The answer is
"No."
Indeed, there have been many signs
of a slow swing in the other direction.
More and more, Sears and Ward are
learning to accept broadcasting, and
are taking some important steps in that
direction. This is much more true of
Sears than it is of Ward; Sears has
long been the bellwether of the pair.
Consider the following :

In Boston

I. is
Sears
Liberty
Setwork its"test"
Sears
currently
sponsoring
first
network programing in years, using
the facilities of some 187 LBS stations
to air two across-the-board shows. One
is Westbrook Van Voorhis and the
News in the evening; the other is
I' ran LI in Kennedy Sings for Sears in
daytime. Both are quarter-hour shows,
Monday through Friday. The campaign started 18 February, through J.
Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Some overzealous radio boosters
have hailed this as the long-awaited entry of Sears into big-time network programing. Actually, it isn't so, despite
the fact that the campaign covers a 13state area in the South and Southwest.
As Sears' Marvin C. Lunde, ad manager, said in a letter to store managers:
"The purpose of these broadcasts is
to supplement our existing printed advertising
campaigns."
That one
line,
in the eyes of many
admen close to Sears, speaks volumes.
As far as Sears is concerned, they're
still
using radio
a "supplement."
However,
thereas are
main positive
features, for both Sears and the broadcasting industry, in the Liberty test.
For one thing, Sears has geared the
selling of both shows — not to its usual
"institutional" pitches — but to a real
promotional drive for Sears' "house
brand" freezer, Coldspot. For another,
Sears has worked out a good promotional campaign to back up the show
(•store banners, displays, cards, package stickers) and has impressed upon
store managers the necessity for a complete promotional and publicity followthrough at the local level.
This follow-through has often been
lacking previously in Sears and Ward
radio efforts, one of the reasons for
Sears"

lack

of

Buys
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startling

successes

in

tin- past. It's been a hard job in the
past convincing the two firms of the
vahie of tie-in promotion. Both of
them have a Boper-practicaJ view oi
advertising; both usually believe that
it's a waste of money to promote one
ad medium in another. But, early indicat'ons are good; the Sears stores
holding up their end of the arrangement are pulling plenty of leads and
customers for Coldspot Freezers.
It's of interest to note that Sears has
also put radio, literally, to the test in
competition with other media, in the
Liberty deal. Store managers are required to fill out a monthly report
form, in which they indicate the lead
sources (and how many were produced) by radio, newspapers, circular-, users, displays, and other media.
Details here are top-secret.
2. The various Sears ARBI tests
Quite some time before Sears started
its own checking of "who produced
what" several Sears stores, in various
parts of the Pacific Coast area, participated in similar studies with the Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. (See
details on page 30.)
These ARBI studies covering Sears
use of radio have been, for the most
part, an eye-opener both to Sears and
to that segment of American business
which feels that radio has nothing to
offer the retailers. In virtually all cases,
an examination of these ARBI reports
I reported fully in SPONSOR for the first
time I will show that radio produced a
sizable amount of business, both in
bringing customers to the store and in
selling products, which was not otherwise tapped by newspaper ads.
In addition, there's a new ARBI test
which was just completed in St. Louis.
The preliminary results speak for themselves as reported to sponsor by C. L.
"Chet" Thomas of KXOK:
"The Sears-ARBI study in St. Louis
was made March 27, 28, and 29. A
110-inch ad appeared in the Post-Dispatch on Wednesday, March 26. A total of 49 one-minute announcements
were scheduled on KXOK beginning
after 4:00 p.m. Wednesday, continuing
all day Thursday and Friday, and up
to noon on Saturday. The newspaper
expenditure was $745.70 and radio
S754.00, or substantially the same.
Merchandise on sale was a 9.7 cubic
foot Coldspot refrigerator at $179.00,
a 42-inch Kenmore gas range at
8118.88, and a 36-inch Kenmore gas
range at $88.00.
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"In the newspaper ad and in the radio announcements, Sears offered a 12pound Easter ham to all purchasers of
any of the above items during the
three-da) sale.
"Reduced to its essentials, the ARBI
survey showed that radio produced
62.1 ' ( more traffic than did the newspaper ad; 36.8% more purchasers and
5 1 .."■' I more dollar sales. The unit cost
for radio was 6.43% and for newspapers 9.62%, or approximately 50%
more actual unit cost on newspaper advertising to produce the same result
While all of these tests involve radio
as radio."
that was planned and executed at the
local level, the over-all favorable results are beginning to make their mark
on the top-level thinking of Sears and
Ward. Slow to change, but far from
being too stubborn to recognize a good
thing in terms of dollars and cents, the
two firms are beginning to recognize
— albeit in their own way — that there's
considerably more value to airselling
than they had thought.
However, there's still much "converting" tobe done at these two giant
general stores before broadcasting assumes an important, flexible role in

their advertising plans. As outlined to
SPONSOR, some of the main things still
to be done in this field are:
1 . The top-level management of both
firms will have to approach radio and
TV with a far more open mind than in
the past. They must be willing to learn
techniques, methods and formulas that
have developed in both national-level
and local-level airselling.
2. At the same time, the radio-TV
industry must make every effort to
learn more about Sears and Ward.
They're now retailing giants, and want
to be considered as such, and to see
plans and hold discussions on that basis— particularly if there is an obvious,
practical application of radio-TV.
3. Both big firms and the industry
will have to work together much more
closely to do such things as: (A) teach
lower-echelon executives how to plan
broadcast campaigns and to educate
them generally to its uses, and (B) to
develop program formats, announcement campaigns which actually grow
out of the basic Sears and Ward merchandising philosophies, and advertising tactics.
* * *
For more comment, see editorial, p. 88
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[Cofitinued from page 33)
mam that went against the grain of the
public's "mental image" in its presentation of the star:
"This particular star," recalled
Schwerin, "a gorgeous feminine typo,
was a motion picture personality
identified with sexy roles. The audii -in •■ ■'- mental image of her was a sexy
one. On a radio show where she was
required to do some dramatic acting,
she proved our case. At the points
where she was a dramatic actress, the

up to

soy.
on cos* of/

audience didn't like her; at the points
where she slipped into her familiar
sexy role, they did like her. They

quantity

couldn't, or wouldn't, modify their
mental image of this star, and they

duplications of

didn't like having radio try to do it
for them.
"You'd be surprised," Schwerin
added, "at how many failures in radio
can be traced to the simple fact that
the producers do not recognize, do not

SOUN
TRANSCRIPTION
and be SURE

of

TOP QUALI
REPRODUCE
fRADI

know what the public's mental image
is of a star, a song, a character."
Schwerin's example (chart, page
32) is not as uncommon as you might
think. Admen can easily recall from
their own listening memories any number of examples of, say, a comic trying
to play a sympathetic dramatic role, a
well-loved old song being played in a
"bop" arrangement, or a character
performing some major action in a
story, inconsistent with the rest of his
characterization.
At the same time, you can literally
have too much of a good thing in dealing with audience "familiarity." Everyone can recall programs that haven't
changed their format, musical stylings,

With exclusive new Multi-Recorder equipment, we
produce up to 120 half-hour programs per hour on
Magnetic Sound Tape. Thus we quote the lowest
prices in the sound duplication industry. Half
track or single track. Any speed you specify.
Complete, prompt distribution service.

MAIL
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Dept. B, Jcwctt Bldg.
DES MOINES 9, IOWA
D

Send full information on tape dupli-

□

Get in touch

Name

Address
City, State

with us at once.

pace, or content in years. It's also
easy to recall programs which were
built, as many Western movies are
written or filmed, out of various
"stock" elements and ideas lifted out
of other productions. Programs generally die a slow death when they stand
still or merely imitate.
What's needed, Schwerin feels, is
constant checkups on reaction to a
program, careful attention to preprogram "mental images" in the audience.
and a nice balance between being
courageous and being corny.
2. Approach: By this Schwerin
means "the approach of the program
to the listener." Programs, he feels,
should start strongly, and start right.
"Here's a graphic example of the

value of starting a show strongly,"
Schwerin said. "A popular singer
starts her show with a familiar number, one which the radio audience associates with her singing. The rest of
the program is well liked each time she
does this. On another program, however, she starts with a number not
closely associated with her singing —
and the rest of the program suffers."
What's happening in a case like this,
according to Schwerin researchers, is
that the show's "carryover" is suffering. This, as Schwerin puts it, is
"simply utilizing the liking developed
by a strong portion of the program to
raise the liking for a weaker portion."
*'If we in cigarette advertising are to
conduct our business in such a way as
to gain widespread public approval, we
must accept our proportionate share of
the responsibility that television advertising, in its entirety, owes to the pubROBERT M. GANGER
Pres., P. Lorillard Co.
lic."
The phenomenon of the audience
carrying a "like" or "dislike" attitude
through a program applies to commercials as well. One example, cited by
SRC, concerned a two-part test made
in a show where the second commercial was the same both times, but the
first commercial changed. When the
first commercial was disliked, the second commercial was also disliked.
When the first commercial was favorably received, the audience swallowed
the identical second commercial without struggle (see chart, page 32).
In another case, SRC came up with
a deceptively simple answer to a programing problem. A musical show had
two singers — a boy and a girl. When
the girl was heard first, there was a
lower score for the man. When the
man

sang first — and remember, the

talent and numbers hadn't changed at
all — the audience created a favorable
"carryover" which raised the "liking"
score of the girl singer. A simple reshuffling ofnumbers was all that was
needed to improve the program. These
cases clearly illustrate the point that
research recommendations on a pro-

PACKAGE

.ha. tv

film spot at TELEFILM Inc. in
SPONSOR

2 rain need

not entail lavish expendi-

Starting a program "right" is not
always easy. It means giving the listening public just what it wants. One
example cited by SRC was a mystery
Bhow, which used to spring the crime
i invariably murder) at different times
in different scripts. Schwerin tests
soon showed that "the quicker the listeners were let in on the killing, the
better they liked the show. The more
opportunity they had to play detective,
the more they enjoyed it." The show
has since made a point of introducing
the "'motivating force" of its action as
fast as possible, and has boosted its
ratings as a result.
3. Mood: Advertisers sometimes
brush "mood" aside, and think of it
in terms of dreamy organ music and
sex) poetry. However, as Schwerin
puts it, "every show we have studied
has created a mood. Mood is the reaction that listeners experience as they
listen, the gratification they get from
the program."
Shows often draw adverse "liking"
scores as a result of fracturing the
"mood." A show that usually maintains a realistic "mood" can draw the
wrath of an audience for suddenly tossing in something unrealistic. A show
based on a warm, folksy approach can
violate the mood of an audience by
presenting a hopped-up version of an
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start slipping if the female commentator starts sounding like the leading
lady in a Noel Coward comedy.
Producers, Schwerin feels, should
discover very early in the game what
general "mood" their programs create.
Their choices from story plots to singing stars' numbers should then complement, rather than contradict this

mood.

4. Emphasis: A word for this very
common error might be balance, since
it concerns the amount of time devoted
to each of the major elements of a radio show.
In pointing out the case of a wellknown news program that violated the
question of emphasis, Schwerin stated:
"Three auditions were tested with
the same basic program elements, but
with a differing emphasis on each of
them. This was the result: when little time was devoted to the main reporter, the liking was low; as the reporter was given more time, the liking
for the whole program rose in proportion. Here, the best-liked feature of
the show was picked for expansion, up
to the point of diminishing returns in
liking. How we find that point is a
matter of experimentation and analysis— but it's there, and can be found"
(see chart, p. 33).
Schwerin is quick to point out that
the mere expansion of a particularly
"hot" program
essarily, mean
some cases just
is needed. One

•^1*

■»

old folk song ^see chart, page 33). A
show intended to present factual, homemaking information to women will
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Kronberger
Jewelers
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pulling power..
Here

is a letter K-NUZ
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from

F. G. Kronberger,

owner

F. G. Kronberger

Jewelry

of

Store:

m\

only now that I get around
i the service which yo
rendered recently di
I i
/ pleased with the way
your station pulled in the customers.
Since I had never before used radio
little apprehensive.
But as it turned
out, that was the most productive adIf, in the future, I should re-enter
the retail field again, radio would be
the first thought in my mind for ad-

element does not, neca better program. In
the opposite treatment
which he recalled:

Thanks

jobYours
well done!
sincerely,
F. G. Kronberger

"On this musical show, the emphasis which counted was on the length of
the musical numbers. Shorter ones
were better liked, we discovered. Other
types of musical shows each have their
own5. solution."
Direction: The role of the director in the control room has nothing
much to do with the problem — it concerns the direction of a program's appeal (in short, the type of people at
whom the show is being aimed).
"Advertisers," said Schwerin, "are
no longer interested in merely counting bodies; they want to count customers. Therefore, they want to appeal to an audience of potential cusAnalysis of a show's audience is a
tomers."
process of determining age, education,
earnings,
and
other socio-economic
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factors. Reported Schwerin, concernin j: a radio commentator with a long
sua ess record:

performer's actions as much as it does
on "radio. With the familiarih retained
on the screen in sight of the viewer,
TV permits the star a wider range of
material without disturbing a pre-

"By age group, hi? fans are over 50
— and b) education, they're in the
lowest bracket It seems plain that this
commentator's sponsor must have a
product he wants to sell to older, lesseducated people. But there are many
sponsored shows on the air today
whose appeal is so misdirected that
it's tragic" (see chart, page — ).
Simpl) knowing the '"direction" of
a show a sponsor has bought is not
enough. It's well for him to remember that bis time slot. too. is an important factor. Otherwise he might drop
the show into a time slot when, say,
teenagers or famirj beads are not present in the general radio audience in
sizable enough numbers to make it
worth a sponsor's ad dollars.
Schwerin's five criteria for successful radio programing appl\ to TV as
well but. in a modified degree. TV
gives the sponsor more latitude where
Familiarity. Approach, and Mood are
concerned.

program "mental image." Related to
-t"i\ trends or to music rather than
to T\ personalities and movie stars,
familiarity presents problems in TV
that are similar to those of radio.
The Approach of a TV program can
be subtle. The high-geared take-off
successful on radio doesn't always
work on TV. Noise gimmicks and
sound effects, which frequently start
a radio program, would detract from
the beginning of a televised version of
the showr. However, TV replaces noise
gimmicks with a strong visual punch
to excite viewer interest.
Mood is easier to maintain on a
consistent level on TV than on radio.
Certain necessary tactics in radio (filter mike technique for voices on the
telephone, etc.!. which cause a drop in

Familiarity of the audience with a
star appearing on TV doesn't limit the

audience interest, don't have to be
used on TV, where the action can be
self-explanatory without sound.
Emphasis and Direction present very
much the same margin for error on
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TV as they do on radio.
In summarizing all of the above five
"sins" of programing, Schwerin states
that "any or all of these five factors
might spell success for your shows.
All of them must certainly be taken
into account. Radio's failures can be
traced, not to poor concepts, but to
poor execution of those ideas."

MEN, MONEY,

* * *

MOTIVES

i Con 1 1 lined from page 6)
Local advertising agencies did not
cut too imposing a figure in the early
days of radio advertising. But that was
25 years ago. Today there are agencies of considerable heft in such inland metropoli as Buffalo, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland Toledo, Milwaukee, Omaha. Dallas, Salt Lake, and so
on. A dozen years of boom economics
has drastically changed the old picture.
Today many of the local agencies have
a better chance. Not that the ' local
agency, any more than the national
agency, can afford the luxury of kinescopes. But the local agency, like the
national agency, can cash in via TV
by exhibiting brains, ideas, energy.
Nobody will expect old dogs to learn
new tricks. There are hundreds of oneman ad shops. Rule them out of TV.
Nor is the typical Main Street partnership of a salesman-copywriter and arfist-cartoonist-production man likely to
show telegenic genius over night.

* * *

Nobody even knows precisely how
many of the tiny agencies there are.
Their numbers are probably not reflected inthe 3,500 agencies catalogued
for the whole nation but tiny agencies
do leave their mark on the depressing
statistics which show a mortality of
around 500 agencies per annum.
The local advertising agency will not
find the competition simple. There are
the high-powered big-town program
syndicators to face. Nobody knows
what film will in due course be made
available for local sponsorship. The
home-towners must sweat it out with
the prophets who are not without honor save in their own country. Networks and program packagers will
have great basic advantages. The local agency will flourish to the degree
it learns freewheeling in creative advertising and showmanship.
* * *
SPONSOR

ROUNDUP
^Continued from page 53)
the film is completed, prints will be
sen! t<> him for distribution to his retail accounts who have TV programs,
or for -ales training.
The Puerto ftican Net work recently
signed, a> it says, "the largesl radio
program package in the history of island radio." covering
broadcast
of

I . S. Major League and Puerto Rican
Professional League baseball games for
the 1952 season. Sponsors are the R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Compam for
Camels, and Blatz Brewing Company.
In photo, seated are Jose Ramon Quiaones, pres. of Puerto Rican Network;
and Theodor Saba, mgr. of McCann
Erickson's San Juan office, agencv for
the sponsors. Standing (1. to r.) :
Miguel Angel Torres, sportscaster;
Harwood Hull. Jr.. gen. mgr.. P.R. Network: Don O'Meara. radio dir., McCann-Erickson; Jose Ramon Diaz,
sportscaster.
Gordon B. McLendon, 30-year-old
president of Liberty Broadcasting System the
I
youngest man ever to head a
major American radio network), was
chosen "Man of the Month" for April
by the East Texas Chamber of Commerce. Among previous honors, he
had been named one of the 10 out-
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standing young men of 1951 by the
National Junior Chamber of Commerce. The National Jaycees commended him lor "bringing financial
Stability to ex-independent stations
everywhere and creating millions of
new
radio listeners
over LBS
his network.""
McLendon
started the
net with
one station in November 1949; it now
has more than 442 affiliates.
This story from KCBQ, San Diego,
illustrates just how intensely a listener can become interested in soap operas and contests. On the morning
when she was scheduled to undergo a
major operation, a woman in a San
Diego hospital began to worry about
missing the station's "Listen and Win"
contest. (Listeners send in answers to
daily questions based on daily serial
stories; contestant with the most points
at the end of a 13-week period is the
grand winner.) The operation was
scheduled for 10:30 a.m. At 10:00
a.m., although partially under anesthetic, the woman telephoned the station
for that day s contest questions. Note:
KCBQ won't tell whether she answered
them correctly or not.

on WFIL. In a dailj telephone quiz
on one of the station's d.j. shows (Skip
Dawes. PARD-sponsorcd) cash awards
are offered lor correct answers to questions on the "Spotlight Drug of the
Week" and to the druggist named with
each winning entrj .

Manufacturers in the children's
product field, from wearing apparel to
toys, from comic hooks to foods, can
now obtain merchandise licenses to
use Rootie Kazoolie and his fellow video characters (NBC-TV) in product
promotion and distribution. Gerald
0. Kaye. President of Rootie Kazootie,
Inc., states they have waited till now
to grant such licenses as they wanted
to first see the program firmly established on TV coast to coast (it's on six
times weekly, Saturdays, 5:30 p.m.:
weekdays. 6:00 p.m.). Licensees will
have available to them the services of
one of the nation's foremost merchandising organizations.
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, was
among the several stations which
worked
to protect life and property

WFIL, Philadelphia, in cooperation
with the Philadelphia Association of
Retail Druggists, has put into effect a
new merchandising plan designed as a
sales builder for drug sponsors. Some
2,300 independent druggists in the
Philadelphia area are participating.
Each week these stores high-light a different product in "Spotlight Drug""
displays which product is simultaneously featured in direct mail promotion. To be eligible for the Spotlight
Drug promotion, an advertiser must
buy the equivalent of six one-minute
announcements a week for 13 weeks

during the recent Missouri River
floods. Seven KMA news and special
events men originated day and night
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RADIO AND TV RESEARCH
CAN BE DONE WITH A
MINIMUM BUDGET
Here are Pulse 7952 Markets:
Market

# OF REPORTS
RADIO

Akron
Albany

1
1
2

Albuquerque
Allen town
Atlanta
Augusta
Bakersficld
Baltimore

PER

YEAR
TV
X
X
122

6
6
1
6
6
6
1
6
6
2

Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cleveland

X
X
12
X
12
12
12
X
12
12

emergenc) broadcasts from the flooded river bottoms to maintain a warning system for residents of the stricken
area; helped clear farm and town people from an inundated area of some
300,000 acres. In photo, KMA special
events man, Warren Nielson airs a
warning to thousands of residents to
evacuate their homes; only a matter
of hours after the picture was taken,
the flood waters broke through the
dike, poured an avalanche of muddy
water over a 50-square mile area.
KSWI, Council Bluffs, 500-watt independent, turned over its entire facilities to help mobilize and evacuate the
city after warnings that unprecedented
Missouri flood water were on the way.
As the station itself was in a perilous
location, it set up new broadcast facilities out of the water's path. In two
days, it had evacuated two-thirds of
the city — some 30,000 people — all in
an amazingly orderly fashion, according to Red Cross officials. In order to
keep the city from being washed away,
6,000 to 7,000 volunteers (in response
to a call from KSWI) came from 70
miles around to help build the levees
around Council Bluffs to additional
height, and man them. Result: A highly successful public service job — no
one hurt; no damage done.

4 West
Michigan
Milwaukee
Minn. -St. Paul
Modesto

Ci

Spurred by many requests for qualified TV and radio personnel in New
York, as well as throughout the country, and foreseeing an even greater demand with the recent lifting of the TV
freeze, Click Personnel Placements, 22
West 46th Street, New York City, has
added a new Radio-TV Department.
With the new department, complete
concentration on TV and radio staffing throughout the country will be
achieved. The personnel file covers all
phases of broadcasting — Administrative, Sales, Programing,
Technical.
Two especially lucrative fund drives
were conducted recently by stations
WDSU-TV, New Orleans, and WTIC,
Hartford. A lS^-hour Telethon for
the United Cerebral Palsy Fund was
held by WDSU-TV 15 March, featured
top stars and netted over $80,000.
WTIC and the Hartford Courant established a new record for their annual Mile O'Dimeg campaign by raising $97,163, which exceeded the previous high year's total bv over $10,000.
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AGENCY-PRODUCER
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{Continued from page 36)
lifiiiizt-il .vii iii m art/ of replies to
ATS film commercial survey

Agency attitudes
I. Bids

1. Number of bids
If competitive bids are necessary in
an agency's selection of a film producer
for a TV commercial order, quotes
from three producers should be ample.
2. How information is supplied
The ways in which agencies prefer to
give producers information on which
to base a quotation are divided more
or less evenly among storyboard,
script, and individual briefing of each
producer. The means by which agencies present bidding information to
producers is influenced by the type of
production and the particular agencyproducer relationship.
3. Amount of information
More complete information should
pass between agency and producer,
both before preparing a cost estimate
and in evaluating it.
4. Amount of time for bidding
Although agencies frequently ask for
bids to be prepared in less than a week,
they admit that producers should have
at least a week to make them.
^5. Specification sheet
Agencies believe, overwhelmingly,
that a specification sheet breakdown is
helpful both in obtaining accurate bids
and in evaluating bids when they are
received. A large majority voted in
favor of having a standard specification form, which would be provided by
an all-industry association, such as the
American Television Society, for the
use of all agencies and producers.
II.

Production

6. When to begin with producer
As to the time (stage of development
of the job) when agencies first contact a producer, practices vary. Many
agencies initially consult the producer
at the idea-outline stage, but the majority do so either after script, after
storyboard, or after storyboard and
script have been prepared by the
agency.
7. Scope of ofproducer's
job expect
Two-thirds
the agencies
producers to participate creatively in
SPONSOR

the production of a commercial. The
others expect the producer merely to

effort in conscientiously preparing a
competitive bid.

execute the agency's specifications mechanically.

2. Hoiv information is supplied
The ways in which producers prefer
to receive bidding information are divided more or less evenly among storyboards, scripts, and individual briefing
sessions. The means by which agencies present bidding information to
producers is influenced by the type of
production and the particular agencyproducer relationship.

8. J' here producers responsibility
ends
More than one-third of the agencies
feel that the producer's responsibility
cuds with the agency's acceptance of a
satisfactory print. An equal number
feel that the producer's responsibility
extends through a closed-circuit screening of the answer print. Others mentioned the producers' subsequent responsibility foruniform quality of anyprint orders which may follow.
9. Proposals for improving operations
To the question, "In your dealings
with film producers, do you have any
difficulties which you think could be
eliminated or reduced?" nearly threequarters of the agencies answered,
"Yes." The committee's summation of
their comments indicates that two improvements would clear up much of
the current misunderstanding and
trouble :
(a) The use of a comprehensive
standard specification form,
which will define for both agency and producer exactly what
is to be delivered and when.
(b) Producer-salesmen with more
technical knowledge and experience in film-making.

Producer attitudes
/.

Bids

1. Number of bids
The average number of bids being
requested on a specific TV commercial
film order is excessive. Producers feel
that bids from three or fewer qualified
producers will provide an adequate
check on price, while assuring them a
fair opportunity
in return for their

3. Amount of information
Three-fifths believe that bidding information supplied to them is inadequate.
4. Amount of time for bidding
A majority reported that one day is
the average time allowed for preparation of a bid, whereas three days to a
week should be allowed.
5. Specification sheet
Three-quarters said that a specification sheet breakdown aids in submitting bids. Nearly the same number are
in favor of adopting a standard specification form for use by all producers
and agencies.
//.

Production

6. When to begin with producer
Replies were divided on the question, "At what stage of development of
a commercial are you generally contacted?" The answers indicated that
producers are contacted either at idea
outline, after script, or after script and
storyboard, depending on the nature
of the production and the particular
producer-agency relationship.
7. Scope of producer's job
Two-thirds felt that they are expected to participate creatively in a production, but a sizable minority (one-third)
felt they were limited to executing the
specifications of the agency.
8. Where producer's
ends

6233
Hollywood
Blvd.,
Hollywood
1515 N. Western Ave., Hollywood
155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago
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responsibility

Three-quarters of the producers believe that their responsibility for a
commercial ends with the acceptance
of the answer print. A minority (onequarter) indicated that final acceptance
of a film takes place at closed-circuit
screening. Many mentioned subsequent
print orders, noting that their responsibility there lies in producing prints
that conform to the accepted answer
print.
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9. Proposals for improving operalions
All hut four responding producers
fell that there are producer-agency difficult it-s which could he eliminated or
reduced. Their remarks sum up to
these three recommendations, which
appeared in comment after comment:
(a) One person and only one (with
ability, technical competence,
and authority to supervise and
and approve all phases of the
production) should represent
the agencj .
(b) Too little time is allowed producers for production, and there
are too many last-minute
changes leading to increased
itycosts, errors, and loss of qual(c) Agencies should provide more
completely organized information to producers and should
place greater trust in them to
follow through satisfactorily.
Many producers opined that
production efficiency and results
improve when an agency develops a close-working relationship
with a few selected producers.
Conclusions and recommendations
of the committee
Peabody Citation 1951
Originating Station

Johns Hopkins
Science Review

around
Baltimore
they always
keep an
eye on

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL
ABC Dumonl

13

Affiliate

Represented Nationally by
Harrington, Righter & Parsons

This project was undertaken (a) to
determine the nature and causes of
problems and friction in those TV
film commercial production operations
where the functions of advertising
agency personnel and film production
company personnel meet or overlap —
and (b) to recommend solutions or
aids to improvement.
Following are (a) the three basic
causes of trouble, as revealed in the
replies to questionnaires, and (b) the
committee's recommendations for improvem nt :
1. (a) Insufficient experience
In the agency answers, the charge is
made repeatedly that producers' sales
representatives have little or no conception of creative or technical film
production. One agencv respondent offers the comment, "Film production
salesmen should serve an apprenticeship in the Production Department hefore going on the road."
On the other hand, the producer respondents repeatedly suggest that, to
quote one, "The agencies should employ manpower with some motion picture experience. Technical understanding would eliminate many misunder-

standings." And another. "Too olten
people are involved who have no conception of film production and thereforecosts
expect the
In the
field "I
and impossible.'"
budgets, a significant
amount of non-understanding is apparent. Agency comments include appeals for "less niumbo-jumbo," "better
explanation of technical difficulties,"
"suggestions on how to reduce costs,"
"simpler and more accurate cost estiAppeals from producers include
"more familiarity on the part of agencies with motion picture costs"; if a
mates."
budget is present, let the producer "despots to fit the budget."
1 1) sign
l theRecommendation
Agencies and producers can improve
their operations by hiring the best-experienced specialists they can get, and
by giving these people constant opportunity to broaden their knowledge.
2. (a) Insufficient time
From bidding request to approval of
answer print, time is a worrisome
thing. (1) Bidding: Thirty-five per
cent of the producers report that they
are allowed an average of one day to
prepare a bid. On the other hand,
nearly 50 'r of the agencies say they
allow producers an average of a week!
( 2 ) Production : Producers state repeatedly that not enough time is allowed for quality production — while
an oft-repeated complaint of the agencies is "failure to deliver on time."
(h I Recommendations: (1) Bidding: Agencies should make sure they
are allowing producers adequate time
(from three days to a week) for bids.
(2 ) Production: Agencj personnel and
producer representatives should become sufficiently familiar with film
production to know how much time is
actually required for specific jobs. Producers should make realistic promises
— refrain from specifying delivery
dales tbc\ arc not certain they will
meet.
.'■5. (a) Insufficient exchange of information
Agencies
and producers alike realize that more complete information
should pass between them — information that will aid both the preparation
of a cost estimate b\ the producer and
its evaluation by the agency.
Asked whether it would be desirable
to have a standard specification form,
proposed by an all-industry association
such as the American Television Society, an overwhelming
majority of
SPONSOR

ACCOUNT
"Yes."
1 1) i Recommendation: The committe , •ombining its own I \ film proexpei nil e w ith the findings ol
the survey, has prepared the following
pro] osed standard specification form.
\- .1 pood-w HI sen ice to tele\ ision, the
Vmei :an television Societ) herebj offers tin- form for free adoption bj
an) one who v. ishes to use it.
\ ili •] »t i<>ii of .1 standard form will
benefit all concerned.
1 his foi m is intend 'd for use cither
(1) In an ad^ ertis
, as an
efficient means of providing to a film
"Telecasts <>l !:><• Kefauver crime committee li ;i r i iiii- Hid their effect on pnliUc opinion
itearh
-lio\>
the effect
ol
opening the door- to all who wish to see
and hear. It i- time thai radio and television came of age and lent their eyes
and ears freelj to the canse of communication of truth."
I)!{. W. I{. (.. BAKER
V.P., General Electric Co.

EXECS I LIKE

h.n-. with wlnrh the ad manage] musl
. ontt nd. I o,.. In- must understand the
manifold nuances of human behavior
ality.
thai compose the ad manage) - person-

exacth « liat th ■ producer's hid "i estimate covers. Uthough the form was
developed specifically for television
film commercials, it is suitable lor use
in ordt ring an) film production.
Suggestions relative to having the
form reproduced in quantit) for your
own use: Space it so that fill-ins can
le typewritten in Pica-size type. Have
it made up in pad form, with sheets
of three different colors in sequent e
l for original and two carbons, one
carbon for your file and the other to
go out with the original acknowledgei) enl and retunO . Suggested color sequence: white original, light blue 1st
carbon, yellow 2nd carbon.
This specification form is not a contract but can be made part of a contract b) explicit agreement.
* • *
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REPRESENTATIVES.

"SALE-ING"

the fellow w ho n ies to plaj it from oil
the elbow. \nd -o to gel a broad appraisal "t the genus a- counl executive
1952.

with

some

insights into what

makes him pai ex< ellen :e oi othei w ise,
sponsor has railed on what is considered in the hade a prett) indulgent
lot : the companj ad managers.
I he present article is the fourth in a
si i ies "I, \ ai ious figures in the broadcast advertising woi Id. I he first I 28
outstanding

BILL CREWS

time-

buyers; the second i II Februarj I foctiscd the spollighl on reps, and the

SHOW

third (10 March I dealt with ad managers from the viewpoint of the account executives. \ fifth article will

Here's a different D J who
keeps sales spinning for sponsors in this lucrative Young
America market.

take up the -I: lion manager — from the
viewpoint of the reps, with interlarding of opinions from time-buyers.
Throughout this series, sponsor
mentions no names. The intent of the
articles is not to inflate the egos of individuals or a class but rather to underscore the bask operating principles
and problems of some of the key jobs
in advertising. Patently, the spotlighting in this article ison account executives whose accounts use a proportionate!} large share ol radio and TV.

fit* works irt'll u-iili specialists
"The account manager that I strongly lean to has a knack for not only
conve) ing idea- lucidlj to the various
but getting

along with them. He makes himself
aware of their problems, doesn't try
to high-pressure them bej ond the possible and alwa\ - make- llicin think that
they're more important to the success
of the account than he i-. He's like a
football coach who calls the plays assured}) but unobtrusively — that is,
without putting on a big show himIf<»".v always compatible

ADIO

in Smooth

in Arkansas Aboard

specialists in his agenc\

Night and

Adventure

Tin- proximit) of these two men
works both ways. \\ ho could be a I ettt r authoi it\ on the relative strengths
and weaknesses of account executives
than the ad manage] ? He has dealt
w ith the solid arti< le as well as w ith

JanuaiN i described

er all the information required
a- the k:-i« for a hid or cosi estimate;
i'\ a film producer, a- a means
of indicating to an advertising agencj

Take a Thrilling New

[Continued from page 31 I

""\\ ith me compatibility
self."

is about as

New
After-School
Air Waves
Cruise
That Has Captured
the
TEEN-ACE,
Young Adult
Market!

KVLC's

From soft drinks to candy
bars, gadgets to cosmetics,
the BILL CREWS Show, tells
'em, sells 'em and keeps 'em
listening to KVLC. Perhaps
you'd like to join the CREWS
... 3 to 4 p.m. Mondays thru
Saturdays.
Phone, write or wire CLENN ROBERTSON, Manager, KVLC, for details and
availabilities ...
or contact RAD.0
REPRESENTATIVES.
INC.

important as ability. The blending of
personalities and mental viewpoints

91,563 TV
IN
Eaoh

THE

QUAD-CITY

month

this

SETS
AREA

I V m i toul ia most*

tained by Qua.l ( in wholesalers scrv
.11; .1. \, tn.illv. the total of
lies readied
liv \\ 1IH1 ■ I V is
considerably larger .is oui I V signals
are received over an cxtensue atra
beyond the Quad-Cities.
Increased power has doubled WHBFTV radiated strength; the staff and
facilities have recently moved into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition of service
in radio broadcasting. WHBI-TV now
" ves
Quad-Citians ire// — and
ers profitably.
Les Johnson,

V.P.

and

Cen.

Mgr.

Can't help but be particularly imperative in a high tension business such as
advertising. The ad manager has
enough trouble without having to take
it from an account executive who has
fixed ideas or wants to argue at the
drop of a suggestion. An account man
must primarily be sympathetic to the
manager's
organization andproblems
take themwithin
into his
account
at
all times in advancing plans and recommendations. This is one thing from
which the account man cannot isolate
himself. Hence, he can't be a stuffed
He immerses

himself in company

shirt."
"The type of account man with
whom I most enjoy working is one to
know the company's business from the
ground up. He shows this desire by
occasionally getting out into the field,
visiting distributors and dealers, and
even going so far as to get behind a
store-counter. That kind of account
man's interest in getting a first hand
idea of the conditions under which the

Washington's

product is sold can't help but warm an
ad manager's heart. In that way he
finds out what possible misunderstandings and false advertising emphases are
affecting the sale of the product. This
urge to learn on the field level can be
more important than being all sizes of
an expert within the walls of the agentie calls his shots honestly
"Candor works two ways in this
business. It can have bad repercussions if it's badly timed. An account
executive who is always trying to paint
the lilycy."
and keep the blinders on his
client is certainly not an asset. The
contact man who can do even more
harm is the one that starts riddling
something after a company decision
has been made. I admire calm, honest
judgment and analyses from an account man — in fact, I solicit it— but
the shot calling should occur while the
ad manager's idea is in the gestation

Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story

He's not medium-biased
stage."
"The most discouraging experiences
I've had with account men were caused
by their marked bias toward some one
medium. Not too long ago, account
executives who grew up with blackand-white were our headaches, because
they didn't allow a proper perspective

for radio. Now it frequently happens
that an account man who has come up
through the radio department becomes
so absorbed in the broadcast media
that nothing else is important as long
as he sells a radio or television campaign. The ad manager who knows
his business is thoroughly aware of the
relative impact value of the broadcast
media, but he still has to think in terms
of bread-and-butter balance, the dovetailing of all media, so as to get a
'*>The soothsayers of yesterday, who
predicted that radio would be crushed
under the heel of television were reading the wrong tea leaves. The truth of
the matter is that in the history of the
civilized world, no mass medium which
has captured the attention and confidence of the people has failed a9 an
industry."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS
President, NARTB

minimum

cost-per-1,000 for his mes-

He comes thorouyhly prepared
"When he shows up with a campaign
proposed by the agency he has all the
facets
sages." neatly tucked in. His portfolio
contains appropriate research information, marketing knowledge of competitive products and various other data
upon which the recommended campaign has been based. He comes as
well documented as possible, instead
o£ trying to get away with theorizing.
He is so well steeped in the purpose
of the meeting that he can answer
questions right there and then, instead
of having to resort to an apologetic,
'I'll make a note of it and get back to
you later.' When he gives you estimates they are based on the thorough
calculations of the department involved; he doesn't answer an offhand
question about price, 'Oh, I'm sure it
won't
very much'."
"An cost
account
man I particularly enjoyed working with never let me down
He has the information
no matter how minor the information.
Just to cite an incident: one afternoon
he was in my office trying to sell me
on a specific radio program that had
become available for new sponsorship.
I asked him whether he had any figures showing the cost-per-1,000 of other leading programs of the same type.
He didn't, but I'll tell you what happened. He went back to his agency and
worked until late in the night with othSPONSOR

ers compiling this information, even
though the agency boss remarked that
ii wasn't necessary. That information
was in my hands the first thing the
next morning, and, as it turned out,
quito hand) in selling the show to the
rest of my organization."
He icatches media trends
"You're bound to appreciate the account man who keeps himself informed
of developments in the various media,
especially the newer media, like radio
and TV. He does it by pretty consistent reading of trade publications, listening to radio and watching TV,
keeping up with research and maintaining a regular informative contact with
liis media buyers. I know I can depend on him to keep me apprised of
competitor moves in the various media
and of good buys in, radio and TV,
especially ."'
He's not too

happy-go-lucky

"A good disposition
in a relationship like
count man who's too
fellow, the play-boy

is quite an asset
ours, but an acmuch of a good
type, can raise

havoc with an operation. He's usually
riding on a cloud, enthusiastic about
any or everything but without practical approach to our needs and problems."
He knows Ms market story

a direct concentration on supermarkets. Actually, for greatest efficiency
in mapping advertising and merchandising strategy, an account man should
know the market data of the competitor product as well."
Hi' van sift ideas

1
3

jj

Be
Radio Wise!
Get ex
power
Rahall
behind you r sales messag netrathrough

"Personalit

to slice something away from the budget in favor of a medium or a strategy, such as coop money, that he prefers. The account man who can
strengthen the ad manager's position
with a plan that conciliates all elements, is welcome at all times."

"'Of paramount importance in the
advertising business is a comprehen-

He keeps conference

sive grasp of your product's marketing
story. An account executive with a
knack for gathering market data for
his product has the sources for that
information at his finger tips, and can
relate this marketing knowledge to his
particular product. Some products, for
instance, find it easy-going in small
markets; others benefit from an entirely different sales strategy, such as

"An essential chore of an efficient
account man is the keeping of accurate
records of work progress and contact
reports. His paper work should be so
detailed and up-to-date that he can report at any time on what has happened
and what was said with regard to any

reports

phase of the campaign."
He keeps in step
"A major problem of most ad managers has to do with layout preferences
and demands on the part of the sales
division. The average salesman likes
to see an ad loaded up with a lot of
pictures of the product and masses of
copy. A good ad manager realizes that
he has to get over one idea at a time,
and an account man who is constantly
aware of this and keeps the copy
geared in that direction — thereby keeping in step with the ad manager —
makes the relationship a mighty pleasant one."
• • •

o

TOP

• AUDIENCE

101 ideas suggested by persons connected with the product, especially distributors, and to come up with one
solid idea around which the ad manager can rally the whole organization.
An ad manager often has in his organization conflicting views as to how
the money should be spent. Each tries

, FCC

Selling"

AMOS

"A valuable facet for an account
man is the ability to keep in mind the

"Radio is firmly entrenched and it is
entrenched because it is rendering a
local service to communities that they
need and want. Radio to them is the
indispensable medium. They will never
again be without this ready, efficient,
powerful means of local expression."
HON. PAUL A. WALKER

y

loyalty really pays off!

• PERSONALITIES
• MARKETS

National Representatives
(b) WALKER & CO.
(a) WEED
and
CO.

RAHALL
JOE

STATIONS
RAHALL,

President

Mr. Faris F eland
B B D & O
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dere Faris:
TK boss iz reel proud becuz WCHS
has jest wun a
big Billboard
prize thet hez
somethin' to do
with publik servus
promoshun.
It seams
to me

thin and doin a
reel fine job uv
it. WCHS with
5.000 on 580 hez
wun a lot oj
sech

things

which fer
jest doin'
goes
prizes
to show how the
stashun got itself to th' point
where them reAlgy search guys sez
Yrs.,
Fort progrum
Pitt i jo\
in' with the stashun
that haz
listeners then any uther in tK state.
That's it, sure thing.

WCHS
Charleston, W.

Va.
rid-

1
J
!

510 MADISON
[Continued from page 10)
and although this service has been operating only since June last, the average audience is 41 L>-5 million listeners
per night. You will appreciate that
with Radio Luxembourg being situated
so far from London it must relv on
sky-wave reception only, and therefore
daytime broadcasts are out of the question at the moment, although if a higher wavelength could be used, say 400
m. or 450 m., daytime reception would
then be possible even if only in Southern England. The only other station
using English commercial programs is
Radio Eirean from Dublin on 531 m..
but reception on this is limited to the
North of England and only companies
with an Irish brand, or a company
entirely owned in Eire, can buy time.
You will see from the above facts
that at present. Radio Luxembourg
provides the only commercial service
for this country. This, however, may

ask

John Blur & Co.
about the

IIu m & Martin
STATIOxXS
IN
1(14 IIMOM)

WOOD™
VR-intvVirginia
WTStations
First

change in June when the short extension to the BBC Charter — from December last — comes to an end. The present Conservative Government is seriously studying the position and it may
be that some form of commercial television will be given over the BBC Television Network at hours when the BBC
does not provide a service.
Commercial radio, however, is a
rather different case. In Europe, the
medium and long wavebands are very
overcrowded and extra stations would
suffer from interference — although one
solution might be to take one BBC
wavelength and use it commercially.
The solution favored by most, however, isthe use of FM stations, but due
to heavy rearmament programs they
could not be provided for five years.
By the way, may I congratulate you
on the special Canada feature, and also
on the articles you ran on Cuba and
Argentina; not forgetting the article of
about two years ago on Radio Luxembourg and Europe in general.
R. E. Edwards
Essex, England
FARM

RADIO

perous 2o's. the depression and blinding dust-laden 30's, the high-income
in-.. Horses have been largely replaced 1>\ tractors with power take-off
equipment; the Model T has given \\a\
to the ///o5/-expensive model cars; the
smoldering lamp has bowed to the brilliance of modern electricity and electrical appliances are giving Mrs. Farmer
more time to listen to her radio set.
In short, the audience tuned to farm
market broadcasters is comprised of
solid, enlightened citizens who possess
equally solid bank accounts. Intelligent appraisal of, and appeal to, this
vast farm audience pays dividends as
many
testifv. experienced farm advertisers can
Bob Thomas, Mgr.
WJAG, Norfolk, Nebr.
WE'LL BE CLAD TO
Please list us the next time in any
TV film producer list you may run.
The best facilities and technical skill
in Hollywood is available here for live
action film production. The animation
talent needs no introduction.
George Hurrell
Hurrell Productions, Hywd.

SUBURBAN

RADIO

We at ZIP were very interested in
your 28 January 1952 article "Can a
suburban station buck the big boys?"
WZIP is a daytime station with a
wonderful signal, located opposite Cincinnati, in Covington, Kentucky. We
too, are a suburban station, at which
the timebuyers look down their noses.
We used to buy surveys. Both ConIan and Pulse, in the latter part of
1948, separated their Northern Kentucky returns within their Greater Cincinnati surveys, and both gave us about
one sixth of the listeners during the
the same rating of from one eighth to
RESULTS
MEXICANS

IN CREATER

LOS ANGELES
LISTEN

As most alert ijmebuyers on both
coasts know, the living standards and
desires of the farmer are far different in 1952 than in the 1930's, for example. In the past 30 years, WJAG
has served the farmer through the pros-
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500,000
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KWKW
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ASK AND
FOR JOE
KWKW-FM

SPONSOR

davtime in Northern Kentucky. Around
noon we equaled WLW and far outdistanced all the other stations in this
vicinity. Rather proudly, and just a
little pleased, we took copies around
to all of the agencies. "Don't believe
it. You couldn't possibly have such an
audience over there." That was the
Standard answer. B.M.B. in their last
effort bore out these figures. But no
good.
Like other progressive suburban
stations, we jump in where the others
ain't. Nothing happens of consequence
in Northern Kentucky that we don't
carry, either by taping or remote lines.
We are one of the two stations in Kentucky and one of three or four in
Greater Cincinnati with a News Room.
with Police and Fire monitors and full
time news men. These programs, along
with The Rosary every morning, and
our Harlem Echoes program with the
first colored disk jockey in Greater
Cincinnati, are adding an ever increasing audience in Southern Ohio and
Indiana.
Our rates naturally are much lower
than the stations across the river, but
we are still trying to figure out the
same question you raise in your article. When will "They" discover the
fine supplemental coverage of such stations, with their sizable audiences, and
add them to their present schedules at
a low cost.

It's quite an order.
Arthur L. Eilerman
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WZ1P, Covington, Ky.

MBS OFFERS ONE-SHOTS
Your 14 January article on "OneShots" proved most interesting and informative to all of us at Mutual. Both
SPONSOR and prospective sponsors
should know that for 1952 Mutual has
devised an extremely flexible one-shot
purchase plan for network radio.
For the full year of 1952 (excluding
the summer). Mutual will program six
hours of star-studded programs each
week. Mutual and MGM have each put
up 81,250,000 to supply hours and
hours of exciting evening entertainment
all year long. The five following programs are available to advertisers for
participating sponsorship on one-shot
or continuing campaigns:
Mon., 8-8.30 p.m.: Woman of the
Year ( Bette Davis, George Brent I .
Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.: Black Museum
(Orson Welles).
5 MAY

1952

Wed., 8-9 p.m.: MGM
edy Theater.

Musical Com-

Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m.: Modern
Idv. o)
Casanova I Krrol Fl\ mi i .
Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.: Adventures
of
\faisie i \nn Sothern I .
Frkd Schneier
MBS, New York

ABOUT

MR. RONZONI

We wish to congratulate you on your
very nice write-up about our good
friend Emanuele Ronzoni in the sponsor for February.
We would like to reproduce the article in full or in part in the April or
Anniversary edition of our magazine.
Mr. Ronzoni is a director of the Nation Macaroni Manufacturers Association which owns this publication and a
long-time personal friend of the writer.
M. J. Donna, Mng. Ed.
The Macaroni Journal
Braiduood. III.

Same old story
in Rochester . . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.

rating

WHEC
ROCHESTER,
M.Y.I ,
5,000 WATTS
V_-^

RADIO

RESULTS

IN DEMAND

I wonder if it would be possible to
receive a half dozen copies of your
1952 edition of Radio Results.
W. J. Towner, Ass't. Mgr.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont.

You have recently put out a special
1952 edition of Radio Results. We feel
this would be very helpful in our sales
and would appreciate your sending us
fifteen copies.
R. W. ROUNSAVILLE, Gen. Mgr.
WQXI, Atlanta

We would appreciate it very much if
vou could send us four books of Radio
Results 1951. If charge is to be made,
please bill me for same.
Martin Giaimo, Sales Mgr.
WJEF, Grand Rapids

OMAHA
**J

Will you please send us 50 copies of
Radio Results at the rate of 50^ each.
which makes a total of $25 for the
order.
Paul Martin, Station Mgr.
WCCC,
Hartford, Conn.
• The 92-paBe Radio Results and 60-paee TV
Results booklets have pone to all SPONSOR subscribers. Extra copies available at Sl.OO each
and at the following quantity rates: lOO copies.
35c each; 25 copies or more, 50c each; 10 or

^^^

ImurotK. Building

590
soot to"*

JOHN BLAIR & CO., Representatives

The failure of such billion dollar

Is Sears anti-radio?
Broadcasters, for quite some years.
have regarded the virtual ignoring of
air advertising by Sears, Ward, J. C.
Penney, Spiegels and other firms as a
prime mystery. Wherever two or more
broadcasters have gathered this has
been a subject of discussion. We have

companies as Sears to use air advertising stems from the air media's laxit\
in convincing advertisers of their merit and. just as important, showing them
what to do and how to do it.
Sean and Ward have all the earmarks of being radio naturals. Their
retail store business, which can total
as much as 70' , overall volume and
has mushroomed in recent years, has
its strength in the small market areas
where air advertising is especially
strong. And the still huge mail-order
volume is achieved in rural sections
where the average media preference is
strongly radio. Sears, which established one of the nation's top stations
fWLS, meaning "World's Largest
Store") and popularized Gene Autry
on it, has every reason to be pro-radio.
Our feeling is — "As goes Sears, so
goes the mail-order industry." It will
serve Sears well to go radio (and TV)
in 1952.

Why wasn't he sold?
The other day the president of a big

attended State Broadcasters' meetings
where Sears was the number one subject of debate.
Hundreds of station men long ago
concluded that Sears and Ward are
anti-radio. But arc they? In this issue

national firm wrote sponsor's editor
as follows: "So far neither our aaency nor people involved in radio and TV
have been able to show me the long

(see page 28) SPONSOR reports the results of an extensive analysis of this
subject; comes to the conclusion that
the big mail order firms are not antiradio; they've just never been shown
the way.

range advertising that we need. . . ."
The saddest commentary on this
comment is that this man built from
small beginnings with radio, expanded
with radio, and is impressed by the
selling potential of radio and TV.

Maybe radio and TV haven't got
what he wants. But we find this hard
to believe. Rather, we're inclined to
believe that few sellers of broadcast
advertising know what he wants and
needs. And knowing what an advertiser wants and needs is step number
one in making a sale.
How many sales are the air media
losing because they don't quite get the
idea behind advertising — because they
fail to take a hand in initiating ideas
that spark the advertiser? How many
sales are newspapers making because
they get the idea, and from the agency
and advertiser both?
Great tidings, P & G
Perhaps the greatest lift to radio in
recent months has been the news from
Procter and Gamble. This news comes
on the heels of the P&G decision to keep
its 15 quarter-hours of night time going
on CBS Radio. The soap nabob has
ordered two and a half hours of additional morning time per week on the
full NBC radio netwrork, thereby revealing a credo which can't help but
give enormous encouragement to the
radio industry as a whole. The new
order gives the country's number one
advertiser a total of 121/; hours of radio on NBC weekly.
Strongly implied in the move is the
belief that for maximum penetration,
effectiveness and low-cost-per-1.000.
radio is not only a necessity but pretty
much the master of the media roost.

Applause
Frank White of Mutual

The fact that Mutual has not divided
its activities between radio and TV has

Frank White wasn't considered the
yvisest man in radio when he resigned
from CBS three years ago to take over
as head of Mutual Broadcasting System. But nobody disputed his courage.

helped. Yet there is much more to it

When he leaves Mutual 31 May nobody will question his wisdom or courage or ability.
During the three years of White's
presidency radio has been buffeted
about, and networks have not been
known For their steadfastness to the
medium. Vet Mutual has enhanced its
prestige, its billings, its organization,
and it- concept of how to provide a
network radio service in a TV era.

than that. For example, Frank White's
program, sales, and promotion team of
Bill Fineshriber, Ade Hult, and Bob
Schmid has, more than once, been referred to as "tops in the field." His
low budget program policies, including
a significant arrangement with MGM,
pointed the way to effective radio network programing. He leaves Mutual
with a 1052 first quarter billing record
ord 11.1'V above the first quarter of
1951, with a higher share of audience
than 1951.
Wherever Frank White goes (and
we believe he'll continue to go with

the broadcasting industry) he has the
satisfaction of turning Mutual over to
president and board chairman Tom
O'Neil in an exceptionally healthy
state. Since Mr. O'Neil has already
demonstrated his creativeness and aggres ivenes , theWhite gains will probably be compounded.
The vitality that a healthy Mutual
Network infuses into radio augurs well
for the future of the medium. Before
long another alert and radio-minded
organization. United Paramount, may
take over at ABC. As we see it MBS
and ABC may spur the two dominant
radio networks (CBS and NBC) to
greater efforts and thereby help bring
about a healthier radio medium.
SPONSOR

_

BILL
GRIFFITH.
THE SIGMA foDELTA
CHI
r
AWARD FOR RADIO
NEWSWRITING
in 1951

arte

lew standards of ex

KmBC-KFRm
and your associates are
mighty proud of you and your achievement!

Bill Griffith's recognition by Sigma
Delta Chi for Radio Newswriting in
1951 was given for the same brand of
outstanding news preparation turned in
day after day by all five members of the
KMBC-KFRM news staff.

TO SELL THE WHOLE

These men, all journalism graduates,
each one writing and broadcasting his
own material, are the reasons why The
KMBC-KFRM Team enjoys the highestrated news programs in the great Kansas
City Primary Trade Area.

HEART

OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

IT'S

MBC-KFR
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Selling Dal

[ere Is conclusive evidence that a Dallas station sells
fas best — as well as the rich Dallas - Fort Worth TV
market — results of an impartial survey by Ira. G. Corn,
Professor of Marketing at Southern Methodist University.
Area dominance of Dallas television was emphasized by
figures on TV set saturation, set gain, and comparative
set distribution within the Dallas and Fort Worth primary
coverage areas. In every category, Dallas and WFAA-TV
led Fort Worth by margins of from 29rP to 179%!
Here is proof it takes a Dallas station to sell Dallas and
the big Dallas-Fort Worth TV market -and WFAA-TV,
first in Dallas, offers most for your advertising dollar!
TV SET SATURATION:

dallas wfaa tv area has sm%
THAN FORT WORTH AREA.

more tv sets

WFAA-TV covers 64.5% of the combined market compared to 35.5% by Fort Worth TV.

TV SET GAIN since April 1, 1951: dauas wfaa tv area has gained
179% MORE SETS THAN FORT WORTH AREA.

WFfA-TV

POINTS AND CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CORN
REPORT EMPHASIZING

Primary coverage area of
WFAA-TV embraces seven
North Texas counties. Fort

THE DOMINANCE OF
DALLAS
IN THE
DALLASFT.
WORTH
TV MARKET:

Worth
primary area covers five counties.

, 3.253 TV residences

within the Dallas area with inside aerials cannot
be reached from Fort Worth, whereas WFAA-TV
comes in with a clear picture.
The primary coverage area of WFAA-TV included
97,376 TV sets as of Jan. 15, 1952 — the Fort
Worth primary area had 53,501 TV sets.
In the combined Dallas and Fort Worth primary
areas, WFAA-TV's share is 64.5% of the total sets.
The Fort Worth station's share is only 35.5%.
WFAA-TV primary area has gained 25.888 sets
in the past 9l/2 months — a 36.2% increase over
April I, 1951. The Fort Worth area gain was
9,292 sets -a 21% increase.
Dallas County has 82,565 sets. Tarrant County
(Fort Worth) has 47,786 sets.
41.2% of all family units in Dallas County are
TV set-owners. Dallas County TV homes have 9.8%
larger family size compared to non-TV homes This
means that the 41.2% Dallas County residences
reached by TV actually accounts for 43.5% of
the population.

CHANNEL 8 . 27.1 KW VIDEO
. 13 KW AUDIO
. NBC - ABC - DUMONT
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY ft CO. . RALPH NIMMONS, STATION MANAGER
TELEVISION
SERVICE
OF
THE
DALLAS
MORNING
NEWS
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lost of the time most New York eyes are on Channel 2' WCBS-TV \

NATIONAL

does a complete job...
WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

IwCOD
IwTVR

Up-up-up go sales of National Bohemian and
National Premium Beers in the rich Virginia
markets of which Richmond is the center.
And small wonder. National brews to a strict
policy of "Not how much— but how well." It
knows its business well. And it knows how to
sell Virginians via Havens & Martin radio and
TV stations of Richmond.
WTVR (TV) and WMBG (AM) are sound buys for
any advertiser. Why? Their adherence to high
broadcast standards, their long-time reputation
for service, their pioneering progress have
won the affection of Virginians. Today WTVR,
now in its fourth year, is still the only
TV station in Richmond. And WMBG means
NBC for its millions. Here's a duo that's a sound
investment for a sound (and sight) advertiser.

WMBG

am WCOD™

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

WTVR"

Ford Foundation
considers study of

Significant
development

evidence that subscription
of education by television

TV may play a major role in the
can be deduced from meeting held

subscription TV
for educators

by the Ford Foundation week before last. Meeting discussed the mechanics for setting up a board to examine all facets of TV as affects education and particularly determine how subscription could serve education. Understood that the foundation is prepared to underwrite the
cost of programing experiment in this direction through Phonevision.
Educator attitude toward fee TV is further treated on page 40.

Ad agencies
object to being
made syndicators
by their clients

Tendency of advertisers to put their dramatic shows on film and to look
to their agencies to help recoup part of the investment by acting as
syndicators, as well as producers, is meeting resistance from some
agencies.
Pattern of this procedure was set by J. Walter Thompson when

-SR-

it undertook to sell and distribute the Ballantine-subsidized "Foreign
Intrigue."
The demurring agencies say the business of syndicating is
something they're not equipped for and should be left to specialists.
-SRArmstrong mulling conversion of

Armstrong Cork is the latest network sponsor of a half-hour dramatic
program to study the feasibility of putting the show on film.
Arm-

"Circle Theatre"
to film

strong's "Circle Theatre," which has been on live over NBC the past two
years, may as a result of a visit to the Coast by company ad manager
Hanzhaf and producer Ira Avery earlier this month, switch to film
either in late fall or early winter.
B.B.D.O. is the agency.

Sarnoff reports
TV broadcasting
profitable, but
set sales weak

David Sarnoff , RCA chairman, informed a stockholders meeting NBC's TV
operations are still at profitable level, that he anticipated TV set
ownership to reach 18,000,000 by election day and that international TV
will become regular service within next five years.
He reported, as

-SR-

result slump in TV and radio set sales, company's gross for this March
quarter was $163,871,331, as compared to $185,590,755 for the like 1951
period.
Compared earnings: first quarter this year, $7,076,520; last
year, $11,901,542.
-SRVideodex control
assumed by
Chicago calculations chief

Robert F. White, whose specialty is sales and management controls, has
acquired a controlling interest in Videodex, which uses the diary method in TV audience research.
White, whose Chicago firm has been doing
Videodex's statistical calculations, will hold the twin title of presi
dent and general manager of Videodex.

Canadian Bulova
in 100% station
time buy

Canadian Bulova Watch Company has set a radio precedent for the Dominion by using every Canadian station (154) for a campaign.
The buys,
consisting of 30-second to one-minute announcements and participation
in the Red Skelton series, are for the introduction of a new watch
model (the President).

-SR-
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NARTB seeks to
have curse taken
off transcribed
programs

for

1» May

1952

NARTB has named a three-man committee to concentrate on ways and means
of prevailing on the FCC to amend the rule which requires networks and
stations to identify recorded, filmed and transcribed shows as such.
Committee consists of Michael R. Hanna, WHCU, Ithaca, N.Y., chairman,
William Fay, WHAM, WHAM-TV, Rochester, N.Y., and Walter Compton,
WTTG, Washington.
A SPONSOR article in the 25 February issue disclosed that many advertisers looked upon the retention of the identification rule as an "archaic

Agencymen react
well to plans
for Media -Meter
yardstick

Reaction

by agency
urements of in-home
yardstick has been
ingness to buy all
use all four.
The

and costly
-SR-

hindrance."

research men to Hooper's planned Media-Meter measuse of radio, TV, newspapers and magazines on same
good.
Says Hoop: "The public's ability and willfour media exceeds the leisure time available to
sorting process which results ... is of fundamen-

tal concern to every advertiser."
Desire on the part of admen for
over-all media yardstick is hastened by such things as current undercover campaign by magazines to round up all available TV research data
(Nielsen, Pulse, Hooper, etc.) and pick over it carefully for weaknesses and discrepancies to use against TV, which has put a big dent
in magazine readership and advertising.
-SRNCAA
report
confirms attitude
TV hurts football
attendance

National

Collegiate

Athletic

Association

is more

convinced

than

ever

that

TV hurts college football attendance.
The association last season put a blackout on football televising by controlling the sale and
selection of games.
According to a report prepared for the NCAA by
the National Opinion Research Center of the University of Chicago,
and released last week, game attendance in 1951 in TV areas was 15%
le_ss than it had been before television, while colleges outside TV
areas did as well, if not better, in ticket sales.
Report showed the
small college game attendance was squeezed hardest by the televising.
-SR-

Eight bids in
for TV football
rights

Blair survey
charges Hooper
quiz with "bias"

NCAA's television committee has received eight bids for the sponsorship of the limited group of college football games which are to be
network-televised this fall.
Westinghouse is not among the eight.
Committee doubts whether it will get a bid from Westinghouse since
that advertiser is committed in TV not only to the Chicago political
conventions but a 13-week series dealing with the campaign and designed to pull out the vote.
Latter will run into football season.
-SRC. E. Hooper's famous "Are you looking ... or listening" method of
telephone coincidental air surveys is under attack currently within
the industry as a result of a new study by station rep firm of John
Blair & Co.
Blair study reports that Hooper's "two-in-one" question
doesn't do true justice to radio, and that Hooper should change his
methods; Hoop doesn't agree.
(See story, page 38.)
-SR-

Zenith
finds
FM results
surpass
AM radio

Zenith cites as strong case for the effectiveness of FM radio the results of a hearing aid spot announcement campaign it conducted on both
FM and AM stations.
Overall cost of inquiries pulled by FM was 55%
lower than AM radio.
(Please

turn

to page

64)

SPONSOR

All ItToole was a Slingshot...

. . . For David to topple the mighty Philistine warrior-giant Goliath. History, never
easy on giants, has a way of repeating itself.

O

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. to
6 P. M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper,
thru March,
1952.)Oct., 1952,

O

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America! (Oct., 1951, thru
Febr., 1952.)

All it took independent KOWH to conquer the big Omaha market was programming—
the kind that gets invited into Omaha homes. Hooper has chronicled the extent of the
victory. The chart below shows the Omaha-Council Bluffs share-of-audience for 8 A.M.6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, October, 1951, through March, 1952.
36.7 %
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Pure Oil prospers via the air
Although

operating
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25

In only 24 states, Pure Oil has sponsored

radio tor 13 years.
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1,050,116
COOKBOOKS SOLD BY WBAP-TV
IN FORT WORTH AND DALLAS
(An Industry Record)

Yes, over a million cookbooks were sold by WBAP-TV
during a 26-week period! The cookbooks were available in leading grocery stores in Fort Worth and Dallas. The promotion for
the books was done over WBAP-TV, Channel 5.
Yes, WBAP-TV

follows through to the point of purchase!

The bulk of the promotion for these WBAP-TV

cookbooks

was done on Home Economist Margret McDonald's "What's
Cooking?" program seen between 1:00 and 2:00 p. m. each
weekday. On Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays vivacious
Margret would prepare a recipe from the current volume being
promoted. On the other two days she would talk about the
books and show them.
Margret's popularity in the Fort Worth-Dallas area has
been phenomenal. In the past year she has received more than
^*~
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ten thousand

WBAP
• CLEAREST

PICTURE

• STRONGEST
•

HIGHEST
•
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BEST

SIGNAL
HOOPERS

PROGRAMS

pieces of mail

from housewives in this area
requesting food recipes, asking for advice on interior decorating, floor-cleaning, flower
arrangaments, furniture and a
dozen-and-one other home
management topics.

AM-FM-TV
570 -820
Channel

On

KROW

«i,l§«j

ill liiis

Robert /. Landrj

Spring fever, 1952

J'y^makes
buck
more
dough!

In this winter and spring of chlorophyll when hardly an adman
now alive remembers the names and year of anti-histamine, there
continues the usual number, or maybe better than the usual number,
of transfers of accounts and account men. Thus the revamp at
Schenley, the blitz at Schlitz, the grand picking up of marbles at
Federal, as accounts follow vests to other, new homes. Always the
basic story is the same, however individual details may vary. Advertising follows advertising brains. True, some agency owners try to
pretend that this is not so, that a mystical thing called "group action"
rises above mere individual flair. But they have a hard time selling
the thesis. The steady traffic in accounts glorifies the force of personalis even time.
Personality is another way of describing constructive attitude,
spiritual tone, fighting guts, habit of success. There are some arresting angles in the area of salesmanship this spring. If — in the old
naval axiom — the most useless piece of gear on a battleship is a
newlywed ensign, the thought may be paraphrased for merchandising: the most useless piece of gear on a sales omnibus is a salesman
who is morbid, depressed and full of self-pity. In that state of mind
a salesman droops like a willow tree.

* * *

In San Francisco & Oakland-

Right now some general sales executives we know are complaining
of the psychological chill left in the wake of a moving picture, Arthur

"We tested several media and
KROW sold far more merchandise per dollar invested than

Miller's "Death of a Salesman." They say they will be heartily relieved when the immediate emotional "identification" of their salesmen with Willie Loman is dissipated by the passing of time and the
return of a more healthily optimistic viewpoint.

anj of the other types of advertising. We've seen at first
hand that KROW is geared to
do a real selling job."
In stores of sales tests KROVC
has proved itself the top medium in the San Francisco-Oakland market.

For names and details, call
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY, INC.
National Representatives

KROW

* * *

Here surely is a business curiosity : that a stage play turned into a
movie should be so powerful in its story-telling skill and so haunting
in its after-glow that sales gang-bosses have to take note of the
phenomenon.
Some sales execs have attempted to counteract the symbolism of
Willie Loman and his depressing end. To their men they are saying,
in effect, "Look. Willie vcr\ largely brought disaster upon himself
by his own thinking. There's nothing wrong with selling. There was
plentj wrong with Willie. He was three-parts phony. Sure he was
pathetic too, the way phonies are apt to be. But he would have come
i.i grief no matter how he made his living. He just happened to be
a travelling salesman."
Not the least tribute to Arthur Miller's talent as a playwright is
that salesmen talk so much about his Willie Loman — as though
(Please turn to page 56)
SPONSOR

• • • Be on the Beeline

Razor blades or refrigerators, the way to sell in inland California
and western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE ! It's the five-station
radio combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination
of local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations
and the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
(BMB

State

Area

Report)

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.

(BMB

and Standard

Rate

Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

McClalchy

Broadcasting

Sacramento, California
Poul H. Raymer,
Affiliated
with Inl
nd California's
THE SACRAMENTO BEE < THE MODESTO

National
3

Company

Representative

leading
Papers
BEE • THE FRESNO

BEE

KFBK
Sacramento
50,000 watts

(i
1!

million
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FILM PROCESSING LABORATORY
BRINGS YOU

~Vicfe-0-rigina/_

TV COMMERCIALS

We are pleased to announce the completing link
in the SARRA chain of quality control . . . our
own modern new film laboratory, designed,
staffed and equipped to deliver the ultimate in
TV selling messages - the VIDE-O-RIGINAL.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT IT IS
It's Sarra's name for a quality-controlled motion
picture print, produced in a laboratory designed
especially for the making of TV prints. Each and
every print is custom-made and whether it is
1-minute or 8-seconds, it receives individual attention inquantities of one or hundreds.

EBgaaBBEBMSBEaaaBia
It means that all of Sarra's creative photography,
all of Sarra's visual selling ability, reaches the
television screen with maximum fidelity. VIDEO-RIGINAL prints combine Sarra standards
with station requirements.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT

IT DOES

It provides complete quality protection from
storyboard to home reception ... it insures your
investment of time, talent and money in your
TV presentation.

On your next TV film commercial get a SARRA VIDE-O-RIGINAL
. . . get top quality from start to finish!

package

SORRY

lab service
lable fonsr only
ai
av
o
pr
A
SARK
Auctio

As in all SARRA operations, it is the people who run the
equipment who are important. Expert personal attention
down the line makes the difference between an average print
and a really perfect one. SARRA illustration prints have always been made with special regard to the final reproduction.
The same policy applies to SARRA VIDE-O-RIGINALS.
19 MAY

1952

SPECIALISTS

IN VISUAL

SELLING

CHICAGO:
16 East Ontario Street
Copyright 1952, SARRA,

INC.

You time buyers hear plenty of
"fairy tales". . . but this is
a true story! Once upon
a time (just recently, in fact) . . .
an advertiser bought a
one-minute announcement and
received 1400 replies!
Yes . . . Hoffman's Candy Kitche
wanting proof of listeners, offer
to send a box of candy to anyor
celebrating an anniversary.
ONE spot announcement starte
a deluge of mail that totaled
1400 replies! (The spot cost $17

MORAL: WHK is your "sweet*
buy in the Northeastern Ohio
Market! WHK's 5,000-watt sal
manship covers 17 counties and
ONE MILLION

radio familiet

WHK
CLEVELAND
Represented by
Headley-Reed Company

mini

New and renew
i.

\'eic on Television Networks
SPONSOR
Helene

Curtis

Kaiser-Frazer

Pepsi -Cola

Sales

NET

AGENCY
Cordon

Industries

Best

William

Corp

Co

H.

STATIONS

Dumont
Wei

PROGRAM,

4

Rumpus

ntraub

CBS-TV

time,

T, Th

start

duration

1-1:15 pm; 1 May;

13 wks

Today; M-F 7-9 am (two five-minute segments M,
W, Th, F; one five-minute segment Tl ; 5 May;

NBC-TV

Biow

Room;

47

All Around
Wks

the Town;

Sat 9-9.30 pm; 3 May;

13

Renewed on Television Networks
SPONSOR
American

Benrus Watch
Chesebrough

NET STATIONS

AGENCY

Tobacco

Co

|. D.

Co

NBC-TV

Tarcher

PROGRAM,
Your Show

NBC-TV

35

NBC -TV

57

pm; 7 Jun; 52 wks
Greatest Fights of the Century; F 10:45-11 pm;
4 Jul; 52 wks
Robert Montgomery Presents Your Lucky Strike
Theatre; alt M 9:30-10:30 pm; 5 May; 26 prog

Cayton

Mfg

BBDO

Co

time, start duration

47

of Shows; Sat 10 mins between

9:30-10

Represents i ion Changes

Station

STATION

NEW

AFFILIATION

KBIC, Santa Catalina Island. Cal.
KNEW.
Spokane
WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla
WELI, New Haven
WHIO,
Dayton
WIOD,
Miami
WIPS.
Evansville
WNEL,
San Juan, Puerto Rico

NATIONAL

REPRESENTA

Robert
Meeker,
N. Y.
Weed & Co, N. Y.
John E. Pearson Co, N. Y.
H-R Representatives Inc, N. Y.
Ceorge P. Holingbery Co, N. Y.
George
P. Holingbery Co, N. Y.
Ceorge P. Holingbery Co, N. Y.
Pan American
Broadcasting Co, N. Y.

Independent
MBS- Don
Lee
MBS-KBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
ABC
Independent

><Mr and Renewed Spot Television
SPONSOR

General Tire & Rubber
A. S. Harrison Co

Helbros Watch
Lever Brothers
Locatelli
Inc
Northern

Paper

Rushmore

Paper

|
H. W.
D'Arcy

Carlay Co
Ceneral Foods Corp

!

AGENCY

I NET OR STATION
1

Kastor
& Rubicam

Co

McCann-Erickson
Manhattan

Mills

Young & Rubicam
Paris & Peart

Inc

WDTV
WDTV
V/PTZ

Mfg Co

1

Ceyer,

Newell

&

|

WPTZ

Zippo Mfg Co

i

Ceyer,

Newell

&

1

WNBK

Zippo

In next
National

19 MAY
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Pittsb.

PROGRAM,

I

Pittsb.

Phila.
WNBW
WNBQ , Wash.
WNBQ
Chi.
Chi.
N. Y.
WABD
Pittsb.
WDTV
N. Y.
WNBT

Calkins & Holden,
Carlock.
McClinton
& Smith
Mort Junger

Co
Co

Mills

Young

Phila.

time, start, duration

l-min partic; 22 Apr; 13 wks (n)
l-min anncmt; l-min partic; 5 May; 9 v
20-sec stn break; 8 May; 52 wks
l-min partic; 5 May; 13 wks <r)

10-sec
20-sec
l-min
l-min
10-sec
20-sec

ident; 2

May;

13

wks

stn break; 4 May; 21 wks (r)
partic; 5 May; 13 wks (r)
partic; 12 May; 26 wks
(n)
ident; 17 May; 13 wks <r>
stn break;
1 May; 13 wks
(ni

Cleve.

issue: Netv and Reneiced on Networks, Mew National
Broadcast Sales Executives, Sponsor Personnel. New

(n)

(r)

Spot Radio Business,
Agency Appointments

19

MAY

1952

Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME

,

FORMER

Mrs.
Don

Helen Slater
Blauhut

Everett

C.

Ayers

Robert W.

George

De

Ceorge
Kenneth
Charles

DeSola
H. Dunshee
Emerick

Young &
Andehson

|r

Home

Insurance Co,

N.

Orr.

N.

N.

Y., research dir
mber copy staff

Y..

Kenyon Or Eckhardt, N. Y., radio-tv vp
Robert W. Orr, N. Y., vp, chairman plans board

Rubicam,
N. Y., acct exec
& Cairns, N. Y., gen mgr

). (media
Walter Thompson,
dept)

AFFILIATION

C> Co,

Emil Mogul, N. Y., radio r
Biow, N. Y., vp, member exec management group
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y., acct exec

Chicopee Mills Inc, N. Y.
BBDO,
N. Y., vp

Crider

Pue

Same, vp
Erwin,
Wasey

Peck, N. Y,, radio-tv dir
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., vp

Bradley

John
Carman
Wickhtfe
W.

NEW

AFFILIATION

Elmo Roper,
N. Y.. staff member
BBDO.
Detroit,
in charge of office
Irving Serwcr, N. Y., member copy staff

Dale
Anderson
Robert
E. Anderson

Y., pub rel dir

|Albert Frank-Cuenther

Law, N. Y., member

plans boar

S. F., sr space buyer

Hirshon-Carficld, N. Y., acct exec
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield,

J. R

John F. Heinz
Frank L. Henderson
Arthur

Carroll

Young

&

BBDO.

(ones

David

LeVally

Mathews

RCA,
BBDO,

P.

Chi.,

Camden,

Young

Smith |r

N.

Y.,

&

Rubicam,

Wehner,
Newark,
duty
Revlon Corp, N.
U. S. Marine

Warden

Servel

Welch

Ceorge

Ben Sackheim,

Inc,

N.

Y., vp ii
in charge women's

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hlywd., exec prod of tv films
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., vp

(Victor

Roy S.

to adv mgr

Durstine,

N. Y., exec

Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., acct exec
Reincke, Meyer & Finn, Chi., media dir

N.

lames Thomas Chirurg, Boston, research mgr
Edward S. Kellogg Co, L. A., radio-tv dir
Crey,

Y., merchandise

N.

Y„

acct

exec

acct exec
Y., adv, sis prom

Corps, reserve officer,
Evansville,
. A.,

D. Winkler

|C M. Basford Co, N. Y., acct exec
Weintraub,
N. Y., exec

Ind,
head

Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.,

active

asst sis prom

Crey, N. Y., aact exec

media

Roy S. Durstine. L. A., exec (ne v offices in 3440
Wilshire
Boulevard
building)

dept

Station Changes (other than personnel)
The

Fort

Industry Co,

name

changed

to Storer

Broadcasting Co,

N.

Y., Chi.

KELO, Sioux Falls, new owner and pres Joe Floyd (Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co.), former owner, Sam Fantle Jr
KLEE, Houston, changed call letters to KLBS
WJBK, Detroit, formerly 250 watts (1490 kc), now 10,000 watts (daytime), 5,000 watts (nighttime), 1500 kc (new /
ter completed
by early fall)
Fla.,

formerly

independent,

WCCC,

Gainesville

WHOB,
WTSA,

Gardner, Mass., formerly independent, now
Brattleboro, Vt., formerly MBS, now ABC

now

ABC

ABC

WTSL,
WTSV,

Hanover, N. H., formerly independent, now
Claremont, N. H., formerly MBS, now ABC

ABC

new category
A
m
^

F. L. Henderson
David Mathews
Don Blauhut
//. P. Scheinkopf

product

Aveyard, Chi., head bus development

prod

chairman,

Douglas
I Turner
Hiram Vogel
W.

dir

MacFarhnd.

asst

L. A., copy chief

Y., ac

Y., acct exec

pres

Herbert
Norval

6.

Scheinkopf

Seidler
M.

Y., media
N.

Cloves, N. Y., adv, sis prom dii

International Nickel Co, N. Y., member
adv, sis prom staff
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp, N. Y
in charge Signal Corps contracts
A. Asch Inc, N. Y., market analyst
KPMO,
Pomona, mgr

Curtis Roosevelt
Harold

N.

Rubicam,

Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., acct exec
Allis-Chalmers,
Milwaukee

Ceorge Oswald
|ohn A. Priebe
Scott
Robinson

Donald

Van der Boom-Hunt-McNaughton,
Ij. Robert Mendte, Phila., a

r
Benton & Bowles, N

Universal-International,
Hlywd.
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
N. Y., vp

Henry A. Mattoon
Robert
A. Neuser

Wally

, N. Y., member

N. Y., acct exec
&

Crescendoe
LeVally,

W.

Rut

Hirshon-Carfield,
Young

)udah
Katz
Alexander
Kroll
Lillian Lang
Norman

N. Y., a

Ray C. Jenkins. Mnpls., dir pub rel
Cities Se-vice Oil Co. (Pa.), N. Y.

Heiderich

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

H. A. Mattoon
K. H. Dunshee
Fred E. Spence
i P. \rwton
R. E. Anderson
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More Samfdea friwi t&e
WHO

Gentlemen :
I want to express my thanks and appreciation for the last several years of
public service that you have given to the
general public and also to motoring public in general.
Many times in the past, your news as
to the weather and complete road conditions has altered our course of highway travel. My only hope is that in the
near future, other states might follow
in your path to help in so complete a
safety measure. Regular weather reports given out by most stations are not
enough to be of much help when over
the road truck traffic is depending on
positive conditions. You will probably
never hear of it, but your station has
saved the Trucking Industry many
thousands of dollars by its road conditions report.
I, for one, was delayed in a nearby
state for two days because of icy highways. Before starting I had tried to
contact local police and newspapers for
weather conditions and with little success. The report was, colder. I could
not reach WHO as we were too far
away. If I could have reached your
station, I could have altered my route
and would not have had any additional
mileage. I also made a trip into the
snow area of South Dakota last winter
on
the strength of your station's weather
report.
There are more motorists who depend
on WHO for their news and road conditions than from any other source. I,
for one, am very grateful for having an
Iowa station that is interested in the
safety of its motoring public.
J. E. McCULLOUGH
McCulIough Transfer Cc».
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods :
Your courtesy in making it possible
for some movie scenes to be taken in
the WHO studio was greatly appreciated. It was a joy to work with you
and members of your staft who cooperated so fine in making arrangements
for this filming as well as participating
in it.
When the first contact was made with
you it was not our intention to spend so
much time in your studio. However, it
did mean a great deal to the folks from
the International Film Foundation as
well as for the other participants to be
able to take the other sequence of the
class also in the studio.
Thanks so much for your help and
if we may ever be of assistance to you
do not hesitate to call on the Extension
Service.
Sincerely yours,
Louise M. Rosenfeld
Assistant Director
Cooperative Extension Work
State of Iowa
19 MAY
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Gentlemen :
I wish to extend to you the thanks of
our community for your announcements
for our school and also for the Lions
Club. It is a wonderful service. Your
coverage is nearly 100% here.
We heard you say how many announcements you made in those few
days. Would you mind sending me
that number?
Thanks so much.
Yours,
L. R. Welker
Pres., Murray School Board,
and also Lions Club Member
Murray, Iowa
Dear Sir:
Thank you very much for your wonderful cooperation in scheduling our
spot announcements.
It is only through such a program
that we can hope to compile the statistics
necessary to carry on our work — to find
the cause and cure of multiple sclerosis.
Your valued assistance in helping us
achieve our aim Cordially,
is sincerely appreciated.
Cornelius H. Traeger, M.D.
Medical Director
National Multiple Sclerosis SocietyNew York, N.Y.

/opnotch time buyers
times makes them too
them forget that what
listeners — confidence —

Dear
We Mr.
want Woods
to thank WHO for the fine
cooperation in presenting the Quiz Kids
program on Saturday, March 11. We
have heard many excellent comments
about this program. We hope that it
measured up to your professional
standards.
The children seemed to enjoy themselves and we felt that they were remarkably poised. All the WHO personnel with whom we worked were
most cooperative.
Thank you again for the opportunity
that you gave us to show our interest in
handicapped children and to demonstrate
their ability.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs. Dorothy Phillips
Executive Director
Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa
Gentlemen :
I greatly appreciate your broadcasting
the
programshould
"The beNew
Frontier." factor
Such
programs
an important
in the effort to eliminate prejudice. I
hope that they
may sincerely,
continue.
Yours
Erma
Des Moines, Iowa

X. Anderson

have told us their work some"statistical" — sometimes makes
they're really trying to buy is
friends.

Out here at WHO, we've created millions of friends
who know we have earned their confidence. Our mailbags prove it. So do our advertisers' sales records,
month after month and year after year. . . .

WIHI©
*/or Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

it

Hi
>M *»«»»— '» ' *'*■!
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IwPfrfhfi i$>&*> i[m^ ft^ '

Official tally : 99% of all homes in
metropolitan Los Angeles are radio
homes. Only radio can give you
saturation coverage of all the multiple
suburbs of this far-flung metropolis.
Los Angeles is spread-out,
decentralized, composed more and
more of suburbs and other incorporated cities. And it keeps growing fast
(population increase past 10 years:
49% ). So fast that it's now the
largest city in the country in land area
and the nation's third-largest market
in population and retail sales.
Of all media, only radio has kept pace
with the growth of Los Angeles.
And of all stations, KNX is by far
the most listened-to in Los Angeles,
winning virtually twice as many
quarter-hour firsts as all other Los
Angeles stations combined.
(Just as impressive: KNX reaches
more than twice as many families as
vmtmi* iiw

w»i»«»"

^i^nmimmn

W> jilVM UtWt&ity I

the top Los Angeles newspaper ! ) *
You can count on big sales in big
Los Angeles when you use 50,000 watt
KNX. Just check with KNX or
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
World Almanac, 1949
Sales Management, May, 1952
Standard Rate and Data Service, November. 1951
Pulse of Los Angeles, Jan. -Feb.. 1952
BMB 1949
•Based on BMB 50-100^ area

5

Adv. Mgr. The
Raleigh, N. C.

SUMMER

You Can't Get
Results in the
RURAL MIDWEST
with a
"TWO-LEGGED
SCHEDULE!
STOOL"
KMA offers impact in 140
RURAL counties of Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas
. . . 2x/2 million farm and small
town listeners that are NOT
reached by Omaha-Des
schedules.
PULSE

PROVES

Moines
IT!

In 23 rural Iowa, Nebraska
-nd Missouri counti°s. KMA was
he MOST-LISTENED-TO staion durine 234 quarter-hour
segments each week — more than
ALL other stations heard in this
area combined.

SHENANDOAH,
Represented by
Avcry-Knodel, In

IOWA

Just want to add m\ sincere congratulations to the many you have already
received on the 1952 Summer Selling
issue.
To a smaller degree, television faces
the same basic summer problems which
radio faced back in 1948, when we first
launched the "sell 'em while they're
hot" campaign. As you know, the most
difficult part in selling the idea of staying on radio 52 weeks a year was the
reluctance of buyers to accept the simple truth based on hard facts.
Seems to me that television advertisers have the same pre-conceived ideas
about viewing habits and buying habits in summer. We have a great opportunity to sell year-round television just
as we sold the original summer radio
campaigns
in 1948,
and to'50.all your
Give a pat
on the'49back
people who had a part in spotlighting
once again the outstanding values of
advertising on radio and television 52
weeks a year.
Tony Moe, Sales Prom. Mgr.
KNXT, Los Angeles
FILM PRODUCTION

Your " Television Film Section" of
March 10 has been received, and we
note that we are not mentioned either
as producers or syndicators, nor is our
program Jim and Judy in Tele-Land,
of which a flyer is enclosed, listed
among the children's shows.
On June 26 last, in accordance with
a request received, we sent you a listing of Jim and Judy in Tele-Land,
with full details. We are wondering
how you missed us.
Charles J. Basch, Jr.
Television Screen Prod., N.Y.C.
•

SPONSOR

NEW

Retailer

SELLING

ANIMATED

KMA

tures as "Report to Sponsors," which
appears regularly in your publication.
Howell F. McElfresh

lliidiSOMt

it sorry

RADIO

about

the

oversight.

FEATURE

It is my intention to establish in the
forthcoming issues of our publication
a feature on radio that will be both of
value and of interest to the 7500 retail
stores throughout North Carolina that
comprise our paid circulation. With
this view in mind, I would like to re<|tx'«i reprinl privileges from such fea-

IMPROVED

STATION

OPERATION

Your lead article, "The Radio Station of the Future," composite picture
of 19C2 radio station is a blue print
of what we have been doing for two
years. This successful operation came
with new management and a new philosophy of operation, using property that
had lost money for three years.
Frank Stewart
KTXN, Austin

DOUBLE-SPOTTING
Seems to me your article on doublespotting missed the boat. When you
ask an agency-man if he approves of
double-spotting, his answer is a foregone conclusion — the same as though
you asked him if he thought two announcements were basically more productive than one.
Without doubt, big accounts — like
P&G — shudder righteously at the very
idea of double-spotting, but when it
comes to their own shows, it's the
station manager's turn to shudder.
Many big advertisers avoid doublespotting by tossing a third slug in the
middle. Amazingly enough, no one
(to my knowledge) has ever proved
that double-spotting hurts. And what's
more, the very same agency-man, who
violently objects to this practice, will
give you a naive look if you ask him
if he insists on having his newspaper
advertisements surrounded by editorial
matter. Seems that newspapers are
different.
Now I'll readily agree that the theory
of one spot announcement, surrounded by entertainment, is preferable to
two — just like a well written 200- word
pitch is better, sales-wise, than the 100word variety, other things being equal.
Therein lies the key to this whole argu
ment: other things being equal! Un
fortunately, in radio things are not
equal. In fact, they are completely
unequal in station prestige, in program
popularity, in audience reaction.
It's the timebuyer's job to know what
he's buying. And, he can't find the
answer in Standard
Rate or on conSPONSOR

Don Lee's
Radio audiences
are climbing, too
12-month average -1951 vs. 1949*
Daytime audience 8*9% higher
Evening audience 11.2% higher

DON
LEE GIVES THE MOST COMPLETE,
CONSISTENT, LOCAL COVERAGE OF
THE PACIFIC COAST AT THE LOWEST
COST PER SALES IMPRESSION
OF ANY SALES MEDIUM
On the Pacific Coast, over 14 million
people are distributed throughout 323,866
square miles. It takes a big advertising
medium to cover it. Only Don Lee is big
enough to sell your customer locally in 45
important markets from their own local
network station. Only Don Lee has the
flexibility to match your distribution. No
waste! You buy what you need, where
you need it.
That's why Don Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional business
(with more regional shows in the top 10)
than any other network. The advertisers
who know the Pacific Coast best also
know the best Pacific Coast sales medium
...Don Lee.

tour maps. Each station is a "salesman" <>f one sort or another — some
a lot better than others. Surprising!)
enough (as though smart agencies
didn't know it) most good stations do
double-spotting these days. The] must
run double-spots to pay for building
bigger shows, buying better personalities, and doing more effective audience
promotion. To put it another way.
we just double-spot to maintain a medium capable of producing satisfactory
results for the agencv-man. who violently opposes double-spotting. Most
of us station managers hope we'll be
judged by results, instead of adjacencies.
Haydn R. Evans.
Gen. Mgr. WBAY.

RADIO AND

APPAREL

As a P.S. to your picked panels
opinions on the ability of radio to sell
men's apparel effectively, I think you'll
want to use the summary material provided bv the five men's wear shops reported in BAB's "Count Your Customers."
The five-story summary (which included five different types of items)
showed the breakdown of traffic to be:
Newspaper
Radio
Both
Other
and the breakdown of sales volume to
be:
Newspaper
Radio
Both
Other
The panel seemed to agree that Radio could do it! The above is a statistical exclamation point.
Kevin B. Sweeney, Vice President
Broadcast Adv. Bureau, Inc., N.Y.
MEXICAN

MARKET

SURVEY

I want to thank you for your keen
interest in the Spanish market and for
mentioning part of my survey of the
Mexican market in Los Angeles.
In your later issues, I have noticed
great interest shown by the advertising
people in this market. Since I feel that
this survey is very comprehensive and
shows the Mexican market in detail for
both radio and television. I will be veryhappy to send a copy of this survey to
anyone interested.
Also, I found vour article on "What
19 MAY
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•

should know about selling retailers" by Joseph Ward
interesting.
Hank Hernandez
Hank Hernandez Productions
Los Angeles

Reader Hernandei will l»r glad

...1 eoplea

KLX
LEADS ALL

TV DICTIONARY
Please -hoot us a copy of the TV

Dictionary/Handbook.

We've heard so much favorable comment about it from friends and clients
in the radio-television field, we don't
feel we can be without it much longer.
Sheldon M. Heiman
Shelley and Associates, Chicago
I would like to ask if you could send
us three more copies of your excellent
Television Dictionary — we have found
it invaluable, as have our clients.
John 0. Leonard, TV Prod. Dir.
Hugo Wagense.il & Asso., Dayton
In response to your offer for additional copies of your TV Dictionary
Handbook, we would be very interested
in receiving two more copies, if they
are available. It contains a wealth of

SAN OAKLANDFRANCISCO
INDEPENDENT

Radio
Stations

information and would be of great value to us.
J. R. Barlow
McCann-Erickson,

Detroit

As a subscriber, I understand I can
have a free copy of your TV Dictionary/Handbook which has been mentioned in one of your recent issues.
Herbert L. Burhman, Media Dir.
De Bellis & Buoni Assoc, N. Y.
Will vou kindly send me a copy of
the TV Dictionary/Handbook mentioned in your 24 March issue. We
have been a subscriber for a year and
a half.
In spite of the fact that this is a noncommercial educational station, we are
training men and women to enter into
the commercial radio field. It is my
firm conviction that the reading of
sponsor should be a part of the curriculum of every radio student. The
articles and other radio and TV data
provide the student with an up-to-theminute account of what is going on in
the industry and what its members are
thinking.
B. Kendall Crane, Director
WDUQ, Duquesne Univ., Pittsburgh
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BURNS-SMITH, INC.

by

Norman
evere

Copper

and

Br

A. Schuele
Adv€

The day after Paul Revere made his late-night gallop back in 1775
he was a household name. But his daytime pursuit as an expert
silversmith was equally important, for in 1801 Revere, then 66,
founded Revere Copper and Brass.
Today the firm comprises 11 divisions extending from New Bedford, Mass., to Los Angeles. It is the largest independent fabricator
of copper and brass in the United States.
Calling the signals for all Revere campaigns is Norman Schuele,
advertising manager since 1929. From his office at 230 Park Avenue
he plunges into his work with the same verve that characterized his
grid
as aandquarterback
Western
andutilize
Cleveland's
pro
ranks play
before
after WorldforWar
I. HisReserve
job is to
advertising
that will increase Revere product usage by both industrial and individual consumers.
Up until 1945 magazines carried the Revere story. Toward the
close of World War II, with industrial conversion to peacetime needs
imminent, Revere felt the need of institutional air work with a prestige show. Chosen was The Human Adventure (later called Exploring The Unknown), a 1944 Peabody award winner.
"We thought the program would be ideal," recalls Schuele, "as a
means of reaching new prospects as well as established industrial

lation up 11.4^
IPopuil
Rrta Sales up 36.9*

I jCFCFMttfo^
up jess/BiariiS'/i

Ih Canada ;A||-CaH^».

CFCF

'

users of metals. We also wanted to spur housewives' interest in our
Revere Ware, again being produced after the war."
For two years the MBS show accomplished these objectives in addition to winning further critical acclaim as an educational program.
"In October 1949 we decided upon a TV
WABD's Kathi Norris," says Schuele. "By
couldn't measure actual TV-induced sales,
Revere Ware in New York were increased in

test in New York with
December, although we
we found that sales of
greater proportion than

our sales in non-TV sections."
The result in late 1950 was Revere's whole-hearted entry into TV,
network style, with NBC-TV's Meet The Press, a top-flight forum
featuring prominent individuals. Now Revere's TV expenditure of
well over $1,000,000 dwarfs all other media allotments (through
St. Georges & Keyes).
With election battles this year, Meet The Press promises to be
timely and exciting. It looks like Phi Beta Kappa man Schuele has
found the best way to promote the Revere name since its founder
clattered down the streets of Boston.
SPONSOR
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We are proud to introduce . . .

Vice-President
and
Managing Director

WJBK-AM'WJBK-TV

&

Mr. Grubb, the new Vice-President and
Managing Director of WJBK-AM and WJBKTV, was formerly a Vice-President of the
American Broadcasting Company's Radio and
Television operations in San Francisco. A
veteran of 28 years radio experience, he
brings to WJBK a vast background in radio
and television acquired as manager of Radio

Stations KFAB, Lincoln, Nebraska, and WKY
in Oklahoma City. Since 1945, Mr. Grubb
was in charge of KGO and KGO-TV in
San Francisco.
The entire staff of WJBK and the companion
stations, owned and operated by Storer Broadcasting Company, say: "Welcome to Detroit!"

WJBKiffDETROIT
Tops in Music — News
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

MADISON
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!\ew developments on SPONSOR

stories

"Antell's §10.000.000 hair ■piel"
28 January 1952, p. 28

most two years so

Corned] routine blended with straight
information Bella for Charles Antell,
Inc., and National Health Aids
■ 900 radio and 45 TV stations have

barraged listeners with sueh intriguingh titled shows as "Stop, Look
and Glisten," "Pin-Up Wife," and "Backstage Brunette." Under
Charles Antell's sponsorship these 15 and 30-minute transcribed
comedy-sales patter spiels have helped sell millions of dollars worth of
Antell Formula 9 and Shampoo I through Television Advertising
Associates).
Head strategist of both firms is Charles Kasher. president. And,
imbued with the success of his spot campaigns, he has turned to network radio. Now on the air is a nine-week MBS campaign for

MOBILE
METROPOLITAN
POPULATION
230,400
RETAIL

Antell's Formula 9 hair cream featuring five MGM Radio Attractions
— The Black Museum, MGM Musical Comedy Theatre of the Air,
Woman of the Year, Casanova, and The Adventures of Maisie. Two
15-minute strips. Monday through Saturday, in the usual transcribed
vein are also helping to sell Formula 9 and National Health Aid's
vitamin complex. Campaign cost: several million dollars.
Another product, Fastabs reducing pills, are also getting the Kasher
radio-TV saturation treatment with a national radio-TV campaign.
'Ilormel's triple-threat girls"
9 Oetoher 1950, p. 26

SALES

$174,670,000

Brum and hug!e corps becomes a
hard-hitting selling and talent team
on network radio
When the Hormel girls are not on the
ers in the point of broadcast town to help
their talents are being further expanded
All Girls Review, currently on 115 CBS
debut this Fall.

WKRG
POPULATION
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
1,326,550

air they go calling on grocboost the Hormel line. Now
to include TV. The Hormel
stations, will make its TV

The first of eight half-hour productions go before the cameras on
28 May at the Kling Studios in Chicago and current plans (through
BBDO, Minneapolis) call for the program to be put on a spot basis
to complement the efforts of the AM show.

fo&o

See:
Issue:

'Health and Welfare"
20 November 1950, p. 28

Since its return to the airwaves in 1946. after a 10-year absence,

r«MM

F. E. BUSBY,
General Manager

;OM THE DIAL710

MOBILE,

22

ALABAMA

Metropolitan Life's approach has been a "Good Hints for Good
Health" campaign. To promote good health and longevity, Metropolitan offers health and welfare booklets to its millions of listeners
to the insurance firm's newscasts, World Today (on a spot basis)
and CBS' 6 p.m. Allan Jackson and the News.
For the past year, Metropolitans radio audience wrote in for
scores of interesting and factual free booklets including "Overweight
and Underweight," "How's Your Driving," "For Good Teeth" and
many others designed to inform and protect healthwise. Radio's
year-end tally, 650,000 booklet requests on an approximate $1,500,000 expenditure (through Young & Rubicaml. Magazines produced
185,000 requests for Metropolitan. All of them potential sales leads.
But, as is Metropolitan's policy, not one of them was used as such
SPONSOR

Portrait of the Heart of American Polk Music

This is a typical Saturday nighf at WSM'S world famous Grand
Ole Opry. These are five thousand out of the millions who have
come to Nashville because a single radio station believed that the
music of a region should be kept alive for the world to hear and
applaud.
During its 26 year history the Grand Ole Opry has played to
countless millions on the air and to a live audience of over 5,000,000
people. During the past nine months, 8 national magazines have
featured the astounding Grand Ole Opry story, adding new weight
to a program which has become an American Legend in less than 3
decades. Irving Waugh

or any Petry Man can show you

how to harness the power of this folk music to your
product.
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totaled four tons of fish! Lots of tackle
and equipment got sold, too! Rollie
travels around a lot, takes lots of
movies of folks at their favorite sport,
and shows 'em on our programs. Seems
like fellows get a kick out of seeing
themselves on TV.

~/^/~^
It's great
to dog
be five
monthsraised
old
\J
and
the first
actually
and trained under TV cameras. My
master is Rollie Johnson, Sports Director of WTCN in Minneapolis, St.
Paul. He figures more people will understand and own dogs if they see how
much fun we have.

^ Guess I'm just one more in the
Rollie Johnson fan club; I know
what folks up here mean when they say
people like Rollie are old friends instead of announcers. By the way, some
spots on some of his sports shows are
open for sponsorship. Rollie and I
would like to have you "aboard" if we
can help you to sell your product.

flllfe) This Rollie is a swell master!
■'^ Even when his evenings include
a TV program, a speech, telecasting a
sports event, or his Big Brother meeting ... he always winds up with time
to play with me.
—___—.->u Rollie is starting his TV
*D5P^ fishing contest on WTCN
soon. Last year the entries, from a one
pound sunnie to a fifty pound sturgeon,

*sss»

WTCN
D U

M

O
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ONE

OF THE

HUNDREDS

OF

PURE

OIL

DEALERS'

DRIVEWAYS

FROM

WHICH

LYLE VAN

HAS

BROADCAST

HIS

COMMERCIALS

How Pure Oil prospers via the air
Radio network commentators plus steady program merchandising helped
lift regional oil company into $300,000,000 gross income class
For over a dozen years,
the dry, clipped accents
of commentator Hans V.
Kaltenborn have been a perfect target
for a hundred nightclub comics. But,
to the Pure Oil Company and its dealers, "H.V." is a subject of dead-pan
seriousness. For 13 years now, Pure
Oil and Kaltenborn have teamed in a
year-round
19 MAY

selling

effort

which

has

helped greatly in boosting the regional
oil firm's annual gross well over the
.$300,000,000 mark.
At a casual glance, the radio network advertising policies of Pure Oil
look as though they might contain a
great deal of waste. For one thing.
Pure Oil operates in a patchwork-quilt
marketing area involving 24 states.
For another, this setup seems to call

loudly for strictly local-level ad media,
such as combinations of spot radio-TV,
newspapers and billboards.
However, Pure Oil's advertising manager, Francis H. Marling, is convinced
that a primarily network campaign is
the company's answer on the air. And,
Pure Oil has stuck to this formula, and
to the Kaltenborn series, year in and
year out. Look at the record:

1952

mm

Pure Oil Sews Time historj dates
to the beginning of the -cries on CBS,
in L939. Five months after it had
started, the program was increased
from two to three broadcasts a week.
The following year, when the program
switched to NBC, the three-a-week
schedule was maintained. Not until

If on- Pure OiVs income grew

June 1941 did Kaltenborn's weekly
stint for Pure Oil jump to five broadcasts a week. The schedule remained
constant until the fall of 1947 when
Kaltenborn, feeling overworked, asked
to be relieved of two broadcasts each
week. Richard darkness took over the
Tuesday and Thursday spots and has
been on them ever since.
\\ hat the news program did to solidi-

Set Income

$112,863,385

$15,285,255

1946

178,888,074

17,107,961

1950

299,880,683

30,329,084

1951

329,179,788

33,593,727

1941

fy Pure Oil's advertising structure and
to make the company's marketing areas
highly conscious of the Pure Oil brand
ranks as one of the major success stories of the petroleum industry.

: I941-951

Gross Income

Some comment on Kaltenborn's reputation as an irritant might not be
amiss. Kaltenborn's ability to raise
the temper and temperature of the
listener came into full flower after the
war. His critics pointed out at the
time that the commentator had to find
some whipping boys to replace Hitler.
Mussolini and Hirohito — he singled
out the Administration and Labor for
this dubious honor. It is no trade
secret that an appreciable number of
Pure Oil dealers have complained that
Kaltcnborn is "not good for business,"
and that the company's home office
itself has often become irritated at
some of the commentator's pet criti-

ques. But, balanced against this set of
circumstances are the following facts
disclosed by the survey of seven Pure
Oil marketing areas, made by the Bur
nett agency last year:
Fifty-two per cent of the motorist:
interviewed said that they listen to
Pure Oil Xews Time. Of these persons. 90S listen at least once a week,
and 70' < at least twice a week.
Among the rank and file of motorists who have heard of the program,
everyone remembered the name of H
V. Kaltenborn.

Lyle Van covered 9,000 miles itt three
trips for on-scene commercials
Here's the start of a typical driveway spiel: "This
is Lyle Van, speaking tonight direct from the
temee station of John Capel. Pure Oil dealer in
Cincinnati, Ohio. I'm out here talking over a
portable microphone giving you my first-hand
impression of the way these men at the blue and
tchite Pure Oil sign go about their car-saving
work. . .What is this. John, an oil change? Well. . ."

Ninety-six per cent of those who had
listened to the program had formed
definite opinions about Kaltenborn,
but only 10r{ of these listeners disliked him.
Of the people who said that they did
not listen to Pure Oil News Time, only
3'r gave dislike of the commentator
as their reason.
It isn't often that a sponsor accords
the same rating to his announcer as
he dpes to the stars of his program.
However, when it comes to billing, Lyle
Van is always referred to as the "third

star" of the Pure Oil News Time by
the company advertising department.
Kaltenborn and Harkness may be the
main yeomen for the company at the
mikes, but Van rates as not only Pure
Oil's top air salesman, but also as its
ambassador extraordinary. He has
been around so many Pure Oil stations
that the personnel have come to tag
him "'Mr. Pure Oil Himself." For the
past 12 years. Van has covered every
marketing zone, participated in the
drilling of oil wells, and travelled the
oil boats on the tributaries of the Mis-

to whom he seems to direct his message.
With all due credit to Kaltenborn's
and Harkness' part in Pure Oil News
Time, a generous share of the success
can be attributed to the ingenious and
systematic merchandising campaign
that backed up the program.
The use of booklets and maps to
build station traffic was no novelty for
the gasoline business, even 13 years
ago. However, Pure Oil introduced its
news series just about the time when
news broadcasts were beginning to take

on a premium value. The European
scene was chockful of crises, and Kaltenborn, after years of routine plodding at the mike, skyrocketed into public acceptance as singularly equipped
to interpret these events.
Pure Oil's ad manager, Marling,
wasn't content to rest on the fact that
his company had become the beneficiary of a break in timing.
Marling moved fast to exploit the
break merchandising-wise.
The closest
{Please turn to page 66)

sissippi. This is how he relates his experiences to the sellinb job he does.
"Pure sent me out on a tour of Pure
Oil land. Starting at Cabin Creek.
West Virginia. I visited Pure Oil operations all the way from the Great
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico . . . toured
four refineries . . . rode a Pure Oil
towboat on the Mississippi, and traversed ahalf dozen Pure Oil producing
fields. I rubbed elbows with office
workers, service station men. porters,
executives. I got a first-hand 'feel' of
the work of Pure Oil people, and it all
put 'sock' and 'sincerity' into my delivery of Pure Oil messages."
Lyle Van became the master salesman he is today by this thorough study
of the product, and by practicing his
theory that "one must believe in what
one sells." His approach, when speaking into the mike, is a highly personalized one. It is one person, a particular
person, not a group or a vast audience.
19 MAY
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Cook's tour of four Tf stations

Here's a ehanee for desk-bound sponsors to visit four up-to-date TV stations
^__

~ The pictures and charts on these and the follow-

T^ «■

ing four pages constitute an opportunity for TV
sponsors to go where their dollars go. They are

a photographic and diagrammatic Cook's Tour of representative TV stations in the four quarters of the nation.
Few sponsors have the time to visit TV stations frequently and become familiar with the complexity of their operation— particularly stations outside of their home area.
SPONSOR'S own Cook's Tour is designed to provide the deskhound advertising executive with the kind of inside view
of station operation which makes for better understanding
of broadcast advertising.
sponsor's four stations were chosen primarily on a regional basis. Representing the Eastern Seaboard is
\\ M \R-TV. Baltimore; the Midwest is represented by
WBNS-TV, Columbus; the Southwest, bj WKY-TV, Oklahoma City: and the Pacific Coast, hv KPIX. San Francisco.

TOUR 1
Midicest

Although these four TV stations were found by SPONSOR
to be representative of television stations today, the choice
was difficult. Remodeling and expansion of TV stations is
today being carried on to an unprecedented extent all over
the country. Attractive, as well as practical, station buildings have mushroomed.
With the growth of the TV industry, the picture has
changed. Gone are the crowded little studios, the blazing
hot lights, make-shift control rooms, and barren sets. Gone,
too, are the projection rooms with home movie equipment
the broken-down office furniture, and the cramped cubicles.
Despite the modern, functional layout of TV stations,
station managers, even in the newest buildings, always complain that they are short of space. Though it may be par
tially attributed to vigorous local program experimentation,
this lack of space is due also to the bigger scope of today's
TV productions and the increasing amount of equipment

WBNS-TV,

Slick newness of today's TV stations' functional design are exemplified
in the video plant of WBNS-TV, Columbus. Station has extensive
film facilities (above); studios are housed in clean-lined buildings

SPONSOR

used, both in live shows and for producing films.
In place of the makeshift apparatus of several years ago,
the studios of local TV stations are equipped, in many
rases, as well as those at key network organization points,
like New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.
Another factor contributing towards the constant need
for more TV facilities: some TV stations are now producing the sir own news and dramatic films — testimony to the
ever-increasing importance of film in modern TV operations. As anyone versed in Hollywood lore realizes, even
the smallest film studio requires space for extra projection
rooms, film libraries, music and sound track libraries,
screening rooms, and film camera and equipment rooms.

Says George Johnson, station manager of KOB-TV, Albuquerque, operating in the country's smallest TV market,
"We just roll the necessary equipment on our remote truck,
and drive it out to location."
In considering plans for new or improved TV stations,
broadcasters are giving increased attention to building
completed and integrated broadcasting set-ups, coordinating their radio and TV broadcasting as closely as possible.
For example, although WBNS-TV is a compact and complete TV station, it is but the first part of an ambitious
over-all plan. Blueprints have already been drawn up for
the addition of AM and FM studios, as well as the general
offices, to be part of an integrated broadcasting layout.

One example of the increasing film activity among local
TV stations can be found at KPRC-TV, Houston. There,
directed and produced by the station staff, a new series of

CBS Television City in Hollywood is another example
of the comprehensive broadcasting plan. Although the first
unit of it, the TV station itself, will be opened next October,

filmed "horse operas" are in the making.
"We think we can do just as good a job as some of the
larger companies," Bob Marich, a KPRC-TV staff director,
who is producing this Westerner, says.

the remainder of the integrated broadcasting set-up is already planned. More than 50 architects had submitted
plans for the fabulous Television City, until a layout was
finally decided upon.

In line with the trend towards stepped-up local TV production, isthe addition of extra mobile units at local TV

Viewed in the aggregate, sponsor found that today's TV
stations are a busy, bustling, complex series of program-

stations. Some station managers have simplified this problem by keeping all station equipment as movable as possible, thereby avoiding the need of duplicating it in mobile
operations. WMAR-TV has a particularly complete unit.

ing beehives, rather than mere "outlets" for network programs. What goes on inside them today indeed bears little
relationship to the free-for-all days when TV was just a
laboratory curiosity.

* * *

Located on a three-acre landscaped plot overlooking the Olentangy River, station WBNS-TV of Columbus, Ohio, is an ultra-modern factory-type plant.
It was built with an eye towards a maximum of space
for program production and equipment.
The pared-down, rectangular building consists of
two floors only: the mezzanine floor, where most of
the actual shooting, processing and production of film
is done — there, too, is the control room for the TV
studio, and a mobile unit which can be driven out on
location; the second floor, where the offices — including art and continuity, and auditioning rooms — and
the TV and FM (audio) storage shops are located.
TV and audio transmitters are kept in a garage on
the 6,500-square foot mezzanine floor, connected by
large trap doors to the shops above, which service this
equipment. The repair shops on the second floor are
also equipped with hoists to facilitate installation of
any additional transmitter equipment which may be
required.
Since many news and dramatic shows on WBNSTV are filmed locally, the station has complete provisions for processing and editing motion picture
film, including a darkroom for processing slides created by the art department.
19 MAY
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If est Coast

Local show for National Beer on WMAR-TV (above) typical of trend
toward vigorous development of local video ideas and technique.
TV often goes outdoors to cover major sporting, golf, other events

SPONSOR
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Last December, KPIX moved into its completed
new building in the center oj San Francisco. This
station is one oj the truly lively show places in the
country, outstanding in its TV broadcasting.
A remarkable, novel feature of the architecture in
the new building is an underground ramp leading to
the studios. By means of this ramp, the flow of traffic to and from the three large stuilios has been given
modern and practical consideration in the physical
layout of the station. This hidden corridor leads from
the dressing rooms to studio A, Talent proceeds to
studio B via a short corridor. Both of these passages
are for the exclusive use of the persons appearing on
programs. Sponsors have separate glass-enclosed
booths at about six feet above the studio floor, from
where they can watch the program. Scenery is moved
to and from studios through separate corridor.
On the second floor, there is space for the various
film processing and editing rooms. After processing,
the film is stored in a special film storage room which
connects with the projection room via a dummy
closet. In this closet, the film director stores the film
to be used in one day's operation. Then, the projectionist merely removes the films in order from the
other side of the closet as he needs them.

The WMAR

television transmitter is located on the

penthouse of the tallest building in Baltimore — the
34-story Mathieson Building. From its 624>-feetabove-sea-level vantage point. W M AR-TV commands
a perfect view of the entire city area.
One of the distinctive features of the station s programing operation has always been its extensive use
and varied forms of remote control broadcasting. The
station has been extremely active since the beginning
of its operation in 1947 in sports coverage.
From the very beginning of its operation, WMARTV had one mobile unit which transported the studio
equipment to location where shows could originate
in an atmosphere of on-the-spot realism. This sort of
operation was so successful, that soon after, a second
mobile unit was added. Both units are converted
Ford Type 69B transit buses, plus one Dodge tender
truck. Although the equipment is kept to a minimum,
the mobile units do have built-in air conditioning for
the hot Maryland summers.
The two WMAR-TV

10 equipment, cont
that of network facilities. Above, photo
video operations of WMAR-TV Baltirr
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studios have separate TV con-

trol rooms, although the small studio's control also
serves as master. To make back-to-back or simultaneous operations possible, the two studio control
rooms are constructed as completely separate units.

1952
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Oklahoma City

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, c
cellent equipment for film production, as the compact film c amera room (above) shows. The master
control room (below) servic es the two large TV studios of the station

CBS Television City, Hollywood, begin
ber. Pictured above is a model of t
which,
with
its four
mammoth
studio

1

WDSU-TV, N w Orleans (above), blends the old and the new, with its old **•
New Orleans facade which leads
.:j -..i
*_ _:..„
mmercial
present*""
to the
latest *„>.TV — equipment.
WAFKN
aid out to giv
Birmingham, Al

SPONSOR

In excellence of equipment and apjiointments,
11 KY-T) of Oklahoma City rates among the top TV
stations in the country. As the floor plan indicates,
this station is laid out for maximum efficiency, as well
as attractiveness and comfort.
WKY-TV moved into a new building with its complete office staff in July 1951, from the old quarters in
the Little Theatre of the Municipal Auditorium. The
Little
casting.Theatre is still being used for remote teleTransmitting equipment for both radio and TV is
located in a separate transmitter building about 75
yards west of the new office and studio building.
Since the IV KY Radiophone Company comprises
both radio and TV, a majority of the departments
perform services for both radio and TV under a program ofintegration put into effect after the two operations were moved under the same roof.
Completely separated, however, are AM and TV
programing, sales and traffic, and engineering staffs.
Only the transmitter engineers, while serving both
AM and TV, are under a single chief engineer for
administrative purposes. The continuity, announcer,
news, music, and talent staffs also function under a
central program manager.

HO-TV, Dayton (above), is spacious ,
product. KPRC-TV, Houston (bel<
its new $400,000
TV-Radio
Center
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Construction

begin

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, a pioneer of the Midwest, was among the first
to construct
a station housing both TV and radio.
Allowance
was
made, in the building plans, for the addition of studios and offices

Hot spot trend: Cost-per-M buying
"Cost-per" is a good local yardstick, but requires caution in its use
a
than
ion
commot
d caus
e in
woul
rery fox
®"Mohung
."' ran
ousevete
a henh
That's how
one
station representative recently described to sponsor the effects today of a seemingly
innocuous research phrase on the
multi-million dollar spot radio and TV
field.

The

phrase:

"Local-level

Cost-per-

Indeed, some pretty violent cackling
1,000."

Why loval Costs-per-M must be
used with eare: For the same
time buy, they ean rary greatly

has lately been aroused by this spot
broadcasting yardstick. Many a bigbudget advertising manager, caught
between rising radio-TV spot costs and
the hot breath of money -conscious top
management, has handed his agency
this timebuying yardstick in desperation. Anguished yelps from agencies
resulted.
Many an agencyman, tired of fighting the increasingly complex battle of
spot radio-TV with his clients, has
fallen back on this yardstick as a simplified formula to lighten his burden.
This, in turn, brings loud complaints
from reps and stations.
Since the use of the Cost-per-M measure of efficiency is increasing, rather
than decreasing, in spot timebuying,
industry attention has been focused
very sharply on it in recent weeks. A
sponsor survey of the trade shows that

Cost-per-M based on loeal Hooper

whole groups of clients, agencies, timebuyers, station reps and broadcasters
have taken sides on the issue.

Shotc: "Red Blanchard" (early a.m.)
Station, cily: WLS, Chicago

Station managers and reps, for instance, are well aware that one of ra-

I

Chicago Hooperating (Jan., ,52): 0.6
Homes (rating on 50% BMB) : 11,056
Minute partic. cost (52-tvk rate) : $72
Cost-per- 1,000 homes reached: $6.55

£m Cost-per-M based on local Nielsen
Show: "Red Blanchard''' (early a.m.)
Station, city: WLS, Chicago
Chicago ISielsen (Feb., '52): 2.8
Homes (projected): 142,000
Minute partic. cost (52-wk rate) : $72
Cost-per- 1,000 homes reached: 50.71

Conclusions
> first e
;0mmon

practi

if projecting

in-city

rating

into

a

s

Cost-per" figure is misleading, if resu
■ed with other media "Cost-per" figur
pfl rly those of newspapers. A truer pictui
mple) is found only in rare cases w
ilections can
be made.

dio's best arguments at the local level
against other ad media like newspapers
and magazines has long been radio's
Cost-per-M figures. Despite their shortcomings, these figures are nearly always ahead of the competing media.
This is largely true. also, of TV.
What, then, is the problem? Why
all the shouting?
The answer is simple. Up to, and
often including, the agency level of
spot buying, a growing number of executives are deeply concerned with the
methods by which these local Costsper-M figures are derived.
The comments of the manager of one
of the leading radio outlets in Washington, D. C, are typical. He told
sponsor:
"I'm not against the Cost-per-1,000
yardstick. When I get my hands on
accurate Cost-per-M figures, I use 'em
like mad. They often make our local
newspapers look silly. But, what's
bothering me is that my spot advertisers, from the big boys with national

budgets right down to the local cloakand-suiters, are needling me more and
more for Costs-per-M on everything on
the station. And, if I don't have them,
do you know what they do? They figure them out for themselves . . . and
sometimes they're a mile off."
In discussing the methods of arriving at Costs-per-M at the local level,
sponsor found that a good many
agencymen, research executives and
timebuyers mentioned one particular
advertiser: Lever Brothers.
This was not a matter of coincidental choice. Lever Brothers has recently focused the limelight on itself for
making one of the most talked-about
moves in spot broadcasting. As most
admen now know, Lever Brothers' spot
specialist, ex-timebuyer Stanley Pulver,
recently issued special orders to the
half-dozen agencies who handle the
millions in Lever's annual spot buying.
Pulver's orders: All spot buys are to be
sent along to him by agency timebuyers for later checking, preferably documented with Cost-per-1,000 figures.
In this particular case, despite the
known hazards of local Cost-per-M
buying, there's a good deal to be said
for Pulver's edict. For one thing, it's
now known in the trade that one of
the objectives of Lever in thus laying
down the law to its agencies was simply to put timebuying on an organized,
disciplined basis. Lever executives, it's
said, were getting a little tired of having each timebuyer proceed on his i or
her) own standard of judgment — particularly when there are nearly 100
timebuyers involved in buying everything from Lever spot announcements
to local programs.
So, Lever may be compared roughly
with a tough-minded Army colonel who
orders the mess halls on an Army post
to buy their food on a standardized
dollars-and-cents basis.
The Lever edict is not hard and inflexible as far as the big soap firm is
concerned. Certainly, a simplified formula had to be worked out to embrace
{Please turn to page 83)
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8a// of Fire

managers I like best and why
FIVF

PART

Timebuyers and reps favor station men who give
maximum cooperation, understand national advertising

I The performance of a start manager makes more
difference to the success or failure of
a campaign than many advertisers realize. An alert station manager will contact local dealers to let them know a
big new campaign is in progress on
his station; he will be anxious to improve the time slots of solid-spending
national accounts by arranging shifts
of local clients; his station will be
characterized by the optimum in service to the advertiser.
To get details on what makes a good
station manager, SPONSOR queried
timebuyers and national representatives. Both buyers and reps come into
frequent contact with managers; buyers, when they visit stations and are
visited in turn by managers; reps, in
the course of their sales activity.
Timebuyers were most appreciative
of managers who could provide them
with hard facts, recently compiled,
about their stations. Reps gave most
praise to managers who had an understanding of how national advertising
13 conducted. The comments of both
groups boil down to appreciation for
the same qualities — savvy as to the
needs of advertising and willingness to
work hard to fulfill those needs.
19 MAY
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The series of quotes from both buyers and reps which follows is the fifth
such compilation in a SPONSOR series
which has previously embraced timebuyers; reps; advertising managers;
account executives. Future articles in
the series will cover other figures of

best

"ideal station

manager"

1. He keeps his sales material right upto-date and when he comes calling
on his rep or on an agency he's got
something specific on his mind in
the way of getting some business.
2. He keeps the local distributors and
dealers happy after he's got the account, by advancing ideas on how
best to merchandise the campaign,
and keeping in touch with them.
3. He is well informed on how a national advertising campaign is planned
and carried through so that he can
view his own selling problems intelligently and realistically.
4. He can be understanding when his
rep advises him that, despite the
th
strong
success story an available pro
gram strip may
ested
have, there
isn't iin
t
the moment an yaccount
interested
that particular type of campaign in
his market.

importance in the broadcast advertising firmament. As in the case of past
articles, the present story on station
managers quotes no one by name; this
policy is followed to encourage frankness and discourage puffing.
(Please turn to page 89)

worst

"tough

to deal

with"

ease A: The wallflower
"He fails to take advantage of the opportunity to tell his station's story when
he calls on an agency with his time*
buyer. Instead he sits by mutely while
the rep does all the talking."
case B: The impulsive caller
"He pressures his rep into making a
sudden, unprearranged visit with him
on a timebuyer, with embarrassing results often to both the buyer and the
rep: the buyer, feeling like a heel in
having to turn them down because of a
pressing
assignment."
case
C: The
ivory tower boy
"He lives in the radio world of the
early '40's. His friends tell him
operating the best station in the
ket and that's enough to convince
He considers it a personal insult

he's
marhim.
when

his
rep suggests
that is
thesomewhat
station's dated
local
programing
structure
and could stand an overhauling."
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BRANCHES

7946

402
426

1,153,818

$229,048,758

$199

7947

1,362,225

295,379,682

7948

466

1,423,770

333,410,700

7949

490

217
234
246

1,539,674

379,173,367

7950

524

1,651,824

426,354,959

7957

573

1,871,915

526,927,285

NUMBER

OF LOANS

AMOUNT

OF

LOANS

AVERAGE

SIZE

258
281

How Household Finance pv
with radio

Over $1,000,000 spent on 309 radio stations, 7 TV stati

educate borrowers on wisdom of making loans

^■■■n A Sunda\ school group in
^■■■■■■■i a little Midwestern town
was recently talking about Red Cross
aid to people in flood-stricken areas.
The teacher, in order to personalize
the discussion, asked the class whom

1951 the record shows a new high of
1,871,915 loans totaling $526,927,285
for an average of $281 per loan. Radio
is to a very large extent responsible for
that showing.
HFC's record of growth, consistent

despite experimentation
between net
work, spot radio, and printed media
can be attributed to its two advertis
ing objectives: (1) overcoming peopie's misunderstanding of the money
lending business. (2) encouraging lis

they'd go to if they needed help. Piped
up one youngster, "Household Finance!"
This repl\ is an indication of the

These men typify promotion from within policy

penetration of HFC's current radio and
TV campaign. HFC air advertising
began modesth some 2(> \ears ago on
\\(.\\ . Philadelphia, and a few other
stations. Now the saturation effort involves an expenditure of well over $1,000,000 on 309 radio stations in the
I nited Stales and Canada, and on seven tele\ ision stations.

\ewell T. Schwin, director of advertising, is a
native Hoosier — born in Elkhart, Indiana. A
Harvard graduate, he spent two years in the
land and cattle business in Montana, a couple
of years in a Chicago ad agency. He joined
Household in 1932 and has been with them
since — with time out for World War II naval
duty in Mediterranean
and Pacific waters.

HFC gol its start in the small loan
business in l<'!7o in a small, unpretentious Minneapolis office but, like its
initial radio campaign some 18 j ears
later, it grei* and grew. Toda\ HFC
is the oldest and largest organization
of it- kind in the world, with 575 offices

in the I nited States and Canada, and
assets in excess of 1300,
,000. For
36

A. G. Waack

A. G. Waack, eastern advertising manager,
has been with HFC. since his graduation from
Michigan State (.(dirge some 20 years ago.
Advancing steadily through the HFC ranks
he is now in charge of advertising for a territory that runs from Maine to Florida and
encompasses 164 offices. Appropriately.
If aack lives in Media. Pa. His hobby is
being
"ham"
radio
operator
of W3KOJS.

SPONSOR

Edgar

Guest:

first

HFC

teller:- to make small loans for worthwhile purposes. One other factor is
responsible for a large measure of
HFC success: since its air debut, the
company has never decreased its radio
budget except for the war years.
The experimentation with media in
HFC's early history despite the everincreasing budget for broadcast media
is explained in part by the peculiarities of the small loan business. Unlike
cereal, drug, and cigarette commercials, money as a "product"' is subject to various laws governing its advertising. Household Finance, located
in 386 cities of 29 states and 10 Canadian provinces, is controlled by differing banking department rules of
each particular state. For example:
under the New York State small loan
law. the maximum loan that can be
made is $500. In Massachusetts. Pennsylvania, and Maryland, loans of up to
SI, 1100 are made. In other states, the
top loan is S300.
These rulings have, to a great extent, been the most important factor

■k

recognition

no over-all policy until 1930 when
HFC realized that dependence upon local schemes would ne\er jell.
When Chicago's Charles Daniel Fry
agency took over. HFC sponsored Edgar Guest on the Blue network. Guest's
homy poetry combined with HFC's institutional approach to would-be borrowers proved to be an ideal match.
I ntil mid-1939 Guest devotees were
entertained and. at the same time,
painlessly educated about consumer
finance.
The show was successful; the ad
approach, adequate. But Household
Finance was growing up. With its
Blue network and CBS coverage for
the Guest show. HFC was not covering
all its markets: there was a lot of waste
circulation. Besides, cut-ins for local
announcements designed to meet a specific state's banking regulations, were
proving too costly, in some instances.
running $100 in addition to the cost
of net time. Network radio was
dropped
in 1939.
HFC looked around and took stock.
What came to mind was HFCs printed

in determining HFC's radio-TV strategy. That is. individualized local copy
i- written in Chicago but tailored to
conform to state laws, and to fill the
needs of each HFC branch.
\ round 1928 Household Finance
was in the cocoon stage in its radio
advertising. The company had been
in radio for about two years at that
time and was using a staid and digni-

made its pitch to the newspaper advertising departments: each HFC office
was a strictly local operation, employing local people, and subject to the
laws of the state it was in. HFC offices

fied "financial institution" approach.
It had less than 100 branch offices in
-'-lit states, and <it\-\vise from Minneapolis toPhiladelphia and Baltimore.
In those days each manager of a local
branch office had his say about ad
policy i agency: Doremus & Company) .
There was absolute!) no integration.

were, they pointed out. entitled to the
local rate. The newspapers, in almost
all instances, concurred. The same situation, thought HFC. was applicable
to the air medium.
To bring this about. HFC put itself
truly in the position of a local retail
('Please turn to page 70 i
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media buying in the late '20's. Up
until then the\ had paid higher space
rates because they were considered
financial advertisers. Then HFC had

Scenes
friendly,

from
easy,

TV

film
rapid

commercial
loan

stress

procedure

Does Hooper undersell radio?
Blair survey charges researcher's radio-TV coincident
questions with being "biased9*: Hooper answers "No**
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there were problems enough when TV
became a real factor in broadcast advertising. Rut. b\ the summer of 1951.
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Blair executives were doing a "slowburn" in the grand tradition of Edgar
Kennedy every time they looked at
local radio sets-in-use figures — particuzation.larly those of the C. E. Hooper organi-

zr*

The Blair organization felt it had a
righl to sizzle in general, and with radio research in particular. For one
thing, monej was being spent in radio
at a faster rate than ever before. (The
year-end figure confirmed this; during
1951, over $723,000,000 was spent foi
radio time. I For another, the sale of

radios to consumers, and the growth in
ilic Dumber of radio homes with one 01
more Beta said much for the continuing Strength of die older air medium.
But, the Blair firm which repress nts some lo "dd ,,i the nation's bestknown radio outlets — found itself doing business in an atmosphere that
hardl} reflected these facts. \> the)
recently phrased it:
"During 1951, there was a greater
clamor In people in high and low
places thai radio was a declining advertising value that a new television
home meant one less radio home —
that the prophet \ ol a lew years ago,
'Radio is Doomed." was actuallv coming to pass."
11 was hard to argue against the
alarming plunges taken in Hooper surveys b) radio sets-in-use curves. It
was equallv hard to match the Hooper
declines against booming radio set
sales, and against the results of qualitative studies which showed radio
doing pretty well in TV homes in the
major, older TV areas. Like the slogan of an irate Citizen's Committee
hot on the scent of a municipal scandal, one thought was soon uppermost
in the minds of Blair executives: Let's
investigate!
Said radio veteran Dick Buckley,
president of Blair: "Certainly, an investigation was indicated. Were the
findings of the telephone coincidental
valid? Was there some factor operating in the combined radio-television
coincidental question that might be
deflating radio sets-in-use?"
This was no mere academic question
raised by Blair, and Blair's knowledgeable research chief, Ward Dorrell, in
1951. To John Blair & Company, this
paradox of greater revenue vs. gloomy
prophecies was perhaps explained this
way:
"The introduction in October 1948 of
the possibility of 'bias' in coincidental
surv( vs. . .produced the possibility that
the bias for or against either might be
unequal. Since the two broadcast
media are competitive for advertising
support, unequal bias could work for
or against either of the two media."'
Blair's stand was then firm:
"If unequal bias is present, deflating
the true dimensions of the entire radio
listening audience, the future of a
$700,000,000 industry would be in
jeopardy."
Last summer, however, this premise
was just so much theory — as vague as
the medieval hassles over how many
19 MAY

angels could dance on the head of a
pin. Sure, if something was unintentionallj devaluating radio, ii should
be corrected. But, was anything wrong,
and bj how much?
The answer could onlj he found in
research, so Blair went into a major
K -i .inh project in 1951. The purpose:
an investigation into the techniques of
coincidental measurement in radio.
Here, reported for the first time
fully, is what Blair wrapped up as their
answer. As Dick Bueklev of Blair
put it to SPONSOR:
I Ik answer is two-fold:
"First, radio listening, as reported
h\ the coincidental method, has been
grossh underestimated.
"Secondly, a revision in the coincidental technique is necessary for that
method to approximate more closely
the true dimensions of the vast radio
audience."
Between Blair's first questions and
Blair's recent answers lie some six
months of research effort. It broke.
roughly,

into three

phases:

PHASE 1. The Background:
\n examination of the Los Angeles
radio chart on these pages will show
the alarming drop taken by Hooper
sets-in-use curves during the past four
\ears. Every year, particularly in the
evenings, the situation grew worse.
And, since Hooper is a kingpin of
local-level radio research that forms
the basis of spot radio planning. Blair
had much cause for worry.

Ihxtpor replies to Blair:
•» Iny radio station, agency, advertiser oi
network desiring an audience measurement
l>\ us based on asking about "Radio listening onlj " Mi has been able to obtain it
from us, (2 i is still able to obtain it from
us anywhere at anj time. That is not because we have had an) reason to believe the
"Radio-Tl " question to be wrong. Both
can be used to pi od nee the same, the correct, answer but only if interviewers are
trained and supervised with extreme care.
Tfie public has not separated Radio and
Tl in its mind with the partitions and corporate nails which exist in station, network
and representative firm offices. The separation is confined to the suffix letters "Tl
I example: WDSU-TV) added to call letters
which always have, and still mean, the call
letters of a Radio
Station
(example:
II DSI i . This was dramatized for us in
earl1) Radio surveys in TV areas.
In one survey, the details of which we
will show to qualified individuals, 100% of
the credits given by the public to a Radio
Station should have been given to its TV
brother. In that instance that radio station
could not, and the TV station with companion call letters could, be heard in the
county surveyed. When, in a re-survey, we
made the proper clarification by asking for
both "Radio and TV," a complete correction took place. In a city, or area, where
half the broadcast audience is looking at
Television it takes expert interviewing to

Nighttime sets-in-use in Los Angeles,
according to Hooper, dropped from a
high of 36.5 in January. 1948 to a low
of 11.5 in July. 1951 — a downward
toboggan of 68.5$ . In the afternoons.
the Hooper-measured decline in setsin-use was from 16.7 in 1948 to 9.0 in
1951 — or a drop of 46Vr . Mornings
weren't much better; the drop was
from 16.5 to about 11.0— or a 33.3$
dive. Much the same was true of other
Hooperated radio-TV markets.
Certainly, TV was playing a big part
in the presumable desertion of their
radio sets by Los Angelenos. But.
Blair suspected, this wasn't the whole
story. The problem lay, Blairman
Ward Dorrell thought, in the techniques whereby Hooper gathered his
information.
As most admen know, the "gimmick"
in Hooper research is the telephone.
Basically, interviewers call homes on
a coincidental
basis, check listening
(Please turn to page 93)

■cher C. E. Hooper states "n<

ignore Tl in the question and still get valid
radio results.
We are, of course, still using the "Radio
listening only" question in areas not served
by TV and I accept this opportunity to offer
our services, using the question recommended in the Blair release, in any city or
(Please turn to page 96)
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Telemeter in Palm

Springs

will woo viewers

with seven

L.A. chann

ity antenna,

then

test
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system

with
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Fee W is it a threat to advertisers'

Fee

TVers

fVfthf
I ■■

elaim

The boosters of
scription, TV are
list of those most
established the 2.051 TV

sponsors

fee. or suhhi<zh on the
eager to see
stations for

which FCC recentl) provided. Although viewed askance b\ mam advertisers, agencies, and broadcasters, the
pay-as-you-see people insist that their
type of programing will help rather
than hurt commercial television as we
know it today.
How? Bj building tremendous audiences which sponsored television will
share. Advertising, these spokesmen
say, couldn't possibl) carrj the financial load of l.ooo TV stations, to sav
Phonevision by Z<

will benefit

from

new.

nothing of the maximum number of
outlets allocated by the FCC.
The most articulate advocate of subscription TV is Dr. Millard C. Faught.
recentl) described in Look magazine
as "a public policy adviser and television economic expert."" Faught entered the picture in 1049 when he published a monograph entitled .Some Billion Dollar Questions About Television. Earl) in 1950, Comdr. E. F. McDonald, president of Zenith Radio
Corp., read the treatise and promptly
put "Tex" Faught on the pa\ roll as a
consultant.
Since then. Faught has preached his

untapped

audiences

economic gospel before audiences as
varied as the Commonwealth Club of
Chicago and the Catholic Theater Conference and has had articles on the
subject in such diverse publications as
Look, Saturday Review oj Literature,
and the Harvard Business Review.
Faught's gospel uses as its cornerstone
his 1949 estimate that ". . . the cost
of providing "national television service' from a theoretical future system of
1,000 stations, arranged in four networks and programing only 70 hours
per week, half network and half local
programs, would cost $1,740,252,500
per jrear." He concluded that television

9 ?

Inserting
r unscrambles picture of
; viewer to see movies,
sports activities, or spec
programs.
Gadget does
not interfere with norm;
Pictures,
mercial channels.
Backed
by
device is claimed
ready f
ial operation.
Variatio
ce of shows
ill be from 5c to $2.00.

Exploded view of Telemeter gadget shows ho
User looks in window (A) to find cost of show, inserts in
coin slot (B) required amount. This activates the unscrambling device (C) inside box. Window (A-l) adds
coins as inserted. Detachable section (E) consists of
two parts, coin receptacle (F) and electronic tape (G)
which records, for distribution purposes, shows paid for.
ial
clos

advertisers would have to sell over
$80 billion worth of good annually to
justify such a total advertising appropriation for TV.
>a\s Faught, "All that is required
is to give television a second source of
revenue In adding 'subscription' income to its advertising income, just as
magazines and newspapers have such
a dual source of revenue."
Even more provocative is Faught's
contention that movies, sports, plays,
opera, churches, and colleges are losing potential customers because these
cultural commodities are sold in an
obsolete manner. He visualizes television as an electronic distribution
service. Via fee TV. he sees a vast
broadening of the market for cultural
activities. He considers it. too, a lowcost means of overcoming problems of
urban congestion, parking, baby sitters and other time-consuming details
which have heretofore limited participation incultural activities.
Faught is here on safe ground. Commercial TV has indeed brought many
product demonstrations into the home,
which in turn has helped TV viewers

lick the problems of "where do I park
the car'.''" Product demonstration
proves that selling can be done via
this electronic distribution s\stem.
The proponents of the present s\ stern may be mollified by Faught's contention that "Subscription use of television should add to its usefulness for
advi rtisers. It will make more stations
profitably possible and give more people more reasons to buy and use television. But at any given time onl\ a
part of this bigger audience will be
watching a pay-as-you-see program.
Am given TV set would probably not
be on box office more than five per
cent of the time. The balance of the
time this bigger audience would be
available to the sponsored shows. If
so. then the sponsors might feel justified in paying the costs necessary to

arate channels lor the subscription devices, even if requested. Therefore,
established station facilities would be
utilized. It is also likely that the subscription promoters will have to offer
the broadcasters a percentage of the
"take," rather than the card rate, in order to induce them to clear the time desired by the subscription programers.
\\ ith their revenue thus enhanced, stations would be able to lower their rates

make their shows better, too."
Regardless of the opposition by advertisers and broadcasters, some form
of fee TV will probably be in operation in the foreseeable future.
The revenue-producing potentialities
of fee TV are tremendous. It is unlikelj thai tin- FCC would allocate sep-

to advertisers, \ssuining that production costs would not rise as additional
outlets became available, TV's cost-per1,000 could be brought down to a
point at which the high-impact medium
would ,be trul\ competitive.
A number of factors have served to
bring fee TV from the dream stage to
near-reality. Zenith's Gene McDonald
was never known as "the quietest man
in
the the
industry."
his Alexander
scientists,
under
directionWhen
of Dr.
Ellett, got
Phonevision
past the
"bug"
stage,
McDonald
promptly
filed
for
FCC approval of a 90-day test in Chicago. Despite difficulties with the telephone company and motion picture
(Please turn to page 74)

These men play key roles in fee TV battle for airwaves

Dr. Louis

Comdr. E. F. McDonald

Arthur Levey

Ridenour

Pres., Zenith Rwl/o Cor,,.

fl
ompleted 90-day test in Chicago
g telephone wires to transmit ungnal. Phonevision application for
peration already filed with FCC
wires are not always necessary

of top-rank! ng scientist (above) will
hand. This outfit claims
strengthen Telemeter'
cash-on-the-barrel
is only successful means of

Addition

selling
tested

entertainment
in L.A., goes

Their system has been
all out in Palm Springs

Skiatron
plans to

Pres., Skiatron Electrit
Television Cor,,.

has made limited tests in New York,
petition

FCC

for 90-day

test soon.

System uses punched cards with decoding circuit printed on lower edge of card. Hopes to
win viewers via subscription
or single-events

SELL THE HEART OF INDIAN,
OVER WIBC

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA'S FIR!

W ben all the yardsticks of time buying arc applied to \\ [BC, this station
emerges as one of the soundesl purchases in all radio. With 50.000 watts on
1070 kC. it lias the largest coverage area of any Indianapolis outlet and
enjoys complete dominance of the rich Indianapolis market. The selling
|M>\\er of WIBC is felt far into strategic portions of Kentucky and Ohio as well.
\> the country's 28th metropolitan market and the key distributing and
.-hopping center for the entire state. Indianapolis is a vital consideration for
the advertiser — who can reach out, over WIBC, into an area that covers
1,077,356 radio families.
Blair -represented \\ IliC has earned its position as one of the territory's
outstanding stations through the excellence of its local programming.
Virtually every personality featured by WIBC

has become a long-time

favorite with listeners, which is a tribute not only to their talents but also
to this stations splendid music and production facilities.
\> exclusive representatives of \\ 1BC, John Blair & Company — along
with an impressive list of important advertisers — have factual proof that
the size of WIBC's audience is matched b\ its responsiveness. No matter
what you have to sell, you can sell it at low cost over WIBC. Call your
John Blair man today!

"Platter Party", .. l..m.U type
imiM.al rr.|ur*l pro^rain
villi
MILT LEWIS, enjoys theeeo
ond
l.x-al raiin»'i.. »|.|N.si.
.„.„..to,,
.,l,r,-,„.l»,,rk-;.mlTY.

(HE JOHN BLAIR WAY
2ND ONLY 50,000 WATT STATION

•Harpers
v
the fourth Farm
time inFair"
the features
last five DIX
years HARPER,
was presented
the
National
Safety With
Council's
award successes
for serviceto
to farm safety.
a longpublic
list ofinterest
commercial
his credit, Dix Harper pulls mail from seventeen states.

JACK MORROW and COUSIN CHICK IE, whose "Country Carnival" was so immediately successful it was expanded from thirty
minutes to an hour and a half. "Reveille Revelry" is their other hit
program, featuring music, time and weather reports, morning news.

JOHN
BLAIR

John Blair & Company specializes
in radio representation exclusively. Since we are entirely removed from any other operation
or function, we are able to give
the stations we represent our full

S COMPANY

time and our full efforts. ..as specialists inselling via spot radio.
REPRESENTING
RICHARD

M. FAIRBANKS

Prestdenl and General Manager

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

USED

PRF CUT GARAGES
\t.r \< ^ : Sherman

SPONSOR:

SPONSOR:

CAPSI I I ( ASE HISTORY :
For one week Construction '
an three-minute demonstrations on Feature Film
and on a run-of-the-schedule basis. I scale model garage
was shown. Then, sales leads were solicited on a phone
or write-in basis. In one week, the company realized 300
leads. Of these, over III', 11 ere concerted into sales.
tverage unit sale i<„s $900. Ipproximately ■ $1
Dei 12,500 was
taken in. II eek's expenditure: §3,000.
W ATV, Nct

PROGRAM:

CARS

Ia

Three Mi.i
Feature

Film

\. R. Knight

\l.

Co.

AGENCY:

Din,,

I UM 11: CASE HISTORY:
Knight owns three used ca,
lot.s. all within 50 miles of Huntington. To further sales,
he bought a 260-time announcement schedule, running
one each night at 1 ] :()(). After one week of advertising
through halop card photos. Knight reported the sale of
)l» automobiles on one Wednesday alone. Approximate
oneday gross; about $20,000; weekly announcement cost:
$250. 'I he fnm ,,011 uses 14 announcements weekly.
WSAZ-TV,

Huntington, W. Va.

CURTAIN

PROGRAM:

ROD

OFFER
AGENCY

SPONSOR:

Announcements

: Product Seme

< a

CAPSULF. CASE HISTORY : Cameo, to test TV pull, offers free curtain rods on Comedy Cameos, a 15-minute
film feature. The approach: a curtain rod for every pair
of curtains purchased. Sales slips and product wrapping
must accompany requests for the rods. The offer is made
in New York on three weekly shows 1 WABD, Sunday
11:00 p.m.; WJZ-TV, Sunday 4:45 p.m. and Wednesday
11:00 p.m. 1. Cameo receives about 300 sales slips weekly, representing an average sale of $37 each. Minimum
sales proof: SI 1.100. Program cost: S2.400 weekly.
WABD,

ENGINE
SPONSOR:

MATTRESSES

LUBRICANT

Richmond Batter) ,< Ignition Co.

AGENCY:

Direcl

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:, Richmond Battery advertised Rislone. an auto engine lubricant, for four weeks:
one late-evening announcement weekly. The announcements stressed Rislone 's virtues as an oil ally for restoring
lost compression to auto engines and as j>rotection for
neu motors. After four announcements, a salesman calling on gas station trade sold an order of Rislone for
ulioiit $1,000.
lir cost: $100 per announcement.
PROGR

\\T\K. Ki.-iim

HEARING
SPONSOR:

AM:

\n

SPONSOR:

Seal)

Mattress Co.

Direcl

F.hxard Graceman

[53% of 105(1 sales when TV wasn't used.
Vu

Ihn

PROGRAM:

FIREPLACE
AGENCY:

AGENCY:

CAPSl LE CASF HISTORY : Sealy heralded its list anniversary promotion through lie-in ads in 13 Connecticut
neu spapers plus the Sealy Weather Forecast. The Monday to Friday. 0:25 to 6:30 p.m. program feature// mattresses at $39.95. Show cost: $112.50. In two months.
Sealy sold mattresses for more than S250.000. Xot all
sales were attributable to TV but the 1951 figure was
WNHC-TV,

AIDS

FJ. It. .... Hearing Service

PROGRAM:

WJZ-TV, Nei

SPONSOR:

5

al> Wei

SCREENS

Paco [ndustries

AGENCY:

Direct

CAPSULE ( AS! HISTORY: This local lleltone dealer
utilizes a single one-minute commercial weekly at 6:59
p.m. Saturday to promote sales for hearing aids. Announcement cost: $38. After 10 weeks of running this
commercial, the dealer reports an average of $500 "<
sub -s directly attributed to the TV pitch. The 10-week
total is $5,000; expenditure, $380. Dealer claims Tl
brings more direct sales than any other medium.

glass fireplace screens costing upward of $85. The product was introduced to viewers through an afternoon participation on the Del Courtney Show. From the single
announcement, Paco pulled 37 leads. Of these, 28 were
converted into sales. Minimum sales gross: $2,380: participatio$75.
n:
Continued participations realize about the
same number of leads and sales conversions.

WJAC-TV,

KPIX. San Francisco

Fohnatown, Pa.

PROGRAM:

Announcementa

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY :

Paco manufactures and sells

PROGRAM:

Del Courtnej

Sho\i

WGALTV
LANCASTER,

PENNSYLVANIA

3 ^to?f<teM**4
telecast once

weekly

for

13 weeks

Drew 55 245 P^ces of mail
The

programs:
TALENT

Buy WGAL-TV

TIME

NAME

THE

STUMP

YOUR

31,564

BRAND

to sell these many

13,471

NEIGHBOR
thousands

of

10,210
prosperous

buyers

A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by

WGAL
19 MAY
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ROBERT

MEEKER

Chicago

ASSOCIATES
Los Angeles

San Francisco

"BTUNK"
NO
OU
AB
IT!

offers you "paydirt" in

BOB EHLE'S
BUNK HOUSE

ii1f limfl

Lewis H. fill erf on
V.P. & Die. Radio & TV Prod.,
Compton

Advertising,

Inc.

Alphabetically, the jump from Arabic to Advertising isn't too
great. In actuality, it's a much tougher trick. To learn how it
was done, look at the career of Lewis Titterton.
Lewis' early ambition was to be a professor of Arabic and Hebrew.
He seemed headed in the right direction when he took his degree at
Cambridge University and crossed the ocean for post-graduate
studies at Harvard. Up to this point it's likely that he had the approval of his father, a Church of England minister in Yorkshire.
Becoming an assistant editor of the erudite Atlantic Monthly and
similar duties at Macmillan Co. didn't take him too far from his old
goal. Then, in 1932. he became manager of the script division of
NBC.

"Pied Piper" of TV to Central N. Y.
youngsters, Bob is a singing story
teller who keeps young eyes and
ears glued to WHEN from 5 to 6
every weekday afternoon. Oldsters,
too, enjoy the combination of Bob's
singing and filmed adventures of
the Old West. It's a mighty pretty
spot for your product story, and
Bob can sell it effectively on this
area's
station. most looked at television
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY

CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

fWHEM
(television

^SYRACUSE

A MEREDITH TV STATION

For the next 12 years he blue-pencilled radio scripts, and gained
the background which was to stand him in good stead later. His
enthusiasm for radio is not merely the talking variety; when he
joined Compton in 1944, he had a good chance to put it to work
in their radio department.
Having sizable portions of such air-conscious clients as Procter
& Gamble and Standard Brands has kept Lewis and his bosses on
their toes. He has been in the production end of television since
the beginning of 1949 when P&G underwrote the first of the famous
Fireside Theater series.
At Compton, TV is an added medium, not a replacement for radio.
Says Titterton, "We haven't dropped a single daytime radio show
since TV came in. The only nighttime radio show dropped was
because of complicating factors — not to switch the money to TV.
Why, P & G just bought two and a half hours of additional morning
time per week on the full NBC radio network."
Zooming costs are not the only headaches that TV brings to an
agency. Lewis finds himself checking little theater groups, vaudeville bills, and nightclubs for new talent. Then, there's always the
problem: live or film? Lewis believes that straight audience participation shows come off best live, but that comedians, drama, and
variety shows can best be done on film.
But don't let the callouses on his hands fool you. He didn't get them
mo\ big TV props around. The truth is that he has more than his
share of the British propensity for gardening. He, his wife, and
three children are in constant combat with nature on the nine acres
of Pleasantville, N. Y. they call home.

• • •
SPONSOR

the GREAT

VO(C£ of the
LAKES

LATEST INFORMATION ON
AUTO RADIO CIRCULATION
IN DETROIT
• 83 out of every 100 cars in Metropolitan Detroit
have auto radios
• There are 837,036 auto radios in the Metropolitan
Detroit area
• The average number of passengers per car in
Detroit is 1.8
• 51 ,084 passenger cars counted at 1 72 different locations
• Auto Radio Circulation in It J R's primary coverage
area is greater than the circulation of many national
magazines!

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF WJR'S AUTO RADIO
SURVEY TODAY. ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY TO
WJR, DEPT. 50, FISHER BUILDING, DETROIT 2.

fir\
^^^jffiT
.p?55H
MIKE

Greatest
Medium
Advertising
— America's
Radw

Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
VVJR The Goodwill Station Inc., Fisher Bldg., Detroit
WJR

Eastern Sales Office: 665

Fifth Aye., New

York

Iriiiiiriis...
Are agencies getting away from rating services to
any degree and relying on other factors as station
merchandising and results stories in buying time?
Walter T. Sartler

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Sattler
Intelligent, tailormade merchandising together
with good radio
time, is generally preferable to
simply buying a
high rating. This
is particularly
true for at least
Miss Ross
three tvpes of
products, where
the manufacturer doesn't maintain his
OWU merchandising department. The
first needs lots of sell, the second competes with similar products already
dominating the market, the third has a
limited budget.
For a new product, every bit of
point-of-sale material and conspicuous
-helf display in retail outlets accomplished by the station for the advertiser are not only extremely helpful but
\ital. Since I feci that all business i>
local, a market-by-market merchandising effort is in itself a strong local
campaign. The agency must work
closely with a willing station to bring
about a legitimate wedding of merchandising effort and good broadcast
time, fostered by love of displa\ resulting itia famih of sales.
I discount as ineffective the mere
writing by stations of mimeographed
notices to retailer^ advertising that soand-so is coming on the station so "let's
all get behind this product." This is a
"shot-gun"
nobody
is
reall) happy. affair where
48

Where a product competes with
similar products already well established, itis equally necessary that the
merchandising effort be just as strong
as the one that introduces a new product, since for all intents and purposes,
it is a new product. Obviously, for
the advertiser with a limited budget,
the extra effort by the station designed
to make the campaign look bigger, better and stronger will be helpful.
It would be wonderful if we could
huy high-rated time and combine it
with a hard-hitting station merchandising campaign. In the absence of such
a combination
where the advertiser
needs extra push on local merchandising, the buyer's choice is narrowed to
bolstering the product's basic needs.
Of course, this means more work on
the part of the agency, but resulting
sales will prove the effort was well
worth the energy expended.
Alice Ross
Media Director
Duane Jones Company
New York

Ratings
never been have
the final
deciding factor in
the purchase of
radio and television spots and
programs. This is
true even when
Mr. Ket

the other ingredients of a good

buy — cost, coverage, programing
and so forth — offset each other. Ratings are a very helpful yardstick and
are an excellent guide to the "relative

Marketing
Manager
Snow Crop Marketers
Division
Clinton Foods, Inc., New
York

values" of availabilities on the same
stations. They can be misleading, however, ifused to compare values between
stations even in the same market.
If such measurements were a major
factor in the determination of buying
spots,
Service
Shows the
wouldso-called
have leftWomen's
the airways
long
ago, due to the lack of sponsors. In
other words, a spot program or adjacency, even though it has only an average rating, if it is especially selected
for the required selling job, can be
more effective than a top rated position. The type of audience combined
with the right selling personality is just
as important as size of audience.
"Results stories" or case histories
have been helpful when no other buying tools were available. This was true
in the early days of radio and again in
the early days of TV. The media was
sold on the basis of success stories.
Such, however, can be misleading. A
program may pay off on a high-cost,
low-turnover item, like used cars, but
might fall flat on its face on an item
of high consumption and frequent purchase like a soap or cereal.
"Station Merchandising" has suddenly become a major selling pitch
we refer to CHAIN LIGHTNING.
SUPERMARKETING. and many others. This type of selling technique is
used primarily by radio stations and
radio networks. It is a sign of the
times. Radio is feeling the competition from TV and believes that additional inducements are required to
meet this newer medium which is taking a share of sponsor's budgets.
These merchandising tie-ins are
good,
especially
the on
sponsor's
sales force
followswhen
through
them.
As buyers, however, we should not lose
SPONSOR

sight of the fact thai our i<>!> is to buy
the right audience and the largest audience at tin- lowest cost. The point-ofsale extra is a wonderful plus — but it
is just another ingredient, not a major
dr. iding [actor.
Philip ('. Kennei
Head of Radio-Tl

it //ctffiene</
ONE NIGHT!

Timebuying

Kenyan &~ Eckkardt
Sew York
111 i— question reminds me of a
twist on

an

old

There's an old saying that
everything happens at night

gag:last
"When
was
the
time \ou

. . . especially in New Orleans! We'll qualify that
somewhat, and say that anything can happen at night

\beat
cirian
wife?""
yourtimebuyers will always
look at ratings.
Iml the) also take
into account a

...especially

station's standing
in its community : station merchandising services, operating policies and
past record of sales performance. Sure.
hu\ers lately have developed a tentency to discount ratings somewhat,
mostly because of the research muddle

on WDSU-TV.

Take, for instance, the Sunday night that a local department store featured $1.29
children's pajamas in a one
minute commercial. Nothing
unusual, you say? Well, we

going on in the industry. We're a little tired of the claims and counterclaims for this technique over that

beg to differ— because something certainly did happen
that night!

one. More's the pity because it's a
black eye to the broadcast medium
which the print boys are quick to exploit. Today a buyer can spread the
rating services in his hand like a deck
of cards. And too often we find that
one rating service i usually the last
one I, contradicts the results of another
even though close inspection shows no

Next morning, the store was
flooded with calls . . . and by
evening the pajamas were
completely sold out. Withir
three days—
aays — 1200
izuu of
ot these
mese pa
pujamas had been purchased
by economy-wise TV viewers.

significant changes in station's power,
frequency, net affiliation, programing.
Lets face it. a buyer has to use all
the tools at his command. A rating or
share of audience figure should be observed and inspected. Whether the
buyer accepts these figures at face
\alue is another matter and that depends on the specific problem and a

Remember . . . lots does happen at night (and in daytime,
too) on WDSU-TV. So don't
lose sleep— we can solve your
sales problem anytime in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans

multiple of factors.

Bob Rki s< hue

Market"!

Manager, Radio-Tl
Timebuying Department
McCann-Erickson
New York
Any questions?
SPONSOR
welcomes
questions for
discussion from its readers.
Suggested questions should be accompanied byphotograph of the asker.
19 MAY
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Write, Wire
or Phone

irosuf

BLAIR-TV!

6
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You get RESULTS beyond the expect*

Proudly Presented

and Produced

b

FOR LOCAL
AND REGIONAL
SPONSORSHIP
ON FILM..
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in New England. The Cook Hook is
sold in the stores for 99c and each purchaser is able to receive a dollar b)
mailing to Storecast any 12 labels of
the 15 participating products pictured
on the book jacket. According to
Storecast, this product sampling program is unusual in that the participating manufacturers are required to pay

This SPONSOR
department feature
broadcast
advertising
significance
culle
ments
of the industry.
Contributions

Stations plug own communities as shopping venters
To give local business a hypo,
CKNW. \. u Westminster, B. C. and
\\ T \G. Worcester. Mass.. arc currentl\ conducting "shop-in-your-conununcampaigns
mucli
to the delight
idit\"retailers
in those
cities.
The "Miracle Mile Bargain Day," a
once-a-month super-sale event, is the
gimmick CkNW employs to encourage
shoppers t<> bu) in New Westminster
tather than
in adjacent
Vancouver
Citj shops. The first "Miracle Mile"
promotion on 22 Februarv proved a
huge success. Local merchants leaped
at the chance to tie in. They bought
more than 100 announcements over

Also in the crowds, reports the station, were many '"fringe area" listeners
who brought in a great deal of businessI hethecitj
wouldn't
get. ol
scheme
was aordinarily
brain-wave

reports "quite a substantial increase"
in billings since the first "Miracle
Mile," has acquired two big new accounts directly due to the promotio:
In Worcester. WTAG has been running a"Shop in Worcester" campaign
for over a year now. as a public service h\ the station to its local advertisers. Listeners in the Central New

England area have been repeatedly
hearing about the wonders of Worcester via 10-word station break tags.
"Bargain Day" banners prominently in
windows and inside shops: provided
Recently, this campaign was expand-tore tie-ins. Each store was to fea- ed. Station personalities cut 20-second
ture at least one good bargain item. and one-minute announcements for use
throughout the day, with copy tailored
to fit their air functions. On these
transcriptions, the WTAG sports director talks about the selection of sporting goods stores in Worcester; the
home economist chats about the variety
ot good stores and restaurants: newsmen emphasize general civic aspects
of the district.
Retailers, of course, have been eagerly endorsing the promotion, have
formed an advisory committee to keep
the station in close contact with retail
goings-on.

* * *

Storevast premium hikes
protluet sampling, sales
CKNW-inspiredsal.

One department store found its sales
were 180% above normal; specialty
shops, jewelers, dozens of other merchant- also experienced big business
in. reases, according to CKNW. The
throngs that descended on New Westminster shopping districts on "Bargain
Day" surprised many merchants, who
were unprepared
for crowded
stores.
52

Raker's Chocolate Chips, Swift'ning.
Post's Hi', Bran Flakes and Drome-

Hugh Wallace, ( k\\\ -alesman. The
station, happy about the whole thing,

CKNW. took large-space ads in the
local Columbian newspaper, displayed

Results? Leed's Men's Wear Shop
re] >oi ted the largest volume of business
since Christmas — three times the normal business for that day of the week
< Friday I. Copp Shoe Store sold out
its entire stock of sale-advertised items.

only for concrete results obtained — the
actual number of labels submitted to
them by the customers. Diamond Salt,
Jcll-O, Armour Corned Beef Hash,

\ premium, which retail customers
can receive immediately and for which
thej can later get back the full price, is
almost bound to be popular. When the
same premium can considerably hike
product sales for manufacturers and retail stores, it's really got something.
The Storecast Corporation of America has come up with such a premium
in the form of a Cook Book, which it's
been promoting via its usual FM
broadcasts in 300 First National Stores

Customers paid 99tf foi

darj Gingerbread Mix are among
participating products.
Both manufacturers and retailers are
delighted with the promotion, says
Storecast; it has not only definitely
upped the sale of the Cook Book products, but has increased overall sales in
the stores. During the first campaign
I which lasted 15 weeks from 15 September to 31 December 1951), 46,000
books^ were sold and 40,000 product
labels redeemed. Due to its initial
success, the promotion was recently
resumed in the New England stores for
a five-week period ending 17 May. It
will soon be extended to food retailers
in other sections of the country covered by Storecast.

• * *

Movies vs. TV vs. radio?
\©ic they plug eaeh other
Radio, television and the movies reputedly arch enemies, realize more and
more that they are better off cooperating for mutual benefit rather than takinghindpottheshots
at one another from bebushes.
One story of how these three media
have joined hands in beautiful harniom comes from Hollywood. KLAC
and KLAC-TV recently made a "reciprocal trade" agreement with the
Pacific Drive-In Theatres in Southern
California: both the AM and TV stadates,

tions
plug thethechain's
playwhile
theatrespicture
hallvhoo
SPONSOR

five big KLAC radio programs.
The theatres are. to say the least,
unstinting in their cooperation.
The
marquees of 14 of the Pacific Driveins bear the legend "Hear KLAC's
Big Five Disk Jockeys of America."
Inside the theatres, the d.j. programs
are actually heard. Each of the d.j.s —
Alex Cooper. Dick Haynes, Peter Potter. Bob McLaughlin, Gene Norman. —
has recorded two programs, one of 15minutes and one of 10-niinutes length.
\ 1 i-niinute stanza is p.a.'d at each
theatre prior to the first feature of the
evening; between pictures, the 10-minute transcription is aired. Each d.j.
has a one-week '"run" at each theatre
via his transcriptions, all of which mentions air-times of the regular shows.
In return. KLAC-TV is flashing information to video viewers about what
movies are showing when at the Pacific
Theatres. KLAC radio does its part
with some half dozen Pacific blurbs
daily.
• • •

Briefly . . .
Sterling example of an all-out effort
on the part of talent to cooperate with
a sponsor is being offered by the Melody Cowhands, KTRH. Houston. The
name of their sponsor, Silver Star Razor Blades, is emblazoned boldlv on

Summer

'Boom-State'

The tremendous

impact of Station WGY

on an en-

larged summer-time audience is ably demonstrated
by one of WGY's sponsors — the Catskill Game Farm.
In 1951, this organization abandoned its advertising
schedule in newspapers
use WGY

and other radio stations to

exclusively. Through spot announcements

in the morning and night-time stations breaks, the
result was a 250 percent increase in attendance.
Reaching all the summer

resorts in the Adirondack,

Catskill and Berkshire Mountains and Vermont, sales
messages

carried by WGY

also reach the many

tourists and vacationers in Saratoga
George,

Lake Champlain

and

Springs, Lake

Cooperstown,

New

York. The WGY area is surely one of America's
foremost vacation areas.
Motorists visiting "WGY-Land" learn the station's
location on the dial through seven striking, colorful
8' x 24' Scotchlite billboards which are located on the
KTRH

sponsor-promoti

the shirt backs of the two Cowhands,
as well as right over the heart, in front.
According to American Safetv Razor
Corp., these young men not only wear
the shirts while appearing on their program, but also sport them on the many
outside engagements they have.
When a TV commercial is brought
back by popular demand for repeat
showings — especially after running on
TV for three straight years — it must
(Please turn to page 87)
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major traffic arteries leading into the WGY
You can
your summer

area.

realize outstanding results by doing
selling on Station WGY.

NBC Spot Sales

A GENERAL

ELECTRIC STATION

commercial

Radio

S*—

"— " "SSL

SPONSOR: I Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
ICENCY: Young & Rubicam, N. Y. C.
PROGRAM:! Breakfast
with
Dorothy
and
I Dick,

6y Bob Foreman
Having been Lulled into a false
sense of securitj l>\ an inch thick
slab of Joe & Rose's roast beef the
other day. I was rudely aroused
by the gentleman across the table
from me. Said gentleman was a
client and, at the same time, was
paying for the meal, thus putting
me doubly in his debt, so you will,
I'm sure, understand my chagrin
when he said, "We'll take spot
money out of radio and put it into
spot TV as fast as you can prove
to us the move is justified. How
can you tell that?"
This is one of those posers with
which intelligent advertiser- are
wont to harass agency men — and
one that can only cause the persons
on the receiving end to wish they
were engaged in some other line
of endeavor — for example, alligator-wrestling.
"I'm glad
I answered,
ley.
How can
determined

you brought that up,"
paraphrasing Bench we know? Who has
the actual value of

adding video to audio?

And how-

One of the big problems in trying to keep these pieces of interest is to broaden out the material
as well as the point of view in
order that every sentence doesnt
sound 100% Madison Avenue.
\ew York City. U that imjnession has already been conveyed,
please excuse it. I realize there
are other points of interest and
many of them, and you perhaps
can help me overcome the narrowing effect of my New Yorker's eye view by sending to SPONSOR any spot recordings or commercial film youd like reviewed.
I'll appreciate the effort, and you
may get " more balanced column.
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can \\c saj at what point diminishing returns set in on radio due
to the stresses of TV? As for
penetration, what is its significance? How many TV sets must
there be in a market before irreparable harm is done to radio? And
at what figure is television's (usually higher) cost-per-1 ,000 comparable to radio's?
Here was
a sizable budget starTV

ing us in the face ("us" being the
representatives present) administered bya client who was

prone to use TV and whose company management wants more and
more of its budget to go into the
newer medium. All the gent wanted was a simple answer to a seemingly simple question and one to
which he certainly deserved a reply. But all I could do was permit
m> bare face to hang out and mumble something about how we'd have
to be completely arbitrary in selecting what penetration figures we
thought would put the crusher on
radio — say 40% — and just as arbitrary about what rating-adjacencies the spots must have, to be
considered worth while.
This same question is of course
frequently being asked of program
TV as well as of spot. Here,
loo. where even more millions of
dollars are in the balance, it would
be nice to have reliable criteria.
But since we have none, let's not
give up the ghost. If we believe
that video has what it takes, if we
heed the impact it makes upon our
own mode of living and that of our
friends, if we are convinced that
we know how to employ techniques
which will make it effective, we
still can sell this medium — by use
of our experience, successes, and
our enthusiasm — three criteria
that are better than any pie chart
ever designed.

reviews

WOR

This amiable couple's handling of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance copy leaves
nothing to be desired. Splitting the
straightforward message into dialogue,
Dorothy and Dick add both pace and
interest to the announcements.
This duet differs from so many other
teams in the medium, because they sound
intelligent and make no effort to mask
it, quite a relief from the funny fellows
who toss copy and recordings back and
forth in the breakfast hour. Without
talking down to their audience, the Kollmars still manage to sound authoritative
and well informed, hence their medical
information for Metropolitan Life is done
just right.
SPONSOR:
agency:
PROGRAM:

I

Yonkers Raceway
A\ Paul Letton, Inc., N. Y. C.
Announcements

"Clippety, clippety, clippety clop, Yonkers Raceway, that's the stop!" I think
that's the verbatim lead-in to this lyrical
announcement which is as catchy as any
you'll hear and nicely relevant, thanks to
the trotting rhythm of the music. There's
a smile .and a lot of fun in the rendition
of the announcement which carries over
into the spoken message, helping to convey the idea that it's really fun to be out
at the track.
Middle insert — between tune and its reprise— tells a straight story of how to get
and what you'll see, ably handled by Bud
Collyer.
It's clever, serviceable bit of advertising that has made its mark as it well
should have.
SPONSOR:

1 Ivory Soap

agency:
program : I

Compton Adv., N. Y. C.
Lowell
Thomas,
WCBS

P. S. 1.— Personal Size Ivory, on the
Lowell Thomas stanza — makes very graphic the point that four cakes come your
way at the same price as three cakes of
regular soap — which, it is stated, is like
getting a cake free with every four purchased. And what woman won't listen to
that?
The opening commercial was as straight
SPONSOR

LUCKY
e \

jf

YOU!

mhm,he^Q

beats down.

\ yog breeze An..

only to find your prospect j&r^y&jf ln fall a^ campaigns,
you're crestfallen .. .

>^\ ^

till you suddenly

your company's ad in SP0NS0R^sl952

-y^S* remember
X^fe

book

19-*

You send in your card with a note '/&£j£? I It's as simple as that!
The order came through !
J**!

FALL

FACTS

1952 will work for you too!

Your advertisement will catch the decision-making
individuals you want to reach in a thoughtful, planning frame of mind — the perfect time for your advertising message to be read and acted upon !
FALL FACTS is literally a working tool as ad
programs for the coming season are prepared. The
book is packed with facts-and-figures and campaigntested ideas. They guide the buyers of time, the
buyers of all the allied radio-TV services to the best
use of the sponsors' dollars.
In true SPONSOR-style, everything's presented
in a pictorial, easy-to-read, easy-to-refer-to format
. . . which is another reason your ad looks better
and works better in SPONSOR.

The use mavrazin

SPONSOR

\o matter how big your personal sales pitch goes
over, it pays to be around when the ad dollars are
apportioned. FALL FACTS will be there!
Never were radio and television in a more fluid
state! Never were advertising schedules less frozen!
. . . All of which makes FALL FACTS of greater use
than ever!
Put FALL FACTS to good use for you. Let it
keep all your bases covered in the moments of
decision.
Choice positions in the book are available now,
but don't wait. Wire or phone your order today!
FALL FACTS, published July 14, is the greatest
trade paper buy of the year!

for Radio and TV advertisers

510 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Murray Hill 8-2772

as the newscast that followed — with very
little verbiage devoted to any of the virtues of this well known product — most of
the statements delivered being devoted to
the economy feature of this special sized
cake of soap.
The "Ivory Girl" led into the middle
break with a warbled theme asking what
soap you're using on your dishes. She was
followed by Nelson Case advising that a
complexion soap be the one used in your
dishpan because of your hands: sound logic, and well expressed and presented.
The hitchhike on Crisco — with all the
Crisco copy lines — was surrounded by some
kind of oscillator which gave a news flavor
to the shooting. But nothing very memorable was incorporated.
Seems odd that news is the program
type selected to reach the damsels with
this copy. I'm sure the reasoning must
have been thorough, though it escapes me.

MEN, MONEY,

MOTIVES

{Continued from page 6)
Willie

wore somebodv

they knew.

Speaking, as we are, of human nature, never expect consistency from
same. For years Hollywood film studio executives have railed, pleaded
with, even cracked down on actors and
actresses, writers and directors who
participated in politics. "Artists ought
not take sides." But today some of
these same studio officials are pressuring actors and actresses, writers and
directors to make public appearances
at political rallies for Eisenhower. Nor
is this limited to the West Coast. There
have been prominent advertising personages in New York who have similarly encouraged political activity for
Ike 1>\ glamorous talent. Not that we
have anything against the good general. We are simply underlining the
inconsistency of human nature.
Red Skelton frightened Colgate and
Benton & Bowles the other da) b\ a
crack at the expense of Harry Truman. "Red. you are the Number One
nitwit of the U.S." was the feedline.
Skelton snapped back, "You mean
-in. e somebody stepped down in Washington?" Very funny to Republicans
and imt \( r\ fiinin to Democrats, who
also use -cap. I'ut it down as presidential year dementia.
* * *
Storer

Broadcasting

Comp

SPONSOR

Birds of a Feather
That WREC reaches the highest type listener,
economically and educationally, IN MASS is
evident from a casual examination of the programming of WREC, and the Hooper Rating
— which averages the highest in Memphis.
A further examination of the names of advertisers on WREC shows both in spot and, of
course, network, sponsors of the highest calibre,
firms of stability, reputation and prestige.
The old saying that "Birds of a Feather Flock
Together" is quite evidently true with WREC
and its advertisers. Listeners know it. Jobbers
know it, and so do retailers.
Your message on WREC
the start.

WREC

MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED

AFFILIATED
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Says Mr. Boggs . . .
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"We find AP News is a solid source i
for network sales and satisfiec
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rent news sponsors has renewed hi: |j
network contract for sixteen consec |
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Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride 'T///o
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A

MEMB

ponsored AP Newscasts per wee
le Nation's Greatest Regional Network!
Associated Press .

onstantly on the job with

a news report of 1,000,000 wor(
leased news wires of 350,000 miles
in the U.S. alone.
exclusive state-by-state news circuits.
100 news bureaus in the U.S.
offices throughout the world.

loyal audiences throughout the vast
Pacific Coast market. The Don Lee
Network audience — both daytime
and evening — is vastly larger today
than it was a few years ago and we
credit today's vital interest in news
as contributing in no small measure
to this increase. On the Pacific Coast
we go all out for AP News' selling
influence."
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THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS."

WAVE-TV

What's New in Research?
filial rating service do i/ou subscribe to?

<

IN KEN
KENTUCKY!

IN AUDIENCE
I
IN
1

imerican Research Bureau's report
for tpril slums thai the tpril 7 "1
Love Lucy" broadcast was tuned in
"by over 10,600,000 American families." It's the highest number of homes
ever tuned in for a 77 series. Xote:
IRB uses the diary method.

I. C. Melsen's report for the two
weeks ending April 12 shows that the
Ipril 7 "7 Love Lucy" broadcast it us
tuned in by 11,566,000 families, with a
record rating of 70.4. The March 31
broadcast had 10,544,000 and a rating
of 66.0. Vote: Vielsen uses Audiometer.

Opinion of Commercial Relative to Opinion of Program
Commercial

"u/ITU

IA/-1I

'WITH LOCAL ADVERTISERS I
(22.5% morel)

/'/

3. Martin

118
134

Festival
TV

Theater

117
105
100
100

6. Godfrey and Friends
7. Circle Theater
8. Ken

ADVERTISERS!

(13.0% more!)

Murray

9. Studio

100

One

10. Original Amateur
1 1 . Lone
Ranger

Hour

96
97
97

12. Toast of the Town
13. All Star Revue
14. Super
Circus
7 5. Gillette Boxing
76. Pabst

'

IN COVERAGE!

WAVE-TV has perfect reception in the Metropolitan Area.
WAVE-TV's PLUS is that in
outlying "fringe" areas, 63.1% of
all TV homes "get" WAVE-TV
more dearly than Station "B"!

WAVE-TV
CHANNEL 5
NBC • ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Jl

4H^r3=» FI(l-:i-: & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Program
154%

139

Kane

5. Kraft

^iKdt

Theater

2. Talent Scouts

4. Ford

WITH NATIONAL

vs.

",-"

1. Texaco Star

94
90
92
94

Fights

1 7. Red Skelton

76
86
87

18. This Is Show Business
79. Mama
20. Your Hit

Source:
Calculation:

Parade

82

I Pari II o) I ideodex Network Report, January 1952
[ f'< Interesting Commercial divided by c/o of Excellent Prograi

The above fable, nli'nh has become a regular part of the Vieleorfe.v Report, shows /ion- rieieing
homes react to the commercial as
compared to the program. Circle Theatre, Ken Murray and
Studio One have indices of 100.
which means that the audiences

NBC find* 60%

reacted to the commercial the
same nan they reacted to the entertainment portion of (Ik* program. Purpose of this survey,
according to Yideodex, is to show
whether the commercial i.v intrg rated with the progrttm in the
eges of tin' viewer.

of all families in TV areas now own TV sets

\ total of 16,939,100 TV sets
have been installed throughout
the I nited States as of .Iprif I.
Mt-eortfiug to an \ISC estimate
given by Hugh II. Seville, Jr..
Plans and Research director for

the network. This means that
three out of every fire families
within range of TV bare sets. In
.Iprif. /.'/."•/ the ownership estimate was I l"o of all families
who could tune in TV broadcasts.
SPONSOR

^S2&g

1EWERS
VIEWPOINT

air line miles from San Francisco, Middletown, California, with
4,500 feet of Mt. St. Helena and other
coastal mountains shadowing reception,
is scarcely a place to look for an enthusiastic TV audience

But Mrs. Joe Merchant and her family are none the less
ardent KPIX viewers. Channel Five, she writes, offers
"all the programs a family could wish to see . . . drama,
comedy, musicals, wrestling, boxing, children's shows
we parents approve of."
Greatest shows . . . brightest stars ... to delight the
"fringe"
Oakland
Northern
the Katz

audiences as well as the great San FranciscoBay Area make KPIX, the "sell" station of
California, your first choice in television. Ask
man!

CHANNEL
SAN
CBS
Represented
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by

t h e

FRANCISCO
and
K a

DUMONT
t i

Agency

Networks

RADIO
BASICS
RADIO BASICS was the best seller of 1951
After the 1951 Fall Facts Issue
in which it was published sold out,
Radio Basics was reprinted four times;
30,000 reprints of the
16-page section were bought.

RADIO BASICS will be revised
and expanded in the 1952 (5th Annual)
Fall Facts Issue,
Look for it to be 7952's best seller

TV BASICS will be introduced
for the first time.
Sponsors and agencies will love this one, too.

The 1952 FALL FACTS Issue
is your best advertising buy of the year

V OUT

14 JULY

• ADVERTISING
25 JUNE

DEADLINE

SPONSOR

510 Madison Avenue, New York 22

Please reserve space indicated below in the 1952 Fall Facts Issue
Featuring

NAME

revised and

FIRM

expanded
RADIO BASICS

ADDRESS-

and
introducing
TV BASICS

CITY

STATE-

AGENCY (IF ANY) .
Double spread
2/3 page
1/3 page

700
255
140

Full page
1/2 page
1/6 page

350
200
75

REPORT TO SPONSORS
lor
(Continued from page 2)
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Sponsors may delay fall buying
due to rumors of net rate cuts
Welter of rumors concerning proposed radio
cuts by one network or another, which have
making rounds in recent weeks, could, from

rate
been
agency

reports, have effect of causing advertisers to postpone wrap-up of fall campaigns.
Impression seems to
prevail along Madison Avenue that CBS and NBC are
trying to jockey each other into being first to urge
second round of rate reductions.
Networks have in
recent

deals been making various concessions (including sharing of program costs) to leading national advertisers. Naturally, sponsors want to wait
before okaying buys for fall.
CBS admits rate cut plans,
but must first negotiate with affiliates
CBS admits that it has a rate cut on its mind but
amends this with assurance that it has no specific
plan

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

in that direction.
Says a top network official, "We've got too many negotiations to carry
through with stations to do anything of a unilateral nature. Unfortunately, our competitors, station reps and stations themselves appear to be
either offering or taking all kinds of deals, so
that our organization has no choice but to face the

MARKETS

RATE

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove
this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
for availabilities and
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

realistically."

Riding

LOW

COMBINATION

facts

WINS plans all-night show
combining music, sports

CO.

trend to expanded after-midnight radio programing, WINS, New York, is scheduled to begin midnight to 6:00 a.m. show 20 May.
Tuesday through
Sunday program will originate from Pelham Heath Inn,
Bronx with band leader-d.j. Ted Lawrence and Brooklyn Dodgers bonus pitcher Billy Loes featured.
Show will include music, interviews, sports comments. Inducements to sponsors include: (1) Low
rates, with $150 getting sponsor 2 plugs nightly for

6 nights; (2) Contention of WINS that their 50,000watt signal reaches 38 states after midnight.
B&B may gain Camay Soap
as Pedlar & Ryan quits business
Decision of Thomas L. L. Ryan, president of Pedlar
& Ryan, to fold the agency has resulted effective
1 October in P&R's ace piece of business, Procter
Gamble's Camay soap, going to Benton & Bowles.
Camay's budget figures over the $2,000,000-mark.
Other sizable account in P&R was Melville Shoe.
Klee expresses faith in New
TV film commercial center

&

York as

Walter Klee Associates, film commercial producers,
have indicated faith in New York City as production
center for TV film by refusing several offers to
move their facilities to West Coast.
Firm believes
film commercial gold is where advertisers are
headquartered.
SPONSOR

FCC Awards increase to • . . 10,000 Watts
WJBK's signal power will be stepped up to
10,000 watts, (daytime) and 5,000 watts (night

This increased power of WJBK will extend its
market coverage, and, in addition, give your

time). A terrific plus to Detroit's Best Buy.
This is the greatest power signal boost ever

the station's loyal, responsive listeners.

granted to any independent

Increase your sales punch in the wealthy Detroit

radio station in the

Metropolitan area of Detroit.

sales message

even greater concentration among

market with WJBK,

Detroit's Best Buy!

WJBK-DETROIT
Tops in Music - News
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

MADISON

- Sports

AVENUE,

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ

AGENCY,

NEW
INC.

YORK

11,

ELDORADO

PURE OIL
i Continued from page 21)
link at the moment between the
news broadcasts and an article for
traffic building was a map of Europe.
Over 400,000 copies of that map were
distributed to motorists at service stations through plugging on the program. As it finally turned out. that
map was just a spurt in a cascade of
printed matter which Pure Oil was to
funnel through its gasoline stations as
part of its air shows.
A total of about 6.000.000 booklets

and maps have been printed as tie-ins
with the news broadcasts up to the
present The publications have ranged
from war maps, atlases and world
peace primers to Kaltenborn's travelogs, and handbooks on elections and
history-in-review. Booklets dealing
with highway safety, car conservation,
basketball, and football account for
another 1,000,000 copies.
As purveyor of devices for systematic traffic building. Pure Oil has obviously set the pace for the gasoline
business in its markets. Competitors
can't easily shrug

off this equation:

ANOTHER BLUE RIBBON
ACHIEVEMENT

7,000,000 booklets equal 7,000,000 visits to Pure Oil stations.
Company policy on advertising leans
toward the slow budgetary increase.
The ratio between the company's income and advertising outlay doesn't
look too imposing, but, as regional oil
companies go, Pure Oil's ad spending
is supposed to be above the norm. The
expenditure for mass media breaks
down as follows: radio, 40%; television, 20%; newspapers, 15%; billboards, etc., 25%.
In the Pure Oil annual report for
1951, the following comments appeared
about the company's advertising:
"The Company's advertising has
been a substantial factor in the excellent marketing results (gross income
was up 10% over 1950). Radio, television, newspapers, billboards and other advertising media have been used
to the extent necessary to carry the
story of our products and the Company to the public. The addition of
our television show has won wide popularity over the available station in
our marketing territory."
,
The TV show to which the report
referred is the panel news quiz, Who
Said That?, sponsored by Pure Oil
in 16 of its markets since the fall of
1950. A seventeenth station was added
last year. Pure Oil buys the show direct from the stations, which, in turn,
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buy it as a co-op from NBC. And, incidentally, the money which the company is spending on TV did not come
from radio — as a matter of fact, radio's allotment is up this year.
In explaining how the company came
to single out Who Said That? for its
program debut in TV, ad manager
Marling said that the choice was strictly in line with Pure Oil advertising
philosophy. Marling himself joined
Pure Oil not long before Kaltenborn
came into the picture. For 10 years
prior to 1939, the company had gone
in for a rapid succession of short-duration programs, most of them featuring
dance
over ofbands.
the ad With
reins, Marling's
company taking
policy
on radio programing swung sharply in
the direction of prestige.
On the theme of company advertising philosophy, Marling says:
"Ours is the long-range point of
iview. We're building public acceptmce, dionot
just a sale.just
We todon't
raand television
buy buy
media.
We're primarily interested in conveying to the public a correct interpretation of the company and its products
SPONSOR

This Is Hollywood Playhouse!

A steady habit • . .

of steady buyers!

When

Hollywood

Playhouse

hits the screen
MON.

at 2 o'clock TV tune-ins really jump.
show

that literally captures audiences

become

Here is a

2

can give you one success story after

another of advertisers whose products are sold on

Television

Nationally
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by

NBC

EDWARD

Baltimore

WBAL-TV

Hollywood Playhouse. Complete details on request.
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COMPANY

over a long term of years."
All this doesn't mean that Pure
Oil shies awa\ from the straight sell
in its commercial. On the contrary, its
radio pitches as hammer-hard at product and services as am of its competitors do in the same medium. The difference with Pure Oil is that it likes to
interlard, as often as possible, the hard
sell with public service ideas. The
company's doting on public service has
won it several awards, among them,
the one it evidently treasures most: the
Alfred P. Sloan Award for distinguished public sen ice in highway safe-

ty in 1949. The Pure Oil booklet, So
You re- Going to Drive, which had a
distribution of over 500,000 copies,
must have figured prominently in this
accolade.
The company was formed in 1924
by the Dawes family of Ohio. In the
following 15 years, as Pure Oil's marketing area grew by the assimilation
of affiliated oil companies, its executive organization presented a classic
example of decentralized management.
While the independent companies were
owned by Pure Oil, most of them retained a good portion of their local

autonomy, including local brands and
advertising setups. Pure Oil itself was
a regional advertiser of minor consequence in the beginning.
Eventually, Pure Oil realized that
the numerous independently operated
advertising campaigns were uneconomical. The idea occurred that marketing- and merchandising-wise, this scattering of brand names added up to a
lot of misspent effort. The first step,
then, was to pull all the local managements under a single brand-and-marketing umbrella. Secondly, the Pure
Oil Company was conscious of a need
for some instrument of advertising
around which all individual components could be rallied.
That instrument, as it turned out,
was Kaltenborn. The element of good
timing, as it was previously pointed
out, rode with Pure Oil.
Leo Burnett came within Pure Oil's
orbit at about the same time as Kaltenborn. He had just walked out of the
Erwin Wasey agency with three accounts he had serviced, and had started in business for himself. The first
new account of the Leo Burnett Company, Inc., was Pure Oil.
Burnett ofagency's
contribution
to The
the success
Pure Oil
has been
largely a contribution to management
planning. Among these was the aforementioned brilliantly documented survey of motorists' buying habits and
dealer attitudes, which the agency compiled during the latter part of last year.
Jack Willem, a Burnett v.p., has been
closely associated with the account for
many years. Recently, John Wieland,
an old-time oil ad manager, moved in
as the Burnett contact on Pure Oil.

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS

RICH, CROWING 15-COUNTY
WITH

MARKET

RETAIL SALES of $580,950,000
"Sales Management

1952 Survey of Buying Power

*Ziefi?u<z*ui/iSeH£k4f£^&&*t
WINSTON-SALEM

Pure Oil's major competitors are
Standard Oils of Ohio, Indiana, and
Kentucky, the Texas Company, Gulf
and Shell.
Like the average gasoline company,
Pure Oil has through the years been a
frequent user of spot advertising. Its
preference has been for large local
programs, and, like others in its field,
Pure Oil has a marked affinity for
sports. When the need arises, the company will buy spot announcements, especially TV, in baseball broadcasts,
and last fall, it sponsored the films of
Ohio State football games over WBNSTV, Columbus.
Among the names that Pure Oil
sponsored prior to 1938 were Eddie
Cantor, Edwin Franko Goldman, Al
Jolson, Wayne King, Eddie Peabody,
and Harold Stern.

• * *
SPONSOR

SUMMERTIME

— and the hiatus is myth-ing

AMARILLO

is located on Highway 66,

■^- the direct route from Chicago to Los
Angeles. The heavy summer traffic can —
and does— tune in to KGNC for 400 or 500
miles rolling through our coverage area.
We offer exclusive NBC programming to
a trade territory which extends at least 140
miles in all directions. As far as listeners
are concerned, the summer hiatus is just a
myth you read about in the trade press.

folks can't go there for the weekend. The
mountains are about 400 miles that way —
too far a piece for a fast holiday. There's
only one honest-to-goodness night club in
Amarillo and none in other towns KGNC
covers. Except for an occasional movie
there isn't much nightlife.
What do folks do
Listen to KGNC.

People around Amarillo do about the same
things in the summer that they do in the
winter because there isn't much else to do.

nth

their leisure?

1 A marillo

We're about 900 miles from the seacoast;

NBC AFFILIATE

Represented

Nationally

by the O.

L Taylor Company

HOUSEHOLD

FINANCE

[Continued from page 37)
advertiser not unlike Sears, J. C. Penney, Montgomery Ward, and scores of
Other national organizations working
on a "local
basis.
\\ hat the firm did was to retain the
space ami timebuying functions while
the advertising agency (BBDO took
over in 1935) handled only creative
work. .Newell T. Schwin, HFC's director of advertising, points out: "The
purpose was to have our advertising
department control the buying so, although agencies might come and go,
our ad effort would be continuous."
With HFC growing rapidly and with
the first net try a thing of the past, a
swing into graphic arts followed. HFC
went into it in a big way: car cards.
newspapers, magazines, rate tables
were the main methods of disseminating information and stimulating borrowing. But, by 1942, HFC again felt
the need to increase its radio spot expenditure, having used this medium
constantly since 1926. Flexibility was
needed and neither newspapers and
magazines, nor networks provided the
solution. There was too much waste
involved in the coverage of these me-

dia, because of HFC office locations.
Spot- radio was assuming increasing
importance 1>\ 1946. Its job was to
emphasize the friendly, courteous,
speedy loan service available at the
company's 402 branches.
Sample announcement openers currently used show HFC's air tactics: "If
you work in an office — and need extra
cash — do as so many other office workers do: borrow from HFC — Household
<><>Economicall> . the present over-all status of radio is excellent. And the prospects for the future are also encouraging. Last year, television took $240,000,000 out of the advertiser's budget.
Despite that S240.000.000 being divert
ed to television, radio still managed to
collect more
than
$450,000,000."
HON. PAUL A. WALKER
FCC

where HFC had offices set people to
thinking. Prejudices against borrowing, doubts as to whether a loan would
be too much of a burden were considerably diminished. Local announcers with messages tuned to specifically
local needs ( and state legal requirements Ihelped boost HFC's business.
Competitors such as Personal Finance,
Family Finance, Seaboard Finance,
and bank loan departments, utilized
radio and TV to drive home the message HFC had aired many years back
— small loans for worthwhile purposes
were wise, sound moves. HFC continued this air strategy.
Competition, state laws and other
thorns in the side of family finance
notwithstanding, the small loan business is a fertile field. One out of seven
families in the country make loans ac-

Finance Corporation." "If you need
two hundred dollars quickly, where
would you get it? The practical thing
to do is call HFC." "It just makes
good sense to get rid of bills that never
seem to end. by paying them all in one
lump sum. Then make regular monthly payments only to Household FiThese practical announcements heard
nance."
on
stations covering
anv
territory-

WBNS RADIO
DOMINATES
CENTRAL OHIO
We'll be a monkey's uncle if WBNS
Radio still isn't the biggest entertainment factor in Central Ohio . . . and
the cheapest! It's a fact . . . more people have radios than ever before. Listeners stay tuned to WBNS. There's
no monkeying with dials because
WBNS offers the 20 top-rated shows
with strong CBS programming and
locally-loved personalities. Sponsors
have a billion-dollar listening and
audience through WBNS.

cording to HFC's latest figures. The
amounts of the loans are as varied as
the purposes
which
they're
rowed as thesefor
1951
figures
show. borLoan size

Number

Amount

5 0— |
50
28,438
$ 1,096,232
51—
100
171,939
12.214,206
101—
150
307,680
37,104,415
151—
200
201,583
34,296,093
201—
250
240,441
52,097,769
251—
300
320,544
91,578.880
301—
500
463,594
191,241,135
501— 1,000
114.224
78,880.207
Over
1,000
23,472
28,418.355
Total
1.871,915 $526,927,285

Seasonally, there aren't too manyslow months. February, with the postChristmas let-down, is bad. October,
too, is an inactive period. But the rest
of the year is fruitful. September is a
"back-to-school-get ting-teeth-fixed" period; pre-Christmas and the summer
months, when people get the urge to
travel, keep HFC office managers hopWhy people borrow is shown by a
partial HFC breakdown last year.
ping.
Medical, dental and hospital bills
(22.67%); consolidation of overdue
bills (19.12% ) ; repair bills (8.359? ^ \
travel expenses (7.65%); clothing
bills (5.74%). The remaining percentage is split between assistance to
relatives, fuel bills, insurance, moving
expenses, rent, etc. This multifold need
for the old lucre plus a small loan business maxim — "We're prosperous when

ASK

JOHN

—

BLAIR
S.000

WEtD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS.

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OHIO

everyone is prosperous" — help explain
HFC's post-war surge.
By 1945-46 HFC, in full growth, reentered network radio. At the same
time, the company introduced the HFC
symbol on television with a series of
one-minute
announcements.
Network
SPONSOR

fOU MIGHT STRIKE OUT 20 BATTERS
N ONE GAME •JUT...
YOU NEED THE
FETZER STATIONS
TO WIN IN
WESTERN MICHIGAN!
If you're pitching for the rich Western Michigan market, WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV give you three strikes
on any other media in this area.
RADIO
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids (a CBS
combination) deliver about 57% more city listeners
than the next-best two-station choice in these two cities,
yet cost 20% less than the next combination. In addition to their home-town superiority, WKZO-WJEF have
tremendous rural circulation too. The 1949 BMB Retheir
night
area
night

port shows that WKZO-WJEF have greatly increased
unduplicated audiences over 1946 — up 52.9% at
. . . 46.7% in the daytime! In the Grand Rapids
alone, this represents an unduplicated day-andcoverage of 60,000 homes!

'(•Maury McDermolt

TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Offiical Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. A new 28county Videodex Diary Study, employing the BMB
method, offers smashing proof that WKZO-TV delivers
91.9% more Western Michigan and Northern Indiana
homes

than TV Station "B"!

Write direct or
facts, today I

of the Louisville Colonels tied this American

ask

Avery-Knodel

for

all

the

Fetzer

Association record in a 1949 game with St. Paul.

WKZO-TV
ftp* in GRAND RAPIDS t?PA IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
^p4 ,N KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
AND NORTHERN INDIANA
and KENT COUNTY
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS RADIO)
^||HHHr
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.

EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

I\ was also introduced with People's
Platform on CBS-TV. The radio show.
The Whistler (CBS) was carried on 7(1
I . S. Stations from Denver eastward
and some 25 to 30 Canadian stations.
Wain the split net bugahoo turned

jor advertising burden for HFC.
For' efficient local radio coverage,
HFC shops for best stations — not necessarily the most powerful but those
hitting the area of each HFC office.
Heading the operation in the East is

up. HFC couldn't get the time slot it
wanted, and Bing Crosby, then on
ABC, was too much competition. On
TV, the inability to localize commercials, the ever-expensive cut-ins and
station clearance difficulties made network video prohibitive. As a result,
spot radio was again carrying the ma-

HFC's A. G. Waack, Eastern advertising manager. Waack, an expert on station effectiveness, visits each <it\. studies competitors' efforts, sizes up the
best buys and makes his time purchases. The same on-the-spot technique is used in the rest of the HFC
operation. Geographically, the set-up

PRIZE
PACKAGE
$800,000,000 effective
buying power in this
prosperous Central
New England Market *
SERVED ONLY BY WTAG
the one station that
gives complete coverage

is handled by these men in addition
to Waack: N. T. Schwin is director of
advertising; T. G. Ferris, Canadian
advertising manager; Garvin Meadowcraft, district advertising manager in
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Western
Pennsylvania, Western New York, West
Virginia, and Kentucky. Edward A.
Podolinsky handles the territory from
Chicago West to the Pacific Coast. Divisionally, there are 164 offices in the
East; 112 in the Central division; 155
in the Midwest-Western sector, and 144
Canadian offices (creative details only
are handled by Needham, Louis &
Brorby in Chicago).
Each division has its own ad budget,
each its own timebuying-station-hunting expert. Waack and the other men
travel their respective territories checking on time and station availabilities,
and most important, what the competition is doing. This on-the-spot sleuthing gives HFC an alert, up to the minI ute hard-hitting campaign of a dis| tinctively local flavor. And yet the

NOW

et

Food Mark

in the Nation*

25th

company's
overall policy is not overlooked.
Other sponsorship by the firm includes Edward R. Murrow on Columbia Pacific radio, the highly-successful
time-tested saturation spot schedules
in 29 states, and an equally-effective
French-language campaign in the province of Quebec. On-screen, there's boxing in L. A., sport spots in Detroit
(seasonal) and a new show which
started on May 17, WBKB's Files of
Jeffrey Jones. One minute and 20-second TV commercials on film show reluctant, short-of-money viewers how
conveniently they can plug up the hole
in the family budget through HFC.
How well HFC has succeeded is evidenced by more than the opening of
new offices, increase in number of
loans. The tell-tale information is supplied in increasing numbers by loan
applicant cards on the blank line where
the borrower is asked where he heard
about HFC. Another sign of growing
fame comes from repeated requests
from phone company advertising representatives who would like to see
Household Finance listed in the directory as HFC, a symbol adopted first in
1945. Their sales pitch: HFC is now
as commonly well known as TWA, an
organization rarely referred to as
Trans-World Airlines. The comparison, while made to sell phone book
ads, is not as outlandish as it seems
for HFC, with a net income of $12.
538,986 last year, is flying high. * * *
SPONSOR
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NBC's

MEN

IN THE

"The average politician has to carry water
on both heads ..."
has covered five Democratic
To his off -record comment, W. W.
Chaplin might have added that a good
newsman should be an ambidextrous
phrenologist.
In his thirty years in news, Bill
Chaplin has personally experienced
enough history to fill considerably
more than the three books he's written.
He has covered: the Ethiopian war,
the fall of France, the Russian
resistance, the Invasion, the surrender
at Rheims, the Bikini test. He
traveled with Dewey in 1048 and
19 MAY
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and Republican Conventions.
Now, Chaplin is right in the middle
of the biggest story of the year —
the presidential campaign. So far he
has reported the primaries from
New Hampshire to Illinois. During
the conventions, Bill Chaplin and
over 100 other NBC men of news
will be putting together the
story of polities' greatest show.
Why is NBC's News Center
supreme in radio and television?
Chaplin is one good reason . . .

Harkness,

NEWS:

Chaplin

Henle, Utley, Fleming

are others. NBC News Center's
larger staff consistently broadcasts
more hours of news, more special
events on both radio and television
than other networks. And day-to-day
NBC news programs are highest
rated in both radio and television.
The fact is . . . most people hear
the news first and hear
more of it from NBC.

NBC

radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America

SUBSCRIPTION

KFMB
SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4la«6eto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

■»

Wise Buyers Buy
KFMB-TV, AM

TV - CHAN!
KFMB-

4EL - 8. AM - 550 K. C. "—
5th c nd Ash, San Diego 1, Calif.

John A. Ken nedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.

Peabody Citation 1951
Originating Station

Johns Hopkins
Science Review

around
Baltimore
they always
keep an
eye on

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL

TV

t Continued from page

13

ABC-Dumont Affiliate
Represented Nationally by
Harrington. Righter & Parsons
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companies I who wouldn't release picI tures to him until they felt the breath
I of the Department of Justice on their
necks) the teal was conducted during
the first three months of 1951. Armed
with the results of the test and further

TV bringing in fabulous >ums to support all the leagues and consider the
all-time atendance record of 20,972,601
fans in 1948 to be just a dr»p in the
bucket compared with the receipts
possible from a \ ast pax -as-you-see-TV
audience. The major leagues are committed to commercial TV through the
IT).', sr;iM>n.

\ltti

that, watch out!

technical developments i more about
this later), McDonald filed with the
FCC for permission to put Phonevision on a commercial basis.

I'igskin promoters are in the same
boat. The National Collegiate Athletic
Association got in hot water with football fans and the Government because

The project was not without backing from broadcasters. A radio station
operator in Billings. Montana, wrote
to Zenith. "I am keenly interested in
the subject of Phonevision since I believe it's the means by which we can
bring television to markets like Billings. It is the only answer to monopoly of visual entertainment, and we are
asking you to tell us what we should do

of its experimental restrictions .ml
blackouts of college football last year.

to help your Phonevision project."
From Jacksonville, N. C, came word
from another radio man. "I think that
in Phonevision. we smaller markets
have an opportunity to render a service and make a living."
Zenith's two leading competitors.
Telemeter and Skiatron. are in the test
stage and may be expected to petition
FCC soon, Skiatron within 30 days.
Despite the tendency of broadcasters
to ignore the fee TVers, heavy pressure isbeing brought to bear from outside the industry. Sports promoters
are among the most vociferous detractors of the present system.
Major league baseball operators
blame television for two calamities facing them. Dwindling gate receipts
I particularly in bleacher admissions,
which are the backbone of season-afterseason interest) are not compensated
for completely by the sums paid by
beer and cigarette companies who
sponsor the telecasts. More important
in the long run to the baseball operators is the fact that the minor leagues
are being wiped out little by little. Minor league magnates cry that fans who
supported them for many years are no
longer willing to plunk their cash down
to see Newark play when the) < :an sit
home, or in some neighborhood ginmill, and watch the Yankees go to town
on their American League opponents.
Eventually, this fan philosophy comes
back to bite the Majors because they
depend upon financially healthy minor
leagues to supply talent for the Majors.
Baseball moguls see visions of fee

NCAA's

lament closely parallels that

of the baseball operators. "Who's going to pay to see Yipsilanti U. gel itbrains knocked out when they can sit
at home and watch Notre Dame toss
in one platoon of players after another." Most colleges and many high
schools depend upon football I and
basketball) receipts to pay for their
entire athletic programs, build and
fill giant stadiums, and often pro\ ide
funds for athletic scholarships.
Says the NCAA, ". . . the Committee's faith in the potentialities of pavas-you-see television has not been diminished byits slow progress to date.
It should be carefully noted that before too long there will be 35,000,000
television sets in the hands of the public (NBC estimates) and that an event
that can command just 5% of these
sets at $1.00 apiece would bring in almost two million dollars a week and
would constitute a substantial subsidy
to all NCAA members in the conduct
of their athletic and physical training
programs . . . the Committee recommends full cooperation to Phonevision,
Skiatron and like developments."
High schools, whose games no longer draw the fans, find themselves having to call upon municipalities for additional operational funds; this practice does nothing to cheer the people
who must r.nte up additional taxes.
The National Football League is now
lacing court action by the Government
for attempting to restrict the televising of protessional "home" games.
So the football financiers see eye to
e\e with the baseball operators: "We
don't care whether the fan sits in the
stadium or at home — as long as he pays
for the fun of watching our teams."
Thai main fans would be willing to
pay for the pleasure of viewing at
home was proved by a poll conducted
b5 the Minneapolis Tribune.
Of TV
SPONSOR

YOU CAN GO "LIVE"
with SPOT PROGRAM

TELEVISION

Spotted across the country are certain live,
station-produced TV shows with strong claims on
any advertising budget. For
product tests . . . for getting your feet wet in television . . . for
solving localized sales problems — these
shows can't be beat.

These station-produced programs come in all
types and sizes: variety, drama, homemaker, juvenile,
sports and news, participations, etc. Their names may
or may not be familiar to you. Some have ratings
that seem stratospheric; others have ratings considerably
more earth-bound. But they all have one feature in
common: They sell their heads off for the sponsor. For
they're planned that way, by people
who know the local audience best.

These local live shows are just one more facet
of the many different advantages of Spot Program television.
All the exciting opportunities in Spot Program advertising
are detailed in a new Katz presentation. Your Katz
representative will be pleased to arrange
a convenient meeting to show it to
advertising, selling, or agency executives.

YOU

CAN

DO

BETTER

WITH

THE
NATIONAL

SPOT.

KATZ

..MUCH

BETTER

AGENCY,

ADVERTISING

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES

488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY
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owners asked if they'd be willing to
pay to see "football, boxing, basketball
and other sports" on their home sets,
50$ Baidyes;59i yes, if it didn't cost
too much; 43%, no; T , were undecided.
I i< rcesl opposition to subscription
I \ planners comes from the movie
theater owners. These exhibitors estimated that from 25' , to 9095 of their
theaters would be shut down if Hollywood pictures were sold freeh to T\ .
The) have hopes of using TV for their
own purposes: to supplement their
film fare with super attractions such
as the Radio City Music Hall's Christmas Show or Judy Garland's Palace
act via big-screen theater TV. The
thought of movie-lovers sitting at
ome and watching first-run movies
makes the exhibitors choke on their
popThe
corn.sports arena owners, a little
wistfully, dream of monopolizing top
boxing attractions on big-screen TV
over an all-arena hookup. Their appeals to the International Boxing Club.
whose control now surpasses the tight
lutch of Mike Jacobs, have gotten the
ppery response. "The IBC is for anything that helps the game. Whether it's
radio, TV, theater-TV, movies, or subscription-TV—we're forit if it makes
the fan happier, the boxer richer, and
gives the promoter an even break."
Yet despite opposition, the fee TVers
are plunging ahead. Three companies
are working out in the open. RCA is
known to be working on a similar
device, but is keeping it under wraps
for the time being.
Zenith didn't start on the ground
floor — they started in the basement.
It was on September 24, 1931 that
Gene McDonald proposed to the members of the Radio Manufacturers' Association that they jointly sponsor and
develop a system of subscription television. He got a very chilly reception
from the group, but put Zenith engineers to work on a system of transmitting a television signal over telephone wires.
Technical problems plagued the
project, and even the renowned A. T.
T. laboratories considered the task
a "waste of time." Zenith war contracts for a TV proximity fuse brought
McDonald into contact with Dr. Alexander Ellett. an electronics wizard
working for the Office of Scientific Research and Development. As soon as
Ellett could free himself from Govern-

ment shackles, he hooked up with Zenith. He soon discarded the hope of
transmitting the entire TV signal
through phone wires. The first Zenith patents were issued on the basis of
a system which sent 100% of the image over the air — plus an impulse
which scrambled the picture. An additional '1 1 signal — on a random pattern
which added to. then subtracted from,
the air-sent image — was transmitted
over the telephone wire to unscramble
the image on the screen. In fact, so little of the telephone wire's capacity was
used that normal usage of the phone
was possible without interference to
either the television set or phone conversations.

"Some statistics show that actually the
dynamic American culture has taken television in its stride. We do know that
television has made an unparalleled impact upon the harried, hurried lives of
our people."WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE
Mgr., WWJ-TV, Detroit
After a good deal of wrangling, Zenith obtained permission from FCC
for a 90-day test period in Chicago.
National Opinion Research Center of
the University of Chicago earmarked a
300-family sample, and Phonevision
equipment was installed. During the
test period, 90 feature pictures (all of
which had been generally released in
1948 or earlier) were presented over
the test channel.
Each family had the choice, three
channels
or the
Phonevision
times a day,
of any
of the fourchannel,
"free"
which charged a fee of $1.00 per family for each picture accepted. Families indicated their desire to see the
feature by calling the Phonevision operator, who then sent the unscrambling
signal over the phone circuit.
Even hardened movie exhibitors
were shocked by the tabulations at the
end of the test. On the average, each
family patronized Phonevision 1.75
times per week, which is about 3%
times their average attendance at motion picture theaters. More eye-opening was the finding that 82% of the
actual Phonevision audience was made
up of people who had not seen the pictures during their first, second, or third
runs in theaters; 75% of the possible
Phonevision audience had failed to
see them during theater runs.
These figures showed the motion picture industry that an untapped audiSPONSOR

«" Ph-ladelphia
re VVpeople
tune moto
PTZ
than any othe

r
TV Station

When ARB measured the TV viewing habits of
Philadelphians for the entire year of 1951, WPTZ
led in 48.9 % of all the 15-minute periods. That's
nearly as much as Philadelphia's other TV stations
combined!

WPTZ- Philadelphia
NBC

TV-AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500 or NBC Spot Sales
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which gives you a sort of hunting license for a TV grant.
Its open season also on personnel
to help get your station under
way, to assist with the myriad details involved. This is big game
Takes a rifle, not a shotgun.
Somewhere in your basic scheme
there's room for a man of all
work. An eager beaver who has
been in touch with all phases of
Hi oad 'casting and TV since its inception. You'll need network contacts, agency contacts, commercial know-how, and a sound outlook on the salability of your
original tentative program format.
1 ou'll want a man who knows
how to get along with a minimum

ence of tremendous proportions was
available to them. Many producers began to reconsider the countless pictures
the) were carrying in their vaults at an
inventory value of SI each.
"If Phonevision were available today in Los Angeles, and television set
owners patronized it at the same rate
as the Chicago test families, the station showing a movie from 9:30 to
11:00 p.m. would net three times as
much as the gross time charge of all
Los
fig- Angeles television stations combined. "says Zenith v. p. Henrv C. BonZenith has since overcome possible objections to their use of telephone
wires b\ devising alternative systems
which utilize electric light wires or the
airwaves to convey a signal containing the "decoding" information. They
offered to demonstrate these alternative systems to the FCC in their recently filed petition to put Phonevision into
commercial operation.
Of interest to broadcasters is Ze-

of new help — and a man who can
judge the applicants and assist in
hiring.

nith's claim that Phonevision equipment needed to supplement existing
facilities will cost only $3,000.
Skiatron Electronics & Television

Of course there's the matter of
rate structure, too.

Corporation of New York is busilypromoting Subscriber-Vision. This system utilizes a scrambling code at the

No one person will know all the
answers. But a fellow with a flair
for detail, and a fundamental
grounding in the broadcast business can take a tremendous load
off your shoulders just by following through intelligently.
I know just the fellow you're
looking for. In his thirties, twelve
years in radio and the past two
years exclusively in TV. Familiar
with station operation, strong in
selling; a steady family man, now
looking for a place to settle and
become part of your permanent
management group. Although
he's employed in a secure job,
he's a bit cramped. Needs a challenge. You can get him for
$15,000 to start, or with a profitsharing arrangement.
Write.
Box 15

SPONSOR
510 Madison

Ave., N. Y.

transmitting end and a de-scrambler
at the receiver.
An early development of this outfit
used a coded punchcard similar to an
IBM card. This system didn't work out
too well because it was fairly easy for
non-subscribers to duplicate the code
card. Subscriber-Vision's present system uses a translucent card on which
a circuit is printed in metallic ink.
Skiatron demonstrated the system to
the FCC almost a year ago and is expected to petition the Commission
within the next 30 days for permission
to start a 90-day, full-scale commercial
test of it in New York City in September. They plan to use 300 families for their tests and to utilize the
facilities of WOR-TV.
Subscriber-Vision hopes to offer
subscribers a variety of subscription
plans, ranging from single-event cards
to yearly rates. Subscribers would
have their cards changed by mail once
a week, or once a month, whichever is
more practical, and be billed on a
weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, or annual
basis. The code has so many conceivable variations that it will be possible
to sell cards good for only a single

event at newsstands or other public
Skiatron's president, Arthur Levey,
recently announced that Jack Poppele.
places.
who retains his position as vice president and chief engineer of WOR-TV.
is lending his know-how as a member
of the Board.
International Telemeter Corporation
of Los Angeles claims to have the only
true pay-as-you-see system. It was
conceived and developed by David
Loew and Carl Leserman, but a 50%
interest in the company was soon purchased bv Paramount Pictures (an out"Wc know thai the people who own
television sets are a different kind of
people than
who children,
don't — they're
younger,
they those
have more
their
income is higher, and they are better
educated. We should expect big differences in behavior pattern from such
widelv different groups."
WILLIAM E. STEERS
Vice Pre*. & SecW.
Dohertr, Clifford & Shenfield
fit that can read handwriting on the
wall as well as anybody).
Telemeter conducted its first tests
via KTLA during non-commercial
hours and claims that the tests were
so successful that Telemeter is ready
to go into operation.
Toward that end. Telemeter plans a
unique operation in Palm Springs,
California. This program, scheduled
to be in operation by October 1952.
calls for setting up a community antenna in Palm Springs, a city which
has never had TV, and has only one
local radio station. Because of surrounding mountains, reception from
outside the immediate vicinity has
never been too good.
With the community antenna atop a
nearby mountain, all seven TV stations
from Los Angeles will be within reach.
From this antenna, Telemeter plans to
pipe the programs to TV set owners
via direct wires. Installation costs of
the wiring should be between $150200, plus a $2-3 per month service
charge. Through this plan. Telemeter
hopes to see 2,500 TV sets in operation within three months.

RIGHT the first time! TV
film spots by TELEFILM Inc.
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SHELF POSITION

with BETTY HOYT and guests

AN OUTSTANDING
FOOD
MERCHANDISING
PROGRAM
FOR SELLING
THE BILLION-DOLLAR
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
FOOD MARKET

Here's the kind of TV show food advertisers dream about
— and the wise ones take advantage of! Results prove it's
the kind of show Southern California honiemakers like, too.
Betty Hoyt gives up-to-the-minute market news . . . the best
buys of the day . . . menu ideas, etc. Each day the "best
buys" come from a different grocery company. A rotating
plan gives all markets a chance: supers, small chains, independents. What's more, Betty Hoyt and her staff work right
with these stores . . . arrange for shelf and stack displays
and get other point-of-sale merchandising aids. Tie-in
grocers' ads feature TV specials. Spots are available on
"Foods for Thought" at the moment! Time: 3:00 to 3:30,
Monday thru Friday. For full details, contact KNBH,
Hollywood, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.
NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO SELL THE BUYING
AMERICA'S
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\t that point, phase two of the plan
is scheduled to start. Using a closed
circuit, Telemeter expects to send topgrade movies from a local movie palad', and special events such as a rodeo
or high school football game over Channel 6 I which no one is now using) into
the homes of Telemeter subscribers.
I lie programs over this channel will be
in direct competition with the "free"
programs and should give a good indi« ation of public preference and willingness to pay for special programs.
The unique feature of this system is
that the unscrambling device is acti-

vated by inserting a specified number
of coins in the Telemeter coinbox. Use
of the coinbox gives this outfit basis
for its claim to be "The only pay-asyou-see method of subscription TV."
Telemeter contemplates a monthly
collection system under which company agents will remove coin boxes
and an electronic tape from the receivers. This electronic tape will show just
which programs were paid for so that
the money can be divided among the
movie people, sports promoters, station operators, etc., in the proper proportion.

A good many more people than just
those connected with Telemter will be
watching this campaign closely. Typical of the Hollywood brand of thinking involved is the selection of Palm
Springs for the experiment. Not only
is the city ideally located for technical
reasons, but practically any story datelined Palm Springs gets heavy newspaper play.
As might be expected, the proponents of each system claim to have
found weaknesses in their rival's. One
of Telemeter's opponents claims to have
unscrambled the supposedly fool-proof
device with a few dollars' worth of
equipment and some scientific knowhow. Other objections raised by detracter are that "an army of people
will be necessary to empty the coin
boxes monthly, and people don't like
strangers walking into their homes to
fool
withwith
their
TV sets"; near
"justgadgets
don't
let boys
screwdrivers
that contain coins"; ". . . and don't
forget how those college boys froze ice
in the shape of quarters and fooled
the telephone company."
On the opposite side, the coin-operators claim that entertainment has never
been sold successfully to the masses
on other than a cash-on-the-barrel basis. Also, Telemeter claims to have a
simple system which does not require
the use of land lines coming into the
house other than those used to power
the TV set for normal operation.

New

Buying Cycle in Kansas

Wheat isn't the only cash crop of Kansas farmers. Waiting
for sale on their farms are cattle valued at $742,311,000.00.*
Along with oil, poultry, hogs, eggs, and dairy products, beef
is just one of many sources of diversified, year-round income
that WIBW

listeners consider "spendable".

The surest, fastest way for you to get an above-average
share of this steady flow of dollars is to use WIBW. Because
we're THE FARM Station for Kansas and adjoining states,
we have the full confidence of farm families ... a confidence that's proved by RESULTS FOR WIBW

WIBW
S.mij lid S«lliM

"THE MAGIC

CIRCLE"

ADVERTISERS.

Actually, there is no reason why the
three proposed systems cannot exist
side by side with the currently used
programing. Numerous financial and
technical problems remain to be solved.
Also, the public will have to be sold on
the idea that a TV set is like an automobile— you have to buy your own gas
if you want to see the most beautiful
sights.
The fee TVers are picking up a wide
assortment of friends along their rocky
way. Educators see the system as an
ideal way to disseminate a host of
educational material to a vast audience
at a reasonable cost. Many colleges,
now just able to keep their heads
above water, believe this may be their
way out of financial troubles. Despite
the refusal of the FCC to permit educators to use part of the time on their
"reserved" channels for commercial
ventures, the pedagogic fraternity look
to fee TV as a possible source of the
funds they will need to make educational channels a reality.
This may

80

SPONSOR

Shortest distance between buyer and seller
. . . pinpointed to the national advertiser and
his advertising agency. For complete data,
write Norm Knight at 510 Madison Ave.,
New York 22.
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well turn out to be the field in which

><•!(• Advertest Day time Kacfto Study Finds
Radio Equally Strong In TV and \on-TV fiotnes

fee TV

■I I so finds that: More radios than T\ sets were jiitrt based by \eiv York area families
during 1951; (her 70cc of all homes hare two or more working radios—over 37%
hate three or more working radios; Over -'it'', «l all families have automobiles with
working radios: Over 50% <>l all homes hare radios in Living Room. Kitchen,
Bedroom.

I Monday-Friday I. is reported in the first study of "The Radio Audience of Today,"
a quarterly research report published by Advertest Research. The initial study, released to clients during the Brsl week "I March, 1952, is based on 1036 family inter\itw- conducted throughout the New York Metropolitan area.
It was found that 68$ of all homes had a TV set plus a radio, 30.6% had radio
only, and 1.4% were without a working radio. All information in the report is
broken down into three groups; Radio only homes, TV homes and Total homes.
The study shows that TV homes have an average of 2.52 working radios while
Radio only homes average 1.97. It was found that 70.7% of all homes have two or
more working radios.
radios; in total 37.2%

of all

More radios than TV sets were purchased by these families during 1951. About
17% of all families purchased one or more radios during 1951, while about 14%
purchased TV (either original or replacement). An average of one radio was
purchased for every 5 homes, while an average of one TV set was purchased for
every 7 homes. Further analysis showed that 3 out of every 4 radios purchased were
for use as additional sets in the home, rather than merely as replacements for
broken radio sets.
Over 54% of all families were found to have at least one car equipped with a
working radio. It was also found that 83% of all cars owned were equipped with
working radios.
The living room still serves as the major location for working radios, although
in TV homes it has only a slight lead over Kitchen and Bedrooms
(See Chart I).

which

K ITCHEN

_
_

55.6%

A ISC

55.4%

IVINC

ROOMS

_

23.5%

ROOM

70.0%

hock each year, usually plays to capacity audiences but can't "get off the
nut." The Met production of Aida is
almost as spectacular as Quo Vadis,
but they have no way of collecting the
vast funds which could make
duction afinancial success.
According

This study also showed that during the average weekday hour (6 a.m.-6 p.m.)
31% of TV homes use a radio, and 36% of radio only homes use a radio. The
average TV family devotes a total of 4 hours and 20 minutes to daytime radio listening, (at home), while the average Radio only family devotes 4 hours and 34 minutes.
Music and News lead as the favorite types of daytime radio programs in both TV
and Radio only homes.

Radio-TV
49.2%
25.6%
LIVINC

ROOM

36.3%

6.3%

LIVINC

ROOM

Homes 6.2%
31.7%

355%

15.5%

Radio Only Homes

an audience of 5,000,000. Programs
such as these are all too few to suit the
so-called minority group who thrive on
this type of programing. Fee TV could
provide the greenbacks necessary to
make
fare.

38.2%

This initial study oj "The Radio Audience of Today" will be followed with subse■liienl ■-Indies on summertime radio listening, nighttime radio listening, weekend
radio listening, etc.
The complete study * details of which are covered here, is available on a single
co/>\ or subscription basis from the Radio Section of Advertest Research.

ADVERTEST
ICI M 1IU II. .90 Bayard St.
l%etv Brunswick, N. J.
CHarter 7-1564
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Audience of Today.

same

reasoning holds true for

of Broadway
The zooming
frightened

productions each season.
costs of production have

off all but

March.

1952 '■Daytime

the hardiest

"angels."' Here again fee TV offers
the backers a chance to recoup their
entire production

costs in a

single

night's performance and to make their
profits via regular runs supported by
those people who

insist on seeing their

shows "in the flesh." Truly fine plays
and musicals would still continue to

sible by the single showing on a coast-

tainment would have
reaching effects.
Millard Faught

NONE

NONE

these too-rare events a regular

to-coast hookup of fee TVers. This dissemination of formerly limited enter-

22.6%

BEDROOM

12.3%
86%

KITCHEN

Research, Ar-

turo Toscanini's NBC concerts have
drawn as many as 3,500,000 viewers
and Amahl and the Night Visitors drew

draw large audiences at lowered boxoffice prices, which would be made pos-

Chart III — Radio Used Most
12 hVoon-6 p.m.
TV

to NBC-TV

the pro-

group has been mighty vocal in its
wails about the decline in the number

During the afternoon (12 noon-6 p.m.) the patterns remain about the same. In
total, however, 27% report greatest usage of the Kitchen radio, while 25% report
greatest usage of the Living Room radio.
I See Chart III).

Radio

can fulfill its potentials. The

Metropolitan Opera Company of NewYork, which seems to get deeper into

the legitimate stage enthusiasts. This

During the morning (6 a.m. -12 noon) the Kitchen radio is used most in TV homes,
and the Living Room radio is used most in Radio only homes. In total over 40%
of all homes report that the Kitchen radio is the one used most during the morning
hours.
(See Chart II).

Radio Only 29.0%
Homes

fall in the "high brow" category. Debt-ridden philharmonic orchestras and concert groups have visions of black ink on their books if

fee TV

The
BEDROOMS

trial.

zealots is the one composed of providers of various cultural activities

An accurate and complete picture of radio ownership, and daytime radio listening,

More TV homes were found to have three or more
homes have three or more working radios.

gets its first mass

Another group who can be depended upon to back up the subscription

fee TV.
as Red

culturally far-

sees another use of

Charitable organizations such
Cross and March of Dimes

could produce an annual extravaganza
for TV subscribers which might draw
as much as $50,000,000 from a single
telecast. This would be actual money
— not pledges which
terialize after a

often fail to ma-

viewer's

enthusiasm

Radio.'' 35pp.
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COST-PER-1,000 BUYING
i Continued from page 3 1 1
the huge Lever spot operations. Despite much grumbling from man] station reps, the formula isn't bad.
Lever did not invent the idea of buyin- spol radio and TV on a "Cost-per"
yardstick. However, a fractional percentage of irate reps and station managers seem to think so. Two factors
have caused this misconception: (ll
a growing number of advertisers are
using the Cost-per-M formula, and are
not always using it wisely, and (2)
since Lever has been much in the trade
ne\>s lately with its application of this
formula, many of the broadcasters and
reps who are suffering under the general misuse having been pointing the
accusing finger at Lever House for

1. Over-all:
In general, agencies figure local
radio Cost-per-M bj taking whatevei
local ratings are available (Nielsen in
a few special cases; mostly it's Hooper
and Pulse) and projecting them against

19 MAY
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In figuring the formula for programs, specific ratings are measured
against the coverage for radio and TV.
This includes "blocks" of local programs, participations within programs,
and other longer segments.
3. Announcements:

an "updated" version of SO', BMB
coverage figures. TV Cost-per-M is loured in much the same way, measuring
ratings I Pulse. Hooper, Nielsen, Tren-

In figuring announeements-betweenprograms, 30-second breaks and 20second breaks, the Cost-per-M of the
program before the slot is added to the
Cost-per-M of the program after the

dex, etc.) against the station's TV coverage area.
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"having started the whole thing."
Oddly enough, it isn't so. General
Mills. Procter & Gamble, Sterling Drug,
American Chicle, American Home
Products, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Dolcin and several others have long since
used the Cost-per-M method widely in
their spot timebuying. These advertisers are usually much more strict about
the adherence to it than is Lever Brothers— and their usage of the formula
often dates back to 1945.
The trouble, admen feel, lies with
the recent users of the method. A lot
of them do something with the results
of their slide rule figuring that the
older Cost-per-M users — including Lever— do not. They compare radio or
TV Costs-per-M with those of other
local-level ad media, particularly the
costs of newspapers.
As will be pointed out in this report,
the usual formula used in calculating
local radio and TV Costs-per-M hardly
gives a true picture of relative value
when matched against the circulationdivided-by-cost figures of newspapers.
What wise users of this yardstick do,
primarily, is use it as a measure of simple efficiency within the framework of
spot broadcast advertising, and only
when the Costs-per-M are calculated
from the same set of ratings. SPONSOR
feels that a summary of the step-bystep methods generally used by agencies and advertisers in arriving at local radio-TV "Costs-per" will go far
in explaining how this formula works
out. At the same time, it will help reveal many of the shortcomings and limitations ofthis system, both in determining relative value of availabilities
and in comparing broadcast advertis-

2. Programs:

ing with other advertising buys:

WHEC
\ In Rochester Radio!

10H6 TIM*
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tun*

IN ROCHESTER

432 weekly quarter hour periods are

Pulse surveyed and rated. Here's the latest score,—
WHEC
.230...
.. 12...

WHEC

carries ALL of the "top fen" daytime shows!

WHEC

carries SIX of the "top fen" evening shows

PUISE

BUY
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REPORT— JANUARY-FEBRUARY
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LISTENING;-

5,000 WATTS

ftS*l

Did you have
this kind of a day, today?
Well, don't shoot your customers, friend.
Maybe it's something you forgot. If you're still trying
to sell unknown, untested and unproved merchandise,
you're bucking a mighty strong tide of customer
preference — and it's no surprise when the days get
tougher and more aggravating.
After all. your customers have learned to buy by

That's why you make your business stronger when
you keep the force of famous brand names behind your
selling. Let your customers know they can get from
you the brands they know and want. Why be content—
or expect them to be content— with anything less?
The preference for familiar brands is 8 to 1. That's
a big ratio in any market — especially important when

brand. They insist on the labels they know, the products

conditions get tight. Now figure that all up in profits —

they can trust, the merchandise they've seen in
magazine after magazine and newspaper after news-

and you'll see why it pays to stock the big brands!

paper. And they just won't take substitutes.

Give your customers what they ask for —
it's bad business to substitute

djjvmd tsVame&t ^rfw/wfc&w
MED
INCORPOR

A non-profit educatit ual foundation
27 WEST

57 STREET, NEW

YORK

19, N. Y.

slot. The result is divided b) two for
an "average" for the minute-or-less
time slot.
V- the preceding three points -how.
tin re's nothing terriblj complicated
about the process. Bui the dangers
other. Less-well-informed clients face in
using this same formula were called to
SPONSOR'S attention l>\ several researcher- and broadcasters, particularl\ radio men. Here are some of the
more appropriate comments:
4n agency research director:
"There's a basic weakness in this
formula which lies in the type of ratings and methods of coverage figuring
used. There are only a few radio
areas — like New York. Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cincinnati and Los Angeles, plus
a few special station areas where the
-tat ion has done its own study in the
entire areas — where you get accurate
pro jec table ratings. Then, since there
have been so many changes in the old
BMB. even a carefully updated BMB
will he inaccurate."
A leading station rep, with several
Ley farm stations on his list:
"The 'Cost-per-M' formula often
short-changes radio in many ways.
First, the use of TV-deflated radio ratings in a city area as a measure for
what is true of a station's entire coverage area is a false premise. A big radio station will shoot its signal considerably beyond the TV umbrella.
"Secondly, in both TV areas and nonTV areas, what is true of in-city listening— as shown generally in Hooper,
and Pulse — is not true of rural listening to a strong radio station. For instance, itwould be a crime to project
the in-city Hooper of a farm newscast
as the true listening picture for both
city and rural dwellers."

In executive of the A. C. Nielsen
Company :
"The key to working out local-level
costs in terms of how many thousand
homes you're reaching with a program
is in having a projeclable area rating
to work with. |ilu- accurate coverage
data. Then, you will have a useful
yardstick to evaluate program expenditures. Also, your ratings should not
only be projectablc. hut should be on a
minute-by-minute basis to evaluate
properly the shorter lengths (spot announcements, breaks, etc.) and to select the best portion of local participation programs."
The research director of a big station representative:
"If all major spot radio-TV clients
followed the current trend toward using Cost-per-1,000 as the big 'judgment of value" — and used the current
methods
for mess
figuring
thesehands.
costs — we'd
have
a real
on our
"There would be a battle to buy time
on big stations with the strongest network affiliations. And, many a good
buy on a small station, or a station
with a predominantly rural audience,
or an independent station would be
passed over. It's easy to lose sight of
the fact that many stations derive
'extra' value not shown by Costs-perM, from the merchandising they do for
accounts, and in the frequently intense
listener loyalty to various local performers which pays off at retail counters. Costs-per-M also don't show the
correct audience compositions.
"These are all important timebuying
concepts — and to lose sight of them for
the sake of a standardized formula
would be a big mistake in getting good
value in spot radio and television."

An executive of C. /.. Hooper:
"We make no claim that our eit\
Hoopcratinus are projectable to an entire station listening area, particularlv
that of a big radio station. It's tru<
that our ratings hold up pretty well for
smaller, 250-watl radio stations whose
coverage is close to our telephone area
anyway. Projecting our ratings against
TV area, because of their limited lineof-sight
valid. coverage patterns, is even more
"But, we do not encourage a blind,
over-all projection of our ratings, unless a special study has been done.
Such a study would involve planting
listener diaries both in city and in rural areas, and working out a 'checking
factor' to balance or increase the telephone ratings. However, these rating
studies are expensive, and few stations
have set them up."
Dr. Sydney Roslow of The Pulse:
"Our ratings for individual markets,
covering radio and TV, go out beyond
the usual telephone coincidental areas.
But, we don't encourage their use as a
'master yardstick' in finding local
Costs-per-1,000.
"And, even when such costs are being calculated with Pulse area studies
— such as those we've made for WHAM
(Rochester), KMA (Shenandoah), and
WOW (Omaha)— they're still only the
first big step in timebuying. They're
not the whole answer by any means,
since they overlook too many other
factors of audience composition, size
of total audience, distribution of product being sold, etc.
"There are cases in radio and TV
where a local program with a higher
Cost-per-M will draw better sales responses for a client than another program with a lower Cost-per-M.
Judg-

ing these programs at the agency timebuying level calls for the application
of a good deal of experience, not the
application of formulas.
"We at The Pulse are aware that a
growing number of radio-TV spot clients are buying spot radio and television on a formula basis, often looking
to major advertisers and the big
soap firms as an example. But, we can
only urge that the Cost-per-M yardstick
be used cautiously, particularly in evaluating short lengths like station breaks
where a Cost-per-M can be truly misleading."

Another station rep salesman:

tising department, and in advertising

"Baying an ad agency is putting a
Cost-per- 1.000 against all kinds of spot
radio and TV buys, isn't this
'experting' by clerical help?
the trained timebuyer — whose
ence isthe result of many years
ing with the business — look
much a beginner?

merely
Doesn't
experiof dealjust as

"'Buying "by the book' will eventually eliminate the real know-how in timebuying, unless the ultimate decisions
are made by men truly familiar with
the problems of spot buying. Such men
are needed both in the client's adver-

agencies.
"Until then, agencies will be increasingly bombarded with client questions
such as 'Why didn't you buy this time
slot since it has a lower Cost-per-1,000
than the one you did buy?' And, unless the client has more sense, or the
agency keeps its head, both are likely
to fall back on the Cost-per-M measure
as being the best — and often only —
way to conduct spot campaigns."
A leading agency timebuyer:
"Account executives and clients are,
more and more, insisting that I give
them Cost-per-M figures on all kinds of
purchases. I do my best, I argue, I
plead — but they insist.
"What worries me a lot is the common method used to figure the Costper-M of 30-second station breaks. The
business of adding the 'before' and
'after' figures and dividing for an average holds up only when both primary
program figures are pretty well balanced.
"For example suppose you have a
weak program followed by a strong
one, or vice versa. There are then so
many people tuning in from other stations, or tuning out to another station, that the 'average' is false. There's
just too much traffic going on, too
much dial-twisting for it to be accurate. In a case like this, the use of a
formula can be dangerous or misleading. You still have to rely on good

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

sponsorsense."
considers that the various
common

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Ser-

cautions pointed out above should be
carefully considered by clients and
agencies who have recently concluded
that buying local-level spot radio-TV
on a Cost-per-M formula is the answer
to all their worries. Also, sponsors
should note the box on page 34, before

veys for Oct.-Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

30

Years

on

comparing these with other media.
However, many industry leaders
today feel that Cost-per-M buying —
despite its current problems and limitations— is a healthy sign. Stations,
which used to coast along with the
"Sold Out" flag flying on their towers,
are beginning to be much more aggressive in the research field.

the Air

A growing number of them are intheir own "area
order to aidauguratingagencies
and studies"
advertisersin
who like to buy on a "Cost-per" basis.
Example: WOW, Omaha, recently
PAUL

H.

RAYMER

COMPANY

NATIONAL

R E P R ES E N TATI

VI

completed a 50-county survey, in conjunction with Pulse, which involved
SPONSOR

8,000 separate interviews. This study
was then projected to a 90-county area,

ROUNDUP

approximately WOW "s 50% BMB.
The results — when figured in terms of
Cost-per-M of programs, etc.. and measured against the same Cost-per-M figures ala Hooper — showed clearly that
timebuyers were seriously short-chang-

have something of lasting appeal. The
20-second BVD commercial was produced by Screen Gems, Inc. in 1948.
From 1948 through 1950, the dancing
and singing figures of B., V. and D.
amused and informed video viewers

ing WOW when they figured WOW's
Costs-per-M on the Lever-type yardstick.
Research firms themselves, whose

from coast to coast. Last year the commercial was dropped, but viewers began writing in and columnists started

ratings are a key factor in the Cost-perM controversy, are much in favor of
this trend toward stepped-up station
research. C. E. Hooper, veteran researcher, told sponsor:

inquiring: "What ever happened to the
BVD commercial?" So, B., V. and D.
has been restored to TV; at the moment only to WCBS-TV, New York,
on Wednesday nights, but, agency
Hirshon-Garfield, plans to place it
again on other TV stations around the
country.

"The radio reports of the future will
indeed differ greatly from those of the
past. Stations with broad coverage
areas periodically will want a combination of area-home and area-power surveys. Stations with restricted coverage
areas will periodically want city-home
and city-power surveys.
"The method used here must poll
every set in the home. Radios not in
the home or car are next to impossible
to survey accurately, and their use is
fractional compared with either home
or car listening. Car radio set use is
currently higher, incidentally, than we
ever discovered home radio to be during daytime hours."
When area studies for practically
every radio and radio-TV market are
completed, research men agree, widespread Cost-per-M buying at the local
level will be much more valid.
Until then, they warn, sponsors and
agencies must proceed with caution.
The indiscriminate use of the Cost-perM yardstick today, or the growing
practice of letting it overshadow older
and more reliable considerations, can
lead to money wasted — rather than
money saved — in spot buying.
* * *

[Continued from page 53)

W'LW) , the department will be "a completely self-contained unit embracing
all phases of promotion, merchandising, exploitation and related client
and station activity. It will operate on
a six-figure budget with a full staff of
specialists." The services of the department will extend to all WLWTelevision advertisers, local, regional
and national.
WWJ, Detroit, is offering a new
point-of-sale promotion plan to advertisers whose products are distributed
through the 93 A&P stores in the Detroit area. Via this "Magic Market"
plan, each participating advertiser gets
one-week preferred position displays in
each store, with no competing product
given equal prominence at the same

some weeks ago, he didn't let it interfere with his nightly program; instead of "throwing in the towel" he
used it to cover the microphone while
tap-recording the show in bed each
day. This was to protect WWDC engineer John Strong who came each day
to bring the equipment to the quarantined house and take the recorded show
back to the station.
When the little bell that announces
the Good Humor man comes tinkling
along the streets of Los Angeles nowadays, the children who rush out see
something besides the usual over-sized
pop pictured on the side of the sales
car.
They see
poster (11"
x 17")
publicizing
TV aprograms
on KNBH,

Buys

ROBERT HALL CLOTHES
through

FRANK B. SAWDON,
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Real "the-show-must-go-on" spirit
was recently demonstrated by sportscaster Bob Wolff of WWDC, Washington, D. C. When he got chicken pox

W'LW-Television, Cincinnati, recently announced the formation of a new
Client Service Department to be headed by Frederic Gregg. According to
R. E. Dunville, president of the Crosley
Broadcasting Corporation (owner of

In Boston

OWNED

time. Store managers are cooperating
wholeheartedly. Backing up the displays, A&P uses announcements and
a daily newscast over WWJ, while
"Market Magic"' advertisers are calling
attention to their store promotions over
the air.

AND OPERATED I

INC.

BOSTON HERALD-TRAVELER CORP.

WHDH
50,000 WATTS
through

You, the buyer will have at your fingertips
the best buys, costs, trends, case histories and
complete statistical data on air media . . . latest
developments on TV Films, "Post Freeze" activities, research and merchandising ... on
everything concerned with profitable use of
radio and TV. FALL FACTS is published
July 14.

You, the seller have a sales-making advertising medium in FALL FACTS. Ad managers of
advertisers ... ad agency buying executives rely
on FALL FACTS
lace orders. YOU

as they make decisions and
can rely on FALL FACTS

to get across your story to your best concentration ofprospective clients!

Now is the time to order your space in

SPONSOR

FALL FACTS!

for Radio and TV advertisers
510 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Murray Hill 8-2772
SPONSOR

Hollywood. What's happened is this:
The Good Humor Gompam of California has just signed a 52-week contract for one-minute participations, five
days a week on KNBH's Komed) Klub
program, a kids show. As part of a
promotional tie-up with the program,
some 300 Good Humor cars now cam
(on both sides l posters with one
KNBH program plugged on each;
homed v Kluh. of course, occupied the
first batch of posters I which are
changed even two weeks). It is estimated that close to half the population
of Los Angeles will be exposed to the
poster messages.
The midnight-tO-5 :00 a.m. Barry
Kaye Slum which bowed on WCAU.
Philadelphia, late in January, has been
pulling mail not only from 43 of the
48 states, but. according to Joseph T.
Connolly, WCAU programing v.p.,
from Canada. Alaska. Puerto Rico,
Guatemala. Denmark and New Zealand.
Kaye's intimate knowledge of show7
husiness and show people may be one
reason for his success, enable him to
bring many ''firsts" to his program.
For instance, when Johnny Ray bowed
at the Copacabana in New York recently, Kaye aired a review of the show
one minute after Ray was off the stage.
This was accomplished bv the simple
expedient of a phone call to Kal Ross,
WMGM, New York, commentator who
broadcasts each night from the Copa
lounge. The on-the-air. cross-promotion job for the two stations caused
quite some comment, savs Connolly.
\\ 1 \ N. Columbus, Ohio, in cooperation with the British Broadcasting Corporation inLondon, took its first step
toward trans-Atlantic telecasting on 27
Vpril. Youth Has Its Say is a regular
weekh
junior town meeting program

on W 1\ N. The telecast of 27 April
was produced partly in Columbus and
partly in London, with two students
and a moderator in each citv. The
audio portion of the program was
piped live back and forth across the
ocean by radio-telephone, while pictures shot in advance in London were
used to "fill" the video portion as the
Londoners spoke. More than a year
in the planning, the show was a pilot
program. An improved, more complete production will be attempted next

Overly zealous radio promotion can
year.
sometimes be hazardous. That's what
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, found out in
connection with the / Was a Communist With the F.B.I, series, which the
Streitmann Biscuit Company recently
started to sponsor on that station. In
an effort to draw the attention of retail
grocers to the show. Larry Miller.
WCSC control-operator-turned-promotion-man, rigged himself up like a
dangerous character, complete with
melodramatic cape and wide-brimmed
hat, and called on the grocery trade.
All went well till the end of the day,
when Miller was suddenly confronted
by a suspicious market manager sticking a .38 pistol in Miller's ribs. No.
the man didn't shoot, but Miller resigned from promotion work pronto.
KLRA's (Little Rock. Arkansas) allout effort to focus more attention on
the dangers of highway accidents is
showing results: Little Rock is now
the only city in the nation with a population of over 100,000 which has not
had a traffic fatality this year. Regardless of the time of day or the program
on the air, KLRA has been interrupting to bring listeners the details of
every traffic fatality in the state as

soon as facts are telephoned in. For
this cooperation with city and state
police the station has won the National Safety Council's Public Interest
Award for 1951. Des Moines and
Little Rock were tied with an unblemished record in 1952 until 1 May,
when Des Moines had its first traffic

fatal it \.

STATION

MANAGERS

(Continued from page 35)

The timebuyer's point of view
He's got business on his mind
"The station manager I appreciate
most is the one who comes calling primarily for the purpose of talking business; one who has something substantial to say, and doesn't just sit around
and chitchat. Give me the station
manager who gets over the amenities
quickly and gets down to cases with a
"what can we do to get business from
you?' The smart one comes in with
a specific
account inand
mind.
He's in
talked
to
the distributors
dealers
his
market, learned something about the
product in his area, and has developed
something concrete in the way of a
campaign on his station for that product. A good example of this happened
in our agency not so long ago. A
Midwest station operator had lined up
a whale of a business with the dealers
and distributors in his market of an
account we handled. When he called
on me and told me about it, I brought
him together with the account executive and between us we got him a hearing before the client committee handling the advertising. The upshot was
that the station man came away with
a contract."

In Boston

**•

He's his oim

Vo.

I pitcher

'"In m\ book the station manager
who is pretty much a waste of time is
the fellow accustomed to sitting by
mutch while his rep does all the talking. Ishould think that there'd be no
stopping tlic salesman from coming
out when a station man finds himself

to believe this, but it actually happened
in my office. While one of these
tongue-tied station men sat by idly,
his rep talked to me about another station on liis list — and I, in a way, didn't
blame him. His companion wasn't interested enough to make the most of
the occasion and so the rep figured he
might as well fill in the time with a

face to face with a buyer. You can't
help but admire the operator who, with
the old fire in his eyes, rolls up his

supplementary pitch."
lie projects ideas clearly

sleeves and let's go with both barrels.
Who can tell a station's story better
than the person who runs it? It's hard

"After being a media buyer for over
25 years, I can say that, by and large,
station men do a better job of keeping

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S

the buyers happy than the operators of
any other medium. In talking things
out, I've found them the most reasonable. Most of the trouble in my experience with station men has been due to
the inability of an operator to get his
idea across clearly and precisely. Often
in the follow-up process you find that
the ramifications of a proposition are
different from those a station manager
of this type had outlined to you across
your desk. The fault, you eventually
realize, was due to a turgid presentation of the facts and circumstances."
tie's well primed on his market
" \lua\s welcome with me is the station man who comes loaded with information about his market; who

i'lOHee/l

RADIO

STATION

doesn't assume you know all there is
to know about it, but makes the most
of his opportunity. For instance, he
brings you up-to-date on the industrial
situation in his market, mentions the
leading industries and points out the
effects current working arrangements
in these industries have on listening
or viewing habits. I learned from a
discussion along these lines that several of the local plants let out one of
their shifts at 4 o'clock. The result
was that I recommended buying a late
afternoon schedule for an account in
that market instead of the originally
contemplated evening schedule. The
station manager who gave me the information wound up with the campaign. Itmight be a good idea for station managers to plan agency visits to
fortify themselves with such and similar news items, probably mimeographed, so that they can be left with
buyers.
He risks bt/ appointment
"The conscientious buyer wants to
meet as many station men as his working day will permit and the station man
for whom he has a particularly warm
spot is the one who has a feeling for

' Get the entire story from
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.

FREE

& PETERS

the buyer's time. The considerate caller realizes that we're almost constantly
under pressure and that the decorous
way is to phone in advance. That ring
from the reception room that a station
manager and his rep are there on a
potluck call can be embarrassing and
irritating, especially when you've got
just a half hour in which to turn out
an estimate or do some other task.
Your refusing to see them tends to
make you feel quite uncomfortable."
He feeds you industry data
"A genre of station managers I get
SPONSOR

a great lift from is the kind that gives
you the impression that he's closely
interested in his industry's problems.
He's an integral part of the broadcasting business, supports industry projects and keeps himself apprised of all
important industry movements. He's
the sort who tells you what rating services he subscribes to and frankK win .
He explains his TV rate structure,
clearance problems, and the details of
his network commitments. The background information you get from him,
especially on how all this will affect
your business dealings, gives you a
background that not only makes you
look good in your shop but is helpful
in the shaping of campaign proposals."
He sticks to his principles
"This may sound like heresy, but the
station manager I admire most is the
one whose first concern is his audience
and not the boys on Madison Avenue.
He realizes that he has to deliver a
sound programing structure to make
the grade and doesn't go in for crazy
surveys or gimmicks that catch somebody's fancy on the same avenue. He's
consistent about his policies on what
products he will not accept and he does
not switch the rules according to the
state of his current billings."
He's up on advertising planning
"An important asset for a station
manager is an understanding of how a
national campaign originates — the
planning and thinking that goes into
a campaign, especially spot. One of
the less inspiring encounters a buyer
can be subject to is a station man who
thinks that a national account should
swing immediately into a radio campaign, especially in his market, just
because he has some time available.

He expresses a surprise almost bordering on indignation if he's told that the
program
he's offering
be
used at thestrip
moment.
If he werecan't
aware
of how advertising works, it might occur to him that potential sales in that
market could not support the proposed
package, and if the account did go radio, announcements would be the more
economic buy."
He respects his rep's position

He knows

his rep stantly
at on the
the same
con-a
beam time.
when He's
we get
prospect, sparking suggestions, offering ammunition in the way of market
data and sales material and always on
tap to help sell his property. He realizes the mechanics of selling national
advertising and doesn't feed you ideas
that show a crass ignorance of these

"One of the less pleasurable experiences I've had while visiting stations
involves a question of tact. Even

mechanics."
He comes with specific ideas

though it's happened to me but a few
times I think it worthy of mention. I'm
referring to station managers who rail
against their reps, complaining about

"You can put down as my top favorite among station managers the type
who arrives in New York loaded with
new marketing data and programing

the bad job they're doing. As I see it,
the rep, after all, is the station's employee, and as long as the rep is working for it, he shouldn't be run down.
If the station manager doesn't like his
rep's results, he's always free to fire
him and get somebody else."

suggestions and specific ideas for getting business. When he goes calling
on an agency with me he has something
specific on his mind to talk about. For
instance, he has been meeting with
distributors and dealers connected with

The rep's point of view

the agency's account on a specific campaign idea of his and he's got it all
wrapped up for presentation to the

He can evaluate spot's problems

agency.
just can't
measure
the
value
of anYou
operator
like this
to his rep.

"My ideal station manager has a
keen conception of national advertising
and how it operates. He understands
why business is either up or down,
and doesn't think that because business
is up, his rep has a magic formula, or

You can bet that he's the kind that will
prosper regardless of the extent of
TV's inroads on radio."

when it's down a change of reps is in
order. Again, the ideal manager is the
one who will come to me and say,
'Look, business is not up to what it was
last year. What can you and / do
about improving things?' In the case
of a manager who's always thinking
in terms of a constructive approach,
you feel you're working with him, and
not merely for him."

lie's realistic about programs
"Perhaps the biggest pain to a rep is
the station manager whose choice program strip becomes available, but who
refuses to realize why, considering the
success
of thisbuyer.
strip, The
the rep
find an story
immediate
rep can't
may
have canvassed the field from top to
bottom but this species of manager reto accept
the this
fact particular
that there'stype
no
client fuseswho
wants

of show."

In Boston
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sales mechanics

"The most successful station manager is the one who helps himself and

571,000
$420,267,000

PEOPLE
Effective Buying Powe,

$367,535,000

Retail Sales*

firs exacting but well informed

However, managers as a whole realize

"Give me the station man who,
though demanding, is at the same time
thoroughly conversant with the circum-

that
early
when they're
radio not
had living
it all in
to the
itself
and '40's
are
conscious of the urgency for implementing the rep with the latest of sales

stances ol the business. He'll give you
a lot of trouble, but you know that the
trouble is warranted and you can correct it. You know that he doesn't live
in an Lvorj tower about his station's
relative value in the market, that he's
cognizant of his station's shortcomings,
and that when you tell him that his
program structure is behind the times
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after he's got the program sold, and
offers them every reasonable form of

him the impression that you're unsold
on bis station. That's why, when you
<:et a manager who can take it, you've
got a man for whom it's worth putting
in a lot of hard effort."

cooperation so that they'll get 100%
worth out of the campaign. He's the
sort who will call a meeting of the
dealers in his market, play the program— if the show is live, let them
meet the personalities — and plan the
merchandising with them. All this
doesn't have to cost much money, but
it does entail thought and energy."

He fc«»<»ps data up-to-date:

He doesn't resist a sale

"Not so long ago I got into a stiff
competitive tangle over a piece of business and the agency asked me to produce some results stories. When I
phoned the station I learned that it

"Nothing can be as frustrating in
the rep business as a station manager
whose thinking is rigid along several

and could be improved he won't take
the comment as a personal insult. Of
course, you run the danger of giving

ONE

He follows up a sale
material."
"Deserving of special admiration is
the station manager who consistently
works with the distributors or dealers

hadn't been keeping this material upto-date. This same station puts the
pressure on me consistently for business. But, what the manager doesn't
realize — and this is no alibi — is that
his failure to maintain sales material
up-to-date is the main reason for his
low quota of national sales. A frequent cause for this poor upkeep is
office understaffing, and what makes it
paradoxical is that the manager of
such a station will ask his rep whether
he has enough men working for him.

lines, and who won't exercise resourcefulness inhelping to make a sale. For
instance, if you come up with a beer
account he'll tell you, 'We've got four
beer accounts. We don't want any
more.' Why he's set the limit at four,
he refuses to explain. He repeats: 'It's
four, and that's enough.' A local sponsor may be blocking a piece of time
that's attractive to a national account.
With a little ingenuity and resourcefulness, hecould easily figure out some
sort of accommodation. But, no, this
manager doesn't think he ought to
bother the local account about possibly

SALES

CRUSADER

Behold Sir PLUS, in armor plate,
The Mutual knight-errant.
He sallies forth to demonstrate
Two plusses here concurrent:
This network's famed

efficiency

Is up, like Sir P.'s visor;
While costs are like his spurs, you see,
Way down

— to please a miser!

difference is MUTUAL!
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adjusting the schedule. Then again.

BLAIR CHARGES

there's an open spot ahead of the ball
game for which you've got a sale. You
a»k for a confirmation and you're told,
'I've changed mj mind about selling
thai spot. 1 dont think the sponsor
ol the games would like another prod-

(Continued from page 39)

uct in front of him. and I'm not going
to ask him." A business relationship
with an operator like this can certainly
be depressing!"'

• * •

**••••**

• 'What mado radio l>ig. and solid, and
powerful? It was Faith. Faith that expressed itself in Character and Continuity and Value delivered."
EDGAR KODAK
Business Consultant

HOOPER

and viewing, and the results are tabulated. Prior to the Fall of 1948, the
usual three-question coincidental interview by Hooper went something
like this:
1. "Were

vou listening to your

radio just now?"
2. "To what program were you
listening,
please?""
3. "What
station, please?"
This was designed — and the basic
Hooper technique still works this way
— to get a minute-by-minute average
radio and TV audience figure. In this
sense, Hooper compares with Nielsen,
whose Audimeter tapes can be figured
as minute-by-minute audience, or as
total audience for a program or time
segment. Pulse, using the separate
roster recall method, is not minute-byminute, but is total. These three rating
services are perhaps best known, most
widely used in making spot radio time
or program buys.
By October of 1948, however, so
much TV information was cropping
up in the Hooper responses that the
question was changed to the everythingat-once type of survey quiz given by
Hooper telephone interviewers:
1. "Was anyone in your home listening to the radio or looking at television just now?" (Interviewers alternate the order of "radio" and "TV"
sections).

Temper, Temper!

2. "What program and what sta3a.tion,
"Isplease?"
anyone else in your home
listening to another radio or looking

. . . Easy little Bismarck — just
tie a string around that sore
finger and

remember

next

time that KFYR, in agriculturally wealthy North Dakota,
will build an active market
for you. Remember
KFYR!

Bismarck,

KEYR
BISMARCK,
5000

N. OAK.

WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

at television?" (Asked if answer to
question one is "Yes — Television.")
3b. "Is anyone in your home listening to another radio or looking at
television?" (Asked if answer to question one is "Yes — Radio.")
4. "What program and what sta-

1952
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REPRESENTATIVE
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5. tion,
"Doplease?"
you own a TV set?"
As a further extension of the Hooper
technique, the following question —

Buy in Western
Michigat
Call Your Nearest

known as the "Duplex Coincidental" —
was added in many cities in the spring
of 1951:

And

"Was an) one in your home listening
to the radio or looking at television
between
and
.... ; that was

Why

BEST Office
Learn

Holland
Tops

about 15 minutes ago." (If "yes")
"What program and what station,
To the average adman, and even to

19 MAY

WHTC
HOLLAND

please."

Competitors

many a research expert, Hooper's TV
question above look perfectly legitimate. In fact, one of the best arguments for the Hooper technique is:
"Why not? — and how else could you
However, it's a well-known factor in
research that several items in one
do it?"
question make for a muddled answer.
Here's the opinion, on this subject, of
Robert Ferber, Assistant Professor at
the Bureau of Economic and Business
Research at the University of Illinois.
Ferber, author of Statistical Techniques in Market Research, said recently:
"A question concerning two distinct
items tends to elicit less recognition on
either, or both, of them than would
be the case if the items were incorporated in separate questions."
It was a matter for grave concern to
Blair if Hooper figures were underestimating radio, since Hooper — al-
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Los Angeles

in-use,
particularly
Hooper's-vs-others?
Knowing
the fact
that putting too
many factual eggs in the basket of
one research question produced scrambled results, and suspecting that this
was true of Hooper's all-inclusive questioning, Blair realized that this could
not be proved merely with a loud protest. A "controlled experiment" had
to be done.
PHASE 3. The Blair Tests.
This is how John Blair & Company
summarizes what followed:
"To substantiate our hypothesis, we
determined to undertake a controlled
experiment in three major television

page
00). 2. The Investigation.
PHASE

slump

in this

THE

though not the power in "network"
rating he once was — is still a key
source of local information for timebuyers. This has been particularly
true lately, since more and more advertisers have been using Hooper figures in calculating local-level Costsper-1,000 in spot buying. (NOTE:
For a more extensive report on this
buying trend, see sponsor story on

Hooper was under the average by a
little more than 30%. Yet a comparison again with TV sets-in-use figures
for four rating services — Pulse, Hooper, Tele-Que and Videodex — in Los
Angeles showed them all pretty close to
the "average" for the four.
Why then, argued the Blair firm,
is there a correlation for TV sets. . .
and a lack of correlation in radio sets-

PERNA
San Era

When Blair began to look further into the problem, a significant fact became apparent. Checkups quicklyshowed that there was a higher degree
of correlation between Hooper and
Pulse television sets-in-use figures than
for radio figures in a market. But,
the radio sets-in-use figures were widely divergent. (See chart #1, page
38. 1 This struck Blair as quite odd,
since — despite the differences in method— both services were seeking pretty
much the same information in pretty
much the same type of interviews. The
main difference was that Pulse made
two separate quiz routines: one set
covered radio; another, TV, in the
same home.
When averaged out for a typical
big TV market (see charts Nos. 2 & 3,
page 38 I . the Los Angeles radio sets-inuse figures of Hooper. Nielsen and Pulse
showed some startling differences, considering that they were made about the
same time in roughly the same area.
While Nielsen was close to the average
and Pulse was above by nearly 25 %,
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markets in which we represent radio
stations. The markets chosen were
necessarily markets in which C. E.
Hooper, Inc. was committed to make
coincidental studies in the near future,
so that direct comparisons could be
made between the Hooper measurements and the results of the special
interviewing which was the basis of the
controlled experiment.
"It was further determined that the
cities should vary widely in their nature as radio and television markets,
their size and the number of broadcast
**The best of American broadcasting is
a service in the public interest which
is unrivalled anywhere on ihis globe.
Let us take as our standard this highest
achievement of broadcasting."
HON. PAUL A. WALKER
, FCC
services available in each. After much
study, Los Angeles, Columbus (Ohio),
and New Orleans were chosen.
"The managements of the stations
which are represented by our company in those cities were informed of
our intention to conduct the controlled
experiment and in each case volunteered to share a part of the rather
considerable cost. The three stations
involved are KHJ, Los Angeles, WBNS,
Columbus, and WDSU, New Orleans.
"Trendex, Inc. was appointed to conduct coincidental interviewing in the
three cities during the same weeks and
days that interviewing was being conducted byHooper. The Trendex firm,
operated by men of high professional
competence and long experience in the

field of audience measurement, is well
known for a number of special audience studies, and also produces a recognized TV program popularity report
by the telephone coincidental method.

SUBS

"The Trendex and Hooper techniques were exactly the same, except that
Trendex asked a telephone coincidental radio question only, and Hooper
asked the combined question.
"In addition, in New Orleans and
Columbus, a larger call base was used
to sharpen the significance of the research. In Los Angeles, since the
Hooper call base was 450 homes called
per daytime quarter-hour and 360 per
nighttime half-hour, it was decided
that Trendex would use the same base."
In all three of the test cities, the
Blair project was conducted last fall
along these lines: Interviewing was
done from 4:00-6:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday and 7:00-9:00 p.m. on
three different nights chosen at random, during the same weeks Hooper
was interviewing for his regular reThere are some of the highlights
found by the study:
port.
1. In Columbus, Ohio: Based on a
sample of 12,516 homes called by
Trendex, the combined daytime-nighttime radio sets-in-use was 13.3. For
Hooper, based on 7,920 homes called,
the combined sets-in-use figure for the
times shown above was a 10.9. The

I^ ~ \
^^^

Wilson and Company
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d Maxwt
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LET LOIS DO IT

Trendex figure — derived in a manner
closely resembling the Hooper technique, except for the exact wording of
the coincidental question — was 22%
higher.

++++++++++++++++
SOLUTION
Detective PLUS, the master sleuth,
Has pockets full of clues.

t

He also has a sponsor-booth
Equipped for you to use!

Yes, "sales appeal" describes the impact
of Lois Kibbe's "Woman's Club of the
Air" (3 p.m., Mon-Fri) on her wide
audience of women. Her comments range
from home furnishings to the latest movie.
Be among the alert advertisers who lei
Lois Kibbe sell their products in the
southwest.

More mystery shows, and better ones.
We broadcast all week through.
The cost is light, response weighs tons —
These finger-prints fit you!
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feel will improve existing Hooper
practices and be of great benefit to advertisers, agencies, representatives and
broadcasters in the spot field."

HOOPER

* * *

REPLIES

[Continued from page 39)

3. //( New Orleans: The Trendex
sample size here was stepped up to
almost twice the amount of the Hooper
sample: 13,686 vs. 7.020. The Hooper
radio sets in use figure for New Orleans were 21.2; the Trendex figure
was 22.5 on a combined daytimenighttime basis. The Trendex figure
was 6.19? higher than the Hooper
figure.
4. For all three markets: Combining
both daytime and nighttime sets-inuse figures for the trio of Blair markets produced this result. In terms of
sample sizes, Hooper used a total of
22,747 homes called as a sample base
during the fall weeks measured, and
produced a combined over-all sets-inuse of 15.1. Trendex, with a sample
of 34,337 homes called, produced combined results that showed a sets-in-use
figure of 17.4%. This placed the overall Trendex 15.2' , higher than the
over-all Hooper figures. (See chart
page 38). The somewhat-larger Trendex samples, however, were unimportant; they were used to establish accuracy. The point, as Blair sees it
now, is this:

area. Our motives in asking the questions on both "Radio and TV" are.
none-the-less, laudable. (1) It contributes to accuracy in TV areas, 1 2 1 it
cuts the cost of broadcast audience
measurement in half.

come up with
jiggers like I saw
on th' boss' desk.
Th' 5th Federul
Resurve Dislrick
bank sez Charles-

"The inclusion of radio and television in the same question by the telephone coincidental method grossly underestimates the radio audience."
And:

ton is at th' top
in th' percentage
oj increase oj department store
sales over last

"Therefore, the conclusion cannot be
escaped: To estimate more accurately
the true dimensions of the vast radio
audience, this type of audience measurement should employ a question

took place. Typically the TV audience
reported during that first month was a
fractional percent of the total tune-in.
Not infrequently the radio audience
reported for that month showed higher
radio sets-in-use than the month before
or the same month the year before.
During ensuing months this figure was
seen to grow from month to month:
fast in "live" TV program markets,
slowly in "non-interconnected" cities,
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2. /// Los Angeles: With sample
bases than compared very closely (for
Hooper, 8.320 homes; for Trendex,
8,135) the results again were different.
Combined daytime-nighttime Hooper
radio sets-in-use figures showed a 13.1
and Trendex at 15.2. This, again,
placed
L6%. the Trendex figure higher — by
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concerning only radio listening."
In summing up the findings of its
six-month-long study, an executive of
the Blair firm told sponsor:

Given the choice, radio station owners, including those without TV stations, have preferred that we ask the
"Radio-TV" question. By getting information on both the AM and TV
audience, "We know what we are up
against." It has given them needed
help in budgeting and scheduling their
radio programs to know the periods of
pead TV audiences in their cities. They
do not borrow money at the bank to
program against a combination of
Comedy Hour and Ed Sullivan on TV.
Our "Radio-TV" question was not
introduced on the same date in all
cities. It was introduced at different
times in different cities, first during
evening, then afternoon, then morning
hours, when and where TV audience
began to show up in answer to our
"Radio Listening only" question.
Nothing abnormal happened to the
audience record when the substitution

"Certainly, we went into the study
both to find out the real facts, as well
as to protect our obvious interests in
radio. But, we didn't do it to try to
put Hooper out of business. His services to the industry are well known
and are extremely valuable.
"What we're doing is making a recommendation to Hooper, as one of
the leading sources of information on
local-level radio and TV. which we
SPONSOR

rellecting tlic purchase ul new T\ set*
and the quantity and quality of TV
programs offered.
Much of this three-to-four year old
record is in the hands of two-score advertising agencies and advertisers. It
and more may be observed in our offices by qualified persons on request.
It will satisfy observers that the trends
are the product of two verj real things:
owning TV and watching it.
I note that Pulse Los Angeles information ismassed in the evidence
piled up against us in the Blair release.
This evidence should not convince anybody of anything. Pulse would have
you believe that radio sets-in-use
hit a new high in L. A. last summer:
SETS-IN-TJSE : THE I'l'l.si-'.. LOS ANGELES
Noon6:00 PM6:00 AM6:00 I'M
Midnight Midnight
1950 1951
1950 1951
1950 1951
Bl.a 22.0
21.2 21.5
20.2 10.8

You are asked to believe that the
above took place while Los Angeles
families, with 7 TV stations to choose
among, increased their ownership of
TV sets 329% (from 335,000 to 830,00) and to an estimated ownership
level of 05% of the families.
Do you believe radio made those new
highs in 1951?
Do Los Angeles stations believe it?
Does anybody believe it?
There is an organization set up to
handle questions like this impartially.
I refer to the Advertising Research
Foundation.
It has recently been re-

finenced and restafled to perform this
important function. In a recent poll,
conducted
b\ it.
"rating
ranked second
among
all services7'
projects
Foundation members proposed for
analysis. The question has been well
stated by Blair.
Let the Foundation, which will properlj supervise every step of interviewing and tabulation, find the real answer. If that answer indicates a need
for the complete separation of Radio
and TV reporting our course will remain unchanged except that the choice
between the questions will disappear.
There is a better chance that such an
analysis will uncover the source of the
Trendex error because I sincerely believe that there is one. In fact, if the
city-by-city, period-by-period results
for the three cities: Columbus, Los
Angeles and New Orleans had been
released bv the Blair firm the source
of the error might be apparent now.
In all three of these cities the call
letters of more than half of the TV stations are identical with Radio stations
serving the same city except for the
suffix. Television credits are. therefore,
most likely to be given erroneously to
radio (with the "radio listening only"
question in use) where the TV share
of audience is biggest. Here is the way
the cities line up in TV share of total
tune-in compared with Trendex-Hooper findings:
City

February 1952
TV Evening

Columbus
Los Angeles
New Orleans

"mini
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The foremost national and local advertisers
use WEVD
year
after
year to reach the vast

m* *
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•
of Metropolitan New York
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'• Top adult programming
2. Strong audience
impact
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3. Inherent listener loyalty
4. Potential buying power
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Trendex Higher

79.6
71.3
44.3

22%
16%
6.1%

I am sure that the city-by-city, period-by-period figures, which were secured by Blair, must show Hooper to
be higher sometimes, particularly in
New Orleans where a minimum of
radio-TV confusion would be created
by the "radio listening only" question,
because there is but one TV station,
WDSU-TV. If Hooper is the same or
higher, during a significant number
of time periods the reason for the
Trendex average being higher lies
somewhere outside the question.
If this is established it will not lead
to the conclusion that "radio listening
as reported by the coincidental method
has been grossly underestimated" but
rather that some well-intentioned research has been done which creates
that impression.
It is not apparent to us, therefore,
that our firm needs to revise any of its
procedures."
& ^ HoopER

NEWS on
KMBC-KFRM
is TOPS...
...because

KMBC-KFRM

stays on 'top' of the NEWS!

And there is no greater value today
than radio news!
KMBC-KFRM news programs are the
most-listened-to newscasts in the heart
of America. They enjoy their high rat
ings because of the reputation for accuracy andNews
immediacy
built by the KMBCKFRM
Department.
Here is a tremendous sales potential in
one of the nation's richest markets. ..the
great Kansas City Primary trade area.
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
Free & Peters' colonel for complete details on the mighty voice of the KMBCKFRM Team and fo

KMBC
KFRM

of Kansas City

• . • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate •

What has TV
Done to
RADIO
in Syracuse?
In spite of the fact that Syracuse
is a two-TV-station city — even
though 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets — two
separate surveys* show that radio
is very much alive and kicking.

3.07

Hours

a Day

is the average daily radio-listening
time in TV homes, in Syracuse.
These same homes watch TV an
average of 4.52 hours a day. NonTV homes listen to radio 4.4 hours
a day. TV has not replaced radio
in Syracuse — merely supplements
it as a source of entertainment and
information.
HeadleyReed
Copy of the

for your
Surveyi.

FREE

MUSE
570 KC

NBC

AFFILIATE

Hooper: (1) as reported by the coincidental method radio listening has
been grossly underestimated" and (2)
the coincidental technique must be re\ ised BO that this method can "approximate more closelj the true dimensions
of the vast radio audience." In summan, it is Blair's contention that the
phrasing of Hooper's phone query can't
help but give radio a "biased" count.
Says Hooper to all this: "It is not
apparent to us (from the Blair survey)
that our firm needs to revise any of its

Hooper on the spot?
The radio industry has been complaining for some time that various
surveys have tended to shortchange the
medium by failing to take into account
multiple listening in the home and
out-of-home use of radio sets.
Competition from TV has made the
recognition of these two factors increasingly important. What may have
been regarded, out of a sense of generosity, as a marginal premium must
hence, according to this industry view,
be treated as an integral part of the
package.
Now along comes the Blair Company with the charge that a leading

The issue raised by Blair is not one
procedures."
to be shrugged off as merely a private
argument to be enjoyed from the sidelines. Its implications are deep and
broad enough to provide a stake in the
controversy for the buyer as well as the
seller of radio time, since Hooper figures are still a key source of information for timebuyers.
Hooper states that before making
any
in his method
until changes
some disinterested
arbiterhe'll
likewait
the
Advertising Research Foundation takes
up the problem. Industry and advertiser expediency would seem to dictate
that sober reflection supercede heat and
that some joint action be taken in that
direction. The crossfire surmounts personalities and reputations. It involves
an industry
that's still in the half-billion dollar class.

rating service — C. E. Hooper — isn't
giving radio the right count even if

Effect of rate-cut rumors on radio

there's but a single set on in the home
at the time of the Hooper phone call.
Documenting its indictment with a
survey of its own (see page 381. Blair
levels this double-pointed harpoon at

Nothing of late has caused so much
pother and discussion within the radio
industry as the recurring rumor that
CBS is on the verge of putting through
another network rate cut. CBS admits

that it has strong inclinations in that
direction, but gives assurance that it
has no thought of doing anything about
it until it has, as per its affiliate commitments, sifted the subject with the
network's stations. CBS states that it
is "facing the facts of the business"
and even confirms the report that it
made "some concessions" to Procter
& Gamble to get a renewal of that advertiser's 15 quarter hours of evening
programs on the network.
All these reports are bound to have
repercussions in the buying field. Agencies already report that the rate cut
rumors and the talk about special deals
on the part of networks could quite
obviously result in advertising holding
up final approval of fall radio caminvolvingthe
networks,
until there's
certaintypaigns,
about
rate structure.
As
the head timebuyer of a top agency
put it, "It's hard enough for us and
our clients to figure out the various
special discounts that the networks are
offering without wondering whether a
sudden rate cut will throw us off considerably in our atmosphere
estimates." is further
The business
clouded by counter charges between the
networks and the rep. Each accuses
the other of having started the rate
slashing. This sort of squabbling and
the current tendency to outsmart or
outmaneuver the competition can only
undermine the advertiser's confidence
in a medium which continues to pack
a potent power for selling goods. Practically speaking, advertisers shouldn't
hesitate to do their buying now, because ifthere should be any cuts, everybody would get the benefit of them at
the same time, anyhow.

Applause
Radio and TV clinics
Hundreds of radio and TV station
owners, sales, promotion, and program
managers were in New York on 1 and
2 May eagerly absorbing a full quota
of broadcast know-how.
At the tag-end of this (third annual)
CBS TV Clinic, held at the WaldorfAstoria, a man who- operates several
large radio stations and has three TV
applications pending said, "I'd gladly
pay 81,000 for the privilege of attending these sessions. But it didn't cost
me a cent." His reaction was typical.
98

One promotion director, attending
the two-day NBC Radio promotionmerchandising-publicity sessions, concurrently held in another wing of the
Waldorf, voiced the same opinion.
NBC Radio is following up its New
York meeting with similar ones in Chicago, New Orleans, and Los Angeles.
In the past several years the broadcasting industry has learned the value
of indoctrination and workshop sessions. In a field that previously ignored such matters the new order of
things is refreshing and symptomatic.
BMI's
numerous
Program
Clinics,

NBC's annual get-together, workshop
sessions such as those held annually in
Tennessee, Arkansas, Florida and other
areas are examples of education for
radio and TV station executives.
These clinics lead to healthier air
media and better results for the sponsor. We're for more of them.
The current BMI caravan, which
opened in Calgary 27 April, will cover
37 towns in the U. S. and five communities in Canada. All together, the attendance at these BMI Clinics will easilv number 8.000 broadcasters and
their personnel.
SPONSOR

Afeefyovr

Who is he? He's the American Farmer, the
current American capitalist. He's the real
owner of his own business — and farming is big
business today.
He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a lot.
He's your best prospective customer.
One-tenth of all these prosperous prospects for your
product live in WLW-Land— One-tenth of America.
The best way to reach them is by Radio . . . and the most
effective and economical radio in this area is WLW.
The full story of "Your Best Customer" —
all the facts and figures— is on film. Ask to see it.
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Average Housewife

'ers to f
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iTV

NOBODY WAN
10 RATE 1
When you put a CBS Television Film Sales show on the road
for your product, we're just starting to sell. As part of the package,
we now offer you merchandising services which assure the show
and the product of catching your customers' eyes.
For our shirt-sleeve staff not only will make a full kit of selling tools

ence walkout

available, but will go into your markets to give you on-the-spot
counsel and assistance, where indicated.
Whatever type of show you start out with, we'd like to help make it
a success story. Just ask us for details.

CBS Television Film Sales

on four hot
; of the week

mmmmm

/

CHECK

WLS

TODAY

FOR

News — stepped up by two giant political conventions coming up,
by a lingering war situation — is more in demand than ever before!
And in the WLS-blanketed Chicago-Midwest, that demand
results in larger and larger WLS listening audiences— in two more
news broadcasts added to the already fast-selling WLS schedule.
Check today on availabilities adjacent to or within one or more of these

WLS newscasts. Some are sold but you'll find a profitable opening for
your product somewhere in these eight great sales opportunities:

AT

5:45 A.M.

Al Tiffany

10:15 A.M.

6:45 A.M. 12:00 NOON
7:30 A.M.

1:00 P.M.

7:45 A.M.

6:00 P.M.

<

:.

top men — Midwesttrained for Midwest
listeners
these

(and 9:45 P.M. on Saturdays)

newscasts

'OPERATION GROCER 1952"
CLEAR CHANNEL Hone of the NATIONAL Barn Dance
890 KILOCYCLES.

50,000 WATTS. ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR V.

& COMPANY

—

eight
on

deliver
daily
WLS.

S. F. stations
act to avert
rate cutting

San Francisco

radio

stations

have

evolved

plan to avoid

suspicion

of

"under-the-table" deals with resulting race to underbid one another
for business.
Under plan station which decides to offer announcement
package not-carried on printed rate card is required to send to each
of its competitors mimeographed copy of information about offer which
station furnishes to its salesmen.
Station is further pledged to deliver mimeographed sheet to its competitors on same day its salesmen
get it.
All but one San Francisco station are in on plan.
(For article on advertiser-agency appraisal of rate-cutting war now going on in
radio and suggestions for stabilizations, see page 24.)
-SR-

NARTB
economic

seeks
bases

for profitable
station operation

NARTB is launching survey into economics of AM radio with view to
finding out what are operational and financial requirements for station to show profit.
Survey, which will be pilot studied first, constitutes broad attempt to compare income against cost and provide base
for determining whether station has chance of survival.
Project will
be blueprinted and supervised by Richard Allerton, NARTB research
director.
Allerton was formerly a management engineer.
-SR-

Atlantic switches
football interests
from AM to TV

Atlantic Refining has replaced its annual sponsorship of college football via radio with telecasting of professional football.
Will share
with Miller
Mont hookup

Brewing bill for New York
of 8 stations in New York

Football Giants games over Duand New England.
New England

viewers, constituting Atlantic Refining' s primary prospects, will have
benefit of all 12 games, while New Yorkers will miss the 7 at-home
stands.
Atlantic will also sponsor the games on regional hookups.
(For Atlantic statement on future use of radio, see page 39.)
-SRN.Y. TV film
producers gird
against Hollywood

Film Producers'
City Department

Association
of Commerce

of New York seeking support
and state and city chambers

of New York
of commerce

in

drive

to keep TV film work from being lured away by Hollywood competitors. Latter have been selling New York agencies on idea Hollywood is
only 8 flying hours away, thereby reducing servicing problem to minor

proportions.
$25,000,000.

PFA estimates its members' business in 1952 could
Commercial filming has been rising steadily.

run to

-SRAffiliates' group
oppose network
rate reductions

All-Industry Affiliates in New York meeting expressed concern with
pressure to cut night time rates on networks.
Took position that to
yield to this pressure stations would permanently impair their ability
financially to do a good job for their listeners, and ultimately for
advertisers, since reduction of network revenue could tend to reduce
programing standards.
Committee noted affiliates were still doing
good business locally, and found rate situation only tough in New
York.
As unit, committee is not taking any concerted action on rate
or other kindred matters.
To avoid any anti-trust implication, committee had in attendance member of law firm of White & Case.

. Editorial, Clrci
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Kellogg listening
to recommendations for fall

Applicants push
for transit radio

in key cities

for

2 Juno.

1952

Kellogg Company is in process of reviewing its television setup for
fall.
Leo Burnett has submitted plan which involves Arthur Godfrey.
Under consideration is a proposal to move "Space Cadet" from ABC to
7:00 to 7:15 p.m. slot on NBC.
Agency on latter show is Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
NBC would have to spot similar action strip at 7:15.
-SRPlans are afoot for revitalizing Transit Radio in wake of Supreme
Court seven-to-one decision upholding radio in public vehicles.
With
increased importance of out-of-home radio, many plan to push for
transit radio franchises in such cities as New York, Chicago, Detroit.
Key cities now with Transit Radio include Washington, Cincinnati, Kansas City, St. Louis.
Some standout commercial results are reported.
Ben Strouse, general manager of WWDC-FM, president of Washington
Transit Radio and a board member of Transit Radio Inc. of Cincinnati,
parent company of the system, plans to meet with heads of other city
transit radio firms in Cincinnati during the week of 2 June.
-SR-

FTC defines
"free" and
not for nothing

Expected to have far-reaching effect in merchandising and advertising
practices is new Federal Trade Commission decision - by 3 to 1
vote - on definition of word "free."
Ruling on Book-of-the Month Club
advertising, FTC majority said a thing is not "free" if you have to
buy something else to get it.
-SR-

Autry

loses
suit to

Republic Pictures

In deciding against Gene Autry1 s suit to enjoin Republic Pictures from
selling Western star's old films to TV, Federal Judge Ben Harrison (of
southern California) held that (1) the move does not constitute unfair
competition and (2) contract between producer and star granted former
television rights.
Autry had contended contract barred Republic from
using his image for "commercial advertising," but judge ruled televising of film was not commercial advertising in intended sense but entertainment. Autry is expected to appeal decision.
-SR-

Viewers find it
difficult to
identify film
from live shows

With exception of 3 top-rated live shows and one top-rated fjllm show,
majority of viewers can't distinguish between two types of production,
according to identification survey conducted for SPONSOR by Advertest
Research (page 50).
Only filmed production majority identified correctly was "I Love Lucy," currently No. 1 on all rating services. Most
easily identified were "Mama" and Kraft and Philco Theatres.
-SR-

MBS co-oping
conventions

Mutual Network making available Presidential convention coverage on
co-op basis to its stations, constituting first of its kind in radio.
Decision to put coverage at disposal of station was made after net's
550 affiliates reported that they had had heavy call for participation
in these broadcasts from local and regional advertisers.
-Sw-

CBS garners
$6,175,000 in
new TV billings

eat's Paw sponsorship of "Quiz Kids," starting 4 September, is one of
5 pieces of TV business corraled by CBS within week.
Estimated billings for quintet, including Pepsodeit, Campbell Soup, American Cigarette & Cigar, and Owens-Coming Fib3rglas, is $6, 175,000.

Wherever radio station WFAA is heard, housewives are
familiar with a jingle that goes, "Better buy Burleson's honey." You can find Burleson's on grocers' shelves
in major markets all over the Southwest. It wasn't that way
back in the early 1930's . . .
A WFAA salesman had just finished speaking on the power
of radio advertising before the Waxahachie, Texas, Rotary
Club. T. W. Burleson walked up and introduced himself,
explaining that he operated a small honey packing business.
Radio interested him, but when they got around to discussing cost, the old gentleman snorted, "Just for rich folks!"
and stalked out the door.

"Young whippersnapper!"
he cried
It was two years later that young Ed Burleson,
"That $600

will

break us!"
Instead, it built
a honey off a business
for the Burlesons

just out of
college, was in Dallas trying to build distribution for his
father's growing business. Radio looked like the answer,
and Ed signed a $600 contract with WFAA for a year's
schedule of announcements. Ed Burleson got a stormy reception when he reached home with the news.
Within six months though, the elder Burleson had reason
to change his opinion of radio, and by the end of the second
year's contract,
From that day
son advertising
of a business-

sales of Burleson's honey had jumped 400 % !
to this, radio has had a large share of Burle- over the station that helped make it a honey
WFAA.

WFAA-820 is a honey of a station, too. Ask the Petry man
about it today!

EDWARD

PETRY
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The chlorophyll revolution
With radio-TV playing major role,
1951, may hit $50,000,000 this year
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Radio's gasoline tear: nobody wants it
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After 80 years of using printed media only, Jackson
got rich mail-order
returns at low cost-per-order
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Rose king blossoms with radio

finishes weak.
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MR. SPONSOR ASKS
RADIO RESULTS

SPONSOR made wide survey of agencies, advertisers; found them agreed that
under-the-counter deals hurt both buyer and seller of time

Minnesota
listener tells sponsors,
more appealing to Mrs. Average

SPONSOR:

AAAA to issue code on agency-broadcasters relations; (2) Atlantic's attitude on radio; (3) Mutual's new merchandising
plan; (4) ARBI to get umpire
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"KWKH

jacks sales
of Jax Beer"

ays HAROLD

W. HARGROVE

les Manager Jax Division, Shreveport Beverage Agency

\RGE

LOUISIANA

BEER

DISTRIBUTOR

Few beer distributors in America can boast as pretty
1 the big
a sales curve as Jax Beer has n eked up it through
Louisiana - Arkansas -Texas
area, primarily
w Mr. H; rold W.
KWKH
advertising.
Here's ho
Hargrove recently put it:

L

n July, 1949, the Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
New Orleans launched a radio campaign for Jax
eer over KWKH. Our Jax sales
ately 30% during the first year
i the air and have continued to
lat time. We are confident that

increased approxithis campaign was
climb steadily since
KWKH has been

Le greatest single factor in building demand

for this

oduct and we feel that the 'Jax World of Sports'
;id the 'Louisiana Hayride' are doing a grand job
>r Jax.
(Signed Harold W. Hargrove

V

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

Texas

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

>0,000 Watts • CBS Radio

The Branham Company
Representatives

Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

i

iillilits

Robert J. Landry

Age and advertising

that's what
you like about
the South's

W.I II n

Man] observers take it as a national disgrace that so mam mature
and competent adult Americans must suffer constant anxieties centering on the danger of losing their long-held and worthwhile jobs and
being unable ever again to find a comparable job. Not for vanitv
alone is the United States the world's biggest market for hair-dyes,
wrinkle-smoothers, and similar services for male and female alike.
Such magic is designed to postpone the baneful dav when the boss
thinks: "Joe lor Josephine I is getting a bit long in the tooth."
Ironically, the United States is becoming, at the same time, a much
longer-living and a much faster-breeding country. Two rival sets of
statistics — one for "age" and one for "vouth" — express political
pressures for security and opportunity. They also confront advertising and marketing men with a challenge. At the very period in history when older Americans are more numerous than ever before

On behalf of programs heard on
WJBO, we used 32.821 lines of
advertising spate in our affiliated newspaper, the State Times
d/iil Wonting Advocate, in 1951.

there
18 to is35.an overpowering sell on the so-called "'voung crowd" from

\- Mr. Oliver B. Capelle. of
the Miles Laboratories. Inc.,

It's accepted ad man anthropology today that youth must be
served. Theory is that youth goes places, meets people, does things.
Youth has desires, needs, dreams to fulfill on installment purchase.
Hail to youth.

says, "We have observed many

times how

WJBO

excels when

Certainly youth is a fine thing. Although Bernard Shaw thought
it too good to waste upon the immature. Certainly the voung newlyweds are a jumping market and the first-baby set wide open for
an infinitude of goods and services. Some 3,900,000 American
infants were born in 1951 alone. From his or her first bawling,
egotistic demand for attention each baby is an important unit of
economic calculation. Without need of prior conditioning by advertising, babies are born consumers. They use things up. wear
things out. demand re-orders, fresh supplies and incessant service.
Hence businessmen happily anticipate and gratefully extol the annual crop of infants. Beginning with large quotas of commercial
linens, babies rapidly progress to various gadgets, vessels, toys, and
cutler) all of which must be suitable for early baseball practice, thus
enjoying a high rate of breakage and replacement.

it comes to publicity ventures,
and we believe this present one
1 20th Anniversary of 'One
Man's Family' I should work
out very nicely for all concerned."
Promotional activity like this
is an important plus for WJB0-

\\ BRL advertisers.

The American infant, far more than the world average, is the
object most sublime of an elaborate and costly inventory of gimcracks, geegaws. harnesses, special seats, powders, ointments, sprays,
rings, bottles, nipples, and vounameit. He is watched, coddled, amused,
aired, prammed. tested, bathed, oiled, fed to the music of the cash
AFFILIATED WITH
FURTHER

GEORGE
6

THE

STATE-TIMES

AND

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

MORNING

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

register. At the end of a long exhausting dav the hovering Freudfrightened parents anxious!) turn to an expensive text book seeking
ii assurance that the little egotist's id will come out all right.
I Please turn to page 60)
SPONSOR

"Wherever You GO... there's RADIO!"
CKLW

is proud to have played a part in the United Detroit Radio

Committee's campaign which won top honors for group radio
promotion in 1951. CKLW conceived the slogan, first gave it air
time, and joined with other Detroit Stations to emphasize
great value of radio in the Detroit market.

l £
50,000

MW

j*

\nm

mutual

WATTS
• 800 On
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN

Your Dial

the

Some girls «[;■ have all the eharm:

Vbu've got to hand it to Joan Edwards.
She's been a charmer ever since she first trod

any other New )<>rk network station participa-

the boards as a young protegee of her famous

in more than

150.000 homes accept her warm

I nele Gus. Nowadays, -die's getting new bouquets
for showmanship — and salesmanship — on her

invitation to

Come

n. -\\ song-and-storj show on \\ CBS, Monday

her plugs with a cozytouch." But just hear those

She charms critics. Billboard say*. "It- as tho'
the chanter, having fed ber family, senl her
hubby oil' to work and the kids to school, has
in the gals to dial

and

|)la\ record-.

on over to my house."

She charms arfwrfMCiw. Variety savs:"She delivers

through Friday mornings at 9:30.

Called

tion program. In fact, every morning housewives

\nd

"plugs" and you'll realize they're socked across
with all the skill of a star horn and bred in bigtime show business. (Participations were 50%
sold out before her first program!)
Want to charm

customers ? Call us and sign

Bhe does it all very pleasant!) and capably."
She charms

listeners. According to her first

Pulse,* Joan's bright-as-sunlighl personality and
frirndh program attracted more listeners than

up now for a low -cost participation on WCBS'
Joan Kdw ards Show.
CBS

Owned

• New York

Represented by CHS Radio Spot Safes

WCBS

/TJ\
from which this specification form
grew. \( the time 1 thought it was a
superlative idea; but, frankly, the end
result even exceeds expectations.

Madison
AUTO

LISTENING

We picked up a news item from, <>f
all places, the Dallas \cits. which
quotes SPONSOR as making a critical
analysis of broadcasting, mentioning

Uettron

fymc

"possible affiliation with tbe American
Automobile Association." etc. This apparently appeared in the April 21 issue.
Believe me. we're interested! First
of all. of course. 1 must have a cop) of
the magazine: and second. I would be
very much interested in knowing who
dreamed up the idea and what we may
be able to do about it. Can you fill me
in?
Edgar Parsons
Radio-TV Dir.
American Automobile Ass'n.
Washington, D. C.
•

The

AAA

reference

wa»

to ra.iio

programing

TV FILM TEAMWORK

You can count on CKAC

to

excite the contest-minded
housewife1

In the 12 months

of last year, CKAC's various
quiz shows pulled a recordbreaking 7,000,000 letters

Compliments to all concerned on the
effective manner in which you presented the ATS TV Film Committee story.
However, especially since there are
probably too many agency hands in
this business already, I must point out
that on the back side of the form (p.
38, May 5 issue) one of the two lines
captioned "AGENCY" should read
"PRODUCER."
Gene Reichert

from every corner of Quebec

Mgr., Radio & TV
G. M. Basford, Adv., N. Y.

— almost all containing proofof -purchase1 If you want a
direct response to your program, ask us how you, too, can
cash in on CKAC
Canada's
proven mail-puller!

Thanks very much for the swell job
you did on the film story for the American Television Society in the current
SPONSOR.
Don McClure
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.

CBS Outlet in Montreal
A

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

CKAC

MONTREAL
730 on the dial •

10 kilowatts

Representatives:
Ir. - New York, Chicago
Renaud 4 Co.— Toronto

A.T.S.

FILM

FORM

Congratulations to the American
Television Society for devising, and to
sponsor Magazine for publishing the
recommended Film Production Specifications Form which appeared in your
issue of May 5, 1952.
11 is excellent!
I am relying on memory, but I Feel
quite sure that I had the opportunity
of filling out the questionnaire
form

\m I right in assuming that this
form may be used as is or with necessarj deviations by any agency which
w i-lits to do so, or is some sort of permission necessary from the American
Television Society?
Beyond the specific thanks and congratulations on this form, overall congratulations to you and your staff for
vour continued job of information and
stimulation.
Robert V. Walsh
Dir. of Radio and TV
VanSant Dugdale Adv., Baltimore
•

The

Film

Production

RADIO AND

Specification

form

can

TV RESULTS

We would appreciate greatly receiving copies of your advertising success
stories in both radio and television.
Edward G. Ackerman
Riedl and Freede, Adv.
Paterson, N. J.

TV FILM ISSUE
Please forward me 20 copies of your
TV Film Section from your March 10,
1952 issue.
Harry LeBrun,
TV Station Dir.
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati
•

Reprint-

FARM

of the

TV

Kiln.

Section

which

..,.-

RADIO

Your material on farm programming has been very helpful indeed. The
Farm Facts Handbook was particularly valuable to me.
Our client, McMillen Feed Mills, is
just beginning their venture into radio
(starting last October), it will be sometime yet before we can actually see
what value radio has for McMillen. We
have had much success so far with the
"Prairie Farmer" station, WLS.
Sometime within the next fewmonths, I hope that I will be able to
send to you some information on our
client's
"good results" with farm
broadcasting.
Donald E. Danni i mi;
Bonsib Adv. Agency
Fort Wayne, Ind.
I Please turn to page 71 I
SPONSOR

When a station is so programmed that the listener is assured of high type, diverting and diversified programming, suitable for the listening of every
age and interest, the listener acquires confidence in,
and respect for the station.
This confidence is carried over into a confidence
in the products and services advertised on the station.
That this confidence rings cash registers is verithem?

WREC

fied by the advertisers on WREC.

AFFILIATED

CBS,

MEMPHIS
REPRESENTED
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WITH

Won't you ask

600

NO.
BY

THE

KC,

5000

WATTS

1 STATION
KATZ

AGENCY

what are
YOU
going to do
about the
SUMMER
BOOM?/

r
|

Possibly you're tired of hearing about the extra money the
loiiMimcr could spend but doesn't.
Maybe all you want is some ideas on how you can tap this summer's
record potential— while at the same time meeting management's insistence on
increasing profit margins by keeping sales costs low.
II so. we recommend that you read our new study,
"what are YOU

going to do about the SUMMER

BOOM

?"

It includes an exclusive analysis of this summer's sales outlook combined
with a plan for making effective and economical use of television in
8 major markets which account for over 5095 of all U.S. television homes.
If you don't have a copy, call your NBC Spot Sales representative
or write NBC Spot Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New ^ ork !><>. and ask for
"what are YOU

going to do about the SUMMER

NBC

Spot Sales

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20. N.Y.

®

( ll [<: VGO

i i I \ ELAND

BOOM

( Chicago
WNBT
WNBQ

WASHINGTON

KNBH
WPTZ

representing television

stations

:

?"

WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

New York
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Hn~lc.ll

Cleveland
Washington
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy

SPONSOR

Vew and renew

2
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New on Radio Networks
SPONSOR
American
Ceneral
Culf

Protam
Motors

Oil

AGENCY
Dowd,

Corp
Corp

Corp

Young

Lever
Brothers
Co
Philip Morris & Co
Procter & Camblc Co
Procter & Camble
Reynolds

Redfield

Metals

NET STATIONS

&

CBS

D. Johnstone
P. Brother
&

Rubica

PROGRAM,

CBS

64

ABC

225

Compton,

Biow

Compton.

Young

&

NBC
NBC
CBS

Buchanan

Co

start duration

Peggy Lee Show; T, Th, 7:30-45
John

Daly

and

the

News;

M-F

pm;

15 May;

10-10:15

13

pm-

16

188

|un; Party;
52 wks M-F 3:30-40 pm; 5 May; 52 wks
House
What's My Line?; T 10-10:30 pm; 20 May; 13 wks
Young Dr. Malone; M-F 9:30-45 am; 23 Jun; 52

188

Brighter

NBC 168
CBS

Co

time,

Calen Drake; Sat 10:15-30 am; 17 May; 4 wks

193

193

PCA

Day;

M-F

9:45-10

Coif Tournament;

am;

23

Jun;

52

wks

T 7:30-45 pm; 24 Jun only

Reneived on Radio Networks
SPONSOR
Cospel

Broadcasting

As-

AGENCY
R.

H.

NET STATIONS
I

3.

Ceorge A.

Hormel

& Co

j

Liggett &

Myers Tobacco

PROGRAM,
The Old Fashioned

Alber
ABC 250
CBS 120

BBDO
r Walsh

Cunningham

CBS

Jun; With
52 wks
Music
the

time, start duration
Revival

Hormel

Hour; Sun 4-5 pm;

Cirls; Sat 2-2:30

pm;

191

New National Spot Radio Rusiness
SPONSOR
Adam

PRODUCT

,

AGENCY

Hat Stores Inc
Mum

Bristol-Myers Co
Lever

Brothers

Co

deodorant

Lipton's iced

tea

Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield
(N.Y.)
Young

&

Rubicam

STATIONS-MARKET
15 mkts
Scattered

CAMPAIGN,
Anncmts; 1

r

South
25 mkts

start, durati
in; 2 wks

Anncmts;

1

Anncmts;
6 wks
Anncmts;

Chainbreaks;

2

]

Chainbreaks;

1

]

National Rroadcast Sales Executives
NAME

FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

DuMont, NY.,
North Americar
Temporarily
ret

RHZ-Cadena A
KLBS, Houston,
WORZ,
Orlando,
NBC,
N.Y
WHEE,
Boston,

John E. Ghilain

WRC, WRC-FM, WNBW, Wash., head r
dio-tv adv, sis prom, publ depts
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleve., assoc <
films, tv, radio
KRMC,
Tulsa,
stn mgr
C. E. Hooper,
N.Y., exec
vp
Vogue,
N.Y., member adv sis staff
WABB,
Mobile, copy writer
WLOL,
Mnpls., sis mgr

WMAL,

Charles

Hutaff

Robert B. Jones
Fred H. Kenkel
Alfred
I. Miranda
Beri Moore
Samuel
N. Nemer

In next issue:
r

|

Clarence C. Alexander
Tom Cavanagh
Winston
L. Clark
William
Davidson
Norman
Furman

Station
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New and

Renewed

on Television

WTAM,
Same,
A. C.
Katz,
Same,
WDCY,

rejoi
natl

WMAL-TV,
WNBK,

AFFILIATION

f Cuba, Havana,
Is mgr mgr operations

Cleve., adv,

merch,

vp-gen mgr
Nielsen. N.Y., vp
N.Y., member tv sis staff
prog dir
Mnpls.,
sis mgr

(Network and

spot

radio sis

Wash., adv, publ dir, asst to prog

Spot);

Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes

sis prom

dir

*~

Numbers after names
new category
refer to New and ReJohn R. Vrba
M. C. Robertson
Arthur Cook 13
William J. Lewis
John E. Ghilain

(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(4)

2

JUNE

1952

4.
FORMER
Miller
C. Robertson
Paul Schciner
Frank
Shiro
Stanley

Schloeder

NEW

AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

KSTP-AM-FM-TV.
Mnpls.,
sis vp
KCO. S.F.. acct exec
Evening Observer, La Crande. Ore., editor-

KEPO.
Same,

KSFO-KPIX.

S.F..

publisher &
Ruthrauff

Katz.

member

Ryan,

NY.,

mgr

spot

radio-tv

El Paso,
sis
mgr

N.Y.,

pres-gen

mgr

sis prom

(new

publ

o

dir

tv sis staff

KTTV. LA..
MBS. N.Y..
KTTV, LA..

Sponsor Personnel Changes
STATION

1st
Ronson

mid

i

i

Albert

|

Cerald

Art

-" — ™

Leon

William

FORMER
Morals

Works

Inc.

Paul

Lewis

j & Phonograph
dir
Inc), &C Phonograph

Masson

Wines,

NY.,

Same,

General

adv

mgr

I sis mgr
iv dept mgr

N.Y.

Corp,
sis prom

N.Y.
mgr

Corp,

Lever
Brothers
toilet soap,
CBS-Columbia

N.Y.,

Motorola

E. Nelson

AFFILIATION

Ncwarl

Corp.

r Phonograph

Light

William

NEW

AFFILIATION

Rubsam
& Horrmann
Brewing
Co. N.Y.,
keg
sis mgr
McKinsey
& Co, N.Y., sr associate
Lever
Brothers
Co,
N.Y.
Ronson
Art Metal
Works
Inc, Newark,
pres-gen
mgr
Emerson
Radio & Phonograph
Corp,
N.Y.

Charles H.
Albert A.

vp

Co, N.Y.,
brand
prom
i
all-purpose
Breeze)
Inc, N.Y.. adv, sis prom di

Same, asst sis prom
Electricc Co,

mgr

Schen . asst
latl
sis. tv sis
dept)

I

20th

Century

Fox,

\pti5 Agency Appointments
SPONSOR
Date

Advisory

Board,

Indio,

PRODUCT

Electronic Specialty Co, L.A.
Fashioncraft
Products,
Brooklyn er Co),
W.
H. Crace
Co
(Naco
Fertiliz
Charleston,
S. C.
Holland Custard and Ice Cream
nc. Holland,
A. S. |affe Co, S.F.
Mah
Cliena
Food
Products
Corp
East
New
Jersey Drug
Products
Corp . Chi.
Orange, N.J.
Old |udge Coffee Co. St. L.
Pal Inc, Washington,
D. C.
Pa.
Paper-Mate
Co Inc. Culver City Cal.
Pretz-L
Products
Inc, Reading,
Purccll
Seed Co Inc. Evansvilli
Rayco Mfg Co, Paterson, N.J.
Relaxacizor
Inc, L.A.
Remington
Records
Inc, N.Y.
Caryl
Richards
Inc, Brooklyn
Rootie Kazootie
Inc, N.Y.
Unexcelled Chemical Corp
iFran ( Bownes Co
divi. Chelsea.
Mass.
Upholstered
Furniture
Manufactu
rers Asso-

AGENCY

(or service)

Department of agriculture div. State
of California
Shavex razors
Bags and
bottle
holders
Plant
foods,
insecticides

Ca

Ice

cream

and

dairy

i

Coffee
Pal orange ade
Paper-Mate
pens
Pretz-L Nuggets
Seeds and feeds
Automobile
seat covers
Electronic reducing machine
Master
work
recordings
Beauty products
Licensees for Rootie Kazootie

!

Paint

;

Upholstered

manufacturers
furniture

bars

J. Robinson.

Factor-Breyer
Carl Reimers
Kelly. Nason,
Ruben,

products

Annabelle's Rocky Road candy
Mah's frozen chop suey
Kamee for arthritis
1
i

Elwood

L.A.

Inc. L.A.
Co, N.Y.
N.Y.

Indianapolis

Umland & Co, S.F.
Herbert
Summers
Hall.
Elliott Nonas, N.Y.

Chi.

Hirsch & Rutledge, St. L.
Clinton
D. Carr. Balto.
Elwood
J. Robinson.
L.A.
Carl Reimers Co, N.Y.
Hathaway. Evansville
Emil Mogul.
N.Y.
Allan
Marin,
Chi.

&

His

Bobley Co, N.Y.
Cibralter.
N.Y.
Arnold Cohan,
N.Y.
Frederick-Clinton
lamian,

Co,

N.Y.

N.Y.

SPONSOR

NBC's

"Something burning is
falling through the sky..".
That something was a hit German plane.
The time was D-Day, 1944. Speaking
from a warship in the heat of the battle,
George Hicks was making his masterful
recordings of the greatest military
action in history.
First to broadcast from a dirigible and
from a submarine, Hicks is uniquely a
broadcast reporter. He joined NBC in
1928, a year after network radio began.
From an eclipse of the sun seen in the
Pacific to the funeral of George VI,
George Hicks's dispassionate reporting
has brought America to the scene of
many of the historic events of our time.
Now in this vital election year Hicks and
100 other NBC men of news are
assigned to cover the conventions and
the elections as they've never
been covered before.
The NBC News Center is pie-eminent
in the field because of men like Hicks,
Dreier, Warner, Godwin . . . because of its
thousand-man news-gathering force . . .
because regularly on radio and television,
NBC broadcasts more hours of news
than any other network.
Virtually everyone in America hears
the news first on radio and television.
They hear it while it is news. And the fact
that the highest rated news shows on
radio and television are NBC's means
most people hear the news first
and hear more of it from NBC.

NBC

radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America

2 JUNE 1952

MEN

IN THE

NEWS:

Hicb

AUKEE

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
IN MARKETS

OVER 500,000

Arthur H. Boylan
Vice President in charge of
Advertising, Marketing
The Drackett Company, Cincinnati

Most housewives today are familiar with Drackett's Windex and
Drano but in 1936 too many of them thought the names were something out of a Marx brothers skit. A 5,000-home consumer survey
just concluded then showed the low-income group woefully ignorant
about these household products.
Drackett advertising had stressed magazines. But in 1936 they
rushed into radio. Arthur Boylan, with Drackett for half his 52 years,
recalls the AM baptism. "We went on the old Red network for two
days a week with a transcribed show. It featured a bellboy, a teleoperator,
a hotel
It ranphonefor
two and
years
on a locale."
network and spot basis, cost $200,000
annualh which was one-half the figure allotted to magazines. Boylan
says the show produced satisfactory sales increases but was making
little progress in promoting brand identification in the low-income
strata. It was dropped; the 10-year broadcast drought set in.

Source: Hooper Radio Audience Indexes
— Unaffiliated Radio Stations. Dec, 1951
— Jan., 1952.

and in milwaukee...
For $100 per week or more, WEMP
delivers 2 times the audience of
network station No. 1 and 2V2
times the audience of network
station No. 2*.
*All Hoopcratings based on Oct. -Feb.
l!tf>2 Comprehensive, using highest individual 15-minute strip rating 8:00 a. m.

Boylan and the agency, Young & Rubicam, weren't gun shy. "In
1949 Y&R dug up a cutie," chuckles Boylan. "A 15-minute interview
show with Dorothy Kilgallen. and probably one of the thinnest daytime network shows ever attempted," says Boylan. "We risked it only
because we could buy time following Tom Brenneman. and preceding
Betty Crocker.
"Dorothy did a good job, and the show had a high merchandising
value. But after Brenneman died his show slipped and then Godfrey
moved in opposite our time. Goodbye Dorothy!"
Nevertheless, a pattern was forming. The first show back in '36
had boosted sales. The second proved to be a valuable merchandiser.
With this in mind, Boylan kept his $200,000 radio budget intact.
The resulting synthesis, based on these past experiences, was participation in multiple-sponsored local shows with established housewife
audiences
(KFI's
Burritt Wheller, KEX's Kay West, WCAU's For
Women Only)
.
"We now use 65 programs in 54 cities," says Boylan. "It's difficult
to give radio a specific rating in sales results, but it is important."
Wiil< I Mini Drackett's growth, which he has helped foster, Boylan
is proud of two other achievements: Winning an ANA golf tournament with a 77 more than 10 years ago; completion after three years
of a family-built cottage for his daughter and son-in-law.

* * *
SPONSOR

People Flyf

c=>

cC^'
In 1903, man finally did it — invented flying machines. But nobody wanted a ride.
The early airlines, that sprang up all over America, died, merged, folded, and
were forgotten because, to most people, flying was strictly for the birds.
Then Southern California got into the act. Maybe the sunshine, maybe the
hankering to get places, maybe the consistent use of radio advertising — but Southern
California flew. Southern California has the oldest airline in America —
by tomorrow morning we'll probably have the newest.
Moral : Whether you sell airlines or aspirins — sell them first in Southern California
where it will do the most good. Sell them best on the station that serves
Southern California best — on KMPC. That's where so many things really start.
KMPC

is the station that covers Southern California like a network. You could
buy 38 stations, and not cover Southern California the way KMPC
KMPC

does.

reaches more people, far more people, than any other independent
radio station in the West. Whatever you sell, wherever you make it, use
KMPC and get power where it really counts !

KMP.C
710

KC

LOS
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ANGELES

50,000

Watts

Days

•

10,000

casting System • Represented
RADIO

IS

AMERICA'S

Watts

Nights

Nationally

GREATEST

• Affiliate Liberty Broad-

by H-R Representatives,
ADVERTISING

Inc.

MEDIUM

iVew? developments
Sed

on SPONSOR
"Hum

stories

can n low -budget advertiser use

30 July

1951. p. 38

New

"Profit
Parliripalion
Plan"
lows local and
regional
sponsors
parlieipale
in profits
from
sale
TV film series by producer

alto
of

\ new plan which enables local and regional TV sponsors to compete with qualit) shows presented TV?"
by national sponsors, without having to pa) production costs, has been developed by Este Productions.
Beverl) Mills. California.
In this "Profit Participation Plan" each subscribing sponsor also
shares in part of the profits made by the producer (Este) from total
sales of a given TV film series. Here's how it works:
Este is currently producing a TV film series I titled Gasoline Alley,
from the comic strip of the same name I for release in all TV markets

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

"How
stations lick summer
10 March
1952, p. 32

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

in the 1952-'53 season. Each sponsor contracts lor 20 films to be
shown in the market (or markets) he desires at a given unit price
for each market. But the sponsor gets part of his money back: onehalf of the total profits derived (by the producer) from the sales of
the 26-week series goes to make up a "rebate profit fund."
Each sponsor receives a percentage of this fund, which percentage
is direct!) related to the price of the program in a given market (the
higher the price, the higher the rebate).
According to Este. practically all production costs of the series
should be returned after original sale in 40 of the 63 existing markets.
Thereafter profits — and therefore rebates — will be higher. Rebates
will continue as long as the 1952 series is sold — whether for first-runs
in new markets or re-runs in previously sold markets.

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio

According to Charles Michelson. Inc., an increasing number of
radio stations in 90 markets, will air transcribed mysteries this summer to help build hot-weather listening.
Many stations report upped ratings for the time spots in which
thev air these mysteries. Since WBBM. Chicago, has been carrying
a mystery from 10:30 to 11:00 p.m. across-the-board, Pulse ratings
for that slot have risen from 18 to 26'^ . WTOP, Washington, D. C.
reports that it has topped all other Washington stations in 10 out
of 12 quarter hours (Pulse), by using a solid mystery block from
8:00 to 11 :00 p.m. on Fridays since 4 April.
Stations that recently signed for these open-end mysteries in
blocks include: WSYR, Syracuse; KIT, Yakima, Wash.: WLCS,
Baton Rouge, La.; WHB. Kansas City: WCMB. Lemoyne. Pa.;
KULA, Honolulu; ZBM. Bermuda.

Stations. Results prove

See:

"How

this! Write, wire or phone

Issue:

24 March

Subject:

Networks
Make
effort
to
ii]> convention broadcasts

our representatives now
for availabilities and

to sell

a

candidate"

1952, p. 34
brightei

The political convention broadcasts from Chicago will have no dull
moments if ABC, NBC. and CBS-TV have anything to say about it.
ABC has hired comic Roger Price to point up local color and

rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

slump"

More and more radio stations use
low-cost transcribed mysteries to attract summer audiences

BLAIR

&

CO.

humorous aspects of the proceedings. NBC is reported to be interested in using Bob Hope to add "zing" to their convention coverage
on TV. CBS-TV will use husband-and-uife team. Mike and Buff, interviewing from 2:45 to 3:30 p.m. dail\ at convention.
SPONSOR

The name of

THE FORT INDUSTRY COMPANY
has been changed
to

STORER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
effective immediately
STORER
WSPD,

Toledo, O.

WGBS,

Miami,

WSPD-TV,

BROADCASTING
• WWVA,

Wheeling,

Fla.

•

Toledo, O.

•

WJBK-TV,

W. Va.

WJBK,

COMPANY

Fairmont, W. Va.

Mich.

•

Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:

488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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• WMMN,

Detroit,

•

• WAGA,

WSAI,
•

Atlanta, Ga.

Cincinnati,
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Way down west in North Carolina, the kids have their own
idol of six-gun glamour. It's WBT's Fred Kirby whose Saturday
morning "Tiny Town" bangs away with a 10.5 Pulse rating
at 10 AM— with over 10,000 roped, branded and certified
"citizens." Shooting from both hips, Fred also wings a 14.5
rating for his Saturday afternoon folk-music disc session,

COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

"Hillbilly Star Time." If you're shooting for sales in the
Carolinas, use the local big gun for best results.

WBT

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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HANDFUL

OF
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PRO UCTS.

O'NEILL RYAN
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OWNS

DISPUTED

PATENT

The chlorophyll revolution
Air media play major role as sales head for $50 million mark
In the drug industry, there
has been one wave of band
wagon promotion after another since
the end of the war. Anti-histamine cold
tablets, ammonium-ion dentifrices, vitamin elixirs have each come in for national advertising campaigns of satura
tion intensity. But the latest drug industry upheaval — the mass-sale of chlorophyll product? — is setting new records for impact and speed of sales
build up.
Chlorophyll sales have risen from
$6,000 in 1945 when one firm was unchallenged master of the field, to $22,000.000 in 1951 when some 40 or more
companies had hopped on the banl
wagon. Chlorophyll product sales are
2 JUNE 1952

expected to reach $50,000,000 in 1952.
Radio and TV play a major part in
the national advertising strategy of the
chlorophyll products. The air media
account, in several cases, for up to
80' ", of the individual firm's ad budget
for a particular chlorophyll brand.
New chlorophyll products are popping into the market every day, and
major established products are racing
to add chlorophyll, including Kolynos,
which is on the brink of marketing a
chlorophyll toothpaste: Wrigley, which
has come out with a "Spearmint Chlorophyll Green Toothpaste," boasting of
a "mouth freshening spearmint flavor
that lasts and lasts"; and Beech-Nut.
which i- rumored to be readying a new

chlorophyll gum products of its own.
Current chlorophyll users include the
$110,000,000 dentifrice industry: the
$30,000,000 deodorant business: the
$26,000,000 mouthwash market: the
$25,000,000 salve, ointment and burn
remedy makers in addition to candy,
chewing gum, soap, dog food, inner
sole, candle, toilet paper, cigarette, and
home deodorizer manufacturers.
the new
drugproduct
industry's
waves
of Although
hard-hitting
campaigns
since the end of World War II have

:;: SPONSOR article in the 7 May 19
sue indicated
possibilities chlorophyll
mean
major drug boom;
headline then,
phetically,

was

also

"Chlorophyll

revolu

\EW

PROIH'C'T: cftforopfii/ff has .spniriifff tlozvits of n«'ir brands lil»-<» fJiiiiri.v

ENNDS

IS MULTI-MILLION

AIR SPENDER.

been intense, none have liit the consumer with quite the force of chlorophyll.
Reason: chlorophyll is not just a single new product like the anti-histamine
pills or a new ingredient for just one
type of product like the ammonium ion
in dentifrices: rather it is a new ingredient for a wide range of old products. Iti- the answer to a copywriter's
dreams because it creates a fresh new
reason-wh) for dozens of brands. In
addition, new products have been de\ clipped in particular odor-killing tabh i- w Inch work internally .
Already, the marketer- of chlorophyll products have created a revolution in thought among consumers.
The) have taken a word out of biology
text hooks and put it in every-da) vocabularies. The) have sold a completely new concept of body-odor elimination within a short time.
The fact that chloroph) II can he used
in a multitude of products has helped
make the process rapid, drug industries
will tell you. The more products advertising the chlorophyll concept, the
faster it's drummed into the understanding of consumers. B> now. explaining //<</' chlorophyll works is no
longer considered paramount 1>\ some
of the chlorophyll advertisers and
brand identification i- getting increasing -in-- in .ill advertising.
22

HAS "IRMA"

ON

CBS

RADIO.

"POLICE

STORY"

Air advertising has done a particularly effective job of building consumer
confidence in the chlorophyll concept.
On television, chlorophyll products
have used visual demonstrations ranging from the Ennds onion test to the
Clorets boy-kisses-girl approach. In
the Ennds commercial, a woman rubs
an onion on her hand, sniffs it with
annoyance. She then rubs the hand
with an Ennds tablet and sniffs with a
smile. The Clorets commercial is simply a visual accompaniment for the slo"kissing sweet
half the
????gan wherein
boy inkisses
girltime."
with
mutual relish in the presence of a giant
Clorets box. On radio, the impact of
the human voice has been used both to
instill confidence in chlorophyll and for
brand-reminder purposes.
The history of the present chlorophyll boom dates back to 1941 when
the substance came to the attention of
O'Neill Ryan. Jr.. president and treasurer of the Rystan Co. After four
years of research, Rystan marketed
Chloresium Ointment, the first new
salve containing chlorophyll, which was
sold as a proprietary product.
In 1950, Rystan bought the chlorophyll patent outright for $200,000,
from the scientist who had first developed itin usable i water soluble I form.
This patent subsequent!) became the
issue in several court cases, some ol

ON

CBS-TV,

"LIGHTS

OUT"

ON

NBC-TV

which are still being fought today.
The first test case involving Rystan.
which claimed infringement on its patent, was settled recently in Federal
Court. As holder of the patent for the
manufacture of chlorophyll products.
Rystan had issued licenses to a limited number of other firms. \\ arrcnTeed Products Co. of Columbus had
experimented with the chlorophyll ingredient, and subsequently brought a
product to the consumer market, disregarding the Rystan patent. The court
upheld the patent. Warren-Teed decided not to appeal the decision, and
agreed to take an operating license
from Rystan.
Several firms are now challenging
Rystan's right to issue licenses for this
manufacture. Some of the companies
involved in the legal melee are ColgatePahnolive-Peet. Bristol-Myers. and
Dent).
Block Drug l for its product, \mm-iRystan had given an exclusive dentili ici lic< use to the Pepsodent Companv
for their chlorophvll toothpaste, Chlorodent, at a cost of about $200,000.
This license was to expire on 1 Julv
1952. but Pepsodent dropped the exclusive pact in \pril. since other companies were coming out with rival products in the face of the pending court
action over the Rystan patent.
i Please turn to page 63 i
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OLD

PRODI 'CTS: I puna.

Imm-i-dent

are (intone/ major brands to add ehlorouhyll

NEW!

AMM-I-DENT
CHLOROPHYLL
TOOTH PASTE
WILL NOT STAIN!

GUARANTEED

EXISTING

SHOWS

RADIO-TV
PRODUCT
Airwick
(Seeman Bros

OF BOTH

IPANA

AND

AMM-I-DENT

CROSS-SECTION:
AIR
Nora
Radio

ACTIVITY
Drake. CB<
soap opera

HAVE

BEEN

ua es

10 weekly I.D.'s of
10 second?
duration on WCBS-TV
and WNBT, N. Y.

chloro-

Typical of products starting to
build new chlorophyll brand.
Chloromint is trying air slowly. Strategy thus tar is to buy
I.D.'s

UTILIZED TO

PRODUCT

APPROACH

Hrwick lias been using chlorophyll lor eight years, now
emphasizes this with slogan :
"product that matte

(Purepac Corp.)
Agency: Leonard
Wolf & Asso-

10 STAIN TMTHBSUSH.

EVEN

LAUNCH

WHRE

NEW

TOWEIS

5>

CHLOROPHYLL-ADDED

PRODUCTS

both old and new prodttvts speml heavily on air

ADVERTISING

phyll
household
word." then
Airwick awas
news sponsor,
switched
to soap
opera
to
rear,, more women

Chloromint

NOT

AIR

Amm-i-dent
with Chlorophyll
(Block Drug

KSTP-TV
& PresbreyAgency: Cecil
Co.i

Chlorodent
'Lever Bros.,

ADVERTISING

ACTIVITY

Danger, CBS-TV:
Dick Tracy, WABD.
N.Y.C.
and
in Min-

neapolis;
Blind
Date on NBC-TV
for summer

Scattered
use of
snot radio and TV

Pepsodent Div.)
ter Thompson
Agency:
J. Wal-

APPROACH

Block Drug has switched promotional
push
from
white
Amm-i-dent
to new
chlorophyll-added green product.
Chlorophyll is stressed as new
"plus."
White
product
will
take back seat on all programs

Sampling
operation
is introducing
Chlorodent
to < . ,S.
homes. Radio and TV budget
has not yet been set for major
campaign though it is expected Lever will give the green
dentifrice big air promotion

in Class A time only.
More to other
markets
is

planned
Clorets
'American
Chicle Co.)

Rocky King on Du
Mont;
Top Guy,
Defense Attorney,

Agency: Dancer,
Fitzgerald &
Sample

Stop
/In- Musk,
all MiC Radio Operation Pyramid

Ennds
Pearson Pharmacal Co., Inc.)
Agency Harry
B Cohen

My Friend
Inna.
Inner
Saw turn.
CBS
Radio:
Police Story, < BST\ : Lights Ota.
NB(

T\

Clorets is sold with light touch
to hit youth as candy product

Clov-r
'Stoppers, Inc.)

rather than drug item. I.D.'s
end longer announcements on
T\ show bo\ and girl kissing
to illustrate breath sweetening

hue & CoeDonaAgency:

Ennds is in multi-million dollar class with major AM and
Tl shows. Seeking broadest
audience base, shows include
comedy, mystery. TV commercials
use
demonstration
to
prove
tive
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Ennds really are effec-

'Bristol-Myers
lpa„a
Co.)
Agency:
Doherty. Clifford,
Srenfield)

Spot radio and TV
in limited areas

Break

the

Bank.

daytime
radio
strip, ABCweekl)
p.m. CBS-TV; Mr.
District Attorney,
weekl) on WJZradio, bi-weeklj on
\I!C-T\

Co-op
chain

funds are supplied to
drug stores for radio
and T\ promotion.
Last year
linn was
on DuMont
Cavalcade
of Stars

All jour of Ipana's programs
now push new
Ipana
with
chlorophyll
and
ammonium
ion. Like Block Drug. BristolMyers is now selling with two
plusses for their toothpaste, is
going all-out lor new product

Radio's gasoline war:
Agencies tell SPONSOR

they don't want deals because they breed
fear they're not getting lowest price for clients
substantial absorption of talent or program production costs.
But what gives the radio price war
in-the-making a characteristic all its
own, as well as an added dramatic import, is this: the buyers appear more
worried than the sellers about the situation.

of
st-gme
ry nt
^bbbbbbbi
radio a»t
indust
is at
1" »»P;>rt
fc the
ilWIW
present engaged in practices which
have main of the characteristics of a
price war.
I nlike the usual price war. the cuts

here are not out in the open; they're
not to he found on price tags I or. to
bring the analog) home, on rate
cards). Instead, they take the form

The buyers I meaning the advertising agencies) are anxious that something drastic be done to curb the radio
price cutting trend before it gets entirely out of hand. Their "viewing with

of "under the counter" or "special"
deals, such as special discounts, special merchandising or promotion, and

AGENCIES

AND

ADVERTISERS

SURVEYED

IT

BY

SPONSOR

SAID

RADIO

PRICE WAR

WAS

alarm" contains such phrases as: "rate
cards are being thrown out of the window," "the rate structure is showing
signs of falling apart," "lack of rate
si ability throws our budgets off balance," "these special deals have resulted in radio's falling into a trap that
nobody wants," and "if radio selling
doesn't soon get back on an even keel
the money could go to other media."
Meanwhile, the American Association of Advertising Agencies is in process of drafting a code of practices to be

NEARING

CASHIER!

iv
-<-

I m

PROPORTIONS

OF

MACY-GIMBELS

vxeopvces

* :

FAIR

a

observed in broadcast media relations.
This rode will be a counterpart of the
code in newspaper relation- (see Ston
page 34) which the lA's and a newspaper committee adopted two years ago.
In making this report on advertiser
and agenc) attitudes toward radio's
present tendency to get ofi the rate
reservation, SPONSOR hopes to perform
a constructive service for the mutual
interests of the radio industry and the
advertiser isee editorial below).
Toward that end sponsor herewith
submits a cross-section of advertiser
and agem \ obesrvations and opinions
on the subject, plus their suggested remedies. Because the sources of the comment preferred, for obvious reasons,
that their names be withheld, various
descriptive phrases will be used to indicate the nature of their connections.

from the network and station- a- will.
"What is even more crucial is that
the practice has spread to some of the
more important stations of the country. As a result of the bargain-basement pattern that seems to have hit radio, you can't blame the agencies for
making sure that the) get the best deals
for their clients. We hear that others
have got special discounts and packages and so we ask for them.
"It's a helter skelter proposition.
body likes it, but the situation has
forced upon us. I can see only one
to stabilize radio. It must come

Nobeen
way
out

with a clean-cut rate policy, and the
sooner the better. Radio must face the
facts; when 300,000 to 400.000 television sets are added in American
homes each month, somebody is in a
shrinking market, especially at night.
It stands to reason that when ratings

Media director of an agency tvhich
does about 38,000.000 in broadcast ad-

are down you don't expect to pay as
much as you used to.

vertising: "Never in my 20 years as a
media buyer has our business been
plunged into the situation which radio
now presents. When you go to buy radio, you're amazed at the extent to
which it has become under-the-counter.

"As far as this talk about multiple
radio sets in the home and out-of-home
listening is concerned, we knew they
were there all the time and gauged our
buys accordingly. It is my sober prediction that unless radio as a whole

You're besieged with all kinds of deals

does something drastic — such as com-

TTLE OF LAST YEAR, WAS

HARMFUL

ing through with a health] ni<>ht-time
rate — the under-the-counter business
will be accepted as the card rate."
Timebuyer for an agency rated
among the top five and specializing in
soaps, drugs,
and food
products:
budgets
are based,
obviously,
on "Our
card
rates, and all these shenanigans thai \w
go through — particularly with the networks— in making sure that our client
is getting as good a buy as a competitor can't help but throw our budgets
off balance. We don't like to haggle or
chisel but we must serve the best interests of our clients. We can't afford
to appear stupid to a client in the
event we failed to make sure that the
deal he got wasn't rock-bottom.
"Most of the blame, in my opinion,
can be traced to the special deals that
are made directly between the advertiser and a high official of a network.
These top advertisers, like Procter &
Gamble, Colgate, and General Mills,
are able to exert tremendous pressure
in getting special concessions for themselves. If the networks passed these
concessions on to all other buyers,
there wouldn't be any cause for complaint. Certain moves generate suspiI Please turn to page 65)

TO ALL SIDES

EDITORIAL
Tips to an unhappy broadcaster
There's something ludicrous, topsy-turvy and juvenile about a priceslash war. And it doesn't look better on radio than on anybody else.
Advertisers don't want it. Agencies don't want it. Stations don't
want it. So who want's it, besides competitive media?
The history of the under-the-table deal and the gasoline war, wherever
tried, is a sorry one. After order is restored, as it eventually is, the
participants look back on a period of chaos and heartbreak that an iota
of foresight could have prevented. Generally they feel mighty foolish.
A solid sampling of constructive broadcasters brings forth these
cogent suggestions:
1. Don't give one advertiser anv price advantage not available to all
others. Advertise this policy.
2. Spearhead action in your city to brin» broadcasters together on
ethical and common-sense rate observance. Such moves are being
reported.
3. Work toward getting advertiser and broadcaster together in common agreement on a single rate-determining \ardstick. Work toward a
sensible rate — then stick to it.
And, if you're an advertiser, we recommend that \ou promptly and
forcefully call any errant broadcaster's attention to the handy provision
found under "Standard Conditions" of the standard contract form
adopted by the AAAA and NARTB. We refer you to paragraph 5, Time
Rates, subheads a and b.
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I housewife looks at radio

Sponsors, stations can profit from viewpoint of Minnesota clubwoman

i?

Mrs.
Xverstge

Ruth

Stillwater,

Beach,

Housewife
Minn.

She is a chronic writer of Idlers
to the alitor, when not keeping her jour children
OUi of mischief. She uns u school
teachei fo> several \ ears.
\ou . while cleaning hei
home, she listens to radio avidly.

I his is much too nice a day
I to be in the house writing
a pan and fan letter to you. but today I
am in the mood, so the washing will
have t'> wait, although it will probably
tain tomorrow and then I'll be sorry.
Howev< i. I will have the satisfaction of
lia\ ing said m\ sa\ . an) \\a\ . to yo\J
the radio advertisers and station managers <>l tins precinct.
Ma\ I introduce myself: an average
housewife with lour children — two of
them |>ii -school. In spite of the commotion such a household can cause. I
am active in three clubs
total mem-

bership about 200. Living as we do,
two miles from the center of town, I
don"t have much in the way of diversion except radio and television, and
consequently am an ardent fan of both
— with daytime radio holding the edge
over daytime TV. Just can't watch a
TV show when I'm upstairs making
b< i!~. hut I can turn on one of the four
radios in the house and listen. I not
onlj can. but do.
So when radio programs came up
for discussion at a recent meeting of
one of these clubs. I was all ear-. ^1 on
see one of the members had won a $5
SPONSOR

enthusiasm.
Were 1 to sing Queen oi
the Ma\ on the corner of Chestnut
and Main. I'm sure it wouldn't cause
a* much buzzing a> thai did!
"The) inner call me.
"That's the third time she's won in
thret months."
"\\ liom does she know down there at
the station, an) wa\ ?'
"Something's fisln. if \ou ask me.'
"I've a good notion to have m)
phone number changed. Mine just isn't
luck\."
There was more along that line and
then :
■\\ . II. I'm just not going to bother
with that program any more.''
"All that canned music — so corny,
too. ^ ou'd think they could pla) some
good music."
"I've heard several people called several times on that show. You'd think
they could get different numbers. They
say they are taken at random, hut I
wonder."
EventualK there was a lull, and I
asked if any of them had ever called or
written the station about their gripes.
"Well, no-o-o. don't feel it's any of
my business."
"If that's the way they want to run
things. I just wont listen."
I asked if they thought this attitude
was
reallv
fair — seemed
like con-

THESE

ARE

MRS.

AVERAGE

demning a man without a trial. So
there was more talk, and I took notes
deciding then and there to w rite a lellei
myself. However, to get a better picture oi w hat people I know thought, I
brought the subject up to members of
the other two clubs and to friends who
weren't members oi am one dl these
groups. I might well have spared myself the trouble, lor the views were almost identical. So here is the voice of
Mrs. Res Beach, Stillwater, Minn.
I like the home town station, and

GRIPES

violets and their care. I'm a cactus
kid. myself, but I listen just the same.
Because I know her. m\ calico seems
los faded and the morning brighter.
Win don't we have more local people

was because you didn't ask me what I
would like to hear.
Why don't you?
I'm sure our club presidents would
be glad to arrange to have you talk to
us. We could ask questions, and so

sa\ "bottle" instead of mason jar; it
sounded so like us. True. too. I've
never heard it anywhere else. Elmer
and Rog must have been raised in small
towns too, for thev have that small

MAJOR

When w< an- wielding a detested
dust mop it gives us a lift to hear a
in tghbor or a friend talk about African

sort of survey'.'' I know you make the
are-\ou-lislening
because
been called, but I ones,
felt cheated
whenI'veI

about friends and what's doing on
Main Street. I'm \er\ fond of Jim.
the local man on the station. He was
born here and one of the very nicest
things about him is that he knows
everybody and especially : He can pronounce some of our tongue-twisting
names! He spreads radio recognition
around so that it hits all parts of town
and most important of all. he knows
what not to say! One friend of mine
admitted it tickled her to hear him

FOUR

it wasn't out town. The) have to
season.

1 1 l: else,
On? ^ < . 1 1 Wm ■1e11 ilike
'em. several people wondered how you make up your programs. Do you decide what you think
we'd like, do you take one used in
some other city, or do you make some

listen quite regularl) with morning
listening the heaviest. I especial!)
like the local news when I can hear

HOUSEWIFE'S

town warmth in their voices but still,

could you. It's said that to make a
friend, you don't have to take a mans
advice, all you have to do is ask it.
You want friends for your station and
we would feel highly honored to be
asked to give advice, or opinions on
the so-glamorous subject of radio.
Just asking
what towepage
like 52andI don't
l Pleaseus turn

AGAINST

DAYTIME

RADIO

After 80 years of print-only, world's largest rose grower seored on radio-TV
I The New ^ ork timebu)er
was amazed.
Everywhere
she travelled through the Middle West,
a few weeks ago, she found stations
using the story of one of her own accounts to sell local retailers on radio —
and with particularly good effect. The
timebu\er was Lillian Zogheb of Huber
Hoge & Sons; the account, the Jackson
& Perkins' Nurseries of Newark, N. Y.,
which, in its radio mail-order sale of
$3.75 to $7.20 rose bushes, had hit a
phenomenal cost-per-sale of 150 on the
dollar, way below usual averages.
No Johnny-come-lately, Jackson &
Perkins have a reputation of being the
''Tiffany of the flower world." For 80
years, J & P thought the) were getting
the most out of their advertising dollar b\ using large-space newspaper
ads, small magazine insertions, and the
usual multi-colored catalogs.
But in 1950, 1 X P president Charles
Perkins decided that television ought
to be a good medium for selling his
top <|iialit\ line of rose bushes and othei nurserj items. The past two years
have proved not onlj that his hunch on
IV was right, but that radio can produce equal volume- of sales at an even
lower cost-per-order.
28

One thing Perkins had to be sure of
before entering the air medium: that
viewers would not confuse his products
with shoddy merchandise that had been
offered at "bargain prices" via mail
orders. He wanted to boost his sales,
but not at the expense of his reputation.
He shopped around for an experienced
advertising agency, settled on Huber
Hoge & Sons, which has years of experience indirect selling of everything
from law books to night-driving glasses.
The fact that radio and TV are expected to bring in close to $500,000
worth of orders in 1952 in just the
spring and fall seasons is proof that
Perkins and Huber Hoge have hit upon
the right approach.
An important element in the Jackson
& Perkins success has been the application of more-or-less standard Huber
Hoge sales techniques. Over a decade
ago the Hoge agency took on the problem of selling a book called "The Handyman's Guide" via radio. After much
searching around, Cecil Hoge (now
president of the agency) discovered a
popular program called The Handyman sShow. It was a natural tieup.
Since then the Hoge agency has developed the technique to the point

where they write their own 15-minute
programs to fit the product, carefully
integrating the commercials into the
show so that the entire program is perfectly related.
When the J & P account came along,
Huber Hoge account executive John
Southwell, made sure that each special
15-minute film they prepared for the
firm hewed closely to the particular
type of rose (climbing, florabunda, hybrid tea) that was being pushed in the
commercial. Huber Hoge shot the films
in color (as many farseeing producers
are doing I , printing them in black and
white.
A test campaign in the spring of
1950 cost about $20,000 but brought
in orders for rose bushes at a cost of
about 170 on the dollar. These encouraging results led to a stepped up campaign on TV in the fall, but zooming
card rates took a lot of the icing off of
the cake. At that point, it was decided
to give radio a crack at the nursery
line.
A hot garden enthusiast at the agency, Hank Wilson, was assigned to write
the scripts for a series of 15-minute
radio shows. Then, two radio personalities who had demonstrated
their
SPONSOR

sales abilit) for Huber Hoge clients in
the past were given the job of cutting
the transcriptions. John Scott, a WOK
staff announcer,
took on "straight
man" duties and
\it \ an Home becarae tin- "garden expert"
This series of shows was a complete
change from the announcements used
by firms which had peddled low-cosl
hull's and seed- on the airwaves.
It
«a> mandator}
that the integrity of
the Jarkson \ IVrkins Nurseries he
recognized and accepted by listeners.
The products to be offered were priced
from $3.75 to >7.l2(> per unit, and
the sponsor was firm in his guarantee
to back up every single plant sold.
Heavy emphasis was placed on the
years of experimentation that had gone
into the development of the plants offered in order to authenticate the
claims of superior quality.
In one script designed to sell hybrid
tea rose bushes, a couple of minutes
are devoted to explaining the process
of hybridizing, and the heartbreak that
plant scientists had suffered in developing these varieties. When announcer
John Scott tosses "expert" Van Home
the proper question the answer comes
up like this:

""What else hut heartbreak would you
call it if after nearly L1,000 MOSSbreedings you finally produced roses
»i\ inches across, rose that would
bloom with deeper colors, hut roses
that bloomed onlj once a year . . . and
then with onlj a few (lowers. And so
the plant scientists experimented again
. . . and each time they thought
the) had produced the perfeel plant,
something went wrong. If the) had
deeper colors, they had smaller flowers. If they had bigger flowers, the
plant would onl\ bloom once. Finally,
after 25,000 heart-breaking experiments . . . they produced the impossible. Asingle hybrid tea plant which
not only grew roses but roses up to
six huge inches across, which not only
bloomed once, but produced a shower
of roses all summer and fall. Still, the
plant scientists were not satisfied. . . ."
Sincerity was emphasized in explaining the care with which the scientists
further developed the plants to the
stage at which they would grow "wherever grass would grow," and which
could be planted by a child.
After a good dose of this treatment,
few listeners were likely to confuse the
J & P offers with

the "100

gladiola

IN BUSINESS

FOR 80 YEARS

Jackson & Perkins nurseries have won their
reputation as "The Tiffany of the flower
world" by specializing in top-quality garden
items such as rose bushes, violas, chrysanthemums, and violets. Handling only best plants,
they have developed the business to the point
where they are now the largest rose growers
in the world. Many of their plants have won
top awards in their 80-year history.

bulbs for $1.00" deals that had been
going around. They knew that a quality product was being talked about and
that the price would be in line with
the high grade merchandise being offered.
The hard-sell commercials delivered
live by local announcers after about 10
minutes of this brand of education, and
again at the close of the program interI Please turn to page 66 I

Give 'em garden talk,
then sell flowers
is Huber Hoge approach
Transcribed 15-minute J & P shows are interviews with garden "expert" who talks ecstatically about same variety of flower which is
then sold later in show. Excerpt below typifies
approach
dveloped
by Huber
Hoge.
"John Scott speaking. Today we bring you
one of the most unusual programs you have
ever heard. We're going to tell you about
fantastic new flowers that plant scientists have
recently created for you that can turn even
your backyard into a garden of Eden and
turn your garden into the showplace of the
neighborhood. For example, have you heard
about the fantastic new chrysanthemum plant
that grows almost four feet tall and is covered with nearly 100 gigantic flowers up to
six inches across? Do you know that just one
of these inexpensive new chrysanthemum plants
will burst again and again into bloom until
you have up to 300 giant-size blooms growing together in such huge clusters that each
cluster looks like a fiery mass of flowers up to
two feet across? And do you know that this
new plant can flood your garden with more
flowers and keep right on blooming even when
there's snow on the ground this November?
Now here at my side for Jackson & Perkins,
the world's largest nursery specialists, is Art
Van Horn, to tell you about this sensational
new

development

in home

gardening."

POST-FREEZE Tf:
what sponsors
are asking about it
These are questions most often asked of ageneies.
networks as elients make plans for future
The video advertiser who
has followed the TV trade
news faithfully or who has
doggedl) plowed through the FCC's
600-page "Lift-the-Freeze" document,
should have, by this time, a fair picture of how the TV spectrum has been
spread l>\ the FCC over the major U.S.
cities. He may even have begun to
adjust his long-range advertising plans
to fit a mental picture of the U. S. TV
map. as it will appear in 1955 or '58.
But. more and more sponsors are
asking: What about 1953? How can
1 possibly set up next year's TV ad
budget? How can I make plans when
1 have only a crystal ball and several
reams of engineering figures with
which to work?
Realizing that this much-more-immediate planning problem will be staring most T\ advertisers squarely in the
face in the summer weeks, sponsor has
prepared the following question-andanswer report. These questions are far
from academic. They represent the
consensus of post-freeze posers being
throw n li\ harried sponsors today at
equally harried agencies and networks.
As far as possible, the answ< r> arc a
roundup of the latest and most factual
thinking that can be obtained.
Some idea of the seriousness of the
"What-about-1953?" problem can be
judged from the following incident.
Less than two weeks ago. an advertising executive of a leading drug firm

called the sales department of a TV
network. He was already spending
close to two million dollars annually
for his TV show, he stated. How- much
bigger, he wanted to know, was the
basic TV network going to be by next
January, and just how much more
would it cost? The salesman replied
politely that this was anybody's guess.
Next day, the drug firm was back on
the phone to the network sales department. This time, however, a highranking executive v.p. was throwing the
questions. Again, the client was told
that, with so many factors to complicate the picture, talking January figures was in the realm of purest speculation.
the to
drug
"How
canRoared
I tell that
the executive:
chairman of
the
board?
dammit!"
Here, Guess,
then, are
the latest answers,
the latest guideposts in the newr "postfreeze" world of TV aiKertising. Some
of the replies are, of necessity, "informed guesses." But. they should
serve to orient many a puzzled sponsor, now that TV is beginning to stir
into its mightiest growth to date a- an
important advertising medium.
Q. Where and when will the first new
stations appeal ?
A. The timetable for the appearance
<il new stations, and the accompanying
growth of T\ networks, is still guesswork. The FCC has mapped out where
SPONSOR

How to plan TV budgets for next year is vital
d:.i
:. ifrom CBS-TV
rocTu r*i:.:.
Picture
is
Clinic

the channels will go, in terms of area?,
but who will get them and when is
something else. Hundreds of applicants have to be heard.
The FCC has arranged a priority
>\stem to give the first break to big
non-TV cities. From that point priority works down through other non-TV
areas, then jumps to present TV areas.
Last to get new stations will be cities
like New York and Los Angeles where
the present Very High Frequency band
is filled up. and where TV could only
go into the I ltra High Frequency band.
Since big cities are a better business risk for telecasting than small
towns, the heaviest rush of applicants
is for the bis non-TV cities like Den-

1949

ver and Portland. There, as main as
10 applicants will fight over four or
five channels, yet all must be heard and
considered.
The result may be an odd pattern of
little non-TV cities coming on the air
before big non-TV cities, and even
UHF stations appearing in present TV
areas before new VHF stations get going in present non-video cities.
A good rule of thumb: Keep a close
watch on cities where there are fewest
applications for a given number of
channels. Then, once the FCC has
started passing out '"CPs" I Construction Permits), use the following yardstick :
1. The

rates give itulex of what

Market & TV

Dayton, O.
(WLW-D)

Salt Lake City

291,000

.93.000

No. TV sets
Jan. 1949

1.400

1-hr. Class A
NBC-TV
rate
Jan. 1949

S20©

No. of families
in 40-mile area

(KDYL-TV)

station

takes

new stations may eharge

Memphis, Tenn.
(WMCT)

Louisville,

Ky.

Atlanta,

Ga.

2. about
The average
I'HFto station
take
12 months
get on will
the
air. from a standing start.
It may involve a lot of paperwork,
network TV men admit, but it"s the
only way a sponsor and an agency can
really
match TV's growth to growing
ad
budgets.
Q. Will there be any post-freeze
pansions during 1952?
A. Yes. there will be some. For
thing, the number of TV cities not
hooked into network cable service

exone
yet
will

drop sharply this summer. By the
l Please turn to page 68 i

when
Toledo,

they eotne
O.

on the air
Schenectady,

Richmond, Va.
(WTVR)

N. Y. (WRGB)

(WAVE-TV)

(WSB-TV)

(WSPD-TV)

177,000

188.000

235.000

241.000

130.000

258.000

J, 700

2.200

3,000

5.100

5.700

13.800

5,000

SI 50

8200

S200

S200

S200

Figures above are for eight typical markets as of
when Tl was young. Stations coining on air in
freeze era will probably be priced close to the 1949
of the group above, depending upon market size.
2 JUNE 1952

average YHF

about six months to get on the air.
from a standing start.

1949
postlevel
Bear

SI 75

S250

in mind, however, that costs of station operation have
gone up and that eagerness of population for TV has
also increased since then. "Impact" rales may be set 10
to 20' < higher than those shown for these reasons.
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of these similarly rated shows

V\JrU/CV(tmty^ does the best job for its sponsor
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TV show

below

£

did poor job. Only

first of its three commercials
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hit big

sarr|e Nielsen
wim a'most
"average"
big audience
with
,x""' $^ow reached

audience; others went on after audience declined. Tune-

all three commercials.

out audience

loyalty, high efficiency, potential audience

may

never come back.

NIELSEN
RATING

Strong finish reveals viewer
growth.
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BROADCAST

You can lick audience walkout
Hiii ut c-Im -minute studies, not "average ratings," are key to euring slumps
or TV show
radiojust
Your nave
I may
fl i"
as high a
^■■■■■
rating as your competitor's but your
commercial messages ma\ actually
reach far fewer people. What's the reaBOD for this disheartening paradox?
Its simple — yet frequently overlooked.
A rating on an hour-long program is
onlj an average of the number of people who've been tuned in during the
course of the show. It may represent
high listenership during the first half
of the show, low listenership during
the latter portion: or. parhaps, rela-

tively uniform listenership throughout.
But the important thing to the man
who pays the bill is: How many people
were listening or watching when the
commercials were aired? If the low
points in audience match times when
commercials are on, then no matter
how high the "average" rating, the
show may not be doing a good job.
Take the case of the show labeled
Program \ in the chart above. Its
sponsor was a leading household-products advertiser who decided to put a
sizable chunk of his ad dollars, not

long ago, into an hour-long program
series on one of the major TV webs.
The program — which we'll call Happytime Follies, since this isn't the real
name — was packaged by the network.
Happy time Follies looked ideal on
paper; it had everything. There were
a series of big-name stars lined up; it
had an ace director; the production
was the finest. So, the client bought
the show, and sat back to wait for results.
When the first set of ratings arrived,
they certainly seemed to bear out the
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client's first judgment The "average"
rating and "average" audience figures
for Happytime Follies stacked up ver\
nicel) with those of similar, bour-long
TV shows on the same, and other networks. The Cost-per-M was equalh
favorable, and again compared nicely
with other shows of a similar type.
But, fortunately for him, the sponsor
of Happytime Follies didn't stop there.
He sat down with his agency and began to go carefully over the minute-byminute rating curves of the big TV
show. He compared these "fever
charts" with those of other, competing
shows.
What the sponsor of Happy time Follies found is charted graphically on the
top of page 32, under the heading Program A.
Although you'd never know from
the healthy-looking Nielsen "average"
TV rating of 20.3 which the show drew,
Happy time Follies was deeply in
trouble. Sure, the "average" rating ot
20.3 compared almost identically with
the 20.4 "average" of another leading
hour-long TV program (see chart labeled Program B). The Costs-per-M
of the shows were even matched closely. But that was only part of the story.
As the first chart shows, Happytime
Follies was starting strong. But then,
the program went onto a steady toboggan slide of audience desertions, limping up to the finish line. The figures:
it started with a 31.6. and slid down to

\\ ith three main commercials slotted
into Happytime Follies, its TV sponsor
was getting real value out of onl\ one
— the first commercial. For the other
two, there was less and less audience
to see and hear it. In fact, more than
half the audience was walking out during the performance and missing the

middle of the show don't come back
the next week."
Added the Nielsen executive: "No
program sponsor in radio or TV
should make up his mind that a show
is 'good' or 'bad' until he has thoroughly evaluated its minute-by-minute profile, and has calculated carefully what
we call the Audience-Held Index of

final curtain. Although the "average"
ratings certainly didn't show it, the
sponsor of the second show was socking his sales message across to about
twice as many people— at about the
same cost — as did the sponsor of the
first.
Result: the sponsor of Happytime
Follies upped the storm warnings immediately. After a couple of later analyses showed that the situation of audience desertion was growing worse and
after some consultation with the agency and research experts showed that to
"beef it up" with extensive qualitative
analysis was impractical in this case,
the sponsor dropped the axe.
"The moral lesson for broadcast advertisers isobvious," an executive of
the New York office of A. C. Nielsen
told sponsor recently. "Matched average ratings do not mean equal efficiency. One client's 20-rating program may
be doing a good job of holding onto its
audience: another may be dying on its
feet. And shows whose audiences walk
out usually begin to drop in average
audience. People who tune out in the

his show. Then, he'll know if he's doing well or badly, and he'll also have
man) qualitative clues to work with if
he wants to make further improvements. If he ignores these warnings,
his 'average' figures may deteriorate
before he knows what's hit him."
But all too seldom do sponsors ask
themselves questions like these:
"Is my show holding onto its audi"Are my commercials spotted to hit
the maximum audience?"
"If I'm losing my audience, can my
ence?"be improved?"
show
The hopeful answer to this last question is: Yes — audience walkout can be
licked if your show has sound elements
to begin with and you use the right
tools.
The first step is to make a thorough
analysis of the minute-by -minute audience record of a show. Often, this will
lead directly to minute-bv-minute qualitative studies of a show designed to
(Please turn to page 58)

a 13.2. But. the misleading "average"
rating, as the chart indicates, was 20.3.
The other show, profiled in the second chart, was far more than just onetenth of a point better, particularly as
an advertising vehicle. The second
show started off nicely in the 20's,
dropped a bit. but picked up speed in
the stretch and romped up to the finish
line with almost the same rating it had
to start.
(Note: In both cases, allowances are
made for normal latecomers, and for
normal TV-tune-outs which usually occur sharply in TV programing before
the final ending moments of hour-long
shows, with their lists of credits, teasers, plugs. Reasons for this allowance
will be discussed later in this report.)
In the case of the second show, the
20.4 "average" rating was a good deal
more accurate as a general description
of what was going on inside the show,
minute-by-minute, than was the 20.3 of
Happytime Follies. Viewed in the light
of advertising efficiency, the difference
between the two shows was drastic.
2 JUNE 1952
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walkout

► "Crime Photographer," sponsored on CBS Radio by Toni I "48-"49 I, underwent
Schuerin Research analysis to bolster rating. Schuerin found listeners liked
action to start early in show with dramatization of the episode's crime rather than
mere narrated mayhem. As result, writing was sharpened to start action early and
rating climbed. Similar analysis helps clients improve shows with big audience
drop-off. Schwerin does minute-by -minute analysis of audience 'Hike-dislike'' for
program, can put finger on point where show gets dull. Questioning of listeners
reveals how the program
should be modified to make it sustain interest.
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WHAT ARE THE HOT ISSUES THIS

Q 4-A's code due in few weeks

police the industr) with an iron fist, issuance of the code
may be the signal for revaluation by both broadcasters

W ith man) a sharp, under-the-table bargain being
driven these days in radio, and sometimes in TV (see
story, this issue, page 24), the American Association <>l
Advertising Agencies has a new code in the works for
age nt \ -broadcaster
relationships.

and agencies of the current "deal" era in buying time.
/. Rates- It's one thing to go shopping for the lowest
rate available on published broadcast rate cards, and

Reason: it's long been the thinking of the 4-A"s that
"the advertising agency business depends on the existence
of effective media. Sound advertising depends on agencies" successful use of media for their clients. Agency
practices in relation to media should tend to enhance the
value of a medium, and make it more effective for all
advertisers. Practices which work against media effectiveness will also be harmful to advertisers and agencies."
This policy, drafted years ago when agency-newspaper
relationships were fairly chaotic, now must be broadened

to try to spend a client's money wisely. It's quite another,
the 4-A's feel, to use the weight of a big ad budget as
a club to secure bargain-basement rates on the air. "For
then a broadcaster will just have to make it up somewhere
else," a 4-A man told sponsor.
2. Merchandising — Agencies shouldn't force broadcasters to come through with unusual amounts of "free"
merchandising for air campaigns. "Unfair merchandising costs," say the 4-A's, "have a tendency to increase
rates for all advertisers, whether they use such services or
not." However, if a radio station or network offers such

drawing up a set of "Practices to be Observed" which is
expected to resemble closely the older Golden Rules for

services on its own. it's O.K. for an agency to sav "yes."
.3. Other items — Other agency practices, such as extracting gratis plugs on other shows for products, demanding publicity services which have nothing to do
with the air advertising, and attempting to interfere in

(haling

the broadcaster's program policies are to be avoided.

to broadcast advertising as well, the 4-A"s feel.
Accordingly, agencymen and 4-A executives are now

with

printed

media.

While

the

4-A's

cannot

Q Atlantic Refining sour on radio?
One of the country's leading regional advertisers and a
Long-time user of radio sportscasting, Atlantic Refining
decided a few weeks ago that it would drop the big portion of its radio college football in favor of TV airings of
pro football. At once many radio stations howled.
Actually, Atlantic's decision was not intended as a slap
at radio, which has worked well for Atlantic since the
L930's. The big regional oil firm has long had its eye on
extensive T\ sportscasting of football games. But, although lining up the games for radio had become routine-, the NCAA stood squarel) against the widespread
telecasting of major college football games this fall. As a
result, the less-choos) professional football squads looked
like a bettei bet, and Atlantic inked contracts with them.
Even beyond this problem, Atlantic Refining has been
pointing toward big-time telecasting for several years.
Earlj experiments in the medium were highly successful: later telecasts in the last few seasons have trained
both

Atlantic's sportscastefs and ad men in the use of the

medium, which they feel is ideal for sports.
Radio, however, hasn't gone down the drain. As an
executive of the New York office of N. W. Ayer, Atlantic's
ad agency, told sponsor: "We are surprised that anyone
should draw a TV-is-better-than-radio inference from Atlantic's decision, because such an inference is wrong.
Our experiences with using radio for Atlantic Refining in
presenting sports events have been verv satislactorv . \llantic is still keeping radio in the picture for fall. And,
radio will continue thereafter to have an important place
in Atlantic's advertising plans.''
Since Atlantic Refining has long been identified with
successful radio sportscasting, it's only natural that some
advi Misers have made much of Atlantic's decision to go
heavily into TV. In it, they see a veteran advertiser making the ultimate decision regarding the two air media.
Cautioned J. Robert Kerns, managing director. \\ S \ I
"Broad applications of Atlantic's decision are foolhardv in view of the outstanding radio broadcasts in
advanced television markets, and in new of many other
lac tors, including cost."

1. 4-.Vs rttdio eode will frown on rivals
2. Atlantie Refining clarifies position on radio
3. >fuf iiftf mervhanilisint/ expands to 5,500 IGA stores
1. ARF to referee dispute over

Q Look mom — it?s merchandising!
With the network merchandising plan- of NBC and
CBS largel) marking time at the moment, due mostly to
difficulties in ironing out the production and legal kinks.
Mutual has revived the entire matter again with a newapproach to the problem.
Since 1950, MBS has been working out the details of
it- own network merchandising system, the "Plus-Value
Stores." These are stores and wholesalers of the Independent Grocers' Alliance who have worked on merchandising schemes w it H MBS in seven major radio markets.
Now, Mutual plans a bigger and better series of tests,
to begin on 23 June and running through 5 July. Tins
time, the base will be far broader than anything in the
past -V total of some 5.500 IGA stores will blossom out
with some 315.000 display pieces, and a raft of other promotions insome 30 states.
Participating in the big promotional hoopla will be a
long list of MBS advertisers — from Derby Foods to Williamson Candy — plus locally advertised and spot-advertised brands not competing with MBS advertisers. The

Iff Iff

over-all title: "Look Mom -it's a Picnic!"
Mutual's aim: "To prove dramatically the power of
radio as the most popular and exploitable ad medium."
The "Look Mom!" merchandising test, which has main
strong points of resemblance to the merchandising plans
of the three other radio networks, differs sharply at least
in philosophy. When it comes to long-range thinking on
the subject of network merchandising. MBS lia> a few
ideas all its own:
"A year- 'round network plan is impractical, limiting,
unimaginative and too costly for the sales traffic to bear
if it is to be done with honest results."
"It is not possible to maintain the high enthusiasm of
an) organization, grocery store operators included, for
an unchanging idea or tie-up 365 days a year."
"Merchandising must be used only to make radio more
effective and efficient, and cannot be made more important than the medium we are selling."
The IGA has already pledged strong support to Mutual's test. Says IGA president Don R. Grimes: "The campaign will accomplish a number of the most desirable
objectives."

QAre

the ARBI studies valid?

Referee action by the Advertising Research Foundation
may soon be called for in the current wrangle between
newspapers and radio over the "validity and reliability"
of the famous ARBI studies, and ARBI's findings.
\- most ad men know, these retail-level studies by the
Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. have most often shown
radio to be a better retail sales producer than newspapers.
It was no surprise, therefore, when Harold S. Barnes
of the Bureau of Advertising I promotional mouthpiece
for newspaper advertising I asked for such a judgment by
the ARF. He made his proposal at a luncheon session of
the American Marketing Association, late last month.
Barnes leveled several blasts at the methods by which
ARBI discards part of the questionnaires in evaluating
a test, and questioned whether those used in the final
analysis were representative of the entire group. He also
quarreled with the idea that retailers should use radio as
a basic advertising medium, rather than newspapers, even
if radio shows up in the ARBI reports as pulling better.

Said Barnes: "The retailer's basic concern is not the
number of people who inquired about a featured item
because of radio, or newspapers, or direct mail or display. His concern is total traffic and total sales."
Referring to the first big batch of ARBI studies, Barnes
said: "Radio did produce more traffic and more purchases in a majority of these 50 tests than did newspapers—but even the participating merchants knew from
long experience that they must put their chief reliance on
newspapers if they are to maintain their volume and their
Barnes stated in summary that advertisers should "concentrate on the fundamental problem: When, where and
profits."
how
to use each advertising medium most effective!) ."
In reply to Barnes' remarks, Kevin Sweeney of
an ARBI customer and booster— stated that, BAB—
despite
Barnes' arguments, retailers did want to know how
effective exactly are various ad media. And, he suggested,
if
there was to be a showdown test by ARF. the BAB
would
support it. Said Sweene) : "Radio's effectiveness has been
overlooked."
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So — you want to hit the jackpot?

Summer

TV hot? "You Bet Your Life"* Answers

Groucho

Well, here's an easy question to start you off:
Name the most profitable advertising medium
ever to come along . . .

uWi;'^

s
/

" **i*&* ^lrM^^

*****

Three weeks? You stumbled a bit, but well

give you another chance. Actually they're
away from their TV sets for only AVi days
during the entire summer.

To fill you in, (and you don't particularly look like you
need filling in) let me state that during the average summei
week, 94.8% of the TV families are available — owners
watching almost 2 hours every day. And this summer, there'
the little matter of the Presidential convention and campaigns

^/ftiftSKAtfC I gforV>y

No help from the audience — please. "46,000"!
Amazing! You're absolutely correct. Now for
the jackpot question. If they hurry, can some
advertisers — even with modest budgets — still
take advantage of NBC's new summer discount plai

You "think so"? Well, I know so. And there
are some first-rate summer shows still available, too — and a special low-cost plan. Learn
all about them right now from NBC-TV Sales.

You're so right — television. Now, tell me,
does television stop making money for an advertiser in the summer months?

Splendid, splendid, you say "absolutely not."
Here's your next question — "How many days does
the average TV-set-owning family go away on

vacation?"

^ F>\ *

,*
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You see, don't you, how the Democrats and Republicans
will help people to elect your product? Last summer,

How many extra customers would you say the

brands advertised on TV averaged 28% higher sales among

typical summer TV advertiser got last year just in the New York market?

those who saw the show than among those who didn't
watch — and this summer, TV's audience will be even bigger.

You can do something about it immediately. You can
pick up your phone and call NBC-TV

Sales — or your

agency. And before you can say "What kind of time
and show can we get?" we'll be there to tell you
Ask for a copy of that much-quoted

research study

of ours called "Summer Television Advertising"
It's the source of Groucho's facts and figures —
and many more you might like to know.

NBC
Pop. 70,000.000

j^

Congratulations on memorizing
the correct answers. You proved yourself but now don't just stand there, boy,
do something about it!
No. I Medium

for your Sales Success

Iripiirais...
Do you think thai a standard of projection should
be vreuted so thai TV film makers can deliver on
industry-acceptable contrast print?

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Rosen
\t a time when
all of us in television are striving to perfect the
technical and creative aspects of
this medium, the

presenl iconoscope tube. I he iconoscope is as dated as a free lunch counter in the neighborhood pub. It lacks
the greater sensitivity and latitude of
the image orthicon. which now is used
exclusively in live TV production. It
seems onl) logical, therefore, with the
increasing trend toward the production of programs and commercials on
motion picture film, for the industry to
make a concerted effort at this time to
perfect this technical refinement.
Film manufacturers and processing
laboratories have made amazing strides
during the past three years to cope with
the complex problems of this infant
medium. The introduction of a standard image orthicon projector would in
itself resolve many of our present day

subject of standardizing certain
techniques and
equipment offers
one possible solution to man
r problems. While
standardization <>f projection <m television certainl) is an important avenue to explore, we would he "playing
ostrich" if we presumed to place full
responsibilit) for poor reproduction
qualit) of TV films on station projection alone. I prefer to separate the
problem into two categories: projection and production.
Production \alue^ (or the laek of
them) have a major hearing on the
qualitj of an) motion picture print.
Inadequate production techniques such
as poor photographic qualit\ and careless laborator) processing oftentimes
hum share this responsibilit) with
projection.
Certainly, the standardization of
projection equipment in network and
local stations will do much to alleviate the condition.

Even so. agency production people and
motion picture producers alike, for one
reason or another, are sometimes prone
to overlook many of these standards.
Of these, the most critical oversight
is that relating to photographic lighting of a scene or subject. In our experience we have found that the most
pleasing and satisfacton motion picture photograph) for TV emplovs a
flat lighting technique similar to that
used in color photography. The formula is a simple one. The balance be-

I believe thai one gr< at contribution
to the industr) toda) would be the introduction ofa standard Id mm and

a "ke) exceed
light" and
••fill
-hould tween
seldom
a ratio
of light"'
more
than three to one, to remain within the

or a .'!") mm projector employing an
image orthicon tube, rather than the

effective gray-scale range of the iconoscope lube. \n\ ratio exceeding ibis

38

'"print quality" problems, by permitting us to concentrate on the perfection of one or two basic film emulsions

places the processing laborator) and
e\entuall\ the television station projecting itat a decided disadvantage.
A motion picture projected on TV
can never be an) better than the image
originally photographed on the film.
\\ e cannot, therefore, say that standardization ofTV projection equipment
alone or of production techniques alone
will assure us of uniform film qualitv
on the kinescope tube. But a concerted
and coordinated effort to establish
standards on both sides of the fence
will most assured!) produce the qualitv results we all are seeking.
Lloyd W. Durant
Manager, TV Commercial
Production Division
Compton Advertising
New YorkYes, definitely.
Advertising agencies are in the

and print densities for greater nniformit) and efficiency.
On the production side of the ledger.
much has been accomplished to establish creative and technical standards.

middle as matters now stand.
Networks claim
as a standard excuse for poor film
transmission, the
argument
Mr. Lomas

tnC

^'mS

that
are

°*

substandard qualit \. specifically, as regards densit)
ranges. Film producers, on the other
hand, assail the broadcast engineers.
Regardless of the validit) of these positions, the agenC) is in the forward
battle area between film producers and
networks.
1 mil the matter is settled 1>> electronic compensation and adjustmenl
to variable film densit) we have adopted our own standards; normal contrast
SPONSOR

range. 1.5: minimum
density, 0.4;
maximum density, L.9.
Stand \ \. I ow is
/ ice President. 77
Commercial Department.
H illiam Est) Co., Veto ) or/,
Yes, assuming
that you are referring t<> recommended specifications for film

lo a time buyer
with no time
on his hands

densitj range.
Our practice has
been to inform
our film producers of the netCharles Harrell work recommendation for den-it\ range and require that the recommendation beobserved. We have found
that film producers are generally aware
of industry requirements for film and
it is only that small group of amateurs or careless producers who deliver or attempt to deliver unacceptable
film.
Charles Harrell

Your crowded day consists of crowded hours . . . and

Supervisor of Production,
Radio ami Television
Lennen & Mitchell, New York

if the day isn't long enough you crowd some night
hours. All day long you run into characters talking
off the top of their heads, throwing it on the table for
what it's worth, willing to pool their brains, thinking
out loud, but who won't buy it. When you get the bugs
ironed out after suitable woodshedding. the ball is back

I'm a motion picture producer
familiar with the

in court, money-wise, and you're tuned in on the right
antenna. But before plans are finalized, the thing
comes unwrapped and, copy-wise, has to be updated.
It figures.

problems of reproducing on
film for projection and I'm not
too well equipped
to answer this
question on TV.
But there are certain comparisons
one can make. In TV projection there
is a man called a shader. If he walks
awaj from his post when a scene comes
on there's no one to control the shading. When motion pictures are projected onto a screen there's a mechanical apparatus that keeps the light
constant and the operator doesn't have
to do anything as far as standardizing
the picture. So long as the theatre
keeps the .-< reens white, lenses clean
and apparatus in good condition thev
have a good show. Not so in TV.
They have studio control men, various other controls and then the viewer
at home can also control density. What
may be a good picture for the studio
(Please turn to page 71)
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No matter how many gimmicks there are in the
hopper, you don't need a survey to prove that a day
has only so many hours. That troubles us too ... we
also have little time on our hands. We're sold out
Mon. thru Sat., 5:30 AM to midnight, except for a
couple of good half-hours on Friday & Saturday evenings. Sundays are sold, or not for sale, 6:45 AM to
11:30 PM. except for a popular hour in the morning.
(Details on request.)
We used to dream of the day when the schedule
would be filled like this and we could go fishing. But
the dream was better than reality. It's not easy to
fight off two good customers who want the same thing.
And we're not cocky about having little time to sell.
Seasons come and go. Changes occur and it's just a
matter of time until we can handle any good account.
Please spot-check us anytime. Or tune in on our
antenna via our national reps, The Katz Agency.

5000

WATTS.

REPRESENTED

BASIC

CBS RADIO

600

KC

NATIONALLY

BY THE

KATZ

AGENCY

NETWORK
39

WINTER

GREETING

COATS
\l.l- \< V : Hi.

SPONSOR: The Fn

I \PM I E CASE HISTORY :
This women's apparel store
made a special purchase in early March of 00 all-wool
winter coats. They advertised the coats on radio at a
special sales price of $19. No other media were used and
the coats weren't even displayed in the store windows.
Nevertheless, after four announcements, two daytime and
two nighttime, they sold 52 coats. This meant a $988
sales gross on a radio expenditure of less than $14.
WHIZ. Zanesville. Ohio

CARDS

SPONSOR: Syracuse Card Co.

AGENCY: Spitz

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Syracuse Card went into
ratlin to attract sales agents for their greeting card line.
One-minute announcements on the Timekeeper Show
asked listeners to write in for sample kits. After a month's
campaign on the Monday through Saturday, 7:00 to 9:31
a.m. stanza, Syracuse attracted 156 would-be-sales agents,
who in turn would sell thousands of dollars worth of Syracuse cards. Campaign cost: about $15 per announcement.
WSYR, Svracu-e

STEAK

PROGRAM:

KNIFE

Timekeeper Show

OFFER

SPONSOR: C. F. Mueller Co.

results
SEED
SPONSOR:

TREATMENT
\\. \. Keltnei

( : VPSl IK CASE HISTORY : Mueller products were comparative strangers in Italian- American homes. To stimulate product interest, Mueller ran 48 15-second announcements (Italian language) weekly. After 13 iveeks, Mueller's agency staged a six-day premium offer. The giveaway: afree steak knife for one box top. In six days,
Italian language response totaled 5.825 plus an overflow
of after-deadline mail. This was almost double what Mueller's considered satisfactory in proportion to cost.
WOV, New York
PROGRAM: Announcements

CLOTHING

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Clark's Clothiers
AGENCY:
Dired
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This clothing store chain
ran announcements one week before Easter to stimulate

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Keltner sells Beetlene, a
product used to treat seed beans against beetles. To introduce it.Keltner ran one daily announcement for 14 days.
Interested listeners were told they could get Beetlene by
writing to the station or going to their seed store. In the
14-day period ifrom Alabama and Mississippi) , the station pulled 2.100 orders at 50<* apiece; seed stores sold
200 |,12 cases. Sales tally: $3,450. Campaign cost: $266.

Clark's district manager called it the best response in his
15 years of experience. Campaign cost: $154.

WYOK. Birmingham

WESC, Greenville, S. C.

PROGRAM:

Announcements

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR:

business. Friday's saturation was heaviest. The next day
Clark's had 108 new acounts in the Greenville store. This,
combined ivith a 300% increase over last year's Easter
business, meant thousands of dollars ivorlh of sales

PROGRAM:

CHLOROPHYLL

Johnston-Moody

VGENCi : Direct

SPONSOR:

Announcements

CANDLEi
\(,K\(A :

Mandel I

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This Wednesday night Music Show was intruded to stimulate neic car ownership.
Fm two months local Hudson dealer Johnston-Moody
blended comments on U.S. vacation spots with his sales
pitch. It campaign conclusion. Johnston-Moody could attribute thousands of dollars in additional sales to the 8:30
to 9:30 p.m. musical airings. Cost per program was $63.

voted three announcements to chlorophyll candles — "cocktail lights" — on the Paul Gibson Show. As a result. Gibson pulled cash orders for a total of 2,016 candles. Mandel Brothers' gross was $1,008. giving it a return of almost $4 in sales for every $1 spent on the Monday through
Saturday, 6:00 to 6:55 a.m. participation program.

WMBD, Peoria

WRRM. Chicago

PROGRAM:

Music Show

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

This department store de-

PROGRAM:

Paul Gibson Shol

|

NBC Spot Sales in 11 Southern States:
BOMAR
LOWRANCE
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Charlotte, N. C. & Atlanta, Ga.
In recognition of the South's growing importance as the home of leading
national advertisers and their advertising agencies, NBC Spot Sales is
pleased to announce the appointment of Bomar Lowrance & Associates as
its southern representatives.
Now the 15 major market radio and television stations represented by
NBC Spot Sales can give advertisers and agency clients down in Dixie
even more effective service than they have enjoyed in the past.
Bomar Lowrance, formerly Commercial Manager of WSOC in Charlotte,
and his associate, Freeman R. Jones will provide top flight, close-to-home
representation for NBC Spot Sales in the states of Virginia, North and
South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. Mr. Lowrance is located at Charlotte, N. C.
and Freeman Jones heads their Atlanta office. Messrs. Lowrance and
Jones will have at their fingertips the same wealth of market, station,
program, rating, and availability information for which America's foremost
advertisers and agencies have learned to depend upon NBC Spot Sales.
For the fastest and most dependable information . . . for the most
intelligent and resourceful recommendations as to how Spot Radio and
Spot TV can sell for you in the nation's major markets, call, write, or wire . . .
your NBC Spot Sales representative in the South:

BOMAR

LOWRANCE

& ASSOCIATES,

513 South Tryon Street
Charlotte, North Carolina
Phone: Charlotte 6-6581 - 6582
2 JUNE 1952

INC.

774 Spring Street, N. W.
Atlanta, Georgia
Phone: ELgin 5891

NBC SPOT
representing
RADIO

SALES

STATIONS

WNBC
WMAQ
WTAM
WRC
KOA
KNBC
WGY

New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
Denver
San Francisco
Schenectady-Albany-Troy

TV STATIONS
WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH
WPTZ
WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

New York
Chicago
Hollywood
Philadelphia
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Schenectady-Albany-Troy

OfficesCHARLOTTE
in:
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO
DENVER
WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD

■ -M: > :.■■■:-„■:• ...>

Radio

,. and now ......ft l«« •«!!££

Q,/ne

by Bob Fa

of the strangesl unions since
that of Desdemona and Othello has
now been consummated. I refer to

the wedding of the1 film industry
and the advertising business. Although the members of the wedding secretly felt ( and still do, I'm
sure) that this state of matrimony
i- unholy and a mere expedient,
and that the partner the} have
agreed to live with i- reall) Ear
beneath their station, each has accepted the other because it is most
apparent that two can live a>
cheaply as one. In fact, it is even
more apparent that neither can exist for very long without the other.
The reason- tor this are very
simple, indeed. Television has cut
into movie attendance drastically,
making it necessary for the film
i i ii 11 pa n if- to look for other sou rce>
of revenue — and. on the other
hand, the cost of television broadcasting has risen so sharply that it
i- necessary for the advertisers to
find ways of reducing their outlav
for the medium. The answer to
both problems i- film.
Although the advertising medium known as radio for year- had
flirted with film folk, it was mainl\ on the talent level. It didn't take
very long for the executives ol the
motion picture industxj to get over
the feeling that radio was in competition with their product. Once
the) decided to allow their stars
before a microphone, they began
to look on radio as a method of
building their own l>o\ office receipts.
Then a lot more radio programs
came from the West Coast, where

from films.
little.

Hut. it was very, verj

Along eomes TV!
Advertisers found themselves
laced with such considerations as

agenc) man can appreciate. And
so it goes — with two seemingly divergent points of view converging
and making the over-all picture
most encouraging for the new medium a- well as for those engaged
in it.

commercial

reviews

residual rights and the bicycling
of print- and helow-the-line costs.
it wasn't long before the radio
•production department of the agency had to become adept at handling
such phrases as fine-grains and
dupe-negatives, and you could seldom wander down the corridor
without hearing the pleasant whir
of a 16 mm projector.
Soon, too, it became apparent
to both the film people and the ad
men that filming, despite the added
initial cost, offered new' scope and
assurance for TV programing. It
was then that the TV shows began
to move out of the live studios
where they had been hemmed in
by two walls and, usually, an orchestra pit.
More important, the people in
the film business also began to
realize that second-runs, even in

SPONSOR:
agency:

I Wilson's Mor
I Davis & Co., Los Angeles

procram:

I One-minute

announcements

Most whimsey when applied commercially misses by many miles, but the anitising. mated Wilson's Mor spot is as clever and
delightful to look at as it is good adverA cute little Indian bov in tempo with
the tom-toms walks through the woods
and lets his bow and arrow fly at a big
bear. Thus starts the fable which goes into
the stills of Mor meat in use and the
voice-over delightedly told by the bear in
a deep Louis Armstrong accent.
The dishes themselves are appetizing
and clearly depicted. The ditty at the
end is cute and easy to understand. All in
all this is one of the better spots in the
business, animated as John Sutherland,
Inc. usually does it— which means superblv.

present TV market-, were very salable. As for the hundreds of newstations just ahead, well, here were

sponsor:
I RKO
Theatres
acency: Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y.C.

untapped markets for film alreadyin-the-can. Thus they were willing
to sell their product for less than

It's high time someone realized that TV
is an advertising medium that might be
enlisted to help correct the slump in bigscreen box office. So the RKO chain, at
least in this neck of the woods, seems to

it cost them — banking on the residual rights to more than repay them.
This, of course, was a big break
for the advertiser, too, who had already been pushed to the wall by
the cosl of doing television.
\ow each of the duet i> learning
more about hi- new partner as
time marches on. One big Hollywood outfit is looking for an agency man to supplement its own staff

it was inevitable that a -light
amount of advertising-saw) and
agency-peculiarity and selling-vicissitude was hound to rub off on

and bring more advertising knowhow within it- ken. Fellows like
Gil Ralston of Screen Televideo

the people whose livelihood came

Productions, with years of ad-ex-

42

perience under hi- belt, are showing how important this advertisingsavvy is to a film maker. Men like
Jack Denow are doing commercial films in a wax that only an

PROCRAM:

| Station

identifications

have given the devil his due and joined
him. A wise media-selection and a wise
choice of time — high rating station identiThese quickies give the exhibitor all the
time needed to tell what's playing and
who's in it. My only bone of contention is
the technique used. It just seems wrong
to me that anyone connected with motion
pictures uses a visual medium in such a
static and cluttered manner as RKO is
doing. An "art-work" card, loaded with
various sizes of type, rather uninviting as
SPONSOR

SARRA'S OWN NEW FILM £BJ)CESSING LABORATORY
BRINGS YOU

~l/icfe-0-rigina/ '
TV COMMERCIALS'
We are pleased to announce the completing link in the SARRA chain of
quality control . . . our own modern new
film laboratory, designed, staffed and
equipped to deliver the ultimate in TV
selling messages —
the VIDE-O-RIGINAL.

VIDE-O-RIGINAL

. . . WHAT

IT IS

It's Sarra's name for a quality-controlled motion picture print,
produced in a laboratory designed especially for the making of
TV prints. Each and every print is custom-made and whether it is
1 -minute or 8-seconds, it receives individual attention in quantities
of one or hundreds.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL

. . . WHAT

IT MEANS

It means that all of Sarra's creative photography, all of Sarra's
visual selling ability, reaches the television screen with maximum
fidelity. VIDE-O-RIGINAL prints combine Sarra standards with
station requirements.
VIDE-O-RIGINAL . . . WHAT

IT DOES

It provides complete quality protection from storyboard to home
reception ... it insures your investment of time, talent and money
in your TV presentation.
On your next television film commercial get a SARRA
VIDE-O-RIGINAL ... get top quality from start to finish!

~l/ide-0-riginal
TV

FILM

PRODUCTION

FOR

4Wfc^
REPRODUCTION

specialists in visual sell
•Copyright 1952, SARRA,

INC.

IDEAS ♦ SCRIPTS • STORYBOARDS • ANIMATION • PHOTOGRAPHY • PROCESSING
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well as hard to figure out, gives the pertinent facts— but so undramatically! Somehow Ifeel a little motion would help this
i announcement

despite the necessity for

economy since the features change so often
that the announcements become rapidly
obsolete. At least, a still shot from the
picture might help add a bit of come-on;
anything to give a dash of excitement to
the vehicle advertised. But — so what? As
long
as they're using the medium, I'm for
in
key.
'em and mv objections are decidedly minor

sponsor:
I Pan American World Airways
ACE.vcY: J. W. Thompson Co., N.Y.C.
program : I Announcements
Using video solely for timetable copy,
Pan American

has turned out a very cred-

itable job. The

minute

announcements,

the ones I've caught, are as direct as a

you can see the
difference on WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV maintains an auxiliary transmitter in addition
to its regular transmitter in order to fully guarantee a
continuity of service. This supplementary equipment,
plus WBNS-TV's fine facilities, expertly operated, supervised and maintained, is further proof of why advertisers
and viewers all agree — you can see the difference on
WBNS-TV.

drug store cowboy's wink with no footage
devoted either to institutionalism or to the
grandeur of flight.
These spots take off at once for their destination— usually some
as Bermuda

exotic haven such

or Puerto Rico — and by use

of punched-up prices, inserts of "meals
served aloft," and super-ed phone numbers
(to call for reservations), this series gets
there smoothly and safely.
The

speed, comfort, and economy

traveling Pan American

of

plus the pleasures

available at the journey's end, all get good
play within the 60 seconds allotted. No
interviews with pilots, no essays regarding
the structural advantages of the equipment
they fly clutter up these announcements
which, therefore, I'm sure, pay off in seats
sold.
sponsor:
I Bond Bread
agency: BBDO, N.Y.C.
procram:

I "Hopalong

Cassidy Show"

I mention this program and its advertiser abit abashedly for obvious reasons.
But I do want to make
Western
Round-Up
4:45
p.m. —
A popular western show complete
with chuck wagon, rope tricks and
brands. Excellent use of live demonis. slides and film make this
minute participation pronks in the top 10 listings.

TV Weatherman — 10:00
p.m.—
A daily comprehensive weather show
using the stations fine production facilities and complete wire and
weather services. This top rated program has been continuously sponsored on WBNS-TV
for 2'/, years.

uibns-tv

CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated
WBNS-AM • General Sales <
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV

around the gunplay of this popular hoss
opera. It's simply this: a guy who has
been through the advertising mill and who
has then mastered film techniques is an
unbeatable combination.
The individual to whom

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

one point about

the series of 24 different filmed commercials which extol Bond Bread in and

I refer is Jack

Denove, head of the new TV
of the same name.

film concern

The Bond copy bears witness to the validity of my statement. It is beautifully
shot, edited, cast, lighted, and directed.
Please turn to page 56)
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These

ADVERTISERS
SPONSORING
A

national

KTLA programs

advertisers

buy

on a participating

basis to get best results in the second largest video market.

PROGRAMS

American Cigarette & Cigar Co.

You, too, can do better with spot in

Bristol-Myers Co.
Frito Company, mc.

Los Angeles. You can do best on

General Electric Co.

KTLA, the station consistently attract-

\A

General Foods Corp.
Gruen Watch Co.

ing the lion's share of Los Angeles'
1,125,000 television homes. KTLA

Gordon Baking Co.

has topped every audience survey

Kellogg Company

every month for the past five years.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

KTLA knows

Minute Maid Corp.
Pabst Sales Co.

its market and has

created its own top-rated shows.
Current availabilities include a

Pearson Pharmacal Co., Inc.
Pillsbury Mills, Inc.

participating

Servel, Inc.

sponsorship

in

"Frosty Frolics/' spectacular ice
revue (25.4 April ARB rating), and

Shell Oil Co. (San Francisco)
Standard Oil Company of California

another in the established Sunday

United Air Lines, Inc.
Van Camp Sea Foods, Inc.

evening

White Rock Corp.

sparkling "Bandstand
(19.0 April, 1952 ARB

Youngstown Kitchens—
Mullins Mfg. Corp.

y\

(Eleven are sponsors or co-sponsors of
"live" KTLA-developed programs.)

sales - producer — the
Revue"
rating).

Let us tell you how and why KTLA
can do the outstanding sales job
for you in this 7-station market.

CHANNEL

*****
^

For an audition print, wire, write or telephone

KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon
Eastern

5

Offices

PAUl

H.

•
RAYMER

1501

Broadway,

COMPANY

. . .

St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood
New

York 36

• NATIONAL

•

WHELMING
Write for a copy
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of "The

Story of the Fabulous

9-6363

BRyant 9-8700

REPRESENTATIVE

KTLA,"

MARGIN

just off the press.

On 1 May, as the campaign came to
a climax, KPRC and KPRC-TV profited special democracy-in-action programs which portrayed dramaticall)
the importance of participating in the
conventions. These shows were timed
to coincide with the distribution of
This SPONSOR depart
broadcast advertising
ments
of the industry.

Contributi

Booklet shows merchants
how to u.se radio effectively
Peeling strongl) that the use of radio ma) often seem complex to the
bus) merchant in main towns (though
it ma) be U5C-simple to the radio man
and the ad agenc) I, the Lane Advertising Compan) of Topeka lias gotten out
a booklet aimed at showing local advertisers how to make radio work most
effectivel) for them.

"We feel that the pitch about greater
circulation and so forth is redundant:
an) half-wa) bright merchant realizes
radio's power. The question that must
be answered, though, is how he can
make best use of it."
For sample cop) of booklet, rates
and further details, write Stan Emerson, Lane Advertising Company, 417
Topeka
Boulevard.
Topeka,
Kansas.

•••

Titled "Radio hits the bullseye" and
liberally sprinkled with sprightl) illustrations, the booklet points out the
ubiquitousness of radio; how to reach
a certain audience: how to make announcements getbetter results: how to
utilize radio for short-notice selling opportunitthose
es l
caused, for instance.
b) sudden weather changes) ; why advertising consistent wins.
Lane is currently marketing the
booklet — available in quantity at low
bulk rates— to radio stations around
the country. \\ REN, Topeka, was first
to bu\ the booklet: other stations such

ABi-TV •newspaper tlrive ups
Texas voting 50-fold

as KMBC, Kansas City; KFBI, Wichita; and KLWN, Lawrence. Kansas.
have evinced interest in the brochure

suits can be record-smashing. Voting,
for example, at the recent precinct conventions in the KPRC-KPRC-TVHouston Post area in Texas was more
them 50 times as great this year as in
1948 — and the turnout was the biggest

as a sales aide. Its front cover pro\ides a place for radio salesmen to
insert their own business cards.
Savs a Lane Advertising spokesman:

u
Keep

plugs clear, to the

point, booklet urges

When radio, TV and newspapers
pool their efforts to run a concentrated
"get out the vote" campaign,

the re-

m
KPRC-KPRC-TV

shows

spurred

voters

to

act

158.000 copies of the Post's Political
Primer as a special supplement by 73
newspapers in the Houston trade area.
Texas voters, duly impressed with
the fact that the conventions were the
onl) point at which they could voice
their preferences in the nomination of
Presidential candidates. Hocked to participate. ** *

WGV

<firee-iiiiiiii<c u?«?ci<Iier-

cast pulls 6,842 letters

Does an early morning weather
broadcast get good listenership?
on

How good is sponsor identification
a three-minute
weather program?

WGY, Schenectady, found partial answers to both these questions recently.
On an unsponsored 7:05 a.m. weather
show, announcer How ard Tupper asked
listeners to write in and tell him what
\alue they placed on his daily threeminute weather program. An avalanche
of 6,842 letters and postcards — from
611 towns and cities in seven states —
poured into the station in reply to the
one announcement. Among them, farmers, contractors, airplane pilots pointed out what a great help this particular weathercast was in conducting their
daily business.
To WGY. this meant that the 7:05
weather program
tention than they
The sustaining
been sponsored

received greater athad suspected.
weather program had
previously. Though

in the state's history. Here's how it
happened:
Three weeks before the Texas precinct conventions for nomination of

nothing was said about sponsor identification, nearly I0c/c of the people writing to Howard Tupper voluntarily mentioned the name of the former sponsor

presidential candidates on 3 Ma\.
KPRC and KPRC-TV. Houston, in cooperation with their parent new. -paper.
The Houston Post, set out to spur voters to attend the conventions.

of the package.

On 20 April, a "Political Primer"
section appeared in the Post informing voters how to act to make their
preferences and \iews effective politically. Heav) announcement schedules
ran from 13 April through 3 Ma\ on
both KPRC and KPRC-TV. Jack Harris general manager of both stations,
appealed to all Texas radio stations to
urge voters to be active on the crucial
da) of the convention.

• • •

Prize size doesn't affect
S. Africa quiz audience size
If the wa\ listeners react toward radio quiz shows in the southern part
of Africa is a good indication, then
Lourenco Marques
burg has come up
ing findings about
A competition

Radio in Johanneswith some interestquizzes in general.
called Guess Who,

sponsored b) the Chesebrough Manufacturing Compan) i Vaseline products), was broadcast over Lourenco
Marques Radio on the last eight SunSPONSOR

days (7:30 to 8:00 p.m.J of L951. In
connection >\ itH this listener-participation (|iii/. L. ML found that :
1. The amount of tin- prize offered
had a definite effect on the number of
tMiiiic- received.
2. The amount of prize offered made
little or no difference in the size of the
listening audience.
The total number of entries received

BIG BUSINESS
ATWGY

from the eight-week series was 29,1 1 I.
During the first seven weeks -when
the prize ran»ed in the vicinity of 25
guineas — the entries averaged 1.300
weekly. But as a result of the one last
"jackpot" broadcast on 30 December,
at which time the prize offered had
reached 200 guineas (about $585), all
of 20.237 entries poured in.
Throughout the series whatever the
prize amount — the actual listening audien :e remained ahout the same: the
program's average Franklin rating for
November was 7'.: for Deeemher.
it was <>' I .
• * •

Briefly . . .
Some bighl) resultful electioneering
took place in our nation's capital recently. The occasion: the Washington
Advertising Club Board of Directors
election. Two barelegged beauties pa-

Sponsors using WGY

have the benefit of tremendous support

for their sales messages through the station's many promotional activities —
AUDIENCE
PROMOTION:
# WGY publishes Mike and Camera monthly and distributes it to
an up-to-date mailing list containing over 20,000 subscribers.
# Over 900 hard-hitting promotional announcements are scheduled each month.
# Over 10,000 lines of advertising are placed in Albany and
Schenectady newspapers each month.
# One minute movies of station artists are shown on WGY's
sister station — WRGB.
# Motorists on area highways have their attention called to the
station by seven 8' by 24' colorful scotchlited billboards.
# WGY artists are furnished with promotional postcards on
which they answer their large volume of mail.
0 The complete WGY program schedule is carried in 14 area
dailies having a circulation of 332,934 and in three Sunday
papers with a circulation of 217,797.
% Many remote broadcasts are conducted throughout the year,
including several from N.Y.S. Fair and County Fairs in the area.
MERCHANDISING:
#

Loveiy

electi

spiced

Strc

raded back and forth in the lobby of
the Statler Hotel on 13 May. wearing
sandwich boards which proclaimed the
qualifications of candidate Ben Strouse.
v.p. and general manager. WWDC. for
membership in the Club's Board. With
Marx jane Ha\es (photo, right), Miss
Washington of 1949. and Lorraine DeBoe. a Miss Washington finalist of the
same vear. working for him. no wonder Strouse won.
\Plase turn to page 61 I
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Dealer letters and postcards are r ailed
grocers and 299 druggists.
WGY

IS A

TOP

PROMOTIONAL

on

BUY!

request to 1436
The

extensive

promotional activities insure a maximum audience for
all sales messages broadcast by this pioneer station
which serves 840,000 radio families in 53 counties in
Eastern New York and Western New England.

A GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

YOU WANT
COVERAGE?

"WHEN"
Say
TELEVISION

Tom Harrington
Partner, Ted

Sound programming that creates viewer preference, plus
smart merchandising, makes
WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.

YOU'LL GET
RESULTS

Bates & Co.

There's an energetic-looking fellow over at Ten Bates & Co.
who says his career clearly shows that he couldn't hang on to a job.
But every time Tom Harrington changed jobs he moved up a notch.
Starting as an office boy in George Batten's Boston office, Tom
worked through office management, research, production, account
handling, timebuying. radio commercials, and radio directing — all
between 1919 and 1934. During the 10 years that followed with
Young & Rubicam, he directed the radio shows of Bea Lilly. Joe
Cook, Jack Benny, Burns & Allen, and a host of others.
Early in 1944 he was handling an average of 27 shows a week and
felt the need of a year's rest. Before the year was up, Ted Bates
signed him on as senior vice president and contact supervisor of the
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet account. He has also supervised the Kool*
and Viceroy accounts, and is the Ted Bates partner most directly
concerned with radio and TV operations.
When C-P-P contracted for the Colgate Comedy Hour on NBC-TV
they had two things in mind: To get a good show on TV, but more
important to stake out a franchise on the highly desirable 8:00 to
9:00 p.m. time slot Sunday nights. Today, with many sponsors
scurrying around for key availabilities, Colgate is sitting pretty with
an excellent time segment, 41 live and 19 kine outlets.
Says Tom, "The high cost of TV is one reason why there isn't a
just opportunity to build a marriage between a star performer and
the advertised product.

ON CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

[when
(television
\smmsEy

A MEREDITH TV STATION

"Another thing about TV is that your ad dollar is gone almost
before you know it. While radio was (and is) a true national medium, TV campaigns must often be bolstered by other media. Not
every client, in fact darn few, can afford hour-long, top-talent shows.
"Eight- and 20-second spot announcements have done great work
for Kools and Viceroy cigarettes. This is possible because their sales
pitch is essentially a brief one. The Kool jingle and Viceroy filter-tip
demonstration can be shown quickly and effectively. The quintupling
of Viceroy sales in some markets can be directly traced to those 20second TV commercials," Tom says.
The results of this thoughtful use of the client's dollars are manifest: Ted Bates & Co. billings last year neared the 30 million mark,
about half of which went into radio and TV.
\wa\ from the office, Tom and his wife divide their time between
New York and Connecticut, have a 20-year old son at Dartmouth and
another lad. four years younger, headed in the same direction. * * *
SPONSOR

THE FIRST JOINT AWARD

to be made by the

George Foster Peabody Board went to Atlanta's WSB

and WSB-TV.

The citation was for "meritorious regional public service".
And advertisers are given another insight on why,
in every audience survey ever made in Atlanta by a recognized
authority, these stations have been dominant firsts.

wj

WJ

sbfv
The Voice of the South

World's tallest TV tower

Affiliated with the Atlanta Journal and Constitution. Represented
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by Edward

Petry & Co., Inc.

another
big extra value
for K-NUZ
advertisers!

What's New in Research?
As I read off each of the following

a SPONSOR original

if.

programs

please tell me whether you believe

the program is presented live or on film?

Viewer ability to (list inauish the difference
between programs broadcast lire or irom film
PROGRAMS

believe
is

/ Love

Lucy

Mama

(live)

Amos

V

Andy

Fireside

Gangbusters
Philco

Circle

Theatre

(live)

Kraft

Theatre

(live)

Squad

(film)

Racket

Houston An.
March
30-April

6!

°°

Whk°now°

n°'

27.5
15.4
31.2
48.0
19.1

42.9
40.9
17.5

62.8
24.9
37.0
54.6
15.7

(live)

(film)

the program
on film

56.0
15.6
46.8

38.0
11.1

(film)

(film)

Playhouse

Big Town

believe
is

56.9
22.0

(film)

Theatre

the
program
live

28.6

(film)

19.7

40.7
17.6
18.3
42.3

34.4
45.4
27.1
42.0
\l,n 1952.

Source: Advertest Research study conducted exdusireh
for
\miii during
Respondents: 7.56 people in the New ) orh Metropolitan urea were asked this

cSho.

Currently advertised products on I Illusion's leading
independent station — fea/ tured in an impressive
, booth display with glittering signs, helium filled balloons and a revolving dis-

Key conclusions emerging from film

ion.
recognition quest
study

It will he noted in the ahove breakdown that the respondents did much
better at identifying live programs than in tagging film shows. Mama, Philco
Playhouse, and Kraft Theatre each came out with a correct identification of
over 50%.

play of K W/.'s top disc
jockey personalities - - attracted the attention of
1 Ionic Show visitors . . .
thousands of regi
K-NUZ listeners.

50%.

Onl) one film show. / Love Lucy, obtained a correct score of over

The correct identification of these four programs by better than 50^

ma\ be attributed to the fact thai they have consistently been among the top
rating shows since their advent in the medium.

Contrasted with this possible

inference is the fact that Fireside Theatre, which has also been consistent!) in

K-NUZ

the top rating brackets, obtained a correct identification score of hut 42.9. with
:;;;',

interviewed believing this show to be live.

Apr!

MAKE

YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLARS MULTIPLY INTO SALES
DOLLARS - BUY K-NUZ FOR MERCHANDISING
PLUS
VALUES!

Call

\s. March

I 952:

Iprii 1952
nk
Ratinq

FORJOE

|

National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS

Comedy
Variety

how

in 'ogram

,/.Avg.
1952

1.7
1-7 »/..

Program

Rank
2

23.6

Type
Drama &

KEystone

258 I

21.9
188
20%

1

1
3

27.8
20.0

Talent
Comedy

HOUSTON'S

50

LEADING

r.h Avg.
1952
Rating

IT Ufa

i

Avg.

, Ranlc ' Rating
6
17.3

Rank
4

16.9
10.3

Boxing

I

fared

Iprii 19S2

Ratinq

Avy.
24.8

types
I- 7

19.9
16 4

Kid

Mysteries
Shows

Wrestling
Quiz

&

Aud.

7

11.1

S

9.9

9

9.3

IC

8.6

10

8.0
7.6

Partic.
Variety
Musical

82

INDEPENDENT

SPONSOR

AGAIN THIS YEAR,

New England Women
buy more of the foods
advertised on U/D7
BOSTON
50,000
NBC
TAKE CHEESE, for example. . and take the word

loyal audience has been one of the prime factors
in making this a banner year. We have been
amazed and delighted at the large and continuing

of Alice M. Liddell, director of media for IngallsMiniter Company, the agency for McCadam
Cheeses.

demand for your 1 lome Forum Bulletins."

Writes Miss Liddell: "The WBZ Home Forum
represents the only radio advertising being used
currently to promote the sale of McCadam
Cheeses; and we are sure that your large and

4?*^K
rt gj

Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc
KYW
• KDKA
• WOWO

^^

National Representatives, Free & Pel

RADIO-AMERICA'S

WATTS
AFFILIATE

For any type of food
"WBZ I lome Forum"
ing job in all six New
abilities, check WBZ

KEX

•

WBZ

xcept for WBZ-TV;

GREAT

•

product, Mildred Carlson's
can do a tremendous sell
England States. For avail
or Free & Peters.

WBZA

for WBZ-TV,

ADVERTISING
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•
NBC

WBZ-TV
Spot Sales

MEDIUM
51

HOUSEWIFE

AND RADIO

at least met the person you are listenin-: to. for you have the mental picture
hefore you — TV with no tube. I guess

(Continued from page 27)
like will make us feel you are really
interested in us. and maybe you will
gel some valuable information, too,
who knows? \t least \<>u will get more
listeners, for who could resist listening
to find out whether you used the suggestions we made.'' There must be at
least 30, and probably 50, service clubs

I should say "screen."
WSHB was \ei\ generous with the
husiness and professional women of
Stillwater last fall during Business
Women's Week. An interview type
program was taped at their dinner and
run a couple of days later. The week
before, I 1 members taped spots and
tins,, were run at \arious times during
the week, and I know as many members as could listened all week just to
hear how the gals sounded.
They told

area, and
bet, from
inquiries
Iinvethismade.
the\ I'llwould
be most
interested inmeeting you and your staff.
It's more fun to listen when \ ou have

"
"
*
*
i
f
'jfi

l hen friends and relatives and they
listened too. The) also heard the specials and I know several who dashed
downtown to buy.
The staff was so cordial and so helpful, giving out hints about taking a
deep breath before speaking, the best
kind of paper to use to eliminate rattle,
how to hold the script and things like
that. The fingered okay from the control room was comforting and made
them feel at ease. Right there WSHB
made 60 staunch friends. Rich Power,
the present manager of WSHB, has
successfully used this spot stunt with
other local people for the March of
Dimes and similar campaigns.
It's fun for us to feel we, too, have
been on radio, and to feel you have
made it possible for us to enter the
227.000 radio homes in this area. We
love you for it!
My son brought up a good question
one day when he was home with the
flu. He said, "Mommy, why does that
announcer try to tell us Smith's Grocery is the best in town, when just a
little while ago he said Joneses was?"
Being nine, he could understand that
announcers cost money, that the station couldn't afford as many as thev
would like to, but he still insisted with
the tenacity of all small boys, that it
didn't sound
does either.
friends to put
on something

right. I don't think it
Somehow we expect our
across that they are sold
and I agree with John

that he can't be completely sold on
both — at least not within the matter
of minutes or even an hour. Don't
you suppose that Jones himself or that
curly headed clerk of his (the good
looking one) could, and would give
the Jones commercials, if they were
duly and properly approached?

According to an independent survey made by students
at North Dakota Agricultural College, 17 out of 18
families within a 90-mile radius of Fargo prefer WD AY
to any other station. 3,969 farm families in the rich

They're both pretty sharp and certainly should be convincing, after all
they do know their stock. It just
doesn't seem genuine to say the same
things in different words about all the

Red River Valley were asked, "To what radio station
does your family listen most?" 78.6% said WDAY,
with the next station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY with much
the same overwhelming popularity "in town". Despite
the fact that the other three major networks are represented with local studios, WDAY consistently gets a
3-to-l greater Share of Audience than all other FargoMoorhead stations combined!

grocery stores.
One gripe I've heard from a lot of
people was the excessive use of certain
words or phrases such as "tasty," "as
the saying goes." "it goes without saying," and "to make a long story short."
We have heard them so often for so

WDAY is one of America's great radio buys, serving
one of America's great farm markets. Write direct or
ask Free 8C Peters for all the facts!

4-

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

long a time they have become horribly
boring. I'm going to write a letter to
Santa and ask him to bring \ou a book
WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

of synonyms next Christmas. \n interesting point was brought up about
hesitations after words — and-a, for inSPONSOR

IN THE LAND

iou**v

wd

MILK ond^onEY

Got this one copyrighted. Having created "Pot O'Gold" and
the Telephone Quiz Idea ('way back in the mid '30's) we feel
sorta experienced in this line.
This Program features two well-known local personalities, Hal
O'Halloran and Clair Stone . . . and three Phone Operators.
"Inspector" Stone talks to three "Detectives" (Housewives)
simultaneously over the phone. Says he: " 'Morning ladies, you
are our panel of Detectives on our first (second — or third) case
this morning. Here we go with five clues about a famous person.
The moment you think you know the answer, speak right up. By
correctly identifying the person on the first clue, you'll get $5.00
— second clue, $4.00, etc. The first clue will be tough. The second,
a bit easier — third, still easier. Let's go."
And does this Program go? Reference: Our largest Department
Store, H. C. Prange Company.
* This is the 3rd in scries of our original Ideas. Glad to send you others.

5000

Wisconsin's most show -full station
%

Green
HAYDN

R. EVANS,

Bay
Gen.

Represented By WEED
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M9r.

& COMPANY

WATTS

GREEN

W4*

- •A

^-mf

©

W B A Y

stance. One woman objected violently, while her next door neighbor said
-he rather liked it sounded so much
like people reall) d<> more natural.
Sounded as though the annoumci w<-\r
ieall\ weighing hi- word- and really
thinking. Maybe -he has something
there, hut I wouldn't like it overdone.
Too frequent use of a particular
commercial is another thing. It is interesting the first four time- maybe,
hut after 40 or even I 1 times, I just
d.m't hear it. Network programs are
guilt)
of this.
too. ofI the
get product,
so I don't
even hear
the name
nn
listening-attention hutton just autoinatieall) turns off while it is on.
Now to get hack to the giveawaxs
that started all this. Of course we like
them in spite of all our sputtering.
Housework at best is monotonous and
colorless for main of us. hut these
shows, especially in the morning, add
an element of devil-may-care, so we
listen. True, we probably wont be
.ailed, but we always feel as though
maybe this is the da\. and believe me
we intend to be prepared. Should
anyone inadvertent!) call me when it's
lime for one. they are greeted with
• Tll-call-you-back.
time-for-Giveaway

s7 now- better-listen," and hang
-ne- the receiver. One morning 1 was
putting clothes in the washer and had
the living room set turn up quite loud

all my circle of friends is the same.
And about those specials. We like
these specials, because many of us get
little chance to really shop around

so I could hear. I It's one of those
speakers awa) from the set and it
really blasts. I I guess the three-year-

downtown— in a hurry or too large an
escort of small fry — and this way,
when we hear about something we reall\ want, we know exactly where to go.

old thought it was too "noisy" so she
shut it off. just when Elmer was giving
the specials. With a sprint that would
have done credit to a track star. 1
made it in time for the last special.
I

********

"You can'! have too many facts about
any medium providing the facts are
correct, reliable and properly used and
interpreted."
EDGAR KOBAK
Business Consultant

********

wasn't called, hut 1 might have been.
I know quite a few women who put
their small radios by an open window
SO the) can listen while they hang up
clothes or work in the garden. You
see these programs lend an air of excitement to our otherwise drab days.
Personally I don't even care if the
prizes are small — it 's the idea of winning that counts. By the way, I mention the sponsors -f- stations just as
often on a $5 win as on a $50, after

Class...
Consistency...
Condition
Like a fine thoroughbred, the WBNS radio
audience has "the look of eagles" to sponsors. This
billion -dollar market is in a c/ass by itself! Consistent Central -Ohio listeners stay tuned to WBNS
for the twenty top-rated programs. Conditioned to
react favorably to well -placed advertising, WBNS
listeners increase your odds for better results.

WBMS—

ASK

JOHN

WBNS

BLAIR

—

CENTRAL

OHIO'S ONLY

5.000

WEtD-FM— 53.000
COLUMBUS.

Sometimes — many times — I miss the
ads in the paper because the kids have
thrown it away, or I'm just too woofed
to be much interested after they're in
bed. But there is one thing: When a
merchant advertises specials, won't you
please have him inform the clerks so
that I don't have to feel foolish when
I go in and ask for the item I heard on
your station? It has happened several
times and you know, it makes me think
I wasn't listening, even though I carefully wrote it down. I wonder if I'm
slipping
It's now two hours since I started
this, but something happened. The
two- and three-year-olds were outside,
and frankly I forgot about them, so
busy airing my gripes. But I found
them — having a fine time in the soot
pile — that nice black stuff from the
furnace. I said I should have been
washing and I have.
What a mess.
As I was saying before I was so
rudely interrupted by the little dears
(?) and a detergent, the clerks certainly should know the specials. I know
this isn't your fault, but I bet you can
help fix it.
I'm a sucker for a contest — practically any, but those tune identification
shows leave me cold. Why send in
the name of a tune that even my kids
would know. It's too easy. There
must be a catch — I'm leary. The
prize can't be much, and I feel no
confidence in the store either. If the
tune were harder to guess suppose I'd
think it more worth while.
Something
noticed
the
theme
is often else
out ofI've
balance
with— the
program to follow. Usually too loud,
though I can't see why it would be. I
get the set all fixed during the theme,
then when the program comes on I
have to readjust everything. Couldn't
that be leveled out or something ? It's
aggravating.
Last summer I didn't do quite as
much listening as I might have because
some of the shows I like were off the
air. The merchants say it is because

OHIO

nobody
listens
the summer.
you think
theyin might
listen ifDon't
the)
heard what they wanted?
I would.
SPONSOR

"Why, they're listening to the radio!"
There are 690,140 radio sets within 60 miles of Louisville, making
a whopping big average of 2.2 sets per home!
But each of these 313,700 homes averages only 1.64 regularly
received newspapers, and only .48 TV sets!
That's one more reason why WAVE radio can deliver 1000 impressions
for only 37c/ Get all the facts from Free & Peters!

WAVE

Facts above are from scientific, authoritatK'e survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (bead of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, July, 1951.

5000

«Hr

WATTS

•

nbc

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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\\ In not some tailor-made summer
fare foi us? \-k us when \»>u visit
din clubs. We'll tfll \<>u what we'd
like
i I'll start mj list tonight. »
I'm wondering whj some Bponsor
isn't daring enough to sponsor a Grins
.iikI Gripes show where we could send
letters like this concerning things on

next number like this: And now we'll
bear what happened "On Louise on
Lake Louise." He must have realized
his boner and decided to toss it off
lightly, but pulled another by saying,
"Just a little matter of the wrong propositi! n. I think a program of this
type would prove popular, but we

the air that we don't like, and the
boners that occur even on the big sta-

wouldn't want you to use our names.
If we were assured of anonymity we

tions. I'll long remember one I caught.
Do you remember "With Louise on
Lake Louise?" \ verj precise and
dignified voice introduced
it as the

would willing!) sign such a'lelter and
include phone number for furthei verification.
\nd

win

don't

you

see

that

local

people are mentioned in the paper beFore tin \ appear on programs, so that
1 1 we haven't heard about it we can see
it in tin- paper? I don't always know
who's going to be on, but I'd like to.
after all I don't want to miss anything.
The library is a nice place for news of
programs too. Lots of us go there,
and I for one, always glance at the
bulletin board. Can't keep my ears
glued to the radio all the time, and
there are things I'd make a special
point of hearing if I but knew thc\
were on. So many of us are that way,
and really, it's unfair to disorganised
housewivi - to keep all that information

id yourself.

Looking back over this, I realize it
might seem that all we are interested in
is something for nothing. That isn't
true, but it does help to keep us listening. And why couldn't those numbers
be picked at random from a register
kept in the stores? It would be an
added incentive to go in.
Give us good, honest advertising
with no extravagant claims. We're
plain folks and don't go much for the
super-scrumptious and colossal, we like
wholesome lasting things.

*"". i? °"'< r
'U/ie v

Ks are

Nl

2 """'"feed

We want you to know that we are
proud to have a real live radio station
in our town. You add a lot to our
community. Something like the parsley on a steak platter: adds glamour,
but it's good too. Please let us get
acquainted — we want to be friends.

i

•••

TV COMMERCIALS
pr°gta J

{Continued from page 44)

oft<>n #1,

"'tFlD

lA

GU*

IS A

Bit /CRY

As«uCH

The cow-pokes in it are realistic. There's
not a single slice of ham with bread, despite the fairly lengthy copy sequences, the
Western lore in the openings, and the
straight-sell over the close-up of package.
Denove shot this stuff and delivered the
first batch of answer prints in about three
weeks which is just about unheard of. I
might also add that they were not what
you so often get; i.e., okay to revise. They
were letter-perfect. Also, the price was unbelievably reasonable. And most important, the sales message, the advertiser's
basic sales points, in the copy were all
taken into intelligent consideration so that

BROADCAST
NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

MUSI
C,INC.
. hoi.ywo™

the resulting films were sound advertisements.
Maybe there ought to be more Denoves
in the business of filming commercials.
SPONSOR

Picture of broadcast coverage
in Northern California
KNBC, 50,000 watts,
non-directional wide
circle coverage.

Other dominant stations,
50,000 watts, directional
elliptical coverage.

I
\
I

All television
stations.

<*TV

In Northern California, KNBC reaches more people
...more of ten... than any other radio a station
Fix Northern California's coverage
picture in your mind:
Television, a small 60-mile radius,
with only about V3 of the families in
the area owning sets.
Radio, two 50,000 watts directional
stations, with coverage over a limited
elliptical area, and —
— KNBC, 50,000 watts nondirectional, giving a wide circle of
coverage that includes not only the
San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan
Market, but all the thriving PLUSMarkets of Northern California.
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RECENT RADIO AUDIENCE RATINGS:—
Total Rated
Time Periods

Station A
Station B

KNBC
Wide

13.8
18.9

23.4
?rage plus program popularity make —

KNBC

San Francisco

Northern California's No. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts, Non-Directional — 680 KC
Represented by NBC Spot Sales

HOLDING

YOUR

AUDIENCE

or tenth, or twelfth minute I
there at the 25-minute mark
The second figure is almost
less than the first, in both

i Continued from page 33)
>!n>\\ win audience walks out
But let's take a look at the "minuteby-minute quantitative approach first.
For the past three years Nielsen researchers, whose specialty is the interpretation of minute-by-minute ratings
and audience, have been applying a
new t\pe of yardstick to radio and TV
Bhows. It- name, Vudience-Held Index.
ma) be strange to some ad men.
The purpose of this yardstick is to
isolate, as much as possible, the pure
"holding power" of a show. To do this
requires, first of all. lopping off the
first five and last five minutes of a
show. Reason: it is in these portions
that there is considerable tuning-in and
tuning-out, particularl) in TV. Also,
the audience for a program is fairly
well "'settled'" beyond the five-minute
mark, unaffected In preceding and following programs which may be either
weak or strong. .
In practice, it works out like this.
The audience present at the five-minute
mark is calculated. Then, the amount
of original audience I not counting
those who tuned in at. sa\ . the sixth,

that's still
is figured.
invariably
radio and

I \ . due to time-outs. The second figure is calculated as a percentage of the
first. This is the Audience-Held Index.
\n example: A recent radio airing
of Gulf Oil's Counterspy on NBC radio
had an audience at the five-minute
mark of 2.514.000 radio homes. Losses occurred, quite normally, as portions of this audience decided they'd
rather hear something else, and tuned
out. At the 25-minute mark, the audience was figured as being 2,011,000
radio homes. This gives an AudienceHeld Index to Counterspy, for that
particular night, of about 80* - .
Compared to the general level of all
radio programing, this figure isn't bad.
But. it's about par for the course with
mystery programs, whose AHI is usually in the 80's, due to the suspenseful
nature of the stories.
When any program's Audience-Held
Index is calculated, again and again,
over a long period of time, certain important facts begin to be clear, especially when the AHI is related to program
content. Matched with the average AHI

1000 WATTS

Charleston's most far reachi
ng station
"It's getting awful hot down here in
Charleston nowadays — and I'm tired. And
my boss just doesn't feel like writing any
copy. Besides, we don't feel like WPAL
needs any selling to you agencies, anyway.
Results speak for themselves . . .
"Oh, well, if you just gotta get on our
station, contact John Pearson or DoraClayton . . . Don't bother me, though.
I'm going back to sleep.
"Maybe by the next issue we can think
of something real clever ....

of similar or competing programs, il
is a simple
yardstick of program efficieny.
A sponsor with a variety show, for
instance, whose rating curves are fairly even right across the minute-by-minute profile will learn that this "audience" is one of constant turnover, if
the AHI is down around the 60's. This
can be a signal to rotate the products
featured in his program commercials
from week to week among the various
commercials.
At the same time, the sponsor of a
show whose AHI is low, and whose
rating curves are also dropping must
look further into his program for "subject matter" trouble. One such advertiser, du Pont, did exactly that. The
big chemical firm soon learned that the
Audience-Held Index of Cavalcade of
America on NBC radio varied considerably. Sometimes it was up in the 80's.
Sometimes it dropped down to the low
60's.
Further checking showed that, generally, whenever there was a fast-action
story with strong dashes of romance
and adventure, the AHI stayed up.
And, whenever there was long, windy,
historical dramas with big chunks of
overly-familiar prose (sample: The
Gettysburg Address, read solemnly
over The Battle Hymn of the Republic)
the AHI went down. Now, client and
agency carefully watch their script
buying. Similar relationships were
found in the AHI between having a
male and female star on the show, modern drama vs. historical drama, etc.
Such conclusions, of necessity, are
pretty broad. Nielsen makes no attempt to be a program "doctor." But,
starting with Nielsen data outlined
above, a sponsor can make further
tests and seek improvement recommendations from a firm like Horace
Schwerin's. A perfect example of such
a relating of two different research
techniques can be found in the data
covering the Toni improvements in
CBS' Crime Photographer. The trouble
was spotted in Nielsen analysis, confirmed, corrected by Schwerin analysis,
and the results proved in later Nielsen
findings (see paragraph, page 33).
Here, briefly, are the kind of things
that advertiser can learn from both
minute-by-minute rating studies of A.
C. Nielsen, and from minute-by-minute
reaction tests of Horace Schwerin.
7.
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ence? As outlined earlier, this all-important factor can be learned from a
thorough analysis of minute-by-minute
ratings and audience figures, as well as
through
the calculation of an Audiencelid,! Index.
If a show is not doing the proper
job of hanging onto its audience, but
is worth salvaging, further testing
(using play-backs of shows where the
Nielsen curves are known) can be

RADIO AND TV RESEARCH
CAN BE DONE WITH A
MINIMUM BUDGET
The 67 Pulse radio markets include over 18
million families — 42%
of the entire U. S. total.
Do you have these reports giving you current,
accurate and complete
information on the radio
listening habits of 42%
of the total U. S. families?

For

information
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36,
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Nielsen figures. After all, there's nothing that's going to make a listener or
viewer stay with a program he's beginning to dislike, or which is boring him.
It's then the problem of programing
experts to come up with substitutes, reshuffles ofprogram elements, new gimmick-, etc. to shore-up the sagging profile. But, once the trouble is narrowed
down, fixing it is a good deal easier
than looking helplessly at a failing program from the sidelines. Further
Schwerin testing will check the validity
of new additions, and the final pay-off
will come later in on-the-air Nielsen
figures.
2. Are the commercials placed for
maximum effectiveness? If a show has
a regular pattern of rising or falling
rating and audience figures in the program's profiles, many simple clues are
offered to the proper placing of commercials. As a perfect example, Nielsen points to the case of P&G's Beulah
on TV. Says Nielsen:
"The audience, during the regular
season, keeps growing to a high point
at the close of an episode. Then, there
is a fairly sharp tune-out to another
network, probably to view Milton
Berle. But. during the summer months
(and Mr. Berle's hiatus), Beulah's audience builds to a relatively higher
peak, in relation to the initial viewers,
and then eases off much more gently,
leaving a large net gain at the close.
That the placement of commercials
may vary seasonally is suggested by

THE PULSE Incorporated
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made l>\ Schwerin. There's nearly always this relationship: When a program element (apart from commercials) is strongly and regularly disliked, the big dip in Schwerin charts
usually matches the tune-out drops in

Y.

thisIn study."
other words, analysis of program
profiles can show a sponsor whether
lie's losing out on audience early or
late in a show; and, if this is a regular
or seasonal thing, or is conditioned by
shows which follow or precede his, the
main selling emphasis can be done at
a time when the audience is largest.

Further testing, to determine whether this juggling results in the commercial being better "remembered" or not,
and to determine if it breaks up the
i arefull) planned "mood" of a show,
can be done in qualitative reaction
studies.
Meanwhile, it's wise for a sponsor
to remember that none of these trouble
spots, and their solutions, can be spotted in the simple yardsticks of radio
and TV research : "average" rating and
audience.
You can't tell, unless you go backstage, whether the audience is glued to
its seats — or is reaching out for the
tuning dial.

* * *

MEN, MONEY, MOTIVES
{Continued from page 6)

Presently the infant is a child. He
has a cowboy outfit, pearl-handled pistols, a coonskin cap, a television set.
More than ever he is an important unit
of economic calculation, addicted to
boxtops and coupons. Also, he is now
a contributor to major replacement
financing via broken down living room
divans and scuffed up family motor
cars. No wonder the business community respects the child.
Finally conies teenage's conspicuous
consumption. Here, too, an hierarchy
of market experts focusses upon the
tastes and favor of adolescence. Ours
is a nation that is abnormally geared
to please the young. We are the land
where girls are sent on women's errands, where a 15-year old Elizabeth
Taylor acts the wife of Clark Gable,
where adolescent divas sing in grand
opera before either their voices or
their chests are developed. All sorts
of people swim the English channel
every summer and hardly rate a paragraph hut a 16-year old American high

My
wife said,
vacation.
Stop "Take
worryingi
and for heaven's sake,
next time make your T/V
spots at Telepixl

d

Blvd.,

> Street.

Hollywood
Chicago

SPONSOR

intention of trying (she never succeeds) and the whole machinery of
full-scale build-up comes into play. We
an- «> desperately afraid we won't give
youth a break!
.1 ust tin- other day the House of
Representatives voted to investigate
radio-television programs for fear thej
might be bad for youth. The resolu-

June in Washington, D. C. To be ap
prised of the latest agricultural prob
lems and developments, members >>i tin
N \RI I) will meet with Department o
Agriculture officials, and with represen
tatives of national farm organizations
Recordings of sessions with govern
ment officials will be made for perma
nent

rreord and

future reference.

tion probably couldn't have been
slipped through on am other basis.

II. \ it tor Grohmann, president of
Need ham & Grohmann ad agency, New

Now ilon't get us wrong, chums. We,
too, wish youth well. It is painful to
grow up. So everything reasonable
ought to be done to help. We even
go along with the Freudian thesis that
adult stupidity or cruelty often is responsible for dead-end kids who throw
playmates into cement mixers.

York City, is the compiler and publisher of a just-off-the-press volume titled
'"Advertising Terminologv — a diction-

an of the aiKeriising language."' Three
years in the making, the book contains
definitions of over (>00 words and
phrases most commonly used in advertising and allied fields, under five main
head rigs: Vrt, General, Media, Production, Radio and Television. It is a
it suit <il Grohmann's experience as an
instructor of Adw rtising at Cornell
( niversity. Published by Grohmann
$1.00
a copy.
on a non-profit
basis, it is priced a'

It's unite customary for iepresentatives of ad media to "romance" an ad-

\\ ere jusl trying to stir up a healthy
controversy. This youth thing may already have gone much too far. A wise
man has said that the United States is
the best place in the world to live when
young and among the worst when old.
Advertising seems to have "bought"
a lot of dubious American folklore
about youth — folklore which the statistical charts are proving fallacious.
""Old" Americans are also important
units of economic calculation.
* + *

ROUNDUP
I Continued from page 47)
McC all's magazine will offer seven
awards this year to women broadcasters and executives for their contribution to public welfare. The Second Annual McCaWs Awards to Women in
Radio and TV will cover the period
from 1 September 1951 to 31 August
1952; three will go to broadcasters and
three to executives for: service to community, service of prime importance to
women, service of prime importance to
youth. Closing date for entries is 1
September 1952.

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS RICH, CROWING
15-COUNTY
WITH

MARKET

FOOD SALES of $124,756,000*

*Sa!es Management

1952 Survey of Buying Power

The National Association of Radio
Farm Directors will hold their Fifth
Annual summer
meeting 16 and 17

A COMPLETE TV film studio.
In Hollywood (28) since 1938...
TELEFILM Inc. Live & cartoon.
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vertiser; bul when a client throws a
part) for over LOO spare and radio
representatives, plus Ins agency, it"- a
bit of a switch. Joe G. Wick, president of Old Judge Coffee Company of
St. Louis, did just that on L5 \la\
when he entertained Midwest radio and

SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
4leut6eto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB-TV,

AM

KFMB-5thc nd Ash, San Diego 1, Calif.
John A. Ken nedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.

WHEN

IT COMES

TELEVISION
ALWAYS

TO

ADVERTISING,
REMEMBER

. . .

newspaper reps at a luncheon in order
to outline to them Old Judge's extensive ad plans for late fall and winter.
\\ ick also announced the appointment
of Hirsch & Rutledge oi Si. Louis as
their new agency.

sponsor's band has a long-term engagement. Every Thursday. Guy Lombardo
and his Royal Canadians leave their
nightly post at the Hotel Roosevelt
Grill in New York to broadcast Your
Hit Parade I NBC. Thursdays. 10:00
p.m. I for Luck\ Strike Cigarettes. Each
Thursday, patrons at the Roosevelt
Grill receive a card reading:
TONIGHT
Guy Lombardo and His Roval Canadians
are broadcasting Your Hit Parade for Lucky
Strike Cigarettes from an Armed Forces installation. Despite their absence, the Hotel
Roosevelt hopes you have a very enjoyable
evening. The Lucky Strike Cigarettes on
your table have been provided for your smoking pleasure by The American Tobacco Company. So light up and —Be Happy -Go Lucky.

AGENCY,

ADVERTISING

INC.

REPRESENTATIVES

teners write its scripts, holds an annual
script- writing competition.
On the 14 May program, winner- oi
the 1952 Dr. Christian awards were announced: first prize of $2,000 went to
Robert Downing, theatrical stage manager; in addition, three prizes of $500
each and five of $350 were awarded.
On award night (photo, 1. to r.) : Jean
Hersholt; Rosemary De Camp, who

It's not every day

plays Nurse Judy Price; Downing; Arthur B. Richardson, pres., Chesebrough

that a radio station man is elected to the governorship ofan Advertising Federation of America
District. But L.

Manufacturing. Downing's play was
presented on the 21 May anniversary
broadcast.

This year, voters will be full) briefed
on all the intricacies of selecting and
voting for political candidates, if CBS
Television, CBS Radio and Time magazine have any thing to say about it.
These three organizations have joined
forces to make a special ((invention
handbook av ailable at no cost in \ oters.

NATIONAL

Dr. Christian, starring Jean Hersbolt
i CBS Radio. Wednesday, 8:30 p.m.),
celebrated its 15th year on the air 21
May. Throughout the 15 years, it has
had the same sponsor I Chesebrough
Manufacturing Company, makers of
Vaseline products) ; the same agency
(McCann-Erickson Inc.); the same
producer I Mrs. Dorothy B. McCann);
the same cast. The show, whose lis-

\ neat tie-in was effected recently
between the sponsor of a musical radio show and the hotel in which the

L. "Duke" Zimmerman, account executive, WQAM.
Miami, was unanimously elected Governor of the 4th District. AFA, recently— which district embraces the entire
state of Florida. Zimmerman is also a
director of the Miami Adv. Club.

THE KATZ

scores, tail) sheets and personal preference sheets so that the radio and TV
audience ma\ share in the conventions.

The guide, a 24-page non-partisan document, not onlv previews and gives
background on this year's Chicago conventions in July . but provides box

WCAO, Baltimore, marked its 30th
Anniversary with a cocktail party i!
May at the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel.
During the festivities, one group that
got together for a chat included

I pho-

r.l Earl Gammons, CBS v.p.,
Washington, 1). C; Joseph Katz. pres.
Joseph Katz Adv. Agency: I.. Waters
Milhourne, pres.. WCAO: Ed De Gray.
CBS Station Relations, Y V.: and John
Marshall Butler. I . S. Senator from

Maryland.

*••
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CHLOROPHYLL
i Continued from page 23 I
If the Rystan patent is upheld by the
courts, ail the firms marketing products
which contain chlorophyll soluble in
water will have to pa) the lie fusing fee.
But with the larger companies fighting
to break the patent. Rystan may be
forced to yield.
Meanwhile several firms are biding
their time. Rather than admit Rystan
is right and take out a license, thus
prejudicing the court cases, they are
awaiting the results of the legal hearings. The abstemious firms feel that
should Rystan win. they'd have an easier time of negotiating individual li. enses, than if they had become involved in the legal melee.
Here is a round-up of the radio-TV
ventures of some of the leading firms
to date:
Ennds. Pearson Pharmacal Co.
Agency: Harry B. Cohen. Last year a
million-dollar budget introduced Ennds
to the consumer. For 1952. Ennds
stands in the multi-million budget class
among the top spenders in the deodorant group. The Pearson Pharmacal
Co. SDend 80' i of the Ennds ad money
for air advertising.
The product's TV commercials are
characterized by the demonstration approach. A girl is seen rubbing onion
on her hand: she sniffs it and registers
disgust at the odor. She then takes a
moistened Ennds tablet, again sniffs
her hand, and shows that it now has a
pleasant aroma. This demonstration is
followed by a discussion of how the
tablets work. The commercial stresses
that Ennds tablets are an entirely new
product.
The TV line-up includes Lights Out
on NBC-TV, signed for 52 weeks on 1
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April, and Police Story on CBS-TV,
replacing Hollywood Opening Night
since 1 March. Ennds also holds a radio option on Police Story.
Ennds has been carrying My Friend
Irma on the complete CBS radio network. During the summer this show
will be replaced with Inner Sanctum.
The firm also hold a TV option on the
mystery show.
Ennds also uses TV spots and occa4*1 think it is essential for advertisers
to remember one cardinal principle in
measuring the effeet of television on
other media. It's an obvious fact, so
frequently overlooked in the mass of
trivia and consequence which surrounds
discussion of this dynamic new medium.
Television
isn'tneither
the onlyis thing
getting bigger;
radio that's
the only
thing, nor printed media, for that matter. Business is getting bigger. America is getting bigger."
HAROLD E. FELLOWS
President, 1SARTB

sional announcements during participation programs in the major markets.
For example, the firm buys a weekly
20-minute participation in Frosty Frolics on KTLA, Los Angeles.
During its first year on the air.
Ennds sponsored MBS' Gabriel Heatter, whereas the new program schedule
emphasizes mysteries and who-dun-its.
Ennds' air campaign is particularly
heavy for a product which will celebrate its second birthday next August.
I When sponsor ran article on Ennds 7
May 1951 firm was $500,000 spender.
But prospects looked so good ston
then was headed "Chlorophyll resolution," anticipating today's industrywide boom in use of chlorophyll by
drug companies.)
Amm-i-Dent with Chlorophyll. Block
Drug Co. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey.

\\ hen the ammoniated era hit the dentifrice market a little over three years
ago. there was a slight flurry in the
drug houses. But none of the leading
firms turned their toothpastes into ammoniated products. For the most part,
the successful companies in this field
were new, with Amm-i-Dent, a product
of the Block Drug Company, taking the
lead.
During the past three months, this
same firm has allotted an additional
$2,000,000 to its regular ad budget to
push its new product. Amm-i-Dent with
Chlorophyll.
The firm first tested the green toothpaste in three markets: Columbus, Syracuse, and Providence, using the attention-getting headline. "Amm-i-Dent
with
It Won't
Stain."
TheChlorophyll—
sales campaign
was introduced
with full page ads in Life, Look and the
Saturday Evening Post, as well as in
newspapers and major news supplements. Over a million dollars was earmarked for a 12-month radio spot campaign, set up market by market.
In addition. Amm-i-Dent turned its
network TV program, Danger, over to
its chlorophyll product. It is also promoting the dentifrice on a local TV
show, Dick Tracy, over WABD. New
York, and KSTP-TV, Minneapolis. Box
tops are sought in exchange for such
premiums as a secret scrapbook. coding
device, and trading cards.
Amm-i-Dent has expanded its budget for the summer with the sponsorship of the TV program. Blind Date,
over NBC-TV 9:00 p.m. on Saturdays.
The show will go on 57 stations of
which 45 will be live. Starting date
has been set for 7 June, and the firm
expects to get a good share of the audience with the Show of Shows habit.
George Abrams. Block Drug ad man-

ger, |e well satisfied with the early
access of his chlorophyll product. He
xplains the consumer acceptance this
"\\ hen the customer first heard of
the ammoniated dentifrice, he thought
it was a plus factor. Now, with chlorophyll added, the customer feels he gets
.1 double plus. I think we can easily
reach the point where everyone has a
chlorophj II dentifrice."
Ipana. Bristol-Myers Co. Agency:
Doherty-Clifford-Shenfield. The double-plus theory of Amm-i-Dent holds
the kc\ to the thinking of several dentifrice leaders. One of them is Ipana.

dience.
ing pitch on the daytime women's auClorets. American Chicle Co. Agen( \ : Dancer. Fitzgerald & Sample. Clorets have been on a national market
since last October. The chlorophyll
gum product was launched in test areas
dui ing March 1951, and is now the top
seller in the confectionery chlorophvll
field.

[pana went on with its "smile of beaut\" advertising all through the ammoniated era. But when chlorophyll came
along, Ipana decided to take the leap.
In the middle of April. Bristol-Myers
entered the contest with a double-barreled product — Ipana A.C., Ipana, Amiated with Chlorophyll. It has been
opening the product market by market,
advertising nationally and taking orders coast-to-coast.
The firm is stressing the fact that

Their TV ad program included the
sponsorship of Rocky King over the
DuMont net, plus TV announcements
in most of the major markets. Radio
and TV announcements are carried in
centers where competition is most keen.
Clorets reach 90 markets via spot.

[panatherefore
chlorophyll
is "full
strength,"
and
leaves
the toothbrush

fense Attorney with Mercedes McCambridge, Stop the Music with Bert Parks,
and Top Guy with Jack Smart. It is
estimated that approximately 40% of
the ad budget goes for air advertising.
On TV, Clorets commercials have a
light touch, directed at youth. The
commercial shows a boy and girl in a

green. The implication is that chlorophyll which doesn't stain is not full
strength, and hence inferior.
In addition to radio and TV spot on
the local levels, Bristol-Myers is using
its two radio and two TV net shows to
promote Ipana A.C. Ipana sponsors
Break I lie Bank on ABC radio, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 11:30
a.m.. and on CBS-TV, Sunday, at 9:30
p.m. Mr. District Attorney is on radio
over ABC on Friday night, and televised on ABC-TV every other Monday
at 8:30 p.m.
Palm olive. Colgate - Palmolive- Peet
Co. Agency: Ted Bates. The firm began a new advertising campaign in six
cities on 16 April with the slogan:
"every cake of Palmolive today has nature's chlorophyll green." The cities
being tested are Knoxville, Tenn., Madison, Wis., Canton, Ohio, South Bend,
nd., Chicago, and Milwaukee. In the
latter two markets, where TV is available, ithas been used in conjunction
with spot radio which is being used in
the test areas.
tii nick. Seaman Bros. Agency:
William H. Weintraub & Co. Airwick,
one of the original users of chlorophyll,
is current]) throwing this fact at listeners of its daytime serial, Nora
Drake. In each commercial this line
is read: "Airwick is the product that
64

made
chlorophyll
household
word."
Seaman
Brothers,a makers
of Airwick,
recently dropped Monday Morning
Headlines on ABC after sponsoring the
program since 26 September 1946. The
firm is now concentrating its advertis-

Clorets, along with General Mills
and Goodyear Tire & Rubber, share
the cost of ABC's Pyramid Plan for
radio. They get participating announcements inthese three shows: De-

modern setting, against a blowm-up box
of Clorets. Clorets are said to make
breath "kissing sweet," so the boy and
girl kiss. The mood of the advertising
is that Clorets are a candy, sold at
candy counters, rather than a pharmaceutical product.
Chlorodent. Lever Bros. Co. Agency: J. Walter Thompson. Lever Brothers, for its Pepsodent Division, has
been been using spot radio and TV for
the new green toothpaste. These spots
have been on a scattered basis, since
the product did not go into national
distribution until February of this
As with other Lever products, it is
expected that radio and TV will soon
play a heavy role in Chlorodent adveryear.
tising. It is interesting to note that
Colgate's, which has not yet taken the
chlorophyll leap, is emphasizing its radio advertising with the phrase, "the
white toothpaste" — a slap at the green
Chloromint. Purepac Corp. Agency:
product.
Leonard Wolf & Associates, Inc. Chloromint. a mouthwash preparation put
SPONSOR

out by the Purepac Corp., lias been on
the market only since March 1952.
But. according to an agency spokesman, about 909! distribution has already been achieved in the New YorkPhiladelphia area. Complete ad plans
have n<>t yel been formulated, but radio ami TV availabilities are being
studied thoroughly by the Leonard
W'oll \grnc\ with an eye to future
planning. No radio time has been
scheduled so far.
In New York City, Chloromint has
10 TV station identification announcements of 10-second duration on both
WCBS-TV and WNBC-TV. The firm
is buying only class A time. Approximately 259! of the budget is going to
T\ now. Chloromint gets additional
television time in the Philly market by
means of a co-op arrangement with retail chains.
Stoppers. Stoppers, Inc. Agency:
Donohue & Coe, Inc. Stoppers, deodorant tablets, use radio and TV announcements inlimited areas, concentrating their air expenditures on local
co-op deals. These deals are similar to
the participations on the DuMont Cavalcade ofStars and Cavalcade of Bands,
both of these programs having featured Stoppers. The firm is currently
considering a stepped-up air ad campaign for the last two quarters of years,
and may possibly come up with network shows on a full sponsorship basis
rather than the co-op type of participations used to date.
Clov-r. Stoppers, Inc. Agency:
Oonohue & Coe, Inc. Clov-r, another
chlorophyll product, are body refreshment tablets. This product is currently testing spot on co-op deals, and has
TV film spots in three markets — Washington, D. C. Pittsburgh, and Minneapolis. ** *

RADIOS

CAS WAR

mind dealing with a network that
makes the discount available to every-

[Continued from page 25)
cion. and before you know it you've
got a chain reaction through the business.
"\l\ suggestion Eor a remedy to a
< ia/\ situation is that the networks
and affiliates get together and face the
facts, make whatever adjustments the
"The >!/<• <>t' radio is so much with us
that ii"> easy to forget, and the B.ize of
radio
is so great
that it's difficult to
JOHN J. KAROL
V.P. in charm' of nework sales
CBS Radio Network

audience

picture

calls for, and

stick

to the rate card religiously .""
Igency partner who handles a major drug account, among others: "My
sentiments about the current state of
radio selling can be summed up in the
storj about two clear channel stations
here in New York. The client originally made a package deal with each of
the stations calling for 20 spots a week
for $1,000. When renewal time arrived, one station started checking on
the other and found that the other was
making it 25 spots for $1,000. Station A quickly upped station B's offer
to 30 spots and before the bidding was
over the advertiser — who didn't ask for
anything more to begin with — was getting 35 spots for the same money from
both stations. One of the stations, unsolicited, even threw in a concession in
connection with the same client's television campaign.
"After this episode, can you blame
us if we look askance at any first deal
my timebuyer brings to me? I find
that special discounts are rampant
among

the

networks,

but

you

don't

body, even though
it's not noted
on the
rate card.
For instance,
the deal
offered b) one net whereby if you buy
two strip- a week the first strip is according to card rate and the second
strip costs only what the network pays
out of pocket to the affiliates. We in
this agency look upon all of these practices as unhealthy, and I don't see how
you can stop them from multiplying
unless one of the networks assumes dynamic leadership, brings its affiliates
around to reality and sells the stations
on the concept that their interest in a
revised network rate structure is as
vital as the network's. The nets must
convince their affiliates that even
though they ma) be faring well from
local and national spot business at the
moment, the backwash of this unstable
situation will eventually catch up with
Timebuyer for an agency in the big
10 and whose prime accounts includes
tobacco, household furnishings, and
food products: "We here recognize that
radio is going through a period of adthem."' justment, but that adjustment is not
being carried through in an orderly,
sensible way. All these special deals
and packages have created a sense of
insecurity among buyers. Clients here
and there on our list are suggesting
that we defer wrapping up a radio campaign on the premise that if we wait a
while he may benefit from some better
special deal offered later.
"The peril for radio in such client
behavior lies in the possibility that the
client could suddenly decide that he required the money set aside for something else.
"We who have been close to radio
these many vears still recognize it as a
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great per dollar buy, but we cant go
on jn-til'\ in- a -tatii- rat.- < niulition to

loyalty

really

pays

our < lii * 1 1— . It is up to the industry as
a whole, especially the networks and
affiliates, to overlook their individual
interests and evolve some pattern for
putting rates on a stable base. A King
Canute complex has never helped any

off!

ADIOS TOP
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// drug advertiser who is as active in
radio as he is in TV: "Ours is pretty
."'
indusba ^ dog-eat-dog
much
business. Radio,
from what our agency tells us, has to
a great extent got off its card rate base.
It's not a healthy condition, as I can
testify from our business, but you can
be assured that if anybody in radio
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• MARKETS
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us aofspecial
not for
onlva
take note
it but deal
look we'll
around

500 W

1000 W.
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National Representatives
(a) WEED
and
CO.
(b) WALKER & CO.

RAHALL

STATIONS

1110 Kc

(b)

620 KC

Ad manager for a major dairy prodbetteructsone."'
company: "I've been fully aware
for months of the various methods networks and stations are using to get
around their rate cards. I, for one.
don't like special deals and won't accept them. I have found that when
vou agree to anything in business that
isn't above board you find yourself
feeling either uncomfortable or under
obligation. My urgent suggestion is
that radio put its house in order as
auickly as possible. I haven't lost my
faith in the medium, but I'm beginning
to wonder about the business sagacity
of Radio-TV
the people in
it."
director
of an agency
which spent well over $10,000,000 in
the two media last year: "The radio
industry ought to stop trying to find a

82nd

i
*

IN

POPULATION

IF your radio campaign includes
the first 100 markets according to
Population — then over 234,000
Quad-Citians are among your targets.
WHBF enjoys the respect and good
will of the Quad-City area — a progressive community which it has
supported and served for over 25
years.
Les Johnson.

V.

P. and

Manager

whipping boy for the unstable rate position in which it finds itself. Somebody has at least a moral responsibilitv
for righting the situation. If the networks find that they alone can't withstand the tune-calling pressure of the
huge spenders in the medium, thev
ought to take their affiliates into their
confidence and tell them what's going
on. The situation in part grows out
of poor cooperation on needed adjustments between the network and the affiliates.
"The counter-offers of special dealers
can n-sult in something akin to paralysis in buying: you can never be sure
that the proposition you accepted is not
as good as the one you could have had
if you had insisted on it. It's time
somebody in radio assumed some leadership."
sponsor's interviews with main Others in rapacities similar to the forego-

ing galler\ brought responses that were
in much the same vein. They agreed,
in sum. that radio was in the grip of a
set of conditions that nobody wanted
and which weren't doing the seller or
the buyer any intrinsic good. The crux
of the matter, according to the consensus, was the element of uncertainty.
The special deals and other "under the
counter" devices have become so widespread that an advertiser or an agency
cant be sure that the price is the same
to every one.
The queries revealed that no small
number of agencies have made it a
policy to refuse to entertain any propositions that are not on the rate card.
Several explained that they have actually told this to both network salesmen and station reps on occasion.
More than one timebuyer remarked
that he had found reps quite angered
by the part that stations were playing
in the "rate-cutting mess" but felt themselves helpless.
The agencies that seem to have set
up a solid wall against off-the-rate-card
dealings are those for big accounts
which have several agencies. The measure, they admit, is largely a protectee
one. They can't afford to buy awa\
from the rate card only to find that another agency representing the same account, but on different products, was
able to get a still better buy.
Virtually every advertiser and agency man polled agreed that radio offered
the cheapest circulation of any medium
but that it was imperative that radio
make some reappraisal of itself so that
a solid floor for pricing can be put
under it as quickly as possible. * * *

ROSES AND
I Continued

RADIO

from page 29)

locked perfectly to give a completely
integrated commercial.
Did the series produce results? Over
$250,000 worth of orders were received as a result of the radio and T\
offers for the various units, with radio delivering sales at a cost of 15£
on the dollar and TV bringing in a
dollar's worth of orders for every 320
Hut to produce these results careful
behind-thc-scene operations are necesspent.
sary with timebuying especially crucial. At the Hoge agency, Lillian Zogheb reasoned out the problem :
"We knew that our commercials
would do their best work if the whole
SPONSOR

famih was exposed to them. We realized that local programing in the smaller communities was useful in selling
some products, particularly when local

that different box numbers indicated

achieved.

which programs were pulling strong-

talent does the pitching. Hut we didn't
feel we needed that. We had a series

there are too many which just don't
follow the
handling
instruc-is
tions. Foragenc\"s
deals like
this, time

Sa\s timebuyei Zogheb, "It's a pleasure to tlo business with Fd Gerken,
WGN sales rep in New York, because
he plays fair, letting you know as soon
as possible when a desirable opening
is available. He plays no favorites,
and often dispenses sensible, practical
advice to the agencies. People in the

of highb persuasive transcriptions, a
well-integrated commercial, and a top<|ualit\ product backed up by a client
with an excellent reputation in garden
circles.
"Our big problem was to buy what
we thought the proper time on the stations that served a large number of
garden-conscious listeners, preferably
in the suburbs surrounding big cities.
Stations that could fit in our 15-minute
programs without disturbing the blockprograming of music and news which
has become staple fare on the smaller.
local stations. We bought time on the
CBS basic network and the powerhouses, and it paid off." savs Lillian
Zogheb.
It paid off indeed. WIP, Philadelphia drew S750 in sales for a $62 segment: WMAQ. Chicago brought in
$1,990 for $190; WOR, New York got
us $2,675 for $180: WGN pulled 603
orders at $5 each for a $100-quarterhour, and 170 orders at $7.20 during
an $85 time buy; WBBM, Chicago
brought in $2,175 for $132 expenditure.
But there are other factors to be considered. Warns Miss Zogheb, "Too
many stations haven't the slightest idea
about handling mail-order items. Many
of them would do well to study how
WGN, for example, handles orders. The
J & P commercials were kept simple as
pie; all the listener had to do was address a card or letter to 'Beautiful Garden (or Perkins Roses, or One Thousand Violets), Box No. — , Station — ,
and the city.' Programs were keyed so
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While man} stations did a good job,

est."on a week-to-week basis and the
bought
results of each program are absolutely
necessary if renewals are to be granted.
"How wc broadcaster* meet tbe challenge ahead of us will be the answer to
how much we are going to expand the
business of radio broadcasting in the
next 10 years. And we had better think
about expanding our business, rather
than simply holdingCHARLES
the line."C. CALEY
Chairman of Board. BAB

A good mail-order station is one that
follows through by forwarding orders
directly to the shipper after careful
sorting and analysis of the key numbers. As the agency does not get the
mail, it is important that the station
teletype daily reports of the orders to
the agency. Many stations delay mail,
fail to report tallies to the agency after
the first few days. The result is that
the agency isn't immediately aware of
the station's pulling power and the
campaign can't be stepped up at the
proper time.
For its pulling power and cooperation in handling the orders expeditiously. WGN got contracts for 126 quarterhours in a six-week period. Many other
stations could have received equally lucrative contracts, said Lillian Zogheb,
had the agency been made aware at the
time of the number of orders being received. As it was, the agency cancelled
out quite a few stations after a week,
only to discover from the client's reports that excellent sales had been

Chicago area are 'flower-happ\ ' and
it's good all around to do business with
;i -hit ion that will work along with you.
The same thing applies to some other
reps, but too many of them just aren't
With help like this, the 1951 spring
and fall campaigns pulled in over
pitching in."'
$250,000.
Radio did the job for half
the price of TV, but the fait that onl\
Class "C" TV time was used was taken
into consideration.
The 1952 campaign went back to the
proved
stations,
used Class
time on radio
TV. The
combination
sold "A"
out
climbing roses in three weeks, perennials in four weeks. Because TV films
had been prepared only for the rose
varieties, the TV schedule had to be
cancelled out. But not before the medium had a chance to prove itself as
highly formidable. WWJ-TV, Detroit,
pulled in $12,700 in orders for a $540
investment in time; WXEL, Cleveland,
brought in almost $3,000 for $240.
The sellout of roses didn't affect the
radio schedule. As word was received
from the client, previously prepared
and supplied disks extolling violas,
chrysanthemums, and magnolias were
thrown in. All this required was a
phone call to the station's rep in New
York, who forwarded the instructions
to the stations via teletype. The fluidity
of the operation foreshadows the possibility of year-'round operation for various garden items and specialties as

the time becomes appropriate.
Tlif entire mail-order operation was
conducted on a strictl) rate-card basis,
agenc] executives said. No per-inquin relationships were entered into.

m
Same old story
in Rochester . . .

WHEC WAY
OUT AHEAD!
Consistent
audience
leader since 1943.
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TV

around next month, there'll be "live"
service into Seattle and Miami, and
into the main TV markets of the Southwest. This will leave only two U. S.
video stations still not linked up.
This expansion will have an effect on
TV time clearances, and some major
juggling may result within the present
limits of TV's size. Also, the new links
will mean more time saved in tying-in
I new post-freeze TV stations to network
service — when the new stations go up.

Miss Kaye Morgan
Earle Ludgin Agency
Chicago

l\ E. LrZ L££r>

POST-FREEZE

time the big political conventions roll

N.Y.///

WATTS

cause you more grief than they're
worth. The) claim commissions on
ever) piece of mail they see, whether
they're orders, inquiries, beefs, or
crackpot letters. We've got a first-rate
I product — it deserves, and gets, firstrate treatment."
* * *

{Continued from page 31)

WHEC.
ROCHESTER,

Says Lillian Zogheb, "'When you've got
awant
quality,
don't
or needfast-selling
P.I. deals.item
We you
wanted
to
blanket various areas and were able to
do it on a card-rate basis. Too often,
stations that operate on a P.I. basis

H

Charleston,

S
W.

Va.

Also, thanks to the FCC's "freezelift" rulings, there will be some 1952
engineering changes for 30 of the existing TV stations, in 25 markets.
Summed up. these 30 stations should
have an average of 5% to 10% more
coverage, which will quickly lower
their costs-per-l.OOO-homes a peg or
two. Here's how it works.
The FCC has ordered most of these
stations to change from their present
channel to another, to "fit them in"
with the over-all post-freeze plans. Almost all of the channels are higher in
the spectrum. Since the low channel
usuall) means a better and furtherreaching signal than a higher channel,
there was an immediate howl from
stations who felt they were being
"shrunk down"
To mollify them, the FCC threw in
an extra-large bonus: these 30 stations could go up to "full height of
antenna, and full power." So, not onlywill the new TV signal from these stations match the old signal in coverage, but in many cases the extra boost

in power and antenna will make them
reach more outlying areas. When these
suburban areas, most of them hitherto
without TV, fill up with TV sets, the
circulation of many an existing advertisers' show or spot campaign will take
a jump upwards usuall) at no extra
cost.
These rhanges will go into effect after the end of this month (June), as
quickl) a- stations can make the engineering adjustments. Re-figured coverage maps, to aid timebuyers at the
agency levels and to help TV networks
adjust intheir
come
now. coverage, are starting to
As for new stations on the 1952 TV
horizon,

that's something

else again.

"Television springs our product to life
in the comfort and privacy of the family's home, where we can actually show
them how it works."
J. Acc't
S. STOLZOFF
executive
Foote. Cone & lielding

The guesstimates given to SPONSOR
ranged all the way from "none at all"
to "maybe a dozen." This was how
NBC-TV, after an exhaustive study,
stated a prediction: "The most reasonable guess is that not more than 11 newstations in not more than seven new
markets will start telecasting in 1952."
Q. What upward changes in TV time
costs can I expect to see very soon?
A. As new stations come on the air.
their rate cards will probably show the
same kind of "pick-a-number" costs
that advertisers met with back in 1947,
when TV was just getting started.
Then, as markets fill up with sets, the
costs will jump up rapidly, settling
ultimately at cost-per-l,000-homes figures that are comparative with other,
similar-sized and older TV cities.
Since many of the new stations will
affiliate quickly with TV networks, you
can expect to see parallel upgradings
in network time charges. Some of
these will be mandatory for TV advertisers if these stations are part of a
network's "basic" or "must buy" stations.
Persuading the four TV networks to
estimate "basic" network costs, as of
the start of 1953, is a difficult task.
I he) are naturally reluctant to guess
costs based on the number of stations
in a network — when they don't knowexactly how many new stations there
will be. when final count is taken.
SPONSOR

However, since a growing number ol
agencies arc asking for anj kind of
guess, some projections have been
made that are of assistance to worried
IA sponsors. The research director
of one of the TV \\< :bs summed up the
genera] network thinking with the following: "Advertisers can expect .untiring from a 10', to a 20', increase
in basic 1 \ time costs on TV networks
l\ the start of January 1953. This will
lie based upon the minimum number
of expected new stations which will he
added to the present networks."'
Q. Are networks and station representatives planning any definite TV
growth?
A. Ml four video webs are thinking
giddily of a rosy future when onestation markets have disappeared, and
the) are getting near-national coverage. At the practical level, nothing
much has been accomplished.
No network is making any firm commitments to prospective new TV station owners as regard affiliation. However, the doors are open, for the most
part, to all comers. The station relations headquarters of each of the networks in New York has, in recent
weeks, been a quiet madhouse as a result.

But, plaj ing the law of averages, the
two leading video webs can make a
reasonable guess to an advertiser, behind closed doors, as i" what his cost
increases are likely to be. ami what
Ik w IA markets bell be likel) to reach.
From the standpoint of spot TV advertisers, very much the same tiring is
true among leading station reps. They,
too, are sitting down with station nun
whose TV station exists only in an apCCTelevision has done many things. . . .
Not the least of these has been to assail
the model international horder of the
world, the border that is not a border,
the border that exists on maps, but not
in the free air. Television has completed the permeability of our border
to the exchange of ideas."
WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE
Manager
WWl-TV, Detroit

plication before the FCC. But, most
reps reason, when the lid really starts
coming off TV and spot spending starts
jumping, they want to be in the act.
So, most of the big station reps have
two TV station lists at the moment.
Those they actually represent; and,
those they hope to represent as well —
sometime in the future.
Although the FCC would probably

What's being done is this: networks
are talking with applicants whose TV
dreams are still on paper. From these
talks, particularly with owners and
managers of long-standing radio affiliates (in the case of NBC and CBS, particularly) the networks are getting a

frown heavily on such goings-on, it's
at least a healthy sign that planning
amidst speculation is being done, and
some order among chaos is being
achieved. Network and spot advertisers will find, as their plans meetings
start rolling in the next few weeks, that
most of the TV networks and station

good idea of just who's likely to get
what channel in what city.
Then, since advertisers and agencies
are demanding the 1953 picture, some

reps will be able to give some informed
— albeit informal — guesses as to the
1953 TV picture.

"paper projections" of TV networks
are being made — strictly off the cuff.

Q. Will the Unking-up of TV networks
keep pace with station growth?

A. This burden, which [alls iiiainb on
the Long Lines Department of the
AT&T, appears to be well in hand at
the moment. Here's what a spokesman
told sponsor:
"The Bell System plans to provide
adequate inter-city network TV facilities to fill the future requirements of
TV stations and networks which might
arise from the lifting of the FCC
'freeze.'
"Present construction programs include the provision of TV transmission
facilities over certain main routes in
anticipation of the industry's requirements. Further expansion of the Bell
System network will be governed by
the rate at which new stations are constructed and the clarification of the
needs of individual stations and network broadcasters, although future
steps may also be governed by the
availability of critical equipment and
material.
"We are keeping close touch with
the network broadcasters and individstation owners."
Asual mentioned
earlier in this report,
TV network facilities are being pushed
through to Seattle, the Southwest, and
to Miami in time for the conventions.
I CBS and Westinghouse. incidentally,
are reported paying several thousand
dollars in extra overtime to Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph to insure completion of the Sacramento-to-Seattle
link on schedule.)
Also, the AT&T points out that certain existing coaxial cables, such as
the one from Amarillo, Tex., to Oklahoma City can be converted to TV on
short notice, when Amarillo has one
or more TV stations. A similar situation exists between Chattanooga and
Knoxville, and between Memphis and
Little Rock. Other upcoming TV cities

In Boston
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69

Peabody Award

1951

Johns Hopkins
Science Review

around
Baltimore

I Ubany, Y Y>, is a good example) are
alrea'd) sitting on top of relay points
in existing cable facilities.
Tlic l.u-t-\\ est cable i- being expanded, too. Presently, the San Francisco-Chicago link can only handle one
T\ show each way. By mid-1953,
there will be three full channels going
wesl from Chicago; two full channels
going east — and all five can operate
simultaneously.

they always
keep an

This will have an important role in
the plans of advertisers who think in
terms of either California network originations, or who are worried about
West Coast coverage.

eye on

Q. With time costs due to rise, how
ran I afford to buy a big 77 show on
a major TV network?
A. Networks are well aware that, if
T\ continues to ^row along the advertising lines of radio, only Procter &
Camble and the U S. Mint will be able

WAAM
TELEVISION
CHANNEL

13

Affiliate Dumont TV NetworkAmerican Broadcasting Co.
Represented Nationally by
Harrington. Righter & Parsons

WSYR'S
Local
Radio Sales

UP 39%
For the period ending April 30,
WSYR's local radio sales were
39', ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
position to test the effectiveness
of all media. They know which
advertising keeps the cash registers ringing.
\ational

Spot

Advertisers

TAKE NOTE
Write,

Wire,

Phone

or Ask

°wmsc

to afford to bu\ an extravaganza program every week.
The mathematics are obvious. There
are presently some 17.500,000 TV sets
in the I . S. On NBC-TV. for instance,
the basic Cost-per-M on 04 stations is
$2.96. The cost for a Class A hour on
NBC-TV on 64 stations is about $51,i 000. Now. assuming that the Cost-perI M remains the same during the expansions of the next few months, when the

oi a dozen people staring raptly into
one T\ set. and some of the startling
sales results that followed, may feel
that the odds in the calculated gamble
are on their side.
For the majority of advertisers, who
can see the bottom of the barrel in
their advertising budgets, the answer
may come for a while in cost-trimming, later in going on with an alternate-week basis, or some other arrangement. It's largely a case of every man
for himself.
Q. What about TV sets? Will there
he enough to fill new 77 markets, particularly those where telecasting will he
done on UHF channels?
A. Indications, as sponsor went to
press, are good that there'll be no
great trouble in meeting consumer demand for sets. After July, the squeeze
is going to be off most set manufacturers as regards critical materials.
( With a few exceptions, this applies to
new station construction as well.)
Steel, copper, brass, and aluminum are
all in near-plentiful supply. Credit controls are also relaxed now, speeding
the buying of new TV sets in new
areas, and adding to those in existing
areas.
I nlike FM radio, which was added
long after AM radio was established,

there's hardl) the same problem in adding UHF TV on top of the older VHF
number of sets gets up around 25,000.in TV sets. For the present 17,500,000
000 I not a startling increase) the cost
of the same Class A hour will be nearly
$90,000. Add to this the program cost,
and an advertiser with a one-hour TV ]
show mav soon be facing a weekly tab
of $125,000 and up.
The answer: Behind the conference
doors at TV networks, new plans are
being made. In summary, they nearly
all run along this line. Programs, more
and more, will be sponsored on an
alternating-week, or even once-a-montb
basis. Also, the) will be broken up in
participating chunks, to keep them
within the limits of known advertising
budgets.

Q. Will it he worthwhile to go all-out
in spending huge sums of money to
maintain present programs in an expanded Tl picture?
A. Ii all depends on the advertiser.
For some, it may be worthwhile to
spend the extra money, since they II be
cashing in on the tremendous "novelty
value" and extra impact that TV receives in a virgin market. Sponsors
who can remember 1947 scenes of l'1

£
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TV set- (HF), simple converters will
he available. Price: about $25. For
new markets, where UHF nun l>c the

510 MADISON

first Kind sometimes only) T\ avail-

SEARS' STAND RADIOS FAULT
't our Max 5th article re Sears and
\\ ards prompts this.

able, there will l>e "combination" sets
forthcoming. Everj major manufacturer of TV sets lias at least one or
two models in the works, with more on
the wo) .
\- one TV set manufacturer, whose
warehouses are filled with unsold TV

Washington's

{Continued from page 1()|

^ ou have one verj interesting sentence in this splendid article: "Said the
manager of a Mid-western station recently: 'I'm sure Sears and Ward have
their minds closed to advertising that

sets, told sponsor: "Don't worrj about
the
set problem.
to
be one.
Get the There
stationsisn't
on going
the air.

doesn't smell of printer's ink."
May stations
I add that
thatclosed
most
radio
have "I'm
theirsure
minds

and we'll meet the demand

to any type of selling that depends on

for reeeiv-

Q. Over 200 TV channels have been
assigned to "educational" purposes.
Since they may be on the air ahead of
commercial stations, will the FCC allow me to buy time on an "'educational" station as a stop-gap?
A. No.
* **

MR. SPONSOR

ASKS

{Continued from page 39 I
shader ma\

not be for the viewer.

What we strive for is clarity. That
word covers everything — density, photography, lighting and shading. Now
it's absolutely necessary to standardize
projection on TV but that's strictly a
problem for the electronic engineer.
More important is the standardization of shooting. In other words, a TV
station or an agency man in charge of
a TV department should have certain
figures at his disposal. What we need
is a pow-wow between all the big boys
in charge of nets and TV stations. Let
them get together and really work out
a standard and don't do it in a lab.
Walter Klee
President-Director
Walter Klee Associates
\ <'H York

OOF
'5000/560
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knowing
the advertising
customer's
business enough
to makeabout
radio
more valuable than a horse and buggy."
The radio business built itself to
great proportions by trading time
talent and brokering time — both
nomic heresies on which networks
erate. The ills of the radio business

so numerous and so great that we cannot blame our prospects for not buying in our language. We need to blame
ourselves for not selling in the language of the prospect.
This is not said in disparagement or
discouragement. The radio industry is
not alone in needing to analvze itself
before complaining about its customers. Inventories pile up when buyers
guess wrong and salesmen sell wrong.
There is never anything wrong with the
customer.
You are doing a splendid thing in
bringing out the fact that Sears and
Ward have men who decline to look at
radio. But let us do it as a challenge
to our own industry and not as a complaint about our customers. If our
salesmen are smart enough, Mr. Linde
of Sears will wake up. Presently he
will ask a radio man to leave so he
I Linde I can go to lunch with a
paper man, but for the right
salesman he will listen to new
provided they are presented in

newsradio
ideas
terms

of benefiting Mr. Linde's employer
rather than the salesman's boss. Let us
send to Sears man who can talk Sears'
language. Let us use the language of
merchandising in talking to Seare and
Ward — not the language of Show Business.
Keep up the good work, but work on
radio. Wake it up!
Rogan Jones, Pres.
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.
SPONSOR
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Ask your John Blair man for
the whole WWDC story

ask

John Hunt & fti.
about the

Havens & Martin
STATIONS
IN
RICHMOND

WMBG-am
0D-™
1H
First
Stations in Virginia
WTTI-tv

known agency radio directors in the
Southwest. Lowe Runkle does much of

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

it> own camera work, is up on the latest w rinkles. Its Southwest Bell weekly
program over KOTV, Tulsa, and WKYl\. Oklahoma City, is a model live
production for an) agency .
In New Orleans we rubbed our eyes
as Joe Epstein, partner of Fitzgerald
Advertising
gave new
us a layout.
Cook's
Tour
of his Agency,
remarkable

Y&R, look to your laurels
To the advertiser who limits the advertising agency world geographically
t«> New \ <»ik"s Grand Central area and
Chicago's Michigan Avenue, we recommend alook at what's happening in
Atlanta, Seattle. Oklahoma City, San
Francisco, Dallas. Minneapolis, Cleveland and scores of similar cities.
sponsor's editor recently took a look
at advertising agencies off the wellbeaten path and came to the conclusion
that just as Nieman-Marcus of Dallas
and Hess of Allentown have become
style leaders so agencies like Fitzgerald
in New Orleans and Kaufman in Washington, D. C. are climbing high on the
totem pole, too.
TV has a lot to do with it. Every
agency sponsor visited happened to be
in a TV city; every standout agency
was distinguished by its TV activity.
Lowe Runklc in Oklahoma City is
typical of the new look. Its 15-man
staff is double what it was two years
ago. Its offices are new, carpeted, and
streandined. Its radio-TV director was
formerly a top TV producer for WKYTV. Its film director is Monty Mann,
who for years was one of the best-

Only three years before we'd visited
the old offices occupying two small
crowded floors. The evidences of
growth were startling. The single floor
is much larger than the other two combined. The staff had grown
to 75
i probably the largest agency in the
South). The entire office layout, designed after the Chicago Foote, Cone &
Belding setup by the same Chicago architect, isclaimed to be the most efficient in the agency world, although
Tatham & Laird's Chicago offices, now

Tel

us about yourself

In a forthcoming issue sponsor will do an article on TV facilities,
ideas, programing,
and
results of advertising agencies
such as those described in this
editoria . We'd like to hear from
>w do you do it? How
much dc
you. H( you do? And, most imwhat would you most
portant,
like to k now about TV?
Maybe
we can tell it to you.

being built, may soon wrest away the
honors. Fitzgerald limits itself to about
15 accounts, mostly large. Its working
arrangement with Kenyon & Eckhardt
on behalf of Wesson Oil, for which it
has primary responsibility, is unique in
its purposeful and harmonious functioning. Fitzgerald works hard at ra-

dio and TV, has offices set aside for
producers, directors, and film men of
WDSU-TV, the only TV station in New
Orleans. Its staff includes nun like
Leonard Gessner and Aubrc\ \\ illiams,
whose reputations in air research, programing, and buying air nationwide.
Henry J. Kaufman Advertising AgenCJ in Washington. I). C, constantly
comes up with striking new air ideas.
This progressive attitude is representative of the agency that is a real student of its profession. Kaufman, too.
has new offices housing its 45 people.
Like the others, it's mushrooming these
days. Since the advent of TV, its radioTV department — headed by veteran air
specialist, Jeff Abel, and his chief lieutenant Bob Maurer — has been especially active. Kaufman is a member of the
National Advertising Agency Network
(NAAN)

along with 30 or 40 comparable firms in other cities. This

group is highly professional and competes hard for annual awards given to
the top agencies in a number of kev
categories. Kaufman generally walks
off with honors in radio and TV.
There are agencies in the "hinterlands" with only three people who do
impressive jobs. Then there are the
off-the-beaten-path giants like Gardner,
of St. Louis, and Fuller & Smith &
Ross, of Cleveland, who don't take a
back seat to anyone. They're doing
impressive TV work — and coming
through with a number of refreshing
program concepts.
TV has brought something to the
agency picture in many places besides
New York and Chicago. Perhaps the
special interest that department stores
are showing in the visual medium after
years of air indifference has much to
do with this. Whatever the reason, it's
a wholesome sign. As grass-roots thinking and facilities expand, the advertising world as a whole will profit.

Applause
Leave it to the umpire
The disposition to let an impartial
resear< li organization serve as an anal\-t and developer of techniques or as
an arbiter on completed findings seems
I" be taking on momentum
in radio.
Two movements in that direction involve the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
and the All-Industry
Affiliates Com12

mittee. At a luncheon of the American
Marketing Association on May 22,
Kevin Sweeney, vice president of the
BAB, readily accepted a challenge
from a spokesman of the ANPA that
the ARBI studies on radio's effectiveness at the point-of-sale be submitted
to the American Research Foundation
for assaying (see page 00 I. Sweeney
even went a step further and offered

to have the same foundation set up
the technique for comparing the relative effectiveness of radio compared
with any other media in retail selling,
regardless of product or market.
The Affiliates' project, on whose fi.
nancing Edgar Kobak is -till working,
involves having the foundation determine what rating and other techniques
would be intrinsically suitable for radio.
SPONSOR

"IN THE HEART
It's The

OF AMERICA

777TT
KFRM

Team and It's

MMemfccC
t06ote&etvitedtty *De£i(A&U*ty...*
• A Larger Market*

*In the Kansas City Metropolitan Area alone there has been a population increase of 16,900 in the past 12 months. (Sales Management
Survey of Buying Power estimate 1/1/51, 820,400 — SMSB pop. est.
1/1/52, 837,300).

• A Richer Market*

*Typical is the increase in effective buving income in the Kansas City
Metropolitan area, (SMSB estimate for 1951, 1 billion, 433 million
dollars)— 150 million dollars more than 1950! Retail sales, too, are
up with a total estimate for 1951 (SMSB) of over 1 billion, 73 million dollars.

• The
ENTIRE Market*
•Larger and richer, the important fact is, that

The KMBC-KFRM
Team delivers the entire rectangular Kansas City Primary Trade
Area, as established by the Chamber of Commerce of Kansas City
and including all of Kansas, western Missouri and adjoining segments of Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, Oklahoma and Texas.

**Call KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City, or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel. Get
prompt, efficient delivery of this year's larger and richer Heart of America.

Arr
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Sell the whole heart qf America wholeheartedly, with

w> KMBC-KFRM
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NBC denies NCS
data will serve
as basis for
rate adjustments

NBC discounts report that study being made by Nielsen of station listening during network option time will be used as basis for readjustment of network rates.
Quiz among listeners in Nielsen areas involves
use of roster of 20 NBC shows and was included, on special order of
NBC, by Nielsen in its 1951 intensive coverage survey.
According to
Nielsen timetable, coverage reports will be delivered early in fall.
-SR-

Ford buying
film show

Shell Oil mulling
TV but to retain
spot

radio

Ford
next
Shell

Dealers will sponsor half-hour TV film, made by Screen
fall.
Hookup will consist of 51 stations.
-SROil

is considering

TV for fall.

Possibilities

Gems,

include:

on NBC

either

network show, or half-hour films booked on spot basis to tie local
distributors in with project.
TV campaign would not diminish Shell's
current heavy use of spot radio news.
-SR-

Spot radio costsper- 1,000 down
in past decade

NARTSR study discloses cost of spot radio per-1, 000-sets-in-use in 1951
was 26% lower than it was in 1941 and cost-per-l,OOQ-radio-f amilies
was 11.9% less.
Commenting on results of study, station rep organization pointed out that even though costs of station operation rose tremendously in past 10 years, stations absorbed increases because spot
radio time expanded within same period from $45,681,959 to $134,000,000.
Meanwhile set ownership increased until 96% of all families were
equipped with radios, secondary sets swelled to 57,000,000, and auto
sets to 23,000,000.

Radio rates upped
least of 3 media
since 1941

Comparing media on cost basis, NARTSR found increases in spot radio
rates from 1941-1951.
But these were up less than other media.
Oneminute class A spot announcements were up 36.1%; 44 magazines (black
and white) up 54.5%; morning newspapers up 140%; evening newspapers up

-SR-

87.3%; Sunday papers up 90.6%.
In terms
went up 18.7%; morning newspapers 21.2%;
Sunday papers 22.7%.
CBS rate cut
meeting

2 July

of cost-per-1, 000, magazines
evening newspapers 14.4%;

-SRMeeting between CBS top echelon and CBS affiliates 2 July on prospects
of rate cut constitutes tactical switch on procedure which prevailed
when CBS introduced its rate adjustment last year.
At that time CBS
called in its affiliates committee and handed it the details of the
completed act: the rate cut.
Tactic resulted in an uproar from CBS
affiliates across country.
This time affiliates are coming to CBS
looking for information, and CBS will tell them what is advisable.

Majority AIMS
members plan
rate increase

-SRAssociation of Independent Metropolitan Stations, at meeting in Louisville, took poll of members to determine rate plans and found maj ority
planning rate increases in immediate future, while others are "considering" same action. None contemplated reduction. AIMS membership includes 31 stations from 20 states and Hawaiian Islands.
SPONSOR
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Radio orders
for fall under
1951 level

Transit Radio
expanding station
affiliations

NBC-CBS kines
ready for sponsors
in Mexico City

College football
games may
cost $1,750,000

16 June

1952

CBS Radio Network,
at time SPONSOR went to press, had s igned orders
for fall amounting to 89% of number of quarter hours of commercial
time it had on network last September.
tract represented 85% of quarter hours
-SR-

Daytime busines:
under
on in September 1951.

con-

Transit Radio, Inc., following board directors' meeting
disclosed considerable number stations have inquired about affiliati on, and plans
under way extend service to additional stations soon,
receiving
Also
arrangements have been made for mass production of specialized
equipment. U.S. Supreme Court 26 May upheld legality of bus broadcasts.
-SRMexico

City affiliates

of NBC and CBS are

offering

for sponsorship

to

American advertisers kines of the networks' top programs currently
aired in the States.
Networks say they have cleared such sales with
all American unions involved.
Affiliates are Manuelo O'Farrell's
XHTV

Albuquerque lone
TV market minus
network link

for

(CBS) and Don Amilio

Azcarraga's
-SR-

XEW-TV.

Albuquerque will be only TV market with no inter-city hookup when
Phoenix in July becomes 65th American city in position to broadcast
live

network programs.
Phoenix feed will be routed through Los Angeles and will be installed in time for political conventions.

-SR1952 Television Committee may ask $1,750,000 for 12 college football games it is making available for telecasting this fall.
Last
year when Westinghouse underwrote NCAA, package cost for rights and
facilities was $1,500,000 and there were only nine games and fewer
stations.
With new package representing 24 hours of telecasting, cost
NCAA

per hour

— $73,000

— would

put series

in top cost

brackets.

-SRNCAA

TV plan
eliminates

"blackouts"

NCAA's 1952
air to once

TV plan limits appearance of a college football team on
for season and member colleges may do single shots local-

ly, providing committee approves.
There will
network telecasts.
Games outside traditional
involved

in 12-date

series,

but TV committee

non-Saturday games into consideration
undermining objectives of plan.
Rayco expanding
radio and TV
to 34 markets

Telemeter
performs for
stockholders

be no "blackouts" of
Saturday events are not
reserves

in event

right

it looks

like

to take
they're

-SRRayco seat covers moving into 34 major markets this fall, using radio
and TV.
Manufacturer did a six-week media test in New York and five
other markets and decision to do radio and TV nationally resulted from
checkup on test, which included live TV show and radio and TV spot.
-SRWest Coast contingent of International Telemeter Corp. demonstrated
pay-as-you-see TV device to Paramount Picture stockholders on 3 June,
won coupon-clippers' support after
erman, and Louis Ridenour.
Outfit
show how coin box works.
Upcoming

pitch by Paul MacNamara, Carl Lesused movie on closed circuit to
Palm Springs test is unique in that

films

theatre

will be routed through
suage theatre owners).

local

(feature
(Please

designed

turn

to as-

to page 64)
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All ItTook was a Snowball. . .

. . . Thrown by a colonial urchin, to spark a chain reaction that terminated with
the "shot heard 'round the world" on Boston Commons.

0

History records, too, another eventful snowballing — the growth of radio KOWH
to a position of dominance in the Omaha, Council Bluffs area. Hooper tells the
story . . . evident in the chart below of the KOWH share-of-audience averaged
for 8 A.M. - 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, October, 1951, through March,
1952.
36.7 %

Represented Nationally By

74e &d/utf &

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. to
6 P. M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru March, 1952.)

£

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America!
(Oct., 1951, thru
Febr., 1952.)
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rV« hottest problem: public relations
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Bunting's magic mixture: \oxzema and radio
Gabriel Heatter is mainstay of Noxzema's radio
their sales 700% to nearly the $7,000,000 mark

advertising,
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TV
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debate,
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counter
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How TV took a candg out of the doldrums
M

& M

ad

coin

had tried six agencies
in TV.

in five years, then the firm decided

Sales tripled

in three

to put all its

years
Editor
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From Chantlu to Shangri-La with Bulph Footc
Now about to retire, Beechnut's Ralph Foote recounts some of the highlights of
a long advertising
career.
Practical tips from a top ad manager
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It's
^ ' simple:

YOU GET MORE
CUSTOMERS
PER DOLLAR

on KROW...
...in the $3 Billion
San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Area Market.

1if If tits

Robert J. Landry

illiterates are toiiah customers
I util recentl) hardlj anybody outside the immediate neighborhoods of his editorial impact had ever heard of Raymond Cyrus
Hoiles. from Santa Alia, Cal., a man of 73, a millionaire, the owner
and editor of 10 small town newspapers from Ohio to California via
Colorado and Texas. What has now focused national attention upon
Hoiles is belated hometown citizen reaction to a line of ante-diluvian
prejudices he has been preaching for years. Hoiles opposes any and
all public education bj tax-supported schools. He favors cutthroat
competition, speaks admiringly of black markets, sneers at various
racial and religious backgrounds, and generally talks like an absentee
British landlord of the year 1835 with a vest-pocket seat in Parliament.
The interesting thing about the Hoiles saga is that he has met his
most formidable opposition in Texas and via radio stations. Earlier
this spring Roy Hofheinz of KSOX. Harlingen, Tex., took the negative against Hoiles in an amazing radio debate-of-the-century unfortunately limited to a regional hook-up. The question was this: "Resolved, that tax-supported schools should be abolished." Hoiles lines
up with the late, weirdly brilliant, misanthropic essayist Albert Jay

• Pulse of San Francisco (Jan.Feb., 1952) shows KROW giving more listeners per dollar
than any other station.
• Pulse of Oakland (Jan.-Feb.,
1952) shows KROW leading in
62 out of 68 quarter hours from
7 a.m. to midnight!
• No wonder more than 150 local, legional and national ad
vertisers use KROW as their
leading bay area medium!
• No wonder KROW has proved
in scores of actual comparative
sales tests that it gats more
sales results per dollar!

•

for details, call

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Inc.
National Representatives

KROW
Radio Center Bldg.

Nock in arguing that "it has never been demonstrated that it is to the
advantage of society that everybody should be able to read and write."
There is, of course, one answer that can be put in terms that even
an eccentric millionaire newspaper publisher could comprehend.
The whole time-purchase mass-marketing system upon which United
States prosperity is, to a considerable extent, based would be impossible without universal literacy. Stated with only this bald profit
fact involved, omitting culture and the hope of overcoming superstition and ignorance, modern business as we know it, and the advertising which makes Massa Hoiles so prosperous, depends, absolutely,
upon a populace that can read contracts, write in for samples, and add
and subtract in order to divide the weekly paycheck.
It seems strange that at this late date anybody would have to
defend public education or to point out how literacy is a first necessary step to the creation of an economy capable of dispersing the
gadgets, services, and refinements which collectively provide the
physical environment of a "mobile-upward" society, the ultimate
goals of which are the pursuit of everybody's happiness.
Men, Money and Motives indeed! Human beings are distinguished,
culturally, by their ability to put agreements into printed form and by
their intellectual and ethical willingness to keep faith in everyday
action with the promises thus spelled out Again, one would think
the values of this modus operandi sufficiently obvious. Certainly
(Please turn to page 68)
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SELLTHE HEART OF THE NORTI
OVER KFYR

BISMARCK, Tf

"Unique" is merel) a statemenl of fad in an) description o£ KFYR
Bismarck. It has a greater coverage area than an) oilier station in the
country, regardless of power — encompassing 1.000. 000 people in North
and South Dakota and sections of Montana. \\ \oining and Nebraska, and
830.000

in Canada.

dominates

It serves man)

power and advantageous

completer)

wave length within its entire coverage area.

K I \ \i \> the fa\ orite station among
segment

cities exclusively and

a large group of others. In fact, there is no other outlet of such

the majority of listeners in this huge

of the Northwest — a lop rank home

survey. KV\

out by ever\ independent

K features splendid network, spot and local programming,

it i- actually far more than ju>t a medium
relatively few dail\ newspapers
position as the immediate
other \ iial information.
V- a radio buy, KV\

of entertainment.

in the area. KV\

but

Since there are

R is in a unique service

source of news, weather reports, farm news and

\{ becomes

still more important in light of the pur-

chasing power of it> audience. Since the war, North Dakota

has reached an

all-time high in agricultural production, with industry and mining keeping
pace. Jusl one example of thi> market's prosperity is the $53,000,000 spent
cadi \ear on groceries alone.
John Blair & Company,

exclusive representatives of KFYR

has filed one example after another of how K FYR

for 13 years,

has translated the loyalty

and spending power of its listeners into success stories for advertisers. For
actual case histories on products in your field— all produced
over K I'^ R — call \our John Blair man

at low cost

today!

I Manager BOB
MacLEOD cc
Program Director CAL CULVER. TW intricate pn
board in background, which shows details of four v
programs, slides eleelrieull)

between

llieir oflieea.

WEST THE JOHN BLAIR WAY
IOME RADIO STATION OF TWO STATES

KFYR

transmitting plant

15 miles east of Bismarck. Higher tower is ihe highest narrow-base, self-supporting

lower in the world.

.\orlh Dakota's skyscraper eapilol building at Bismarck, photographed to the same scale, shows the tremendous size of the main tower.

!

JOHN
BLAIR
£, COMPANY
REPRESENTING

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Specializes ID radio representation
exclusively. Since we are entirely removed from any other operation
or function, we are able to give the stations we represent our full
time and our full efforts ... as specialists in selling via spot radio.

F. E. FITZSIMONDS,

Station Ma

YOU MEAN IG£T
A UT#£S£ EXTRAS?*.

A resolution was passed and recorded to extend to you and your publication our sincere thanks and appreciation for the recognition you gave us
in publishing this article.

Madison
SMALL

ft

A' AND

AGENCIES

TV

Robert Landry's recent piece under
"Men, Money and Motives" questioning the ability of small local agencies
to take advantage of television reminds
me of this agency's experience some
four years ago when it tackled its first
TV account. Our first advertiser was
able to buy one one-minute spot per
week. We were aghast to learn that
commercial artists were charging as
high as $150 for the art work and lettering for one TV card when we knew
that four or five cards were necessarv
to use the time our client wanted to

1-"EXTRA-AUDIENCE"
in Omaha

KMTV advertisers get the BIG share
of Omaha's television audience. Latest Pulse figures (week of April 13,
1952) show KMTV leads in 68 out of \
100 nighttime (6-11 pm) quarterhours — Monday through Friday. Pulse <
also reveals 4 of the top 5 mu
weekly programs and 4 of the top 5
once-a-week programs telecast in thi
Omaha area are seen over KMTVfurther proof of KMTV's

"Plus Audi-

2 — "EXTRA-AUDIENCE"
in Fringe Area

A

recent

survey

conducted by s

eral
students
of the
University
of
Nebraska Radio Department revealed
that 36^c
(or approximately 12,000)
of the families living in Lincoln owned
a TV
set. Lincoln
is over 50 miles
from Omaha. Throughout the 3 hour
(7-10 pm) survey, 66*7 of those watching television had their sets tuned to
KMTV. During the 8-9 pm time segment KMTV's lead reached its peak.
A
c'c KMTV.
of those watching
TV tremendous
were tuned75 to

3-"EXTRA-PR0TECTI0N"
on Rates
KMTV offers advertisers a revolutionary new rate protection plan that
provides for the guarantee of rates in
effect up to 52 consecutive weeks from
starting date of schedule. This means
that advertisers can now make a more
realistic year-round TV budget approach.
Larger Audience . . . Stronger Signal
. . . Greater Rate Protection . . . these
are just some of the EXTRAS you get
when you buy KMTV. Contact KATZ
Agency or KMTV today.

KIHTV
OMAHA

by KATZ

,

I suggest that Mr. Landry's fears for
the ability of small agencies to take advantage of TV can be scuttled right
now. If television stations can find
ways to reduce their costs and their
rates as well as small local agencies
have found ways to reduce theirs, local
advertisers will continue to use TV.
If not, they'll go back to older forms
of advertising as soon as the novelty
has worn off.
H. Ellis Saxton
The Saxton Agency, Milwaukee

TV FILM STANDARDS

2, NEBRASKA
CHANNEL
3

Represented

'
;

purchase.
Low-priced cards were still in the
S25 to $50 class. Many years of weekly newspaper experience had taught us
that clients with dime-store budgets
were nothing to be afraid of if we were
willing to think out the problem.
Reaching back a few years, we adapted some of these techniques to the television card and came up with a method
of producing television cards which we
could sell at a profit for $4 to $5
apiece. Our client was happy and
spread the word. We finally improved
the process to the point where we produced cards profitably for $2.50 to
$3.00. At one time we were purchasing
announcements on TV by the dozen.
Most of these clients, however, have
left television and gone back to other
advertising methods as a result of the
series of rate increases by WTMJ-TV.

AGEI

At the Annual Meeting of the American Television Society the member*
| present were most enthused at the
treatment SPONSOR gave to the report
I on TV Commercial Film Standards.

Claude Barrere, Sec'y.
American Television Society, IY.Y.

REPRINT

PERMISSION

We would like to present a condensation of "Account Executives I Like Best
and Why," part four from your 5 May
issue, page 31.
so?May we have your permission to do
Full credit will be given you.
S. A. Waterman, Editor
Publishers Digest, Inc.
•

Permission

VIDEODEX

to

reprint

SPONSOR

articles

i-

RESEARCH

On page 60 of the 19 May issue of
sponsor, under What's New in Research, you published a table with data
supplied by Videodex which purports
to show "Opinion of Commercial Relative to Opinion of Program." As I see
it from this distance, the data is meaningless— a waste of space. Let me exFirst I assume (having no other basis) that Videodex asked program
plain.
viewers
to check those programs they
had seen during some week that thev
thought were "excellent"; then they
asked the viewers to check those commercials they had seen during the week
that they thought were "interesting."
Placing the latter percentage over the
former, the index was obtained.
Now notice two hypothetical examPer cent
Interesting
Example
1
Commercial
Texaco Star
Theatre
ples:
Studio One
Your Hit Parade

Per cent
Excellent
Program

Cotnm. vs
Program
Index

In the first example, all commercials
do equally well, but Your Hit Parade
does the best program while Texaco
Star Theatre does the worst. In the second example, all programs do equally,
but Texaco Star Theatre has the best
commercial and Your Hit Parade has
the worst. Since Studio One rides on
even keel, it would seem that perhaps in
SPONSOR

Ever sample a clambake? . . .
Listeners to wtag will tell you it's mighty fine
living. Yes, folks here do live well — like their food — fine clothes — home
comforts — buy and consume in big-time figures. And there are enough
of them to make a state by themselves . . . the "7th New England State."
The market facts here will whet your appetite for sales. And wtag will
introduce your merchandise to the greatest number of responsive listeners.
For wtag alone represents this big-as-a-state region — the oldest and leading station serving Central New England. It belongs high on your
market list.
the picture is great in the r^^y-fli New
, . -V,--.

W

JL ^\.VJT

580KC

England

State

BASIC CBS

WORC E S T E R , M A S S A C H U S E T T S
It E P R E H E X T E D

BY

HAY

M E li

M
Between

No Contest'

the

Rating Services
in Houston!
Houston's First PULSE REPORT
(April -May 1952) Confirms
HOOPERATINGS through many

years

KPRC is FIRST
By APRIL-MAY
PULSE
REPORT,

TOO!
Monday

Daytime V* Hours

8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Monday through Friday

KPRC
Network Station B
Network Station C
Network Station D

26
10
4
O

Nighttime Vi Hours

40

through Sunday

22
4
18

tli is program the commercial is best
integrated with the program, but in the
two examples, either another program
or another commercial does better.
M\ conclusion is that the chart, as
presented bj V ideodex, is meaningless
unless the Per Cent Interesting Commercial and the Per Cent Excellent
Program are included. Am I wrong?
Lawrence Myers, Jr.
Syracuse University
•

Vtdeodex

did

DR. ROLF KALTENBORN
The man standing next to H. V. Kaltenborn in the picture above, to whom
you referred as "an aide" in the original caption (19 May 1952, p. 27) ^is
actually Mr. Kaltenborn's son, Dr. Rolf
Kaltenborn. He is too talented a man
to go unidentified.
J. C. Dine, Dir. of Public Relations
Frederic W. Ziv, N. Y.

SEARS ARBI TESTS
We were delighted to see the chart
of the Sears, Roebuck ARBI tests in
the May 5 sponsor.
Here at WWDC we conducted two
tests with Sears and for some reason,
you used in your chart only the one
in which we showed up the poorest. As
indicated in your chart on the Coldspot refrigerator promotion, the Evening Star outpulled WWDC in total
traffic, although the chart failed to
show a number of other factors including a store-by-store breakdown. At
the Wisconsin Avenue store, we actually outpulled the paper with a 3 to 2
ratio. At the Bladensburg Road store
they outpulled us.
Of great interest to Sears was the
fact that 30 per cent of the radio traffic
16 JUNE 1952

at the Wisconsin Avenue store and 10
per cent of the radio traffic at the
Bladensburg Road store had never
been in ?>ears before, whereas 100 per
cent of the newspaper traffic at both
stores were regular Sears shoppers.
The other test made for Sears was
on a shoe
day sale
children's
This test

promotion featuring a threeof misses' shoes at $3.44,
at $2.44, and men's at $4.44.
was conducted with WWDC

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
SALESMAN

as the radio station and the TimesHerald as newspaper.
Traffic brought into the store was
as follows:
Radio
26.7 per cent
Newspaper
21.2 per cent
Both
11.7 per cent
Other
40.4 per cent
Here again, one of the most important
results from the merchant's point of
view was the fact that 12.5 per cent of
the radio traffic in both stores had
never been in Sears before, whereas
only 2.2 per cent of the newspaper
traffic had not shopped there before.
In a way, we are glad that you did
show the results of the Coldspot promotion wherein we failed to bring in
quite as much traffic as the newspapers
did, because it is indicative that not
all ARBI tests can be entirely favorable
to radio and that they are completely
on the up and up.
On the other hand, we want sponsor's subscribers to know that WWDC
is a hot advertising medium and for
that reason, we certainly would have
preferred to see you use the shoe results which were far more favorable
to radio.
Ben Strouse, Gen. Mgr.
WWDC, Washington, D. C.

SPONSOR

AT HARVARD

I have been reading sponsor magazine for the last several months and I
thought that you might help me.
At present, I am a student at the
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration in Boston. I have become interested in the film area of TV
operations and I feel that I would like
to enter this field after graduation.
I really would appreciate any leading
information that you might give to me
because I feel that you are the most
well-informed source that I could possibly go to at this time.
Lawrence N. Gross

Selling More Than
660,000 People
in Prosperous
Southern New England

WJAR-IV
Providence
Represented

Weed

Nationally by

& Company

In New England — Bertha Bannan

we

argued

with

our

agency

so we're
offering
you this
booklet!

and

lost!

WJR recently brought out a booklet entitled, Its
The Little Things That Make A Radio Station Great.
In tone and content, it's pretty far removed from
the usual promotion piece. For this reason, we had
no idea of distributing the booklet widely among
advertisers and agencies. Not from any sense of
modest \ . understand. But we felt that the booklet
had a lot of WJR in it and not enough reader
"self-interest".
Then our agency saw it. They argued — they are
usually arguing about something. God love them
— that the booklet should be called to the attention of everybody who advertises. They thought,
as we did, that the booklet was loaded with selfinterest . . . but argued that the self-interest lay
on the part of the advertiser. They claimed that
even facility which is a "plus" for WJR is a
"plus" for the advertiser whose sales messages
gain added impact and influence. They argued
further that — as agency people themselves — they
are alwavs looking for more tangible means of
judging and evaluating the media they use.
We'd like you to act as referee. Why not send for
a copy of the booklet and see who you think is
right. We hope it's the agency!

i copy

Radio — Americans Greatest t
Advertising Medium
WJR

Eastern Offices: 665

Fifth Avenue,

New

York 17, N. Y.

of "It's

R:
The

Little

Things

That

Moke

A

Radio

Want to buy spots for less than in 1946?
Well, the place is Memphis, and the Station
is WREC — where your advertising actually
costs lO.l^o less than in 1946.
That's because more people are hearing
your message — the area has grown, and also
— WREC has the highest average Hooper
rating of any Memphis radio station.
Ask salesmen who travel the huge WREC
territory— ask advertisers on WREC. They
will tell you from experience your spot on
WREC

is a wonderful spot in a thriving area

completely covered by WREC.

WREC

REPRESENTED

MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED

WITH

NO.
CBS.

600

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

1 STATION
KC,

5000

WATTS

SPONSOR

SM8II
Veiv and renew
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Yeic oh Telei'ision !%ctivorks
SPONSOR
American
Cigarette
Cigar Co
Bauer & Black

2.

Renewed

&

22

Leo Burnett

NBC-TV

31

&

Brass

M,

T,

Th

Th

7:20-25

7:30-45
am

pm; 5 Sep; 52 wks

W,

Th

3:15-30

wks
Cabby

Hayes

Show;

W

CBS-TV

21

House

Party;

M-Th

3-3:15

WEAT,
WCAR,

Lake Worth, Fla.
Cleveland

Leo Burnett

NBC-TV
ABC-TV

17

NBC-TV

42

5:15-30
pm;

pm;
pm;
1

1

Sep;

52

11

Jun;

10

Sep;

52

wks

Magazine

Meet

NEW
Walker

J. D. Tarcher
Benton & Bowles
Donahue & Coe

Duffy-Mott Co
Minute Maid Corp
Nestle Co Inc

Young & Rubicam
Ted
Bates
Needham & Crohmann

Pepsi-Cola Co
Procter & Camble
Co
White Laboratories Inc

Biow
Benton

Bowles

Doherty.
Clifford
Shenfield

Co,

REPRESENTATIVE
N.

Y.

N. Y.
(eff 1 Jul)

Henry 1. Christal Co, N. Y.
Sears and Ayer, N. Y.

(eff 1 Jul)

1-mi

NET OR STATION

Ayer

&

NATIONAL

Representation

Walker Representation Co,
Henry 1. Christal Co, N. Y.

Henry 1. Christal Co, N. Y.
Walker Representation Co, N. Y.

AGENCY
N. W.

The Press; Sun 7:30-8 pm; 6 Jul; 13 wks

Changes

Spot Television

SPONSOR

start duration

Howdy
Doody; T, Th 5:30-45 pm; 3 Jun; 52 w
Tales ot Tomorrow; F 9:30-10 pm; 1 Jul; 13 w

Independent
Independent
NBC

New and Renewed

Benson & Hedges

47

AFFILIATION

Milwaukee
Miami

time,

Circle Theatre; T 9:30-10 pm; 3 Jun; 52 wks
Stu
Erwin
Show— The
Trouble
With
Father;
7:30-8 pm; 6 Jun; 52 wks

ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

WJR, Detroit
WRAC,
Racine

Co
Co

PROGRAM,

47
56

Anderson & Cairns
St. Georges & Keyes

STATION
Charlottesville, Va.

Cosmopolitan

Party;

STATIONS

Station Representation

B C. Remedy
Benrus Watch

Party; F 3-3:15

News;
prog),

34

NBC-TV
ABC-TV

Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

WCHV.

WTMJ,
WWPB,

House
House

the
(16

NBC-TV

AGENCY
BBDO

& Sons

Copper

Douglas Edwards With
pm; 1 Jul; 52 wks
Today; T 7.15-20 am
(8 prog) ; 24 prog

on Television Netivorks

Armstrong Cork Co
General Mills Inc

Revere

, start duration
CBS-TV

SPONSOR

Kellogg Co
C. H. Masland

PROGRAM,

AGENCY
SSCB

&

WABD,
WPTZ,

N. Y.
Phila.

WNBT,
WDTV.
WDTV,
WDTV,

N. Y.
Pittsb.
Pittsb.
Pittsb.

WPTZ,
WNBQ,
WPTZ.

Phila.
Chi.
Phila.

WABD.

N.

Y.

PROGRAM,

time,

start,

anncmt; 26 May; 13 wks
16 May; 52 w
20-se c stn break;
10-se
c ident; 1 Jun; 13 wks
(r)
20-se
1-mi c anncmt: 29 Jun; 1 wk
(n
20-se
1-mi c anncmt: 27 May; 52 wks
partic 14 Jun; 3 wks

(n)

1-mi
partic; 20 May;
13 wks
(r
10-se c stn break; 1 Jun; 13 wks
1-mi
partic; 16 Jun; 52 wks (r)
anncmt. partic; 26 May; 2

refer
to New and Re
new category
Motional

Broadcast

Sales

Executires.

Sponst

ks. V.<
!\ational
Personnel.
l\etv

Spot
Radio
Business.
Agency
Appointments

Philip
Lennen (5)
(5)
Samuel tt".
Gill
H. IF. Newel!
S. G. Walton
E. A. Holmes
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15 )
(5)
(5)
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Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
NAME
Ccorgc

Addington

FORMER

member

Andrew

adv vp

Jergens Co,

Alexander
Gerald
Lou

Blake

Smith

Cine,

Carpet

Co,

NEW

adv

Simmonds

staff

N.

Y.,

adv

Breitner

Matty B.-escia
Richard S. Bridgma
Jack Bucholtz
Wayne Clark
Barrett C. Dillow
Ray C. Ellis
Ceorge M. Finley
Peter Finney
Samuel
Frank

Gill

Wendell Holmes
Willis T. Jensen
Lennen

Memphis,

pub

dir

Bart

Cone

N. Y., vp
&

Belding,

N.

Y.,

marketing,

media

Marion

Reeves

Kenneth

C.

Ring

Rochester, acct exec
N. Y., board chairman

B. Doner,

N.

Y., media,

research dir

Detroit, acct exec

& Pratt, N. Y., market research dept mgr
Eckhardt,
Detroit, copy chief

Lennen & Newell, N. Y.. board chairman
to be formed, 17 E. 45th St.)
Paul Lefton, N. Y., exec

Wright, Chi., radio-tv writer,
Williams, N. Y., partner
Weiss & Geller, Chi., vp

Ceyer,

Lennen
& Newell.
N .Y.,
formed, 17 E. 45fh St.)

Newell

& Granger, N. Y., exec vp

Gregory & House, Cleve., media research
William Hart Adler, Chi., asst to pres
Magazine Management, N. Y., assoc editor
Grant,
Mexico
City, gen
mgr
Lennen & Mitchell,
planning

N.

Y.,

mkt,

dir

sis research

Joseph Katz, Balto., head radio-tv
Matson Navigation Co, S.F., vp
Ted Bates, N. Y., acct exec
Shaffer-Brennan-Margulis,
Television

6.

Harry B. Cohen,

Bozell & Jacobs, Mnpls., radio-tv dir
Bozell & Jacobs, N. Y., vp
Gillette Co, Chi.
(Toni div), adv dir

Homer

Snow

press dir, pub rel counselor

Magazine,

N.

St.

L.

Y., asst to publisher

Same, vp, gen

prod

pres

(new

New

Iberia, La., formerly MBS,

Lee Ramsdell,
Phila., copy dir consumer accts'///
Cuastella-McCann-Erickson,
Mexico City, vp-gen
Grant & Wadsworth, N. Y., merchandising dir

charge

i

KYOR, Blythe, Cal., formerly LBS, now
WGYV, Creenville, Ala., formerly LBS, n
WKSR,
Pulaski, Tenn.,
formerly LBS, n<

Numbers after names
refer new
to category
New and Re(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Gerald Blake

(5)

//. K. Bankart (5) i
D. P. Nathanson

(5)

I

Homer M. Snow
l'rlcr Finney

(5)
(5)

'

West

Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., acct exec
Warner, Schulenburg, Todd, St. L., copy chief
Emil Mogul, N. Y., member exec group

KOWB, Laramie, Wyo., formerly MBS, n.
KREO, Indio, Cal., formerly LBS, now A
KROP, Brawley, Cal., formerly LBS, now

Paul L. Scott
Wendell Holmes
M. F. Mahony
Lou J. Boyce
Chester T. Birch

agency

to

b

mgr

Station Changes (other than personnel)
KANE,

(new agenc

Al

lean Robbins
Paul L. Scott
M.

Memphis,

Kenneth Rader, N. Y., radio-tv dir
Argus, L. A., copy chief
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., acct exec

Marschalk
Kcnyon &

James S. Little
Frank W. Mace
M. F. Mahony
Robert E. Matthes
Alfred S. Moss
irell
Don Paul Nathanson
H. W.

(eff 1 Jul)

exec staff

Same, in charge radio-tv time purchases
Same, acct exec

W.

Berry B-othcrs Co, jersey City, adv mgr
Warwick
& Legler,
N. Y.. research exec
D. P. Brother, Detroit, exec
Charles L. Rumrill,
Lennen & Mitchell,

N. Y.. vp

Mercready,
H*ndy & Van
Denburgh,
Newark, acct
William H. Weintraub, N. Y., marketing dept exec
Harry B. Cohen, N. Y., vp

Libor.v

Erwin, Wasey.

Ft. Worth, vp, office mgr

Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y., member

Action,

L'mbert & Feasley, N. Y., acct exec
William Warren. |ackson & Delaney, N. Y., tv dir
Good Housekeeping Magazine, N. Y., asst to editor
Alexander Smith Inc. N. Y., sis prom dir

Foote,

I. Handy

Philip W.

LBS,

AFFILIATION

& Simmonds,

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

Yonkers,

Lambert
& Feasley, N. Y., acct exec
dir
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleve., assoc media mgr

J. Boyce

Harold

AFFILIATION

Star-Telegraph,
Ft. Worth,
Compton,
N. Y., acct exec

SPONSOR

mj

Coast

More SamfeleA fttom t&e
WHO
Gentlemen :
I want to express my thanks and appreciation for the last several years of
public service that you have given to the
general public and also to motoring public in general.
Many times in the past, your news as
to the weather and complete road conditions has altered our course of highway travel. My only hope is that in the
near future, other states might follow
in your path to help in so complete a
safety measure. Regular weather reports given out by most stations are not
enough to be of much help when over
the road truck traffic is depending on
positive conditions. You will probably
never hear of it, but your station has
saved the Trucking Industry many
thousands of dollars by its road conditions report.
I, for one, was delayed in a nearby
state for two days because of icy highways. Before starting I had tried to
contact local police and newspapers for
weather conditions and with little success. The report was, colder. I could
not reach WHO as we were too far
away. If I could have reached your
station, I could have altered my route
and would not have had any additional
mileage. I also made a trip into the
snow area of South Dakota last winter
on the strength of your station's weather
report.
There are more motorists who depend
on WHO for their news and road conditions than from any other source. I,
for one, am very grateful for having an
Iowa station that is interested in the
safety of its motoring public.
J. E. McCULLOUGH
McCullough Transfer Co.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods:
Your courtesy in making it possible
for some movie scenes to be taken in
the WHO studio was greatly appreciated. It was a joy to work with you
and members of your staft who cooperated so fine in making arrangements
for this filming as well as participating
in it.
When the first contact was made with
you it was not our intention to spend so
much time in your studio. However, it
did mean a great deal to the folks from
the International Film Foundation as
well as for the other participants to be
able to take the other sequence of the
class also in the studio.
Thanks so much for your help and
if we may ever be of assistance to you
do not hesitate to call on the Extension
Service.
Sincerely yours,
Louise M. Rosenfeld
Assistant Director
Cooperative Extension Work
State of Iowa
16 JUNE 1952

Gentlemen :
I wish to extend to you the thanks of
our community for your announcements
for our school and also for the Lions
Club. It is a wonderful service. Your
coverage is nearly KKV; Ik u
We heard you say how many announcements you made in those few
days.
Would
you mind
sending
me
that number?
Thanks so much.
Yours,

Dear Mr. Woods:
We want to thank WHO for the fine
cooperation in presenting the Quiz Kids
program on Saturday, March 11. We
have heard many excellent comments
about this program. We hope that it
measured up to your professional
standards.
The children seemed to enjoy themselves and we felt that they were repoised. Allwetheworked
WHO were
personnelmarkably
with whom

L. R. Welker
Pres., Murray School Board,
and also Lions Club Member
Murray, Iowa

most cooperative.
Thank you again for the opportunity
that you gave us to show our interest in
handicapped children and to demonstrate
their ability.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs. Dorothy Phillips
Executive Director
Society for Crippled Children
and Adults, Inc.
Des Moines, Iowa

Dear Sir:
Thank you very much for your wonderful cooperation in scheduling our
spot announcements.
It is only through such a program
that we can hope to compile the statistics
necessary to carry on our work — to find
the cause and cure of multiple sclerosis.
Your valued assistance in helping us
achieve our aim Cordially,
is sincerely appreciated.
Cornelius H. Traeger, M.D.
Medical Director
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
New York. N.Y.

/opnotch time buyers
times makes them too
them forget that what
listeners — confidence —

Gentlemen :
I greatly appreciate your broadcasting
the programshould
"The beNew
Frontier." factor
Such,
programs
an important
in the effort to eliminate prejudice. I
hope that they
may sincerely,
continue.
Yours
Erma
Des Moines, Iowa

X. Anderson

have told us their work some"statistical" — sometimes makes
they're really trying to buy is
friends.

Out here at WHO, we've created millions of friends
who know we have earned their confidence. Our mailbags prove it. So do our advertisers' sales records,
month after month and year after year. . . .

WIK1®

*/or Iowa PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives
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WINTER'S
TALE . . .
with a
year-round
moral

What is so rare as a blazing hearth in June? A radio network
scoring gains during the past winter, that's what. And
why do we tell you this tale now? These gains can affect your
selling plans any time in the year, that's why.
All last winter (November-March, including latest Nielsen
reports) an increasing share of the total radio audience
was tuned to Mutual ... an 8% larger share than in the same
months a year ago. And Mutual has the largest gain in
share of audience among all radio networks.
During these same heart-warming months, advertisers were
steadily adding investments in Mutual time . . . 15% more
than a year ago. And Mutual has the largest gain in advertiser billings among all radio networks.
Naturally, it takes a full supply of seasoned advantages to
keep these unique plusses going . . . advantages like the
world's-largest-network pattern of the most stations in the
most markets (nearly double anybody else's).
And because all these advantages are stacked and ready for
immediate use, we welcome you to a chair beside the PLUS
fireplace now- to plan for any kind of sales weather to come.

the MUTUAL

network of 550 affiliates

Lansing P. Shield
Grand

Uni

Grand Union is not nearly as large as A&P nor is it quite like
the neighborhood grocer. Nevertheless this chain of 320 supermarkets, with a yearly volume of about $200,000,000. manages to combine the best features of both types of enterprise.

MONTREAL

Population up 11.4"/°
RiUil local
Salessales
up ,^,/
36.9*/6
CFCF

Under Lansing Shield's direction this includes profit sharing with
employees, better foods at lower cost for the consumer. It's this last
note that Grand Union highlights in its air advertising over a sixstate East Coast area. Campaigning, incidentally, that has progressed steadily since Shield became president in 1947.
Actually, the company began its radio advertising in 1945 with
saturation announcement schedules. Specifically, they were designed
to acquaint thrift-conscious housewives with holiday specials — Easter
hams, Thanksgiving turkeys, Christmas delicacies. These were so
successful that air advertising was broadened to include TV.
Shield, not the kind of man who runs the company by remote
control, came through with two innovations. Working with Grand
Union's agency, French & Preston, he inaugurated remote telecasts
from the scene of new store openings, made Grand Union the first
food chain to install in-store TV to push video-advertised products.
To help housewives stretch their food dollars, Grand Union runs
holiday announcements and participations featuring low price items
on quiz programs as well as news and music stanzas and TV panel
features. Shows include Bob & Ray (WNBC), Dean Cameron
(WJZ), both New York City, Starring the Editors (WNBF-TV. Binghamton, N. Y.), an da host of other shows in the East.
Air advertising accomplishes three Shield objectives: (1) announcement "specials" bring the customers into the stores; (2) instore TV sets attract point-of-sale viewers; (3) and, remote telecasts
create a lot of hoopla at a Grand Union store opening. They bring
in a flow of curious customers that Grand Union hopes to make
permanent food buyers.
Shield, who joined the firm in 1928 and became vice president in

ln+n« U.S.,se*\JecA*G>.

1929, is ever alert for new ideas. He's an inventor in his own right
with his post-war "baby," the Food-O-Mat. The device, a gravity-fed,
rear-loaded display shelf, is featured in many Grand Union stores.
It's ably doing its part to hold the Grand Union customers that
radio and TV are bringing in.
SPONSOR
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Tops in Music — News
NATIONAL

SALES

HEADQUARTERS:

488

MADISON
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— Sports

AVENUE,

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ

AGENCY,

NEW
INC.

YORK

22,

ELDORADO

5-2455

23

Thornburgh

(I.) felicited by W. S. Paley, R. McLean,

iVett? developments

with EHUD
• Metropolitan
230,400
• Retail

Population

Sales

$174,670,000

..JVIHrH

R. Slocum of Phila. "BulleJir

on SPONSOR

stories

SCO:
Issue:

Cook's tour of four TV stations"
19 May 1952, p. 28

Subject:

An inside look at TV station setups

Latest station to open a new integrated radio-TV tenter is WCAU,
Philadelphia, now originating six CBS Television shows weekly (see
M & M article, page 34). Located on a 10-acre site and occupying
100,000 square feet of floor space, the new WCAU building is designed to cut radio and TV production costs. It is a completely airconditioned structure whose functional layout is designed to permit
orderly expansion up to triple the present studio facilities.
Said Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of
the WCAU stations: "The new center is adaptable to every foreseeable new production technique of the future, including color TV."

• Population

•

Retail

Primary

Cover-

Sales

$578,089,000

on your schedule

See:
Issue:
Subject:

"Wherever you go — there's
28 Januarv 1952, p. 37

rad

Radio continues to put its sale
genuitv to work to promote itsc
advertisers and publie

1. CBS Radio held the premier showing in Hollywood on 2 June

F. E. BUSBY,
Genera/ Manager

,ON THE DIAL 710

CBS
MOBILE,

ALABAMA

of its new documentary film "More Than Meets the Eye" — a 15-minute presentation on network broadcasting. Some 400 stars and industry executives witnessed the movie, which is said to be the first
business film to tell its story in terms of animated abstract art. The
film is being shown at the Museum of Modern Art, New York from 9
June through 11 July to ad industry executive groups; special showings will be arranged in key centers around the countrx.
2. The NARTB released the second in its transcribed "Radio on the
Record" program series to its over-400 member stations in May.
The promotional series was originated by NARTB, presents outstanding Americans in various fields to dramatically point up the effectiveness of radio as a medium of news, education, entertainment and public interest programing. The 400-odd stations present each show at
li;as! once weekly at varied listening hours during the release month.
SPONSOR

a new
Capitol open-end
dramatic show

starring

the player

PAUL FREES
America s most versatile actor
THE

PLAYER

is a show you can sell ! 15-minute

dramatic programs — each one a complete
fast-moving entertainment package with a
smash surprise ending!
It's a show sure to build a rating, build sales,
too, for any type of product or service, at a
cost that will pleasantly surprise Mr. Sponsor.
Send for full details and sample audition record.

A big show . . .
in a low- cost package
As radio fare THE PLAYER is sure-fire. Starring
Paul Frees, and scripted by outstanding writers,
THE

PLAYER

can vary daily as a strip show.

Shows include mysteries, westerns, romances,
comedies, adventure, science fiction, and other
types, all featuring special music by Ramez Idriss.

130 SHOWS

READY • 130 MORE

WRITTEN

THE PLAYER marks the high-spot of
successful
Capitol programs
■T< ■ ■ ■
you can sell to

Audition Discs and brochures available nouTT

omt

Capitol :,Records
Distributing Corp.,
phone.
Broadcast Sales Division
1453 No. Vine Street, Hollywood 28, California
Please send full particulars on THE PLAYER

STATION
ADDRESS

OR COMPANY_

and audition record.

In the not-so-good old days, well
pitched tonsils and a personality
who could rip and read were all

. . . spend money— lots of it— for
top men, the best equipment, plenty
of film.

you needed.

—and above all, give local news a
real play! In the last four months
here on Channel 4 we have used
60,000 feet of film on local news:
and also 2000 still pictures!

Now

If you want to pick up a news program with an established Pulse —
one of McCuen's News Shows is
temporarily open and is offered
subject to prior sale. See our National Representatives or wire us
for details and the price tag.

Add to this, footage and wire pictures of National and International
news and personalities. Supplement
this with stories from the principal
wire services . . .
Then edit! Good news men doing it!

*as»

10b

ABC

•

the News has to be good!

Money, men, material and completeness make and hold news listeners on WTCN-TV.

Vw TCN
DUMONT

(Affiliate)

NollonallyTepr«i»nUd by FREE 1 PETERS
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TV's hottest
problem:
repulabltiicons
Advertisers feel medium
needs industry effort to
"sell" against its critics

TV

With the freeze lifted and television on the way to mammoth

national status, the medium's
biggest problem today is not shortage of
equipment or channels but public relations.
Critics in and out of Congress in growing

Rep. Gathings is against bumps like this on television
At hearing of House subcommittee now investigating radio
and

television. Rep. E. C. Gathings demonstrated
"hootchy-kootchy"
dance he had seen performed on TV. He said obscene telecasts
could be prevented only by some type of governmental action.
While observers generally feel such legislation

would

be rejected as unconstitutional, they point out that
TV's good points are snowed under by such criticisms.
16 JUNE 1952

numbers have let fly a' hail of headlinemaking complaints which reached a crescendo last month with adoption of the resolution by Rep. E. C. Gathings (D.-Ark.)
for a House investigation of radio and telebility. vision. Whether consciously or not, the
medium is engaged in a battle for respectaTelevision, as many advertiser and agency executives express privately, is at a turning point. It will either start its growth
toward truly giant status under the handicap of a belittling chorus of comment from
government, civic, and educational leaders; or it will fight back and find an effec27
tive means of selling its role to the Ameri-

"Tt'll story of TV9s ntuntj fint* shows

to counter

critics*

ScieilCB cbs' -what in the w,

can community in a favorable light.
\d\ertisers are coming to the conclusion that the only way to protect

Radio is equally a target of the Gathings Resolution and frequently of
critical groups but the public relations
problem is deemed nowhere near as
acute for radio sponsors for several
reasons. First, the critics are now
concentrating far less fire on radio
than on TV. Second, there is nothing
visual to worry about — no problem

TV's standing is through a full-fledged
industry effort which would sell TV's
strong points and convince the public
that abuses are being corrected. Many
usually conservative executives expressed their concern to SPONSOR at
the seemingly unrelenting fury with
which TV has been attacked; and they
warned that positive promotional measures as well as self-regulation were
necessary. The TV Code, whose board
met for the first time early this month,

with low necklines. Third, radio's reputation— for good or bad — has been
formed over the past 30 years and little
can be done now to alter basic public
reaction. Television, it is felt, can still
mold its own reputation.

was praised as a sensible first step "but
the broadcasters better not let it go at
that" was the attitude of most.

some

To throw light on TV's public relations problem, SPONSOR has collated
opinions of the medium which

Time devoted to show types weekly on three TV nets*

ABC
Children's

programs

Comedy,

situation

Comedy,

variety

Discussion,

forum

Western

Musical
Musical,

variety

Mystery
Quiz

&

Sports
Women's

DUMONT
16.4V
6.0
3.0
3.0
13.4
3.0
3.0
3.0
9.0
10.1

audience

participation
Religious

day-time

NBC

Children's

programs

Discussion & talks
Drama
Education

&

Amateur

8.2
11.9

Children's programs
Comedy, situation

g.3
3. J

Discussion & talks
Drama, mystery
series

2.3
3.5
3.2

3.8
5.2
5.5

straight
Western

6.7
J.g

Instructional

2.0

public

Quiz & audience

5.6

Sports
Women's

Interview
programs
Musical

1.295

0.7
fl.O
12.3

Quiz & aud. partic. 14.2
Religious
0.6
Special events
J. 5
Sports
3.0
Variety
23.6
Women's

prog

100.0%

talent

News

10.4
4.1

Religious

0.0
6.0
10.4
4.4

26.23

programs

3.4

100.03

)t available for release at SPONSOR'S

presstirr

100.0',

have been voiced by its sharpest critics.
These opinions, to be quoted below,
show advertisers and agencies as well
as television broadcasters what they
are up against in their public relations
battle. In addition, this report will
summarize the strong points TV has to
use in selling itself and present some of
the constructive suggestions which have
been made for helping TV in its fight
for stature.
The TV critic who is most in the
spotlight today is Rep. Ezekiel Candler
Gathings, 49, who has been a member
of the House since 1939. Rep. Gathings precipitated the current investigation with a Resolution which passed
when only 30 of the 528 members of
the House of Representatives were on
the floor. The Resolution said an investigation was needed "to determine
the extent to which the radio and television programs currently available to
the people of the United States contain immoral or otherwise offensive
matter, or place improper emphasis
upon crime, violence, and corrupThe Gathings Resolution also protion. .. ."
vides that the investigatory group ". . .
make such recommendations (including recommendations for legislative
action to eliminate offensive and undesirable radio and television programs
and to promote higher radio and television standards! as it deems advisIt is this last emphasis on "programing by legislation" which has set industry spokesmen to issuing warnings
that Gathings has suggested what
amounts
to unconstitutional
governable."
SPONSOR
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ment censorship of the air media.
Not himself a member of the sevenman subcommittee named to carry out
the radio-TV investigation. Gathings
has appeared as its star witness. The
picture presented on the first page of
this report shows him before it acting
out a "hootchy-kootchy" dance from
what he termed an "obscene and lewd"
scene in a TV show called You Asked
for It. Gathings attributed the current
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wave of "panty raids" by college students to the influence of this type of
programing and urged the necessity of
Congressional control in some form because "competition is keen and great
financial stakes are involved, making
it difficult for the industries properly
to regulate themselves."
Other Congressmen and outside subcommittee witnesses have testified variously that TV lacks respect for marital
bonds, shows scantily clad women frequently, and exposes children to mystery, violence, and persuasive exponents of beer drinking.
Washington observers, however, do
not believe that any actual legislation
will come out of the hearings. The real
danger to radio and television from the
Gathings investigation boils down to
its influence on the public attitude toward the air media.
An industry leader who has built his
reputation for farsightedness over
many years as a broadcaster told
SPONSOR: "The investigation will make
headlines for weeks, then fold its tent
and be forgotten. But the impression
it leaves will remain behind to add to
all the other criticism heaped on television and radio. There is being built

Opera nbcc

opera by Menotti, "Amahl and Night Visitors

up in this country a concept of television as something akin to a combination peep show and school for
criminals. Even though the great majority of the public approves wholeheartedly oftelevision, the steady repetition ofthese charges is bound to leave
the subconscious impression that television entertainment is somehow cheap
and not a recreational activity to be
The most consistently critical antiproud of."voices are to be heard not in
television
Congress but among the nation's intellectual elite — writers, journalists,
professors. In the folklore of the broadcasting industry, these literati are written off as an inconsequential minority
whose atypical tastes have no power to
effect even so much as the sale of onetenth

of one

J^*^^» *

% >^

cl

.1

* fJM

percent

of the nation's

:cUI

goods. But the current investigation
in Congress has suggested that the
opinions of the literati can't be
shrugged off after all.
As a New York account executive
whose major client spends heavily in
TV put it to sponsor: "It's this vocal
minority which has helped to create
the atmosphere in which a Congressional probe can flourish. The broadcasting industry makes a mistake if it
thinks it can ignore the high-brows.
Numbered among them are many of
the nations opinion makers — the newspaper reviewers, the magazine writers,
even the gag writers who insert mocking skits about TV into television's own
No better indication of what the
comedy shows."
literati are thinking is available than
(Please turn to page 74 1
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DRUGS &GHEMIGALS.
NOXZEMA'S

FIRST HOME

WAS

DR. BUNTINGS

DRUGSTORE

IN 1914.

RADiO-BUILT

DEMAND

TODAY

IS FILLED FROM

HUGE

FACTORY

Bunting's magic mix: loxzema+radio
Broadcasting has helped increase sales seven-fold for drug firm in 20 years
4MB9BVffl Noxzema Skin Cream, star
%■■»■■ performer in the product
[amilj of Baltimore's Noxzema Chemical Company, has been flying successfulK in the face of an advertising trui-iu fur nearl) K» years, and for more
than 20 years on the air.
The truism goes: "No household or
drug product should try to be all things
to all men. Pick (I good, simple claim
for it and slid, tO that claim: then
hummer it home in your advertising."
Bui the famous skin cream, in it*
familial blue jars, is virtually an allpurpose cream. As a result, there are
several basic advertising approaches
usedb) Noxzema simultaneously. Thus,
30

keeping the advertising for Noxema
Skin Cream from riding off in all directions at once calls for shrewd advertising planning on the part of both
client and agency I Sullivan. Stauffer.
Colwell&Bayles).
Advertising in general, and radio in
particular, has helped to boost Noxzema from a local Baltimore outfit, barel\ "in the black," to an organization
that did $6,632,688 in net sales last
year with ever) < xpectanc) of that figure going int.. the $7,000,000-plus
I rackets for 1952.
II Noxzema has an advertising formula for its skin cream, it might be reduced i" the following rules: The prod-

uct is rarely advertised with a real
"omnibus" approach. Specific uses are
aimed, through advertising, at specific
audiences.
The near-universal appeal of Noxzema Skin Cream is counterbalanced
somewhat by other Noxzema products
which are more specialized. For the
most part, these are outgrowths of uses
to which the skin cream has been put
in the past. There is Noxzema Brushless Shave Cream, for instance, as well
as Noxzema Suntan Lotion and NoxIvy. They reinforce Noxzema's strong
position, with its skin cream slill made
according to the formula of Dr. George
A. Bunting I board chairman I in 1914.
SPONSOR

The lion's slum- of the firm's ad budgets, present!) running over $1,500,000
annually, is spent to promote the skin
cream, as bonis its place as the firm's
besl seller. Despite the advertising
headaches of selling the multiple-use
product, it does well in most specific
categories against other, and more specialized, products with winch it compi tes at drug counters.
For example, the authoritative trade
publication, Drug Topics, estimates
that the total business done last year
in all I . S. "'burn remedies" was
around $7,000,000. There are a long
list of products (such as Unguentine)
which are designed primarily for nonprescription use on burns. But. according to several druggists, wholesalers
and drug industn sources contacted b\
SPONSOR, \o\zema Skin Cream was by
far the leader in this category, particularlv where the burn was caused by an
overdose of sunshine. Similar situations exist in several other drug product categories where Noxzema Skin
Cream, the "general" product, outperforms more "'specialized" products.
Like many of the drug advertisers
who recently reported their ratios of
sales and advertising, as well as their
budget breakdowns, to the Association
of National Advertisers, Noxzema
spends about 25', of net sales for advertising. As mentioned earlier, the
biggest portion of this budget goes into
selling the skin cream, with the brushless shave following some distance behind and the other two products receiving relatively minor portions.
Since Noxzema's ad strategy varies
w ith the season, and from year to year,
budget
breakdowns
are misleading.

MBS' Gabriel Heatf
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However, Noxzema generally spreads
its $1,500,000 over broadcast, newspaper, magazine and display advertising, with something like 25% to 30%
going into airselling. This figure is
merely an "average," which has
dropped downward at times since
1938, until the proportion was closer
to 10% ; at other times, it has gone up
to as much as 50% or 60% . As SPONSOR went to press, however, the current budget allocation for broadcasting was about 20%.
This is where the current crop of
Noxzema air dollars is going:
At the national level — The biggest
single thing in Noxzema airselling is
its once-a-week sponsorship of a quarter-hour segment of Gabriel Healter, on
Mutual.
Heatter is virtually the sole

advertising effort for Noxzema Brushless Shave Cream, and also carries the
ball for the Skin Cream in opening and
closing commercials done by Rosalind
Green.
Says Account Executive Mary Ayres
admiringly: " 'Gabe' is a great salesman. He never seems to 'use up' the
audience; they keep coming back for
more
the —product."
At and
the more
local oflevel
Because of its
multiple uses. Noxzema has never lent
itself easily to spot radio or TV announcements. However, the firm does
use spot broadcasting in a limited way.
This summer, a radio spot announcement drive will be aired in New York,
Baltimore. Philadelphia, and Atlantic
City for Noxzema Suntan Lotion,
( Please turn to page 84)

Coverage controversy: Is
Here are the opposing viewpoints of A. C. Nielsen ani)

Nielsen Point-of-View:
BMB

shortchanged radio, had built-in sources

of error resulting from its mailing-list type
of sample, Nielsen technique will measure all
the audience by combining personal interview and
Audimeters, won't favor TV over radio

keting, rating

r

Nielsen Coverage Service i> nol tnerel) a vastl) improved
replacement for BMB: il goes far beyond BMB — in that it
provides the first nation-wide measurements of television
coverage, TV and radio ownership on a market-by-market
basis, automobile radio ownership, out-of-home radio listening, out-of-home TV viewing and other vital subjects —
all classified in accordance with important family characteristics.
The BMB method I or any other method which relies primaril) <m mail ballots) involves very serious errors arising
from i a i the impossibilit\ of compiling a mailing list that
i- a true sample of all U. S. homes and i It I the substantial
differences, in listening habits, between families that reply
and those which fail to respond.
\ third and equally serious error results from the memory loss among respondents. The typical radio listener sim|)l\ cannot remember all the stations which are heard weekIs in the home. With radio being forced to fight for fair
recognition, we feel that the time has come to disclose exactly what the Nielsen Audimeters revealed on this subject
at the time BMB No. 2 was in production.
Audimeters then showed that the average radio family
actuall) listened weekly (during the daytime i to 59$ more
radio stations than the BMB ballots reported! Expressed
another way, this means that the mail ballot system shortchanged radio bj 37' '< on this one point alone!
B) using personal interviews and covering the entire
family, Nielsen Coverage Service will effect some reduction
32

in the error due to memory loss. In addition, however, the
NCS technique employs Nielsen Audimeters to measure any
shortage that may remain (either for radio or for any
specific type of station) so that appropriate adjustment
factors may be applied — thus protecting all radio stations,
and radio as a whole, from the serious consequences of
being falsely undervalued. And, of course, TV is protected
in an identical manner.
We wish to emphasize that NCS uses identical techniques
for radio and TV, and that the techniques are such that
neither medium is favored at the expense of the other. Here
again the NCS technique, with its sound sampling and personal interviews, contrasts sharply with mail ballot methods
—because the latter unavoidably short-change radio in
comparison with TV due to:
(a) The excess of TV homes in the typical mailing list.
I The sources of mailing lists are such as to favor the
upper income classes.)
The higher response percentage from TV families.
I More highly educated groups respond more readily
to questionnaires, and the TV owner is more excited about the subject of the questionnaire.)
With the NCS technique, both radio and TV are measured side by side on a basis of equality.
High industry acceptance is assured for NCS because of
the soundness, accuracy, and impartiality of the NCS technique, the leadership of A. C. Nielsen Company in the field
I flense turn to page 83 I
i hi
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Bill method obsolete?
Standard Audience Measurement, rivals in eovorago

Standard Audience Measurement's reply:
Committee of both buyers and sellers
rejected personal interview method in 1944,
approved BMB

system now used by SAM.

It's unfortunate Nielsen is muddying coverage
waters when 400 stations have already subscribed to SAM

leth H. Baker heads SAM, was NARTB

Let's stop talking as though the personal interview were a
marketing research tool that was invented in the spring
of 1952. The personal interview is as old as marketing research itself — perhaps older (Eve is believed to have
had some success with it) . The personal interview was old
when BMB considered it in 1944 and 1945 and discarded
it as being unsuitable as a measuring instrument for a national study of station coverage. The BMB committees
w hich arrived at this decision were composed of representatives of both the buyers and sellers of broadcast advertising. The decision was made after the examination of pertinent experimental and test data assembled and presented to
the committees by BMB's Director of Research. The decision was accepted by a large segment of the broadcasting
industry, and it was generally agreed that station audiences
and station coverage would henceforth be estimated on the
basis of returns to a mail ballot. It is hard, therefore, to
believe that data from the personal interview will be accepted as "a vastly improved replacement for BMB."
Let"s also stop talking about "meticulous probability systems" of sampling when we know beforehand that, at best,
the most that can be hoped for is a rough approximation of
an attempt to get a probability sample. No sample in broadcasting measurement today I with the possible exception of
the telephone sample i stands a chance of being a probability sample. Attempts to get a probability sample are admirable provided they are labeled as attempts and provided
it is admitted that the final result is not a probability sam16 JUNE 1952

research chief

pie and may not be evaluated by the statistics of probability
sampling.
Refusals and the prohibitive expense of unlimited callbacks produce "no-data" cases. If these "no-data" cases
are dropped from the final arrays or if substitutions are
made for them, the result is no longer a probability sample,
and the decision which led to an attempt to gel a probability sample in the first place is open to question. There are
other ways to sample a population, and these methods yield
results which have as much practical usefulness as an improperly executed probability sampling.
Returning to the personal interview, however, it is important to remember that, even when it is devoted entirely
to station information, it has important drawbacks. The
personal interview is treacherous at best. Uniformity is
next to impossible to attain when as many as 500 interviewers are used — even when the interviewers are "highlytrained and experienced field personnel." The "memorj
loss" can be just as great in the door-bell situation as it i*
in ballot-marking unless the interviewer resorts to prompting and then, of course, the bars are down.
It is our understanding that the interview which is now
being conducted (by A. C. Nielsen) is both a fairly Ions:
one and also one in which other than audience information
is being collected. This additional information (program
audiences to a selected list of programs of one of the networks) can exert an unknown effect in determining the
(Please turn to page 83 I
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How TV took a candy out
of the doldrums
M &

>I liils jackpot

usiii^ network

television

as its sole advertising medium

1951
19.10

Ad Budget $725,000

Gross Sales
$14,000,000

Ad Budget $450,000
Gross Sales $8,500,000
Ad Budget $225,000
Gross Sales $3,000,000

■ma
In a business as precarious
I ym as branded candy the word
"phenomenon" is applied
with great reserve. But that's how the
manufacturers in that field are referring to M & M Candy, a brand that
only a few years ago was finding it
mighty tough getting: established.
The phenomenal aspects of M & M
Cand) involve not merely the fact that
in two \ears it has more than tripled
it- gross sales; but also its unorthodox
advertising approach. It has got there
1>\ whal almost amounts to a defiance

sponsorship with point-of-sale, or anyother sort of merchandising. Nor has
it integrated its air advertising with the
activities of its salesmen.

of the accepted precepts of the advertising world.
Madison Vvenue scriptures hold that
a product <an onl\ achieve great sales
success through a balanced, well-integrated advertising campaign.
M & M -

About the only "radical" changes
that the manufacturer has made in its
distribution format in the two years of
it- skyrocketing success with TV were
t« drop its remaining connections with
cand) brokers and to add several trav-

34

prospects for a gross of $14,000,000 in
1952— as compared to $3,000,000 for
1950 — should be ample testimony that
M & M falls within the descriptive
brackets of '"great success." Yet here
is the policy the company has pursued
during these selfsame years:
M & M hasn't spent a dollar on any
medium besides TV. It hasn't made the
least effort to cash in on its network

been
eggs
fixed
what

eling salesmen to its staff. M & M has
content to keep all its advertising
in one basket, to operate on a
advertising percentage as against
it can sell, and to move along

production-wise cautiously
limits. It is in no rush to
production capacity.
M & M officials decline
the wherefores of this and

and within
expand its
to disclose
other com-

pany policies. To all questions from
SPONSOR, John McNamara, company
president, made this summary reply:
"We are, as you probably know, a
closed corporation. It is our official
policy not to reveal to outsiders the
facts of our business. This erven applies to Dun & Bradstreet." A veil of
reticence prevails at M & Ms present
agency, the William F.sty Company.
SPONSOR

Est\ got tin- account about two and
a half years ago and, with all its reluctance to talk about M X M, the
agenc) can't deny, at the least, that
M \ \l ha- been a valuable piece of
business. The alliance, as is obvious,
has paid off in rich dividends, and suggests abaseball analog) — from Eversto-Tinker-to-Chance. M & M brought in
Esty, after running through five agencies in seven years; Esty introduced
\1 \ M lo T\ and the ABC program,
Super Circus: and Super Circus provided M \ Ms springboard to a place
among the leaders in the branded candy field. Closely allied with this rise
at Esty has been account executive
Mark Byron, a candy specialist from
awaj back.
Success fetches the curiosity of competitors, and this curiosity is often followed by imitation. Several manufacturers have tried to cut in on M & M's
little hard-coated chocolate candy with
something like it. but none of the attempts thus far have gotten anywhere.
One of them went so far as to call itself L & L Candy.
Here are the salient merchandising
facts about currently unrivalled M & M
Candy :
1. It is sold in four different ways:
(a)
ib)

(c)

In bulk in Woolworth's.
A seven-ounce bag ( family
pack)
is retailed through
grocer) chains, independent
groceries, and drug stores.
A 5$ bag is sold through
cigar counters
and candy
stores.

i d I A theatre pack is put up at
about the same size as the
50 bag.
2. It is the largest selling candy
package in chain stores, outselling Heri Please turn to page 70)
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How M «.V Jl's "Candy Carnival" I'tttnpares with top 10 kid
shows in i-ifst-prr- 1.000 homes per minute of commercial
TOP

CHILDREN'S

PROGRAMS

44.3
Gene Autry .
Lone Ranger .
Roy Rogers ...
Super Circus < 1 st half hour! __
Big Top
Howdy Doody
Super Circus (.2nd half hour)
Candy Carnival
Zoo Parade . .....
Capt. Video -

33.1
29.8
26.2

2.60
$2.86
2.64
7.97
7.78

25.9
22.5
22.3

7.04
2.20

17.1

1.67
2.90

76.7
75.0

2.40

Vk>w petailers avoid paying
THEJJ2 FULL SHAPE
fcAP/O VIA DOUBLE

FOR CO-OP
8ILHMO

ro-oi
Double billii

dealer co-operative advertisit.
ed the
on radioinvol
ingthose
has ved
assumwith
©To
aspects of a bewitching but infuriating
female — hard to live with and hard to
live without.
Industry and its handmaiden, advertising, regard co-op advertising with
mixed feelings. Retailers are enthusiastic, but elsewhere in the trade it is

,7 [vjy^^lMJ^.

niXoJJkfclMrcr (jWlb,cm&.

the cynosure of passionate soul-searching. It has been damned and praised,
tossed out of the window by some, generously increased by others.
The contradictory feelings about coop advertising derive from two considerations. On the one hand is the undeniable fact that co-op advertising
comes with a built-in flaw in that it is
difficult to control. On the other hand,
it is equally undeniable that co-op can
be flexible, productive, and profitable.
Moreover, its dollar totals have been
increasing with husky strides, especially as advertisers turn more and more
to market-by-market use of radio.
For reasons which will be made clear
later in the article, it is difficult to pin
down the amount actually spent on all
co-op advertising. One industry observer estimated it at between $750
million and $1 billion annually and,

3;

though he wouldn't stake his life on it.
figured that radio came in for about
10 to 15% of the total. Newspapers
have cornered the lion's share.
There are bound to be a lot of headaches when someone else does part of
your advertising, but one of the fiercest
co-op migraines currently throbbing is
the practice of double-billing.
Double-billing is a maneuver whereby an advertising medium sends two
bills to the local advertiser. One is the
bill which the local man actually pays.
The second bill — for a hiked-up amount
— is the one which is passed on to the
distributor or manufacturer; in turn
the manufacturer must reimburse the
retailer on a previously agreed upon

%& cpvtto JLoa stMxSu

percentage.
In broadcasting, these deals are usually arranged between the retailer and
station. The technique has been sharpSPONSOR

ndiii's biggest headache

eals involve relatively few stations, but they hurt all radio
ened to such a degree that it is not unusual for a large retailer to get his coop advertising for nothing or even
make money on the deal — because the
second bill has been pushed up so high.
There is nothing new about the practice, for it has had a venerable history
in newspapers and still plagues the national advertiser in that field. Very
little has been said about it publicly as
far as radio is concerned, but many
manufacturers are quietly complaining
about it and many radio people are
quietly worried about it.
A SPONSOR investigation indicates
that the situation has become serious
enough to warrant throwing light on
the entire matter and that a hush-hush
policy will help no one except those
who profit by double-billing. Both advertisers and station executives have
told SPONSOR that unless something
constructive is done, broadcast advertising will be hurt — badly. It may not
be too strong to suggest that if radio

IfUU
I LU
flllDTFQ

about
co-op queried
advertisi c
SPONSOR

Y
"If these double-billing practices continue, it seems to me it
will lead to a loss of faith in radio as a medium on the part of
large advertisers ivho just dont want to do business where there
are sharp practices of this kind."
Y
"I believe some of the practices by radio stations on co-op
advertising has created one of the greatest menaces. . . . It is
breaking down the confidence of retail and distributor advertising
in the media.

Some of these practices are downright dishonest."

W

stations have lost thousands of dollars in billings

"...

because of these bad practices."
Y

"Not only are appliance manufacturers becoming increasingly disturbed by a number of abuses that have come to light in

recent months but we as a station are also becoming disturbed. . . ."
y

doesn't clean its house, the government
goblin will swoop down and, with its
broom, choke everybody with the dust.
For some aspects of double-billing involve violation of stringent Federal law.

"Our experience has been so bad with so-called co-op advertising, we won't accept ii."

W
"I am very glad to hear that you are going to do a
story on co-op advertising. It is a subject that needs publicity
and I think it high time that some of the abuses be eliminated. . .
At least three or four distributors . . . have told their dealers that

While sponsor's research clearly indicates that double-billing with intent
to defraud is certainly not the rule,
even occasional instances hurt co-op
advertising. It is also clear that the

they will not approve co-op advertising on radio. We dont know
how widespread the double-billing practice is but other stations
have told told us there is a lot of it going on."

I Please turn to page 79)
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Who's Who on the networks: 1950-52
List of radio and TV sponsors shows 353 have used webs for past three years

• Home Furnishings and Appliance sponsors preferred
TV to radio 2-to-l. but Institutions, Insurance Companies,
Religious Groups, went more strongly for AM.

Xlif charts on these pages summarize what has happened to radio and television sponsorship over the past
three years. They're a box wore on trends, including:
1. \n alphabetical list of sponsors starting at right and
continuing for four pages) with the number of radio and

The "Program Type" listing I lower right) shows that
(as of April '52). Serials, News programs, Musical and
Musical Variety shows are markedly more frequent in
radio than in TV; and that TV tops AM in the number
of sponsored Mystery, Comedy-Variety and Panel Quiz
shows. Straight Variety programs on TV decreased sharply between October 1951 and April 1952, while AM
showed an increase in Juvenile and Western programs.
Charts were compiled by the Executives Radio-TV Service. Larchmont, N. Y.. publishers of The FACTuary (a
quarterly listing of radio and TV network data). James
M. Boerst is editor of The FACTuary.

I'\ shows they had on the air over the 1950-52 period.
2. \ breakdown ion page 42) of sponsorship by types
of advertisers and of the number of sponsored programs
In -how (\ pes.
A close look at the charts I p. 42 ) points up some interesting highlights. The "Sponsor Classification"
the lower left on that page reveals that:
• As of April 1952. there were almost three
mam Auto and Accessories sponsors using TV
hut AM had twice as many Gas and Lubricants
TO COMPILE

FACTS

LIKE THOSE

IN CHARTS

AT

chart at
times as
as radio,
sponsors.

RIGHT,

JIM

BOE1ST

(BELOW)

MAKES

ARDUOUS

CHECK

WITH

ALL NETWORKS

SPONSOR

Radio-TV advertisers and number

of network programs

scheduled 1950, 1951, 1952

Advertiser

1950

1951

1952
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Bymart. Inc.

1

1
2

Calif. Prune Growers
Calif. Walnut Growers
Campuna Sales Co.
Campbell
Soup Co.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Cannon Mills

1
2

i
i
f

2
1

i
i

Capehart-Farnsworth
Carnation Co.
Carter Products
Celanese Corp. of Am.
Chamberlain Sales Corp.
Champion Spark Plug Co.
Chesebrough
Mfg. Co.
Chevrolet Dealers
Christian Refined Church
( liii^tian Science Monitor
Chrysler Sales Division
Church of Christ
Cigar Enjoyment Parade
('ities Service Co.
Cliquot Club Co.
Clorox Chemicals
Club Aluminum Products
Cluett-Peabody
Coca-Cola Co.
Colgate-Pal molive-Peet
Columbia Records, Inc.
Congoleum-Nairn,
Inc.
Continental Baking Co.
Consolidated Cigar Corp.
Corn Prod. Refining Co.
Cory Corp.

< Tobacco Co.
i Trucking Assn.
Amurol Products
Anahist Co.
Anchor Hocking Glass Co.
Anheuser Busch
Animal Foundation
Anson. Inc.
Anthracite Institution
Armour & Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Arnold Bakers
Assn. of Am. Railroads
Atlantic Refining Co.
Atlantis Sales Corp.

B

1951

Burton Dixie Corp.

Adam Hat Stores
Admiral Corp.
Allis Chalmers M/f. Co.
Alsco Co.
i/„
i Co. of Am
nd Co.
Bakeries Co.
i liirtl Products
i (hide Co.
Am. Cigarette & Cigar
Am. Dairy Assn.
Am. Federation of Labor
American Home Products
Imerican Oil Co.
Am. Safety Razor Co.

B. T. Babbitt
Ballantine & Sons
Barbasol Co.
Bayuk Cigar Co.
Bauer & Black
Beatrice Creameries
Bell & Howell
Bell Telephone Co.
Belmont Radio Corp.
Beltone Hearing Aid
Bendix Home Appliances
Benrus Watch Co.
Best Foods, Inc.
Bigelotc-Sanford
Carpet
Hazel Bishop Co.
Blatz Bretcing Co.
Block Drug Co.
Bohn Aluminum
Bona fide Mills
Bond Stores
Borden Co.
Botany Mills
Bretcing Corp. of Am.
Bristol Myers
Brown & Williamson
II r, i Shoe Co.
Bulova Watch Co.
Burkhart Mfg. Co.
Burrus Mill & Elevator

1950

Advertiser

1

1
1

Crawford Clothes
Cream of Wheat Corp.
Credit Union Natl. Assn.
Crosley Div., AVCO
Cudahy Packing Co.
Curtis Publishing Co.

2

3

1

2

Dawn Bible Students Assn.
Derby Foods, Inc.
DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers
Dr. Pepper Co.
Dodge Dealers
Doeskin Products
Doubleday & Co.
Drug Store TV Productions
Dulany, John H., & Son
DuMont
Laboratories
DuPont de ISemours, E. I.
Durkee Famous Foods

E

Economics Laboratories
Ekco Products Co.
Electric Cos. Adv. Program

f
1
1

2
2
1
1
2
2

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

:;
1
I
1

2
2
1

1

1
2

1
1

f
1
f

1

1
1

1
f

2
I

1
f

1952

2
1

1
J
f
1

1
1

1
i

I

1

1
I

i
2

a

:t
i
f

I
7

f
2

>

i

i

f
f

1
i
i
i

2

i
i

I
i

i

f
i
f

i
1

i

1
I
I
I

i
i

i
2

I
1

I
I
f

#
t
i

I
2
2

1
1
I
1

1
1

i
1
J

I
2

f
1

I
f

1
I
I

I

1

f
I

i

1

1
f

f
1

Advertiser

E
F

Electric Auto-IAte I <>•
Emenon Drug Co.
Emerson Radio & Phi
Equitable Life Assun
EstO Standard Oil
Eversharp, Inc.
Ex-Lax, Inc.
Exquisite Form B;

1950

1951
1
I
I

1952
I
I
I
I

I
I

Advertiser
1

International Silver Co.
Ironite Corp.

I
I

J

Faultless Starch Co.
Max Factor Cosmetics
Falstaff Brewing Co.
Ferry Morse Seed Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber
First Ch. of Christ. Scien.
Flako Products Corp.
Florida Citrus Commission
Florsheim Co.
Food Stores Program Corp.
Ford Dealers of America
Ford Motor Co.
Frigidaire Div., Gen. Mot.

K

1 \

1952

'

Andrew Jergens Co.
Johns-Manville
S. C. Johnson & Son
W. H. Johnson Candy Co.
Junket Foods

Kaiser-F razer Dealers
Kellogg Co.
Ken will Corp.

Kraft Foods
Jacques Kreisler Mfg.
Kroger Co.

L

Lambert Co.
Landers, Frary & Clark
Larus & Bro.
Frank H. Lee Co.
Lees, James, & Sons
Francis H. Leggett Co.
Lehn & Fink
Lever Brothers
Leicis-Howe Co.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Libby, McTSeill & Libby
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
Lionel Corp.
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.
Longines-Wittnauer
P. Lorillard Co.
Joe Lowe Corp.
Ludens, Inc.
Lutheran Laymen's League

M

Hall Brothers, Inc.
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.
Harrison Products
Heublein, G. F., & Sons
//. J. Heinz Co.
Hollywood Candy Co.
George A. Hormel Co.
Household Finance Co.
Hudson Coal Co.
Hudson Motor Car Co.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.
Hunt Foods, Inc.

Industrial Tape Corp.
International Latex Co.
International Shoe Co.

1951

Kingan & Co.
Kiplinger Agency
Knox Gelatine
Knomark Mfg.

General Cigar Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Foods Corp.
General Mills, Inc.
General Motors Corp.
General Shoe Corp.
General Tire & Rubber Co
Gerber Products
A. C. Gilbert Co.
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
(Hidden Company
Goebel Brewing Co.
Gold Seal Co.
Goodnews B'casting Assn.
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Gospel Broadcasting Assn.
Grove Laboratories
Gruen Watch Co.
Gulf Oil Corp.

H

1950

1
1 I

M & M, Ltd.
Magnavox Co.
Maidenform Brassiere Co.
Manhattan Soap Co.
Mars, Inc.
Masland. G. H.
Mason, Au & Mageriheimer
McKesson & Bobbins
Menne.n Company
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
Miles Laboratories
Miller Brewing Co.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
(Scotch Tape)
Minnesota Valley Canning
(Green Giant Products)
Minute Maid Corp.
SPONSOR

Advertiser
■ ■

Mohawk

Carpel Mills

lyl Mbgen David II ine
Iffl Ben/. Ifooro Pofaf Co.
Monarch
Foods
Jules Monlenier. Inc.
Philip Morris
Motorola, Inc.
Murine Company
trthur Murray Dance Stu
Mutual Benefit of Omaha

A |
WU

Mash-Kelrinator Corp.
National Biscuit Co.

|^

"\ational Carbon Co.
National Distillers Products
National Pressure Cooker
\ecchi Sewing Machine Co
Nestle Milk Products, Inc.
Northwestern Bible Schooh
Norwich Pharmacol
Norge Dir.. Borg-Warner
North Am. Van Lines
Northam Warren Corp.
Noxsema Chemical Co.

^^ 1
\mr

■^
|#

1950

1951

Radio

TV

'*

I

(,„/,„

:tI

a

1

1
1
1
2
I

i
i

5

Advertiser

TV

f
1
I
1

1

I

1952

/ V Radio

■fe

Radio Bible Class

If
Mm

Ralston Purina Co.
Hanger Joe. Inc.
RCA Victor
Reddi-Whip, Inc.
Regens Lighter Corp.
Reichhold Chemical Co.
Revere Copper & Brass
Rexall Drug Co..
R. J. Reynolds
Reynolds Metals Co.
Rhodes Pharmacol
Richfield Oil Co.
Riggio Tobacco Corp.
Roberts, Johnson. Rand
Ronson Art Metal
Roma Wine Co.
Rosefield Packing Co.

1
2

I
l

1
1

2
1

2
2

1

1

1
1

f
I

1
1

1950
Radio

1951
TV

Radio

f
1

1
1
1

2
1

l

1952
Il

J
2
1
1

f

Jf |

I

:*

1

i
i
i

:;
i

f

1

1

f

1

I

1
2

1

I

I

i
f
i
f
f

i

1

i
f

2

I

I

f
6'

1
1

f
6'1
2
1
1

#
1

I
1

1
1
1

1
2
1
f
f

2

O'Cedar Corp.
Oldsmobile
Dir., Gen. Mot
Orange Crush Co .
Owens-Corning
Fiberglas

I
I
1

I

1
f

f

Schenley Industries
Schick, Inc.
Schlitz Brewing Co.
Seabrook Farms, Inc.
Sealtest, Inc.
Seeman Brothers, Inc.
Seiberling Rubber Co.
Serutan, Inc.
Shulton, Inc.
Singer Serving Machine Co
Simmons Co.
Simonize Co.
Skelly Oil Co.
Sam Smith Shoe Co.
Snotv Crop Marketers, Inc
Sonotone Co.
S. O. S. Company

1

Speidel Co.
Standard Oil of Indiana
State Farm Mutual Ins. Co
Sterling Drug, Inc.
Stokeley-Van Camp. Inc.
Sundial Shoes
Sun Oil Co.
Standard Brands
C. A. Stcanson & Sons
Sweets Co. of America
Swift & Company

J

I
I

2
Pabst Sales Corp.
Packard Motor Car Co.
Pal Blade Co.
1
1
Pan-American
Coffee Bur
Pearson Pharmacol
Penick & Ford
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Person n a Blade Co.
I
Peter Paul, Inc.
Peters Shoe Co.
Pet Milk Sales Co.
2
Pharma-Craft Co.
I
Philco Corp.
Phillips Packing Co.
4
Pillsbury Mills
Pontine Div., Gen. Motors
l?>
Procter & Gamble
Prom Dir., Gillette
I
Prudential Insurance Co.
2
Pure Oil CompanyPure Pak Dir., Ex-Cell-O
Corp.
Puritan Co. of America

I
1

2
I
I
1

1

1
:i
I

I
1
1
2
I

I

2

1

*>2

i
4

1

«
I
I

I

f
I

1

1
1
1
2

I
1
I

1
f

I

/ /

2
I
I

2

I
I
f

I

I

3
17

2

Sylvania Electric Co.

»
^P 1

1
I

|
f
J

1

I

4\
^^
\mr

I
I

1

1

f
I
I

Texas
Company
Tidewater
Assoc. Oil Co.
Time, Inc.
Toni Co.. Dir. of Gillette
Trimount Clothing Co.
TWA-Trans World Airline

2

:
2

I
1

J
1
2
I

f
I
f
iI

I

1

I
i

a
i

i
i

.»i

1

i
i
i

1
f
f

1
I

f

f
f
f

1
2 10
I
I
2
1
I
I
2

1
f

1

1

2

f
I
f
J

2
1
1
I
I

r
I

J

I
i
f

7

1 \

1
1

1
I
I

J

I

I
l
f
I

i

?

I

I

J
1
I

5

3

I

.7

^%
11
^J

Quaker City Candy Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Quest-Shon Mark Brassiere

1
1

3

2

/
/

3

3

m m
1

Unique Art, Inc.
United Fruit Co.

\j

V. S. Army
Air ForceCo.
United
States& Rubber

I
f

2

l
2

2
I .
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1950

Advertiser

-

I nitcd States Sii-,1 Co.
I nifed State» Tobacco Co.

1

I
2

1951

1

Itifl Corp. of Am
■ of Prophecy

W

Wander Co.
Warner-Hudnul
I
Welch Grape Juice Co.
Westinghouae
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
Whitehall Pharmacol 5
S. F. Whitman & Sons

2

I

I
I

I

I
1

1

f
1

f
1

I
6

J

f
J
1
1

J

I
I

I
5

1950

Advertiser

I
2

I

f

1952

1

iodic

1951
TV

Radio

Wildroot Company
Consider H. Willett Co.
Williamson Candy Co.
Wine Corp. of America
Wine Growers Guild
Miss Scissor Co.
Word of Life Foundation
William Wrigley Jr. Co.

2

1952
TV Radio

TV

1
I

I
I

2

Young Peoples Ch. of Air

I

Zenith Radio Corp.

:

How

the different types of sponsors use
the radio and TV networks

No. on TV
Sponsor classification

Types of programs sponsored on
radio and TV networks

No. on Radio

No, on Radio

1951
1 1951
(1 Jan.
(1Or,.)
Jan.
thru
15 \ 1952
1 tpril) thru 15
On.)
13

1952
( 4,, HI)

Type of program

^6
Automobiles

& Accessories

5

5

8

8

3

2

12
5

Comedy-Situation
Commentary, Interviews

4

Drama: Straight Drama

14
9

Beverages
15
Clothing

6
9
17

Confections
Cosmetics,

Toilet Requisites

7
11

Foods

& Food

Products

Gasoline & Lubricants
Home

Furnishings, Appliances

14
41

33

6

4
23

26

Variety

Comedy-Variety

Juvenile &
Mystery

26

& Detection

9

8

Forums
Health Talks

7

11

11
11

1

1

5

5

Musical & Musical Variety
News

6

2
10

1

Panel Quiz

Miscellaneous

4

6

8

Publications

2

3

2

2

Quiz & Participation
Religious

106

3

7

8

9

11

6

Sports
Variety — Straight

11

11

8

7

Variety — Talent

166

Total sponsors
/. m e sponsors as of

15 Oct.

E951

1, in i sponsors as of

ir, Oct. i»r,o

173
206*
142

132
127

15n3*
-no-

•iln\f luliils iiuhiiir all \/><muir\
l,rngriim<, regularly \chrdulrd nl iwy

42

;:■!!:;-,

I Jan. a

11
7
9

7
10

IE?.

133
9

6

14
6

17
26
8

8

22

1952
(April)

1951
(Oc.)

2
12
13
13
7

21

20

2

3

3

7

Tobacco

8
18

Film News

Jewelry & Accessories

Soap & Soap Products

(April)

Western

Insurance

Religious Groups

10
1: (Oc.)
1951
10

28

11

8

Institutional

8
12

16

13

Drugs & Drug Products

Children's

. No. on! TV
1952

*9

Total programs on air

3

4

1

13
5

1

1

2

2
16
24

3
22

27

26
12

13

11

3

5
12
8

8
4

3

9

5
19
8

7

34

7

9

4

4
11

1

8_
348

5
3

28_

170 \2158 210

202

II

207
Total programs on air.
15 Oct. 1950
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Why RGW
merchandising
went
on the road
With TV a-coniing, Portland outlet
turns on the promotional steam
listening, ad impact,

s
of the
halfradio
ons try'
have
staticoun
r -plus
®Ove2.200
never had to face the direct
competition of TV. And, until the recent lifting of the FCC "freeze," there
was little reason for them to develop
the cost-trimming formulas, the new
program ideas, and the intensive merchandising drives often found today in
the radio stations that have ridden out
the video storm.

Now, a new situation is developing.
What is going to happen to these radio
outlets in present TV-free areas when
the new crop of video stations starts to
appear? Will these outlets still be good
advertising buys? Can they hold the
audiences and loyalties they've built up
through the years?
Many advertisers, as well as the more
far-sighted among station managers in
non-TV areas have asked themselves
these questions. Among radio stations
who are seeking an answer to these
ouestions via local merchandising, is
KGW. a Portland. Oregon, station,
whose merchandising activities will be
16 JUNE 1952

discussed in detail later in this report.
Industry leaders in radio have often
told SPONSOR that a good deal of radio's
future depends on how AM and FM
outlets behave when they have to compete with TV. Undoubtedly, their outlying farm audiences will be safe
enough, their radio-only homes in TV
markets will be secure, and they will
probably retain a big portion of the
radio-TV audience.
"This is going to be radio's big
chance to prove itself." a radio station
manager from the Midwest told sponsor. "If radio stands up well to the
new competition, some agencies and
advertisers won't be so eager to shout
for rate reductions and to demand extra concessions."
As might be expected, some radio
stations — particularly those in the largest non-TV areas — have already started
campaigns to enlarge and consolidate
their audience. This is only natural on
their part. The FCC has clearly indicated that such areas (Denver. Portland. Tampa. Springfield. Youngstown.

KGW

tours it

\\ ichita. etc. I presently without TV of
any kind, plus those with limited TV
reception, and where UHF channels
have been assigned, will have priority.
While the TV channels in these cities,
particularly the larger ones, will be
fought over by several applicants, the
FCC, at least, will be trying hard to
rush through the licenses.
Typical of such a soon-to-be-TV city
is Portland, one of the key markets in
the Pacific Northwest. • A city of some
450,000 people, Portland is a big, wellto-do market that is everything from
a major seaport, major agricultural
center and big timber city to key railroad center. But. unless a Portland resident takes a trip up to Seattle or down
to San Francisco, he can't watch TV.
As a result. Seattle's 10 major radio
outlets— KBKO. KEX. KGON. KGW.
KOIN, KPAM. KPDQ, KPOJ. KWJ.T.
and KXL. plus FM "sisters" for half
that number — receive heavier over-all
listening than do the radio outlets 43
in
TV cities of the same size.
(Please turn to page 66)
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IripiiirasB...
To what extent should producers give creative
assistance to agencies on TV commercials?
James

Rayen

I Advertising
Manager
Minute Maid Corporator
| New York

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Rayen

The agency, or its representative,
should give the producer sufficient latitude to let him reach those results,
avoiding the urge to "take over" or
narrow concentration on "the letter of
In a majority of
cases, the initial
planning of the
TV commercial is
completed before

Dunford

a producer is contacted. Aproducer is then faced
with the question
of how much creative assistance he

can give in producing a specific shooting script or story board. The answer is "plenty!"
Let's take three stages. Production
planning: Suggestions on the sets, art
treatment or animation, cast, action, sequence of scenes, and transitions can
result in the maximum use of the film
medium. Photography: The good director translates a script and story
board into meaningful film with timing
and action, composition and lighting.
Editing: The editor gives sparkle to the
film with his final adjusting touch.
These are the examples of the normal creative help all high quality producers expect to deliver. 'If agencyrepresentatives insist upon exact reproduction ofa script and story board,
or if agency supervision is so dominating and detailed that the producer is
reduced to "doing" instead of "thinking." the results are likely to be disap ointing. Inboth cases, the element
of teamwork has been the missing link.
The producer should go beyond the
bare specifications to interpret the intended results.
46

the script and story board."
Imagine this conversation: Agency:
"This is the effect we want to achieve."
Producer: "Here is the best way to get
that effect." That's teamwork!
Thomas J. Dunford
Executive Vice President
Depicto Films Inc.
New York

H

Mr. Gunter

a producer is called in. At this time,
the producer can be of the greatest assistance. He may suggest camera setups that will present your sales pitch in
the most potent way, he may add or
take out opticals to strengthen the
script, help the continuity, place emphasis on a desired scene. Above all.
always remember, creativeness does not
cease with script. It continues through
production.
It is the little touches the producer
can add that will give your script the
most forceful production possible, hewing to thehancing it. agency's story line, yet enHerbert Gunter

Let's get this
straight. The

Co-Supervisor
of TV Commercials
Ted Bates &r Company
New York

agency sellsvertising.
ad-The
producer sells
production
knowhow.
At times
these simple facts
are forgotten.
Agencies may
hand a film producer a radio

script, producer adds burst wipe-pandollies or chorus girls and before you
know it you have a radio commercial
.^only now you have to look at it, too.
This
is a sure way
to "no sell."
TV commercials
are intended
to selland
(a
function sometimes sadly forgotten ) .
The visual continuity of TV commercials is the very heart of your sales
pitch. It is. therefore, essential that the
agency create a complete commercial
script ready for filming audio- and video-wise, in order to get the utmost in
sell without succumbing to the lures of
dog acts and trick effects.
Once \oiir amlio-\ ideo script is set.

Some agencies
and individuals
have apparently
often been offended at the mere
suggestion that
tthey
i v e need
assistance,
creasome producers
annoyed when
Mr. Forest The
asked question
for any.
asked by Mr. Rayen lends itself easily
to a delicate mincing of words so as to
avoid such an offense and impairment
of working relationships.
Frankly and candidly the only real
and contributive answer is just this: to
the extent that the agency wishes aid.
In my experience there have been
three major agency-producer situations
with variations calling for such a sense
SPONSOR

of ethical responsibility.
1. The agency comes to the prodw •
er with just a product to be sold, and
an accompanying copy
it." the) sa\. and thru
2. The agency works
story hoard which the)
client, then bring to the
mitting no suggestions

line. ''You do
the) leave.
out a complete
first sell to the
producer, peror deviations

from what's been accepted, even for the
sake of a better commercial.
3. The agency works out a stor\
board concept, brings it to the producer
for creative assistance to make the story board not only a good, but a practicable and workable, idea which can be
made into a salable commercial. Then
the agency can take it to the client.
How should a producer meet these
three methods of presentation?
In the first case the producer, given
the product and the problem can applv
all his knowledge of advertising, his
selling instincts and his technical ability— give it all he's got, while keeping
in mind all the factors that constitute
a good commercial.
In the second instance, where the
spot is pre-sold to the client allowing
no deviation on the part of the producer, the question of creative assistance becomes superfluous.
Situation number three, where talents are pooled for a mutual good,
gives the commercial the best chance
by placing all concerned on an equal
professional level. When such agency
cooperation occurs, the producer
should do everything in his power to
be of as much creative assistance as
possible. He should summon all his
experience, all the advertising instinct
at his command, strive for economy of
production, give first consideration to
the effectiveness of the commercial and
not "anything the client will buy." He
should approach the entire problem of
production with a consciousness of the
agency's problem. He should give unstinted guidance, discharging his moral and ethical responsibilities as conscientiously ahis
s
mechanical abilities.
Joseph Forest
Coordinator of Television
Production
Transfilm Incorporated
New York
Any questions?
sponsor welcomes questions for
discussion from its readers. Suggested questions should be accompanied byphotograph of the asker.
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AftS. MUFFIN
ANYMORE!

Atyffl
• We're not lisping, either . . .
when we say there's no myth
to Mrs. Muffin's capturing the
interest and imagination of
"the younger set" in New
Orleans.

Bright and early each Saturday morning, young ears are
literally glued to their radios
(WDSU, of course) between 8
and 9 o'clock. During these
sixty magic minutes/ Mrs.
Muffin weaves fascinating
stories... as well as giving
tips on health, safety, and
good deeds.
• As proof of her magnetic personality, recently Mrs. Muffin
received more than 6,000 letters during a single week. If
sales to the "small fry" is your
problem . . . Mrs. Muffin can
easily provide the solution!
Don't ever be fooled by
myths ... let WDSU show you
real sales in the "Billion DoliaTNew Orleans Market."

REPRESENTING
LEADING
RADIO

STATIONS

EAST, SOUTHEAST

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

WBZ-WBZA
WGR
KYW
KDKA
WFBL

Syracuse
Charleston, S. C.

CharlotteColumbia, s. C
Norfolk-Newport News
Raleigh-Durham
Roanoke
MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

Des Moines
Davenport
Duluth-Superior
Fargo
Fort Wayne
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha
Peoria
St. Louis
Beaumont
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN

AND

WIST
WCSCWIS ^^^
WGH
WDBJ
WPTF
WHO

woe

WDSM
WDAY
WOWO
WIRE
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
WTCN
KFAB
WMBD
KSD

KFDM
KRIS
WBAP
KXYZ
KTSA

WEST

Boise
KDSH
Denver
KVOD
Honolulu-Hilo KGMB-KHBC
Portland, Ore.
KEX
Seattle
KIRO

Pioneer Radio ati

t
'READ IT? -LORD, MAN,
I CAN'T EVEN
We

LIFT IT!"

don't know how weary a retailer can get before coma sets
in, but after five or six competing salesmen have each

promised fabulous sales results from competing ads in the same
magazines — well, we'd want the ether cone, please, fast. . . .
Nothing sells retailers so well on advertising
as some customers coming in the door.
SPOT

RADIO

National

can be convincingly merchandised because

retailers know (or soon learn) that it produces actual
sales. With National SPOT

RADIO

you can

bring customers in because you can key your commercials
to the needs, wants and even the climate of each
market . . . and possibly even name your dealers!
SPOT

RADIO

gives you far more impressions, on far

more people, for far fewer dollars.

INC
Revision Station Representatives
>ince 1932

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN

FRANCISCO

SAVINGS

ACCOUNTS

COOKIE

PRESS

SPONSOR: Firei Federal Savings AGENCY: Henrj J. Kaufman
<S. lean \ — ociation ol \\ a-liin-imi
\ Associates

I IPS1 I I « ISE HISTORY: Pick Temple, a cowboy folk
singer, is m.c. oj Pick Temple's Cowbo) Playhouse. Besides feature films, the program includes the appearance
<>) children from the audience. Federal, running six participations weekly, tied into the show with a Hopalong
Cassidy Savings (dub. After two months, at $300 a week,
a tabulation showed 2.0(H) new accounts opened, of which
1,085 had been addressed to Pick Temple.
w fOP-TV, Waal

Larso
I U>S1 II < VSE HISTORY: To sell a cookie press priced
at SI. the sponsor, a Chicago organization, utilized TV
demonstrations on Wednesdays, 3:55 p.m. and 12:00 midnight. Within jour weeks ($103.50 weekly) Demonstration Service received more than 3.500 orders for a
sales tally of over $3,500. and mail orders are still coming in, spurred by initial $414 TV expenditure. Average
program return: about 84,800.
WDSU-TV, Nev, Orleans

PEANUT

PROGRAM:

Five Minute Demonstration

BUTTER

SPONSOR: The Mosemann Co.

VGENCi : Dire

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Mosemann bought one announcement weekly to introduce its peanut butter product,
and to build up area distribution. The time slot was 6:00
p.m., preceding the Covered Wagon Theatre, a Western
show. After four weeks on the air, costing 8136, Mosemann got its product into A&P stores in Lancaster, received a go-ahead from Acme Stores, and was assured of
Food Fair distribution in neighboring cities.
WGAL-TV, Lam

DAIRY

PRODUCTS

SPONSOR:

Bell Dam

White

PROGRAM:

WOMEN'S
AGENCY:

\nn.

JACKETS

Direci

SPONSOR: Jay-Vee Stores California AGENCY: H. Jack Wyman

I IPS1 I 1 CASE HISTORY: White Belt sponsors Hi &
Lo every Sunday from 9:30 to 10:00 a.m., featuring a
WTVJ staff member who reads the comics aided by Lo, a
puppet. Through simple contests on the program, White
Belt receives 600 to 800 letters a week. These contest responses act as sales leads; the sales manager reports some
50 new customers weekly. Show cost: $150.

CAPSI LE CASE HISTORY : This women's apparel chain
ran a TV "special" — a 812.99 faille duster priced at
$10.99 — on a single Sunday afternoon Del Courtney participation. As a result of the one-time participation, the
faille dusters in the 24 Bay area Jay-Vee stores were completely sold out. A 8100 TV expenditure brought the
chain gross returns of several thousand dollars.
KP1X. Sa„ Fra
PROGRAM: Del Courtney Sho>

WTVJ. Miami

PROGRAM:

Hi & Lo

HAIR

CARPETS

OIL

( U»S1 IK CASE HISTORY: Adams devoted a five-minute participation in Square Dance Jamboree to carpet end
rolls and carpeting specials. They used no other media or
promotion. The morning following the Wednesday, 9:30
to J 0:00 p.m. show, 35 persons were waiting outside the
store; by noon 75 more had come. The first day Adams
grossed 86,000; by the weekend the total was $40,000.
Participation cost: $125.

SPONSOR: CharlrVGENCi : Telei
i Advt
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:
AntelTs pitch is a full halftell In
hour film demonstration oj their Formula No. 9 hair
preparation. The firm scheduled the program on Monday.
Wednesday, and Saturday in late evening time after the
wrestling matches. After only two programs — a 8270 investment— 1,232 mail and phone orders from such distant cities as Morgantown, W. Va., and Youngstown, Ohio,
poured in. Sales gross on these two shows alone: $2,900.

KS1

WJACTV. Johnstown. Pa.

SPONSOR:

V7. If. Adams & Sons

IT, Sail Lake Citj

PROGRAM:

AGENCY: Direci

Square Dance 'amboree

PROGRAM:

Demonstration Film

WGAL
AM
TV
FM

LANCASTER,

30

PENNSYLVANIA

years of public service
WGAL — one of the pioneer stations in the nation —
grew rapidly into a community public service bulwark.
After World War II, FM was added to its facilities.
And, in 1949, WGAL

brought the thrill of television

to its viewers.
WGAL, in the future as in the past, is pledged to operate
in the best interests of its listeners and viewers. It is
pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring
news and sports as they happen; place public service
first and always.
WGAL,

one of America's complete broadcasting serv-

ices, will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.
A Steinman Station
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Represented hy

ROBERT
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MEEKER,

Associates
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AP NEWS means
«PHS for WJLK, Asbury Park, N.J.
"We feature AP news every hour," says
Station Manager Tighe. "It is the backbone ofour local programming and time
sales. Our listener ratings show that a
local independent which does a good news
job can outpull networks in the local
Thomas B. Tighe, Station Manager
market!" WJLK, Asbury Park, N. J.

G0$ for KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
\0$
Commercial Manager Haas reports:
"Our 39 weekly 15-minute AP newscasts
are divided among 12 sponsors. All have
been with us at least four years. That's
proof that AP news with alert local and
regional coverage is good business for
sponsors and for KARK."
Julian F. Haas, Commercial Manager
KARK, Little Rock, Ark.

More and more of the country's finest stations are announcing with pride:

THIS

STATION

IS

A

ME MB El

for station and sponsor!
\0*for the FISCHER BAKING COMPANY,
with seven 15-minute AP newscasts a week on WJLK:

"Our long sponsorship of AP newscasts on WJLK
shows (1) their effectiveness, and (2) our satisfaction," declares George J. Fischer. "These
newscasts accomplish two important jobs . . .
a public service in keeping our audience informed
... and an advertising job by promoting Fischer

Associated Press . . . constantly onthe job with
• a news report of 1,000,000
words every 24 hours.
• leased news wires of 350,000
miles in the U.S. alone.
• exclusive state-by-state news
circuits.
offices throughout the world.
staff of 7,200 augmented by
member stations and newsdaily. paers. . . more than 100,000
men and women contributing

Baked Products to a larger-than-usual audience!"

6000
Ht^for

AP NEWS WILL MEAN GOOD
NEWS FOR YOUR STATION AND
YOUR SPONSORS, TOO! The

MEYER'S BAKERY, sponsor ot

seven AP newscasts a week on KARK:

"We're in a highly competitve field," says Charles
T. Meyer, President, "and we must maintain our
leadership as marketers of quality baked goods.
Our AP newscasts on KARK help us do this by
providing a powerful selling medium plus the
public service credit and prestige which go with
sponsorship of AP news."

OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.

alert, comprehensive, authoritative news coverage provided by
The Associated Press attracts,
holds, convinces audiences . . .
creates an atmosphere of
authenticity in which a sponsor's message takes on added
importance. Find out today how
the good news brought by AP
can mean good news for you
and your sponsors! Consult your
AP Field Representative ... or
write, wire, or phone:

Briefly . . .
The Henry Koltys Company, Detroit
advertising agency, is sponsoring a TV
program dedicated to doing a public
relations job for management. Called
Business Forum and carried by WJBKTV, Detroit, Sundays, 1:00 to 1:30
p.m., the program features panel discussions on various management problems b\ business and industr) leaders;

This SPONSOR department features capsuled
broadcast advertising significance culled froi
ments
of the industry.
Contributions
are

Breteer promotion pulls 3,000,000 votes for wrestler
Just how effective an "election" promotion can be was discovered recently
by the Maier Brewing Company of
Southern California. When Maier ran
such a promotion to select America's
Perfect Wrestler ("King 102" I and
pulled the staggering number of almost
3.000.000 votes in a five-week period,
no one \\a> more surprised than itself.
The campaign, which promises to
make the upcoming "big" elections in
Southern California seem anticlimactic,
was all for the benefit of Maier*s Brew
102 i hence "King 102"). Radio. TV,
newspapers, magazines, point-of-sale
material and outdoor posters all took
part. A nominating board of radio,
TV, and sports columnists made up a
slate of wrestler candidates, discussed

originally printed for the whole campaign were used up after the first day
of "open polls," a surprised but pleased
Maier Brewing Company went ahead
and ordered a second 1,200,000; later
in the campaign, a third order had to
be put through.
The total number of votes came to
2,852,842. Of these, the chosen "King
102" (wrestler Lou Thesz) pulled 408,643. He was officially crowned between
bouts on a recent KTTV wrestling telecast. John I. Edward & Associates,
agency for Maier, handled the promotion. * * *

WIDESPREAD?

their merits on Maier's Monday night
KTTV wrestling program and during
the KTTV feature movie program on

representatives from business magazines act as guest moderators. Idea for
the show originated with the agency.
Commercials describe what services the
agenc) counts
hasithandles.
to offer and the types of ac-

WFAA, Dallas, is planning a gala
celebration of its 30th anniversary during the week of 23 to 29 June. Visitors
from all over the Southwest are expected to visit the station. Guests will
see, among other offerings, an exhibit
depicting 30 years of radio, and individualized, shadow-boxed, displays of
sponsor products.

A special Anniver-

E MAJOR

MEDIA

C

9,300,000 .

Wednesdays. Each week of the campaign, about one third of the 45 radio
announcements Maier uses on KNX and
KMPC.
plugged
the12"election."
\\ hen L.theA.,final
slate of
wrestlers
had been chosen, each appeared on
Maier's TV programs to make election
speeches during the five-week voting
period between 18 March and 25 April.
Some of them even went "stomping"
at civic gatherings.
Voting took place at points of sale.
Ballots went into boxes that were part
of Brew 102 display units; in all.
10,375 ballot boxes were placed with
retailers. When the 1.200.000 ballot*

owing?

All

th,

BAB brochure graphically presents 1952 radio dimensions
A brochure designed to drive home
quickl) and forcefully to advertisers
the "incredible" dimensions of radio in
1952 was issued to its 600-odd member
stations this month by the Broadcast
Advertising Bureau.
Titled "Take Your Choice," the 22page hook i measuring 11" x 16") compares the size and growth of radio with
the size and growth of other things,
human and familiar. It discloses, foi

instance, that the. number of radio sets
in use in the U. S. (105,300,0001 tops
the number of beds (96,300,000) and
the number of telephones both business
and home (45,636,000) ; that in 1951
the radio
"population"
more
than
the combined
totalincreased
of all births,
marriages, divorces and deaths in the
I . S. (9,300,000 to 7,365,492).
Copies of the brochure are available
from the BAB at $2.00 apiece.
* * *
SPONSOR

sarj Show, to be broadeasl 22 June.
will launch the Festive week.
For doing the most effective
job of am T\ sponsor during
the DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers of
ica received the Alfred P. Sloan

safeb
L951,
AmerHigh-

BIG BUSINESS
ATWGY
way Safety Award for The Groucho
1/V.i Show— You Bet Your Life (NBCT\ i. In photo above (1. to r.) J. E.
\\ olfington, chairman of DeSoto-Plymouth National Dealer Council; James
B. Wagstaff, v.p., DeSoto Div.; and
Ben Duffy, president of BBDO. agency for DeSoto-Plymouth.
An Agricultural Tour to Hawaii
open to radio listeners will be conducted this fall by WIBW. Topeka.
There will be two tour trips: one by
air, leaving 25 October, one by sea.
departing 21 October — both to arrive
in Honolulu at the same time. A minimum price has been set for this tour.
Wes Seyler, WIBW Farm Service Director, is in charge of the tour, and
will send a folder with more information on this Hawaiian excursion gratuitously to anyone who requests it
from WIBW.
Judging of radio and TV entries in
the 20th annual competition conducted
by the National Advertising Agency
Network took place in Washington on
20 May. Among those acting as
judges were: Joseph L. Brechner.
gen. mgr., WGAY, Silver Spring, Md.;
John S. Hayes, pres., WTOP, Washington. D. C; Gene Juster, gen. mgr.,
NBC, Wash., D. C; Chas. L. Kellv,
Dir of progs., WMAL-TV, Wash., D.
C: Robert K. Richards, dir. of public
affairs, NARTB; Sol Taishoff, editor
and publisher. Broadcasting magazine.
Judging of magazine, newspaper, and
other media took place on 21 May.
Norman Glenn, editor and publisher of
SPONSOR, served as farm paper and general magazine judge. Winners will be
announced on 19 June.
• • •
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Sponsors using WGY

have the benefit of tremendous support

for their sales messages through the station's many promotional activities — AUDIENCE PROMOTION:
# WGY publishes Mike and Camera monthly and distributes it to
an up-to-date mailing list containing over 20,000 subscribers.
# Over 900 hard-hitting promotional announcements are scheduled each month.
# Over 10,000 lines of advertising are placed in Albany and
Schenectady newspapers each month.
# One minute movies of station artists are shown on WGY's
sister station — WRGB.
# Motorists on area highways have their attention called to the
station by seven 8' by 24' colorful scotchlited billboards.
# WGY artists are furnished with promotional postcards on
which they answer their large volume of mail.
# The complete WGY program schedule is carried in 14 area
dailies having a circulation of 332,934 and in three Sunday
papers with a circulation of 217,797.
0 Many remote broadcasts are conducted throughout the year,
including several from N.Y.S. Fair and County Fairs in the area.
MERCHANDISING:
ailed on request to 1436

# Dealer letters and postcards
grocers and 299 druggists.

WGY IS A TOP PROMOTIONAL BUY! The extensive
promotional activities insure a maximum audience for
all sales messages broadcast by this pioneer station
which serves 840,000 radio families in 53 counties in
Eastern New York and Western New England.

NBC

A

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

Spot

Sales

been asked them time and again
for over a quarter of a century.

Radio
o \— y o

5-— »•"' "aSa
/m />'o/> Foreman

he young
Th
doorway to m\

chap stood in the
office and hesitated.
I knew what he wanted to come in

and ask. Someone in the department had tipped me earlier in the
da) so I pretended to be bus) with
some papers on m\ desk. Actually, 1 was wondering if I ought to
level with the boy and tell him
what 1 really felt. I was hesitating,
though, because ever) time I had
been frank before, I'd inclined the
dire wrath of dozens of people.
I [is question, I knew, was going
to be: "Should I try and switch
over to TV cop) or should I sta\
where I am and continue doing
space u riting?"
It was obvious what was puzzling him. Not just the question of
whether TV is more fun, more exciting, more glamour-laden. Not
jusl the fact that yon can become
(|iiickl\ proficient at name-dropping and can readily get a sea! at
Sardi's and build pa-sing acquaintances witb big-time stars. This gent
was thinking of the tomorrows
ahead of him and hi> future in
them as Ear as the business of advertising was concerned. He was
wondering whether all this TV talk
might dry ii|) sometime and whether what seems today like a vermiform appendix on the agency might
some day merely be lopped off in
order to preserve the entire body.
Finally I put down the papers
I'd keen fiddling with and looked
ii]). On the other hand, no one
could ever accuse me of masking
what I actually felt or of not beine;
completel) honest with the boy,
however inept and inaccurate what
I was going to tell him might prove
out later.
So I beckoned him in and let
him
S6

pose

his

question.

Then

I

leaned hack and made

like Sam

Jaffe in "Lost Horizons" -withoui
pulling a single punch.
"It's a silly, naive type of advertising so far," I said, "and ii
will continue to be just that for
years, I'm afraid. It's advertising
densely populated by children and
misanthropes and near-artists and
almost-salesmen and thwarted dramatists and incompetent novelists
and neurotic nitwits and nincompoop- of every description.
"It's looked down on to a mail
by the folks in the other media and
\ jewed with misgivings by management itself. It's an overhead
hydra and a blind leader." I lit
my pipe here for emphasis. The
ham in me was starting to simmer.
'"But forget everything I've said,"
I told him, "because it's also the
most terrific advertising medium
ever devised and it's just out of the
shell. You're in at the hatching.
You can help hold the baby. Thiis a fine time to get into the act he
cause not too long from now. its
coverage will he complete and its
picture will lie a> colorful as life
itself.
"But let's get another perspective on this gadget by taking a look
at where you now are. Better yet,
let's take me and see where I myself would have been after 16
years of doing what you started
jusl two years ago.
"In the first place, I'd still have
a dozen gents ahead of me. Clever
ones. Intelligent ones. Experienced
ones. Guys who look on 16 years
in the salt mines as a mere beginner's investment in this business.
These men have faced every copy
problem hundred-

of times and

solved it; they're writers who know
all the answers
because
they've

Do you want to buck that? I didn't.
1 didn't like being Number 13 on
the totem pole. It didn't matter
that I was young in a fashion, able
to a degree, energetic by comparison; I was still lowr man on the
pole. That"- why 1 decided to take
the gamble — and I think I'm playing with a marked deck. One I
marked.
"That's why I figured I'd start
all over — learning about this new
gimmick. It couldn't be so verv
different once you stripped off the
veneer, I felt; once you mastered
the trade terms and dug into the
mechanics of it. And as things
turned out. I was right. Once you
got to know

the phrases and the

people, the facts as well as the fast
talk, you discover that all you need
do is apply what you picked up
writing trade ads.
"Actually, it was a big help,
having come from the space end of
our business. The agency, too, feelmore secure about it. Clients are
less inclined to doubt you and suspect you. It gives all of us a little
more confidence in each other.
"So, in answer to your question,
mv friend, 'Do I think vou'd he
risht to go into TV copy?' I'd say.
'You can't afford to stay out.' "

commercial

sponsor:
I
ACENCY:
PROGRAM:
I

reviews

Jello
Young & Rubicam,
Breakfast Club

N.Y.

Don McNeill from Chicago gives over
the first portion of his Breakfast Club
show to Jello, and, as usual on a loosely
knit program of this sort, the commercial
copy was well integrated in the program,
yet it is designed with plenty of impact.
The "Now's the time for Jello" jingle
was cute and memorable and in keeping
with both product enjoyment and program
entertainment. The middle break (if you
can call the commercials breaks in this
show) took its lead-in from a "poem" read
by a visiting high school student. All I
SPONSOR

PHILADELPHIA
WATCHES
WPTZ MORE
THAN ANY OTHER
TV STATION

*

*Per ARB for the full year of 1951

WPTZ

— NBC

TV- AFFILIATE...

1600 Architects Building,

Philadelphia 3, Pa., Phone LOcust 4-5500 or NBC
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Spot Sales

learned from this ode was the fact that the

//

students in Midwestern high schools are
unable to scan. Also they labor under the

££

The People's Choice

delusion that the pronunciation of "hello"
and "Jello" is somewhat similar.
Another commercial had a very amusing integrated lead-in in which Don and
Sam kicked the wordage back and forth.
This bit of whimsy started with a lead-in
from Don about "a swell new dessert that
was so good that it would knock your hat

NUTICA,s

WIBX

off." Sam interposed that his family never
wore their hats to the table. From this, the
banter wound up with a straightforward
recipe on Jello Parfait Pie which got right
down to the business at hand: "how to."
sponsor:
I
acency:
program : |

A perfect example of being consistent in

WITH
5000

MORE POWER

all media with one's copy story is the Wonder Bread approach to the early a.m. recorded spot I caught one recent morning.

WATTS

(DAY and

NIGHT)

The "8 ways better" slant is presented
without frills and the protein value of the
product is hit as hard as a Campanella line
drive — exactly as the all-type ads do it.
The directness of this Wonder Bread

MORE TOP-RATED Programs
and

AGAIN

with

MORE AUDIENCE
THAN ALL OTHERS'
*UTICA-ROME STATIONS COMBINED

REPORTED

SHARE
WIBX
Sunday thru
Saturday 6 P.M.
to 10:30 P.M.
Monday thru
Friday 8 A.M.
to 12 .Noon
Monday thru
Friday 12 Noon
to 6 P.M.
Sunday
12 Noon
to 6 P.M.

OF

RADIO

Static ,

60.6

18.8

5.8

55.7

35.5

68.4
43.2

FOR

FEBRUARY-MARCH

1952

AUDIENCE

Station
B

c

Station
D
8.9

2.6

Station
E
2.3

0.8

Station
F

All
Othera

2.3

1.3

0.6

4.0
17.0
21.2

Wonder Bread
Ted Bates & Co., N.Y.
Announcements

2.6

1.1

3.4

6.7
8.8

0.8
0.8
7.6

9.6

4.0

5.6

newspaper campaign thus is translated just
about verbatim into radio with neither jingle nor sound effects — in fact, not even
two announcers — to give a touch of whimsy to the copy. And if this approach works
in newspapers, as it must, the best thing
to do is just what was done here: move it
over bodily into the noisier but pictureless
medium. The only thing that seemed
slightly out-of-whack to me was use of a
recording of a straight single voice when
the show I heard the announcement on was
Tom Ready's disk jockey opus on WJZ.
Would Tom's voice have been more appropriate? He's pretty darn good; the show is
his vehicle, so the audience must be his too.
SPONSOR: I
agency:
PROCRAM:
I

Pan-American Coffee Bureau
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.
Announcements

"Take time out for a coffee break,"
warbles the Pan American Coffee Bureau
to a real cute ditty (slightly reminiscent of

f
CBS since 1934

Dial 950
5000 Watts
DAY

and

NIGHT

WIBX
UTICA 2, NEW
Also WIBX-FM

YORK
96.9 Megacycles

"Whistle A Happy Tune" from "The
King and I") . A catchy lyric advises that
we break during the morning and sip our
coffee. This lyric is delivered solo hence is
as clear as a cup of Java without cream.
The music is followed by straight talk
about coffee being a pleasant stimulant,
with the lilt and lyric of the music well in
keeping with the tone of the message.
SPONSOR

7

kiwmfo/
SAM

SCHNEIDER

At the request of the Mutual Security Agency of

Translations of this highly important and effec-

the United States Government, Sam Schneider,

tive plan" have already been made available to
European farm directors in order that they may

KVOO

Farm Director and President of the Na-

be prepared to plan progressive steps toward its

tional Association of Radio Farm Directors will
head a delegation of his co-workers on a six

accomplishment when the American delegation
arrives.

week's tour of Europe to help establish a more
effective farm radio service on the continent.

The success of the KVOO
PROGRAM

An important part of Sam's work, in addition, will
be to set up a GREENER PASTURES PROGRAM

GREENER

PASTURES

is a source of pride to us and we are

happy for the opportunity of sharing it with our
friends in South America and Europe. The land

modeled after the highly successful KVOO

is basic, whether here or any other place in the

Greener Pastures Program which has already

world. Let's all work to improve and restore it
to its rich, original beauty and fertility.

been adopted in several South American nations

*Your
copy of this import; nt Program is tree for the
asking.
Just address your request to KVOO or your
nearest Edward
Peti y & Company
office.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

RADIO

STATION
NBC

EDWARD
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RETRY

AND

CO..

KVOO

AfflLlATE

INC.

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Here's Where We
Started Using

WHEN
TELEVISION

IM'-T'.lllil

Rad

Walter Craig
o-TV v.p., Benton

& Bowles

If you were to cast a show which called for a "typical Madison
Avenue radio-TV director," a good choice, oddly enough, would be a
Madison Avenue radio-TV director named Walter Craig. Handsome,
greying, mellow-voiced Craig, who heads the broadcasting functions
of Benton & Bowles, is cashing in on the decade he spent with the
Keith-Orpheum circuit and in musical comedies.

FOR

WILL SELL
YOU, TOO!

Sound programming that creates viewer preference, plus
smart merchandising, makes
WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By the KA7Z AGENCY
CBS
• ABC
•
DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

SYRACUSE
A MEREDITH TV STATION

Says Walter, "The way I see it, I'm still in show business. The
Broadway musicals, road shows, program directing at World Broadcasting Sqstem and WMCA, my eight years as an independent radio
producer — they were all valuable training for my present job.
"We're one of the few agencies that maintains its own complete
scenery facilities. We have it built to order, haul it, and store it.
That saves the clients a lot of money."
It takes an on-the-ball listener to keep up with Walter while he
bounces the conversational ball around rapidly. For example here
are some of his comments on some important radio-TV issues:
On the intricacies of TV production: "There's no big mystery
about TV production. It's a business that thrives on ideas and
creative talent. And with all due respects to the network people,
it's just too big a business to have to depend upon the creative
efforts of four men — the program directors of the networks."
On the talk of TV's exodus to the West: "There's pretty good evidence that the film colony isn't going to have its own way. A lot of
smart people are spending billions of dollars developing network facilities, and the AT&T in making its contribution in coaxial and microwave isn't exactly foolish either."'
On the live vs. film arguments: "There's a certain quality of personal being that comes through in a live performance. Furthermore
there's a satisfaction to the viewer in knowing that a show is being
done for them right now. That's why a good Broadway play draws
capacity audiences at prices ranging up to $7.20 a seat."
On the bogey of 'Hollywood technique": "What the Hollywood
bunch forgets is that, for commercial purposes, the TV camera is
only five years old. The TV experts are learning new tricks every day
and are able to duplicate many of the best Hollywood gimmicks."
On the subject of vacations : "The last real one I had was 10 years
ago — and that was on doctor's orders. When you've got a stimulating job and a charming wife and daughter, you make sure your
home is near your office so that you don't waste any time going from
one enjoyment to the other."
* * *
SPONSOR

San Francisco has 3 TV stations. These stations
give primary coverage of the San Francisco Bay
Area and secondary coverage throughout Northern and Central California.
The leading San Francisco TV station is
KRON-TV. This leadership is clear-cut month
after month because . . .
• KRON-TV offers the greatest percentage of audience . . . both day and night,
and throughout the week* (Pulse)
• KRON-TV serves the largest number
of advertisers (Rorabaugh)

For Station Achievement
This award presented KRON-TV by
the Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. San Francisco Chapter

• KRON-TV presents the largest number
of top-rated shows — more than the other
two stations combined (Pulse)
• With the market's highest TV antenna,
KRON-TV provides unparalleled "Clear
Sweep" coverage

*excepl Saturday daytime

Check with FREE & PETERS

THE SAN FRANCISCO
TV STATION THAT PUTS
MORE EYES ON

for availabilities!

SPOTS

SAN

FRANCISCO

CHRONICLE

•

NBC

AFFILIATE
Detroit

•

SELL MORE

• Atlanta

ON

• Fort Worth

CHANNEL

4

• Hollywood

•oniric Bldg.,5th and Mission Sts.,San Francisco
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What's New in Research?
WHY TV SET OWNERS TURN ON THEIR RADIOS

Q

What is your opinion as to why people continue to listen
to the radio even
though
they own
television
sets?

Reasons given

Percentages

26.8

Radio requires less attention
TV tiresome- — bad for eyes
Many
Radio

8.9
7.8
6.2
4.5
5.2
3.6
2.5

have favorite radio programs.
has its otcn value

Radio provides music
Many

radio programs

Some TV programs
Habit
Miscellaneous

p

n
I
A

K

KNOW

HOW

Respondents:

5.4
31.9
Female ad

i New York Metropolis

Nielsen-Ratings Top Weekly Evening Programs

y RAMBEAU
National

Representatives

Scllum

i

OKLAHOMAN

Cover Market plenty
MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS
Keepum
Sponsors happy!

M

REX M.

<-

"CHIEF"

(Percentage of Homes

AAA

11

UVV

ITS THE

N 800 ™*™**

OKLAHOMA

TELEVISION
Period: Two weeks ending May 10, 1952

Period: April 20-26, 1952

1
2
3
4
6
7

s

Program

Rating

Rank

Godfrey's T.

12.1
10.3
10.0

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

People

Are

Scouts

9.6
9.0

Funny

5tc/

109

9.4
9.4
9.0
8.9

Jack Benn<
Charlie McCarthy
Fibber McGee & Molly
Average Homes: 4,138,700

8.4

Program

Rating

Godfrey's T.

Scouts

Godfrey & Friends
Colgate

Comedy

Hour..

Goodyear Playhouse ....
Show of Shows (Camel)
Show of Shows
Average

(Partic.)

Homes:

60.8
50.©
40.2
45.2
42.6
40.5
40.1
40.1
40.0
39.8

6,891,400

LESTER

KTOUI

y

Reached in Program Station Areas)

RADIO

\

r
i
o

reasons

: Advertest Research.

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF NEW
NATIONAL
REP!
" Brave -Who-Covcr-Country"
WILLIAM
G.

A

TV..

Don't know

Rank

r

better thi

are poor....

THAT

CITY,

COUNTS

OKLAHOMA

MALE VS. FEMALE INFLUENCE IN BRAND SELECTIONS
\Wm

Who

Product
Automobiles
(makt
Television set
Record player
Electric Heater
Refrigerator
Vacuum cleaner ....
Washing

machine

Source: Second study c

.

originally decided on make or brand?
Wife
Other
Husband
4.1
4.2
Both

61.2
45.4
35.3
42.2
30.5
27.6
28.7

.10.5
38.1
29.6
16.4
46.5
30.5
38.6

s subject prepared by Research

Departi

19.3
7.6
26.6
19.1
37.2
28.6

8.9
15.8
14.8

t of Fawcett

4.7
3.9

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

4.1
Public,

SPONSOR

SERVICE
RAD IQ
AWARD
Without tax, license or does,, paid
only by support of their products^
advertisers give the people of America
the finest radio programs in the world.

AMERICAN

RADIO

SALUTES

The Texas Go.
SERVING THE PEOPLE OF BUTTE
AND MONTANA OYER

KXLF

m

EACH STAR DENOTES FIVE YEARS
O* CONTINUOUS RADIO SPONSORSHIP ^
kIN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
i**i

RESULTFUL ADVERTISING
KXLQ

i the

&heA

SPOKANE

New York 17, N. Y.
347 Madison Avenue
The

Walker

KXLF

KXLY

KXL

Company

Stations

Dividends

f Stations
PORTLAND

XL

•

BUTTE

KXLL
•

Hollywood
28, Calif.
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

MISSOULA

KXLJ
HELENA

Pays

KXLK
•

San Francisco 4, Calif.
79
Post
Street
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

GREAT

FALLS

Big

Continuously.

BOZEMAN
Chicago I, Illinois
360 North Michigan
The Walker Company

First or Second in

REPORT TO SPONSORS for
(Continued from page 2)
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Schwerin to test same shows in Midwest
and New York City for comparison

^

Quarter Hours
Between 6 a.m. and 7p.nu

Schwerin Research has gone on road to Cleveland and
St. Louis to test network shows.
Later same shows
will be tried on New York audiences.
Series may
help establish criteria for giving programs broadest
possible national appeal.
Radio stations worst offenders in
making co-op radio deals, Wisconsin survey shows

MBR

HOME-GROWN

SHOWS OUTSTANDING
IN AUDIENCE AND

RESPONSE!
Looking for a place to put
your minute spots in Baltimore? Pick the WFBR
' ' home-growns' ' — outstand ing participation shows! For
instance:

Recent

survey

of ad media

in Wisconsin

resulted

in

cancellation of almost all co-op radio by state's
Philco distributor.
Interviewers from independent
research firm approached media on pretext they were
advertiser's representatives and asked for under
ratecard deals.
Most prone to cut rates were radio
stations with 60% of stations queried agreeing to
make deals; 22% among newspapers shaved prices.
For
article on co-op radio rate cutting, see page 36.
U.S. Tire quits week earlier
to allow hour for Republican panel

Completely
outclasses
its
field — No. 1 show of its kind !

BBHaMaaagHM
Top-rated disc jockey show
in Baltimore!

—

■

1st in its time period!
EVERY

WOMAN'S

HOUR

Top-rated
30 - minute
woman's show!

Top locally produced show
in its period!

■.■■M.II.IJIIIU.IUI.IJW
Misses being tops for 3-hour
period by a fraction!
Buy where the top shows
are— buy on . . .

ABC NETWORK
5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.

U.S.
26th

Rubber & Tire has relinquished time for its
and final program on NBC Sunday, 6 July, so

that Revere Copper can carry full hour "Meet the
Press."
Date falls on eve Republican national convention. Revere will broadcast hour event from
Chicago, with interviewees comprising leading Republican candidates. U.S. Tire readily agreed to give
up its half hour to preceeding panel show because
of $45,000 savings in time and talent charges.
Pabst continues TV fights through
summer, adds 2 NBC radio programs
Pabst Brewing becomes first fight sponsor to support
year-round sports program.
In addition to continuing to carry fights on CBS-TV Wednesday night brewer
will underwrite two NBC programs, Night Beat and
Nancy Evans
fights will

and Alvey West's orchestra.
Summer
all come from Chicago stadium.

Code board delegates Fetzer
to testify, reviews complaints
John E. Fetzer, chairman NARTB's TV code review
board, will appear 25 June before House committee
investigating radio-TV programing as result Gathings
resolution.
Board during two-day session went over
about 20 complaints involving programing, with decisions and findings due to be addressed to program
sources.
Complaints dealt in main with crime shows,
religious broadcasting, over-commercialization and
"film productions," but the NARTB did not disclose
types of complaints nor breakdown of their origin —
pressure groups as compared to viewers or listeners.
SPONSOR

YOU MIGHT CLEAR 15 7-%" *-

BUT...
YOU NEED
THE FETZER STATIONS
TO "GO OVER"
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN!
Whether you use television, radio or both, the Fetzer
stations are ichat you need in Western Michigan.
TELEVISION: WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official
Basic CBS Television Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand
Rapids. It is a multiple-market station, providing intensive primary service to Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids and
Battle Creek. Complete coverage area embraces 24 Western Michigan and Northern Indiana counties with a Net
Effective Buying Income of more than 2 billion dollars.
The WKZO-TV market has more television receivers
than are installed in such metropolitan centers as Seattle,
Houston or Syracuse. WKZO-TV dominates this market: A new 28-county Videodex Diary Study made by
Jay & Graham Research Corporation in April, 1952,
using the BMB technique, proves conclusively that
WKZO-TV delivers 91.9% more television families than
Station "B"J
■^Cornelius

W armerdam

RADIO: WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids,
are one of America's most obvious radio buys. 1949
BMB figures show that WKZO-WJEF have greatly increased their unduplicated audiences over 1946 — up
46.7% in the daytime, 52.9% at night. WKZO-WJEF
cost 20% less than the next-best two-station combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet deliver
about 57% more listeners!
Get the whole Fetzer story today. Write direct or ask
Avery-Knodel.

of the San Francisco Olympic Club set this world's record on May 23, 1942.

WKZO-TV

¥JI

ftfAlN GRAND RAPIDS 1&P* m WESTERN MICHIGAN ^
,N KALAMAZOO
and GREATER
' AND NORTHERN INDIANA
and KENT COUNTY
MICHIGAN
WESTERN
|
(CBS RADIO)
^ni
■
(CBS RADIO)
ALL THREE

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING

INC., EXCLUSIVE

NATIONAL

BY

COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

LOCAL

MERCHANDISING

market is, a "'must" on radio lists, intend to keep it that way. TV or no TV.
Jolted out of the last bit of complacency
they may have had, they are, for the
most part, doing stepped-up promotion
jobs and going out of their way to
boost audiences.
The recent activities of Portland radio station KGW, a 5,000-watt NBC
affiliate, show how such stepped-up
plans work out to the benefit of both
the station and the advertiser. Not content with merely puffing up its audience, KGW has worked out various
merchandising schemes that are an in-

[Continued from page 43)
Thiscoz\. video-less picture may disappear in the not-too-distant future.
Portland is high up on the FCC's priorit) Ii>t. The existing Portland radio
stations are pushing hard for TV station licenses. The TV network link,
coming up from Sacramento on its way
to Seattle, passes right through Portland, insuring the market of live network TV when the TV stations finally
go on the air.
Portland's radio men. realizing their

tegral part today.
of the station's audience
promotion
KGW's gimmick has been an everyother-week salute to some 13 Portland
communities, during a 26-week period.
Representatives from the station call
upon business leaders of the communities, and line up the promotional and
merchandising support. So far, the pattern has been to plant special in-store
promotions built around a "KGW Banner Store" theme. These in turn are
tied to brands advertised on KGW, and
backed up by announcements on the
station telling which shopping centers
are carrying retail "specials."
Reported KGW's ad agency, Showalter Lynch:
"This puts the station call letters before the public in every business house
in a community for a two-week period.
The merchandising plan, which features KGW-advertised national-brand
products with local grocers, is so successful that the station is receiving requests for participation from grocers
not included in the program to date."
Another important part of this KGW
promotion takes a leaf right out of the
old medicine show's book of tricks.
The many small communities in KGW's
12,000-square-mile service areas seldom see live entertainment. They go

THIS RICH MARKET
Radio delivers MORE

sets-in-use in the South

Bend market than before TV! . . . Hooper Serveys for Oct. -Nov. 1951 compared with Oct.Nov. 1945 prove it. Morning up 6.8, afternoon
up 8.0 and evening up 4.4. Television is still
insignificant here because no consistently satisfactory TV signal reaches South Bend. Don't
sell this rich market short. Wrap it up with
WSBT radio.

"%,
PAUl

H.

5 0 0 0
RAYMER

WATTS
COMPANY

•

960
•

KC

NATIONAL

•

CBS
R E P R E S E N T A T IV I

to movies, and they listen to radio —
and that's about as close as they get to
"the theatre," for the most part. To
the "saluted" communities, therefore.
KGW has brought live shows, with
great success — staging them on the
"village green" in theatres or wherever
the townfolk can be gathered.
"Tn the St. Johns district," reports
KGW, "we planned a simple half-hour
broadcast of Hostess House Party in
the morn:n<? from the stage of a local
theatre. When we notified the local
people of our intentions, the response
was nothing short of terrific.
"First of all, the theafre owner volunteered tolet us use the place free of
charge. Secondly, merchants appointed
a committee to collect merchandise
prizes for this audience participation
show and sent out invitations to the
local civic groups inviting them to the
broadcast. When we arrived Thursday
morning to put on the show (9:30
a.m.), we found a jam-packed theatre
full of adults — nearly a thousand
housewives, and many, many merchants. Local shopping following the
broadcast was certainly stimulated as a
direct result. The merchants realized
this and are so pleased that they are
SPONSOR

Politics
and
oid-of-home
listening

Extra values this summer
local RADIO

news

for

advertisers

The hottest election year in two decades means that news — the people's
favorite Radio fare — will pull bigger audiences than ever this summer.
With 23,500,000 auto radios and 34,000,000 secondary and portables —
people wherever they go will be listening to local Radio news.
For instance, did you know that:
"73% of all people with TV sets turn to the Radio for news?
Families with TV sets listen to their auto radios 7 times as
much

in the afternoon as those without TV?"

These and other pertinent facts about local Radio news are in the "NEWS IS IN
THE SUMMER AIR" booklet available at your nearest NBC Spot Sales office.

NBC Spot Sales
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
WASHINGTON
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
DENVER
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE

representing radio stations:

WNBC
WMAQ

New York
Chicago

KNBC
WTAM

San Francisco
Cleveland

KOA
WRC

Denver
Washington

WGY

SchenectadyAlbany-Troy

begging for another salute period at
some later date. We have established
a lasting liaison between MAN and
this community.*1
What of the future, w hen MiW and
other Portland radio stations have to
ti-ht IA For -hares of the advertiser's
dollar?
Static KGW, speaking for main a
radio station in other parts of the
I S.:
"Local merchant reaction cannot
help but reflect the national picture.
When the largest independent grocers
in the Portland area tell the national
brand representatives how well the merchandising has done for KGW-advertised products, we are sure the word

will go directh to the brand companies
and the product manufacturers affected
indirectly by the increase due to the
I he Portland situation is not unique,
SPONSOR feels. Advertisers can expect
program."
to see a good deal of get-up-and-go action from the radio stations now located in areas where TV will soon be
operating.
competition,
and
it will It's
insurehealthy
advertisers
of the
continuing value of radio as a primar\
advertising medium regardless of new

•••

I'\ stations opening up in the area.

MEN, MONEY,

rather

Speaking of good faith in the execution of written commitments, there
is additional intelligence from Texas.
Frequency Modulation interests down
there go so far as to declare that if
certain Cuban and Mexican stations
continue for another five years
late the frequency assignment
the radio audience in much
Southern sections of the United

There has been an increase in new
applications to the FCC for FM licenses
in recent months. In relation to the
Atlantic Seaboard sector and Florida,
this is ascribed to Cuban interference.
Further to the west, and in Texas, the
gripe is against Mexican interference.
Meantime FM has survived a varietv
of adverse episodes around the U.S.A.
and has settled down to sell "good music" to the expanded market for this
commodity. FM radio fits in snugly
with the prevailing widespread enthusiasm for high fidelity phonograph reproduction sets, mostly hand-built.

MOTIVES

[Continued from page 6)
"character"
is the true basis,
than collateral, of credit.

will be forced to FM sets, as the onlyescape from interference.

to viotreaty,
of the
States

No information comes from the West
as to Raymond Cyrus Hoiles' opinion
of "good music," the appreciation of
which is inculcated in many public
schools, under tax support. If an "educated" guess is permitted, we suspect
Massa Hoiles is against good music as
such and probably against frequency
modulation as a pretentious polysyllabic outgrowth of mass education and
mass media.
* * *

NO ARGUMENT HERE...
When a Robin
Starts to Crow
. . . that's news! But then any
wise bird will tell you that
KFYR — located in the heart of
the rich Midwest farm belt — is
a PLUS value buy. Last year's
cash farm income in North Dakota averaged over $10,000
per farm family. KFYR, on
your media list, mean increased sale in this rich, rural
market.

mi
BISMARCK,

WBNS has more listeners than
all local stations combined!
All the neighbors listen in when
WBNS is on the air. And you can't
argue with these facts: WBNS has
the top 20 rated programs ... a combination oftop CBS shows and local
favorites. WBNS reaches a BillionDollar audience of almost 1*4 million, both urban and rural. WBNS
is the neighbor other local stations
try to keep up with.

ASK

N. OAK.

JOHN

—

WflD-FM— $3,000
COLUMBUS.

5000

WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair

5,000
BLAIR

CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OHIO

OUTLET
SPONSOR

be sure it's available before you try to buy it
When you buy your next spots in Los Angeles, San

you the best consistent choice of availabilities.

Francisco or San Diego, be sure you're not offered the
Statue of Liberty... in other words, average ratings.
Check the availabilities YOU can BUY.

Don Lee's lower station rates will give you complete
coverage at a lower cost per thousand families reached
than any other station ... or any other advertising medium for that matter.

The other guy's rating doesn't do you a bit of good.
No matter how high-rated a program is, if you can't put
your message on it, it won't sell your product.
Don Lee's great variety of excellent programs offers

KHJ

V^

LOS ANGELES
5000 W 930 kc
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KFRC

V*

SAN FRANCISCO
5000 W 610 kc

Before you buy any advertising in Los Angeles, San
Francisco or San Diego, it will pay you to check your
Don Lee or Blair man for availabilities on . . .

KGB

i^
SAN

1000 W

DIEGO
1360 kc

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
69

NOW. .. more than ever
...your best buy in
The Fabulous Southwest

—-7

10,000
WATTS

M & M AND TELEVISION
{Continued from page 35)
Bhej ki>-i><. the kingpin in that field
lor man] years, hy two to one.
3. It is the largest item in the bulk
candj line in the Woolworth stores for
the past two and a half years.
Ad agencies with candy accounts
consider the pace of M & M's sales
growth, particularly in the chainstore
field, as practically without parallel.
Their clients, say these agencies, have
yel to find the key to this development.
Among both agencies and clients the
only possible reasoning is this: houseuife shoppers are as avid fans of

EL PASO'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION

M & M's kid-aimed program as the
offspring are themselves.
M & M made its television debut in

KEPO

April 1950 as the sponsor on alternate
weeks of the last half-hour of ABC-TV's
Super Circus. For the commercial Estv
devised a cross-fire routine between the
two clowns in the show, with the added
flourish of shooting the camera on the
kid audience for a moment, showing

EL PASO

air history before its meeting with television. During its years of pawing
around for a foothold in the candy
business and skipping from agency to
agency, it tried various things in radio.
The longest run the confectioner gave
any program
DiMaggio's
transcribed serieswas
— a Joe
show
which lasted
about two years.
Competitors have been able to pinpoint the effectiveness of M & M's television operation. They have learned
that the difference in the product's popularity and sales between the TV markets and the rest of M & M's distribution area is quite sizable. Even though
it has doubled its production within
the last two years M & M capacity runs
regularly behind demand. The company's studied policy of restrained expansion accounts for its failure to go
into radio at the present time. As an
M & M official explained it to a big
customer, "When you double your production and still can't fill your orders,
you know that you are in a secure position. Why expand on your advertising

the youngsters crunching on the product. The hookup on ABC at the start
was about 15 stations, with the lineup
eventually going to 40 stations. The
one-week bill for program and facilities
for 40 stations ran around $14,000.
Toward the end of 1951 M & M decided it wanted to go weekly and out
of this urge came a change in both
program and network. Esty, which has
accumulated a reputation as one of the
more astute TV agencies, turned at the
time to the source of another "circus"
show— WCAU-TV, Philadelphia and
The Big Tor> — for a replacement. The
I agency and Charles Vanda, executive
producer for WCAU-TV, plotted out an
inexpensive version of The Bi% Ton;
it used child amateurs — within the
at framework of a contest idea — for the
acrobatic and other acts.

With 10,000 Watts
690, KEPO delivers a

strong signal to the vacation playgrounds of
the Southwest. Do as
El Paso advertisers do
. . . advertise the yeas
around on KEPO.

REPRESENTED

BY

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

This half-hour show, costing less
than $5,000, was labeled Candy Carnival, and the end result was a hookup
of 41 CBS stations at 12:30 p.m. Sundays, with WCAU-TV the point of
origin. Carnival took off for M & M
5 January 1952 at a combined facilities and talent cost of $14,000 a week.
It took the show onlv a few wee^s to
move into a 17 Nielsen rating. Carried
over from Super Circus was the same
basic commercial pattern — -dialogue
about the product between two clowns
and a ftesh of the kids in the gallery
crunching on the product.
M & M had a somewhat checkered

about »*r9^Bob«

oA*A.

« C <ot 9 »a00«fe've got *
vie?*-

--.««

Represented Nationally by
THE BOILING COMPANY

SPONSOR

This July is a month to be marked in history. When
the curtain goes up on the national political conventions
in Chicago, people from coast to coast can watch the
nomination of presidential candidates.
In seven short years the Bell System has expanded the
intercity television network so that it is now possible for
99' ; of the television viewers across the nation to watch
the same program simultaneously. Behind this expansion
is a story of achievement.

Radio-relay and coaxial cable

routes were planned and built. Special equipment was
designed, tested and perfected. And men of special talents
were trained in its special use.
The present value of the network, furnished by the
Long Lines Department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies,
is about $90,000,000. Yet the cost of service is low. The
telephone companies' total network charges average about
10 cents a mile for a half hour of program time.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Providing transmission channels for intercity radio and television broadcasting today and tomorrow

58,500,000. For 1952 the appropriation
i- $725,000 and the anticipated sales
are $14,000,000.
As for the historical background of
M & M, it was founded about 10 years
ago by a couple of candy family scions.
One was Forrest Mars, son of the
founder of the Mars Candy fortune.
and the other was Bruce Murrie, son
of a former president of the Hershey
Chocolate Co. Mars, who still own- a
big chunk of stock in the Mars company, remains with M & M as chairman
of the board. Murrie withdrew from

when jrou know that you will be operating onl\ in a vacuum?'1
Packaged candy has from time immemorial been associated with the
American circus but this makes the
fir>t time that a "circus" has built a
package of candy into a fortune. Prior
to L950, M X M expenditures in advertising never went much above the
$175,000 mark. On an ad budget of
$225,000 the company's sales about
doubled to hit S3,000,000 in 1950. The
advertising pot was doubled the following \ear and sales zoomed to around

THE

GIANTS

In Batting*

WHEC

In Rochester Radio!

the company years ago. Present!)
heading up M & M is John McNamara,
who came into the firm a couple years
after the founding. Now in his midWs, McNamara had gravitated between college teaching and management engineering before turning to the
candy business. The guiding spirit of
both sales and advertising is Charles
White, a vice president, who has been
with M & M since its inception. White
is looked upon in his trade as one of
its ace sales managers.
Attending the company's rocky yean
was a problem of product formula.
When Mars and Murrie opened their
factory in Newark, N. J., where the
company still operates, they started off
with the use of Hershey chocolate for
the center of their brand. In the process of improving the M & M formula
they gave up doing business with Hershey, used their own chocolate center.
As a candy manufacturer, M & M
still ranks far below such giants as
Hershey (which last year did $15,000,000 alone in its Kisses brand), Mars,
and even Peter Paul and Nestle. These
are the kingpins in the bar field. Of
the group Hershey hasn't been an air
user in many years, while Mars and
Peter Paul have been consistent supporters of both radio and TV. However, M & M still rates as the biggest
air spender for any one candy brand.

tone DTiMMt*
RECOR
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432 weekly quarter hour periods are
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LISTENING:-

5,000 WATTS

The candy business as a whole hasn'r
done anything as well as its practitioners think it should have in the past 10
years. This has been true, according
to editors of confectionery trade journals, of packaged candy, which, for all
its advertising hoopla, represents but
.'!', of all the candy consumed in the
country. One reason, says this source,
for the unsteady sales curve in the lowpriced packaged field is the fickleness
of the young consumer. Each generation seems to bring with it its own preference in bars and small-piece candy.
Manufacturers are deeply conscious
of the sharp change that television is
contributing to the showcase factor of
the candy business. Older generations,
thcv point out. will recall that they as
children got their impression of candy
brands through window displays. The
potential buyer of the popular candy
brands among the new generation now
gets its impressions through such TV
properties as Super Circus. Howdy
Doody. Candy Carnival. Magic Cottage, and Capt. Video (the last, of
course, when it was selling Powerhouse
Bars).

***
SPONSOR

BOB SMITH
His early morning "Town & Country",
with music, weather reports and market
prices, is an eye-opener for everyone
from factory worker to farmer

they keep listening

BILL MAYER
Men tune for him on the way to work.
The ladies listen as they turn to AM chores.

. . .'round the clock

To
of friends,
he's
the thousands
official Mayer
of the Morning

. . .'round the calendar

HENRY PILDNER
Father catches his laughs and music while
headed for home. Mom gets his show
via the kitchen radio while she prepares
dinner. The whole family likes the way

One reason that folks in Northern Ohio
listen most to WGAR . . . both

"Henry Pildner Entertains"

daytime and nighttime, winter and
summer alike ... is the parade of
our own popular local stars, marching
the air waves daily along with the big
name talent of CBS. Good reason, too,

TOM ARMSTRONG
His tuneful "Polka Parade" following the
dinner hour grabs a huge audience in
this cosmopolitan area which has become
famed as "the Polka capital of the nation"

why WGAR offers the most intensive
and economical selling force for
your summertime campaign in one of

HAL MORGAN
Late hour listeners go regularly to his
mythical night club that features the top
bands and vocalists . . . plus personal
interviews with outstanding celebrities

America's most prosperous markets.
summer
ise

availabilities

big -audience,

of spots

and

low-investment

local programs
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TVS

PROBLEM

(Continued from page 2() I
a compilation which appeared in the
June L952 issue of icademy, the magazine of the Academy of Radio & Television \rts and s< iences. Called "What
leading literati think of television," the
compilation quoted Americans who
had made notable achievement in literature and had qualified as members
of the National Institute of Arts and
Letters.
The compilations foreword noted
that of the literati "not one had any ununited praise for TV as it is today.
Ml were either indifferent to TV or saw
I \ onlj in term- of its great potenti-

Novelist Kenneth Roberts said: "I
get considerable pleasure from a few
aspects of television, and the cold horrors from most of them." But he felt
that it was "as impossible for me to
saj what I 'think* of television as to
saj what I would 'think' of a hypothetical magazine edited by an infinit\ of editors, some of whom have great
ability and more of whom have neither
good taste nor good judgment. . . ."
Robert Hilher, president of the Poet i\ Society of America said: "For the
future, I think that television should
bear in mind the decline of Hollywood
and not underestimate the intelligence
of the American people. I have always
found that an audience would rather
leap beyond its usual attitude than have

Representative was the opinion of
alities."
James T. Farrell that "To date, and
with notable exceptions here and there,
television has been used badly, shoddily, shabbily." Farrell also said:
"Many of those in control of television
today seem heedless to the real possibilities in television. If they were not
heedless they would make more of an
effort to present better programs. They
don't. They should be condemned for
their lack of responsibility."

to apologize for staying on one level."
Burton E. Stevenson wrote succinctl\ : "Television as it exists today, is,
in m\ opinion, the last refuge of the
The chorus of such gibes is endless
—moron."
in the compilation by Academy magazine, in consumer magazine articles, in
newspaper columns, and wherever the
high brows meet from New York to
Los Angeles. Unfortunately for advertisers and the television industry, writ-

ARE Weil A MR.

f^AMR.^^
SPOT

RADIO?

Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA?

Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.

ers like James T. Farrell, Kenneth Roberts, Robert Hilly er, Burton Stephenson, and lesser known lights can exert
considerable influence on public opinion. True, their tastes are not the same
as those of millions of other less exquisitely educated Americans. But it
is the literati who have the floor. Mr.
and Mrs. Average America, who may
be contented television viewers, are
never called upon to make speeches,
write reviews, or state their opinions of
television for publication.
But since the tastes of the intellectual
elite differ considerably from those of
average viewers, how can it be that
these few influence public opinion?
Researchers are finding the answer
in "depth psychology" studies. They
have discovered that people who enjov
a certain tvjie of air entertainment may
at the same time have a sense of guilt
about it. The audience may feel that
while the program is pleasant it is actually a waste of time.
About a year ago, for example, interviewers investigating davtime television found that housewives enjoyed the
variety type of program best but felt
that to sit and watch sheer entertainment was a parasitic act. On the other
hand, when such programs were laced
with informational interludes, the
housewives' sense of guilt was relieved.
They could reason that in addition to
mere vaudeville they were receiving
an intellectual uplift.
What the drum fire of criticism from
literati and other critics does is induce
a sense of guilt among televiewers. The
man who likes Milton Berle must do so
in the face of the often-repeated charge
that this is entertainment for morons.
The mystery program fan tunes in with
the knowledge in the bark of his head
that this program type has repeatedly
been declared demeaning.
Few researchers would argue that
ratings suffer appreciably because of

WDBJ?
W'DBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! Ask
Free & Peters!

SPONSOK

the subconscious guilt sense of viewers.
The victim is television as a whole. For
the result of all the heckling is not that
viewers watch less hut that they feel
less respect for the medium. This leaves
television vulnerable to headline-seeking Congressional investigations and
proponents of government censorship.
\n institution, popular though it may
he, is wide open for Washington interference ifthe intellectual opinion makers whittle away at the respect with
which it is regarded. This is a lesson
which business men have learned in
their defense of free enterprise. Advertisers who discussed the problem with
SPONSOR feel it is a lesson television
broadcasters must now learn — and
quickly, before it is too late.

What many advertisers suggest is
nothing less than an industry-wide campaign to sell television to the public.
I hej Iril that the industry has been
too prone to accept a bad press as inevitable and concentrate on building
up stars and programs at the expense
of the medium in general. The advertising manager of a company which
has an expensive mystery-drama on TV
summed up the attitude of many.
"We can be hurt badly by all these
headline makers. We feel our program
has a worthwhile format. There's more
there than escape entertainment. Actually Ithink we have a public service
slant in that we show how the police actually work in crime solution and we
put people on guard against various

CASH IN ON TH€ BIG SUMMER

TIME 0UD/ENCE

typesger our
of product
criminals.
But there's
a danis going
to be dragged
down by all this publicity. It is a little
embarrassing for us to be associated
with a type of programing which gets
all those nasty cracks from the Congressmen and college deans.
"What I would like to see is the four
networks getting together on a public
relations campaign. They might hire a
major publicity firm, appropriate
funds,
and go on
As sketched
out the
by offensive."
this and several
other advertisers, the campaign would
stress the positive. "Television is as
varied a medium as magazines," said
a drama program sponsor executive.
"Its content ranges from shows close
to the level of 'confession' magazines
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There are today about 15 active commercial radio stations in New Jersey. Two-thirds of these are ADVERRESEARCH clients.

TEST

We're proud of this record, especially since ADVERTEST set up its radio section less than four years ago.

all the way up to shows like our own
which I truly believe ranks with the
best of entertainment available in topIt \cl magazines and other media. Why
shouldn't television sell itself from
strength — stressing shows like our own,
pointing out that TV each week presents a varied diet of information, drama, andexecutive
comedy." drew the analogy beThis
tween television and magazine further.
"You know that on a newsstand there'll
be one row of sex magazines, frankly
designed to titillate; another sheaf of
pulps loaded with murder; still another
row of cheap puffery about the supposed lives of movie stars. Then further along there'll be article magazines
ranging
from True IftoyouCollier's
the
Atlantic Monthly.
were totototal
up the contents of all those magazines
and try to strike an average, magazines
as a whole might come out with a black
eye. Cheap sensation probably far outweighs the solid stuff.
"But nobody tries to do that with
magazines. Each magazine stands on
its own for good or bad. Unfortunately, the same isn't true of television.
Though it is really nothing more than
a series of different magazines (Editor's note: as pointed out by Kenneth
Roberts above) , people tend to criticize
TV as a single thing. I firmly believe
that the number of worthwhile programs on television each week compares more than favorably with the

■••■itiim

There's a good reason for this success. From planningthrough sampling to presentation of reports — every
aspect of our radio research effort has been guided and
directed by station managers and personnel.
Nor have we hesitated to revise or alter our methods
when revisions provided more valid or useable data.
If, as a local or regional broadcaster, you are looking
for a research service tailored to your needs, we may be
the answer.
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SPONSOR

average level of magazines. But the industr} hasn't sold this concept."
The pictures accompanying this article show only a handful of the television programs which have received almost universal critical approval. As the
industry has stressed in sporadic publicity blasts, TV has brought important
plays, science lessons, religious seminars, news interpretation, even opera
in English to millions. What is deemed
necessary now is a means of dramatizing the importance of the Studio One's,
Celanese Theatre's, Bishop Sheen's, and
Ed Murrow's. Up to now, most agree,
the industry has done more to drive
home the fact that Dagmar has an inordinately well filled bodice than that
commercial television has already allowed more people in more places to
see the plays of Eugene O'Neill, say,
than Broadway could do in 20 years.
Critics of television have contended
that program schedules are overwhelmingly loaded with crime and commercials. The facts fail to bear out these
charges. A sponsor survey of three
of the four TV networks indicates that
the proportion of time devoted to mysteries and Westerns, for example, is
by no means overwhelming (see chart
page 28 for percentage breakdowns).
And commercial time is stringently regulated byboth network rules and provisions of the TV Code.
Outside the industry, however, the
only voices heard regularly are those
of the attackers. Apparently many people who would not think of passing up
the enjoyment of reading fine magazines because there are also cheap magazines on newsstands, fail to buy TV
sets. They pass up hours of top-level
entertainment each week because thev
have heard so much about programs
which are branded as beneath them.
One of the steps the industry has already taken to offset the waves of bad
publicity has been establishment of the
TV Code. It's well known within the
industry that the majority of U. S. TV
stations have agreed to display the emblem of the TV Code and live up to its
requirements in their programing and
commercial practices. But, as a number of agency and advertiser observers
pointed out, "Who knows about the
Code outside the business?" The feeling was that whereas Hollywood had
always promoted its "Hayes office"
with intensity the Code got only routine prominence.
A young assistant advertising manager in one of the biggest sponsor firms
16 JUNE 1952
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WAVE-TV
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IN KENTUCKY!

commented: "1 grew up reading about
lln
and how
allowHayes
kissesoffice
for longer
thanit awouldn't
certain
period of time and about how even
script bad to be weighed for morality.
That story was told so often that even
kid who went to the movies on Saturdaj knew what the Hayes office was.
Bui whoever beard of the TV Code —
and remember already more people
probablj watch TV each week than go
to Atheformer
movies."talent agent, now a program inner in an agency, suggested
that the Code be promoted both in
printed media publicity and by direct
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approaches to women's club's and other groups. "They'd do well," he said,
"to send lecturers around to speak before club women. That way they'd get
at the source of this criticism, and get
a chance to sell TV constructively."
Few advertisers had any opinions on
whether the Code was stringent enougli
or sufficiently enforceable to ward off
criticisms of TV's moral tone. At the
time they were approached for comment, the TV Code's board of review
was just holding its first meeting to
lake up complaints (5 and 6 June). It
was then too early for advertising people to express opinions on the outlook.
However successful the Code may be
in regulating TV abuses, the consensus
among ad executives is that the Code is
only a defensive public relations measure. It is considered part of TV's
basic equipment, worth selling to the
public, but not the whole answer to
the public relations problem.
Positive, aggressive measures might
include I 1 ) efforts to get repeated magazine coverage of TV's finer programs;
(2) lectures before clubs by industry
spokesmen; (3) an attempt to reach
and sell even the most critical opinion
makers on TV's strong points; (4) enlisting of the aid of committees of TV
critics in developing program types
they deem constructive; these are the
approaches advertisers feel will do the
right kind of public relations job.
The feeling of urgency in the
suggestions ad men make for industry
action grows as much out of the fact
that the freeze is lifting as out of the
present critical atmosphere. The ad
men ask: "Why allow people in present non-TV areas to await television
with some of their enthusiasm dimmed
by what the headline makers are shouting about it? Why allow it when TV
has -nil) a good stoiy to tell?"

* * *
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CO-OP ABUSES

of all the media surveyed, radio station* were the worst offenders. In the

(Continued from page 37)
blame can be placed on many doorsteps. The guilt of those stations which
provide spurious invoices is obvious
but the hard-dealing local retailer who
squeezes every last penny out of competition-ridden stations does not exactlv deserve to wear a halo.
In some forms of double-billing, the
manufacturer and distributor merely
look the other way. Such instances
mav involve small-percentage hikes
which are accepted practice in the
trade. They also may involve deliberate efforts by the manufacturer and
distributor to move their merchandise
bv giving a handsome, indirect rebate
to certain strong -dealers in the form
of a co-op advertising subsidy. Since
one dealer may thereby be getting better terms than another from the same
manufacturer, this can't be done openlv for it is considered contrary to the
terms of the Robinson-Patman Act.
(This is the Federal law penalizing
firms which do not treat all customers
equalh . I
Despite the fact that some manufacturers themselves wink at double-billing, there is well-documented fear that
the bitter suspicions aroused by bill
manipulations will boomerang primarily on radio.
A clear-cut case of how radio can get
it in the neck cropped up recently in
the Midwest. After making a secret survey, the Radio Specialty Company of
Milwaukee (Philco distributors for
Wisconsin) decided to cut "out just
about all of its radio co-op money. The
survey employed 240 people for three
weeks to check up on the way co-op
money was being spent in Wisconsin.
When the results were tabulated, the
Radio Specialty people discovered that

survej to ascertain the extent of doublebilling and special-rating, all types of
media in Wisconsin were asked: Would
you consider making a deal with an
advertiser by-passing your regular rate
card? In this cross-section of media,
considered a representative sampling
for the state, the following percentage of those questioned replied that
they would indeed consider making
"deals." Radio stations, 60%; newspapers (daily and weekly). 22' '< ; motion picture advertising. ox 2' '< '■> billboards, 2r/( . There was also rate cutting on window display costs, but the
percentage was not given.
First-place standing of radio constitutes a serious indictment. As far as
SPONSOR could learn there are no special conditions existing in Wisconsin
and one can only a sume that Wisconsin is neither more sinful nor less sinful
than, sav, Arkansas, Wyoming, New
York, or Rhode Island.
It is believed that the firm which
made the Wisconsin survey did similar
co-op studies in at least half a dozen
other cities. Nothing could be discovered about them.
To get a better idea of how co-op
chiselers work, let's take a closer look
at co-op advertising. First of all, what
is it exactly? Here is a definition by
the American Association of Advertising Agencies: "Co-operative advertising is a policy whereby a national advertiser pays for the whole or part of
advertisements of his product sponsored by a retailer or distributor in
regularly issued publications, radio or
television programs and announcements, or outdoor showings."
The theoretical division of co-op advertising costs between the dealer and
manufacturer vary, but generally each

In Boston

pass half. The exact split is specified
bj the manufacturer when he sets up
his co-op plan. These plans work on a
fiscal year, describe methods of payment, and ma) or maj not ban certain
media. A recent study of 41 co-op adv( rtising plans made by Assistant Professor Maurice C. Mandell of Western
Reserve University's School of Business disclosed that less than 3'v prohibited radio advertising while 22%
did not say one way or another.
In the appliance industry, where
double-billing is said to be most prevalent ofall, the split usually works like
this: When the distributor is billed for
merchandise by the manufacturer, 2%
is added to the invoice for the co-op
fund. This is matched by the manufacturer and the 4,% total is matched
b\ the retail dealer, making the fund
8%
of the wholesale
distributor's net
merchandise
cost.
Some industries, like bed linens and
hosiery, operate without distributors
and the co-op fund is a 50-50 deal between manufacturer and retailer. One
washing machine firm sets aside $1 to
$2 per unit to be matched on a 25-2550 basis by the manufacturer, distributor, and dealer, respectively. Another
firm usually sets up a 40-10-50 split,
still another 52^-22^-25.
Some firms build up their co-op fund
on a percentage of the retail price
(usually 1-1%%) or of the dealer's
cost. An Association of National Advertisers study of manufacturers' co-op
costs showed that half paid 50% (including distributors, where they exist),
one out of 10 paid 100%, and the remainder varied in between.
A few manufacturers keep a whiteknuckled grip on the reins of their coop program, although this does not
seem to be the rule. However, approval
of any substantial advertising expense
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i-; generally required by manufacturers.
\\ illi regard to radio advertising,
the manufacturer may specify that only
live announcements will be allowed or
onl) transcriptions. And continuity as
well as transcriptions are often supplied free to the dealer. When purchases of programs are approved, the
plan may bar any use of the manufacturer's co-op contribution for talent costs. The maker of Blackstone
washing machines sets up an approved
list of specific transcribed programs,
which include Blackstone, the Magician
and Boston Blackie for obvious reasons.
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op allowances from the distributor's or
manufacturer's bill for merchandise.
One firm specifies that the dealer must
pay all costs first, then send a bill for
half his costs to the distributor, who, in
turn, charges the manufacturer for half
of his bill.

BMll
Program Clinic #19
In Now York

There are many double-billing techniques, but most of them fall into about
eight classes. It should be kept in mind
that a good deal of the time the manufacturer knows what is going on. The
more common techniques follow:
1. The dealer gets a discount below
the station rate card in the form of an
understanding or a package contract.
He pays for half this low-rated time.
The manufacturer receives bills for the
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Place: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
This is one BMI Program
Clinic you won't want to miss.
The subjects coming up for
discussion have not been covered before.
Herbert V. Ackerberg wiU
be your Chairman on Monday; Paul Morency is Tuesday's Chairman; Harry Bannister, luncheon speaker
Your panel speakers bring
to the Clinic fresh, hard-hitting facts and practical ideas.
Question and answer periods
and the chance to have your
specific problems discussed are
added features.
No attendance fee, but advance application is requested.
Write or call BMI Station
Service Dept. today.
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MUSIC, INC.

580 FIFTH AVE., NEW
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Some of the nicely-tailored specifications are honored more in the breach.
In the case of one manufacturer, who
specifies live announcements only, a
number of stations have reported program sales. This looking-the-other-way
approach comes under the heading of
keeping certain dealers happy.
There are variations in the billing
procedure, but most of the time the
retailer is required to send copies of
the station invoice, script, and an affidavit of performance to the distributor
or manufacturer. After the papers are
checked, the dealer is reimbursed for
his expenses.
Some retailers mav deduct their co-

19

published rate and pays for half of this
higher-rated time. Sometimes the dealer will pay the published rates and receive akickback later, so there is no actual double-billing involved in these
cases. One station owner told SPONSOR
that salesmen in a neighboring town
were offering bills for $225 if the appliance dealer would buy $100 worth
of announcements.
2. The dealer is billed for his share
at the local card rate, the manufacturer
at the national rate. There is some dispute about whether this should actually
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be considered chiseling since man)
manufacturers accept such bills with
fatherly tolerance on the premise that
the dealer needs the difference between
the two rates to pay for advertising production costs. At least one station
makes an open policy of this practice
and states it will give the retail merchant a receipted bill at the national
rate when the merchant pays his share
at the local rate.
While the local merchant commonh
pockets the difference, stations would
be happy to collect the national rate
themselves from the manufacturer
(some do) and consider themselves
entitled to it. Understandably, stations
with firm rate policies charge the national rate if the wholesaler buys time
for multiple dealers in an area.
Single-rate card stations believe that
the local-national dual rate card encourages double-billing, but it has been
pointed out that the single-rate stations
are usually "strong" stations and can
demand their price.
3. The manufacturer or wholesaler
is billed for non-existent broadcasting
time or talent. This is rare, although
cases have been known of such swindling. It seems safe to say that a manufacturer who pays such a bill either
(a) is careless beyond reason, (b) is
too far away to know what is going on,
(c) has no distributor to check the situation, or I d ) is greasing the way for
badly-needed sales.
4. A dealer will contract for, say, 52
weeks of broadcasting time, advertise
four separate brands for 13 weeks each,
and send each manufacturer a station
bill for the 13-week rate. Some dealers
defend this on the grounds that the
manufacturer is getting a local 13-week
rate for 13 weeks of advertising "so
what is wrong with that?"
One station manager said he had

heard of a large dealer advertising
more than one brand on a series of pro-

grams, and billing each manufacturer

agenc) and receive a kickback from
them. The station may or may not be
involved. There have been instances

as though he had had exclusive commercial time on the program.
5. While agencies are usually bypassed in radio co-op advertising because free continuity and transcriptions
are provided, the agency can sometimes
be slipped in on the deal. A sly retailer will use the agency to place his

reported where the station involved itself by making a deal with the producer or agency on time costs. Although in these producer-purchase
cases the station does not bill the manufacturer, idoes
t
go along with the pretense that the rate card has been adhered to. These show packages also

co-op advertising I figuring it won't
cost him anything anyway) and then
get, as an additional bonus, a kickback
from the agency on its 15% commission. The station, of course, may not

openent opportunities
to finagle with talcosts.
8. There are cases where a retailer
is a consistent user of radio and uses

"We believe in public service. We believe that public service programs, wellproduced and well-advertised, are a
challenge, a responsibility, and a giltedged,
long-term
investment
in good
JOEL
CHASEMAN
7ir. of public service
WAAM, Baltimore

the co-op money of a number of manufacturers. The retailer will receive a
monthly bill from the station totaling
all costs. Since the station may not
break this expenditure down into invoices for individual manufacturers,
the retailer bills the manufacturer on
his own stationery.
This writer saw such a bill received
by a distributor which merely noted
that radio costs from a sales campaign

know about this kickback at all.
6. Time costs are easy to check but
talent costs can be kited with magnificent ease on larger programs, under
the right conditions. If a manufacturer
on the West Coast is sent a bill from
a small Pennsylvania station saying

came to $1,000, and would the manufacturer kindly pay $500? When queried, the distributor's sales manager
shrugged: "What can we do? He's a

that Epsilom Hartgagle and his Manchunk Mountain Boys cost $150 a
week, how can he tell they can be had
for $50? Sometimes, a piece of talent,
panting for bread-and-butter money,
will lend himself to a kickback proposition. (On the other hand some stations make a profit on talent supplied
to local clients through their own talent bureaus which are operated as a
legitimate and valuable service to the
sponsor.)
7. The retailer will buy a time-plustalent package
from a producer
or

ture, and it suggests a question: "Do
manufacturers want to stop doublebilling?"'
tion follow.Some answers to this ques-

In Boston

One distributor of a well-known "big
ticket" brand said:
"Any advertising manager worth his
salt knows what the cost of radio programs should be, and don't tell me any
different. When a station is scrounging
around for business and is offering
deals left and right, the sales manager
knows it. He also knows what kind of
terms his large dealers should be able
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to get. He should know what talent
i osts are, too.
"II he >till accepts a phony bill, it's
because lie's willing to pay it. Sometimes, these deals are cooked up 1>\ the
sales department which figures anything that moves good is O.K.
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right b) us, we build up another guy- '
It became evident from statements byseveral distributors that they themselves are key lac tors in the double-billing picture. On the one hand, as agents
of the manufacturer, they can protect
his interests through their more intimate- knowledge of the local broadcast
advertising picture. On the other hand,
they are an important link in the chain
of efforts to keep sales turnover high
and production lines humming.
We now come to the kernel of the
problem. What has been done and what
can be done to eliminate double-billing?
Some of the manufacturers have

in groups

details,
O.

MARKE1

■" \s far as we're concerned, we won't
bite. We've got a good produet and
we don't have to bribe a dealer to cari\ it. II we know a dealer isn't doing

Va.

urged abolition of the Robinson-Patman Act. under which manufacturers
are prohibited from offering advertising and promotion allowances to some
and not to others. In defending the act
recently, a government official stated
that it "revived and restated the common-law principle that a seller who
enters a common calling or business
and holds himself out to serve the public generally, must serve all comers at
a reasonable price and without discrimBut those in favor of repealing the
ination."
act argue that if the manufacturer was
permitted to "spend his money as freely as consumers'' in doling out advertising allowances, the pressure for phonj hills would be eased. It has been
pointed out. however, that while this
reasoning would apply in cases of double-hilling where there is a tacit agreement all the way down the line, it
would not eliminate deals between station and dealer alone.
There have also been suggestion^
that manufacturers take a leaf from
their own book of newspaper advertis
in- practice. For example: One manufacturer will only pay half of 8095 ol
the open-line newspaper rate. This policy would assume that the manufacturei can set a ceiling which reflects
the value of radio to him during the
co-op hind's fiscal year. It would not,
of course, eliminate double-hilling, but
tin-ii-l \ put a brake on spending.
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For the period ending April 30,
WSYR's local radio sales were
39% ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
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SPONSOR

Concrete steps tu solve the problem
are rare. Most recommendations for

rate card is a true measure of its worth.

eliminating double-billing eithei (a)
view with alarm, (b) stamp tin* practice as an evil and let it go at that, or
I c i urge all concerned to vow not to
practice it.
It is hoped In some that scattered
co-operation may one day solidify into
something like the advertising checking
bureaus, which newspapers now pay
for. These take over the manufacturer's
private-eye functions and offer other
sendees as well. They provide tear
sheets to advertisers and keep a steady
gaze on newspaper rates. Not only are
these checking agencies very well informed on a very intricate subject, but
the} take away from. the manufacturer
the onus of having to question figures.
In the last analysis, however, doublebilling is an evil which must be exorcised by those who really suffer most
from it— the radio stations. Many of
the stations realize this. They know
that the knife that cuts prices can cut
their own throat. If radio undersells itself, it is stressed, will the retailer fail
to take advantage? If radio, however
covertly, sells itself on bargain-base-

Said a major appliance firm's advertising manager: "Advertisers are entitled to a firm rate policy and if radio
is to deserve our advertising dollars it

ment terms, won't it become a bargainbasement advertising medium?
Already, the formation of city-wide
and regional station groups to sell radio's sales power has indirectly dampened some of the enthusiasm for doublebilling. This has its effect by singling
out erring brothers in the station group
and exposing them to pressure.
Whether this will be enough to
squelch double-billing is doubtful. But
it ties in with what many consider radio's main 1952 job: to sell itself hard
and come up with good, smart advertising ideas and services; ideas that
convince the advertiser that the station

must put pressure on the relative minority of offenders among stations. Otherwise, there's the danger we'll turn to
increased use of newspapers. ..."***

NIELSEN
(Continued from page 32)
of audience research, and the large staff
of Nielsen executives skilled in the
art of helping clients in the practical
application of research material. Furthermore. NCS includes a sales promotion manual designed to aid station
subscribers in using NCS to the full.
NCS Reports are scheduled for delivery early in the fall of 1952 — which
is substantially faster than can be expected from any mail ballot system —
this performance being rendered practicable bythe research equipment and
experience of the world's largest mareting research organization.
* * *

STANDARD
[Continued from page 33)
stations that will be "remembered." Of
course, the station-audience part of the
interview could precede all other parts,
but this technique runs into difficulty
when the interview form is left with the
family to be completed at a later time.
From a purely technical point of
view — it is hard to understand how the
results of personal interviews can be
combined with the returns from a
mailed ballot, the mixture then seasoned with Audimeter findings, and the
whole concoction screened through the

sieve ol a biased program-roster.
From the point of view of the industry's stake in the controversy which is
forming over this matter of the measurement of station audience, it is extremely unfortunate that a few individuals have seen fit to try to muddy
the circulation picture to the extent
that the buyer will be completely confused and broadcasting will suffer when
the buyer's bewilderment encourages
him to seek other media. With all of
its faults, BMB at least succeeded in
taking long strides in the direction of
taking the confusion out of circulation
measurements. The 400 stations who
have subscribed to and endorsed Standard's attempt to continue that effort
furnish ample testimony that a strong
hope
still been
existsinthat
not have
vain.BMB's efforts will
It is wrong to try to scare broadcasters into a belief that a measure that
they have devised and used and which
has won the approval of their customers is faulty just because it doesn't
v ield numbers as large as another measurement. Itis wrong to assume that
the measurement yielding the higher
numbers is the "correct" measurement.
Furthermore — and still from an industry point of view — it is extremely
doubtful that a measurement scheme
which does not start from the point of
view of the individual station and from
this work up to the needs of the stationgroupings and networks can. in fact,
be called a truly industry-wide plan.
Standard's continuation of the BMB
approach starts with the individual
county and city. From this start it is
possible to make any desired combinations or groupings of its data. It is a
far greater undertaking when done this
wav and it takes longer, but it is a
better job when it is done.
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NOXZEMA

THE

(Continued from page 31)
aimed at the summertime crowds who
Bock to aearb) beaches and backyards.
In Canada, where Noxzema has opirated a profitable subsidiary since
1932, spot radio is used to sell 3-Way
Shave Cream i similar to the U. S. Noxzema shave product) in nearly 30 major Canadian markets. No TV spot
campaigns are used, nor planned for
1932.
Radio and point-of-sale tie-in promolioiis are being done currently in connection with a special on Noxzema
Shave Cream; it features a 40£, fourounce jar sold for 29(*, primarily to
sample the product to new users. This
special is tied-in at point-of-purchase
with counter displays featuring a picture of Heatter. But cross-plugs to the
Heatter show are not used in Noxzema
space ads.
| However. Noxzema officials are firm
believers in promoting to the trade.
Mailings to druggists are used when
various special offers are made, backed
up b\ occasional trade ads. The firm's
salesmen look upon Heatter as being
virtually a part of their sales force.
Indeed, radio has done an outstanding job for Noxzema Skin Cream, ever
since 1931 when the firm's first network airshow, a now-forgotten quickie
called Noxzema Beach Parties, was
aired for a quarter-hour every week on
some 20 CBS stations. This program
was aimed at selling Noxzema during
edy.
the hot-weather days as a sunburn rem-
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in El Paso, regardless of power
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When 1938 arrived, Noxzema's advertising mentors were ready to try
radio again, on a much bigger scale.
In the fall of that year, Noxzema
bought the original Professor Quiz.
Almost immediately, the sales curve,
which had been in a mild decline,
started shooting upwards. As Ray
Sullivan of SSCB

recalls, "sales

jumped
40% Quiz
in one
Professor
was season."
followed, in 1939
and 1940, by a newscast series with
Bob Trout on CBS. Trout, incidentally, had been the m.c. on the Quiz show.
Sales continued to climb.
Soon thereafter, Noxzema began
sponsoring a series of nearly 20 major
spot programs in radio, called Quiz of
Two Cities. The gimmick was a radio
contest between teams from nearby
communities, such as Dallas and Fort
Worth.
Market-by-market,
it worked
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Here is a tremendous sales potential in
one of the nation's richest markets. ..the
great Kansas City Primary trade area.
Call KMBC-KFRM or ask your nearest
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like a charm for Noxzema.
Quiz of Two Cities was more than

what-unbalanced media picture. What
was needed, we felt, was a more fluid

m\ Noxzema Shave, I think of men all
around the country. And I find myselJ

position, where we could rely on Heatter as our main radio effort, and use

saving. 'Wouldn't it be wonderful if
everybod) could jbe getting the same
enjoyment out of his shave every day

just a proving ground for Noxzema's
radio theories. Many famous names
have emerged from the local series,
which spotlighted local performers in

other media as we felt necessary."
\\ ith Heatter going strong in radio,

the eyes of Now ^i ork admen. Mark
Goodson. for instance, was one of the

Noxzema last year decided to try network television. Accordingly, Noxzema

m.c.'s, doing the San Francisco show.
Jack Barrv handled the microphone
chores in Rochester. Kddie Gallaher.

bought Cameo Theater on NBC-TV last
summer, airing it on 45 stations from
18 June to 6 August 1951, in a time
slot usually occupied by Speidel.
States Mary Ay res of the TV venture:
"It was quite successful, but certainly
showed us that TV on a large scale —
if added on top of the other media we

\\ ashington's famed nocturnal disk
jockey, had the m.c. spot in Minneapolis. But. in addition to establishing
these reputations, the spot series established Noxzema. The firm's sales
headed up sharply from around a million dollars annually toward the threemillion mark.
During the war years, Noxzema's
biggest problem wasn't advertising, but
production. Raw materials were scarce;
demand, heavy. Somehow, Noxzema
managed to turn out huge quantities
of its skin cream, and, in addition to
meeting civilian demand, turned out
63.200,000 jars for men in the Armed
Forces.
In early 1944, Noxzema felt it was
time to return to radio, as production
began catching up with demand. Accordingly, the firm bought the weekly
character-comedy series, Mayor of the
Town, with Lionel Barrymore. The
show portrayed events in the life of the
mayor of a typical American small
town, and drew good ratings and audience loyalty. Originally aired on CBS,
the show moved to ABC. to reach different audiences at different times.
Then, in 1948, it went off the air.
"We dropped Mayor of the Town
for several reasons," Mary Ay res of
SSCB explained. "We had added
Gabriel Heatter in 1947, and felt we
had tied down our client to a some-

"Renewed
advertiser interest in radio
is the result of a return to realism by
businessmen and advertising agencies."
JOHN J. KAROL
V.P. in charge of network sales
CBS Radio ISettvork

feel are basic 'musts' — is a little too
rich for Noxzema's blood. However.
Noxzema intends to get back into TV
when
it can commercials
afford it regularly."
Noxzema
on the Gabriel
Heatter radio series are simple, and tothe-point. Copy aimed at women's
usage of the skin cream is slotted in the
opening and closing spots.
These commercials usually point out
beauty tips, and often stress price specials. The Noxzema strategy here is to
"get them to buy sample sizes in the
spring, and then sell them big jars in

— the same enjoyment I get ?'
"Noxzema Shave Cream! Noxzema
will give you that shaving treat every
time, because Noxzema is different.
It's medicated. There's your biggest
word
in the
shaving
50 take
years.
know it
minute inyou
yourYou'll
first
Noxzema shave. It gets down where
you need it— where you want it. Your
razor sings with every stroke. A Noxis neverlevel,
'justthe
a shave'."
At zema
theshave
agency
people who
work mostly with Noxzema's air advertising are Raymond F. Sullivan.
SSCB's president and the account supervisor for Noxzema ; Mary Ayres, the
account executive; Philip H. Cohen,
the agency's v. p. and radio-TV director: and copywriters Helen Brown
Beckett and Walter Mead. At the client level, advertising starts with venerablein
i his 80's) Dr. George A. Bunting, board chairman, and his son,
George Lloyd Bunting, who make policy decisions. Stanley Wood at Noxzema handles day-to-day problems.
With many decisions for fall 1952
being made these days, it's only natural
to wonder "What's Noxzema planning
to do on the air in the near future?"
This, as SPONSOR gathered it from
executives of SSCB, is the outlook.
In all likelihood, Noxzema will continue with its once-weekly sponsorship
of Gabriel Heatter on Mutual, perhaps

the fall." There are few "specials" in
the summer; at that time, sunburn usually keeps the demand pretty strong.
The appeal switches to the masculine
members of the Heatter audience in

varying the night of the week. No major entry is planned into network TV
for some time. Spot radio and/or TV

the middle commercial. Here's a typical Heatter pitch for the shave cream:
"You know, every time I'm enjoying

may be used in the U. S. if the circumstances warrant, and spot radio will be
used in Canada.
* * *
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ance frequentl) of her boss, Harrv
Clarke,
on shows.
the store's
o'clock
news
and
other
V>| 10onl\
is Clarke,
said she, a local personality in his own
right, but statements about am merchandise carrj more weight with the
listener when it- the store owner talking rather than a radio announcer.

How retailers can use the air
One of the highlights of last week's
convention of the Advertising Federation of Vmerica in New York was a
talk on retail advertising b\ Viola R.
Noble, publicity director <>f Clarke's
department store, Tulsa. Miss Clarke
titled her talk "The Grass Roots Was
Still
what and
she TV
had intoretail
say
about Pa\s."
the use and
of radio
advertising reflected a shrewd, practical appraisal of the two media.
To Miss Noble radio and television
aren't something that you merel) measure b) the results at the sales counter.
The) offer a showmanship, goodwillbuilding, and intimacy impact that can
mean even more than immediate sales
in the long run.
\li" Noble cited as eases in point
the store's sponsorship of a TV film
show it conceived itself. Shootin' the
Breeze with the 45*/i, and the appear-

\> for Shootin' the Breeze, she explained that the famous Thunderlioard
or 15th is largely an Oklahoma division, and the -tore got the idea that a
film of the day-by-da) activities of Oklahoma boys, right through training
and into action at the front, would he
a great goodwill builder for the store
and even greater morale builder for the
men. Clarke's furnished the camera
and film and the Army wrote the script
and did the shooting. Added the canny
Miss Noble, commercials were not used
when these film clips were televised but
Clarke himself introduced two people
from the store, with obvious personal
affects on the two, their friends — and
their customers.
The story
of Clarke's
a vivid
firmation ofthe
fact that isradio
and conTV
can serve retail advertising in a potent
and distinctive way through the application of some ingenuity, know-how
and imagination. It makes an immeasurably worthy tip.
Parade to film gets bigger
The reasons in favor of converting
from live to film TV keep piling up.
Also the tendency to move from radio
to TV by the celluloid route. The list
of network
sponsors
aligning them-

selves with film gets longer each week.
[wo of the latest notable recruits are
Ford Motor, with a half-hour show to
be produced in Hollywood, and
DuPont, which has elected the TV
division of Columbia Pictures to do a
Cavalcade of America series.
\mong those that have turned to
film in recent weeks are Man Against
Crime, Big Town, Mr. and Mrs. North,
Schlitz Playhouse. Our Miss Brooks,
Luigi. Reported as good prospects for
embracing film are My Friend Irma.
Lux Theatre. Martin Kane, and The
Circle Theatre.
SPONSOR

receives its Polk Award

In these days when small pressure
groups are raucously forcing their special moral quirks and biases upon the
public with regard to TV programing
it was particularly refreshing for SPONSOR to be the recipient this month of a
special George Polk Memorial Award.
Although this and other Polk awards
were announced in February the actual
presentation of the honors took place
at a recent luncheon with Long Island
I niversity as the host.
The awards are made for distinguished achievements by metropolitan
newspapermen "in the spirit of George
Polk." sponsor's special award was
for a three-part series exploring the
validity of Red Channels. Polk mvsteriousl) disappeared while a CBS correspondent inGreece and it has been
the belief of foreign correspondents
who served with him that he was the
victim of Communist conspirators.

Applause
In the Kesten tradition
When historians of radio come to
their chapter on sales promotion, the
probability is they will date the rise of
that facet of the business from the era
of Paul \V. Kesten; it was he who masterminded CBS' contributions to the
literature dealing with radio's variegated audience and power to sell goods.
Kesten brought to radio sales promotion imagination, dimension, and a
brilliant feli< ii\ for documentation and
persuasive rhetoric. He was a master
at clothing the products "f research
with the precepts of the hard sell.

K

One of Kesten's most notable presentations, itwill be recalled, revolved
around the relative effectiveness of eye
and ear appeal. Now, 17 years later,
some of Kesten's promotional successors have come up with a singularly
imaginative sales presentation that is
reminiscent of this theme. It is a 15minute documentary film. "More Than
Meets the Fye." The facts and figures
imparted are not especially new. but
the method of imparting them is not
onl) new but memorably impressive.
CBS perhaps took quite a chance
when it elected to tell an almost purel)

factual story in terms of abstract art,
but the results proved worthwhile.
1 his wedding of a pre-assembled
soundtrack to a post-assembled series
of pictorial impressions has that touch
of the old Kesten slickness, and much
more. Its theme, the power of sound
as a medium of communications, is
carried off with great skill. Above all,
it adds a new dimension to radio sales
promotion. "More Than Meets the
Eye" should be seen by everybod) in
the industr) ; it is a must also for
everybod) interested in the business <>f
selling goods by advertising.
SPONSOR

Morning
Means

Sales

Don't judge all morning television by the static, uninspired programming you see in
some cities. Morning TV really means something to viewers in the three city
market of Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus— because WLW-Television

led in programming

the morning hours with fresh, bright shows that attract big audiences.
People in WLW-Telecity watch WLW-Television

morning programs— advertisers prove it

every day with sales. When you plan your advertising campaign, consider
the potential of this great morning market with an effective buying income of
over $5]/2 billion. Your quickest, most effective way to reach this market
is through the three-station network of WLW-T,

WLW
TV

SERVICE

WLW-D

and WLW-C.

Television
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NATIONS

STATION
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YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
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HOLLYWOOD
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III It Took was a Hot Lick...

i Falstaff put over
egional beer

i TV commercial
I ways to put "sell"

THE NETWORK
IRK
RATE CRISIS8

A SPONSOR roundup
i on the air

4—&
. And Joshua really "sent" Jejicho— tumbling, that
swiped the page from history and tried it on the Omaha, Council Bluffs area.

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A. M. to

3arned if it didn't work! Popular music "hath charms" . . . especially when served up
a la KOWH, garnished by program techniques that have placed KOWH first in the nation!

9

6 P. M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951
thru April, 1952.)

<OWH

:or an idea of how many walls are being penetrated by KOWH, glance at the below
Hooper share-of-audience chart averaged for October, 1951 -April, 1952, 8 A.M. -6 P.M.,
Monday through Saturday.

36.5%

•

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent station in all
America! (April, 1952.)

ctors I like best

32

out

n
Sta. "6"

OMAHA
■ed by The BOLLING CO.

50iOOOCzlls

on grocers ***%
OPERATIO
ROCER"
the way

it combines
powerful radio, grocer-group
and

in the wcMf

point-of-purchase

newspaper,

activity!

focuses all three
"of these at a specific time, in behalf of your

Til the way

product!

your product

benefits

from this concentrated
chandising plan, week

advertising-merafter week

after

week.

There's a complete brochure waiting with your name on it the minute you call
or wire (don't wait to write). A WLS

salesman or a John Blair man is ready to explain how

easily and economically you can profit from the advertising-merchandising plan that
was fully tested and proved all through the summer of 1951 — the advertising-merchandising
plan that is now ready . . . and right for your grocery-sold product. Call today about
OPERATION

GROCER"

originated by the radio station that gave you FEATURE FOODS- Dinner Bell Time -SCHOOL TIME
-and the one and only NATIONAL

1230

WEST

WASHINGTON

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

BARN

DANCE-

BOULEVARD
REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

CHICAGO
BLAIR

\

& COMPANY

7

Doughnut, milk Bakers of America, American Dairy Association and Doughnut Corp. of
industries in America have collectively appropriated $500,000 for a joint adver$500,000 campaign tising campaign this fall.
Radio (spot and network) and spot TV will
get sizeable chunk of budget.
Copy will emphasize use of doughnuts
with milk at mealtime and as snack.
-SRColumbia Pictures
moves into
TV on big scale

Columbia

Pictures

scouting

around

top figure

in broadcasting

or ad

agency field — one acquainted with major advertisers — to head up sales
management side of its TV film operations.
Producer has deal with
Ford for 39 half-hour series, and order by DuPont for "Cavalcade of
America" series is reported in works.
Top personnel inquiry plus increased tempo of pitches for business indicates Columbia going all out
after network TV film production.
-SR-

P&C's annual
gross billings on
NBC: $7,326,000

Hemispheric TV
link predicted

NBC

backs TV
commercial
research

Renewal by Procter & Gamble of 6 across-the-board radio programs on
NBC, effective 30 June, represents yearly gross billings of $5,649,332.
With two other strips recently purchased included, NBC's gross
billings from P&G figures $7,326,000 annually.
-SRJ. B. Elliott, vice president in charge RCA Victor consumer products,
speaking in Montreal, hailed advent TV broadcasting in that city this
summer as precursor to link-up of United States, Canada, Mexico, Cuba,
and South and Central America for exchange programs.
-SREdward D. Madden, NBC vice president in charge of TV sales, told
American Marketing Association, network is engaged in extensive research in cooperation with Schwerin to aid advertisers in improving
their TV commercials.
(SPONSOR explains Starch approach to same subject in this issue, page 28.)
Madden also told group network is making its merchandising department available to NBC TV advertisers.
-SR-

N.Y. TV film men
ask city support
in fight against
Hollywood

lure

CBS TV receivers
given New York
showing

Spokesmen

for New York

officials for combating
lywood.
Potential loss

film

producers

submit

plan

to New York

City

threatened loss of TV film production to Holwas described as something around $2,000,000

level by 1957.
Plan calls for city's Department of Commerce to
survey immediately of possible sites in mid-town which might be
for second stage use by New York's 300 film producing companies
cooperative basis.
Also contrive public relations programs to
Hollywood propaganda aimed at luring away business.
-SR-

make
added
on
counter

CBS-Columbia, Inc. introduced in Waldorf-Astoria, New York, showing
three separate lines television receivers.
New lines were described
as "Studio" , "Masterworks" and
pensive, mass-volume entry.

n June

1952.
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Florida Citrus
sets budget
for 1952-53

Florida
season.

for 30 Juno 1952
Citrus Commission has okayed $3,618,200 ad budget for 1952-55
Even though budget has earmarked but $325,000 for TV and

$150,000 for radio, chances are this will be more than doubled by end
of season.
Previous budget made similar radio-TV allowance, but spot
time billings plus other charges for 1951-52 added up to $1,000,000.
-SR-

CBS sets up
TV Affiliates
Advisory Board

CBS names 5 general managers of CBS-TV basic affiliates as interim
committee preliminary to organization of TV Affiliates Advisory Board.
Group consists of E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV, chairman; Philip G. Lasky,
KPIX, San Francisco; Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD-TV, Dallas; James C. Hanrahan, WEWS, Cleveland, and Glenn Marshall, Jr., WMBR-TV, Jacksonville.

KVOO boosting
day rates 16%

KVOO, Tulsa, is raising daytime rates by 16% and realigning nighttime
rates with small boosts in some brackets effective 1 August.
Station
feels increase is due because of big jump in radio families and multiple radio homes as well as per capita increase in KVOO-area income.
Other stations in various regions have similar plans but KVOO step is
unique because Tulsa is TV market.
-SR-

-SR-

Craney urges
important radio
network shows be
kept from TV

Ed Craney, of Pacific Northwest Broadcasters, charged in a letter addressed to CBS affiliates that one
things tending to weaken network
programing is tendency to switch show which has made good in radio to
TV, destroying all exclusivity for AM medium.
He urged affiliates to
express thoughts to CBS in time for slated meeting in New York over
network cuts (see story page 23).
-SR-

Weaver, White in
charge NBC twin
networks

Failure of NBC to mention Charles R. Denny, executive vice president,
in announcement new top echelon assignments added basis for report
current in trade for months that Denny was resignation-bound.
New
command setup puts vice president Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr. , in charge
radio and TV networks, with Frank White, former MBS president, as vice
president and general manager of both networks.
White, considered
one of top operators in the business, will apparently function as administrative chief on operations, reporting to Weaver on policy.

Robert Sarnoff
directs NBC TV
film activities

Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC vice president, heads up network's newly created film division.
Authority includes film syndications for which
NBC has big expansion plans.
Sarnoff will report to Frank White, newly appointed NBC general manager.
-SR-

-SR-

BAB

contracts

Broadcast

Advertising

Bureau

has

subscribed

to Nielsen

Radio

Index,

Nielsen Services

Coverage and Food-Drug Index Services.
Move is designed to ehlp promote wider and more effective use radio as advertising medium.

Emerson grants
$100,000
for educational
TV fund

Emerson Radio offers $100,000 as starter for fund to further educational TV.
Under Emerson's proposed plan radio and TV manufacturers
and other industries would set up $5,000,000 fund "to launch educational TV on immediate practical and nationwide scale."
Ford Foundation has been mulling similar project.

-SR-

SPONSOR

Wtypy Birthday to U%1
Maryland's pioneer radio station is proud and happy to be among
the early birds who celebrate 30 years in radio in 1952.

They've been good years, too. We've done a lot of trailblazing in
our community. We originated the first live speech by a President of the
United States, we introduced the mobile unit to Maryland, we originated
the first regularly sponsored newscast in the whole country, and many,
many more.
We intend to continue intelligent pioneering wherever possible. We
believe that radio stations have learned much in the past and have much
to learn in the future.
Here's a gentle reminder. If you're out to do a real selling job in the
Baltimore market, just cut yourself a slice of

ABC BASIC NETWORK

• 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE, MD.

• REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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MEN,

The network rate crisis
CBS,

patently heading
passive NBC watching

MONEY

faces
meet

stiff opposition;
net this week

im-

NEW

AND

RENEW

MR. SPONSOR:

Adroit use of radio and TV has enabled
Falstaff to compete against local and
national brewers, sell enough
beer in only 20 states to ranlc No. 8 nationally

MR.
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JO trays to Improve your TV commercial

SPONSOR

RADIO

makers as individuals
ich spot TV campaign

Agency radio-TV directors I like best
What are the characteristics that make a good radio-TV director?
SPONSOR
got the answer from clients, account executives, talent agents, film men

32

Industry trends: In concise question and answer form, SPONSOR
itemizes latest developments in network and spot radio and TV of interest to admen

TV

basics:

Counterpart of Radio

Basics, given

John Mosman
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Picture story of WBAL-TVs Brent Gunts show— an example of low-budget, locally-produced daytime TV shows now being used by national and local sponsors

media
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Local morning TV steps out

study shows spot radio a standout
in comparison
with other
despite dollar rise in spot rates, cost-per- 1 ,000 is down
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ROUNDUP

Tea on the air

Ire spot radio costs up — '41 vs. '51?
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RESULTS

AGENCY

How Daniel Starch Associates analyzed the "sell" qualities of TV commercials,
narrowed down specifics that make commercial sell regardless of its "likeability"

A SPONSOR roundup.
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"KWKH
coverage

is excellent"
Says JOHN B. WILLIAMS

IMPORTANT

LOUISIANA

FOOD

BROKER

John B. Williams is owner of a very successful food
brokerage house in the Louisiana-Arkansas-Texas area.
Among the products his firm represents are Crustene,
Snowdrift and Wesson Oil. Here's what Mr. Williams
recently wrote us:

"W,

are very much

pleased with the results of

the programs that you carry for the people we represent. It is our opinion that the coverage we get with
your station is excellent.
It is a pleasure to work with your people. We have
found that your staff has been very anxious at all
times to cooperate with us in order to get maximum
results. With this team work, I am sure we will continue to get the returns expected.
(Signed) John B. Williams

KWKH DAYTIME BMB MAP
Study No. 2— Spring 1949
KWKH's daytime BMB circulation is 303,230 families,
daytime, in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
227,701 or 75.0% of these families are "average daily
listeners". (Nighttime BMB Map shows 268,590 families in
112 Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, Mississippi
and Oklahoma counties.)

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

iexfes

SHREVEPORT f LOUISIANA

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio

Ark aiis as

The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

nllitiis

Robert J. Landry

Pains in (lie pay-off

that's what
you like about
the South's

BATON ROUGE

To be specific, here's the data as compiled by the Research Dept. of SRDS
for the city alone (just a fraction of
the WJBO market):
Total Retail Sales (1951)

$139,80 1,000

Food Store Sales

26,200,000

General Merchandise Sales

23 271,000

Apparel Store Sales

11,114.000

Home Furnishings Sales 9.747.000
Auto Store Sales
25.232.000
Filling Station Sales

8.327.000

Bldg. Material/Hardware
Sales

9,527.000

Eat/Drink Sales
Drug Store Sales

9.980.000
6,160,000

Get on the powerhouse

station in

booming Baton Rouge — and do some
-ales-building of your own!

NIC'sjV) 5,000 witt iffiliiti in Baton Rouge, It.

„WJBO

■HI
AFFILIATED WITH
FURTHER

6

package are one's private files, one's scraphook, perhaps some framed
family photographs, the parchment scroll one got for writing that
stopper for bee's wax. Finally the package contains the onyx deskclock-and-fountain-pen set, a gift from a well known time broker.
The axe is always associated with regret and embarrassment. The
victim dislikes it most of all, but so do the men who own and run
agencies. The axe does nothing, but nothing, for the morale of those
who remain. Also it dramatizes that job security goes hand in hand
with account security. This, in turn, reminds owners and partners
and account executives that the agency business while frequently a
very rewarding and satisfying business is often an extremely hazardous enterprise. It gets more so all the time. In the heyday of
Albert Lasker of Lord & Thomas fame agency principals could count
on a 6 to 9% ratio of profit-in-the-bank based on total commissions.
Under these circumstances, it was possible for agency owners to pile
it up and stash it away. But nowadays the picture is painted from a
sombre palette. Lou Brockway of Young & Rubicam has put the
probable profit ratio currently at 9/10ths of 1%.
Bear this in mind. It helps explain the recent series of agency
mergers, and rumors of more mergers to come. It helps explain the
more-conspicuous-than-usual wave of staff "retrenchments" along
Manhattan's Ad Row and the worried preoccupation with overhead.
Two agencies over 25 years old, Federal and Pedlar & Ryan, have
simply thrown in their chips.
Agencies are in a box. Costs of doing business, the strictly nonbillable items, are way up. Telephone calls, a formidable factor in
agency finance, have doubled in cost. Switchboard girls who used
to get $50 now get $85. Messenger boys, also a big column in the
treasurer's report, rate $44 a week in Manhattan. If an adman goes
on the road to solicit, rather than service, business yesteryear's $6
hotel room is now $13, and so on.

V^/wBRKFM)

THE

STATE-DUES

AND

DATA FROM OUR NATIONAL

GEORGE

It is part of the etiquette of advertising agencies that one is seldom
fired. Instead one resigns. True, one may not know until the very
moment that one is going to do so. It may come with startling
suddenness between luncheon and cocktails. Whether departure is
on the wings of the current voucher or at a later but not too late
date, there is a sad ritual involved. All agencies know it well. It
is often symbolized by the making of a neat package of brown wrapping paper and stout twine, courtesy of the shipping room. In the

MOININC

ADVOCATB

REPRESENTATIVES

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

Any dream of getting the 15% commission system opened up
remains just that — a dream.
Cutthroat competition
for accounts
works the other way.
This same competition
induces agency
( Please turn to page 60)
SPONSOR

Here's how to

your impact in the
Detroit Market
MARKET

MAGIC

is a combination

selling plan that ties your WWJ

on-

the-air advertising to A&P in-the-store
merchandising. It adds to WWJ's
powerful radio salesmanship the direct
eye-catching impact of point-of-sale
promotion in the 93 A&P stores dominating the Detroit area.
MARKET MAGIC advertisers who
distribute their products through A&P
stores— where Detroiters spend $100,000,000 annually— are assured a oneweek preferred position display in each
of these stores, for any one product
during a 13-week cycle.
MARKET
MAGIC
produces double
impact

from

one sales

campaign,

one low cost, through one medium.
WWJ,
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Detroit's NBC

station.

at

Here is John Blair's newesti
The view at the right, taken from the top of Red Mountain, is Birmingham— America's
27th market*. Yes, Birmingham in rich, responsive Jefferson County
(population 572,100;

retail sales $508,896,000 for 1951)
is not only one of our great markets,
but also one of the fastest-growing.
Station

WSGN

dominates

Birmingham just the way its
tower dominates this photo.
(Affiliated with the Birmingham
News, WSGN

operates on

5,000 watts day, 1,000 watts
t, on 610 KC.) The responsiveness of its
audience has left no doubt in the minds of both national and local
advertisers that the profitable way to sell Birmingham is via WSGN.

JOHN
BLAIR

•John Blair now represents top stations
in 21 of America's 30 largest markets.

t COMPANY
REPRESENTING

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

.%*»d|

- —

H

been able to demonstrate most effecti\cl\ to advertisers and their advertising agents its ability to move a maximum volume of merchandise at low
cost.
On a legitimately established rate,
radio still oilers the cheapest circulation of an\ media and I think it beI ves all those involved to see that
t!iis opinion is not onlj maintained but
nourished l>\ reestablishing confidence
in the value of the medium through
eliminating practices which if continued unabated will retard the growth of
a great medium — radio advertising.
Stan Bailey, v. p.
Burn-Smith Company. Inc.
New York
LOCAL

RADIO

The accompanying picture represents
somewhat of a traditional drama in radio advertising on KTLL and I believe
it is worthy of recognition in SPONSOR.
The little ceremony pictured above
has become almost a tradition between

letters in

R. P. I Bud I Akin, senior account executive of KTl L. Tulsa, and clothier
I Henry Holmes, president of H. G.
Holmes and Sons, the station's oldest
continuous advertiser. Mr. Holmes,
left, is signing — for the 19th consecutive year — a KTUL advertising contract. a> Mr. Akin witnesses the off -re-

This figure isn't fantasy- it's
fact1 In May of this year —
one single month — CKAC's
"Casino de la Chanson"
pulled in 1,060,000 replies,
almost all containing proof
of purchase. This fabulous
quiz show has worked wonders since it hit the airwaves
— it can work wonders for
your product, too. Ask us
for details.

f cm
I

peated procedure with obvious satisfaction. Mr. Holmes was one of Mr.
Akin's first clients as a KTUL time
salesman and has been a KTUL advertiser since the station went on the air.
H. G. Holmes & Sons has sponsored the
4:00 p.m. News at Home on KTUL for
12 years.
Radio needs this kind of testimonial
to confidence in radio advertising.
George Ketcham, Prom. Mgr.
KTUL and KTUL-FM, Tulsa

CBS Outlet tn Montreal

Key Station of the
TRANS-QUEBEC radio group

MONTREAL

730 on the dial •

10 kilowatts

Representative*:
Jam J. Young Jr. - New York, Chicago
Omer Renaud & Co. — Toronto

GASOLINE

WAR

I was glad to read in your fine publication's June 2nd issue the article on
"Radios Gasoline War."'
This is a most timely observation on
a matter which can, if continued indefinitely, only lead to a chaotic condition resulting in irreparable damage to
a great advertising medium. Despite
the advent of television, the radio medium has when given the opportunity

Congratulations on the splendid article in your June 2nd issue, entitled
'Radio's Gasoline War: NOBODY
W WIS IT." You know without further comment how we feel about this
situation, and it's good to see it put
out on
the table and discussed t'reeh in
this
article.
A long time ago. WJR decided
that it would have only one rate.
We feel that it is a fair rate and that's
it! It's awfully gratifying and good
for the soul to be abie to offer any
advertiser or prospect a complete look
at our books, which are open for examination at any time. It lets >oh
sleep nights with a clear conscience
and, at the same time, we are still doing business at the same old stand.
Elmer 0. Wayne,
Sales Mgr.. WJR
Detroit

ABOUT

ACCOUNT

EXECS

Ma\ we have \our permission to reprint the illustration and boxed text
on page 31 of your May 5 issue? This
will be circulated in our monthly house
organ, The Networker, which goes to
the 31 members of this organization.
Credit will, of course, be given to
\our publication.
Frank G. Japha
National Advertising Agency
Network, St. Louis

{Please turn to page <><> I

iewers found that Whitley

County

families listen to WOWO

almost twice

II other stations combined

Newspaper Survey Develops Startling
Lesson in Midwest lime-Buying Fire Prevention Award

midnight sign-off. Availabilities are limited, but WOWO
or Free & Peters will do thenbest to help you get the schedule you want.

Columbia City, Ind. — A market survey of Whitley County,
Ind., recently completed by
the Columbia City Post, indicates that Whitley County
families listen to WOWO 6
times more frequently than to
its nearest competitor. . and
almost twice as often as to
all other stations combined.
Since Whitley County lies
within shopping range of Fort
Wayne, it was expected that
Station WOWO would figure
prominently in replies to
the question "What stations
do you listen to most?" But
the preferences expressed
in the survey
were even

WOWO
WEST

I NGHOU

S E

more one-sided than had
anticipated.
Listed in the survey
2,232 families with radios
only 40 without (better
98% ownership).

been

were
and
than

This typical survey of a
typical county underscores the
fact that WOWO is simply
indispensable in reaching the
rich tri-state area centering in
Fort Wayne. A powerful signal
and popular programs . . aided
by continuing promotion
packed with local color.,
keep thousands and thousands
of sets tuned to the WOWO
wavelength, from the earlymorning Farm Show till post-

Again Won by WOWO
For outstanding public service
in Fire Prevention, the National
Board of Fire Underwriters has
again named WOWO the winner of its Gold Medal award.
This makes a total of two gold
medals and two honor citations presented to WOWO by
the NBFU since 1945.
"Five Alarm Follies," a puppet performance presented in
schools throughout the Fort
Wayne area, spearheaded
WOWO's
activity. 1952 fire prevention

FORT WAYNE NBC AFFILIATE
RADIO

STATIONS

Inc.

KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA ■ WOWO ■ WBZ-TV*
National Repre
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i. Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV

NBC Spot Salea

NORTH CAROLINA IS THE SOUTH'S NUMBER ONE STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB study, listen to WPTF than
to any other station.

north
Carolina's

Numb

esman

WPTF
50,000

watts

■

680

KC.

NBC AFFILIATE FOR RALEIGH-DURHAM & EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA
Jftg
R. H. MASON,

GENERAL

FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
MANAGER

GUS

YOUNGSTEADT,

SALES

MANAGER
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Networks

SPONSOR

AGENCY

PROGRAM,

BBDO
Foote,

CBS
Cone

&

fielding

Cleary Williams
Roche,

&

Aubrey.
Finlay,
& Hodgson
Roche,
Cleary Williams
Pabst Sales Co
Pabst Sales Co
Pearson
Pharmacol
Rexall
Drug
Co
Sonotone
Corp

3 0

Marley
&

193

CBS

147

MBS

500

MBS

534

NBC 107
NBC 107
CBS 192
CBS 189
CBS 186

Warwick & Legler
Warwick & Legler
Harry
BBDO B. Cohen

Co

193

CBS

time, start duration

People Are Funny; T 8-8:30 pm; 20 May; 13 wks
Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons; Th 9:30-10 pm;
20 May 13 wks
FBI in Peace and War; Th 8:30-9 pm;
12 Jun;
14 wks
Arthur Codfrey Time; alt
T, Th, F 10-10:15 am;
King
Arthur
Codfrey
&
5-5:30 pm;
13 Jul: 13
True Detective Mysteries;

Jul; 26 wks
Cabriel Heatter; Th 7:30-45

pm; 26 Jun;

52 wks

Bob & Ray; F 8:30-45 pm; 27 Jun; 8 wks
Night Beat; Th 10-10:30 pm; 3 Jul; 8 wks
Inner Sanctum; Sun 9:30-10 pm; 22 Jun; 13 wks
Doris Day Show;
Sun 7:30-8
pm ; 1 Jun; 13 wks
Arthur
Codfrey;
M, W,
alt F 10-10:15
am;
16
Jun; the
6 wks
Break
Bank; T, Th

Tatham-Laird

days on alt wks T, Th10 |un; 8 wks
His Round
Table;
Sun
wks
alt Sun 5:30-6 pm; 13

11:30-12

noon;

1 Jul;

52

Tatham-Laird
Union Oil Co of
California
Vitamin
Corp of America
W.lliam
Wrigley
Jr Co

Foote, Cone
Arthur
Arthur
Arthur
Arthur

& Belding
MBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

Meyerhoff
Meyerhoff
Meyerhoff
Meyerhoff

300
186
186
186
186

Cabriel Heatter; M-F 8:55-9 a.m.; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Romance;
M 9-9:30 pm; 29 Jun; 6 wks
Johnny
Dollar;
W 9-9:30
pm;
29 Jun; 6 wks
Mr. Chameleon;
Th 9-9:30 pm; 29 Jun; 6 wks
Meet Millie; Sun 9-9:30 pm; 29 Jun; 6 wks

CBS 186
CBS 75
CBS 157
CBS 155

Double
or Nothing;
M-F
10:30-11
am;
23 Jun;
52 wks
Mr. 6 Mrs. North; T 8:30-9 pm; 1 Jul; 52 wks
Tarzan; Sat 8:30-9 pm; 5 Jul; 52 wks
Cangbusters;
Sat 9-9:25 pm 5 Jul; 42 wks

Renewed on Radio Networks
I

SPONSOR
Campbell

Soup

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Ceneral
Foods
Corp
Ceneral
Foods
Corp
Ceneral
Foods
Corp
Ceneral
Mills Inc

Ceneral Mills Inc
Hall Brothers Inc
Procter & Camble

AGENCY
Ward

Co
<

ABC
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Knox Reeves
Foote, Cone & Belding

Co

Pedlar
Procter

&

Camble

Co

Procter

&

Camble

Co

Sterling

Drug

U. S. Tobacco

3.

PROGRAM,

Wheelock

Sherman & Marquetti
Foote, Cone & Beldin
Young & Rubicam

&

213

ABC 165
CBS
NBC 193
151

'elcome

Travelers

rf-F

10-10:30

am;

30

Jur

52 wks
Life Can Be Beautiful;
M-F 3-3:15 pm; 30 Jun;
52 wks
Road of Life; M-F 3:15-30 pm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
Pepper Young's Family; M-F 3:30-45 pm; 30 Jun;

Ryan
NBC

Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Inc

time, start duration

Dancer-Fitzgera Id-

Co

162

NBC

149

ABC

225

NBC

183

Right

to

Backstage

Happiness;
Wife;

My True Story;
Martin

M-F

M-F
M-F

3:45-4

pm;

30

Jun;

52

4-4:15 pm; 30 Jun; 52 wks
10-10:25

am; 7 Jul; 52 wks

Kane; Sun 4:30-5 pm; 29 Jun;

52 wks

New National Spot Radio Rusiness
SPONSOR
Lever

Brothers

!
Co

PRODUCT

I

AGENCY

I STATIONS-MARKET
28 mkts; Atlanta, Boston, Denver, Houston, New Orleans

I

CAMPAIGN,
Anncmts;

start, duration

10 Jul;

13 wks

Numbers a/ler names
new category
refer to New and Re-

In next issue: New and Renewed on Television (Network and Spot);
Station Representation Changes; Advertising Agency Personnel Changes
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J. Glen Taylor
L. E. Rochester
Dick Dorrance
Don Roberts
Francis X. Zuzulo

(4)
(5/
13
(4)
(4)
(4)

JUNE

1952

National Broatleast Sales Executives
NAME

FORMER

NEW

AFFILIATION

AFFILIATION

Same,
local sis mgr
KSL. Salt Lake City, prom

Norman

Cash

George Comtc
Dick
Dawson

,

Weed
Richard

I

Martin
Edwin

• I.

Joseph Roberts
Miller
Don
Richard
Rothlin
Peter
Knox

Storer
Taussig

J. Clcn

! &

development

1501

Television,

ABC,
Chi., dir r;
Free & Peters, S.
Weed Television.

Rubber

Co,

Wash.,

W'u

a Sox

Same,
mgr
sis prom,
mercli
Same,
merchandising
mgr
Thomas
S. Lee Enterprises

dir

WCFL.

5.

research,

dir

SSCB, N.Y., new
KRON-TV. S.F.,
CBS-TV,
NY., a

WTM),

ikee,

m-;r

KECA-TV.Chi _. <,!,

Weed

|r

Taylor

WTM|-T
Television,

N.Y
Detroit, head tv sis
radio mgr

Free & Peters
WERE, Clcvc.
NBC, N.Y., t
LBS. Chi., mi
KTTV,
L. A .

McCeehan
Metcalfe

mgr

Same,
gen sis mgr
WTM). WTMJ-TV.
Milwaukee, i
Paul H. Raymei.
NY.,
acct ex
WTMJ
Dorrance and Co, NY.
pres io
W(_l L
Jii 1 M.
Street)
Keystone Chi Broadcasting
System
pub

WLW.
Cine,
asst sis mgr
WTM).
Milwaukee,
asst to m|
DuMont,
NY.,
acct exec
MBS. N.Y., dir pub rel, press i

Chi., sis prom

mgr

WTMJ-TV.

Sponsor Personnel Changes
STATION
James
Albert

[

A. Barnett
Behrens

Howard

display

Bloomquis

J. Harvey
C. Walter

FORMER

and

NEW

AFFILIATION

Lever
Brothers Co, N.Y,
adv, prom
Elizabeth
Arden,
N.Y..
coordinator

AFFILIATION

v
o

pub

v mgr

Howells
LaBorie

(Jelke div

Cillette Co, Chi. (Toni div)
Kellogg Co, Toronto, adv v
Eversharp Inc. N.Y., mgr syr
Benjamin
Sonnenberg,
N.Y.,

Philip

Morris & Co,

N.Y

New Agency Appointments
SPONSOR
Aronda Chemical Co Inc, N.Y.
Cock 'n Bull Products,
L. A.
Cooperative C.L.F. Marketing Service, Inc, Ithaca
Cillette
Co (Toni
div), Chi.
Crocery
Products Co, Nashville
Ideal
Film
Corp,
N.Y.
June Dairy Products Co Inc, N.Y.
Kerr Chickeries Co, Frenchtown,
N. J.
Lurr Products
Corp,
N.Y.
Motorola
Inc, Chi.
Nu Age
Products
Inc, Beverly
Hills
Redfern
Sausage
Co, Atlanta
State

of

Alabama,

WHAM-TV,
Zenith

Radio

Montgomery

Rochester,
Corp,

N.Y.
Chi.

PRODUCT
Chemical

AGENCY

(or service)

deodorant

Ginger
Beer soft drink
Big Red
dog food
Copper
Brite liquid cleaner

polish

Darimix
dry milk
Roll film manufacturers
Dairy products
Baby
chicks
Lurr insecticide
Radio-tv electronics firm
Nu-Agc
atomic
smoke-ting
Stocking
manufacturers
Bureau of publicity and
Radio station
Television
station
Television-radio

Admiral,
N.Y.
Leonard
Shane,
L. A.
Fellows,
Syracuse
Ben Sackheim,
N.Y.
Weiss & Celler, Chi.
Noble-Dury
& Associates,
Nashville
Rand,
N.Y.
Weiss & Geller, N.Y.
Sydney R. Nemarow.
Vineland, N. ].

gun

information

Rand,
N.Y.
Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N.Y.
Vick Knight,
L. A.
Richardson
& Sanders.
Atlanta
Ben
Sackheim,
Parker,
Luckie
mingham

N.Y.
& Associates,

products

Young

&

Rubicam,

N.Y.

lumbers alter names
refer new
to New
category and Re(,. flammar strom
II . II. Miller
Norman Cash
Geo. Weissman
Dick Dawson

(4)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(4)

Peter li. James
II . I. J. I.auten
Albert Behrens
/. /.. Dumpier
/. A. Barnett

(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Bir-

lack Knabb, Rochester (eff 1 Jul
Charles L. Rumrill, Rochester (eff

SPONSOR

I

60/7

AMARILLO

HISTORY

. . . with a mild commercial in the last paragraph

/AMARILLO has a short past. It was born with
a cocklebur under its civic tail back in
1887, during the days when a branding iron was
a sacred instrument and the first railroad was
coming through. The way one story goes, a man
name of Sanborn offered the cowboys of the LX
Ranch a town lot apiece if they'd vote for his
town (then known as Oneida) in a contest which
developed over the location of the county seat.
Since the LX hands constituted a legal, or shooting, majority, justice triumphed. "Amarillo" derived from the yellow flowers that, along with
cattle, decorated the surrounding prairie.

crossed at Amarillo. Oil, natural gas and helium
were discovered. Airlines came zooming in.
Wholesale and shopping center for an 83county, 2-million-person area, Amarillo is close
to the stuff an advertiser looks for when he wants
business. KGNC, which completed its 30th year
of broadcasting last month, is almost half as old
as Amarillo. The only NBC station in a diamond
pointed by Denver, Albuquerque, Dallas, and
Oklahoma City, KGNC offers its listeners regional and national programming on its 10,000
watt signal . . . and its advertisers the chance
to meet Panhandle hospitality and loyalty.

Highly productive Texas soil caused agriculture to flourish. Early farmers raised giant-size
vegetables. Wheat liked the Panhandle. Cotton
was planted after the accidental discovery that
cottonseeds, in which an early shipment of eggs
was packed, would grow. Highways and railroads

marillo

NBC AFFILIATE
710
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NATIONALLY
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Scope!
On the Pacific Coast, sales areas are vast ! . .
statistics astronomical. And the population
(15,302,000) scattered over the area like stars
over the sky. You need a medium of unusual
scope and power to cover it all. You heed radjio!

Ra
iio— sells all of the Coast
at one time. Most of your West Coast
customers live and shop in the broad coastal
and valley area. Many, too, live in the
country ... far away from shopping. To sell
story to the whole Coast.
Columbia Pacific Network has the combination
of high-powered stations in strategic locations
needed to blanket metropolitan and rural areas
at the same time. Columbia Pacific covers an

■ j |#g

1

9

■

■ k^ y^c y^cy
^ ^Os

area where 95% of the Coast's population is
located . . . where 94.6% of the Coast's retail
sales are made. Only Columbia Pacific has
power where the people are!
And Columbia Pacific constantly delivers
the Coast s biggest audience, with higher
average ratings thai l any other regional
network on the Coa
St.

Advertisers with vis ion see beyond the claims
of partial-coverage inedia. They know from
observation (and pa st experience) that the
sky's the limit for s lies when they penetrate
the entire West Coa* it via . . .

COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK

ONE

OF

INDEPENDENT
RADIO STATIONS !
IN MARKETS

OVER 500,000

C. C. Agate

L
C. C. Agate relies heavily on radio to reach the hard of hearing.
He finds friends of those with impaired hearing supply many of the
leads; and many people who should wear hearing aids can hear radio
— when it's turned up loud enough to wake the neighbors.
Agate estimates there are 15,000,000 people in the U.S. who are
suffering from some degree of hearing loss. Five million of them
should wear hearing aids but less than 1.000.000 do. That gives Sonotone. neck and neck with Zenith for sales leadership, a potential
market of 4,000,000 to vie for along with Beltone and Acousticon.
Chief problem Agate faces is the "false sense of pride which keeps
people from wearing hearing aids." But he's used to solving tough
marketing problems. For, ever since he doffed his World War I

Source: Hooper Radio Audience Indexes
— Unaffiliated Radio Stations, Dec, 1951
— Jan., 1952.

and inmilwaukee...
For $100 per week or more.WEMP
delivers 2 times the audience of
network station No. 1 and 2V2
times the audience of network
station No. 2*.

WEMP-FM

captain's uniform, he's been in advertising or agency work.
Sonotone's microphone history goes back to 1936. The show was
Cheerws Musical Mosaics on the NBC Red network. Its easy-going
sell set the pattern for future air efforts. Listeners were simply told
of the pleasures to be derived from hearing well. Some 16 years
later the approach is almost the same.
Network radio is still in the picture and advantageously so for
Sonotone's 412 offices all over the country. For 17 weeks recently
Galen Drake's low-pressure approach on CBS built up sales leads by
the thousands. Radio complemented by other media, had brought
1951 net sales of $12,145,833, up about $1,500,000 over 1950. Now
Sonotone has turned to Arthur Godfrey, the master of the casual
pitch, to follow up the Drake success I Monday, Wednesday, alternate Fridays 10:00-10:15 a.m.).
"Our main theme," says Agate, "is similar to our printed media
approach. 'You're more conspicuous when you're shouted at than
when you wear a hearing aid.' Another point stressed is our replacement plan whereby customers can turn in their aids at any Sonotone office for repair or replacement."
For the privilege of having the irrepressible Godfrey adlib a
Sonotone commercial — although he has a Kudner agency script in
his hand — Sonotone's radio budget amounts to $100,000 this year.
Vgate i» certain Godfrey's commercial magic can help Sonotone
lucrativel) tap the 4.000,000-person market potential. • • •
SPONSOR

ONE DIRECTION
FORWARD

To make this assurance doubly sure, KPIX telecasting
will now be powered by a great, new G-E transmitter.
The utilization of this new equipment on July 1 marks
another step in the program of progress undertaken
by KPIX with the construction of the West's finest
-T.V-* V 5

TV studio building, completed last February.

yoM
OnjW^
^KvX

Greatest shows . . . brightest stars . . .top
production . . . finest reception. These are

w?m
y°-MT advantages on .

SAN

FRANCISCO,

TELEVISION

IFORNIA
CALIFORNIA

CHA

NNEL

MM/

9

" "ft . affiliated with CBS and DuMonf Television Networks . . . represented fey ffce Katz Agency
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TIME
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stories

This
EXPLOITATION
PROMOTION
PUBLICITY

EQUALS

KFWB
LOS

ANCELES

ENTERPRISE!

KFWB

SATISFIED time buyers are those who have discovered that in selecting
KFWB in Los Angeles they
consistently secure the most
— in terms of extra promotion, exploitation and advertising— for their clients.
in the first six months of
1952 used more 24 sheets

newspaper

THE MOST

and newspaper space to exploit its advertisers' programs than any other station in Americas' second
largest market.
IN THESE DAYS you want MORE
than time . . . MORE for
your dollar . . . KFWB
gives it to you in PROMOTION AND SHOWMANSHIP.
CALL

BRANHAM ... Let them
show \ou what KFWB can

oBJ/o

ARBI

tests,

H.

See:
Issue:

"What pulls 'em in?

Subject:

Dollar-for-dollar, in eontrolled
radio delivers more
newspapers

19 June 1950, p. 24
tests,

WDSL'. New Orleans, worked with the Advertising Research Bureau, Inc., and five local stores to test effectiveness of advertising in
local newspapers and on WDSU. Tests were based on same expenditure in both the newspapers and the station. WDSLJ presented the
results of the first test at a luncheon meeting with the D. H. Holmes
store executives and buyers. Holmes buyers were so impressed with
the results that within 24 hours after the presentation, the store (a
large TV advertiser, but comparatively small user of radio I contracted for a five-minute sports strip across-the-board, plus a daily
anonuncement schedule on WDSU. Holmes also added other local
stations to its air schedule.
At the presentation luncheon were (photo, 1. to r. ) Edgar B. Stern,
Jr., Pres., WDSU; Howard A. Froman, Holmes Merchandise Mgr. ;
David McCutchon, Holmes Sales Promotion Mgr.; Louis Read, Commercial Mgr., WDSU; Peter L. Bernard, Merchandise Mgr.; Armond
"Don't s
Del Volpe. Buyer and Lloyd Sigler, Merchandise Mgr., all Holmes.
i S250.000 TV bud24 March 1952, p. 28

do for your clients in Los
Vngeles!
sponsor has already proved that a low-budget national advertiser
need no longer be left out of TV just because he can't afford a full
network series. Now ABC-TV has formulated a "TV Pyramid Plan"
intended for the advertiser with a $100,000 to $200,000 budget.
The projected plan covers nine major markets which, according
to ABC, embrace half the U. S. set circulation. It includes four
\l'>(. T\ evening shows, each on a different evening: Four Square
Court, Sunday, 9:00 p.m.; On Trial, Tuesday, 9:30 p.m.; Paul Dixon
Shoiv, Wednesday, 8:00 p.m.; Mr. Arsenic, Thursday, 9:00 p.m. Advertisers can make highly flexible arrangements for use of the programs: they can buy into all four of them, or just use a single announcement on one; they can (to a certain extent) pick the markets
they desire among the nine, and use the stations in those areas only;
the) can even cancel altogether on short notice.
SPONSOR

! XL

Stations
KXLO Pays

Dividends
KXL
PORTLAND
New
York
17,
347 Madison
A
The Walker Cor

KXLY
SPOKANE

KXLF

KXLL

KXLJ

BUTTE

MISSOULA

HELENA

Hollywood
28. Calif.
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

San Francisco 4, Calif.
79
Post
Street
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

KXLK
GREAT

BOZEMAN

FALLS
360
The

North
Walker

Big

Continuously.

Michigan
Company

the
magnolias
are
marvelous

but

the market

is magnificent!

If you've slipped into thinking of the south in terms of
magnolia and honeysuckle — take another look at the
Carolinas-south. You'll see magnolias but you'll also see
industry producing 1/2 of the nation's textiles, 1/3 of its hosiery
and 1/7 of its household furniture. And take a long look at
Charlotte, Capital of the Carolinas, where a 75-mile radius
embraces more people than the same radius of Richmond,
Birmingham, Atlanta or New Orleans. Don't be magnolia myopic
— get the full Carolinas market story from WBT or
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
COLOSSUS OF THE CAROLINAS

WBT

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

30 June
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The network rate crisis
A status report on impending cut, with CBS and affiliate views
As this first week in July
unfolds, CBS and its affiliates will be locked in the
prelude to a showdown over cuts in
network rates. Despite the angry words
of protest that will emerge from this
New York meeting, a rate reduction is
deemed certain by November or sooner. Lending special dramatic import
to this showdown is the fear of affiliates that a substantial cut could have
a house-of-cards effect on the economic future of the radio industry.
CBS is far from having worked out
the pattern that the cuts will take; nor
30 JUNE 1952

has it given any indications to advertisers when the cuts will be put into
effect. But, here is the best guidance
possible to date, sponsor has talked,
formally and informally, to network
executives, affiliate leaders, and the
best informed among agency men. The
design that evolves from this survey
follows :
1. The network rate cut will come
first at CBS, with NBC, ABC, and Mutual moving in the same direction
shortly afterwards.
2. CBS would prefer to wait until
it has received the processed results of

the Standard Audit & Measurement
Service's coverage study before initiating any cut, but sponsor learned it
may act on data already in hand if the
become "too emphatic" about
aaffiliates
showdown.
3. The cut this time will be far more
drastic than in April 1951. Even
though many agencymen believe the
pattern-setting CBS formula will call
for a 25% reduction, CBS officials say
there is no certainty that the cut will
be horizontal as applied to its affiliates:
that is, taking in every station, regard23
less of whether it is in a non-TV area,

Affiliates feel net should stand j»«u
u-ith this rttte card because:

I.

come forward with any proof
advertisers are insisting on getting rate reducl

that

most

of

#^
>^»

Is long as CBS can go on making money from its radio operations
there's no reason for changing rate structure nine

•£
•Mm

CBS has yet to indicate what figures it will use in raising rates, or
whether cuts will he horizontal or In indwidual station
Network cuts can only lead to national sj>ot and local advertisers
demanding they receive similar benefits, thus hurting affiliates

mm
*Jm

or a 50.0()0-\vatter in a TV area which
still delivers an outer audience at a low
cost-per-1,000.
4. While nighttime rates will now be
priced at the approximate level of day
iates, CBS, as a compromise, may
agree to a slight increase in day rates.
The latter bargaining angle is wide
open to affiliates.
5. An intensive effort to eliminate
deals and special concessions on talent and program production will follow the rate cut. Network officials will
contend that it is better to have one
price and stick to it than to follow bargain basement practices before a sale
is made and have to price-cut to the
bone anyhow.
6. Affiliates will be asked to honor
their own local rate structure by refraining from having their reps offer
lowered prices to network advertisers.
Cited as a case in point will be a cutrate deal offered to Procter & Camble
by a rep in behalf of five CBS stations.
7. \d agencies expect their clients
to benefit from the CBS-affiliates' forum to the extent that lal the affiliates,
being (loser to the scene where the
buying is done, may get a clearer picture of the values of radio as they ap])l\ today; ihi it maj promote closer
cohesivenesa in thinking between the
affiliates and CBS: and (c) sentiment
among affiliates may turn out to be
Strong enough to favor a rate cut now
rather than in fall, i Several CBS advertisers are reported to have obtained
24

Continued reductions will mean that stations will not be able to
support important local services which bring them distinction

contracts based on lowered rates, subject to the actual rate, of course, when
it is eventually put into effect.
Stations are expected to blast back
at the network plans and strategy, with
the first shots to be fired 2 July (Wednesday )when CBS affiliates meet with
their network's high command for a
hair-down session on rate cutting.
Leaders among the affiliates will come
armed with facts and figures which
they will cite in their arguments against
the need of a rate cut. Some of the
points they will make are these:
• CBS can't go on yielding to the
pressure from what appears to be only
such big advertisers as Procter & Gamble and General Mills. CBS came
through last year with a 10^ cut, and
now it is willing to grant substantially
more. What is to be the stopping, or
cut-off, point?
•

The affiliates, in accepting a network rate cut, will have no choice but
to slash local and national rates, even
though the business from these two
latter sources is still good. Reduced
prices will result in reduced local programing and other services, which
contribute immeasurably to the prestige of a station and audience appeal.
All this can create a vicious cycle: (1 I
reduced rates cause the elimination of
services which build and hold listenership, and (2) the loss of listeners can
further reduce listening to the point
where the advertiser feels justified in
asking for another cut.

• During the years that set ownership increased and radio listening
hours expanded the networks did not
raise the rates for the same advertisers
who are now asking for cuts. In contrast to this, other media took advantage of each relatively small increase
in circulation to impose a rate hike.
• It is to be questioned whether the
average radio advertiser is demanding
rate reductions. Station operators feel
that the average would prefer to see
healthy.
the medium remain economically
• How can the few big advertisers
who are pressuring the networks for
another rate cut shrug off the fact
that even since the emergence of TV
into big-time (1948) the sale of radio
sets has risen well over the 10,000,000mark?
• The CBS Radio network is not losing money. Lots of businesses when
the going gets somewhat tough stand
pat on their price structure and weather out the storm through shrewd economies and enterprise, instead of getting panicky.
• What figures will CBS use this time
as the basis for its reduction? Will it
be Hooper, Nielsen, Pulse, or will it be
something
a hat"?
Here are"out
the ofCBS
answers to the
queries raised by the affiliates. They
were gleaned unofficially but represent
a reliable report on top-ball thinking:
1. It must be borne in mind that
the big controlling factor in the basic
SPONSOR

Hut this is CBS (funking.

SPONSOR

learned unofficially

/The network has felt the pressure from its advertisers for some tim
• and it has hud to make unions concessions to hold the business
g^
^»

It is sound business practice to make your priee adjustment before
you reach the point where you're losing money

•»
•J»

As a basis for making rate cuts, either horizontal or by individual
station, the network contemplates using Standard Measurement

m
~mm

The network has no choice but to include in its sustaining service
several big name shows and this is highly expensive

m
«J»

Program experiments like selling Red Skelton {right) on a special
plan cost the network out-of-pocket $100,000 in deficit

discussions about a rate cut is the fact
that the advertisers' total number of
dollars is now split between two kinds
of broadcast advertising and that accordinglv another medium has been
added to the market. With TV added
to radio there are that many more
units competing for the advertising
dollar, creating an oversupply. Advertisers are buying the same number of
half hours of advertising but the money is now split between the same group
of radio half hours that prevailed before TV and at least an additional
NBC WINED

AND

30% more half-hours brought into
competitive field by TV.
2. Prices of all big name shows
well as non-name shows have had
be substantially slashed to meet

as
to
the

"same law of supply and demand."
These include Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Fibber McGee and Molly and Red Skelton.
3. Granted that CBS is not losing
money in radio at the moment, a study
of the networks business curve has
provided enough indication of things
to come
to convince
it that some-

DINED AFFILIATES AT BOCA

RATON

LAST YEAR

thing drastic is in order. It is absurd

the

to argue that CBS shouldn't cut rates
until it is actually losing money. It
isn't reasonable to expect any business
to refrain from making adjustments before losses are sharply felt. The plain
fact is that CBS can't hold off until advertisers collectively threaten not to renew their contracts unless the renewals
are based on rate cuts. CBS has been
able to hold many of the advertisers
in line by assuring them that "equitable
adjustment"
the 65)
offing.
I Please
turn isto inpage
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How to put over a regional beer
Falstaff digs deep into 20 Midwestern and Southern states by
spending two-thirds of $3,000,000 ad budget on air, mainly radio sports
I Mr Falstafi Brewing Corp.
of St. Louis finds itself in
the position of a couple of fellows trying to set up a souvenir stand in the
middle of no man's land. On one side
are the firmly entrenched local brewers
in the 20-state area of the Midwest and
South served by Falstafi; from the other direction Falstaff can hear the rumbling of the heavy tanks directed by
the makers of nationally distributed
premium beers.
Despite the warlike noises from both
sides, the fellows in the middle managed to sell 2,300,000 barrels of Premium Quality Falstaff beer last year,
rank No. 1 in Texas, No. 2 in New
Orleans and St. Louis, and No. 8 nationally. Recent plant expansion is expected to give them a goal of 3,000,000
barrels.
In order to do this Falstafi has had
to develop a manufacturing and marketing strategy that bears watching by

DIZZY

DEAN

GETS

$50,000

FOR

FALSTAFF

any regional company which hopes to
compete successfully with both local
and national products.
Local brewers compete against any
regional operator like Falstaff with two
distinct advantages: lower prices I because they don't have to ship the finished product very far), and a limited
area in which to concentrate their advertising barrages.
The big national brewers such as
Schlitz, Budweiser, Pabst and Miller
High Life operate under a different set
of advantages. They enjoy an almost
automatic connotation of "premium
beer" with the accompanying acceptance of a higher price. Their coast-tocoast distribution and price differential
enable them to indulge in such lavish
advertising as Halls of Ivy and Schlitz
Playhouse, hour-long Ken Murray
shows on TV, and nation-wide broadcasting and telecasting of top fistic
attractions.

SPORT3CASTS,
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Falstaff gets around these obstacles
by striking a happy medium between
the two extremes. Strategic spotting of
their brewing facilities keeps freight
costs down; this permits Falstaff to
price their product competitively with
the local beers in over-the-counter sales,
and below the premium-priced beers in
grocery stores and supermarkets.
At the same time, almost $2,000,000,
or two-thirds of this year's $3,000,000
media advertising budget will go into radio and TV in order to put their
sales pitch across in an effective combination of shotgun-rifle technique.
The modified-choke shotgun they are
using this year is the seven-day-a-week
broadcast of major league baseball
over 167 radio stations. This includes
(1) Mutual's Game-of-lhe-Day over
133 outlets in Falstaff's sales territory;
(2) a 22-station web earning the playby-playpleteaccount
of the the
Browns'
comschedule around
St. Louis

HIS

LIFE

STORY

MOVIE

WAS

RELEASED

nwivpuy

jwswFTaanwwi
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eft season fory
FALSTAFF

STRESSES AIR ADVERTISING

IN

perimeter; (3) and 12 stations used
to keep Illinois and Iowa fans up to
date on the Cubs' activities.
Interest in these diamond didoes are
heightened by the appearance of Dizzy
Dean as guest announcer, alternating
between Game-of-the-Day and the
Browns' series. Dean brings to this
S50,000-plus post not only a national
reputation, but the status of a small
town boy who made good in the big
city but is still a hillbilly at heart.
Says Charles L. Hotchkiss, Falstaff
account executive and v.p. of Dancer,
Fitzgerald & Sample: "Baseball allowed
us to go into every corner of our area
simultaneously and give our local distributors good solid backing."
But baseball is not the key word in
Falstaff strategy. Flexibility is considerably more important.
While the network coverage of baseball gives Falstaff the aura of a national beer, market-by-market programing
on radio and TV permits the pinpointing of specific sales targets and lets the
advertiser wring the last ounce of sales
out of his advertising dollar.
Entertainment preferences of the
people in various markets are studied
and catered to. That's why Falstaffsponsored radio shows range from
chamber music and Elmer Davis newscasts to hillbilly disk jockey shows and
sports interviews. Austin, Tex., for
example, gets Western music while Peoria. 111., gets the Chick Hearn Sports
Show for its many sports fans.
Their TV investments in as many as
14 markets at a time strike a balance
between astute programing and careful
dollar-counting. Packages used in various markets differ considerably; for
instance, Night Owl Theatre over
WDSU-TV,
New
Orleans, wrestling
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DEALER

PRESENTATION.

NEWSPAPERS

GET

over Ft. Worth's WBAP-TV, Cases of
Eddie Drake via KMTV, Omaha, and
Dangerous Assignment over WOAITV, San Antonio.
So an over-all plan is not immediatery evident. But, according to account
executive Hotchkiss, "We've followed
a basic strategy in all TV buys: get in
early, grab a good time franchise, build
a solid audience by programing good
shows as much as two and a half hours
a week. Then, as rate cards climb, we
gradually reduce the amount of time
used but retain the loyal audiences we
have built. We can shore up the shows
with plenty of 20-second and one-minute spots of our famous musical trademark, Falstaff Rhythm."
Here again the theme of flexibility
makes itself manifest.
Take the development of the Falstaff
jingle, which is probably the most
whistled tune in Falstaffs neck of the
woods. Says one agency executive,
"We knew what we wanted when we
contacted Phil Davis Musical Enterprises, Inc. We felt that the time had
come to brighten up our commercials;
we wanted a sort of 'make happy' musical trademark. We tossed Phil the
problem of cooking up a theme that
fitted our territory; music that was a
combination of hillbilly, Western, and
early American, but not in any one
particular category. After all, we were
going to use it on many types of raThe
Davis composition was suffidio show."
cientlv versatile to permit Dixieland,
hillbilly. Western, and Mexican rhythm
arrangements to be made. The basic
words were adapted to fit the mood of
the music. Freshness was added to the
transcriptions by lyrical changes with
voices and rhythm patterns designed to

LITTLE

MORE

THAN

10%

OF

THE

BUDGET

harmonize with the cultural background of the various regions in which
they were to be used. Enthusiastic
comments passed on by dealers and
distributors confirmed acceptance of
the musical trademark.
In time for the 1951 baseball season, during which Falstaff aired Gameof-the-Day over the now-defunct Liberty Network, the jingle lyrics were
modified to fit specific baseball situations such as "Third Man Out," "Seventh Inning Stretch," "Argument with
the Umpire." Although the "Smooth
'n golden mellow brew" pitch was
there as strong as ever, the trick of fitting the introduction to a particular
situation gave an integrated effect
which added to its effectiveness.
When, for example, a rhubarb develops between a player and the umpire
the appropriate transcription sings out:
Oh wrong,
some players argue ivith the
umpire
And some players argue right or
But they never, never argue with the
umpire
{Please turn to page 53)
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Difference

•» ••uoiiid buy"

ITo find out how various toothpaste
commercials do. Starch asks which
■ of brands interviewees would buy.
Memory is aided with card listing
brand names. Strip of pictures
below is storyboard whose use in
tests is explained in next caption

fore

/>ciii-f«'ii

lienors

and

non-i ieuers

slums

2.!

storyboards like one at left the percent of
interviewees who have seen commercials of each brand
ed. Percent of viewers who would buy the
product is tabulated and then reduced by the percent
of non-viewers who said they "would buy"; this yields
percent of those who bought because of TV commercial. This was
I8rc
in the case
of toothDaste
D

which

3.

are

"good"

commercials

The I8rf "spread" of toothpaste D was
best among those tested, indicating it has
a very effective commercial. Starch studies
good commercials like this, compares them
with poorest sales pitches to find out what
group.

52* HAVE
SEEN THE
COMMERCIALS

48* HAVE
NOT
SEEN THE
COMMERCIALS

(difference between
31* total belch and
x}% who would
BOX WITHOUT TV IS Jfl%)
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10 ways to improve
pr IT commercial
Starch is finding out how to put science into selling
Cjpfclt It is no uncommon experi■ IV ence for an advertiser to get
a high rating for his network TV show but wind up at the bottom of the totem pole when it comes
to sales. For that reason ways of making the commercial message more effective are an increasing concern of
the sponsor. To help him in that direction— and more specifically to find
out what makes a commercial tick —
research people have been subjecting
the sell part of a program to a varied
28

series of dissections and analyses.
One group, Daniel Starch and Staff,
have come up with what they think
are some valuable conclusions. By developing a relatively inexpensive (and
secret) technique of making their own
sound-on-film kines right off the air,
the Starch staff has been able to scrutinize their client's TV commercials
second by second.
Their conclusions about what makes
a "good" commercial, some of which
are listed below, have been utilized by
SPONSOR

national advertisers including Block
Drug, Packard, and man)
others to
get greater sales unpad into their TV
advertising.
The Starch people are not the only
ones in the field, of course. The
Schwerin Research Corporation and
the Gallup-Robinson group have been
analyzing For some time the Factors
that make for recall of the TV sales
message.
Schwerin will shortlj release results
of a Mudy made in conjunction with
XBC and designed to guide advertisers
in getting the most out of TV. Additional findings of the second NBC-Hofstra study, which shed new light on
how the listener is affected by the
sheer volume of TV ads. have just been
made public.
Anyone will tell you that a "good"
commercial is one which sells goods — •
but it is no simple matter for researchers to establish a clear connection between a particular TV commercial and
the purchase of a particular product.
The Starch group feels it has gotten
as close to pinning down this nebulous
link as is possible with today's research and sales knowledge.
For the past three years it has been
building up a body of conclusions
based on the comparative analysis of

good and poor TV commercials — the
"good" being those which presumably
sell, the '"poor." those which don't.
Here are some of the more important points Starch has uncovered:
1. Off-screen voices are generallv
considered undesirable, especially
where they interrupt the smooth flow
ol the commercial. Conversely, other
things being equal, "personalized selling" with the announcer shown ""involved" with the product has greater
sales impact. The announcer can be
involved by holding the product, pointing to it or wearing the brand name
( which can be done, for example, with
a gasoline station attendant's uniform I .
2. "Dissociated" shots which have
no direct connection with the words
actually spoken by the announcer have
been found to be a common fault in
commercials rated "poor" but rare in
"good" ones. Video and audio aspects
must be closely linked.
3. General background music, such
as a melody to set a mood, has also
been found to be characteristic of
"poor" commercials and not characteristic of "good" commercials.
4. Strong, consistent visualization
of the product name and package,
where there is one, is important.
5. Generally speaking. TV commer-

ild buy"

cials about mechanical products such
as automobiles and refrigerators can
be longer
than
radio commercials
about such products and longer than
tin average TV commercial.
It has
been found thai such T\ commercials
can even he more complicated than
magazine ads. In other words, the visual nature of T\ commercials permits
a greater use of technical detail, if
properl) handled, and the viewer will
absorb it more readily.
6. Attention-getting devices are usually a waste of time land money I. The
"sell" in the commercial has to be
gotten to sometime, and if the viewer
isn't in the mood to look and listen,
no amount of razzle-dazzle will make
him. Obviously some ideas and products call for razzle-dazzle, but with TV
commercials running in cost to thousands of dollars a minute, admen must
learn that attracting attention is in
itself not essential.
7. Products should be demonstrated, if possible.
8. It is better to make a limited
number of sales points effectively than
to crowd in a mass of sales point. The
general rule is: narrow down vour
sales message and hit it hard. There
is only so much a viewer can absorb
(Please turn to page 62 I
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Tea on the air

Tea Council, taking a tip from

market-by-market approach of most brands, plans spot TV in the fall
After Sam Adams and his
hot-headed hraves dumped
East India Co. tea into Boston Harbor
hack in 1773, Americans lost their taste
for the beverage. I nfortunately for the
tea business, they never entirely recovered it.
Any product linked in the public's
mind with foreign tyranny is bound to
be a ^ales headache, to say the least.
Today, of course, with King George
III a dim, distant figure, that headache
no longer exists, but in battling for
anything like pre-Revolutionary acceptance the tea people are facing something even more formidable — established public taste. They can say with
sober pride this year that they are making slow, but steady, progress. Per
capita sales in 1951 were .64 pounds,
up .07 pounds from 1948 (before the
30

Revolution, it's said, the figure was
10.00 pounds).
In pooling their strength behind the
three-year-old Tea Council, industry
members, who generally sell hard
against each other, have been training
their guns against cofTee and other beverages in a crucial battle for consumer
loyalty. The Council has let loose advertising blasts in national magazines
and Sunday supplements and is now
priming its broadcast artillery.
This month it is analyzing several
thorough broadcast penetration studies
made in five TV and three radio markets. According to a reliable source,
TV is likely to win the nod and the ad
campaign will begin in the fall.
The radio-TV tests, which ran from
November 1951, to April 1952, were
supervised by the Leo Burnett Co. For

its TV markets, the agency chose Kansas City, Salt Lake City, San Diego,
San Francisco, and Syracuse. The latter was reserved for a saturation role
with 18 announcements a week over
WHEN and WSYR-TV. The three radio markets were Peoria, 111.; Fort
Wayne, Ind.; and Rochester, N. Y.
The TV commercial was part cartoon, part straight motion picture and
the copy was an adaptation of the
"Take Tea and See" theme used extensively in magazines. A typical one
started out with a cartoon of a roosterheaded man, eating half-heartedly, accompanied bythe following jingle:
// who
you'repecks
like atthehisman
supper,
Better switch to tea,
it's a great picker-upper.
SPONSOR
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The commercial then switched to a
motion picture shot of a family drinking tea and the announcer made a pitch
for the "hot, hearty" beverage. Copy
hammered the suggestion that tea is a
virile, modern drink, a point which
has been a key theme in all Tea Council advertising. The Council is trying
to destroy the notion that tea is an insipid drink for sissies and women and

that a real "man" won't touch the stuff.
The radio-TV announcements ran either 20 seconds or a minute, with the
longer commercials emphasizing proper brewing instruction.
The Council people aren't saying to
what extent their spot radio and TV
guns found the range of non-tea drinkers. But as far as brand competition
goes, one thins is sure about tea: the

Non-tea drinkers are target of Godfrey, left, Lipton's fabulous salesnan, and George
Fisher, CBS Hollywood
commentator,
show with
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rifle is better than the shotgun and that
spells spot radio and TV — Arthur Godfrey notwithstanding.
The reasons tea firms use spot predominantly can be summed up with a
look at the tea industry itself.
• A national tea market just doesn't
exist; rather there's an aggregate of
individual markets. Consequently, with
{Please turn to page 55)

Robert Cummings and wife. Fisher has aided Tea Council promotio
was key publicity source in pushing National Iced Tea Queen this y«
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Agency radio-TV directors
I like best

Clients, agencymen appreciate
those who are businesslike and
creative; "artistes'" are frowned on

I The head man in an advertising agency's radio-TV
departmenl has what often looks like
the softest touch in broadcasting. Man-,
a young executive dreams of the daj
when he too will hold down such a job
and live a life of ease.

Certainly, everything indicates that
these agencymen are lords of the jungle. It's not uncommon for those on
the outside looking in to mutter:
"Don't these agencymen have teams
of specialists, inside and outside the
agency, win. < arr\ the creative burdens,
and do everything from writing radio
commercials to picking locations for
TV films':'"" . . . "Don't the) sit comfortabl) in control rooms, armed with
gold chronographs and great authority.
while someone else sweats out the cues
01 calls the TV shots?" . . . "Don't
these executives, unlike other hardworking admen, move constantly and
expensively in the glamorous orbit of
show business':'" . . . "Don't they make
"the nal dough' and make it 52 weeks
a \ear. every year?"
To such questions, the answers are
"yes"— and "no." Top agencymen in
the broadcast field — men like Y&R's
Everard Meade. SSCB's Phil Cohen,
Kudner's Mvron Kirk. Cecil & Presbrey's Frank Gilday. R&R's Willson
Turtle, and others — can tell quite a
different story.
Heading an agency's radio-TN functions may be the nearest thing to
"glamor" that agencj life affords, but
the best radio-TV agencymen are not
merelj showmen or show-offs. Their
jobs arc compounded of constant diplomacy, hard work, advertising and media know-how. and nerve-wracking
"command decisions" where a wrong
-in— can pour millions down the drain
and Lose an account. \nd few agenCj
< lientfl are aware of the radio-TV department heads role in successful
broadcast campaigns. Few people, outside the agency, Bee these men plugging
hcavilv
for their medium
in agency
32

Plans Board meetings; working day
and night to keep abreast of changing
times and shifting trends: trying to in"entertainment"' concepts
the hard tegrate
dollars-and-cents
neci ssitiesinto
of
advertising campaigns.
The following report on what makes
a good agency radio-TV executive is
the sixth in a series of such "occupational profiles'" by sponsor. Earlier
studies have covered timebuyers. reps,
ad managers, account men. and station
managers. To prepare this report.
sponsor queried the people and firms
who work most closely with radio-TV
agencj men : account executives, clients,
talent peddlers and agents, network executives, and "outside sen ices" like
jingle composers and TV film makers.
Their reactions are the basis of the
series of quotes which follow. Persons
interviewed in this series bv SPONSOR
are not quoted by name, to encourage
frankness and maintain objectivity.
It s very likely that the agenevman

best

'he's

part

of

the

team"

1. His plans and ideas are practical,
and geared to the needs and budgets
of agency clients. To do this, he
works closely with the account men
and with individual clients.
2. He has a working knowledge of all
phases of spot and network radio or
TV, hut
doesn't onset any
himself
the
final
authority
one up
of as
them.
.'J. He doesn't let his existing knowledge
ol broadcast techniques go stale, and
never grows tired oi learning his
craft, since he knows that rudio-Tl
is in a constant state of change.
I. lie is receptive to new ideas, even ii
he's not in the market for a new
show or campaign. Then, he stores
and will use olit what's
later ifonnecessary.
up a ket,
knowledge
the mar.». lie is considerate of the many freelame firms and individual talents
who deal with him. and he will listen
to good advice from specialists.

who has all of the good qualities mentioned below, and none of the bad
points, doesn't exist. However, this report serves as a checklist of basic operating principles, against which clients
can measure their radio-TV agencvmen.
The following comments show how
agencymen
directors : feel about their radio-TV

He is part of the agency team
"I've seen a lot of radio-TV executives come and go in ad agencies, and I
know why a lot of them go. The good
ones think of thmeselves as heads of an
agency department that's planning advertising. The ones who don't last are
usually prima donnas who insist on
living their advertising lives apart from
other agencv functions. Teamwork is
something for 'businessmen,' while
the) work as 'showmen.' I know of one
radio-TV adman
who considers him-

worst

'he's a corny show-off"

case A: The "Von Stroheim" complex
"He thinks he's an artistic genius in the
grand manner. .\ot for him is the problem of airing shows in order to sell a
client's wares. He likes to order the
peasantry at out. spends money with a
free hand, takes advice from
case B: The agency playboy

no one."

"He dresses the part, eats only in the
best i estaurants. and makes jokes about
how corny the agency clients are. He
likes to live the good life, and resents
being called upon to come up with so/id
fads and figures on radio-TV"
case C: The starry-eyed dreamer
"The world of radio and TV changes.
ha! he ignores research findings, because
they don't suit his preconception. He
feels 'hat TV is fust 'radio with pictures' He insists on other people working at top speed for him. but takes plenty of lime to make up his own mind. He
secretly despises commercials."

SPONSOR

EXECUTIVE: ,H

seeks

to

lytical approach to programing,
reach right audience
for client

self so aloof from the mundane problems of selling goods that the agencv
has to use every trick in the book to
keep him from meeting clients and embarrassing the agency."

fie knows his medium thoroughly
''As head of an account group, I've
often sat in on major agency planning
sessions where ideas for next year's ad
campaigns are being hatched. When it
comes time for our radio-TV head to
put in his two cents, I'm always worried. Sometimes he'll get up and talk
about stars and talent and ratings,
sprinkling his conversation with words
like 'great' and 'sensational.' You'd
think he was trying to line up backers
for a Broadway musical. But when it
comes to facts, like audience compositions and the great question of 'Will
the show sell the product?' he's lost.
Research is something he leaves to the
research department.
"On the other hand, I've known radio-TV agencymen who make a point
of knowing all they can about the medium, and how to plan or buy shows
calculated to reach the right audience
at the right time with the right commercials. Myhat's off to them, because
they help an agency — who relies on
them as the authorities — to sell good
campaigns to a client."
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PLAYBOY:

He doesn't plan in an ivory tower
"The radio-TV man in an agencv
who wins my admiration is the man
who is neither an art-for-art's-sake boy,
nor a some
Borscht
genius.source
I've
known
who Circuit
are a constant
of ideas for programs — all unsuitable
to the problem at hand. Knock down
one idea, and they're right back with
another, until you remember the storv
about The Boy Who Cried Wolf. I
like the radio-TV man who takes time
to learn about a client's product, merchandising problems, and distribution
set-up, and who finds out what kind of
people buy the product. Then, keeping close contact with the account man,
he works up plans or executes campaigns that are aimed directly at a
client's needs."

He's a good organizer
"The prime requisite of a good radio and television department is good
organization. A department head can
have a lot of top-grade talent on his
staff, but unless he's got them well
integrated so that the work can move
along with almost assembly-line efficiency, all this talent may be wasted.
A capable department head knows how
to delegate the work to the right people and relieve himself of details so
that he can have ample time to admin-

ister the department and be available
for important account group and client
meetings. It has happened in no few
cases that a radio-TV director found
himself replaced not because he wasn't
thoroughly conversant with the business but because he hadn't got his staff
organized on a level where things jelled
smoothly, where people could roll with
the crises and where personality irritation was a negligible factor."

He can answer questions
"Few forms of advertising have
changed more rapidly in the past few
years than broadcasting. Our agency
clients, particularly those in TV, are
aware of these changes, and are constantly asking questions or presenting
new problems. The radio-TV department director I respect is the one who
tries to keep a good jump ahead of client thinking, who anticipates changes
conditioned by new industry developments, and who isn't caught short by
normal questions regarding broadcast
advertising. He doesn't have to be a
walking research department, but he
can't be sitting in an air-conditioned
office while the world goes by. He has
a good working knowledge of all phases
of radio and TV, from small spot campaigns right up to major network
(Please turn to page 59)
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YOU,

mailed questionnaires to all 109 TV stations.
s were returned and the above results printed ii
illboard TV Quarterly, June 14, 1952. We're gratified... we're elated
we're happy... we're proud. All we can say is - thanks ... gee whizz.
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During daily two-hour conf
designer for WBAL-TV, for

Local morning TV steps out
WBAL, Baltimore, show typical of growing trend to local live variety
■l|| The pictures above of WBAL-TV's Brent Gunts
T^ jK Show
were selected
example
of a big
in television:
more asandan more
stations
are trend
prograining Locally produced live shows in morning time slots
Shows like this are springing up in markets across the land
Produced Monday through Friday from 9:00 to 10:00
a.m.. the Brent Gunts Show is keyed to the housewife.
The show went on the air last September at the suggestion of Tony Provost, vice president and general man
ger of Hearst Radio, [nc. Vs Provost said, "Locally produced variety shows are one of the types of programing
36

that an independent TV station can do both economically
and successfully."
The show's ratings proved him right. In a FebruaryMarch ARB survey of 10 TV cities, WBAL-TV's Gunts
show rated highest of all locally produced shows. Midseason its rating fluctuated between 6 and 11, hitting a high
of 14 at one point. Its production costs have remained low.
and the show's cost-per-M is $2.63.
Like most such shows everywhere, the Brent Gunts program is sold in 15-minute segments I at $195 gross in this
case I . U'oiit 2D sponsors a week buy participations. * * *
-of-studio antics like egg-r

eekly featur

►

Once a week children of E

ivited to appear on the

and Ohio Railroad employees
program while Aunt Lollipop tells
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a story. Audience
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said Needham. Louis & Brorby's Brorby:

Spot radio costs way up in last 10 years
Brorby

10-year

cost comparison

Time Cost Index, based on nighttime one-minute announcements
(32 stations)

IOO

107

Coverage Index, based on Nielsen
sets-in-use figures against radio
homes in the areas covered

IOO

132

wo

127

Cost-per-M
(Base:

1941

Index
=

of spot radio

100)

Are spot radio costs up— '41 vs. '51?

Latest NARTSR

study shows spot medium's

told
to be
needs are
sor
o rates
radi
higher
®No that spon
now than they were 10 years
s
tiser
ago. But few adver
can tell you
exactly how cost-per-1,000 in radio
compares today with 1941. This is
particularly true of national spot radio, whose very flexibility often obscures its true cost picture.
Spot radio has undergone a boom,
from around S46.000.000 annually 10
years ago to some $135,000,000 today
— a higher level than the total spent
for network Tadio. But, until recently,
the largest single nugget of information the average sponsor could dig up
about spot radio as a medium was that

"it brought results."
\i>w. the new trend in spot radio research, as in network, is toward more
comprehensive measurement on the
basis of circulation and costs. The
reason behind the trend is a familiar
one: cost-conscious advertisers today
want the answer to the question "Are
we getting our money's worth?"
a resounding
"yes,"&
theAnswering
National with
Association
of Radio

Cost-per-M down as much as 26%

TV Station Representatives has just reported that:
"The cost of spot radio (a) per1,000-sets-in-use and (b) per-l,000-radio-families was substantially lower in
1951 than it was 10 years previously —
26f/r and 11.9% respectively." This,
NARTSR feels, has been brought about
by the ever-growing penetration of radio, plus lower advertising unit costs
brought about by the steady climb in
spot radio dollar volume.
The NARTSR figures, contained in
a recent study released by the trade
group, were arrived at through comparing costs of a matched sample of
93 radio stations, whose engineering
coverage, network affiliation, and other
factors are approximately the same as
they were in 1941.
NARTSR used a fairly broad base
on which to rest its case for spot radio.
This is in contrast to the widely-publicized study made by adman Melvin
Brorby, of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
which drew up a set of indices to analyze the trends in costs-per-1,000, production and talent costs, circulation

and coverage, etc. The Brorby study,
first revealed in April of this year to
the AAAA's. and earlier this month to
the ANA in Chicago, based its spot
radio indices on what was true of
nighttime one-minute announcements.
NARTSR, feeling that making comparisons inthis bracket was "like saying that the Sunday real-estate sections
are true of all newspaper advertising,"
took several types of spot radio activity
on its matched sample of 93 stations,
and compared them over the decade.
This was the result:

Class A, one hour
(Lis,

\. half

hour

1941
1951 % Change
$145.12 $lfi:!.63 Up 12.8%
K5.7li

97.14

lp 1.1.3%

It was felt by NARTSR that using
time periods of differing lengths as an
index was the only valid approach
since nighttime minute announcements
are only part of the picture, and do
not include everything from daytime
and morning announcement campaigns
to spot programs, participations, and
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Replied NARTSR's Tom Flanagan :

Cost-per-1,000 way down in last 10 year*
NARTSR

1941

1 0-year cost comparison

Average
Cost Index, based on
Class A hour, half-hour, 15-mmutes, 1-miniUe (93 stations)

WO

Cost-per-M Index, based on setsin-use figures which are all-set
totals

WO

wo

Cost-per-M Index, based on number of 1951 U. S. radio families
(Base:

station breaks. The figures, of course,
are exclusively comparisons of average dollar expenditures necessary to
achieve the same allotment of airtime
and do not take into account the growing circulation of spot radio.
Other media cost increases, as covered in the NARTSR report, run from
an increase in the cost of a black and
white page in magazines (covering 44
publications I of 54.5%, to increases
in newspapers of 140% for morning
newspapers (agate line rate), 87.3%
for evening newspapers, and 90.6%
for Sunday newspapers.

NARTSR

CLAIMS

SPOT

COST-PER-M

1941

=

As NARTSR points out, "these figures do not jibe with the figures and
charts recently presented to the 4-A's
by Melvin Brorby. The difference is,

BRORBY

COST-PER-M,

NOT

FIGURED

• ! v ■ T' M

!

'

g|j'■'• -■■ '
-i1 ":'
SKH38E
ffljiFWiy
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120

74
98

100)

In terms of cost-per-1,000 NARTSR
figures magazine black-and-white pages
to be up 18.7%, and that the three
newspaper classifications at milline rate
are up 21.2%, 14.4%, and 22.7% respectively. Lastly, the spot radio cost,
based on sets-in-use, is figured by the
trade group to be down about 26.0%
from the 1941 level — the only medium
of the trio to be lower than a decade
ago. (See chart on this page.)

DROPPED

1957

j||S

of course, that Brorby figures the increased cost-per-1,000 of magazines
and the increased milline rates of newspapers on the basis of circulation without considering readership. But, when
he came to figure radio costs, he introduced a new element — listenership —
the parallel to which he did not apply
to the print media.
"Obviously, circulation is coverage
and can only be compared with coverage, but listenership in radio provides
a closer definition, and can only be
compared with readership in newspa(Please turn to page 61)

ON

"CIRCULATION,"

SHOW

If
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id
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IripiiarasB...
iVoiv thttt you've been a seller of radio-TV would
your approach and viewpoint be different were
you buek in the position of a buyer?
Richard W.

Snyder

shaving Ins
| Eversharp,

The
picked panel
answers
Mr. Snytler
Were I again a
buyer, my point
of \ itu most certainly would be
different. And by
^
■

"different," I act u a 1 1 y mean
broadened,
as a
direct result
of

IY i I
Mr. Hazard

the greater perspective I have
gained as a seller
— a seller of a medium and of a service.
If I were a buyer again, my conservatism would be tempered by the realization that the best "buys" are not always those that show up best on a slide
rule. Buying — successful buying —
must be done with imagination and an
understanding of the possible potential,
as well as with a cold eye on the costper-1.000 homes and persons.
No single agency serves as many clients as the CBS Radio network. From
selling and servicing man) of these accounts, I realize that a really good buy
can sometimes be made by breaking
the so-called rules as well as by respecting them completely.
So if I were again a buyer. I would
approach the acquisitions of time and
talent with much more respect for the
intangibles. 1 would also pay as much
attention to the activity of the client's
cash register as I would be the program's ability to register high ratings.
W. Eldon Hazard
Salei Manager
CBS RadioNet, N. Y.

Having been in
the selling end of
radio for several

It would be difficult for a seller
of radio and TV

\ears now', there
are a few things
Id do differently
if I were back

assume the patient air of the

buying. The goal
of both the seller
and the buyer of
any radio time is
a "time buy"
which, coupled with good copy and
product, will sell merchandise! For
the buyer to make such a buy. everyone involved ... the buyer, the account executive, the media men and the
station rep . . . should be completely
aware of the over-all problems of the
campaign. Thinking back to my days
as a buyer. I realize that many times
I didn't give the station rep enough
information, with the result that he
didn't offer me the most suitable availabilities.
Also, I think in many cases the account executives were well versed in
the problems and potentials of the
other media, but not so with radio. If
the account men could spend a little
time with station managers and reps,
they would undoubtedly develop a
greater
tial andappreciation
a good buy for
whenradio's
it is potenmade.
Incidentally. I have always felt that
buyi rs should be given the opportunity of visiting stations and studying
markets firsthand. Field trips such as
these are the only way of getting the
feel of markets and stations which are
bought regularly.
Jack Thompson
Account
Executive
Free & Peters Inc.
New York

to drop his presentation kit and

^™

..,

buyer, without
effecting
some new

approaches to the
J
■ ^
But it isproblems.
doubtful
Mr. Percival buyer's
that he would initiate very many major changes. Both buyer and seller
are working toward the same goal. i.e.
to give the advertiser the most radio
and TV advertising mileage for his

money. In this respect, they are actually on the same team facing similar
problems. Working together as they
do, it would be hard to see how either
could develop an effective approach
that would not be recognized and
adopted by the other. Over a period
of time, differences in approach tend
to become (without slighting their importance) variations of the main theme.
One important variation an ex-seller
might insist on would be a positive
move away from sheer mechanical buying based on pure statistics. Instead
be would want programs whose content
fits his client's product, is easily identified with the product, and provides
opportunities for promotional tie-ins
and merchandising programs. Station
reps are very much aware of the value
of The
various
"plusses."
salesman
turned buyer would
have a greater realization of the salesman's value to the buyer as a teammate, than would his fellow buyers. He
knows that in many instances a representative will run the whole gamut for
an account: including (limbing out on
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a long limb and fighting ounpain or
station policy. For this reason, a buyer
with station experience would not hesitate to consider his salesman as an ally.
These are onlj two variations of the
theme that might be employed b) the
salesman who crossed the line. However, considering that the Inner and
the salesman share the "-airs" effort
t.. .in almost equal degree, it is difficult
to see a large shift of approach in a
change-over either waj .
Martin H. Perciyal
Account Executive
\titional Spot Sales — Radio
NBC, Neiv York

It's only natural
in the course of
a selling career
to assimilate a
variety of time-

at 50,000 watts
gives advertisers the

GREATEST
COVERAGE

buying techniques from the
hundreds of diversified contacts
a salesman
makes. This in

at the

itself should alter my viewpoint
nd approach were
I again to become a timebuyer.
The greater change in my thinking
and action, however, would affect "client relations." The ability to recall
from personal experience case histories
involving similar or allied circumstances could assist greatly in persuading the client to make a favorable decision. At the same time, having been
on the broadcasting side of the fence,
one would have a greater understanding of the problems one faces. In addition, a man well versed in the buying and selling side of the industry is
certainly in a better position to evaluate what is best for the client. It means
a smoother working relationship with
all members of the buying-selling
team. At least I found it to be true
when I returned to timebuying for a
short time four years ago after spending several years selling national radio.
John J. McSweeney
Sales Manager
WMCA
New York
Any questions?
sponsor welcomes questions for
discussion from its readers. Suggested questions should be accompanied by photograph of the asker.
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of any Major Station in the

DETROIT
AREA
This powerful radio voice is hitting a 17,000,000 population area in
5 important states and is open to advertisers at the lowest rate of
any major station in this region. A tremendous buy for action and
sales that is establishing new records daily. Get the facts now.

50,000 WATTS

at 800 KC.

Guardian

Detroit, Mich.

Bldg.

•

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc. ^
National Rep.
M U T V 4 /.

J. E. Campeau
President

TV REPAIR

USED CAR
SPONSOR:

Bartlett Motors

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR:

ROOK

Bedford Book Co.

AGENCY:

Huber Hoge

I VPSULE CASE HISTORY: Bartlett decided upon an
eight-announcement test jor two days to sell a used Lincoln Cosmopolitan costing S2.795. The fourth phone call
resulting from the first announcement sold the car. Nevertheless. Bartlett let the schedule run on in order to get
other inquiries. As a result, the dealer now runs three
announcements daily, seven days a week. The original
eight announcements cost $20.

CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: Bedford offered "TV -Owners Guide," a $1.98 book, C.O.D. plus postage on three
transcribed 15-minute programs. The shows, featuring
James Conto talking about TV and the book offer, were
broadcast on Sunday mornings, 8:15 to 8:30. After three
broadcasts and a $660 expenditure, Bedford received
1.912 mailed requests. Minimum gross was $3,785.76,
assuming one order per letter. Cost per order: under 35^.

KOPP, Ogden, I iah

WJR, Detroit

PROGRAM:

Announcements

,: : ,.,:;:,.-;. .,;., . . . ., . ■„,.

RADIO results

DANCE

PROGRAM:

James Conto

LESSONS

SPONSOR: Arthur Murray Studio
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

This local Arthur Murray

studio scheduled a three-week series of announcements to
increase enrollment. At the end of the $180 air drive,
Sterling Burnett, local dance studio manager, reported the
studio sold $5,000 worth of dance lessons as a direct result ofthe campaign.
KSON, San Diego

FOOD

PAINT

PROCESSOR

PROGRAM:

Announcements

CLEANER

SPONSOR: Stewart's, Inc. AGENCY: Rosengarten & Steinke
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY: This local food processing
plant started a 13-week test with three quarter-hours a

SPONSOR: Soil-Off Co.
CAPSULE CASE HISTORY:

week. The program: Nat Williams' Tan Town Coffee
Club, 7:40 to 7:55 a.m. Cost: $52.80. At the end of
the test period, Stewart's product sales were up 18% in a
group of controlled test stores — an increase of hundreds
of dollars. Also, new accounts were opened.

bought participations on the Housewives' Protective
League, a Monday through Saturday show. Cost: $750
weekly. Within a few months, distribution for Soil-Off
increased from six department and a few hardware stores
to eight large voluntary and 21 super market chains.

WDIA, Memphis

WCBS, New York

WOMEN'S

PROGRAM:

Nat Williams' Coffee Club

SPONSOR: Orby's
AGENCY: Joyce True
i UPS1 I i: CASE HISTORY: Thousands of Southern California's suing shift workers drive home from work in
the early morning hours thus losing an opportunity to
shop. For them, Orby's inaugurated 11:00 p.m. to 3:00
a. m. store hours, promoted the additional hours with 10second night-time announcements on several d.j. shows.
Iftei the first night's announcements, costing $4.50 each,
more than 200 people visited the store, 150 buying.
kl \< . Los Vngeles

PROGRAM:

On

of Soil-Off paint cleaner in New

ANIMAL

APPAREL

; Alex Cooper

AGENCY: McCann-Erickson
To increase its distribution

PROGRAM:

York, this company

Housewives' Protective League

INSURANCE

SPONSOR: Sutherland Agencies Ltd.

AGENCY: Direct

CAPSULE CASK HISTORY: On 1 May Sutherland started offering, through announcements, animal insurance
coverage against foot and mouth disease at $7.50 per
thousand dollars. The firm reports, "salesmen worked day
and night to cover leads spurred by the air campaign. By
11 May, after 11 announcements, Sutherland had written
coverage on a million dollars worth of cattle amounting
to $7,500. Cost of campaign: $26.80.
CKX, Brandon, Manitoba

PROGRAM:

Announcements

iiiimii mi "»l

© © ©

JU

^

"Radios??? -we've

got 'em EVERYWHERE!"

69% of Metropolitan Louisville families have radio sets
in their living rooms . . . 47% have sets in bedrooms . . . 41 % in autos
. . . 40%, in kitchens ... 7% in dining rooms — an average
of 2.4 sets per family!
This means millions of hours of extra listening —
another reason ivhy WAVE radio delivers 1000 sales impressions for 37 <k!
Check with Free & Peters!

WAVE

Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WA VE area, March, 1952.

5000

WATTS

•

nbc

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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ality. a pleasure. These are th t*
things which go to make this busi1 1 « ■ — <>l ours one of the most enjoyable pursuits in search of a living
vet devised.

Radio
oV

y'c

...an

Uow a message horn •« 9g*_/n 5o^ Foreman
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are no dumb sponsors!
How often the antithesis of this
statement is heard wherever agen-

cymen gather! That's because I
suppose, it is only human to bellyache about the people upon whom
we are dependent for our livelihoods Yet constant harping on the
ineptitudes of our clients (advertisers, that is) is bound to do a
great deal of harm in an agency.
especially among the younger element.
For good advertising is as dependent upon good client relations
as it i> on the advertising caliber
of the people who create it. This is
a business of very personal relations, of people working closely
with other people and no machines
intervening, of people bouncing
ideas off each other and having
little or no scientific data or criteria to chart their course nor to
impede them on their way. So an
upset stomach or perhaps a dislike
of the way a man ties his tie can
cause the demise of what might
have been one of the advertising
gems of the decade.
Since it is upon Mich a gossamer
relation that good advertising depends, one of the agency's prime
functions is to keep its advert i-ers
skilled in the use of advertising's
tools and judicious in their selection. It took a long time for the
agencymen themselves to master
the >kill> they now call their own.
They were fortunate enough to
have years of first-hand access to
varied experience and diverse
problem-. Also they benefited
from the experience of all their
predecessors and co-workers in the
agency. Yet this know-how is only
half useful until it i- passed along
tu the client.

Once the transition is made,
however, our clients are then eminently competent to judge the efforts of the agency, to approve and
t<> discard \ ia judgment rather than
by whim. Which is what we all
want. I'm sure.
So I repeat — there are no dumb
advertisers, only those suffering
from the inabilities of their agency to transfer the creative savvy,
research data, and marketing wisdom due to them. And that's why
there are ulcers in advertising;
nothing inherent in the business itself.
As I write this, I like to think of
the "good sponsor" — one with
whom it is a joy to work — and a
certain gentleman comes to mind.
He owns a brewery. He understands advertising. He likes it.
And so he spends most of his time
in it, rather than in the vats. His
budget is large but is equalled by
his fund of information. When he
agrees, he nods, and the operation
goes into effect. There is no waiting for a later-date committee
meeting. When he disagrees, even
if you're on the other side, you can
only respect his opinion.
Because advertising is a business of intimate relations, what results can only be as good as the
minds which meet. Conflicts and
compromises show up on the printed page, on film, and over the air.
as boldlv as screamer headlines.
\ll weaknesses and inadequacies
are clearly apparent and mean dissipation of selling force. So it is
a rare and wonderful thing when
agency folks have the privilege of
working with a man such as the
one to whom I referred. His presence is a stimulus and his comments an inspiration. His person-

commercial

reviews

sponsok:
I Dolly Madison Fruit Cake
agency: Dan B. Miner, L. A.
program:
I One-minute announcements
I don't know just how many

packaged

products have been able to avoid the temptation of using animation (or humor) but
I'll wager it's very few indeed. Therefore,
it was a real relief to see Dolly Madison
presenting her fruit cakes on the shelves
in the store and in the hands of customers
just as real as life itself.
The tight close-ups of the cake assure
taste appeal. Excellent lighting shows the
various fruits and nuts and the texture in
rich believability. Having

screened these

commercials just before lunch I can assure
you that my

own

gastric juices became

rampant but, unfortunately, I'm on one of
those strange diets which does not include
fruit cake.
Another problem that concerns many of
us in TV

copy is the inclusion of several

products in a single announcement.

This

was efficiently faced in one film with three
different fruit cakes presented, the one
pound, the two pound, and the junior size.
Despite the slicing of the message this
way, each came

off well and the supered

prices gave you the feeling of a down-toearth A&P newspaper advertisement; the
kind of thing women

have understood and

bought from for years. So here's TV showing that it can be used for the direct selling
of food products to a housewife just as
the Thursday evening newspapers do it—
plus, of course, TV's motion and impact.
The film was produced by All-Scope Pictures, Inc., Hollywood.
sponsor:
I Ideal Doq Food
AGENCY: Ewcll & Thurber, Chi.
PROGRAM:
I Station identifications
From a production standpoint, I have no
desire to get into a dog-fight with the
above manufacturer. For I believe that
the single continuous piece of action starting with a two-shot

of

animated

pooch-

SPONSOR

T. V. story board
> of tin- leading film producer* in televisi

S \ It 15 \

How successfully the entertainment "come-on" of the animated cartoon
can merge into hard-selling live-action is illustrated by the O-CEL-O
TV spot commercials produced by SARRA. Here the spots get off to a
gay start with a singing duck who immediately establishes product
identification. A quick transition into the "breathing action" of the
cellulose sponge dissolves into a series of product-in-use shots expertly
blended to drive home a strong brand impression. Produced by
SARRA for O-CEL-O, Inc., through Comstock & Company.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS IN VISUAL SELLING
The spotlight is on the highlights of gleaming hair in this smoothly
paced TV commercial for Laco Castile Shampoo. In an aura of elegance,
a strong competitive story is hammered home by pointing up Laco's
"gentle action" on hair and scalp. An excellent example of powerpacked selling with taste and refinement — created by SARRA for Laco
Products, Inc. through Vansant, Dugdale & Co., Inc.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS

IN VISUAL

SELLING

Creating a "storybook" mood with a movie-style title is the approach
for telling a sales story for Mystik Cloth Tape. "The Torn Book",
one of a series of dramatic spots produced by SARRA, quickly sets up
a problem which the product solves in a twinkling. Emphasis on human
interest, through the use of live-action sequences, sells Mystik for a
wide variety of uses. This film earned the Chicago Federated Advertising Club's Tenth Annual Award for outstanding achievement. Produced for Mystik Adhesive Products through George H. Hartman
Company.
SARRA, Inc.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago:
16 East Ontario Street
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and-product, which then moves in to a
tight close-up of the latter is ideal (to
coin a product name) for use in an eightsecond time slot. The commercial being
devoid of opticals or even cuts, there are
no jarring changes of locale or field which
require re-orientation in the viewer's mind
— again ideal in the very short length of
time afforded by a station identification.

PROOF )/
POSITIVE
that K-NUZ brings results

On the other hand, the message (animation of a dog stating in a Mae West tone
of voice that "Ideal gives me pet appeal")
gives me pause to wonder if the advertiser
isn't barking up the wrong tree from an
advertising standpoint. My family spends
a small fortune on one large dog and
would be more disposed toward a product
that offered its canine, say, better health
or calmer nerves or better disposition, as
well as offered greater economy of up-keep
plus a way of preventing said animal from
sitting on my head when it thunders at
night.
There's plenty of package identification,
though, in this spot, and the sound track
as well as the animation is very well done.

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST

ONE

Pillsbury

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Leo Burnett Co., Inc., N.Y.C.
Arthur
Godfrey
and His
Friends, CBS

For evidence that destroys, once and for
all, the old saw that a man can't effectively
tell a woman anything about her own domain, Irefer you again to Mr. Godfrey.
This time Arthur advises on the making
of pie crusts and turnovers, and the subject
is covered with authority, believability, interest, and conviction. The result can only
be sales for Pillsbury 's Pie Crust Mix.
As usual Arthur speaks colloquially re-

Sales-winning radio
schedules for the Great
Southwest just naturally
include this pair of topproducing CBS Radio
Stations. Results prove

Restaurant
PHAN'S
KA
speaks out
for K-NUZ
pulling power . . .
Here

is a letter K-NUZ received from Peter Petkas, owner

of Kaphan's
Houston.

Restaurant

As we begin our 40th week
K-NUZ
I would like to thank

in

on
the

friendly co-operation and assistance.
As evident in our fourth renewal of
19% original contract, we are more
our
than pleased with the results we have
obtained
program
"Dinner
Date" withfrom
PaulourBerlin.
I think
you
will appreciate knowing that our overall volume of business has increased
16%,
and holidays
have shown
a
before

going

on

K-NUZ.

ferring to the product as "stuff" on occasion, a method of description that rings as
true as apple pie and motherhood — and a
luxury of speech seldom, if ever, allowed
any of the other thousands of television
salesmen — which brings me to my age-old
beef — why do most advertisers insist that
their commercials sound like a TV-set war-

this! Write, wire or phone
our representatives now
rates!

National Representatives

JOHN

BLAIR

&

j ranty?
The only reason Arthur Godfrey gets
away with being colloquial is, of course,

for availabilities and

CO.

that if you (Mr. Advertiser) don't like it,
you are free to sponsor Daggers in the
J Moonlight or some other epic of the air
waves — but count Mr. G out. He won't
work that way, so many are forced into
the position of getting good TV copy despite themselves.

Call FORJOE,
National
Representative
or
DAVE
MORRIS,
General
Manager

K-NUZ
KEystone— 2581

HOUSTONS

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

SPONSOR

NBC's

MEN

IN THE

NEWS:

Henle

"I
love
politicians'

Ray Henle has a long, sincere
and requited affection for the
political genus. It goes back to
his first years in Washington
and one of his first big political
stories — when President
Coolidge chose not to run. In the
intervening years, Henle has
covered every convention and
traveled extensively with each
president as well as candidates
Landon, Willkie and Dewey.
As editor-in-chief of Three
Star Extra, his understanding
of and continuing interest in
30 JUNE 1952

politicians comes in handy.
With Albert Warner as expert
on international affairs, Ned
Brooks covering domestic news,
and Henle on the Washington
beat, the Sun Oil Company's
Three Star Extra presents
nightly the interpretations of
three experts — each working
in his special field.
Credit NBC with another
unique format for broadcasting
news, and credit NBC for
having such eminently able

It's not easy to hold news leadership in both radio and television
as NBC consistently does. It has
to be done the hard way — by
having a larger, more distinguished news force and by
broadcasting more hours of
news every week. That's why
most people hear the news first
and hear more of it from NBC.

NBC

radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America

WTMA account executive Ralph J.
Shade he worked out a schedule of ra-

This SPONSOR
department
features
broadcast
advertising
significar
ments
of the industry.
Contribute

Detroit "I like radio" contest pulls 126,423 entries
\\ hen a contest to stimulate radioconsciousnees is promoted exclusivel)
on seven radio stations in one city,
draws 120.423 entries in two weeks,
and makes newspaper headlines, it's
obvious a topnotch job has been done
for radio.

Contest

The "Wherever You Go There's Radio" contest
recently by did
the such
Uniteda
Detroit
Radiorun Committee

tion; North American Airlines, a round
trip to Miami; A&P, a home freezer;
Motorola, Inc.. 16 portable radios.
Station managers and contest judges
(see photo left I were 1. to r., seated:
Edward Wheeler, general manager,
WWJ; Worth Kramer, v. p.. WJR; Norman Glenn, publisher, sponsor (one of
the three contest judges) : J. E. Campeau, president, CK.LW. Standing:
Gordon A. Sparks, commercial manager, WEXL; James G. Riddell, president, WXYZ; Gayle Grubb, exec. v. p.,
WJBK; Win Levi, Broadcasting (contest judge). Not shown are Fred A.
Knorr, president, WKMH; the third
judge, Louis Miriani, president, Detroit City Council and Acting Mayor
( see editorial page 68 I .

* * *

'Green haV gimmick, WTMA,
double car dealer's sales
WTMA

radio combined

Reports Machen: "This campaign
conducted by WTMA was one of the
most successful we have ever tried.
The enthusiasm generated among our
own salesmen and the public was higher than in any past campaign."
Norris now uses WTMA on a regular basis I three plugs a day, six days
weekly ) . It has also added three other
stations to its radio schedule.
* * *

KMBC-KFRM vote drive
gets record K.C. registration
Sister stations KMBC

and KFRM

in Kansas City, Missouri, are especially determined to "get out the vote" in
their area. To this end, they are con-

with a

job. Detroit-and-area stations which
conducted the competition wereCKLW,
WEXL, WJBK, WJR, WKMH, WWJ,
and WXYZ. The contest involved fin-

"green hat" promotion stunt and
broadcast participation by salesmen
did wonders for Frank Norris Motors
of Charleston, S. C. It caused that

ishing the statement "I like radio because . . .."' and
19-31 May.
All
seven stations
airedrana saturation
sched
ule of chainbreaks and minute an

dealer's used-car sales to jump approximately 100% the first month and to
increase progressively ever since.
Norris Motors manager Bevie L.

nouncements during the two-week period, after a one-week "tease" cam
paign. No other promotion was used
Winners were announced 11 June.

Machen equipped all his used-car salesmen with green hats. Purpose: to exploit the idea that they could save customers on "the long green."
With

The Grand Prize entry read: '"I like
radio because ... it is my newspaper.
my music, my clock, my weather forecaster, my theatre, my sports, my
laughs. m\ cookbook, my friendlj comThe highly successful contest cost
panion."
the participating stations less than
$1,000 in actual cash, exclusive of the
value of the air time. Advertisers donated the prizes in return for air mentions. The Packard Motor Car Compatn contributed the top prize, a sedan; the Statler Hotel in Detroit, a
week in the Presidential Suite; Miami's
Surf Comber Hotel, two weeks' vaca48

dio announcements. First, "teasers"
were aired; then a series of on-the-air
telephone pitches between WTMA announcer Red Munro and the various
auto salesmen, all handled ad lib. For
the first six weeks, Norris ran about
.'5-~> announcements a week at a gross
cost of $945.
Enthusiasm spread from salesmen to
announcer to public, says Machen. The
impact of the campaign was illustrated
when WTMA sales manager, Grange S.
Cuthbert, Jr., wore a green hat as a
gag and in one afternoon picked up
three prospects for the auto agency.

id libbed

pitch

Cab

fleet sported

posters

ducting a thoroughgoing promotion
which has already put the percentage
of registrations in Kansas City at above
two times the national average. On
one day alone, in early June, there were
over 6,000 new registrants in the city.
The campaign started in mid-May.
will continue throughout the entire primary and final election stages. KMBCKFRM have been using nearly $1,000
a day in air time on the drive. They
are utilizing taxi posters, newspapers,
staff appearances, and working handin-hand with local agencies. Their
registration-stimulating efforts even
extend out of the state: copies of
SPONSOR

a '"scorching radio broadcast b\
KMBC'a Bill Griffith have been offered
to 500 newspapers to awaken people to
voting responsibilities.
All KMBC-KFRM live broadcasts
carry a registration reminder: all station breaks pitch the campaign slogan
"Be trul\ American — register and
vote!" This slogan is incorporated into drop-in slugs of various sizes and
furnished in mat form to newspaper
advertisers. A three-day concentrated
on-the-air appeal called for volunteers
to help drum up registration, block by
block. A series of five broadcasts by
special events director Jim Burke explained registration laws.
I Both Kansas and Missouri primaries occur on 5 August: Missouri registrations close 9 July: Kansas. 15 Julv. I
KMBC-KFRM is cooperating with
all other organized "get out the vote"
plans. Perhaps the most extensive
broadcaster drive is that conducted by
the NARTB in conjunction with the
American Heritage Foundation. Stations are joining the campaign in
groups by state in a cooperative effort

who will be aided b) (front row) secretarj Emmetl J. Heerdt, Jr.. sales
manager. \\ EEI, Boston and treasurer
Paul H. Provandie, Hoag and Provandie. Inc.. Boston. Elmer Ketlell. partner, Kettell-Carter, was chosen lii-t
\.p. and William F. Malo. sales manager, WDRC. Hartford. Conn., second
v.p. Outgoing president Edmund J.
Shea smiles in back row, left.

The Radio Executives Club of New
England elected new officers at the
end of May. New president is Rudolph
Bruce, ad manager. New England Coke
Company
(photo, back row, right),

iK»(^
York. 12:45 to 1:30 p.m. daily, which
stars screwball impresario Ernie Kovacs (formerly on WPTZ, Philadelphia .) Proof that a show like this can
get results comes from the upped circulation TV Guide magazine reports it
obtained from a once-a-day, three-week
trial of the show. Now a beauty product sponsor. Bonat and Bonat, as well
as Flamingo Orange Juice, have placed
their faith in the mad doings by starting schedules on the show in June.

officers

She.
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SELLING
PROSPEROUS

How pre-packaged meats and produce increase sales and eliminate traffic

SOUTHERN

bottlenecks in super markets was disclosed in two time studies released by
DuPont at the Super Market Institute
Convention. Wilmington, in May. A

ENGLAND

survey on meat buying, "Time Lost or
Time Saved" revealed that 2.700 shoppers in self-service meat departments
purchased 5.927 items in 116.7 hours,
while an equal number of service meat
shoppers spent 198 hours making 5.467

REC

SALESMAN

tfJAR-TV

Briefly . . .

ica and KWTC, Barstow. KBIG "charter sponsor" membership numbered 46
advertisers.

PERSISTENT

Can a program with no writers, that
depends entirely on the extemporaneous antics of an uninhibited zany, sell
for sponsors? Such a program is koines nlimked
I
on WCBS-TV,
New

to keep the "see you at the polls" message in motion.
* * •

KB1G. Catalina. Calif., which made
its broadcast debut on 1 June, used
almost every ad medium, including
time on rival radio and TV stations,
to herald its launching. TV announcements appeared on KTLA and KNBH.
L. A., while KALI, Pasadena, KIST,
Santa Barbara and KVOE, Santa Ana,
aired radio pitches for the new station.
Other stations welcomed the new arrival in newscasts, among them KFAC
and KFVD, L. A.. KOWL. Santa Mon-

PINPOINT
YOUR

purchases. The other study, "Prepackaging— an Approach to Produce Profits" reported that a group of shoppers
in self-service produce departments
( Please turn to page 58 I

NEW

with
UNDUPUCATED

COVERAGE

in
220,000

homes!Nationally

Represented

Weed
In New

by

Television

England —

Bertha

Bannan

John Mosman
Radio/TV v.p.

■IIJ.N'HJH'U
Harry

TELEVISION
" I* Reaches the
Audience with
the "Green Stuff"
Here's a rich market . . . and
here's Central New York's most
looked at television station —
ready to present your story to
a "buying" audience. More top
shows . . . more local advertisers .. . greater results.

Sell with WHEN
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS

ABC

DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

B. Cohen

Advertising

Co.

The pack of Philip Morris on John Mosman's desk symbolizes the
lingering connection he has with the past. For the five years prior to
his taking up the radio/TV vice presidency at Harry B. Cohen's
agency last month, he was radio/TV account executive for the
Philip Morris account at the Biow Co.
Mosman's switch came at a time when the Cohen agency was
busily adding new executive talent to handle greatly expanded air
activities. Radio and TV expenditures of such clients as Grove
Laboratories, Pearson Pharmacal Co. (Ennds), and Utica Club Beer
have zoomed billings.
As in the case with anyone working with the medium of TV,
Mosman has strong opinions regarding the best way to put a show
on the air. "Hollywood producers," he says, "have demonstrated
during the past year that their retention of residual rights permits
the offering of first runs of filmed dramatic shows and situation
comedies at prices markedly below actual production costs. To
achieve maximum control over final product and to obtain the most
good out of the sponsor's advertising dollar, Hollywood showmanship and production efficiency has offered an expressive formula."
This, apparently, isn't an ivory tower observation; the two highest
rated shows of the nine TV and 13 radio programs with which Mosman was associated recently were / Love Lucy and Racket Squad,
both on film. His current assignment at the Harry B. Cohen agency
includes supervision of Police Story and Lights Out, both, paradoxically enough, live shows.
Prior to his five year hitch at Biow Co., Mosman had worked in
various capacities at CBS, starting as an apprentice in 1936 after
his graduation from U. of P.'s Wharton School of Finance. At CBS
he rose to producer-director status and later was assistant director
of network operations. During that period he worked on a variety of
house packages, wrote and produced four Columbia Workshop

^SYRACVSE,

programs.
Born in New York City on New Year's Eve 1914, Mosman still
makes his home here, but gets out on Long Island Sound in his "S"
class boat whenever possible. His wife, the former Jone Allison,
shares his interest in TV and will soon be starred in the TV version

A MEREDITH TV STATION

of Guiding Light.

• • •
SPONSOR

Shortest distance between buyer and seller
. . . pinpointed to the national advertiser and
his advertising agency. For complete data,
write Norm Knight at 510 Madison Ave.,
New York 22.
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What's New

Survey shows 6.2%
of homes
note have more than one TV set

SPONSOR original

A New Pulse Service

Ik
^t"

in Research?

V

How many TV sets do
you have in your home

Where is the set located?
89.0%
Livingroom

93.8%
Den

1 set

for all network
programs — radio
and television.

2 sets

5.4

3 sets

.8
100.0%

<*

100.0%
Total

nually — spring
and winter.

Yes

Do you intend purchasing an additional set for
your home in the next

The spring reports are

women,

each

listening to

network

program
each

No

70.1

Don't

know ...._

24.1
100.0%

of men,

teenagers and

children

5.8%
__

year?

now available, showing
the number

4.1
5.4

Miscellaneous _

Total

Two reports an-

2.3
6.2

Diningroom

and

network

radio

viewing

Key observation emerging from multiple TV set study
Tendency to buy more than one TV set for the home has been making little progress
in what is recognized as one of the richest TV markets. When a similar count was
taken by Advertest around the beginning of 1952, the homes with more than one TV
set in this area was about 4%. The latest poll puts the multiple ownership category at
6.2%. Many of the respondents when asked when they intended purchasing an additional set indicated they were waiting for color.

televi-

sion program.
National

ratings

(Percentage of homes
TRENDEX
For

information
service,

about

this

new
Rank

write

15

WEST
YORK

Program

46TH
36,

STREET
N.

Y.

34

Godfrey's
Red SkeltonFriends

5
6
7

What's My Line?
Cangbusters
Star Theatre

9
10

38.1
32.1
31.8
31.0
29.7
28.0
27.8

The Web
Strike It Rich
Special Sporting
Wo/cott-Cfiar/es

ne 1952
Network

49.6

THE PULSE Incorporated
NEW

Rating
1-7 Ji

fop

27.7
27.1
Event
Bout

58.6

TV
m station areas)
programs

eached in

CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC

progra
Rani
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

CBS
CBS
CBS
NBC

8
109

Rating

NIELSEN
10-24 May 1952
Program
/ Love Lucy
Talent Scouts
Pabst Fights
Red Skelton
Milton Berle
Godfrey
& Friends
Show
of Shows
(Participating)
Philco Playhouse
Show of Shows
(Camel)
Fireside Theatre

61.3
52.7
46.5
44.7
43.5
41.9
41.6
41.2
41.1
40.4

SPONSOR

REGIONAL

BEER

[Continued from page 27)
When the umpire sings this song:
Falstaff Beer is the right beer yessiree
Falstaff Beer is premium quality
Smooth 'n golden mellow brew
Tangy. zesty, flavor, too
Taste it once and once you do
You'll always ask for Falstaff
Later last year, a disk containing big
band and hillbilly arrangements of the
theme, originally intended as a distributor giveaway gimmick, turned up
)n disk jockey shows and juke boxes.
?ays the agency, "We got advertising
at a cost of practically nothing-per1,000. Disk jockeys played it on the
air as 'entertainment' because it was
such a catchy arrangement, and public
places with juke boxes were constantly
getting the Falstaff pitch — paid for
with someone else's nickel!"
Further evidence of Falstaffs' ability
to get the most out of a dollar showed
up in the promotion of Dizzy Dean's
affiliation with the brewery. Sporting
News, the baseball fan's bible, thought
so much of Falstaffs signing of Diz
and the Game-of-the-Day that a special
four-page section was devoted to the
brewery's sports broadcasting activities. Falstaff made sure that 300,000
reprints were distributed in their market area.
When "Pride of St. Louis," a film
biography of Dizzy, opened in St.
Louis, Falstaffs public relations firm
(Thomas Parry & Associates) beat the
drum in grand style. The ball park
was mobbed as Dean was presented
with gifts ranging from an honorary
degree to a pure-bred bull calf. Falstaff received a host of plugs in the
attendant publicity.
Next on the agenda is distribution
of a Dizzy Dean Dictionary which will
be plugged heavily in all broadcasts.
It is loaded with choice bits of Dean's
"English," such as "slud into third."
Dean is also used in Falstaffs local
telecasts of the St. Louis Browns'
games. Because of the one-channel situation in St. Louis, clearance for only
about 20 games is expected this season,
but the brewery will take as many as
they can get.
In other TV markets, Falstaff had to
figure out a way to get around the rate
card increases which reflected growing
set saturation. This was done by substituting half-hour or hour-length programs when the big hunks of time were
30 JUNE 1952

gradually whittled down.
Producing these commercials put a
feather in the cap of the agency's
Frank Woodruff and jingle producer
Phil Davis. By reversing standard
TV film procedures they executed the
entire 1952 TV campaign — usually a
four to six week job — in 10 days. With
film producer Martin Henry of Video
Varieties, they developed a technique
which cut costs 50%.
This was accomplished by recording
the audio first and timing it to a written description of the action to take
place. A group of 20-25 voices was
used to get a "big sound" and various

versions of the Falstaff musical trademark were recorded to cover everything from baseball to lawn mowing or
a housewife in the kitchen. The camera was put on a dolly in order to get
all long shots and close-ups in continuous action; during shooting, the previously recorded sound track was
played back on the set so that action
could be coordinated with sound. Result: a minimum shooting schedule and
costs cut in half.
If all this activity sounds like the
campaign of a national brewer, that's
all part of the Falstaff psychology.
Many people in Falstaff territory would

be surprised to learn thai the brand is
not sold from coast i<> coast The \\a\
the "Premium Quality" pitch is put
across, beer drinkers tend i<> classify
Falstafi with the top national brands.
That- probabl) just the waj "Papa
Jot""" Griesedieck would have wanted it
That lamiK name is synonymous with
brewing in the Midwest. The Griesediecks started making beer in Stromberg. Germany, in the 18th century.
Falstaff's founder started working in
his fathers brewers, was oik- of the
first graduates of a brewing school in
New York, and joined with two of his

brothers in opening a brewer) in L89L
He started the present organization on
his own in 1(JI7. (Various members of
the Griesedieck family in the Midwest
are connected with various breweries
which produce The Original Griesedieck Brothers Lighl Lager, Stag Beer,
and Hyde Park Beer.)
During the prohibition era the Falstafi firm kept in business by manufacturing near-beer and soft drinks, processing ham and bacon in a converted
section of the brewery. With the coming of repeal, the brewmasters got back
to their wort.

!
w
"
W
*
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I Inn began the technique which has
been the backbone of FalstafT's success.
Less than a month after repeal. Falstafi
leased a second brewery in St. Louis,
purchased it a couple of years later.
In 1935, the Fred Krug Brewing Co.
in Omaha was acquired, and two years
later the National Brewing Co. in New
Orleans. A third brewery in St. Louis
was purchased in 1948.
Since then an S8.500.000 expansion
and modernization plan has brought
facilities up to their present capacity
of 3.000,000 bbls. annually. The justcompleted revamping of the New Orleans plant brought its capacity to
1,100.000 bbls. a year, made it one of
the largest and most modern brewing
plants in the South.
The added New Orleans capacitywill help to serve the expanding Southern markets. Modern though the expanded plants may be, a rigid control
s\ stem is necessary to maintain uni| formity of taste, flavor, and quality
of the beer made in different localities.
This is done by having the plants forward samples of the ingredients and of
the product at each step of the brewing
process to the central laboratory in St.
Louis for testing and approval.
In St. Louis, too, are the offices of
Falstaff's top management group: Alvin Griesedieck (son of the founder),
president; Harvey Beffa (next year's
Imperial High Potentate of the Shrinersl. first v.p. and general manager;
son Joseph Griesedieck, v.p. and acting general manager; Karl Vollmer,
v.p. in charge of marketing, sales and
advertising; and grandson of the
founder, Alvin Griesedieck, Jr., assistant ad manager. This is the group

Students at North Dakota Agricultural College recently
conducted an independent survey among 3,969 farm
families in a 22-county area around Fargo. Each family
was asked, "To what radio station does your family
listen most?" 3,120 of the families named WDAY; only
174 named Station "B"! WDAY WAS A 17-TO-l
CHOICE OVER THE NEXT STATION— A 31/2TO-1 FAVORITE OVER ALL OTHER STATIONS
COMBINED!

responsible
tion program.for Falstaff's modernizaModernization of advertising techniques has kept pace with physical improvements. Today, newspapers get little more than 10% of the ad budget
and are used to promote the big air
efforts and hypo special events such as
the New Orleans ceremonies and Dizzy

Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers prove that WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share of the "in-town"
Audience than all other stations combined* !

Dean Day. Some of the outdoor's 30%
share is used to point up Falstaff's radio and TV programing. This is a distinct change from the budget breakdown of a decade ago when radio, outdoor, and print each got equal allocations of the budget.
Cliff Fitzgerald brought the account
to Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample in 1941

BMB figures and mail-pull stories also prove that
WDAY "hogs the show", throughout the entire Red
River Valley! Write for all the facts today, including
availabilities.
*Despite the fact that the other thn
maintain local studios!

4r

WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

najor networks

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

when that agency succeeded Chicago's
Blackett, Sample & Hummert.
Falstaff first tried radio in 1935 with
SPONSOR

a show called Public Hero Vo. 1. but
gradually shifted t<> sports on a marketto-markel basis. Then, in 1941, thej
abandoned tin- multiple-brand polu-\ .
under which FalstalT sold four brands,
concentrated <>n selling one package
Premium Quality Falstafi beer.
Thai same year thej showed considerable foresight In hiring Dizz) Dean
a- a sportscaster, his first job in that
role. Covering the (lards and Browns
oxer a network of Missouri stations
seems to have helped do the triek.
Sales jumped from 660,000 to 1,250,000 bbls. in one year.
Wartime grain restrictions froze production at that level, but the advertising was not permitted to slump. One
reward they got our of this polic) was
the all-St. Louis World Series in 1944.
More important, accumulated demand
boosted sales to 2.200,000 bbls. in
1947 when the grain lid was lifted.
Various radio shows were tried during the next couple of years. Music
jrom the Heart oj America was on over
a split NBC net; sports shows, news,
disk jockeys formed spot programing.
In 195L Falstaff bought the Gameof-the-Day baseball coverage offered by
Liberty. This year, their deal with
Mutual calls for them to pay half the
tab of every game covered, plus an option for local Falstafi distributors to
get first refusal on the other half of
the game. About 20% of the distributors have picked up these options. In
areas where Falstaff or their distributors have not booked Game-oj-the-Day,
it is sold on a co-op basis to local or
regional sponsors. In addition. Gillette picks up a five-minute warmup
before each game every day; Camels
carries a post-game five-minute scoreboard program six days a week (they
don't believe in advertising on Sunday) ; and General Mills has the fiveminute spot after games on Sundav.
Distributors are optimistic that the
current advertising program will ring
up sales to match the upped Falstaff
production capacity. The pale, dry,
light beers that have captured the taste
of imbibers in the East haven't successfully invaded Falstaff territory. The
distributors seem confident that Falstaff's combination of the desirable factors of both local and national beers
will mean continued growth.
The recent acquisition of Eastern
manufacturing facilities by Schlitz,
Budweiser, and Pabst in order to be
nearer substantial markets seems to
speak well of the Falstaff formula. ***
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TEA ON THE AIR

the twoarebevifacts
rag I■
These

[Continued jrom page •"> I I
the one notable exception of Lipton, air
advertising is local and selective.
\n Industrial Surveys Compan) stud)
during a six-month cold-weather period
turned up the enlightening fact that
70' '< of the tea is consumed b) II'. of
1 .S. families, mostlj in the Northeast.
• Tea is really two beverages hoi
and iced. A regional sales silhouette for hot tea does not look anything
like a similar sales profile of iced tea.
Month-by-month sales comparisons of

ilso differ strikir
advertising plai

can overlook.
• The tea industry i> dominated bj
oni gianl (Lipton) with perhaps half
?iya dozen moderate-sized, regional and
inter-regional firms trailing far behind.
Making up the body of the industrj
p\ ramid are some UN) smaller packers,
distributors and chains, many of whom
also sell coffee. Like coffee, a strong
local tea brand will often outsell more
widely distributed brands. But a tea
firm with a small radius of distribution.

Only ONE Station DOMINATES
THIS RICH, CROWING
15-COUNTY
WITH

MARKET

General"SalesMerchandise
Sales of $97,220,000*
Management 1952 Survey of Buying Power

mm yauoH^SeHZZhe/ &fa&?H>
WINSTON-SALEM

DO matter how popular the brand is,
will use local advertising for obvious
reasons; it always faces the danger of
encroachment from outside.

men believe that the industry suffers
from a lack of point-of-sale material but
Lipton is not among those at whom the
finger is pointed.

• Dollarwise. tea is snowed under by
appropriations for competing beverages, especially coffee, so every penny
spent for advertising must count.

Talent Scouts has been Lipton's network radio showcase for nearly five
years, and became a simulcast in December, 1948. The show sets Lipton
back about $2,000,000 yearly, though
part of this cost must be assigned to
the firm's Soup Mix and Frostee Mix,
which also benefit from the Godfreysales technique. The program pull is
occasionally tested with give-aways
such as steak knives and scissors.

There are three ways that a tea packei can try to sell the consumer market:
(a) he can persuade his steady customers to drink more tea, lb) he can
persuade other tea drinkers to switch
to his brand, or (c) he can persuade
consumers of competing beverages to
switch to tea. The tea packers go after
the first two types of consumers for
they feel that convincing beverageswitchers is harder and more expensive
than cultivating existing preferences.
The Tea Council, on the other hand,
tries to convert the coffee drinkers.
All these factors indicate why there
is only one radio and TV network program which tells consumers what tea
they should drink. This program is Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts, which is
simulcast by Lipton over CBS on Monday nights (8:30 to 9:00). And even
Lipton bypasses Godfrey in favor of
spot advertising on the West Coast.
Popularity figures for the program on
the Coast (where a kine was used)
were not satisfactory, Lipton found,
and so they bought high-rated spot TV
time for better and more selective impact. Tea sales figures further explain
Godfrey's absence from the West
Coast. For the West, including the
West Coast, buys only 8.5 /£ of the
nation's tea.
Whatever the reason for the West
Coast situation, it is not considered a
particularly serious blemish on the
Godfrey escutcheon; he is still blessed
thrice daily by the Lipton people. As
a sales phenomenon, he is unique and
his comfortable, disarming patter has
probably had more impact on Lipton
tea consumption than a ton of research
studies could provide.
Lipton now looms large enough in
the tea industry to make its competitors

S fella Ross
Edwards if you wanna know what the
W . I ii. delegates iz doin. Folks back
here mil be get tin' th' news
WCHS with 5,000 at
580.
Yrs.,

on

Alar.

WCHS
Charleston, W.

Va.

sigh. It is Number One tea packer byfar and its over-all share of the market
is supposed to be somewhere around
one-third. It is a member of the Lever
Bros, family (the giant British holding
company, Unilever, Ltd., holds an undisclosed share of Lipton stock) and
its distribution undoubtedly is benefited thereby. However, Lipton itself
has a sales staff of about 325 which
works closely with dealers.

Some ad-

Until last April there was another
network program that carried a tea
sales message — Garry Moore, who appears on CBS-TV five afternoons a
week. The participating sponsor was
Standard Brands, which had Moore
speak up for Tender Leaf Tea along
with its Chase and Sanborn's Instant
Coffee.
Standard Brands' decision to drop
Garry Moore and use spot advertising
instead points up another interesting
fact about the industry setup. Its Tender Leaf is the only brand beside Lipton that can be considered truly national. The brand's distribution, however,
is spotty and its total sales are behind
Salada and Tetley, both of which confine themselves to pickings east of the
Mississippi.
The Salada people have been holding
on to second place in the sales race
without taking to the air but their cool
attitude toward air advertising stands
out like a sore thumb among the big
brands. As a rough indicator, the
Standard Advertising Register, for instance, lists 23 out of 31 tea houses using radio with six of the 23 also on TV.
Tetley, which rates third place in
sales, will spend at least $100,000 this
year in spot radio alone and the firm
expects to increase this budget in 1953.
Their efforts in TV have so far been
tentative and inconsequential. According to one source, Tetley's schedule
pinpoints 28 markets in New England
and other areas as far west as Detroit.
Additional stations in the South will
be added this summer to push iced tea.
Appropriations for the current campaign are said to be 25% higher than
two years ago and sales in their target
markets have been sliding upward at
the rate of 12 to 15fv annually during
the same period.
Two other major brands. McCormick
and White Rose (Seeman Bros.), have
been using the air to good effect; their
SPONSOR

sales increases have been running
ahead of the industry average. The latter is believed to be the heaviest user
of spot in its distribution area, although this must be qualified somewhat
since White Kose combines some of its
tea and coffee advertising. On WORTV it has tea and coffee plugs 10 times
a dav. seven days a week. On radio,
White Rose goes for news commentate-, using Charles McCarthy on \\ NBC
and Harry Clark on W CBS. for example,It
i is interesting to note in this
respect that Lipton prefers women's
shows when it makes spot buys. I
McCormick and White Rose illustrate again the regional character of
the popular brands. McCormick is a
New England favorite and White Rose's
20-state distribution overlaps McCormick somewhat. In addition to differences in regional distribution, there are
often complex factors within a single
firm's distribution pattern. One large
tea packer found that his sales were
divided as follows: farm areas, 18.4% ;
cities under 10,000, 25.3%; cities between 10,000 and 100,000, 141% ; cities between 100,000 and 500,000,
8.5% ; cities over 500,000, 33.7%.
The picture is further complicated
bv the growing iced tea habit, which
has marked sectional differences. Iced
tea, some people say, saved the industry. This may be fact or fiction but it
is unquestionably true that the use of
iced tea has been growing strongly and
steadily since the summer of 1904,
when Richard Blechyden, an Englishman, opened a tea pavilion in the St.
Louis World's Fair. Seeing perspiring
hordes passing him by in favor of a
nearby soft drink emporium, Mr.
Blechyden hit on the idea of putting ice
in his tea and bottling it.
The bottling idea may have been a
dud, but tall, frosted glasses filled the

In Boston
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niche nicely. Estimates of iced tea
drinking in the home during 1951
range an\ where from three billion to
six billion glasses. According to the
Tea Bureau, 1951 iced tea sales in restaur.ml- wen- 90' ! above L9 18 and
30' ! above L950. The L95] restaurant
sales olTset slight drop in home sales.
It is figured that 40% of annual
U. S. tea purchases now fall during the
four hot months. In some regions this
is even more pronounced. Southerners
buy 8.1% of their tea during the first
quarter of the year; 30.3 % during the
second quarter; 45% during the third.
The summer sales peak isn"t as high
"I have always believed that one of
television's greatest assets would be its
abiUty to bring into the home events
which are still happening, the outcome
of which God alone knows."
WILLIAM B. LEWIS
President
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

in other sections of the country, but it
is certainly noticeable enough to be
taken into account when laying out a
broadcast advertising campaign. In the
West, the percentage by quarters ranges
from 21.2 to 29%0; in the Central
States, from 19.8 to 32.2 %».
In the East and New England, where
tea is most popular, one would expect
steady year-'round sales; that is exactly what happens. The variation is
confined to a narrow 23.2-26.7% range.
A measure of the importance of the
iced tea market is the fact that Lipton
uses spot radio announcements for iced
tea but not hot tea. And it has been
estimated that Lipton's share of summer tea sales exceeds 45%.
Many advertising men consider soft
drinks iced tea's real competition, but
in line with what was said above about

the difficulty of winning new tea users,
most iced tea advertising is directed
straight at competing brands.
Listen to the beginning of a typical
Tetlej radio commercial: "Ladies . . .
here's a cold fact about iced tea! How
good \our iced tea tastes depends greatl\ on the brand you buy! Because not
all teas are the same. . . ."
This strong emphasis on brand competition isalso partly due to the fact
that the mass of the tea packers don't
consider themselves well-heeled enough
for missionary work. Conversions of
the coffee drinkers and soft drink habitues are left to the Tea Council and
Arthur Godfrey. The latter packs a
wicked sales wallop for Lipton, however, and has probably caused more
brand-switching than beverage-switching though many of his commercials
have a "try tea" theme.
It has also been suggested that the
packers who distribute both tea and
coffee may find no reason to change
their current ratio of popularity (the
over-all home-consumption ratio of coffee to tea drinking is three to one) . According to one trade source, the Tender
Leaf tea people admit they are not interested in pulling consumers away
from Chase and Sanborn's coffee, their
family.
brother brand in the Standard Brands
As for invading territories where tea
consumption is low now, even the more
prosperous packers feel that remaining
within their present distribution area
is safest and most profitable.
This brings up the fascinating question of whether the industry distribution setup determines tea habits or
whether tea habits determine the industry distribution setup. An answer to
this could shed much light on tea's future. For the present, though, there is
no question about the fact that individ-

iiiil industry members take the conservative position that low-consumption
areas can wait
The Tea Council, in its missionary
work, doesn't concentrate on low-consumption ana- but il makes sure these
areas are reached through Life magazine, billboards and 33 Sunday newspaper supplements. For a while, Council magazine ads were divided among
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Life, Look, Collier's, and Saturday Evening Post. It was finally felt that this
policy spread the advertising money
too thin and the decision was made to
concentrate on Life. The billboards and
supplements are used primarily where
the greatest number of people can be
reached, and not necessarily where tea
consumption is low.
The Council and tea packers are
bucking a lot of ad competition from
both coffee firms and the Coffee Bureau and some of the figures suggest
that, perhaps, tea could do well to up
its expenditures a bit. The latest figures available (1950) indicate that
about $14 million was spent on advertising of both beverages, the consumption of which totaled 70 billion cups.
These ad figures include network radio
and TV, the larger newspapers, and
magazines.
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The Council isn't particularly worried about the fact that tea spending
lags behind. They feel their advertising
efforts have shown results, although
they know that coffee is going to be a
tough opponent to carve up. They have
high hopes for their coming air
vertising this fall.

• • •
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A breakdown shows that tea's percentage of the total advertising money
spent was 22% with tea making up
28' ( of the 70 billion cups; the corresponding figures for coffee were 78%
for advertising, 72r< of the cups.

Co.

New link's Museum of Modern Art
i 12:15 p.m. daily). Plans are under
ua\ for showings in other big cities
around the country. Among those who
viewed the film in its 2 June premiere
at Ciro's, Hollywood, were I photo, 1.
to r. I Adrian Murphy, president, CBS
Radio: Marie Wilson. CBS Radio's
My Friend Irma; Jack Benny; and Bob
Fallon (Marie's husband).
KNOE, Monroe. La., believes in doing things thoroughly. To cover returns in the recent Democratic Primary
election for city officials. KNOE
manned each of the city's 31 precincts
with exclusive correspondents, who
called in returns every quarter hour.
While the other two stations signed off
at about 1:00 a.m. with returns still
incomplete, KNOE kept its listeners informed from 7:00 p.m. poll-closing
time until the last ballot was counted
at 5:50 a.m. the next morning.
Since 1933. the bulk of the Philip
Morris ad budget has gone for broadcast advertising (in 1951 PM spent
approximately $7,000,000 of a $10,500,000 budget on radio and TV). Results are reflected in PM's growth from
an unknown brand in 1933 to No. 4

ROUNDUP
[Continued from page 49)
bought 16'/r more items in 24' < les^
time than an equal group of shoppers.
l!olh studies are available from DuPont Film Department, Wilmington.
Delaware.

CBS Radio's business documentary.
"More Than Meets the Eye," is currentl) being shown — through 11 July
— to ad industry executive groups at

in the cigarette industry by 1938 (its
position today). The most recent step
in Philip Morris expansion — spurred
b\ an <"()'( increase in sales the last
five years — was the opening of their
new $10,000,000 plant project in Louisville in mid-May. WHAS and WHASI \ \\ AVE and WAVE-TV gave full
courage to the dedication ceremonies.
SPONSOR

It was 2:00 p.m. when the WMIY
St. Paul-Minneapolis, news ticker
clicked <>fT the news that Regulation W
was lifted i which meant the removal
of main restrictions on installment

RADIO-TV

buying). News director Norm Page
spotted the stor) right awa) and recognized its importance to main \\ \ll\
advertisers. Within 15 minutes, ever)
automobile, appliance and furniture
sponsor had been notified, reports the
station. B\ 3:00 p.m. ever) commercial, including transcriptions, had been
(hanged to take advantage of the new
regualtions.

techniques, of both radio and television. He knows which one will work
best under certain given conditions, or

WTAG

(Worcester, Mass.) sales promotion manager Ed Quinn and wife
were having a quiet supper at home.
listening to the radio. A station-break
announcement popped in suggesting
that husbands '"take advantage of
Worcester's many restaurants . . . why
not treat the wife and take her out to
dinner once in a while?" "Yes,
pleaded the Mrs., "that's an idea ! Why
don't you take me out once in a
while?" Quinn was nonplussed. The
announcement was part of the station's huge ''Shop in Worcester" campaign— and Quinn had written it.
• CBS Radio Spot Sales reports that
as of 2 June. WBT. Charlotte is carrying Housewives Protective League and
Starlight Salute, with participations
currentlv available to advertisers.
• WOW and WOW-TV, Omaha, announce that the Fifth Annual WOW
Farm Study Tour to Mexico and Texas
will run from 14 to 30 September. A
maximum of 200 persons will go.
• WEEU, Reading. Pa., discloses it
will again broadcast the goings-on at
the third annual Pennsylvania Dutch
Folk Festival. 3 to 6 July. * * *

DIRECTORS

With the door closed. Maybe mj new

(Continued from page 33)
shows. He knows, at am time, the relative values and merits, the costs and

for a particular result, and he isn't
partial to either medium. "
He works with efficiency
"Radio-TV department executives
give me a shock, now and then, when
they exhibit a complete disregard for
the (bent's money. To some of them,
a client should mortgage his factory if
there's a good show for sale. Some
others are free with spending money
for items which later turn out to be a
waste of time, and for patch-ups
extra rehearsals that could have
avoided if more thinking had
done beforehand. I like the man

and
been
been
who

regards the client's ad money as a
mark of confidence in the agency, and
spends it wisely. I also like the radioTV department director who is aware
that advertising is a business, and who
keeps his appointments and meetings
on schedule. He should keep in touch
with the account man and other agencymen to be prepared for major shifts
in client strategy, and not flv into temperamental outbursts at a later date,
after the damage is done."
Men outside the agency offered the
following yardstick for successful radio-TV directors:
He's rei'eptlce to new ideas
"Since I make my living as an independent radio-TV producer, there's
nothing I dislike more than the agencyman who complains that nobody ever
comes in with anything really new' over
cocktails, and then sits all day in his
office, behind a barricade of secretaries,

In Boston

show isn't for his client. But, when I've
gone to the trouble to hunt up good
talent, find a good idea, and cut a record or make an audition film, I'd like
at least the courtesy of a hearing. Who
knows? He might find, in a few weeks,
that a new show offered him earlier is
just the thing the client now needs. !
enjo\ dealing with the agenc\ radio-TV
boss who gives more than lip service to
the constant search for new entertainment ideas, who scouts everything from
night club acts to magazine features
for new faces and new talents."
He's considerate of freelaitcers
"The head of a big agency's radio
and television department has a lot of
power. All kinds of people are anxious
to please him. because they want to sell
him something. I mean producers,
writers, actors, actresses, film men.
W^en he says 'jump' — they jump. I
know a few agencymen who have let
this power go to their heads, and who
act like little dictators. They are free
with the sarcasm to people who may be
specialists in some one phase of the
business, and strut around in their offices and in the studio like pukka sahibs. When I meet one of the rare ones
who realizes that freelancers like to be
treated as people, not like peasants
brought before Ivan the Terrible. I will
work extra-hard to do a good job for
He sets sensible deadlines
"Our talent agency, not long ago,
got a call from an agency radio-TV executive. This agencyman had been
looking
him." over an idea we had presented
to him, and had shown it to the client.
The client had liked it. and agreed to
buy it. With no thought of us, the
agencyman
had
promised
that the

Buys
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whole deal — trom contracts to scripts
would he ready in about a week. A
week, yet! Well, we rushed the job
through. Everybody worked nights,
from our legal department to our casting directors. During this rush, the
client had called the agency gu\. and
had told him that there was no great
rush. But, the agencyman who had set
the speed-up deadline decided not to
tell us that, figuring a little work was
good for us.
"A 'right guy' in my book would
never pull stunts like that. He knows
what his outside sources are capable
of. and how long it takes to do a good
job on anything. The work deadlines
he sets are as reasonable as those he'd
expect to work under."
Ho listens to good advice
"As a film maker, I have to deal constantly with people from agencies who
feel impelled to hold a whip hand over
me just because I am working on a film
job for them. Making motion pictures
is a tricky business, and making TV
films and commercials is even more
tricky. A lot of these television experts
in advertising agencies came to their
jobs with limited experience in TV.
They think in terms of radio, in word
images rather than pictures. When I
try to show them a good way to do
something in motion pictures, which
may save them money, they'll often
bluff it out with me, just to show me
who's the boss. I admire the agency man who realizes that no one person
can know all the techniques of radio
and TV, and who is willing to listen to
experts before he lays down the law."
He respects radio and TV
"The agencyman who always acts as
though he's 'slumming' when he's talking about radio and TV is even tougher
to work with than the agencyman who
enjoys acting like Captain Bligh. I'm
referring particularly to those who
have come out of the legitimate theatre,
and who look upon any other entertainment as being too bourgeois for words.
This lack of respect for radio and TV
communicates itself quickly to others,
and can make people tired of working
for an agency before they even start.
I'll grant you that most of the things
you see and hear on the air, and the
programs and ideas presented to agencies aren*t art, but they were designed
to entertain as many people as possible
and to sell products. If the agencymen
I who always delight in making invidi-

ous comparisons between other entertainment forms and broadcasting would
leave the business and take jobs as professors at a university drama workshop,
maybe life would be easier for all of
us who work with agencies. If these
executives think it's 'smart' to knock
their own medium, or stay with it primarily for the money, they are just
simply being hypocritical."
He makes decisions quickly
"I'm no fan of the agency executives
who make quick decisions off the top
of their heads, and then have to run
around changing things that have gone
into the works. I do respect the man
who makes up his mind quickly on the
basis of thorough knowledge of his
profession, and then sticks to his decision, and doesn't try to shift the blame
for a wrong guess onto someone else.
We aren't mind readers, and can only
give a man what he says he wants."
He's a good tliplotnat
"Agencymen in radio and TV probably have more outside-the-agency people working for them than do agencymen who specialize in any other medium. The smart ones realize that they
represent the agency to a lot of important executives and talented people, and
that they also represent broadcasting
within the agency and to clients. Nobody denies that radio-TV is a tough
business, and works under pressure.
But the agencyman who lets the pressure get the best of him, who is rude
to people around the office or in the
studio does nothing to further agency
or media prestige."

MEN, MONEY,

• * *

MOTIVES

(Continued from page 6)

owners to dangle big incentive deals
before supervisors who control "vest
pocket" accounts. The whole superstructure of top executive compensation was never so high. Partly this
is inflation. Partly it's the pressure for
salary and bonus pay-off of the highpowered chaps who in more normal
times would start their own shops and
go after capital gains.
Agencies have tried in recent years
to correct their old reputation for
wobbly job tenure. Some have set up
company-paid benefits, pension systems, profit sharing. Some have boastSPONSOR

Television sings an aching heart
bass in the present chorale. The agencies of 1952 like television about as
much as the agencies of 1932 liked
radio. Which is implying a distinct
lack of affection. Radio paid off big in
the end for the agencies and T\ may,
too. But right now not many, if indeed
any. agencies could audit a clean-cut

judged from the trade
ments above, feels (a)
minute announcements
sentative enough of all

tivity to be used as a generic "standard"' of measure, and I b I that comparing sets-in-use averages ( the radios
actually turned on) with printed media
circulation I the number of copies in

stick of activity, Brorby added, in the
second presentation of his study:
"There were a number of ways we
could have turned. We used the oneminute nighttime rate as our unit of
figuring costs. We might have used
15-minute periods instead of one-minute announcements, or a combination
of the two. In this case, the rate of
increase would have been less. However, the majority of national spot advertising goes the announcement route,
so to simplify our problem, we selected
that as our unit of measurement.

profit and say "this came from television." Especially from house-built programs. TV is an investment in future
prestige, know-how and pay-off. The
risks of falling dowfl the cellar stairs
in TV is great and a fall can cost the
agency the whole account. Sure, the
agencies put up a brave and smiling
front. Admen are showmen, admen

readers' hands, with no ad readership
figured ) is hardly valid.

"Also, we might have used daytime
spot instead of nighttime. We found

On Brorby 's side of the fence, faced
with the gargantuan task of reducing
advertising media to comparable indices, the big Chicago agency feels it
has good reasons for doing as it did.
One major inference that can certain1\ be drawn, however, is that the Brorby methods were those of simplifica-

that daytime spot radio, both one-minute and quarter-hour, cost less-per1,000 homes reached in 1952 than in
1941 — this in spite of the increase in

ed that the young men had more to
gain by staying than they could possibly collect anywhere else. They now
feel pain in the pay-off.

are optimists. But the agency treasurer has no illusions. TV is the agency's
biggest challenge and biggest headache.
Meantime another cause of an uneasy spring and summer is uncertainty
about the political complexion of the
country after 1 January. * * *

SPOT RADIO COSTS
i Continued from page 39 I
pers and magazines. As the advertising world knows, broadcasting is the
only medium that is bought on the
specific performance of the advertiser's dollar in terms of the number of
homes tuned in to a specific commercial. Print media are bought on circulation, with minor after-measurement."
Although they are in agreement on
many basic principles. NARTSR
and
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MeKin Brorby differ on two major
points when it comes to evaluating today's spot radio versus that of a decade ago. Both sides make a fairly good
case for their arguments. NARTSR,
group's statethat nighttime
are not represpot radio ac-

tion, since NARTSR's methods would
involve measurements for spot radio
that are almost as extensive as the
total original Brorby survey.
Here's how Brorby himself sums up
his approach to the problems of comparing spot radio today with spot of
yesteryear:
"Costs of spot radio, like network,
are difficult to compute. There are
large and small stations in all types of
markets, with and without TV. We
finally ended up by using a small, but
in our opinion representative, list of
32 stations located in all sections of
the U. S. and varying in power and
network affiliation. We applied sets-inuse figures from Nielsen against radio
homes in the areas covered; and total
cost for a one-minute nighttime announcement with maximum discounts."
Regarding the selection of the minute announcements as his basic yard-

cost-per-1,000 in the past year."
Lastly, in the disputed realm of what
constitutes radio's "circulation," Brorby, NARTSR feels, more-or-less sidestepped the issue when he added:
"In this discussion, as in every discussion of radio to which I have ever
listened, we come to the old controversy of listenership versus circulation.
Again, I will not take your time to give
our reasons for using sets-in-use as a
measurement instead of total radio
homes. Those of you who are familiar
with this problem will understand it
and will have your own reasons — which
I hope will coincide with ours.
"In any case, as I have stated, it
would be unfair to spot radio to interpret our index as showing that newspapers, for example, are a better buy
today than spot radio. We are not attempting to answer this type of question in the present study. NLB uses
each medium generously, according to
theTospecific
of advertisers."
refreshneeds
the memories
of admen
who have seen the earlier figures in

the Brorb] study, these were the figures which sent NARTSR racing to a
calculating machine:
\l it
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It's of interest to note some additional remarks by Brorby on the subject
of daytime radio. His base index of
100, as earlier, is for the year 1941.
"The time cost index for daytime
network is very little different for daytime from that of nighttime. Instead
of 123 for the year 1952, it is 121. The
coverage index, however, is very different for daytime as against nighttime. For example, instead of 132,
which is the nighttime network index
figure for 1951. we have an index of
195 for daytime radio. For 1952. this
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BMI
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becomes 179 instead of nighttime's 110.
"These sharp differences result principally from the known fact that setsin-use have not fallen off for daytime
as much as for nighttime, due to TV.
Also, during these past four years,
there has been a trend upwards in daytime audiences due to better daytime
programing.
"The cost-per-1,000 index figures
likewise are very different for daytime.
Instead of the evening 1951 index of
96, we come up with 64 for daytime;
67 for 1952 instead of 112. Thus, for
the past year, daytime network radio
time costs are down less than 4' ', . hut
coverage is off 8'/, , accounting for a
cost-per-1,000 increase of 5%. This
compares with a cost-per-1,000 rise of
16' < for nighttime from 1951 to 1952."
The differences of opinion which exist between NARTSR and the Brorby
report are not necessarily the kind that
exist between two radically different
schools of thought. They are more a
matter of interpretation of similar figures from different viewpoints. However, as Brorby pointed out to the
AAAA, and later the ANA, "statistical
data can only provide a springboard
for the use of seasoned judgment —
judgment to be sure which may be

/

sharpened
awareness
of facts."
And. as by
he an
stated
in his summary,
"it takes more
a product and
is bigger, and
cide how best

dollars today to make
to sell it. But the target
the advertiser must deto allocate all costs to

meet today's competition — and to maximize profits."
It may take more ad dollars to buytoday's spot radio, but the medium has
proved its value.
• • •

TVCOMMERICALS
(Continued from page 29 i
within the time given to a commercial.
9. While the word count per minute
of TV commercials depends on the
text
and the
and st\lc.
most announcers'
of them tend capabilities
to run too
fast, or. to put it in Starch language.
"good" commercials tend toward a
slower word count than "poor" ones.
10. Last, but not least, it must be
emphasized that "good" commercials
usually make the video aspects dominant over the audio. A TV commercial
is not a radio commercial on film.
Starch finds that this fact has been a
hard lesson for admen to learn but
they're catching on gradually as they
learn the feel of the medium.
It should not be inferred that these
rules apply to any and all TV commercials; they are considered guide posts
by the Starch researchers. Every commercial presents unique problems that
must be taken into account: time of
<la\. type of program, type of listener,
t\pe of product. Nevertheless, the
Starch people feel that their comparative analysis technique has a great deal
of validity and their faith in it has
been confirmed by the passage of time
and results obtained.
Before shoving off into TV waters,
Daniel Starch and Staff was well
known for its magazine readership
studies. They have been doing this
work for 20 years for a number of the
leading consumer magazines. During this period, among other things,
they have studied every issue of the
Saturday Evening Post and Collier's.
There is no similarity in technique
between the magazine readership studies and the Starch analysis of TV commercials, although some of the knowledge gained by magazine ad analysis
has been applied.
When the Starch organization first
considered entering the TV field, it
queried a cross section of advertising
leaders to find out what they wanted
to know most about commercials.
According to a Starch prospectus
explaining their evaluation of TV commercials: "Almost unanimously, expressed in one way or another, was the
demand for a measurement of the selling effectiveness of commercials. It was
felt that audience reaction on the likedislike scale was a very uncertain guide,
and that self-conscious responses in
terms of memorability and believabilSPONSOR

it\ were not necessaril) directl) related
to selling effectivem ss."
Thus advised, the Starch stall began
setting up a technique under the supervision of Jack Boyle, director of TV
research. In L950 the organization
brought in a Dr. D. Morgan Neu. who
had been conducting studies of instructional film at Pennsylvania State College under a government grant. Much
of Dr. Neu's findings about how people learn facts and how attitudes are
changed were incorporated into the
developing Starch evaluation technique. Today it is a full-dress methodology in the form of a continuing
month-by-month study.
Like most present-day research techniques on the same question, it is not
particularly complicated. It can be divided roughly into three parts. I a I
interviews in the field, (b) division of
< ommercials into "good" and "poor"
based on simple criteria of selling effectiveness and (c) the comparative
analysis of "good" and "poor" TV
commercials to discover common factors within each group.
Interviews in the field — These are
conducted during the first seven davs
of each month in New York. Philadelphia. Boston and Chicago, with about
half the calls made in New York.
More than 400 calls on TV set-owners
are made each month, half on men,
half on women.
Instead of showing TV commercials
first and then discovering their effect,
the approach is reversed. The set-owner is shown a series of cards, each one
listing about eight to 10 national
brands and grouped according to product types. There will be one card of
toothpaste brands, one of refrigerator
brands, and so forth.
The interviewee is asked: "Which
one of these brands would you buy?"
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I sualh the set-owner will choose one
i in rare instances onl) has more than
one brand of a product type been chosen I. but he ma\ sa\ : "None of those
listed." or "1 don't buj such a product," or "I don't know."
After the product interviewing is
over, the set-owner is shown about 45
to 50 TV commercials. Each commercial is in the form of a strip of about
six photographs taken from a typical
< ommercial of the product. These
"storj hoards" are not intended to represent am one individual co

"Who has not traveled through the
countryside and seen tall, expensive television aerials on ramshackle cabins or
tar-paper shacks? For these people, television isa boon, an unrivaled means of
information and entertainment, a windon on the world."
PAUL A. WALKER
Federal Communications ( ohm/
Ch,

admit, but it can be misleading when
one is concentrating on digging for
selling effectiveness factors. Their tabulations bear out their original feelings in the matter. The) have found
practically no correlation between the
factors of liking and disliking and the
"good" and "poor" commercials. There
is some correlation
between
"poor"
commercials
and neutral
attitudes
toward these commercials. This indicates that the commercial has little
sales impact, which is already implied
since the commercial is "poor."
Division of commercials into "goocP'
and "poor" — The tabulation of responses to discover relative selling effectiveness works like this:
Let's start with a single product, say
aof toothpaste.
Let's had
assume
the set owners
not that
seen48'thec
toothpaste commercial and that 52%
bad seen it.
Next, Starch finds out what percentage of each group "would buy" the
toothpaste. Suppose that 139? of those
who had not seen the commercial

"Have you seen this commercial?"
the set-owner is asked. He may replv :
"Yes. frequently," or "Yes, occasionally" or "No."
That ends the main body of the interview and it is on the basis of these
two questions that the division of commercials into good and poor is made.
There is also a like-dislike question in
which the set-owner is shown a list of
five possible reactions labeled: "Opinion of Commercial not Program." The
scale ranges from "I like it very much"
to "I dislike it very much" and the
interviewee is asked to indicate which
one approximates his feelings.
As indicated in the prospectus quoted above, the Starch staff doesn't put
much stock in the like-dislike scale. It
has certain secondarv functions, thev'll

"would buy" the product and 32%
of those who had seen the commercial
"would buy" the product.
This shows a spread of 19 percentage points between those who had not
seeen the commercial and those who
had seen the commercial. And now
we come to the heart of the matter.
The assumption is made that this 19point spread between two groups of
those who "would buy" can be explained, for the most part, by the
"sell" in the commercial.
The technique stands or falls on this
assumption. It must be pointed out,
however, that the spread is not intended to be a measure of sales and that it
is used only in a relative sense. That
is. the spread of one toothpaste is compared with the spread of another and

it is assumed that the toothpaste with

KFMB

the larger spread has more "sell" in
its commercials than the toothpaste
with the smaller spread.
I o go into the matter a little further,

SAN

DIEGO'S

TV STATION
AUutteto, CALIF'S.
THIRD MARKET

Wise Buyers Buy

KFMB-TV,

KFMB ■ 5th i

AM

nd Ash, San Dieg > 1, Calif.

John A. Ken nedy, Board Ch airman
Howard L. Chernoff, Ger .Mgr.

WSYR'S

Local

Radio Sales

UP 39%
For the period ending April 30,
WSYR's local radio sales were
39%, ahead of 1951. The local
advertisers responsible for this increase are the ones in the best
position to test the effectiveness
of all media. They know which
advertising keeps the cash registers ringing.

National
Spot
Advertisers

TAKE NOTE
Write, Wire, Phone or Aik
Headley-Reed

MUSE
570 KC

let's go back to the 48''; of the setowners who had not seen the commercial. You will remember 13% of these
"would buy" the toothpaste. This 13%
is considered
product'sinfluence.
market position withoutthe
television
So
it can be assumed that 13% of those
who had seen the commercial would
also buy the toothpaste even if they
hadn't seen the commercial. The difference between the 13' \ "market position" and the 32' i of those who had
seen the commercial and would buy
the toothpaste must be attributed in
large part, say the Starch people, to
the sales punch of the commercial.
The Starch people realize that this
"spread" cannot be completely accurate. But. they say, suppose we make a
list of three toothpastes which were
checked in the interviews among setowners. Suppose we find that beside
the 19-point spread mentioned above,
the second toothpaste has an eightpoint spread and the third toothpaste
has one-point spread consistently over
a period of time.
Certainly, the Starch people continue, the comparison of the two extremes must show something about the
relative selling effectiveness of the commercials for the two toothpastes. Even
agreeing I they go on) that the eightpoint spread can be explained by other
factors, such as advertising in other
media, these outside factors alone could
not explain the difference in spreads
between the 19-point toothpaste and
the one-point toothpaste.
Comparative analysis of "good" and
"poor" commercials — In actually dividing commercials into the two extremes for the purpose of analysis, the
Starch staff gathers all those on which
there is enough data and arranges
them according to the degree of spread.
The top 20% is considered the
cream, skimmed off and labeled
"good." The bottom 20% is similarly
set off and called "poor." The middle
60' I is not used in the analysis.
Now comes the most complicated
part of the whole procedure. Dr. Neu
devised a profile
more bethan
acteristics which of
could
used">()inchardescribing a commercial accurately.
Some of them are (rephrased for clarity I: "Indirect form of address by onscreen persons"; "Commercial
com-

pletely independent of program";
"Number of video scenes"; "Relevant
incidental appearance of product";
"Emphatic announcement voice characteristic"; "Words superimposed on
special
animation."
Each effects
characteristic
has its own timebar divided into 10-second boxes and
the bar is blocked in for the exact
number of seconds a particular characteristic appears in the commercial.
To set all this down obviously requires someone to go over the same
commercial time and time again. Getting recordings of all the good and all

"It is my personal hope that in a matter of just a few years, as television
becomes available to most of the citizens of our country, all the children of
all the schools will be able to enjoy an
electronic blackboard that comes to
life, a magic window that open on all
the world."

DR. WILLIAM JANSEN
Superintendent of
Netv York City Schools

the poor groups is next
Live commercials which
film are dissipated into
nity as soon as they
heard.

to impossible.
are not put on
time and eterare seen and

The only thing left to do is film the
commercial as it appears on a TV
screen. There is kinescope equipment
available but its cost runs in the
neighborhood of $50,000.
The Starch people had no intention
of spending that kind of money so
they set to work developing a cheaper
method of reproducing TV commercials on sound film. The attempt was
successful, and a Starch researcher
now has at his fingertips what is possibly the largest film library of TV commercials in existence.
After the commercials have been
run off and their characteristics noted.

the last stop comes into plaj — the endall for which the technique was set up.
Each characteristic, having been measured for actual length and percentage
of total commercial time, is averaged
out for the good commercials and the
had commercials. A comparison of
these percentages, characteristic by
characteristic, will be significant when
a trait is common in good commercials
but also rare in bad ones — and vice
\ersa. The Starch people say that in
most cases there are consistent answers
about each characteristic.
The Starch technique doesn't pretend to do everything (there are some
anti-research theorists who wonder
whether it does anything). It can't
break down into little pieces the hardto-define characteristics like the personality ofArthur Godfrey, for example. And the Starch people admit that
with their present quota sampling base
the analysis of cigarette commercials,
for example, is a hard nut to crack.
The reason for this is that multiple
programing by tobacco firms results
in such a small percentage of non\ iewers among the 400 people seen
that the "would buy" spreads would
be unreliable.

effectiveness of an advertiser's commercials, adjustments have to be made
according to the particular level of acceptance of the advertiser's product.
This adjustment is made by compli-

"II always strikes me as peculiar that
people expect *o much from a new and
relatively young medium • . . television
only really began in 1947 . . . yet television is infinitely ahead of radio, at its
comparable
age, insofar
as technique
and gaining an audience is concerned."
JOHN HAYES
President

WTOP-TV, Washington

cated
mathematical
median comparisons.

weightings

and

The Starch group is constantly refining its techniques. Now that it has
learned something about what characteristics are common in good commercials and rare in bad ones, the group
is beginning to speculate about whether some good characteristics aren't better than other good characteristics.
That's getting into some pretty fine
analysis, but the Starch people feel
that it presents a challenge that can't
be ignored.
• • •

NETWORK

4. Each network, because of reduced
revenue, has had to give up various
services, but none can get awa\ from
sustaining a large number of expensive
programs — if the nets are to hold their
audiences— even if these programs are
not sold. The Screen Guild series cost
close to $150,000. The Red Skelton
experiment last season wound up with
a deficit of around $100,000 to CBS.
These costs must be put against the
profit and loss of the business. The
network has no choice but to balance
the costs of necessary sustaining programs against commercial income, and
the fact that a network has accumulated large talent obligations in cases
where the investments didn't pan out
as expected doesn't lessen the impact
of this equation.
5. CBS had not discussed within its
upper echelon any specific formula
for submission to its affiliates until
the affiliates suggested the 2 July meeting. The network won't be able to determine whether the nighttime rates
should be cut or the daytime rates increased until it and the affiliated sta-

There are also skeptics who will deny
the assumption that any "would buy"
spreads can be attributed, even in part,
to TV commercials unless either (a)
the influence of all outside factors is
eliminated (which is practically an impossibility), or (b) adjustments are
made for all these outside factors.
Starch answers that enough adjustments and checks are made to find the
particular answers the group is looking for. In the case of dentifrices, for
example, it is known that children's
preferences are an important factor in
family purchases. Therefore, family
makeup is important in the interviewing. Starch checked the quota sampling base and found a good cross-section of family makeup.
Another problem has to do with this
situation: A big national advertiser
who has been saturating U. S. markets
with his product propaganda for years
will have a high level of acceptance.
Therefore, his spread — in other words,
the new customers he has convinced
by his TV commercials — is bound to
be limited. After all, if a national advertiser has 50% of the market, how
much more can he get? A similar problem exists with small advertisers.
To get a true picture of the sales
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RATE CUT

{Continued from page 25)

Gnarfeston's most far

1000
reachi
ng WATTS
station

"I was reading the December 1951-March 1952
Hooperatings for Charleston the other day, and
guess whatLampkin's
—
"Emmett
'In the Garden' is the highest rated personality show in the market.
"It is heard Mondays through Fridays, 8-10 a.m.,
and 'In the Garden Vespers', 6-7 p.m.
e other good personality shows,
too: 'Blues 'n' Boogie', 'Jive Parade', 'Harlemoods', 'Cornfield Frolics', 'Hillbilly Hit
Parade',
and
'Country
Song
Roundup',
to
awful
lotta

lions that have subscribed to ken Baker's Standard \udit & Measuremenl
Service have received their coverage
figures. However, CBS has at hand
enough coverage figures to project a
workable yardstick for determining
cuts, and it hopes that affiliates won't
become so insistent for a showdown
a> to force the network's hand and
bring on "premature action.""
6. CBS recognizes as well as am of
it- affiliates that radio had long been
underpriced, but it is faced with dealing with the hard, hitter facts as presented ina competitive situation which
exists for the 1952-53 season. It must
adjust its facts and sights to this situation and the demands of the advertisers. The interests of itself and its
affiliates must be protected from a selling market that has become highl\ unstabilized through under-the-counter
dealing and special deals. A substantial measure of stability would be obtained bv radio pegging its rates on a
realistic base. Major advertisers have
been dinning this dictum into the networks for months.
7. Baker will, withi na week or two.
furnish CBS with the deck of coverage
information cards relating to CBS affiliates. However, it may not be until
November that the successor to BMB
will be able to complete the running off
of a report from these cards giving a
county-by-county network unduplicated
audience
composite.
The
network

would prefer to hold off instituting a
cut until all'this data is in and affiliates
who subscribe to Standard Measurement will lie in a position to compare
the details of their new individual coverage status with the network's composite picture, i Incidentally, the Baker
stud) provides that if a family mentions two CHS stations they are counted onlj Once for the network. I
A CBS official described as •"most
unique" the circumstances that mark
this week's session with the affiliates.
The network did not. as has been the
custom in the industry, call in the stations to advise them of a proposed
action. It was the affiliates themselves
that initiated the discussions regarding
a rate cut. Said this official: "Here is a
plain case of the affiliates inviting us
tc come and tell them what are all
these rumors about a rate cut they've
been reading about in the trade papers.
Our answer will be something in this
vein: 'Gentlemen, we appreciate your
bringing about this meeting. It just
happens that you and we ought to get
together, and now7 that we're together
we'll be glad to tell you what we have
in mind about rate cut.' "
Having been painfully burned at
Boca Raton, NBC is, according to ad
agency comment, keeping its council —
and closely so — on the rate cut outlook. The disposition seems to be to
let CBS carry the ball all the way this
time. Meanwhile NBC will have been
equipped with the results of the special
network program coverage study which
it ordered from A. C. Nielsen, and as
agency men see it, once CBS has settled the issue with its affiliates, NBC
will move quickly, using the Nielsen
figures as the base for its own rate ad-
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justments.
The wire announcing the two-day
gathering with CBS was signed by
George Storer. president of The Storer
Broadcasting Co. and rated as one of
the elder statesmen of the industry.
In some quarters the feeling prevails
that when the facts are placed before
the affiliates at that time a disposition
to cooperate with CBS in solving its
rate problem will emerge.
Expected to figure prominently, however, in succeeding discussions on the
statements made to CBS affiliates by
the network is Paul W. Morency, as
chairman
the all-industry
Committee.of Morency
has beenAffiliates"
firm in
his opposition to rate cuts of any degree or description by the networks.

It will be recalled that the all-industry
committee was formed a year ago April
after CBS had notified its affiliates advisory committee by wire that it had
decided (<> put through a 10' ; rate cut.
All concerned agree that the rate
cut controversy gives promise of an
especially torrid summer for the radio
industrv.

-k -k -k

510 MADISON
i Continued from page 10)
TV COMMERCIAL
Advertising agencies are the whitehaired boys in
the creative field
of advertising,
dear "Jingle-hapwhich
are! Those
fully
py" public
staffed should be
able to write the
mercials, and,
Mr. Cassens book on TV comdoubtless, many have. A good copy
department, coupled with the talents of
a working art director is a good formula for "dream stuff" on the cathode
ray or nightmares on the late show.
Producers should have the word on
all the technical procedures but even
here progressive agencies are staffing
up with the "knowhow" boys. Screenings of prior commercials by producers
showing examples of how time limitations and good production techniques
are helpful to the agencies as guides to
their embryo epics soon to come dripping down the dipoles of the antennastudded roofs all over the country.
Frederick H. Cassens
Art-TV Director
Moselle and Eisen
New York

SPANISH-SPEAKING

AUDIENCE

\ ou may be interested in a comparison of tlie time buyer reaction to
\isits of people from two stations serving Mexican- American audiences — the
\ i-it~ being about a \< ai apart.
\\ lien Frank Stewart, general manager of KTXN Austin. Texas, visited
agencies last year he found — as had
we — that agencies knew little or nothing of the potential of Spanish language
radio in the Southwest. . . .
Since then man) major national advertisers have learned the role radio
serves in influencing sales among the
several million Mexican-Americans in
1 1 xas, Arizona, New Mexico, and California.
During May. we made the agency
rounds with Juana Maria, who has R
daily hour long women's program on
the wholly-Spanish XEO of MatamorosBrownsville, Texas and XEOR of Reynosa-McAllen, Texas. No mere polite
interest this time. She was in New
York one week and saw nearly 25 buyers and account executives, who not
only plied her with specific questions
and in every way evidenced both a
keen interest in marketing and radio in
Spanish, but also indicated that Spanish language business will be getting
greater budgets.
The list of major U. S. advertisers
using XEO and XEOR, for example,
to reach the 250,000 Spanish speaking
people in the Lower Rio Grande Valley
of Texas, is quite substantial, and is
rather amazing when it is realized that
it has come about mostly within a year.
We think Harlan G. Oakes, head of
his own rep firm in Los Angeles who
first saw the rich potential of Mexican
American radio, pioneered in selling it
to national advertisers and subsequently appointed us as his associates in
New York, sponsor magazine, and
people like Pedro Meneses, Jr. of XEJ
Juarez-El Paso. Frank Stewart of
KTXN, Bob Pinkerton and Juana
Maria of XEO-XEOR, deserve a lot of
credit for introducing sponsors to a
new, hitherto untapped market.
Arthur Gordon, Sales Mgr.
National Time Sales, A. Y.

In your story covering the discussion of local and national rates at the
Southern California Broadcasters Association meeting, I was correctly quoted as having mentioned that the D'Ar< \ agenc) supplied KIST with specially written localized copy for Canada
Dry ginger ale on the Uncle AI and Nix
Animal Pals program. This was a slip
of the tongue as the agency is J. M.
Mathes. Inc.. and, among others, I
have a polite note from W. B. Brayton.
account executive of the offended agency, calling attention to my error.

ulher agencies get paid for it. Co-op
advertising is a substantial source of
lecal business for all radio stations,
and most of it is handled on the local
rate. I hope the agency gets paid for
its work, for a lot of man hours would
be required to localize cop) for all of
the Canada Dry distributors.
Harry C. Butcher
Owner-President
KIST
Santa Barbara, Cal.

I unhesitatingly apologize for my
error and I should like now to make

TV DICTIONARY

the point I was trying to make to the
broadcasters: namely, that some agencies go so far as to supply local copy,

I would very much appreciate receiving two or three copies of your
Television Dictionary Handbook.
We of Richfield have heard many
favorable comments regarding this
booklet and are very interested in see-

specially prepared for co-op advertising. This, I think, is a useful service,
but I was wondering how the agency
gets compensated, because we sell the
Canada Dry distributor in Santa Barbara at the local rate, and the agency
gets no commission. Presumably, J.
M. Mathes performs this service for its

ing it.

Peter F. Tulcasi
Merchandising Department
Richfield Oil Corp.
Los Angeles, Cal.

client, but I don't know how this or

tHE spot:I
WBNS Radio has a point to
prove and facts which add up to
an answer sponsors like to hear.
Here's why sponsors profit from
spot announcements on WBNS:
Domination

of 24 Central Ohio

counties, 1% million strong, that
spend a billion dollars annually.
WBNS carries the 20 top-rated
programs with more listeners than
all other local stations combined.
For more sales, put Central Ohio's
only CBS outlet to work for you.

ASK

LOCAL

VS. NATIONAL

RATES

Readership of sponsor is certainly
intense, particularly if one makes a
mistake as I did in your 23 April issue.
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dodge that if something is repeated often enough -it will be accepted.
The easiest — and laziest — form of
disparagement is to use generalities.
The Bureau has a plentiful supply of
these. But. just to take radio, the facts
still can
persist
that to
over
96' and
'< ofthere
Amerihomes listen
radio
are
at least 30,000,000 out-of-home radios.
with about 25.000.000 of these installed in autos. One could go on piling up figures to show: that newspapers
have nothing on the broadcast media
in the way of coverage and habit, but
it's a safe bet that the next ad from the
Bureau will play the same old note.
The needle seems stuck in the groove.

The BOA is persistent, anyway
One of the curiosities of media promotion these days is the Johnny-One\ote approach bj the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Association. In institutional ad
after institutional ad the Bureau keeps
harping on the theme: everybody reads
newspapers but radio and TV reach
onl) "fractions" of everybody's market. The fact that the argument has
been demolished so many times obviousl\ doesn't mean a thing to the Bureau. Itsmacks of the old propaganda

Signs of a turning tide
This could be a harbinger of happy
things to come.
Within recent weeks at lunch gatherings of ad executives from Madison,
Park, and Lexington Avenues a frequent topic of conversation has been
radio. They tell in many cases of clients who have been out of the medium
for a spell suddenly expressing an interest in a radio campaign and asking
for recommendations. A radio-TV department head at one of these sessions

disclosed that about the busiest man in
his section is the fellow checking up on
radio program availabilities. Another
remarks that he has just asked the
timebuying department to give him a
memo explaining the operation of the
Tandem and Pyramid Plans, or any
other similar plans on tap among the
networks.
The evidences of renewed interest in
radio as brought out at these exchanges
across the table may not be strong
enough for a station operator to start
thinking about turning in his Chevrolet
for a Cadillac, but no few agencymen
are of the belief that the interest could
take on lots of substance in the next
month or two. One of these is Willson
M. Tuttle, v. p. in charge of radio and
TV for Ruthrauff & Ryan. Says Tuttle:
"Quite a number of our clients have
come up with a renewed interest in radio, and I wouldn't be surprised if the
radio networks this fall found themselves with a rash of returning clients.
It looks as though advertisers haven't
given up the old ship (radio) — not by
a long shot. Lots of agencies will have
to start dusting off the old radio rate
cards and put their radio departments
to work digging up radio program
a\ ailaliilities."

Applause
"In unity there is strength"
"7 like radio because it is my newspaper, my music, my clock, my weather
forecaster, my theatre, my sports, my
loughs, my cookbook, my friendly companion.'
This entry, one of the 126.423 submitted in a three-week contest staged
1>\ seven metropolitan Detroit radio
stations, won a Packard sedan for a
Detroit secretary
For Detroit radio it won much more.
The contest, which is part of the continuing activity of the United Detroit
Radio Committee, won fresh prestige
for radio, built listenership. put across
a thought-provoking theme, packed so
much wallop that it commandeered
newspaper headlines. Throughout the
Detroit area advertisers were impressed
v. ith the impact of a medium that could
draw a tangible response from one out
of everj 1') homes in Detroit.
68

The seven stations involved ( CKLW.
WEXL, WJBK. WJR, WKMH, WWJ,

Other enlightened groups, such as
the Tennessee Broadcasters which a

and WXYZ) demonstrated that "in
unity there is strength." When the
awards were announced, all stations
carried the same program, probably to
a record audience.

few years back put across a highly successful "Let's Sell Optimism" cam-

In Rochester, N. Y., four stationmembers of the Rochester Radio
Broadcast Management

Council, an-

other prime exponent of the "in unity
there is strength" thesis, have joined
in sponsorship of four consecutive
Advertising Research Bureau. Inc.
I ARBI I surveys. Projansky, Sears,
Roebuck, Edwards, and McFarlin are
the four big stores participating;
WARC, WHAM, WRNY, and WVET
are the stations. The stations, which

paign under the
leadership
WLAC'sof
F. C. Sowell,
appreciate
the ofpotency
"in unity there is strength."
If any one thing can be said to have
contributed to the reduced prestige of
the biggest advertising medium of all,
radio, it is the unhappy habit that
broadcasters have acquired of squabbling among themselves. Trying to
undermine the other fellow, whether
by battling about confusing rating
claims, offering a lower bargain-basement deal, or what have you, has
played right into competitive media
hands. But the signs gather that more

will compete with newspapers at pointof-sale under the close stewardship of

city and state radio groups are bandiwg together in common cause. They

impartial ARBI crews and the stores,
are dividing the cost of the surveys on
a formula basis.

can benefit from looking at what's
happening in Detroit and Rochester,
and supporting the fast-growing BAB.
SPONSOR
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Team and It's

IV4MewifccC cuvcC Islfafr
Does the farmer stop milking his cows during the summer? Ridiculous!
No more than the KMBC-KFRM Service Farms stop farming during the
summer — or no more than Phil Evans, Bob Riley or Jim Leathers stop passing out that vital farm information to the Heart of America farmer who
turns on the radio in his barn to catch KMBC-KFRM farm programs while
he gets his milking done. Or no more than the Team's News Department
stops disseminating the latest news in eleven daily newscasts. Yes indeed,
KMBC-KFRM is "program-wise." Summer time — wintertime, the Team is
on-the-air with the kind of programming that it knows from thirty years of
broadcasting experience the largest share of the audience will return to, and
listen for, day after day.
It is this program wisdom which has long since placed The KMBC-KFRM
Team in top spot in The Heart of America — and continues to keep The Team
in that spot by a comfortable margin.

^

• ' kUli . .

his is the first of a series on The
i the Heart of America.

KMBC-KFRM

know-how

which

spells

dominance

Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the KMBCKFRM program story. BE WISE- REALIZE . . . fo sell the Whole Heart of
America Wholeheartedly it's . . .

^KMBC-KFRM^m
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